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SEX DISCRIMINATION REGULATIONS

TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1975

11017SC or RtirnEsENTATB-F.;
Stitt I m max os PosrsticoNDA Ent-c.vrtoN

or 't CommrrrEt: oN Eutic.vrioN AND LABOR,
14'ushington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9;30 a.m. pursuant to notice, in room

22n, Rayburn House Otlice
a.m.,

James G. (Mara (chair-
Mall Of ',c ?subcommittee) presiding.

3li111,,,n; pre,,ent Representatives O'Hara, Thomimon, Chis-

holm, Andrews, I3iouiu, Simon, Mott], Esch, Eshleman, %a-
tm:mt. and Smith.

Also present; Jim Ifareison, staff director: Robert Andringa, mi-

nority staff di rector vWebster Buell, comisel, Richard fosse, assistant

minority counsel; Ellicott Teets, clerk; and Karen Wimp, pssistant

clerk.
Mr. 011..titA. The subcommit lee Will come to order.
This subeounnittv is beginning Bearings to eView the regulations

recently issuced by the Ilepatment of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare for the impiementaiion of title IX of Public Law 114-3IA. The

heart of title IX, is the ban on sex discrimination in any etic:nit:0(1:d.

program 4n: acticitpassisted the Fech-ral Government.
The regulations will be reviewed solely to se.. if they art, consistent

with the law and with the intent of theVingre,:s in enacting the law.

We :eye not Meeting to deculeefiet her of not there should he'a title

but icilely to see if the regulation writers have read it amid miderstood

it the way the lawmaker?: intended it to he read and understood.
lIel,anse we will be taking testimony fronva great many interested

parties who lime liven a:4:M to foltS t:ite.of eoliStSti:114,7 Is WI

time law, I Munk it would be inappropriate at this point for -mti to

state my own tentative views on that IS411e. ( beta- is OOP itcat4 on

whikrh my views are not at all rental e and on which I ant not in the

It.ast reluctant in annnithee thew.
:Serf inn : t :11 t d t nt the .11einetai ,Ednent Pprovi,rions let, which

Sets forth the authority for the conduct of these hearino.s. is, I believe,

tine of the nue-t iinpurtnnt -tops this Coquie-.s has taken in recent

"years to S'OVernIOVIlt to the people.
Fur all tun inv. the Imre:thews 1dee :t.,--mineti that the duty of the

Coiecyess atis simply tit makeNgunent1 policy nth( then to lean back

ammo' let the bun-meet-As syrup the real htl in the sl.ape.of regulations.

.duel thy for too many years. has been in the position of

doing eNactly that.
.7-eetion 4311d ; say- that the bureaueraey ?hall be held aeeountablo

and that its regulltions nil) serutinLed %cry evretttliy to see if
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they are consistent with the law from which they must thaw all oftheir authority. The Congress, section 431(d) says, N'till return tomaking the law and the bureaucratt can return to carrying it out the
Way jt Alp intended to be carried out *hen it was enacted.

Most et the people who have written to this subcommittee over thepast several months asking to lie hear& when these hearings arescheduled have indicated_ their belief that the draft regulations in theseveral forms they have so far taken are inadequate. Some have sug-gestod they do not carry out the law in its full vigor. Others havesuggested they go beyond the limits of the law. Almost no one has-ritten in so far to endorse the regulations as developed by HEW.We will, then, review what the Department has done. 11/4 will
lay it alongside the lacy and, if they don't jibe, we shall move Lu havethy regulations changed.through the method afforded us by the law- -a eoncurrent resolution of disapproval.

At this point in the record, 1 would like to have printed the docu-
toentary background for this hearing, that is, the texts of title IXof Public Law (d2.--318, the text of section 431 of the General Educa-tion Priwisions At as amended, Secretary Weinberg letter ofJune 4 transmitting the regulations, my letter inviting Secretaryto iappr, and re-ponding to some of the concerns file xpessed inhis etutanunieation, and of course, the text of the regulations and
other materials as they appeared in the Federal Register on June 4.[Information referred to followsl

TITLE IXPROIIIBITION OF SVC) DISCRIMINATION
_

SEX DISCRIMINATION PROFf IBITED

Sap 1101. (n) No person In the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be.hided from participation in, be denied the benefits of or be subjected todt-erholnation under any edjigation program or activity receiving Federalassistapce, except that:
11) in regard to admissions to educational institutions, this section shallhppiy only to institutions of vocational education, professional education,nod graduate higher education, and to public institutions of undergraduatehigher lAncittlort
t2) In regard to admissions to educational institutions, this section shallwit apply (A t ft:r one year from the dare of enactment of this Act, nor for,six years after such date in the case of an educational institution whichhat begun the process of changing from being an institution which admitsonly students of one sex to being an.einstitution which admits students ofboth sexes, but only if It is carrying out a plan for such a change whichis appt- ,.ed by the Commissioner of Education or (1 for seven years fromthe dere en Pducational institution begins the process of changing fromIing an Institution whirls admits only students of only one sexAd beingan Imititution which admits students of both sexes, but only if it is carryingout a p1-tn far such p change which is approved by the Cohmissioner ofEdiolitian whichever is the later 412) 41,14 section shall not apply to an educational institution which iscontrolld by a religious organization if the application of this subsectionwould not be (*mist:tent with the religious tenets of such organization ;14) this section shall n'ot apply to an educational institution whose pri.- wary purpo-re fx the training of individuals for the military services of the,.l'ultotl States, or the merchant marine;
t7o In regard to admissions this section shall not apply to any publicinqtittition of tintb.rgradante higher education which Is an institution thattraditionally and continually from its establishment has 1 ad a policy ofmimitting only qudents of one sex and
(a. 1 Tht,t ,,ection shall not apply to membenddp practices-

3
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(As) of a social fraternity or social sorority which is exempt from taxation
under section 301(a) of Title.26, the active membership of which consists
primarily ofstudents in attendance at an institution of higher education, or

(B) of the Young Men's Christian Association, Young Women'eChristian
Association, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, and voluntary youth"
service organizations which are so exempt, the membership of which has,
traditionally been limited to persons of one sex and principally to.persons
of less than nineteen years of age.

(b) Nothing contained in subsection (a) of this section shall be inter-
preted to require any educational Institution to grant preferential or disparate
treatment to the members of one sex on account of an imbalance which may
exist with respect to the total number or percentage of persons of that sex
participating in or receiving the benefits of anr federally snpported program
or activity, In comparison with the total number or percentage of persons of

that sex in any conitunnity, 'State, section, or other area Provided, That this
subsection shall not be construed to prevent the consideration in any hearing
or proceeding under this title of statistical evidence tending to show that such
an imbalance exists with respect to the participation in, or receipt of the benefits
of, any such program or activity by the members of one sex.

(c). For purposes of this title an educational institution means any public
or private preschoel,' elementary, or secondary ,school. or any institution of
vocational, professional, or higher etincation. except that in the case of an
educational Institution composed of more than one school, college, or depart-
ment which are administratively separate units. such term means each such
school, eollege, or department.

(20 U.S.C. 1681) Enacted June 23,1972, P.L. 92-318, see.. 901, SG Stat. 373 374.

FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE ENFQRCEMENT

SEC. 902. Each Federal department and agency which is empowered to extend
Federal financial assistance to any education program or activity, by way of
grant, loan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or guaranty, is author-
ized. and directed to effectuate the.provisions of section 901 with respect to such
program or activity by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general applica-
bility which shall be consistent with achievement of the objectives of the statnto
authorizing the financial assistance in connection with which the action is
taken. No such rule, regulation, or order shall trecome effective unless and until
approved by thp President. Compliance with any requirement adopted pnrs»ant
to this section may be effected l.) by the termination of or refusal to grant nr
to continue assistance, under such program or activity to any recipient as to
whom there has been an express finding on the record, after opportunity for
hearing, of a failure to comply with such requiremept, but such termination or
refusal shall be .)invited to the particular political entity, or part, thereof, or
other recipient as to whom such a finding has been made, and shall be limited
in its effect to the particular prograth, or part thereof, in which such noncom-
pliance has been so found. or (2) by any other means authorized by law :'
Provided, however, That no such action shall be taken until the department oi
agency concerned has advised the appropriate persorbor,persons of the failure
to comply with the requirement and has determined tat compliance cannot be
secured by voluntary means. In the case of any action terminating, or refusing
to grant or continue, assistance ,tecause of failure to comply with a requirement
imposed pursuant to this section, the head ofthe Pedenil department or agency
shall file with the committees of the Ilouse,and Senate having legislative juris-
diction over the program or activity involved a full written report of the circum-
stances and the grounds for snub action. No such action shall'become effective
until thirty days have kinpsed after the filing of such report.

20 U.S.C. 1682) Enacted June 23,1972,,T.L. see,.902,86 Stat. 374.

JUDICIAL REVIEW .

-Sr.e. 903. Any department or agency action taken pursuant to section 1662
shall be subject to such judicial review as may otherwise be provided by law
for similar action taken by sue]] department or agency on other grounds, In the
caseof action, not otherwise subject to judicial review, terminating or refusing
to grant or to continue financial assistance upon a finding of failure to comply
with any requirement imposed pursuant to section 902, anyliPperfion aggrieved
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(including any State or lailkal subdivision thoeuf and any agency of either)
may obtain judicial review of such action In accordance with chapter 7 of title
5, United States Code, and such action shall not he deemed committed to
unreviewatle Agency discretion within the meaning of section 701 of that title.

(20 U.S.C, 1683) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92 -31S, 86 Stat. 374, 375.

PROHIBITION AGAINST DISCIIIMINATION AGAINST THE BLIND

SEC. 004. No person in the United States shall, on the ground of blindness or
severely impaired lsfon,,be dulled adhussiun in az.y course of study by a recipi-
ent of Federal financial assistance fur any educatiunal program or activity, but
nothing herein shall be construed to require any such institution to provide any
special services to such person because, of his blindness or sisual impairment.

(20 U.S.C. 10-34) J) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-31S, sec. 904. 80 Stat. 375.

EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS

SEC. 905. Nothing in this title shall add to or detract from any existing author-
ity with respect to any program or activity under which Federal financial assist-
ance is extended by way of a contract of insurance or guaranty.

(20 U.S.C. 1085) Enacted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-31S, sec, 905, 86 Stat. 375.

AMENDMENTS To OTHER LAWS

SI:C. 900. (a) Sections 401(b). 407(a) (2), -110. and 902 of the Civil Rights Actof 1904 442 2(K)0c)(b), 2000c-6(a) (2), 2000c-9, and 2000h-2) are each
amended by inserting the word "sex" after the word "religion".

ah)(1) Section 13(a) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 193S (29 U.S.C.213(a)) is amended by inserting after the words the provisions of section 6"
the following: "(except section 6(d) in the case of paragraph (1) of this
subsection)".

(2) 'Paragraph (1) of subsection 3(r) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 203(r)(1)) is
amended by deleting "an elementary or secondary school" and inserting in lieu
thereof "a preschool, elementary or secondary school".

(3) Section 3(s),( -1) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 203(s) (44) is amended aw &Acting
"nn elementary or Secondary school" and inserting in lieu thereof "a preschool,
elementary or secondary school".

INTERPRETATION WITH RESPECT TO LIVING FACILITIES

SEC. 007. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this title,
nothing contained herein shall he construed to prohibit any educational institu-
WM' receiving "funds under this Act, from maintaining separate living facilities

--foi-the different sexes.
(20 U.S.C. 10S6) Enicted June 23, 1972, P.L. 92-313, sec. 907, 86 Stat. 375.

*-
.r GENERAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS .AC T

SUBPART 2 ADMINISTRATION: REQUIREMENTS min I.I3fITATIONS

Rules: Requfremants and Enforeement
qFC. 42t. (a) Rules, regulations, guidelines, or other published 'interpreta-

tions or orders issued by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare orthe. (mice of Flneation. or by any official of such agencies. In connection with,
or affeet ing, the administration or any applicable program shall contain irnmedi-
defy f-llowing each substantive provision of such rules, regulations. guidelines,
interprfthtions, or orders, citations to the particular section or sections of statu-
tory law or other legal authority upon which such provision is based.t h) ) No standard, rule. regplation, or requirement of general applicabilitypreserlbed for the administration of any applicable program may take effectuntil thirty days a fterdt is published in the Federal Register.

(2) (A) During the thirty-day period prior to the date upon which suchstandard rule. regulation, or general requirement is to be effective, the Com-m'ssb ner shall. in accordance frith kite provisions of ,section 553 of title 5.United States Code, offer any interested 'faro an opportunity to make comment
upon, ond take exception to, such standard, rule, regulation, orgeneral require-

-



meat and shall reeonsi(ler any such standard, rule, regulation, or general require
ment upon which comment is mad, 1,, which exception is taken.

nil) If the Commissioner determines that the thirty-day requirement hi para-
giapli II) will cause undue delay in the implementation of a regillation, thereby
causing extreme hardship for the intended beneficiaries of an applicable program,
he shad notify the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the Senate. It
neither committee disagrees with the determination of the CoMmissioner within
1() days after such notice, thi! Commissioner may waive such requirement-with
respect. t suel I regulation.

(e) All. such rules, regulattons, guidelines. interpretations, or orders shall
be unitormly applied and enforced throughout the fifty States.

id) (1) Concurrently with the publication in the Federal Register of any
standard. rule. regulation, or requirement of general applicability as required
in subsection (b) of this section, such standard, ride. recut:W(3n, or requirement
shall be transmitted tt) the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the

President of the Senate. Such standard. rule, regulation, or' requirement shall
become effective not leas than forty -live days after such transmission unless the
Congress shall, by concurrent resolution, lind that the standard, rule, regnia-
Ulm, or requirement is inconsistent with the Act from which it derives its nu-
t:.:ay, and disapprove such standard, rule, regulation, or requirement.

(2, pi. cory-nve.day period specified in paragraph (1) shall be deemed to
run without interruption except during periods when either House is in adjourn-
ment sine die, in adjournment subject to the call of the Chair, or in adjournment
t,, a day certain for a period of more than four consecutive days. In any such
period of adjourmnent, the forty live days shall continue to run, but if sueli
period of adjournment is thirty calendar days, or less, the forty-rive -day period

shall liot be deemed to have elapsed earlier than tea days after the end of
Such adjournment. In any period of adjournment which lasts more than thirty
days, the fortytive-day period Anil be deemed to have elapsed after thirty
calondar, days has elapsed, unless during those thirty calendar days, either
tae Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives, or the

ammittee on Labor and PublierWelfare of the Senate, or both, shall have

directed its chairman. in accordance with said committee's rules, anti the rules

of that House, to transmit to the appropriate department or agency head a formal

statement of objectiod to the proposed standard, rule, regulation, or requirement.

rtich letter shall suspend the effective date of the standard, ride, regulation.

or rcquirentent until not less than twenty days after the end of such adjournment,
during which the Congress may enact the concurrent resointion provided for
in this subsection. In no event shall the standard, rule, regulation, or require-

ment go into effect until the forty -five -day period shall have elapsed, as provided

for in this subsection, for both Houses of Congress. -

(e) Whenever at concurrent resolution of disapproval is enacted by the Con-

pe,s under the provisions of this section, the agency which issued such standard,
rule, regulation, or requirement may thereafter issue a modiflastandard, rule,

regulation, or requirement to govern the sanue or sIlbstantially identleal eir-

cam,tanees, but shall, in publishing such modification in the Federal Register
and submitting It to the Speaker of the 'House of Representatives and the
Pre-ident of the Senate. indicate how the modification differs from the proposed

,rd, rule, regulation. or reqiiirenient of general appljeabillity-eallier distil);

proved. and how the agency believes the modificatiolnlisposes of the findings

by tile Congress in the concurrent-Tesolutioif ailisapproval.
f i For the purposes of subsections (d) and (e) of this section, activities

under sect ions 40-1, 405, tital -IOU of this title, and under title IX of the Education
Atainiti moms of 1972 shall be deemed to be applicable programs.

.1g1 Sot later than sixty days after the enactment of any part of any Act
affecting the administration of any applicable program, the Commissioner shall

..tibittit to t4 Committee on Education and Labor of tine House of Representatives
and Ile. CoMmittee on Labor and Public Welfare of the Senate a schedule in

aveorilanee with which the Commissioner has planned to promulgate rules. regu-

lations, and guidelines implementing such Set or part of such Act. Suti schedule

shali provide that all sue!' rules. regulations. and guidelines slap be promill-

r (tell within one hundred and eighty days after the submission of tote!) schedule.

Except as Is provided in the following sentence, all such rules, regulations, and

guidelines shall he nromulgated lu acconlitheo wtih such schedule. If the Comn&-

siouer linden that, dire to circumstances unforeseen at the time of the submission

2 5 V:47 75 -



of any such schedule.. Ile cannot c..mply with a schedule submitted pursuant to
this sabsection, he shall notify such committees of such lindings and submit a
new seliedule.,If both such committees notify the Commissioner of their approval
of such new schedule, such roles, regulations, and guidelines shall be promul-
gated in accordance with such new schedule.

120 U.S.E. 1232) Enacted' April 13, 1970. P.L. 91-230. Title IV, sec. 401(a)
(10), 84 Stat. 169, renumbered June 23, 1972. 92-318, see. 301(a) (1), 86
Stat. 320, amended August 21, 1974, P.L. 93 -380, sec. 509(a), bS Stat. 566, 568.

THE SECRETARY OF REALM EDUCATION, WELFARE,
Washington , D.C.,,June 4, 1975.

Hon. CARL B. Arai*,
$pcukcr of the Rouse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DE.An Ma. SPEAKER : Attached is a copy of the folio% ing document which has
been transmitted to the Federal Register:

Final Regulation untiqr Title IX of P.L. 92-318, as a roved by-the President.
This document is' being transmitted to you in arcs auce with the procedure

set forth in section 131(d) of the General Education Provisions Act, as amended_
by seotioli 509(a) (1) of P.L. 03-380 (II.R. (391. signed into law on August 21,
1071, by the Pro,ideut. Scalia), 431(d) prsovides that published regulations re-
garding various aid to education programs administered by the Department
,.hati become effectit e not less than forty-live day s, folio« ing the date of their
transmission to the Spe.ther of the House of Representatives and the President
et the Senate. subject to the provisions contained in that section regarding Con-
k.ressional action and,adjourionent. ljegulations under Title IX of P.L. 92-318
are specIficlilly 5neluded under this procedure. Since the proposed rure under
Title IX AS ad published prior to the enactment of section 4310), and was. there-
fore. not transmitted, the final regulation is being transmitted under section
431(d). The effective date of the regulation is duly 21, 1975.

/ feel obligated to indicate our continuing reservations as to, the validity of
certain provisions of section 431(d). as we understand its operation,

tia statement which accompanied his signing of MR, 60, the President ob-
served that provisions in the Act calling for Congressional review and possible
1 of administrative and regulatory decisions of this Department were ques-
tionable on practical as well as constitutional grounds. Section 431(d) is one of
these provisions. We continue to believe put this. provision raises substantial
constitutional questions.

In light of the widespread interest in the Title IX regulation, we anticipate
that the-coverage, eNclusion or treatment of various matters may be the subject
of intense consideration by Congress. If Congress, determines that a course dif-
ferent from that.set forth in the regulation is warranted, then we believe that
it should proceed by way og amendatory ur clarifying legislation rather than by
comurrent resolution alined at deferring the effectiveness of a particular provi-
sion of these rules. Whatever the constitutional validity of section 431(d), it
igiour: view that section 43I(d) is largely ineffective other than requiring a
fotttlive day waltlitgiieriod. If the final Title IX regulation is within the tires-

., out Statutory authotity, section 131(d) would not by its terms apply since Con-
gressional disapproval is limited to a matter "Inconsistent with the act from
which it derives its authority." While vie recognize that Congress and the Execu-
tive might. differ on the legality of a particular standard in the Title IX regula-
tion, we believe that any such Congressional judg,ment might be challengvti in
the courts by a party supporting the position in the Title IX regulation as
transmitted. Further, the Department would be on untenable legal grounds if
It were to accede to the views of Congress expressed In a concurrent resolution
qn a matter which we believe mnst-be covered under the present statute.

Indeed, some of the most sensitive matters in the Title IX regulation relate
to positions which we believe are reqUired by the Title IX statute and which
would, therefore, not be susceptible to alteration by concurrent resolution. in
short. while we can conceive of reasonable differences as to policy alternatives
to lie followed, and while we believe that far greater specificity in the statute
would have been desirable. we think that nothing but confusion and delay in
meeting the legitimate expectations of millions of citizens can be engendered
by an attempt of the Congress to perform its proper legislative function through

)

tR
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a concurrent resolution rather than the constitutional procedure for enacting

legislation.
We will, of course, review any proposed legislative changes introduCed in Con-

greg% and provide our comments, and will amend the final Title IX regulation

as necessary in accordance with any such changes enacted into law by the pro-
cedures prescribed In the Constitution for such enactments. ,

Sincerely, CASPAR W. WEvaiesoss,
Secietatt

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., One 16,1975.

Hon. CASPAR WEINBERGER,
See:Vary, Department of Health, Educationband Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

DEMI SIR. SECRETARY: This is to confirm the invita tion telephoned to the
Department by the Subcommittee, requesting that you or d member of your staff
appear on June 26th at 9:30 a.m. In Room 2175 Rayburn House Office Building, to
testify before the Subcommittee regarding the regulations promulgated by the
Department, tind submitted by you to the Speaker by your letter of June 4, 1976
I am also confirming the understanding set-forth in the second paragraph of that
letter, that these hearings are being held in accordance with the procedure set
forth by law in Section131(d)'of the General Education Provisions Act.

I am aware, of course, of the reservations the Depaftment feels with regard to
Section 431(d) and the procedure set forth by that provision of law. Those objec-
tions have been stated In every letter of submission the Depa rtment has sent to the
Congress whenever regulations have been issued subsequent to August 21, 1971.
But your letter of June 4 expresses those reservajkins in a more explicitlashinn,
and as author of the statutory provision Involved, it may well be appropriate for
me to respond to your concerns.

For the most part, your letter seems to express a concern that the Congress will
use the Section 431(d) procedure in an effort to 'defer the effectiveness" of reg-
ulztions which are within.the statutory authority the Congress conferred upon the
Deifartment wilefi it enacted Title IX.That concern should be alleyiated by a

...reading of Section 431(d). Under the procedure established therein, we may only
review the regulations to determine if they are consistent with the law frOm which
they derive all of their authority. And we may only return them if they are non-
consistent with that law. Section 431(d) affords no alternative to the exercise
of the legislative function of the Congress. It merely seeks to guard against the
temptation which the regulation-writing process always presents to the agencies
to seek to share Jo that legislative function.

Obviously, there may be differences of opinion between the agency and the
Congress as. to what the Congress-intended when it wrote the law. And, as yqu
have frequently made clear, there is ample room for difference of opinion. between
the agency and ,the Congress as to what the Congress should have-done when it
wrote the law. But the law, as4written, is the law as It applies, whetlibr or not'any
of us, individually, happens to like it. And if youjire not sure what the Congress
meant, the Congress' own opinion as to its intention when it enacted the law
should be definitive. If I want to know what an Executive official means when he
-says something, I will accept his explanation. Section 131(d) gives the Congress
an opportunity to let you know if you has e interpreted its intentions correctly. It
goes no further than that.

Should the case you fear arise, and the Congress finds that it intended sonic -
thing other than what you believe It intended, I would not thinleyou would be on
"untenable legal grounds" in doing what the Congress says to do. In fact, I think
you might find yourself on the soundest legal grounds the Executive Branch has
been on In ninny years by following that simple procedure.

If any of us in the Congress believe the law Should be changed, we.would of
eour'e proceed to iutrodnce.leglslation, consider it through the procedures pre-
scribed in the Constitution, listen to whatever comments ion or oilier interested
parties wished to offer, and change the law. But, as I point out, that is not what
we are doing here, We are not considering the lass. We are looking at regulations.

Very truly 3-Ours,
JAJIES G. O'HARA, Chairman.
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Wrom Federril Register, Anne 4, 1075] :, .

TITLE 45 PUBLIC WELFARE
,

Sunrurtt: ADEPART:tie:IT OF ilEALTII. EL,LCATIoN, AM) 'MASA RE, GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION

FART minNONDISCRIMINATIoN ON fliE BASIS OF St X IN LIA. CATION PROWLS. MS
AND At.TI%Ii IES LEI oft UNE/ I ,INt. knot flan 1(.11. I INANLIAL ASsIS LAZ.C1.1

1

On June '20. 1971. the Office for Cit a Rights of the DepartMent of Health,
Faimatipm and Welfare gat e notice of proposed intenitikut.4 to the elle( t that it
int tided to add Pait su to the Depaitmental regulation to effectuate title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1072 (20 U.S.C. secilops I651 et seq.), except sec-
t].., 904 and 00() thereof (20 E.S.C. 16s1 and 164$6hit%ttit It -gird to Federal finan-
cial it-sistaneo admitustead by the Depal tomtit (;11) FR '.:222s). Title IX pro-
s ides that "No pi.rson in the T.:1ilted States shall on the basis of sex, be excluded
from prirtit ipaithin iu, be &killed the bent fits of, ur he subjttred to discrizmnatiod
under .ins education program or nal% it3 retelling Federal financial assistance.'
tilt!' certain exceptions. Title IX is similar to title VI of the t_ it il Rights Set of
1901 ( C.S C. 2000d at seq.) except that' title IX applies to dist,rhaination based
on st x, is limited to education programs and acti% hies. and includes employment.
Title IX is also similar to. but independent to% sections 7OtIA and 2315 of the Public
Health St [vice -let a lila. In effect, proscribe des( I iwrn.ttwn on the basis of sex in
admissions to tertain'health training programs 02 L.S.C. 29511-0 mill 42 U.S.C.

2

Interested persons were given until Ch tuber 11. 1974. in it hieh to submit written
comments, suggestions, or objet tions, til irroi,osed Tee:Am-jun. The
Depart Mt nt ITC1.4% ed of t r 9700 moon ents. sugge- lions or u..)ectiun, WO. of ter C111-
Mac ratitm of all rele% ant matter preseueud 1,3 interested persons, the regulationas
proposed Is her.e.li% adopted, subject to elianges as reflected het ein.

3

EFFECTIVE DATE

this regulation has been ;ligncit. t the Secretary of Health, Education. and
Welfare and approt ed by the Presiddht. It till (e transmitted to Congress pur-
suant to ,-eethm 131((1)11) of the General Ed moat ion Pro,Isions Act. as amended
by -ection 509,t a ) 2) of the Education Amendments of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-3W, 88
Stat. 107). The regulation will become effective on July 21, 1975.

SI'MM.1UT OF REGULATzoss

Sul:part A of till, regulation S6.1 through SO) Includec delizajons and
pro'11..h.us con.,erielba . it vedial and off mottle e at tions, self-t% alua Hon. required
assurances. ill-tniiaatio4Jof iIIIriialbin polities. and (Alter general matters

d to dIscrimin,,tlitt .'ii the bast, of sex The Subpart also explains the effect
of state and local huts and other requirenuints.

Subpart B SO 11 through SC(.17 a de,cribes the edneational in4itutions and
other entities. a teeth( r public or prit ate. %%bleb are (.01(.11 in whole or in part

the regulation. It al-o lase hide.- exemptions as to the aihnissions praetice,: of
certain edueittonal lo.,t Itmiims and an eemptiou as to the membership prac-tices of dal fraternities and sororities, the Bov Scouts. Girl Souts. Camp Fire

W.C.A.. Y.M C.A.. and certain %Millinery youth Sert ice organizations-
'fhb: 'apart tlefincs and lest ribes certain edneational.Insiitutions

are eligible tu samit transition plans designed to con% ert their singlesex
admp,o,,ns processei to non dist rindna.toQ prone. -es of er a Naed period of time
not to eXceed seven 3 curs hi nn the date of enactment of title IX (i.e., by June 24,

1t
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7979):'The exemptions for thim admissions practices of certain educational insti-

tutions are set forth hi § 901 u(a) of title IX as originally passed by Congress in

rub.L. 92-318. The exemption for the membership practices of the aforemea-

Honed youth organizations was inserted into'tkie IX by § 30) of Pub. L..93 -SOS,

signed by the President on. Deemnbex 31, 1974'.
-

Subpart C-(§§81l.21, through 80.23) sets forth the general and particular prohi-

bitions with respect to nondiscrimination based on sex in admissions policies and

adinission preferences, including requirements concerning recruitment of students.

The regulatory requirements regarding treatment of students and employment

(Subparts D and E) are ap9leable to all cducationakinstitutions receiving Fed-

eral .flitaucial assistance, including those whose admissions are exempt under

Subart C.
7

Subpart D' (§§ 80.31 through 80.421 sets forth the general rules with respect to

prohibited discrimination In educational programs and activities. The specific

subject matter covered in Subpart D includes discrimination on the basis of sex

in academic research, extrlieurricular and other offerings, housing, facilities,

access to programs and activities, financial and employment assistance to stu-

dents, health and insurailde benefits for students, physical education ana instruc-

tion, atimiet(es, discrimination based on the marital or parental status of gtudents

and portions of classes dealing with sex education. The regulation explicitly does

not affect the use*of particular textbooks or curricular materials.

,8

.Subpart E (§§ 86.51 througt t80.61) sets forth the general rules with respect

to employment:In educational programs and activities. The specific subject mat-

ters covered' are: discrimination on the basis of sex in hiring and employment

criteria, recruitment, compensation, Job classification and structure, promotions

and terminations. fringe benefits, consideration of marital or parental status,

leave practices, advertising. and pre-employment inquiries as to marital or pa-

rental status. It also includes provisions for exemptions where sex is a bona fide

occupational qualification.
9.

Subpart I` Tr 0.71) Sets forth the interim procedures widen will doyen! the

implementation of the regulation by incorporating by reference the Department's

Procedures under title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 196-1.

10

nom of APPLWATIO:c

Section 86.11. in Subpart B, provides that the regniation applies "to each edle:

cation program, or activity which receives or benefits from Federal finaneial as-

sistanee" administered by the Department Under analogous cases lnyolviug con-

stitutional prohibitions against racial discrimination, the courts have held' that

the education functions of a school district or college include any service facility,

or program which it operates or sponsors, Including athletics and other extra-
currienlar activities. These precedents have been followed with regard to sex
discrimination; ace Brenden v. Independent School District 742, 477 F. 2d 1292

-

(8th Cir. 1973).
Title IX requires In 20 U.S.C. 1682, that termination or refwmi to grant or con-

tinue such assistance "shall be limited in its effect to the particular education
program or.activity or part thereof in which noncompliance has been found." The
interpretation of this provision In title IX will be consistent with time interpreta-

tion of similar language contained In title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1904 (42

U.S.C. 20006-1). Therefore, an eddeation program or activity or part thereof
operated by a recipient of Federal financial a$Sim,lauee administered by the De- 0

'moment will he subject to the requirements of this regulation, if it receives or
benefits from sue'h assistance. This interpretation is consistent with the only ease
Specifically ruling on the language contained in title VI, which holds that Federal
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funds may be terminated tinder title VI upon a finding that they "are infected by
a discriminatory ens irohnient " Board of Public Inatruchott of Taylor Conn.
ty, Plorida v. Finch, 414 F. 2d 1068,1078 -79 (Rh Cir. 1969).

A more detailed-discussion of sarions sections in each of the Subparts of the
title IX regulation is set forth in the following paragraphs. In certain cases, .major issues and the reasoliq for Hu. S11:11 ItIngttage

SUBPART ACRANGES'

13

Section 86.1The statement of purpose is amended by adding the words
"whether or not ,,m,11 progn.m .,r Is offered or sponsored by an educa-
tional institution as defined in this part."-

14

Paragniph 86 2.(a ) The definition of "title IX" as used in the,regulation is
amended by adding "except §§ 004 and 006 thereof." The U.8. Code eitatI011 has
been appropriately amended to reflect this change.

15

Paragraph ,62(j) The definition of "local education agency" is amended toinclude the follossing parenthetical ubbresiation: "L.E.A."

16

Setion WI-- Remedial and actionion and self-evaluation. Pacagraph
(a ) of this section Is amended to nelid-ali follows: s

if the Director finds that a recipient has discriminated against persons on theba.lx of ,:ex in an education program or actin ay, such recipient shall take such
remedial tutien as the Director ileums necessary to us erCOMC the effects of suchdiscrimination.

11

Paragraph (b) of this section Is amended by adding the selitemee "Nothing
herein shall be interpreted to alter any aflinakise action obligations which a -
recipient may have under Executive Order 11246."

In addition, paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section have been added. Para-
gt'aph (c) requires reciplints %%Rhin a y ear of the effective date of the regulation
to evaluate flair poliele1 and practices and the effects thereof in terms of the re-
tfirments of the regulation, to modify any of these policies-and practices which
do not or may not meet the requirements of the regulation, and to take appropri-
ate remedial action to climinate the effects of any-discrimination ssInch resnitecl.
or may have resulted fruiu adherence to them. Paragraph (d) requires that therecipient nuzintain fur -at least three years,from completion of the evaluation
made pursuant to paragraph (c) a dels!ription of any modifications made and
any remedial actions taken pursuant to paragraph (c9.

18

Section qi 4(a) -The general description of assurances required is amended toadd the following:
An assurance of compliance with this Part shall not be saitsfactory to theDirector if the applIchnt or recipient to vt hum such assurance applies falls to com-

mit itself to take whatever remedial action Is necessary In accordance with
); 4fi 3(a ) to eliminate existing discrimination on the basis of sex or to eliminate
the effects of past discrimination whether occurring prior or subsequent to the
submission to the Director of such assurance.

19

Paragraph 86,6(a)The paragraph concerning the effect of this regulation
on other Fedentl provisions Is. amended to add the words "and do not alter" im-
mediately prior to the slur(' "obligations" in the proposed regulation.

21
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20 '

Section 86.8The section concerning designation of a responsible employee is
amended_ as follows: The section as it appeared in the proposed regulation is re-
designated as paragraph b and is amended by adding, at the eud of the see -
tier as it appetsred in Om proplo.ed lzalation. thersentence: "The recinient shall
notify all its students and employ ees of the name, office address +Ind telephone
number of the employee-or employees appointed pursuant to this paragraph." A
second paragraph designated paragraph 86.8i b) is added to read:

Uomplagat procedwro of rempiott. A recipient shall adopt and publish
grievance procedures providing for pript and equitable resolution of student
and employee complaints alleging any action which would be prohibited by this
Part.

21

Section 66.9The section on dissemination of policy has been amended as fol-
lows: Subparagraph 86.9(10 by adding the words "and parents of
elementary and secondary students" Mowing the word "stud& nits," and by adding
tile words "and all unions or oroftqsional organizations holding collective ban
gaining or professional agreements' heroic the 'words. with the'recipient."

ANALYSIS

- 22

Although a number of changes were made in Subpart A. most of these :liatiges _
may be viewed as clartfic..tunis ratlicr than as substantive alter:kiwis. Onellab-
stantive change was made in § 86.3 whure two new-paragiaal;concerning self-
esaluation navy been added. The Secretary belies tis, that many of the,discriminn-
tory policies and pruetzces now adloved (I' continue largely' becausehte institu-
tions responsible for them arc unaware of their existence. AceuTilingly, the Secre-
tary believes that thd requirement; that,recipients conduct an initial inquiry into
their activities wilt enable them to identify and to eliminate much discrhnina-
tiun without the intrusion of the Federal gos eminent. In allition, where a com-
pliance reviow reveals noncompliance, the Bepartment will be able to tah into
account in determining necessary currectise action to be taken by a recipient the
actions already being ttaiten by the recipient tv furthereaqual (4.1)0a/fluty and to
aela.ve full compliance wail title IX and the regulation pursuant.to their self-
evaluation.

An additional substantive change was,niade in § 86.8 where the regulation now
requires recipients to establish griesanceprocedures (§86.8(14). The Secretary
beheses that the estabhshment of grievance prutedures by recipiolts will facili-
tate compliance and prompt correction of complaints with resort' to Federal in-
volvement.

The regulation leiwes up to the recipient the choice of has ing one central
grievance procedure or of establishing iodisidnal pruceduraun dliTerent cam-
puses if that is approfiriate,

23

Other than as noted above, the content of Subbart A renuthis substantively
2 sinkclose to that in the-proposed rule. §86.-b3 especially important sin it provides

definitions applicable throughout the regulktion. Ofparth_nlar note Is § S0.2(o)
--winch provides that where an educational Institution is composed of e,rt than

one school, department or college, admission to which is independent of admis-
sion to any other component, each such school, department or college is considered
as a separate unit for the purposes of determining whether its adinissibns are
covered by the regulation. Tints, if a private Institution is composed of an under-
graduate and a graduate college, admissions to the undergraduate college are
exempt (see discussion under Subpart B below ), but admissions to the graduate
school are not.

24

Paragraph 86.3(a) requires remedial action to overcome the effects of previous
discrimination based on sex which has been found or identified in a Federally
assisted. education program ors:it:0\1W. Remedial action pursuant 'to paragraph
86.3tai is restricted to those areas of u recipient's education prografil or activity
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which are noe exempt from cot erage. nailer:1Pb 66.3(b) permits, but does not
require. aitirmative ,(lort to tii es tune the effects of conditions which have re:
suited In limited participation in all u part of a recipient's education program ur.
activity by members of either sex. Murean er, the idlirntati%e efforts referred to
In paragraph 86.3 tbi do not alter any obligations which a recipient may have as
a Federal contractor pursuant to Executive Order 11246.

2i*

Set tion 86.4, requires each recipient of Federal financial assistance to submit
to tiff Director an assurance that each of its edimation programs and activities
receiving or benefiting from such assistance Mil be administered in compliance
with the regulation. Stall an assurance will be considered unsatisfactory if. itt
any time after ft is ?zit en. the recipient fails to take any remedial action found
necessary to correct discrimination ur the.effects thereof.

suneART

26
Section 843.12 is amended as follows:
Paragraph 86.12 ill) concerning the claiming of an exemption based un religion

is amended to read:
Ea-crap/ion. Au educational institution which wishes to claim the exemption

it fUrth In paragraph tat of this section shall do so by submitting in writing
to the Director a statement by the highest ranking official of the Institution,
identifying the pro%isions of this Part which conflict with a specific tenet of the
religious organization. - 0

* . 27

Sections 86.11 through 56.16 are redesignated as § § 86.15 through 86.17. A new
§ 86,1 1 14 added dealing iv ith m,mbersrup practices of soda' fraternities and
sororities, YMCA, 1WCA, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and certain
voluntary youth organizations. A new paragraph 86.15(a), reflecting the specific
laugnage of subparagraph 901 (a)12) of the Statute, is added specifying that the
re,milation dues nut apply to the admissions practices of educational institutions

riur to June 24, 1973, Mitch Is une year from the date of enactment of title IX.

ANALYSIS

28

Three changes were made in Subpart B of nhicti` two might be considered sub-
e. The procedure fur obtaining an exemption from the cot erage of title

IX because of conflict between the statutory requirements anti the religious tenets
of a reeipient or its controlling organization lia%e been modified and simplified.
An educational institution now need only submit. a statement by..its highest rank-
_fug official identifying the prosisions of the regulation Mitch conflict with the
tenets of the religious organizatfon Int 01% ed. The must notable substantive change
tu Subpart B, hoaeter, is the addition of if new § 66,14 which essentially incurpo-

'rates the prtwisions pf the recently enacted Bay h Amendment- to title IX. The
ametalmentii. %%Weil efutnal at § 3 of Pub. L. 93 568, exempts from the require-
ments of title IX and, hence, of this regulation, the membership policies and
print.. es of certain organizations which, though educational in nature or assisted
by an education institution, ha% e traditionally restricted their membership to
mernhrs of one sex. It Is important to note that, with respect to fraternal organi-
zations, both the runeatnent and the regulation limit their exemption to fraterni-
ties and sororities of a social nature. Thus, membership policies of business and
other professional fraternities and sororities many be subject, to coverage either
if they themsel% es receive tederal financial assistance In connection with
cation pro tarn nr nett% ity of If they fall within the ambit of subparagraph 8C.31
(b) 7) under whit h recipients are prohibited from providing significant assist-
ance to ageneles, organimitions or persons n on the basis of sex.

3'
29

Apart from the changes noted Immediately above. Subpart B remains substan-
tively the same as it appeared in the proposed regulation. Section S3.12 provides
that the regulation dues nut apply to euntrolled Institutions to the

4:40-
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extent that such application would be hiconsigent with the religious tenets of
the controlling orgattmation. Section 86.13 of the rpgdation provides putt all
public and private schools which nre recipients or Federal financial
assistance, whether secondary oe postsecondary. are exempt from coverage.
Neither the statute uor she tvgalutio.. applic.; to trated States military and mer-
chant: nutrine academies siftee these sellouts sire Federal entities rather. than
recipiimts of Federal assistance.

s,o4-

The statute covers adsmIssions in only certain Institutions: vocational, profes-
sional, graduate, and public undergraduate institutions, except such of dm-
latter as from.their founding have been traditionally and continually singl -sex,
The admissions policies of private undergraduate institutionslare exempt. Under
thestatute and § 56.15, the admissions requirements do not apply, in geneixtl, to
admissions to public or private preschool. elementary and secondary schools.''
Because the statute mandates such coverage as to Vocational' schools, hoWt'ver,
adAdssion to public or private vocational schools, s 'tether at the junior high
school, high school or post-secondary level, is covered by paragraph SG.15(e)
and m'ast be nondiscriminatory. With respect to coverage of admissions to in
stitutions of professional and vocational education. the Secretary has inter-
preted the statute' as excluding admissions coverage of professiimal and vocar
tional programs offered at private undergraduate schools. Thus, admission
to programs leading to a first degree in fields such as teaching, engineering. and
architecture at such private colleges will be exeMpt under paragraph SO 1.5(d).
A number of comments were received urging they Secretary to change his inter-
pretation of time statute in this area. Even after real-se:4;411g the Depattment's
position on this issue, the Secretary believes that Congress did not address the
overlap 'between the term "professional" and the term "undergraduate.", Thus;
the Secretary remains convinced that, %s bile that section of the statute pertain*
to admissions might be read as including professional degrees iherever they are
offered, the statute can also he read as stating that admissions to private under-
graduate schools were to be totally exempt. The exemption in paragraph 80;15 (di
for admissions to public traditional13, and continually single-sex undergraduale
institutions will affect only a few institutions. Likewise; § S6116 of the regulation,
concerning transition by single-sex, institutions whose lidlnissions are covered
by the statute into institutions with nondiscriminatory admissions practice-t, will
affect relatively few institutions. -4

ATSIIPART
.

31 4

Section 80.2lSubpatanaph80.21 (lit (2) is amended °to Maude" the' words
"and alternative tests or criteria which do not have such a .7xlisproportionately
averse effect are slOwn to be utravallable" following the paragraph as it'ap-

spared in theproposed regulation. That section is further atnehded by omitting
She words "snevssfal,completion of" and Jmserting the words "sucess in."

32

Subparagraph S0.21(e) (2) and (3i are amended by deleting the words "ails-
cpriiage, abortion" and inserting in lien thereof the words "te9nination or preg-
nancy." .

g.
. A

.

Subparagraph .80.21 (c) (4) is `ankended by deleting the term "31s."

' . Ii
34

,
A \ t

SectionS0.23Paragraph 80.23 (a) is amended to read as follows :

; (a) Nondiscriminatory recruitment. A tecipient toTwhich this Subpart applies
shall not.discrirainate on the basis of sex In the recruitment and admission of
students. IS. recipient may be required to undertake additional recruitment efforts
-for one sex as remedial action pursuant to § 80.3 (a 1, and may choose to under-

. Inktrsashretrorts-ms-attirmutive action pursuant to ¢ 80.3(b).
..

1*

.,%"'
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ANALYSIS

33

"Nither of the too changes in Subpart C is substantive. The amendment to
sal rahtgraph A.:1kb/ k.;) crarixlt, a principle which pro% ohyd some confusion rn
the comments.

Both that change and the recision of paragraph S(1..13ta) reflect an effort to
conform the pro% isions of till ie1 ulatious pith students and those deal-
ing with employee,. Apart from these ellanges, the substance of Subpart C re-
mains taik.hangtel and, guierally prestrwes tsubjt to the appropriate admis-
sion, ex Inptions) tt f01 mintiest rintination La recruitment and adults-
shin i it stoderts to edmation progianis and activities. Ili addition to a general
prohibition of discrimination in paragraph ki.211 a ), the regulation delineates,
in paiagrapli f,6.211 b), spet the prohilations based on sex relating to such
jirm.,1 es as ranking of applit alas, application of quotas, and administration
of tiNLN or selection kiturui. lq..e of tests for admilsion which are shotcn to have

disprk port ionately ad% k rse effect on Euvinl,ers of one zeN. mist be n validity
t I ri ink t suck iss 14 the eau alauu priigiani or actl% ity in question and alternative
tests or ciiteria ohith do bit 11,1%e skith disproportionately adverse effect must
Lt -loon to be unatailahle u,ubparugzaph M.21th) (2) ). Further, in connection
oith this prohibition, Si1.22. of the regulation forbids a recipient from giving
prt reni'1, to a pplhants on the basis of their attendance at particular institu-
tions if the prefervIK 0 rk sults in discrimination on the basis of sex. Such prefer-

, em muy be pe rims:utile mitt r that set non, howoor. ie the granting institution
tali ShoW thitt the pool of applik anis eligiole for such preferences includes roughly
equi%ab fit iiuwbt rs of males and Ninnies, or it can shoo that the total number
of app,l, ant, eligible to level% e preferences is insigaiikant in comparison pith
its total applicant pool.

So. ifie...ps1.41,11iiiions In Subpart C also forbid applying rules concerning sucli
rs as micrital of parental status in a manner o Inch discriminates in admis-

sions on the basis of sex tsul,path,i apt, 566:3(c) (1). Subparagraph S6.21(c) 12)
la-41411th, disk rinilialtjoil bill the basis of pregnancy and related conditions. and
wiliparagrapli sC.21 ic) 4,1) pro% ides that recipients shall treat disabilities related
to - 1 L conditions in the same manner and under the same policies as any other
t.uiporary disability or physical condition is treated. Finally, in addition to
the pr,m isions of A N6:4 11,,,,ttiszvd alum e, a recipient may not, under paragraph

orreernit primarilY Nelosiceb at institutions the student bodies of
%%liitIi are xclusi% els or predominantly .single-sex if the effect of such recruit-
ment efforts Is to discriminate On the basis of sex.

SIMPAIIrT DCLIA SCES

Set thin 56.31, coat puling eillicaiat progiauks and acti% ities. is amended as
follows;

SR

Saparagraph SG.31t1i) (G,) is amended by adding after the word "behavior"
the word "sanctions."

So

Syllioragraph 56:11(bi (C) is amend( adding after the word 'applicant"
the surds -including eligibility for instate fetes and tuition."

40

Subparagraph 8631(b) (7) is amended to read as follows:
(lit 47) aid or perpetuate 411,4 rintination against any person by providing

significant assistance to any air. no. organization. or person n hich
natt s on the basis of stx la prim 141ing any ald, benefit or service to students
or employees;

Paragraph (e) is redesignated as paragraph (d) and a new paragraph (c)
Is inserted to read as follows:
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(C) viitnlavilert d lit a re ipient educational t9 quily
at a foreign twit:baton. A recipient eitioational institution may administer or
assist in the mlininistration of scholarsuips, fellowships, or other awauls.estah-
lished by foreign or doinesfko wills, tiusts, or similar legal instruments, or
by (lets of foreign goN ernments and restricted to members of one sex, will&
are designed to ',royale opportunities to study abroad, and which are awarded
to stud -lit, NNW ;Ik already inaillettlating at or who are graduates of the
recibient'institution: Pror.ded. a recipient educational Institution which admin-
ister, Or assists in the atinunistration of such scholarship,. fellowships, or other
awardzi which are restricted to members of onq sextprovides. or otherwise makes

reasonable opportunities for similar :studies fur mombcris.of the other
sex. 'Such opportunities may be derhed from either domestic or foreign s'ources.

. .*

3 -- 41

Subparagraph Sit 311(11 tit 1, am-tailed by deleting the word "ensure"
appearing in tne second hie of the proposed regulation salsa substituting there-
for the words "n ,sure itself."

Subparagraph St).32ic)(::1 is amended after the word "students" in line .71 of
the paragraph as it iippeared ui toe proposed regulation 14, read as follows:

tal.t. (licit" reasonaide aetion as may be necessary to assure It :elf that such
'm11.41144

The remalader of the paragraph is unchanged.

43

Paragraph SO,:34( a) is redesignated asj SO.t.i and is _amended further 1,T
Adding six *tibparagraphs containing lairtfaget

(a) Providing adjustment periods uii17 respect to classes and activities in
physical education;

(b) grouping of,students in physical eduefition classes and activities
by ;

(e) Allowing separation of students by sex within physical eatication'elasses
and activities during particlp:Aion in contact sports:

(I) Requiring 11-,e of stands rd, for measuring skill or.progress in physical
education classes wide], do not adversely affect members of one se:V1

(et Allowing portions of classes in elementary and secondary schools which
deal exclusively with human sexualit3 to be cinalmted separately boys
and 'girls; and , '

(ft Allowing recipients tb offer a (-horns or ehornses ermapesed of members
of one sex or predominantly composed of members of one sex if those choruses
are based on vocal range or quality.

44
t

Paragraph S(134(1) is redesignated as §S6.35 and retitled "Access to schools
operated by L.E.A.s," d

43 r

Par3Zraph SC.3-1(c) is redesignated as S0.30 to read sus follows:
§s6.30 comic:ma and tiva of appraisal and eounAeling materials.
to t counseling. A recipient shall not discriminate against any person on the

basis of sex-in the counseling or guidance of students ftr applicants for admission.
flit 1 se of appraisal and founstling tnalcriabt. A recipient which uses testing

or other materials for appraisiog or Cutite.eling students shall not usi: different
matermk for stndents on the Misis of their sex or use materials which permit
or requirt different treatment of students on such basis unless such different
materials cotter the same occupations and interest areas and the use of such
different materials is show n to be essential to eliminate it bias. Recipients shall
develop are'' use internal proccdores for ensuring that :such materials do not
(1l- criminate on the basis of sex. Where the use of a counseling test or other
instrument results in a substantially disproportionate number of members of
one sex in any particular course of study or elassitleation, the reciplent,shall
take such action as innecessary b, assthe itself that sneh disproporanals riot
the rt.iatit of discrimination in the instrument or its application.

(el Theproportion hi claw's. Where a recipient find, that the enrollment of a
parttcular class contains a substantially disproportionate number of individuals

2
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of on. a. the re, i,,leat sli..t1 take -itch action as is necessary to ass.ure itself
that u, h is u.,t do ix,ult of eli,erilliinationm the basis of sex In
coml.-141g or appraisal materials or by counselors.

46-

.34.11 ,a) redragrititcel a, § S6.37 and the new section includes
recir p,. r.igrap114 liel)Fuage:

Lee.arilll., wad-din., recipient, than limiting eligibility for or providing
dare r. nt iltiatiemi assist:nice to student:, on the basis of sex or from assisting

or perscois til:lefil:1111..t., in pr.-A:ding assistance,
f1a.kt ft al, applylag id.; viols, or assisting in the application of any rules which
treat members of ont six differently trunivinembers of the other sex on the
14.4,444 of marital or parental status:

51 t Sias Ills ally adolving re.lpient., to administer or assist in administration
4,4,x.reNtri.t1 sclo,larsiiips. fellowships sir other forum of financial assist-

anc estailli41.-ir meetr a domestic or foreign will. trust, bequest or other
sdailar Itedruniur. if the ever.ol administration is nondiscriminatory ;

ec the pro, of I/a:poll:Abl opportunities to receive :dinette
hoLership aoL In pr, pot dun to the number of students of each

parrelpallag in in!. rschola,lic or intercollegiate athletics, but allowing
sop .rate doatie:ni e lot, members of each sex provided in connection
1(1-11 at1.1(.ls. 4..trtiLlS tq the extent those teams are permitted under
List r'.:citattete.

4:
A n.., suvis a boll is entitled 'Employment askistance to students."

The, os t.en ii.:'oele s tv 5. paragraph:C. Paragraph ti6.35th) becomes para-
gr Z-v-,t a t. ct is redesignated as paragraph b6.3S,

48

ts.-5 len sle3:16 Ise resiesizaateil §446.39 and is amended by adding at the
exel ,f the se, tita, a- r, ,,, a 041 kit the- frreepi.,ed it gulation the sentence 'How-
e, AtI:4 "4 , 11,14 pios Ade, fain cot era-e health service must provide

fi5s en re.-
;

-50

Para.:rail laibi i, itrialiehil to include the subparagraphs containing
language:

I. Prot.: iting di,crizairiation against or exclu.iun of pregnant students from
an isiticatbm or actisil; uules, the student voluntarily requests to par-
ticipate in .1 separate pori 041 of ,he program or netts tty of the recipient : .

,illowirig. tt re to rcipitrP a largnant sfutlent to obtain a certification
Of a 1.11,;..4itfila that tl.e Mudlit pity:acidly and emotionally able to continue
parti5ipatiou in the brmal (lineatin program or activity so lung as such a
t. r thi, 4 :l 4,1 1, rcq its e,1 4,t :atitleiltb for oilier 1111P414,111 or emotional el indit ions ;

1. Allotting re...wields to 411-.1 separate instruction for pregnant students.so
)(mg as tolioittan.e to .,ii . I. two ructeen is (oltinLar3 need provided such instruc-
tin tazipairable to that offered to nonpregnant students;

4. lieueoiiihr reOpietet, 1., its 41 Preqtiatio , childbirth, fake pregnancy, ter-
..f t1411.411t* +4 4l-cs'i,t rt the.qtfruni hive any other temporary disability ;

and
7, Wia 1., a R4 ipicut 41.4 4 11.4 maintain a temporary disability policy for the

Moab us or where .i student does, not qualify for leave, the recipient inns, treat
Pt* //Jinn. y. Lose pregnancy. to rulination of pregnancy or recovery
the-teflon. AV+ a ills atom fur a medical lease of absence at the conclusion of
u loch to, stode at ;44, re-Instated to the status %%MO she held when the leave
hevaln.

51.

Paragraph to. Determination of student interest." and Tiara:4:4.th
Setd-se. Affirmative effr,,,'`.i. do proposed regulation hat e been deleted. sec-
t,A. '41. 141, a,(14,4,fifttea IAA § tl..1a and is dialler amended to include language:

a. Probliotaig disceii.iiiteio by a recipient in any interscholastic, inter-
colleglate. club, or intramural athletics.

.1., ,t11,...% kg separate teams Ala.11 those teams are based or, competitive
skill or if they are in t ,ports, but requirlog that if a team is provided for

et- ..f lest for de Ili a non-contact spurt and athletic op-
pottooitl. -, for the ,cx for Ahem a te.eini is hot provided have previously been
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limited. members of that sex be allewed to try-out for the team offered. (Contact
sports are defined for the purpose of the regulation.)

(e) De !Meeting some of theffactors which will be considered In assessing
whether a recipient has provided equal opportunity In the area of athletics.

(d) Allowing_recipients an adjustment period duritig which they must work to
conlply with this section as quickly as possible but in no event allowing non.
compliance to continue past one year from the effective date of the regulation
in the case of elementary schdols_and in no case later than three years.frout the

effective date of the regulation in the MSC of secondary and post-secondary
schools.

52

A new § 66.42 is added concerning curriculum.

ANALYSIS

Several of the changes mad c in Subpart D' are substantive in nature: The
langitage in subparagraph b) t has been amended in resVonse to com-
ments in order to clarify the Department's position when agencies, orgaiizations
or persons not part of the recipient would be subject to the requirements of
bhe regulation. Some of these "outside" organizations have been exempted
from title IX with respect to their membership policies by a recent amend- .

., meta to the Statutes whicn was enacted in late 1971. This amendment is
reflected, as already noted, in §,86.14 which exempts social fraternities and
sororities, certain named groups sucleas the Girl Scouts and certain voluntary
youth service organizations. Other groups, however. such as business and
professional fraternities and sororities and honor societies continue to be cov-
ered. The regulation provi4s that if the recipient furnislies the "outside" agency
or organization with "significant assistance," the "outside" agency or organiza-
tion becomes so connected with the education program or activity of the re-
cipient that any discriminatory policies or practices for which it is responsible
become attributable to the recipient. Thus, such forms of assistance as faculty

,sponsors, facilities, administrative staff. etc., may be significant enough to create
the nexus' and to render the organization subjeet 0 the regulation. Such
determinations will turn on the facts and circumstances of specific situations.

Seetion 80.31(c) provides that where a sex -restricted scholarship. fellowship,
or other such' award esttiblished by a foreign will, ,trust or similar legal instru-
ment bat administered by a recipient constitutes a beni3fit to a student already
matriculating at the recipient institution (e.g. the Rholles Scholarship and the
Clare Fellowship which provides opportunities for male students at domestic
institutions to study abroad), the Scholarship felloship or award may not
be administered by the reoplefit unless the recipient administers. provides,
or otherwise makes available, reasonable opportunities for similar studies for
students of the other sex. Such benefits may be derived from either domestic
or foreign sources.

54

The language in subparagraph g6.22(e) (2) has been changed la response to
eat; wile!: indicated concern that inftitutions which, list or

apt:meet-off-cat ttttt !tensing would be required to conduct '.on-site reviews of
that honsinc welt would result in a high cost to *the institutions and qierOY
militnte against Its continuing to r 'q .students In finding off-campus housing.
Under the regulation. on-site revieNss. %%bile permissible, need not be made as
an routine matter by lastItinious, but the institution lutist take reasonsable steps
to assure Itself thi,l,t off-campus housing is comparable with respect to quality,
quantity, and cost for Inetars of eaft sex, given the proportion of Individuals
of each sex seeking such housing.

55

The changes in § 50.21 are also substantive. Subparagraph 86.3-1(a) requires
physleal deefuton classes at tote elementary school level to comply fully with
the regulation as quickly as:postsible but to be in full compliance no later [Lan
one ;ear from the effective date of the regulation In order to permit scnools and

local education ageneles snthelent time to adjust schedules nail prepare staff.
It further requires physical education classes at the secondary and post-
secondary levels to comply (WV with the reg 'action as quickly as possible but to

4
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be in full compliance no later than threee years front the effeethe date of the reg-
ulation. During Such grace periods, while the recipient is making any necessary
adjustment.., it must ensure that phy sit al education classes and activities %%hien
are separate are comfidrable for members of each sex. The recipient must be able
to demonstrate that it Is moving as 6xpetfitionsly as possible within the pre-
scribed time frame tottard eliunivatiug sepaittte phyhle2l education classes. The
adjustment period permitted at the secondary and post-secondary levels is sig-.
nificantly longer than that to be permitted at the elementary level oceans° of
the existence of NS ide shill dart reutials attributable to the treditrehally lower
levels of training available to girls in many schools.

56

Subparagraph 86.3 -1(b) provides that ability grouping in physical edlication
classes is permissible pro% bled that the composition of the groups is determined
objeervely %tali regard to individual performance rather than on the basis of
sex. .ztiliparagraph 86.3-1 (c) allots separation of students by sex a ithiu physical
education classes during competition in ii restling, boxing and other sports the
purpose or major activity of which involves bodily contact. Subparagraph b6.34
td), riuiring the use of standards for measuring skill or progress in physical
edfication which du not Impact adversely on members of one sex, is intended to
eliminate a problem raised by many comments that, %there a goal-oriented stand-
ard is used to assess skill ur progress, %%onion is ill almost invariably score lower
than men. For example, If progress is measured by determining Whether an M-
.(11%1(1'181 t an perform Went: the push-ups, the standard may be virtually out-of-
reach fur many more tyunaai than men because of the different° in strength be-

een average persons of each sex. -Accordingly, the appropriate standard might
be an (milt Waal progress chart based on the number of push-ups winch might,
be expected of that individual.

57

Subparagraph 86.34(e) t'thiell allows separate sessions In sex education for
boys and girls at the elementary and secondary school let el was published on
July 12 1971, as a clarification of the pkuPosed regulation poblIshed .Tune
(39 FR 25667). The thud "laing,naR has been slightly modified in response to
continents indicating Matt -the oriVial language published on July 12, which re-
ferred generally to "sessions lurking sex education" was somewhat vague.
The present language inure precisely Identifies the material a hick may be taught
separately is that dealing "exclusively with human sexuality." It should be
stressed, of course, that mina r the proposed regulation nor these final provisnais
require schools to offer sex education classes. Rather. the regulation specifically
allows particular portions of any such classes that a school district elects W-
olfer to be offered separately'to boys and girls.

58

Numerous cobanehts here reed% ed on the subject of physical-education both
in fat or of and opposed to the position taken in the proposed regulation. Many
commentator-, linked ,tbeir opposition to coeducational phYlical education to
their opposition to coeducatiolial sex education classes. Sumo asked for separate
but equal or comparable physical utilitarian. Others is ere opposed to the pro-
posed regulatiobs on the grounds of safety and supervision problems. and be-
cause they believed that physical differences between the sexes mandated dif-
ferential treatment. Another group suggested that women would be diserina-
Wd against by losing in competition and receiving loser grades. Finally,
some were opposed to any I ederal Involvement In local school matters.

59

The expanded section on counseling and use of appraisal and counseling ma-
terials was included in response-to comments. Thre amendments to the original
language are of particular note.. First, aline the language aide!' appeared in
the proposed regulation treated only use of appraisal antl,t min::Ling materials,
paragraph 86.36(a) of the final regulation prohibits thstaiminatory counseling
itself. Sewn(' paragraph 86.3611i) which incorporates some of the proposed lan-
guage on materials also includes several further concepts. It allows use of dif-
ferent" counseling materials also Includes several further concepts. It Ohms
use of different counseling materials based un sex if use of such materials Is
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shown to be essential in eliminating sex bias, Recipients are required to use
internal procedures fur ensuitug that their counseling materials are, free from
sex bias; and finally, Vs here use of it particular test or instrument results in a
classification which is substantially disproportionate in sexual tpniposition, the
recipffint must take whatever action is necessary to assure itself that the dispro-
portionate classification is nut the result of u sex biased test or discriminatory
administration of an unbiased test. Third, paragraph SC130(c) requires that
wnere a recipient eelticational institution Mitts that the composition of a class

. Is disproportionately male or female, it nu, t take steps to assure itself that
the disproporUun is nut the result of sex-biased ounseling or the use of discrimi-
uatory counseling or appraisal materials.

60

:New § 86.37 concerning financial assistance to students has also been expanded
taxer its earlier versiou as § 6(i.35 of the proposed regulation. The proposed regu-
lation prohibited recipients frunt giving different types of financial assistance or
different amounts of any form of such as.sistancp on the basis of sex. The present
provisions remain unchanged with respect to this requirement.

61

Ninnerous,,coments were received from colleges and universities claiming
that the proposed paragraph 86.33ta) would cause tQ "dry-up" a siffiAtintal p^r-
bon of ftualw currently available fur student financial assistance made available
through wilts, trusts and bequests which require that award be made to members
of a specified sex. As a result, a new paragraph SU.37 (b) has been added which
allows recipients to administer or assist in the administration of scholarships,
fellowships sir other financial AsIstance program establIshed_parsuant to do-

.. mestic or foreign w ills, trusts, or similar legal Instruments, which require that
awards be made only to members of a specified sex. provided- that the overall
effect of such administration ur assistance Is nondiscriminatory. Thus, the regu-
lation now requires Institutions to award financial aid on the basig of criteria
other than sex. Once those students eligible fur financial aid have been identified,
the financial aid office may award aid from both sex-restrictIv'e and non-sex-re-
strictive sources. If there are insufficient sources of financial aid designated .for
members of a particular sex, the institution would be required to obtain the funds
from other sources or to award less assistance from the sex-restrictive sources.

62

For example, if fifty students are selected by a university to receive financial
assistance, the students should be ranked in the order hi Which ttejj are to receive
awards. If award is basal on need. those must in need are placed at the top of the
list ; if award is based on ffeadenile excellence, those with the higher academic
averages are placed at the top of the list. The list should then be given to the
financial aid office which may match the students to the scholarships and-other
aid available, whether sex-restrictive or not. however, if' after the first twenty
students have been matched with funds, the financial aid office-runs out of non-
regrIctIve funds and Is left vvltlr only funds designated for men, these funds
must be awarded without regard to sex and not solely to men unless only men
are left on the-listIf both well and vv omen remain on the list, the university must
locate additional funding fur the women or cease to give awards at, that point.

'rho provision included in the proposed regulation exempting sex-restricted
scholarships, fellowships; and other financial a§slstance programs established
under fore= Mils, trusts or similar legal instruments, has been removed. Where
such scholarships, fellowships, and financial aid are administered by the recipient
and constitute assistance to a student enabling him or her to matriculate at the
recipient institution, they may be treated like similar forms of financial assist

Juice established under domestic wills, trusts, and similar legal instrinnents or
by acts of foreign governments, and paragraph 80.37(b) has been modified
accordingly.

64

Subparagraph 86.37(c) (1) requires recipients to provide reasonable oppor-
tunities for athletic scholarships ur grants-in-aid fur members of each sex inpo-
portion to the number of students of each sex participating in interscholastic or
Intercollegiate athletics.

3 0



Subparagraph 86.37(e) (2) retains the pros klun of paragraph 86.35(d). of the
proposed regulation all6ssing sex restrictive athletic scholarships provided as
part of sea restrictive athletic teams tq the extent Ow operation of such teams
Is consistent subparagraph 86.37 ter and the athletics section of the regu-
lation (§ S6.41).

66

Section 56.35 requires, as did its predecessor section, that assistance in mak-
ing outside employ meat as 4.11able to students, and that employment of students
by a recipient must be untlektahen in a nondiscriminatory manner.

GT

Section 56.39, in addition to incorporating § 86.36 of the proposed regulation,
requires that it full cos erage health sersice is offered by recipients it must in-
clude gyaeLuI,514a1 care. This re to acalLut shuiild not be interpreted as requiring
the recipient to pinplu.s a specialist physielan. Rather, it is the Department's In-
tent to require only that basic sec ), Ices in the gynecological field such as routine
examinations, tests awl tte.tthieht be pros ided a here the recipient has elected.
to offer full he alth se. stet! Cos erage. Any limitations un health sets tees uttered
cannot be based on sex.

as

The content of paragraph 56.10(a) 1, unchanged frpm the earlier proposal. The
changes in par-a,_;rapia 86.10(b) slininiarized abuse continue to requite th.it pie6-
bailey , ehildbirth., false pregnancy, ternittlation of pregnancy or recovery there-

oat be treated like any other temporary disability. In tebpuliSe to many coin-
Haelitz4, the regulit.lon noss pros ides in sulq,aragraph 56.40(b) (2) that a reciment
may require a ,i(adi.nt. Mit) Is ur has i Lt -t nay been pregnant to obtain a doctor's
eertilicate as to her ahilit.s to partelipate hi the normal education program or
activity so lung' hs such a ce.tilleate is required of all students for utaer pity:neat
or emotional eurlltluns. Subpaiagrapli 8(,.10(b) (3) nosy allows n recipient to op-
erate a portion of its program or actiskty separately for pregnant students. How-

:Pus It nroliibits m andatory assiglauent of students to such classes or schools and
'rue irodraiIional piugt am offered zeinaitte4 must be comparable to that offered
to nonpregnant students.

69

Section S6. Ii, the athletics section of the regulation, has been changed to meet
-suave of the problcim, raised by the conalisiits. 31any comments receis ed luring
_the euninient period tuelmate some confusion as to ssliether 4ntraillural rat% -alas
are catered by this section. Solec the intent is to coves iJramurals, the ph ase
' interscholastic, iatercullegiate, club ur Intramural zuhletits- _has been substit ed
for the term "athletic programs" Rapt aring the first senteitce of paragra h
36.3S (a) of the proposed regulation.

70

Paragraph 86.11(a) pros id( s that athletics must be operated a idiot* discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex. The Devitt eiherit colimues to take the position that
athletics constitute an integral part of the educational processes of sellouts and
colleges and, are fully solojeet to the requirements of title IX even in
the absence of Federal funds going ditectly to athletics. iLxcept for certain specific

I exemptions nut directly pertinent to athletics, paragraph 901(a) of title IX is
s Irtually 'dewier?! to paragraph (,01 (a) of title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Since the language of title IX so elusely- parallels that of title VI, in,the absence
of specific Cungres,lunal lialh talons to the contrary, the Department has basically
hiterpleted title IX. consistently Is hit Interpretations of title VI in similar areas.
Tinder title VI, the courts hate consistently. considered athletics sponsored by
educational institutions to be an integral part of that institution's education pro-
gram or activity and, consequently-, covered by title See, for example, 8ivoun
v. Charlottc ifcckicaburg Board of Edttf alma, 02 U.S. 1, 18 (1971) and United
Staff s s..1ilfcrsott t ,ninth hoard of Education, 37'2 F, 2d 836, 891 (5th Cir. 1966),
affirm. d un bane. 3S0 F.2(1 35,5 Cir. 1907) curt. denied sub nowt. Enitcd
States v. Caddo Parish. Board of Education, 359 U.S. 840 (1967).

31
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in eases wherein plaintiffs have challenged state and local rules
prohibiting cumin:talon betty eon men and wow.:.::. high school athletics as being
a violation of the equal putectimi cfause of the Fourteenth Amendment, inter-
:lulu:I:1,1-w sports hate been speOtically recognized as partof the education proc-
eess. Brest& n v. Independtnt &hop District 712, 477, F. 2d 1292, 1297-1209 (Sib
lar.1973) , Bachw s. flhaubt Utah Ghoul association, 351 F. Sums. 69, 74 (M.D. Ill.
1972) ; et. /km v. South Bend Community School Curporctions, 289 N.B. 2d 495,
491) tzs. t t. Ind. 1972 and 'Weed v. Nebraska School Activities Association, 341
F. Stipp. 2,5S, 262 (D. Neb. 1972).
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In addition, § 844 of the Education Amendments of 1971 (Pub. 93_T380) com-
pels the Department to "Illrepare and publish * * * proposed regulations im-
plementing the pros isiuns of title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 * *
which shall include.sivith respect to Intercollegiate athletic activities reasonable
provisions- considering the nature of particular siair0." Thus, in tight of the case
law under title I and the Fourteenth Amendment, and the Congressional man-
date to cover intercollegiate athletics in § 844 of Putt. L. 93-380, the Detiartment
believes that coverage of athletics is mandated by title IX and that such cover-
age must be reflected in the regulation.

A substantial number of continents was receiv ed by the-Department on the vari-
ous issues raised concerning the athictie.provisions of the proposed regulation.

morons comments wero received favoring a prop:sal submitted by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, that the revenues earned by revenue-producing
Intercollegiate sports be exempted Iron, coverage under this regulation. Other
comments; were submitted against this proposal.

The NCA A proposal was nut adopted. There is no basis under the statute for
exempting such spurts or their rex Lames front covprage of title 11. An amendment
to We Education Amendments of 1971 was Introduced by Senator John Tower
on the flour of the Senate specifically exempting from title IX revenue from
revenne.produelng Intercollegiate nthletis.,.120-1Cong. Itce. S 888 -(daily ed.
May 20, 19741, The 'rower Amendment" was deleted by the confacnce committee
and was, in effect, replaced by the so-called "Javits Amendment" which became
§ 544 of Pub. L. n3 -3s0 mandating that tlw Department publish proposed title 1X.
regulations which %souk! nwinde ' reasonable provisions" covering intercollegiate
athletics.

In rclenew to the comments, while paragraph 86.11(a) remains substantively
the same as its predeeesor. the remainder of the athletes section has been
(-hanged. Phrigraph 86.3stb) of the proposed regulation required an annual de-
termination of student liderest by a resiplent. This provision was widely misinter-
preted as requiring institutions to take an annual poll of the student Ludy and to ,
otter all sport: at majority of the student body expressed interest and
abolish dope to which there is no interest. The Department's intent, however, is
to require institutions. to take the interests of both sexes filth account in deter-
mining what sports to offer. As long as there is no discrimination against mem-
bers of either sex, the institution may offer w bates or sports ittlesires. The "deter-
mination of stnileht Interest" provision has been -reupved, A new paragraph
s6.41tei lit requires institutions to aelect ''sports and levels of competition which
effectively accommodate the Interests and abilities of members of both sexes." In
.4) doing, an institution should consider by a reasonable method it deems appro-
priate. the interests of both sexes.

Paragraph 56.351e) of the proposed regoLitioli required all recipients sponsor-
ing athletic iictivities to take certain affirmative efforts with regard to membert;
of the sex for vs hick atidette opportunities have been limited notwithstanding the
lack of any finding of discrimination, Since such requirement could be con-
sidered 4'0hillative action" and was somewhatbat Inc Insistent with § 86.3, it has\
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been deleted. However, "affirmative efforts" holy still be required.. pursuant to
paragraph 80.3(;1) or may be undertaken on a voluntary basis_pursuant to pant-
graph 88.3(b). Paragraph 80.41(b) permits separate teams fur members of each
sex where selection for the team is based on competitive skill or the activity in-
l'olved is a contact sport. If however, a team in a non-contact sport. the mem-
bership of which is basedcon skill, is offered for members of one sex and nut fur
members of the other vex, and athletic opportunities for the sex fur t1 hum no
team is available have previously been limited, individuals of that sex must be
allowed to compete for the team offered. For example. if tennis is offered for
men and not for women and a woman w fishes to play onthe tennisteant, if women's
sports have previously been limited at the institution in question, that iv ummi may
compete for a place on the ';men's" team. Howe% er, this prov ision does not alter

'the responsibility which a recipient has under §86.41te) with regard to the pro-
vision of equal opportunity. Under § 86.41(c) Oh recipients are required to select
"sports and levels of competition which effectively accommodate the interests and
abilities of members of both sexes." Thus, an institution would be required to
provide separate teams for men and women in situations where the prevision of
only one team would nut "accommodate the interests and abilities of members of
both sexes." This,provision, of-course, applies-whether sports are contact-or-non-
contact. As in the section on physical education, a contact sport is detined"by using
some examples and leaving the status of other sports to be determined on the basis
of whether their purpose or major activity involves bodily contact.

76

Paragraph S6.41(c) retains the substance of paritgraph 80.38 (1) of the pro-
posed regulation but has been expanded to provide more guidance on what file-
tors the Department considers integral to providing equal opportunities in
athletics. A list has been provided for the guidance of recipients of items which
will be considered by the Office for Civil Rights in evaluating a recipient's inter-
scholastic, intercollegiate, club or intramural athletics to determine if equal op-
portunity is available. These items will be considered whether or not a recipient
sponsors separate teams, since inequality of opportunity may exist even where
women participate on ihe same teams with men. The enumeration of Items is
not intended as a limitation on the items which the Department may deem per-
tinent for consideration during a particular compliance investigation or review.

77

.1s provided in the proposed regulation, the Department will not (.9110ider, as a
per 8( failure to provide equal opportunity, unequal aggregate expenditures for
members of each sex or unequal expenditures for male and female teams if such
separate teams are offered or sponsored. Clearly, it Is possible for equality of op-
portunity to he provided without exact equality of expenditure. However, any
failure to provide necessary funds for women's teams may be considered by
the Department in assessing equality of opportunity for members of each sex.

78

Finally. paragraph 86.41(d) has been added to provide a period of time similar
to that allowed in the area of physical education for recipients to adjust their
athletics offerings to comply with the requirements of the regulation. The De-
partment will construe this section as requiring recipients to comply before ye
end of the,adjustment period wherever possible.

79

The last substantive change in Subpart D is the addition of specific exemp-
tion of textbooks and curricular materials from the scope of the regulation.
The new section explicitly states the Department's position that title IX does not
reach the use of textbooks and curricular materials on the basis of their portrayals
of individuals. in a stereotypic manner or on the basis that they otherwise pro-
ject, discrimination against persons on account of their sex. As stated in the
preamble to the proposed regulation, the Department recognizes that sex stereo-
typing, in textbooks and curricular materials is a serious matter. However, the
imposition of restrictions in this area would inevitably limit communication
and stupid thrust the Department into the role of Federal censor. There is no
evidence in the legislative history that the proscription in title IX against sex

'
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discrimination should be bin rpreted .e, requiring, prohibiting or limiting the use
of any such material. Normal rules of statutory construction require the De-
partment, is here% er possible, to interpret statutory language in such a way
as to A% old potential conflicts ssith the Constitution. Accordingly, the Depart-
ment has construed title IX as not reaching textbooks and ciarieular materials
on the ground that to fullou another interpretation might place the Department
in, a position of limiting free expression in s iulation of the First Amendment.

.
80

The Department received a number of comments as hell as 'One petition etni-
eurning discrimination In textbooks and curricular materials. The comments ui
.favor of including coverage of textbooks and curricular materials (MU front
national organisations, several college ur university presidents ur chancellors,
several local school superintendents, several local organizations and interest
groups, and a number of Individuals. Comments upiauaiug lourage were also
submitted.

sunCA EClIANGES

8.1

Sections 86.11 through 86.51 are redesignated as §§ 86.51 through S6.61. Sub-
paragraph 86.51(a) (4) is added providing as follows :

A recipient shall nut grant preferences to applicants fur employ ment on the
basis of attendance at any educational institution ur entity which admits as
students only or predominantly members of one sex, if the giving of, such a
preference has. the effect of discriminating un the basis of sex in violation of

Allis Part.
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Sultpleragraph 86.31(1) (2) is amended to add after. the word "termination" the
uords2opphcation of .nepotism polices." Subparagraph 86.31(b)(6) is amended
to delete the sails "pregnancy lease" and to substitute therefor the %surds
"lease for pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termination of pregnancy."
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Section 86.53 is amended by Rioting § 86.53 (a ) and substituting the follow nig.
A ondwriminatury rccr uiuiumt and luring.A_ recipient shall not discrimi-

nate on the basis of.sex in the recruitment and hiring of employees. Where a
recipient has been found, to-be presently discriminating un the basis of sex one
the recruitment or hiring of employees, ur !lab in the past so tliscriniinati:(1, the
recipient shall recruit members of the sex so discriminated against so as to user
come the affects of such past or present discrimination.
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gtction 86.51 is amended by deleting paragraphs 86.41 al) and 40 as they
appeared in the p1 opused regulation and by substituting a new paiagraph $6.31`
(b) to read:

Resvits in the payment of wages to employees of one sex at a rate le,:s
Haan that paid to employees of the opposite sex for equal work un jobs the

performance 4 ul111,11 requires equal skid, effort, and respunsibility,and whirl(
are performed under similar working conditions.

85

Paragraph 86.55(c) is amended by deleting the worsts 'operate to.", Section
80.57 Is amended by deleting paragraphs 86.57 (b), (d) and '(e) and Ly
substituting therefor language:

Prohibiting dIserimination in employment on the basis of pregnancy,
childbirth, false pregnancy, termination of pregnancy, or recovery therefrom.

(2) Requiring treatment of pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termina
tion of pregnancy, and recovery therefrom, to be treated as any other temporary
disability for the purposes of lease, seniority and other benefits or services.

(3) Requiring, where a recipient dues not maintain a leave policy ur where
an employee dues nut qualify for lease under such a policy because of inadequate
longesity on the job, that the recipient shall treat an employee's prepiancy,

a If
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childldith. false prtgllaill , termination of pregnancy, and recosery therefrom,
a; a ju.tification for !cm-unable lease mithout pay m ith guaranteed reinstate-
ment upon her return.

0 86

Section 56.60 is amended by de Ming the term "Ms."

ANALYSIS

Before discussing the substantise changes in Subpart E, one explanation is
needed regarding a sec ttua Unit nits nut changed. Subpart E generally follums
the Sex Discrimination Guidelines (20 CFR Part 1604) of Ulu Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the regulations of the Office of Federal /
Contract Compliance (OF'CC), tinited States Department of Labor (41 CFR

'Part 60). The EEOC administers title vIrof the Cis!' Rights Act of 1964,
Which prohibits employment discrimination, and the ()FCC is responsible for
the coordination and implementation of Executise Order 11216, as amended,
Malt prohibits employment discrimination by Federal contractors., IIEW is
rtsponsible for administration, pursuant to the OICC regulations, of Abe Execu-
tile Order as to Federal contractors mho are educational institute J. ritually ,
all retdpients subject to this Part Es(i are also suLiert to title VIIs many are
also subject to the Executie Order. Except in the area of fringe be Its, where
Subpart I. of the title IX regulation differs from the title II sex iserzinina-
Lon Guidelines of the EEOC, an cmploy cc mho complies with ;he title IX regu-
lation mill generally be complying both mill titl VII and the Executise Order.
It Avant be emphasized, lam ut er, that nothing in the title IX regulation alters
an; responsibilities that 811 employer 111.8.} 11.0 e under tae Exc.:Mile Order or
title VII. Paragraphs 60.3(a) of Subpall A has e been modified to accentuate
this point.

Ss

Accordingly, subparagraphs se,.56(b) (2) of Subpart E remains the same as
subparagraph s6 .16(b) (2) as it hppearal In the proposed reguintion and con-
tinues to lotion the Execiaise °rut r regulations in requiring that fringe benefit
plans p: ON Lae wile' fur equal periodic in nellizo to idembers clf each scx or equal
contribution:01,y the employ er lu, members of each sex ( § S630 inifiuse; identical
rcquirements for student bctiefit plans). The title VII Sex Discrimination Guide-
lineS of toe EELI differ iu that they prohibit pay meta of *Apial periodic
tits tart the basis of sex anal preclude einplo.:ers from justify mg unequal periodic

, benefit,: Ott the basi-, of different es in cost for males and for females. While
the approach taken An the final regal:awe is felt to be the must reasonable at
present, the Secretary recognizes the need to muse tutvirti some pro% LitiOn for
equality in periodic benefits. In %less of the potential problems a).-ociated
sad, a pros i.dua and also with the present inconsistency beim een the EEOC,
(.)10C C amt TIV,11. approaelies. the President has directed that a report be pre-
pared by October 15 recommending a single approach.
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Subparagraph 80.51 k a) i 1) snakes it clear.that the regulation applies to pat-
IMO employees. In the preamble to dal pioposeil regulation it mats stated that

ttio section concerning fringe benefits k now §80.7;6) &mid be interpreted as
folioms. It mould require that 'where -an institution's female permanent bin-
ploy ees are disproportionately part-time or its permanent part -thee employees
are disproportionately female. and the institution dues not pros ide its permanent
part-time employees triage benefits proportionate to those prosida al full time
ein11103 ev-t, the Institution th,mum,tfate that such a mamaer of presiding fringe
benefits aloes not discriminate on the basis of sex. Assuming the absence of
diserintiziatOry hiring practices on the pert of an employer much channel female
job applicants into part-time pu,itions, it is questionable whether the Depart
!tient has the authority to place the burden on an employer to demonstrate that
failure to gise part-time employees fringe bt nolit..4 proportionate to those pro-
sided to full-time employees tinder the circumstances stated above is not dis-
criminatory. Since discriminatory, hiring practices which channel fetnalerjob
applicants into part-time jobs are clearly prohibited by subparagraph SG.Zir(a)

. (1), and because of the questions which tatty be raised as to the soundness of
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the interpretation giVen to 1 811.:,0 in the pregnable to the proposed regulation,
the Department will assume the initial burden of demonstrating that a particu-
lar method of providing fringe benefits to part-time employees is discrimlnatoryc

6'0,3' .
Subparagraph b6.51(a) (1) parallels paragraph SG.23(b) which concerns stu-

dent recruitment. It prohibits, recipients from granting preferences to aploy,
meta applicantswho are graduates of particular institutionsothe Ancient bodies
AL which are ,exclusively or predominantly or one sex, if the effect' of Such
preferences resultS in discrimination on the basis of sex.

91,

Paragraph 80.43(a) as it appeared in the proposed regulation required reeip-
_lents- it ho recruit for employment to make comparable efforts to recruit members
of each sex. Paragraph 60.53(a) of the final regulation no longer requires com-
parable efforts but provides that a recipient. shall not discriminate on the basis
of sei/inIthe' recruitment and hiring of employees. This -change. recognizes that,
under 'seine circumstances, an employer nip, expend greater efforts to' recruit
Members of one sex without discriminating against members-of tile other. For
example, where a school district is located close -to an ,all-female private under-
graduate school, the district may have to expend greater 'efforts to recruit Male
tettehersthan it will have- to use to recruit female teachers. Flowerer, where
a reeptent is prestntly discriminating on the basis of sex, or has in the past so
dAeriminated, it Mall take remedial action to recruit members of the sex (ifs-
elimin- ated against until ttio effect of such-past discrimination no longer exists.

) '.,-
, . -g2.

In response to the public comments, the language of paragraph 80.54(b) has
been siiiinlilled over the language appearing in the proposed regulation to prohibit
a recipient.froin,enforcing any policy or practice which results in the payment of
wages to members of one-sex at a rate less than that paid .to menobers of the
other sex for equal work on jobs, the performance of \la i c 11 requires equal skill,
effort and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working condi-
,tions. This makes the title IX regulation consistent with the wording of the
Equal Pay Act Of 1963, Pub. L. 88-38,.29 U.S.C. paragraph '206(d), and' will
enable the Director to rely un the ease law established under the EqUal Pay Act

4 to interpret and.enforce paragraph 86.54(b).
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Paragraphs SA.57 (b), (c) and (d) have been slightly modified from the earlier
vision to make it. clear- that a recipient cannot diss.riminate o' n the basis of
pt egnancy, childbirth, fitle pregnancy, termination of pregnancy and recovery
therefrom and that sta.!, conditions and any temporary disabilities re-suiting
therefrom must be treated by the recipient as any other temporivy disability
for ull)obrelated purposes.

04

Paragraph 80.47(e) in the proposed regulation provided that an employee
could not be required,to comtacnbe leave related to pregnancy sd long as her
physician certified that she \tits capable of performing her duties, and that she
must be allowed to resuuro tivork after such a-leave no more than 'two weeks after
her physician certifies that she is chpable of doing so or, in the case of an
employee who is a teacher, at the beginning of the first academic term after such
certification is made. This section has been Completely deleted from the final ..
regulation since it is inconsistent with paragraph 86.57(b) which requires that
all conditions related to pregnancy be treated as disabilities for Job -related
purposes. If a recipient requires that any employees suffering from a, temporary
disability be required to obtain a physician's certification that they are capable
oY continued work, then it may also require such a Certification from pregnant
employees. If a ot ecipient requires alk employees who take sick leave for a tem-
porary disability to return to work after shell leave two weeks after a physician
certifies that such employees are capable of returning, then the same procedure
must be utilized for pregnant employ ees. llowes er, if none of these certifications
is required for What- temporary disabilities, none may be required of pregnant

3G ...
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femplOyees. Likewise, a recipient may not require pregnant employees to gife
advance notice of which they intend to commence sick leave unless such advance
notice is also required of all other employees who intend to go on sick leave
'hie to a temporary disability in cases where advance knoWledge of the absencewakes such notice'possible.

95

Paragraph $0.00(a) prohibits pre-employment inquiries as to an. applicant's
marital status since such inquiries are frequently the foundation for discrimina-
tion against married women. Subparagraph 80.21(0 (4)' in Subpart C contains
a similar prohibition with regard to preadlnissien inquiries. `she proposed ,regu-,
lotion proscribed inquiries into whether a job applicant was "Ms., Miss or Mrs."
Since under paragraph 80.60(b) iruNiries as to the sex of an applicant may be
made so long as it, is made of members of both sexes and is not used to discrimi,
nate, the inquiry proscribed in paragraph ft3.60(a) as to whether an applicant
is ."Ms., Miss or Mrs." has been.changed to delete the "Ms."

- 96

Finally, § 80.51 permit's consideration of sex in making employment decisions
where sex is a "bona fide occupational qualification." This section is retarned in
the final regulation to make the title IX regulation consistent with the Sex Dis-
crimination Guidelines of the EEOC and with the OPCC regulations-implementingExecutive Order 11240. This section will be interpreted narrowly, consistent
with interpretations already made under title VII of the Civil Rights, Act of1904 and the Executive Order., ..

SUBPART F
i 86.71 Interim Procedures ,

Fer the purposes of implementing this Part during the period between its
effective date and the final issuance by the Department of atconsolidated pro-
cedural regulation applicable to title /X and other civil rights authorities admin-
istered by the Department the procedural provisions applicable to title VI ofthe Civil Rights At of 1964 are hereby adopted anti, incorporated herein by
reference. These procedures may be found at 45 CFR if 80-6-80-11 and 45CFR Part 81.

4'

The Secretary has chosen to adopt the title XI procedures for use during the
interim period between the effective date of this, regulation and effectivenessof the final Consolidated procedural regulation to simplify enforcement during
that time and to avoid applying a different procedure for enforcement of require-

t, "'meats concerning discrimination based on race, color, or national origin from
those based on sex. The Depirtment is publishing, simultaneously with this finalregulation, a pr sed consolidated procedural regulation which will apply to

!cited,
most of the De artment's civil rights enforcement activities. ComMents on thatproposal are s !cited, as provided in the notice of proposed rulemaking, for 45
days.

QUESTIONS

Questions c/oncerning the application or interpretation of this regulation should
be addressed to the Regional Directors of the Office for Civil Rights whose
addresses are as follows: t -

Region I- M1. John G. Bynoe, RKO General Building, 5th Floor, Buifinch
Place, Boston, Massachuletts 02114.

Region IIMr. Joel Barkan, 26 Federal. Plaza, Room 3905, New York 10007.
Region IIIMr. Pewey Dodds, Gateway Building, 3535 Market Street, Phila-delphia, Penusylvanlm19101.
Region IVMr, William Thomas, 9) Seventh Street,.N.E., Room 404, Atlanta,

Georgia 30323. t
Region VMr. Kenneth A. Alines 309 W. Jackson Boulevard, 10th Floor, Chi-cado, Illinois 60600.
Region VIMs. Dorothy D. Stuck, 1114 Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas-75202.
Region VIIMr Taylor D. August, 12 Grand Building,i2th and Greand Avenue,Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
Region VIIIMr. Gilbert D. Roman, Room 11037 Federal Building, 1961 Stout

Street, Deliver, Colorado 80202.

;
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Regton 1X--, Mr. Floyd L. Picice, 760 Market Street, Room 700, San Francisco,

'

V,California 94102. 7
Region. X-Ms. Marlaina Killer, 6101 iirciale Plaza Building, 1321 Second

AvepueSeattle. Washington 95101.
.Dated : May 27, 1075.

CASPAE W. WEINBERGER.
Secretary.

Dated : May 27, 1975.
Approved:

GERALD R. Font),
President.

Part :Ai is added to read as sa forth below :

PART t"4.NO:\ TORN ON THE BASIS OP SEX 1[:.:S DLit FED1R.tLLY ASSISTED
n:D46ATION PROORX4IS AND ACTIVITIES

P

e sunenirr. AINTRODUCTION
Sec.

* $6.1 Purposeand, effectite date.
86.1.f Definitions.
$6.3 Remedial and afilrmative nation qndself-evaltiation.
86.4 Assurance required. * .;
.86.5 Transfers of property.

Effe,,et o7 other requirements.
80.7 Effect of emploftnent opportunities.
86.8 Designation of ro;ponsible empty.) ee and eduptiul, of grlevarwe proceditres.
86.9 Dissemination o4polley.

SUBPART 11.COVERAGE
.86.11 Appilcatiun.
K12 Educational filstitatilms cuntruiled,i,y religion, organizations.
s6.13 Military and merchant nririne educStional Institutions.
$6.14. Membership,practiees of certain organizations. "- .

2 80.1.5 'Adnils,sions.
86.16 EducaHotial institutions efigible to s ubmit trafisltion
SO.17 Transition plans.
86:1S-s0.20 [Reserved.)

SUI/PART SC RIME\ All-ION ON T HE BASIS OF SEA ADM ISSION AND RECRVITM ENT
PROIIIIHTF:D

86:21 A drub,sion.
s0.22 Preference In adialssion.
s6.23 Reerultment;
86.24.80,40 [Reserved];

.
A

Ause.titt ox THE BASIS OF ST. N, IN EDI. CATION PROORANIS AND
ACTIVITIES PROHIBITED

Sec.
86.31 Education programs and dctivities.op .0
86.32 Rousing.
86.31 Tonitairable

4-

86.34 Access io course Offerings.
$6,35 Are,'.'. to school:: operated by L.E.A.s. 0

rome.eillig and use of appraisal and.cOunsetina,ituat dais,
86.37 -Flifanclal assistance. ) f

86.38 EmploYment p.vistatice to students.
MUD briltraiice benefits and services.
s0.40 Matital or paiioittil status.

tit'!
s6.42 Textbooks and curricular nmterial.
s0 43<<6.50 4 Iteserr «1 l.

.
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I.
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suar.var EutscaistixAiloA rim .)stS OF SEX 1:s F.MPLUI..Itts
PROtiltS.MS At MIMS enottnirtm

80.51' Employment.
66.52 Employment eriterta.
:At 53. Recruitment.
Si.5-t Compensation. .

.60.55 Job classification and structure:
:56.50 Fringe benefits.
80.57 Marital or parental status.
86.58 Effect of State or local law or other-requirements.

,S0,59 Advertising.
86.6(1, Preemployment inquiries.
56.01 'Se.N. as bona-fide occupational'qualification.
86.62-80.70 [Reserved].

SUBPART r--raocnntnits.,
80:71 Interim procedures.

stly-.var AINroDucTiox
§ 86.1 Purpose and efftetire (fah'.

The phrpose of this part o. to elle( (nate titi IX of the Lthitation Amendments
of 1972, as amended by Pub. L. 0J-566, 86 Stat. (exceptsettions 904 and 906

ills rialluation tlie bast-, of sex in ally ...dm:dm. tirogito mitt ity ret 'it ilia
of those ..1inendmetits. hall is designed to eliminate .Nkeptious)

Federal e, %livther or not sutli progiain or aet-ty ity is offered
or spoil sored by as et] ata t amal lost it talon as defined in this pa rt. ltus tau aku
hat ailed to ores. t nate si.ation sl I of t lw Ftlut atom Amendments of 1974. -Putt, L.
93-380. :58 Stat. 4S4. The uffectit e date of this pan, shall be July 2i, 1'575.
(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, Sd Stat. 373, 374 , 20 U.S.C.

1642, as amended by Pub. L. 93-508. 88 Stat. 1855, and Sec. 544,
Amendments of 357-1, .s8, Stat. 84, Pub. L. 93-360)
§ Agin it ions.

As used in this part, the t4rfa
(a I "Title LA' avails title IX of the Education Anwadments of 1972, Pub. L.

92 31q, as amended by section 3 of Pub. L. 03-508, 8 Stat. 1655, e4ept § 904 and
906 thereof ; 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681. 10S2. 10S3. 1085, 1050.

"Depart»it at" nwaiis the Delo:mow:a of Ilealth. Education, and Welfare.
(CI "..titerilary" means the Secrety of I lealth. Edueation. and
(d) "Directoe' means the Director of the (Ake fur Ci it Rightsouf the

Department.
e) -"Et chichi!' .lut)ii,ritit" means that component of the Dei.artnient dele-

gated authority by the Set rotary to appoint. aad to renew the deuisloas of, ad-
ministrat tve lqKjudges in eases arising under this Part.

f "Jahhiniearatitc tau jaflaC mean:, a person appointed by the rt.% le wing
tonliority to preside over a hearing held under this Part. 4

1g) "Ft deral !Ma'am! astashiat t" means any of the following, %%lieu authorized
or evt ended under a Tait administered by the Department :

(I) A grant or loan of Fed. nil Mona MI assistame. int India.; fends made
available for :

(1) The acqui.,itoz., traction. roan a Hon, restotation, or repair of a build._
lag or facility or any portion thereof and

1114 Si holarships, hams, grants, wages or other funds extended to any entjty ,
for pay mo.l. to or behalf of students admitted to that entity, or extended
directly to such students for payment to that entity.

12i A grant of Federal real or personal property or any Interest therein. in-
t Lultug surplus prv,perty, and the proceeds of the sale or transfer of such prop-
erty, If the Federal

,
share of the fair market value of the property is not, upon -

such Sale or transfer, properly act tainted for to the Federal Government.
(3) Provision of the services of Federal personnel.
44) Sale or lease of Federal property or any Interest therein at nominal eqn-

sidt mines. or at t onsith ration rids. ed for the purpose of qssisting the ret :pieta
or in roc.glittiti of publit Int( rest to be sexed thereby. or permission to use
Federal property or any interes vain it Wand consideration.

454 Any other contract. agreena or arrangement %%hit It has a. one of its z
purposes the Kt-Allston of assistant e to itti,y education program or .11 tit ay, ext ept
a contract of insurance or guaranty.
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It -Roapicnt" means am :slate or political subdit Won thereof, or any in-
- strninentalit7 of a State or puhttc,tl solidi% Won thereof, any public or private

agency, institution. or organization, or other entity, or any person to whom Fed-
eral financial assistance as extended directly' or through another recipient and
widen (Temps an educanion program or activity which receives or benefits from
such assistance, including any subunit. successor, assignee, or transferee thereof.

"Applicant" means one tt ho submits an ,application, request, or plan re-
ward, to he approved by a' Departhient official, or by a recipient, as a condition
to becoming a recipient

) -Educational institution" means a local educational agency (LEA) as
defined by section 801(f) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1,K)) (20 SJ1), a preschool. o i,ricat,leinentary or -secondly.) school, or
an applicant or recipient of the-type defined by paragraph (k), (1), (m), or (n)
of this section.

ik) -inotitution of graduate higher education" means an institution which
Al) Offers aeadenne study beyond the bachelor of arts or ba.heIor of science

degree. whether or hot leading to_ a c wildcat e of any higher degree in the liberal
arts and sciences; or

(2) Awards any degree in a professional field beyond the first professional
degree (regardless of '\ bother the first professional degree in such field is
awarded by an institution of undergraduate higher education or professional
education) ; or

(3) Awards no degree and offers no further atademic study, but operates
ordinarily for-the purpose of iodinating research n3 persons who have ref deed
the highest graduate degree in a ny'fiehrof study.

11) "Th/titutton. of undergraduate higher education means:
(1 t An institution offering at least taro but less than four years of college level

St MI' beyond the high school let el, leading to n diploma or-an associate degree,
or wholly or principally creditable toward a baccalaureate degree; or

(2) Sal institution offering madonie study _leading to a baccalaureate degree ;
or . -

(31 An agency or body st hich certifies credentials o'r offers degrees, but which
may or may not offer academie study,

(in) -Imititation of profePottonal education" Mean:, an institution (except any
Institution of undergraduate higher education) talc offers a program of aca-
demy. study-that fends to a first professional degree in a field for which there
is a national specialized accrediting agency recognized by the United State))
Conunissioner of Education.

( n ) -Ituditutain of vocational education" means a school or institution (except
an institution of professional or graduate or undergraduate higher education I
which has as its pritnary purpose pre6aration of student:4 to pursue a technical.
skilled. or semiskilled occupation or trade, or to pursue study in a technical
field, whether or not the school or institution offers certificates, diplomas, or
degree and whether or not it olTersfullthne study.

to) -.1dmini.strativety .eparatc unit" means a school, department or eolloge
of an educational institution (other than a local educational agency) admission
to wind' is independent of adallion to any other component of such
institution.

(p) "At/nu:mon" means selection for part-time, full-time, special. associate,
transfer. exchange. or any other enrollment. membership. or matriculation in or
at an education program or activity operated by a recipient.

(qe "Student" means a person who has gained admission.
,-Iransition plan" means a plan subject to the approval of the United

States Commissioner of Education pursuant to section 901(a) (2) of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972. under NS Well an educational institution operates in
making the transition from being an educational Institution which admits only
students of ia.c. .3cx to being one which admits students of both sexes without
diserimination.

(Sees. 901. 902, Education Amendments of 1972, SO Stat. 373, 371; 20 U.S.C.
1681, M.2.)

xa..1 Rcmcdiat and affirmative action and sOlkevaluation.
(a ) Remedial action. if the Director finds that a recipient has discriminated

against persons on the basis of sex in an Mutation program or activity, such
recipient shall take such remedial action as the Director deems necessary to
overcome the effects of such discrimination.

ti
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(t) Affirmative action. Tri the absence of a finding of discrimination on the
basis of set in an education program or activity, a recipient may take affirmative
n, (Jon to overcome the effects of conditions ishica resulted in limited participa-
tion therein by persoiis,of a particular sex. Nothing herein shall be interpreted
to alter any affirmative action oblgations which a recipient may have under
Execuilve Order 11246.

eel golf cvaluation. Each'reeiplent education institution shall, within one year
of the effective date of this part:

Ii) Ecaluate, in terms of the requirements of this part, its current policies
and practices and the effects, thereof concerning admission of students, treat-
ment of Ancients, and emplvyment of both academic and nun - academic personnel
working in connection with the recipient's education program or activity;

(11) Modify any of these policies and practices which do not or may not meet
the requirements of this Part; and

(ill) Take appropriate remedial steps to eliminate the effects of any dis-
crimination which; resulted or may have resulted from adherence to these policies
and practices.

(d) Atailability of sal-evaluation Azad related materials. Recipients shall
maintaln'on ale fur it t three.-years following competition of the evaluation
required under paragraph cc, of-this section, and shall provide to the.Dircctor
upon request, a description of any modifications made pursuant to subparagraph,
(r) ( II) and of any remedial steps taken pursuant to subparagraph (c) (iii).

(Sees. 001, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C.
1681, 1682.)

§ 88.3 Assurance required.
(a) General. Every application for Federal financial assistance for any educa-

tion program, ,,or activity shall as condition of its approval contain or be
ti *comparileil by an assurance from the applicant ur recipient, satisfactory to the

r, that each education program vr activity operated by the applicant or
recipient and to which this part applies will be operated in compliance with this
part. An assurance of ecmpllance with this part sand not be satisfactory to the
Director if the assurance applies fall to commit itself to take whatever remedial
action is necessary in aZcordafice with § 86.3(a) to eliminate existing discrim-
ination on the basis of sex or to elimihate the effects of past discrimination
whether occurring prior or subsequent to the submission to the Iirector of
such assurance.

(b) Duration of oLligation. (1) In the Case of Federal financial assistance
extended to provide real property gr structures thereon, such assurance shall
obligate the recipient, ur, in the case of a subsequent transfer, the transferee, for
the period during _which the real property or structure are used to provide an
education program or activity.

(2) In the case of federal financial assistance extended to provide personal
property. such assurance shall obligate the recipient for the period during which
it'retains ownership or possession- of the property.

(3) In all other cases such assurance shall ubligate the recipient for the
period during which federal financial assistance is extended.

Form. The Director will specify the form of the assurances required by
paragraph (a) of Oda sectlun and the extent to which such assurances will be
required of Ile applicant's ur recipient's subgrantees, contractors, subeontracturs,
transferees, or successors in interest.

(Secs, 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C.
1681, 1682.)
isa.5 Transfers of property..

If a recipient sells or otherwise transfers property financed in whole or in part
with Federal financial assistance to a. transferee which operates any education
program or arthity, and the Federal share of the fair market value of the
property L4 not upon such sate or transfer properly accounted for to the Federal
Government both the transferor and the transferee shall be deemed to be recip-

'lents, subject to the provisions of Subpart 13.
(SETS. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1072, 86 Stat.. 373, 374, 20 U.S.C.

1681, 1682.)
§86.11 Effec't of other requirements.

(a) Effect of other Eedral provisions. The obligations imposed by this part
are indepen,l, tot of. ancl not alter, obligations not to discriminate on the basis
of sex imposed by Executive Order 11246, as amended, sections 799A and 845
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of the Public Ifealth Service.Act (42 U.S.C. 20511-9 and 298b-2) ; Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1904 (42 U.S.C. 2000e et seq.) ; the Equal -Pay Act (29 U.S.C.

200 and 200(d)) ; and any other Act of Congress or Federal regulation.
(Sees. 901, 902, 905. Education Amendments of 1972, SO Stat. 373, 374,, 375;

. 20 U.S.C. 1681, 1682, 1683.)
(by Effect of State or local tau.) or other requirements. The obligation to

comply with this part is not obviated or alleviated by any State or local law or
other requirement which would render any applicant or student ineligible, or
limit the eligibility of any applicant or student, on tiffi basis of sex, to practice
any occupdtion or profession.

(e) Effect of rules or regulations of p rivate organizations. The obligation to
comply with this part-is not obviated -or alleviated by any rule or regulation of
any organization, club, athletic or other league, or association which would
render any applicant or student ineligible to participate or limit the eligibility
or participation of any applicant or student, on the basis of sex, in any educa-
tion.prograin,X---ketivity operated by a recipient and which receives or benefits

froM FederiflIinanulal assistance. -

( Sees. 901, 002, Education Amendments of 1972, 80 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C.
1631, 16820

§ 86.7 Effect of employment opportunities.
The obligation to comply with this Part is not obviated or alleviated becauie

employment opportunities in any occupation or profession are or may be more
limited for members oone sex than for members of the other sex.

(Secs. 901. AmendmentsApendmen of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 371; 20 U.S.C.
4081, 102)
ill(' 8 Designkition of responsible employee and adoption of grievance procedures.

(a) Designation of respow.ibtc co.ployee. Each recipient shall designate at
least one employee to coordinate its efforts to comply with and carry out its
responsibilities under this part, including any investigation of any complaint
communicated to such recipien,t alleging its noncompliance with this part or
alleging any actions which would be prohibited by this part, The recipient 'than
notify all its students and employees of the name, office address and telephone
number of the employee or employees appointed pursuant to this paragraph.

(b) Complaint procedure of recipient. A recipient shall adopt and publish
grievance -procedures providing for prompt and equitable resolution of student
rind employee complaints alleging any action which would be prohibited by this
part.
(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 80 Stat. 373, 3P; 20 U.S C.
1081, 1682)

§ 86.9 Discrimination of policy.
. (a) Notification of policy. (1) Each recipient shall implement specific and

continuing steps to notify applicants for admission and eimpoyment, students and
Parents of elementary and secondary school students, employees, sources of
referral of applicants for admission and employment, and all unions or profes-
sional organizations holding collective bargaining or -professional agreements
with the recipient, that a. dues not discriminate on the basis of sex in the educa-
tional programs or activities which it operates, Old that is required by title IX
and this part not to discriminate_in such a manner. Such notification shall contain
such information, and be made in such manner, asthe Director finds necessary to
apprise such persons of the protections against discrimination assured them by
title IX and this part, 1)1)t shall state at least that the requirement not to
discriminate in education 'programs and activities extends to employment therein,
and to admission thereto unless Subaart C does not apply to the recipient. and
that inquiries concerning the application of title IX and this part to such recipient
may be referred to the employee designated pursuant to § 86.8, or to the Director.

(2) Each recipient shall make the initial notification required by paragraph
(a) (1) of this section within 00 days of the effective date of this part or of the
date this part first applies to such recipient, whichever conies later, Ishii 11 notifi
Cation shall include publication in : (i) Local newspapers, (ii) newspapers mid
magazines operated by such recipient or by student, alumnae, or alumni groups
for or in connection with such recipient, and (iii) memoranda or other written
communications distributed to every student and employee of such recipient.

lin Publications. 1) Each recipient shall prominently include a statement of
the policy described in paragraph (a) of this section in each announcement.

4 ft
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bull, tin. catalog. or a milli ation form %%Web it makta a S 3111able to any persun of
a type d, -.Abed in paragiaply of this section, or vi lath is utlivrwise used
in connection, with the recruitment of students or employees.

(2) A recipient shall not use or distribute a publication of the type described
in this paragraph xi, hich suggests, by text or illustration. that such recipient
treats applit ants. stad(Lt:,, Ca11,11* eVS ilifferLntlY on the basis of sex except as
such treatment is permitted by this part.

10) AV, i'Attion. Eaciirecipii nt shall distribute without discrimination On the
basis of each publication described In paragraph chi of this section, and
shall appri,c ca, L of its admission and employ me.ut recruitment representatives
of the pull y of nopliscriminatbai described in paragraph (a) of this section,
and require such reresentatives to adhere to such policy.
(Sees. 901, '02_, Education Amendments of 1972, S0 Stat, 373. 374; 20 U.S.C.

SVIIPART Et---COVER ACE
§ 86,11 Application.

Exr( pr as provided In this subpart. this Part 86 applies to every recipient and
to r.ardi education program or mtiity operated by such recipient which receives
or benefits from Federal financial assistance.
§ 8612' Educational institutions ontzulled by religious organization-1.

f at _application. This part does not apply to an educational institution which.
14 controlled by a religions organization to the extent application of this part
would not be consistent with the religious tenets of such organization.

lbr Fr,niption_An educational institution which wishes to claim the exemption
set I.( rth in paragraph (a ) of this section, shall do so by submitting in writing
to the Director a statement by the highest ranking official of the institution,
Identifying the provisions of this part which conflict with a specific tenet of the
religious organization.
(Sees. 901. 902. Education Amendments of 1972, 56 Stat. 373, 374; 20 F.S.C.
1051, 1d52)
§ 56.13 Unitary and marine educational institutions.

ds part does nut apply to an educational institution whose primary purpose
is the training of individuals for a militaly ser) ice of tixe United States or for
the merchant marine,
(secs. 901. 902, Education Amendments of 1072, 80 Stat. 373. 374: 20 U.S.C.
16s1. 3652 )
§ 36.1.) Membership practices of certain organizations.

'a) Social fraternities and sororities. This pert does not apply to the member-
ship practices of soeill fraternitit v and sororities ulna are exempt from taxation
under Section :1011a) of the Internal cane Code of 19:i4, the active member-
(,!!'p of which consists primarily of students in attendance at institutions ofhigher education.

(b) TWA, yWCA, Girl Scouts. Boy Scouts and Camp Fil4 Girls. This part
does net apply to the membership Practices of the Young Men's Christian Associ-
ation the Young Women's Christian Association, the Gni St outs, the Boy Scouts
and Camp Fire Girls.

I c i Voluntary youth srrik.3 organization& Th part does not apply to the
membership practices of voluntary youth service u ganizations wIncla are exempt
from taxation under Section :101in) of the Internal Recenue Code of 104 and
the memla rsidp of width has been traditionally limited to members of one sex and
Principally tv persons of less than nineteen years of agre.

Sevs. 001, 902, Education Amendments of 1072, 50 Stat. 373. 374: 20 U.S.C.-
16S1, 1052; See. 3(a) of P.L. 93-56S. 58 Stat. 1052, amending See. 901)
§ 86.13 Admissions.

(a) Admissions-to ( ducational institutions prior to June 24, 1973, are not cov-
ered by this part.

(hr. - 1Snaaniptrahat.'hi soparate ands. For the purposes only of this section,
§ §50.15 and 80.16. and Subpart C, each administrant ely separate unit shall be
deemed to be an educational institution..

I APIdiet/i10/1 of sabpayt C. ENC. pt as provided in paragraphs (e) and (d)
of this set lion, Subpart C applies to eat h recipient. A recipient to which Subpart
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C applies shall nut discriminate on the basis of sew in admission or reeruitnient
Ill 1 iota tion of that subpart.

td) Educational in4tit uttons. Except as provided in paragraph te) ,d this
section as to recipleats whtth are edmatruilaiinstituenals, Subpart C applies only
to institutions of vocational education, professional education, graduate higher
education, and pablit institutions of, undergraduate higher education.

e ) Public lux: tiutionu of mon rpraitua cdana lion. Subpart C dues nut
apply to any public iiistitution of wider ,ratliiate, telikation whielt tradi-
tionally and coutilluidly from its establisibui,,,iit Las lind a policy of admitting oaly
students of one ex.
(Sees. 901, 902, Education Anienhuents of 1972, 1,6 Stat. 373, 371; 20 U.S.C.
1(31.1682)
§ 6636 Educational mutilations cligibh, unbind transition. plans.

- ppl,caliun. Iles seetion applies to emit educational uwtitutiou to which
Subpart C applies which :

k Admitted only students of one sex. as regular students as of June 23, 1972;
or

(2) Admitted only students of one sex as regular students us of June 1:3, 1965,
but thereafter admitted us regular students, students of -the sex not admitted
prior to June' 3,1965.

kb) Prut idton. fur transition plans. An educational institution to which this
seetin applies 6111111 not discriminate on the basis of sex in,atimission or re-
cruitment in violation of Subpart C unless it is carrying out a transition plan
approved by the Lulled States Commissioner of Education as described in § 86.17,
winch plan-provides for the elimination of such discrimination by the earliest
practicable date but In no event later than June 23, 1979.
(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 371; 20 1.7.8.C.
1681, 1682)

§ 86:17 Transition plans.
tu Sultinisstva of plows. An institution to which § 86.15 applies anti which

is eompused of more than one administratively separate unit may submit either
a single transition 14411 APPIIiilble to an such units, er a separate transition plan
applicable to eaeli such unit.

(h) Gontent of plans. In order to be approved by the United States Cuninds-
sioner of Education, a transition plan shall :

State the name, address, And Federal Interagency Committee on Educa-
tion tFICE) code of the educational institution submitting stall plan, the ad
iiiiiiistratively separate units to which the plan Is applicable, and the name, ad-
dress, and telephone number of the person to whom questicois concerning the
Plan may be addressed. The person who submits the Plan shill be the chief ad-
ititnistiaivr or president of the institution, ur another individual legally au-
thorized to bind the institution to all actions set forth in the plan.

State whether the educational institution or administratively separate
unit admits students of both sexes, as regular students and, if so, when it began
to do so.

3i Identify and describe with rustics t to the educational institution ur admin-
istrativly separate milt any obstacles to admitting students %11.111.1ilt discrimina-
tion on the bast; of sex.

, Deseribe in detail the steps necessary to eliminate as soon as practicable
ei 11 obstacle so identified anti taint ate the schedule fur-taking these steps anti
the individual directly responsible for their implementation,

tarn ,Include estimates of the manlier of students, by sex, expected to apply
for. in admitted to, and enter each this:, during the period co ered by the Plan.

Aw/mil/notation. No pulley or practice of a recipient to which § S6.16
_applies result in treatment of applicants to ur students of such recipient
in vwhttiun of Saimaa C such treatment is net vs,itated by an obstacle
Identified in paragraph (b) (3) of this section and a schedule fur eliminating
that obstacle bas been provided as required by paragraph (h) (4) of this std ti011,

A di Eff( Nu of post exclusion. l'u overcome the effects of past exclusion of stn-
dents oli the MINN of sex, eat it educational institiltion to "Aide!' § 86.16 applies
shall Include in its transition plan, and shall implement, specific steps de,Igneti
to encourage individuals of the previously excluded sex to apply fur admission
to such institution. Such steps shall Include Instituting reetultnient programs
which entpliasIze the institution s commitment to enrolling students of the sex
previously excluded.
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(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 371; 20 C.S.C. 1681,
1652)

j 80.18-86.204 [Reserved]

SUBPART CDISCRIMINATION OS THE BASIS OF SEX IN ADMISSION AND
RECRUITMENT PROHIBITED

I, SC.21 Admission.
(a) Gcnerai. No person shall, on the basis of sex, be denied admission, or be-

subjected to discrimination in admission, by any recipient to which this subpart
applies, except as provided in 11 86.16 and $0.17.

(b) :Specific prohibitions. t1) In determining whether a person satisfies any
policy or criterion for admission, or in making any offer of admission, a recip-
ient to which this Subpart applies shall not :

0) Give preference to one person over another on the basis of sex, by ranking
applicants separately on such basis, or otherwise;

Apply numerical limitations upon the number or proportion of persons of
either sex who may be admitted ; or

(Ili) Utherw the treat one individual differently from another on the basis of
sex.

t2_) A recipient shall not administer or operate any test or other criterion for
admission which has a disproportionately adverse effect on persons on the
basis of-sex unless the usei of such test or criterion is shown to predict validly
suctass In the education program or-activity in question and alternative tests
or criteria which du not have such a disproportionately adverse effect are shown
to be unavailable.

C) Prohibitions relating to marital or parental status. In determining whether
a person satisfies any policy or criterion for admission, or In making any offer of
admission, a recipient to which this subpart applies:

(1) Shall runt apply any rule concerning the actual or potential ,pa rental, _fam-
ily, or marital status of a student or applicant which treats persons differently
on the basis of sex ;

(2) Shall not discriminate against or exclude any person on Le basis of preg-
nancy, childbirth, termination of pregnancy, or recovery the from. or estab-
lish or follow any rule or practice Which so discriminates or excludes:

(3) Shall treat disabilities related to pregnancy. childbirths termination of
pregnancy, or recovery therefrom in the saute manner awl under the same policies
as any: other temporary disability or physical- condition; and

4 ti Shall not make pre-admission inquiry as to the marital status of an ap-
plicant for admission, including whether such applicant is -Miss" or "Mrs." A re-
cipieot may make pre-admission inquiry as to the sex of an applicant for admis-
sive. but only if such inquiry is made equally of such applicants of both sexes
and if the results of such inquiry are not used In eowaettiun with discrimination
prohibited by this part.
(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86-Stat. 373, 371, 20 C.S.C. 1681,
1682)

§ 80.22 Preference in admission.
A-recipient to which tbis subpart applies shall not give preference to applicants

for admission, on the basis of attendance at any educational Institution or other
school or entity '.ldeh admits as studenteor pretioaiinantly members of one sex.
If the giving of siodu preference bas the effect of discriminating on the basis of
sex in violation of this subpart.
(Sees. '901, 002, Education Amendments of 1. 72, SO Stat. 373, 374 ; 1681,
1682)

a § 80.23 Recruitment.
(a) Nondiscriminatory reel tatInclit A recip rent to which this subpart applies

shall not discriminate on the basis of sex in the recruitment and admission of
students.. recipient maybe retufired to undertake additional recruitment efforts
for one sex as remedial action pursuant to-§ 50.3(a). and may choose to under-
take such efforts as affirmative action pursuant to 186.3(b).

(b) Recruitment at certain institutions. A recipient to w Welt _this subpart ap-
plies shall not recruit primarily or exclusively at educational institutions, schools
or entities which admit as students only or predominantly members of, one sex,
if such actions have the effect of discriminating on the basis of sex in violation
of thiS subpart.

'o
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(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374; 20 C,S.C. 1681,
-1682)
§§ 86.24-86.30 [{1Cserred]

SUBPART D-DISBRIMINATION ON TILE BASIS OF SEX. IN EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
ACTIVTPIES PR011 IRMO- -

$ 56.31 EdittationfPrograms and activities.
(a) General. Except as provided elsohere in this part, no person'shall, on

the baste of sex, be,excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any academic, extracurricular, research,
occupational training, or other education -program or activity operated by
recipient which receives or benefits from Federal financial assistance. This sub-
part does not apply to actions of a recipient in connection with admission of its
students to an education program or activity of (1) a recipitnit to which Sub-
part C'does not apply, or (2) an entity, not a recipient, to which Subparee
would notapply if the entity were a recipient.
, (h) Npecgiu prohibitions. Except as provided in this subpart, in providing any
aid, benefit, or service to a student, a recipient shall not, on the basis of sex ;

(1) Treat one person differently from another in determining whether such
person satisfies any requirement or condition for the provision of inch aid,
benefit, or service;

(2) Provide difterent.aid, benefits, or services or provide aid, benefits, or serv-
ices in a different manner ;

(3) Deny any person any such aid, ben4,13t, orservice;
(4) Subject any person to separate r different rules of behavior, sanctions,

or other treatment;
(5) Discriminate against any person in the application of any rules of appear-

fl 11C0
(6) Apply.any rule concerning the domicile or residence of a student dr appli-

cant, including eligibility for instate fees and tuition;
(7) Aid or perpetuate dist,diulaation against any person by providing signifi-

cant assstanee to any agehcs. Organization, or person which discriminates on
the basis of sex in providing any aid, benefit or service to students or employees;

(8) Otherwise limit any person in the enjoyment of any right, 'privilege, ad-
vantage. or opportunity.

its) Assistance administered by a recipient educational institution to shullt at
a foreign institution. A. recipient educational institution may administer or
assist in the administration of scholarships, fellowships; or other awards estab-
lished by foerign or domestic hills, trusts, or similar legal instruments, or-by acts
of foreign governments and restricted to members of one sex, which are designed
to provide opportunities to study alfisoad, and which are awarded to students
who are already matriculating at or w ho are graduates of the recipient institu-
tion: Provided, a recipient educational institution which administers or assists
in the{ administration of such scholarships, f9llowship. or other awards which
are restricted to members of one sex provides, or otherwise makes ayailable rea-

r sonable opportunities for similar studies for members of The other sex. Such
opportunities may be derived from either domestic or foreign sources.

On Programs not operated Sy- recipient, (1) This paragraph applies to any
recipient which requires participation by an applicant.,student. or employee in
any education program or activity not operated wholly by such recipient, or
which facilitates, permits, or considers such Participation as part of or equiva-
lent to an education program or activity operated by such recipient, including
participation in educational consortia and cooperative employment and student-
tea Ph nu assignments.

(2) Sneh recipient: .
(i) Shall develoft and implement a procedbre designed to assure itself that

the operator or sponsor of such other education program or activity takes no
action affecting any applitant, student, or employee of such recipient which
this part would prohibit such recipient from takings; and

(ii) ) Shall not facilitate, require, permit, or consider such participation if such
action occurs.
(Secs. 901, 902, Education AmendrneEts of 1072, 86 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C.
1681, 1082)

'
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8C.32 Musing. ,

(a) Generally. A recipient shall not on the basis of sex, apply different rules
or regulations, impose different fees_ur requirements, or offer different services
or benefits related to boushig, except as provided in this section (including
housing provided ma to married students),

(b) Housing provided by recipient. (1) A recipient may provideoeparate hous-
ing on-the basis of sex.

(2) Housing provided by a recipient to students of one sex, alien compared to
that provided to students of thebther sex, shall be as a whole .

(i) Proportionate in quantity to the number of students of that sex apply-
ing for such hotisIng; and

(ii) Comparable in quality-And cost to the student.
(c) Other housing. (1) A recipient shall not, on the basis of sex, administer

differtnt policies° Or practices concerning occ.upancs by its students 44 housing
other than provided by such recipient.

(2) A recipient which, through solicitation, listing, approval of housing, or
otherwise, assists any agenetj-, organization, or person in making housing avail-
able to any of its students, shall take such reasonable action as nary be neces-
sary to assure itself that such housing as is prey bled to students of one sex,
when compared to that provided to students of the other sex, is as a whole: 0)
Proportionate In quantity and (ii) comparable in quality and cost to the student.
A recipient may render such assistance to any agency, organization, or person
which provides all or pafrt of such housing to students only of one sex.
(Sees. IC, 502, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 3.73, 371, 375: 20
U.S.C. 1681,_1982, 1686) a

; 80:33 Comparable facilities.
" A recipient may provide separate toilet, locker room. and shower facilities
on the basis of sex, but such facilities provided fur stadents of one sex shall be
comparable to such facilities provided for students of the other sex.
(Sees. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374)
§ 5'0.34 Access to course offerings.

. .
A\zeelpient shall not provide any course or otheralse carry out any of its

edncatibn program or activity separately on the basis of sex, or require or re-
fuse participation the ein by any of Its students un such basis, including health,
physical ,edtication, h dustrial, business, vot.ational, technkal, home economics,
music, and adult endue tion,courses.

(a) With espect to classes and activities in phi skal education at the elemen-
tary school level, the reqiiired shall comply fully a itb this section as e,xpedi-
tlousy as possible but hi no event later than one year from the effective /late of
this regulation. With respect to physical education classes and activities at the
secondary and post-secondary levels, the recipient shall comply fully with this
section as expeditiously as possible but in.nu et ent biter than three years frem
the effective date of this regulation. . .

(b) This section does not prohibit grouplo,, of students In physical education
classes and activities by ability as assessed by objective standards of individual
performance. developed and applied without regard to sex.

(c) This section does not prohibit separation of students by sex a Rhin phys-
ical education classes or activities daring participation in wrestling. boxing,
rugby, ice hockey, football, basketball and other spurts the tanTuse'br major
activity of which involvesbodily contact.

(d) Where use of a single standard of measuring skill or progress in a iys-
ical education class has an adverse effect on members of one sex, the r tient
shall use appropriate standards which do not have such effect. .

(e) Portions of classes-in elementary and secondary schools a Weil deal exclu-
sively with human sexuality may be conducted in separate sessions for boys and
girls.

(f) Recipients may make requirements based on vocal range or quality which
may result in a chorus or choeuses of one or predominantly one sex.
(Sfies. 901 902, Education -Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374 ; 20 T.S.O..7

. 1681,1682) .

§ 86.35 Access to schools operated by L.E.A.s.
A recipient which is a local educational agency-shall nu. t , on the basis of sex, ex-

'chide any person from admission to :
o
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la) Any institution of vocational education operated by such recipient, or
0)) Any other school or educational unit operated by such recipient, unless

such recipient utliersskse makes available to such person, pursuant to the same
policies and criteria of admission, courses, services, and facilities comparable
to each course,,ersfee, and facility offered in or through such schools.
(Sections 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C.

1681, 1682)

§ 86.36 Counseling and use of appraisal and counseling materials.
) Counseling. A recipient shall not discriminate against any person on the

basis of sex in the counseling or guidance otstucictits or applicants fur nthaission.
,bse. of appraisal and counseling materials. A recipient which uses testing

or other materials fig appraising of counseling students shall not use different
materials for students on the basis of their sex or use matt [idle w hick permit
or require different treatment of students6on such basis,unless such different mate-
rials cover the same occupations and interest areas and the use of such different
Materials is shown to be essential to eliminate sex _bias. Recipients shall de-
s elop and use internal procedures for ensuring that such materials do not dib-
crualnate on the basis of sex. Where the use of a counseling test or other instil-
mentresults in a substantially disproportionate number of members of one sex
in any particular course of study pr classification, the recipient shall take such
action as is necessary .to assure itself tluit such disproportio n is nut the result

..of discrimination in the instrtunent or Its application.
(c) Disproportion in classes. Where a recipient finds that a particular class

contains a substantially disproportionate number of individuals of one sex, the
recipient shall take such action assns necessary to assure itself that such dis-
proportion is not...the result of discrimination on the basis of sex in counseling
ofappraisal materials or by counselors.
§ 86.87 Financial assistance.

I a ) General. Except as provided In paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) of this see-
lion, in providing financial assistance to any of Its students, a recipient shall not :
ilrOn the basis if sex, pros ide different amount or types. of such assistance, limit
eligibility for such assistance which is of any particular type or source, apply dif-
ferent criteria, or .otherwise discriminate, (2) through solicitation. listing, ap-
proval, provision of facilities or other services, assist any foundation, trust,
agency, organization,. or person which provides assistance to any of such recipi-
ent's students in a manner which discriminates on the basis of sex; or (2)
apply any rule or assist in application of any rule concerning eligibility for such
assistance which treats persons of one sex differently from persons of the other
sex with regard to marital or-parental status.

futancibi aid established bmertain legal 'instruments. (1) If recipient
may administer or assist In the administration of scholarships, fellowships, or
other forms of financial assistance established pursuant to domestic or foreign
wills, trusts, bequests, or similar legal instruments or by acts of a foreign gov-
ernment winch requires that awards be made to members of a particular st;c
speciflql therein ; Provided, that the overall effect of the aWard of such sex-
restricted scholarship's, fellowships, and other forms of financial ay-l-tance does
not discriminate on the basis of sex.

12) To ensure nondiscriminatory awards of assistance as required In sub-
paragraph (b) (1) of this paragraph, recipients shall develop hnd_use litncedures
under Which: ,

(I) Students are selected ter award of financial assistance on the basis of non-
discriminatory criteria and not on the basis of availability pf funds restricted
to members of a particular sex ;

iii) An appropriate sex- restricted sdholivship, fellowship, or other form of
financial assistance is allocated to einim student selected under subparagraph
(b) (2) (1) of this paragraph; and

(iii) No student is denied the award for which he or she was selected under
subparagraph (b) (2) (1) of this paragraph because a the absence of, a schol-
arship, fellowship, pr other form of financial assistance designated for a mem-
ber of that student'ssex.

(c) Athletic scholarships. (1) To the extent that a recipient awidds athletic
scholarships or grants-in-aid, It must provide reasonable opportunities for such
awards for members of each sex in proportion to thenumber of sutdents of each
sex participating lOnterscholast le or intercollegiate athletics.

1'
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(2) Separate athletic scholarships or grants-in aid fur members of each sex
may be pros tiled as part of separate athletic teams fur members of each sex to
the extent consistent with this paragraph and § 86.41 of this part.
(Secs. 901. 902, Education Amendments of 1972,, 86 Stat. 373. 374; 2ff

16s1, 1682 , and See. 814, Education Amendments of 1974, Pub. L. 0-350, 88
Stat. 48I)'

§S6.3S Employment assistance to students,
id ) Assistance by recipient in making (zeal/able outside employment. A recip-

lent «Lich assists any agency, organizaticn ur person in intact:1g employment
available to any of its Students :

(1) Shall assure itself that such employ ment Is made available without. dis-
crimination on the basis of sex ; and

(2) Shall out render such services to any agency, organization, or person which
discriminates on the basis of sex Wits employmentfpractices.

(I)) Employment of students by recipients: A recipient Much employs any of
its students shall not do so in a manner which violates Subpart E.
(Sees. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C.

1681,-1682)

§ 86.39 Health. and insurance benefits and services.
Iu tin/11(1111g a medical, hospital, accident, or life insurance benefit, service,

policy, or plan to any of its stutients, a recipient shall not discriminate on the
basis of sex, or provide such benefit, service, policy, or plan in a manner which
%Vold(' Niulate Subpart E tf It sere provided to employees of the recipient. This
section shall not prohibit a recipient from providinr, any benefit or service

hich may he used py a .different proportion of btuirents of one sex than of
the kother. including family planning son ices. However, any recipient which
provides full coverage health service shall pros ide gynecological care.
(Sees. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 80 Stat. 373, 374; 20

1681116S2)

§ 89:10 Marital or parental status.
tap 'status generally. A recipient shall not apply any rule concerning a student's

actual or potential parental, Lundy, or marital status vs bleb treats stnatits dif-
ferently on MC-basis of sex.

0) Pregnancy auftrelate&conditions. (1) ,A recipient shall not discriminate
against any student, ur exclude any student from its education ptogram or
activity. including any class or extra-curricular activity, oh the 1)ftsis of such
student s pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termination of pregnancy or
recovery therefrom, unless the -student requests voluntarily to participate in a
4epa rate ptirtion of the program or activity of the recipient.

(2) A recipient may require such a student to obtain the certification of a
physician that the student is phyically and emotiumIlly able to continue partici-
pation in the normal education program or activity so long as such a certification
is required of all students for other physical ur emotional conditions requiring
the attention of physician.

137 A recipient widell operates a portlop of its education program or activity
separately fur pregnaat students, admittance to which is completely voluntary
on the part of the student as pros used In paragraph 1 (1) of this section shall
ensure that the instructional program in the separate prograinis comparable to
that offered to non-pregnant students.

(4) A ieeiment shall treat preguitucy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termination
of, pregnancy awl reeusery therefrom in the same mama r and under the same
Policies as any other temporary disability ssitil respect to nay medical or hospital
bene0t. sect lee. plan or pulley N filch such recipient administers, operates, offers.

in NNW, respect to students admitted to the recipient's educational
p ogripn or activity.

(a) ,In the case of a recipient which does not maintain a leave pplicy for-its
sNIffents, ur In the ease of a student ssho does not ptivwise qualify for leave
under and( a polity. a recipient shall treat pregnancy, childbirth, false preg-
nancy. termination of pregnancy and recovery therefrom as a justification for
a.lease of absence for su long a period of time as is deemed medically necessary
by the students physician, at the conclusion of which the student shall be re-
instated to the status which she held when the leave began.
( See&001, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 371, 20 1.7.S.C. 1681,
1682)"

4 0
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§ 86.;1 athletics. -
(a) Genera/. No person shall. On the basis of sex, be excluded from participa-

tion ip, be dewed we benefits of, be treated differently Irvin another person or
otherwise be discriminated against in any interscholastic, intercollegiate, club
or intramural atilletics offered by recipient, and no recipieint shalrprovide any
such athletics separately on such basis.

I b) separate team& Notuithstanding the requirements of paragraph (a) of
this section, a recipient may operate or sponsor separate teams for members tlf
each hex where selection fur such teams is based upon competitive skill or the

sactirity involved is a contact spurt. Ilou ever, where a recipient operates or spon-
sors a team in a particular sport for members of one sex but operates or spon-
sors no such team for members of the other sex, and athletic opportunities for
members of that sex lime pre% ionsly been limited, members of the excluded sex
must be allowed to try-out fur the team offered unless the sport involved is a
contact sport. For the purposes of this part,coptact sports include boxing, wrest-
ling, rugby, ice hockey, football, basketball and other sports the purpose of
major activity of which invifives bodily contact.

(e) Equal opportunity. A. recipient %Odell operates or sponsors interscholas-
tic, intercollegiate, club or intramural athletics shall provide equal athletic op-
portunity for members of both sexes. In determining whether equal opportunities
are available the Director will consider, anion,g'other factors:

) Whether the selection of sports and levels of competition effectively ac-
commodate the interests and abilities of members of both sexes;

(ii) 'Pile provision of equipment and supplies;
(iii) Scheduling of games and prtictice time;

ti

( iv ) Travel and per diem allowance ;
(v) Opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutoring;
vi ) Assignment and compensation of coaches and tutors;

(OD Provision.-of ',locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities;
(viii) Provision of medical and training facilities and services;
(ix) Provision of housing and dining facilities and services;
(X) Publicity.

Unequal aggregate expenditures for members of each sex or unequal expendi-
tures for and female teams If a recipient operates or sponsors separate
teams will net constitute noncompliance with this section, but the Director may
consider the failure to pro% ide necessary funds for teams for one sex in assessing
equality of opportunity for members of each sex.

tit Adjustment period. .l recipient which operates or sponsors hitOrseholas-
tic. intercollegiate, club or intramural athletics at the4lementarrSchool level

comply fully with this section as expeditiously as possible hilt in no event
later than one year from the effective date of this regulation. A rt.Ncipient which
operates or sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate. club or, intramural athletics
at the secondary or post-secondary school level shall comply fully with this
section as expeditiously as possible but in no event, later than three years from
the effective date of this regulation.
(Sees. 901, 902, Ethic:mon Amendments of 1972, SO Stat. 373, 374; 20 T.7.S.(-. 1(M,
1482; and See. &14, Education Amendments of 1971, Pub. L. 93-380, 88 Stat. 4S4)

§ ;2 Te.rt books and earrieutar material.
Nothing in this regulation shall be interpreted as requiring or prohibiting or

abridging ip any way the use of particular textbooks or curricular materials.
(Secs. 901, 902, E(lucatimi Amendments of 1972. SC Stat. 373, 37f; 20 U.S.C.
1682) *

§86.$3,-Stl..;0 flleperroll .

SUBPART EDISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF SEX IN EMPLOYMENT IN EDUCATION
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES PROHIBITED

Stl.51 Employment.
(a) General. (1) NO person shalt, on the basis of sex, be excluded from partici-

pation in, be denied the benefits of, oe be subjected to discrimination in employ-
ment. or recruitment. consideration, or selection therefor, whether full-time or
part-time, under any edue.ation program or netivity operated by a recipient which
receives or benefits from Federal financial assistance.

r 0
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(2) A recipient shill make all emplicly meat dicisions an3 education-1)1w un
or activity operated by such recipient In a nondiscriminatory manner and.st all
not limitmgegregate, ur &It's* applicants or employees h, any w ay which could
adversely agect any applicant's or chipitusA employment opportunities ur 4.,
status because of sex.

(a) A recipient Ahall not enter into any contractual or .other relationship
which directly or indirectly has the effect of subjecting cuiploYees or students
discrimination prohibited by this Subpart, including relationships with em-
ployment and referral agencies, with labor unions, and with organizations pro-
viding or administering fringe benefits ,,to employees of the recipient.

(4) A recipient shall not grant preferences to applicants for employment on
the basis of attendance at any educational Institution or entity winch admits
as students only or predoniinatitb members of one sex, if the giciug of such pref-
yrenees has the effect of discriminating on the basis of sex, in siulation of this
part.

lbI Applicfrtion. The provisions of this subpart apply to :
(1) Recrilitilient, ad al Using, and the process of application for employment ;

. ItirIng, upgrading, promotion, consideration for and award of tenure, de-
motion. transfk layoff, termination, application of nepotism policies, right, of
return from laYoff, and rehiring,;

(3) Rates of pay or any other form of compensation, and changes in
compensation ;

( I) Job aysIgnments, classifications and structure, including position descrip-
tions, lines of progression, and seniority lists; -

(5) The terms of any collective bargaining agreement f
(6) Granting and return from leases of absence, leave fur pregnancy, child-

birth, faist pregnancy', termination of pregnancy, aerie for persons of either
sex to care r children or dependents, or any Other leave;

(7) Fringe efits aatillabie by virtue of einoyment, whether or not adaninis-
tered by the recipient; \ 4 I

(8) Selection and financial support for training, uding apprenticeship, pro-
fessional meetings, conferences, and other related ncthities, selection fur tuition
assistance, selection for sabbaticals and leases ofoth(Zence to pursue training;

(9) Employer-sponsored activities, including social \ur recreational programs,
and

(10) AtIV oilier term, condition, or privilege of dmployMent..44

(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 80 Stat. 373, 374, 20 U.S.C. 1681,
1682) I/ ' c.

4; 86.52 Employment criteria.
. e -

A recipient shall not adininIsts r or operate any test ur other criterion for any
employ went opportunity w Welt has a dispropurtioulite4) ads use effect on per-
sons on the basis of sex unless : l .

(n) Use of Such test or other criterion is show n to predict validly successful
perforMance in thepositibn in question; and

(b) Alternative tests or criteria fur such purpose, which du not hate such
disproportionately adverse effect, are shown to be unavailable.
(Secs. 901, 902,-+Iduention Amendments of 1972, MI Stat. 373, 374, 20 U.S.C.10S1,
1082).

§ 86.53 Recruitment.
(a) 'Nondiscriminatory rccrnitnicnt and hiring. A recipient shall not discrim-

inate on the basis of Sex in the recruitment and hiring of employees. Where a
recipient has been found to be presently discriminating on the basis of sex in the
recruitment or hiring of employees, or has been found to have in the past so
discriminated. the recipient shall recruit members of the sex su discriminated
against so as to erconie the effects of such past or present discrimination.

(11) &mit/tune patterns. A recipient shall not recruit primarily or exclushely
at entities which furnish as .applicants only or predominantly members of one
sex If such actions hate the effect of discriminating en the basis of sex in viola-
tion of this subpart.
(Secs: 901, 002, Education Aniendments of 1972, 80 Stat. 373, 374,, 20 U.S.C.1681,

1682)

§ SG. flompen>Ralion.
A recipient shall not make or.enforce any policy or practice w inch, on the basis

of sex :

51.
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a) Slakes dist Met ions in rates of pay or other compel t ion ;
(hi Results in the pity merit of A% ages to employ evs- tit one Sex at a rate fess

than that paid to employ ees of the opposite sex for (ionl work on jobs4.the per-
formance of which reqtures equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and ss Welt afe
performed under similar:working conditions.
(sees. 9U1. t)02, Education Amendments of 1972, $0 Stat. 373, 374 20 1...S.C.'1681,

16S2)

Job elassification and strue.ture.
A recipient shall not: )

) Classify a job as being for nudes or for females.
flit Maintain ur establish separate...Imes of progression, sultiority lists, career

ladders, or tenure systnii based on sex
to Maintain ur establish separate Imes of progression, seniority systems,

career ladders. ur tenure system, for similar jobs, position descriptions, or job
requirements which classify persons on the basis of sex, unless sex is a bona -iide
occupational qualification for the positions to question as set forth in § 86.51.

sees. 901, 902, Education .nteinlimnts of 1972, S6 Stat. 373, 374 ; 20 U.S.C. 1681,
1682)

§ 86.51; Fringe benefits.
tat "1. :Inge benefits- defined. For purposes of this part, "fringe benefits"

means. tiny medic al, hospital, accident, life insurance or retirement benefit, ken--
ire, policy or plan, any profit-sharing or bonus plan, lease, and any other benefit
or service of employment not subject to the provision of § 86.54.

(1i) Prohibitions. A recipient shall not:
1 Discriminate on the basis of sex nith regard to making fringe benefits

akiniable to employees or make fringe benefits ac tillable to spouses, !amities, or
dependents of employees differently upon the basis of the employee's sex ;

12) Administer, operate. offer, or participate in a fringe benefit plan %chid,
;toes not procide either fur equal periodic benefits for members of each sex, or for
equal contribottons to the plan by such recipient for member's of each sex; or

13 Achnintster, operate, offer, or participate in a pension or retirement plan
ss hien establishes different optional or compulsory retiretmnt ages based on sex
or which otherwise discriminates in benefits on the basis of sex.
(Seez. 901, 902, Edneation Amendments of 1972, 86 Stat. 373, 374 ; 20 1' S.(' 1681,
jfiS2)

Marital nr parental status.
la ) General. A recipient shall not apply any policy or take any employment

action
I ) Concerning the potential marital, parental. or family status of an employee

or applicant tor employment which treats persons differently on the basis of sex;
or

I Wh!eli as based upon AA hot her an employ t e or applicant for employment is
I he hem+ of household ur puuctpal nage earner in such employ ee's Or applicant's
family unit. .

b Pr : ,),,mach. A reelplent shall not discriminate against or exclude from ein-
Plo.Slio10 an) employ v or applicant for inploy molt on the liso4s of pregzutneY,
ellildiarth, false pregancy,. termination of piegnatiewir rem% eiy therefrom.

I el Pi-coot:net/ as a ti nipia ary disability. A recipient shall treat pregnancy,
childbirth. f.iLe pregnancy. termination of pregnancy and recot ery therefrom
and any temporary thsalolit3 resulting therefrom as any other temporary dk-
Malay for all Job related purposes, including commencement, duration and ex-
tenvion-; of lease, payment of disability Damian', accrual of seniority and any

IPIMIC or Nen lee, and relnAatepient, and under fringe benefit offeredutter
to employees by virtue of employment.

till Pregnancy leas e. In the case of a recipient ss bleb dues not maintain a leave
palmy fur its employ ()es, or is the case of an employ ce is it it iusuflicient leave or
accrued employment time to qualify fur leave under such a policy, a recipient
shall treat pregnaney, childbirth. false pregnancy, termination of pregnancy and
recovery therefrom Its a ostlfleation for it leave of absence without pay for at
reasonable period of time, at the conclusion of ss hich the employechall lie

instated to the status %%Well she held- when the lease began or to a tomparable
position: %cahoot decrease in rate of compensation or loss of promotional oppor-
tunities. or any other right or privilege of employment.
(Sees. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, SC Stat. 373, 371; 20 V.S.C. 1081,
16S2 )
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86.58. Effect of State or local law or other requirements.
(a) Prohibitory requirements. The obligation to comply with this subpart. is

not obviated or alleviated by the existence of any State or local law or other
requirement which imposes prohibitions ur limits upon employment of members
of one sex which are not imposed upon members of the other sex.

(b) Benefits. A recipient which pros ides any compensation, service, or bene-
fit to incinbas of 011e. :st.N. pursuant to a state or local law ur other requirement
Alai' Kt-nide the same colaOCIA:saititili, serdee, or benefit to members of the other
sex.
(Secs.-901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, 80 Stat. 373, 371, 20 U.S.C. 16S1,
1682)

§ 86.59 Ailvertising.
A redpient'shall nut iq any ads ertising related to cuiplvyment indicate prefer-

ence, limitation, specification, ur discrimination based on sex unless sex is a
Luna -fide occupational qualification fur the particular job in question.
(Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendments of 1972, SO Stat. 373, 374; 20 1%SX. 1681.
1682).

..-§ 86.60 Pre-employment inquiries.
(a) Marital status. A recipient shall not make pre-tinoluy metut bonne.% as to

the marital status of an applicant for em)lyy mem: Audittling whether stmit.ap-
plicant is "Miss or Mrs."

(b) Sex. A recipient may make priemployment inquiry as to the sex of an
applicant for employment, but only if such boon* is made equally.of such ap-
plicants of both sexes and if the results of such inquiry are nut used in connec-
tion with discrimination prOhlbited by this part.
t Secs. 901, 902, Education Amendatelds of 1972, SO Stat. 373, 374.:0 1681,
1082)

§ suu Sex as a bona-fide occupational qualification.
A recipient may take action otherwise prohihikd 1,,t this subpart provided it is

shown that sex Is a bunt,t fide occupational qualiffiation fur that action, such
that consideration of sex with regard.to such ac lion is.essential to AucceNsfpl tip-
cration of the employment function com.erned. A redolent shall not take action
pursuant to this section whb-11 is %.)11:.ed upon. alleged comparative employment
characteristics or stereotyped datraderizations of one ur the other sex, or upon
preference based on sex of the rt_litient, employees. students, or other persons.
but nothing 'contained in this seetiNhall present a redolent from consider-
ing an employee's sex in relation t liployment in a hither Niel or toilet fa-
eilltY used only by members of one sex.
(Secs. 001, 002, Education Amendments of 1972, 66 Stat. 3743, 374, 20 U.S.C. 16$1,
1682)

i§.86.62-86.70 [Ileservedj 4

SULIPAVT F'PROCEDURES [INTERI]t]

§ 86.7! Interim. procedates.
roc the purposes of linoleininting this part during the period between its effec-

tive date and the final issura..t by the Department of a Lunsolidated procedural
regulation applicable to title IX and other chip rights authorities attininistered
by the Department. the procedural provisions applicable to title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1961 are hereby adopted and Incorporated -herein by reference.
These procedures nutty be found at.45 CFR §§ 80-¢ -80-11 and 45 CFR Part Sl.

').SUBJECT IA DEX TO TITLE IX PREAMBLE AND REGULATION

Access to Course Offerings 13. 55, 66.57, 581 ; 86.34 y

Access to Schools Operated by ',BA's. [441 S6.3.3
.1(166sglons. [5, 6, 30] ; 86.15, 86.21

Affirmative and remedial action, [10,17, 241 ; 86.3(a) .; (b)
Administratively separate units, [30) ; 80.15(b) 86.2(o)

:Preamble paragraph numbers are in brackets [ ].
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Educational Ink4it ut ions. [301, 8.:5 (a ), 86.2(11)
General, 86.21(a). 86.2(p),
Prohibitions relating to marital and parental .tutus. [32. 301; S0.21 c)
Professional schools, [301; 86.2(m)
Public in-ititutions of undergraduate higher education, 80.15(e)
Reernitment, [34, 351 ; 86.23
Spetifie prohibitions, 80.21(b)
Tests. 1311; 86.21 (b ) (2)
Preference In admission, [35] : 8.22

Advertising, 86159
Affirmative Action, see "Remedial and Affirmative Actions"
Assfsta rice to "outvde" discriminatory orgasizatiun.s. [10, 53] ; $0.31 (b) (7), (c)
Assurances, (18] ; 80.4

Duration of obligation, 80.4(b)
Form, 86.4(c)

.athletics, [69 to 78] ; 86.41
Adjustinent period, 1781 ; SC.41 (d)
Contact sport defined; 80.41(d)
Dunn opbortunity, (76. 77] : 86.41 (d)
Determining factors, 86.41(c) (i) to (x.)
Equipment, 80.41:(e)
Expenditures, 56441 (c)
Facilities. 8.41(e)
Travel, 80.41(c)
Scholarships, [64. 05] ; 86.37(d)
General, 169, 70, 71. 72, 73, 74, 75] ; 80.41(a)
Separate teams, [75] ; 80.41f b)

tr

RFOQ, Mr; 86.61

Comparable facilities
Ilonsing. [42, 51] : 80:32
Other. 86.3.3. 86.35i b)

CompenAation, [84, 87, 92] ; 86.54
Counseling

Disproportionate classes. [45, 59] ; 86.36(e)
General: [45, 59] ; 86.36(a) -

Materials, [5, 591 ; b)
Course Offerings

Adjustnient period, [55] ; 80.34(-a) (1)
General, [7. 43] : 80.34
Music- classes. [3] ;' 86.34 (f )
Physical education, [43.56, 581 :
Sex education. Ha 57] : 86.34(e)

overage,_151; 86.11 to 86.17
Exemptions 4

Curriculttr materials, [52] ; 86.42(a)

Definitions, [14. 151; 80.2(a) to (r)
Designation of responsible employee. [20, 22] ; 80.8(a), (b)
Dissemination-of policy. (211; ,s6.9

Distribution. 86.9(e)
Notification of policy, [ 21] ; 8.9(a)
Publications. 86.9i .

'Dress codes 8.31 (I); (4)

Education Institutions
-Controlled by religious organizations, 80.12
A (Vim tion, [29. 281; 86.1,2 (a )
Exemption. [261: 86.12(b)

1:duration Proram and Activities
Benefiting from Federal finaneild assistance, (10,11] ; 86.
General. DA 11, 531 : 8.31 (a
Programs not operated by recipient. (41. 541: 86.31(e)
Specific prohibitions. [38, 39, 40. 531; 86.31 ( b)

a.
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Effective Date. (31
Emplo'A respoll ble for 'Ittle IX, st -c "Designation of Ite.sponsible Etn-

ployei,"
Employment

AdvertiAtig. $6.59
SPPlicatem:' 56.51(h)
Compensation, [84. 92] : 56.54
Employment criteria. 56.52
Fringe benefits:, [55, 59) f 86.56
Hettertd. Ni. 52,87] ; 56.51
Joh Classification and Structure. 50.55
Marital and Parental Status, 80.57
Pregnancy, [55. 031: 80.57 ( b)
Pregnancy as Tem PoiarY.DisabllitY, (85, 93] ; 80.57(c) ,.

Pregnancy Leave, [55.93, 94] ; 59.57(d)
Pre-Employment Inquiry
Recruitment. [83. 90, 91.951:;
Sc x fist; IIFOQ. [90) : $6.61
Student Employment, [06) ; 80.38
Tenure, 86.51 (4b) (2)

Lwmpfions. [5,27, 25, 29, 30,53] , 86.12(b), 86.13, 86.14, 86.15 (f), 86.15(6), 86.16

rederarl Financial Assistance. 80.2(a)
Financial Assistance to students. [6, CO, 617: 86.37

Athletic Scholarships, [46;64, 65] ; 86.37(0)
yoruigli institutions, sttlaY at [63] ; 80.31(e)
General. 56.37
Non-need scholarships, [62] ; 80-.37 ( b)
1,0411ng of sex-restrictive, [46, 61, 62) : 80.37(b)
Nx restricti e assistatte through foreign or domestic wills [46, 61, 02] ;

NO 37 t b)
F r:',1;at Scholarships. :.;:e "Finant lal assistance" 80.37 and "A.sistanee to :out-

side' discriminatory organizations", 86.31(e)
Fraternities 'Sororities

Social. [53. '27.251 : 56.14 (a)
Business 'professional. [x0.53. 27, 28] : 56.31(b) (7)
lJomnr Qoeieties. [46 53] ; 86.31(b) (7)

Fringe benefits., [67, S. 591; 56,56. 86.39
Part-time employees. [59)

a

,Cfrieto.a..- see Designation of responsible employee" 56.5(a) (b)

It -

Health and Insurance Benefit,. and Services, [67, 88, 93] ; 8039, 86.56
Honor societies, HI% 531; 56,31(8) (7)
Housing, sti

(fetter:111v, 1421; 86.32(b)
-psocideil 1.3.- recipient, .80.32 (b)
other housing. [541; 86.32(c)

Job (1.1,f-ideation and Structure. 56.53

[.141 : 86.35

J

L.

NIttritat and Parental Status
Employment
General. I s5, 93. 94] : 50.57
Pregnam Y. [s.5, 93. Of] ; 80.57 ( b)
Pregnancy as a temporary disability, [85, 93.91] ; 80.57 (c)--
Pregnancy leave, [5-1, 93. 91).; 56.57(0)
ft:Inicuts
i;eacral. [49] ; 50,40(a) (b)
Pregliaiwy and related condit1114, [501 56,40(h) (1) (2) (3) t4) (5)

participallon, [501 ;" 50:10(1) (1)

5'
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Physician certilica Ion, [50i: MLR] lb) (2)
Special chrsses, [30] ; 86A0()) (3)
Temporary leave, [50] ; 86.40 (1) ) (4) (5)

Membership Practices of social fraternities and sororities, [27, 28, 331; $6.11(a)
VCIIiintary youth service organizatimt8-,427. 28, 53] ; 86.14 (c)
YMCA. YWCA and others, [27, 2S, 53] ; 86.14(9)

Military and Merehant JIarine Mint ational Instit,,ttions, [29] ; 86.13

'toting, see "Financial Assistance" 86.37
Pre-employment Inquiries

Marital status, [86. 95] ; MOO ( a)
Sex, 86.60(b)

Preference In Admissions, [351 ; 86.22
See also "Remedial and Affirmative Action"

Pregnancy, Employment
General, ($3, 03,;141 ; $6.57
PregnatNY, [85, 93.94] ; 86.57(b)
Pregnancy as temporary disability, [83, 93. 911 ; 86.57(c)
Pregnancy leave, [85, 93, 94] ; 86.57(4)
Students
General, (49, 501; 86.40(a) and (b)
Pregnancy and related conditions; [30] : 86.40(9) (1) to (5)
Class Participation, [50. 53, 58] ; 86.40 (9 ) (1)
Physical certilleation; [501 ; 86.40(b) (2)
Special class, 1501 ; 86.40(9) (3)
Temporary leave, [501 ; 86.40(9) (4), (5)

Private Undergra te Professional Schools, [30] ; 86.15(d)
Purpose of Regulation, [13] ; $6.1

Real Property, 86,2(g)
Recruitment

Employment
Nondiscrimination, [83, 91] ; 86.53(a)
Patterns, 86.53(6)

Student
Nondiscrimination, [34. 35] ; 86.23(a )
Reer»itment at certain institutions, 86.23(6)

Religious Organizations ,

APPlieatipn. [29, 2S1 ) 86.12(a)
Exemption. [201; 86.200

Remedial find Ain( mull% e Actions, [16, 17, 24] : 86.3

it

8.

Scholarships, see "Financial Assistance", $6.37
-Self-evaluation, [1';. 22] ; 86.3(c) ((I)
Surplus Property (see Transfer of Property $6.5)

fair:Mon of obligation 86.4 ( b
Real Property 86.4 (9) (1)

Textbooks and curricular materials, -[52, 79,801; 86.42
Termination of fund,t, pi 11]
Tra lister of property. 86.5
Transition Plans

Content of plans, 86.17(9)
Different from Adjustment period, [78] ;86.41((1)

Submission of plans. 86.17( a )

[FR Doe.73-14351 Filed 6- 3=- 75;5:45 am]

Mr. O'I-Lu:. Our }list Is itmesst,S mill be appearing as intlilidttals
awl spokesmen for the American Football Coat ius Asswiation: they
are not speaking as representatil es of their insthittions in their state-

0
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meats but as reptesentatit es of the association and themselves as
individual:.

The spokesman for the group will be Mr. Darrell Royal, who is
president of the American Football Coaches Association and who is
the football coach at the University of Texas.

Mr. Royal, if you will introduce those u ho accompany you, you may
proceed.

STATEMENT OF DARRELL ROYAL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FOOT-
BALL COACHES ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY BOB BLACKMAN,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS; JERRY CLAIBORNE, UNIVERSITY OF
MARYLAND; FRANK KUSH, ARIZONA STATE; TOM OSBORNE, UNI-
VERSITY OF NEBRASKA; BO SCHEMBECHLER, UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN; MIKE WHITE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
BERKELEY; JOE YUKICA, BOSTON COLLEGE; AND CLIFF HAGEN,
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Mr. Roy u. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce my fellow
coaches. As you state, we are here as members of the American Foot-
hall (yoache,, Association and not representing our various institutions.
However, I will identify these men from the schools a hich they coach.

On the far left is Jerry Claiborne from the*University of Maryland:
Bo Sehembechler of the 'University of Michigan ; Frank Kush from,
Arivona State: Tom Osborne from the University of Nebraska; Bob
Blackman. University of Illinois; Joe Yukica from Boston College;
and Mike White from the 'University of California at Beikeley.

We do appreciate the audience and we are going to try to make it
brief and just hit on a couple of points.

First let me say thttt I do not have a law background, so it is hard
for me to dcterm me what is legal and what isn't. But it is difficult for
us in the intercollegiate athletics business to understand why the Fed-
end Government Would be directing the spending of our moneys when
intercollegiate athletics is receivipg no Federal -support for our pro-gras.

As we read the guidelines of the HEW, we first read that we.will
not be requested to match necessarily dollar for dollar the money that is
being Qpent on men', intercollegiate athletics with a like sum for the
women s yrograms. Ifott ei, as we read on, we.see,te guidelines that
are laid nut for us in the form of equal salaries, and coaches, equal
housing, equal training table facilities, equal equipment, equal every-
thing. The -um total still comes out that we will be spending the same
amount of money on the women's program that we are presently spend-
ing on the mews programs.

Let me say thatsome of the men's programs are being eliminated
and dropped from our college campuses today simply because they are
not self supporting. The universities, the colleges, throughout the
country cannot come up With the added resources to keep the athletic
program, going when they continually go in the holeT So throughout
the country programs are already being dropped.

Now we move the next step to the situation where tve,,have men's
program, that are generating revenue, that are making money, and
now if that in.,titution is saddled with the same responsibility to match
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dollars. tilt.cud result w ell could be that they can't do it and they
would say that We I,a%e to give up all athletic programs because they
have no source to go to for this money.

Anodic" situation is that the administration. the .board of regents,
the college presidents and haneellors /night conic to us and. say, "take
half the looney that is generated 1101U the sports and apply that
to the women's sports. We feel that our programs would be so weak-
ened that we no longer could generate money through ticket, sales
lx cause w e hat e long ago, i ei,ognized that the public 'will not pay nor
will the hews media support an inferior program. They are going to
Lay e to have an attlinti% e 'wog' am before they 1% ill publicize our sport
or before ticket sales will be made.

So eventually I can see a dy, hug process for all athletics, both men's
and women's.

Now, the situation could be solved possibly this way : You take the
two revenue-beating sports, football and basketball, and keep them
in their present form and this mould he just about the picture at the
1'1'11(.11;k%, of Texas. I think we could do that and take the profit from
those two sports and grivo that to ,w omen's intercollegiate athletics,
but then we e would have to drop the programs of track, baseball, golf,
and tennis for the men.

We could have only football and Lasksztball, and then the profits from
that, to spend au equal Milt/Wit, would have to go to NI omen's intercol-
legiate, athletics.

This would not last long. because I don't see that we can generate
more income that/ we ate presently generating and we have spiraling
costs that are going. up for all those programs, and this is especially
true in football and basketball, and that Anal ion couldn't last long.

Any way we look at it. we can't see that it is going to do anything
other than eliminate, kill, or seiionsly weaken the programs that we

have in existence.
One day that it might be done would be to protect the revenue-

bearing spgrts and take the profits from those revenue bearing sports
and then split that equally between the nail's and women's program,

We would like tp hope that Congi ess did not show the full impact,
eeonomic impact, when this was brought licfore, them; and. as you
stated in your opening statement, if they weren't getting what they
actually intended that they get. we must believe that they have not
inow how OW programs are financed and they have not thought in
detail as to what effect this would has e on the presint existing program;
that are self supporting.

We do not receive Federal money nor do we receive State moneys.
We support our programs through ticket sales and,through the interest
that is generated in the public and their financial support of our pro-
grams.

Because Nile serious economic impact, we, r estthat -a -morn
tornam be placed ant il a very ssi monomie st tidy can be
made of 'what is going_tohafilien to inlet collegiate athletics if the
present guideline through.

That is Chairman. We do appreciate your time, your interest
antlycnir attentiveness. I guess we is ill be open for any questions that4

m'ght want to direct to us.

ti
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[Proposed statement of polies by the witnesses follows :]

Pnorosm STAn:ME:VT OF POLICY

The undersigned bead football coaches, in a special meeting June 17, 1975,
.IPProvc,t1 the follow ing statement of policy tegarding the announced DEAN" regu-
lations implementing Title IX and_ will recononeud that the Board of Trustees, of
the American Football Coaches Association at its 'meting June A. 1975 in Lub-
bock, Texas, officially urge all AFCA members to support this position :

1. The rc,,r'ulatiom,go far beyond the intent of Congress and place "
iiathletics ader the control or the Federal Government. The regulations svillevn-

trill the use of donated funds, use of generated income, the kind of program to
be conducted and the allocation and qualifications for silo) rship assistance.
Thi> is not desirable for the future growth of either Inca s o 'women's athletics.

2. Income generated by football is it principal sonice of attlil tie income at many
alleges and frequently finatiecs the entire athletic program s well as the con-

-traction, maintenance and debt retitement of facilities. in nv instances it
has pros bled the funds for the present expansion of women's all LS. This will
no longer be possible-under the HEW regulations.

3. College football, des eloped user more than 100 Yeats. has been awe respon-
,ible than any other factor for the present wide puhlit, aLieviatttce and support of
()liege athletics and ,there has been au s and study undertaken 1)3 HEW. the

Congrc ss ur any other government agent .% as-to the destructise ecoloalle impact
the,;, regulations 55 in lime upon football as well as the financial structure of
intercollegiate athletics for both men and women.

1. The Federal Covet 'mica does nut provide am financial assistaitee. insofar as
we hnow, to int etc Ileglaf athh ti,s, but these Federal regulations mandate vast
new exPenditurts while seriously (hula:ging for the future the ability of men's
sports to generzhe income. TherefOre, sue urge that Cmgress -suspend these regu-
lations and adopt legislation which would deviate a ;moratorium on .the applica-
tion of IIEW's rules to intercollegiate athletics during which 1111W would be,
directed to study and report to Congress regarding tat the need fur such rules
in light of the voluntary action being taken by t,olleges and ch) the economic
impact of the rules oil all facets oeinterculleglate athletics and, in turn, the
financial structure of the respective colleges and universities.

Darrell Royal, University of Texas. President, AFCA; Bob Black-
man, University of Illinois, Past President, AFCA; Joe l'iukica,,
Boston College; Jerry Claiborne, University of Maryland ; Frank
Broyles, University of Arkansas; Frank Kush, Arizona State Uni-
versity ; Mike White. University of California, Berkeley ; Tom
Osborne. University of Nebraska. Bo Schembechler, University of
Michigan.

Mr. O'HmtA. Thank you, Mr. Royal.
Mr. Morn. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to compliment Mr.

iZuv ai on his shin-quoit.. T attar 1.,.1 the T7:111 elSitV of Notre Dame on
a sLholarship for baseball. They ga. e two baseball' scholarships a y ear.
Thank God for football and basketball: they financed 11h W10 were in
minor sports. I ne% er could lime seemed my education if it had not
been for the athletic scholarship.

I certainly applaud Mr. Royal and the other distinguished members ,

of the American Football Coaches Arkociation for being here. I cer-
tainly agi'm with him. I'would like to cosponsor a resolution.

As you know, the bureaucrats in HEW are all wet on this proposal.
I think a moratorium should be invoked until there can be further
study. We want to be fair naturally to women in our collegiate institu-
tion$ but I think this is not the way to go about it.

certainly would concur vvitIi Mr. Roy al's statement and would like

c

14/join ni other colleagues oft this colliMittee if-they see fit4o introduce
a ri:ntution and at least have a moratorium and pot have the HEW
rules go'into,f:tfect.

50
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Mr. O'l-fmt.t. Let me try to sort. of outline the issue if I could with
you, Mr. Royal, and then I will turn the questions over to members of
the committee.

In the first place. I gather that the Coaches -t-sriJci:ttion qitestions
whether or not inteic_ullegiate athletics are subject to the prohibitions
of the law which read in pertinent part: "No Person on the basis of
sex shall be excluded from participation or he denied the benefit of or
be subjected to discrimination widen" and here is the key laiinuage:
"any education program or acti%ity receiving Federal financial
assistance."

You make the point that you don't believe that the intercollegiate
athletic programs of alt institution of higher education could be con-
sidered an education ptogram or activity receiN ing Federal financial
assistance?

RoYAL. Yes, sir.
Mr, O'HARA. In other words, under your interpretation, theit, one

would have to look at the particular actin ity of the institution to &ter-
mine whether or not it was subject to the provisions of title IX and it
is your belief that in the case of your activity it is not subject to the
provisions of title IX?

Mr. RoYAn. That is correct. We do not receive Federal funds to
support our athletic programs.

Mr. OMAR& Now, it seems to me that the second objection which
3ou Inn e expressed goes to the type of regulation that is proposed.
You. 1 % o saig<rested that %ou think the regulations arc inappropriate
tub goal. That is. equality of treatment does not-necessarily invohe

.:aids of regulation,,y,that are found in regulation 86.11, which talks
____..-about thing out for Ile same teams or ha% ino- separate teams or the

so-called equal opportunity idea which pros ides for equality in the
pro% ision of equipment and supplies. quality htscheduling of games,
practice time, tra% el, and per diem_ allowantc, so 'forth and-so on.

In other words, yutt believe that equal treatment would not neces-
sarily MN oh all of the things that are prescribed in the regulations;
is that vont. view? -

Mr. Rov.m. I don't know if I understand exactly what you are ask-
ing me. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. O'HARA. In other words, 5-ou don't think there would be dis-
crimination wrainst women if you did not ha% e the same so, t of travel

rvangenient;'for women's teams as 3 ou do for lnen's teams nor would
it be diserimination if you didn't. have exactly equal scheduling?

Mr. ROYAL. I think I know w hat you are asking me now. 'Elie point
?made- was nut cunt adicting what you said but the point I made was
that, this is out going to help woolen's intercollegiate athletics because
the effect is going to be that it is going to kill the intercollegiate ath-
ieb programs for women as w we presently see it and wommwill not

get money from that source eventually any way. Thereby women's in-
tercollegiate athletics will not be helped.

I ant not personally opposed to women's intercollegiate athletics.
So help me. zon not. I think they hate the same things to be gained
flom their programs as men do. the only question is how the money
is going to be supplied and w hat source it is going to conic from.
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If we hate to di% ide mu sources, we are going to be so drained. and
w eakened that w e are trt ill"' it out be able to wahine to generate

income, and thereby women will be affected also.
Mr. Ontax. Now let .me just conclude, with his observation : The

courses open to the comuittee are essentially three. One, the committee
could find that the regulations, including the regulations with respect
to intercollegiate athletics, are an appropriate exercise of the r ulemak-
ing power by the Office of Education, Department of Health, Edlica-
tion, and Welfare, and let it go at that. Or w e could find -that the regula-
tions as issued are not in keeping with the limits of the law and the
intent of the law and bring forward a resolution of `disapproval. Or
we might find that the regulations, w Ili -appropriate to the law, are
nevertheless unwise and we might wish t mend the law.

Those are time three ewirrses that I think are Ten to us. I wanted you
to know what the range of possibilities was bef e this committee.

ROYAL. Yes, sir. Mr. `Chairman, I would Ant to say this that
our purpose in being here is simply. to point out to you the way our
pionTams are presently financed and the impact that this might hate
rf the guidelines are enacted as we read them.

Of course, it is up to you gentlemen and ladies to make the deci4n
as to what you are going to do with it. We are simply here to.present
our side of the thing and point out the way time programs are financed.

Mr. O'HARA. I appreciate your coming before us. Ithink it has been
eery useful to us. The Chair now recognizes the gentlewoman from
New YorkMrs. Chisholm.

Mrs. Crirsuoix. Thank you very much.
Ender title VI the prohibition against racial disci induation has been

interpreted as barring discrimination in all aspects of the educational
process. low, since the language of title VI and title IX are so similar,
dual you think that the title IX liar against sex discrimination under
sectiO4901 must be interpreted babe same way?

I repeat title VI, bars racial discriminatioa in any .program, any
kind of educational program that rectites Federal aid directly or
'indirectly. Since the language of title VI and title IX is so similar,
what would be your reaction?

Mr. Row. Other than what I have stated, I am not well enough
N ersed or informed on the full guidelines of HEW. I don't even attempt
to say that I lilts:0 studied it as thoroughly as you people. I just want
to present one or two points hem for the input and your decision-
making. A41- said, I am not a lawyer and I could not get into the legal
aspects of this thing and discuss it intelligently. I don't feel qualified
to do that.

Mr. OSBORNE. I believe the key thing is Federal aid again. Title VI,
as you read it, did indicate equality or no discrimination where'Fedei al

was involved. Again, we hate said several times here we do not
know of any cases where Federal aid is int oh ed in the maintenance
of intercollegiate athletic programs.

I belie e the purpose of title IX is to take back money if programs
are not run in accordance with HEW guidelines. It seems irresponsible
to take back money- that has veer been given in the first place. That is
our point. If there is no Federal money being dip en to us, then why
should we be regulated by HEW? That is the distinction I would'
make.
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Again, Darrell and the test of 1I6 al eaiot totally conversant with all
the ramifications of all of these titles that we are talking about.

Mrs.,Ciusnutzt, Of course, we do recognize that, in term s of trying
to make any kind of changes, 1egally or otherwise, tradition is always
hard.,to break. We recognize Chid. And when it comes to receipt of
funds front the Federal Gus em mount. tradition is very hard to break.
That is what concerns many pesonsin the Nation today.

Do y on regard athletics as a noneducational part of a curriculum?
What is your feeling about that?

Mr. OSBORNE. I feel it is very eudeational but I do not feel it is fed-
erally funded. ,That would be the only distinction. I would say this:
that I belies e that proportionally the minority groups haVe benefited
probably more from athletic grants as we know them now than most

. any other group. If the programs that we have existing now are
seriously impaired which we know they would bethere simply
would not bethe money.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. I has e just*one more question. I think that you are
indicating the athletic activities are nut federally funded. I must
presume therefore that if you have any desire to continue to practice
discrimination on the basis of race, sex, or age, that you believe that
so long as you don't: have any Federal funds, you have a right to con-
tinue discriminatory practices. ,

Mr. OSBORNE. I think so, and the athletic departments generate
the funds. We feel that these things w ill glow naturally. Intercollegiate
football has been in existence for a number of years. There is a lot
of tradition that has grown up around this.

To have equal 1% omen s athletic programs emerge full blown w ithout
possibly a demand for them seems a.little irresponsible. As Darrell
has said arid every man here ,would agreenobody sees more value
in competitise athletics than we do. We are '100 percent for women's
athletics. The point is that we pill see w here the money is going to
come from. If Gov eminent w ants to gie the money for the women's
equal program, that is fine w ith us. We don't see how that can be done
without wrecking what is now in existence.

Mrs. Ciastiorzt. Your group is not in a financial position to pro-
vid6 women athletics on the same les cl as you have done for men
students? .:

Mr. OSBORN h. We can't es en continue to supporGur program. We
are cutting biick in every, phase. There have been widespread pro-
posals to eliminate athletic grants for bileballttrack. golf, tennis. and
es ery thing that does not make money-That is wilt the NCAA is doing
right now. .

Mr. ROYAL. If we had the money, available,to support women's
intercollegiate athletics, I don't, think there would be any argument
about that. I really don't. The only question is : Where does the money
come from ? We don't l ve it. If we deplete what we have, it will
weaken our programs to w here people swill buy tickets to see it

Maybe the time will co le in the facture where women's intercollegi-
ate athletics, through publicity and through bxposure, w ill be able to be
self- supporting and the public will buy t ickets to come see their es emits.

Mrs. Cinsum,xt. No further questions. ,
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. Esnrxxr.vs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I don't feel we should direct-all our questions to Mr. Royal. If any of
the coaches wish to reply, feel free to do so.

Where do the profits go now in football and basketball, the big
money raisers? Basically where do the profits go now ?

Mr. RoYAL. To support every program at the University of Texas
to support every program except football. Football is the only profit
sport in our program.

Mr. Esutaat.ks. Would that also include support of every female
,program on that campus or does it sipport orery male program?

Mr. ROYAL. This is what I was saying
Mr. ESIILLMAN. I am not talking about ut equality now but the profits

of basketball and football. Say in 1972, did sonic of those profits go
to support female sports ptograms?

Mr. Komi,. 'Not at the mversity of Texas. But the University of
`Texas has appropriated moneys for the NN omen's program presently.
They are getting money from the university.

Mr. EsimEmAx. Out of the college budget?
Mr. RovAr.. Yes, out of the college budget. The men's program gets

none'. We are 100 percent self-supporting. The omen's program gets
that money from the college budget, from the university.

Mr. EsstrazitAx. I have one more question, and this would be more
appropriately directed to the dean of women or female coaches, but
how ninny complaints have-there been on the campuses about unequal
treatment for women's sports? Is that a predominant subject on the
campus?

Mr. BLACK3tAN. If I might answer part of that question, I think
there arc certain groups that make it seem like intercollegiate ath-
letics and the NCAA are the villains who suppress women's athletics.
I think that the facts simply don't bear that out.

-Up until recent years, there has been no great interest in women's
programs. We have seen some figures here: for example, the years
1967 to 1074, the number of women participating in intercollegiate
athletics has increased MO percent. The number of intercollegiate
institutions oho field five or inure women's teams has increased 5
percent during this period of 6 or 7 years. It can be said that that is
because they had little to begin with, but there w as nut a demand for
it prior to that time.

Mr. EsittrmAx. You mean demand from the female students
themselves?

Mr. BurrimAx. That is right.
The major point we are makil guide-

lines
is that we think the way the uide-

lines are written now that not 6hly will it hurt men's athletics but it
also in the long run will hurt women's athletics because at. many
schools, unlike the University of Texas, what women's athletic pro-
grams they do have still come from the revenue-producing sports.
'Obviously if that revenue goes down, not only will the other men's
sports suffer but many pf the women's sports will suffer also.

Mr. ESUGEMAN. That. iA all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Mottl.
Mr.f0trt.. No furflier questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ontn.k. Mr. Quie.
Mr. QM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I ically. mould like to engage Mrs. Chisholm with a question. In
title IX,' you have the requirement that "NU person shall, on the
grounds of race, color, or national origin, or on the basis of sex, be
precluded from participation in any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance." In the sex discrimination, title IX,
under : "prohibition of discrimination against the blind"we wrote,
specifically that no blind person should"be denied admission to any
course of 'study-by a recipient of Federal financial assistance."

We wote that to make certain that the blind would not be dis-
criminated against in any 'Program in the institution, where, in the
other two, we wrote the "activities and programs." It seems, like the
sports rule, it should Ulimited to the activity of the program, and
not inclusive of any program within the institution. So wo have two
plaCes, one a sports ruling and another on where it was written two
different ways in title IX.

ruling

I am wondering, then, if it could not be properly construed, as the
coaLhes have suggested, that athletics are not financed in any way by
the F. decal GON ernment and therefore are outside the scope of IIEW
guidelines. I think you have the most expertise on this. I want to ask
whether you want to defer this to a later time.

Mrs. Cinsnotzt. One thing- that runs through my mind is my un-
derstandingand correct me if I have the wrong understanding
that the university of Texas is in the process of building a tremen-
dous stadium. Am I correct? Are you building an athletic stadium
m lila will be in receipt of some kind of funds? I Want to be sure I
have that information correct.

Mr..liovAn. They are building a special events center which will
hal c an all-purpose function. Now, athletics will be part of that but
also l omen have been considered in the building and in the space
allocated in that building.

Mrs. CIIISHOLM. I just want to make a point. Where are the funds.
coining from to build this stadium?

Mr. RovAn. I donl know, because it is not coming from the athletic
department. I don't know where the funds are coming from.

Mrs. Cnisnotzt.* ..A.re any funds coining from the Federal
Government?

Mfr. RovAL. I don't know.
Mts. Ciustrorzt. lain trying to see Al 'tether or not the money comes

,f nun the Federal Government. And I am looking at the 01 erall issue
of el% it rights. I am also looking at it from the standpoint that the
spot is arenas or stadiums are being built for the propagation of sports,
tnd that Male and female students do pay to attend these sports events

with their students fees. They must pay thesagfees whether they want
t, at It. mid these sports activities or not. I just want to be sure that this
is understood because it indicates au indirect source of funding. It
does not have to be a direct thing.

Mr. Qt.m. I think you make the point that if any of these facilities
sue onsti Udell IA Federal funds, they therefore become a program
acti ity funded by the Federal Government. In the same way, irr the
Aeadeinie Facilities Act we prohibited the use of a federally funded
building for any religious instruction or worship.

Let .ate ask one of the coaches: It is my understanding that one of
the reasons that no stress has been made to limit the meaning of title
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"VI of the "i it Eights Act of limiting; it strictly Co activities and pro-
grams is so hat eu one can make die case on the basis of race that
there la any ranee betty cut individuals; but some people indicate
that, on the basis ot ex, there is a difference in iudiv iduals and this is
et ident even in HEW regulations, where they do not require that
females be permitted to 1 attic.ipatc un the sante team in contact spurts
with males.

How do 36u see this ? Is there a difference between individuals on
the basis of sex and is there a difference between individuals on the
basisof their race ? I recognize that each helix ideal is unique. You are
different than I am. But I am talking about those two aspectsone,
race ; and the other, sex.

Mr. BLACiyees. I IN WO say that HEW has already done this. be-
cause they ha e already stated in there that because of physiological
difference, between men and women, the women are not expected to
..unipete in the so- called contact sports. They list a number of then
hockey, football, basketballas contact sports. So they have already
stated the lint that there are differences.

If Inlay, I would like to point out one thine. to Mrs. Chisholm, that
I dui not familiar w ith the \rations schools but each school is some w hat
different in the athletic property they own. At the university of Il-
linois any thing that is ow ned by the Athletics l',ssociation, Which is a

nplete and separate corporation from the university, has been,paid
for luu percent iii one of two ways either by revenue raised by sports
or by contributions ft oni interested alumni. Those are the only
facilities in the campus that are run by the Athletic Association. -

We have what is called an assembly hall, which, I gather, is soine-
thut similar to the building that is going to be built at the University
of lexas, where basketball -games are played, but this building is not
under the direction o Me athletic department.

Darrell just said the same thingthe new building at the *Univer-
sity of Texas is not being run by the athletic department but is being
run by th6 university and w ill be used by any activity they wish.

Mr. O'HARA. I am going to have to interrupt-now. There is a full
committee meeting today and, under the rules of the committee, the
subcommittee must defer to the full committee. They are just barely
laekinf, a quorum. Those present here, if they went to the full commit-
tee meeting, would make up tha$,,quorum.

So we are going to have to recess the hearing and we will be back
as quickly as we can. We would appreciate it very much if you gentle-
men, woukl remain and be a a ilable, those of you who can. If you have
a plane to catch, of course, we will understand. But those of you isho
call, if you can remain to respond to any further questions that might
be dirveted to you. And w hen w e reconvene later on this morning,, we
w ill do so around the corner in room 2:261., which is a larger room
where everyone, think, will be able to find a seat.

So the committee will now stand in recess.
[Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.]
11.1% O'HARA. The subcommittee will be in order.
We have recessed-and we have assisted the full committee in getting

underwayin its mark up of legislation..
I warn Pill. now that when somebody down' here gets upset bccaese

their amendment, has not cal lied and makes a point of order that a
quoi um is nut pi e:mit we are going to have to run back down, or w hen
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they get tt the question of the final adoption or reporting of the bill
we will have to get, back down there paobably laAianse it requires
(orm to do that.

I don't know how much longer we are going to be proceeding.
I do appreciate the witnesses waiting for us, I just wanted to say to
3 oil that I, hope you appreciate that football coaches aren't the only
one who led hectic lives. We hind 'It very difficult to run orderly
proecedings around here.

Mr. O'HARA. The Chair w mild like to recognize the gentleman from
Illinois, Mr. Simon. .

Mt'. SIMON. First of all I was asked by the Chairman of our full C.)

committee, Mr. Perkins of Kentucky, to acknowledge the presence of
Cliff Hagen of the liniversi ty-of-Kentucky.

I don't know _where he is. There he is. I have done my duty by the
chairman of the'committee.

Mr. O'HAu.A. You can't, get ahead of Mr. Simon. He is making points
With the Chairman.

Mr. SIMON. I also want to-make points w ith the distinguished coach
from Illinois, too. We are happy to hale him here. I hope you get a
few tips front your neighbor, Mr. Royal, on a winning season.

Mr. Chairman, you mentioned three possibilities: It seems tome
there is also a fourth possibility. . That is, after examination of the
regulations by HEW that there could be some slight modification of
those regulations so that we-eau in fact- continue with sound programs
that we have had and at the same time recognize tlalnt we haven't done
die job for the female athletes that ought to be done.

I think that 1.7.7 glARnallv recogni4ed.'One of the things that I would
hope we would do, Mr. Chairman, is also, meaning no disrespect to the

ist inguished lineup of wadies, get. some women coaches hero to testify
before the committee before we make a decision.

Mr. Royal, you mentioned a point about di Wing revenue that was
not very clear to me. I wonder if von would expand on that.

Mr. Rovm,. I mentioned that when the presidents and the chancel:
tors ,are saddled w ith this obligation to match dollars for dollars they
are going to hale to make a decision how this will be brought about.

One source where I, am sure this will not take place is that they
will not match funds that we are now generating. We are generating
Shout $2400,000-a year from our football program basically.

Mr. SIMON. Is that net or gross?
Mr. Royal. That is gross. They are not going-to be-able to match

that. They are going to say , -Quit making money." When you say quit
making money, that means get out of business.

The next step w ill be to :Stl that we will divide the money, the in-
come thud. you hat e u ill he dig ided equally between men and women,
the income you have from football.

Then if all sports ale weakened they would become unattractive for
people to buy tickets to see. So that would not be good because our
revenue would go down.

Now, the last one That I mentioned, the last proposition they may
come up with, is that yon have football and basketball, which are the
revenue-bearing sports. they ale profitable, they are making money,
leave the in eXihIentO they now are and run the program. exactly
the same but take the profits from those sports and give that to
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women's'intercollegiate athletics lo.d do allay with men's golf, swim-
ming, tennis, track, baseball, eliminate those programs completely.

ips is the Only other way I can see that n e can get matching funds.
Mr. Smox. What is* your total athletic budget for Unive7sity of

Texas?
Mr. ROYAL. 2.4 million.
Mr. Stmox. That is the rei cane you generate nom football and

basketball.
Mr. ROYAL. Football basically.
Mr. SIMON. There is also sonic tax expenditure, is that correct, for

your athletic program?
Mr. ROYAL. No.
Mr. SIMON. None at all.
Mr. ROYAL. No.
Mr. SIMON. Would that be true at the Univasity of Illinois?
Mr.' Bt.:ten:31.m am nut sure that I fully realize what you mean

br tax expenditure. "
Mr. SIMON. In other woids, at the Unilersity of Illinois the atlilecic,

program is not a fully self-supoorting pro;yrain?
Mr. BLAWOIA.N. It is completely separlite. The Physical education

pt ogt ion is under the univetsity and is run like any?otheci whether it
is botany or anthropology, whatever department it, might be.

The Athletic Association is a separate corporation. It receives abso-
lutely no State funds or Go% ernment funds of any kind. The funds
come from only tAl o things; No. I, fi oin income,of potball or basket-
ball. or No. ,) ebntributions ff.... the men about tti6 State w.ho make
a contribution to provide scholarships. .

Mr. S'/MON. Are you paid linger the P.E. progrot?
Mr. BLACKMAN. Norsk, by the Athletic Associ at ion.
Mr. SIMON. Is that true of all the coaches?
Mr. Kuser. Arizona State gets one-fourth of ,bur salar from the

State.
Mr. Esoit. At. that point are you im °Iva in teaehin lasses`?r

Kum. Yes, sir, we are. e

Mr. Eson. To the extent you att, t..itchinc, classes the degree to
.whieh you are compensated for Chat?,

Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMON. One final point.

-
On page 14:35 here it says "Clearly it is possible for equality° of

opportunity to be provided without exact equality of expenditure.
However any failure to provide necessary funds for women's teams
may be considered by the Department in assessipg equality of oppOr-
tunitv for members of each sex."

It does seem to me, as I. read the regulat ions. that there -is sivile
flexibility, flexibility Ulm at least news tio.:Ounts did not portray very
adequately. Is that an accurate reading or is that not an accurate
reading?

RoyAL. What page were you-on?
Mr. SIMON. Page 2f1:35 in the Federal Register that I have here. It

is the analysis.
Mr. RovAL. If you go to 25143.
Mr. Sixrox. I am losing you lint;;.
Mr. RorAr.. You talk about egtttil opportunity.
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Mr. 011-.a.. 86.11( el.
Mr. Rovm,. Now. you Sff' the things that are listed_ that we have to

Come up with equally. then wei }fir ':t talked about equal money, too.

If we comply with these things we, have spent an equal amoInt of

money. It says over there we dou't necessarily have to come/up with

equal money but if ''oli yell on you will,lind that we do have to come

up with equal. money.
,

Mr. Br-Aotor,s. Mr. Slmon, in may'inake a point on this, concern-

ing equality and discrimination, on the very points listed here there
has never,been equality in any college athletic program.

For example, the baseball team, l`thiuk every coach here Iii;s prob-

ably played baseball and likes the sport but the baseball team does

not have the same type of budget as the 'football team. They probably

don't travel quite as well for the simple reason tpat people don't pay

to see college baseballand the college football program supports them.

Most baseball coaches are very grateful if they have a program at

all because they know the3' wouldn't have it I' it Were not for the
profit fronrfootball or basketball.

They go onere mei itioning traveling's per diem allowance, schedul-

ing of games.and practice assignment and compensation of coaches

and tutors and so forth.There isnot equality at this I ime.

My. Snrox. As I read this regulation, again it does say that you-

have to provide travel allowance and other things. you have to sched-

ule games. It does not say that you have to spend the same number

of dollars.-
,

Mr. Rorm.. Would the Director of OCR say that?
'Mr. OsnonsE. Mr. Simon, I-think I know what I am talkin,Y about Z.

here, but at the University of Nebraska, we, have 250 metr.out for
athletics. Two hundred of those are on athletic grants whidi would .
be approximately SO pet cent. -

..
.--

We must then provide financial assistance to a like 'proportion of
women. Let us say 100 women conieout for athletics next year. then 80

of that' 100 should be on-grant and then we have to provide travel,
coaches. medical facilities, and so on. . -4iWhen the, funds are available I call Se very quickly yRn could have

maybe (200 women out for athletics. In that case you would have to

2:y1NT, 80 percent of those -,-,ot.,ct. athletic-grants, coaehes, the whole

works.
.,

I'vre may -not he talking immediately about Texas minim, up 'wit-1...r

million for women but you are talking at least of $1.million, within

a year Or two very possibly $3 Million.
As you can see from, examining,- the budgets. I have a copy of our

budget hely. we haKe A break-even budget and w have one of the
healthiest programs in the country. .

no has one of the best in the country. they are bre dug evem Where
are you going to conic up with a million dollars? These school. here )
represent some of the best off financially. Most everybody is lit the
red now and elating back.

Mr. Simos. I recognize. and T think we a)1, reco92117,e that tbis is '°
going to demand an additional expendiureg frank-b., think that lis the
direction we Are, going, there is going to have to be lin addrtional
expetiditure. How- we work that out T am not sure. T just point- out
that at the end of this very paragraph that you were reading, here
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about the various s, beduling and so forth, again at the bottom it
says- this is the tegulation itself at the analysis, "unequal aggregate
#.5.penditures for mymbers of eael. sex or unequal expenditures for
melt and women teams if the' m et:up-it:tut or operator sponsors separate
teams. will not constitute noncompliance with this section."

Sf.t there is some flexibility. I think what the committee wants,
sl hat you want is some regulations that You can live with and yet,
rei.puhttions that Is ill pusb us in, the rigledirection. I think we

into Lveugnite that we base bad sonic failures lucre in the past in not
encouraging female sports.

Mr. CLArnonNE. It will have to be written regulations to where
HEW cannot be the sole judge of what 3 ou read there. It says it doesn't

e to but again yv ho is iroin, to be the judge unless there are some
written laws and regulations that say just what that means.

Mr. Statox. These are the referees and officials, unfortunately, in
this particular garne Whatever regulations are written, I think
ultimately adopted. HEW is going to call the play.

INIr. ROYAL. That very next sentence, Mr. Simon, where you stop, go
ahead midyear] that next sentence after that.

Mr. StmoN. -"The Director may consider failure to provide neces-
sauy Niels fun teams fur one sex in assessing equality of opportunity-
fen' riINTIbers of each section."

Mr. CransonxE. That is, the next sentence says they can.
Mr. SrmoN. It is a factor in the expe."1;turc but that particular

scut& rk, 0 does not bother ,me flan-10y as much as it may some of you
Mr. O'HARA. The Chair recognizes Mrs. Smith.
'Mrs. S3rthr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I .L" :;M i k t.. dirc,t some questions to our Nebraska coach, Mr.

(Oxalic. and I swill like to point out first that We are very proud of
the athletic program in,Nebraska.

We are not only proud of our football team but we are proud of
the athletic program across the board.

no I understand col rectly, Mr. Osborne, that our football team is
makilig the money to support nine additional sports programs in
Ntin-aska that get into Federal funding and no State fundingthat
are supported entirely by our football team?

Osquoim. That is correct.
lfr.;. Slum u. Including estling, svtiimming, and other programs?
Mr. OsnonN L. That 1,4 «al e,.t. Of course, all these sports operate at

a deth it. ::,,7,000 to $110,000 ck f k. The only State funds that we have at
the riI F,ent time. We are building a coliseum which is an all-purpose
romp], x. the State fair «ill be there, with, a State cigarette tax which
is building that building

But air,hf liolarships, all to,lehes salaries, the whole works is strictly
from gate receipts and also private contributions.

The private _'ontribution is .Jne area we have not toudued on too
mach. As I understand it if we get $200,000 in private contributions

mu;-,t crane up with a like amount in contributions for women's
tido. That is the wayjt has been explained to us.
Obv i. usly it is going to he ' CI y (Micah to get $200,000 in contribu-

tion, fu: wumun's and G s. The only alternative would be to submit
tbe !=.'200.000 that w e now 'Teel\ e equally for men and women.
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Again you are going to have some trouble with booster groups if that

happens to this money. Again I think these private contributions are

going to dry up on us.
I would like to say one thing, Mrs. Smith. It seems to me that the

basic question in front of this committee is whether HEW belongs

in this area or not. We keep talking about ways we can implement

this. but I am notsta'-really that that is the question.

The question is, is this-legal? If you find it is not legal then we don't

have it problem of how we are going to implement it. If you find it is

legal then we would hope you wourd try to/come up with a workable

solution where we can continue to survive.
If not, if you implement it as we read it, we won't survive. Triers

are probably three gradations.
Mr. O'HARA. Will the gentlewoman yield to me for just a moment?

Mrs. SMITH. I will be glad to yield.
Mr. O'HAnA. As one who has had extensive experience in dealing

with affirmative action programs as applied to universities I think

can help in explaining that provision of the regulations you are

concerned about.
You will notice it is worded in such a way that nowhere in section

86.11i e) is there any direct explicit requirement that expenditures be

equal.
They say. "In determining whether equal opportunities are avail-

--able the Director will consider," among other factors, and then they

run through a list of things, travel, per diem, scheduling of games,

practice t lineand so forth and so on.
Then they say, "Unequal aggregate expenditures for members of

each sex or unequal expend

itituresaggregate
male and female teams If a

recipient operates or sponsors separate teams, will not constitute non-

compliance with this section but the Director may consider the failure

to provide' these funds for teams of one sex in assessing equality

olportimity for members of each sex."

do this but they say one way that you can avoid havingyorairiiikeity°:This is the classic way of doing it. They don't say that yo9)

Oelared ineligible for Federal contracts and whatever -is-1 o -do these

things.
And if you don't then maybe, maybe not, you0e--:

So. in effect what it does is put a trement munt of pressure on
-

you to comply with these things that they&f you don't have to com-

p "s with because you recognize fhit if,yoti'do that you are safe.

Th:re is no one that can come lo g and say you violated the regula-

t

On the other hand if yottAr do that you are put in a position of

having to explain how,--it" is that you are not in violation and maybe

they will a,ccept0e4xplani ion, maybe they won't.
so, the easy *y out or, the simple way out and one always seeks

the sins; lefesca:pe from hvivaticratie regulation, is the simple way out

is,to .Slay,/ well. let. us &fit even if they say we don't have to.

I think that is the pr Nem you face.
>Tow. Mr. Schembec der, let me ask you a question if I can.

Will you describe f r us the nature of the funding of your athletic

program at Mieluga and what effect do you, think these regulations

'might have on your Program?

ill



Mr. Senn 3tat: ,rdara, for the benefit of channel 4 inDetroit I want to ak.- o trpoint perfectly clear and that is that T amvery much in favor increasing revenue for women's athletics. Ithink we all recogp-ze there is a great need for it because in the last3 years women aye been very much interested in the competitivea,spect of atl ties.
So. we ave to fill that need. By the same token we can best helpthem if we continue to have the athletic programs, particularly infootball at Michigan because Aotball generates all of the revenue, allof the reVenne for our entire athletic program, both men's andwomen's.
It maintains all the facilities, and owns,the facilities, and has builtthe facilities, that are being used presently by both men and women.If we were to cut back our program on the basis of having equalrevenue for both men and women, then our football program in com-petition with professional teams in Detroit would not bring, in anaverage of 93.000 people per game to watch our team or generaterevenue of somewhere around $:2.8 million.Now, with that kind of money we are still. because our ether sportsare nonreveime sports and football has to finance all of them, oursurplus at the end of the year is very. very, slight.Now, I think that Don Cameron. our athletic director. recormiiesthe importance of iereasing the budget which I think we have donefor women's atblet les but I,cap.see if it is dollar for dollar there is noway that that incur people are"going to come to a Michigan footballgame and if they don't there is no way we will finance intercollegiateathletics. men or women. That is the way we feel about it.Our point is, as ha been mentioned so many times, that we have noFederal funds whatsoever. All of our revenues are generated through 7gate receipts primarily from football and through donations fromour alumni.

:fr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. Schembechler.
I thank the gentlewoman for yielding.

Simi. I would like to make the comment. Mr. Chairman. inline with what von said, I agree absolutely that with this setup the,HEW Director will have tremendous authority in this field.T want to go on l'Ponrii as. saving I think the HEW Direct/10*CHtoo much authority. I don't think we should he e:Ktelis.litqlils, kind ofauthority so that our institutions of higlier.,sinaThing will he constantlynp against the gun trying to iletorfidife whether they are in corn-plinnee or whether the:_arerfihind trying to prove their point.1Ve have this in tiseederal Government with this kind of powerin many fields, in*ducation. in health, in highways. I am opposed toextending this kind of power to the Director of HEW in regard toI his part ienlar area.
t clink the regulations ought to be explicit and that Congress ought,to agree with them and we ought to be able to easily understand whatthey are rather than start down the road with years of questionsissues.

Mr. T thank the gentlewoman.
now would like to recognize Mr. Schembe, bier's Congressman,my colleague. Mr. Esch.

R.4.1t. Thank yon very muell.mr. Chairman.
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I come with tw u or three biases. My lust bias that I should em-
phasize this moraine, is. I wonder what really would ha e happened,.s, .

Mr. Chairman, out on the west coast the last 2 years if the Big Ten
bad sent its best football team to the Rose Bowl.

I speak also though, Mr. Chairinan, with the bias that vou and I
Lon ed on this committee during those trying days of the late 1960's
and at that time we came within one vote of putting out on the floor,
and it surely would have been passed, a bill that would have stated
that every institution in, the country would have had to submit their

Wregulations to HE as to how they were going to handle the student
riots that were taking place prior to receiving

going
funds.

You will recall that you and I and Congressman Steiger from
Wi:consin fought that in the committee and turned it around because
we felt that the strength of our institutions of higher education Was in
their independence and that the Federal Government did not have
and should not hal e the responsibility for entering into that area of
academic freedom. , .,

I think that that is the coutext-tilatrwure-iii today.
I warit,,,Limtsk, otraliirSo questions first of our coach but also of

..w'.-...thiriners.
Is there anyone at the table who would say or would you-Say, Mr.

Schembechler, are-3 ou in favor of having morn women participate in
athletics?

Mr. SOUE3LBF:CIILLIt. I don't think there is a coach in the country who
would object to thitt.

Mr. Eseit. You are not really saying they should become the centers
for tho-Michigan football team? /

Mr. SciumancimErt.I don't think-that is possible.
On the basis of the athletic dollar which is iybat we are talking.

, about here people a re!"-oira. to come to qee the sports that they want
to see4t,luis-alwa-3V._e'l.i o a.. am bask , ., m n .B nnitlii.MIir1.791.-6'§

,44-11 ---1'7"roasequently, particularly in our area whe we compete with the
professionals for the dollar, and you ma3 like,it or not, either you 'bring
in the money or you don't have a program. /

Mr. E-4-n. But that does not mean that ,You don't support' the idea
of additional dollars for women's athletic.,/.

Mr. Scirr.31nr.our,Ea. Not at all. /
Mr. Esoit. And additional pro,..erramsr
Mr. _ScirEVLIECILLER. Not at nIL I tim very much in favor of the

women:The only thing I am concerned about is, are we going to de-
stroy the men's programs to pi ()mote the w °inert s? I don't think that
is the way to go about it.,

Mr. Est it. The other question t at I had, a very basic questhin, and
I ant SIM' it has been emphasized vfore, is that title IX mandates and
I quote "That no person in they Thited States shall be subject to dis-
crimination under any educatiorl program or activity receiving Fed-
eral financial assistance." .

Now that is the levy basic question that this committee has to decide
in looking at these regulation . In terms of any of the programs that
you gentlemen represent are ny programs or activities receiving Fed-
eral financial assistance?

Mfr. RovAn. No, sir.

74.;
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Mr. K Lsn. No, , not directly but through the State funds we do
In aliutw sports. Mx% iously we used to have 2 or 3 baseball scholat
ships. then we went to about 25, track the same way.

Noss. we pi.estmtiv have a great number of female scholarships pi
mailly because of the les elute derived directly from football. We do
remit e sozne State funds that they pass on in the tuition and fees, both
the female and males.

Directly what, it amounts to and what we are concerned about is
that if we try to equalize the income then I feel that all of limit are
going to directly be CIIIICBI's to the point whew we will not hate the
programs that we have presently.

Mr. Escu. What the real concerns at.the table are, to take an ex-
ample, we have a special turf at the Unisersity of Michigan' for
a practice field for th otball team, and many of you do too I Gunk,
and speeial prace e facilitie or the football team.

You has e dot e that because-gra business practices dictate you
ought to procid tilos..., facilities tan order to hasy a better football'
team T assttme.

J it your int,. [mutation that you would have to provide equal
faeilities for a wo nan's football team? Is that 3our concern

Icxstr. Yes, sir.
Mr. CLAIORNE. YOtt would have to do that or gise equal time on

that practice
Mr. SCIIEMBEcm,Ln. We are already doing that. They have equal op-

poi t tin ity to practice on the field. As a matter of fact we put. up lights
to make are it is used as many hours as possible.

Esen. The (mice' n is that yon have to provide equal facilities.
Thd question is not w tether or not V01.1 pros ide equal facilities for men
and women but also the implications from the regulations that you
would have to pros ide equal facilities for all different sports.

Mr. Krsir. Definitely.
Mr. Escri. My question is, do you really think TIEW should be in

the, business of making a determination about wliat type of :Torts have.
int ore4, on the Dart of the students?

How much demand lime you had for increase,: participation in the
minor sports at your universities?

Mr. Roym,. Very little. The ineerest still comes around football and.
in some schools, basketball and football. But that is where the real
interest is. That is the reason for the revenue. You can tell how much
interest there is and how much passure there is fur that sport simply

the,..incomr.------'
For instance. -sve were taking tickets at-swimming events. Weliad

ticket taker there. We found we could not sell .cough tickets to pay
the'tieket taker, so we let them in free.

Mr. Escu. I am not talking about dollars but individual students
who are interested in participating.

Mr. BLACKMAN. I think at almost, all schvils if we give an honest
answer there aro eseiy year some students w110 would like to expand
the athletic program.

At the University of Mimi§ at the present time there is a strong
demand. why doesn't the athletic association takk over lacrosse?
are a ,ehool of 35.000 students. There are pi obably 30 students who
want to play Lac tosse. They wilte letters to the daily student paper
and so on demanding this.

I', 0
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Once again it conies back, it is\l, fine sport but where are the finances
froing to come from? -

Mr. Escrr. Should those determinations be made within the insti-
tution's program or should they bt made by HEW?

Mr. CLAMOR-NE. We think they should' be made in the institution.
We think the way the regulations are written the kind of athletic pro-
()Tams which the colleges offer will be determined by HEW. That is

t,
one of the things that concern us.

Mr. Chairman. when I came to the University of Maryland several
years ago it, was just about to go under because the average attendance
was about 15,000 at football games.

Since then the program has improved some and the attendance has
increased to about 40.000 now and through this revenue we have prob-
ably more intercollegiate sports than anybody at this table.

We have about 13 intercollegiate sports. Our Lacrosse team was na-
tional champion last year. Our tennis team was the best we have had.
We have eight women sports at the University of Maryland.

rf football and_basketball. which is a reN enue producing sport at the
University of garyland, also was not proJucing, revenue, then we
would not have Nintercollegia,te sports and we could not have eight
women sports.

Mr. Escu. You arc recognized as Baring clone that and other itsti-
tutions are doing it too. But the implications are there from my friends
who have worked hard to mike sure that women have equal oppor-
tunity.

I believe in that. As a matte of fact, my daughter was discriminated
against at Duke one time because she could not run on the track team.

The question. I would ask is how and ti) what degree, can you en-
courage or open'up till!, participation?

If women have more encouragement to participate,-more of them
will participate. How do you answer that question? How can your
institution begin to ascertain s% hat sports women are 'really interested
in pursuing? On what basis can you do that?

Mr. BLACKMAN. I believe we all have women athletic directors now.
The athletic staff -of women at. the University of Illinois has greatly

expanded in recent years. Certainly they get an input as to what the
demand is.

I would like to make the point that I sincerely believe every coach
at this table believes in their hearts I here are advantages to be de-

rived from intercollegiate competition and certainly women will gain
some of the same benefits -as men.

I think there is no question about the women's program being de-
sirable if it is something they will enjoin and be interested in.

I think in most eases in the ikomen's programs themselves our own
women's athletic director determines in what sports the real interest
lies and we now field women's teams in those sports.

Mr. CrAntorixr.. I also think a, lot of these programs in our inter-
collegiate program now stated-out as club programs, actually-started
out as intramural. As interest increased they wentito Club. As interest
in finances became avarfable thev'became intercollegiate, teams. ,

Now they say, bang, we have iinake women's athletics on the same
level with the men's and they have not bad a chance to create the
interest.
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The interest in women's 59 athletics has been evidenced in the last
5 or 6 years. As this interest increases es eryone is trying to help a
improve more programs.

Mr. Escu. Mr. Chairman. I have taken more than my share of time.
I am very much concerned about the regulations and relationships
to title IX and the explicit chatacter of that language that we drafted
in title IX and what the regulations has e implied from that.

I share the great concern of mans indis iduals in the country that we
ought to encourage and further des clop women's athletics. but I am
also very much concerned that -the Federal Government might be
moving into an area,first of all in which Congress did not mandate or
give them authority, and more specifically perhaps that we may in
the process be destroying or weakening programs that haye been the
heart and strength of the American system and have not only pro-
vided that opportunity for participatory sports but also spectator
sports.

As a Republican, I know what a spectator sport is now, it is a Re-
publican in Congress. [Laughter.] But the concept of spectator sports
and what it does to the e-,pi it de corps within a university, and I have
lived thrru it at the University of Michigan. those times when the
unite" -try svIc= tirn apart. and I have seen now the university brought
together. Me,. Chairman, on a Saturday afternoon as never before in
the la-t few years.

I think we ought to maintain and recognize the strength-of that. I
think eyially significant perhaps is the concept, ss holier we like it or
not, and T think there have been some cases of abuse, of what the
sport, have done for our wino: st udents and the degree to which it
lins been a gatekeeper.

In many 'cases there have been cases of abuse. That is certainly an
area we ought to look info sometime.

That generalization can be made% nee-ertheless, it has been a great
strenutlk and encouragement to minority- students and hasprovaled
them n cipportunity for their lifetime activityy and to move into other
field. that they would not otherwise have.

Mr. Chairman. let me lecognize yore as one who,- without question,
would ',lave the liberal credentials as no one else in...tins Congress and
that why we are glad on y one shoulden4 rests the initiative as to
w nett, r or not you are going to introduce a bill in the ne14 s month that
will turn back the regulations.

Mr. t kiLl. I thank the ,ciutlenitin. from Michigan. Lek were not
forth.. 1,0nor o f the thing I would just as soon walk.

Mr. Wa:. The rnis ersity of California at Berkeley always has a
coup 4 ution that is good and had to different people. I think maybe I
can t it at am a couple of things to teemphasize the point we have made.

We don't feel, No. 1, that those regulations are specific enough. I
thing, probably some of the things that have been mentioned would
bear hat out.

In ,a,: conference on the 1 est Coast, for instance, there is a real
diffeicuu e of opinion :is to w lather Ihey want to continue with a broad
speetruni of int ereoliqgiate hlet

1, r ul of the univeisaties in our conference have had to give up
sport-. either the holarships fun those spun is or just gin e up partici-
pation in those sports all together.
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I think for tins reason the 't cry point we have tried to,make today is
that we think:it is important that a study be done of intercollegiate
athletics and a study be done to see what some of these problemc are bp-
cause we are facing the problesand at the university we aro trying
to .maintain, we are a couple ahead of you, 16 intercollegiate sports
with 2 national championsips-- because of some of the prbblems that
have been inherent wit us where w e hat e had no televiston,revenne
fort years because of probationary states. .

If you want to fight time professional tennis you ought to conic to the
bay area because there are enough there tosink a battleship.

Mr. CLAMBORNL. Thera are a few in the District of Columbia too.
Mr. WHITE. That, is right I think it behooves this committee to push

strongly to study this and loolc at it the way the athletic departments
are looking at it. .

If you look up and down this table, and I maybe represent a little'
*different faction, we want to maintain 16 intercollegiate sports at the
-University of California.

We also want as many women sports as are feasibly possible. Some-
where down the line the whole thing is going to fall apart if somebody

does not study it and look at the financial implications of it.
INfr. O'HARA. Thank you, Mr. White.
We have another witness.

-. I am going to recognize Mrs. Clisholin again.
Mrs. Crusnotzr. IL very brief because I have spoken before.
I think we must be very sure that we address ourselves to the issue.

The basic issue as-1 see it is whether or not the scholastic association
such as your group is in receipt of public funds, whether or not you
should not be asked to follow these pa rticular guidelines.

Most of you have said that there are no Federal moneys Nvhaf.:pever
in your prograins.

Well. if that is really so. there are no Federal moneys in your pro-
gram, it would scent to me that w e cannot even get into the area of '
moral responsibility, that we probably would have to constantly rest
our case on legal responsibilities. )

But if weirested it on moral responsibility, if you didn't want to
bavo women In the program we couldn't force you to.

One of the things that is very important is that Federal aid to one
. kind of school actin ity can be indirect financial assistance to other

kinds of school activities.
,

For example. the student fees and scholarship programs, the bonds- ,
that are put forth to build school stadiums, to that extent it may not be
ireet, bat it is indirect and it means, therefore, that your university
ma v he indirectly in receipt of public funds.

Then if this is the case, it would seem to me that you must follow
the guidelines.

I think you would have to show that you are administratively sep-
arate structures. You will have to show by substantive evidence, that
you should not be brought hi under this particular regulat ion.

one other thing. You are constantly referring to the fact that you-
have to be able to draw the kinds of crowds that have an interest in cef-
tain sports in order to generate the revenue that your universities have
been used to generating. ..
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I have -to assure you that Billy Jean King is just its exciting as Joe
Namath. The fact of the laid tta is that women 'lour have really had

opportunity.
When you think of the Olympic gold medalist, Donna De\arona,

and the fact that there was no schoo'l that would offer her a scholar-
ship, it tragic. I could go innlyse after case. The mill ersities have
never male a serious attempt, w hether under Feder al control or not, to
really re ,-.11t t.. w ould-he female athletes and there are hundreds of
them inthis country.

\Al I want to sa.). conclusion. Mr. Chairman, is that to me the basic
iFAue is' if they .ire ni receipt of Federal funds,.directly or indirectly, it
:eons to me that We cannot have discrimination on the basis of sex.

If they are not. Lven though we may, have moral feelings about it, we
cannot ask them to fall under these guidelines.

M;.% 011-An.t. I thank the gentlewoman for her fine contribution in
summing up the situation as she sees it and it is an able presentation
arid a good note on which to end this portion of this morning's hearing.
We in going folic going back downstairs for about 10 minutes to vote
on reporting the bill that is now before the full committee.

They arc ready with the motion to report. We will be back in about
it) minutes. When we get blick we will hear from Kathy Kelly who is
president of the National Student Association.

want to thank the representatil es Of the American Football
Coaches Association for being with us today.

3fr. ROYAL. Thank von.
[Brief recess taken.)
Mr. O'HanA. The subcommittee will come to order. -

Our final witness of the day w ill be Kathy Kelly, 'a ho is president of
the National Student Association.

If you will phase identify y ourself for the record you may proceed
in any manner you see fit.

STATEMENT OF KATHY KELLY, PRESIDENT, U.S. NATIONAL STU-
DENT ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JEANNE VONHOF, EXEC-
UTIVE ASSISTANT, U.S. NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mq. -KELLY. My name is Kathy Kelly, president of the U.S. National
Stialent A .4sociation.

Ms. VoN mt. I am Jeanne Vonhof, assistant to the president. -

Ms. KELLY. We would like to thank the committee for inviting the
National Student Association to testify on the regulations for the
enforcement of title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of
1972.

The 1..S. National stoat nt Association, now in its 2Sth year,-is the
4 and lag gest student organization in the country representing

-.me 17,1 inembet student go eminent associations from all 50States,
a:AL1 we welcome this.OpPortunity to present the student viewpoint on
these important regi@ions.

We beliew that by voting title IX into existence in 1012 Congrrss
eeo:fni..01 th.' euornut..- of the problem of sex discrimination in higher

L duLa ton and the urgency of implementing broad reforms. However,

7
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for the 2 years' that title IX has been in effect, it. has served as little__

more than a paper tiger.
(Mee of Civil Rights Director, Peter Holmes, has said that the back-

log of title IX complaints must wait until the regulations,are adopted,

claiming that publication and approval of final reps are essential to an

effective compliance program.
In this light, NSA. views the adoption of these guidelines as a posi-

tive and necessary step toward the goal of insuring equ'al educational

rights for women and men. We therefore urge your approval 'of the

title IX guidelines as approved by President Ford.
Title 1X is the first Federal legislation to directly and broadly ad-

dress the problem of sex discrinnntaion as it affects students, them-,

selves.
As such, 'the potential positive impact of title LS; on the futures of

thouriands of American students, and on the very fabric of American

Societyfis enorthous.
We do not realistically believe that title IX will be effectively im-

plemented in the absence of enforcement guidelines, although wemight

have hoped that the guidelines would be more comprehensive and go

farther in eliminating sex discrimination from all aspects of American

education. We feel strongly that the regulations must go into effect

no, without any additional delay:
hrery day, .sex discrimination in education denies people the right

to fully participate in our society. Every day, sex discrimination denies

society the talents-and resources of many of its members, most often

those who.were boTii female.
Women Auden& encounter discrimination time and time again in

the obure of their academie careers. Women are treated as second-class

citizens in almost every walk of campus life: in admissidns, in depart-

mental quotaS, in counseling, in applying for financial assistance, in

campus employment, in.job recruitment, and in admission to graduate

schools. The irony isqliat spell discrimination is so traditional and all

pervasive that it is almost invisible.
For instance, when I-was admitted to the University of Minnesota,

I was unaware of the fact'that men were accepted with a'C average, but

women were only admitted with aB average or better.
Over the past 5 years, student awareness of the, consequences of sex

discrimination has grown tPemendously. In the past year along re-

quests 'for workshops on title IX at NSA's 14 regional area confer.:

ences have more than tripled. Every week ouroee-receive.s-requests

'from student governments across the country asking how they can

best monitor the level of compliance at their institutions.
And although we can supply general information on the law and

con-plaint procedures, they want to know what their rights are spe-

cifically. And in the absence of final guidelines we are unable to tell

them.
It is evident that students no longer view sex discrimination in

terms of isolated eases, but rather as a consistent and historic pattern

of denial of basic rights and privileges.
Title IX is a front -pane issue for many college newspa airs. A recent

story in one paper headlined "Title TX Unenforceabl Until HEW

Provides Guidelines". asked : "When is a law not a la's ?"
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Thb answer is evident, in the absence of clear ,Yuidelines and en-forc'ement proeedures. Students need a strong law which protects themfrom discrimination on the basis of sex, and they cannot have one.without the regillations which will implement the law.
We would like to comment on several sections of the regulations-which we feel are especially relevant to students.
We wholeheartedly support subpart's B and C which prohibit sexdiscrimination in admissions and recruitment..

This is an especially crucial issue in our graduate and professional
schools. The number of women in professional schools is still farbelow 15 percent.

The rationale for discriminating against women at this level islargely based in the myth that a woman will be less likely to use aprofessional -degree than a man, and thateven if she does use it, itis not as important' for 'her to be working as it is for a man..It should no longer ?come as a surprise that, woinen. who .go to thetrouble and expense of obtaining a professional degree intend touse it.
Women are as serious about working as they are about their educa-

s Lion. They work because they have to, and their sick leave and turn-over rates are slightly less than those'of men.
Yet women. who are 39 percent of our country's work forge. earn

Y little more than half of what their male counterparts earn-56 per-cent. Limited admissions of women in professional schools inean,-.limited participation by women in tilt% economic life of the Nation.
As profecsional schools have begun to open their doors, women-have

rushed in. In law schools, for'example, the percentage of women stu-dents jumped from 5 percent in 1965 to 16 percent in 1972.
However, without the present regulation, there, is nothing to.pro411'1)4 an institution 'from eStablishing a new quota system, which nigh

determine for example. that no more than 25 percent of a studenbody could be female. The regulations specifically prohibit quota sy,terns and will promote a more equitable admissions system nationwid4.
Ms. VoNinor. Any sea dent knows,that acceptance by an institutiopis only half the battle. The hurdle that stops many women cold cfinancial aid. Except for title IX. there is no Federal law that direct yprohibits postsecondary; institutions from aiscriminating again twomen in financial aid policies.
A nationwide pattern of discrimination in financial aid awards

till'ondY_e_Nists...T.Women- 4 1 mlergradLitt te.4 arcrlesss'lik arty to obtain fill:41-(.4d aid than male undergraduates, although they are better qualitifidon the average. . ,
f'Women must-rely'more heavily on loans, which are also more dif-ficult for them to secure. Some institutions have been known to slaWia woman's financial aid in the last years of her education. leaving her

with a low chance of finishing ber'degree, because other forms of aidare le: available to her than to men.
On the postgraduate level. economic discrimination against womenshut wens. In 1972-43 about M) percent of the Nation's most prestigious

fellowships went to men, although women comprised some 40 percentof the undergraduate population.
The Federal Government administers a substantial number of theseaward programs. In many programs a higher percentage of qualified

7
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women apply fur these giants than the IA:retina:4c of w omen Who
finally receive them.

An es en more alarming fact is that the number of vs omen who are
qualified for these programs far outstrips the ionalicr who actirdly
apply.

Often women al e nut advised that a particular ty pe of aid es cis
exists, or that women are eligible for it.r----

In addition. patois:ally all Federal schular,hip and loan aid is for
i full-time study. as is tri,,a; of most 'iris ate.stdiolarships. This policy

Makes it extremely difficult for those students who are married and
mho may need a part-time schedule to receive such aid.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education found that about
half the married men in gi Anzac school ale enrolled full time as l oh,-
pared to about one-third of married wothen.

Studies show that. w omen also has e kw ci oppurt unities for ethploy -
infmt both during the school year and in the summer, and they are
paid less. .

.

One surrey, by Has en and Horch. resealed that the as erage yearly
amount earned by men. in college, $S17, was inure than double the
average received by women.

And many bright,.qualified women relinquish an academic career
before they us en begin it. when they realize that a female prOfessor
with the sante or better qualifications than a man w ill, hate. about. half
the chance lie does to become a full professor.

Once the guidelines go into effect, lames er,diseriminatory financial
aid policies trill be explicitly prohibited. Disci iminatory counseling
will also be outlasted and women will has e one inure weapon against
job discrimination.

Students' are bt;ing descriminated against today in slays that will
BLet, thpir entire his es. They need a strut ,: title TX today, and.a.:strong
title 1X is a title IX with guidelines.

Last we w ould like to say a word about athletics, since this part of
the regulations has caused so much concern at many postsecondary

,institutions. We concur with the HEW ruling, and athletics, should
be covered, under title IX. To exempt. athletics from coserage is lit-
szally to keep the ball oast of the game for thousands of students.

Athletics are an integial part of an institution's educational pro-
gram. The courts have upheld this position in many title VI rulings,
and Congress itself, in the.Etha ation Amendment, of 1971, ordered
HEW to include pros is ions for athletics programs in its title IX
regulations.

Learning to use and enjoy, one's physical capacities is vital to .tt;
person's des elopment amid self-esteem. I do not think that an one
here would any this or 'a Mild want to deny one group physical educa-
tion facilities and training, while pros iding these facilities fur an-
other group: .

In the long run, athletics programs may be Yen- diffetent when
women begin to-paiticipate in theta as fully as inefia.lo now. But what
will be changing Is a, system in which often 95 percent of the -.trident
body pays, through theil activities Res, for the other .5 percent to de-
velop their physical potentials.

51-977=-75 --A v
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X attended a college in Is Mich there were competitive Intercollegiate
teams in every major sport. However, the great attraction of the ath-
letic program was that it was totally accessible to anv student.

There was an activity .for every taste, from football to yoga to
karate. Most cla.,-;se; mere; coeducational, and I rr ould say that possibly,
wee -1,alf: tor the student body participated in physical education classes
at airy given time. Although I have never considered myself -a very
athletic person, the elassestecome an important part of my college
years.
. We do not believe that the regulations will make colleies or univer-
sitiLs more too fact in opening up opportunities for women in athletics.

These opportunities have hevcr ;,con available to women on many
campuses, so how fastoan you go from near 0?

The regulations do not call for equal spending on men's women's
athletics programs, even though women's programs nationwide ac-
coma for about percent of total collegiate athletic budgets. The regu-
lations do hot cot er contact sports, including football and including
baci.ctball, one of the most popular women s intercollegiate sports, and
the oho moat able to gain media attention and generate revenue.

In fact we believe that the regulations should have gone further in
insuring equal educational opportunity for women in athletics. Hew-
6S er, students need the regulations in order to achies e any measure of
equal opportunity in their athletic programs.

In conclusion. ire urge you once again. as members of this subcom-
mittee, to approve these regulations. We have been fighting for the
regulations for a long time, and though we do not see thein'as a. touch-
down, we feel they may at least get us the 20-yard find. We have been
waiting at the 50-yard line for far too long.

Ms. KELLY. Mr. Chairman, if I may,rwould like to makq a few ad-
ditional remarks about athletics siricc so much time has beep devoted
t one aspect of that question today.

INfr. O'HAA. Please.
Ms. iint,r,r. First of all, the football coaches I thinkvvesented their

case very well. I think it is important to note that they represent some
of the most successful athletic programs .in the country and that the
trend really is that many intercollegiate athletic programs are in
debt despite the so-called yevenne-producing 'sports.

A It the University of Minnesota, where was a student; the inter-
collegiate athletic program was a. (platter of a million dollars in debt
one year. That Is as made up out of general moneys of the university.
We believe this,myth of numey making is a general fallacy in college
athletic programs. They are geared toward spectator sports rather
than participant sports for most students, but these lose money.

It is also important to note that a lot of athletic programs are sup-
ported partiall by student fees and tuition paid for by students. That
is usually an average of about $30 a quarter.

I have a copy of a. reprint from Women's Sports Magazine. This
is a graph which shows the difference between expenditures in male
and female programs at different universities. The University of
TeNas, University of Maryland, and Arizona State University are
all represented here.
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[The article referred to it Ms. Kelly's testimony -follows:i

[From Women 4oits, Selitmber 19741

/ THE Loco Manert
(By Ellen Welter)

IMGENT JIF.SSAGE

2.111,? IX of the Educatoon Amodio nts Aett maid. prohibits,:
in sr:floc:Ia. has oceo ion stoat , But a IJAV is to:ales-11%14110ft enforcement.
In June 1074, HEW made potato draft of its Title IX enforcement regulations.
the public has until October 13 o cononetit. TIES ' oficjR15 will then send a final
draft ,o the U,esident. to oe sig ed into law. Special loterest groups representing
big-tune mate sports ars. campai wing hard to weaken the regulations,

From the w omen a point of slew, the regulations are surely not perfect. They
corer all phases of school athletics, despite desperate attempts by the NCAA
to /hoe wait-tics and revenue- producing sports exempted. Coed physical educa-
tion courses are maudatury. Slagle-sex teams are permitted as long as the sexes
has e equal access to facilities. equipment and sO on. Coed teams are permissible,
pros Med that w omen are not effeett%ely excluded from participating because
of olderenees an shills. Equal funding for men's and women's athletics is not
required but there must be basic equality in the programs offered. Unfortunately,
the regulations are rather ague about just what asie equality means. Schools
inat choose to interpret the regulations loosely, therefore, can hedge until IIEW
%.a-is :Mould to investigatingthem..

Another pos-able loophole h the section on athletic financial aid, which ,says
that aid can be al% arded on a separate bosis to men and women on single-sex '

tea ins.
To get your own copy of the regulations. write to the Washington office of

fill :1"s Office for Civil Righios or to your regional HEWsoffice.
LrEW is being flooded with matt Iron! those who support further dilution of

the regulations, so 'It's essential that woolen's opinions beAleard. Women's groups
are ads n.lng that Letters w TIEW applaud the decision to%include revenue-produc-
ing sports, but ask that schools be gl% en mor6 guidance on which policies will
be fuerai. Send continents to Peter Holmes, Director, Office for Civil Rights,
IIEW, Washington, D.C. 20201.

. 1. A FEW B10 STEPS
,

I e,, 3.11111:1N are still tough for the NS oman athlete. Budgets. purses and salaries
are suit signineantly below men's lochs. Equipment is scarce mid elderly. There
are more, tnad'ea few schools where the 03 s get outfitted from helmet to jock
\trap and the girls get a faded T-shirt. There are still colleges where women
athletes sell apples at men's football games to pay their traveling expenses. We
have not yet achieved Utopia.

Inn things are definitely better. For the first time since the dawn of civiliza-
non, a munnr of %%emelt are able to uhthe tfieir Hilo t.., as prokssional athletes.
state assuciations are inereasing the number tit high :cattil championship events
held for women. Even the Amateur Athletic Union, never a front-runner in
%I WM% s rights, spoitsured its first wonanes na boo al marathon last February.

All over the country, rules, policies and timeworn attitudes toward women
athletes are i.olotrog under fire. 'The most positive sign of change," says Carol
toonion. president of the .10-sod:diva for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
;AIAW,. is. rust people are taking a etitical look at the situation and coining
to grips w nth the Idea of woollen's sports."XCLA has tripled its women's athletic
midget font :9ou.000 to *0,000 for the coming year fad 0 tied its formerly

to women tor the first time last year, breaking a time -hug tired tradition of 94
ail-thale thriaty teams to wcaneth Ohlo State's inarcilin ba opened its ranks

years, Amid the board of education in Shelby County, Tennessee, lifted a 30-year-
old-bon on girls' high- school ltaskethall just last May.

AU to., int ure !oohs e% en Cetter. .1 f. ier too ,titits of negotiallons, IIEW finally
rlo.:wa its otfirtal draft of the regulations for the controversial Title IX clause



of lite Etilwation Alta iithnents Act of 1972. The regulations a flint the right of
tt omen to participate etitiali3 to till phases of athletics mid hill. m hen officially
I'aN-elf, wake a aualour of traditional .thou! 'tokens that diseriu irate against
female athletes illegal.

atone is a tug ste:l A few years ago, no one u a tea to hear the horror
-.torte, froul the forg,tien ghetto of u omen s alhlctiis. Nt our. except the athletes,
thought it met; unportailt teat high se hoot had no women's mot r-
senotastic team =, that the LititrsIt3 of Washington laid Ito 11,),011 im.trLol-
leglate t vents , that mate etultesiants %tele flown to the 013 mines loin liefore the
female A-Inlet:es ,o that the nien Lould ham e the humid, of increased training
time. Nu one %%a., too concerned that Carol Jiatui, top goiter in 1969, Won out-
quartyr as much as the top ni.de golfer, Frank Beard. Nu one eliallehgtal the
how/ that b.,;s sere ilaturall3 better athletes than girls or that they note ttrice
as tough. Football uas It big numb .port, Little League, a Harp man's game.

klitt change ti as in tin %mind. There etas an itiLreasing Loncerni about health
aitti physica fitness, and !Merest, in spurts picked up. The Wouicn's 0i3tufik
tyliminitiee matte attempts to reach. guts tit-a younger age, to git e them the hind
/of early training -they mould need t&- become top-level competttols. The great-

, cwt impetus to the rem ointion iu %%omen's sports, Mittel cr, mm as tht,, intim
t tic v% omen s mitts mutt mem_ N% lie h made both sexes au are of the latige inequities
in et ere area of work anti made it easier for u omen to tILutantl attcs
to the ntone3 the training awl the facilities at nilable to the other sex,

,N, the Inequities beLattaL on% loos. and therefore haulm able, a feet %%omen began
to do fennetiong about them. III 1969, 1'h3Ilis Graltr, a high school tennis player,
t-ballen_cd to toittig in Net% lurk State that prohibited girls from competing 1l11
11:1S' te.tms --aml \ -o York butte lied its successful experiennit in cued teams.
In 1.,,year out 3Iarta Pepe, N% ith the a.ssistanee of tilt. National .urgpitihation
for Women ,, tiled suit for tight to compete on her Little:Leagtw team
In Nem% .Jetse; That name 3 i.tr, the Indiana Supreme Cotirt ruled that
she thalami State How satutil Asorciation could not keep girls Enloe competing
%%till Nuys in interst 10)11-tontnet spoils , Barbara Intim mm as app hated
Mixing Itinitititorter of Comte. that, (lie first 11 ()man e% er hulthsuch a posi-
tin. and etids in Florida tiled suit agaitist the ALVW in protest of its 1.tit on
scholarships tor %swum. In Washington, D.C., Congress passed time Etpwaiiion
Amendments Act tri 1972, %%holt contained Title IX, the clause forhidd.w, dis-
crimination tot the basis of sex in just about em ere school in the eountr3.

As tin- 11171--7-1 NtiOtt)i year enth el, girls %%ere competing on buys' teams in high
setiotils 141 °ter a dozen states alul in junior colleges nation %tide. Must wt_re com-
peting to non-contact spurts, but there u ere others tutu here scrandilimt
the AWN stile; ball. and soccer team,. r al colleges uete offer-
ing ,et.olar-Ifip, to %Nowell. And the Little League. after a series of voila ases
in «I states, officially welcomed little girls.

Women bad made arcurs for thttiseltes in traditional** wale slnts. Mary
Bacon fiat, one of the lop ten money-u Inning jockeys iu the t ohair3. Women
wer atso %Lurking oil the sidelims. out II", pompon girls. hut as niattairez o a hes
and boxing sec.aals. Rules forbidding vt oaten tit Press boAcs hail bt it d,- ..ailed
to ;to( orma.1kii sportsuliters. And a feu 1141.11-$ boiler ro011 11.1.1 slats
Ms* W ear :shorts at All Times betwase female athletic trainers m. etc helping
tom

More awl more _women are taking coaching courses in colleges tatl,,y.
a lot ttio;4 sense to girls WAS," says Shi i.y jo11111.41

athletic three-tor at I t LA, "because more of them arc getting competitite experi-
enc In tIlf. younger grades."

It u: oil to be that she only reeognitioh omen receited for their atitleth Inter-
141s, %4.1, haft' fol.* adull,, in on Ladles' Day at the ball park. Now that Ladies'
I'43 is illegal It dis,11111inate, against wen -more meaningful au deli, .1 re being
g sports. Spurts lailitittets are being held specificall3 it, honor
of female allitets. In t mmo Nets Ja rsey high schools, girls sore nominated for
the country s sLIttilat athlete riutirdthe 1ii st time any manatees e.ete ft male.
Awl Ada Steintin tr. of La Salle College in Pennsyl% Attila became th. first ft male
em or nominated fur a Rhodes Sc1n,Ltrship. Sinee Steinmetz was a aoalt I student
and partit imit,i1 in Loa marshy sports, the ..3uninittee that nominated her felt
that she did hat e the "tilialltits of manhood" Cecil Modes had n anted his
s aulars, to have. t1'.s. She didn't get the scholarship. 'flung, are good, bur not
that good. )

The feats of female athletes have begun to drat% more press t 0% erage. more
TV tone, and more and more -pet "Inas, In some cases administratorn ha, e been
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pleased Just to see-mothers and fathers turn out. Contrary to athletic lore, women /1/
bucke been able to draw paying crowds. Iowa girls' basketball is certainly the /
most famous example, but even in places where women's sports have bonibed / /
before. 'enthusiasm has been surprising. At the University of New Mexico, no / ,

more amp 50 people used to turn out for a girls' gymnastic meet, but when / '
athletic 1Iiireetor Linda Estes charged money for a meet, 250 came to see it/ ,-
Estes explanation ; I i it s a oral paying for, it must be worth seeing. r

2. V MIE OS L.%O BEIIIND'
//

I ' ,

In The Wide world of professional sport,, Where federal leg!slation had Iess
impact. the plight of female athletes is much Worse. There have been' s-oine
imilro)ements, parucularlyNin the amount and quality of TV and press coy,,nragn

for wne!' pros. But if money is the measure of an athlete, then it is car Mit
the 1_ nue(' states does not %Mile its female sportspeople half is much as cs males.

In golf, her example, where women have supposedly made great stn OS 110-he
last few years, the increases in prise money for tournaments have, een niAinly
a result of inflation, not of attempts at equality. In 1969, the meipt top money
winner (Frank Beard, $161,700) earned nearly four times as /With ,.ks the
%comet, s top money winner (Carol Mann, $49,000). In 1972, toiyfanizney winner
Kathy Whitwortn won $6.5,000 in 29 tournaments, but the same setir Jack Nick-
laus won hie tunes that much ($320,000) in only 19 tournam)Int§. 110973, the
ratio was bah at the 1969 level of nearly four to one, with iixathy Whitworth
earning $,`s2 ,z+61 to Jaek Nicklaus' $308.362.

, .r. :I
But the inequities in the socially acceptable, ladylike sportiizgolf4nd tennis

are insiganicantly compared to those.prevalent in the moretuaseutine sports of
traek and bonging. Lust a inter, a hen the International TratleAsgfelation (rr:s.)
held its meeting at the Nassau, Coliseum, the ads mentioilsal the/male runners,
but not the %%om en. lot three of the women were former Q,Iympitifts. And although
the women get the same $500 for placing first in an e):ent, the women have no
more than three events at each meet, while the men, cznupete in 12. Which is
why Wyozni;i Tyus, top female omit and money %%inner, was ranked only sixth
in earnings, behind five men. ',.. , .,

AN'teen the revolution in women's tennis began c'xplairis pro bowler Paula
speribr, "the smaller sports never kainetitcd frcfna 'it." Paula, one of The top
women on the pro bowling tour, says she sees ,nizAiftekence for women in her
sport from the way thingswere five years ago. e

one of the problems, Paula says, is that ihe men in bowling slitter frond
diserunination as well. "The sponsors put their neme3 into rich people's sporti'
like golf and tennis, even if the money doesiiVdo acf much good there. The .TV
rating in golf. for example, aren't that good,Another sport might do as well, lit

m'hey uon't try." Although ore people parOtripale in and watch bowling contestt
the people who watch golf and tennis make more money per capita than de
bowling fans. So the sponsors, lured by Oa demographics, choose these sportP,
consequently, there s it lot less money, ztrotind for all the athletes in the 'minor'
sports' or blue collar sports.

, .

For example, the top male bowlor won V46.000 hi 1971. But golfer .Tacli
Niettios won that much in three tourAaMents. What Nicklaus non in one tourna--
anent, however, probably tops what any ,ivoniali bowler wins in a year. In 1971,).
Paola Sperber won only $16,000. Last letir the fop male bonier a on $69,000: the '',

top a onian. $11.001). All-tune male nilin4 aims: -r. Dick Weber has accumulated '
s121.on0 in winnings , Dottie Icithcrgill, all-time female mom y winner, has
earned $47,900. ; f ; ,

3. GOD nnEks h'ou '
Trrr.c rX

1

The explelon in feznale partioipntibn has sent shock naves through the oldest
bastion of male stir/rein:ley-01110 e.ts. bud the tremors have begun to crack
ancient attitudes about women's plae ft lolls.

Poring the 19'20s, it seemed that nvilneronight be getting a chance at the gate
: +: sierts beeame a regular part of eneriefilunis in women's rollegeA. But it was
a fae start. ('rude. :who objected t41tAlie4ikplay of flesh) and proto-feminists
Cubit thought women were being eXplolOd for curiosity value) campaigned
against wohaen's intercollegiate athletiw. Within a few years, WOmen's teams
had been relueed to 'clubs' Wu! on rare .,ot casions played the clubs of other
,le is - -in ladylike sports. Of Course, \

li bas vilten a long lime for omen' at rilli ,Z Jo recover from this wholesale
iethe.7, obtalsge, but ut+Iliill are begitillie.4 at,,inallt1 a more important role in

I
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sports once more. What is gie ing clout to the demaods this time As a group of
federal laws that prohibit sex discrimination.

Some of these limb are ten years old, but it was 157..:s Title IX that gave the
sevulution in wunten's spurts its greatest thrust. Although the regulations that
spell out just how far Title IX will reach into athletics were released only last
June and are still nut finalized, many schoul athletic departments found it wise
to react to the mere threat of Tale IX. Faced with the pruspeet of losing all
federal ninnies beeause of their discriminatory policiesparticolarly blatant na
a tidal( bmany schools made the changes prior to the release of the regulations
and often without the tequest or knowledge of female administrator at the
school.

The Universtly of Kansas raised its women's athletic hud .tet from $iouo to
$121,000 for the current academic year. Last 3 e.tr's $0,000 budget made it neces-
sary fur &untie athletes to drive 24 hours straight to get, to truck tweet, ur, tf
they arrived early, to sleep on wrestling mats the night before competition. The
men, traveling in style at university expense, also reeeled goodies lihe bla,.crs
and suitcases.

At the Un,iversIty of Washington, women's intercollegiate athienes used to be
conducted on a dub basis. Last year the club budget was $35,h00 41 cam. DOM
student fees. This year, women's intercollegiates will take their piate alom.shie
men's, and will be supported by a budget of $200,000 as part of the dep.0 talent
of intercollegiate athletics, a previously all-male unit. In addition, tile L-nt%ersity
of Washington approved a $1.5 million expenditure to add a women's spot ts
fat ility to Cdintoaloon 1'111111mi, which is currently home for the men's teams.

At the Unlvereity of California, Berkeley, the men's budget last year was $2.1
million, $540,000 of which came from student fees. The women's budget, all of
which came from student fees. was $30,000, but that V% la 1,00040 higher than
the $5,000 they had the year before. This year the At kgAleit's allocation from
Student fees will be $127,000, and the men's $350,000.

At Michigan State University, the women's budget Jumped from $34,000 to
$84,000 beten the '72-'73 and '73-'74 academic years. Included in the nett
budget were services the men have always received. I.tuointg. medical tioeat-
merit ; a modern dressing room. Women administratens %tete also noised to the
field house which has traditionally been restricted to men.

In high schools, the changes are less dramatic, but just as real:
At Campolindo High School In Moraga, California, last year's girl,' budget was

A200: the boys, $11,000. This year the boys' budget remains about the same, lint
the girls' has been raised to $1,200. In addition. this yea.. the COaelit', ate,
for the first time, going to be paid as much as the boys' coaches.

But elsewhere the situation remains grim. We conducted an informal :utility
of colleges and high schools all over the country to see whether the money gap
is narrowing. in st hoots, boys' budgets, on the average, were file times larger
than girls% in eollegesmen used 30 times as much money. And that's only an
average. In some universities, the men's budget was 100 times as great 41S the
women's in the '73-'71 academic year. At Pensacola flight School in Florida. the
boys got $12.108 for their athletic program; the girls got nothing.

Next year may not be mut It better. Many of the athletic directors we shed
for current Midget information were reluctant to talk. Some told us their lonig,et,
weren't crimple te, perhaps bt cause of uncertainties about Title IX. Others said
the information was confidential. From those budgets we could find, the reason
for the secrecy becomes obvious.

At the University of South Alabama. men will operate on a budget of $200,01A
Women _will run their programs on $8,000.

At the university of Utah, women will have a $53,000 budget, a hefty inerease
from their $3,000 three years ago. The men's budget, however, winch hasu t
changed very much in that time. is $1.1 million.

In 1073, women received $8,000 fur their athletic program at Memphis State
l'niversity ; the men's budget was $1.5 million. This year the women n'l.ed for
$21,000, bat were told to whittle that request to $15.550, 1% of tin, melt's,

The athletic director at Daquesne University in Pittsburgh told us his bugger
was confidential. Bat another source informed tic that Duquesne rung sevon
varsity sports fur men and tier - 11+1.: past year it w as only one-7--valcity 'teams
for women.

Tucson High St hoot will spend $17,000 n Its boy ' oat 100 on its`girlt.



Shorewood School District of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, recently made the news

when It allotted t$20,090 to the buys' program and $4,000 to the girls. Despite the

uproar by local mothers, the allocations stood.
Bake sales, candy sales and cur washes are not requirements for men's teams,

but female athletes frequently use such money fund-raisers to make enough

money for their uniforms, equipment or travel. Fund- raising campaigns are not

uncommon at Patti' s UniverSides or at Big Ten Seheols, where millihus of

dollars are often spent on men's athletics. Last Seat, Arizona Stare University's

female athletes held candy sales and rallies to get tlntir national competitions.
Although they received an emergency appropriation to get them through the

season, they often had to travel to meets in their own cars, paying for their own
mileage, while the men were flown at the university's expense. The men received

$15 a day expenses, the women, $5.
"The situation is improving," says. Phyllis Boring, a language profes,,or at

Rutgers University and a member of New Jersey Women s Equiiy. Action League

(WEAL).
"But I still bear stories about schools where they run late buses for the boys

who stay late to play athletics. The girls stand In the yard and watch the boys

leave in a half-empty bus, and then they hitchhike home because they're not

allowed on the bits.
"I recently read an article about a girls basketball team that was undefeated,

but the article went on to say that they worked under a handicap: They couldn't

use the gym on Tuesdays, Wednesdays or Fridays, and only after six on Mondays
and Thursdays, when the boys were through."

At Ohio State, Nshere the men operate on a six million dollar budget, female

swimmers use the pool from 0:30 aan. to 9 a.m., and again at dinnertime, when

the men don't want it.
At Kansas Sink!, 5125 of each student's athletic fee goes toward a bond issue

on the university stadium that net women, and only some of the men, can use.
The most blatant form of discrimination lies in coaching salaries. With few

exceptions, coaches for female teams receive less money than coaches for male

teams for the same or more hours of coaching. A survey of rti Minnesota high
school districts conducted by the Minnesota Federation of Teachers discovered

that on the average girls' coaches were paid half as well as their male counter-
parts. In many schools, female phys ed teachers are asked to "volunteer" their
,coaching services while male coaches are paid for coaching the boys.

4. OUR OWN VcORST ENEMIES

At the root of the problem is an attitudeentrenched as firmly in the minds of

women as of menthat sports are more important for men than for women. The

attitude has been supported by a series of circular arguments that have allowed

men to run rings around women athletes for years. Women are poorer athletes
even if Inferior treatment has made them this wayand they don't deserve the

kind of training or equipment given men. Mullen don't draw spectatorseven
if limited media coverage has stifled interestso there's no reason to give them

publicity or to let them run expensive programs which will just lose money.

Women who play athletics. are freaksthey have to be differynt in order to

break the social taboo against women in sports.
While most young female athletes today know that these traditional attitudes

tire nonsense, many of them still feel a need to defend their positions. The stigma

takes its largest toll in high school, where athletes are often informed by their
friends that girls who play basketball don't get dates. Even those who play and

play well are prompted to make statements to the press like: "There's im way

yoil can play basketball and be feminine at the same time. I'm not going to go in

and do a ballet lay -up, but when I'm off the court, I'm not a horse either."
Defensiveness about athletics doesn't come out of the bine. "It starts in third

grade," says Joyce Wilson. a high school gymnast, "when the boys and girls'
phys ed eiassee are split up. That's when the Boys take basketball and the girls

take Amp rope . . . It's not really the girls' fault if they're not interested in

sports. It's the teachers' and.the parents' attitude toward the students that's the

problem."
There are some positive signs. Some grade schools have begun to integrate all

their physical education classes and teach boys and girls the same sports. In-
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creased TV coverage has made the female athlete more visible and more heroic.
More and more women have begun to participate actively in sports, demonstrat-
ing that there's nothing unnatural about a female athlete.

Participation figures nationwide are encouraging. According to a -survey by
the National Federation of State Digh School Associations, participation bygirl, in interscholastic sports jumped 175% between 1971 and 1973. Particiaption
by hoyg jumped only 3% in the same period. The number of girls participating
in indoor and outdoor track and field increased from 62,000 to 186,000, a 200%
Increase in It two-year perlikl. Participation in gymnastics doubled, from 17,000
to 35,000 girls; participation in girls' softball rose from 0,800 to 81,000.

nc-Pt nding to the inc eased Interest in spurts, schools began fielding more teams
for girls. The number of schools providing volleyball teams increased by 4,000
between 1:n1 and 1973. Three hundred and seventy throe schools-had softb 1
teams in 1071; 4,251, in 1973. And the number of sch iris' gym s acs
teams rose from 1,000 to 2.100.

"Girls are interested in sports," says Carol Gariuger, volley coach at a
Seattle high school. "They get a chance to excel and to get the feeling of competi-
tine. They aren't concerned about the image of a girl in sports anymore."

Even more damaging to the position of women in athletics has been the attitude
of female athletic directors themselves, who have witnessed the rapid develop-
mew-- and in their opinion, the deteriorationof men's athletics. Fearing that
high pressure competition which has led to the buying and selling of male ath-
letes, would also defile the women's programs, they have preferred to keep their
teams at a more recreational level. ,,,

At Penn State, for example, it was the women, not the men,tho presented the
greatest obstacle toward improving the level of women's sports. "The athletic
dire' tor and the dean and the president are all anxious to give 'more, tut the
women haven't asked for anything big," says 3Iary Jo Has t.rheck, recently hired
by Penn State to over women's sports. "They didn't ask for scholarships [added
this year at Penn State] and they didn't ask for uniforms ;ithese new additions
are being gently suggested to the women in charge."

Thiverbeek said she had to persuade the female athletic directors to put num-
bers* on the girls' uniforms so -they could be recognized by audiences. "Women
administrators have always fought against recognition for female athletes.
They're afraid to make the same mistakes the men have-made. But you have to
take a chance. You can't do everything on the basis ofqne mistake?'

Many of these women also believe that the girls at their schools do not war-
rtint paying audiences or even higher budgets. Despite the successes of Iowa's
girlg' basket' Al teams, other administrators have nut tried to sell their women's
toarys.to audiences; and despite the huges inequities between men's-and women's
budgets, they have not asked for equal funding. "I really don't like to say it,"
"iy' Barbara lioepner, women's athletic director at the University of California,
Berkeley, "but the girls are not good enough yet. They du nut warrant the type
of coaching that it would take to cost a million dollar*"

Nor all administrators fed this way, hovel er, and some quickly recognize the
fallacy in the girls-aren't-worth-it attitude. "Women are expected to be lousy,"
gayg Eleanor Nickerson, chairman of the girls' phys ed department at San Ramon
High School in California. "flow will they ever be able, to justify a large invest-
ment if they are not given that investment in the first placer'

The female athletes lave made it clear that they do not wish to be protected
against the evils of cot petitive athletics. "I would welcome the problems themen have compared wit the problems we have," Says softball pitcher CharlotteGraham. "T just cannot get Into feelinj. sorry for'nien. They have so many places
to govind we have none."

5. ONWARD AND 111;WAlin

R000gnizing that-many of their attempts to help women have merely backfired,
the old guard administrators and phys ed teachers have begun to give In to the
&amid: of female athletics. Thelecuncessions have mate the greatest difference
In 1..! e revolution. They mere the ones m ho changed policies about coed competi-
tion, about publicity and audiences, and about scholarships, bringing male and
female athletics closer to parity,

M.,st male administrators have not been hostile to the resolution, until they're"
asked to part with a little cash. "Finances are. the big problem," says carol
Gordcfn. president of AIAW. "Men's and women's athletics are part of a total
picture of lack of funds-fur universities and colleges. If it were a rosy financial
picture for men, there mould be no prohlentg. But they are being asked to give
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0% ta their stoney to. it program that hastit been supported in the past. And they
can't help but think that this will be detrimental to their programs."

Spurts as vs,e know it will be extinct a decade from now," sports columnist Jack
Enter line w rote in his -Valentine's Day message to female athletes. "There just
inn t no way that_ our cunitmullties can absorb the increased casts of expanding
athletic programs, e.ther in the recreational to school areas. There is no way
that a modern 0,11V,,t, t,.lii financially support a program referred to-in the pro-
posed legislation (Title IXJ. And just in ease,5Tai have any inure grandiose ideas.
there just ain't no way that expanded pi ufesslunal programs (Amid gain enough
support to be financially profitable." 1

So rather than compromise and cut their budgets, their, sprograms, and their
coaches salaries, many men would prefer that w omen tuuk their secondhand bats
and went home, Instead of standing up for what they are legally entitled to .
equal opportunity In sports. It all goes back to the notions -they have about a
woman's place in athletics. ,

The h 11 with football," writes syndicated columnist FurmaufBisher, "Give me
a good c of any day ur a woman who can make gazpacho . . . and nut be con-
cerned mut her pulled muscle or a charlie horse."

Panic in the male locker rooms centers around Title IX, which stands to cause
the Ina* changes in men:sprogratus of aux legislatiou_thuslar. t, Wag that the
Title IX regulations have produced "a crisis in intercollegiate athletics," Walter
Byers, president of the National Collegiate Athletic Aisuciation (NCAA), rallied
his member lastitntionS to support large-scale lobbying to have athletics elimi-
nated entirely from the grasp of Title IX. When this attempt (ailed, the male
athletic-organizations-got bellind-the-amendment'sponsored by-Sen. ;Tulin Tower.
R.-Tex., and aimed at exempting all revenue- producing sports from Title IN. In
June, the Tow er Amendment was defeated in conference. The regulations were
officially released for comment shortly after that, with no major concessions to
the male athletic groups. But changes can still be madethe regulations-wuu't be
official for a few monthsand rumors are 'that the NCAA hasn't given up.
, It is tempting to take -the easy way out, to say that the revolution in w omen's

,sports will nut affect male athletics, that all that is required are leelaneal
, adjustments." But it just isn't true. Enterline and Bjers are right. The spuits

, establishment as we know it is in for a profound and rapid change.
And so what? Suppose that, when the crunch comes, indiv idual athletic di-

rectors decide to take the money, nut from the marginal intramuial spurts ur
minority, enthusiasms like fencing and wrestling, but from the big time gaudy
spu.ts like football. Then, perhaps the pressure would ease un colic:hes and ad-
ministrators and l'a-y ear-old boys who are supposed to fight like gladiatois for
dear old Most Attractis e Offer C. Suppose that spectator spurts declined and
participant sports increased. It would be-almost . . . revolutionary.

But ev en if that doesn't happen, change is still inevitable and just. The
current situation, for all its improvements, r. mains intolerable. Budgets are
mill pitiful ; equipment. still inadequate, official attitudes still hostile. Women_
are not out to destroy the men's programs. They are out for an opportunity to
participate In athletes in the style to n Lich men are accustomed. The resolution
has just begun.

Jiang on. This could be fun.
Ms. Iiir.r.r.v. This article also points out that at the 'University of

Arizona last year women held candy sales and bake sales to produce
money for their educational programs.

I also think it, is important, to note that besides stressing equality
bet ween sexes we want to stress equality between sports.

I would like to give you a very brief. condeu-ed version of the
major differences between the men's and :smell's swim teams at the
UniverAty of Minnesota during the 1973-74 school years.

Now, swimming is a sport that is participated in about equally by
men and women. There are major differences in treatment between the
men's and women's intercollegiate swim teams.

Men-hale the use of a six-lane pool during prime hours, 6 days a
week. Women use a 41,Aane pool 4 days a week. On the fifth day they
mitt' use the six-lane pool 10 t ween 5:30 and 7 p.m. when the men have,
finished,

c:,
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These limitations make it-extremely difficult for women who com-
mute and/or work evenings topractice.

The men's pool is furnished with lane ropes, four -pace clocks,
nantsnecessary for backstrokersstarting blocks, and three record

oards. Women have none of this equipment which is essential for
training.

Men are each given a locker. Thirty womenthe entire team
share two loam. Men are given a practice suit and a meet suit.
Women are loaned a meet suit which must be returned at the end of the
year and must buy one or two practice suits at $12-apiece.

Men are given a "T" shirt. Women must buy their own at $2.50.
Men are- gis en a tra eel bag. Women must buy their own at a cost
between $7 and $20. Men are given $13 a day for food while traveling.
Women are given $5.

Men are guaranteed their
Ten"

paid to nationals if they place in
the top three of a "Big Ten' event. Often if they place below that,

'their way is also paid.
During the year under question a woman placed first in a "Big

Ten" event. She was given only food and hotel fund, so the women's
stiff im team sold "T" shirts to raise $150 to send her and the coach
to the national event.

Three qualified women swimmers stayed home.
Men are given awards such as leather jackets and class rings. Women

if they qualify may pay $20 tohave a team jacket.
The women's coach ni,,,paid less than the minimum wage while the

men's swimming coach receives a far more sufficient salary. Men
officials are given free parking on campus. Women officials are not:

The full text of a (MAI/hint regarding these charges was submitted
later by Ms. Kelly and follows :j

UNITED STATES NATIONAL STUDENT AssocrAnox,
OFFICE OF TUE PRESIDENT.

Washington, D.C. June 19, 197;.
HOD. JAMES O'ILUZA,
Chainnan, Subcommittee on Postsecondary .Education,
Raybu Building, Washington, D.O. -

Dear CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: Enclosed is a copy of the Title IX complaint
filed .by the University of Minnesota student government, May 10, 1971. It
contains the list of the discrepancies in facilities between the men's and
women.: swim teams, which you requested. The Information on the swim teams
Is located on Page 0. A more detailed list is located in Appendix B. The Ap-
pendices also outline In detail Om differences as to facilities, equipment, travel
benefits. coaching time, financial aid, recruiting, and s alaries bbtween
the men's and the women's teams in track. tennis and pninastics. Although
the complaint is quite detailed. I think it's single most interesting point. is
the fact (located on page 5) that the $40,500 allocated fur men's "study skills"
the. tutoring to keep male athletes academically eligible) is greater than the
total amount given to the entire women's athletic program.

The history of the complai t itself is fairly Interesting. It was filed not
only because the student govern nt by the treatment of women's
intercollegiate athletics, but Iso hoc use athletics seemed to be
overtly symbolic of the sexism which often goes unnoticed on campus. The
student government also felt that the University of Minnesota was typical
of many institutions, and as such, the complaint would be a gooktest case.

There has yet to be even an onsight investigation by OCR. However, enor-
mous publicity accompanied the filing of the complaint and, a' 4 result, the
University established a speed task force to deal with the matter. Also, the
money allocated to the women's athletic program by the Cniversity has risen
in the past -year from $27,000 to $135.000. The student government is-still

0
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tar from satisfied, how a er and have filed suit against OCR for non-enforcement.
A female golfer also filed her own Title IX complaint earlier this year.

I ani happy that this particular case caught your attention. It is all too
easy to abstract issues like Title IX and I think individual eases' like this help
to remind people of the Human element which is so often forgotten.

If you would like more informatiorra the Minnesota complaint the attorney
for the student government at the University of Minnesota is Larry Leventhal.
Ills address is 326 Midland Bank Building, Minndapolis, Minnesota, 55401.
Telephone 612-336-5747.

I would like to thank you for giving the U.S. National Student Association
the opportunity to testify on- the Title IX. regulatiOhs. This is an issue abOut
which we are deeply concerned. If We can be of any further assistance, let
us know.

For the Association,
KATHY KELLY;

President.

TITLE IX COMPLAINT FILED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA

K. It is common practice for participants in women's varsity sports to pay for
their own uniforms and travel. This is not the case for men athletes.

L. The discrimination as set forth above permeates all University sports.
ainples of such discrimination against women athletes are specified below for

swimming, track, tennis and gymnastics:
J. Swimming: There are major differences in treatment between the men's

and women's intercollegiate swim teams. Men have the use of a six-lane pool
during prime hours six days a week, women use a 4% lane pool four days a
Nv ee ; on the fifth day they may use the six-lane Pool between 5 :30-7:00 p.m.
Nvhen the men have finished. These limitations make It extremely difficult for
women who commute and/or work evenings to practice. The men's pool is fur-
nished with lane rope, four pace clocks, penants (necessary for backstrokers),
starting_ blocks, and three record boards. Women have none of this equipment
NN Weil is essential for training. Men are each given a locker, thirty women (the
enure team) share two lockers. Men are given a practice suit and a meet suit;
women are loaned a meet suit which must be returned at the end of thelyear and
must buy one of two practice suits at $12 apiece. Men are given si T-shirt;
women must buy their own at $2.50. Men are given a travel bag: women must
Pity their own at a cost between $7.00420.00. Men are given $13 a day for
tomd while traveling. women are given $5.00. Men are guaranteed their way paid
to the Nationals if they place in the top three of a Big Ten event. Often if they
place below that. their way isqllso paid. During the current year a woman placed
first in a Big Ten event ; she was given only food and hotel funds, so the
Women's Swim Team sold T-shirts to raise $450 to send her and the coach to
the national event. Three qualified women Bwimmers stayed home. Men are
given awards such as letter jackets and class rings; women if they qualify may
ray $20 to have a team jacket. The women's coach is paid less than the mini-
mum wago for coaching while the men's swimming conch receives a far' more
=4011clent 411ary. Men officials are given free parkina on campus. Women official's
arcs not. (For further detailed comparison See Appendix B.)

2. Track: Men have exclusive use of the Meld House at Cooke Hall during
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. live days a week. The women's track team utilizes the Cooke
Hail facilities during this period only with the permission of the men's track
roach. Men are given the use of sweat suits, socks, shoes, T-shirts and shorts
for practice as well as a warm-np uniform for meets. Women must furnish their
own articles of attire for practice. They are. however, given a uniform to utilize
for meets which must be returned. Track shoes, w hich can be checked out by
women for use in meets, are not for practice. ihe men's track team owns one'
.u4velin. two indoor and two outdoor shots, four discus and fivq. stopwatches. The
women's track team owns none of its own equipment. They cijn. however, check
out cortain equipment as available from the Department of Physical Education
for limited time periods. Women track parti, (pants practice tit Cooke Hall but
ioipment cheek-out is at the Norris Gymnasium. Men have d,budget for travel
to ot-of-town meet,. women have very' limited finances for

m male
purpose.

oncial aid is asailaide- for track participants who are ale but not for
-females. Outstanding male track participants are given various awards such

A
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as jackets and blankets while women are given no such awards. There is a paid
coach and two part -tune assistant coaches assigned to men's track. Wometes
track has the services of one part-tune coach for spring quarter only. (For further
comparison see Appendix C.)

3. Tennis: Men are given greater use of indoor tennis facilities than are
women tennis participants. Men are given warm-up jacket: and pants, shurts
and shirts fur practices and games and three pairs of shoes etch. 'Women receive
only windbreakers. Rackets are supplied courtesy of racket manufacturers for
men but not for women. A paid coach supervises tennis for men. There is no
paid coach for women. However, in 1013-7I $300 is being paid to the assistant
tennis coach for %%omen while the head coach engages in reaching as an overt,
activity without additional pay. (See Appendix 1)7)

4. tlythasties . Unlike the men's gymnastic team, the participants in women's
gy ranasties do not have a permanent area In which to %writ, They must set up
and take down each day all equipment. This consumes at least one-half hour
of practice- time. The men's equipment is always set up fur use. The male pal ti,
pants hive work -out uniforms pro% ided and cleaned for them together v ith
shoes, handguards and tape. Women must buy their own leotard:, fur eompeti thin.
Tape, which is essential lb gymnastics, is normally provided to both men and
vv omen, although the vv omen have had trouble getting sufficient tape this y ea r
and have often been forced to use leftovers from other teams. The nom's
Rustle team has a flour exercise mat, the women's team does not but burrows and
utilizes the men s mat when it is not otherwise in use, White nien gymnastic
competitors usually flyexpenses paidto out-of-state meets. the women must
drive to such meets since no funds are available for airline flights. Men receive
$13 per day out-of-state allowance per competitor, women receive $5 per day
out-of-state allowance per competitor. Two full scholarships are provided fur
male participants In gymnastics; no such scholarships are provided fur women.
Men get credit fur competing in varsity gymnastics; no such credit is available
Or women participants. (For further comparison, see Appendix E.)

5. Other Sports. Other sports follow a similar pattern. The sports available to
women at the University of Minnesota in addition to track, tennis. sniniming iii
gymnastics include basketball. field hockey, golf, softball and volleyball. Wont a
are not currently participating in other sports on a varsity basis.,

v. UNIVERSITY POLICIES IGNORED

A. Through their discriminatory actions, respondents have ignored their an
applicable policies. While purporting to provide equal treatment of all per -one
regardless of sex and specifically purporting to prom ide equal athIctic oupuri
ties, respondents have, in fact, as set forth above, engaged in a pattern of
discrimination applied on the basis of sex. In doing so, they are in violation of
their own University policies anti guidelines :

J. The Board cf Regents policy on human rights provides :
The Board of Regents Ins copulated itself and the University of Mianes itii

to the policy that there shall be nu discrimination in the treatment of pets, nip
because of race. creed, color, sex or national origin. This is a guiding policy ip
the admission of students in all colleges and in their academic pursuits. It is also
to be a governing principle In University -owned and ITO% ersi ty-appro ed how-ing,
in food services, student unions, extrat urricular activities, rind all other sholtra
and staff services. This policy must also be adhered to in the employment of
students either by tie U>niversnty or by outsiders through the 1;110 er,it.. and
in the employment of faculty- and civil service staff."

2., The policy statement of the Assembly- Committee on Intercollegiate Alltic,ics
was approved by the University Senate on December 10.195g. The polio state-
ment specifically provides that participation in Intercollegiate athletics shall I.
available to qualified students and that all qualified htthlvnts shall be given
every opportunity to develop their athletic aptitudes told skills. It further pro-
vides that finanual assistance and educational opportunities for surf athletics
will be available. The amiJitaddlity of this statement and policy to both nien's
athletics and womea s athletics u as affirmed III 1913 by the Assembly-Committee
on Intercollegiate .Athleties. (See Appendix F.)

3. The University of Minnesota's Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate
Athletics adopted the following ()Wein% eS of Intercollegiate Athletics fur wont( a .

1. To afford the highly skilled woman student with the opportunity to
attain the highest level of performance of which she is capable.
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2. To offer a well-rounded program of high quality in competitive sports

to inept the diverse needs of woman athletics, e.g., aquatics, gymnastics,
individual and team sports.

.3. To provide the opportunity for plirtielpants to become physically con-
ditiobed and gained for competition and to experience the value derived
from such competition.

. To provide comPetitike experiences for women with athletic prowess
(including physical education majors and other students who wish to pursue
sport as a profession).

5. To provide opportunities for pa'rticipation in highly organized contests
governed by acceptable standards and to learn to engage in and to conduct
such events-appropriately." ^`

The present programs do not meet these objectives.

ADVERSE 'EFFECTS OF UNIVERSIT1 DISCRIMINATORY ATIII.ETIe PoLLOY

A. Women students are not provided with constructive role models in areas
related to athletic achievement, thus contributing to a lack of motivation and
self-esteem.

B. Through its lack of attention to women's athletic programs, respondents
bear a major responsibility for the neglect of such programs in elementary and
secondary schools-Ihroughont Minnesota.

C. Through failure to adequately train women in areas of coaching, athletic
training and athletic management. respondents have contributed to a statewide
shortage of women available to teach, train and coach athleticsqn schools.
Institutions, community centers, church groups, and community recreational
programs.

D. Such discrimination by the University of Minnesota has created a com-
munity atmosphere wherein the press and other media direct little or no
attention to women's 'athletics.

B. The University of Minnesota, as the third largest single campus student
body in the United States, plays a pivotal rule in setting national athletic trends
and examples.

F. Tfirough its pattern of discrimination respondents fail to provide an oppor-
tunity for women students to pursue physical conditioning and training and to
ilerive the various benefits available from meaningful athletic programs.

This pattern of discrimination tends to perpetpate Various misconceptions
and stereotypes about women concerning their abilities, their physical capacities
and their aptitude&

VU. UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AS RECIPIENT OF FEDEIIAL FUNDS

Abe University of Minnesota is a reel " e eral funding in areas relating
to research, facilities, scholarship ssistanee, academic development, personnel
and general supportive services. ,Snch aid in recent years bias totaled over $50
million dollars each year.

VIII. RELIEF DEMANDED

The following appropriate relielis herein demanded :
A. Immediate cessation of all federal funding directed to the University of

Minnesota. subject to reinstatement upon :
1. The eradication of all discriminatory athletic L ietices; or
2. Substantial progress toward and a commitment to such eradication and

adoption by respondents of an affirmative action program as set out in
Section IX of this complaint.

B. barite hearings and inspection at the Twin Cities Campus of the University
of Minnesota by appointed officials of the Office of Civil Rights.

C. Availability of an official of the Office of Civil Rights or -Equal Employment
opportunities Commission fur tt least three days at the Twin Cities Campus of
the University of Minnesota, said visit to be publiciy anhonneed at least one week
in advanee, for the purpose of takin^

b
complaints and statements front individuals

,,, who allege sex discrimination in the University athletic programs.
D. Declaration that the I:ni%ersity of Alinnesota bibs limn guilty of in:lawn:I

sex diserimination.
E. Referral of the matters contained herein to the Department of Justice

fer the bringing of an appropriate civil and/or criminal at lion against these
respondents if proMpteomplIMICi. is not fortheomintr.

Such other and finZhr relief .15 Nrve the Interests of justice.
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IX. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

The Affirmative Action Program should include but not be limited to.
A. An immediate end to all sexually discriminatory rules, regulations and

practices.
B. A commitment whereby all funds directed to athletic programs by or

through the University, togethei aith ail molds derived by rev enue-produchi/2.
spurts, shall be distributed respectively to 11011 rut wow producing men's athletics
and non- revenue producing women's athieties 1114/ruination to the sex ratio of the
student body. Fur the purposes of this section, s wooled,, and coutitieti-
tional spurt which derives income w excess of its expenses shall be considered a
rev cum.:producing spurt, and a nun lei wine-fat/din mg spurt shall be one whieli
does not produce such profit. (The only current re% chile liroduciug spurts are
men's football and men's basketball.)

C. Achievement of equality of opportunity for women to participate in all
varsity athletics:

1. 011 a tenth or squad consisting of female participants %%Melt is funded
and tquipiKti on a basis of an Nal% alert percentage of inak, female student

, enrollment by total athletic budget, and for which equivalent facilities and
Coaching talent are made available.

D. Development of a meaningful program of financial assistance and scholar
ships for prospective women athletes, including the utilization of Williams
Fund money.

E. Achievement of a balanced athletic program which a ill provide stud:tills of
each sex an equal opportunity to participate.

F. Prot ision for usage of existing athletic or supportive facilities at the Uni-
ersity by w (Mien studcnh, ou a basis equivalent to usage by men students.

Staffing of -paid positions within the respective field of wunien's Athletics,
salaried at a level consistent with the principle of equal pay for equal work.

II. Provision for (Adopt lisatiay payments to Milli Waal staff members in the
wunien's athletic piograni to adjust iv' insufficient or nun existent sal:tiles ill the
past.

I. Placement in au escrow account. of all funds derived by the University of
Minnesota from ticket sales and gate admissions for any and all athletic events
with disbursement made 003 in conformity with this Affirmative Action
Program.

7. Suspension, until the abut mequirenients are met, of the collection from
women students at the University of Minnesota of that portion of student. fees
amber tuition expenses as would otherwise be dirt act' to athletic progianis

, apd /or facilities.
K. Provision fur pay went of dania-es to individual students who La\ e been

Injured through the University's di:eliminatory practices in athletics un the
basis of sex, to be accomplished through the creation of a fund for this purpose
which shall be administered and distributed by the Tvs in Cities Stutietnt

.Assemblys
Respectfully submitted,

LARRY B. LEVENTII.11,.-
Attorney for Gomplainants.
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1.11:NDIX A

UNDERGRADUATE MALE-FEMALE ENROLLMENT, DEL QUARTER, 2973

Cc liege
Men Women Total

Apiculture ,
Biological scientes
business administration
Dental hygiene

1,013
336

2,179
3

295
130
14)
163

1,308
4665

1, 326
i. 166

Education
394 1,639 i 2,533

Forestry
477 47 524

General college
I, 488 1, 017 2,505

Home economics..._.
40 it 213 7 2, 253

Liberal arts
3, 569 7, 588 16,157

Medical technology
10 219 229

Mortuary science. Ott 4 84

Nursing
20 361 381

Occupational therapy
4 58 62

Pharmacy
272 168 380

Physical therapy
.., 13 45 -58

Public health
162 91 253

Technology
3,423 239 3, 662

University college ... 157 153 310

Total
18,140 13,417 31, 557

Noto;.Percentage of women studeats. 42.52.
APPENDIX B

DIFFERENCES BETWELN `FEN'S AND WOME N'S SWIMMING TEAMS AT THE IT pe

FACILITIT.9

Men have two 6 lane pools prime hours 6 days a week, as compared to' the
women's one pool -11,2 lhnes (vide 4 days a week and on the lift), day the large pool
when the men are done. 5:304:00 pm Is hieh makes it very hard for the women'
who commute and work in the evenings. Men's pool has lane ropes, 4 pace clocks,
pennants for baekstrokers, starting blocks and 3 record boards. Womeit have
NONE of these which are essential for training. Men are each given a locker and
towel service. Women students share two lockers for the entire team, which was
thirty-this year, The pool at Norris does not have sufficient hair dryers.

UNIFORUS

Men are given two swim suits, one a prattice suit and the other a meet snit,
which they keep. The women have the use of one meet suit and return it tut" soon
as the season is over. The women usually have to buy one or two other sub-: to
wear at practice and meets. They cost .$12.00 each. Men are given a very nice
T-shirt N;hile the women buy their own for $2.50. Men are given a travel bag to
use while the women have none. They buy their own at a cost of $7.00--$20.00.
Men are usually given (leek shoes to prevent slipping on the deck as well as for
warmth while the women are given none. (This year the men did not receive
them.)
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TnAyEL BENEFITS

Men are given $13.00 a day for food nhile the nuMell are g:ten $71.00 a day.
'31(o have a mach 1.1.4zer lon4,et to sclualule oat of too Illeetzi. Mn V base their.
nay paid to National., if they place in the top 3 at Big Ten eitatuptominps. This
3 tar one mille sninam r piaLL41 seevud and :ibtAtier one placed tINtit ; both had
their ay paid to Ileat_b. Calif. for the Nationals. tine no:nan nun an event
at iris Ten and L.laced ,se.lolt1 In another, a different woman placed 7th. The
nom« n Here only allottid food and ltel :mots a bleb n ere not enough for all
tho-e r ho 0.111th d three Women stay ell Inane and the one woman and the
COW Ia raised the money to make up the ti,.'50.00 e. Men fly to pieets in
Mittip:an n bile the noun n do nut go at all- teeause of a limited budget.

A
FINANCIAL AID

3.1 a are given athletic -oltolarships. mule rumen students have none. Those
met. on tonders are also gis tit Gam, to sport., owns, women receise none.

OTHER AWARDS

tl.ttstanding intn athletes are ea htter jackets, etas, rings. etc. Women are
git Ln i,thing like this so members of this y team has e each paid only those

. eould afford to do so; 10 girls) $26.00 to have a team jacket.

co.tcnEs s..trztny

:ra,n': coach 1: paid con, -lilt rably mop.: than the nomezt s coach. (Who does
not make even a minimum wage.)

ti

OFFICIALS BENEFITS

'1":.. n1a n are gTva n $15.00 to run a znett %sidle the women are given $30.00 to
pay f, a. the saute duties. The no n's officials are s en a parking space on campus
while ['assume privilege is not awarded to woinen:s officials.

APPENDIX C

DIFILRENkrS BETWELN THE MIN'S ANL) WoNIEN's INDOon TRACI,: TEAM AT THE
or 31

FACILITIES

Men have the e:c« Moire use of the fell housv truth adjacent to Cooke Hall dur-
ing 2.30-1.30 pm, 5 day a net k. The nom«. it has e ito ext lusively scheduled track
tine but the men*, (each, has consented to letting the women's track team use
Ahe track between 2:30 and 4:30 pal same as the men.

UNIFORMS

Mtn are given the a se of sneatsitit. socks, shoes, t-shirtsozal shorts fur prac-
TI..y are git it a special ilarin-up for meets. All of these articles

of elcthing are to lie returned. Women taut furnish their onn snentsuits, socks
shoe:, and shorts and shirts fur practice. They are given a Ntecial wino/rat
tshi.rts, shirt and is arm up) for meets. This uniform must be returned. They can
check out track shoes for competition only. These eau he tIorn only fur meets,
not for practice.

EQUIFMENT

The men's intercollegiate team own: 1 ins din, 2 ii door and 2 outdoor shots,
us am: 5 stop natelies. The notion Ins a none of their ono equipment.

Tin y to cheek It out from the Dept. of Physical Ed. It =the checked out
I. a- :Milted time periods. No oteruk.tht chetkoots except on is eekreinIS: The women
had pm« tit e at Cooke and the equipment checkout out. at Norris.

TRAWL BENEFITS

31« a have a large. enough budget to :,411#thile "IA of ton n meets. Women have
at x « ry rani! eel budgt t not prioil for litany tneets either home or
ont t

9ii
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eyi i ti. .tID

Athletic scholarships are mailable to men and not to wimien athletes.

OTHER ;WAEDs

liti athletes are awardedietter jackets; evomen are not.

commit:N:0

Men have a paid coach and two paid partfine assistant coaches. Women have
a part time coach for spring quarter only.

APPENDIX D

INTERCOLLEGIATE TENNIS CONIPARIS0N, 1973. 4

Items supolied by the University
of Minnescia Women Men

Equipment'
B a i t s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Yes__ .. .. - ............. _ .... Yes

Rackets. ..... .. . No Yes'
Sumo. No.. 7 No

Clothes
Outer _ Windbreakers Wa mup jackets and pants

Inner_ Shorts and shirts for practices and
games.

Shoes .... _. No. ...,...W _ .............. _ , 3 pairs per player.
...

.
Facilities:

,

Indoor'
Fell
Winter . . ,..
Spring . .1 . .

0.itdoor. Spring.,

8-10a m., Mr , 9-11 a.m. Th (6 hi) 3-5 p m.,61TWThF(10 hr).
_ Same- 6 hr . . _ _ Same-10 hr,

- 1 3 p.m.. MWF. 4-6 p m., TN (10 hi) _. 3-5 p.m.. 'Mr. 2-4 p.m., Tlh (10 bi).
. 24 p m.. Mi. 3-5 p.m , TM (10 i.): 3-5 p m , M-F (10 hr); Bierman

4th Street courts.] courts?

Coacks salaries =(s). . _ $3.000.

I Rickets are supplied notate:yet racket manufaclur ers (Wilson and Davis).

a Thecondiltansot the rouns vale considerably the 4Ih Street courts are in need of resurfacing

3 to 1973-74 $300 was paid to the assistant coach in the spring.The head coach roaches on an overload basis.

WOMEN'S 0y3LN:AsT10 TE.t3t
Unif4rms end equipment

1. Women had to buy their own leotards for competition because the, Univer
sit y didn't have enough for a team.

The men have workout uniforms provided and cleaned for them.
3. Men have shoes, hand guards and tapes provided for them. Women had a lot

of trouble getting mamma tape. this year. Tape is essential in gymnastlett Often
they had to 11Q theIPft(1% eni from other teams and it wasn't the right kind.

. Men have a floor exercise matwomen can use only when the men aren't
using it.

5. Women need tape player for routines.

Fewilittes
1. Women don t have a permanent area to work in. They mast set- up and take

down an the equipment ee cry day, et hieli takes at least t, hour of practice time
Men's equipment is always set up for use.

2. Warners base no open workout lime. Men mit workout in their area when-
ever It k available without classes and on weekends.

3. \olum have Lim utlicient training facilities for athletic injuries. One part
time women trainer for all the women's teams. Men get use of all the training
facilities at Merman. Whirlpools, etc. and the %%omen sire scheduled around the
men's teams.
-Transwtation

1. Wianon travel by I niversity car. A Unisersity employee insist drive and
only two women on the team were employed by the Unieersity. Every away meet
they had to always drive then coMpete

2. There is a- $13/day amt of state :Mountie° per male competitor. We had .$5,/
day for our regional meet in Missouri.

7.1 -O7 7 71 7

9 t;
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:3. Men fly to Chleagonital indlatia, ck., but women Lad to drive to Springfield,
Missourierammed into-two cars,
RecruNing - ..

1. 'Women have no funds fop recruitingmen send out hundicds of laters, etc.
to local talent.

2. Men have two full scolarshipsomen have none.
3. Men get credit for competing-1 credit freshinav ear , 1 credit varsity.

PublicityVery psychologically damaging tothc team
1. Women not Included in "Sports Shorts".

- 2. No advance publicity or results.
3. State results (took 2nd in state) not published until we had left fur regionals.
:I. Articles always smaller than men'sno pictures.
G. The women's athletic budget tor 1973-74 was originally. set at $27,9s. The

,, donation of the proceeds of a professional athletic contest raised the budget to
31.970. The total budget for all men's sports is $2,253,470, of which $1,426,370 is

. spo ts. -
II .;\eteti to football and basketball, and $62(000 is directed toward nun-revenue

If. The men's athletic budget includes $40,500 for "stud'y skills." This category
closers the tutoring of athletes so that they will stay academically eligible. The
vxpendib.re for this I urpuse is greater than the total amount of finances directed
to all ssolife athletic programs fur all purposes. NO expenditures are provided
for woen's 'study skills" or tutoring.

I. The actuatsexpenditures for various classifications of women's-and men's
intercollegiate atKetics for 197273 are printed below. Daring this period ex-
penditures relating t4) women's athletic constituted less than 1% of the funds
directed to men's athletics.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Expenditures by class

Men's
actual,

1972-73

Women's
actual.

1972-73

Salaries and wages
_Team travel ....._ ................. _ .._ ._ .

$741, 405
244, 764

55,90
10, 000.

.50
00

Stall benefits.. . 91,621
Student aid (Williams scholarships) . 02,090
Student aid (other) . ___........ ..... .................. . ... . . .._.. _. 308, 566
Public relations and recruiting . , II 118,941
Buildings and fields - 146, 262
Other expenses (laundry, team equipment and supplies, medical expenses, insurance,

etc.) 475, 679

Total 2, 209, 328 15, 90 .50

J. No budget for administration had been pros ided for women athletics through
1972-73. Currently, there is a two-thirds-time secretary assigned to the women's
athletic program. This lack of adminlstratise resources severely affects coordi-
nation and planning. The men's athletic department has a paid administrative
staff.

AvEsnix F

PULL'S ON INTF.RcOLLEcIATE ATHLETICS AS APPROVED DI TUE 1: NIS ERSITY SENATE,
ON DECEMBER 10, 1959

"Long experience at the University of Minnesota lias amply demonstrated that
Intercollegiate athletics are a challenging and saleable part of the total enter-
prise of the Lain ersity. Through the years intercollegiate athletics have pros idea
thousands of young men opportunities to develop their physical skills, to experi-
ence the values of dedication to a purpose, of perserverance and of team effort.
for the attainment of a common goal. Participation in intercollegiate athletics
has enriched the educational experience and the later lives of these men.

In 4 larger sphere. intercor^glate athletics_ have served as a focal point and
desirable bond of common Interest II UllitIg students, faculty, xilumui, and.frientis
of the University, and the citizeconsfflency of the institution.

Deeply_senscions of these tangible -values, -the University will continue its
policy of a hole- hearted support of a program of intercollegiate athletics, which,
through excellence In all phases, will maintain the high standards which Minne-
sota tennis have reached In the Past.
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The University welcomes opportunities for cooperation with other educational
institutions and high schools in the development of-sound programs of sports for
the young people of this state. -

To 'integrate the role of intercollegiate athletics with other activities and pur-
poses of the Universjty and of Its studentody, the University desires to maintain
a strong and successful Program of intercollegiate athletics in accord with these
principles: ,

1. Qualified students are.iencouraged to participhte in the program of inter-
collegiate athletics.

2. To protect the collegiate character of athletic activities, participation in in-
tercollegiate athletics is restricted us regularly enrolled, bona-fide students whp
meet theprescribed standards of admisslon to and continuation in established cur-
ricula and who are pursuing m regtilar academic program of study. In keePing
with this concept,.the academic work o the student takes precedence over ath-
letic activity.

3. Within the framework of their acad mie pbligations and over-ail educational
objectives as bona-fide students, our st, dent%athletes will be given every oppor-
tunity to develop their athletic atttitVes and,skilis and their good sportsmanship
in eompetition. under the guidance o a competent staff in the Dept. of Physical
Education and Athletics for Men, and through maintenance and improvement of
its facilities. -

4. The University will continue to provide, as athletic income and other funds
permit, and as authorized by the Big Ten Conference, financial assistance for
the education of students who can contrfinite to the success of our teams and at
the same time meet the prescribed scholastic standards.

v. Minnesota teams have always been truly representative of the,eudent body,
the University and the State of Minnesota. While the University welcomes all
qualified students who wish to avhil themselves of the educlitlonal opportunitia
offered by Minnesota, it is its policy to seek the enrollment of student-athletes pri-
marily from those areas which supply the majority of the student body.

6. In scheduling intercollegiate conipetition, the University is interested in a
reasonable. number of in-season contests, primarily with niembdrs of die Big Ten
Conference and other associations to which it belongs, or which adhere to similar
:standards of athletic conduct and policy.

The University reaffirms adherence to the principle of faculty control over
intercollegiate athletic pollcy; it will continue.to work, within the Big Ten
Conference and the National Collegiate Athletic Association, for the development
of sound rules for conduct of athletfcs which conforms to the dignity and mis-
sion of a university, «Ith the requirement that its athletic staff and its students
will adhere strictly to both the letter and the spirit of these rules to the end

.that Minnesota athletics may exemplify' the integrity of the -1Thiversity and
deserve the confidence and wholehearfed support of all concerned."

TWIN CITIES STUDENT ASSEMBLY AS THE STUDENT GOVERNMENTAL BODY OF T/IE

TWIN CITIES CAMPUS OP 'rue UNIVERSITY OE IfINNESOTA, AND ON BEHALF OF

ALL STUDENTS UPON. THE TWIIi CITIES GAMI1US OFTIIE UNIVERSITY OF MINNE-

SOTA, COMPLAINANT
V.

NE t .
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA BOARD OF REGENTS: -ELMER L. ANDERSENCHAIRMAN,

FRED A. CINA, KATHRYN VANDER Koott DAVID UTZ, LAURIE KREINICf WENDA
MOORE, L. J. LEE, LESTER A. IlAmalis N, GEORGE A. RAUENTIORST, NEIL C.
SHERIIURNE, LOANNE it. TimANF., Jolts 1 rsovE, IZEGZ:NTB, AND UNIVERSITY
OP MINNESOTA, PRESIDENT. MALCOLM MO EI; VICE. PRESIDENT FOR 'FINANCE,
PLANNING AND OPERATION§ JAMES F. BRINICERHOFF: VICE PRESIDENT FOR STU-

DENT AFFAIRS PAUL IL CASHMAN ; :VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION
STANI.F.Y B. KEGLER; ACTING VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADE/IIC ADMINISTRATION

liAnor.nCtinsu; Vice; PRESIDENT FOR STATE AND FEDEXACBEtATIONS STANLEY J.
WEsumm; AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR PAUL GIEL, RESPONDENTS

a

JURISDICTION

A. The action herein iT brought under
1, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, p.r, 92.318, 92nd Cong., S.

653, June 23,1972, prohibIting'discrimlnation on the basis of sex. hi all federally-
, assisted education programs.'
/IP 2. The Civil Rights Act of 1902 as amended, 42 U.S.C, 2000. .
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Exerfit, v, o. rth r S 1, 11, 6 . '
signed September 2-1, 1065, amended .10, add sex

as a prohinitite ba,i-, of di.. I-Maw:Won on October Li, I90', with additional
amendments totobtr 13, 1hii7 atid Sligu,t S, Inti9 prohibiting discrimination in
employment, hiring. ::alaties, etc. ton the kills of sex and, or oilier prohibited;
criteria in government einplo went and 1.3 government coutrifctors and' 1411nutrIttors. .

1. The fifth Amendment 1.3 flu! United State:, Con.:41.18tinn,gustranteenig due. , .prowess'of the laws. a
5. The Faurtet nth Alinnulment to the United States Constitutbargnaranteeing

111114due process and stual, pro a of the laws. ..
I; 1:: r.S.C. 19S?:t pr4idifig t. :::lit fierM,11.4 Miller odor . . . custom, or IN:Igl.:.. of any state or territer ... mho- depcie another of cis A rights shall be liable

In the party injured." .
-It. Enforcement Respuirdbili0 . The Office of Mil Rights of Hle"Department

of Health, Education and Welfan; has enforcement responsibility relative tothe above. .
H. tART.I ES

A. Compkinant
The 'twin Cities Student Assembly. .t

lump: the complaint be.rein on its own
,belialf as t he student ginernmntal body/. of the TSilli Cities Campus of the
University of Minnesota and Oil bidbellf tot alrstudents upon said campus. The
Twin CitbS Student Assembly Constitutes the representative student govern-ment for the Twin Cities Cannnel Of the University. of Minnesota. Said Twin
Cities. *daif Assembly serves as the gm eriuuental arm of the student body, as' well as the student niemibership upon the.University Senate and has succeeded
to those functions previously engaged in on behalf of the student body by the
Minnesota Student Association. The Tuin Cities Student Assembly is recognized
by the University of Minnesoota Board of Regents as the student governmental
body. .

Kathy belly is a former student body l'resident of the Twin Cities Campus
of the University of :Minnesota f ['rest lent' if the Minnesota Student Association
19731-7, She Is a woman student at the T'niversity of Mihnesota and is per-
sonally adversely affected by the diseriminatory practices on the basis of sex
Iry the. University of .Minnesota relative to athletics.

The current full-time student enrollment at the Universit of Minnesota is
approxiinately -10.000. each of %%limn is a 'Readier of the student governmental
system of the University of Minnesota by clam; of feepaying status. Women
constitute 12.52% of the undergriatuate :Indent body. (See Appendix A forbicalalown of enrollment,)

kexpondentx
.,Responnems uri!,. the u niversity of Minnesota as an institntion and efich of

!het regents thereof named in their inolividual capacities. Saul regents tinder
authority specified by the Constitution tof the_State of Minnesota constitute the
go:venting body of the University tj1 Minnesota and are ultimately responsibleritr the discrialinator'y practices and.maissiors set. forth herein. The University
of lfinnesima as a public insiltution of higher education is specifically included
in and not excinpt from til' operation of the authority cited' in Section I above.
AdditionaI respondent..are the President and Vice Presidents and the athletic
director of the VtliVeplity of Nfinfiesot a.

TH. PATH: 10M OF DISC:110115iT4oN

A large scale pattern of invidious discrimination exists against women 'stn-
dents at the University of Minnesota throughout the Litiversitys various ath-
letic prograins. Such discrimination permeates the allotments of funding. equip-
ment,' facilities, space, time, recruitment, scholarships, financial aid, and staff
for tint respective male and female athletic programs,

This pattern of sex,iliscriminatlon existing in athletics is pt4 of an overall
paftern of discrimination against 01hell at the Cols ersity of 3 nnesota. Exam-
ples of this overall paltinn of discrimination' can be found in the-eomPiedtionof salarkes old promotional limitation of %%omen faculty menibers,
and the composition and ',diaries %%Rhin the University of Minnesota CivilService.

According to a secent study, %%omen made tip only 5.5%. of the faculty twain=
co-educationaf'efasses nithin the College of Liberal Arts, the only College in
whielt women are represcute,d to any, great extent other Ruin in traditional ,,.,
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women's Ile Ids". Lt.. Nut -mg, Home 1:a taitanity, III:, was less tliait one-third
the-national pert thtage 4.1 5.441444.ii earniag P1..1).'s in the S.trious disciplines of
the College of Liberal Arts from 19(0 to 1970.

As iiihd,le statist ks show that on the atetago, the I nisersit15 of Minnesota
pays women suslaahtially less_ thao 111011 liohlItig; the sante .14.01e1111t: positions.
Fat ally app.olutinents tor Oftota r 197,2 thrtaigo May 1973 its listed on the
Regents' dockets ineitittled:
Male _____ 9 inofes-,or., 15 asses late profe,,sors, 32 "other"

appointments.
Female I professor, 1 ar,sociate professor, 3 "other"

al imolai 'amts.
st ellip1(43 et's SS perient of 111111e. 0.111 more than $1,000 per

month, 3 percent of females earn more than
$1,000 per 111011(11, 10 Percent of females earn
less than :-.4-100 per month, 2 percent of males
earn less 110111 $00 per monthn-gotal civil
service employees: 60 percent female, 31 per-

: cent male.

IV. SPECIFIC DISCItIMI.N,61oN .tG.tINST uNit-,N Arithurics

Aniletit prm ti. a and 1r41111114i.; fat &hoes for tt omen at the Unit erstly of
11anua...la are 114,14144404,de 111 :44.14e, 444011111111/1a ..1141 4111.11413. 1.1111111e4,4 11.3.,11.11.41e

veilie114 hours and fur short periods. Examples:,
to both men and tyaMit nit Letiiii fitly atallable to tt taiwit only 1114..111-

1..11ierman .1thletit Ile hl I3uilduig..Ulmouali Mr.; of the cost of the Bierman
i. ben,,; Paid for ley student lets ithstate the 'net that a .I173.titildelit

Life Studies 1%41 10:1..id that 7 ot ilte I. iinersit3 students were opposed to
the inandatory fee rue this ,plliPosi 4, 54/111(11, fat Ilit. 11144St ht I1 hake tniuitual
ii.e of the !alibiing am! sin I, use,. Is (initiated to the 1,iiiiiasititil It t 011111.0ms
1.044111, a 1141:444.1'.414111 :11141 .1 :3114,111 14441...r Loom. the inib lot her totaliatur uonieli is
desiAm-d prim:trill, to sei i Re outdoor acto,Bies 411i41 i, grossly/ inadequate. 130th
of the sainnts are reset. 111 fur males wily: Alen iaitliletes; staff and
otrit1:11:7 has e toial of eight stint tate lol.er rooms iii the Bag !nun Building
1% Idle women athletes and staff share one 5ery small locl;:tr room.

2. looker Facilities. The flotillas of letler facilities or men students at
Cooke Hall and the Bierman Building hltal 3,070, w Idle the total number of
lotk,,rs for women is only 501. Thus, liae re/1113 14% of the locker 'facilir
ties at these locations. wontelt sziln 1rel io general arc eansiderably
snutner (lion the lol-ker facilities atonable far men. .

11. 'Inert, is no II oftuual assistance program to aid woolen participating in
whit [IT:, it the Citi.erStly of Minnesota. Dating 1972-.73 the Williams Scholar-
ship progratn pros olet1-$,)2.090 to assist male partit 'pants in athletics. Williams
8.1iolatrships were directed exclusively to mule, in the amount of $95,000 diving
1973-71, No Williams St hula' ship moat* is direct. (I to 5'0111011. Other student
athletic awl to men in 1972 73 totaled $308,536 and iluritag 1973 71 is estimated

During neither period were any fund,. iii the form of scholarship
'made, or Miami:II assistants directed to fetaale atilt:40e piirtleipants.

('. There are no fah-time coaches assigned to tt Amu ii's athletics. All coaching
is dome by tint hing'assedalits amid part-time iti.-tructs paid on an hourly basis,
and by unpaid solunteers flan the School of FlaysivailithleatiOn. The sporadic
coaching availability together 55 1111 It limit taunt/ter of cqaelies makes a cola site
program impossible. 11y comparison, in men's sports dive are the eplivalent,
of 23.3 1'1111,4 ilni. coach tug poadtions. . -

D. 'Ile budget for trainers is disproportion:de, with \$35,000 directed to
trainers of mule athletes while only $1200 is sptad on tlqtiners assigned to
55untirp:s athletics. Three tt ell equipped training facilities are available for meth
Only one small training' facility is available for usage by woidmi..
, E. The amount of $11,200 is binlgeted for women's athletics for use in 1973 -it
meting total- expenditure:, III the 1 alegories of elm 'anent, supplies, food and

lodging, entry fees,ounifortits and trate!. Lit contras $2:',2.015 is budgeted for
!ravel alone for men'S athletics for 19734-1,

F. There is no program of naive recruiting fur athletics and no
motley. I, allowed for 211.14 retrulting. Iii contrast, a at her extensiNe recruiting
program for men's antic-Ms exists. Further, there is wily negligil.le puling illfor-

, ailation and publit113 mot ided by tlie,Vilis emit.. for woliwit's athletic; programs,

10
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%%hale it directs cousidetabie aht:utIon to the provisluas of pub lit igurmtiva
anti publicity relating to men's athletic nrograms.

KELLY. .A.1S0 Nle would like to cover a few of the a rounients about
whether ur nut athletic programs are supported by Federal funds.
t nit tk there is legal- pre mica saying that although a specific programpni not receil e. direetly Federal -funds it chnnot be 'considered in
isolation from other plogrants in a college or university «hich do.

Also congressional intent, I. belies e, was elear1 that athletics Le
int.! tided in title IX.- TI u as stated in the Higher Tlducation Amend-
meat of 1914.

There is tilso,again the precedent of title VI. 'Under title VI the
coin ts -hal e consistenth I tiled that athletics are an integral part of a
git en institution's edocational, ptogram. Representative Chisholm
made this poinytety well, that if ittliltitic programs benefit indirectly
from Fedeinl funds It hich are gis en to a college or university for

. other programs, that fret's up more money that they can hive to
athletics.

Mr. OTTAti.t. Thank you very much for your very, pertinent testi-
mony./

notice, that .1 ott discovered after you had been admitted to the
UniN ersity of Minnesota, that at the time you were admitted different
standards were used for admission of men and women to the university._

Ms. K-Enrir. That has since been changed.
\[r. O'HARA. Are; you aware of any cases in which institutions or

peeaps gi initiate schools, law schools, medical schools use different
standards today?

Ms. KELLY. I am not aware ofany specific instances although I do
n'elieve that el en though,t1i,ere may not beofIteially stated quotas there
are often unoffi,cial quotas as far as ,female enrollment.

, This pertains to law arti,1 medical schools especially but I can't think
of any specific examples.

Mr. Olf.tic.t.. 'Would you be opposed Co the use of different standards
for adniiion of men and u omen regardless of which was the pre-
ferred se'x ? .

.Nfs. ICELny. Yes. I think I would be because the fact is that most
w 01111'11 1N110 do apply for pi ofessional or graduate schools are 1101T-
qualified than men w.ho apply simply because to make it theri: they
hang always had to be better. I don't think you Ink e to lower your
:4.11'1(184d to accept NV0111011 because usually their grades are better
than the filen who apply..

Mr. O'llArt.t. Is it your understanding that the regulations as
it ten uotild prohibit the use pftinequal standards et en if they were

put.of an a ftirmati e action plug niut designed to overcome the effects
of past diserhnination?

KELLy. The \say T see the regulations they do ;How this sort of
positive steps to mac things more equitable. I agree with that.

Mr. (11 Emu. As you read it would they permit the, use of lower
standards for instance for women?

Ms. ICKt.nr. I don't think lower standards, no.
Mr. O'Ittn.. You w mild fits ur that. as part of an affirmatise action

p eogra IA? .

5. Kl..14.1i. The positive steps Iisee that are .most important are re-
cruitent, telling %Italic they are able -to come to a. law school or
medical school.
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Mr. O'HARA. Do you think the regulations and understanding of
them would be assisted if it were clearly set forth that different stand,
aids are pot acceptable based on sex, either in general or es part of an
affirmative action program?

Ms. KELLY. I personally am not in favor of different sta ndards.
Mr. O'HARA. Do you think the regulations would be clarified and

acceptance of them improved if that was spelled out?
Ms. Kutx. Perhaps: but that once again is a persbnal opinion.
Mr. Tnomrsox. Will the gentleman yield? .
Mr. -Olt:ARA. Yes. ,

Mr. Titomrsox. Thank you, because I have to go on for another
appointment. I simply want to congratulate thesd two women on their
testimony and to sa,y that I find myself in sympathy and in agreement,
particularly with respect to the admissions standards.

I do not think that they have to be different for men and women.
If they are absolutely equal then the competition is open and those
best - qualified will and should be admitted.

Mr. O'ITAnA. I certainly agree with my friend from New Jersey on
that. I 'think it might be better if tliat was spelled Out.

Mr. THOMPSON. I.(10 too.
Mr. O'HARA. I yield_ to, the gentle mn from Minnesota. .

Oun. It is good to see you, A.Is:I lly.
One of the great queStions that came up naturally when we were

Ageparing this legislation, in 1972, was the pay;the female faculty
members received, and them opportunities for advancemenz.

We look' a at the Civil Rights Act which should also prohibit dii-
crimination on the basis of sex''`; in fact that is where the real authority
conies from.

The only question that I would have is in the handling of sororities
-and fraternities in the leaislation. We may have left one type of
sorority or fraternity or they may have. The other part:is whether the
legislation should touch athletics or not, .wlieeher it was an activity
or program financed by the Federal Government.

That is one of the decisions that-we have to make here in the coin-
mittee and whether we approve of those regulations or not.

The question I would .have pertains to the regulations which in their
preliminary folio were going to require equal treatment of the sexes
SO that you could not discriminate against anyone even in contact
sports as they perinit now. It seems to me what they have virtually
said is that in many gases separate but equal is acceptable.

. You say that 'separate but equal in a best world would not be ac-
ceptable the way iiinderstand it.

M. REI.r.v. In the best world, yes. Right now I think we have the1
worst of worlds. Anything better would be acceptable temporariry..

Mr. Quin.,Do 'm feel that while evidently there is the feeling -n the
Civil Rights Act that there shoup be no difference in individuals be-
cause of race, the same thing should be true, that there should be lip
difference between individuals because of their sex? Or would you ac-
cept that.in some instances there might be?

Ms. KELLY. When women reach a certain age, IVelieve it is 12, their
muscle structure such that their physical capacity, 'their physical
strength is not as great as men in some cases, which is why most vornen
are not linebackers I think.

4
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T was unhappy 'w itlt tlic;distifiction made,abott,f contaa sports, es-
.. pecially calling baskaball a contact sport because basketball is one

sport where woinen truly excel.
.1 think separate but equal football teams would be fine. If 5-ott look

at the example of wrestling.I Jowl think people would ever have to
'worry about a TOO-potual w (moil restling a. 2.10-pouud num simply /
because in w restling pelrple are. characterized by weight-and size.

I think a lot of
restling

bruhaha is just that. What people arc worried .

abotitis coed wrestling.
Ms. Voxllo. What we are concerned about is that equal opportn7

nity be available to-women. You know, there are opportunities avail-
:able to men that are not available to women.

M. ICELLy. 'We don't even know if vast numbers of women would
like to play football or choose some other sport.

Mr. ESIr. 'Would it be your feeling that we oughl to minimize. the ,

impact of fhb revenue produced by spectator football and you are not
in any way concern d .]bout continuing on with that, revenue bak?,,

In other words, you would be willing to say that outut
and 'said we have to equliie'foothall it would I.e. 3 our positioqthat
that would be all right to do immediately irrespective, of the revenue
produced by that as a spectator sport?

Ms. KELLA. I beliefe most institutions would not have too much
trouble coping: with that simply becapse revenue sports in some in-

are
are no longerprodueing that Midi Veentte. In some eases they

are going into debt.
Escll. 'Whitt specific 'evidence do you have of that ? Do you have

specific evidence of that?
Ms. KEI.T.1%. I am sorry, alT can give 3 ou is the example of the tni-

versify of Minnesota where they were a quarter of a million dollars in
debt the year before last. If athletics is truly going to be onsidered an
educational progi am or activity they should be geared- toward the av-
erage student on campus .and not toward the super athletes although
I think it, is very necessary to reward those people and give them
scholarships, I encourage that. but too much emphasis is placed JAI /athletic's as a spectator sport rather than a true athletic prograjn or
activity:

Aft. Escit. You iloir't believe there are other secondary or tertiary
benefits from spectator sports stall ,as football in terms of the univer-
sity community?

You are suguestingthose ate minimized.
Ms. Kr,tdv:**Detinitelv; but I think the financial' situation that the /

athletic programs find 'themselves in warrants some kind of decision-,.Its to priorities.
is Vox-uo . Smaller point to consider too is that one whole sex is

being relegatedouly to the role of spectatdrs.
You have no .ehoice to be anything but a spectator in most cases if

you are a woman. I think I wouldenjoy slip:611ot sports more if I--
were.wii tell Mt women play occasionally too. .

Mr. 'Esc) r. 'Magi; you.
Mr. Qum. What information do you have on hulk iduals of both.

sexes playing'on the salute team. et (miming on the same track team, in
thin noncontrict, sports? Do you have an example of institutions where.this exists?
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gELLA-. I can't think of ,specific examples although I have read
frequently of where an outstanding woman athlete run with a male
trackfeam or swim on the male swin team simply because the women's
team is so minimal phe won't he given the kind of trainingcshe really
wants as atLathlete SO she trains with the male team because coaches
are available. .`

Li Mhinpsota most coaching is done Q11 it volunteer basis by women
from the physical eduption department. They oftentimes are not paid
for coaching.

Mr. Qum :Would-you have access to that information?
Ms. KELLi-. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. Could you provide it for-us? 4

ICELtt. Yes.
Mr. Qum. I would appreciate it.
[Ms. Kelly's information follows :]

Susie Kineade is a men's varsity {liver at UCLA, Ellen Fehlmenn and Susan
. Allen are both swimmers on the men's team at the rniversity of Virginia, and

Janie Oas participates with men's track at the University of Minnesota.

Mr. OlfwitA. The gentlewoman from NOV Ysirk.
Mrs. Cutsuoix. This morning many of the gentlemen, the coaches

who 'appeared as a panel,' constantly said that they do not'regard
athletics ask part of the educatiOnal curriculum.

I would like to say for the record that discrimination in high school
interscholastic athletics constitutes discrimination in education within
the purview of the-statute providing that "No person on the basis bf
sex be excluded from participation in, or (killed the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any educational prograg."

But what I would like to ask both of you is, What do you think of
the proposed elimination of the individual complaints?

How do you think hat will affect women ? Because I know that I
have received hundreds of complaints from women throughout this
Nation. particularly with reference to the educational institutions
where they have not had an opportunity to rise within the system.

What dp you think will happen if this individual complaint proce-
dure is dropped?

Ms. KELLY. We feel strongly about that. We feel the only way at
pattern of discrimination can be perceived is through inc ividu4
Complaints.

Of course I think you are denying an individual the right to inake
a complaint: I feel very strongly about that. I think most comillaints
that would be filed would not be class-action complaints but wou}d be
by individuals.

I think that it would be very difficult to find a pattetn of widespread
discrimination unless you go first to individual complaints.

I think that is a real fallacy on IIEW's part that individnal,com-
plaints are Somehow not important.

Mrs. CnisnoLm..Do you think that would mean students w,lio are
athletically inclined would be able to get a fair deal under the current
proposals as outlined here in the regist r .

How do you febl about that?'
Ms. liEf.pv. Are you referring to time enforcement guidelines?
Ms. VoximF. Or the program regulations?

CnisnoLm. The program regulations.

0 -
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7 Ms. Vo Num. I `giess -in some sports a w man would not be able to
get a fair deal under the guidelines, especially women's, basketball
except under the provision that a school provide equal opportu-

' nities according to the interests and abilities of both sexes.
There may be' some recourse there. We feel in many sports there

will be recourse under the guidelines.,
Mrs. CIIIAILOLM. Thank you very-niuch.
I have no further'questions:
Mr. O'HARA:With-respect to that, before I yield to the gentleman

from Alabama, and I will \cry briefly, with respect to that particular
question, as you know feats have-been expressed not by male chau-
vinists-but some women coacheS that institutions of higher education
might be able to comply with these athletic guidelines by establishing
a single team in each sport in which dick' pre\ Musty had separate men s
aild, women's teams and effectively excluding from participation most
of the women who now participate, beCause in many of those sports
men have advantage becausA of their greater size and muscular
strength, and that might end up hurting women's participation.

I would like to ask you if you interpret the ;guidelines to permit
that sort of thing. In other wort Is. could au institution that has formerly
had men and women swimming, golf and tennis teams, for example,
combine the teams in each sport and thereby comply with the
regulation?

Ms. K.E.r.rx. I am inclined to doubt that most institutions ould do
that in trying to comply with title LX. To me it would be the best
of both worlds. if individual students 'had a choice. to be on it. coed
team or one-sex team. It is up to the institution to undertake to deter-
mine what the Students want.

Mr. O'HARA. Some might say, well, we emit have it both ways. 'We
ought to have one or the other. You would not want. tb venture an
opinion whether that would be perniktted under the guidelines.

Ifs. VoNnor. I think that would be the case of not complying wall
the spikit of the law ingeneral and also the specific part about provid-
ing equal opportunities for both sexes according to their interest and
ability.

Mr. 07IIArtA. Gene Thorpe, athletic director at Southern Illinois,
University, whom you. quote in here is quoted as expressing a good .deal of concern on that very ground.

The gentleman from:Allibama.
Mr. BucirAs.tx. As Fundeistand it officially this is a joint hearing

of several subcommittees, is that not the easel
Mr. O'HAnA. No; this is a hearing of the SubCommittee on Post-

secondary Education to IiiAi the chairman has issued im itations
to members of other subconunittees.

M. .13rcuANAN. This is for clarification. In ally case I have been
in the w.orlcl a fi;w years but I don't understand very munch about it.
I have been on this emirate° even less longer and I understand el en
less about it but I am the ranking fepresentittile on the Equal gypor-
tu n it ies StibCommittee.

One flint% I do understand already is that the situation, which von
have described does ex isras discHmination in employment and in
education tc> a shocking and disturbing degree and that it is going to
take really pretty strong medicine to ever get the situation straight.
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Surely it must be an anachronism in light of the fact that 'More than
half of the population is composed of women and 40.percent of the
work force and The average situation in this country is two working
parent -families and there aro many women the h011as of households
with children to feed and clothe and with ability that-can benefit
the society.`

Since we are in a quorum call I ,Syant to let you know that I am
personally very sympathetic to your approach to this probhm. We
may have a special problem.in terms of athletics. If so, it is my pro-
found hope that the committee won't take the position which would/
interpret Away title IX, Mr. -Chairman, but that we may make some
specific legislative changes.

If title -IX does not apply to athletics then why should title VI? .
Should you say you don't have to have blacks on your football team
or your basketball team because they arp not specifically federally Ni

funded.? r
If you do take that position you will have a much worse basketball

team at thprinivereity of Alabama, for example.
I would -hope we would go into specific language. changes if we make

that kindbf exception for college athletics.
But-you have indicated even if it cost money yoli still would proceed.

The coachts indicate that if title IX shonll apply the financial in-
terest would-hurt women's athletics as well as men.

Do you have any response to that?
Ms. KErky. Most schools have not been giving very inuen money

at all to women's athletics. The figure is 2 percent of the total for
women. I don't, think you could hurt it any more than that really.

Two percent to one is ,next to nothing. Most women hold bake sales,
-candy salesrtliet sell T-shirts, they do alt kinds of things to raise
their own revenue because they are notbeing given any.

Right now it is so bad that I don't think they would be hurt any
Worse.

Ms. VoNnor. Another point is that I don't know how many schools
there are tluit make so. much revenue on their teams that they can
support a whole athletic program.

I don't think that-applies to a lot of schools. I think a lot of.schools,
very many schools support their whole athletic budgetthrough student
fees. ,

I would say, most schools support some part of -their athletic pro-
grams through student fees. If women aye,paying those fees on an
equal basis with men then they shouldpe provided with an equal
opportunity to participate.

M. BUCHANAN. One -more thing, M(Chairman, and i will -richt.
. The Chair-, if I understood correctly, said, at the outset of our-hear-

- lugs today that we had threebas:e alterliatiFes we can title. We could
say to ilkw "your guidelines are OIC:"-We could say f"You have good
.beyond the.- law'' and knock' down the guidelines or we could bring
about, a ltslative change-to make some specific exclusion if we Qom

:-?st to be in he public interest. .
.-j.lcosvonthe latter two alternatives I understand your-testimony that
you would sirs-proceed with What you have and make it a little tougher.

If von had your druthers of the latter alterhatives I assume you
wouht, have us, if we make any decision, make it a specific change of
law rather than for the committee to be in a position of taking a weak
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.
ornarrow into-pram:on of t la applitation of title I.X.Is theta correct
assmnption?

cs.Ms. ICI:tax. 1'0.
-.Mr. BUCIIANAN. Thank you.
Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
M..01fAitA. Thank you very much.

:Now in conclusion let me just explain for the benefit of those who
ate monitoring the hearing that although most of the testimony today
has been with respect to the tipplication of title IX to the field of
intercollegiate athletics, n own concerns about the title IX regulations
are not centered in the a etie area. They go to the requirements of
regulations that I thin may go beyond the law. As ono example the
regulations require a institutions:to -et up self.e) aluation programs
I ant not -awe that 1 included wIthin the prohibition against disci on-
illation baud m the law. The regulations require ail ',institutions to
set up internal grievance procedures.

I think that is a wonderful idea. If the Congress had thought of it.
I think it would hafe bepn a proper regulation. 13nt I wonder if that
is really contained within the scope of titteIX as we wrote it.

The regulations in addition require all institutions to iteeplcertain
specific kinds of recol ds for certain periods of time. I ale not sure that
that is withi if the scope of the law.

Mv major concerns are more in that area, than they are in the
110111'1.1c area although I recognize that Iery :fellow; problems are
posed by the athletic area.

I guess finally. and further to confuse 'the issue. that Verhaps this
committee might want to take two actions and that is in-the athletic
area perhaps try to legislate something that would seen, to make sense
to all concerned and may be in Whet area just simply disapproe the
rep' I a t lolls.

It may be that we will want to ghe separate but equal treatment,
to athletics and sort of separate that out, because I think that is really
attracting all the attention and it not the major problem.

Mr. liMEANAN. Mr. Chairman. may I add a footnote before yon
adjourn e That pertains to the gentleraly 's question about the g,riel-
ance procedures earlier.

You are aware that Ion still minld hale access under title VII to
EF.00 but that would not neeessarily cover stutrents.

31s. Krt.t.v. Hight.
-Mr. tritm:A. The committee will now stand in adjournment.
We mill meet again -Friday morning at 9 :30.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 pn..the vonan;ttee_Adjunrouti. to recont elle

at 9 :::0 nan.:Friday..1 une 20, 197:-/.] -
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SEX DISCRIMINATION REGULATIONS

FRIDAY; JUNE 20, 1975

[OUSE OP 1.:PIIFSENTA7I VES

S Lilco= mu; ON PosrstroN Itl ED t*CATIDN
01-"1:1 I COMM MITE OX EDUCATION .Ni) 'LABOR,

Washington.
The subcommittee met at 9.30 a.m.. pursuant to recess. in room

257, Rayburn House Office Building, lion. James U. O'll;tra kf.hair:
man of t he sid(om mit tee ) presiding,.

3feinhers present; Represent :di% es OLira, Hawkins, Andrews.
ISloniu,.?tottI.811d Buchanan.

Staff members p1esent Irani' son. staff dire, tor; 'Webster Bud],
ounst I : Elton q ts., 14:11; mid Richard .1. ;Nli,sse. assistant minority

-counsel.
O'fraRA. The subcommittee will come to"der.

Today ne ale t outinniwr our lira Cows on the 3-e:vlution submitted
to Congress for the implementation of title fX. of the Education
Amendments of 1972. whidi 1'01146 sex diskrintination in education
programs or activities supported by Fedentl funds.

A, I mentiOlwd at the outset of the,lwarings pallier this week. we
ate tot met to disocs% the -wisdom of the regulations, although I
anto ipate le take some testimon3 on this subject. We are met
to &vole Ilarthez 01 not the regulations as the3 are w ritten are rimy.
tent with the law. Ol the. should.) tt 11:ttinled to the agency
for redrafting tla are onsistv ith the law from which they
must draw their authority.,

It has been sogge:sted that the pullet deiision. or policy questions
inahed here hale ;3 mix/EL %Aux that should be ahead of the issue
of (thnical (-maul lahr ulth the law. 'Without underestimating the'
yob. quest ions nil ed, umild ha_todisaaTee uitli.that. a tialtsis.

Tlie it:nun:di, experiences this Republii uera, through during much
of the last 2 tears stemmed dire,-tit from the notion that there, can be
polie) ends whit h are so impoi tont as to justify means which go
betond the law. 'This euntt3 I beliee has handed down a ringing.
negati% e answ er to that propostion, whale:et we do in the field
of human ri_glitsArs in 811% other lit;h1 1.se must do in strict conformity
with tholaw or we will build an edifice on the sand.

Our first witness 1063 is'a distinguished member of the focult3 of
Mielligati,State riti,lersitt, the 'president of National Collegiate
.1i111eticAssociation. John Funk. -

3fr. Fuzak, we would Ite very happy to hear from you.
(97)
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STATEMENT OF JOHN A. FUZAK, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COLLE-
GLATE-ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY J.
MARSHALL, SECRETARY/TREASURER, NCAA; THOMAS C. HAN-

. SEN. ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NCAA; AND PHILIP B.
BROWN AND MICHAEL SCOTT, NCAA's WASHINGTON COUNSEL

Mr. Ft ZAK. Mt. Chairman. members of the subcommittee. I
tut "appealing in behalf of the ...WAX today, aitd accompanying
we arty next to tn.. the secretar-trea.surer of the XCAA., Stanley
Mai shall, w ho is dirt_. tor of athletics at South Dakota State rniver-
sit %.* On hi., kft is Thomas IIansen, assistant executive diri=t-..tr
of XCAA, and vii 'a.% light is Philip Brown and Michael Scott,
virttwrs in the law tit in of Cox. Langford & 13rown, who are the
Wattington volinsel for the NC.A.a. .

Wu all apptt. .ite' the .sthe in% itation to appear, and your ,,
w illitigness to lit t ii to our % iews an the guidelines as they relate to, i
title IX. ' . ,.../

A ''' `-`4 '110 li ACtill "I .. Of the sub. onlinittee already know, the NC..1..1. is,
a , ',banter% nonprofit assodat ion consisting of not over TOO 4-yea,tc
. ()lieges ati1 tali % e rsitit's located in all parts of the -United Statps.
The Nr.1...1., it, ill gt net al, de, sited to the pronloti9n of physical fitness
and re rtatiotial spin is pal ti. ipation l!y, Sttldellt in its member in-
stitutions. and is pal t it ula t 1. t out erned w itli the maintenance anth op-
ii- orlon of intercollegiate programs for student-athletes.

The inferest of the INCA.A. Int-tither institutions in IIF,W's title IX
rT.gillat ions is pl ubably all etitb w elnilown to members of this
-tilicommittee, .

I understand from our counsel that the issue here is a narrow
Inv w Lether ITEW's regulations are, or are not. consistent witli the ,
pro% iS:tilis of tilde IX. While in the last imalysis, that's a legal issue
atal I'm an edit. alor, hot an :atm rieyI haw e read both title IX and
the If EW regalationN anal if I may be permitted to say so, I find
Ili. reilible dispel it:« s hi plain Englishbetween what tale IX
loud ly says and what I-IEW says title IX says. , .4..

I.et the expitnilon that.
Title IX 1.41S:, that ho Ola -Ilan aline litnillate, on the basis of sex, in

oveiiit:hg: itri:, eau. Aloft pl ogl ant Or aeti% ity rceiling Federal linen-
i d ,t-sishoi.e. I thilil, Ist,'re .Ill cleat that intercollegiate athletics

aiiii't re ci ii,e,iii financial help from the Federal Gm eminent.
HEW hi it regulation., expands, by Ilailh4" more it seems to me

titan main strength and ti w los arthies..s. the -literal languag,e,of title
I X, to met cr not ioil,% t dm ation programs whieli receive rederaLas-__

Ali... Fait al,..ti those e.1,1it li benefit from that assistance. TIlUs. so
tbc atgoilicht go.-.. collage football receives Federal assistance
I.e. au -I . at !trot iiidire. fly, it may benefit front Rderally guaranteed
411.1, nt loans unrelated to ethleties.

t Ili % hat authority does IIEWto.ike this bootstrap argument.? Well,
toit 1,1i i s tell us that HEW keeps referring to eh 11.rights eases
%%hi. la infer that athicti. s are all 'Integra part of the educational
experit IP e. With that t on. liision, we at th NCAA !leerily agree, in
ti, t, it !, is. been one of the basic prineipli s of the XCA.Abilt that
I 't mean to ii, that Congress intend( il title IX to cm er those

i.olle:ziatt. milli t i. 1,10014ms whit It, ft example, are financed by
-4_,viiit,olonc. Tit le TX doesn't say did, nor imply it.

1 0 j
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When pressed on the issue w hether under title IX, discrimination
in a particular o.program not recei%in assistance say, all-male football,
requires termination of Federal funding of a program which
does receive Federal assistance, the college medical school, for example,
HEW incredibly refers us to,a 1069 racial discrimination case involv-
ing a countywide school system, m which a .Federal court of
appeals held that discrimination in one program in that school system
did not permit HEW to terminate assistance to the system in another
unrelated prAgrom HEW says in its explanation of the title IX
regulationshat this case stands-for the proposition that Federal funds.
may be 'terminated -under title 4X-type language if they are "infected
by a discriminatory eli irunintlitt." -Now that's a rank distortion of
vIiat the court in fact said., and X quote

We note finally that, ti purpose of the, Title VI enioff is bestletrectuated by
separate consideration of the use (it intended- use of federal fuifIls under each
grant statute. Jf the funds provided b3 the grant are administered ,ju a dis-
criminatory manner, or if they support tt program which is infdeted by a dis-
criminatory environment, then termination of such funds !s proper. But there
Rill also he cases from time to time *here a particular program, within a StAte,
within it county, within a district, even, within a school (hi short, within a
'political entity or part Meteor), is effectiVely insulated from otherwise activi-
ties. Congress did not intend that such a program suffer for the sins of others.
HEW was denied the right to condemn programsby association.

Now how, on the Basis of that kind ronbuncement, HEW'
could with integrity claim the right to dr g ant ,-;collegiate athletics
in all institutions, without regard to faciital. contexts/
into the network of Federal assistance pr grams. s beyond me. What
HEW is trying to do, clearly, is bootstra.p.the tit IX references to
separable "education programs- into a reference to an Adu mtcelfional -

stitution as a whole. We belie( e Congress knows the difierenCe between
an education program and an educational institution. Title IX refers
to the former not to the latterand as fir as we are concerned:
HEW 's regulations represent a clear distortion of the langnage-of
the statute. - `

in
has been said about the so-catled Ja%-iis amendment adopted

in 1974, yl high say,s that in writing the title IX regulations. HEW
shalt include with respect to intercollegiate athletics, reasonable pro-
visions considering the oature of particular sports. This highly am-
biguous statement is declared by HEW to be a clear indiNtion that
Cones intended that all intercollegiate athletic be covered 14
title IX regulations. In fact, howeet, w hen the Javits amendment is
placed Alongside title IX. itself. the only reasonable conclusion is that
the amendment refers only to those ( acs in 'which intercollegiate ath-
letics are so directly benefited by Federal assistance that they,must'
be said to receive sueli Federal assistance.

That the Javits amendment was not intended to sweep into title IX
all intercollegiate athletics. howe% er financed. is not a conclusion in-
vented by the NCAA fOr its Sown ends..., It is the eonelusion of a prin-
cipal :labor of title TXRepresentative Edith Green. In November
of last yearwell after adoption of the Javits amendmentRepre-
sentative Caren said the followiirg on the floor of the House:

When funds for athletic departments come out of tuition,- fees or tax dollars,
womt±n students are to have (*al opportunity u ith men. But Intercollegiate
sports financed b:. ,gato receipts, is an entirel3 different matter, and was not
'covered by Title ix. # '

1.1kJ
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We suggest diet e is serious questionmen Assuming that title IX
was intended to apply to all intercollegiate athleticsthat (lig various,
arbitrary- classifications of the iegulations can by t he u ildest stretch of
imagination be said to be consistent vv ith the law. How, for example,

. is it consistent NI itlt a statutory requirement, of no diseraninatiolt on
the basis of sex to say that NNUIlit'll inttSt, under some circumstances,
be permitted to try out for a men's team, but not men for a Is omen's
yam in the same Lirciunstance? On v. hat conceivable direct e Con-

- ss can the retr ulations base a requirement that athletic scholarships
be awari.led on .stlte taw's of the respective proportion of male and fe-
male participants in the intercollegiate progiam? Where does the law
,say quit separate locker rooms are appropiate/ or that separate (emus
aro appropriate ? Reltresentathe Patsy Minh. in the debate on title IX,
said that the law would require schools to be sex blind, and yet these
pro6sions of the title IX,regithitions are deli t.,1 alai simply sex *ed.
We thought the separate but equal concept died with Bi welt .-Board
of &Meat iop.

How does IIEW's action square yvith Representative Green's
chitracterixat ion of title IX as requiring that American women be
judged on "an equal footing, on the ba-sis of merit, as intik iduals
without the restraints, alibis, or subterfuges of a quota systemtt?

What In fact has hapi cited here is that the Congress has mitten a
law which clearly say s that in federally financed education programs,
sex is lobe a neutral -factor. What HEW has done is to convert this
requiremeilt of neutrality into ali'aflirmatile requirement of social
action, in effect requiting the aciladiug of women's atidetic scholar-
ships without regard to skill, requiring the de elopment of separate
women's teams when women do not possess the shill to make the men's
team, and making sti:e that vv hen u omen's teams are developed, they
can't be dominated by men. If Congress u ants to write or mandate
such a social action program, it can surely do so to the extent permit-
tiqrby our Constitution, budu e submit most urgently that such a pro-
(ram is not consistent with the statute now on the books.
. Finally. I ask if it is consistent with the law passed by Congress,

-and the intent of Congress, that ISEW prohntlgate re.g-ulationscalett-
latetteffectively to destroy the financial basis uponultich frost univer-
sities are able to opei aik their pi csent. intercollegiate athletic programs ,
..for men and women, that is, by the use of revenue- producing sports
to ,sustain all or 0,, very major part of intercollegiate athletic budgets.

HEW has leen absolittely ititu illing to look at the economic st rue-
ture and realities of college athletics, and has in t insisted on
treating revenue-producing sports in the wane fashion as thosefor
either men or womenwhich are not 'Incline productive. We think
thils attitude is just plain unintelligentparticularly if y on're trying
fo iin'reiise athletic opportunif ies -for women.

Why? Let's look at the HEW regulations. HEW says that what is
required in intercollegiate athletics is equality of opportunity for the
sexes, but not necessarily equal per capita expenditures for the sexes.
The problem for the athletic director, however, is that notwithstand-
ing these sweet- sounding words, HEW luts said that in assessing equal-
ity of opportunity, it is goinglo look at a laundry list of expenditure
items: expenditures for facilitijs and coaching. game and practice
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schedules, of ucadctuit hauling, tra%cl allcc :a flees. and
the like. 1

Nothuv; is said in the retrulations about any different.treatment for
,

re% entte-ptudueing spoits.
t7Thus, ptcsuwablsY, gi en equal paticipa-

toxy interest Lew wit a mess's basketball p14.5,41am'which in 197,3 coveys
atl its expenses, and field ugt am which generates
no income at all publicity', game schedules, facilities, :coaching, and
all the rest, mast be sub;tantiall) equis alent in dollars. That just
doesn't make any any more than it would make economic sense
to require equi% alent eNpenditni es on re% enue-prodinifig football and
men's fencing which' produces no income:

The net ultimate effect of the HEW' regulations are entirely pre-
dictable. It is a documented fact that interiollegiatt!athlet lc programs
are already in deep financial trouble. IV special INC:171 convention of
all its ,inember institutions= old) the second special convention in
NC_ -1. history is being held this summer to deal with the one sub-
ject of economy of updtation. If the HEW title TX regulations mean
w hat they appear to sayand beereta ) 'Weinberger and his minions
surely offer no solace ii f tliis respectthen the gross revenues from
res Wino spun yuust. be as available for women. spurts as they tire
for men's. .

This of emu -e means a diersion at most schools of revenues from
a football (ir basketball pro iatiioth.iv 1::e used to maintain that'
programto the to% ciage of c.xpenses for women's sport:, which, at
least a. far as catient indications of spectator interest arc concnned,
cannot be expected to genetate amts revenue. The ineiltiitile result is a
do w lig-m(1'111g of football and bask( tballia (wilt\ and, ultimately, loss
of spectator interest. Ama for better, or worse, it is a matter of stark
reality that most' ma jot toll,re spot ts prugtains must compete directly

ith prufasiunul spurts amyl other 'forms of entertainment for spec-
tato interest and the .111Culue produced fur the institution by that
interest.

If I FEW's object i% e is to destroy major college football and basket-
ball prugi anis, and tltcreby to destroy in many colkges the net' reve-
nues «Licit those pioirrams piuducs for the niaintenance of other men's
and women's spurts, diem the regulations are entire!) comprela nsitle.
We do not, belie% e. how e er. that such a goal was part of the mandate
given-to It PlW by the Congress in title TX.

Fur Al these iyasons, we think the Congress shoiild reject the title
TX regulations, at least insofar a. they refer to intercollegiate athlet is..
The .7\ CAA A, ill thus supports comment resolutions w hich are de-
signed to hal e this effect. because WV, belie c that the V.I:W regulations.
as now ritten are email unrealistic and are cut titerproductive.

I want to be clear, however, that we Lase take this deel,lott most,
telnUtallti. hat one loads in the pope ar prsss. the XC'AA
and its moat,' institutions have been, and are full;} committed within
the limits of all a-% ailahle resources, to pro; isle the best possible into.

collegiate athletic ugi ants IV:Tian:Me IlellaniAntted interest .of
Lout male and finale s,tutlent add( t( 6. Chats not just a pious state-

. mita: it is fully support, d in the record. Thu., for eNample, in the 7
ears front 1967 to 1971. the number of w onisql participants in NC:1A

,inember intercollegiate and <Atm animal pioginni s approximately
77, z -s
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bled, and libmbered in IV Lover 52,000. During the same -period, the
number oT NCAA members offering five or more women's intercolle
giate sports has increased fivefold. Today more than half the ,NCAX
member colleges are in that category; 7 years ago, less than 10 per-
cent could claim that prominence for their women's programs.

Let me cite 'a few examples of the opportunities available today to
women at NCAA member institutions. "Your chairman is a graduate
of the University of Michigan,And, by the way, was awarded a doctor
of laws degree at Michigan State so this next example is very special
in view of your strong rivalry with Mich' State University.

Mr: O'ILoA. Lam glad'you,got, that .

Mr:Funn. I should refer to you as octor, chairman. c.
inter-

collegiate
football and basketball oday pay for the entire

athletic program. Five ye. s ago, there were no Michigan
women's intercollegiate teams, today here are six. Exclusive of ad-
ministrative costs, $8,5,000 is curren y budget6d for the games and
travel of about 12t Tarticipants on women's teams. Tiow does- that
compare with nens' sports? Leaving aside,football and basketball,
which pay for themselves,. the ,compaKable figure for about 260 par-
ticipants in meil:'S sports ii$500,000. Some of these other men's sports
ice hockey for example, contribute significant revenues to the inter-
collegiate athletic budg t

At Wisconsin, $155. 0 is today budgeted for women; at Kansas;
$145,0001 at Arizona g ate, $230,000; at UCLA, $270,000. At my own
institution, Michigan tate, there are 10 women's intercollegiate teams
with 250 participantsiluring the last year and with an aggregate oper-
ating budget of well' over $150,000, as compared to 12 temps for

are`men. At South Dalaita StateMr. Marshall's schoolthere are 11
.. women's teams and/11 men's teams. .

These latter examples, I assure you, are taken at,random, simply to
illustrate our point: Given the recent origin of significant and reason-
ably sustained in crest by women in intercollegiate athletics, and given
the fact that th member colleges of the NCAA have responded to
that inttrest on, hell own, without either IIEW regulation or Federal
financial assistance, I don't think it is fair to say that NCA,A. member
schools have not already made a major commitment to women's inter-
collegiate sports.

I have said the `CAA favors the-Congress acting to reject the title
IX regulations. Quite frankly, that is a rather narrow position to
w Ida five are compelled, by our lawyer's explanation to 116 of the,pre-
cii-e nature''of these proceedingsthat is, you are.to determine whether
or not the hgulations are consistent' with the law, and reject then if
they are.irbt. . .

di% en total freedoin to fake a position on the merits of applying
equal sex opportunity rules to intercollegiate athletics, we would
strongly support the suggestion made by Coach Royal of the Football
Coaches Association earlier this weekthat Congress declare a mora-
torium on ail, application of title IX to intercollegiate athletic pro-
:4111114, but at the same time requiring HEW to give real study (1)
Lc, the practical impact of titleIX on these programs and (2) to the
N(J1,6tary steps which haye.been taken and are being taken by the
colleges to improve athletic opportunities for women. HEW, notwit11-
stiinding its protestations to the contrary, has never made such a

. .
, .
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studvprincipa113,, wet believe, because there 16mo one civil

riothis aim frith even the slidhtest practical experience with the ad-

nnnistratidn of- college athletic.c?s.
We belie4 shell, a study would establish twojhings: first, that the

accomplishments of the colleges to date in thls,area, and the real prom-

ise of -.further future accomplishment, Nvoug raise the most serious
question concerning the need for or desirability of Government inter-

vention and control of yet another area of private conduct and yet

another facet of University IVO.

Second, we. beliere such a seudy would also show that &lure to pro-

vide reasonable protection Ifor revenues from revenue:producing
sports. to permit those sports ito continue to be operated as in the past,

will spell disaster in this time of economic crunch to the enkre inter-

collemate program.at mod colleges-tand the opportunities for' women

student athletes, aid less than men,*wiltbe severely impaired in the

, process.
VIP N CAA dOes not now advocate,- and has never advocated, that

.revenue-producing sports'be exempted from title IX. What we.lukve
advocatedif Congress ever acts toapply title IX principles to inter-
collegiate sportsis that the gross revinues from a revenue-producing
sprotwlether it be a man's team, a women's team, or combined
teams"be permitted to apply, first, to covering the expenses of main-
taining that sport. If there is then an excess of gross revenue over
expense' in a, particular sport, as there very often is in football and
basketball,' that excessthat Hitt profit, if you willshould be used

on whatever equal opportunity basis then represents the law of the

land.
I repeat: lye have never asked HEW or the Congress to exempt

revenue-pm/clueing sports from title IX. We have. asked- only that
NCA, . members be permitted, if they individually wish, to maintain
intercollegiate programs which have proven popular and-therefore
productive of revenue. Without. a doubt, as surely as we sit here today,

HEW's title IX program is calculatedand I think by some even
intentional ly soto destroy those popular and successful college sports.

Thank you for your attention. We will be happy, any of us will be

intppy to answer questions.
,Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Dr. Funk. I appreciate very

much ytiar detailed statement and analysis of the situation from the
viewpoint of the `CAA.

I notice that your final recommendation is one in which-I am very
interested, and let me make sum I understand this first.

Let us take an institution in which the football team produces reve-
nuewell, let me ask it this wa3' when you speak of a revenue-pro-
ducing sport, dO you refer to a sport that produces some revenue,
although perhaps not enough to cover its own expenses or do you refer
only to those sports that produce revenue in excess of the expense of
maintaining that sport?

Mr. Frnit. In the sense that I have been using it, I have been using
it broadly as revenue producing, even though the total expense of that
sport mat; notbe covered.

Mr. OIT.inA. So, in other words, if, at an institution in a given year
football produced revenue in-excess of the expenses and basketball did
not, as long as admission was charged and revenue was produced, in



etuli case, they %mild both be considered' ref enue-prodwing sports,right?
Mr., FumiK. Yes, sir. That would be equally true of women's sports

if they produce revenue, ofcourse.
Mr. O'IlAn.A. Yes. Then you would suggest that the gross revenues

from a revenue-producing sport, alid let's take, for in4ance, ice hockey,that the gross revenues from that sport, e% en though, the expenses
might be fairly considerable and there might be a net loss of revenue
but the gross revenue would be available first -foi the maintenance
that ;,,-port, right?

\1r. Frnic.Yes. That is because there is a potential to,make a profit
which can be used to help support other sports. For examplei'at our
Own institution, hockey has now moved into a prdit making 'venture
which helps to support all of the otherrOgrams.

Mr. O'HARA. Because of the new arena?
Mr. TezAK. That is correct. We didn't have a large enough seat-

ing capacity previously. Only 20,0 people could gee the ice in the old
arena.

Mr. O'HARA. I hnd'been there and it was very difficult to bet a ticket,
too.

.

3fe.7c7..m. That is correct. It still is:
Mr. O'Ifmt.%. It still is.
But then, in a sense, the institution decided for itself what was a

revenue- producing 'sport by its decision as. to what it 3vould charge
admission to, right?

Mr. Frzmt. Yes' sir. ridess there was an intent at evasion through
the impOsition-of token issi on charges.

Mr. O'I-Lta.N. But if you had a sport that 'was not very popular and
you charged admission, even, so it would produce very 'little grossrevenue, I guess?

Mr. Fyn K. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'llAns. Well, frankly, I think that approach.has some merit.I would like you to explain to me what sort of situation, and this is

not in the regulations so obviously you didn't succeed in persuadingHEW it would be a rational approach consistent with the law, butwhat sort of objections did you get from them on,tltt approach?
Mr. Iuzsx. The HEW people referred to the .Tavits amendment

as clearly Mandating an inclusion and argued that the failure of the
Tower ainendinent indicated that the Congress did not wish to exemptor give any special consideration to revenue-producing sports. VFW'sposition ignores reality. In qur own institution football and contribu-
tions proxiLle percent of the total operaging budget which supportsall men's i4grams and women's programs.

Mr. O'INIA. Let me ask you this. Let me take a specific example.
When we began these hearings, we had a witness who gave us -an.example of tvhat the witness considered,to be discrimination on thebasis of sex. and I will just present it to you and ask you some ques-tions about how the approach you have suggested would affect this
particular kind of a situation.

't The witness presented to us a case in which a, Big Ten school hadboth a men's swimming team and a women's swimming team andaccording to the witness, the men had two six-lane pools during prime
hours i days tf, week to practice as compared to the women's one pool,

1.15
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%vhiell.w as four lanes wide 4 days a week and on the 3th qv they had
use of the mt:ii's Tool a ter thelnen weie done, which )(vas nt the

&ening, J :30 to 7.
Then she pointed out -differences in terms of the equipment the

lane ropes, pace clocks, equipment foir ha ck-st rokers, starting blocks,
lockcir and tow el start ice and so forth1. She went on, men are given two
swimsuits, oue, bractice suit, one meet suit, which they keep and the
women one meet suit that they return at the end of the season.

There were other differences in terms of the equipment provided. In
terms of value, the men are gi% en $13 a day for food while the women
are given $5 a day. The men have a bigger budget to scheduleout'of
tow n meets, and the men have their W ay paid to the nationals if they
place in the top three of the Big Ten championships.

This year she said one mak sin immer placed second and another
placed sixth and both had their way paid to Long Beach, Calif., for
the nationals.

One woman won an event of the Big Ten and placed second in
another and a different woman place&seventh. The women were only
allotted tood and hotel funds which were not enbugh for, all of those
who qiudified so three women stay ed. home and the one woman and
the coach had to conduct a bake sale to raise the money to make up
the $450 difference.

The men fly to their ram& in one of the neighboring Big Ten States
w bile the w °Men don't go at all because of ,171nniteil budget, you know,
that soft of thing.

Now under tour, proposed interpretation, would that sort of dif-
ferential bd possible

Mr. FuzAK. Well, first of all, the discriination is not appropiat6
entirely apart front the regulations in title IX. There are other pro-
visions both State and Federal, w hick gaud against inequality of
treatment.

.Sw homing at the tni% ersity of Minnesota is 2 years old and in
the melt', ptogrniti I a entire to say it has been going on for 30 or 40
years, may be longer, 50 y ears. As a matter of fact, the swimming pro-
gram probably w as nut a part of the athletic department operated
under the department of health, physical education, NA recreation.
I am hot that familiar with the program, so I would like Stan
Afarshall to respond to that, but there is no need for these regulations
to deal: it this problem. Such, discriminatory practices.are unjust-
ifiable and can he dealt with tinder the equal protection dative of
the 14th amendment.

Stan. would yotr ea re to respond?
Mr. MxasuALL. The NCA_ . does not support this sort of difference

between the men's and women's programs or within the programs
for men or for women. The possibility that there are these kinds of
disparities is probably \ cry real. but 110 do not in any way endorse
such discriminatory practices either inlhe men's or women's or be-
tween the two.

Mr. olr.m. Let me present`a hypothesis to you and all I know is
what the witness told me so T don't want to get into it too much;

Let's assume for instance they charged adin6,Ions to bgth women's
and teen's sin Miming meets amid that in the one case the glZss revenue
in the casco of the men were, let, us say, $10,000 4,1,1 the gross revenues
in the case of the women were $0 000.

1
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Now, if that 1} ere the case, could- you then, unde your proposal,

spend more on the tial el and equipment for the men's team, at'least
up to the extent of the $10,000 of gross rep unties than you did on
similar items for.the women which had only 'one-fifth of that revenue?

Mr. MAusumx. That is Dot the intent of our proposal. Until very
recently women leaders in the sports field opposed intercollegiate
arsitv competition. They were opposed to the intensity of Lompeti-

Hon' They mere not in Ifavor of promoting and developing varsity
collegiate competition at an intensive level for the women.

On the other hand, men's ,athletie programs have been going
on for 80 years and More, they haN e beein existence for that long, and
it seems inappropriate to expect immediate parity. It often takes time
to develop the facilities, and this is particularly true in pedals of
economiedifficulty.

guess what we are really pleading, though, is the idea that the baby
was thrown out v,ith the bath water. Ychi dial e to provide protection
for, in many of the institutions, the sports that have spectator interest,
the sporfs,that really support all of the others. That is the, asis upon
which many of our broad prograMs exist.

Mr. O'HARA. Well, I sympathize with you. and I sympathize with
.TIEW, because it is a very complicated problem. I reserve my criti-
cism Meetly for the Congress fur moving; legislatively into this thing
without - thinking through the question of how it applied to _inter-
collegiate athletics.

Of eourse. it ig not unusual that we do things that war, but clearly.
we didn't, and we failed to-give must direction to IIEW in terms of
how they were supposed to handle this.

rthink the lavits amendment of 1974 is a classic pf its kind for,
legerdemainnow you see it, now you don't seeit."We call upon them
to adopt reasonable regulations in light of the dliffereiu .n the activi-
ties involved, whatever that is, that is not much direction either.

But maybe we are goiiig to have to figure out some way that, without
unduly delaying the application of the quality standards, the Congress
can direct some attention to amplifying and clarifying the statutes.

You know, I agree with 3 on, and your counsel told you exactly right,
we are not here to amend the retrulations: We have no power to do that.
We are here to approve them or disapprove them..

But there is always open to the Congress opportunity to clarify
the legislation by further legislation. That rtntY be a course we are
going to have to Choose in this case. ,

Mr. FUZAK. I would like Mr. Marshall to comment briefly on a con-
cern that lie has.

Mr. MAustrALL. I would like to speak to a concern, not as an NCAA
officer, but as a person in charge of a division 2 program which is
fairly typicalof much of the membership of NCAA.

Our program at this point offers 11 opportunities for women and 11
for men. We do not break our funding down by sex, but at this point
it is not equal, the rationale being equal moneys are not required to op-
erate good programs in all areas.

I have a concern for the 40 percent of the total funding that I am
personally. responsible for generating through the assistance of our
staff in a variety of ways.
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The term "bake sale" was,used here. At-our university we_have tq
conduct a $1s0p00. bake sale -every year to make our program go, and

, it includes ticket sales; a blue scholarship program-in an aNunt oi$50Q

each, and a $250 - fellowship donor, Jack Bunny Club,,,,wheat program,
a 4unior Jack prouram,a perpetual scholatship program, and? now

a special program of-athletic scholarships foriwomen.
To be able to continue to operate an educationally Sinoid'program

for all 9f our students, men and Women, we need the opportunity, to
work at Providing funds beyond what our institution cart provide.

Now, to cite an we can take a football team this net fall
to the University of Nevatia. They will' give zip a $12,500 gu'apajatee.
We will be able to go, not in bleat style, but we will get there and I

home, and produce a little income. If I cannot accept that kind of Int-
vitation, not only 19r.the men's program but for the wdinen's progtitun),
that severely harms what we are able to do. r

I am told by HEW thatI cannot accept that kind of invitation un-
less I can get one fd the worn n. I think that is a discriminatory.re-
quirement that works to the, detriment of 'the total program. '.1`liat is
my concern.

We have ,a deep commitment at °in. institution, and I think most
institutions, to provide opportunities for athletic participii-.

tion. The way HEW interprets title IN. does not permit us that option.'
Mr. Fumx.-I would like-to supplement that briefly.,This business of

- the ba4 sale, you know, often the women think this is unique. Our
baseball..program, which is really one 67.our major sports is,,coached
by a former bfgyleaguer, a greattplayer,Danny Litweiler.

Each year helms put,on some kindOf affair to try to raise money to
cover travel and increase his butaget. For example, they have had a
style .tow which was put on by the girl friends of the players and the
pinyeM themselves. Both womenlind menqArticipated in it.11 Ie has
had a wine-testing.partyto raise money. He washes his own uniforms
and baseballs. He makes the sandwiches. He and'his assistant eolith
and several of the phlyers make up sandwi1hes when they are o'n the
way.

Many of our teams travel. The worneiLi'vould olljed strenuously to
the travel provisions that the mens' teams must ,comply with. as a-,
matter of fact, our hockey coach said, "'I wish I dad the w91ben's4ree-
dom in travel." 7Ia said, "I go to South. Bend, and I get $0 eliminifted'

-because I went too _far in providing meals."
But these kinds of things are not uncommon. There are necessities

. 6.r raising-mony and-various teams work atthem.
Mr. 011.mt.;Mr. Blouin, did-you have-1111y qutstions?
Mr. Buye_rx. This is probably int-re of a comment than a question. I

gather from your testimony and from that of the coaches who were
, here a couple -of clays ago that you see a direct connection between rev-

enue generation and quality of athletics.
It strikes me, thinking out loud, as being-very shallow economics if

athletics azid the quality of athletics, as yon state on page 11 Of your
testimony, is so directly tied to revenue-producing ability.

I am concerned, frankly, about the purpose of-athletics on a college

. campus--;why it is there. It is either contributing to one's educational
background or-it is nbt. I firmly believe in the value of intercollegiate

4"
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athletics. I firmly believe in the athletic expression educationally of
their place on the campus, but unless we take a broader view of what
we are doing we are really only a fueling system for professional foot-
ball and basketball.

I was not here in the past Congiess, and I am frankly, within the
confines of the way-the chairman explains our role, I inn going to have

`to go back and dig out the testithony of the committees that, handled
' title IX, and I inn going to have to goto the Congressional Record and

dio. out the debate on the ;lavas amendment ,int'both the House and
Senate and try to arrive at some consensus in my mind as to what was `
intended, not what was said months after the amendment was passed,
but what waS intended tit the time, and try-td draw my, conclusions on
that. basis.

So my comments, I guess, really have 'nothing to do with our pur- '
pose here, but I felt I hatitto say them.

Fines. I would 'like to respond to that because I think you
misunderstand what was said. We are committed, and I think' most
of our institutions are committee, to a broad program of intercol-
legiate athletics. Unfortunately, our institutions, long ago, decided not
to put appropriate funds into intercollegiate athletic programs. What
they have said to us is: "You must support the athletic program on --your own."

Now, of course,t hat leads to many problemsIt would be ideal if the
institutions said: "We' are going to undertake total support of the
athletic program, just like any other worthwhile educational en-
deavor." But They have not done So. The chances of them doing so
now are practically nil, because all of the institutions are in economic
stress. Inflation and increasing costs have far outstripped even appro-
priations in State institutions that were fairly generous.

So the chances of getting the kind of support that nu are talking
aboutto support the programthe chance is very, very limited.

T don't think we are talking about the genctal quality of the pro-
grain. I would say that one indicator. of the general quality of a
program is the breadth of that programhow many sports are there
and how many of thein appeal to different interests, both men and.
women.

But we are talking about a couple of revenue-producing sports that
in fact support allof the etst through their contributions.

Mr. BLotlix. The testimony of the coaches 2 days ago was to the
cpntra4They mentioned that the revenues generated from major
sports on the campus that they were familiar with did not go into
women's athletics programs or on their campuses, that they went into
the, minor programs, minor ongoing sports of the inen, but that the
revenues generally did not get over to-the other.

Maybe it is much broader than that. Maybe that is some rare excel)...
tion. That was Darrell Royal of Te.xlis talking. I would like to check
and'see what the typical situation was.

Mr. FLTZ.VIC. In our own institution and many others I am familiar
with, the money left after- covering thie expenses of promotinga. par-
ticular sport is used to fund minor sport programs and women's sport
programs. Some of the expenditures are excessive. That is why we are
having this national meeting, so that we can have a greater difference
appearing between expenses and income, so as to he able to support

0
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our programs. broad. a ogi anis, mol utiectir ely. The surplus goes into
a general athletic budget, aild that budget is di tided without iden-
tification of dollars among the total sOrts program.

As I say, in our case we has bad over 200; NN ell, A1-0 are right at
231) partieipiutts. We hits c had a xer3 excellent and effective program
in my view.

Now, that money twines friiin the income generated by athletics.
Consider the matter of fee allbeation. Students are admitted to ath-
letic events at a %ery. low cost. It is much lowt than that charged for
high school et ents. So that subsidy might a IsO be regarded as earned
income.

Mr. O'ffAn,%. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Brcitxs...x. Thank you. .

Mr. °nu:A. 13efore Mr. Buchanan begins. let me ask thosi:- present
in the committee room to restrain their enthusiasm a _little 'bit. ,The
tradition of the congressional hearing is tlna tic nonserations by those
present in the hearing room all e frowned ttfmn. I am not siyiag that
to chastise an came, but I ltuulcl 114ip that us hidebtanal traditionalists
caul be comfortable uP,iere:

Arr. liuchalian.
Mr. litalFINAN. 1 appreciate e the (hail's assnoiption that my (pies=

tint would generate enthusiasm.
Mr. Fuzak. r.e are con flouted 'here pai t ly' giv611 r5e ground

rule that the eh:oilman just indieateil of Loniplcte approval or dis-
approN al, tith really a ktiott3 ()bleu', and I hope 3 ou appreciate
that.

More than half of the population of this country is feifiale, about
-to percent of the AN ork foie.% All of thy statistics there are indicate
that both in education and employ whit there is ri dainath. difference
betweeiropportimities for men and for .N.% omen in our, societ3. I think
that is just a.fact that ,is virtually irrefutable. It has to be a major
problenuiwa soeiet3, here, norui has become that oTu two-mak-inn'
parent fantil.vyr in V Lich thei e ale man3 omen !wird: laiiisehobs
that hate to milt ineolue for tfiemsell es and tlwir children.

Now thieathletic thing I think is the toast of all of the considera-
tions in my own standard. lather than sonijAhing that applies across
the board in edueinion.in the tit!, Ix VC!tillIttit)11. I think it is }very'
important to :wine\ e, iskilit3 on jlte bao,i, of sex in our institutions
that istinvolved.

OIC. I wanted to establish that before I Mtiled into this -o. you
understand. I dn\ it is rather important' as to %%lid her we arc going
to give a broad interpretation or iL 1C13 nal you and ucak interpreta-
t Rut to title IZ ragulatibtis across the.board.

Now, as to ktideties. rse have heard testimony from representatives
of the American Foiftball Coaches' .Association, mho-k-_, WitIleSSH were
primarily minimised of coaches fruit Mjfif Amu:jean universities,
where, the ref enues from their folAball teams hale prole(' to be highly
profitable and definitelpa soulk o tat merino. but aside from those large
universities. bow are the other colleges and universities faring?

For example,m3- oun alma nutter has-to giie up football this war,
and those who %%anted to :We it %%NV anal med. but we couldn't aIforct
it because it uas..uostif.;g us too II)101 171011e3 . Is the norm in the coun-
try that these sports make money so Olie Sa3 MN:CHM produe-

.
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ing-oa azet basis, it is a source of income to thegudent, or is the norm
that these area- revenue losing activities?

Fr-z.tx. I would like to ask Mr. Marshall, who is director of ath-
letics and representing a division 2 school, to respond to it because I
tidal: his school fits into that picture,

Mr. MARsriAnn. In our institution we generate about .10 percent of
thd total cost of inteeollegiate athletics and intramural activities.
Football does not produce revenue in excess of the total cost if every-
thing is figured; that is, proration of salary. Basketball's revenue posi-
tion is similar. I think that is fairly typical at least of many division 2
or division 3-types of institutions.

Mr. BUCHANAN. You would say the norm is that these activities are
generating income? .

Mr. )1Allsinux. That is correct.
Mr. BucitAxAx..Then before I go further, why not make your re-

quest where income is generated rather than revenue, because you can
eharge_$$. fora ping -pone game, and say it is a revenue-producing
sport 4y- your reVenive definition. Why_ not say -wile* income is
generated?

Mr. IgAnsirAnt.. I do not believe that anyone in the NCAA. is seek-,
ing to write a provision that would allow evasion of the requirements
of title Tt, through adoption °fa nominal charge for admission.

Mr. BueilA-Iittn,,not sayiniLthat, bat I am simply saying that
you could give sucli-broad cover k under the definition of anything
that produced income, I mean that generated revenue, whetl4er it was
a losing or winning proposition.

Mr. O'HARA. Will you yield at thisToint?
Mr. ToilAN-Ax. Yes.
Mr. O'FIARA Of course, you have u. problem the other way.
.Mr. Buottx.m I don't have a way yet, l am exploring.
Mr. O'HARA. But, in answer to that question, one of the coaches

before us was from Maryland, Claiborne, and theii football pro-
gram had been highly suecessful in the 1950's in producing revenue,
and then it had fallen on evil days, and it was a loser for the athletic
department, and now I think Mr. Claiborne said last year they had
produced net revenue, and I imagine that is a cycle which you some-
times see.

'Mr. BrcirANAy. I am sure the chairman is correct. I ain not trying
to make a point, but trying to explore this problem, because I jug
want to know whether the typical situation is mak'i g. money or losing
money?

Mr. Frz:Vrc. Football programs have immense value to_ an institu-
tion. Recently we had our economy meeting in Kansas City. We .were
trying to lead up to a national approach to cutting costs. One of the
quoin college presidents said have discos urea how very important
it is to its to have an athletic program, and particularly. football, be-
cause we have to draw students and the costs are terry high, and it is
very important to us to have a football program. That is almost a
direct (pile.

So even though that football program didn't directly make money,
it indirectly produced revenue for the institution. I think that much
of this depends upon the level the sehdol 'aspires to. Tdo often a
school at a small vilege let el wants to be a national power or the
middle school wants to, be. ult.), up nu die top level and when they
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4: .
StThje to do that is lery costly. They_don't have large enough sta-
diums or do ,not, have enounit speettnor potential to fiance such an
expensive prszam.

Then, ofourse, Nvhat happens is a kind of disillusionment whit.
results iii cutting the entire athletic program or cutting out the foot-
ball program.;

136c1I.IxAx. 'Let me get back to the relative position of men
and womeibin Athletic actin ides in the colleges and universitiesin our
country. We had testimony that romen's sports do not produce the
"-4-.-,-;:s1 as a spectator sport that are found in men's revenue-producing
sports. As one who watched Chris Evert and the Jormier Miss.
Goolagofig playing tennis, is hard-Tor inc to understand that. Maybe.'
have a warped but I would rather watch them than Jimmy
Connors.

But anyway, could this fact be attributed to the substantial 4nial
of opportunity to women to participate in'atlatic programs and:could
it be reniediedl)y requiring that women tohe afforded every possibility
in be-able to participate?

. Mr. Ft:z.tic. Women's varsity athletics are not less extensive than
the programs for men because of discriminatory practices. Women-
leaders, and think I can say this laid.), did not 'Savor going into
varsity intercollegiate athletic competition. It has only been in recent
years where this has chailted And opened up. I know T can citc'yon
and illustration in our own-institution. A. Canadian Olympic gyinnast
on our campus gave a few exhilons And intertst among women
students was excellent..

We tried at that point, about 12 Yeats ago), toget.startgd in having
a woman's gym&astac team and perhaps move'into other sports. We
were strongly opposed.by women w ho had I.tadcrship positions on the
campus. They indicated they preferred not to.have competition but
rather to have what they called plaS. days. I am not saying it in a
derogatory sense, they believed intense conipetitiort was harmful and
would rather see good relationships fostered through a relaxed and

. much more easy competitive situation.
So I think, when there is an attempt to ascribe the present state of

discriminatory practices, that.is inappropriate. Again, I don't think
it is appropriate to expect women's varsity sports in it period of 5

21.ears_ or ti years to be at the same 141 and with the same facilities,
the same coaching and administration, that a program that is 80 or 85
or 90 years old has.

I think the differences relate to history and development.
Mr. Mausimr,. May I comment, on that. If my preside4 cathe in

and said, How much money will it take to put us in complete com-
pliadec with bile IX and meet the needs of all of our students, satisfy
our women coaches and those responsible for women's. programs, I
would not know how to respond to him, because there is a wide diver-
sify of opinion among leaders in the women's movement as to the
direction-of intercollegiate athletics for women.

Some want. the opportnnity to produce revenues. as you indicated,
the opportimity to recruit, 'the opportunity to be a full -time coach, the
opportunity to be able to conduct bake sales, about which I spoke, to
raise money for scholarships, and the opportunity to be fired and hired
Qil the same basis as men.

1
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is Iit art sa3 kla t a alit Something' different:0d unique. We

wait It otople,n13 tti ithin the eduLationatilinnew ork and treated the
-ante a ea, a-13 thing t 1- Itt edit. at i011, ith tenure, proteveiun against
Jtt ;11;2' final, and 1,...,1 ha. 'mg to go out nod ,,,,uvrate income and those
knot-. of thing...

hz all sin, it1 11:6()Otal to WIWI It triVell that (ItteA1011
At time. I think it ;, isite and another reason why' we need
ro bate an infpa&t study and we nevd to determine exactly where it is
-it, %%ma t hest good et omen's p1ugratms to gu, v here they w ant to be in

ear -, teats, dud to ass,ist them in gating to that point. I endorse
that .ronq aletely.

Mr. Mt\ AN. One more moment. Mr. Chairthan. We had tes
loamy earlier front th. National Students Assoeiation. which was to
th. tr. t that du (lila h.:, pOltion of the athletics in the t3
at oai -would hi ahikit pet Of the total collegiate athletic laidg t
I hat.' her, publi, ation showing the tektite percentages for men
'Ind Al omen in various particular institutions.

Tbe black lint there. is that for men and the red line is that for
Winccu in this. ha t, anal tlu T gathei, y ou are not challenging the fact.
that thew !nisi as to why a good deal li1016 is spent for men
than 1 tit e.`rnipl sa3ing this is primarily the case because this
has not beet. i goal of women before, and du I gather that is your
t ;,-t ally,!

Mr;Ft-.4.tk. That is, part of the answer,"but not all. Stan)?
, Mr. Marisinti.L. I V, Mild a h Illcnre the :_t percent ligard. I w ouliT1 sug-
g..4 an old figine. I ant nut, however, prepared.to give a new
tigttry. -u I stanel 41 'Aiwa a better solution to it. I \voida
:1.1', ati; at this, I foitarittl ink there is mine money spent on, men's pro-
grams:than t hem is on Women's.

NI") F4-z tK. ilitikateti hi my comments, if you eliminated foot-
!, ant bask.. tball, 3 on tt ould find inuoliTZ.ss disparity between what

'Iae r:,tell,uu t IL& 'And %%Milt:WS programs. For 111$0.11c'e, a rai-
1 t w prognini at the University of 'Michigan has a differential

.-0,o, tit! a, .0wpm:A to f4,;00.000. That is more representative of the
-inert disparities. The University of Michigan is just getting.into

sports. 01,4r own Michigan State program would be more
t %-!pia ii. Our`tigur= are $4,,,,s,uou as compared Co $130,000. So that is
Oa kind of .1,101..111-on thei u is if 3 on eliminate football and basket-
). iii Mrs.' figura s only the operational budget and include nei-
ttr ,ohninistratiic c.ists inn any assignment of cost figures to the

facilities.
Paralivsax. If . on eliminate football and basketball, vt ould

u riot! a ranighlvalual situation to be there ?
Mr. Ifaxsi.x. (.culd I rtspwitl with ham otation on one program at

Ow `niver.aty of Washington, of which I am a graduate? This com-
ing 3,1r ''S:10n,olin i budgeted for the, \lumen's swimming program

ia,.3110,otio for the men's plogiant. This is a nationally prominent
/wog-tat i with a total budget of $2.9 million. It i& the disparity in
lat.-lb:ill and bin-h, Ila..11 that takes the picture out of all possible equal-
ity; Thi it is no conceivable t1 a3 it can be equal in those two sports,
bait you can sea in a growing women's program at the University of
Wi.-Iiington t h): budgets are very much comparable.
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I might add. unfortunate13, that when the State attoKney general
heard of the title IX regulations he immediately advised the'Thi-'
versity 91 Ilraiington to cancel all grants-in-aid to all malt, athletes
except in football and ,bagketball. The university did so. The swim-
ming team, for instance, would have been third in the NCAJ cham-
pionships but finished sixth after hearing this bad news. The Uni-
ersity of Washington is no longer getting aid to male athletes except

forfootball and basketball.
Mr. BuctrANAN. I wonder about my last question. If you excluded

foOtball and basketball, what then?
Mr. TIANst,v. YOU,MC11.11 the percentage ? We11, we are not prepared,

to give that on any national basis.
Mr. BrenANAN. No. I mean, would you find it fair that a roughly

equal amount of inovte3 be, spent on men and women if you exclude
football and basketball?

Mr. list:zAit4,I think there are questions tliat relate to that. I don't
think, you can determine fairness necessarily on the amounts of money
that are spent. For -instance, we hale three men's sports where there
is no recruiting off campus and w here there is ho athletic aid and
where we have a part-time coach. Those sports are lacrosse, soccer,
and fencing. .

Now. the (Initiall i-ons which are usually made are comparisons be-
tween football and basketball. not sports such as soccer. What I am
1.aying -is, there are great di irorence, an mug men's.sports programs and
expenditures. as great as there could be with women. So I think the
point is that ,it is inappropriate to judge fairness in terms Of, dollar
expenditures.

There are ,so many complex factors that enter into it. It depends
upon the locale a the competition. for instance. Now, in the one
instance. travel may be a major factor in terms of the costs related to
a given sport. Asa result, sometime we drop a sport.

We. at Michigan State, had boxing for many years and there Were
tw o reasons for dropping it, but one was we 'bad to go too far for
competition and it was too costly in terms of travel. If you are com-
peting;.in your immediate, locality, such.as we do in Soccerwe com-
pete with small colleges essentiall;r the transportation costs aie very
low.

Now, to judge that soccer program and the equalit3 of it on the basis
, of expenditure is inappropriate.

Mr. 0'1-TARA. Mr. Mott'.
Mi. Mom.. Thank you, Mr. Chaipnan. Before I ask my questions,

I would- like to just state that Coacl Woody ITayir,s told me at Ohio
Sulk -rniN ersity there is going to be $185.000 expended for women's
athletics next year and they have It team sports now and 8 full-
time coaches at Ohio State IThiyersity.

W4,;re the members, Mr. Fazak, the members of the panel, were mein
hers of NC.4..\. disap/minted when the President of the -United States.
bcaose lie was a former great football player at the University of

w hen title IX rules were promulgated by HEW, was there
any di4:appointment, by the members?

-Mr. Ft7-11:-..Disappointmnt with President Ford ?
..fr.:\Iorri,..,<Tacit approval of title L.
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Mr. FL-ZAK. I to ht say I can speak for my self, 3 es, there was great
disappointment. Although I think sonic of us may have expected it.

Mr. Mom,. We prefer the adage "killing the ,goose that lay& the
golden egg.- and do 3uu believe this would probably what, is
happening here with title IX as far as intercollegiate football .and
basketball ? , .

Mr. Fuzari. Certainly in major programs it could be the case. It
would have an impact, t ant quite SUM, across the board but somewhat
less impact at smaller institutions, smalle'r colleges, and perhaps less
impact in some of those schools that have aid based on need, but it
v.-ould still have an impact, because of certain requirements that.I
say are inherent in this, the checklists relate -to, expenditure items.
Every institution,large and small, would be affected by it.

Mr.11-Attsum.t.. A quick comment. At our le\ el, a diN isio 2. where
we nost raise money in the amount of about $150,000 for our grant
in aid program, it Would certainly haN e rt bad\ effect on our ability
to continue our program if we cannot generate moneys for specific
programs and cannot accept invitations where a grantee is paid 'and
so forth.

Mr. Mom,. Mr. Blonin, my Democratic colleague, stated be fore that
he listened to Darrell Royall anda think if you,relate to this question
or answer it, the Univosity of Texas is unique in their program in
that all of their funds go exclusively for male athletes. but isn't, it
the yule generally that both female as well as male athletes earn pro-
ceeds?

Mr. FCYzaic. I think it is much more coiron, but. I am_afraiq I can't
answenfor every one.

'fr.IIyx.sEx. As a model, I again cite the rni%ersity of Washington ,

and their support for both intercollegiate programs for men and
women. At this time, there is great diversity of administratiNe struc-
ture across the countrz in different types of universities and sonic
lave combined and some have separate programs. It is diflieult to
know if it goes directly, but at those schools where the programs for
men and women are combined, the re mine is used to support programs
for both men and women. .

Could,von fully explain once again your proposed com-
promise with regards to the lesser sports,'so to speak, like baseball
and track and tennis as to how the funds...Ix:1mM be shared equally in
those sports after football and basketball iief-pi (Jilts would be figured ?

I think it would be helpful for the cominittee if 3 on explained that
compromise..

Mr. FUZAIC. What we are suggesting, has been misinterpreted, we
have not asked for exemption

suggesting,
revenue- producing sports. All we

have said is that the institution ought to have time opportunity to
,apply revenue or make a deeisibn hi terms of application of revenue
to that sport and its promotion" and its del elopment before whatever
is left is used i<n other sports.

T think the remainder would be shared among all other sports, both
men and women.

You know our own institutions have requirements. It is inappropri-
ate to ikssinne that such a condition,as indicated by Darrell Ro3n11 is
likely t4, continuein terins of otr own institutional requirements
and in terms of our own institutional pressures.
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Very few presidents of bum ds of trustees or regents w mild go along
with that for a eery lung period of time as the women's varsit pro-
grams develop.

Mr. Morn,. Could you e.cplain, and I think you touched on it before,
-as to- -Bell costs Ilax e 4-,-one. up and the scholarship programs in vari-
ous unit en-hie:, and co eves has e been a ifectted. and could you expound
on,how that_happened a little bit?

Mr. Fpz.t..K. Yes. A whole variety of costs have increased, many clue
to inflationary situations and many of them due to even internal rais-
ing of costs. 'For example, salaries of coaLlies and fi;"g, benefits in re
lation to those salaries have incietiscd-tremendously. Cost of equipment
has increased. Costof maintenance. Cost of travel;

For instance, again, I can give it best by an illustration 'froth our
own institution. Our football team fleW from East Lansing or from
L'ansing to Champlain. Ill.. to play a football game, I guess that is 3
years ago now. at a, cost of $7,000 for all transportation of the team
and related personnel. Two years later, we Ntkent t own there at a cost of
$13,000. Since then. the costs of travel hat c increased much more rap-
idly than they were increasing at that time.

So a great many costs hat e continued to go up and the limits of our
income production are close iat hand. It is impossible to increase foot-
ball ticket. prices beyond a certain point without losing the balance.

Mr. Mow.. llas itcut, down appreciably on scholarships for other
Sports, too?

Mr. FuzxK. Yes it has and also on football. For example, in a rela-
tively recent cent ention of the NCAA we limited grants in aid in foot-
ball to 105. We are now limiting it or proposing to limit it at the next
co ivention. One proposal would limit it to Si) in football and another

e would limit the number of football scholarships to 90. There are
still other proposals.

Mr. Mori :b. What, about-the other lesser sports? e

Mr. FuzAK. In the other sports there arc set eral kinds of proposals
and, of course, it is impossible to know what the reaction of the con-
vention will be. There is a, proposal to limit tuition and fees grants
heal' other than football and basketball.

Mr. Morn. Basically, this is going to hurt the: minorities more be-
cause I think there is a disproportionate number of especially black
people playing football and basketball, so minorities will be hurt 'by
reduction in the number of scholarships: is that correct ?

Mr. FtizAtt.,Well,I am not sure that will be the result.
Mr. Morn,. But there is a-possibility it could happen?
,M. Fuz.tic. Yes, it is a, possibility. But I don't think it is very

likely.
Mr. Morn.. sow, you touched also before on the difference of the

motivation for male and female athletes as far as the different organi-
zations for competition and winning. Could you elucide a little more
on that, please?

Mr. Fuzx. Well, I am talking about the past, where, for example,
there was indeed active opposition to the women getting into inter-
collegiate athletic competition. That has changed, although there are
great differences among the w omen at the present time as to the extent
they wish to go in their programs as Mr.-Marshall had stated.
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There, are those who believe there should be no grants-in-aid for
women. The title IX_ regulations would appear to kneclUse this desire,
indeed, even the courts have told then-1_011s.

:ND. Mom.. Basically, w hat you are asking Congress is.if we would.
introduce and pass a resolution in theProuse and Senate to give more
time and study to this entire problem, is that correct?

Mr. Ftz.s.k. That is correct. We do not believe that any effective
impactstiidy has been mil& in spite of what ITEW says.

Mr. MAnsirm.L. Just a quick comment. I personally do not endorse
the proposition of major and minor sports or lesser sports. Our at-
templ, 1 think, throughout NCAA:, certainly our-diVision two institu-
tions; is to treat them as much as possible in a like manner, men's and
women's sports, but we (To need some relief to accept the outside help
that may be available by a guarantee, by a ticket, by a donation to a
given sport..

rI think we are also committed, if thal is the direction that women
want to go, to promoting-their sports in that same direction. I also
believe that people will come, as Mr. Buchanan mentioned, to watch
women participate. I don't buy the proposition that -they will never
come-and watch women participate. -

fh the State of Towa, there are
gram

school girls' basketball pro,,v.- .
gNa that draw very well and they bring inconsiderable reyenue. As
an athletic director. would be'somesslial less than bright if I didn't
explore all possibilities on both the men's and women's side.

But I need relief in terms of guarantees an tickets that are pur-
chased to see specific activities for men and women.

Mr. Mom.. One last question, Mr. Chairman, if I
In your interpretation of time mile;; promulgated under title -IX,'

under wu. r.interpretation, would there be anyone precluded, any male
athletes precluded Irvin trying out for women's sports? Maybe they
don't has e,as much ability as necessary,to go to the male varsity foot-
ball and basketball teams and would they be precAuled from trying out
for 3voi lien's teams?

Mr. Frz.0 Yes, I believe that is true.
Mike. would you eonurnent?
Mr. Si orr. ;Nf. Moat, the regulation. use language Which does-not

say that so MIN,- words. but it refers to situations in which oppor-
tunities have preciously been limited, We belle e that it is intended to
mean in the normal case that in certain situations w omen must be
pt ruaittel tv t ry out fur a single men's team sponsored Ls a mils ersity,
but that men cannot try out for a women's team. I think that is a
matter of SIR mid policy. If somebody is w riting legislation and wishes
to develop athletic opportunities for women, this might be something
hat sftieone would think was a good,idea.

Bat w, don't find, that. in The legislation. We do believe that this
pros is ion, tt hit 1n has sery little explanation, was intended to create
tq for h 0111( 11 ou nierL's teams but not men :s opportunities
Oil women's teiims.

Mr. Mol-rt,. Tboiik you.
Mr. Mmisum.t.. I think there is, a good bit of misinformation going

about relative to contact sports. I hate seen newspaplr_articles about
relief fut. contact sports and exemptions for contact sports in title IX.
I don't belies e,it ',it y s that, but I might refer that also to legal counsel.
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Mr. BROWN. No, there is confusion, Mr. Chairman. that the contact
sports have been t-xempted from title IX. This i; not true. What the
regulations do is to permit separate teams w here the eligibility is based
on skill or where it, is a contact sport. but- all of that is within the
context of equal 'Opportunity requivnieqfs of the regulations..,

Mr. OITAita. Mr. /Andrews.
Nomuestions.

Mr. O'lrAmt,11r."1 fa wkins. ,7

Mr. ILtwxtxs. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Fuzak. one page 3 of thp state-
ment- the issue raised seems to be whether or not college football
receives Federal assistance. It seems to me the weight of the argument
that is being made relies bean ily -on the assumption that college ath-
letics. including football. do not recei% e Federal-assistance. Is that the
thrust of,.the argument"?'

Mr. FUZ.11{. That is correct. direct Federal assistance?
Mr. IlAwkixs. Dire-et. Ai

Mr: FUZAK. That is what title IX says.
Mr. I l'AwKixs.,Whitt about indirect; Cops it receive indirect Fed-

eral assistance?
Mr. Funs.. Well.' we maintain that it- does not get any Now, if

you were to go to the furthest extreme in defming inditiet aid, of
course el ery thnir a1I''.'tetl bylianiii Governentthe-roads, and
so on. I think the language of title IX, thoioigh, is rather clear in that
it says "Meiling assistance." We maintain-Oat it does not receive
assistance.

Mr. HaArxixs. I would agree it is obviously a difficult thing to
ascertain. but let's understand to what extent Federal assistance may
be available to those w ho may be involved in athietics and specifically
football. Would you say that any of those whd participate in. football
may be receiving work study basic opportunity grants or any other
help due to assistame programs. itltult trig any of these student assist-
qnce programs'? -

Mr. MAnSIIM.f.. Yes. sir; there are students under various Federal
pro:rants. work shall, w ho (lo participate in athletics. both men and
women. and it seems to use we cannot deny opportunity to those
people to oartieipa,te because bane Federal assistance in

, tile form of grant. job. or loan based in an.% on athletic ability.
It is handled by a financial aid offl.e. on the basis of need.

Mr. II.maxs. 1fow would receipt of financial assistance to an
individual deny that inli% ithuti an opportinilty to partieipate in a
particular sport

Mr. ninsitn if aec'eptiwr students who received Federal aid
'UMW that Ils% fi)0t11.111 was onsidereil to be federalli,
ffinded, I would then hite to, ni some wa. attempt to coupe up with
matching funds. let ua say. for my field hockey program.,

Mr. EA Areyou saying that there are disath antaged stu-
dents who require this pe of it,sistance in order to get a ollege
education ,4o that front a practical situation it would deny +he

idual it right to parti,'ipate in a sport bevati,e it would disqualify
that institution or that Sport front receiving this?

Mr. Mmisiim.L. X. sir: I would fight that to the end, but it might,
plaice me in a difficult position if, *t us say, 10 students with that
kind of assistance came out for football and HEW. gin en this. ma-

,
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terial they now bite to «ork front, ordered me to give equivalent
aid to field hodiey , to cite an example. I would then have to be
responsible for prodding 10 grants for field hot key.

IlawhiNs. "What tconldton do under that situation?
'Mr. If I got exactly that direct it e. w ell. it is my intent

to keep illy job and also in iitte4t to abide b the law and L would
struggle to try to raise at my bake sales tlw mouty to pro% ide the 10
grants for field hockey. It would be tort. tort= to do it,
but I. would certainly try.

Mr. Frzmi. I would like to ask: our legal counsel to respond.
Mr. Thm's. Mr. Ilavkins. I think that the question, this question

ond otin should be considered in light of the literal wording of
the statute. ntlet the statute; e, are talkingabout a provision that
saYs:

No person Alai!, on the basis of sex, be excluded fr(5nt or denied the benefits
of or subjected to thstrnnination under any education program or activity
receiving Federal-assistance.

Now it is a matter of what is the commonsense interpretation of that
phrase.

Our position is that there is no Federal assistance going to the ath-
letic programs of the co1leg6 and universities of this country.

The saute ty pie of wording appears in the ,enforcement section of the
law. in requiring compliance. permits tel Initiation or refusal to grant
such assistance to a recipient not complying. There. again, it talks
about the particular program or part thereof in which such noncom-
pliance has been found.

I think w e''a re simply taking a commonsense and literal reading of
these wards. Because thole is no-Federal assistance to the athletic pro-

',lams of our institutions this provision does not npply.
Mr. IlAwkrNs. Well. I ant not so sure, In the report. we backed up

that ',art ii u la r position with respect to assistance which may be in-
ch vet ly i ea .is ed. 1 am not so sure w hat the facts are ,oncernin
direct assistance am! w het Ie..' in not all of those who belong to the asso-
ciation stand hi exat tly the same position. But wottld you say that
the opinion you hate rendered applies If as,istancc is indirectly
received

By indirectly, let's tits jiist a few examples in At hick some FMeral
assistance might also be I eceiN edbaste opportunity grants, work
st tidy programs. student loan pi ogt ams. lie might even b7 financed Icy-
some Federal funds in athletic fields and gyninasimns. Assinivg-then
that, this type of Federal assistance, or ant combination of this type
of Federal had been rescued, wiiich in effect, benefited that
Iiatrtiauhuspoit, would your opinion still be that equality of treatment
15 dill some way contrary to the law?

Mr. I3nos. We know of no.Fe,deral assistance to spoits
In-fact, the huts is quite clear that the assistance goes to the educational

clos.,1 omits, laboratories, but not to athletic facilities. And
as to aid to an hulk ideal student. T don't consider that within the
wording of the statute that says, "education program of activity re.
(Thng Federal assistance."

If we are talking about a science research program, or if We are
talking about an athletic program or any other prograni, I think the
question is does the assistance go,to that program.
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Mr. iImvic.uss. What about the indi% ideal? If the assistance goes
to the individual. does it keep the indisidual in the university?

Mr. BaowN. I don't think -that would be applicable.
Mr.11. WK. INS. lfe plays football although he attends the classes. Do

von still maiinta in that is not in any way assisting that boy ?
MMr. BA N. I know of no Federal,- football scholarship aid. I think

are talking about scholarship aid generally and I W ould not con-
sider this kind of aid to an inch% ideal to be within the scope of the
woeding of this statute.

Mr. i 1 AWKINS. Your position is then that there is no Federal aSsist-
twee involved with-that particular boy?

Mr.131towx. That is right.
, I might add. this does not mean that we are taking some kind of tech-

nical position that is intended to facilitate discrimination. Far from it,
there is a line °Leases that arise under the equal pittection clause of the
Constitution and involve State aid largely to .high school students,
court decisions which make it flatly clear that it is illegal to discrimi-
nate. I think the basic framework of our whole, legal system is strong
IIl its antidiscrimination requirements.

I think our problem here today is a narrow question, as the Chair-
In a 11 stated, as to whether these regulations are in accord with this
statute. I say as the regulations purport to extend the reach to athletic
programs of colleges and .itni% ersities not recei% ing Federal assistance,
t hat they have exceeded the statute and are illegal.

Mr. limcuss. I just am trying to determine whether or not certain
sports. in any stay fall within the category of all other institutions"
and in some way r ub off a. little bit against some of -the democratic
processes. If it does, then, it v.ould seem to me that it ob% ionsly belongs
in the same category as the others.

This is not a conclusion, but I ant simply try ing to ascertain from
on the position about which you apparently toncluded on page 15,

Which I thought was a rather interesting one. If there is.surplus, we
sort of apply demotratii processes and morality antrabide by the
constitutional p1 inciples, but i.f there is a deficit, then I .wonder who
picks that up when we don't-do it?

Mr. Bitow x. I think all we are try ing to do Is, in our successive legal
a rgnments is to interpret the intent of Congress.

Mr. ILLWKINs. May I just shift to one other point and then I will
concludeMr.-Chairman.

Who selects the coaches? Who makes the decision as to allocation
of money to various sports, and who determines these policies 4 the
college level?

M. Fez,vx. I will ask Stan to respond to it in term s of his ins titu-
tion. I think I can respond in terms of a collective grbup.

Mr. 11AwiciNs. Just in general.
Mr. FUZAX. Well, this is so difficult to respond in a. diversity of

cases from small colleges to others. But I will ask him, in his institu
.tion, both as to sports clubs,intramurals, and athletics, and so on.

Mr. MmtsitAr,r,. Our athhitic program, in hiring is operated out of
the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, lo-
cated in our college of arts and sciences. All of the, people hired,

mincluding teacher and coaches, are hired in the same manner as other
people on the campus and have opportunity for tenure and work in
the same sphere as do the professbrs.
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In ti ms of (lute' mining budget allocat ;oils, which ou luentiOned,
for the acadent4: side, 1 work for the dean of arts and sciences. Just.
a vick asikle.un our Intildings. we hake recent IA c("mtpleted a $4 million
budding. and `1., spent outside; able time in 'Washington attempting,,
to get Federal Glinting for it. E. el'y'llacliC3 I talked to %% as 1 ery, levy
areful to point out that no money tali be alluealed for intercollegiate

wthleties. a portion hicli was shit tly instructional and figteed on a
pace basis could he allocated. But out budgeting then is handled in
hat manner f(ii inter «illegiate athletics, ha% mg student input because

some of out money comes from a fee paid by the students.
We have institutional input, because some collies front them. We

hak e outside input in the form of one person. a represematike of our
alumni group, and_ their advisory t'ouncil in this ease for athletics.
intramural and recitation dek clop the budget. I must make a poposal
to them and it is accepted. rejected, modified. and so forth.

'Air..Ft77,AK. :Mr. Brown. .

.fr.13nowN. Congressman Haw kips, if I may kupulement the answer
for anothersmall Institution, J happen to be Chairman of the Board.
()I' 'nu-tees of AV:,10 an [Ili% ersity in giddleton. Conn., and athletics

r of all kinds. intercollegiate, intramural. or club. are. lust part of our
(moral] budget. and we can MI $2 or $3 tickets to football games, when
we play Amherst or 1Villiams:but thy entire athletic program is simply
one element of the overall university budget.

The professors and twit hes a% ho are lured kk ithin ibutt department
'ite hired in the ,,a Inc way and subleet to the same equality considera-
t ions as kk ithin goy other of the depal Niiclits. SO there are, I think.
ton,nlerable. k a i i,(necs between sports at major institutions tund sports.
at smaller colleges. .. .

:Arr. Ft z.m. MI. Ila A kins.,in tutus of our own situation in my insti-
ention. and this is k ely common in many institutions. we operate on

the basis of faculty polik k «nitro] of intercollegiate athletics. That is,
tall' athletiC tolinc it must hate on it atIllajolity of f.actilty members,
but we also hake :st atiell1:, mid soave Attalla reprebeatai ion. as %Veil as
at1111 illist I:at 'Ile ll i)j czelit at ion. On of the (Ami tike 1 ice presidents is
a membe of that council. .

That council has a fitiatwe colinnittee, anal a budget is prepared for
athletics. That laulg(t is pres-onted to di( 11.,,u... onaait tee. That Ii -._
;lance «unmake rek iews-it and ckuittnally the athletic council must
zipprok e ;t. Then it gl'ut's to the pre-ident fur his approk al. So we hake

(that kind of pro, ess. : ,
Tit the hiring of :«aclic..s.. w ho are not in the academi pattern. that

A is. they are not t( acbiag. and, that rutile,:Alas a relatik e few. primarily
football caaelics, they are hired. again, .through the process of the
at Id( t 'lc dirvetoi . t hen_ t he appro k al of tine athletic (.0(111(.11. and even-
tually the apptot al of the pi esident and a Niro% al of the trustees.
That is the kind of pattern we have. .

Mr. IImyht. s..Would you say tlait the athletic art i% ities or depart-
MA nt then is calls not separable from the rest of the university; that
the itecha gt: througpout the intik ersity is present and this applies
not only to tl i1 t.cs Last et et y other phase of that universitv life?

Mr. FUZA K. Wt 11, except that 1 don't know of k er many areas %Odell
must support themselves economically. .

Mr. IfAmaNs. -When I get my invitatim to UCLA! and T-Se foot-
ball games. as T am on bbth alimini associations, the alumni associa-
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(ion approaches-ine.tiot the coach or the athletic department, I assume
they (to that as it benefit, to the sport.,itsel f. -

.

3Ir. Fumic. Well, in the hope that you will make contributions,
:which:I am sure you Anust. do to both. -, , - b

Mr. JrAlyKINS. Ilium never seen a (rame yet indesS-1 had to pay,
let's say that. That is a good place to end.

Mr. 0'11,AuA. Thank you: .'-'* .
,. .

,Mr. B»chanan for one more question. I '
,t .

V Mr.,Buc HA NAN . Thank ytni, Mr. Chairinan.
,5

-Gentlemen, I hope Iani at leaS't re,alistic enough tounderstlind
thisI would rather take on all of the,politician mfd public okicals
in-the United,States than either Bear Bryant, or Coach Jordan on this
issue. Maybe it is because they are the best, but..1 thi,iik that there
are other-people in compaxable positions in most. States, coaches and

. , athletic directors, echo are justifiably N cry popular and highly re-
sneeted iieo.ple. - , 1

That being the case. I am interested in nailing one thing; down.
Not withstanding I unarstand }our attoiney's feeling that title TX

, (hies not (liver art iA ities that.' are not direct, Thderally financed, we
have exempted by legislation verbal' activities alteady, therefore an
alttrnative.does appear to me 40 lie a% ailable to us. Rather than just

. disapprove-the, totalit of -title TX, to offer the legislative remedies '.
along. the lines-you;....Oggeted'? Would that glance?

Mr. Beow.x. Cong.' esAtqat -Buchanan. I think ttmat would suffice and
would also oftroppoiFtunity for clarity. .

., One of the things that is seriously of con,ern to me 'about the rep'
'littions is the -vagueness of the entire section as to what an institution,
even, if it had the money, and even if it has tcted in, perfectly good ".

. faith, should do in order tp comply. Because of that vagueness, they
remain vidrupable to aibitrary. enforcement procedures.

I don't for a minute -coneede that that was the intent of Congress.
So in an aft-pervasi% e way I think the regulations seriously failed to

-match the standard of the statute. Now it. can be cured by rejection of
the regulations, or it can be cured by a further statute -which- is ad-

-dressed to the specific problem. _ . '4
ME. BUVI LANA'S. Thank you very math. i

Ify great concern is this: Under the 14th amendment. there is a clear '-

protection and iemedin the Constitution even if the law is narrowly
interpreted, in cases of disciiminat ion_ on the basis of, face. .

In this case, gil en no equal rights amendment for ,Women; it may
be that we have to provide by Statute for whatever relief is extended
at this, point. If that- is the ease, I would hate, to see the total progress ,

embodied in the title IX regulations go down the drain because of one 0

area of application, w lama challenging your comment as to the-
vagueness. -

[Supplementary information on this point follows:]
. .-

LANGeoRD Bnow
Washington, D.C., Juno 20, D175

Re IIEVi"l'itle IX regulations.
Hum :roux BUCHANAN,

/`N, How of Representatives, inoton. D.C.

DEAR CONGRE$SMANkBUCHAN In our questioning of the :STA.& witnesses

this morning, you appeared to express 'concern that because the Equal Rigida
Amendment wai3 not law. there was'no present Constitutional prohibition against

3
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sex discrimination in intercollegiate athleths. Yon referred the.Fourteep Amend-ment as containing such a-prohibition III the ease of racial-discriminat on, and,
at least as I understood_your question, you did not believe that the Equal Pro-
tection.Clnuse also provided- protection against sex discrimination.
. Simply to clarify -the record, the CAA has asked me to write to say that It is
our understanding that the Equal Protection Clause does indeed prohibit discrimi-
nation based upon ses, by any state agency or state instrumentality tit being
rather clear that any state-supported college or university is such an instru-
mentality), when such discrimination cannot rationally be jnstilleiin terms of a
ingitimate state inters:4"in other words, women,do enjoy under the Equal Potee-
tion Clause of the Constitution ,a right against dinriination which does not havea reasonable justification.

Under current Supreme Court-doctrine, the Only Eitual Protection Clause dis-
tinction between racial diScrimination and seN discrimination is-that in order nix"
justify the former, the state mustishow a "compelling state interest'', while in
order to justify the-latter, the_stati must show that the classification in question

" reasonable". There 'is general Consensus among attorneys that it is well
ore,ditfieult to Meet the former test than to meet the latter.
la this connection, 1 thought you and members of your staff might be interested

in reference to-a leading_ses-discrimination Lase under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment : Brenden v. Independent School .D4trIct, 477 F.2d 12112 "th Cir. i9ii),which the Court-said:

"There is no longer any dopbt that sex-based classifications are subject toserutiny by the courts muter the Equal Protection Clause and will I,e struck
down when they provide dissimilmir treatment for men and women who are
similarly situated,- With respect:to the object of the classification."

On the basis of this. doctrine, the Court held that two female students could
not be denied the opportmdty to try out for the single tennis laud crosscountryteams beiuglnaintalned 'the school-district-A hi; question.

Title IX, as we read- it,_is simply supportive of the baAlc concept of the-Equal
Protection Clause, in saying that education programs which are financed by yed.
eral funds may not-be operated in a 'fashion which will discriminate on the basis
of sex. AS you are aware from our testimony, we believe that Title IX does notrequire, or for that matter perinit, the establishment of a series of sex-baped,
claSsificalions such as those found in the athletic provisions of the HEW rign-
latious purportedly pronmIgated pursuant to Title IX.

Very truly yourS,
MIcirani. SCOTT.

Mr. Iiitowx. I agree with that. would just. offer for consideration
one comment that goes-back to a remark of the Chairman at the out-
set. The 'literal wording of the-statute refers iu singular terms to rule.
or regulation, or section. and I raise for sour consideration the (pies-

' tion whether the law penults the determination by the Congress that
one or more,sections of the regnlations are contrary to the statute v. bile
otter sections are I believe such au interpretation would be con-.
sistent with this statute.

Mr. liccimKax.Thankyou.
Mr. ,,011mt.t. In other words. Int4 because fIEW chooses to send

them up all flu one hatch doesl mean the-Congress has to treat, them so.
Mr. llitoWw. Exactly.
Mr. Ogf.stta. Thank you legs mulch fur our te-tinioy. gentletnen.
Mr. FtzAK. f would hike to thank von in behalf of our group for

Your courtesy and consideration and.your «illiuguess to hear what
lye had to say. Thank you very mach.

OTIAnA. Thank you very much. Dr. l'uzak.
Mr. O'HARA. Our next witness is Lambe Mabry. who is President

of the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women.

1
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' STATEMENT OF LAURIE MABRY, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF I*.

, TERCOLLEGiATE- ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN; ACCOM,PANLED:.BY

-." GEORGE LARDERSON,,ENECTiThrE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN ALLII .

ANCE,FOR-. HEALTH; PHYSICAL EDUCAIIION,T.AND-RECREATION;

LEOTUS MORRISON, PAST PRESIDOT, AIAW; MARGOT -POLIVY,

COUNSEL, MAW; ROAN HOLT, PRESIDENT, EASTERN DISTRICT,

-AIAW

Ms...Km:V.... Thank yon.
Mr. Chairman dthdmenthers of the subcommittee, ivy I; introduce

the other persong here' with me. On my left is George, Anderson,

executive Itireetor of the American Alliance for Ilkaith; Physical
F,ducatioWA,Iird Recreation, and on my right,-Leotus Morrison. last-

year;s president of ATAW,,our legal counsel, Margot Poliv, ancl-the
representatiye,' from' our .vasterti AIAW association, Joan }Olt.

We appreciate very unich your invitation to speak to-you. I would

. yon to feel freeto ask any questions'of the group. -

MAW was-formed in. f971 to establish and administer intehol-
legiate athletic* champiOnships, for women and to provide leader-

ship and -got; ernanct. for 'women's athletics.- Today AIAW has over

650 member institutions and oilers a full, program of intercollegiate
'championships for women fi.om 4-year colleges and universities and

junior andrsonummitv collegek
`Last year ,'total of 5400 women students parti cipated in AI.A.W

athletic programs in 20.dafeient sports and over 440 of oni; 550 mem-

her institutions had stiniertts participating in one or more national
championshivs for wonien.c.

ATAW maintains as its,cardinal phifos' opined principle the belief

(list the focus of intercollegiate athletics should remain on the indi-

vidual participant in ,ber primary role lie college student. the pri-
nutty justification for'athletic programs in the college cmriculum is,

in one their educational not their comnieiial value. While
MAW hassonght and encouraged spectator interest in its progrtup

'such intere$0 is not the legitimate primary purpose..R.f the intercbl
legiate athletic program. .

AIA.)V welcomes the adoption of the title IX rep-illations and macs
the Cptvress to permit them to take effect immediately.

against women in edtplition has been illustrated
with-thousands of nulls idnal vignettes:a* proven'With Inindreds of

learned and, empirical studies. The record of the extensive hearings

.held by RepresOttitive Edith Green ite41 she was Chairoof this sub-

committee contains ample evidenceof a historic pattern of discrimina-

tion against wothen in education. Nowhere in the Alive ethic:149.par,
precrain huts this discriminatiOn been more pronounced and petya-`.,,
sive iisin the field of athletic..

In t.Wwomen received likodt pelcent qT the -total intercollegiate
Viithletitibudget. Today:owing I, rgely to the anticipation of title IN

,reaulations, women's programs/have ine'
.

eased 100 percent.-and, ,

1
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1974 -75 women, received about 2 percent of the intercollegiate athleticbudget available for men. Many women's collegiate athletic programshave experienced substantial improvement in a relative sense butthey are not yet able to accommodate even the. existing- interest.it is Anticipated that as opportunities are increased on, the etc-mcintary and secondary level the demand for and interest in women'sprograms on the collegiate level will, mushroom. The 'University of
Maryland, for example. int teased its %%omen's intercollegiate athletic. budget, from $19,000 it 1973-74 to $25,000 in 1974-75; the men's pro-gram on that cainpug has a funding level of some $2.7 million accord-ing to its own statement. Ohio State provides a women's athleticbudget of $13,000, and-a men's budget of $6 million. Computing these-percentagesi they are much lower than the average we projected but
those averages were computed in a very conservative manner.Mitch of the debate over title IX and the regulations has focused
on the-athletic seftion. Some members of the male athletic communityhave made grossly exaggerated claims regarding the impact of theregulationeipon existing programs. On the other hand, women in-volved in athletics and, those who are notsee the athletic seetioirofthe regulatiops as a civil' rights issue and a bellwether of the congres-sional commitment to (2081 opportunity for women.

While the regulations are not as strong as AIAW would have liked,
we beli6ve that they will stimulate the pro% ision'of Mpanded oppor-
tunities for women and to that extent they are consistent with the
letter apd Spirit`of title IX. the Statutory directive.

It- pis been suggested that athletics. and particularly intercollegiate
athletics arc beyond the reach of title 1X. This, you have gatheredtoday.

The record of Coni4ress-demonstrates that the coverage of athletics
was contemplated when title IX was adopted. Senator Birch Bayli
made specific reference to the inclusion of sports facilities and the
record of Representative Green's hearings is replete with references
to athletic programs. Any doubt, as to Congress' intention to includeathletics in the coverage of title IX was completely resolved by the
directive in the Education Amendments of 1974 that:

The Commissioner shall prepare and 1)111)11614 not later than 30 days afterenactment of this Act, proposeds-regulations implementing the provisions of titleIX of the Education Amendments of 1972 relating to the prohibition of sexdiscrimination in Federally assisted education programs which shall include,w!t respect to intercollegiate athletic activities, reasonable provisions con-sidering the nature of particular slxnts.
This provision in the Education Amendments of 1974 clearly estab-

lishes the fact that athletic. programs are covered by title IX.,
Athletic opponents of title IX do not publicly dispute the basic

proposition that women should be provided equal opportunity, how-
ever sonic of their actions belie their public posture. Rather, they
assert, that such oppprtnnity trill be prodded at the,expense of dras-
tically cutting thesSnen's program-=and particularly the football
program.

The football coaches itod the NCA.A. representatives who have ad-
dressed the committee claim that the rsulations go ft* beyond the
intent of Congress and place athletics dialer the control of the Federal
Government. I say this is not true.

133
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Whether a particular athletic program is properly v. itin the pur-
1 few of title ILK is a determination. a hich must be made on:the basis
of the drcumstances existing at each indi%idual institution. if a pPo-
gram or actin does not come nithin the guidelines for inclusion
already laid don n by Congress and the courts. it, of course, would
not la subject, to title FN. or the implementing regulations. What tile
football coaches. are ;eeking cougi cssional absolution for the propo-
sition that nhether or not a p.rii. ular athletic program does qualify
under the judiqial guidelines for deter initiation of inclusion .11( title
IN, they will be exempt.

Such a request, distolis the sole put pose of these hearingsto de-
teine v lietei the legulations promulgated 1,y I FEW ate cosis-
Mit with the statute. And these is nothing in the regulations pertain-
ing. to athletics a hi, ilit'011S-ISteld ith title IX of the Education
Amendments o 1972.

The intent is equal opportunity, the only ((nitrol is that men and
%%omen %sill be assuted access to that e(pal opportunity whalu% er
()ppm t unit iv:, exist at-a particular institution. Time full range of opt itms
and ! 'Juices lot the institution co4tintic to exist fur scholarships
and tecruitment, ul notiv. 1 sport or 2:), uoziche, ur :R) coaches, 1 fa-
cility or 2. emphasis on foothfal or not. All the regulations say is
that a hen an athleta' ptogran, qualifies bn inclusion under title IN.
the institution must assure equal oppoftunity for both nueu and
vomen.

It has been argued,to this subcf-minfitt et. that the HEW title IN
regulations. a ill midi?' mine the e% emie-produeing capabilitie s upon
a flieh some collegiate athletic budgets are dependent.

First, although gi% en ample opportimity 3 full yeti's to do so
in comments to HEW. lib one. including the NCAA. has demonstrated

ith financial data that this a mad of men could result. To-suggest
non-, as the football coaches n ho addressed You Tuesday did, that
a -moratorium on tin failletic regulations slicuhr be declared pending
sneh a study, is. in out % simply it tactic to continui to withhold
from students tlneit light to equal opportunity in one education
program.

Set coda the regulations promulgated by I IEW 1.nm ide substantial
',voter( ion for coma( t sports such as football. Women are not required
to be permitted to try out for malt; -only contact sports teams nor
Tart a he of the benefits afforded to men on those teams. We Miele
these pros isions go substantially farther in protecting the re% cane-
fprodildit!r sports than is necessary. And n'ile te.accept the regula
I ions as a start in the right dire( thin. nc see no danger to the big -tine
athletie.progrants.

Third. es en if all of the fears juiced by the football coaches were
well founded, they %%mild amount to no more than a plea that dis-
crimination against %%oen be permitted to continue because it is
profitable to men or institutions. AIAIV finds this concept repiignant
to the American coniniitiet to equal opportunity and basic fair play.
Disco ifflination against int.\ group is always profitable to some other
!rroupit it continuesbut it is WA a reason for Congress or
HEW to yenta it to continue %%hen it % iolates fundamental Federal
policy us reflected in title IX.

13w
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La -tly , the stiong ontt ies Ity' a few concerning potential loss of
pi -fits ,ts a result of adopting these regulations tend to-obscure the
at had fat t that may %eiy few schools actual; show a .profit on tliei'r
athltic porg,; ants and less then one-fifth of the members of-the \C-1_A
deal more than expenses in et. en pile sport. The \CAA itself esti-
111411P, 1.111* earn tit d. ft:it ttf its members at about $50 million.
t'it A the iniph.atiou that lc% CIIIICS f11/111 inen's athletics support
tin women's pi ograins is a glans e\aggelatioll, Most athletic pi ogra ins
ate suppol ted by student fees oldie and femaleand-general mu% er-
sity operating It venue del ted from male and female taxpayers of
contributors.

Fin example. this mm ning I read in "The Athletic ..k.t1111IlliStratOrf.
111.1gah.111. !Maluced hi the National Council of Directors of Athletics.

tl= it. in a ,air% yy of 95 1)i% ision 1 NCAA institutions and 2.0 sports. 40
e..t of the I ,intlirrerage of salaries in the program were from

jtl al t mum and not supported by income from athletics.
There is pre-enth well-publicized inoe by the NCA.1 to institute

it'd( ale et oboutiis iii intercollegiate athletic Programs. 'Ilhe'flAttory
4,06s effort is rituple and sound; that is. that if nittioniile -there
is a di estalat :oil of it iiwssible expenditures in terms of number of

Oak lirs, and other support stir% ices, then the qualit of
...otopetitpli bet ',lieges and (mil, ersit ies aill remain the same
.1101 Itigrinte at Idet it plow:tins t an be continued-at less cost.

11, al it talon, mett-u3 es akLouiplished a holesale and natronallvtould
_plot ide sanity in atidt tic progi ant Oosts. as a part of an institution's
r Atli cdtit ational ofTeu inp and offer ito throt to any single program.
hilt 04.1,1.-111g profit lot all. These Inca:out, would-also find accept-

ane his fa. tilt) and student leadership of the institutions. 'The stu-
dents. faculty ,pct tatto s. and the altunni all would receive the same
tidal-, from tht ci uttsts. identify midi the institutions. and donate
`lost a; nun It as tit the past. Sport is exciting: it is apart of our cul-
rzire, 411111 rill a fan hit self. IIoweter. at some institutions sport is
mkt of parspeet ire and its cost is unreal.

.Tbe theory supporting the' economy effort within the NCAA is
equal)) applaable and ctiaally sound a hen app lied- to ,the implemen-
robin of Oa title rx ,addition. there is mery Beason
to that t xpauthd women's intercollegiate athletic programs
w ll also generate substant ial revenues.

A ....twit of y 1..411s nem, 140 111%11 direqtol of inen's athletics indicated
la thought in a slant time wornuit's basketball w wild be the third
I.:AZUSA 111t 0111t 1.110111.14 :11i t 011.1.4141k sport. I.think this is a.possibilit
I think ht may by iglu. It is not the basis for justifying its inclusion in .

the program of an ttlltational institution. however.
Spy. tato! intt tv...t is glow mg, and w ith expanded opportunities

interest and shill among women is lull reasing dranuttivally.
I has e dist ussed a hat the regulations a ill not do but what they

ttnll flu i 1. 1/14 -11 r 111/1111 ev el t t ollege until tinicrsity that programs
for e .,urn tatist be plus itled and upgraded. No longe will public
iiIiiii"1.*"..1,111tribtit MO 5t to.h.lit fees be utilized solely for the benefit
of Mule 111;41ett, Wolitt 11 must by plus ided A111' opportunity to part iei-
paty a ell as spit, tat t. No itaiger a ilLinst it ut ions be able to assign the
tatol to the w swim team from 0:30 to 8:30 a.m., and reserve
lift t Lon futat jut 1 lolls for the itien's team. No longer will multimillion-
tit ala r fact ilit it be built to 1%11411 W0111tal arbletes are totally (kiwi
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access. Student-athletes, regardless of sex. are entitled to equal treat-
ment as students even if they happen to be athletes.

The day is over %%lien the Nation or L as a women's athletic- director,
will say to-a high school girl mho inquires about a ';'omen's athletic
program. "We can't help or provide fur YOU. but if your brother is
interested. we has e lots-of goodies foi women of this Nation
believe this: and thousands of men agree. Mans- of the persons in the
audience, for example. are members of -die- American Alliance for
Health. Physical Education and Recreation. This Association repre-
sents over )(IMO members, men and 10111( 11, mho support equality of
opportunity for all students. regardless of sex.

The title TX regulations also dovetail mith the current gletion
against the dehumanizai ion of the athlete that has unfortunately ex-
ploited the student athlete as a sum te of cheap labor for the untaxed
professional entertainment busbies:4s operated in the name of some
tax- exempt educational institutions. AL believes that all student-

. athletes. male and female. are entitled to no less consideration than
every other student in the at ademic community mhether he or she
at tentlslit_paying fees or by: scholarship.

it may be that in des eloping and expanding pi.ograms for women,
colleges and tnittersities mill be encouraged to res lew their athletic
programs and trim smite of the excesses that have developed in the
men's 'program. Tiw cuiacmt, financial plight of t;illeges and universi-
ties points in that direction and for most, big time athletic programs
represent a net tillalwial drain. We ()Cleve that such a review focusing

. upon the educational rather than the commercial values of intercol-
legiate athletics mould benefit the institutions and the student-athletes.

Women are eager for equal opportunities in intercollegiate athletics,
but to our mind that does not require that women's programs be' a
carbon copy of the men's. It is every bit as discriminatory to force
women into the programs mid patterns established by men for men,
as to preclude participation of women entirely. Women must be per-
mitted to des clop and participate in athletic programs designed by
them, for their needs, and their interests. We believe this is the spirit
of title TX and the regulation., promulgated'hy IIEW are a start in
.than di rectiom

Sandier and Dunkic in their excellent statements reprinted in the
Congressional Record of Noseuilter 197-1S. 19550assert: "Dif-
ferential treatment of men and m omen exist in almost every segment'
and aspect of our society. Peril:iv:, it is the most damaging', however,
when it appears in and is transmitted by the educational' institutions
which arc supposed to pros icle all itiv.ens with the tools to live in a
democracy. As the r.S. Supreme f'ourt said in the 195-i Brown deci-

.
sion with respect-to

In these 'days. it is d mbtfui that an3 chill may reasonably he expected to
succeed in life If denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity.
whore the state has undertaken to pros ide It, IN 11 right W11101 11111111 he made

available to all-on equal terms.

In the past 20 slaws it has become painfav*clear that equal edu-
cational opportunity mill become it reality only if it is supported by
stroiu and vigorously enforced Federal legislation.

I made-the cominent one day to my inns ersity 1,..T3ident when tbs-.
-enssing the issue of athletics and the financing of programs 'for men

13 (1,
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and women; that,"I f morality is no basis for judgment higher eau-
, talon institutions. then my choice would he to be out of etwation."
I feel just as .strongly about moraW in got erjuttent. as does the Na-
tion, that :not al judgments and actions must exist in go% eminent. and
I believe Congress expressed such a judgment.in the statute and will
now reaffirm its intent of equal oppottuility. Equal opportunity is the
lass of the laud. and it should be,,enfoteed, and football is ill go on with-
out harm, anti I and others shall remain aloong its inany sport fans.

For these reason,,'. we urge the Congress to permit the immediate
effectuation of the title IX,regula Hons. We trust that HEW will ntake
those adjustments and tutle,ndnients in the regulations necessary to
assure equal opportunity for women in light of future experience.

On Itehnif or r ona n :I n.1 women athletes. I urge the full implementa-
tnm of equal opport unity in all tt ay, in this t ountry. Make our concepts
of freedom auul opportunity real and is itltin the reach of women.

I thank you for the int itat ion to present this formally, ;Ind welcome
any quest ions you might have.

,1 fr. 011itu.t. Thank you.
With respect (o regulations, you. vat It on in your statemeat. laid an

observation that intelvsted me.'Yon had a number of themlut this taw'
in particular.

On page toward the lastparagraph on dm page
Whether a partieuw athletic pi-,grain is properly' isithin the purview of tale

TX i' a determination which must be made on the basis of the citemitstanee.:
existing at each hulls Waal institution. if a program or actisity does not come
within the'guidelinus no- inclusion alreo.13 laid doss!! I* Congress and the courts.
ir. of course. would ma be subject to title IX or the impl,toGotiog regulations.

Do you have anything in partietilar in mind there? What pOssible
kind of an athletic program might not come st.ithin the purl test of
title IX?

Ms. Mmtny. This is, my opinion. but their 1)1°1,111,1y would he t ery
few, in that most institutions do remit epnblic support.

r might ask our last yet to mad to this since it is a legal question.
Ms. PoLtrY. I think tier reference is to Teiylui s. h. with is lieu

vott are no doubt fantiliar.,Tat hit laid down guidelines about how
HEW might includt duet t net miluei t l,togiltnis in cutt oil Fed-

:Atm, hut. would he neve:"era' funds and in an UN ith.jit;
'`ary. The voila`, ill the thltrof ;ohm ks ha, e spoken in these terms. the
aro-amen! That has been Ithple to this e onuitit tee ht football coaelles and
to some extent by NCA A is the\ yeecit v no Federal funding is hatso-
ever. but that does not resolve the h*,,ral mat ter.

.11.1% Hawkins. I think. made Ow point that the courts hate inter-
preted direct and indirect fundimr. Ina if at prttgnuiti did not receive
slit vet or indirect funding. such as ill loilant Voting Unit ersity. title IX
would not apply to that unit pushy would not aeppiy to the No-

iltit I think this is an et itItlitiaiy question to he determined in
each part killer *ass's

Me. °nut s. T t hank you. That t cla ri fies t he point.
With rupees to the ;-:etda lab; leant:, part of the regulation. section,

s(I./- 110.4 slates:
N'otwith,tanding the requirements of paragraph la t of this section, a reciineufV

may eperate or cpons,r scparatt, teams for Members of each NV.% SS ht.* selectionfor teams is Itasca opal competit is e Aill or the net is ity ins oh ed is a contact
sport However. whore a recipient operate. la sponsors a learn in a par,licular
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sport fur members of use sex bat opelates or sponskkrs no such team fin* memhers
of the other sex, and athletic oppoitullits for members of that sex have prei-
ously been limited, members of the em tutted sex must be able to try out for the
team offered unless the sport involved is a contact sport.

I am a little bit concerned about that particailar portion of theregu-
lations for reasons that. hate been. expressed by a number who are
interested in %%omen's at illetks and the implication of that seems to be
that the institution need not maintain separate teams. That is.to say,
that if the institution wanted to Int% e, instead of hat ing a wometts
golf team and-a, men's,gulf team, just simply have :t golf team and if
it chose. not to hate a %sunietib tennis team and a metes tennis team
but simply to hate a tennis te.tni, and likewise.w ith soccer. or what-
et yr sport one might:Mention, that they could, if they chose do that.

Now, in your testimony, you suggested that it is true they might
hat e to cut back some, as pro butts witnesses testified. I am wondering
if that might not lie one t% ay that institutions could clq,back under
the regulations; that is, by getting rid, of separate teams in a nutither
of sports and instituting just via. team, and I am wondering if you
read the regulations that a ay. and, if not, where do you find justifi-
cation for not doing so, and w halt the effect of it Would be if you do
read the regulations the way I do?

Ms. M.Amtl. a ill respond briefIs as the women's athletic director
and refer it again to legal counsel. because it is a' egal interpretation.
lint the total of the regulations au e important here. For example, it is
,possible as I see it that thc.re might not be a men's and women's golf
-team, but for au institution to adopt a pattern that it will bare instead
of Wants all of tthirli will be male, none of which ivill be training
women except a few a omen t% Ito might qualify on the basis of skill,
I befit-% e this would be pure disciimination. I think you have to be
iealistic ui hat if w it hat 15 sports tl,tat int% rest them audition

sports that inlet-V=4 them. and tui iustit ut ion a hich k au only support
15 -put:. y oat intim lake front the 15 a mix that interests both men

n ()wen and come up a ith a sonnd program that ineetA the needs
loth.; extent possible and tact t, t lie rekinlrellIIAS of equal opportunity.

In other words. I don't think the tegulations that any ream
that bad 111"re men, ut an) team Ikacbmore women must be maintained,
for the opposite sex, but in total I hclh%e the regulations to refer to
a commitment to equal opportunity.

Mr. 01 [Ant. I ant a little contemned. and T tindeistand your point
in looking at the totality, you fa% or the regulations, but tion may Mt% e
reservations about intlitiattal parts of them. I think that is a very
large Je..er%ation. stud I &libel:at ly picked tau upncontaet sports
of -1% b ich Ellen` ale Mallet 1)1l:, %%1A111:11 partillpit1116 in golf and tennis.
I think, as athletic attic itieK mt. they are among the most popular
athletie let it dies fur % (mien. ;42-o theA inttem,uty partkipaas. I think
that I, a poN,ibilit% undo' the regulations. That is one way of 'cutting
back. Of vours. it might not be feasible for an institution to do
that in terms of,the public reaction to their doing so. But I tbitrk it
would be within the regulations. .

'Afs. w ill not ,,ire alt' in terms oflegality. because I am a
coach and have eoi Kett in the field of athletics. It seems to time where
equal opportunity is disk ttssed in the regulation,. if one will look at
the section. 84.41( k! )41 ) , it states . 'Whether t he,select ion of sports and

. .

I
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levels Of competition a ffectiielf accommodate the interests.-a0 abili-
tie's ofanembers Of both :sexes." . ...--

Whore we hang bien disosiminated against in the past due to physio-
logical limitations that n mica do has e, n e.a.re not capable of getting a
Place on' he men's team, and they then have an Obligation. both because
of the discriminaiion of the past and because of our competitive in-
terests. that they would ha, e to-pro, ide a ,eparate team for the women
in thiscase. -, . . ,,,..--- . kJ

f .

Mr: O'lLsn.s.Well, I-don't wad ,f&l(c) (1) .that way. The way I
read S6.-11(c) ()..) is that the thing they look at is whether br not the
seletion sports And levels of competition take into account women's
inte-ests: FOr instance, I think there are sonic spoKts actkities that
are pretty nearly exelusivi ly engaged in by women, to wit. field hockey.
and they tire say iilg, the way 1 read thatpaitieular snbsectionto refer
!o. that sort of thing. that If there is., interest in that paricular sport
they cannot, in-their selection of sports. hare an ice hockey tram, fsot
instance,. and.not have a field hockey team.

Maybe-it should be read the way you lead it, and I think it is not
entirely clear, but I certainly undersiand the problem, and I do
you know, wil'are involsed n ith tile practicality of this, and your wit-
'Asses tire "people v. ho are actively engaged ia sTollege athletics, the
scheduling and operations, and you know some of the problems of it,
and I think it is generally true, although not 'universallv,-thatsthe use
of atlifetie grants in aid is to direct, or it .i, hem ily directed rat herinto
the activities that produce the most IQ cane. That has been the pat-
tern, and that it in a :A n.,,e is a business judgment that is made in that
case. :``

Ms. num-v. May I respond ?
.

. ..

I was hophIg someone might. bring that topic to the floor again.
ft is my opnuot4. and I think, probably all of AIAW that. business
and commerce is nOt- our purpose in athletics, but it is an educational,
program and if a,sport, football or w hates et inak6s profits, that profit.
should be utilized for the total program, men and women. And if,
for extimple, it is a single program, it does not matter whether
women. produce profits or men produce profits, the point is they
are students and they should benefit from w hates er is available in
terms of profit.

T think the day isygoili to come s cry soon w lien men who are
candies of minor qmrts will recognize the.' %elite of those sports'
and what they have coached and taught and are going-to resist the .

notion that football is different and needs to be treated differently.
Footbal1 makes money maybe for a- few, but the money should be
benefiting all in educational programs. .

Mm. O'If.snA: One of the p ior witnesses said they think, the sport
that produces the revenue, i ien's basketball. or inen"s football, or
svhatever, should have first claim on the resenue and then the balance
should be made as ailable to !crick person. I think that was their
confrntinp,conterition nst it not ?

.

Ms. 'Abney. f think it writ, iddiratecl by. the oache, Tacs,lay that
their profits provided I or 'nen onlyl.

.'Arr. O'Ff.sn.t. I think one of them did. 'Teti' Nvere eight of them,
and the question .went around..and it turns out that no two of the
athletic prograins were funded in exactly the same manner,. On, of
them said that they had a men's athletic program and the revenue .

1,1
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was used only for mens athletics; think there was only one that

was in that position of the eight here.
MAnny. Of course, the regulations are to initiate an oppor

tunity for women which has been denied, and this is I think a poor
illustration of what men's athletics is, in that 9 out Of 10 are not

in a prOfit vosition. Probably that gives them the benefit- of the doubt.

Ms. Monaisox. I would like to add one comment. All of us know

that costYtend to escalate. And gross revenues will increase. I would

think that exempting expenditures, will encourage even more spend-

ing by foOtball and basketball or whatever group might be involved.

Mr. ANDERSON. I don't think there would be anyone who would

disagree,t hat any income produced by football or basketball should

he used to underwrite the cost of that particular activity as long as

the operation of that activity was in line with the operation of all

other athletic activities. So that the amount of money that is allocated

for scholarships. the amount of money allocated Air uniforms. equip-

ment, ftir the entire. -program was in line with the policies of all
athletic programs in the school.

I think the question that conies up with whether or not certain

programs,of athletics should be allowed to have a different standard

of operation in the program because they are revenue producing. If

it- is in line with the poll lies of the university or the college. and all

other athletics, then it is4logieal that the money should be used to .

covers these, costs.
Mr. D'ELInA. Well, let me ask a final question then. Dr. Fiizak

was talking about- their program at his institution, and he. was saying

that for instance they treat sonic of the men's sports quite differently.

They don :t, award.grats-in-aid or provide -full-time coaching. or what

have you to their fencing teams, men's -fencing team,, or to their la-

crosse team, and I. dot't recall if he mentioneeothers, and they treat

them it good deal differently than they do the football team, or the

basketball team.
Now. what is Your reaction to that?
.Mr. Axmatsox. Your comment is supporting I think the idea I

presented. I siee. no justification for treating a person who is on a

fencing tenni or a swimming team differently in line with the polieies.

.of the university than it would be for the football or basketball team.

The fact that he has made that assertion is indicative there is dis-

erimination, not between the sexes but among the students themselves

whether they are men or women.
'I think that is one of the things that the regulations are pointing

toward. is equality, not just between men and women, but of all stu-
dents.regardless of their sex. I think that is the way the regulation

reads. It does not mention sex, but it says '.equally for all students
regardless of their sex."

Now, I don't know if T answered your question.
Mr.011.Ani. Mr. Mott I.
Mr. Morrrl. Thank you., Mr. Chairman.
Ms. INfabiy, has your organization ever, prohibited participation

by the'students with athletic scholarships in your competition?

Ms. Maitre. Yes. We previously had a policy, which did not allow

this. might relate to a point that Mr: Funk was making in trims

of women'sathletics and their interest's, which has changed according

to him.

14
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The point in (hat change. the net of changing our policy came aboutin terms of concern for discrimination toward women and that wewere treating theft differently. The original concern was that athletics. it is difficult to control. in terms of educational objectives tlettyou want to accomplish;the costs with which you San operate. andscholarships hrtve been a concern. that scholarships were a 'basis ofthose problems in athletic programs. That polic has now beetrchangedand ,A0 do .allow scholarships, and We feel opportunities should beequal.
Many of us still are not convinced that dthletie scholarships andcertainly to the extent they are available in men's athletics is goodfor athletics.
Mi.-Mow:L. Do you favor such athletic scholarships?
Ms. MAttay. In terms of programs. I think it brings tremendous

problemS, to it. In terms of women. they should have the same kindsof opportiities as men to have their education paid for...Mr. Morn.. Does your organization then favor athletic scholarships ?M's.Arsity. Yes.
Mr. Mum,. What restrictions do you impose on athletic scholarshipa wards?Are they the stone as NeA.A.'s. if there are any?
Ms. ...1fAtutY. No. Our policies limit by sports and treat all ,sports asrelatively equitabl v I mean by that tennis, golf,- those kinds of sportsare limited to s s(holtirships. whereas the larger -participating typesof sports. field hockey, swimming, said so forth are limited to 12.13ut, in general. e% err sport is considered as important as everyother one. and t lie limit is placed that way.
Mr. Morn.. on have a limitation as to an amount for a partienbu-spor0
ms.mmuty. Yes.
Mr. Morn_ So it does,,differ from NCA A's scholarship program ?,Ms. MA nor. Our limits are different. Also the amount of coverageis. within our policies. tuition. room and board. fees. eve do not allowthe extra expenditure of moncy which is available throngh)CAA

policies:
Morn . your orgo n i /at ion ever prohibited admission-chargesat intercollegiate competitimi for women?

Ms. Mum No. it has, not. IndiYidual institutions .may hare setthat policy.
Mi. Mom,. lint not you' Organization ?
Ms. Mmsny. No.
:Aft. Morn.. foes your organization favor the athletic rezrnitmentof women athletes?
M. MAnny. Well. tail is the same response I we; giving as to sehol-arships..We think this is where the violations of education perhapscome about. including the extreme rots and misuse of scholarships.but we believe the oppoetnnity should be available to women andthat institutions must make a decision to the extent to which theywant to he involved in aspect of athletics: or any other area oftalent.
Mr. Morn:. Do volt support the provisions in regulations that com-pensation for coaches for men's and women's teams especially wiltbe taken into account in-assessing equality of opportunity ?Ms. nour. Do Z support the concept that salary for jobs and so,forth will he compantble?

1.4o
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Mr. INIorrt.. Fyr coaches for w omen's teams As ill be pcen into ae-
con nt in terms of iRqua ity of opportunity?

Ms. num-. I certainly do, and if the jobs are conwarable. by that
'Iola mean the pressure. but the lime and number of students served,

then II would-support equality.
.Mr..Morri.. ft so. then you, do support th at equality. Does your

organization take the position that coaches of w omen's
teams. for example, should have no tenure and be hired and fired on
the basis of their wonilost record. and should be expected to-recruit
mast:wain!, 'athletes and be required to conduct the sameikind of
pi and plane schedules as coaches of men's tennis in those colleges
with major sports pxognims?

Ms. 111Anta-. We-do not contemplate that for us or for men. We be-
Hew in educatonal programs anal there are other bases to judge sue-
t ess than in merely winning, and Ae don't support it for either men
Qr women.

M.. Morn,. All right,. if you oppose any of .these requirements I
just mentioned, how can son say you support the regulations thOl?

Ms. MAllar. Well, does that man we, must change to the men's
patterns?

Perha p they may change to ours.
Morn.. No, but this is wharthe regulations are saying.

Ms. .Af_usal-. The regulations are sit) mg, men and women?shall be
treated comparablyis this what you point out?

;Mr. Ahrtri.. Yes. -
Ms. :NI-mum. That you are as.sunung I must support the view-

point or operation. The point is we must wake a decision and on some
.-anipuses it. niat be to duns' w omen tenure and Sy forth, but that you
know is the institution's choice. In this whole process, they may look
at the practices in men's athletics and change them.

_Mt Mi rm.- Would fits or that men pia) iii, on the girl's athletic
tea ms 'should be allowed?

, :fs. MAitny. I don't think this g--.,rallv pros ides opportunities :for
winner'. Time ale ex, eptional women who eau pal ticipate on men's

Mr: Muni.. What about men playing: SA athletic teams?
Ms:M.vnar. ihink if it is revel-A..1. 'then the,wholv .1,f title T and

its purpoe in atIlicti;s w (mid he defeated. That at this point there
\lolly be er few women part icipatiwr in athletics.

llr. IThrrn,. The 1.101...sit ion as T understand, Ms. \tnbry. by 1CA.1
inni the football coaches. is that if they hasa to cut into their funds
for football and basketball w liikh support nuaus of the other athletic,
programs, uot he T"uisersits of Texas. and T think es er3one brought
up the one example by Darrell Ro3, al, and that is`-an unusual example .
bylawse most of the funds go to other prow' urns to help 'support- tliem,
but if tho ha e to cut tp,m, on the 'mawr of scholarships because
they 'hale to ILA: these funds for w omen, it might bring some zilmility
pith women, but it will bud, the black male athletes Is ho hav'e a dis-
proportionateproportionate amount of scholarships in football and basketball, so
Lie might be helping in one 111.4altce but might be Inuthu, ith- some
discrimination on the

Ms. Mminy. My reaction to that is it might bring about 'some hind
of support- for female black athletes in this case.,

7.4-977-75M
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Second, if thei e i, tiuelueed, in most States. and certainly in my
ow ti therels money at tillable based upon. need. This its a source of that
kind of argument. to defend the procedures and practices in athletics
and scholarships there for men. That argument 1,4s been uesd for 'a
long period%of time now.
I These boys w mild not mate gotten to college without this. But how
manly institutions look at this boy and say, 'Ile is needy ?" "I wonder
if_he is athletic'?" .

-If he is athletic, T in going to make sure heis needy:"
Mr. Mont. 'ANMabry. do you understand all the ramifications of

the title IX regulations at this point?
Ars. ArmlnY.,Possibly not-AL-I:think we all-have questions.
Mr. Muth,. DtIn't you think it would be probably a good point if

we have a moratorium for a w bile so all ramifications could. be under-
stood by male and female, so ate know tt hat might conic about as a
result of these delibeotions?

Ms. Mmial. No. I firmly believe :the 3.yeari:in which we have at-
tempteitto finalize Wese regulations hate been sufficient to ha've much

idence a \ailabje tt It ich anv ime of us would be glad to provide '

for any Congressina interested, anal don't think a moratorium would
serve a purpose.

I think the guidelines should be implemented immediately. "Efforts
to imptoe women's opportunities might bew ell studied after the fact.
and we would join the NCAA such a study. But to delay is merely

tactic I tbiOk to protect menfs opportunities and the lack of benefits
for women.

Mr. _Morn.. Even though you and y our organization doesn't under-
stand all of the implications. we should still implement it. 6044 way ?

Ms. "Away. I %%child ask my legal connsel to respond. becatA4his
is the kind of.person on w lion' we rely in tea ins of uuderstandingAind
full understanding of the regulations.

Mr. Mom,. nap& you. Mr. Chairman.' ...
Mr. O'llutt. Do you want to add something,?"
Ms. Pout i. I would only suggest in any new set of regulations no

one really claims to understand all of the ramifications. This is the
reason administi at i e agencies are set up, and administ nal% e rules
promulgitted and adjusted in light of future experience.

I think Ms. Mabo teas to ing to convey to you thilt in terms of the
basic ramifications of the title IX regulations. we are secure in the
feeling that we understand them in substance. Tht.l.e still al w a3s'be
questions. and we believe that is the leason Congress delegated to

Ell" the administration otthese regulations.
Mr. Mon.. Mr. Chairman. there have been serious allegations

6brought forth ., the football coaches and also NCAA, that- there are
serious ramifications that inte rcollegiate,foot ball and Basketball
tt would be diminished great]) if these rules and regniations go into
effect and would halm other sports on campus not only for male but
female by not as much ret cnue going to those other sports, so I think
there are serious COlineglIellt es as a result, and is lather they are true-
or not. I think we seek time.'

Ms. Kum'. I sincerely beliet e thAt nmost men coaches would like
to get out of what they are in and if the NCAA, for example, limita-
tions and economies come about, the same mclatite standing is going

t
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.

to liekt1;e1.C. It Is not gtittg to Jittrt menatideties in any way. They
eare going to- be perhaps spending a slightly reduced hsvel, but the

((Utility of competition will be the same, and I think this is a false
em icern they ha Ye.expressed here.

..71s. Potavy. I would ialso observe N(AA. and the football coaches
and the public at falai. st pie 4.-iteti ilium than ample opportunity by
I-1MV to bring forward detailed s (ailments. The roaches filed eom-
ments and so did \CAA, but nowhen in those Comments has there
been a tintincial anal) SiS flail. Sh.Ol1 .s. 11 IIN I ill it assertions that this
would undermine their pi wiling, is ti ne. iL has been their assertion.

1 think 'after the total colinuent pliriod. and a fter I JEW has brie!'
:i tears to .come out .with, regulations, to now say that they shotild
study it, is to say we pow want I IEW to do what NCXA failki to do
for.; yea:. The base asserted this n ill hurt their programs. We sin,-
rest it will at. Tlitt.y has e nes er brought for th data to support the

Tart that t his will hurt their prtigrant hi-ant wa..s . We think otherwise.
Mr. 01-Leta. Mr. Buchanan. . ..

., :111. 1311:1 ta NAN. Thank youMr. Chairman.
One of the leasote, w re tend to legislate in confusion aony(1 here

i,, because we base so-ii ati.% arguments as to w hat the facts.are which
remain unresois ed.* Now. your testimony is in'quiie vivid contrast
with that of NCA A as to what the facts are concetning trenne being
produced bs atitlet ie. depart litents innd also what share of that revenue
goes to women s programs. .

. On nage 2 of N our Statenteut on :av in 1972 that women s athletics
reedived -1 percent of the total intercollegiate athletic budget. and in
P.471-73 it %%as about 2 percent. The pre% ions stitnesses indicated that
that is describing a situation that is no longer' true, it is a good deal
better; than that.

.1 would awreciate nut documentation .s on might provide in sup-
. port of tilt' 1- and -peivent statements.

Ms. M %Bur. We has e lists with tts,lpft,takinix The example of. the
Big Ten universities. of which I tun a graduate of three of them,
these institutions lit the last 2 :sears has e put money into athletics,
but it has besn in the last 2 years. .,

31s. Mottiusm. That is since title TX was enacted.
Ms. MAllay. As convents title IX,.the fnielisity of Illinois in my

State has one of the poorest funded programs in the Nation: $3.000.
while we. ne'arb. we fund at W fillies that. 'Chi? is the Big Ten -where
Iiig athletics for men has e been mailable for many years.

Any Money in there has. been out of this, and out of real concern
m terms of details of figures, 1 ha% e them right here. By ch nee we
happened to select sonic of these schools of the coaches of football
teams here. i

I recognize that these figures t ould hale :some misconc4tiolis iti
thrill, but I think the.% are illustrutise of what %% e talk about. in that
some figures you get mai he the salaries are not included, but the point
they are not itieluded for either so it should be relative. The Vinver-

.zsit Of Mar.% land, 02.7 million for men, and the women it is $22,500.
Now, if you caleulate that percentage. it is well helm's- what we said.
2 pereent.

rniversity of Nebraska. it is $go.00n ror s% omen, and f3-1.1 million
for men.

. .

1 4 u,
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/1.-nivellsity of 'Peas. it.ir $2.! million for men, and $78,000 for
women.

University of Ca ifornia at Berkele% $0.3 million, although tuua-
cat's sports in.-1973 7-1 is $7,11inill ion a nd .;;L0,000 for women.

I can go down the list.
ALUSICY. I would like, khOW that Gil t(Ipe, but in terms of

completing it, there is one selwol I don't Lane the nest=s amount for.
But the .2 pereent figure we usetnii the formal response is hum the
Tranford studs on niter( ollegiate athletics, %%flab is a tery reliable
sburce.

Mr. BucitAx.%-s. This is a ,stud3 by George Hanford on intercol-
legiate at for the American Council on Education ?

Ms. MAnnY. Right.
Mr.- BucriANA.s..Hp came to the conclusions that, as I under-

stand tittrlims with a majoi unanituiPiit to big time sports will
face financial difficulties for at least the next decade. I belie% cr that was
part of his conclusion.

This leads to a second -area of questioning, second area of disagree-
ment between }on and the pre% ions witness, as to profitabilit3 of the
athletic programs. For example. Son indicate in Sow; statement on
page 7, less than one-fif of the mewhers of the NCAA clear more than
experw.s in men one sport- and the NCAA, itself estimates the current,
annual deficit of its members qt about Si) million.

'T wonder if tun would be good enough to provide documentation
of that 'NCAK figure? .

Ms. MAnay. Yes. That also is,frour the I Naomi report, the $50
million. is that right?

Ms. Hour. Yes:
Pohl% Y. I believe thy NUAA sapplieil that figure, in their press .,

release.
crtAx.tx. Of r ourse, the basic picture is whether the,norm

is to lose nuiney or make money.
Afs. Mmurr. Another quote, for eximf pie, and T find the source.

the Ore,rou athh tie dweto said in the Washington Post.
075, that he belie% eel 10) 'of the 12;, :don's !dn.\ ;pa big tinge

iftaitkil 110 budge is in the.red. This is coining frAin a male athletic
director..

th:nit there is oh% bets documentat lot, that the argument obout
profit arid crap e11 for it is an unstainil one .11a1 laths pm pose when

t- 11- about equal opoprtimity.
Mr. Tit-cHANAN. Wlit do you ladies hat e to met iibout whether or

rent re00e can be as interested or nut in w qt. Ling women's spouts?
Dr von have any response to that ?

'Ai:, Munn-. Well. I think there were questions put Jo Mr. Fuiak
about this. The point is that men's athletics for generations has e been
Mold% tbt'l t' are man% instances where there has e been
w omen's program,. the must conimoolt known being Town. where the
girl's basketball tutu learns tit at tl high si boo] let el draws a larger
,rot% d teem the bot -saral lust last tear, for e.rounle. the 'woolens
baslotball teams from two institutions in ATAW. Qweris College,
and 'Timm 'data. plaed h. Madison Squaw Garden. anal drew 1.2.000
pert1r

We had a' letter froin the inanap.er indicating he has an interest in
continuing such kinds of events.
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thinthere w 111 be interest, but agaiii this is not' the point in deter-
mining equal opportuiiit foi ancients in educatiomil programs, but.

the interest gill be-there.
Mr. BucalAsas. On this economic question again, do you have any

idea as to how mn3 schools like ni:y own might have had to gki up
football: Football nas.too expensi% e for us to continue, very mg-Art-
fully, but do you hall; an idea _11 that has been a trend or not

Mama. 1 ha% e another quote: 151, sepior colleges have gi\-cu
up football sane pa, but theft, as low, tone-11m about any women's
athletics. Athletics is es.peirsi%e and [nor':ally too expensive as it now
'exists.

Mr. 130,-itAsas. Well. I think, Mr. Chairman, that given the fact
that our function here is.-to figure out new and hater ways to spend
the taxpayer's nione3 aurtl.giten the ,importance of i,hi fitness to
health. and t he inipcitancv of humanAbealth to the country, that ve _ .

lime very health3 men and women populating this country, 1 am
beginning to think ina be vice need s01110 lieu Federal programs to
StiplAn't 1411.':11 Jitill' and ntilletz. Thank you % cry nawli. 1

.\[r. 0 1 laita. 1 %%ant to,achise iii' fliend limn Alabama. I am libt
u tiling to put a nickel into intercollegiate athletics, maybe into in-
t rainural so maybe u e u ill he on ditterent,,si \les of the spending issue
this tame. I u ill lie the (Trinomial. and 3 on calf be the big spender.

.N1s. .11,111RY. I don't Unlit to give.the impression I didn't believe

4 in the benefits of at hid it !wog' anis. 1 think highly of t hem,obvionsly.
I am saying that all o the good ran come at lower cost.
Mr. O'1 -Lima. am a Bile tinict'l 1111 11 ben VIM 2-a.% your organiza-

tion is nut rea113 against -IVUEllitiffir 10 athletic scholarships and so
forth, but i f men hat e them 3 on think the wonuFn.ought to, too.

It reminds me of Wit! Tiogers'mhservation. "The rate thing are
going it won't be long: he said, "before women didn't know any more
than men. And I am a fi aid that 11/13be is the direction_ in which we
aro headed. . I

So you are Milling to adopt all of the % ices of the men's intercol-
legiate sports situation ? \..n)

.

MF. MARRY. T think e are not u Ming to adopt all of the vices. What
we are talking about, is, if this is.ap opport tin itt to have Sour education

I paid for. women should not he dolled-it.
Between us T hope that with prOal ant ( hinges Can come sometime

in both directions, and eitheilillick I ion, but to say we are movrfg into
this pattern of ath Ohs. I don't think women ialtyAid to do th' I hope
01 -f-change corne_ about for all of us.

Ms. "Momusox. l' . Chairman, just td gi% e 'sou an example what
i% e are talking about. think 10:i is t lie total munber of football se Iola r-
ship-. or grants-in-aid the ''.NCA A allow-- per school. ATAW's maxi-
mum in :1 vonwarpilk ...:4)014. 111111'h 1% oUld be field liockex. i. 12.

:\ (S.-Maui:v. M be the 13th gii I someday nin \ i us to court. but.M
in the tirg,iess ini-titution-, looking, into it, they nu v begin to ques-
tion 105 Ally' i 6 4-if those Cornball players sit on the !with.

lir. MT vita. Si'Vtvi-ft haw a re pot- even on the team.
M.:, I\ fAium Well. von can the playing squad? .
1 f r. 0 'llun I. res- .
'f's. :NJ' wiry. But the -iipoorf hi terms of scholarship and aid is well

havoiill that member. of course.
-Mr. OlTanA. Ti 1iana- yon very mulch for your testimony.

. .. .

1 U.
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Our last witness today is Jean Simmons, uho is president of the
Federation of Organizations for Professional Women.

STATEMENT OF JEAN SIMMONS, PRESIDENT, FEDERATION. OF OR-
GANIZATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL WOMEN, ACCOMPANIED BY -
DONNA §HAVLIK, EXECUTIVE COUNCIL; JULIA LEA, EXECUTIVE.
COUNCIL, CHAIR COMMITTEE ON, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY; IRENE
L. MURPHY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AND JANE AUFENKAMP,
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

'rs: Srmroxs., I have w ith me also Dr. Irene Murphy, author of
,

-Public Policy and Status of Women,- who is our,executhe director:
AIrs..fane Aiifenkamp. associate director: Dr. .Tnlia Lea, head of the
task force on equal opportunity, and She has been in oh ed in a de-
tailed study of title IX ;Auld Dr. Donna Shatlih, uho is a member of
our executive board.

T will read the statement.
1 nn Jean Simmons, president of the Federation of Organizat ions

fr.,. 'Pro fesiiona! Women. 133 profession. Tama professor of chemistry
at Vpsti la College iu East Orange, N.J. I hat e been inligher educat ion
for more than in yea's as a bt 1171eht. NC Ielifber. and administra-
tor. lain here today ro lo he t;ettsof the Fedi!' ation of Organ'-
za t ions fin. Professional ))'omen. ,

Fit t. Mr. Chairman, I %%ant to than!, you for in% iting the federa-
tion to kill!'" the cunt ithOf otu member organilations 'to the atten-
tion of this committee. The federation, which ttas formed 3 years ago,
i an mobrelltt olgani4iit ion of 6-1 affiliates tt Iola a tt idu range of pkpfes-
ional identifications. Oul pill pose i? to pros ide a mechanism for nu-

proving the stotlib of %%omen by promoting equality of opportunity in
education and employment. Aniong ohr affiliates are the ..1.inerican
Association of I-ni%et;sity Woman. the .\ merican Medical 'Women's
.Vssociat'ion. Graduate Women in Science, the Saitional Association of
1Vomen Administrators, and Counselors, the Association of
11"oincii in Science, and %omen's caucuses in the American Political
Science Administration. the llodeiii Language Association, and the
_inecicaii Economies Association.

The federation is deeply 1ouuetned about the lack of equal oppor-
tunity foE %%omen in our institutions of higher edneatism and the con-
tinued Minn, of the Federal Go% ernment to implement fully title
TX of Vie Education Ainendii0-nts of lif7.2. in light. of the focus oth-
ers have placed on ler.% narrow aspects of the title TX regula-
tions. T would like to 1u ;ell some of the broadel issues: Why title IX
was dvirunl es-ential in the first place, and why we believe these reg-
ulations meet t lie leneral objectives of that legislation.

The basic need for t-itl; IX: stemmed- from too factors: the extent
of in educational institutions. and-the le, el of Federal
fituding to I institutions. Inile discrimination against girls and
,Onto) exits in et el 1(.14.1 of eiliicational actin ity, iew of the re-

sponsibilitit s of this committee. T trill confine my remarks to the
sit mit ion in postseeonaary cement ion.

t=stematic nth di,,mitnination is pert ash 111'011 010W higher edu-
cation in the- I-lilted States. El, ery ollicita institutional self-study
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that we know of has documented the existence of policies and practices
that deny women full and equal opportunity to develop their talents.
A sampfe-list of these studies is appended to this statement. I would
like to note here, however, a few of these reports to indicate that this
problem is not confined to a few, small institutions., The studies come

-front_ a variety of universities and colleges and include some of our
most prestigious institutions. Some of these studies are the following:
a, report. on- he chancellor's advisory committee on the status of women
at cISNY, a report of the subcommittee on the status of' academie

woilttn on the Berkeley campus by the committee on senate policy, and
similar studies by ollicial bodies at Harvard. Stanford, Indiana, Mich-
igan State. Ohio State, the Univerdity of Washington, and Columbia
-University.

Despite documented discriminator practices, these institutions con-

---- finite to receive hundreds of millions of Federal dolh'irs to support a
yariety of educational programs and activities. 'rile substantial coin-

. mitinent of the. Federal Government to the support'of higher educa-
tion is certainly well known to this committee. The variety of forms
that assistance takes. its well as its magnitude, should be reemphasized.

The .following data appear in "Federal Support to 'Universities. Col-
leges. -and Nonprofit institutions. Fiscal Year-1913. A Report. to the

President and the Congress,- National Science Foundation. Dreem
her 1971. lit fiscal year 197'3. $3.8 billion were obligated by the Federal
Government to universities, colleges. and selected nonprofit research
instil ntions.-Funding mechanisms- included research and development
grants. general institutional grants. fellowships. tea ineeships.,scholar-
;hips; research and de% elopment plant support. and money for facili-
ties for instruction in science. Direct beneficiaries of this aid included
both students and instifutions. Students who receive this aid should be
able to participate in all areas of univ:rsity activities. Institutions
which receive stIpport are both directly enabled to provide certain
teach' g and research activities had are indirectly enabled tqlincrease
res uces for all departments and activities.

would like to add here that of deep interest to the federation is

e fact. that an analysis of Federal funding to higher education re-
veals that the largest research and development moneys are going to
fields that have traditional f% been the worst offenders in den: ing equal

opportunity to womenthe life sciences. physical sciences, and
engineering.

The. denial o Leg ual opportunity on cant 'ins and the continued flow
of Federal funds to support this inequity is not an issue that should
be put off indefinitely. We most especially do not need delays. as Wig,'
suggested by the coaches on. Monday. to determine the impact of equal
opportunity on cortege sports revenues. The Congress legMated on this
issue 3 years agit. It stated that educational progams-receivim: Fed-
eral funds shall provide equal educational opportunity :I It (lid not
say this take effect, oniy if it is tonvenient, only if it does not
hurt anyone's; revenues, or only if it does not tock the boat. Title IX
was passed because it, was erognized that the Federal Government
should not support educational programs- and activities that deny
equalopportunity to one group of citizens.

While I have emphasized the immediate need for the title IX regu-
lations. I should, like to state now thatthe Federation would no4

150
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sapport simply at* regulations. We ha e catefully reviewed each. "
draft ft of the regulation, awl studied the final product. Our review
has convinced us,; that despite boltie yet...et% ations, on the whole the
regulations appear to coniport ith the basic objectkes of title LX.
Let ine be nthre sput die on those aspects that we believe initice these
F.02'11°ns worthy of implementation.

Fir-4, the 1..tt-lit of O(- denial of equal opportunitt- in, edticition
and the icsel of Ft Alm al funding xi.. us to cow:hale that the regula-
row must !Hoc 141).01 oiei age of institutional programs and poli-

NV'e heartil:.e1014A e title IX's int lusion of employment prac-,ohnt-4,1, phsical education andathletics/ griev-
ance piocedurt tle,111-11iii of students. and financial aid. Because I
-lee:id add. fie: tie -v ate all impottant factors in (.1111/11 opportunity
lilthe acadeinie

many of Oil; lot nillets are educators, and they sitat4 the
rA. of .nine on diis eonnoittee that the title IX regulations might

thy peNtential for gi at Government intenentio in the internal
And '°lieges. Haut) pro% isions, believe, will

11.. need and or ,01 this inlenention. These are
Ole rciptii-titents for self-esaltiation and fur the establishment. of
:Irievance prwediirts. It ;s:iniportant to note that neither of ales('
plug t -a+11R (h+ forni the self e%akition will take, or what

pr.kedittc- inclutle.-Rese are deekions leftto the t ,111411tittlIall i/3 these PrOViSiOnStE AV hat^ prt,babl cli 1 he wa for institutit4; to set their own:too,. 4 in orer. to t (hell Ott 1, pi °blow-, and to deal. in-house.
%ah ricir,es of it.,t 1,;Iiiitot 10h. %% IthOltt attaltiiig the filing of many

'File latter .tore %%mild unit lend to eNpelisive Federal
:were y Picsti,rt:olis of a further l logring of our already overtaxed

I think the luulmittee might take note. too. that thetotjor lip:31;04A such as the X E.V.e.htl the ACE. ha v.e
alr-tdv gone oil I. %old .l ic.otoniending twtheir tiallibers that they.
Ills.? if tlii' It, 11 good management practice.

I add. patentlictioall`. rte take it finr granted that enforce-
ednre %%mild be sttengthetted and tightened as

tedt-rat tot, .11 (hat t'ttli)itliallt'l 'Aid) these Vts,ell1Iti011.4
lr e.;11 il-wire changing, tlittlitioal a11f111pIP :Intl

re...nine allocations. and lee% alinit ill!, the im-p, t !It iotial ftl oiia.nis and flunkies on eqiial oppoct le, for
tiwa tn.' loll lit-, flat the test of equit% has never been

Or, k k T., 41481 °ppm (unit% has never hven impact (,trevo pi-001011N tie hit% e emotional ties to. The
tl ,ou if oppot all Orel tell persons are oiVell

it 1,1,(kii.ildt. Wirt leiloate in awl benefit frow
ttn awl wlt Itlr. reek i% Fetleraj support.

tiok.ent iiialei(ookexpawled assistance to higher
.ttptt -11, :Of it v, 111Idet.401)1 tI t t a ,Ap11.-eklite:ited. trainoi

110 L. I ilt!ett't of a deniocial.y and that a reservoir
ti -loin Lois e.00ld lie olii meowq....4 national 1,..0110e.

- i'l'l: itc-titilt enomage the dc;clopluent of only
I I ,,.1! t.te-, -,tprvit 4'.11111tIt e1111,.fro. .11.1k; statement of .lean Simmons follows:1'
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APPENDIX I:\srtrt IION,11. A N.,o,ysts of SRN DISCRIMINATION

The higher. 'the Fewer, Report and Recutuwcottatiun. of the Conintittve
to Stud) the Shan, of Women in Graduate Edtnation nod Later Careers. Soh-
mitted to the Ex.ec not y Board of the Graduate School. the Lola eisi0 of tliclai-
gai Ann Arbor. Mardi 107-1.

Chancellor's Aalte.atr.a Committal. on the Status of Watinen at CUNI. Piddle
Ilearip.gs Testonta*. An tattled Stilaihal.% IRI IA41111.1(1.'11. SeptvilibtI 1972.

Report of trio tan the Status of Acadunio, Women on the Berkekt
Campus. Report tat the Committee on Senate Policy, Mit, 19. 1970.

laity W. Sells, Prehanotar3 Reliant on the Slat u. of Graduate Women.
Lint ersit) of California.' Byrkt impart-al for the Gianuate Assmob13's
Committee on the Status of Women. Mareh 30. 1973.

Lora IL Robin,on. Institutional Anab,is of Sex, Dim romilation...A Het iew
atal Annotated Iliblotarapi.3.' LRIC Cluaringlamst for Higher Education. The
tktorge Washington I not Suite 030, One Ittihad (-tile. Washington, D.C.
2o030. June 1073.

1 nicersio of ( aliforma, is, Report of the Task I'ort a on the Statu
of Women at 1'. C. Daitz. June 1972.

inversi0 of California. Los Angeles, Rtpt.rt of flw,Chancelloz's Adtisoo
Co.minittve ou the StatiN of Women at UCLA. June- 1072.

Utlit Filtal Revolt of the connit,4011 on the Statti
and Needs of Women at Carnegie-Mellon Unit ersity. No% ember 1971.

Colombia I inter--it:. Lit/elation" Barnard Alumnae
59 A Spring 19710.

Bari oral I ma ersjt3. Report of the Committee ant the Status of Woolen in
the Fat MO of Arts and St 11110.1s. 'April 11171. aids report focuses oti the
conditions of %carmen stmlents a,: well.)

Ferber. Madman...and be -Loeb. "Ranh. Pay. and Representatitan of
oliielt oh the k.ta oto at the I ;Mom Cliampaiii Campus of the Unit er.dt3

of Illinois." Noviber 197th.
Hard:luny. Charles W. Status of Women oil the Facult) of Indiana

State University." 1970.
University of Indiana. Bloomington, Stud} of the Status of Women

Faetilt3 at Indiana t nit ersit3. Bloomington Campus. :Januar 11171.
Michigan State. A C of Data on Facult3 Women and Wonien

Enrolled at Michigan State University. July 1970.
Ohio State Unit yrsit3. Report of the Ad Iloc Committee to Revieu the

Status f 'Women at the Ohio State Unit Phases I and II. April 1972.
Stanford 1.71111erNit. Sit-gel. Alberta I:. and Ronald G. Carr. "Education

of NVomen at, Stanford University." 'Clue Study of Edut Mimi at Stanford.
A Report to t he University.-March1909.

Unit:LT:40 of South Florida, Status of Women Committee: Faculty
Report. 'November 1970.

University of Washington. A Report on the Status of Women at the
I nit ersity of Wattlangton. Part It i lidergraduate and Graduate Studen6,.
May 1971.

a All these reports are mailable either from the tinker:city or from ERI('.)
Mr. 01 (ARA. Thank -you %ery much, 1)r. Simmons. I appreciate

having your test imoiiy.
T hate noted part ikailioh Non' appi o% al of the requirements for

self-a% aluation and fan riirtatliae pi ot:cduies, int el 'national gric% anal:
proved ores, a 1(1 so forth.

As you know . these are pro% Isom:, _about whit b I am part-kill:lily
once' bemuse 1 do not hud the st at taw\ language in title IX

that reqirt-s that soft of at tint on behalf of an institution, and I
3111 toga At mute' og it y am a an point to borne spat lilt language that 55 ouhl
requite that ?

Ms. SDI MONS. It seems to ate. sir, this is at rather commonsetwe
beginning to title IX. To !Agin by assuming that educational u-
t ions are m a sense at it anal sit mound say ing, -How cap we discrimi-
nate against women C. do:: not seem to me a lair hew. n for the
applicat ion of any law.
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I think we should he more optimistic about this and assume Chat
educational institutions has e proceeded large!) through ionoranee
and through certain. &Attu al fitamb,in our sotiet3 he3 ond which the:
ha ye not looked. If they are given a beginning opportunity for self-
es ablation.. I think that they-ss ill note many of these things that they
have simply not lodked at in past years.

f therefore think this is a matter of practi, al s oninionsense not
to begin as an ads ersiny but to begin ss ith s3nipatli3 fur the educa-
tional institutions of our country.

Mr. O'HARA. It might make a great der.] of sense, and it is really
too bad that-the Congress didn't- think of it.

Ms. SIMInuN:,. I %%Mil Wibli to reply on the exact legal points there.
It seems to inn that in any kind of regulation one has to proceed
-through what is tfie best way to implement the law.

Mr. O'HARA. That is precisely the teasoit that w e are sitting here
today, is because of the conct.rn that I and many other Congressmen.
Members of Congress has e had a concern that in drafting regulations
to cans out lass s enacted, b) Congress, the administration or the execn-
tis e branch had, iii &est, in legislating been supply ing legislatis e
omissions.

Ms. Simmoxs. I don't agree with you on that ,point, sir, if I may
sa3 It does not seem to are this is in disagreement. with the purpose
of title. IX of even the expression of title IX as legislation.

It seems to me simply an cxi,lanation of how to go about fulfilling
the purposes stated by Congress.

Mr. O'HARA. You know when Congress enacts a ;, ;1- mile -an -hour
speed limit, NS e don't expect the Department of Transportation to come
up w ith regulations,tha -require es era ear to have a gos ernor on it
that would eat -it. from going as er miles-an hour-. I think, well.
maybe that is soincthino. we should has e done, and maybe it would
have been a good idea to do it but in fact. it St ---ething we didn't
do. We don't believe it is up to the Department of Transportation to
correct. our work. % think that we has e to take our work as it is and
do the best-they (Im with it.

Ms. SIMMoNS. f don't look upon this though as a correction. nor do
T agree with the analogy about the individual ear.

Donna, world you like to make a comment?
Ms. SnAstitt. ?[y only ..omment is the language of tith TN. not

being-slim ifitall3 to the Z:,-mile-nn hour analog), that part of title IX
dues pros ide for c won' of Federal funds. I thiiik it %% mld be a. tragedy
i f sse. know mg Ownc mu politics in operation that round lead to cutoff
of funds. did not assist the institutions in forestalling that es entualit3
whielt no one wants to see. happen. .

Mr. oirm.. mr. Hoehn
.Mr.13urit.sx,sx. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.

don't ha3 eiiny other questions. T think all T ss ill do is thank you
fin tang h,tittion an41 inquire if there are :ilea:, covered in previous
tcsfinioy to sshithi sou would like to espond or which Son would like
to ,,lippleinerit ?

SIMMoNs. I would lihe to say I am amazed at this dispropor-
tionate attention paid to a ,01i411 area of athletics Ns hen I read title-IX.
whidi indeed is I hroad, and it behrins, "No person in the -United
States zhall, on tlic lm-,s of sex, be ext hided fr(nu part icipation to he
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denied the benefits of or be subjeiled braliscrinduaLion under any edu-
cational proganz or act itit4 recut% ing Verferal financial assistance,-
audit goes on -froni there.

Certadt this is t cry broad. Wit, all of the attention is being fixed
On athletics. L do not understand. And, as Professional women, we
are llitereted v[opment of women. and we feel
that this is legislatii and that these Iegulat.ions cover this goal very
to il. Therefore. we are %cry interested in supporting it.

peaking here ozdt personally, I am also amazed at some testimony
I have heal d tthtielt relates to Vicars of discrimination and then using
that as an excuse for continuing it. It seems to The this i, part of the
old picture of % iCtuniziter the %ictim.-IIow dare, you be a victim? But

Oil are. so we will continue to pie!: On you.
I have been %ert ;111-prised at this. L have beon surprised itt the

attention paid to %% !lethal!' a program has a gross profit. I think I
would be equidit sin pi isctl as to whether it had a net profit.

I have been engaged in budgeting and budgeting. procedures in
mut Ions of higher education. L don't. know %vliethet you know how

',target lig pro«alures go in institutions of higher education, but some-
( lutes they', are % strange, and there is er little attention 'paid to-
prograed budget-mg.

1 ham the ph% "1.ct, department. list its budget, take no
account of salaries Of people. I hat e seen jheni list prograng in phsici
talon!, la, ai-eount of 0 ebead cost. no account of administration,
elated peiventagew ise. not taking account of the lights in their ab-

oratories, and so forth.and when it guts to athletic budgets, I. hi e

seep the entire stadium left out and so on. So, to get actual statistic
on this is very difficult.

o me that is beside the point. It doesnot seem to me anywhere in
the law or teguiai ions diet e is a point aboor"are we-making money in

way :"4,so I ha% e hcen amazed at the testimony.
Mr. B cri la SAN. One limit thing, Mr. Chairman:
Would you eomment on the degree df effectivene,s of tide. VII"

toward t lie :whit.% ument of equal opportunity and the 'degree of need
for the implementation of title IX?

SporoNs. L would not want to (keit- the effectiveness of any
brio or executil e under. or am pai t of the general material which per-
tams to equal oppol ((mitt lio%%ovei, I think that title IX ha, sonic--
thing very badl.t needed. and again I say, r01 resold ng an organiza-
tion of 0% er 1 million inembeis, if you count the niembeis in the affili-
ates. that we are interested in professional del clopnient of women. and
we feel that title*IX is t he one title which tl ill really be effective.

31r. fin taNa X. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'llAtta. Thank t hat Ivry much. 1)r. Simmons. and yon asso-

ciates for taking the time to assist the committee in its inquiry on the
title I Xyegulat ions.

'.1f:-% Sim moxs. Thank you very much.-
Mr. !):IIARA. The 01111111i, I ee now stahrls in adjournment.
f Vhercupon. to. 12.1:i p.m.: the _subcommittee stood in recess

%I I
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Ifousn OF-14PIZESENTATIVES. '
Suncommrrn.a.: PosTsEco.NDAny Entx.ertox

(.031)11'17EL ON EDITATION AND LAM:.
11-0Shhigion, D.C.

The subeommitte ink at 2p.m.. pursu ant to recess. in room 2173.
, B1'3141111 Rouse (Alice 13ttihling, Ilan. James G. O'Hara. chairMan
Of the subcommittee, presiding. ,..

1.tuitiarsi present Representatives OlIara. Brademas, Chisholin.
3l041. 1fall, Quie. Buchanan, and Smith.

Also present :.fiat 'Harrison. sta frdirector :Webster Buell. counsel;
1.1nora Teets. clerk: and Richard Mosse. assistant minority. counsel.

1n-I-AbA. The subcommittee will conic to order.
T'odity marks the third day of otfr public hearings on the regula-

boas developed by tlo adult oistraiion for the implementation of title
IX of Public Lau 92,i ;old stannitted to the Congress in accord-
alive 1% it b sect ion 4.11i tf) of the Generitl Education Provisions Act:

Our duty in these hem inns is to examine the regulations, see if they
are consistent whit We are not looking at the wisdom or con-
%enienee or efficient.) or impact of the imgitlations. We are looking at
them to see ictlicy. ate t ousistent w ;tit the law from uhich they Must
derive all of their authority.

1-f they are consistent, and ifue find that we don't like the law, we
eau of course, rrommentl changes 111 thelaw. But that has nothing to
do %%ill, the operation of _these regulations until and unless the layr
is cliamfed.

If they' are ant lae4i-stmt. eteu if theyaretheeliitotnegf wisdornand
High ideals. then the slitiald Ise distyproed until and unless we
change the law to initf,e it a -Flit:A& basis for Ow regulations.

re rode throogli a autillaq. of tit i ions eri.,es nt this country in
teeent yea., awl one of the mo-t important has been the effort. to make
reai the printilsc than women and memln is of m;noritv!..ronps will .be
able participate fully and V. itholit- II:lt111111Ce iii all aSPectS of our
-oeial, etatontle, and cultural Ii fe.

The cnact mem cif tit le IX years 4..ro itnotht-r major step for-
lud 'it the orort to make -ON its ill elcA%Olt to participation and eli-
g;lulitN for proe-rants as rate,. color. ciet.d..Cal national origin were
ovule-le; (ewe legiAnti,,n. Title IX originated in this subcommittee.
and I doji't hate vial HAe toll to know that it would teveive the same
support here today that it received then.

But there hat e other.crises, too. in them; Int:4 3 pzipts. add
ow. of the gra%,est of these crises. every hit as male, every bit as se-

it fro
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rion is challenge to out (*on:44[160n as the attacks upon human. rights,
has been the narrowly averted attack Oil t he rule of law.

Surely we have learned in the pat yeais that however laudable
the goal. we cannot trust in the limitless good will of Government,
that the. agencies that are charged w ith ing out the law have an
almost irresistible tendenc, ) to go beyond. the law. and that we have
to maiptain constant igilance to see that they stay within it.

And it seemslo me that the obligation is equally as important wheth-
er the agency invoh ed is the CIA or the OCR; the FBI or the HEW;
the EEOC' or the White -Home; the courts or the Congress. So it is
with that in mind that we undertake the third day of these hearings.

Our first witness 1611 be the distinguished Member front Texas,
Congressman Bob Casey.,

`STATEMENT OF HON. BOB CASEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. O'ITAtt.I. Mr. Casey, we are very happy tohave you before the
committee today.

Mr. C.AsEr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I deeply appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before this distinguished committee.

I am pleased to come here today to ;ire you my thoughts on the
proposed -regulations promulgated by the Department of Health, Ed-
ucation, and Welfare to militia discrimination based on sex in the
educational institutions of America.

lfr.,Chairman, we are 'certainly agreed that discrimination based
on sex is contrary to the pros isions of our laws and should be pro-
hibited. At the same time, I must differ.wit the regulations as pro-
posed by the Department because I belie% e the means by which we
achieve this goal are as important as the end we seek.

To summarize my viewpoint, I oppose the regulations as drafted.
which require forced integration of ph,,sicaI education classes and
a ban on single 'sex campit, org.t.anizations established for honorary,
profe,sional. or sere he purposes. In these particulars. the regulations
now before the Congre4s reunite substantial modification and I hope
this subcommittee will consider such changes..

r would also point out that the Congress has already given recogni-
tion to the problem and (hat at the close of the 93d Congress we (lid
take some corrective action. That action came in a great deal of haste.
however, as it was added by the Senate as an amendment to a resolu-
tion establishing a.White House Conference on Library and Informa-
tion Services.

There was a great-deal o- f caution used in the wording of the amend-
ment on exemptions we made last year, perhaps rightly so, since full
hearings had not been held on the matter. The exemptions made at
that time were restricted to social fraternities and sororities, the
YMCA, YWCA. Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, and vol-
untary youth serviice organizations.

There are obviondy a good many other campus organizations which
elearry deserve to be exempted'from the provisions of title IX, not
for any purposes of discrimination but to avoid discrimination.

The mosglaring need for exemptions remains in the arca cf phys-
ical education and athletics.

u
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The.' physical education regulations liar a obviously gone beyond
the intent of Congress. These iequirements, inconsistent with the Edu-
cational Amendments of 1972, broaden the power of Federal Govern-
ment beyond its -legitimate interest and, in fact, result in a form
of discriminatory treatment between those within schools or on campus
and those ouCside the educational system.

As the subcommittee knows. title 11 of the.Education Amendments
of 1J7 prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in educational
institutions receiving Federal assistance. The specific provision reads:

No person in the I_ mted States shall, on the basis of sex, be. excluded
from participation ip, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance . . ." (Section 001(a). 20 F.S.C. 1681).

Pursuant to this law, the Department of Health, Education?' and
Welfare drafted regulations which were reviewed by the President.
Following leis examination,of the Department rules, President Ford'
signed the proposed regulations which are now before this subcom-
mittee for the review required under the- statute.

As the very able chairman of the subcommittee, Mr. O'Hara, has
pointed out, the Congress may approve or disapprove the regulatiOns
without comment or may make specific .suggestions on the final rules.

The regulations themselves consider discrimination in 'numerous
ways and npgreat detail. They relate to students .tesachers. and -admin-

istration and consider admissions, recruitment, equality in facilities,
resources and course offerhip= sports, scholarship and financial aid,
employment. practices, grievance procedures, and even the content
of books and other educational materials.

The goals we hare- set for the Nation are laudable. but they should

go no farther than the law, our Constitution, or the ssof ;ineots of .
our people will permit.

There can be little doubt that these regulations have gone beyond
the intent, of Congress in the matter of physical education classes
:Ind single sex campus organizations. 'rho clearest statement on this
issue among the authors of title IX was given by former Representa-
tive Edith tlreen, and, let .me say with great pleasure that she possibly
will'be testifying. here before this veryable committee on this subject.

As she noted November 213.1974, on the floor Of the House:

"(Title IX) was never designed for the purpose,of having the Federal. Gov-
"eminent Intrude on private organizations and to fdrce be Government flat the
integration of such groups as Boy Scouts. Girl Scouts. Campfire Girls, YMCA,

YWCA. the Boys' Club, the Girls' Club, and all sororities and fraternities. It was
never designed to have the Federal Government say to a sorority or faternity,
whether it be social or professional. 'You have to do this or we ate going to
withhold all the funds from the university.'" (COngressional Record of Novem-

ber 26, 197.1, at 1111106.)

I would remind my colleagues that,ln the course of the debate on

the White House Conference on Libraries' resoliition, S..T. Res. 40,
which was debated-at the close of the-93d-Congreis last year and which
limited the. restrictions applying 'here. the subject was not whether the
limitations were too broad, but whether they were too narrow.

That was wlien the language was added to exempt social fraterni-
ties and sororities, `Boy Scouts. Girl Scouts, and the 'few other specific

organizations.
J remember that debate \ry well, in part because of my participation

in it, and T know that.many Representatives were concerned that the
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exemptions did not go far enough. It was the -chairman of this com-
mittee, the very able Mr. Perkins. who asset red me that there would
be ample opportunity to extend- the list of exempt organizations at
t lateediite.-

We were dealing. with amonference report at that time and we were
at the end of the'session and late in the vear. But the need is now more
pressing Egan ever. and_ it- is important that «e exempt these organiza--
tions before these regulations become effectiVe.

Itany-doubt remains as to what the real intent of the Congress is
on this point. I would refer Ulm to the Record. of April 16 of this
yearjt, Was at that-time that I proposed an amendment to H.R. 5901.
the educafion appropriations bill. which would do exactly. what I
am proposing today; exempt campus oraanizations and- physjcal edu-
cation classes from the authority granted under title:4X.

That amendment was specifically patterned after the, !impinge of
Representative Green and the vote is there for all to see: 53 to 145.

.By nearly a -to-1 margin, that amendment. NI as accepted by the
House.

One of the major-concerns remains: that the proposed regulations
broaden the power of the Federal Gol eminent beyond its legitimate
interest and are inconsistent with the prom isious of the Education
Amendments bf1912.

'l'a'ne clear statutory authority limits the Department, of Health. Edn-.
cation, and 'Welfare to matters involving federn111 ,siippotted pro-
grams. Yet neither campus organizations nor pity sicaleducat ion classes
have received Federal educational assistance in any form. The plain
Meaning of the language of the law »roltibit's such regulation.

This provision of the law was patterned after title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of ltil and earn a cursoD reading of the cases inter-
pretme. that statute shows that **am em 'deuce of Federal assistance
must lieshown before the statute can be inVoked.

I might say that this is a point of cencernin many of the other areas
which th`e regnlations have touched on, For a discussion of the limited
authority granted under an identical statute. how emer..I would urge
the subcommittee to rovie Board of Public In.4rnetion. of Taylor.
County. Fla. v. F1n'h at al.. [C.A. Fla.. 1969. 414 F2d 1001

al: final point I would like to make here is that. under the regula-
tions as 'currently draftee]. we are acmitally discriminating within
groups. As American citizens, we ill'enjoN spec ific constitutional rights
to assemble. pet ition. speak frei;ly . and band together in matters of
common interest. Under these rides,t4wemer. we are told that
he far more difficult and unjust for single-sex organizai ions to exist
while the members are still in schootthan after they have graduated.
This is an irrational diStinetion.

- There will be many witnesses before this subcommittee urging
review of the various sections of the regulation.. T would ask merely
that you consider the4 rules with fnui eye toward the evil, that was
sought to be corrected.

Menker a distinction exists ikat does disci initiate in its efleet.
then it should be struck down in order to give all students equality
of opportunity. But where the relation between the rule and nnjust
discrimination which denies equality of opportunity does not exist,
then amhange in the:rule is in order.

r
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Applying this standard, the rules relating to physical education
,Classes and campus organizations clearly fail.

There is no doubt that gym classes Ca IL be conducted on a separate
sex basis without harm or unfairness to the student. At the same time,
requirements such as this will impose administratis e and economic
problems iu many schools, particularly smaller schools, s here the gy ua
facilities were not constructed with mixed classes in mind. Separate
showers, locker rooms, et cetera, will entail added expense and diffi-
culties in much of my ow a district, and I cannot believe that it is

rranted.
In addition, this is a basic administrative-and curricular decision.

This is the type of decision which leas always been _made at the local
school district les el in this country. For the first time, in my judgment,
the .Federal Gos eminent is entering into a clearly local matter.

No one would has e objection to encouraging school districts to bite-
< (.1 ate their physical education classes. .4ost would, and in fact Ost
already do so when feasible. Yet we should not- start to make these
decisions uniformly for the entire Nation at a les el of government
so far kemosed from the 'es eryday administration of the actual
programs. .

The change I support, would certainly- not require school districts
to segregate their physical education classes by sex. Many physical
education courses readily lend themselves to mixed classes and most
schools do base a certain number of physical education classes which
are coeducational.

But all I ask, and I believ most of our colleagues agree with this
s iew, is that we alloss commonsense to prevail in these matters (Ind
that, local schopl districts be allowed their traditional right, to make
these de'cisions.

With regard to single sex organizations on campuses, let Ale ask
merely. "Who are we hurting?" Many a group a;; ablished ,for service,
honopuy, or professional purposes has informed me of the need for
some relief front this section of the regulations. Lwant to ,stress that
it is not the futile organizations s-ich leave approched me; it is the
female sers ice, honoraty, or professional groups thatare concerned.
The reason is simple: many of these grou ,s are concerned with prob-
lems or issues relating only to women.

1 hey should be (11h/wed to organize. and thee should be allowed to
(Agonize on canapes if they so choose. For myself. I can see no distin0-
t ion %%hawser between such a group being established on campus or
off. Yet one is Prohibited and the other is not. I ant a frail the differenai
exists only in the mind of the Department of Health, Educatiou, and
Welfare.

I ant concerned, also, to learn from some of the groups coming
ss ithin the scope of these rules that the Depaitment is taking an alti-
tude which borders on harassment.

,Ty hose ads ised some persons that a college or 'mil ersity may
hose all funds for all institutional sources cut of for such things ais
allowing the members of a single sex orgiinization to meet in a class-
room after regular hours ss ithout the pay ment of rent, or to post
messages on school bulletin boards.without the collection of a lee. or
to alloss a faculty member to-s oluntarily sets e as an ads iser ss ithout
charge.

:,a 977
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The attitude is neither necessary nor productive. It is, as I say,
harassment. - d

These organizations are proud of their past lirstot3 and accomplish-.
meats. They exist, to sell e.. to honor achte'seinent or to ads awe the
interests of theiprofes.sions. The judgment as to whether send' cu ga-
nizat ions :,huttlil aoutinuc toexist, in tlielr ',resent form is not one that
we should tanner' oursels q%% ith, When Giese' nment has gotten this,
big. I do not want to be a part of it.

Through the amendment. e.added last year, We gave recognition
to the rights of cei tali, campus en ganitations to restrict membership -

to one sex. All tlad we ask now is that \sc make it clear thattlmexemp-
t Is et.lided to all similar campus organizations so that there is no
discnitimition in application or interpretation of the law.

In conclusion, the proposals T make are minor ones.
They invols ruh:s milelafed to the equal ,treatment of students in

our Nation's schook
They are irreles ant to the purpose of the statute under which these

rules ivere formulated.
certainly trust and T allisure that the committee will give thorough'

study to Ale etfeet of the proposed. regulations of HEW.
Mr. 01.-Tana. Thank you; Mr. Casey.
I ant going to has, to cut the questioningLing AWL t because, as you know,

the, behs are ringing for ,ft vote. But let me quickly make this
observation. As 3 ou point out, thy drew consistently on title VI reg-
nlations in 'adopting title TX regulations.and they fell into the notion,
it seems to me, which 1S a ppioprutte for title VI regulations but not, I
think. for title IX regulations. that separate is in6rently unqual.

You know, the theory of title:VT in the race discriminatidn eases
is that as between two men, the only aifference between them being
tlu color a their akin, thele oe no 'cal differenees.except- pigmeni.
:).-ad Nat ass time yon separate hose two men or tw o women that may
be inherently unequal, if 3 ou.do it with deliberate intent of separating
them.

But it seems. to me that tVICC(7ty get/the sex disc' imination there
is a problem, but it is a little oifro eat kind of a problem. There are
inis'ome cases fault legitimate reasons rah} 3 on might w ant to provide
separate but Anal facilities and classes and what-has e-s on.

, What you are ready saying is it ought to be all right for a school
!FA. rivt tarmitke that, decision, that in some cases' separate bnl. equal"
1na ices more sense. ,

I would agree that, these regulations' take awns too much of that
authority. especially in the `ph3s. ed." area. I think there. with the dif-

betw Veil Men :Ma aauuaeii and their size and their strength, and
so forth. .-'eparate but eein,r1 facilities and opportunitixs does:In:Ike
sense. '

mr. CASEY. Well, vs ill agree W ith.the chairman. There is one thing
that rilo t though, that- some are taking the attitude that you
twist spend the( same amount of money on each pa rtie nla ph3sical
education program, male and female, and I think that is a matter of
need, pot necessarily just as a matter of mathematics.

Mr. 01-TARA. T have one question to direct to son at the request, of
-

Mrs. Chisholm. She ha goneone to a ote, and 3 onand Ixaae going to lease
in just a second. Tintshe sane] :

let)
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In your amend/m.1. you called for the exemption of sororities
and rraternities, !eter , ice or social. And site. goes
on to say that she understands n hy you It ant to exempt the Girl
Seonts, but ot ities. social soroaities and fide! 'Cities of a service
or honorary nattily. she points out, not %%ell ha% e a high correlation
to employment or career ad% aneenit tit, and this is similar to the
issue raised by It onieli reporters nith regard to the Gridiron.Club.
Why do Son want them to be able to continue to disci Militate on the
basis of sex?

Mr. CAsi:Y. Well, again, I think that is a matter for that particular
organizaticm. I can certainly see Mrs. Cisholm's point ith reference
to the Gridiron Club, but if Mrs. Chisholm were here I \you'd be
pleased to respond-to-her by saying that the ladies formed their own
dub hnd I haven't heard any of -the men clamoting to get into it.

Mr. OLtn.v., Well, they l lave, though.
Mr. CAsix. In fact they are outdoing the men n it their pi °grams:
Mr. OITAR:t.. Yes, but they integrated their club, and they now

have men in it, men officers.
In any et ("int. the Chair declitivs a recess, nal be er just

as soon as Mr. Simon of Illinois returns and before I get back, su the
hearing can continue.

Mr. CAsEr. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Olf.tn.t. Thank you 'Cl".'% much. Mr. Casey.

The'cominittee stands recessed.
[Whereupon, it brief recess was taken.)
.Afr. Sixtox [presiding]. The subcommittee %%-ill come to order.
Bopresenta tire Go'odling. Are you ready to testify?
We are happy to hat e a member of our committee testifying-at this

'point.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM DOODLING, A REPRESENTATIVE=
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Goonuxo. Thank-you, Mr. Chairman.
(hail have any prepared statement. nor do I have any great,

men%lehing,feelings in relationship to title I1, T guess lily purposp
for being here toilay is pi imitrily one to aantiun Congtess so that (h/r
in% oh meld does not ho owe one V. ne actually do mole harm
than good in toyiug to bring ,about nondisci *annuli ion as it relates
to sexes.

I would like to ay quickly e a little bin kground to my thou.rhts
and comments. >r

When I became an e.lait attn. 23 tat., ago, the iiiajot poblent as
..san it in relatioi.hip to title TX was one of nio.4 of the principals

and many of the sin.' intundents of ,'N1111016 ho %%CR' futanet ((iches
and forwr athletes. Must of the at hlvtic direNots were either the
prineipal. or a coach and former athlete.

When 1 Lecae an administ rator ill ho late fifties and dui ing the
the lirst battle thAt no had to light was to make sure- that

these administ ratios V. % %etc tot mer oin s.and tin se 1110t cc
tors V. ho were former coaches and athletes did in fact lealize that
there It ere young ladies going to the s( hools also, V. ho ills) %%anted
a piece of the action. Nol wally' they nould ,pre% cid this flo ha o'Jen-
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incr primaril) Use they would inditate the' e sera not sufficient
ies available to carry on both. .

Now. we fouglit this battle and I think itt man) instances we won
this battle, becaase at the present time in the ,)stems I am familiar
with. we have interscholastic athletics-for git Is hi malty sports, at fact
most eNcept the contact sports, and some of those I would say they
participate fn arc pret ty gtiod comm. t spot is also. But I itm eliminating;
wrestling and foothallfrom that.

So nly concern today is not one that should there be educational, ,

coeducational elasses in indust riot artsthat lute been going on in
most areas, I think, where there but e been ) winger educators fo-years;
Or whether. t here would be coeducty ional liome economics, coeduca-
tional sex education or physicat education classes.

These things have Ibttli happening mute alid hat» o etery year and.
fig I ind;cated, unless stopped by school boards )ounger administrators
ha ve been moving in that direction.

-.Nry concern is that we do not move blindly into thecocdticational
interscholastic athletic program so that all that we ha s ealone during
the last 10 or 15 yars_goes to naught. I say that simply-because if,
becomes and if it is interpreted in such-a paintermy State-has been--
pushing, this for 2 years if it becomes interpreted that. the only pro.
gram that will be aNailable w ill 1w a single program of coeducational
at filet ics,,:nd if we*do not set quotas, and we certainly shouldn' set.
quota:, because that would be discriminato). then those 101) or 201) or

, on young ladies alio Inn e till opport pity to participate in inter-
seholastie athletic's may be denied that opport unity. ir

Or, if we say that a certain number w ill be on let's say the varsity
team -'of both -young ladies and young men, and then in turn we say
we will not deny a large participation by the girls. since perhaps only.
ago or three would make a basketball team or a baseball team. then

we' maysity that we will also offer a girls' interscholastic athletic -

program besidts the' coudiaational interscholastic athletic prooTani:
then the boys f think would hat e a legit intate gripe to say thaCtliose
who did not make the team of the coedit( ational ,tenin should also
have a team that the) can part icipatt on that would la.; lattasthulastic
athletics.

think w hat Tam ti) ing to point out is it «add becomean impossible
-clieduling job. It could be a s et) (Alien:4% e job. and- et cannily in
the name of ti) 11kg to 1)1 ill about total coeducational piogams iII in-
ters( holast ic itt lactic n 1,1; just undo nImCwe hate done during the
last if) or 15 .years. and that is pro% ide a pretty outstanding int er-
scholastic at hlet ie program for girls as well as boys.

T think basically that is in) initial statenwitt, and that is what I
would caution I lie Congress.

T read on%ccitement T think in some of the mail that I have re-
ceivcd. "We ,17 'not. feel Federal regulations w ill further stimulate
opportunities for !rills. but Wiwi cause confusion. frustrations, and
expense for schools,"

I t1,11: there is this possibility alid we should guard ler) carefully
he orpreksIlial a e have made, in the last 10 or 12 vein's.
Mr. (YIfatt.t ipresid ilia Thank you, Mr. Good] ing.
I iniciht add a personal obset ation of the Chili] that the witness.,

a member of our committee. has a dauFliter ho is an outstanding
tennis' player. as those who have seen her in action know.

167
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, Mr. linulemas. do you have a nyt hing ?
BtrymoLys. Thank von. M r. Chairman. . .

I have no questions. I want wily to expivs- iny apple( lotion to
out colleague alur menthe' of Ai:" uominittee and to say I do look
fin ward to putting some questions to Coe distinguished junior Senator
from Indiana, :settior !Lt.% It. w ho I understand is shot tly to testify:

Mr. 0,11.Yity. lir. Buchanan. do you have any questions?
Mr. Brrimx.YX..-Not at this time. Mr. Chairman.

O'l Lamy. Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs'. CI I BM/1.M. Th:1111: yon very nmh.
The Federal regulations per se do.not lequire OtAA11,1CatiOnal p11.0011

classes : would you say that ? .

Mr. Goono so. Yes.
Mrs. Clitsian3r. Well. then : what ?
Mr. Goom,ING Jty concern i9 w hat happens so many tittles. par-

treulai ly ith Federal regulations. the interpretation of those Federal
regulations el clonally (lout, the.,line. This is my only concern.

M only concern IS that we rid not. takti away those things that" t.
many of us in the last 10 or 12 years hat e developed f"ol in
opposition to.'of coursit. the eat ill; male iaching stall' in most in-
stances. and in a lot of places the athletic directid and in softie easc..s
t he superintendent and the principal.

rs
t- .

M. Cittsion.m. But you would be in its.Yreement. with the 1,1'1(.
premise Qua an kind of discrimination on the baSis of sex and 'or
race with resins t to any institution. collegiate o!, otherw ise. re,eiing.
`Federal aid or Federal assistance. is anatlfola to till hair concepts
of equal opportnnit. wouldn't you aoree 3t.z-, i

gr. (Iouni.ixo. -Very melt so. T agree ylkolehea tedh with that
statement. .

.* - . s

Mrs. Cul:m.ax. WA then. Iouldn't on say th frwhen tratition
is no longer the answ et to the problems .t hat eon olit_ us-. in today's
:Zociety. that there is sure to*be a ce'rtabl anm nt of stirring, or
certain amount of mitten% al. Because those indN' nals'who Nat'l been
the beneficiaries of the status quo are likely to 1 . 04e ;Joh 'duals who
will be)opposed to change.

Ain am triny to sari., is titat'as mi. move 1 to this new area. wcare,
,loin;: to be inertia ' all kinds of uphem: and, expressions of dis-
,satisfaction. But this is part of (le hist y of this country. it has
occurred \\ heno t-r the :A.gritents of the poi adation IN hicholia ye. been

discriminated against. ask lot a share of ,the .benefits that other ..
seymentshave been revel ying. :

Now. it mould seem to Inc tlmt the regulations nailed it,clear that, so
long as the institution is in receipt of IFederal aid it must, comply,
if the school or the uni%ersity can siii'w by substantive docinnentat ion
that there is a settal ate administ 6 t iy e,setup for the intercollegiate
snort, that they do not receivt Federal' funds either direetiv..or in-
(tiredly, 11 pli, then these regulations m onld not apply tofhem. It would .

t rouble us from the standpoint of all& of rmoral obligation" hilt' i-
t hey would be exempt-. '

T ant only try lug to nod out from you if you agree-That any kind of
diserimmation oh tin' basiso f sex-Or mut is Antihuman in a tleaubcracy?

Mr. Goont.1;.o. Yes. T agree wholeheartedly- witli what Ion: are-say-
.ing and, as T indicated. To mojor concern is that in attlEinpting dot
to discriminate "e don't attemkt to discriminate agtrt women in

A'
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interscholastics a, u c once did regularl) on a regular basis, no matter
where it was.

.71[r4.r4. CII191101.31-, I
.
think the record would. Show that there bare been

a number of women athletes that have not Leery able to gain sdltola-
ship although they hoc done fantastic. outstanding M OI k in athletics
in this cotrt: solely because of the fact that they were MAIM.

I yield a this point . Thauk you, Mr. Chairman.
0.11..in. Mr. :kLottl.

1 r. IIo rm. No questions.
IIr. (91-1.th.V. Mr. Simtm.' .

Mr. Spit.c.'NO questions.
Mr. (41.1 rARA. Mr. Blouin.
31r. Iit.ot I . Np que,tionq:
\[r. 0'1 EAti.x. Well. thank yon very ntch for comig before us, Mr..

noodling. T appreciate the interestrou bine taken in this subject and
look forWard ;vont' act:1%e participation O. out deliberations us we

move allead-with these.
31 r. GoonciNn. Thank you, 31-r. Chairman.

. Our next witness mill be a distinguished freshman
Member of Congres, front the Sixth District of Michigan, my friend
Bob Caw.

STATBMENTIOF HON. BOB CARR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM-THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

('taut. Thank put, Mr. Chairman, member:, of the eommittee.i'
I have handed the Clerk the full text of iny statement, and 'would

request that it be printed in. the rccold in its entiret;%. I will attempt'to give you a brief stininiry.
Mr. 011..utt. Without objetion,,vir Sall, statement w ill be entered

ut the 'worthat this point.
3fr. CAnn. Thank yommr. c'hairtnan.

pl'par,edseatenwnt followst]

Nam %urn :::TATEMRNT OF riON: 13 CARR, A RE:PRI...VT.1'1M, t ONpilliSS FROM
1711£ TAM OF OICIIIGAff-

MreollePrit in appearing before ybu today is to emphasize that women must be
afforded options and alternatives In education 10110 have Ion long been unavail-
able The far - reaching potential of Title IX ought not be altrogWd -tor the sake
of a privileged few who wish to retain the use of our edueationarinsatut ions for
their special advantage. Yet this is what may la: happening Oh Title 1.X.

I urge you to approve Title IX as written--despite its several'weaknes.ses. so
that implementation can begin. We cannot permit its effect to be fabler blunted
through eNteided debate. Thee years has been adequate time to.Droduce a rea

*tamable emnpromige on the guidelines.
The need for Title IX is abundantly clear. I . Bildern). the Stale Board Task-

tome to study sexisth ih the s.inils founil dis rinduationAu many facets of the
IC 12 program. It is it pattern -that is also proudent at the post-secomtary level. 1,For example:

In administration. there is only one female superintendent i Muthigiku schools.
Wibnen are. unit 17 rIV'o of the administittors-statewide-although tiler comprise
(IV; of the instructional staff in the 625 school districts.

Among eleeted-schnol boards in thAtate. uozotdi constitute, slightly more than'255- of those holding office.
It has also been documented that female teachers are often not -hired. despite

better academic credentials because they cannot cooli a arkty 11.e. nutlet sport.
A study of nue Miehigun s( 11001 district fonml that only $1, v as spent MI

athletics for every $S' spent on men's athletics. -

1 6 4
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The new career education thrust Ii, Michigan has brought foc4is on the exclu-
sion of women from shop,drafting, note-inetliaele, carpentry awl other skilled
programs as nett as blatant stereay plug In ea reer education mak:lints beginning
at the kindergarten level.

.The stereotyping in instructional materials lots been discussed with suttHeiit
clarity in these hearings that I need nut reiterate this. Let me only call attention
to 4 single Roe .o.one )relloased elementary reader : "She is just a girl, she cannot

l
noinine classroom practices continue to lie the most serious and will be the

most ilitheult to amend. Ion um see separate lines of boys tuts' girls waiting to
begun etas s intsIde many of the eleinentat-y schools in my state. Similarly, there
are seNrate drinking fountains,-closets and toys. I haye also seen separate read-
ing lists for boys and girls.

Teacher attitudes also have a detrimental effect on a student's self-concept
and aspirations. The teacher of a staff member's daughter actually refused to put

;th methyl- s proper title of DR. on an open house mune tag, although she had
done so forseveral fathers, because "that doesn't count for women."

Ie eliminative effect of these and imiziadanore instances of sex stereotyping
ant our sehools can be defeating for many young Men and women. The individual
diffeolec - and capabilities of each person are often deterred by.arbitrary expec-
tations which do not suit the ittati !dual. We cannot continue to deny an equal
itimational opportunity to :11,7( of our population biknuse they Happen ft', have
been torn. female. our. nation's well-being and the inherent rights of each
Amertetin nemand that ate permit the development of oar most valuable re-
oorce fit 114 fullest.
If& is not to deny that Title IX has deficiencies. There are many provisions

that ere Segitintateiy open to criticism. I might cite as two examples. the ex-
-tended -grievance procedures s hieh may effectively stall complaints at the in-
stitutional levet and the ext fusion of ilistrotiaimal materials from any strictures,

Itofiever. It is tune for us to mos e forward with the initial provisions that
are win in fore us for cow-iteration. We as a congress must be willing to put
our fats support behind stringent implementation,jof the Title IX guidelines
and insist upon compliance. We must. nISO.be prepared to review these guidelines
vt-% carefully- in the year ahead and rerommend strong changes where "good
tom efforts fall. The guidele are not perfect, but it is a beginning that is
bow overdue.

MT. C AIM. My concern in appearing before you today is to empha-
siz that women must be afforded -the options and alternatii'es in edu-
cation which have fur too long been unavailable. The far-reaching
potential of title IX ought not bisabrogated for the sake of a privileged
few who -wish to retain the use of educational institutions for their

An.. .oil or partividat ad\ mange. Yet this is what may be happening
with title IX.

I urge von to approve title IX as written despite its several weak-
-zo that implementation ean begin. It is long overdue. We cannot

permit ..tts effect to be further blunted through extended debate. Three
ink, been adequate time to produce reasonable contproni;cie on the

gaol, liNcs. The need for litle IX is abundantly clear.
fit my own Stet- of Michigan. the State board of education task

fool. to study sexism in the school found discriminations in many
facet- the K-thi ough-I2 program. It is a pattern that is also preva-
lent at div, postsorondai:t level. FOP example in administration thew
t, utilr tine female i.upel ilitendent of schools in the State of Michigan\
11 (mull compris,! old.% 17.5 percent of the administrators, stat4Wide,
0 01011:At t hey votopt the C.1 percent of the insult( tional :off in the

districts of my State. 0

Chairman, I won't= go on to characterize the study; the actual
elira Itelerization of the A-tidy is in my remarks. Rut the einnulativ6
tfet't thse_and otlatr hinds of effects, more instances of sex stereo-

,- typing in our schools. t an be defeating for many ;N thing women and
e77-. 75 -
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men. The individual differences and ettpnbilities of NIA person areoften deterred by arbitrary expectations which do not suit the in-dividual.
We cannot continue to deny an equal educational opportunity to ofpercent of our population because they happen to have been bornfemale. Oar Nation's %veil-being and the inherent rights of each Ameri-can demand that we not pre% ent the fullest development of our mostwallet ble resources.
This is not to deny that title IX has deficiencies. Thep are manypro% isions that are legitimately open to criticism. 811(1 I might cite two

as examples. The extended grievance procedure T think inn effectivelystall complaints at the institutional level. and the exclusion of instruc-tional materials from any strictures is a severe problem.
However. I think it is time for us to move forward with the initialprovisions ihat are now before coin for consideration. We as a Con-gress must be willing to put our full support -behind stringent imple-

mentation of the title IX guidelines and ii;-31.3t upon comiiliance.
We must also be prepared to review these guidelines very carefullyin the year ahead and recommend strong changes where good faithefforts fail. The guidelines are not perfect. but it is a beginning thatis long overdue.
I alight say in addition. Mr. Chairman. that my district. as youknow. liaq a major university. Michigan State -University. And T haveheard many complaints that strict intphbmentation of title IX in the

guidelines is going to wipe out athletics as it is known at Michigan
State -University.

T have examined these complaints thoroughly and I find them-to be
essentially %without substance. I don't believe that title TX or its strictenforcement by IIEW deter a good. healthy' athletic programat Michigan State Inivvsity; indeed, I think Michigan State ni.-i wil Ibenefit by t

'Nfr. utrAnt Well. thank you very much. mi.. Carr, for yotir obser-
vatlons.

r. lirademas. do you ha ve airy questions?
Mr. liummAs. No: T wantonl tothank our colleague Iron] -Michi-

gan for a very thought ful statement.
I Might jest put one question to him, Mr. Chairman. Ire makes the

point, if r rend you right. Mr. Carr, that yon belie e that the regula-
tions that have been supplied by HEW to implement tick TX ought
-to be supported. but you `feel nonetheless that there may be some de-
ficiencies in those 'regal:16(7ns. Is that a fair representation of yourviews?

C mu: That is right. T think that 'they are a mere beginning. T
don't think they go far enough, Tint don't. think it is time to qi
I think it is time to get underway.

Mr. I 31(Antnr %-z. And yon do not fetl that the oations . proposed(t o beyond whatever the intent of the stain may be I wasn't clea
on thatquestion. becauseyou. at the bottom of page :t, "ten maple of
examples. such as the extended p:;rie% mince wocedures a nd the °wile-
-sion of hist mkt Tonal material, froth any sti tunes.

Now. the former. the extended grievai ee procedures. night fall
Within the categories of obligations impost I by the regulations that
go heyond the statute. while the latter migh run to a failure on- the
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pad of the regulations adttju.tlt l% to implement the statute: 01 am I
ineorrect

\[r. ('.tan. No; that is a fair elmraeterization.
Mr. linAotnr.ks. Thank you very much.
Mr. 011.kaA. The goothanan from Minnesota.
Mr.,Qt tt;.\o; I don't have questions.
.fr. [Am. The gent few-onion from New York.
Mrs. Cuts:nazi. Thank \ou tetc much for appeal ing before the

committee.
AVould vou.:qt1, that there-call be some hind of analogy that could

be drawl! Leh% evil title VI and title 11! 1[ the first place there is pro-
!Jilin hal against racial disci imination here 11e collie with title IX
tthtth addre-sea itself to the needs of itnother particular segment of
people in this count ty %Alio littd to hit% e bottle kind of redress fun their
justifiable griet ant Would y ou say that there is an it HalOgy there ?

Mr. ('.tort. Oh. I think that there is. I think it is one of the problem
al vas for people who ale going to ha% e to enforce thostatute. Qne of
the melts of ingno% einent would be to make them emictiv parallel
and to make title 1X conform with the requirement, t,f title VI.

Nfe, fItts,(01.3r. All right. thank you. very much.
No further questimis.
Mr. Mon_ -NIL Chairman.
Mr. 01 imtA, 'The gentleman from Ohio.
MI% MoTrt.. Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. Can., We

appre, late yuua statement. Ale ou familiar that Mr. Fnzak testified
be fore the «aphid-ter set t t.al dais xgo, and he is associatt d ith
gall State Universit

('.hart. Yes. nun not familiar with his testimony; however. I
am fuuailiarwitIt the fact that he testified.

Mr. Mont,. Ills proposition to the eonunit toe was that, in behalf
of m .AA, that if the present rules were allotted to go into effect, that
hitt.' collegiate football and bashetball, the ttt0 ret chue-produeing
sports for intetcollegtate spot ts, could be hurt substantially, because
under the present ides the plot veils dcrii% cid from the gate receipts
I think Jfichigau State has about 75.0o0 seating. capacity at their sta-
di.im. don't they ?

Mr. ( 'Ana. That- is corypet.
.M1. Mont,. Si, substantial foods that tonic in from gate receipts

hoot football and basketball at Mi. higan State could hot bl used.-
the% tt mild hat e to be. used Witter the rules for women and men
eg , thereby hurting the quality of t licit football and basketball
not cult at Michigan State but at (Alin unim.sities and colleges
throughout this country of ours.

Consequently, , they wooldn't produce as much re% enoc, so the other
sports su!' as baseball. bawls, no( k, feat ;W.f. [natl\ other sports that
are supocirted b.,1, football and basketball, ttoold be burl not only for
mole at Idefts but female athletes, because tho couldn't lime the in-
come-der./ vcel from the gate receipts.

I to y ou has e an% comments regal ding Mu. Fu.,.1t statement be fore
ow committee. Carr?

Mr. Ct.tot. Well, not knot' ing his evact testituotat. T am hesitant to
coont"r it. But T would lust as that in In% ow oNaminat ion T found
that there was a great deal of misinformation being put forth about

16
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the applicability of tith IX a0 its regulations to the (Tate receiptsport..
There are abundant, and front my standpoint altogether too abun-dant, exceptions and exemptions in the regulations of title 1.X_ whichallow athletic departments to operate by and huge as usual. I thinkwhat we may find is that in 50111 marginal instances where basketball

teams are now getting the luxury, of lite separate uniforms, they maybe down to two or three uniforms. It is going to perhaps take out someof I he marginal money but it is not goina- to. in III \ opinion. affect- the
essential program.

I just might parenthetii ally add to my friend from Ohio that
Michigan state I`niveisity is threatened far inure by Woody I lay.--resthan be title IX. ,

Mr. Ilfin-ri.. But. Mr. Carr, although you al V threatened by Woody
Hayes. and also Notre Dame University. in many instances, coups
the allegations proffered by the American football coacle.: who testi-
fied before the committee as well as the NCA.V have some legit hum's-
to their charges that intercollegiate football and basketball' as weknow it today (-bald be harmed by these rules?

\fr. ('.slut. 1 simply have to disagree withthem. Tt is perhaps an
argumentative point, I think that they are looking at the :ies from
the' standpoint not where they are. which T tliiiik very lenient. but
from where they think they may be going in the next 20 years, and
they are seeing_ that 20-Near w intofw of reality as telescoped to to-
morrow, and think that creates a g eat deal of misunderstanding..

I think if we 14 title IX out of 'the athletic departments and into
I he counsel's office of the N to ions 1.111.0 CrSitil'S that these fears won'tbe as prevalent. /

Mr. Mom,. Thank you, Mr. Clutiinin.
Mr. 01-fmt.. -Mr. Thonin. .

'mr. BLOIY. Mr. Chairman. I haye/ no questisms. I ins( nat to
commend the gentlona for speaking out in support. of the rides. It is
too easv,in the Congress, I 'am a frayl. to say that, \,n1 know. lac ought
to go glong with the minor leagues of ptUIVZI:40iiill football and basket-
ball and ',more the reality of -tlit7 fact. and T inn pleased to see soe-
one here from our body that tends to agree NN ith,those rules.

3rr. c,nn. Jfist so. Mr. Chair/num, f 1...1;itp, iht Ve (l pal a llel, We ale also
threatened byTowa.

Mr. 01 fan,A. MI. Benitez./

to it correctly a, f ars it, your position is that while tlte rules
Mr. -13rNrri:z. Mr. Carr slipport for your statement. tinder-

: re deficient or inadegan . at some points, volt feel that on balanee it
N better to endorse theny as theN are and gel' them implemented rather .
than t ry and quibiih or'cli,. uss some particular items of them and so
it would advance in tit e with tla se words. That is your position ?

Mr. CA mi. That is e rreet.
Mr:BENITEZ-Thai :you.
-Mr. O'ffAita. Well thank you very much.

...Mr.13tichanan.
Mr. BrrnANAN. ' have uolitiestions. Mr. Chaii man, except to thank

t he gentleman fnriflis statement, a nd tell him i f he had to face X labama
.

he Might
ent,

really be, t hreatened.
Mr. O'fIaa.,.. Well, I want to thank my colleague from Michigan

for appearing before us. 'We enjoyed hearing from you.

IGo
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Tnerett:fing the set ut it n uasutea iu the men's dormitories ikouhl cer-
tainly require au millet essary expenditure, of funiVat a tune when
every effort is being made to hold (low n costs.Ilousingeosts, of course,
are passed on to the student through rental (lunges.. Thus, the -student
would be-required to pay it higher fee.

The realizatim, that equality and sameness ale not *non:mous has
been recognized, lfr. Chairman, in the case of Robinwn,1,., the Board
of Regents of L,;*.acts Pit IC( otueleg.Uoie ,517 U .S. Court. of Appeals,
Sixth Circuit, on `)-', 193. In it:, ruling the court stated, and

quote:
"Equal priection clause does Hot require identical treatment for all people.

The `fates retain. under the Fourteenth Amendment,' the potter to treat dif-
ferent g,lasses of perk-ons in different was. * * * This it a well-established doc-trine. doting from soon after the ratidiation of the Fourteenth Amendment.
-Courts often have upheld State classification based on sex." .

Mr. Chairman. T believe the logic followed in Robitivom v. Eastem
KrotoPky University is very real and appeals to good contra sense.
1211i-refore, T. would hope that title IX might be modified to embody,
this logic, especially with regard to the housing provisions.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you.
(The prepared statement of Representatile Nichols statement fol-

lows:] '

`T.i1t. ?Iex r OF 110S. BILL. NICOOLS, A. REPRESENTATIVE EN
CONGRESS Fuom 'nth STALE of ALABAMA

Mr Chairman. I sineerely'appreelate being given the opportunity to appear
before this disting-idshed Committee topri.sent my brief statement on_Thie
of the Ednealion ,Nlienirments of 1972. 1 do not count before this-(7oininitiee with
the unbending attitude that Title IX should be disapproved hi its entirety by
the congl:ks, for I believe some of II4e intentions embodied in this Title are good.
c'or eamplk. women should have betfer opportunities to participate in college

..--,atitletnminunk.shnualrectike-ntxeasonalue portion- of itldetic expenditurestosupport their Ivolvement.
However, as a member of the Board, of Trustees at Auburn 'University I dohave some concern about certain portions of the rules accompanying this Title,cud the impact these rules will have on.this and other institutions of higher

learning in my state. Some of the'regulations seem to be lamed on the assump-
tion that sameness and eqhality are +3 mous. The housing provision (Section
4432) is a prime eNample of this assuniptiop. If states that "a recipient shall
not. on the basis of sex apply different rules or regolations. impose different fees
or requirement-4 or offer different sere ices or benefits related to housing. exceptas provided in this section."

This. provision certainly seems to me I.; be saying that in order to provide
einii.housing facilities, fees. son ices. and regulations have to be identical
without regard to differences in sex. Aabiirn UniversiO has sought. to provide
equal housing to students by pros iding 11011,4111g programs that recognize sex
differences. One sueh program is the secttrit of the dormitories. Recognizing
that young women are more often the target of molestathm attempts than youngmen. greater seearit measurcs are enforced in the women's dormitories than in
the men's, Title IX rubs would not allon a university to **apply different rulesor regulations . or offer different sers ices or benefits." Thus. it would appear
that the , , Iversitkes would be required to reduce the spottily measures of the
women's dormitories to that of the men's dormitories. Increasing the security
ineass'res in the men's dormitories would require an unnecessary expenditure of
Mots at a time when e% cry effort is being node to hold down posts. Ilousing
costs are passed on to the student through rental charges. Thus, the student
wonid big required to pay a higher fee,

The realization that equality and sameness are not synonymous has been
ree,att.:zcd in the ease of Robinson s. _Board of Regents of 'Eastern Kentuelty
rub-ersity. -riffled States Court of Appeals. Sixth rirenit. (March 28. 1973,.In its ruling the till stated, "Equal protection clause does not require identical
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treatment for all, people. The states retain, under the Fourteenth Amendment,
the power to treat different classes of persons in different ways ... This is a
wellestablished doctrine. dating from soon after the ratification of the Four.
teenth Amendment. Courts often have upheld state classification based on
sex."

Mr. Chairman, I belime the -logic followed hi Robinson v. Eastern Kentucky
ITniversity is renlistie and appeals to good common sense. I would hope that
Title IX could h modified to embody this logic especially uith regard to the.
housing provisions. Gentlemen, thank 3 ou for hearing my statement.

Mr. O'HARA. Well, thank 3 on very much. Mr. ;Nichols, for a very. apt
statement.

in effect it is your contention that the equal treatment does not
fan uys involve ideuti, a1 treatment, and I think that is eSpecially so
when von are talking about sex discrimination. T am a. little disap-
pointed that the Oflhe of Education did not see that that could be the
case.

Mr. norior.s. Mr. Chairman, if you tt uuld indulge me further in an
example Of j11St, n lofty ouha v e said, this question perennially comes up
on campus at my mu yersity , of what rules we shall impose, if any, in
(rills' dormitories hick would be different than those imposed in -

mens dormitories. The visiting privileges and the hours and the cur-
fews. all this comes into perspective..

About a year ago, the question presented itself as toWhether the nni-
yer.sitv would permit weekend visiting pris ileues up until midnight on
Fridays and Saturdays and Sunday. in the-iris' dormitories. It was
bon issue, Mr. Chairman.

So the board, thinking that we were acting in some degree of`wis-
dom. elected to poll the-parentssif the losing ladies ins Oh eel who lived
in the dormitories. About a fourth of-our students-lit eingirls' dormi-
tories at Auburn University. To our surpi ise, we got back 81 percent
of all the inquiries that st e. sent outansw elect the inquiry. Of all those
answering. 52, percent of the parents indicated that they did 'wish the
present rules w hick would preclude tins type of visitation to remain\
irt effect.

This wasnot a populatdecision on campus and, as you can imagine,
ve members of the board hate gotten a good 1114111Y letters back. but it
would seem to.be the sense-of our feeling in our part of the country.

Afr.'0'Ir.va.t. I thank the gentleman from Alabsima.
The !Ten tlem a n from Ohio. do Sou hat e any questions, Mr. 'MOH?

f r..Aftyrth. No.
Mr. OITARA. The gentleman from Minnesota. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum. No, just to say to may colleague, Mr. :Nichols, you raised

some interesting points there. I am glad 'oft brought it to our atten-
tion. Thank you.

Air. o:B-ARA. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Hall.-
Mr. TWA.. No quest torts.'
mr, O'IttriA. Mr. Blouin.
Mr. Br.ourx. No.`
Arr. 0'1 [um. Mr. Simon.
Mr. Simox. No.
Arr. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Brcir_txxx. I would like to thank in3 colleague from Alabama

for his contribution. Yon hate brought up an aspect that has not been
touched in parcious testimony.

4
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I am onsttn,ned to point out, MI. Chaiiinan. that sse nt Alabama
atc %Try proud of the gent ;ennui's. itni%et's:ty,t Although it has nothing
to do vl.th sex di,t riininat ion% Aldan it has I van.% acconqiiished soma
wonderful things : as a participant ; for example. lit' development
profxrani., all ()ter the world. at., onipli:Voitt.r it hat I)r. Hannah of
A onee said %% is a mirat It: in fish produeEtat. We are veiy proud
of Aulati31; ICH Nit hill, hiiiint If is one of their Jita.:,t products, aml
appreciate' so nitwit 3011r ennt:Thnt:-.. I w ill stty to my. colleague.

1r. 0.1-1%1: Benitez.
llr. 111:sric,... ww. looking at the I ides and regulation:, pertaining

to housing..
Mr. Sic nuts. Yes. sir.
Mr. 111:xm../.. And I limited that it is indicated that a recipient may

pros ide -eparate housing on the bit,t..1.. or sex, Then it goes on, says
that hon.- ing pro% ided b a recipient to students of one sex when com-
par,m1 to that !no% ided to students of the 'other sex shall be on the
whote proport loam te in faei I it ies. and so forth. -

Now. where in these tegttliitios is the specific provision to mhich
you object?

111.. Nit not.s.'11'a miss% er the gentleman' iii this way.: We don't
quarrel nith '1% hat' } oil ha% e just read; ne bcliee that dormitories
might in be equal. fin men and lot women.But %%e recognize thai theme
-are di Iferenees bet ween t hr sexes.

1fr. BENrrn.z. Yes.
J r. Nit !na,s. And T support;. iu answer to your question, we try to

!nth( op for those di fferences regulation at, the dormitory le% els
and insert restrictions. if you ea re to term thentthat.

Mr. liEsrm./.. Yes. But n hat I ant try Mg to identify, and as far as
I can see front reading the tegulations as they exist,.I do not see in
tht regulations any pro% ision2T1;it n mild preclude such aajtistments
a; Might be ncecssar ha% ing some, fateilitics Pi the girls that you
don't iteed for t he boys, or vice versa.

Mr. Nu not.s. We belie e that the lanagtage ss !deli stipulates that the
rule.. %%mild ha% e to be.tht' same would tudet tnahe a difference in the.
regulation, that c might lut%c OH till fe%% Mel lull the
11011:41i1OtherN and so lot tit, io the gills' dormitories Sib-a-11s those
that we iniglit !lave hrthe boys' dormitories.
. slr. But this pet tains to the ones T ha% c beenreading, per-
tain, to,t he 1Itpl'iety of making diffeiences't hat alt. %%tt think, on the
ss hOlt -imilar; I moan this doesn't requite an absolute uniformity
NI kit it dOtki require it reasonable equality. as I read it.

Mr. Nit 1101.5. We hope 3 our interpretation is correct. But legal
counsel that ne ha% c, and I belicse you %sill find that this feeling is
r.ttht r e.:tle:pruati among the uni% etsities across the country.

But your t oucern, then. is not Isith the housing itself,
hilt with the I tiles nithin the housing, such things as, 3 on say, curfew,'
hours. and so forth?

Nrcuors. Absolutely, sir.
Air. Put:Sritz: Thank.you.
Mr. 011.sa.s. Thank you sells muck Mr. Nichols. We appreciate

your coining before us.
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Roy. PATSY T. MINK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE

STATE .0P HAWAII

Mrs. MINK. Mr. Chairman and-members of the committee. I thank
% on for this opportunity to present testimony on the question of

bet her the regulation promulgated for title :TX of the Education
Anwialinents of 1972 is consistent with the law. It is my strong belief
that this regulation is indeed colv,L,tent %%Rh the law which we passed
.1 c ears ago--and-that we. as ..fenibers of Congress. should do nothing
that might further delta the implementation of this muclt needed
regulation.

It is well-documented fact that 'differential treatment of men and
-

%%Mien qX1.4S Whialik es (Ty aspect. of our society. Such different
ui discriminator3 treatment. is, holm er. the most pernicious when it
appears in our schools and collegeslhe eery institutions which are
Lharged with the hen% responsibilit), of providing our fellow citi-
zens with the tools to use in a., democracy. The words of Alexi§ de
Topiet if le are as true in this. the 20th century. as 'they were in the
19th century : "[AJ democratic edhcation is indispensable to protect
88 ()MVO from the (bulge's w it v hick demot ratic institutions and man-
ners surround them.

To disapprove the title IX regulation would merely serve to con-
nine to deny girls and w °mini 4CCeSS to the educational programs and

act iities that tlie need in order to fpnotion as effective citizens in
our society. To appro e. the entire regulation is an affirmation of our
commitment to equal opportnniQ for the girls and wo4ien of this
mina ry.

fu making our assessment of the title TXregidatiOn, it is-Kital that
e look at who is suppoking the regulation, 'While one might expect

that educational institutions and associations would be the first to
oppose ttuch a regulation. thi:"fitet of the matter is that_the_major
educational associations endorse the regulatio:a. Here is ir partial HAT--
ing of the associations which support the regulation: Association of
A mei i, an Colleges. Ainei ivan Council on Education. American Asse-
t:ninon of tichool Admimstrators.Education Commission of the State
Nat-natal Education Association. Association, of American Universi-
ties, National. Association of State, Universities and Land,,,Cryant
lege... American Asswiation of tniversit Professors, American Al-
nailer fur Health. Pti3,iraI &jilt ation.inid Itecreatimi.Asmrilltiim for
I met collegiate A th let $ for-Women, League of Women Votets., Amer-,
jean Association of V la veL-sit.1 %mem-National -Council of Jewish
Women. Women's Eqiut3 At on League. Federation of Organizations.
for Professional Women. nited Lto Workers. 'National Student
Asoil:atom and the 'Mem) legiate Association of Women Students.

INTENT OF CONGRESS

Thoso wIto wraft to see the regylation disapproved state th.
Aid not. intend for title TX fo be applied b'eadly. How er, the

histoty and debate on title IX belie this claiin.
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Throughout the debate on t ilia TX, reference 'was made to the paral-
lel nature of title VI of the Civil Rights Actwhich prohibits dis-eribiation against Elie beneficiaries of Federal funds on the basis, of
race. color. or national origin. At the time that this debate was tak-g place, it was clearly established that both the courts and HEWlctie taking a broad interpretation of coverage under title V.T. The
nearly identical wording of title IX and ,title VI can only indicate
that Congress'ished to ban sex discrimination in the same manner.The testimony at the hearings on sex discrimination in education
that Edith Green conducted in 1970 are replete with references to dis-crimination in at variety of areas, including sports opportunities andat filet for example, pages 650, 664, and 6Th of part 2 of thehearings. Similarly. sports opportunities or facilities are mentioned
numerous times in.the legislative ltistory of title IXsee for example,'February 28. 1972, S. 2741: October 27, 1911. IT.R. 37181; Auolist, 6.1971. S. 1354-1-; and _Februar 15, 1012, 5.1769.

covp. ovmtrt.oYmENT

Soho> people claim that [FEW has overstepped its bounds by inlud-ing employment in the title TX regulation. This claim. hoivever. does;not hold up under examination. First, the language of the statute onits' face refers to "no person." a designation which clearly includesboth students and employees. Second, it is clear that Federal- fundsoften provide direct employment, as well its indirect benefits to em-ployees. Third. the legislative histiory of title )X indicates that em-ployment was indeed covered by the broad Mandate of the law formanliscrilninatiou on the basis of sex--The original House bill in-eluded an exemption for employment patterned after the exemptionin title VI of the Civil Rights Act. The Senate version contained nosuch exemptiqn. indicating that entlinient was covered. In confer-ence, the language of the Senate version Ivasadopted,,Fourth, section(2ttiLof tide IN also deals with employment.1)v extending the cover-age of the Equal Pay Actindicating that tiTIVIX. was not alinedsolely at students but was intended to cover various emplovment situ-ations me. well. lei fah. although coverageof title VII of t he Civil RightsAct rega !din!, employment was extended to educational institutionsn
'31"a rell of 1972. it was clear that. because of the massive. backlog of the.Equal Employment Opportunity Commission: additional remedies foremployment diseriminat hut were necessary. Bence, the coverage ofetilpivin:,..11: ander title TX is clear.

GIZIEANI; PINWEUVRES AND INTERNAL t4P.I.V-EVALIJATION"

There hay been some discussion (het the requirements in the regula-t ion for an internal grievance procedure and for ai self-evaluation gobevond the regulatory making powers which Congress delegated to1-FEW. Such requirements are. in fact, adtainist rat ive procedures
are in line with the, mandate of section 902 of title TX: "Each Federaldepartment and ageny %%Melt is empowered to extend Federal finan-cial as-sistance to any education program or activity*** is authorizedand directed to effectuate the provisions of section 901 Itlie generalprohibition against sex discrimination] with respect to such program

1 ,17
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ar acti% it1 11. is:sating rules. i'cgulations, ul orileis of genci al applika-
bilit3 NInch shall ho tmitsistent 11 it -lithe a. hitt (Alicia of the object i% es
of the stntbte. * * *"

AdditiottaIls both-of these ropiii.chtents tin in lint. pith the process
that a- number of itistittitions intt, ahead.) initiated in order to plinti-

oate sex disci intination oft their rampus. In fa. tDr. Nellie Varner
of the Vitiersit of Afichigaii--iii testifying before tltis onimittee
for the National Association of State UnkersitliS and Laillk,11.44iit
Colleges, theantt-i tea it ('otilicil on Ed u..at ion, aud-t he As:tot of
American Fitivetsitiesvalled the requii ement, for self elahultion
"the lirst Step 1,1 tht; of titIV. IX:. noting dill
this refittiNment -tt..ous..the institution to design' and institute new
policies and .plocedures 11 och t_or.rect iftm itt discrimination.
AVitli regard to the pie\ ancepocitclure eipiii einent. Dr. Varner's
tail.). objection to the piitt etlitre-1 }; sstlitit it did not go far enough- b)
not defer' log ILEAV act ioit unt .tfte _prot!ed tire w 4;olisplited.

olbrinirrIoN LA.iv. NOT THE ,REG CLATION

number of those peopleovho oppose the regullittion actikall op-
pose the la%% itself. For example, those Who-blipose thi rigulations
reuiretuttot for meducational hhsaicaI edit.. at ion classesexcept
fol instruction Ili COlitat t :51)01't:.,- are in fact oppOsing the law , not the
regulation. Similat . those. who twilit:111i thattsii iglu sex honorer}
societies should be alloctl to re. ei "sii.ziliticant assistance'. front
ecipient *Institut ioits ale asking lot .t legislati% e tinder the,
law that mats passed, midi .honorary societies are. prohibited 'from
operation oil campus awl ei% ing signilwant assistance luau the in-
stitution. Also. I hose %lio ohject to the housing pro% is ions or pro% i-
sions regaidin6 inks and tugulations are in fall Ajc.tsug to the ,law
that ale p.tssetr. 11 is not the purpose of this collimate( to red' a ft the
law or its pw this hearlittLt- process. Rather. it is 01.r ptirpose
to delel wine t% het La 1 tit nut % hat II E\ \' ha, drafted in con,istent 11 ith
t he ltm that %kt, tint pas-, And. indeed, I lie Lido I1. rtg.ttl.ftion is con-
sistent 1.' "'Iii the 18 v ve lissed.

scoPr Or ('OVEli

CVO 1114 4110.t 1411 al group ath °eating tlisaplitot al of (la .rogn-
lation is the National tioilygiate At Idol ic--kssotiat ton and its itrions.
affiliate's. inohalig the .\uielit an Football Coattla .1-t,ocitit ion. Titer
argue that the s. ope of uwerage under titli! IX is so Iunited its to
rvarii old.% those ugrativ, ninth dire e.t1) rervi1c Ithanvial
a -:.siAaiie. 1 :1111 attaching t wit ext (livid It gal tinuititatalit attach-
ment:, A told hit If fin cellt113 rebut Ili'', to gunient. shilling that
the scope of t oleriore tuidei title I.X lote4 he interpt etc.' broadly.

The \('. \A is also in effect asLitig for a %%holtsule t'Neillpi loll of
Lsi,sase ala:, but muse II olat!rahl:, mayinteret

not lie 0141 le tit le I N. Such an ext lotion 1l told purr,it sports.
program, to contitm....vcii di-. I Helldal e 11 that'll. deli though
they (!('rile sultstaittia fitati.the F,tteral dollat:s Whill!er or
notany ilith% hhial aoturrolh.giate or (dal: prograin is with-
in the pin 'too, of title IX diveitils on the imlividual'elit 1.10:1-anres,at
each institution. If indeed a program or tiet:1 it3 does not ruler

17 t4
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the scope of title IX as ontlinea in court decisions and by the Congress,
it would not be subject to either tide IX or the implementing regula-
tion. To-allow all intercollegiate athletic programs aswell as other
programsto discriminate against w omen because a few might be
exempt from title IX is a dear denial of equal opportunity for oar
daughters. .

It is difficult to trace the Federal dollar precisely. A narrow inter-
pretation of title IX would render the law itteaninale:,s and virtually
impossible either to enforce or to administer. For example. the slide
projector in one classroom might:be purellased ith title 1 ESEA,
money. while the slide projector in the adjacent mom was not. It
surely is not the intent of Congress-to prohibit sexor race or na-
tional origindiscriminatidn in the room "ith the title I projector,
While allowing- it in the adjacent room. Surely we do not want. HEW
ivestigators -to be charged with tracing exactly w hick classes used
the federally funded slide projector.

o. if this narrow interpretation of the scope of coverage wore
accepted for title IX. it might well be the wedge in the door for
cutting bark protection of racial and ethnic nqiiorities under title VIof the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Such a narrow; interpptation could
open the floodgates for reversing 11 . years of progres -u title VI.

minicoi.i.r.tii .vrE T.ETICS

the NCAA also argues that because intercollegiate athletic pro-
grams 11111V occasionally make a pi-ofit. they should be ;liven special
con-ideradon. The implication is that sex discrimination is ac4:eptiible
when someone profits from it and that moneymaking propositions
sliguld be given congressional absolution from title IX. In tins argu-
ment, the NCAA is disagreeing with the law. not the regulation. Our
purpose here is not to relegislate. Rather, it iseur determine if tile rep
lat ion is consistent with the law passed.3 years ago.

I might add, however, flint I question the appropriateness of all
educational institution running semiprofessional tennis. We do not
ask the National Football League to rum au educational program.

,Additionally. the practical facts of the situation also do not support,
the claim that big-time athletic programs make money. The NCAA it-
self estimates that the current annual of it, members is also
50 mil/ion...If the mandatory student fees that finance most big -time

college sports programs were sulitKinted out and the numerous Liddell
costssucha- the issue on the stadium. field maintenance, train-
ing equipment. et cetera were added in, the deficit might, well be
twice *that. The data overwhelmingly suppoi t the contention that
big-trine, college sports are with or without omen's. athleticsin
serious financial trouble.

A 1974 Aluerican Council on Education repoi t on intercollegiate
athletics state's Oat institutions w ith a major commitment th big-
t nine spotts. i i fine financial difficulties for at least the next decatle
in fact, at least IR.-senior colleges have gi-ten up-football since 1939.

At least 9 out of 10' college athletic departments run at a deficit.
according to a 'March 15.- 197-I",New York Times story. Rising costs
and lessening reVenues hale undoubt013 el en further reduced the
number of schools making a profit: e.

176
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Acoording to Otegon athletic director Norral Ritchel. "Tice imm-
beis Intone:, J game is killing the less successful programs." IIe siiid
that be beliel es that about DO of the l2, schools plaing

budgets the redaial football is the sport inort.foot hail ha% e bud t s i
to generate a profit.

Less than one-fifth of the niewbei of the NCSA clear snore than
expenses in even one sport.

Gil en these ghA financial facts. the NCAA proposal that their .

profits be shared In female and male teams alike rings hollow. All .
remade teams and the minor men's teams mime suffered. from the deli-
& its of the big-time men's program:, for ;.earsjudeed, as Mr. Royal'
of the Universit:% of Texas made quite clear in his testimony,' the
profits from bus foutbitti tenm have mil3 been used to support 'lien's
not women'ssports. Under the title IX regulation that we have
before us, although this pattel 11111.) change , it will probably
not ehange drastically.

The NCAA chlims that the title IX regulation will be the death
knell for men's intercollegiate athleticsspecifically football and
basketball. Although some educator might wish that this was so, it

simply is not. The regulation promulgated by flEW in fact
exempts the so-called re emit% sports under the "contact sports.' pro

. ision. (Football and basketball ate exempt, scholarships in those sports
our exempt to 'lie same Ch.gmc, and there is no requiiement of compara-

for woman. It is clear that. IIEW has bent ol er backward to
protect these sports. While this is 'a step in the right direction. the'
tit le IX.regulat ion poses no real threat to big-t hue intercollegiate
athletic progranis.

We cannot in good conscienc continue to allow our educational
institutions to omen and girls the educational opportunities
that ha t e bi, a the assumed right of their brothers. The title IX rept-
ha ion pion ides a stal t iu the Sim evtion of prol icing equal educational
oppol 1.1111.0 I vgardleN, of sex. T inge the_Congressio_demonstrate its
.nuruitI nput to equal ethical:1unit I opporttitilh in alto« big the title IX

ire4tilatiou to take elret i iii it:, end ra% on :TillW21, 197.-i, Such an action
woolid be (insistent with the spirit of bitanationai4.1Vomen's Year
aod (add sen e to iciuforce.the pi halides of equal' opportunity upon

huh this onntry w as founded two centuries ago.
Senator 13alh. if .% on w ill please take your place at

t he w it ness
tom next w hilt's:, is the distinguished junior Senator from the State

of Indiana. the honorable Birch Bayli. :
Senator. want to begin br expressing ne pleasure that yon as.the

,Syhate sponsor of t ho planed a evy important role in its
aii 1 tat at has t I tal.en thl t'inie to appear before thiS

otniA main to tell ,%oll that I hale read ourstatement anti]. am
%ei impressed w itla the liuhirship amid the e trout that has ggile. into .
its preparation.

Thif 11. I .0lig to ask olleague, the tanking member of the
pthin onnnil tee, Mi. ;ohm., to inti (Au, ,0,1 a oa th,ll I am troing to

to take mei the gift because T am going to e be absent
for a little w Nit I (lid want ion to know that I have read

your staecnictit and it is ierery impreg.qile statement.
Th..`13railenins.

11 :



Mr. BnAnintAs..Thank you very much, Mr. Chai-rman.
'Lam very pleased to wektoine to this committee a good and personal

friend and colleague from the other body who has served for many
years now as distinguished junior Senator from my State, and who Ithink has compiled for himself a record of great distinction as the
author, I suppose it to fair to say, of more amendments to our Consti-
tution than any other person since Thomas Jefferson, one of which
includes the equll rights amendment.

'I .am also delighted to welcome him here today because I know of
his long concern with the problem addressed by title IX, and because
it gives me an opportunity. all too rare to welcome to this committee,
present to my colleagues on this committee, a person who I for one am
convinced. although he has already given great serf ice to our coun-
try. may hold promise of giving still further service in positions of
even higher responsibility.

senator. we are,Tery glad to have you with us today.

STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA

Senator B.»-tr. Thank you'very much, Congressman I3rademas.
I would like to ont that last statement to rest, We have nine new

Congressmen, and T don't care to usurp any of that additional respon-
sibility that tiler are carrying levy well. I appreciate your very
thoughtful introduction.

I am 'wonderimr. very 'frankly, how T can best express myself with-
out unnecessarily belaboring the committee.

Over on our flide we have a temptation to take a 10-minute state-
mein- and extcmporize on it for about 20 minutes. Perhaps it would be
host. 40th ough T really don't enjoy doing this. if I would confine Jay
testimony to some of the written testimony and then summarize therest of it.

Arr. linAmnr.rs. That would be fine.
Senator B vvir. And then throw itopen for questions.
Iriluld you have any objection. Mr. Chairman. if Miss Barbara

Dixon who did the staff work this joins me?
- Mr. Bumir3rAs. Not at all

[Prepared statemenn enator 13ayli follows :1

ISRErAgED STATEMENT or noN. Ilia( It BAI II. A r.S, SENATOR FRom TILE ,FmATE
Or INDIANA

ChairnEiii. as the Senate sponsor of Title IN, I n ant to take this opportu-nity to testify before your committee on this. the third amliversary of the Con-
gressional enactment of this lamlmark le illation, While it is indeed unfortu-no M r Chairoom, that it has taken three lung years for the DeptuVent ofTlalth, Eduratiott and Welfare to promulgate regulations to enforce `titleit is ipy sincere hope that the rongtess not add fu her to this delay by (Hs-approving the regniatitms and returning them to thf DipartmentA HEW as isour statutory option daring this day period,

When T first offered Title IX on the floor of the raked States Senate. diserint-
inal ion against women in all levels of education -elementary through graduatewas rampant. 'fills pernicious discrimination tons many formsquota levels
iii admicsban4. IneTfitaide scholarship aid, discriminatory eourse offerings. andbiased counseling. to name but a few. In order to rectify these clearly ((Perim-
inatory condition. the Congress wisely passed"Titie IX otthe Ethteation Amend-ments on :lune 23, 1072.
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1 :/1rtiai,(74,4!). /17 For /141.1.4 10.1 r44 '11111 the emigres, itacteil Title IX, the
a tor vo111011 tie van . attmt ha, lttiproed UIIIj. Litihill..111,). Current statisties

.e.ithisions to prtessootal_ st Mods shim th:tt in 1072 only IL! percent of all
,Itof 4T +WU/WM I.; 141 so hold aunt 4111. 111.h Ili.r4-1-11 7111(1111 1(.11 70 medical school

1.,r %::,4«ittea. I might add. Mr. titatrIthill, those tt ho mould point out that
14-A or tt,,,,iesi than no(u applied to la t and mean al ,L110441,, that it is it persistent
p.d;4 rt, 4+1 111,411 11131(.11 /4411 Irma the nine r enters OUrsery school that
II -tot, an Welt re,41,114,4 .1 h1,,tlter 1(.4,1 of omit allot,. Wi the average, thou women.

chairman. rnitatte to 1414 the In hoary NE11111(.54 in our society for
Ian/An_ eilreer W.414.1111.11, To the e \tell! that the school system Irea ts

%Nom. t! -,1-etruAlI to." inf.1 for i.. their male 1 lassmates, and less %wilily
4,1 4`'s 1144410141 tit..., of « do« at tonal rem.tirhe,, it Iilieth trill 4,1/11(hine to occupy the lower
eonomo- str.a of the society.

xi, tote lentil making may still be the loatiii .4 .41,.,011 of American women, it
4, 14 14.11gl-r7 hr 1111.3 1t or sollr1'14,44f 11:( +41 10 most of them. A. majority

ooliani units* 0111 uork -and tt Ill 44 of.. 11., conoinically disadvantaged
ft has been estimated that oler half of It. high school girls will %cork

11.41 tine ;,4.. lip to eat s. mid
y

90 pelt eta of thus«. high school girls-(will be
tor other stAtii114 l.erloths Of dam, Many of these young women

atilt to. 141-altar) toret1414% Milers for their families, Statistics released by the
1/4 parting to of faticn tudo ate that 41) ptreent it the I.b million families with

t(1.,e the pot 011.4 let el %%ere headed by %%omen, Ili the jol, market these
1%.441'11 0Ill to- la. 1114 oft 1..trmtigs gap 10-tact-it similarly employed men of more
It, 144 I. pi -rem. I rue-. 444.44,1 ha 11/.5... ale 11111111' III the edtuational options and
.11 ',11.41.-. for 1.1 44111.11. .1 4ii q liutitirity of these %%omen %% ill find themselves
d..ono if to Iotted. Ion ntying and.marginal employment.

1« I1710 IX rgithet..11, Ii1ea.etl by the Department of Health, Educathin and
ll 4'4;.Ar 4,4 tit 1,.17 14r4o1410 II 41oWge lit the dismal picture of educational opportu-
r.11 1.5 tor 14111011 o,erniglu. but they 14 ill 'mirk an important first step.

ws tie. so nate sponsor of title IX. I had 1144114,41 the regulations might be more
our ellimatemill institutions in ordel that we imitieve the equality

Its fli.11411111 11141 Mini 1.-1 1...1 the ( ogress. Portions of the regulations that were
patio Marty disapponitiug to me ito laded the 1)epartinent's modification of the

4 requirement it loch shifts the burden of proof for "substanthil
;.; 'tie shoulders of those, young 4sonien 0.110 %timid like the opportunity

. 1.. 1,4 s 14;344.4.71G111, 114hey, or any other volition sport.
A tale the res.:Malone. Ore disappointing in sonic r-.,pectS, On balance the regu-

iat ions 41 make signith aut stride., in niandatilig equality for {vowel'. The heart
1,4-4+44 411111011 t the plohabition of the tlitarting of equal opportunity for

female -tietents and tealiels at any talta ational let el. The Title IX guidelines.
a- 14.0 t ugress mandated. 41111 for 14018110 in admissions, financial aid, coarse

career counseling. and lit Jim ells( of teat hers and other educational
14, rsutiel, employment, pay and hit% 7. %%MINI three full years 111-
rolv for implententing regulation,. Therefore I 0111 Urging the Congress to
.ohda the regulations without any further delay.

egatt%e ru« tions to the Title IX regulations those which tvould urge a
oagr...suat resolution of disapprm al appear to 1114' to be based on a set of

and intim, atenit the regulatems ( 110 basis in reality.

7. DrrINITION oP PROGRANC:

I- 11,1- ohmetion to the litle IX regulaae, questions the scope of the statutory
11,1. ut of the t ngress in passing Title IX. '11115 objection centers on the inter-
1.,,,4,11.0 "1 the tailor« ettimit of Title IX 14 ith regard to the termination of funds

,.11 1.14/cation program or actiity'. Those ,elm mice this objection feel the
I refit r,4111atem, g0 far beyond the Congressional intent by attempting to

le,:441.4te nfore Jule IX with respect to lull entire educational program or
741 tivov of an Institution as thstita t from the noire narrow. and according to
these oriti4,4. proper ilehnition of program as .1 particular federal grant prograin
foon,1 io yxrifle 110114.01111,1111111.0 With 'rifle IX.

to I, .411.1.00ttig that Inc protor einigtessfoilid intent ttas the narrOw definition
1.roqr.1414. the I too-, are illahltig the assumption that the scope of 'Title IX

41, elltor,e7tolit rt quirements are distinct front those of Title \'f of the Civil
Ity:fs t .1* font. prohibiting diseronitiatin on the basis of race, et.bir. religion
,r r14111 Ina 7111 federally programs. 'rid. assumption is totally-
14411. itr.(4... atol I um11111 poi:ti to 110 Slat etlielik uu Ii i floor of fie SP1111 le 011 All-
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gust 9, 1971, and February 2s. 1972 ('it. S. 1:3550 and ('H S. :is07). If I may quote
briefly from my statement on the:Psi!' of February.

"Central to my amendment are Sections 1001 to 1005, which nonld prohibitdiserimination on the basis of sex in federally funded ethieation programs.
- Discrimination against the beneficiaries of federally assisted programs andactivities, is already prohibited by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. but unfortu-
nately the prohibition does not apply to discrimination on the basis of SPX.hr order to ;dose this loophole. 110 aniondmettt sets forth prohibition and offorrc-
went provisions which generally parallel the provisions of Title VI."

In addition. Nu' setting up of an ideuthat administrative structure and theuse of virtually identical statutory language substantiates the intent of theCongress that the interpretation of Title IX was to provide the same coverageas had been providedamder Title VI.
Since the Congress intended the same statutory scope for Title IX as forTitle VI, we can understand the concept of program and activity by looking

to the Court's interpretation of tint term "program" ender various decision
relating to the proper scope of TIEW authority under Title VI. In Bosxte Purixfi
:ool Board v. Len.ok 1370 F. 2m1 547, Zia, 19671. the Fifth Circuit referred to
the scope of Title VT as follows :

"Section 601 states a reasoidibie condition that the United States may attachto any grant of financial assistauce, and may enforce by refusal or withdrawof Federal assistance . . ,The Bossier Parrish School Board accepted Federal
financial assistance in November 1964. and thereby brought its school ;systemmilitia the dims of programs .1,11)&1 to section 601 prohibition against diserinnation".

More importantly,, this interpretation was clearly upheld by the Siq reale
Court ht Its recent decision in the case of Lau v. Age/mix, 94 S. Ct. Thti ;19741.
In its decision the Court held that the San:Francisco Unified School District wasin violation of section 601 because non-English speaking. Chinese students werebeing denied a -meaningful opportunity to partidpate in the edueatlonal pro-
gram". 'The Court held that section 601 was applicable because "that section
bans discrimination based 'on the ground of rave, color or national origin' in any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assists see',"

Xhree Justices concurred, relying not on Title VI itself. but on the scope ofIIEWs guidelines and regulations promulgated raider it. In doing so, theyfound that the conditioning of federal aid to public schools on circumstances
within the education program offered by the school district was within the au-
thority of sections 601 and 602. The guideline used the term 'program' in itsbroadest sense.
'"Where limbility to speak and understand the English language exeludes

national origin minority group children from effective participation in the eduea-tional program offered, by a si boot district. the district must take affirmative
steps to reetify the language ilcticlency in ;oder to open its instructional programto these students."

The singularly most important case in establishing the definition of "program"
under Title 'VI has been. Board of Piddle InRtrurtiomof Taylor County. Florida r.Pinch, 414 I.', 2d 1060 Cith ('ir. 1969). Under the decision, the Zith Circuit bas
held that diverimination should be Judged on an individual program oriented
bash, however, the Court specifically stated that such a requirement does not
mean that each program must be considered In 1st talon. Specifically the Courtheld:

"To stay that a program in a school is free fr in discrimination because every-one In the school is at liberty to partake of its benefits may or may not lie a
tenable Position. Clearly the rat lal composition of its Nullity may have an effect
moot the particular program In question, But his may not always be the ease.In deference to that possibility, the admit '..trative ageny seeking to cut of

'tfederal funds must make findings of fact indicating either that a particular
program k itself administered in a discriminatory manner. or is so affected by
discriminfitory practices elsewhere in the school system that it thereby becomes
discriminatory; .

"If funds provided by the grant are administered in a discriminatory manner.
or if they supPort a program which is infected by a discriminatory environmeut.the termination of such funds is proper. But there will also lie cases front time
to time where k north War program V Rhin a school s lit short, within a political
minty, or part thereof) is effe4tively insulated from otherwise unlawful activities. Congresv did

Act
intend that such it program stiffer for the sins of others . .

AIn this way the ct is shielded from a vindictive aptilication."
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.1114. IX. 11, 11i flit' 1 a`% of Title N I. t lead; gis es the Department 0 ,ealth,
'atm atom. and IN eifai e the te,pottsilitlity to elifort t its ie.:whitlows %% it regard
to prohibiting disclutititation owstal1111N1:. 111 Ail aspects of Litt, school program alit'
to tin of full& tt :ten. a ntt4.J.,1.111 Al a Ali timittattay
manner or %%here it I, afTes tett I. ittmaititination elsess la it in tit 111.0L,111111

it 111.1"1,1111.N di'er111111Iiii00.

II. etALRAttE: OF ATHLETICS
. *

The set mid major objet lion to the 'proposed reguIattolt,. cult( et u, the a (ion
of Title IX to athletics.

Thome mintaliong this position argue that tit the scope of Title IX is
Hamm and defined only to 1111111de those 1.11111111111111/111,41'1111o, that, 1',V;14_11 abet t
federal financial asst....tame. and t.t since Athletics is hot .1111111111.41t1t4.,.1 p.140'11111
ta direct. reeeipt of federal aid. l'Itte IX t await and should ,01 apply.

This objection to the cos el age of programs ss hit it 1 t is e uultit.1 beticfit from
federal support---mali its ,,ithletitst., dire' tly al odds uith tit Congressional
Intent to pros Me lge for exai tly such types of dear dist rimination.
example, althonglt federal money dims not go dinghy iS tilt fo, toall
federal aid to am of the st hool system's, program, frees othet 11,1/116 (1/1 use
in athletics.

NN ithout federal aid it st load uould has e to redill t progr. III 11IT1'111,...N or use:
it I.V.1/111-41S more ellickiently. Title IX refers to filth rah ilimitkial assistance.
It LNirai aid lielielits a ilP,i'ritiiiiiatory program In fleeing funds for that pro-
gram, the aid el.N1.t. it. This-Court in I tart It equated to ogrant" %% 1111 _grant snit Me.
WO it lind not torei lose nit lading ss Rhin 11 progliliii an the at t is Un ht tietited
by the grant statute thrtaigli the fleeing of funds. Tills position ss a- further
elucidated in a rev.ent I't.raa Low Rt. ruff article Texas Lao 1,,(Ait .1 S. 53.
December. -1974). Aceording to inines C. Tull

"Some Title VI cases support this interpretation by analogy. llela,41( it %,

wutally held that granting tax exempt status to ois/0e frateinal ords,r. and
altos% tug tax. deductions for contributions to them um.. slat. itHII Io icing Buse
t.T0111,4 within the embrace of Title VI. In (.,cut %. k(11114 tip the Court noted
that a tax. exemption for segregated 'iris ate st.hools might bet onsith red tiltamial
militant to the extent that it W.Iti instrumental ill releasing moat} for dim 11113111a-
tory programs. 'nose tut, eases therefore suggest that dist rinlination should
not be tolerated in programs beilefiting indirectly by fasorabli tax treatment
nom federal finantial (Abel nut's line also splikull of tainted pro
grains. In Finch the Court St arued that men if a program is not itself dim iva-
matutg. it ea still ht' so 111TeCtl'd by illserininittory plat tit es elsess litre in tit

system that it thereby beeinnes diserinituator3; If others% Ise ;Molested,
girls are discoural from NelZil1g All opportunity open to them. they bast bet
denied the benefits of a program that is /AA dist.runillatoly on its, face. Sintilat ly.
a sex segregated course Structure might taint an ostensibly
program by failing to prepare an interested girl for the :was sty, that ill etre' t
she is excluded from participation in the program."

(Milk. no one nothing the argument that athletics should wit be ..ts t ri d by
title IX does so on the inlaid:se that there is not dim ritiiiiiat ion. No one deities
that there is something fundamentally %% roux t1 Hit tt t'oilegt. or Masi that
relegates its female athletics to seeond-rate facilitit s or settnitl late civilian& itt

'or second-rate seliedules solely beetinse they are female.
here is nothing under the proposed regulat110IIN %%ICU i requires equal gait,

exix.mlit tires on the part of college, ttitil tuns ersit les for Melt male at hlt tie
f)rogrutw; and for the oitiph. iSliat is respired is 1411111111y of 1.101/111I 111111.S.
1/1.111.% I. Ihts is guaranteed not only under Title IX. but total the 1 Itli shun utttneut
to the Constitution as well.

A. recent Court decision illustrates this guaeitutta., Ill Blin lie S. fit.,;( toad.
Selma! Di.vtrtet 742 t:(12 Supp. 1221. 19721 the Court beltl that a. school
di-strict could not foreelose a females tight to partielpitte on an athletic ttato
saltily on the basis of se and sex abate. Men though not basing the i limit r
l'itlo IX. the Court of Appeals cited- the statute on an illustration of the eau
1:TeNNI1)11111 policy against diserlitimation basest, hill ,tereoty pet!
of the sexes'." Tim ("tout noted Congress's recognititin of the impintarii e of ,all
aspects of education for %% omen. it equated dim t in.:motion in high si bout, a tlileti.
%%Mt discrimination in ediwatatin. and re ferlial lit the deekiolt directly to till
intent of Title IX. I can sidestantia to that it arts lite intent of rougri,s,.

. 1 8
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The Title IX regulations are indeed -nut perfect, but they are far-reaching inmany" respegts, covering admissions policies, course offerings, scholarship aid,
connseling services, and athletic opportunity. As in all other forms of statutory
regulation,-their true-itnintet %% ill lie dependent upon their i,igurous enforcement.

While the impact of the Title IX regulations may be far-reaching if properly
enforced, they are not a panacea. They are a first step in the effort to nrovide
for the women ^f America something that is rightfully theirsan equal chance
to attend the school of their choice, to develop the shills they want, and to apply
those sk1115 *with knovb ledge they will have a filly chance to secure Jobs of
their choice with equal pay for equal work.

Senator BATH. Mr. Oairman, as the Senate sponsor of title P.k.,
I want to take tlrjs opportittiit3 to thank you and Coligressman Olfara
and others for allowing me to testify befom you committee on title
IX, which just coincidentally is the third mothersary of the enact-
ment of this landmark

While it is indeed unfortunate, Mr. Chairman, that it has taken
long years for the Department of Ilealth, Education, and.Welfare

to promulgate regulations to enforce title I. it is my sincere hope
that the Congress not add further to this delay by disapproving the
regulations and returning them to the Department of HEW as is
our statutory option during this 15-dav period.

When I first offered title TX on the:floor of the F.S. Senate, dis-
crimination against mouNn in all le\ els of educationelementary
through graduate- was rampant. This pernicious diserim4rtion took
many forms quota k% els in admissions, inequitable scholltrship aid,
diwriminatorr course offerings, at 1 I.hased counseling to name but
a fee. In order to rectify theste cleat 1% disci intinatory conditions, the
Congresi wisely passed title IX of the education amendments on
.Tune 23. 1972.

And I might say that as one of Indiana's two Senators I am ex-
tremely proud of the role that out Thalia Disttict Congressman played
in that bill.

r»fortunat0y, in the :1 y ears since the Congress meted title IX.
the -ltuation for women iii education has improted only minimally.
Current statistics on_adwissions to professional, schools show that in
1972 only 12 percent of all students admitted to law school and only
11L percent admitted to medical school were women.

I aught add. Mr. Chairman, for those who would point oat that
fewer women than men applied to law and medical schooi%that it is
a persistent pattern of discrimination limn the time a youngster
enters nursery school that results in men realizing a higher levei
of education, on the average, than women.

Schools. mi.. Chairman, «mtintte to be the !albino cliches in our
society for socialization and cat eer moth ation. T don't need to tell
you or the other members of the committee of the importance of our
educational inMittitiotts. To the extetit that the school system treats
\cornett te4Jecond citizens, inlet im to their male classmates, and
less worthy of expenditures of educational resources. women will (1)1)-
111111e to occupy the lower economic strata of the society.

,While homemaking may still I* the nwIn occupation of American
women. it is no longer the only occupation or some(' of identity for
1110,t (,f them. A majority of young women today- will workand ill
work in economically disadvtntaged jobs.

It has been estimated that oyes half of today's high school girls will
work time for up to 81) years, and 90 percent of those- 11A-school

18k,
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Bard to the termination of funds to "an education program or activity."Thor who voice this objection feel the ciwrent regulations go farbeyond the congressional intent by attempting to regulate or enforcetitle IX with respect to an entire educational program or aetivity of aninstitution as distinct from the more narrow, and according to thesecritics. proper definition of. program as a particular Federal grantprogram found to be in specific noncompliance with title LX.In maintaining that the proper congressional intent was the nar-row definition of program, the critics are making the assumptionthat the scope of title IX and its enforcement requirements are dis-tinct from those of title VI of the. Civil Rights Act of 1964, which. asyou know, prohibits discrimination on thehasis of race, color, religion,
or national .origin in all federally assisted programs.

This assumption, Mr. C ahairmn. in inn judgment, is totally inaccu-rate, and I would point to my statement on the floor of the Senate on/11, not 9, 1971, and again on February 28. 1972. and I hesitate to usemy own -words as at basis for support, but we all are familiar withhow legislative intent is formulated and certainly how the judiciarylooks at it. So I think it is fair to say my words in support of this
matter durinp- the debate on the floor of the Senate are pertinent to
consideratiOn here. I u (add just quote briefly from one of those state-
ments on the 215th of February.

central to my amendment are sections 1001 to 100.,. ',Odell W0111(1 prohibit
discrimination on the bads of sex in federally funded edneation programs. Dis-crimination against the hewn( iaries of fedebtily assisted programs and activi-tie4 already prohibited by title VI of the Civil Eights Act. but unfortunately theprohibition does not apply to discrimination On the basis of SON. In order toOat, this loophole. my amendment sets forth prohibition Ad enforcement pro-
visions which generally parallel the provisions of title VI.

In addit ion, the setting up of an identical administrath e structure,
and the use of virtually identical statutory language substantiates
the, intent of the Congress that the interpretation of title IX was to
provide the same coverage as has been provided under title VT.

Sine(' the Congress intended the same statutory scope for title TX
for title VI. we can understand this concept of program and ae7

t ivity bylooking to the Court's interpretation of the term "program"
under varion-: decisions relating to the proper scope of HMV. authority
under title VI.

Now, Mr. Chairman, T have gone in some length here to point out ,

t hree eases. the Poss,;e on ? Lau v. ,riehols and Tayloi, County.
W1111 h I recommended for our consideration. T will not go into all of
t hem. Perhaps instead of repenting all of my testimony on these cases

could ask that it be put in the record and take a small excerptfrom the nolo/ rood!" case to show what the thrust of title IX is in
relations io title VT.

Specifically the court held :
To say that 't program In a school is free front discrintinatign became every-one In the ...dead is at liberty to partake of its benefits may or may not be a ten-able position, rienHy the metal composition of its faculty may have an effect

upon the particular program in question. Rut this may not always be the,' case,in oluference to that possibility, the administrative agency seeking to Out offFedero fund,: must make finding,. of fite't indicating either that a pa rtieular pro-
gram 14 it-elf administered In a discriminatory manner, or k so affeeteddfy dis-ertntinatory practice.; elsewhere in the sehool sy stem that it thereby becorites dis-criminatory * 4.



, Mr. Ciiairmati-, T. think it ih easy to see how that would also be
applied ill the imination on the. basis of sex, analcertainly
t lt_( "(A rt int] iose alter cases_reitiforeed,the Tailor hold

Title. N, as in the yam of title VT. clearly glues the Depa rtn-wnt of
health, Education. and Welfare the responsibility- to enforce its regu-
lations with regal d to in ohibiting disaiminat ion based on sex in all
ripe( is of the school N(4;1:ill, and to ut off funds (% her a program is
being administeied.in a disci. intinatin manner or %%110 e it if so a fleeted
by -discrimination else ((licie in the school program that it becomes
discriminatory.

I think the record is dear not only from congressional intent but

-aiscriminat ion.
oto, I he 1,ay the coul t has i eted past simila (lolls to ferret out

-
Notts the seeond point T would like to hi iug to the committee's at-

\ tenthult is the one w mippose Is causing the greatest furor and
lit. gieate4 tontetti in the hearts and of a lot of people; namely,

the co( eri-vre of atldetles undertitle IN. This'is certainly one which we
\ Iin t e,tend about in, out spot is pages and front-pages and litt(e Yeeeited
\ at lot of la 1 esiamilem e from vet') concerned athletic directors and
Toaclics A% Ito, I, belie( e, hate tended to overy:tit a little bit.

Illose maintaining this position argue that (1) the scope of title
IX is tin defined only to im hole those dthation progams
that receiN ed., direct nide' at financial assistance. and (2) since ath-

ws is hut tional program iu direct receipt of Federal aid.
title I X. eapot---mt( c muld not apply.

This section to the ncrage of progtams which receive indirekt
benefits friar ederal support such as athletics is directly at odds
Nitit the congn sional ililent to pro( hie cot erage for exitctly such
It pt.:, of clear Fur example, although Federal 111011eV
doe:, not go dile, tly to the football program, Federal aid to any of
the schoolls.%stent's prop ayus flees (Alan money for use in athletics.

Without Fedi:a:11 aid a SI. 11001 ttuuld hate to reduce program offer-
lugs or use its resources more efficiently. Title IX refers to Federal
!bild ia I assistant e. Tf Fedeal aid benefits a dist riminatory program
by freeing funds fin that program, the aid assists it, and I think that
is Ill her (lean

1 he court in equated program with grant statute. but did
11.1 including ttitlimit a prop am all the act it ities "knefited

grant statute tin oualt the freeing of funds." That last sentence
is a di quote flint, they,',,*, 1, ease mid certainly substantiates my
feeling.

Iu thi Pet ember 1974 issue of the Texas Law Ret ie(i- AN here Mr.
James h(dd w rote. and I w ill just lead one seuten(c to show the thrust
of the arg wield in the law review.

In (err, n Kum dll the limit noted that a tax exemption for segregated
private scho,,k,

!,
might he utimliere(1 (11011044a support to the extent that it VW-,

two raineutal it\ reivasiiki motley for dist rintitt.ttoo programs.

So I think tkte record is rather clear.
Oddly. Mr. Chaliman. let me say T have heard cif no one making

the atglilltellt that tItilleth s shoula not be eovred by title I1. hn
does so on the pretwis(' that there is no discrimination. NO one is

It' that t!a i nut dist timination, because, unfortunately,
there is.

4"18 t-)'
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ells denies that thole is 'unwitting fundamentally rout; with a
college or unh ersit; that lull...ate:4 its female athletics to second-ripe
facilities Or second -raft ectuipuleut. Or second-rate schedules solely
bemuse they are female.

There ik nothing tinder the prdposed regulations which h.cluires
equal aggregate expefittiThres, on the part of colleges an1 uni% ersit ies
for their nude athletic ',yogi mils a nd, for the wouten. What is-required
Is equality of opportunity. I belie;' this is guaranteed not only under
title TX, but nude' r the 14th amendment to the Constitution. as well.

A recent court decision Most rates this ginirantee. Trr Bremlett v.
ndon jilt it .Sc hoot DiRt r;(t 7.42 the cowl held that a school district

eould not foreclose a ft male's right to part iripat e on an athletic team
solely on the basis of sex and sex alone. El en though not basing the
case under title TX. t he court of appeals riled t lie statute, on an ilf;st ra-
tion of the congressional poll( against "disciiinination based on
'stereotyped characterizations of the sexes.' " The court- noted Con-
gress- recognition of the importance of all aspects of education for
women, it eonated discrimination in high school athletics r.ith dis-
crimination in eilucatbal and referred in the decision directly to the
intent of I itle TX.

Mr. ChairMan. let me sal T can substantiate that. judgment.
it was the intent of Congress.

The title 1X regulations are indeed not perfect. but they are far-
reaching in many respect:4. cm ing admission policies. course offer-
ing -, 'elt0181*-101) aid, counseling sere ices. and athletic 01)1)01111114 V.
As in all other forms of statutor; regulation. their true impact w ill be
dependent upon their vigorous en forcement.

While the impact of the title IX regulations ma be fa-re:IA.1m! if
properly enforced. they are not a panacea but 1 think the} are a first
step in the effort hum% ide for the women of A merica something that

rightfully theirs an equal chance to attend the schools of their
choice. to develop the skills the; Ntani. and h) apply those skills with
knowledge they will hate a fair ("Jaet, to secure jobs of their elloice
With Nina I pay for equal work.

Mr. 13itunorAs, Thank ;on very much. Senator 13a31t. 'for OA imedy
a very ca refullv thought out stamitent on this important issue.

T might make a comment, with respect to one of tilt, points in 10111'
tenient which begins. T think. on page 4. iu NN hick 011 sneak of the

view of some (Titles to the effect that the :wow: of t ill' TX and its
enforcement prim isions are somehow intended, to be distinct front the
19(4 Civil It ittlit A.ct. and T would only sa3 in support of the observi-
t ion von make that that assumption on the part of the (I it les is
inaeArate.

w°11,14"inly cite the lutes' front the-meeting of. the Committee on
r.oncat ion min Lain)r of fia house of Ttepresent at 0 es of September 'In,
It) 1. nthnufes which col er the proposal hy 1Ls. GIVV Of Oregon of the
t it le here under considerat ion.

,And if one looks at the pages of those minutes. one w ill see That -
cral paragraphs lime been taken in_ tot o front the Civil -Rights Act,
from title VT of the C'iti1 Ttieitts Act. and in ;Xerox form ineluded in
AIN. Green's proposed amendmint. theiebN cairn ming that indeed it
v. as the intent of the sponsors of this statute. that is to the intent
of the sponsors or title T:t.'to prat itle. 111141 to 41110i 0 3 ou. Senator. from

186
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atellIela oil page .",--The same cue el are as had been pro.1 tried for

And I make that ()list.' e ation in that I felt it useful to point out how
the Itunse position on this matter was on all fours pith the Senate
position as art icidatedbv von in the other body.

Senator B.yin.Mr. fuiii loan, T think that is correct to point out that
inclusion in the minutes. and 1 Ala sure 3 on are also ery much ad-are
that when the Deputy Assistant Sectetar3 for I I igher liducatiOn testi-
fied mer here back 1970 lie put HEW squarely on reoord that this
would be the, interpretation then.

13nAD3EAs. If I could turn to just one other area and then yield
to other members of the subcommittee. and that is the area w hich yon
quite appropriately obset e'ed has aroused pane cold' otersrtlian Softie
other .1,1'01 isn't's, and that has to do w ith the pro\ isions regarding
at hlee6 pragfams

It is my understanding. Senator. that draft regulations do not
I Noire equal expenditures on men's nal w'oolen's spoils programs,
as indeed 3 on on page 10 of your statement say. where you declare,
-There is nothing under the proposed rcgurations which requires ,

equal aggregate expenditures on the part of the colleges and univer-
sities fur their nude athletic programs and. for the wonted. What
is required. I want, to say. is the equality of opportunity,"

I understand that the legulations do not require mixed teams in
eontart. sports dr in spurts %%here :,election is based on competitive

1101' do the3 require sponsorship fur w omen's teams in every
sport for which there is a men's,team.

The regulations do, how ete yr. lean ery headily on adjudicatiint
on a ease-by-cas basis. And the regulations say that while the kinds
of requirements that I am just indicating are not included, such
factors as vomparatiee expenditures nia3 be taken into account in
reaching an o% oral( :judgment on w [tether an institution is in.
eompliance.

That at least is 1113 understandiwr of the meitniiig of thise regula-
tions. and I would be gi ate ful. Senator, if you or counsel wish to
comment onflint observat ion.

Senator fiA). u. Yes: . Chairman. T tdtirih you stated it very
lull e.% en the compal at.a e expeudittues. T w mild like to point out. need
not meet the test of portion of the expenditure. but than the
compa tail% e eNpelitlitOle would be !dated to the illitUlnit of interest
shown among foliate and male atIdel es.

I think. Mi'. Chairman. this isn't the panacea guideline to effect
w hat dist inguished Congi essee ()mall Chisholm and the rest, of us have
been lighting for. for a long tittle. equal..rights for women. When
the ERA pas,e, it. it, isn't going to 1tc at panaea for everybody, but T
think we are making e The full opportunity for women to pai-
1 iripatt.`as athlete., or in at ldet is going to come a number of years
from now. w hen a sullieient titite ha, passed for women at an early
age. in grade whel- and in high .-eliools. to be ail en the opportunity
to test their skills, and thits to-dee (lop them .ind not to he stereotyped
as linable to compete.

I nmst say, my father. as 3 On 1.110w: 1% as inplissieal education for
most of his :)3 -years in the sehool s stew. Tire is. no longer with us,
so I haven't bad a chance to try this title TX on him for size. T don't
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-know honestly how he would look at it. but I do remember when I
was very young that he thought that physical education was indis-pensable in training a soupd body to carry around the mind. He
emphasized the need to make this physical education ,experience
available for girl and women students.

T think that is wlutt. we are looking at, how they can have an op-
portunity to pa rticipate. T don't see all of these big concerns which I.
understand are very legitimate emicerns expressed. well-intentioned.
but T think then are based, on a misconception. I don't see this wreck-
ing of the major universities football program at all. I love sports
aird athletics myself. I would not want to see that happen.

But I don't think it is necessary for its to presume that in order
to give the women students in an institution adequate participation
to physical education this is going to per se destroy the 111011 14 pro-
/rra m. Why can't we have good programs in but It ?

'Mr. B1t_viu So just to walk yoit through this one more time.
Senator. and this will be my last question. von agree then, I take it.
that it is well-settled that statutes such as the one under consideration
reqnire- a clean bill of' hea lth for the entire educational institution. notjust the part of the institution that is directly receiving assistance ?;

Senh tor BA-vit. Yes. sir.
Mr. Ba.Inmets. And you mould agree then that athletics would lite

included. would'be CON ered by the regulations under consideration?
'enator BAY! r. Yes.sir.
Mr. BitionNeiR. Would you then. in light of ii hat von just said. agrep

with the pi/position that were these regulations to be implementer .
athletics as an organized actil it y in America's institutions of educt-;
L ion would lint be (lest rtiyetl by t ltfse regul a t ions ?

Senator BAY1I. T eltrtainly think not. I think it would lend diversity,
broader opportunities to more students. isn't that what the educa-
tional experience is a ll about ?

Certainly the women students of Aurae lea have been denied the op-
portunity at a very annaiitul. inefficient he to enjoy the sports act ii
ties in the school. I kiiew vi. r lilt the girl students and wonted.
Rtudents wlai were gull right through the sante educational process
with me were denied v hat I thought was a significant part of my etlu-
cational.experienee.

Nem:leis. \\ eil. thank ) ou very much. Senator. your views;
have been most helpful to me.

I recognize the gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Quo:. Senator. thank y ou for y our testintoni . Tit y our testimony

yon compare discrim' cation based on sex w ith discrimination based
on reels. As I read it through. you believe

of
we -should have the

same interpretation of title TX a, we do of title VT. meaning that
there should le no discrimination at all on the basis of sex. just as
there can be no discrintinAtion on the basis of race: is that right ?

Senator-BA-11r. In general. yes.
Qua. men. looking at tin regulations, does that not imply

t hat there is a difference iii sex and that you can't (EA riminate?
the other hand. it seems that the regulatioes l,e,tuit diserimmation in
contact sports, that is. a school can preclude a person of the -female
sex from comp/ ting for a slot on the team of a male team of contact
sports.

1 8
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Now, ve.don't have anything siilat to that fan pros iding equal it
of 9ppotunit) slants for la, ial glotips, but )(in do ha% e to permit
blacks to go out for the football teams.

Senator BAYIE. I think that is a fair discrimination to weigh
cell this title and title V1. 7f I were riting the regulations. 7

would not ha% e them that '.as. 711 faet, f 'rote a letter to
the President lesj,l.etfulli suggesing that he take a lit look at dial
%ter) feature as well as others t% II lit' ti hiCtil [,elate
in the final draft. The (nig:mil diaft of II EW a tlar ago I thought

*Vas a hutch batter draft than t he One 'hieh'as sett to the White
1 -louse but the one that is being ptesented now is better than the dra ft
sent to the President.

I think in order fur us to make prop ess we are going to base
git e and take hei. and, 1 find that those tigulations although flu y
aro not as fat I would like them to go in ti cat ing eau" bod) equal!).
I thilik 'they make a significant imptut ement in our educational
opportunity. ,

ifr. Qt I understand that at ilEW there was a feeling, that if
)(au permitted the a_ outplete °pion tunit) tit tuuiphto competitiOn it
ould end up that the women would hats e less (italic,. to engage iii
intercollegiate or interschool spurts than the present]) do.

i)o Volt agree with that
Senator 13.).) Yes. I agree ssitIt that. Let's take basketball. sshId
lassifit d as at ()Maki sport. r see nothing a long a it it let Gag titoluen

basketball plate's gut out theta- On the nom and show their snails
the gilts. I M1111 nolc;s she can do that she is not going to be able to
part leipatelust as. let's say. a small male student.

Not h c are to ing to compensate for )..o:ierations of
stereot)pe, I thiid, it is going to take 115 some time In tutu women
realtN a, going to lit ahle to des clop full potential of their skills.
And if indeed the tioi.st of a plisieal edit, atIon s)steni is none than
just to Ii8'a ming men out the] v knockint, heads eta the football

w hi, h we all like and enjoy; but if indeed the '!.tole thrust of
piysical ednuat ion progiams is to builal a thaiat ter anal -uatiiii
lull spirit of ewitla lawn. then 1 think:we must teak, this a% ailable
for those who might not qualify on the major %al.:sit% team.

That is »h.) I am pi opal ed to buy the regulations. although I 1 amid
hate preferred that i; meet the standard that rungresman Quie

Mr. Qt It.What gis e:t he Seek tar) the authority to I tilt that women
are different and theaeltut: the st hoofs should but 1,2 I oohed to pt I mit
them to compete in contact sports!

Senator IL u. Well, we gae him the aut len it) to w ite4lie egula-
tons. I would a ham:, sonic of tlio: ions awl did suggest that
some of them het 11.11"ed ..(b111.' of thtlii c. And I .111)1Alm that

a in final anal) sis this la acs. anal (bit! does !Mt tt,lilali Stith the stlrllulli
Or 00 Seervi of IIEW. We hate in the statutes 1:`, days for the
opportunity ti ?oak,. tbta.e obset ,atiory null and s oid. I think that

aaniestl) Lelie)e some people wonldwould e a hu,tako. beeanse I I

like nothing- hotter anti I say ti,ht till; is setts pragmatic
for romzre-s to tom do)) a these iegulat,ions so we mild go 3 more
year:. bi-foe w,-,-et any 'writ la Hons.

\Ir. Qur. Why do vol say :I more years ?

a
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Senator Mkt.' t. lut.tilt,t, it i, 3 y ears since we passed this and we
ha% cal had the tegulations, until hurt. The ale not perfect ; Mit

tit r thatt uo regulation,. Tiel gi%e ua the :foundation poll %%hid'
to let women shale in du' eNpetielice dolt tite 111111

ellaine Co share before Wow.
Mr. Qt be( atisc it taltes3 eats to go tin otigh -the thought,

)roce, in 01 dor t Wit NNWI regtilatil)1:5 In* II here near ac-,,A
ceptable. ['don't see N by t hat mettles.% tut ha to-go back to'the draw lug
board again. There nett: 4, el till 1113 decisions 11041e in tililt, thought

Oct kading up to the I egulations tioN\ ploltilgIted. It- :Weill:,
to pie y oil :111.11.%10,11 .01,1 litotlif tleln III mach less time than 3 years.
Prom illy information. if we are spetifit-etiotigh ill a I ebullition of di:,
altpro% ea, it Aoilkl be possible for them to he'impletnented by the fall

this year.
Senator 13.%1 it. 11*(11.., 011 tit) it in a w on are right, op

could. Ilt it took us a -wJtole year from the tittle we got the first 'draft
to where \\-c .are now. 1' mean there seems to be more than ust, an
effort to study :waiter feet. I think that if you and your colleague
flow Indiana note to get at this in (ale a ftet noon maybe ill just a few
short minutes you you'd perfect those. But T must. say I don't think
that you are going to be given that, rsponsibility.

Mr. Q r...,No for good reason, too.
...1.I notice in ngust 1971 y tat submitted tin amendment IN hiell was

to preclude the ion U1t the NISI:, Of sex. As .1-011 pa it, "To
proade that no person in the I.-]etted State, shall .oit account of sex
he excluded front any program or acti%it;%.- in quote, conducted
.1 public instittit ion of high." edit. at ion for any school or department./
of graduate education. which is a recipient of Federal financial
.assista

AO you' explained to yonr cttlleagues. that iiteentive would tall
limitation by denial of admission or benefits by any public in-

stitution Of highel kat Hdlg ur an% instil tition -of graduate education
NS hich revel es Federal educational assistance.

Cott. in title TX we also adopted a prohibition against discrimina-
tion against the blind. w111.1 use, similar language. It says-no person
ill the I-nited States shall. on the giound of blindness or erely im-
p:111cl I.-11)11,1w denied etdmission ill au% t °lose of study by at recipient
of iinant.ial a-zsistanee for educational activity.

So in both amendments w \ou offered un .lugust (1,. 1971, anti
141401)4bn! Ili-. i intinatio again -t the .blind, the language slicaks

of the rcipiclit of Fetlenti assistance for an educational program or
act irity.

I fowc c, in t ilk TX the language used, IS it li NN 11 kb 1-oli are -familiar.
Aatt-: that 110 peson in tlieViiited States shall, on the basis of SVX. be
pre '1111led frtatt parti. littition iN, be denied benefits of or be subjected
to tli,t riminat ion.under arly ctinvitt ioal program or act it ity eceiring
Federal financial assistance.

Don't von think that it 1.ottld be that the Congress knew what it was
it 11 ink the Liiilra,Igt. ill section 901 differently from this

lantottoce -eel ion DM. and acv, differently front the way yon pro-
po-ed to have it in the Senate with yotn amendment ?

Sc surds B tytt. Oh. I think Congress knew exactly what. it was
1111'1,1,14 and it Aid, in my judgment. intend to do just what I said. I

1 9 t)
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Mr. Qt. m. I am talking about whether the Department of Health,
EdUcation, and. Welfare has 0%o:stepped its bounds in claiitting that
an institution is conducting a pi ()grain or actilit3 financed by the Fed-
eral GOvernment if a student is receiving Federal aid to attend that
program or those programs.

senator BAYrt. You know, I just don't lIfiow. I would have to look
that up if you would perhaps 3 ou now. That is not generally
the hind of penalties that are meted out, is I ant sure you realize.

MCQum. But I have heard it claimer that that is one of the rea-
sons why they have jurisdiction.

Senator BAYit. I have not.
Mr. Quu. You have not.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Perhapg, if the gentleman- would yield', just an ob-

servation, just a rhetorical observation at this point, which I don't
think is quite an answer to. there might, lie some distinction on: the one
hand bet ween GI loans administered by VA.-and grants on the one
hand and supplemental et:bleat ion on the other hand administered by
the institution. T raish that possibility.

Mr. SoroN. Would the gentleman yield?
It also seems to me these are sidistantial areas,of indirect, Federal

assistance. For example. I am confident the University of Minnesota
has an athletic association which is a nonprofit corporation where
people donate money. and they are given tax deductions, so that in-
directly there is at Federal subsidy to the University of Minnesota
athletic program. ,

Mr. Qt-rg. That is right.
Mr. Cha irmap. I yield, the floor.
Mr. Bit \DEMAti. The Chair recognizes the gentlelady from New

York; and beeituse ,the rhair mit-t himself go to another meeting, I
invite the lady to fake the chair.

1 thank the di-t shed gentleman again for his fine testimony.
MN. Cinsimum presiding). Thank 3 on Very much, Senator Baylt.

ppearianoe before the committee today. because Ifor making an
think*3'ou put sclera) tIpngs in their proper perspective. ilthough.the
furor has keen centered'around intercollegiate sports activity, I think
title TX embraces ntueli more than just sports. We are talking about

'equality of opportunity! for all person: regardless of their race and oftheir 't
A, you indicated title TX cannot legislate, attitudes. There is no

kind of legklation authorized 1,3 this Congress that can legislate peo-
ple's attitudes. But we can pros ide the kind of' atmosphere and kindof thrust that will be conducive' for bringing about an equitable
cadets and giving 'protection to those hll\ idnals who without title
IX and who without title VI v ould not have any recourse in terms of
protecting (heir basic rights.

So I thick we have to recognize that title IX will go against cer-
tain basic traditions in our_Nation-Mturv_have been quite comfort-
able. and many do not desire to rock the proverbial boat. This does
not mean that we should not he sesponsive to the Iarge segment ofsociety which is now demanding their fair share.

Kane; you concur that since the language of title VI and title IX
are so similar and since title VI has been applied institution wide,title IX should ant must be interpreted in the same manner covering

19 :
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all of the educational piograms cart ied out by educational institu-
tions receiving Federal funds

Second, as von know many of _the intercollegiate coaches appear-.
ing here in the past few days, haye_ inaicated that they are not in
receipt of direct, Federal funds. WOuldn't you say that educational
aid to one particular kind of school activity can indirectly give finan-
cial assistance to other activities in these institutions? For-example
school bonds to build a stadium, or b, the releasing of funds usually
gut into' vocational education programs, because of receipt of Federal
funds,inthat area.

In otheil words what I am trying to get et to you with all of this pre-
linary -trip" diat I am taking through is that we are involved
in much more than a question of Intercollegiate sports, or the question
of whether or not sports are going to be able to produce revenue. This
is a question of a basic right. .

'senator BATH. Well, nut only do I feel that personally, but I would\ like to reiterate what I said earlier in my opening testimony, and
whether anybody on the fluor of the Senate was listening or not when
this debate was going on, I can tell you what a chief sponsor of 'title-

.did say; that the thrust of title IX was to fill a loophole hi title
Vf.And it was pointed out that we set forth prohibition and enforce-
ment `provjsions which generally parallel the provisions of title VI.

So it was rather clear as that measure was moving through the
Senate that we were trying to base title IX on the same general
authority as title VI.

Now. in .411SNST to your second reference, I would hope that a
nation that is as powerful and ingenious as ours, which has been able
to perform miracles in iechnolpgy and science, ought to be able to
let:little girls and little boys have equal opportunity to develop their

,athletic and physical ,talents without destroying the major athletic
events that we all enjoy.

T think we are selling ourselves short. I suppose it is the responsi-
bility of a coach or athletic director who is really concerned about this
and we share that concern. But some of us have seen the, capacity
of this ,Nation to do, some rather miNietilous thinks, I do not see al-
lowing women equal opportunity in athletics as all obstacle that is
too large for us to overcome.

Mrs.,-Ciusuorzt. Just one other observation. The labor force in this
so\mtry is becoming more and more heavily populated by women.

ouldyou also agree that t it le IX is essential in helping the women
in this society, especially those who are the.sole wage earners, ,to be

able to make tt contribution on the basis of their talents and abilities.
Don't, you think title IX is enentjal to these womeiil-

SenatorBATH. Well, I think that is one of the major benefits that
will be derived from title IX. We all know there is a direct relation-,_
=hip between educatithial opportunity and ta/ept and skills 'that are
marketable: And it doesn'tdo von any good to pass a Federal statute
saving equal pay for equal wdrk if earlie in the life cycle that woman
doesn't have' an equal chance to get skills that are marketable on the

oppn tmtrket.
T think had to pickone`thing that I think title IX will accom-

plish more thtui any other, I would have to put that right at the top

of the



1Trs.'011h1o1ot. Thank you very much; :Senator.
Mr. Simon"? ,

3Tr.. Si3tox. Just a few observations..
-First of all, I agree with youf conclusion that HEW acted prop -erly; this is-within its scope. But you obviously feel that these regn-lations can be adopted without impairing the football team at theIThivusitsy-of Indiana or Purdue Universitymore importantly thanthat, Ssonthern,Illinois UniversityI kather that is your conclusion,Senator?' ,
Senator il.vvyr, I think this would not be an apprOpriate place for usto compare football teams. but yes. that is a fair statement.
Mr. Sorox. 'I'lien, just one final observation, and:that is your writtentestimony and your subsequent testimony is based on the conclusion

that whoever administers the act is going to use some common sense,and it Seems to me that many of those who oppose these regulations
intact re assuming the most extreme kinds of possibilities.I a veciate your testimony.

Sc.intor Brim -. Thank you: 'Congressman Simon. I appreciate yourohs/ rvationj think we usually opt to common sense when given ouropp rtiuri ty.
StwoY. Thank Yon. Mr. Chairman..

)ri% BLoric-fpresiding]. Thank you.
Mr. Buchanan.?
Mr. BreirA.y.% N. Thank you. ;Arr. Chairman.
Senator, T think:You testimony isuite important to us here because.as you are all awal'e--I won't go over the same ground third andfourth timebut there have been those who felt title TX simply didnor reach I wyonil the programs directly funded with Federal assistance,and your testimony as chief Senate sponsor that it wasn't clear intentsupportod by statements before the time passes that title TX sboulydreac,li out :"2..ailwr discrimination throwrimut institutions Whichreceive FedPral funding, and that is'your testimony, as I understandit.
Senator BAA-rt. Yes. sir.
31r. Burl I AN'AN. It is quite importatt.
The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Brademas, put into the record

some of the testimony from our former colleague 'Ms. Green on theNouse side.There are those who would raise the issue that neither titleVT nor t it le TX in fact reach procaams not receiving Federal assist-
ance. lint that in the ease of title VT the't 4th amendment would coverany ground not specifically covered in the legislation. and thereforetlupr;outs have permitted regulations to reach into those areas notdirectly tonclied by Federal fundimr, whereas this would not be attrib-ntlbVto title TX wheeause we are waiting for equal rights amen&passage. .

T (rather von do not suliser;be to that viewpoint.
senator BAyt r. No. sir, T rdo not.
Arr. 13rep vy% y. Now. the third question is a little more pragmatic.T have been rather impressed by the weight of some of the peonle onthe other : I mean, of the Pant if.al clout, potential clout of someoft he withesses on t he other side. N(.\ A. the coaches. et cetera.Sonat or B y n. The Senator from Indiahli is not oblivious to that.err Tlr =r NAN, smItor, do you think you hare the votes?Senator l;Avit. Sir?
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--I...1V 13MIANAN. 11) 3 ott think 3 on have the votes to support the
-position?

Senator Bs-vii. yell, I think so. I hope so. I must say, one thin,g I
eliditt do is to count 11111.'b WI our side before I ...ante of el: here to tell 3 ou
what X thought was right.

Mr..But-ita-s.vw..I am sure you didn't.
Seuat 13Ayn. I know none of us operate that way, lint 'we can't

be oblis io the prestige and the political muscle that the gent h-
men who have estified hale in our communities.' just don't Ohl that
it is going; di have that kind o ra negative impact.

1 think they are coma riled about -something that jiist isn't, going
to conic to pass. I noticed in lookintr at a study the other lay where

f it talks about sonte of duse segregitted athletik. fiteilities.or :tail ides
being indispensiblelo fund the entire athletic hi ogliani. I not iced
that. the Ne,..i.A. suit istis show ,an annual menler deficit of :iu

'million how. . 1 ..

And that further I saw a report that estimated flat 95 percent, of
intercollegiate ntIlleties are the red. I think what one has to find
when you look at Ilse way fees are paid is that everylanls fees are
used to fund, an institution's athletic s3stent, w onion students and.
men studentS. s,

I has e HO 1.olle to pi.'; with sul.sidizinfr adde.. systems' prl!rmiiis.
I Mink that makes a contrilatdon. Bat. if we are going to do that,
to say that only part of the students pal tkipate in it. that is dis-
eritnintor . I dotvt;titink anybody ens i:-.1011S-Wolatl at the Rose Bow I,
but at /east ,ss omen students ought to has e opportunitivi, to pa rticip.ite
conntritstu ate with the inteiesi tlie, show, and that is clearly what it
SaNs in the retrulations and I ant jug not concerned about that.

I am. I guess. being a little human, wondering what the impact
lit:eh home is going to be. 1I,,,ically whenzwe take the time to study
something tit find out what is tight. usually the time is right to
convince our constituents tibia it is right.

:Nil BI*(11,1 NAN. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. BLot IN. St nator. some of die' testimony We heard last Ateek

ea me. olts-ionsly , front coaches, and NCA.A. made sonic cvnituents which
had trouble setting with me. and most of the comments were on the
premise tbar the regulations w ere obsious13 outside of the boundaries
of durintent, and I MR levy pleased that sou hale taken some tune to-
tdayto at least let us know the intent orthe authorization you ohs i-
ousiy had a lot to do w itlt stirring this thing through the Senate. and I
am hopeful that we can find that same kind of support front the House
when the bill is pursue.d.

I am. convinced, or at least more convinced than I was last week,
that the Went of Congress was very clearly within these regulations
and dial:they ale not' iodating anythi,ng dint the Congress has done.

I tun not as 'concerned, frankly. about the effect it has on collegiate
football or basketball. So what if it does hurt. That in itself is an
indication there has been discrimination:for years, and that it is dine
we balance things'oll. i

One poi, itAltat the intercollegiate alai(' groups consistently turned
to dealt with what they thought would be a suffering in quality of
the athletic endeas ors simply because there would obviously W i'
decrease in his elutes, and there was a, correlation between that.

A
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You lime ob% iously wotked with this for some,time. Do you see a
cot relation betw eeh the quality of the educational experience of
athletics and whether or not it can J2roduce revenue as an intercampus
activity

Senator "limn I have 'been nursed in a family where the bread was
put on the table by ph3sical,cducation. I inn e been in that, tenvironment
plus, I think: toe general ens ironment of oung ,Inell,.1% hen I used
to be yotStg f)nd enjoy this-participat-ion.

I am not sure that the purposk3 of a university or a college or an
elementary school or a high school is to raise "Big 10" champs. The
w hole purpose is to gives citing men and women the skills they peed to
provide for themselves aid live full and-complete lirts.

As I said earlier. I don't see that this is going to destroy our major
athletic-programs. But if it perhaps has a 5 pehent or a 10 percent lass
-grade on the expertise scale and 3 on-get 10 or :20 percent more students
participating and enjoying physical educa tion. I think the final mission
of that institution is going to be a more salutory one.

I get out there and cheer and jtunp up and down with everybody
else. I had a great opportunity to attend several of our Indiana 'Univer-
sity basketball games with my son who was a freshman. But I must
sa3 in the final analysis I think there is as an equal contribution being
made to the 3 oung men of our institution w ho were participating in
intramural athletics, who had a chance really to participate to the
limit of their skill, 'spiel' wasn't going to get them out there in the
1(1A1 playoffs. InteresfingIT enough, tla re weren't many, women
students hay ing even liat opportunity. So 1 think we had better keep
our perspective straightened out:here.

Mr. 13torts. T am very glad you answered the question that way.
Senator. I think the record need; to-show that there are two very valid
sides to that question, that at least from the Senate- sponsored -side that
that legislations intent is clear, to balance off the institutional educa-
ional bpportu n itvof athletics.

T was.probably a little harsh with Mr. Foz ik Friday. But I firmly -
believe that unless Te do something to equalize the avhilability4a
athletic oni)ortunities, primarily in the 'Major sports, we are going to
continue'to develop an image of nothing more than a minor leartue for
professional food:all and basketball. If that is in fact what we want,
ma3 be it ought not to be on the campus. Maybe it ought to be. in a semi-
professional or a professilmal arena away' from the campus.

-.:enator Barn. I wonder if it would be any legs of a thrill to be on a
a13ig'10" championship team that had three fewer scholarships thaa
the one had last year. Would. that he any lesser goal when the banner
is hung up over the Coliseum? I don't think so. I thinkit is all a rein-

,- tire kind of thing.
Mr. Br.ortx. I doubt very much if the participants or the spec-

tators would care very much either V. 'VS 1.chieving the goal is more
Important than the fringe of it.

That is all, Madam Chairw n.
Mrs. Cuts If01,31. Thank on, Flonator. I want to thankyou again for

yPur appearance befOre this committee. You bane been a, profile in
courage with respect to so many issues that concern this segment of
society. Thabk you again for your appearance.

1.96.
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Senator BAY.11. Thank you very Auch, Madam Chairwoman. j
appreciate theeworli-the committee 1s (10/11,-, And the courtesy you have
given me.

[Supplementary material supplied by Senator Bayh follows
WASHINGTON, D.C., December) 20, 1074.

To: Honorable Bi rch Bayh. ..,
- .

4,

Attention:- Barbara-Dixon. f
Fr'nn : American Law Division. '
:Subject: Proposed: Regulations of the Department of health, Edutation, and

-Welfare to Enforce the Sex Discrimination Provisions of the Alucation
Amendments of 1972 (Sections 901 et seq., P.1.. 92-318). .

Referente is made to your inquiry- of November 23, 1974, relative to the above.
8)00011c:illy, you ask whether the proposed MEW, regulations under Title IX
of the 1972 Amendmentsbarring sex discrimination by recipients of federal
educational assistancemight be read as applying across the board to educational
institutions covered by the Amendmoit thereby autio,,,zing the agency to termi-
nate all assistance to such institutions where discrimination is found to exist.
See. 39 P.R..2222S-2220 (June 20; 1974). Additionally, you ask our views con-
eermug the legal zalidity of such an interpretation in right of programmatic limi-
tation found in sections 901 and902 of the Amendments.

Section 901 of Title IX provides that "[DO person in the United States shall&
on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
ho subjecml to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving
Federal fiaancial assistance." That section then goes on to carve out specific
exceptions from the general prohibition with respect to "admissions to educa-
tional institutions." Basically, admissions policies to all institutions are exempted
except "institutions' of }vocational education, professional education and grad-
uate higher education, and "public institutions" of undergraduate higher
education.

Section 902 contains two basic limitations on agency authority to teryinate
as-istimee for violation of the Act. The first of these is essentially geographical in

nature, limiting the effect. of any cut-off to "the particular political entity, or part
thereof" where discrimination occurs. The section further provides, hoWeveri
that any, termination Is to -,bel restricted to "the particular, program, or ,part

, thereof, in which . . . noncompliance . . . has been so found."
As suggested by the foregoing, the statute appears to adopt, fOr the most part,

a program orientell approach to sex, discrimination ,essentially the same as that
embodied in the parallel provisions of Title VI of the 1904 Civil-Rights Act (42

-USN. 2000d a seq.). That is, the basic prohibition of section 901 speaks.in terms
:

of discrimination tinder a "program or activity" receiving fedbral financial assist-
ance, Similarly, the termination sanction prescribed by section 902 is Ihnited in

it effect to the "particular program, or part thereof' where digerimination is -

found to existc-"Reair.together. these restrictions, seem clearly to indicate that
congress intended that administrative' authority -to discontinue assistance be
ciremnseribed within some limits, ,but the precise scope of this limitation is

undefined on the face of the statute and thus remains somewhat uncertain. This
bak,ic,ambigdity is further coinpounded in the case of institottioinal recipients by
the express prohibition in section 001 of discrimination in admissions t'o' certain

institutions of higher education. '
The proposed I-UE.1V. regulations until Title IX seems to ,employ a corollary

distinction betw;een discrimination in admissions to covered institutions and
other less pervasive forms of discrimination limited in 'their effect to specific
programs and activities conducted by a reciplent_gubpart C of the regulations
ham discrimination "by any recipient" in admissions and recruitment generally
and section 80.34(b), which applies, to local educational agencies, Illfewise pro-

hibits discriminatory admissions policies with respect to "any institution of

Yocatiomil education" or "any other school or educational unit" operated- by
such acency. This institutional approach where admissions policies afe involved
is subject to the single express exception contained in section 89.2(o). That. '

section, which tracks a- similar provision in section f901(e) of the Aet, Trovidei
in effect that where an education insti halm is composed of more than one school,

department Or College. admission to which is indepe dent of admission to any
other component. each such school. department or colt gve, is considered as a sep-
arate unit for the purpose of determining whether its admissions are covered

,
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by the regulation. Thai, accord,ing to the exnlanatory matter accompanying theproposed re Motions "if a plicate institution is composul of an undergraduate
and graduate college, admissions to the graduate college are -exempt . . but
admissions to the graduate school are nut." see. 21) F.R. 22226.Subpart 1.), on the otherliandh is apparently .concerned primarily with dis-
crimination in -particuhir programs and act h ities operzited ,by a recipient
whether a public- or pricate agency. in titution, or utherulbPother than overall
admissions policies. Thu., sotion ,S6.31 it seq. %%mild reach discrimination under
''any academie, extracurricular. researcioccimational 'training, or other pro-. gram or activity . . which reecho; or benefits from federal financial assist-ance" In snort, the proposed ii culla tbois a rgua Illy I (+dem an position on tin/

y7 part of the agency tl_at, for purposes of determining compliance, the educational
activities of institutional recipicub3 may, %here general admissions policies are
coucerbed. he viewed as a individual entity. Where less pervasive form.s ofciminitioa are involved, hou ever, the regulations scan to colgemplate a pro-
gram by program approach to coverage.

The basic pro,iztions relating to procedures for effecting compliance with theAct are set forth in Subpart of the regulations. Scot widen dealswith the termination of findin. expressly incorporates the "timptanC-provisions
of section 0e2 of the ..ket and pro% idcs that "falny action to suspend or terminate.
. . Federal financial assist:Uwe shall be limited . .. to the particular . re-cipient . and.-hall t,e C.mited in its cifeet to the particular edueation pretzramor activity or part thereof in %%bleb such noncompliance has been so found."

,Additional evidence 4.,f the agelay's view uPli respect to its authority to te'rnii-
nate assist anee might he inferred, hou.%er. from its tlosition that -"an edneatzen
program or activity .or part thereof operated by a recipient of Federal,financialassistance administered by the Department will be subject to the requirementsof this regulation if it rc (vices or betalittt from such assistance." ( emphasisadded) f.:9 lf.R. 2222`t. In support of thiL, interpretation, asserts reliance
on the Anpears Court ruling in limo d of Public histqnclimi %. Finch.01.1 F.-2d

1960) where it was held that, tinder the is rallel provisions of TitleVI of the '106i Civil Bights Act. fedei al funds nmy lace terminated on the bas:s'
that they "fig, administei ed in a dIsmilaiii:.too manner. (y if they suppiirt'
program whirls is iafteted by a discriminatory environment."

The Finch ease involoed a determination by II.E.W. that a county school boardwas out of eompihnee with applicable seland desegregation guidelines underTitle VT of the IN) Aet. Specifically.. the hearing examiner found that,the school
district's "progress toward student desist :ration, was inadequate," that, it "hadnot adequate progress-toward tem her ilesegregation" and that the elestretwas "seeking to perpetuate the dual school Sstem illitough its construction ,program." Based on these find') gs. an order was entered terminating "any elasSes
of Federal financial-assistance" to the district "arising tinder any act of Con-\
gress" administered I,v ILEX. the National Seienite Foundation, and the De- "\\part ment of Interior until compliance was aehlmed.

licidar program %ills free of diserimination.

each program must be Considered in isolation, ,

Sn tonehaling that section 602 requires program (-Matted findings of fact. how-

pretation of section 602. Reading the term "progrrin" as mused in that section to

system is insuflieient for termlnati.in of all federal edneation aid to that system.

ever. the court specifically stated that smell a requitement does not mean that

That-the Board's interpretation of Seetion CO2 %vas ineorreet and that a general
finding of diserimination in the operation of the Sc imd sr.:tem termina-

mean "particular grant statute." the court held that a general deoartmentill
Boling of discrimination in the operation of an etc beldam. and secondary school

film of all federal a id ill the bgenve of a showin, by the, recipient that a par-
The IIff,11 Circuit reieeted position at d adopted the Board's' litter.

On appeal, the sehool board argued that order terminating Tay,or
County's aid to edmation %Iolatd set thou 602 of the 196.i AO hich, like section
902. pro%ides that the torminatron sanction "shall be linkited in its effect to the
Tortieular program. or part thereof, suet, nonomipliance has betel sofound . The Board contended that seetbm (t02. in effect: requires the federal.
government to malt(' a-finding of discrimluation in the operation of each nrogram
funded by a partieul.ir grant statute, In other words. it WI', urged that if ILE W.
`desired to terminate all assistance to the district. it must demonstrate not simplythe bask' dual nature of the hoot system. Mato particular progsana wesbeing operated in a discriminatory fashion. II.E.W. availed, on the other hand.

1 eel
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"To say that dtprograth in a School is free from di crimbration because every-
one in the school is at liberty to partake ot its benefit. may or may not be a tenable
position. Clearly the racial composition of a sehooIV student body, of the racial
composition of its faculty may have an effect upon the particular program in
question. But this may not always be the case: la_deference-to-that possibility, '
the administrative agency ,seeking to pit off federal funds must make_findings of
fact indicating either that a particular progrAi is itself administered in a dis-
eliminatory manner, or is so affected by discriminatory practices elseVere in
the school system that it thereby becomes discriminatory." 414 F.2d 1077-78.

The court did not, however, provide.any guidance concerning the kind-of fact-
-finding necessary to satisfy its interpretation of section 602. H.E.W. was pro-
vided with no express standards for determining what constitutes a. sufficient
showing of discrimination in the expenditure of federal funds uniferi particular
grant statute or for deciding when one program is "so. affected by discriminatory
practices elsewhere in the school system" as to justify termination of funds.

The propOsed Tit1HX regulations-do not on their face appear,. inconsistent
with ,the standards set out in _Pinch. under Title VI. For while that decision
r«piires the agency to-make program by program findings to support -a whole-
sale termination of assistance, the principle annaunced by that inliqg'is More in
the nature of an evidentiary standard that a substantive limitation and, as such
would not preclude termination of all assistance to a:covered institution provide4
that the agency specifically ,,finds that each funded program or activity is "sit'
affected by discrimination elsewhere . . . that It thereby becomes discrimina-
tory " As noted, the,proposed regulations adopt the programmatic limitation of
section 902 and dO not purport to dispense with the fact finding burden imposed
by the Finch! riding under the analogous provisions of Title YI. Indeed the
agency's express reliance on that decision might be read as indicatino. its intent
to adhere to the principle established therein. Thus. while II.E.W. 'Welt arguably
be authorized under its Title IX regulations to terminate assistance across the
board to institutions %chid' disotainate against women its admissions---atleast
where the policy is not limited to an "administratively separate nnit"-1---or in other
appropriate circumstances, this result would seem sustainable haler the, Pinch:
doctrine so long as it is supported by the required administrative findings, i.e.
that the offending practice is of a sufficiently pervasive -nature as to -create 'a
"discriminatory environment" which "infects" each assisted program or activity
conducted by the recipient.

Although the Congressional debates surrounding Title IX are somewhat sparse
and inconclusive on the issue, certain portions of the legislative history lend
arguable-support to ILE.W.'s interpretation of its authority to terminate assist-
ance under Tit4e,IX, In the Senate, a somewhat different version of the sex-dis-
crimination provisions were originally proposed as an amendment to S. 659 by
Sen'ator Bayh of .August 6. 1971. 117 Cong. Rec. 30309. The debate at that time
centered primarily on time types of educationafinstitutions proposed to be covered'
and certain other unrelated matters. but sonic discussion was directed to the effect
of the bind termination sanction. During, the course °Unlit debate, Senator Bayh

made the following observations -in response to questions from SenatorDominick.
"Mr. Domixtex. What type of aid the recipient might be getting would lie cat

off; Let us suppose, for et:ample, dhat they have guaranteed loanA Emir construc-
tion. Let us suppose that they have research -grants under the NHL Let us sup-

/ pose that they are ;doing graduate work in sonic programs authorized by the
Defense Department. Just what type of aid are we cutting off here?

"Mr: 11.mt. We are cutting off all aid that conies through the Department of
Health, Education. and Welfare. and as to the specific ones, the Senator has men -
tinned. I think they would all be included with the, exception of research grants
made, through other departments such as the Department of Defen'se.

- Ito NI DUCK. The Senator talking about every program under,HEW?
tMr. B.v'fn. Let me suggest that I would imagine that any person who was

sitting at the head of the Department of'Health. Education. and 'Welfare, admin-
istering this,program, would be real,onable and would-use only such-leverage as
_was necessary against the institution.

inumestionable. in my judgment, that this would not be directed at specific
assistance that Nfas being received by individual students, but would be directed
at the institution, amid the Secretary would be expected to use good judgment as

how much leverage to apply, and where it corn best he applied.
- "-rho civil rights experience. as the Senator from Colorado !knows, indicates

that rue very possibility of such a sanction has worked wonders. (117 Cong. Rec.

3010S (Aug. 64971) )." 4

I 'I).
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As anieniled,and pas-ed by the louse, S. 659for which the Rouse had sub-stituted the modified language of IL 724Sprohibited discrimination on the basis,of sex in ally educational program receiving education financial assistance. Duringfloor debate on tlie measure,. Mr. Steiger engaged Mrs. Green, floor manager ofthe bill, in colloquy. .relating to agency authority, to terminate assistance. .STEIGF,P. of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the requisite numberof words. and I rise in support of the amendment.
"Mr. Chairman, let me proceed along the line of the gentleman from Louisiana.and let me ask the gentlewoman from Oregon (Mrs. Ganax) fors clarificationwhat 1 thought _I heard:
-In title X the gentleman from Louisiana asked relating to a program onaCtivities receiving Federal financial assistance, and under the 'program o;activity' one could not discriminate. That is not to be Fend, am I correct, thatit is limited in terms of its application, that is, title X, to only programs thatare federally financed? For exam :let an we- saying that if in the English depart-ment they receive no funds from the Federal Govermnent- that therefore thatprograms exempt?
"Mrs. Gar.E.:1 of Oregon. If the gentleman will yield, the answer is in theaffirmative Enforcement is limited to each entity or institution and to each pro-gram and activity. Discrimination would. cut off all progiam funds within an
"gr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. So that the effect of title.X is to. in effect, go acrossthe board in terms of the cutting off of funds to-au institution that would dis-

criminate, is that correct?
"Mrs. GuEr.m of Oregon. The pm:pose of title X is to end discrimination in allinstitutions of, higher education, yes, across the board, but we do have the three-exemptions to 'which I referred .

"Mr. STEIGER of Wise ?nsin. Mr. Chairman, I must admit that I cannot have .anything but mixed feelings about a debate on discrimination. The hearing;
befpre the committee are full of testimony clearly indicating discrimination by
institutions of higher education In gradtmte enrollment, living practices Adpromotions.

"I have three copments on the whole question of the amendment now before- ,us. One is that I find myself somewhat surprised that there is so much Power
granted to I1EW under title X when in fact the gentlewoman from Oregon bas
been a most strong opponent of granting additional powers to IIEW. Perhapg inthis field she feels that thereis some greater justification for granting this much.power.

"Secondly, under the bill, under the titles which we have gone over before,
we have in effect allowed the local financial assistance officers to have a rather
broad sweep of powers in their right to pick and choose those who should receive
aid which could work against low-incotne students. but-in this one we now are
going to say that it is the Federal policy that you cannot discriminate because of,
sex. This dichotomy confuses me on one hand we grant latitude and autonomywhile On the other limiting autonomy.

"And thirdly, Mr. Chairman. may I say to all honesty that I fail to he moved
by the argument that because it is public policy under the Constitution that you
may not discriminate-because of race, creed or national origin that now suddenly
we find ourselves saying we will make this public policy that you may receive no.Federal funds if you do not follow the open admissions policy advocated here-by some, not as a right but under the law. (117 Cong. Bee. 39256-7 (Nov. 4,1974).)"

In evaluating the validity of the proposed regulations, n ftnal considerationshould be kept in mind. It is well established principle of administrative lawthat in construing the applic Minnt of a stature the courts will give deference toofficial interpretations of ti c agency charged with its enfornement ,See.Norwegian Nitrogen Co. v. nitrd State.., 288 U.S. 294 (1933) ; Skidmore- v. Swiftand Co.. 323 U.S. 134 (104 ) K.11L.1 Broadea*ting Corp. v. Twentietp Century.Cigarette Vending Corp., -04 F. Supp. 35 (C.D. -Cal. 1967). As stated by onemud-. "We are without a thority to overturn an administrative interpretation ofan act or regulation lin It can be said that the construction is plainlv er-roncons Inconsistent, with the regulation.' (Citations omitted). Even thoughour views with regard to the interpretation differ from those of the administra2
five agency we wouldinot be authorized to substitute our views If it can be said
that the administrative interpretation was a reasonable one." McCall Coat Co.

/
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.v. United Stales, 374 F. 2d 6S9, 091 (1907). While this principle of judicial
deference-may apply with different force according to whether findings of fact

or questions' of law are involved, it seems clear that the courts will customarily
accord some weight -to the contemporaneous construction by the approgiate
federal agency where not in conflict with the legislative history or the clear

meaning of the statute.
In' sum, therefore, the proposed Title IX regulations seem to authorize the

.-termination or all assistance administered by ILE.W. to a covered educational

institution in certain ciremnstances. Wholesale hind cutoffs of -this nature ale
apparently limited by the regulations. however. to .rases involving admissions.

policies or other pervasive practices affecting all assisted programs or activities

eondneted by the institution. This approach seems to accord =with the result reach

in Finch, provided that-it is-supported by the required evidentiary findings. More-

over. since the meaning of the term "program." as used in section 902 Is not at-

together ascertainable front the face of the statute and the legislative history is

less than conclusive, it seems that the courts would, in all likelihood defer to

II.E.W.'s interpretation and uphold the regulations.
It is hoped that this will suffice to provide the information you require.

CHARLES V. DALE, Legislative Attorney.

CcYrEn Fon :NATIONAL POLICY REVIEW.
April 7,1975.

ME11011ANDENI

To : Project on Equal Education Rights.
Re Interpretation of Title IX:

The Proper Scope of the Regulations.

hearings before the House Committee on Labor and Education produced much
testimony on the pervasiveness of discrimination against women in education.

As a result of this and of a generally growing awareness of the position of
women. Congress voted to invinde a prohibition against sex discrimination in the

Education Amendments of 1972.
Today there is much discussion of the proper Scope of this statutory prorsion.

The regulations proposed by the Department of IIEW are soon to belbeforb the

Congress where the legislative body is to decide whether IlEW's proposed regu-
lations are consistent with the meaning and scopeof the statutory authority.

Section 991 of Title IX of the Education Amendments, of 1972, 20 r.s.c. 1.6S1,

reads In part:
(a) So person in the Pnited States shall. on the basis of sex. be excluded front

participation in. be denied the benefits of. or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance, except

that.:
(1) in regard to odinissions to educational institutions, this section shall

apply only to institutions of vocational education, professional education.
and graduate higher education, and to public Institutions °GI:undergraduate
higher education; --/

(2) In regard to admissions to educational Institutions, this section shall
not apply (A) for one year from June 1972, nor for six S'ears after :Nue
23, 1972, in the case of an educational Institution witch has; begun the proc-
ess of changing front being an institution which admits only students of one
sex to being in institution which admits students of both sexes. but only if It
is carrying out a plan for such a change which is approved by the Commis-
sioner of Education or (B) for seven years from the date an educational
institution begins the process of changing from being an Institution which
admits only students of only one sex td being an institution which admits
students of both sexes. but only If It Is carrying ofi t a plan for such a change
-which Is Approved by the CoUnnissioner of Education, whichever is the later;

(:d) this section shall not apply to an edncittional institution which is con-
trolled by a religious organization if the application oethis snI,Isection would
not he consistent with the religious tenets of such organization:

(4 ) this section shall not apply to an edficational institution whose primary
purpose is the training of individuals for the military services of the Unifed
States, or the merchunt marine; and

.r
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(5) In rd to admissions this
\
stction shall not apply to.any public In-

nItutIon of undergraduate higher education %%WO is an institution that tra-
ditionallY and continually from thlt, eAablisinnefit has land a policy of admit-
ting only, students 2f one sex. 4 . i

The debate over thls provision centers on the Interpretation of the phrase
"etseatIon program or JictIvity" and thus the-scoN -of the prohibition. Does It
prohibit discriniination.in the total school program nil of the taftrIties and
eduatlonal offerlags °E.( he school, or just in federal gout programs fit education?

Section 002 readIS Iti pertinent. part:
. Compliance with any requirement rtapted pnisnant to this section

may 11' effected (1) by the termination of or refusal to gr..bt or to conthine
assist:met...under such program or activItx to any recipient as to whom there has
been an express finding on-the record, after opncirtunity for honing, of a failure
to oilman with such requirement, but such termination of. refusal shall be
limited to the partieualr 'political entity, or part thereof. or other recipient as to
whom pitch a finding has been made, and- slain be limited in its effect to the
particular prograp, dr part thereof, ill whiMi such non-gomplhate has been so, found. or (2) by any other means authorizetIhy law....

The eoutroversy'aver this sect ion.revoli'es around the scope of this termination
authority, gay IIEW terminate funds to (1) all grant programs within at total
school program which is found lac In ;noncompliance. (2) only those grant
programs %illicit are themselves..spechically found in noncompliance; or (3) any
gr.int program 1%1.1.11 Is affected b;vdigorimlnation In the overall school program?

hi the context of a debate over the proper Interpretation of the scope of Title
IX. the regulations tb.he promnIgated4under lt, especially under section 901 and
902, have been the center of a growing controversy. A careful analysis of the...
statutory language, presents a clear framework for administrative implemen-
tation. however. It reveals a structure which embodies the policy concerns ex-
pressd during the floor debate on the measure mph which Is consistent with
the presions interpretations of the almost-Identical Tale.i I of the Civil ltights

0, ler e115C4,42 U.S.C. 20004 2000d (4).

I. The prohibition in section 901. 20 U.S.C1 1621, (voila discrimination on- -the;
bad, of sex in "any !fragrant or activity receiving Federal financial assist-,

., once" is properly interpreted as 'prohibiting discrimination bored on sex
in otl tioccts of aschool lifogram ichich is receiving Federal financial
05451ance. . . 1

(I] Title IX ereatiq a Federal policy agaln§t discrimination on'The basis of sex
In the Held of etical-ran Its purpose was to 'provide equal access to men and
wtati`en to the educational process and the extracurricular activities of the
selood- ' by aftacking discrimination on Percral levels: (1) In employment within
eduratianarInstItutlons: (2) in admissions to the school prograims: and (3) In
nece--.1 to the particular studies and scroiCes offered by the school'

The reference in section 901 to the receipt of Federal funds was !imitated not
to Itmit tie scope of that prohibition. lint rather to establish appropriate grounds
f, c th.s'effeetnatien of this Federal policy: The same Was done in Title IV of

' the rivil nights Act of 1901.
. ' NI A' seetion COI of the Civil nights Act of inilL.12-1..s.r. 2000d, has hem!
re:; it'd i as a general prnhildthm against discrimination based on rare, color,
and national origin in any prwrillit reeeirliox Federal financial assistance. sec-
tie% '011 I4 a br-ad general 'prah 11 imth againsLdiscrImination based on sex under
any suet' sepia' program or act, %qty.' .'

117 rrg. Ttec gotO7.s its one: Iters, al?,
"rh. -1..ttalfr poWe?4 of the rodent rorernment empower eon:moss to art In this nren.Art. t *option n. ?reboring r. Dark. -1C11 S. 019 (1917). idaItIonsitv It is1",r1.,-.1 neer condition Ii funds on nonlecriminntIon. Ste,art lfwhim co r.-of r S. NIS (1930i. Oklahvirm v. Untied Sidles Civil Rights Canmagsion, 950 V.S.41,27 19141).
Foril,er It is In'pnrtnnt to note that The Fedora; concern In this area relates to rinhtso' ---rd f elrte. "Oh not...admen's (spud nroteetion clau.se, e.f. florf...n r. lrttoting-Vo. Polo,/ 4 fgthoRtg.ne,5 r S. 715 Mill 1. It does not extend to matters of pure Oven-NtIler shfell .1. net rafrrt ehrie' liCi of the Civil Melts Act of 1901 and **Minn 901 of the Ilanontlon Amend.m-o's of 1972 arc remrir bfrattral n.td will often be referred to Interchangeably. ortz: ther. The -acne Is true of zectIon C09. And 302 of the respective titles.

S
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lii its iLoll in 1.a.MIer 1'(1rl;h d&oo1 Itourll v. Lcmo,i, :170 P20 S-17 (th Cir.
1X7I, the iilth circuit referred to (he eopc otseeflen GO! us fohloo:

"Seetloli O1slates a reasuitable contlitioii that thl Uziiti0 St:ltes iiia a?i:lili
to aiiy gra ut of Oiiil lid:i I :lsitauce :uid iva ellforce b_v n1us:il or wli hiiEr:i w

Eeder.iI :isislaliee. . . The jiossler lnrisli &cltool llo:ird :leeejlIe(l Federal Ii-
uaintal :issistnrice Iii 0velliher flJGl. iu1 thereby brouhit its 8e1I001 .''/t(ht
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tt ii.halll I by euIa-.0 I loll I,rortl iti ioffu-rtql li t In- si-ho i.d d NI rh-I 't:is \t it Ilin I In-

:l ill hon ly f -u-1 lu.ia 6(11 .uid 6o. The 6hitt-hiiae used the teraju Iirograiu iii its
)oioiuht°si (j4. I

Vhueru- it.:uhul i i_v I .i suul k zhIu(1 iii icr-I ii Ilul I lie I ilIi 'Ii Ioi ltitiilge oXoitil*°
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414 F.2d 106S. (5th Cir. 19697 f considers it only In the contest a the termina-
imilatie VI, hoard of Public Instruction of Taylor County, Florida :14 Fitich.
Lion provision, section 602; its holding thus does not affect the proper scope of
the general prohibition, section 601.

In discussing the use of the term in section 602, the court said:
"In the first place, the statute requires that termination be limited 'to the

particular program, or part thereof' [emphasis added], found not in compliance
with the Act. Even it 'program' meant school program, as IIEW contends, some
meaning would have to be assigned to the awnrenthetical phrase 'or part thereof.
The logical candidate would`-be the individual grant statutes which constitute
the socalled program..".Finch. :41077.1'

Although the court eventually found that "program" in section G02 referred
to grant programs, it never completely dispensed with this interpretation. in-
stead, the court used it as secondary support for its holding that IIEW lutist
make findings of noncompTiance on a grant by grant basis before terminating
funds:

A consideration of_the scope of section 601. an analysis not undertaken by the
Finch court, lends considerable additiounl weight to this interpretation. Bossier
and more importantly Lau, both eases which examined section 601, support it
by their acceptance of the term "program" In sectio.t C-01, to mean the total
school program.

Finally, with section 602 providing /or the narrowest possible pinpointing of
the recipient, Interpreting the phrase "program, or part thereof" In any way
other than that quoted above would result in an umnintattealde amiroachthe
division of grant moules.by classroom for purposes of terminating fluids.

(hi Section 902, which reads in pert "such termination or refusal shall be
limited to the particular political entity, or part thereof, or other recipient as
to whom such a finding has been made, and shall be limited in' its effect-to the
particular program, or -part thereof. in which sue!, noncompliance has been so
!ova", was language first used in TliTe %'t of the Civil Rights Act of 1904. It
was included there, not to limit the scope of the prohibition against discrimina-
tion, but rather to ihnit the scope and the impact of the termination of funds. Its
purpose was to create a balance lieween the desires-to' use the termination power
to serve as a leverage to end discrimination and to not use Federal funds to
Caulker discrimination and the desire not to unduly harm the ntnicent bele-
ficiariea of the Federal ilionit:e Section' 002 limy therefore reasonably be given
a more limited interpretation than that of the general prohibition of section 001.

to In interpreting a legislative act, it must be assumed that the legislature
intended that every word which la used he given effect, In including flip phrase
"or part thereof" In section 902, but not in sectolon 901; In inefilding.the word
"activity" in section 901, but not he section 902: alai in narrowing down the
rot-hie:it to whom funds natty lie cut-off with such precision, it is further clear
that sections 902 and 901, were intended to have different scopeaz-section 901
to effect a general prohibition of ,discrimination; section 90'2 to narrow the
effect of the fund termination to lbw areas where discrimination actually
affected the letiaming environment. The limiting language of. the termination
provl-lots then doe.: net affect the acne of the prohibition? .
II. sovtiort :0J2 protbles for the termination fal Ands to those "programs or part

thereof". mot in which- spreifie dtserimiimlinn has been found, or tb) which
are in infected by a discriminatory enraronment that they thereby bcoatna
illseriminator,y themselves.

111 The pr.wisions for pinpointing the termination of fund; limit the impact
of this santaton. Station 002:902 was tilos carefully structured to liroteet innocent

In Fillet,. the Board of f, bl I Instruction of Taylor County. Florida challenged liEtra
aetlsr.s Ir. terminating Federal funds throughout the 41Istrict without maiduc siteeitle find-
in. of ntetrompliagee within each specific Kraut program. The circuit court held that such
viroillige were necessary but noted that a program could be hi roncompliance as a result of
41-criodnott,ry actions In other parts of the school program.

-0 41Plet% this interpretation.sa school's Federal grant programs as well as all of pia
Miler offrrings. would be treated as component parts of its "education program and activi-as that phrase Is used In section WI.

* Flith. at 1075.
0 Secticon 901 can stand apart from the statutory sanction. section 902. Enforcement ofslusi

general prohibition is possible outside section 902. as in Loire.
Under the cannon law tioctrige. "action upon statute". section 901 creates a Privateright 44 action for those "for whose *special hearth tit* statute was enacted". Terse

and Pacific Ro. mEigaby. 241 V.& 33. at 39 (U.S. 19151. Thus. even if the agency's power
to terminate funds in a given Instance were limited' under section 902. redrtss would beavailable in the courts to effectuate the statutes :corral prohibition against discrimination.
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be''.110ArieS ti. Ott. same time that it was, designed fo terminate funds to prevent
theta froot being administered in a discriminatory manner or from having a
Otst_riminatory effect. The interpretation presented by the court in Finch properly
balances these conflicting policy considerations.

If tile, funds provided by the grant are administered in a discriminatory
manner, or if they support a program which is infected by a discriminatory
hvirolunent, the termination of such funds is proper. gilt there will also be

,ases from time to-time where a particular program within if State, within a
comity, wattle a district, even within a bawl (in short, wIfhlti 'a political entity,
or part thereof) is effectively insulated from otherwise unlawful activities.
Congress did not intend that such a program suffer for the sins of others
this way the Act is shielded from a vindictive application". FinCh, at 1078.

Funds to a school would not be completely terminated upon the finding of an
t ostanee,of discrimination. IloweVer, all funds-which supported a program which
isid infected by a discriminatory environment, or which were themselves Used

2t in a tliscriminaotory manner, would be.
(.2j The possibility that discriminatory action iu one area of the school program

may have effects on other aspects of the program is accepted by the Finch. court's
.forrpretatIon. Altlito.gli this recognition came under Title VI, the concept of

or 'infection is equally relevant to problems of sex discrimination. under
r.tie IX. Some speeide examples illasitrate how this conceA may work in
practice.

'of A high school counseling office, which receives no Feder 1 funds, feels that
ituten should be-tralned to be secretaries and hairdresseri of auto mechanics
set audworkers. As a rtsult, the office refers the female*tutents only to those
icational ethic:molt classes (Federally funded) which tteach "prone). female

. This socittional educatidu program %%mild thus beso infected by diserim-
otation oltilla the school program that the termination of funds Would be proper
outlet...Finch and under the purposes of Title IX, even if the program itself had
mit been found to be administered in a discriminatory milliner.

1,i The library Nstent In a university !Items es no Federal funds. They feel
female students distract the male students from studying, so they allOw

4ent access to just tate of the system's fouls libraries. Such a policy on the part
the administration would create a diseritninatoiy atmosphere which would

have ramifications throughout the edamtional.program of the university, which
o (odd infect the entire university condminity. ,

The -athletic department receives no Federal funds. Because they have a
lot of work to do to get their teams-in shape for the varsity seasons, they close
the flours of their faulities to wale's for all but two hours a Week. (Only 30%
.t the male students are involved in varsity athletics, yet all of them arc allowed

-tree use of the facility., Again, such a policy %%wild affect the total school environ-
mnt. The -feelings of inferiority, or sedo(ibelass citizenship within the school
ocumnnity would pert ade the whole of the female students' activities. And

. probably, more importantly, such explicit` olieles would-affect the attitudes with
%smelt the %%omen stnileitts %%ere accepted by their male counterparts and by the

faculty. Carryto into all aspects of the school environment would thug result.
Infection" exists oa a continuum from instances.o here the discriminatory

impact tin other programs is clears tangible and ineasureable, i.e. example 1, to
),staticlis wltere iW =ts highly Intangible, largely psychological and not clearly
teattureable, i.e. example 3's impact on the purely academic aspects of the

s program. Althetif.-.11 Finch Indicated that the agencies must make findings
t fib,' as to the "iidection" of the grant programs by practices elsewhere in

:,(41n,1 program beforerprininatind funds, it Mil not reveal the point at which
this "Infection" occurs.

Where Along the continuum-is a program which-is receiving federal financial
ossistance sti affected by dist riminatory practices elsewhere in the school sys-
mem that it thereby becomes disvnninatory,"? The vocational education program

'early no affected by the iltst example. but what about the effect of an example
- situation on a fedpral research grant program ?, Would it be so affected that it
therebybecatne discriminatory?

rile court never considered these question:it. in Finc1; their answers are not
,-fear. It is dear, however, that the coileept of 'infeetion" is madly relevant
sc_i. dist:Hint-tuition and thus lialift tinder the termlnaion provision of Title IX.
i. has recogni7ed by the iirth circuit's decision in l'inch, the policies and pur-

poses behind Title VI and t ins Title IX- require it, and the agencies have been
...trusted with the task of etermining at least initially, where along the con-
limilluift program will be dc e.1 tote Infected.

20)(1
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III, Policy Consktgrationx/Co»clusion3
Title IX should be interpreted in a manner which gives effect to all of theexpre>:sed' policy concerns the desire to (a) prohibit sex discrimination; (b)prevent Federal monies from being used in a discriminatory manner or fronthaving a discriminatory' effect; and (C) avoid unduly harming innocent bene-ficiaries by too extensive a fund termination policy. To do so it is necessaryto attribute broad Scope to- sections f)01 alai PO2. To limit section 901s pro-hibitory reach to only those specific parts of the school prog'ran) which aredirectly receiving Federal flInds Would cut 'the school qtrogram and activitiesup into so many pieces that an effective attack on sex discrimination would hevirtually impossible. It would create a plethora of nooks and crannies into whichto place, and successfully shield, discriminatory intent and effect. A narrowreading of section 902 would fail to balance the competing policies embodied in

the pm pose an I design of the Title VI/Title IX structure. Further, to tie a

it, as well as i lace an extraordinary burden,on private parties to wolf changethrough other ban this administrative structure. Such a result would destroy
narrow reatlin of section 901 to a restricted reading of section 902, would de-prive Title IX of(any effective impact on the problem of sex discrimination ineducation. s.

Therefore, a consideration of the law and policy underlying Title IX of theEducation Amendments of 1912, 20 U.S.C. 1tIS1, et seq. yields the followingeoncluNions: ,.s'
( I) Seet1011,901 is a general prohibition, prohibiting discrimination basedowsex`in all aspeets of the total school program which is receiving federallinaneial assistance: and
(2) Section 902 provides for the pinpointed termination of funds whorea grant program is being administered in a discriminatory manner or whereit is so

-

dis(.rimination elsewhere in the school program that, itthereby becomes discriminatory.
e Emit'r MAawm.r..

31s. CIIISIT01731. At this point we are going to hear the testimony of
Representative Stewart McKiainey. a Representative from theState of Connecticut. We are very glad to have you appear beforeUS.

iTATEMENVOF HON. STEWART B. McKINNEY, A REPRESENTA-.
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

3fr. am very happy to be here, gad= ,Chairlady.
I appreciate the opportilllity to testify.

Equal opportiniity _in education is fundamental to equality in allfiuman endeavors. It is education that determines one's attitudes, be-liefs, and positions in society. Historically in the United'States andindeed the world, women have been viewed as second-class citizensand not quite as worthy as their nude ounteeparts. Madam -Chair-lady, it is to correct this situation that Z urge the swift implementa-tion of the title IX regulations.
The crucial clause of title IX states that "no, person in the UnitedStates shall on the basis of sex be excluded from participation in, bedenied the benefits of. or be subjected to discrimination, under anyedneatipnal program or aetivity receiving Federal assistance. " -Like the provisions of the Equal Rights amendment, it is difficult toundeNtzind how 200 years after the Declaration of Independence, over100 years 'after the .1.1th amendment. and over a0 years after wonitnWere granted fu71 jxiitlirttl equality, we are still disenssing. Nyltetherwomen should lie'entitled to the same educational and social opportu-nities as men:
The niajim controveiNy oer title IX is in the area of atlAtitics:While allowing that women hould rieeive eflhal educational opportn-,
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nities; many belie\ e that this should not include sports. Although
almost all agree that physical activity is neeessai for both sexes'and
that a healthy body complements a-healthy mind, hi the areet,of sports,
the male sex lias tiaditionally been afforded a greater chance for phy-
sical developMent.

It is not unusual that the athletic culture of a society reflects the
stxatty 'S ituruuttie %alues. Competitive Sports require discipline, lead-
emship, aggressiveness, all traditionally considered male characteris-
tics. .'unien are encouraged to be w eak and passive. A high let*1 of
:white. cinema in spurts is a contradiction of the le.,trictions of the le-
Male rule. Cultual iii t6 have determined what is right fur miwn
and women. By stereotyping a whole caste of Veuple ate are limiting
their growth and potential.
'lit is trne that men and xsumeU new differ in their athletic ability.

Height and w eight are often Ake' minants ut athletic skill. 'rite a%
age man is more likely to possess greater strength and speed than the
at erage %vontan. The average %t (Allan liar greater III ecision and agility
than her malt, counterpart. -.

fo w et ee. takingmg de& isionshased on at erages is liumiting and ioltores
the rtality that many %%omen are better athletes than the avet ace
mnan. We know that until putwity, girl and hofehildren have roughly
the same athletic capacity. After this,point t here is a significant di If-
fetence in 4 heir ability in most sports. ltmle% et nut we Am.; prmilli-
ing girl children for being tomboy s and allow their full pa rticiprt ion
in scholastic athletics, we will not es know their true capat ny as
sportsmrsuns. Indeed in the Sot iet Cltiuit Where femininity is nut a
premium value. wotueit athlete:, are lar super for to our owit.

The hhitant. di:,orituinat ion ap.ainA w omen in intercollegiate ath-
letics should end. Altholeth the title TX megulat_inns do not call f or
etilial aggregate expenditures. I believe that we can talkie% e a picture
of the gros,, inequality ;that exists by looking mt. the difference:, in
expenditure:, in men s amid w omen's athletics. 'Tile at erage,iinstitutio.1
of higher education in the 'United States budgets le:: than $1 a year
per woman Shidetit on spurts. Indeed in 1975 the It MIMI'S total inter-
collegiate.athletic badoet was only 2 percent of the Men's total: In
the larger -power- schools discriminatioli is even more blatant. Fu.
example Ohio State 'University spent 1.:390 times more for thei'
men's athletic program than for women's sports.

The regulations established by IIEW and approved by President
Ford are necessary steps in ending sex discrimination in cilia:mit:in
As Secretary Weinberger has stated. they enhance the opportunity fur
women while allot%iiu g schools the flexibility they need to keep coin-
put iti% e -ports alit e. They are not, as the -WC:1 would have us believe.
a blow to re.% enue-produeing sports not will they cause the destrut
thin of existing men's athletic programs. How et er. t hey are a legis-
lative mandate for quality athletic programs for women.

T believe that macli of the controt ersy oyer title. IX involve, a
misunderstanding of the intent of the regulations. In all areas exce0
contact. sports. equal at Meth. onnortunity should be provided for both
sexes. As T Holed earlier. title TX does not require equal expenditurw,
althouvh the regulations do mandate mum investigation into a faiiurt
to plot ide necessary funds ftir one sex. A school mn-t et :dilate whetlar
its athletic program reflects the interests and abilities of both sexes.

.r.,1 977 75-1.4
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They must see that supplies, equipment, games, and practice 'schedules;
.coaching time, locker rooms, facilities and training. services -provide
men and women With an-equal opportunity to-participate iri athletics.

What does this mean? It does not mean tliat-women must be allowed.
to-play on all-male teams. It does mean that if a worrian is interested
in playing a competitive sport and a woman's team in that area does
not exist she must -be' allowed to compete -for a position on the team
if the school has limited female participation in the past: A. school
might provide separate teams or one team based on competitive ability.
In situations where one team cannot accommodate the interests and
Abilities'of both sexes, separate teams should be provided.

contact sports, which are the major revenue-produoing sports,
are exempt from 'these regulations. Women do not have to be allowed
the chance. to try out for such,gaines as football,' basketball, and ice
hockey, nor do comparable sports have to be offered. This exception
rendeY' the complaints of such organizations as the NCCA meaning-
less. f

The tactics of the large universities and.athletic organizations have
been twofold. They have tried to convince the Members of Congress
that what is needed is an economic study ,of the implications of

Congress

IX and that the regulations should not extend to ,athletics.
Madam Chairlady, an economic study at..this time' is totally 'un-

warranted. Title IX became law in 1972. It is now 1975. We should
-delay no longer in its implementation. Discrimination against a class
or caste of people is always profitable -for those that are perpetuating
the -di§crimmation. I am quite sure that slaveowneis doubtlessly asked
-for an economic study of the emancipation proclamation. Neverthe-
less freeing people to develop their potential is worth any short term
cost.

- That title IX rightfully dears with athletics is both a legal and a
social issue. The title, Iii iclause of the 1972 Education Act is almost
identical in wording to title,VI of the- Civil Eights Act of 1964. In
every court case challenging the boundaries of title VI, it was held
-that the prohibitions coVered every aspect of an institution receiving
Federal aid, not j.nst particular programs.

Yet the issue is far more important than legal precedent. Women.
are an integral part of the universities they attend. To limit the pro-
hibitory effects of title IN to only those areas directly receiving Fed-
eral aid allows sex discrimination to continue to exist in many other
areas of that same inaitution. At a time when many of our private
institutions are having serious financial' difiicitlties, it is especially
important that we assure that women 'will be treated equally in all
aspects of their educational endeavors.

Madam Chairlady, in this Bicentennial Year we mast rededicate
ourselves to the principles on which our Nation was founded. I can't
help but think that a birthday is not a celebration of the past, but a
dedication to the future.

It is also International Women's Year in recoonition'of the signifi-
cant contributions of women to our history ane.cultare. It is fitting
that in this year we quiCkly implement the title IX regulations mid
end all sex discrimination in our educational institutions. In this way
we will be taking a necessary step in assuring that women may achieve
:full social and

taking
equality.

tr
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/ :Madam Chair lady, I- would like to conclude my testimony on a per--
sonal note. T. have served on many college and educational 'boards, in-
eluding-my own two alma maters of Princeton and Yale. There isn't
one of these educational institutions tlitit. could exist today Without
massive Federal financial assistance, be it in direct form, be it in tui:
tion payments, be it in tax status, be it in dormitories built, be it in
roads built, .be it in Government programs in physics and all the

' other programs. So that the argument that title IX should not cover
athletics 1s patehtly ridiculous-because none. of -these colleges- or uni-
versities could afford an athldtic,program if they didn't receive Fad-
eral financial assistance ifi other -areas. .

A really personal point: 4 years from Septernyer I will have'four
children in college, three of them,ydung women. I will pay the shme
amount to send °a daughter to Princettla as I would a .son. Is it -fair
that I, as a father, pay the same amount to educate one cif mydau,ght,Ors
and yq not have her receive the same facilities and chances and same
opportunities?

Just as an amusing sidepoint, I sit on the board, of a small school
in Westport, C01111., that was all, young ladies, kindergarten through
high school. The young ladies in;the school voted 95 percent in favor
of allowing the male sex to join them in their hallowed htills. Were We
at that point to refuse to build a new locker roam for the boys or refuse
to,let the boys have basketball court room, refuse to let the boys have
tennis court room, even though the boys were less than 10 percent of
the school? I think not. '

,It seems absurd to me that in a nation dedicated to the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution and the Bill-of Fights 200 years
after our founding we are still discussing voting; rights
discussing women's discussing gay rights. We are still
arguing about the very fact that never' confused, our forefathers, and
that is -that all menand that is -a generic termare created equal.

Ms. Quisuorm. Thank you very, very much for -*your testimony. I
think that your testimony was really quite powerful and quitjapropos.

,I wish that there were many other indiyidaals who tend to be rather
complacent anil-tend to be rather shocked by potential changesin this

society having the opportunity to have Beard your testimony.
The NCAA.- is raising many arguments which are disproportionate

to- what the entire title IX is all about. They have been chiefly the
beneficiaries in ternis,of the educational rep enues and procedures which
have not admitt I women before.

Mr. McIiix.m y. Nobody that has had an, entrenched autocracy likes
to see itslialtan I little. I don't think the coaches want td telt their foot-
ball players, " "ou can only have three new uniforms this year instead
of the five we-have been giving you." Perhaps they won't be able to
give them that special dining rovn reserved only for the athletic elite.
Perhaps they won't be able to give them thar special dormitory reserved
only for the athletic elite. But I as one Ivho was an uncoordinated
student would be delighted to see them live the way the rest Of us

I think some coaches don't want to realize that there -nuts going = to
be women coaches that are going to be at the coaching meetings and
are going to have a say in the discussion.

203.,0
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-We are talking about institutions that look fo the United States,

for 114441d I think they must live under the tenants of the United
States of America.

It might interest the Qhairlad,- to know that until 6 months ago
"I am not a lawyermy legal staff aide was a Mr. George Pizaka,
who became coach of one-ott he most pm% etful basketball teams in our
State, Fairfield. University, lie now represents three athletic assogia-
tions and I am still testifying the way I am.

Ms. CHISHOLM. MIMIC you very much, Mr. McKinney. Mr. Simon,
,Mr. Slaws. 1 have no questions. I just commend you for the general

thrust of your testimony. It was an-excellent statement.
Ms. Cnisnotzt. Thank you very, butch for your appearance before-

the Committee.
Mr. "A1PICixsEy. Thank you for your interest and listening to me.
Mrs. CMS1E013r. The Chair recognizes my colleague front New

York, Representative Abzug.

STATEMENT OF HON. BELLA ABZUG, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK ,

Anzuo. Congressman O'Hara, members of the subcommittee, I
mould like to thank you for the opportunity to_appear today to testify
on the regulations implementing title IX of the Education Amend-ments of 1972.

These long-awaited regulations represent a necessary first step
toward the eliniination of sex discrimination in educational pros milts
and activities receiving Federal financial assistance. "31`e all know how
serious and pervasive a problem sex discrimination in education has
been. The. hearings held or former Congresswoman Green as Chair of
this subcommittee outlined in detail many instances of discrimination
against women and-girls in this area.
:Qualified women have sometimes been _frustrated in their attempts

Utz gain admission to. or become employed at., edurational institutions
because of their sex:Opportunities for woinen to participate in aca-
demic, extracurricular, and other netivities offered by educational
institutions have often been se% erely limited. For example, women's
programs received only about 2 percent of the intercollegiate athletic
budget in 197-75, according to a report prepared by the American
Council on Education. Advancement of women to supdvisory posi-
tions in the education system has been made difficult because of. L-ex
bias.

To illustrate,- the most recent survey conducted by The National
Education Association revealed that while two-thirds of classroom
teachers at the elementary and secondary level are women, only .1.3.5
percent of principals and one -teeth of 1 percent of superintendents at,
this level are women. In fact, the situation worsened between the time
their two most recent sum eys were conducted, in 1970=-71 and in
19724;1. .

would like to state at the outset that although ihese regulations are
not perfect. I strongly urge that dun. not be disapproved by Congress.
either in whole or in part. DesPite their limitations, the regulations as
they now stand will force institutions to make sweeping changesnimed
at eliminating sex bias in the conduct of educational programs :and
activitieS.
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Let's take a look at what the regulations will do. In the area -of
admissions, institutions will no longer be able to'give preference, to
one person over another solely on the basis of sex, nor will they be able
to apply numerical liniitations on the number of persons of either sex

ho may be admitted. This will mean that women will nI34onger have
to be. more qualified than the men against whom they are dOmpeting
for admissions to colleges and universities, as has sometimes been the
case in the past. Nor will qualified women be refused admission because
tho ..qa9ta" for women has klready been filled. ,In-considering appli-
cants for admission, institutions are,proldbited from applying rules.
coii,erning parental or mai ital status \villa; treat persons differently

j on the basis of sex. institutions will not be able to have policies of
admitting married men, but not married women, or admitting men
with small children, but not women in the same situation. ,

Once students are admitted to an institntion, they may not be
treattd differently on the basis of sex. Rules of behavior and appear-
an, e, eligibility for in-State fees or tuition, for example; may not be
different on the basis of sex. Access to course offerings will not be
re-ti icted on the basis of sex, so that girls who wish to take industrial

ts eourses and boy V.1:0 W:Zilt to learn about such areas as home eco-
nomics will not be prevented-from doing so.

One critical area cov eyed by the regulations is counseling and use of
counseling material;. -Unfortunately, girls and women are often chan-
neled into occupations which ai e "traditionally female and are not en-
, onfaged to consider a range of options as broad as those .presented
to males. Sex bias can occur both in counseling itself, and in the use
of sex-stereotyped counseling materials, and can affect men's choices
as m ell as women's. The regulations w ill compel institutions to dim,-
inate such sex bias, a necessary step -if both .men and women are to be
gi . en the opportunity to exercise true choice in making educational, as
well as occupational and professional, decisions.

Einployment at institutions is another area covered by the regu-
lations. Institutions may no longer make employment decisions in .a
manner which.discriminates on the basis of sex. 'Once individuals are
eniployed, these regulations would mandate that they be. treated the
-anie in terms of promot ion. compensation, job assignments;fringe
Lenfits. as well as,a xariet3 of other job-related matters. Of particular ,
44,te is the fact t.11at pregnancy must now be treated like any other tem-

porary disability for employment purposes.
Th. se ,changes are, `of coirtse. long overdue. And although the regu-

lations are not all that sow, of us hoped they would, be, they do repre-
URt. a- good begriming. Title IX, and the implementing regulations, are

a recognition at long last that girls and women should be given the
same opportunities as men and boys to tlevelop intellectually, socially,
and plosically Within the context of educational programs and getiv--
'ties. No longer will the fact of sex be an excuse to limit a women's
ellane to get a good education or a good job at an educational insti-
t ut ion, or to participate in a course of study or an educational program
of her choice.

A great deal of attention has been focused on the application of title
XT to athretic programs offered at educational institutions. Although
athletic, programs are only a small part of the activities affected- by-

V
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the regulations, this bomoNliat narrow i.7.vue scents to have provoked
the greater part of the debate,on the titleIX regulations.

Apparently, some people think that the regulations should not deal
with athletic programs at all. I would refer to those who suggest that
athletics are beyond the reach of title IX to the General Education
Amendments of 1971. Public,. Law 9-3-330, widen directed the Secre-
taq of HEW to prepare and publish "" proposed regulations im-
plementing the provisions of title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972 relating to the prohibition of sex discrimination in federally
assisted prograins. shall include, with respect to intercollegiate
athletic activities, reasonable-pfo% isions considering the nature of pa r-
ticulaesports."

Additionally, under title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 196, the
wording of which is virtually identical to that of title IX. courts

,have heid consistently that athletie programs offeted by educational
institutions are covered by title VI, as they coustitite an'integrat
part of the institution's educational program.

It has been sucgestccl that scljools are already N oluntarily pm id-
ing equal opportunities for women in spurts. and that further study
is needed on the impact of these regulations on intercollegiate ath-
letics before they go into effect. Regarding, the claiin of voluntary
action in this area I can only say that if there was a history of
voluntary compliance, we. would hardly need to be discussing these
problems today.-On the question of the need for furtherstudy.1 must.
point 'to the fact that there has been ample time for real evidence of
the negative impact of this law on male athletic programs to be pro-
duce in the 3-year period she the law was passed.

It is hard to understand why one soul' oppose giving girls and
women equal opportunities to des clop their phIsical capabilities.
Athletics arc healthy. for both men and NN omen. Participation in ath-
letics is beneficial. *both for the indis ideal and for society. I hope
that we will soon'see the day when girls and w omen are participating
fully in athletics at all levels: These n gulations. NN hile hardly going

,asi far as they could, do. pros ide a minimum basis for this to happen.
There are a number of issues at stake in time regulations that seem,

to have escaned public notice as a result of the emphasis on athletics
programs. These include areas in which ;HEW has taken a narrow
view of what is consistent situ the law. I Nevould-like to discuss briefly
a number of these concerns. which I hope can be resolved in the future
on the basis of esperiOce with the implementation of the law.

One of these areas iS the definition .of professional ana vocational
programs contained in sections 86.2 (m) and (n). HEW has inter-
preted the statute. whi.Ji exempts the admissions policies of private
undergraduate colleges. while cos erin;. pa 1mrys:46l and vocational
programs. to prohibit the coverage of admissions policies of profes-
sional and vocational programs offered private undergraduate
institutions. The statute is adMittedly ambiguous on this point. but
a broader view would have resulted in a prohibition on discrimina-
tion in admissions to those Nwational and piofessional programs of-
fered by private undergraduate institutions which serve as entry points
for an occupation or profession. Because gthiS conflict in the statute
exists. an amendment to the legislaiin would be helpful in clarifying

'congressional intent in this regard.
. .
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The exemption for contact sports in section 86.31, dealing with
access to- course °tiings, is a pi or ision that I hope HEWivill moni-
tor closely. It is of the greatestimportance that we insure that access
to curricular programs is available equally to members of each sex,.
and that exemptions are made only where there arc clear ^-1 com-
pelling reasons. Experience with the law w ill give HEW a basis for
evaluating the necessity for any exemptions in this area.

With respect to the pros ision of an up to the :, -dear "adjustment
period, for compliance for ph3sical education classes, I think that
'HEW Lac been more than reasonable accommoilating the needs of
institutions., I hope that institutions w ill make es ery effort to comply
as expeditiously as possible with the law in this, and every regard.

Two sections dealing with financial assistance, SC.31(c) and -86.37.
(b), «ould allow institutions to, ("_,ontinue to administer sex restricted
scholarships established under foreign _or domestiy wills, trusts.. or
similar legal instruments. HEW' has

foreign
made a reasonable effort

to pros idi-3 that the an aril' of such scholarships does not result in au
overall discriminately impact.

In the case of sex-restrieted scholarships established by foreign
trusts for study abroad, HEW requires that institutions provide "r,.a-

tv sclable" opportunities for members of the excluded sex to study.
abroad. In the case of other sex-restricted scholarships, institutions
must "pool- sex-restrietedond unrestricted scholarships to insure that
the overall effect of awarding such scholarships is not discriminatory.
In line with the statute. HEW has pros ided that equity in terms of
the quantity of scholarships is provided.

One consideration not taken into account by HEW is whether
'.prestige" is a factor which must be consitlered in the award of schol-
arships. This is a difficult question, because prestige is an intanotle
factor that is difficult to measure. Experience-with the implementation
of the law' will provide its with a basis for deciding whether -

dating equity in prestige, as well as in quantity, is necessary and
possible.

The athletics section. 86.41 is, as I noted earlier. a first step toward:,
_equal opportunity for women in sports. I regret that tw o commendable
provisions which appeared in the proposed regulations have been
deletedThe first would have required an annual determination of
student interest in sports. The second would Have mandated affirma-
tive'efforts with regard to members of a sex for which athletic op-
portunities have previously been limited to inform members of such
sex of the availability of athletic opportunities, and to provide sup-
port and training activities for members of each sex a to im-
prove their capabilities and integests in participation. These pro-
visions would have aided institutions in bringing themselves into com-
pliance with the law. MEW might les iew these provisions, in light of
experience with the law, to see if such mechanisms are useful and
desirable.

The irtual exemption for contact sports contained in this section
will pros:kJ° more than ample pioteetion fox the res enne-producing
sports. In general. the athletics section allows a wide variety of opt ions .

and a great deal of flexibility in pros iding equal opportunities for men
And women;
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. k
I am concerned about the fringe benefits section,Iyhieh provides re-

cipients the option of offering plans with either equaliieritidic benefits
for Ambers of each ,sex, or equal contritutions to the plaii by the
recipient for niembers of eacksex. Three options were OPC11 to the
Department iii this regard. Ti e first option, which %,a.s chosen, is'iii
1;ne with the Office of Federal Contgact Compliance guklelinds for
Executive Order 1,1246. The second, requiring theptiyment of equal
periodic 'benefits, would have reflected the approach of the F ua1 Ern- -

plovment Opportunity Commission in adnunisteyingtitleNII of the
ChiThights set. The third would be to requiril thiitthere be lid differ-
ences in benefits or tt,driblitiotis on the basis of sexrand' that where
actuarial tables are used in computing employee benefits, unisex tables. .
be used. ' , .

Iran pleased that the President has directeil that a rep9rt be,pre-
pared by October 15 reconnnending approach. personally
feel that the third approach is most equitable, and hope that the report
reque.sted by the President will reflect this viewSubsequentloyfI would
hope that the regulations will be revised to adopt triis approach.

There are four main areas in which the final regulations represent an
improvement over the proposed regulations. Section 86.3, which now
rt quires ipstitiitionarsell-evaluation to asses policies and practices
'for.evidences of discrimination, and tQ take steps to modify sex dis--
eriminatory prtictices.is an excellent way to force institutions to focus,
onproblemS of discrimittation. The 1-3eiu detd1ine fOr the comple-
t 9f such an in :dilation' will help to speed compliance with the
find' with the regulations.

section. 863, wlfkh now reqniies that institutions establish internal
,gieValleC procedures. is a good-addition 'to the proposed regulations.

procedures wild be a it asonable way of handling complaints
when complainants choose to utilize them. At thesame time, they,are
not unduly restrictive, and allow institutions to exercise discretion of
estahli4hing practices that meet the ifnique needs bf the institutiOn.

'The sectiorudealing with counseling and use of counseling material,
hasbeeli revised to req.uire institutions to establiskprocedures to

!UN iew counseling matetiag for sex bias. This is a pbsitive change from
the proposed regulations: Ifowes'er, I am disappoted that review of
textbooks and curricular materials was nor included in this sectiOn.

Finally. I am pleasM that section 86.57 has been revised-to remove
r unnecizsars qualifitations on the treatment of pregnancy as, a

tt mporaiy The -final regulations are more equitable, and
Mica greater c9nsistency with the law, in this-respect.

AO
1`IM06111ge I 11-Jill d 1:114 to reiletrill my support for tlpse reg

and stress once again their importance as a firstste.p in C1lminaLnig sex
d"serinination in ail aspects of education. It has.ueen j years since title
DC, SNIg enacted. We can afford to &lily no longer in inakmg bqual
educational opportunities a reality, rather than a promise, for the girls
and women of till:, country. While I hope that the egulations are re7
i:ed in certain areas at some point,in the future on the basis of
evrience with. the hos , see nothing in the regulations that are incon-

ith`the law, and urge that they be allowed t9 *go into effect on

4 .4
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-STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD M. FRASER, A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. Fita.i:En. )fr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to express
my support for the proposed title t1 regulations presently before this
committee. I believe they represent au important lirst step in eliminat-
ing sex discrimination in educational institutions alid activities bde-
fitting from }Federal ait1. Although added steps mg-t he taken in the
future,1 urge the suhconunittee to approvethese regulations in toto.

The severe dainaot inflicted on all, women by sex Iliserimination is
only beginning-to be w hlel udeMood. It is jlear, however, that the
Congress has an urgent responsibility to lead the ava in eradicating
such practice:. Sex, diserimmatlint has no place in our free society.
There is no better plaxe,to start eliminating it than Inn' educational
institutions.,Schools are a nefior force iii transmitting the values and
goals of our society. The ego latious befofe you will help to assure than
the more than one-half of our children NI ho are telltale will no longer Ile
taught that they are secod-etas citians, that whatever OA. abili-
ties anti talents, they will now be able to enjor full access to an open,
vigorous participation in the rewards of American life.

A, number of the opponents 9f these r.gulitt ;net e focused on the

s?ot nuts %%Inc deal Vita physical edtvation and sports. The answer to
many of their points can best be seen in a recent iontomicement by the.
'University of L:tryhind. This unit ersity, hich has a large .tind expen-
sive athletic program for men, is alreadv ben in-iiiw to comply with tl,e
new Federal retulatiOns--v. ithout.fuither dcla,-. The added' costs will
be covered by a nominal rise in athletic fees. Thin the spirit of the law
and regulations as proposed can be met, in my judgment, by other
institutions as well.

While the FLED' regulations omit sonic provisions which 'would
strengthen their ellectiyenes., in eliminating sex di,erimination In tlie
institntions covered by title IX. the regulatitu,s do attack discrimina-
tion firmly in most aspects of school actit Ries. Insofar as they aceom-
plish this. they represent a major contribution to education in 'the form
of mint ttble treatment for women.

Therefore, I urge the committee-to complete the implementation of
this stat,pte which Congress first passed 3 years ago.

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA -SCHROEDER, A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO '

Mrs. SC,MMEDER. I would like,to take this opportunity to comment on
the 'regulations issued' by the Department of Health. Education. and
Wel fare, to implyment title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.
Until the fall of 4971, when titles VII and VIII of the Public Health
Services Act were amended to prohibit sex diserimination in admis-
sions to -federally funded health training programs. there was no Fed-
eral legislation prohibiting sex discrimination among students at any
level oil education. Female students could be, and were. legally excluded
from schools and colleges, admitted on a rest rietive quota basis. denied
admission to certain classes and subjected to a variety of other discrimi-
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inatory practices. Females had no legal recourse when educational insti-
tutions denied them the opportunity that w as regarded as the "birth-
right" of their brothers. Then, in 1972, Congress continued and
strengthened the attack on sex bias in education by adding title IX to
the Education Amendments of 1972 to eliminate sex. discrimination in
any education program or acti% ity that received Federal financial
assistance. I am in agreement with the intended purpose of title IX
and, although I believe the final regulations falia'short of- providing a
full measure of equal educational opportunity for women, they are at
least a step in the right direction.

First, 1 would-like to say that I am shocked by the hysteria that has
surrounded these regulations,-especially those relating -to sports- and
athletic programs. I have reviewed the testimony of foothill ennebeg.
athletic directors, and sundry other persons wlie arc convinced that.
affording women equal athletic opportunity will weaken revenue-pro-
ducing sports and will eventually damage all intercollegiate athletics.
The-specter of that sacrosanct institution, bigtime football,- dying-at
the height-of its glory, of football heroes in tattered uniforms playing
to half -empty

'
stadiums, are alarmist tactics that serve only to cloud

the issue. No-ime has brought forth any dina demonstrating that this
n gild, oconfd, even be the case.

I do not think a moratorium of the application of title IX to inter-
collegiate athletic programs is warranted. In my opinion, the regula-
tions perttkiiiing to athletics are not inconsistent with title IX; the
regulations are clearly within its authority and strike a .easonable
balance between progress in equal educational opportunity for women
and providing substantial protection for contactsports such as football.

For example, schools may allow women to try out for men's contact
sports teams, such as football and basketball, but are not required to
do so. Neither must women partake of the benefits accorded men on
those teams. If enough- women wish to participate in a contact sport,
separate teams for contact sports will be formed. Furthermore, schools
are'not required to spend the same amount of money on men's and
women's sports program,. True, the regulations require that equal
opportunity take into account such things as provision of coaches,
framing facilities, locker rooms. equipment, playing facilities, and
publicity, but I do not think such regulations are excesstve. On the
contrary, the regulations giNe women long,-dettied resources that are
e,,zential to build, sustain, and promote women's athletics, and to make
wanicit's athletics capable of generating substantial interest and, there-
fore. substantial reveilles ith hick. to support their programs. In
h.q, spectator interest is already growing and, with expanded oppor-
trinities, interest and skill among NI omen b increasing dramatically.

The excessive amount of attention and publicity given to the regula-
tions affecting sports and athletics has obscured the many,other im-
portanf areas that w ill be a freeted by the title IX regulations. The title
TX regulations w ill also ban discrimination on the basis of sex as it
ppl:es to admissions policies, composition of classes, housing, financial

aid, and employment practices
In all of the areas txddressed by the title IX regulationi, women have

been subjected to discriminatory practices, but I am especially con-
. erned v ith the employ meta practices of our educational institutions.
.1.1though wunien const:tutc the majority of professional employees in
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,elementary and secondary education, they are not fairly represented:
in administrative positions. They are crowded at 'the bottom of 'the
professional ladder, and their representations decreasing,. From 1970
to 1971,, 0 percent of all school superintendents were women; from 1972
to. l73, only 1 percent were women.

Astiktement made by Margaret Dunkle and Bernice Sandler of the
project on the status and education of women under the Association of
American. Colleges -in an article reprinted in the November 19, 1974,
Congressional Record puts the issue in a nutshell :

Differential treatment of men-and women exists in almost every segment and
aspect of-our society. Perhaps it is the most damaging, however, when it appears
and is transmitted by the educational institutions which are supposed- to provide
all citizens with thelools toilve in a democracy.

In the past twenty yettrs, it has become painfully clear that equal educational
opportunity will become a reality only if it is supported by strong and vigorbusly
enforced federal legislatiOn.

It is my hope that Congress will permit title IX. regulationS'- to go
into effect immediately. To do otherwise would be to thwart the prog-
ress toward-equal educational opportunity for m omen that has already
been made.

Clusttorim. The hearing stands adjourned until 2 Rm. tomorrow
afternoon in t his room.

[Whereupon, 4.4:32 p.m. the subcoinmittee adjofirngd, to reconvene
at 2 p.m. Tuesda-June 24, 1976,1
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SEX DISCRIMINATION REGULATIONS

TUESDAY, JUNE 24, '1975

HOUSE OF REAESE'NTATIVIIS,.
SIMCOMMITIEE ON PosTsEco-srany EIICCAVON.

OP THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LAROR,
Ilk/slang/on, D.C.

The subcommittee met. at 2.0.; p.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2175,
IZa 1, burn House Office I;uilding.11on. Paul Simon, presiding.

Nienbers pleseat : Representath Ls Simon, Andrews, Wouin, Mottl,
I fa lh and Buchamut:

Stair membors prc,ent : Jim Mu riqm, staff director; Webster Buell,
, utilise! Elmira Teets, clerk; Cl,itrl, Mideliffe,aninority counsel; and
IZi=lutrd MOsse, minority counsel.

Mr. Sntox, The hearing will come to order.
We eontinup ecei$, ing.testimriny relating .to Title It regula-

tions of Public. Ti m% 9.2 -31S. We ate asking Ifs. Lillian,Hatcher of;the
ruited \Alto Workers to testa f;t!lirst.

We '1% ejconie a J w home von personally as an old friend.
T is good to hal e on here, 1fa. Machu'. ?teak proceed with your

atement. , t
STATEMENT OF LILLIAN HATCHER, INTERNATIONAT, REPRESENT-

ATIVE, UAW 'WOMEN!irDEPARTMENT, DETROIT, MICH.

IT.vrctti.n:-(166,1 a fterztoon. MY name is Lillian Hatcher. I am an
int.tnational repre.4.11/tt :le in the 1% omen's department of the later-

Jt -tonal T-nion. nth cd Automobile, Aerospace, and Agriculttrral Im-
uOitt WorkIrs of America:F.11V. I am appearing today on behalf
Odes,a Nonier. n hatti , an inlet national vice president of the T-AW:
The VAW has %% itlfin recent ;1, ears been selected as 1 he collective

19rgaining representa,t c for so-eral thousand clerical. technical,
/}ad pro fe.,ivnal clikJooes at Michkran colleges and universities. We

o-Pr,ent. these a rakers at. Oakland University. Eastern Michigan
and rc5ellth became the representative of 8.000 w.rkers.

t he verAi ty of Nfich .

A. part of her iev-prr.ident ial duties.. Odessa 'Kerner oversees the
-:itrack with the,..e in.t it ution. which h are subject to the provisions

(. f title TX of the f Ibirber -1,;(1ven Hon .Amendments 1912.
fn 1,11144m, Vice Pre,ident Roomer directs tln,.women's denart inert,

" tt el.en+t, -*1 to fu k-tVr 1.4141111 opportunity emrdless of FOX'. The
1, dePartment ha:. a lollylanding eoncern for laws utTecting

which hiclih,-1 tl.te influence that ethication has
,iftut thc-e ri,ht
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Firrthi mane. the UAW a- a whole has an interest is providing.
and Jut lit opportunities which break down sex-

htwed Larriers to create a better society for all of us. I appetir before
you, th n, urt heiialf pi c-ent workers who are members of our union,
and on behalf of future workers who are still hrschool.

T,l.c I" kW women's department has followed title IX carefully
and we ...Lima ,,c clt mplutsize this law inqairtance to achieving sex
equald:% ercii- We submitted comments on Secretary Wein-
berger prop., Rgulations last fall, and would like to commend
the Secretazy for consideling and incorporating many of the com-
ment, slituoitted by the 'CAW and other-grotips. While we still feel

rtain pin isions of the regulations need amendment, they are basi-
cally sound and should become effeetite on July.21, as intended.

We need these regulations now. Next week, do Jtine 26, title IX
will celebrate it thud bifthday in terms of its effective date. But the
birthday will be a party n ithouthorns and streamers, for without )

tiding regulations. title IX is a meaningless shell. We have now
waited :3 years----3 years too long.

A note against the,e tegulations, though imperfect, is a vote against
women. We mge 'oat to look beyond the alarmist cries of powerful
with -lawn ho 11;0111d gldentli entire, at by raising

flag on or pal ticidar section that engenders their paranoia.
These proposed tugitlations ale far from radical. They merely ex-

plain the implcultaltatiou of all already-enacted congressional policy,..
to create eq...d opportunity for both stases. The 17 -VW urges Congress
not n341,4140% e, ,regulations,w hich 114re signed by President
Ford.

Om erall support. ho (ler. should not be read as total satisfac-
tion Vk itit each and-every iegulation. Briefly, I will touch on the major
issues which concern us most as a labor organization. Those issues are,
the treatment of fi inge Benefits, especially pensions; references to col-
' t i% t balgalniug aga et mem s. especially regarding seniority; the pro-
t.; 4ons requiting cstablishincnt ,of a grievance procedure; the exemp-
teal of pi iv ate Nocatiunal schools from nundiscrimina-
t in aa,111,:.,i, the definition of a bona fide Occupational qualifica-
tion excepti_11, and the decision to omit coverage of any curricular
ma tet

The regulations now allow hinge benefit' plans tocpo: isle for either
quai l,t liodie benefits ut equal contributions by the ernployer for

menilii.rs of each sta. We huge the government to adopt a uniform ap-
ploadi on this issue by ha: nig all agencies follow the sound guidelines
de% eloped by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Pro-
t i-ion of eittiar benefits is the only way to insure equal treatment re-
gardless of sex.

A bri« f linA at income data shows why the subject of fringe benefits
of such importance. According to the U.S.. Bureau of, the Census.

14.73 ctatistios. regarding persons age 65 and over, 16.8 percent of
I male heads of the household had incomes below the poverty level.
%Ilide only Si.t ptrttnt tof male heads of households had sanilarly mar-

- al. igwhne01110$.
:lic, Irt% e c,cic ol'ate,1 employers to pay women lower w-

ied` Lent tits on tlu theory that women live longer, hence over a
1e, :cal they w ill R00% er the same total amount in benefits.
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In terms of practical effect, thi means that retired women must sur-
vive below the poverty level for more years. while their male counter-
strware receiving an income sufficient to live their lives out in dignity.

To allow employers to pay unequal benefits to persons of (Efferent
sexes is a particularly offensive exception to this general rule becautsp

no other group is singled out for a similar fringe benefit exception.

It, merely perpetuates continued sexual stereotyping by actuaries.
who have.- for convenience sake traditionally followed such a sexual
statistical, breakdown. It is diflicult to imagine HEW adopting a regu-
lation permitting employers to pay different fringe benefits to persons
of different races because of demonstrable differences...in racial life

expectancies.
Yet actuarial statistics show that blacks have a statistically signifi-

cant shorter life expectancy than Caiicasians, and that persons of
Japanese and Chinese parentage have- significantly longer life ex-
Pectancies. To advocate employee receipt of benefits in relation to'
employer costs is to ad ocate differentiation of benefits among em-
ployee's by race.

Moreover, requiring computation of actual costs to the employer
of all fringe benefits might lead to the conclusion that the cost is
lower for women than for men, and that women should therefore
receive, higher benefits. We do not seek higher benefits for women
than for men, nor -do we think such a result, is any more ,advisable
than higher benefits for men than for women.

It is our position that workers of all races and sexes must receive
equal benefits regardless of the risks to which one or more subgroups
of workers may be peculiarly susceptible. At a minimum, the employer
should be required to base his or her computation of equal contribu-
tions per worker on actual costs of fringe benefits per employee, ra-
ther than insurance company compntations of employer contributions

For example, the alleged longer life expectancy of women may re-
sult in higher ,pension costs but lower life insurance costs. Moreover,
women workers' may average fewer dependents than men. and their
hospitalization and medical coverage costs may therefore be pr,opor-
tionately lower.

An employer should not be free to compute pension benefits on the
basis of cost. providing lower paid benefits to -women retirees, while
computing medical coverage on-the basis of benefits paid, which could
have the effect of women subsidizing men while receiving no com-
parable adjustment themselves.

HMV's decision tot' allqw sex discrimination in fringe benefit con-
tributions is particularly alarming because of the potential impact on
such guidelines under title E5:eeutiveOrder 11240.' While
the regulations purport not to alter obligations under these laws,
President Ford has called for reconciliation of the fringe benefit pol-
icies of the EEOC, °FCC, slid HEW.

With IfFtW lobbying to defend its approach under title IX, the
hard-won rights under title VII 'are dangerously jeopardized. The
labor movement Will ,not stand by for this back-door attack 9n sex
discrimination guidelines under title VII. To meet the purpose of
'title IX and to protect -title VII, HEW nutht adopt an equal benefits
approach in the area of fringe benefits. This should occur when the
three agencies meet.
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Sev'eral portions of. title IXI's proposed re.gulatiouS impinge on
(-attracts which labor organizations hold With educational institutions
covered by the act Wo commend-the Secretary for recognizing labor's
ever-expanding role in the field oreducatiqi4 and specifically approve
the notice whitili must be given to m,c011ectile bargaining representatives
of the' rights and responsibilities spelled out under title IX.

The TJKW has long supported and practiced the concept of one
unified seniority list for women and men, minority and white. We
!ierefore express strong enthirseinent of the title IX regulations which

further this policy.
The proposed regulations also correctly bar any relationship witha labor union that

regulations
or indirectly hostile effect of subjecting

employees to dis,-rimination in "job assignments. classification, and
structure * * * lines of progression, aid seniority lists," r

In view of the various assaults which ha\ e been mounted recently
on seniority systems, the T.7...11V feels clarification of this important
employment issue is necessary under title IX as well as,under ,other
laws.. seniority system that applies to all workers equally is a vital
proteefigi(agnimt a company's u pains to lay off activist workers, older
worker:(. or workers whom management arbitrarily dislikes.

Tito seniority system was the fruit of a hard-won battle by the
labor tooveuient in this country, and (Anna be dismantled on a pretext
which will in fact, consolidate arbitrary power in the hands of
employers. ,'

Aft the same time that bona fide seniority-4,3 stems are protected,
aov.ocvcr, so mo-t. i Lin: rights to equal job opportunity and the affirm-
ti've action measures which have been taken. to foster them. At the
1-1W, we 'have faced the -problem of layoffs running headlong into
the lob rights of people tecently hired under affirmative action
programs.

.9ur resolution of this problem is twofold, and is best illustrhted
by examples. Imagine a W0111111 who applied for a job as a computer
oprator at a college in-July 1972after title IX's effective dater and was denied because of her sex. She did not get hired until July
1974. and as a result has now been caught in a layoff.

.she had been hired when she should hiive been, she would have
3 years instead of 1 yaw seniority. While site is on layoff. then,

-Uthe AW proposes that be Continue to be paid and receive all fringe
benefits just as if she were not laid off.

We rail this remedy "Ifpnt pay" for continuing discrimination. as
a 'corollary to the "back pay- one receives for past discrimination. This
proposal places the burden of layoff on the employer who had prac-
t iced the discrimination, and not on the individual or her fellow

ent ployees.
The second prong of the L'A.W position is protection of seniority

rights _for employers whose employers are under affirmative action
onri- orders or consent agreements. Thus. anyone who had not pelson-

ally been discrimir aced against but who was hired a pgrt of a legally
if la Ma ted ft& e action plan would be protected from termination.

The method oxould protect the gains of affirmative action from being
cornple.telv washed away. For example, many collective bargaining

gTeemenis 9ift0 "thne-for-time principle." so Unit a worker with 6
*Jacinths seniority illinains on the layoff recall list, only for the length of
the earned seniority, or 6 months.

1
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Par proposal would keep it person who had been- hired under a
401% tfetermilted idlirmati% e action obligation on the list of employees
eligible for recall fur as long as necessary. or would they have lost

,''theft earned seniority rights upon recall.-
The -UAW feels these are the only equitable methods for balancing

the union's strong dual interests in maintaining bona, fide seniority
protection V% hilt) preserving the precious recent gains of affirmative
action for women and minorities. .

As a labor organization, the UAW has consideble experience with
'grievance procedures provided by our contracts with employers. We
are of course in fa% or of establishing effective procedures within an
institution which encourage the parties to meet, discuss, and resolve
their differences by themselves. , .....,

We feel an effective grievance procedure can oftentimes resolve a
dispute without the necesiiity of seeking out a Federal agency or court.
At the same time, however, no one can ask an aggrie% ed person to fore-
0.1,legalhis or her legal rights.

We. are concerned, therefore, about the fuzzy quality of IIEW*s
proposed sect ion St.;.6. Of major concern to us is the failure to define the
relationship between the pievance procedure provided for in a collec-
tive e bargaining agreement and whate;yer procedures HEW contem-

)plate As the exclusive bargainint. e. representative of the workers we.
' represeet. Ss e feel the cont ram tual gr:evanee procedure should be the
internal griiv.tnee procedure under -title IX for those employees.

For those employees who are not working under a contract with a,
gries mut, procedure, anti for students and applicants who are covered
by title IX. we feel section SG.S needs consider able clarification.

The UAW certainly favors exhaustion of internal remedies where
the proeeduze is a meaningful one. But with the present wording, a
noncontractual-(rrievance procedure could easily be a farce. It could.
only Pesidt in=exliatisting the discriminates, not the it:nettles.

We urge much greater clarification of this section. An effective
grie% awe procedure must protect against "putting the fox in charge
of the henhouse," and we haven%) such guarantees here. Specific guide -
fines defining -prompt" and "equitable" are needed.. Moreover, the
regulation; must recognize the institutions' bligation to respect Lite
nondiscriminatory gut% once procedures ;,-1 ) leetit e bargaining agree-

, 1::011::, NS !deb lien e been negotiated b3, JIHICHIs ni behalf of employees.
Jim geneval. TIT .,'W has afforded title IX the broad coverage which

the statute 'equine,. How e% er, HEW' has deviated from this in the
- important kt..CIAS of professional :lit l % ota:.ional piograms admissions.
The Secretary himself admits that ',elle statute pertaining to admis-

. sums might be read as including professiontil degrees wherever they
are offered. Yet he interprets title IX to exclude coverage-of admis--
sions thsei imination in pro ate undergraduate vocational and profes-
sional schools.

I tie t At j_ asserts that the Secretary's position is erroneous statutory
mush motion, and % iolatc.; both the letter and the spirit of title IX.
The. UAW' i., partieulai ly concerned about the inclusion of private
untlergt aduate N ocational and in ofessional programs because many
or these ate feeder systems into the skilled trades from which women
have been excluded-in th&past.

34-977-7.1-15
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The definition of educational institution in part _(cY of section 1681'
of title IX provides that in the case of an educational-institution com-
posed of more than one school, college, or department which are ad-
ministratively separate units, such term means each- such school, col-
lege, or department.

According to this definition, a vocational school that is part of
a private undergraduate institution is covered by the act, which if

ireceiving Federal financial assistance, cannot discriminate in admis-
sions on the basis of sex. The proposed-guidelines say in section 86.15
that each administratively separate unit shall' be deemed to be an edu-
cational institution.'

Thus. it is clear that a vocational. pest-secondary school, with its
own administration, within a private undergraduate institution must
also be nondiscriminatory under title IN.

As a labor organization, the UAW has a particularly- keen interest
in the proper application of title IX to private undergraduate voca-
tional ,edircatiohAVorkers who are compelled to take night classes be-

.; cause of their daytime obligationsAften resort to evening vocational
prograins offered through private undergraduate schools.

Becaus such courses are often a key to a, worker's advancement,
they must be open taall regardless of sex if women are ever to achieve

pt -ritv in a huge number of variety of occupations. The method the
Secretary proposes for hderpreting title IX's coverage virtually en-
sures continuing sex imbalance in fields such as drafting. accounting,
Computer technology, tool and die making, electrical technology, en-
gineering, nursing, and a wide range of -health science paraprofes-
sional positions. to name only a few.

In the automotive industry, the private undergradnate General
Motors Technical Institute serves as an example of an educational
institution which could continue its overwhelming male majority with
'impunity under the Secretary's faulty interpretation of title IX's
coverage. The Tech Institute is an avenue for a substantial number
of talented- workers to upgrade their positions; such opportunities
shoulri1i itvailable based on-merit, not sex. , .

The ITAW emfhasizes this aspect of the proposed guidelines be-
cause of its own strong commitment to women's full participation in
apprenticeship training Kograms. In its, own Outreach Program, the
Ymon's Manpower Training Department reports 205 women enrolled
as of fall, 1974.

Presently020 'women have passed the pieapprenticeship training
test, and another 35 are in apprenticeship programs. These women are
in addition to the many others enrolled, with UAW encouragement,
in various apprenticeship -programs.sponsored by organizations other .

than the Union.
The UAW strongly feels, therefore, that' private undergradnake

vocational programs should live up to the equal opportunity stand-
ards we have set for ourselves in the-area of skilled job training. To
fulfill both the clear language of title IX:and-its purpose of affording
sex- neutral ethication, private undergraduatez,vocational adtnissions
must be subject to the Act.

For unexplained and inexplicable reasons, IIEW has redefined a
"bona. fide occuational qualification" except to equal employment
opportunity/rhe EEOC definition, as set forth in its, regulations on

4,
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sex discrimin tion, should be adopted instead. Besides promoting
uniformity within the government,-acceptoce of the EEOC defini-
tion Would provide the true protection against .sex discrimination
which titleiX mandates. We urge-HEW to use the EEOC's bona fide
oitenpational qualification definition, instead of the proposed section

The Secretary haS .explicity stated in a proposed reotlatiOn that
title IX neither bans use of certain material nor requires adoption of
alternative curricular aids. The UAW disagrees with, this omission,
for the curriculum is a key shaper of students' values-and aspirations.

The regulations-are inconsistent, moreover. They properly rebuke
use of sexist eand/or sex-stereotyped materials in school counseling.

. Yet they snch.material into the classroom where-it will have the
pervasive effect of propagating sex stereotypes and providing sexist
career models.

Nor do we sole a conflict between banning, sexist materials and pro-
tectincr first amendment rights. We are not, saying such material:can-
not bell.produced, but merely that the,State should not align itself with
prejudice by purchasing it. A fuller ctiscussion of title IX's proper

. application to curricular materials was included in our comments to the
Secretary last fall. We urge the Secretary to reconsider his position
on this issue.

Having_ offered specific criticisms, We would like to call attention.
to certain provisions of the regnlations which we feel HEW has drafted
exceedingly well. Key provisions of title IX have been -dealt with by
HEW in a thorough and legally responsible manner. We- especially
cite the proposed regulations which treat pregnancy and related phe-
nomena, in the same manlier as any other temporary disability. If preg-
nancy were allowed to differentiate employees and students, the regu-
lations would pervert the act's intention to give rights to all women,
not merely to nonpregnant women. Any ii tempt t6 weaken these per-

. tions of the regulations should be defeated. An important corollary is
the ban On discrimination based on marital -or parental status.

We also note with approval that HEW properly defined the con-
gressional phrase *edlicational program or activity" almost as brciadly
as possible. inns, we iew the col erage ofathleticspounseling, recruit-

. ment, scholarships, course offerings, and part time employees as all
necessary to effectuate title TX's purpose. We also endorse the defini-
tion of an educational institution subdivision for purposes of the
funds cutoff roue(' v. ,

ail addition, we feel the sections Concerning provision of equivalent
financial aid, insurance of extensive rights to equal employment op-
portunity, and an equal pay provision which is consistent with the
-Equifl Pay Aet, should all be retained by HEW. '

On balance, then. the UAW urges Conaress not to disapprove these
proposed title IX regulations. While we have expressed dissatisfac-
tion with several provisions, we feel that the majority pf these regula-
tions is sound. Moreover, the few objections which we have can be
eured.hy-subsequent amendments to the regulations.

:Vibe collective bargaining representative of employees of educa- ,

tional institutions, we must insist that these employees get their rights,,
under title IX. Ii the provisions of the regulations most important to
usthe regidations governing employmentIHEW has for the most

a I 12vpit
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part produted!gunkliues tat'are equitable, reasonable, and required
by law.

We urge you to let-these proposed regulations take effect on July '21.
vote against-these regulktions is a vote against the s orkers the L''.A.W

represents.
We .1,1;; Congress to carefully examine the sources of certain coin-

etors who seek to sabotage-title IX by deleatino-these regulations.
recognizereconize the great pressures that are on y on.from the intercol-

legiate athletics lobby. We ask_ that you weigh the speculative costs
'to intercollegiate football against the interests of millions of workers
and students who sit without effective rights until these regulations
became law.

We have already waited 3 years. and can wait no longer.
Thank you very. much. .

Mr. Srarox. Thank you very much.
Our next witnesses are Ms. Casey Hughes, director. National Orga-

nization for Women, and Ms. Holly Knox, project director, Project
ou Equal Education Rights.

STATEMENT OF HOLLY KNOX, PROJEC DIRECTOR, *PROTECT ON
EQUAL EDUCATION RIGHTS, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
WOMEN, LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND

Ms. Kxox. good afternoon. I appreciate your invitation to testify
today. I'm Holly Knox, director of the Project on Equal Education
RightsTEE:it. PEER, a project of the NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund, is montoring the enforcement of all Federal laws
banning discrimination oil the basis of sexin education.

Situp our beginning in 1971 we have focused pur attention on title
TX of the Education Anendment&of 1972.

Aniericans have al A% /IN s viewed education as a cornerstone of a sound
and heahhy Nation. However, ,` -the 'discrimination against women
which runs through much of our ;society is deeply imbedded in the
Nation's education practices. .

For girls and women seeking equality in all aspects of Atneriaen life,
'it has b,:come clear that education at all levels, has been part of the
problem. part of the solution.

Fire years ago this mouth this subcommittee opened extensive
hearing On discrimination against women in education. Witnessiater
'S nc,s dktailed-the discrimination facedrby girls Ind 'women through-
out the country, from preschool to the po,tgraduate

Among ninny examples of inequality. they pointed out that a. young
mwoan freqUently needed higher marks to cuter college and graduate

school than a young mot, and that an estimated 7 to 90 percent of
the well-qualified students who do not go out to college Nvoro women.

Testimony detailed extensive biases against girls and women in
vocational training, student financial aid; textbooks, counseling, and
hiringin short, in nearly all aspects of education.

Prompted by the extensive 'evidence of discrimination uncovered
in these hearings. Congress enacted title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972 to provide Federal leverage for insuring equal
education opportunity throughout 'American education.

As you know, title IX, closely modeled after title VI of the Civil
tights Act of ,1964,,in an historic broad-Based prohibition against dis-
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crimination on the basi. of 'v in education pr uns-recei% Fed-
eral ai

It is ai essential piece of the grow ing network of civil rights laws
gnarant eqmtlit for women, since it is the univ comprehensive
Federal law fothiddi1lg sex disciinunation-inin arly .01:Isla:as of edu-
cation in schools and colleges recei% ing deal aid --including adis-
sions, employment and the treatment of students once admitted.

In that :ontext. I'd like tuike a minute to comment specifically on
the scope of title IX's eqhal opportunity protection, since the subcbm-
mittee has heard representati% es of male athletics programs argue
that the scope of title IX is so narrow- as to cxelude school athletics
programs. The basic question has la:en: Does title IX prohibit- dis-
crimiaation in tip entire ogiain of an institution rccei% nig Federal
aid or just in those acti% sties directly receiing Ilderal funds?

Based on a legal analsis prepared for PEER by the Center for Na-
tional Policy Re% iew, we believe that the law bars sex bias in the
tun ire education prOgi all'. We would MIA: to submit this memorandum
for the record.

We would also like to submit for the record a copy of a legal mein-
orandum prepared by the tibrar3 of Congress Which also concludes
that I WV' is not mistaken in interpreting title IX broadly..

Section 901 of the statute is a broad prohibition against discrimina-
tion on the basis of sex "tindet any education program or activity re-
recei% ing Federal financial assistance." The language of this section
is nearly identical to the prohibition against disetunination based on
race. color, and national origin in title VI of the 'Civil Rights Act
of 196-t.

ender the 1904 Civil Rights Act. both HEW and the courts have
interpreted title VI as barring discrimination in ail aspects of the edu-
cational program in a school district leech ing Federal aid. That inter-
pretation was well established at the time of title TX's enactment.

Therefore, since the language of tit Ig VI and title IX is so narly
identical, it seems clear that title Lt's Lan +against sex discrimination
must, be. inteivreted the same tat ering Ole 11 hole education pro-

) grain carried out le, education institutions ieceising Federal funds.
Asidi, from the (leo:Ade-long history of A irt tinily identical language,

tinder tit le VI, thew are se% era! practical reasons why the "scope of
title X's ant idiscriniinatitm tAiihit ion roust be-interpreted broadly."

A narrow inteipietation, that is. the law 'only forbids vex bias iii
the school lunch progt alit or the tutoring progi am direct I% recci%
Federal .t11. would be impo..sible to administer. Tiacking the Federal
dnhlar vlet for purpat.es v ould lead to ludicrous situ-
at ions.

For evmple, title T T of the ESE.1. pas. for school library bnal.s.
Or title I of tl!eESEA pays for it projector.

Do von want to send in 1IEW imestigatot to trace e%ntiv %%hick
ela...;,cs used a title I projector? Or it title library book? Do you

mt to guar d'zi iluaaativae in a ant classroom usino. 'that both or
that projevtut. bnt ondoe it in the classroom ne:,.t. do,3r w Lich
doe,n't ?

Tn addition. Feder a aid to ono :c1n4o1 act, +itt amounts to indirect
financial te:sist ate e to other school a. ti% "It Tf FOCIeral funds were .
not .1% ailable fol. a gi% en acti% itA, in man\ eases 110k feill'ntl funds
would hate to be di ertrd faoiu whor editi ational purpo,es to support

2 au'
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that activity. Thus. Federal vocational education funds, for el:ample,
may be indirectly subsidizing the school sports program.
,;Finally. the contention that Federal money does not support sports

pipgrams directly is nonsense. Particularly at the higher education
loiel.ruillions of dollarin Federal st lade' nt assistance funds are clip-
neled into the gL.-ral iuseitutional operating foals most institutions
use to finance athletics :is well as all' other aspects of the college
program.

Lt stun. %Se believe that title IX. anti the regulation implementing
it. must be interpreted broadly for a namber of' powerful- reasons.
Legally. 'avid discrimination precedents under. title VT require it.

,In practice. any other interpretation 'would be impossible to admin-
ister.

It would imolve HEW investigators in the infernal affairs of edit-
eat ion institutions to e-degree ale% er before. contemplated by the Fed-
eral Government.

Moreover, limiting the prohibition against sex discrimination to
act i t it kb mere' i di' yet Eede ra I :tid would put. a von.rressitulal stamp
of appro al on all 'kinds of book-jUggling designed to allow con-
tinued discrimination against half the school population.

A_ narrow. liniited interpetatiolLof the scope of title IX would
remise questions long settled ot er a decade of consideration three
lu'anches of Go% eminent on rat it rights legislation guaranteeing the

,krt hose subjc; t to disci intimation based on race, color, and no-
tional origin.

has-t but not least. a narrow 411611,1.M at ion of title TX will not
ex& apt intercollegiate atIllotiis from the law's equal opportunity
guarantees.

At the tinne of its 1,avtge in 1972. title TX w ass( en as a majur step
toward endine. the inequities facing w oilmen and gills in education.
Since the statute is bromic and since sox biqs is so 'mlt a part of our
t aditiopal elieatton :,Otclit that inarkt sell - intentioned eduea I orsi
still don't full rei ogiii,w it. a regulat ion spelling. unit its Ilitplivatio'e .
for exist edu,at hut pt act inc is absolutely essential to making title
1 X%-: equal opportunity promi.2e

wherefore. the title TX regulation has gene' and unprecaentedin-
icieht and Volwol among many olganizat ions ana indi% idual citizens.

In response to I I Mr:, request for public comment on the proposed
regulation published last June. and the NOW Legal Defense
and alticat ion Finn( filed a detailed (.1.4 hoe. We atsne concerned thaty
the red_ ulatiov did not cover sex-biased textbooks used in the Nation S-

public school classrooms.
While ITEWfirszned it should nit regulate in this area because of

"grave constitutional questions- under the first amendment. our legal
researel per'suaded us that the first amendment need not inhibit Fed-
eral action under title TX. as long as the antibias provision covers
textbooks already centrally selected by State and local public srimol

uthoeifies.
The NOW Legal Defense and Education "Vinid \vas also concerned

that the regulation spell out concrete requiremeuts to guarantee equal
opport unity for womenin school sports prograMs.

We also recommended more equilabltprocedures for the 1#1.(n ision
of fringe benefits and equal rights for complainants.

2?,
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Looking at the title IX regulation now, we see several areas where
it does not dearly pros ide full equal opportunity for women. 'While
the regulation represents a erucild steNin.the right diection, webe-
lieve it does not,go as far as it could in mandating an qiidto sex dis-

, criminat ion in -federally supported educiition.
For instance, we do not think the.thne Jag for compliance with the

athletic provisions-1 nal. for eklientiary schools. 3 for those at the
seeondiu'y and college levelis warranted.

Title IX was passed...lit 1!l7 and the regulation is expected to take
effect this \ ear. That theans it would be 1918ti years after the law
was passedbefore its athletics requirements NV011iti take full effect.
. A. young woman in junior high when title 1X liaised in 1971 could
graduate -from high school without benefitinifrom the law's athletics
coverage..` . , ' . ,

We are also concerned that the regulation does not- clearly guarantee
equal sp9rts opportunity. gis en-tlie language on contact sports and the
laundry list of factors svh id' ITEM' may consider in deteimining e4nal.
opport unity in sports. .

The regulation does not, clearly require schools to provide girls the
chance t9 play contact sports. and the 'eqnal opportunity" section'
. .js so loose that it \ Wild be read to allow sl.hool districts and colleges
to continue inan e,> Wing inequities in their sports progimog. .

We aye-also worried about the deletion of the requirement for a.sur
s e' ti tiro] out' I hat sports female and male students waut to play and
the requirement that-that institution nast make it special effortto over-
eome the effects of past-inequities in the athletic program.,

We (111011111e to question thq adequaQ of the regulation,s prosisions
concerning" fringe benefits. admissions to'pris ate professional schools.
oholar:thif4's. a

,
find the rights of complaints. .

Despite these! questions. v e do belies e. that as a whole, tile regula-
, lion :melts out an appropriate framework for ending illegal sex dis-

crimination in education. It pros ides essei itia I-guidance to institutions
preparing to cut: ex bias in ninny impyrtant aspects 9f sex discrimina-
t ionmany, such as 1 ocationl education. counseling, and admissions,
which. have received little or no press attention.

We particularly applaud the mandate that each institution con-
-duet its own ex idnittion of its policies a ml practiCes within the next
-year to find out whether sex dikerimination exists.

A great deal of digerinzination against girls and swomen/is unon-
scious. reflecting traditional attitude. Mid 'tract ices .111fich lkave only
recently been cluillenged. . t., .."

The regulation's self-es altiation pros ision. in encourilging.institn-
tionss to ,identify and correct discrimination of their Own. ,should
help to retinue the need for -formal sanctions against noncomplying
institutions. . ..

I appreciate the opportunity to testif-y. and now I'd like to turn
the microphone over to Case's, Hughes from NOW.

._

STATEMENT-OF CASEY HUGHES, DIRECTOR,, LEGISLATIVE OFFICE,

NATIONAL,. ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
%

Ms. 1Trouns. Good afternoon. -I am Casey 'Hughes. legislative 'di-
i-Organization
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zation for Wona 1.- a tit it rights orgaiization and it is from that
perspective that we'l iew the regulations for tit le IX.

Si0e,Congress Massed title IX in 1972. almost all aspects of sex
discrimination in s.,ools and colleges !we been illegal. The enact-
ment of this crucial W link in (lie Nation's ei% it rights laws was
heralded by citizens throughout the count ) t as the basic legal frame-
work for ending the, extensix e educational inequities facing our

Title' w:as, and is still, the only (omprehensie Federal law
prat sting the equal edntat.ional lights of students tinoughont the
educational system. Title IX's enactment 3 yeare ago did prompt
some elnigP in an educational sStf,'1.1 het exist in nearly
emery avert-of-school life.

NOW has Vert on the forcfront of action efforts to prt'ss liar)
school districts and college's to cud these Thanks,to titleu

'TX, we have seen limited progress in a number of campuses and,
communities -vocational Pt 1100h opened to w omen students, women's
sports programs expanded somewhat. and s'o

By and large. howel el% because of the absence-of guidelines spelling
out the law's iplicatios-and HMV's failure to enforce the law with-
out regulations, changes to end sex discrimination in the last 3 years

dt-seem to be few aifar between.. Discrimination against girls and
,women in education still abounds.

Children are required by the State to be in a school setting days a
week. 9 months a year for about 10 Sears. Children of a certain age
are not free to choose not to go to school. So long as children are re-
quired to be in a given school building. for 10 years of their lives,
they have a right to expect that the` will be treated as equal human
beings and not subjected to discriminatory t reatement.

Persons Who pay tax dollars which eNentually find their way into
the coffers of institutions of higher education as well asscool systems
have a right to expect that their Federal Crovernmeni will not dis-
pense their money in ways that m ill dis..riinate against the very
people who gave the money 01 against their children s' * boys and
girls. young men and young women.

We feel that the time is past to discuss the regulations point by
point. chapter and verse: At this point,te critical need is to release
the regulations as Bey are to let educators of this cointrv. in par-
ticula, and the citizens of the world, in general, know-that the United
States of America will no longer tolerate discrimination ineducational
institutions againstrhalf of its population.

Title TX was meant to institute change. There is no way to eliange
without changing. We must get on w ith it. But perhaps that is too
simple. And by _its very simplioih looks radical. Perhaps what we
need is to look at al thS whit It Lerloud stane people's percep-
tion.

Perhaps there are iieople who believe that all American girls are
named eintlerdh 4ilid that Prince Charming w will be along as soon
a,r the leave, hc,ol aJ w hate) er leiel to take-care of this, delicate, frail
creature for the remit of her life. Perhaps there are those who believe
that a yonne. American gill does not need a strong body or a strong.
cducatin to belonake Ler an iodependent person. heeaus-e the prince

22u
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will be there to take ,'iri het. imps we need to compare tlut

Forty percent of the Aerian labor futee mode up of women.
Even ii it woman,marries site can expect to w ork.for about 25 yearis.

$he will Wm k for 4 year: if she remains single.
Iomeit SC11001 age eltilliett work outside the

home.
Even vitli prestthool women work outside the

home.
One'out of eight families are headeil by komen.
One ont pf five minority families are headed by women.
The tlivorce-rate is up 109 percent/since 1962 and rising.
In divided paynalut for child supp01 by fathers is nearly

nonexistant.
Tit the ,last 50 year,. the longel ity rate for women has increased by

20.( year§ for women amlonly13.8 years for men. -
.The majority of old people who are poor are women.

the Noting women now in sAool is not going to be one of
* these statr-tic,? Windt one does not 'teed the life preparation to make

11( able:to take care of herkeif and her family?
'Last faIl. e ,,nlanitted to IIEW, with- our title IX recolnmenda-

tions. extensile el idence of current sexdiscrimination in the _Nation's
st-nools ,upi;lied In scores.of local :SOW chapters. The xamples cited
are.iir4kand accounts of the abuse thlt is still occk :ring .daily in
sehoolslind colleges that our daughters ,ant[ sons attel I. When will

*there 'he'derleral enforcement l o elhninate this dis, ?Not,
until litl:k'lX regulations exist and are enforced.

The "1",:i. °like of Educalio.funded project baseline studied VOSIt-
nsmial education pccrranis ayound the couptry. The final report of
that:project, published in the ;bring of 197., says that young women.

lrtpre,,ent i hr ma iut it v o f the,Andents in t he vocational education
prognot.s. are in female intensi%e programs which limit their gainful
en,oloN moat opportunities to about. :10 options awhile young men in
male inten,ie programs are letendig over 00 employment: options.
Whelk is there going, to be.Federal 6nfore,ement of systematic integra-
1 it =ll of these piograms? Not Aril 'title IX regulations. exist and are
en forced.

.1n Baton Rouge. La.. are forced to Oda( needlepointyin alysical
Muation.elasses oo ofity thils biOatise the boys are, usiat thp
When is there going to kr Federal anforct meta of nondiseriminatory

I-Itreatment in school Not until title I egulations exist and a:e
fofeed. .
Diswriliillral tip lust. women clurployees club lees tO be a

-ertous prolItInt throik/diout the educational systeus till
Avvordintr: to a iiationwith, surey by the 'N EA, 62.S iiercent of all

ph,f1,4siohalL /4111)101ms of public schbols during tlte
1tti: , car \\eye women. While o er SO pe?eent of the elemeh
tory teachers Jut ing the:'simak,periodAvere women, women represented
less than 14 percent nt11117rninvipalg of elementary schools. On the
secondary scooljeltr, less than 2 percent of the principals were
women. At. the 'top of the edministratil e heap in elementary and
secondary piS:blie education ale school supelintemisints. 99.(,) percent

t

,

myth with the relrlity. The reality is:
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of WI dell were men. Ool Go out h-f otvi slightl !lane than 1 3.000
superintendents pore n illy ii. Womeil are Shia Mit of careei ad% mice-

at the postsecondar.% level as %yell.
Sex is amore pinsistela and srouge factor in salary discrimination

pan the liniversit le% el than is lave, ac, (a ding to a recent :only based
on data from the ,1071 Carnegie Commission report. According, to the
report. women 111ot-16 'mei diets a% crage about *1,500 per .1 ear less
than their male cwameri when 1611 1%,,,n all hate equal euulik3
wilt opportunities in ediant ion 'f Not until title TX regulations exist
and are enforced.

Members of NOV chapters hi-State after Slate . ud we have over
700 chapters in all 50 States and the District of Columbiahave
reported that educators and administrators of e% erything from de-
mentary schools to institutions of higher education hate said they
will move on a large scale only after the'regulations are promulgated
and I IEW enforces the 3-yea -old law.

Textbooks used in classrooms throughout. the country are also rife
with sex bias. Numerous-and extensive studies over the past few years
have -all arrived at the same conclusions: That textbooks portray girls
and women as weak. helpless. and inferior to boys and men. Many
show girls as stupid and unable to excel at theiistudies, while adult
women are portrayed almost solely in ope occupational rolethat of
housewifecooking and cleaning. NOW is disappointed that the
regulations do not cover this vital aspect of education. We would like
to src textbooks teach children to value themselves and those who
are different froin them. rather than serve to reinforce prejudices and
Myths about boys and girls.

Somtt people have expressed the opinion that athletics have been
overemphasized in reguird to title IX. and that it is not as important
as other aspects of the regulations. We disagree. Athletics are impor-
tant not becatist every young woman must be a super athlete. anymore
thaAvery young man lutist be it ,Aper athlete. Americans have long
hold that athletics are important for bo:ts because they, der clop quali-
ties of teamwork mid leadership. Which of these qualities is not
important for young women to learn? And it is even more important
that boys and girls learn to cooperate on teams together and learn
to accept leadership from each other if the) are ever going to be able
to work together ill adult professional and occupational roles. Ath-
letics are important to some young Women becaie4e Lthletics will, be
-their road. to education and to a successful lifea way of moving up
in the %%odd. A toad that, has been opened for many young men. -We
would like to respond to the testimony ;Fiten by some coaches and the
NCIA. who are saying that the regulations will mean an end to
eollegen football and other revenue producing sports.

.First. it's not true that these sports usualb bring in extra re% cline.
According to:N.-CIA's own figures. fewer than one-fifth of its own
members clear more than expenses in-one sport..YCAA estimates the
annual sports deficits of its own members at $500 million. NCAA
only represents some 700 institutions a ith the more extensive sports
programs. Some 2,000 other institutions aren't members of the associ-
ation and are even less likely to make mold on programs. More
and more institutions are cutting or dropping ex perasity football ()-
grains as too large a drain on the institution's resources.
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Second. e\ en AS licit Ow.), du bring in rc% vitae, the funds niv not be
going to SSO/Sleil tspUll:i. Dal rell Royal, coach pf one of the :Nation's
most successful and lrcratit e big-time _foot liall programs at the Uni-
ersity of Texastcst i tied last v eek that his football re% enues support

the rest of the men's atidet its program- lug none of it guts to wonwifs
sports.

the regulation will not,ilest o.%, football and basketball re% e-
nues. It virtu:1H) exempts contact spoils- -including_football and bas-
ketball. It does not rte uirt CAIWIldilltreS.:t1ld the equal opportu-
nity primisiuns are so Touse thatille:% could lea% e loom for consido able
inequities between athletic programs for men and women.

Those who argue that title IX will 4stroy revenues sometimes ap-
pear to be talking out of both sides of their mouths. For example,
University of Mai land athletic direetox. James Kehoe was quoted
June 5 in the Washington Post as saying title IX will "destroy estab-
lished acti% Ries** by cutting into revenue - producing Sports. When it
comes to a conflict with his own. basketball coach. though. Kehoe takes,

different:tack.
Quoted a week Cater in an article about his efidit to cut back on

the btidget for Maryland's highly touted basketball-team. Kehoe said,
The argument that basketball and football bring in a lot of money

isn't valid arty more. I have to think about the financing of 31 sports,
not j ust two:"

Fourth, we question the assumption that bringing women into sports
willjower revenues. This is another case of.telling.women that their
labqys have no monetary value. Please rember that Billy Jean King
was in the forefront making oftennis a=popular and re% enue-producing
sport. lforirwomen than you can imagine are avid sports fans.

What we want now is an opportunity to move from spe6tator to
participant and to have the opportunity to cheer for members of our
own sex. Finally, it is quite possible for a person to be a devoted foot-
ball famand also in fin-or of title-TX-4 present myself as a prime ex-
ample. Congress is not in the bind of % oting_against women or against
football, for they are not mutually exclusive.

in conclusion. there is extensi% e e% idenee that despite the enactment
of title TX .% ea is ago. illegal sex discrimination is still common at all
le% els of education. Tip large part. ITEWs failure to issue a final regu-
lation must be held,responsible.

Schools and colleges :dread% know that they must enitdiserimina-
t ion against %%omen. nei.a a regulatlull now to ,,ive them guidance
ill doing so. Young girls and "i% omen-in schools andrColleges across the
r011Illr are strtwgling against the effects of discrimination. They need
a regulation now to pt.o% ale them relic and enable them to participate
in and benefit fully frqm education.

If EW has not. up to nom, enforced title IX to any extent, giving
as an excuse for its inaction the. lack of a regulation. Without the
regulation the ( Viet. of Education won't el en ask applicautc for grants
and contracts for li assurance of compliance with title IX. The re,t!--
'din ion is needed now so that title IX. passed in 1972, may at last be
enforced.

We must have a regulation now. Tlw tune has come for the Govern-
ment to haekiip the promise of title TX.
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C limiii.. it ,,eutlp; (4) uS. 0111 either vote their belief that
A lii.1 kali ,t ll'IS al,t1 li, ',Well are t.itiZCIIS of 1 hig t_muitry with equal
right, ntel due prow, t h,li tho .J11l decide itEdi% idually what they want
to 410 with their lives or the Congress peopie,can vote that American.
c..-Irl-. and ,.-,11:-11 ilre -tVonti t_izi._,t Ili/A.1P; wInist. education can`be based
On 41!,. -nminatory pt ..ctife's Ix !Ii. h are supported in w, hole or in partb:. f ,,ir;: bind- .

It'. a7', ,i1.11.1., a- ttlat. Yoll a.tu the g.t11,,,,ors of,equeational bond-
age. iti pol lift the lat( li and let the I it le IX regulations pass or
will %..I: keep diviii. at ,l %% jai them all Stint jean girls and women, in
at, eAlitevtonal ghetto.

. ,
W Of-the Natiolial Otgrahizat ion for William urge you: Lej-, my

;',1-.., ,._-1,.

Ilrink, you. , .
,

Mr. ..:.zmoN-. Ralik :1,1! vl, 0 Mal b. We appreciate your testimony.
; v,. Alq,liPS, do von itave any questions ,

Mr. A NonEws. I fiat-ono questions.
Arr. St kw v. Mr. Buchanan ? -

\1r. 1;( :1.0,A' . 'Manic you, Mr. Chairman.
Ladies, I think that yo-.11..-... c.r on ler1.- impressii-e.testimony. You'

,, - frutplintented and. pra;sed tile sell-el aluation aspect of title IX
..gulati,u,s. We /la t r Itivl queStious raised about both.the solf-evalua-

t i,n in I the al... 1 ail e lorlwedure requirements as to whether or not
t he! v.1 ktivisiont ot pt !nati], or it 'undated. by the law, and were
a pv,,pee 0, ',II of th 11 .:W tegulatitals. I wonder, if you would corn-, .ment on I lqa. - . .

M-.. K\.-x. I , aunm iwagine y,thev would not be considered as
I), :1-.- - part of t lu II E11: I egala t ions. They are simply administrative
pr,,,,,latv.; to help HEW enforce the Jaw. Certainly, it is proper;
v ithin '1,0 `rope of the lac' f;:r.an institution to look at its own.prac-
-, t, :;..1 out whether they are discriminatory or not. Otherwise,

lo.m :I r,, r MI gtoillg to eliminat e. illegal -discrimination?
Ur. llt-rnANAN. What ahoia, the grievance procedures?
11-, 1:.ox. I 11? 0 tu, pat ticuiar opinion on that. Again. I see TIO

re 0.111 1,111 If EAV eiiithl not. a:, tat 4141M/h11St ratix e convenience, require
it..-t,intions tom. , stahl!sh grieauciprocedures. It does tiot requirerr att.- to fake nth antage of those grievance 'procedures. but it

. -,itotIv tep1:re-- tit -11, to he made to tillable.. if people feel that they
l'i ell thellio it fhey lind them ikseful.

.

\1r. Bt i It %NAN-. Tido ' VII on the Civil. Rights Act goverFa sex
ill- r4, ',nation in cuiploNtilent."Do :ton feyl that in light. of therotec-
tir,tt ir. r'it'e VII that there is also a, need for civil rights action ill
;:df lit I'm toile E-EO(' protection ?

NI- is . I do. e.pecially considering the 1.7,0C's enormous back-
lo.... 'n,,, EE(g ii thousands of cases behind. Also title IX provides
at! edol'o'siratite remedy. %villa title VII, floes not. Sometimes the
ad, 1'11;4: at vt, rem..t.l3 is the best tray to achieve, a solution quickly.l ' -----Soo'ctintes the wait resolution w !dell rktle VII provides is more
ale,. t tp, .at ;. It is a (attest ;on of stliat is the best way to get one's rights.

Mr. Ilt_. HANAN. Yoll mention, d in your testimony the problem
alit -u 1,,11,11 of the pre,s attention ha, centered around -the athleticIts r 1. I 1-olo. liol il:-, yids late IIIII410 clenr.that this is an important
part of the %dl picture in the scale of things.
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I hate some r ono, a I:rat t ie torttit politically potentially pow villa
lobby is aroused or t an be aroused to er du talh tic aspects. tt hich is
a rather small part of the u\t.all eoserage of an area hid: I think
is rather major shcial pioblem-, which this country has and which is
not taken la at seriously enough, that lb SY.X kli:..riinillatiOn in educa-
tion and entplo ;new. T ronli r if ion totIl t_omment ill response.

31s. Ifutou.s. We adtl-s minekes to the athletic issue, I think,
because it iq.very emotional. I 'don't think that our emotional attach-.
molts to atlifctits hate Lecn made ..hear enough. We %%rutted yea to be
aware that me feel that is important, although certainly not the
most, important.

I migitt add that .L tern powerful lobby has Leen coming alcritt in
favur of the vegeta:0ns for women iii atidi tits. I hopc that y ou realize
that. we are certainly larger in number.

Mr. PO 11,1, N AN. If you get enough of the womeo with you. L would
completely agree with that analysis of the situation.

Ms. itxox. We even have some men with us.
Mr. BuottANA.N. 0-oe o the things, I think. that we bilOffill realize

is that there are not tt.-4-11 t-%,nck,rin,c1 about, the rights of
wumen in this eountry.

31,:TivonF,,. I think that you may be mistaken.
Afr.limi TANA N% Let trct hope so:
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
3 f S rArox, 3 fr. Blonin.
Mr. Po,orrx. I ha' r it few quest ions. Mr. Chaiman.
Perhaps I t.(ruhl seine inn questions to both of you, and witon.er is

the best equipped. jump in.
There are sorra, who hale suggested that title' IX ought not to be

interpreted as I,roadly as title VT. 1 know tote' group completely dis-
agreis that Is there sonic reason title IX should be interpreted
in a narrow scope?

*Ms. .ox. I think that it would raise questions about the well-estab-
ii,let1 principle rt!oott the s. upt of title VT rlis-Tintinatinn en the basis
of race and national 01 ig.n. and that is one of our concerns. too.

IlLottN. As you probably know, there alb SOUP' Membeis, of
Congress. mho do not belie% e that the institution., should hale to go
I hrotrol any kind of self-es nitration process. Do you think that tilt le
is t'Olne, benefits that could accrue to the institutions Lt goiirg through
the self-evaluation process?

:ifs. Efroms. 1Vt. call that consciousness raising.
Ms. Kxox. I thioK that it is very notch to the tolvantage of-the

tuti4ns. Vsually, institutions respond to I'Laral pressure with "look,
y on don't used to pressure us, we can do it oursel% KEW is asking
them to do it. themselves.

The alternatice is for the institution, basically. to do nothing. If
it is not requited to inx.estio:ate its own practices. it may not realize
that it is dim't iminat IC'may take no action.'In that case. it is a
sitting duck for JTE' investigators, and begin to institute final
tei'nnnation proem :rings. No institution -wants to Le in that position. I
would think that they SN look' fon% full to the opportunity to, in
effect, do it themsebes before IrEw has to come in breathing down
their necks.'

Mr. BLorix. You view this as a verbalization of what many insti-
tutions say they can do in relation to self-analysis.
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Ms.K:srox. Some have, and mostitave not.
Mr. 13tounr. What do you think the impact would -be if; tOr some

reason. any part or all of these regulations were disapproved? If. for
sonic reason. we should decide. for instance on the issue of athletic,5,
with the NCAA, or on the side of the other groups?
'31s. Hymns. There would be complete outrage not only of our

members, but of the ninny who are working in coalition with us. They
are looking very closely, and they will interpret the subtraction oftheir rights as a statement against women. I think that it would be
complete outrage, thiit is the only- Word that I can think of to de-
scribe it. .

Mr. Snrox.,If the gentleman wonld yield at -that point.
I am coneerned less with-the outrage than the practical impact on

various educational levels. What would be the practical impact?
A gentleman told ine that the court decisions are going ,yon}; way,

anyway. so there would not be any need for HEW regulations. If we
turndown HEW regulations, does this, in fact, slow the progress?

Ms. KNox. Assuring equal rights through the courts is a slow, messy,
tortuous process. Different courts in different areas make different deci-
sions. It is not until years later, if and when you can get the case
before the Supreffie Court, that we have a national policy.

In the meantime, my rights. which the courts in myarea have deter-
minde that I have, may not be someone else's rights in another part of
the country. The reason for enacting title IX or title VI, or any of
the civil rights laws, is precisely to protect individitals from having
to go through along the long, tortuous process of taking every singl
case through the courts.

H the regulations were disapprol ed. educatiomil institutions, I am
certain, would read as Congress inability to back tip its ;3-y, ea r-old-cOm-
initment to equal opportunity for women. It w wild be read that way no
matter what the reason for disapprox al, no matter on what narrow
grounds the regulations were disapproed, it would be seen as a con-
gre,sional rejection of title IX, t;ie educational institutions would
respond accordingly.

it is difficultfor ihein to-change. In ninny eases, it means spending;
some-money. Institutions do not like to change until they know that
they have to. Any signal from Congress that they do not have to change
will make it that much longer a 'road toward equality.

Mr. 13Lopr. You think that it is fair to assume. and I assume this
-from what you said, that any kind of disappros al of any part of the
rezdations will retard the civil rights movement for women, even
with all the court cases going on in the way of equality,. It will-`have
a retarding effect on the progress that .has been made.

-Ars.-1-ftwirEs. Absolutely.
Ms. I(ox. There has been some progrest since title IX was passed.

It is limited in the absence of the regulations, but there has been some
movement on the expectation that IIE)V would be promulgating the
regulations. If' here is any signal that there would be no enforcement
t" accompany the rejection of the regulations, that will retard the
movement.

13r,ouDr. I appreciate your comments.
One final point. T would like to commend -You for mentioning spe-

cifically the revenue loss comment of the INCAA, ivhich is the thing
that lit my fuse more than any other comment. Even if there was,
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indeed, a loss of IV% mu.. that would necessarily, in view of the state-
ment by the chait man of the NCAA, affect the quality of the athletics,
they t cry directly tie ret untie producing to quality and to male. Ap-
parently there is sonic strong rope that ties them together. I am
glad that you responded to that. Thank you.

Mr. Sprox. Mr. nail 1,-
Mr. Him,. _I_ am just looking or page yi the statement that in

Baton Rouge the girls were forced to do needlepoint. I wonder if
the hoes veiled discrimination --

Ms. Ircoms. They certainly would have it good case.
M. Mu,. I am reminded of my own teaching career, which in-

cluded coaching. I can remember when tie had to bargain with boards
of etliteatjon. For exitnplktt meat ion that there is a $1.500difference
in the salaries of outlet, and females. I can remember that the males,
e-peoittli the married males, used to get. tet3 aggraN ated because the
females %%ere tt illing to teach for $1,500 less, they were married and
tvorking on a, second job.

I also (remember. especially in Illinois. that the boys wire dis-
criminatd against. also, in sonic of the athletic programs. I wonder
r «e are not rapitll arrit ing at the point where we may have to do

away with competitit e athletics and concentrate on physical fitness,
and de% eloping sports that both bo.)s and girls can take into their
adult life. This is one of my concerns.

Mr. SIMN. Thank soil 101,y much. We appreciate your being here.
Our next w 'mess is our distinguished colleague Lunt Utah, who will

introduce Dr. Dahlia IF. Oaks. Congressman McKay.

STATEMENT OF HON. GUNN MCKAY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF UTAH

:lir -SI( 11.1.y. I am pleased to be here to introduce ti very distin-
guished citi4en of in.\ State. 1)1.. Dahlia If. Oaks. president of 13rightun
Voting Vniersit,\ and for the past 4 Sears. director and s.ecretary of
the Anwrietin Association of Presidents of Independent Colleges and
rniversities. Ile is accompanied by his counsel.

Mr. Chairman, to gi t e nu a little background on Di. Oaks. He did
not stay in 'Utah, but had some experiences beyond. He grew. up there
under 1, ery humble circumstances, and then he took flight. .

Ire sei eil as eNecutit e direetor of the American Bar Foundation
front 1970 to Oil, and 1 as a- member of the faculty of the Vniversity
of Chicago Batt St'11001. In 19t1:1. he ed in the capacity, oassociate
dean and act ing dean of that school.

In addition. Dr. Oaks was counsel to the I3i11 of Rights Commis-
sion at the Illinois State Constitutional Cont cation in 1,41), tt hich
yon may have some familiarity with yourself.

Also, he began his law career, a ft er his graduation from law school,
as it law clerk to Chief Justice Earl Warren. So lie has considerable
background in the law. I .

I think the charge of the t.onimnittee is to seek testimony about the
legal aspects of title TX as it may affect, But institutions, and Presi
dent Oaks will address himself to that directly.

I appreciate the opportunity to introduce him. I _am cry pleased
to be associated with 8 man of his character and his ability. ,
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STATEMENT OF DR. DALtIN H. OAKS, PRESIDENT, ,BRIGHAM
YOUNG UNIVERSITY; AND DIRECTOR AND SECRETARY OF- THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PRESIDENTS OF INDEPENDENT
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES .

Dr. Citris. Thank von very much. I am grateful to Congressman
McKay, my esteemed friend and-my Congressman, for introducing me
to the subcommittee.

I have a' written statement, Mr. Chairman, that will be submitted-
.

for the record, and I will speak extemporaneonsly on the same subject,
reserving some time for'any questions that the subcommittee may
with -to address. .

I am here in the capacity .of president of brigharri. Young Univer-
sitylf which is the largest priyate university in-the Nation. and also as -_

and director of the American Association of Presidents of
Independent Colleges and Universities. ..

First, let me say a 'word about that organization. W" have over 100
members. They represent institutions of higher education -in 33 States
and territories. Some of these universities are large, like Brigham
Thing. Pepperdine, and Roosevelt, but most. of them li,t e enrollments
of less than 2.500 students. . .

Some of those organizatiobs are church related. representing. such
denominations as Baptist. Christian Science, Catholic. Methodist,

.,Tewish. Nazarene, and Mormon.
The institutions in our association have a different relationship to

Federal financial assistance We are all concerned with he question
of the independence of higher education. ,

On pages 10 and 11 of my statement, I submit a report of a survey
that we took among the members of our association on the amount
of Federal assistance that they were now receiving, a-matter relevant
to my testimony.

Of the q7 who had repliM at the time that T prepared this state-
ment. 20 -received no direct or indirect, Fedeial financial assistance
of any kind, except that in most instances they admitted students who
were on the GI bill or received Federal or State scholarships or loans.
Twenty, received Federal financial-assistance amounting to less than
2 percent of their total budgets, amid the remaining one-third-of those
whoreS.ponded received Federal financial assistance' in excess of-.2
percent of their budgets, or small amounts of aid thatcould not readily
be relatet1 to the percentage of their total budgets.

I appear here as a spokesman for independent-higher education,-toplead for private education as a competitive alternative to public edu-
cation : and to perform its unique function, private higher education
must be fr from unnecessary and detailed governmentt, regulations.

We view 1 ith alarm the title IX regulations, seeing them as a, dan- -
gerous and i ilegal quantum_of the extention of Federal control= over
higher education.,They are of greatestconcern to private colleges an'
universities such as the nielialrrs of AAPICIT, bee use they would
impoSe it straitjacket that would deprive private education of the
diversity and flexibility that it must enjoy to make a successful con-
tribution to American higher edUcation.

We see these regulations impOsingpervasiyene'v controls on the con-
duct of the educational enterprise in admissions, recruitments, student,
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qualifications, access to itducat ;0114 progranis, cmiduct of educational
programs, housing on and off campus, other financial assistance to
studetits, and eutploymelit, health_ andrinsurancc benefits, rkthletics,
employment and placement of graduate

Now, members of the subcommittee, we burrito issue -with the goal
of equal opporitm4. Our issue is w ith the pervasive. intricate, and
unjustified regulatory mechanism proposed to implement that. goal.

This committee has requested that we speak on the legality of the
regulations, and's() I 1% ill confine my testimony to that subject, which
will, perhaps, le in contrast to some of the tt,stiniony the committee has
received.

'411e-first point w ish to make is that the regulations arc unconstitu-
tional in their direct. inhibiting influence or acilemic and religious
freedom of institutions.

The second point is thatthe regulation exceed the legal authority of
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel fare. and are, in fact,
inconsistent with the express provision of the congressional
and the clear intent of:that legislation.

' Iii short, we protest the administrative lawmaking, The Department
should be confined within the limits of the legislative authority, and
'the Congress should be confined within the limits of the Constitution.

Both of those limits are offended in some respects by the regulations
tendered here in their application toprivate higher educational insti-
tutions, particularly those religiously affiliatedAnstitutions.'

Ficst, the regulations exceed the legal authority set down Wthe acts
ofCongress. At the top of page of; my statement, I have quoted the
basic 37 words of the legilation

No person in the United Stales shall. on the lm is of sex. he exoluiled from
participation in, be denied the benefit:, of. ur bUbjeCted to discrimination under
any education preb-rant or nail ity receiving, Fca4...1 financial assistance.

The Department has taken the position that the words "subject to
regulatory control" applies to all programs or activities i an institu-
tion, any part of which receives Federal financial assistance. That is
not the language of the statute.

The case law on this point supports the position that 1 have de-
scribed.

,

ibed. I refee here particularly to t,l)o cans discussed on pages 4
and 5 of my written testimonyj refer particularly to a quotation from
the Finch %%hose holding was that the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare had no authority to terminate all Federal
financial assistance from a. school district that was admittedly engag-
ing in racial ,discrimination because some portion of the activities of
that district- :night be operated in a proper manner.

I read froin that quotation at the top of page 6 :
The legislative historyin this case of Title VI which has substantial identical

languageIndicates a Congressiunalpurpoie to avoid a punitive as opposed to a
therapeutic application of the termination power. The procedural limitations
,placed- ox the exercise of such power were designed to insure that termination
could be pinueint(ed) to the situation where the discrimingory practices
prevall.

I call to your attention that this does not say that the entire institu-
tion. shoUld be affected.

Continuing the quote:
It Is important to note that the purpose of limiting the termination power to

activities which are actually discriminatory or segregated" w.as not for the pro-
54-977-75-16
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teetion of the' - entity ulio,e 1114, might be cut off.but for the protection
of innocent beneliviarhs of programs not tainted by discriminatory practices.

I refer you to the remarks of Yale tuiversity president, Kingman
Brewster. which I halt quoted in a portion of my statemeut. This dis-
tinguished educator. whose record in standing up for equal opportu-
nity in racial and sexual matters requires no explanation to the com-
mittee, said :

I do-object to the notion that-the receipt-of a Federal dollar:for some purposes
snlijectsthe private institution to Federal rogulation and surveillance in all as:

."
Skipping 'Some portion of the quote :

These streng,ts [referring to freedom and flexibility] would be lost if, as acondition of receiving a Federal dollar for some purposes, we were to be subject
to Federal regulation for aft purposes.

I will now no to my second pointthat the regulations violate our
academic freedom. Private education is protected by the Constitution
of the TThited States. The authorities on that are well known to the
conimittee. and I will not reheerse them at length; however, I do have
some quOtations on pages '1" and 8 of iny,yritten statement.

'rho right of the pris ate university to sun ive and to manage its own
affairs is, therefore. a part of the liberty protected from Government
invasion by the due process clause of die :ith and Lith amendments.
That protection must allow the freedom to be different, and, not be
confined within time limits that Members of Congress choose to place
on institutions which are ppublish' and tax supported.

approving_thi, administrative ti-ction in pursuit of laudable goals.
members of tie Committee.1 ou will allow the smothering of thef ree-
dom and the nniqueness of the pi it ate education in a welter of Federal
regulations and reports. That was not intended by the Congress.

On the succeeding pages of my statement. pages 0 and 10, I quote
three different maniples of expressed congressional enactments, which
illustrate that Congress contemplated that theme was a difference be-
t wren segregation by sex and segregation by race.

Congress has put sex on a different footin<r. and much of what von
have lx191 told about civil rights in general about racial segregation
does not apply in thh, situation. Tt clear front the expressed distine-
t ions made in the legislation itself. There is a 1, ay good reason for sex
to-be placed on a different ;footing. .

call your attention here to the fact that -these regulations via-
Int e the freedom of religion in important respects, which explain the
difference between segregation by sex and,segregation by race.

For example. the question of the proper roles of the sexes in society
and questions of sexual immorality, pregnancy, parenthood. and abor-
tion are all minters of religious and ethical significance.

Many institutions directed by members of our association are spon-
sored by or affiliated with religious groups. and man} others are vitally
edoerned with ethical and moral values. The first-amendment protects
religious brief and advocacy from Governpent interference.

The title ra regulations touch directly on religious questions. For
example. they provide that institutions must be blind to the occurrence
of abortion. That hiring, admissions and classroom policies must not
take notice of the fact that a person may have had or procnrred an
abortion.
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Many , religious organizations belica e abortion to be immoral and
-, . . p- rn

akin to murder. The Constitution guarantees freedom for the advocacy
of this widely hold opinion and for reli,rious aligned or ethically
committed nista utiSns,tot dust: to admit toL-theirassociation those who
reject it. . - - .. ,

in an apparent ;tfrort to a% oido this prpblem, the regulations ba{-e
posed an VA en greater threat to the fundamental gnat antue of relig4itis
freedom. While, purporting to exempt institutions operated_ by tell-
gious groups, see ion b6.12. actually I. pnres spell groups' to pro e to ,

the satisfaction of a go% eminent adinifiistyator that their "reli rious
tenets- are inconsistent VS ith. the requirements of the regulation

Thus, a government agency reserves the i.iglit to judge the content

don's assertion that.its religious belief, compels a certain a tion or
1and application of a religions-tena, and presumably to deny an nstitu-

teaching; 4
s s i

By this means, Go% ernment and not the clitOi becomes' the final
arbiter of religious worship, practice, and belief. The first arnendment
forbids this. Freedom to advocate and practice .religious peiticiples,
like the other aspects of academe -freedom mentioned above, must be
protected from the encroachment of.burcaueratie -regulation. r

In concluding may testimony, I appeal to the members of this sub:-

committee, to do all in their power to arrest the encroachment of Fed-
eral control on the education institutions which have contributed so
intitli tq our country's greatness. As direct qind indirect Federal tax
support becomes a more and inure significant factor in higher'eductt-
tion. Congress should be.increasingly sensitive to the danger that wen-
meaning -Gol eminent administrators will use such assistance as a
:]leans of compel I hi!, uniformity in all of higher education.

.

The issue, I submit, is not-the justifiabilty of the uniformity, or the
requirement that is imposed, but it is the question of someone imposing
upon educational iqstitutions the obligation to be uniform, when they
should. in order to perform their proper f unction, be di versy.

The genius of the, Amnem iettn system has been its willingness to accom-
moqate individuals and institutions w ithdieerse ouinons and to permit
the pursuit of truth along d,ierse Whs. often the most despised-idea
las proven of the greatest benefit in the long atm.

So long as opt. sway .tolerates did ersit}e, such ibene 11 t s are possible. _e,s

we begin to inhibit opinions. actions. methods of teaching maid academic
values not currently in fashion in Washington, innovation and prog-
ress will diminish. , .

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Oaks follows:]

PREPARFO STATI.ml..NT or DAWN H. Oars, PRESMK;irOr Bninn.tu YOLJO
NIT AND A *1 1:F.(Joit,AND S1-3.21tErrAny OF T 11 1: A It k114.A N ASSOc JAMS' OF PRES1-

111V.STS OF INDEFESMCT COLLEGES ANO 1.7N.WF.11SITIES

f!hairman and distinguished members of the 8,eeounnittee. the American
A ,As,kmeiatiote.of Presidents of Independent Colleges and Universities, of which

21 111 an officer and.direetor, Is pleased to have this opportunity to pre4ent its views
concerning the legality and p1oprIety df the Regulations promulgated by the De-
',armed of Health. Education, and Weitare-uniter Title IX of- the Education
Amendments of 4972. I also speak 'Rimy capacity as President of BrighamYoung
Univear,sity. which.has the largest inflame enrolinitmt of nny private university
in the United States.

Our Association, which was organized in 196,S, is composiod of the presidents
of more than One hundred private colleges and milversitieA located throughout
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the Un Itell States. Its puriu;se Is to promote the int.-rests of independent colhges
and universities. We are determined doh private higher education remain pri-
vate and independent.

While our Association includes therpresidents of largd universities such as
Roosevelt, Peppordine and Brigham Young, most of our member presidents lead
small private colleges having an enrollment of less.than 25.000 students. (A list
of 6urInembersis_attached.) The preservation of such :1111111 colleges was one of
the purposes of the Higher Education Amendments of'1972. It is therefore ironic
that the Regulations issued snider Title r.x of those Amendments threated the
Independence of private eollees. If privatecolleges lose their Independence, they
wilt have 19St the capacity for mtiqueness that makes their survival a matter or
national concern.

I appear before this Subcommittee to express our members' alarm at the Title
IX Regulatiohs. These regulations represent_a dangerous and illegal quantum
jump in the extent of federal control over higher education. They are:of greatest
concern to private colleges and universities, since they would impose a straight-
jacket that would deprive private education of the diversity and flexibility it
mint enjoy in order to make its distinctive contribution to Anleriefin highereducation.

Title IX Regulations impose pervasive new controls on the panel of tlip,
educational enterprise in all of the following areas:

Admissions and reernitment.
StudentAnalifications.
Access to educatimial programs and activities.

/ Conduct of educational programs and activities.
_Housing, both on and off campus.
All other facilities.
Student financial assistance and employment.
Student health and hisinauce benefits.
Athletics.
Employment.
Placement of graduates.

'IVb believe that all friends of independent higher edmation should be :aerated
ar the fact that the federal government proposes tojssue this comprehensive setottnies directing how the,,educational enterprise u ill be conducted andlinposing
extensive government reporth and supervision.

One position should not be interpreted as an expression of opposition to the
goal of equal opportunity for all persons without regard to race. religion, or sex.
The members of our association support this goal. uithout reservation. We are
therefore In harmony with Titie1Xs expression of the fundamental Amerieaw
principle of equal opportunity for all. What we reject is the pervasive. intricate,

and unjustified regulatory mechanism proposed to implement-it.
The Regulations promulgated by the Department of Health. Education and

Welfare under Title IX are legally defective in at least three ways :
(I) The Regulations exceed the legal authority given the Secretary or -De-

partment of Health, F.dneation and WelfaVe.
(2) The Regulations tend to deprive* persons in higher education of their

finalamental rights of free spedch, thought and association.
(3) 'Die Regulations impose unproven social theories on educational institu-

tions. endangering the diversity of thought and action that has been the strength
of America midglier education.
I. The regulation., exceed the legal authority given the Secretary or Department

of Health, Education and 'Welfare'
Since wt( have been asked to limit our comments to the legality of the Regula-

tions, I will focus primarily on this area. Title It's proscription of discrimina-tion on the basis of sex reads in pertinent part as foll6ws:
NO person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from

participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any education provant or activity receiving federal financial assist-'ance . . . . (20 U.S.O. Section 1081) (Emphasis. supplied)

On its face, this provision seems to restrietregulation to Individual educational
programs or activities actually receiving federal funds. The Department of
Health.-Education and Welfare, however, has not limited the application of theseregulations to individual programs or activities. The Department has interpretedthis clause to give it-authority to prescribe policies for every one of an institu-
tion's programs and activities, The Regulations seem to provide that if an educe-
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donut institution has received, even Indirect)), a single doll.ki of federal money,
every decision, activity, .facility, educational _policy or communication of that
institution is subject to review and regulation by the Department_

Section:. 86.2 00 and (10 of trio Regulations provide that an institution is a
"recipient" of "federal financial assistance" even if its_receipt-of federal assist-
ance is only Indirect or minimal. rot example, they would apparently make,an
institution subject to control if it enrolled only one student receiving veteran's
benefits-or attending school under a federal graut'or loan. In addition, the nu-
de:lying premise of the Rpgulationsevident throughoutis that being a "recip-
ient" subjects every institutional program or activity to regulation whether or
not that particular program or activity receives federal financial assistance. The
Department has therefore taken the position that if a college or-university re-
ceives some direct or indAct federal financial assistance for its department of
chemistry it must accept government supervision of all of its other academic
departments, its dormitories, its admissions andzfinancial aids policies, and every
other aspect-of ifs operations.
, What is the Department's justification for disregarding the clear mandate of
the statute that the sex discrimination regulations be confined to-the "education_,
_program or activity receiving federal financial assistance?" In_its comments to
the Regulations at 40-Fed. Register 10S,p. 24125 (June 4,1974 the Department
draws an analogy to Erenden v: Independent School District 742, 477 :Fed. 2d
1292 (St h sir. 1973): But that case construed the broad sweep of-the Constitution,
not a statute specifically limited on its face., ,

4n the Brenden ease the court was askedlo determine-Whether the equal 'pro-
t ectiowelause of the Coustitutioit. applied tq'a public high school 'athletic .pro.
gram. -Under welPestablisbed rule,v, of constitutional construction,_ the court had
to:find sonic "state-action" on-which:to base:its-jurisdiction. Purely-private acts
of discrimination are excluded-from the reach of,the ,constitutional prohibition.
The court fond-that the athletic program in question had been created by, state
statute and Alia Lits.rules were -binding on high schools owned and operated by
the state, thus clearly-Involving state action. There was no discussion whatsoever
on the (location of whether statelunding,of some other school activity would sub-
ject athletics to--controls from wide!) It Would otherwise be free. Thus, the
_Broaden case does not support the proposition for which it is offered. in Wendra
the court was considering a statecondueted activity. The Title IX- ftegulations
purport to govern all activities, whether or not goVernment operation or. support
isdnvidved

The intended reach of Title IX is elearlx..indicated,by Section 902 of The Edu-
cation Animfilments 1(20 U.ilat(14682 (1972). which states that violations of
Iritle IX may be punishedity terminating federal financial assistance, which
"... shall be limited in its erred to theTarticular education program or activity
or part thereof In width noncompliance has been found." (Emphaiis supplied.)
Clearly, the statute limits its reach to discrimination in the actual- programs or
activities receiving federal assistance.

It is inconceivable thdt,Cougress intended to punisb_colleges for discrimination'
in some academic or housing area by cutting off financial assistance going di-
rectly to veterans or other students. yet this is precisely the proposition ad-'s
vaneed by HEW. In support of this proposition, the secretary cites Board_ of
Piddle Instruction of Taylor County. Florida v, Ifinch. 414 t'ed. 2d 100S ( ;nth
Cir. 1969f. The ease does not stand for the proposition for widelbit Is cited. al-
though it does contain a dictum that if discrimination becomes so pervasive that
it taints every aspect of a school, district's program the Secretary might he jus-
tified In terminating all fe(k,al-aid. The holding of the ease, however, involved
a sehnel (nstrirt's appest from a dcri..1:-.21 rf thr Secretary of HEW. terminating
all federal aid under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which contains language
substantially identical to that of Title IX in restricting termination to- programs
in which discrimination occurs.

The court held that the Secretary was not authGriara it. cat of 1* from
programs not, involving discrimination. In explaining its holding the court said

lite.legislative history of (Title VI] indicates a Congressional purpose to
avoid a punitive as opposed to-a therapeutic application of the termination
power. The procedural limitations placed-on the exereise of finch power were
designed to insure that termination could be pinpoint(ed) to the situ;
a (inn where discriminatory practices previtil.

"It is important to note that the purpose of limiting the termination !ower
to "activities %stitch are actually discriminatory or segregated" was not for
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the Prott etion of (lie . . . entity whose funds might be-cut off, but fur the
/Protectitta of innocent beneficiaries of pregrams not Molted-I/3 disc( iininatoL)
practices." (At page 1075.)

The conrtyield that ILE.W. had erred in cutting uff all federal aid to the dis-
trict's sehbols, cvf;n though all the district's high schools and elementar:s schools
had been operated in a discriminatory manner. There may lane been other pro
'grains, such as adult ethic:alba. operated In accordance with Title IX, and federal
aid to these should have been continUed.: . ,_

The aide IX Regulatlons actually ignore the holding of,,the Finch- case, and.
relying on a dictum that does apply, -pro( silt' that e' en minimal federal as-
sistance to one program or activity makes every institutienal prta.,trinn or activity
subject to regulation. A single act of discrimination. even in a program unas-
sisted by federal funds, would be punished by total cessation of federal, assist-
ance. The Regulations as now drawn exceed the regal authority of thg secretary
and Must be modified to limit their application to programs or achilties directly
assisted with federal funds. .

An address by Yale University President, Kingman Iirewsterr to the Fellows
of the American Bar Foundation (inserted in the Congressicnal.Record by Sell-,
ater Claiborne Pell) well expreAses our fears and the fears of Blom:grids of others
in higher education concerning government-domination of the educational process.

"My fear is that there is a growing tendency for the central goverpment
to use the spendlnk,poWer to prescribe edpeational policies.

"Use of the leverage of the government dollar lo accomplish' objectives
which have nothing to do with the' purpesesor which the dolihrts given has
become dangerously fashionable. '

"As one who Presided over the admission of women to a collegti which had
.been 'For men only' for two hundred and sixty-seven years, and,,,as one who
also preSided over a strennons effort to recruit qualified minority students. I
think I can be assumed not to, . oppeded to women's rIghts- and equal.edu-
cational and aeademie career opp rtunity for minorities and women. Ilow-...
ever; I do objet t to the notion tha the receipt of a federal dollar for sonic
purposes subjects a private institution tai federal rcgtaation-anci surveillance
in all its activities. This is constitutionally 'Objectionable, even in the (lathe
of a good apse such as 'affirmative action.'

"The essence of Constitutional restraint,/ I was taught; js that -the worthi-
ness of the end shofild not justify objectionable means.

"Institutional diversity, autonomous*.trusteeshlp and faculty self-deter-
mination are the essence of the, envied vitality` bf American higher educa-
tion and its responsiveness to new fields otknowiedge..These strengths woula
be lost if, as a-condition of receiving a federal dollar fob some purposes, ire
were to be subject to federal regulations fhr all purposes." (Emphasis sup-
plied.) Congressional Record, March,10. 1975. p. S3575.

Congress has very properly proOdetli that federal funds shall not be spent to
support programs involving illegal discrimination. lint it is a giant leap from
this logical and appropriate. pmvisioii to a ,requirement that receipt of federal
funds for any purpose, program or activity, subjects institutions or citizens to
across-the-board control by agencies of the'federal government. When we adopt
this idea as an instrument of government 'Willey, we rill have sacrificed- vital
indleik of personal and institutional freedom. Private higher education will no .
longer be private. and all colleges and universities u ill be required to. March
In lockstep to-the distant hug of-a-few administrators aretpressure grouns
in Washington. :-

II. The Regulations restriet-thr academic freedom of instrikirms and leachers
The preservation of the freedom of colleges and universities is essential to the

preservation of freedom lb Amerien. As the Supreme court has said in .shclion
v. Tucker. 304 U.S.. 479, 4S7 (19415)

"The vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more
vital than in the community of American schools. By limiting the power
of the States to interfere with freedon of associatipn. the Fourteenth
Amendment protects all persons. no matter .hat their calling. But, in
view of (tie nature of the teas her's relation to the effective exercise of the
rights which are -sayeguarded by the Bill of Rights and by the Fourteenth
Amendment, Inhibition of freedom of thought, and of action upon thought,
in the-rase of teachers brings the safeguards et those amendments vividly
Ilanoperation. Unwarranted inhibition upon the free spirit of teachers .
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... has an -munistakalfir ternit.ncy to chill Unit free play of the spirit which
all teachers ought especially to talitliite and pritice, itulkes for caution
and timidity in their associations by potential teachers.' triennia c. I:p-
act/ruff, 34-1 L.S. 1S3, 195 ,t cum:tiring opinion). Stilt, lrship cannot flourish
in an atmosphere of stispitAun and aisti _:l'eatliers and students must al-
ways remain fret) to inquire, to study .and to et adnafe. . Sircczy v. Yen'
Hampshire, 354 ns. '234.2:x0."

freedom of haliittioal teachers-can be preserved only in-institutians that are
free. stVe must, therefore. guard this freedoth of the lig% ithial by, protecting
the freedom of the institution.

Because academic freedom is so essential, the state may nut compel studepts
to attend public schools by prohibiting or suppressing prit ate schools and colleges.
In Pierce v. Society of sisters, 268 U.S 510,534 (1925), the Supreme Court said:

"The fundamental theory oft liberty upon it hich all goVernments in the
uiou repose excludes any general power of the State to standardize its

children by forcing them to accept instruction from public teachers only. The
child is not the mere creature of the State; they who nurture him,and*direet
his destiny have the fight, coupled with the high duty, to recqgnize and pre-
pare hint for additional obligations." Cf. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205.
(1972).

. The state may not Impose curricula upon the private school Li, for example,
prohibiting the teaching of a partipular subject. Mayer v. Xebraska, 262 U.S
390 (1f923). .

The right of the private university to survive and 711 manage its own affairs
is, therefore, a part of the liberty protected from government invasion by the
due process clause of the Fifth..and Fourteenth Amendments."Furthermore, as
the preceding cases make clear, this academic frardtini. Is also protected front
governmental infringement because it is the, foundation of First Amendment
rights. Therefore, any regulation which -restricts that freedom Is invalid unless
it meets certain stringent criteria.

First, the governmental action must bear a reasonable relationship to,
the effectuation of some legitimate and substantial governmental interest.

Second. although the governmental interest is legitimate. there must be
an intimate and obvious relation between that interest and the conduct
required* the governmental action.

Finally, the government must establish -that the regulation. wkielt in-
fringes upon academic freedom, is not overly broad but is the least restrictive
means -avallableNto accomplish The governmental purpose.

See Kasper v. Formby*, 414 U.S 51, 58-0 (1073) Gibson v: Florida begisla-
lion Investigation Commission, 372 U.S. 539. 546 (1963) ; Skelton. v. Tucker,
364364 U.S. 479, 488 (1060) ; /cools V: Baxley, 368 FI Stipp. 768 (1). Ala. 1973).

In recognition of these fundamental principles. Congress ,has frequently and
expressly rejected the Imposition of 'federal direction, supervision or control
over the curriculum. program of instruction, administration, or personnel of any
educational institution.

20 U.S.C. Sect loll 1232 (a) (1974) provides:
"Prohibition,dgainst federal control of education. No provision of the Act

of September 30. 1950, Public Law 874, Eighty -first Congress; the National
Defense }Attention Act of 11)5R).. the Act,of September 23, 1910. Public taw
815, Eighty-first Congress; the Higher Eacation Facilities Act of 1963; the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act pf -1905; the Higher Education

' Act of 106:1; the International Education Act of 1966; the Emergency School
Aid Act ; or the Vocational Education Act of 1963 shall be construed to
authorize any department, agency. officer, or employee of the United States
to exercise any direction, supervision. or control over the currieditim,
program of Instruction. administration, or personnel of any educationtil in-
stitution. school, or school system, or over the selection of library resources,
textbooks, or other printed or published instructional materials by any
educational institution or sthool system, or to require the assignment or,
transportation of students or teachers III order to overcome racial im-
balance."

Title IN is an azzientlinent to the Higher Education Act of 3965. a ml Is there -
fur covered by this prohibit Mu. The 'VFW IX Regulations. him et t r. repeatedly
violate Section It2.32 (a), as %tell as the constitutioaal principles I im ve pre-
viously discussed.
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As another exalt:pie, In alt amendment to a supplemental appropriations bill
passcsi lat,t in 1974, Congress expressly directed the Department of Health,
Education ;and Welfare:

"That none of these funds shall be used to compel any school system, as a
condition for receiving grants and other benefits from the appropriations
above, to classify teachers or students by race, religion, sex, or national
origin-, assign teachers or students to schools, classes, or courses for reasons .
of race, religion, sex, oraational origin, ur prepare or maintain any-reeords,
files. reports, or statistics pertaining to the-race, religion, sex, or nationni
origin of teachers or students, notwithstanding any other provision or law
nrany request by any agency of the federal government." Congrocionat
Record. p. 119755-(October, 19741.

Tile offensive and intricate requirepients of the Title IX Regulations disre-
gard and :vbilate this eiingressional directive.

Fin illy. It is significant that in 1974 Congress passed a law forbidding states
from dewing "equal educational opportunity to au individual on account of his
or her race, color, sex, or national brIgIn." This law Prohibits "segregation,
b'y an editcational- agency of students 'on the hatIs of race, color, or national
origin," but does not prohibit segregatm on the oasis of sex. Pub. L. 93-380. 2()

Section 1703 Congress has deliberately put sexual segregation on a
different footing than racial segregation.

The Tido IX Peiulations atte'in appaYent defiance of the oft- expressed inten-
t fon of Congress. illustrated by the tart preceding examples.

Many of the 11,stitutions ut which our members are Presidents have sought
to minimize tbe aid they receive froin the government so :Is to retain their vital
hdlepencicitee rind acticienicc freedom. At the suggestion of a member of this
Subcommittee, ate have recently Surveyed the members of our Association to
ileterudia, the amount of federal assistance their institntions are now receiving.
unlit, 67 w!io have replied thus far, receive no direct or indirect federal
fnancial assistame of any kind, except tint lid- most vatseS they enroll students

ho are iv Hying federal set:ohm-hips or loans, 20. receise assistance amouat-
big to has than'_ percent of their total budgets ,17, receive assistance amunining
ft`i 2 io 10 percent ur less of their budgets; 4 receive aid amounting to 11 to 2.5
In reent of their budgets, and 6 received small amounts of aid that could not
readily be related to percentage of their total budgets.

It IA clear that most of onrinstitutionshave Noluntarily refrained from accept-
ing mare than minimal federal assistance so as to retain control over and the
academie freedom of their own programs. Nevertheless, the Title IX Regulation.:
cc subject nearly Y1l these Institutions to pervasive federal controls. The
application of the Title IX Regulations should be restricted to programs or
aetivities receiving federal funds directly. Only by this means can the inde-
pendence and academic freedom of these institutions be Preserved. In addition,
there ought to be a dc pilnimms hr.c1 at it hich receipt of small amounts of federal
financial assistance woithl nut ,:objet t Institutions to control In any case.

I Lave directed this portion of my statement primarily to actiainue treedom
and restrictions on free speech and association. I should also refer to the
3logulations' threat to the free exercise of religion. The question of the proper
roles of the sexes in ..ociets and questions of sexual morality, pregnancy, parent-
hood and abortion-are all matters- of religions and ethical significance. Many
institutions directed by iatiohers of our asitociation are sponsored by or affiliated
with religious gronps, and many others are vitally concerned with ethical and
moral valets. The First Amendment protects religious belief and adyocacy from
government interference.

The Title IX Regulations toneltdirectly on religions qt!estions. For example.
they pCride that Institutions must'he blind to the occurrence of abortionthat
birlag.. minds ions, and classroom policies nut not take notice of the fact that a
person ma; bore bad or procured an abortion. (S0.40: p6.57) ;Ninny religious
organilotion- belie% e abortion to he immoral and akin to murder. The Constitu-
tiop guarantees freedom for the advocacy of this widely held opinion and for
rend: espy .4 in I t!I t (II (Jr ethically committed institutions to refuse to admit to their
association those kilo reject it. 0-

In an apparent effort to tic oid this problem the Regulations have .posed al-
. even.greater threat to the ',fundamental guarantee of religious freedom. While

purporting to exempt institutions operated by religious groups. Section 50.12
actually requires such 'groups to prove to the satisfaction of a government ad-
ministrator that their "religiods tenents" are inconsistent with the requirement
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of theRegulation. Thus, a government agency reserves the right to judge the
content and appliration of-a rglIgious tenet, and, prestunably, to deny au in4it u-
Bons' assertion that its religions belief compels a certain action or teaching. By
this means government and not the attire!' becomes the final arbiter of religions
worship, practice and belief. The First ,Amenlinient forbids this. Freedom to
advocate and practice religious principle-, like the other aspects of academie
freedom mentioned above, onto, be protected Bolo the encroachments of beret:u-
m t it. regulation.

Twenty years ago the Commission Oh Financing 'Uglier Education sounded
a wanting that the government. %%toile' extract cobtal of higher education in
return for financial assistance.

's1Ve thrive on our diversifies, on the competition of our American life.
on our varying institutions .and businesses, on our differing interests and
,loyalties, on the very vitality of our independence, free in its broader aspects
from dominance anti control. Such independence will be threatened if higher
education, is subjected to further influence from the federal government.

. Diversity disappears as control emerges. Under control our hundreds
of untverstttes and colleges is (Add followithe order of one central institution.
..knd the freedom of higher education would be lost....

Direct federal control would in the end produce uniformity, medrovrity.',
and comphance. Verve, initiative, and

control."
would disappear. . . Thisu

musbatot be. There must be no such control." Nature and Needs of Higher
Education: The Report of the Commission. on Financing Higher Education
(Columbia Univ. Press, N.Y., 1952). j

For a more extensive discussion of the history of government involvement
in education see "Principles inDefault," remarks of Dr. John A. Howard. Pres-
ident of Rockford College, copies of which may be obtained from tier association.)

The danger recognized in these prophetic words has nosh come to fruition 'Ai the
stilling welter -of federal controls imposed by the Title IX Regulations Only
theta non of course content and teaching methods remains to be eevereol, and even
these are presaged In these Regulations.

Our Association is deeply concerned with the ;diminishing differences among
our colleges and universities. ik recent report on higher education (*U.S. Depart-
ment of Health. &Ideation. and Welfare, March 1972, p. 12, Frank Newman.
Chairman) referred regretfully to what it chlled the "homogenization of higher
education)* The report noted that nearly. all of the 2.100 colleges and universities
have adopted the same tootle of tette/dug and learning and that nearly al) are
striving to perform the same generalized educational mission. "The-Teitditional
soprees of differentintionbetween public and private, large and small, seeular
and sectarian. male and femaleare disappearing. jPen the differences in the
character of ladividual institutions are fading."

Even a cursory examination of time Title IX Regulations leaves no doubt that
their effect will.be to nceelerate this trend ttuard Uniformity. We ought not to

the destruction of the vital diversity and f
in

rtedom of American higher edu-
eation n order to pursue the-elOsive goal of equity. The desirable goal of equal
opportunity etin be obtained ,by less damrous. means. The Regulations must be.

redrawn to confine their scope to the constitutional and statutory Stanfiard. They
should. be restricted to programs and act h ilk's that make direct use of federal
funds. and to areas that it iii net stifle histitusionnidifferencts in the vital areas
of free speech. thought. association amtreligion.*
HI. roleersittes and collegot should not be required to Integrate a 11-insfrueliow

and to tarintnate all pellicle* or prattee4 differentiating bite co the se.rg
where no yesalling harm to either see has bean-shown

Emhodicd in the Regulatiotts is the assumption that sexually segregated iti-
Nthletion or any other recogottion of differeitees Ltt @vest the sexes is-harmful
and must be proldoned. Some of oar 'mothers eltoh-c to follow and are following
policies based on sue!' assumptions. In the absent. e of proof of the superiority of
one serial theory Over another. btu% e% el% others should he free to choose othe'l
pollen's that they belle% e trill best Pionlote the happiness nod freedom of both
seN4..4.

There is. to the best of our hnowldege, no t' Mew:. whatsoever that an educa-
tional SyStP111 segregated as to sex is ha ridul (u- either sex. It cannot be sail 'that
sneh Masses are inherently uneytal. as was said At racially segregated closer'. in
Brown r. The Board of Edueatitat. 347 ti.S. S3 (1%11). Nevertheless. Section
.Sti,:3.1 dictates en-educatiopal classes to t.er prl% tic university or coiled in
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ry course. This regulation compels the adoption of a particular educational
lillosephy contrar3.,to the freedom that a-private educational institution ought

to have to form and pursue its own philOsophy.
It appears that Congress did not intend Title IX to require sexual-integration

of classes...On October 1. WTI. Congressa canna Editor Green. the author of Title
IX's ban sexaal dis.i.rhulnat ion, engaged in the following colloquy with con-
gressa &non Marjorie S. Holt :
17.:% Gt.s. It seems to Inc the people who are administering Title IX

are going nit the assumption that r;sery group of every institution is guilty of
liscrittematioa until tics are able to prof 0 themselves innocent. This was

never the intention.
colleague from Texas has said that in sonic preliminary work illnr

administrators hate rated that the physical education classes must be in-
It grated. It seems to me the local school could `decide whether they wanted
boys" t lasses or girls classes or integrated classes. As I understand the
ittnenditient offcr.IJ hi the guntleabinan this would eliminate that kind of
nonsense. S hoots aout,l still keep records but the power of the Federal
t: ;vermin nt w.ad.l at compel them to do certain things never intended by
the Congress alien it originally passed. Is this not one additional benefit

;if this kind of no omendinent I mould ask the distinguished Representative
from Maryland?"

Mrs. lima. Mr Chairman. if the gentlewoman will yield: yes. it maid'
give direction to MA'. It would_ point out that this was not the intent of
tLa Caigre-s. (Lithe a.ant the timid officials to administer our school system."

eoligit mmtmal Rector(' 1101717 (October 1,1974)
`Loy 0,4r,gres,. did mot intend:rifle IX ti, requi,re compelled coeducation, all
to requin ht. ir, Ow Regulation, should be aithdraaii, By equating cmedu-

, ar t du, with riminatro) educatioo the Regulations foist upon
admhil.trators tto untested and unpro% able notion that co-ednenhonal

, aro sontehoe, letter" than ant other hind. despite the subject matter
loon tt. ,,,Tr a. it cf aLt Loh idual pi ofcssor and despite the educational philoso-

Vix of Op-111(11%11bn) institution.
ithoi big at, ala. r s aImre flit Regulations tahe unproven educational

a,- t tai.slozc tlo II, into gioci it neat threw% (,s coercing educational
instittl:i. iTtto the same

The reoplirehiut that Itiaelet Um hers naafi out lie trained-at off-campus
ciform fu t h. Regulations, a Alma regard to the quality

of training fat.; SII01:4'11001M tNa.31):. The is .otteho nt of equal aninerii al recruiting, forbidding selection on
,ses (alter than -t xaal would incidentally and unintentiadly

produce -wand inlhiln nee I .S8.21. S/.22. SG.*23) :
El not at of iliquio into tla practices of institutions from whicht arc ref mitt blood regard to the abilities, accomplishments and

particular applicants tP11,22:23) :
requirenonts that colleges atid aid% crslties investigate every coin-

,104stribg t a ref rod on the,canitins to determine whether they. hare tins ,
ti ol.i.ited on Cm 41,1-N of sea. I APS) t Note the unfairness of imposing an

-- :001 utuIt crsities the ohligation and expema of enforcing compliance
with govt minima pont fes among iirgnitizalions outside their control.)

The-040ln uncut that institutions offer men's and women's housing in pro-
p rtt.r, In IL,' manlier of applicants of each sex. without regard to the tiff-
% s that linituathals apPlcations a ill lilipaSei.11 desiring
to bare separate buildings for men and women (S6.32; :

strictions on ti design. yuulitc, cost and supervision of student homdng.
aith.int regard to the reasons fur existing housing policies and withonts
Motif W. the p...la,Jte mid niToth e effects of such policies (86.32 to 80.53).:

Restrh tloas on the Institutions' right to provide different accommodationS
for men amd a onion toilet. locker room and slum er facilities for men and
w mien mast he "cbiaparalde"

TIM rmdremolit that inskitutions restrict students' choice of where they
will live off campus IS0,32 t.

I tor Asset saggcsts that the Title IX Regnlations be redrafted to provide
simply 11 no student ow 3 1,u t xi:b.:led from participation solely on the basis,of
-ex ;o, lucatiou lir...tram or au tis it) wbitii receives federal financial assist -
.at.. t This a =add Insure that a as Mg/ ac men. students di be granted equal

reillral4 fit.asu ed Pregrabis but gnaroutic against federally imposed co-
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education no matter 1,u attenuated the relationship between the program or
class and the receipt of federal aid.

Another aspect of social theory the Regulations impose is 'the notion that-tra-
dittonalstandards of- sexual morality are outmoded and must be eradicated by the
rederat 'Government. College:, and universities are prohibited from making dis-
tinctions concerning abortion or based on pregnancy, parenthood, or marital sta-
tic:, regardless of the order in which they occur I S(,ctimi 86.40). Furthermore,
the Regulations prohibit the imposition of dormitory regulations more protective
of one sex than a uot her or from prescribing differt ut appearance standards for
men or women. In these and otiter,%%ays-the Regulations limit private-Institution,:
in the tneaus they (fail elltight3 to create and maintain a, moral climate on their
campuses and to t certain values by pea et ice as %%ell as precept.

So far as our Association can determine. there is no evidence that persons who
cast asule moral restraint are happier. better equipped to meet life, or better cit-

In the a Mence of such proof, pH% atesinstit ut hon. shouhl be free to advocate
such moral standards as they consider most suitable for true education and to
exclude from their (1 plieN persons %%Ito !we offended or tarry threaten the
'tiaral standards and etiolate these institutions desire to establish. The First
Amendment guarantee of freedman of association requires this.

It should be obvious that distinctions.can be made bemeen the sexes without
denying the equalit Title IX demands. Diserimination means to make distine-
ttons between persons based on bias. Distinctions based on reason and fact are
not only permissible but desirable. In many cases differeiwes ill facilities Or
instruction may contribute to the welfare of the sexes. We believe the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare should deal with distinctions
between the sexes on a ease -by -ease basis %vithout resorting to stifling and

ing.blanket control. We recommend that t he Regulations be confined to
general guidelnws for equal treatment and that specific programs be left to the
%visdoin of educational administrators.

fins statement has made im reference to the deleterious effect of the Title IX
Itegteatioos oat aloha., programs or the linataial burdens the Regulations' ree-
old-keeping and .re:lottnig ieteurement hilt impose on the straightened budgets
of colll.(> and (1111 ies. hese are g1.1% problem. but they are not diseuaed
here Ce(ause the are- Wady to he colored in other testimony submitted iu the

' iSlibl.0111111it tee.

Coaciusion.
In tinitma to mho...iliu' re%isioa of tlw Regulat bac.. as stated above, our As-

soc.:dom. by resolution ;olopted uusuaau.,u+ty in our last annual meeting. urges-
l'olike,resN. if necessary, to enact a Stiltlito clarifying the meaning of Title IX
ad. similar fegi.aat mu, 'We propose legislation embodying three points:

I t edneatitniai uth Gall not he deemed to hate received "federal 11-
nancial as.istanee." as that term is wed in fl-deral legislation, solely because of
the recript of tederat loans. scholarship,, grai:ta, or other funds lay students who
ate elliIlied at the Institmium-e% On %%lien it is anticipated that the students will
pay equivalent amonnts to the institution us tuition or for other educational
purposes

edit-anon :a hcaitution will not be deemed to hair received "fedefal-
theinetal 11,..s1Stallre,' 115 that term is used in federal legislation, when the total
federal Imaneml as.slatance reem%ed by the institution in a particular year does

tint 0:1.efl a speedied amount or (nod Mil of the institution'.. total annual oi.crat-
tog budget (stud, as $300,000 or tiro-. or some other figures). (This so-called de

moonier xinsion for %%hich there is considerable precedent Iii other federal
reg(iatoo legislation. is meant to protect the Khane institution that is trying to
avoid reeeniug Iedexal financial assistance but receives some indirectly. or only'
twelves assistance in a minimal amount.).

I 3, 1r au Itistiththnt is ret ening the requisite total amount of federal financial
asststae to make it abject to federal regulatory controls, then for purposes of
determining the extent to %%bleb it %%ill be subjet to such controls the language
-program or :tenth.% should Illea only the constituent iiograin or activity that
a. receiviug such ipport. and not all programs and-activities of the institution.
!Thus. for Nainple. the con,truetion of a physical seience building with federal
loan or grant funds %%Amid only sujeet to federal controls the activities conducted
In that louldutc and would not -0ltieet to sitcli t-mtrols other institutional opera-
ti qv; not reeuiving federal finanrial sappiest, such tct athletics, housing ele.)

re.pert fotiN -anoint that enactment 1,1' these proposals would lama admin-
ktrat ion of Title IX in a and straight 61115 al i 1111(1111l.r. rilrt herntom the
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federal go% era mein wonid tetl of the expense and burden of .44110inister-
nig the sui.oa.ing program (ta. th_partinnot of 1 lealth., and Welfare has
erected upon the 37 operative word, of Title TX.

In conk !tiding my te.stiniony I appeal nitre again to the niemb...rs of the Sub-
committee I.., do all in their lame!. to arr.c.t the encroachment of federal Oaitrol
uu t he eihauthanil ION( it lit non:, tthitIi hm, e ororiba (141 so WWII to our eoulitr's
greatness. As Qtrett and indirect fetlei al la suppoi t becomes a noire and more
signith ant Le tor in higltr etlitvatbm. Coogros.. sin odd he Mei easimly set.sitite
to the-danger that bell-meaning Ail ti -n' :awl. assist-
mice as a means of l'Inhpulliug indfornuo all of li.dier.etlinalion. The genius
of the Amer h s, stem has been its u aueonamalate halt% iduals
and 1:1stitutiotis itli dier,t opinions and to permit Ow pursuit of truth along
Ili% st paths. Often. the most despised idea has lam en of the gi eatest benefit
in (1 o long run. So 1 nig as our s,eiet, tolerates ill ersiO sini benefits are
possible. As v. e begin to mithibit opinions. action,. methods of tem king. and
a+ :Wendt. urn in fashion In W.Winignm, mum ation mid progress
will diminish.

The seise t-f alarm ue are try lug to Iomnuwieate on till.; NM ,St 1011 iS C011-
ed in. II re...(aut bat aolpl-o'a . the annual meeting of the membership of our

So.crican Asst.t iatioa of Presidents of Tfitlixpenderit Colleges add UM% ersities.
After affirming our Ntp.rug support for prodding Aland opportunity in higher
edit( afi In 'Milli Mt ft .torsi to race. t reed or NM. our weather Presidents expressed
our "Veep tom 1. Hon that if A nierica's institutions of higher learning lose con-
trol of admissions. !dung, Curti, ilium. and campus effect losing emi-
t rol of uho attt uho ttemlies. and what standards are enforcedpH vat e,
Independent bight r education trill no longer exist.- Because of their tendency to
untlirmine the tridepentlime .,f IAi,hcr eduLation, rte ask the Subeonimittee to,
res(ind t he Regulations 1111(100'1'1110 IX.

Astgatc.o; Assoc txrioN OF 11tEM9ENTS OF IS DLPLNuEN r COLLEGES AND
I7NivtatSrrtEs

1975 PAO ME,MISERSIIIP

College. Lneatitet and President
Albion College. Molt . Dr Bernard T. Lomas.
American Grad. School of International .1fanagenient, Glendale, Ariz., Dr.

William Voris. -
Andrews University. Berrien Springs. 3fich.. Richard ITammill.
Augustalla College. Sioux Falls. S.D.. Dr. Charles L. Baleer,
Averett College. Danville, Va., Dr, Conwell Anderson.
Baptist College at-Charleston. Charleston. Dr. John A. Hamrick.
Beloit College.- Beloit. Wis.. Dr. Miller Upton:
Ben lamin Franklin University. Washington. D,C.. Mrs. C. A. Kennedy.
Berry College. Mount Berry. Ga.. Dr. John R. Bertrand.
Biota College. La Mirada, Calif.. Dr. J. Richard Chase.
Brigham Young University. Provo, Utah. 1 1r. Dania it. Oaks.
Bigler 'University. Indianapolis. Tail.. Dr. Aloyataler-E, Jones.
California.lostitnte of the Arts, Valneia. Calif.. Robert J. Fitzpatriel..
Calvin College. Grand It7tpids. Mph., Dr. William Spoidhof.
Campbell College. Bides Creek. N.C.. Dr. Norman A. Wiggins.
Cent ral Methodist College. Fayette. Mo.. Dr. nil odd P. Hamilton.
Chow: n College. Murfreesboro. N.C., Dr. Bruce B. Whitaker,
Cleary College. Ypsilanti, Mih.. Lynn Brenneman.
college of Tngurnnee, New York. NY_ Dr. A, Leslie Leonard.
011101;e of Mona St. Joseph. Mount St. Joseph. 01110, Dr. Robert B. Welt erton.
College of Notre Dame. Belmont, Calif.. Sister Catharine .1 uhe ( onningliam.
Colorado Women's College, Denver. Colo.. Dr. Dumont P. Kenny.
Detroit institute orT, chnology. DtroitMich.. Dr, Iaewey P. Tin rich.
Divine Word College. Einvor1b. L-a. T T urbetalt.
Dropsie University. Philadelphia. Pa., Dr. Abraham T. Ka ish.
Dtiko University. Durham. N.C.. 'Perry Sanford,
Fairlhain College. Richmond. Ind.. Dr, Franklin W. Wallin.
Do-tt Terns Pa College. Marshall. TeN., Pr. Howard C. Bennett,
Mauler ('allege. St. Anenstine. Fla,. Dr, Willbtin I., Proetor.
Fort I andernate Unlyersil% . Fort f autlerdale. Fla.. Dr. Stanley J. Drake.
Franklin Pierce College. Rinke, X.1 1., Dr. Frank S. I ro.
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Friends University. Wiehitli, Knox., -Dr. Harold C. Cope.
Gardner Webb,College, 1)01111y Snrings, N.C., E. Eugene Poston.
Grace Bible College, Vymning, Mich., Dr. John T. Dean. cGrove City College, G ove City, Pa., Dr. Charles S. MacKenzie.
Hanover College, Han er, I aL,Dr. JohnE. Horner. -

lEebrew Unica! College, Cincinnati. Ohio. Dr. Alfred Gottschalk.
Hillsdale College. Hillsdale. Mich.. Dr. George C. Roche
!toward University, Washington. D.C..-Dr, James E. Cheek.
Immaralata Col leg4 of Washington, Washington. D.C., Sister Marian Brady.
International American University of Puerto Rico, San German, P.R., Sol L.

Descartes.
International Fine Arts College, Miami, Fla., Sir Edward Porter.
indson'College, Elgin. Ill.. Dr. ) lam A. Weber.
Kansas Newman College, Wichita, Kans.. Rev. Roman S. Galiardl.
Kendall School of Design, Grand Rapids, Mich.. Lawrence 0. lailloux.
La Roclie College. Pittsburgh, Pa., Sister De la Salle Mahler.
Lee College. Cleveland. Tenn., Dr Charles W. Conn.
Lewis,Unlversity. T.ockPort. Ill., Dr. tester Carr. '

3lanlia n College, Bronx, N.Y.. -Brother Gregory Nugent.
,Maria Regina College. Sfracuse. N.Y., Sister Mary RosalleBrady.
Dr. Martin Luther College. New Ulm, Minn., Conrad-I. Frey,
Mary llardia-Baylor College, Belton. Tex., Dr. Bobby E. Plirker.
Meredith College, Raleigh, N.C., Dr. John E. Weems.
Mid-America Nazarene College, Olathe. Kans.. Dr. R. Curtis Smith.
Monmouth College. Monmouth, Ill., DeP,ow Freed.
lount-Mary College Milwaukee. Wis.. Sister Mary NoraBarber.

Mount St. Mary's Coljege, Emitsburg:Md.. Dy.-JoInt 7, Dillon Jr.
National College of Business, Rapid City.,-S:D.. John W, miner.
National College of Education, Evanston, Ill., Dr. Calvin E. Gross.
Northrop Institute of Technology, Inglewood, Calif., Dr. B. J. Shell.
Wallowa Christian College, Oklahoma City. Okla.. Dr. J. Terry Johnson.
Nolte Luthe: an Unisersity, Tacoma, Wash.. Richard anagkuntz, Act. Pres.
PepPerdine University, Malibu. Calif.. Dr. William S, Banosky.

. Philadelphia ('olkge of Textiles & Science, Philadelphia, Pa., Dr. Lawson A.
Pendleton.

Phillips University. Enid. Okla., Dr. Thomas E. Broce.
Prineipia College. Elsah, ill.. Dr. David K. Andrews.
Paget Sound Coll lg.(' of Bible, Seattle, Wash., Dr. James Earl Ladd.
Ricks College, Rexburg, Idaho, Dr. Henry B. Eyring.
Robort Morris College, Coraopolis, Pa.. Charles L. Sewall,
Roberts Wesleyan College, Nort 11 Chili, N.Y., Dr. Paul Lear Adams.
Rockford College. Rockford, IIL, Dr. John A. Howard.
Roger Williams College. Providence, R.I., Ralph E. Ganvey.
Roosevelt UniVersity, Chicago. Ill.. Dr. Rolf A. Weil.
Salve Regina College. Newport, R.I.. Sister Lucille McKillop.
Samford University. Birmingham'', Ala., Dr. Leslie S. Wright.

Francis College, Loretto, Pa.. Rev. Sean M. Sullit an.
St. Tam r. nee University. Canton. N.Y.. Dr. Frank P. Pisicor.
Saint Mary s College, Notre Dame, Ira, Dr. William key, Act. pees.
St. Mary's l'itiversIty, Saa Antonio, Tex., V. Rev. James A, Young.
School of the Art Institute of Meow). Ill., Dr. Donald J. In lug.
Sherwood Music School, Chicago, Ill. 'Walter A. Erley.
SimpsowColiege. San Francisco. Ca.. Dr. Mark W. Lee.
Siony Falk College, Sioux Falls. S.D., Dr. Owen P. Halleen.
Sonthrla College of Optometry, Memphis. Tenn., Di Spurgeoa B. Eue.,
Southwestern I nieersity. Georgetown, Tex.. Durwood Fleming.
Spring Garden College, Chestnut Hill, Pa., Robert IL Thompson.
Steed College, Johnson City, Tenn., Dr. Howard S. Steed.
Sterling ('ollege. Sterling, Kans., Dr, Robert C. Baptista.
quo college, Greenville, Pa., Frank II. Bretz.
Thomas deiTe-son rill% ersity. Philadelphia. Pa., Dr. Peter A. Herbal.
Tiffin Universltv..Tiffin, Ohio. Richard C. Pfeiffer.
'University of Aliaiquerque, Albuquerque, NM...lot:WI M. Zanetti.
Viterbo College. LaCrosse. Wis., Father J., Thomas Finnean, ,
Wellesley College. Wellesley. Mass., Dr. Barbara VV, Newell.
Went wort): Dish/ t nte, _Boston, Mass., Dr. Edward T. Kirkpatrick.
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Wheaton College, Wheaton, Ill., Dr. Hudson T. Armsrding,
William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo., Dr. Thomas S. Field.
Woodbury College, Los Angeles, -Ca., Mrs. Dora E.Klrby. e
York College of Pa., York, Pa:, Dr. Ray A. Miller. o'
Lakeland College, Slieboyga Dr:Ralph T. Mirse.
University of _Richmond, University of Richmond, Va., Dr..E. Bruce Heilman.
Upper Iowa University,, Fayette, Iowa, Dr. Aldrich K. Paul.

PREVAILED STATEMENT OV AXMCAN ASSOCIATION or- PASIDENTS or INDEPENDENT
. COLLEGES ANS,UNIVESSITIES (AAPICU)

The-American Association of Presidents of Independeikt Colleges and -Uni-
, versities (AAPICU) submits the following comments on the regulations proposed
by the Secretary otHealth. Education, and-Welfare to effect the-purposes of Title
IX of. the Education Amendments of -1972,,P,L. 93=318, 86 Stat. 373, 20 U.S.C.
1681 et seq.

The American Association of-Presidents of Independent Colleges and Uni-
versities is a nonprofit. corporation comprised of over 100 presidents -of inde-
pendent institutions of higher learning located throughout the country. The
major purposes of AAPICU are-to promote and improve the interests of inde-
pendent American colleges and universities through interchange of information
among members, the establishment of cooperative relations with Other associa-
tions of private colleges and universities, communication with Federal and
State governments,. and the education of college and university administrators.

SUMMAICV STATEMENT

On behalf of its membership, the Association states that the proposed regula-
tions are in excess of the statutory authority conferred by Congress, violate the
academic freedom of those educational institutions subject to them, inipo:e im-
possible burdens unjustified by the Act's purposes and are so hopelessly vague
and ambiguous that they deny the institutions subject to them due process of
law. ,-

The AAPICU firmly believes-that implementation-of the proposed regulations
will-decrease the overall quality of education in private universities and colleges
contrary to the purpose .of Congxoso in enacting Title. IX, will eliminate the
.liversity in higher education that iit,s mnlor strong point of the American system
of higher education, and will place added financial burdens on those institutions
which are already under severe financial strains.

The intent of Congress in enacting the Higher Education. At of 1072, includ-
lug Title IX, was to increase the quality of higher education' by assisting private
educational institutions to meet their ever`increasng financial burdens. Congress.
recognized that private universities provide diersity to Aniercan university
life at.; that the fostering of such diversity by financial aid to such universities,
was in the national interest.'

The proposed, regulations violate this Congressional desire. Instead of pro-
moting; diversitY,- the end result of the regulations proposed -Would be to foster
mediocrity. In the'name of sexual equality HEW would.himose upon all private
colleges and universities onerous reporting, and compliance requirentelits which
will substantially increase the financial burden these institutions face without
any Showing that such requirements are necessary to accomplish the statutory
goals of Title IX.

For example 4 86.35(b) requires a- university to insure that many corpora-
tions which recruit on its campus to-not discriminate in offering employment
on the basis of sex. This requirement will necessitate the, university's hiring of
additional personnel to perform the Impossible task of monitoring the employ-
Melt practices of all these corporations:

The onerous record keeping and compliance reports requirements imposed by
§ 86.61 will obvidhsly require the hiring of additional personnel to perform
the clerical tasks of collecling and organizing the large amount of statistical
data that the university will be required to produce.'

The housing regulations. i 86.32 and h 86.0:1 will require. at the very least,
additional personnel to Inventory all available student housing and then insure

1119' Corm nee, 30249 (7tnmark$ of Rep. Erlenborn, Nov. 4.1971). ';%

2 gee II. Rep. No. 539, 925 Cong. 25 sess., 1972, U.S. Code, Cong. Ilc AS. sews 2462,
2507 (1972),

' See comments of Congressivoman Ogee!), infra at page 48.
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that the facilities provided one sex are "comparable" to those provided the
other. If they are not, the-costs of renovating or remodeling, existing structures
may have to be incurred. 0

I 86.31(c) prohibits the university from permitting its students'to participate
in any- student-teacher program which is operated by -a local school district
which violates any of the .proposed regulations. This requirement obliges a-
university to monitor the ,edneational and personnel poliei&; of the local district.
The additional administrative and clerical costs of peyorming this monitoring
function will obviotQly be great. j

In these and other ways, proper compliance by private universities and
colleges will cause precious financial resources to be diverted from the very
educational programs which the Act was passed to assist-to those administrative
and threat costs that the private university or college will now bear because
of these regulations. Since, as ,Congress was aware, many private universities
and colleges are already In dire financial straits, these lieu costs will only make

---a-biasituattion-worse:
It is no answer to say that a private university or college that cannot afford

the costs of eomphing with the regulations can always seek increased federal
or state assistance. For by doing so, the private college or university surrenders
an additional measure of its precious academie freedom to the Government.
Thus,-the very diversity uhich Congress sought to foster will disappear as
the private university, confronts the Hobson's choice of declining all federal
aid or of surrendering its freedom to the control of the_bureaueracy.

It is realistic fo_assume that the priVate university or college which refuses
the additional funds will either have to cut back some of its Academie programs
or, if it is suffering severe financial strains, as may be the case ith many of
ourmembers, be ultimately forced out of existence altogether. This consequence
is the precise opposite of the result intended by Congress, to foster, diversity
by assisting the private university.

If.8 private university ,or college wishes to remain free from the imposition
of these burdens. it might be smugly said that all the university need do is
refuse federal assistance. Houever, because Of the o%erly broad definition of
federal assistance totally beyond the statutory direction of Title IX, there
is a substantial question as to the possibility of a anis erstty existing without
some "federal assistance" being attributed to it.

Once a university ,is deemed to be a recipient of "federal aQs1st-itteet it
ever so small or insignificant, it becomes inextiicably enintzbed in the DM
compliance procedure. Coder the proposed regulations the t no indicatom
that a university or college reed ing minor ' federal assts ansN" to one portion
of its program will lithe any less stringent compliance tgUireluents to tit
entire institution. than another university or culiate %shit aay leceive a
major portiOn of its institutional. support front federally assist 1 programs.
Therefore, instead of fostering the diversity of ettucational up pout les,as
iltended by Congress, the proposed reghlations seriously impair the a 'day
of private universities or colleges to grovide sued ilksersity. In this v.ay these
regulations have a confiscatory effect. The university u ill either ha% e to confine:
its anairs aerording to goernmental dictates or decline all federal, aid and
go out of business.

Because the Assoefhtion believes that these regulations eonstitute a most
serious threat to the Viatality and freedom of foliate Ameriran education, it
submits that all the regulations slaiuld be w Mira's% a and redrafted as suggested
henein. Yry making such suggestions, this Association should not be deemed
to be conceding the propriety of any new regulations. This Association expressly
reserves its right to make coilinien %%lien the nes% drafted re 1-,sons are
promulgated for public comment.

L THE REGCLA.TIONS ARE. IN ExCESS OF THE STAILTon 4 flitThiri oltANTED BY coN-
GRESs FOR THEY SEEK To REGLLATE ALL THE PRIVAIT, ERSITY'S AuTBITIES,
AND PROGRAMS, INSTEAD WO:MY THOSE HICLI RECEIVE FEDERAL AID

It is, of course, fundamental that regulations promulgated by an administra-
tive Agency mak not exceed the statutory authority granted that agency by
Congress. These regulations are not so related. Instead, they enlarge the scope
of the Act and thus violate the Congressional intent which moth ated the Act's.
passage.
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This _violation-of 'Congressional intent occurs because of those sectjons,of the

proposed-regulations which define such words as "federal, financial- assistance',
and recipient" and %%Inch specify the application or coverage of the regulations.
For example, §86.11.prevides that:

Except.asprovided in thistubpart, this Part.S.6 applies to every recipient and
to such education program -or activity operated by ,such recipient-which receives
or benefits-froth Federal financial assistance."

§ 86.2(b) then defines "recipient' as follows:
"Recipient means any State or political subdivision thereof, or any Instru-

mentality vi 0 state or political sonars ision thereof, any public or private agency,
institution, or organization or other entity. or any person, t00% hoin Federal finan-
cial assistance is extended directly or through another recipient and which
operates an-education l.rograini or activity winch-receives, or benefits from such
assistance, includiag any subunit, successor, assignee, ur transfelee thereof."

Wheii there regulations arc read together, it is clear that the coverage of these
regulations,exicauls-bey talti-those.mo er;i ty-pi ogi nis or activities %% inch 'receive,
federal timincial assistance and purport to subject an entire edticational_institu-
tion to the regulations' requltrenients if any of its aticsities or programs receive
federal.linaneial assistance or "benefit" therefrom.

The unuarranted extension of the coverage of the regulations. is oh% lous.,A1-
though_ Congress_prohibited_seatualdiscrinalnation-unlyin those education- pro-
grau.s or at thities %% inch recelye federal iinanual assiStance this' regulation

_extends tharhan to all of ail etlimational institution's activities if any one of them
tt I, es feat ial financial ttssistance. To compuund this tutu , the inclusion of the

,cords 0a benefits" hi the definition of the word 'recipient" and in the descriptitil
of the eoterage of the regulations further extends the scope. These words,
uhith are not t ,ntaillied in the Act, must ha% e been inserted to permit the See-
retary to take the position that all of an ethitationtil institution n programs and

baetities mteat fro th. rendering of federal fitianeial assistance t7.1 any one
program or activity. That., by graminatial sit ight of 11.-.id au att of Congress

extended to 401 tile acti$Jties of all eduvutional insthution., which receive fed-
eral ald. in direct iolation of the %cry %%tints of the At %%Inch limit its scope to
those pi-granit or nett% hies %%Well actually receive federal fiainielal assistance.

Frtherinore, § 1682 provides:
'Emil Feat rot department and agent y uhlch.is empowered to extend Federal

financial assistoute to any cducaliwt program rn m 111.4, by %% a) of grant, luau,
ur contract other than a contract of insurance of guaranty, is authorized and
directi it to t fret tuate the provisions of section Hs1 of this title hall rcapoct to
Noch pi am or tit:laity Wdssuing rules, regulations', or erilers of general ap-
plicability- u hit II shall be consistent with achievement of the ol'jectives of the
statute authorizing the financial assistance in comas lion %%nil %% their the action
is taken ...." 20 U.S.C. § 1662 -(1074) (Emphasis supplied).

Ak this section makes clear, the regulations to he promulgated must be "with
resmit to the firogram !fa activity." The proposed regulations ts Well are not so
limited are .:cc, idingly In excess of the statutory authority granted by Congress.

Finally. the drawn by Title IX Itueen "miniiiiistrattively separate
units", 20 1:.S.C. § 1681(c) further evidences a congressional intent to limit the
application or Title IX only to those prvgrainq and activities x Weil receive
Feat tat funtlicg, nut to any program or activity ulikh may somehow remotely
benefit by association with a program ur activity u itich is federally funded.

Tu express tae clear COngre.s,kilal intent that Title IX's prohibition oil sexual
discrimination should apply only to those edueational programs or activities
vv loch attually receive federailinancial assistance §86.11 of the,proposed regula-
tions should be redrafted to read :

"Except as provided in this subpart, this part 86 applies to each eddcation
program or activity which receives Federal,financial assistance."

§80.2(b). which defines/ "recipient" impermissibly extends the scope of the
Act by subjecting all_a_private university or college's educational programs or
activities to the regulations if any of them receives "or-benelts" from federal
financial al sAstance. To,guard against this clear 'violation I Congress' intent
that Title IX's prohibition on sexual discrimination extend only to those educa-
tional programs or net cities which actually receive federal aid. §86.2thi
should be amendedbY deleting the phrases "directly or through another re-
cipient"; "or benefits" and "including_ttny subunit, successor, assignee, orktrans-
ferree thereof,". The new regulation would then read :

"Recipient means any State or political subdivision thereof, or any Instru-
_mentality of a State or political subdivision thereof, any public or private

9'-
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agency, institution, or organization, or other entity, or any person, -to whom
Federal financial assistance Is extended and which operates a education(al]
program or activity which receives such assistance."

-§ 86.2(g) (i1)- defines federal-financial assistance to include those scholarships,
loans and grants paid by the government directly to students for payment to
the institution, Since federal Amide assistance is so-defined, then such,assist!
ance`mnat be terminated if the university or college which those students attend
fails_to comply with these regulations. Such a termination would violate the
recent holding ef,Board of Public Instruction of Taylor County v. l'ineh, 414 F.2d

10138 (5th Cir. 1969).
In that case a HEW hearing examiner found that a-particular school district

bad-made inadequate - progress toward student-desegregation and was therefore
violatiOn- Of Title VI-of the Civil nights Act- of 1964, 42.C.S.C. 52000d (1969).

He therefore entered an order terminating "any classes of Federal-financial as-'
sistaxice arising.Under any Act of Congress" to the school district.

On appeal, the senool-distriet argued that thlit-hlanket termination of all--
federal aid violated U.S.C.; 2000d-1 which ProVideil:

"termination of refusal [of Federal financial assistance for noncompliance
with Title VI] shall be liniited to the particular political entity, or part thereof,
or_othersecipientas to,whom such a finding has been Made and, shall be limited
ip its cffee'i to the poi-WI-air prtiprditi, or pait-thercor, In -which- sucir noncom-
pliance,hia been so found . .." 42 MQ0d--1 (1969) (Emphasis ,added).

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals agreed, holding that the HEW order was
illegal. By cutting off all federal, aid to all of the school district programs which
received federal aid it punished the innocent beneficiaries of those prograths
which received federal assistance and were not 'being administered in a dis-
criminatoi7 manner. This result violated the Congressional requirement. ex-
pressed in 42 U.S.C.,1 2000d-1, that. the termination-of federal funds be apnlied
therapeutically and not-punitively by being limited to those programs from
which. student§ had been illegally excluded because of race, color or national
origin. The third stated :

"Congress -did not intend that-such a program suffer for the sins of others.
HEW was denied the-right to condemn programs by association. The statute prs-
scribes c.polley of- disassociation of programs in the fact finding process. Each.
must be Considered on its own merits to determine -whether or not it Js in com-
pliance with the Act. In,thie way the Act is ehlelded from a. vindiethe applica-
tion." Id.- at-1078.

Congress manifested -an identical intent to rettriet termination to individual
prop/rms.,. by incorporating 52000d -l's language into that of § 1082 (;i0 U.S.C.
11682) which provides, inter ago:

"Compliance with any requirement adopted pursuant to this section ma he

effected. (1) by-the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue assistance
under- spch prOgrairt or activity to any recipient as to whom there has been an
-expressrflnding on the record, after opportunity for hearing, or a failure to com-
ply with such requirement. but such -termination'or refrisal shall be limited to
the particular political- entity, or part thereof, or other, recipient as fo whom

such a finding has been mule, and-shall be limited in its effect -to the particular
program. or part thereof, ei which *itch noncompliance has been so found. . . .

(emphasis added)
If, therefore, as f 86.2(g) (1) (ii) and 80.63(c) require, noncompliahce with

Title IX results in termination of veterans' benefit's and federal student loans
to students' his termination would violate the policy of "protection of innocent
beneficiaries of programs not,tainted by discriminatory practices." 414 F.2(1 at
1075: See also Gardner V. Stale of Alabama...Dept,-of 'Potations ce Security, 385
F.241 804 (5th Cir. 19677 -cert. denied, 389 U.S. 11)46 (1068). Because, Title IX
is not aimed at students, but rather is directed nb -the institation, 586.2(g) (1)
(li) must be deleted In its entirety leat the students be denied their education
because of the alleged,failares of the colleges or universities they attend.

86.2(g) (2) shonhl' then be amended by striking out everything after the
word "therefu"'In the second sentence. It is customary that, although the
original cost of federal surplus property may have been high, it is usually
purchased by a university or college at fair market value. The suggested deletion
would insure (hat such A purchase by a university or college at fair market
value would not convert this bargain and- sale into the providing-of federal
assistance.

I S2.6(g) (3) should -reflect that, most often, federal personnel do not enter
upon a private university or college campus by invitation but beearise iheir
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presence is required lx some federal -law. Unless they are performing some
function for the students v%hitli the college or university would otherwise have
to pro%lde, their activities should_certainly notte deemed the providihg offederat
assistance to the private university or college. § 82.6(g) (3) should therefore be
amended to read 'Provision of the services of Federal personnel.. vv ho provide
services that otherwise would have to be performed by employees of the educa-
tional institution and whose services are not required by Federal la''. Such an
amendment would ensure that services provided by Federal persennel which
are required by law, and- thus not nithln the discretion of the university to
accept or reject, do not of themselves bring the I:Witt:nun -within, the-ambit-of
Lhe regulations. It evould also guarantee that-the presence of the ROTC on the
university campuses would not bring the university within the coverage of the
regulations. Finally, the regulation should be amended to pros ide that occasional
visits by persons employed-by the federal government Mill not be deemed the
providing of federal assistance to the university.

s2.6(g) (I) should be clarified to reflect the-express statutory requirement
that the arrangement be for "Federal financial assistance". 20 U.S.G. §10,82.
Suet' clarification could be accomplished by deleting the phrase "or at, con-
sideration reduced for the purpose of assisting the recipient or in recognition
of_public interest to_ be_ served_ ilienby."_ eihninate -the confusion
which would surround attempts,,tu ascertain the intent belittle-au agreement-,
upon otherwise adequate consideration in a sale or lease of Federal property.The regulation should then be amended by inserting the words "by this Depart-
ment" after the word "lease" to ensure that the regulations do not exceed theJurisdicitsm of HEW.

§SQ.2(0 should he amended by inserting the words "administered by theDepartment" after the word "arrangement". This to would insure that cover-
age of the regulations would apply only to those programs oer which this
Department has jurisdiction. Further, there should be a clearer identification
of those "Contracts, agreements or arrangements" winch nave as one of
(+twirl purposes the provision of assistance" since it is difficult for the-university
administrator to divine the purposes of the federal government. Such elarifica-tiou is accomplished by replacing the words "as one of its purposes" with -thewords "as its Only purposes".

IL TILE REGULATIONS VIOLATE TEE ACADEMIC FREEDOM OF TEE ritiv-ear. UNIVERSITY

The preservation of the freedom of the colleges and' universities is essentialto the preservation of freedom in the country. As the Supreme Court has stated:"The vigilant protebtion of conN,itutional freedoms Is rkwhere more vitalthan in the community of American schools. By limiting the power of the Statesto ,interfere with freedom- of association, the. Fourteenth Amendment protectspersons, no matter what their calling. But. in view of the nature of Theteaeher's relation to the effective exercise of the rights which are safeguardedby the Bill of Rights and by the Fourteenth Amendment, inhibition of freedomof thought-, and of action upon thought, iu the ease Of-leachers brings the safe-guards of those amendments vividly into operation. Such unwarranted inhibitionupon the free spirit bf teachers . . . has an unmistakable tendency to chill thatfree play of the spirit which ail teachers ought especially to cultivate andpractice: It makes for caution and timidity In their associations by potentialteaChers."
Tolman v. Updegraff, X44 -U.S. 183. 195 (concurring opinion). "Scholarshipcannot flourish in an atmosphere ofsuspicion and djstrust. Teachers and studentsmust always remain free to inquire. to study and to evaluate....".filreezt/ -A`ete Hateptitirc 214 2-3.1, 250. Silt:lion V. Tucicer, LS. 479,4S7 MOO).
Because academie freedom is so essential, the State IsAlisabled-fronecompellingail students to attend public schools by prohibiting or suppressing private schoolsand colleges. Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925). The State iK sodisabled because in American civilization -tile student...is not-deemed:the creatureof the state and the State may not dictate his education, nor compel his Parentsto educate him iii some standardized. State imposed way :
"The fundamental theory of liberty upon which -nil governments in the Unionrepose exelndes any general power of the State to standardize its children byforeing them to accept Institution from public teachers only. The child is not themere creature of the State; they Who nurture !Mu and direct-his destiny have
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the right, coupled with the lug!, duty. to recognize and prt pare hlni for additional
obligations." 1(1 at 534. Cf. ll'iscomdn-e. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 -(1972).

Since the stnte is so disabled. it may .not impose eurticula upon ti.e private
School by, fur example, prohibiting the teaching of a particular rubject.
v. 1'ebrui,-;.,:":32t.S. 390 (1923).

The right of the private university to survive and manage its affairs is, there-
foie, a. part of the liberty protected from guveruno mad incasion by the due
process clause Of the Fifth Amendment. Furthermore. as explained above, this
academic freedom is also protected from governmental infringement because

*it is the foundation of First Amendment rights. Therefore, any governmeoial
regulation which infringes that frFedom us hichlid unless it meets certain string-
ent-criteria. A

First, the governmental action must bear a reasonallie relationship to the ef-
fectuation of some legitimate and substantial governmental interest.

Second. althougit the governmental -interest -is legitimate, there -must be an
intimate and ow low, relation between that- interest and the conduct required by
the government action.

Finally, the government must establish that the regulation. which infiimes
upon protected freedoms. is not overly broad but is .the least restrictive means
available to accomplish the goVernmental purpose.

See Kit fper v. Pontiktg, 414 U.S. 51. 54-59 (1973) ; Gi/non, v. Florida Legisla-
tion. Investigation Conitai8sion. 372 C.S. 539. 546 (1903) ; Shako! t'. 7.'neker, 364
U.S. 479, 188 (1960) ; holds v..Bu.rley: 368 F. Stipp. 768 (D. Ala. 1973).

These regulations have been drafted without, any consideration whatsoever of
these constitutional principles or of the deep, philosophical difference.concerning
the education of the young that have always existed in all civilizations. A deter-
mination by a unit ersity concerning curricula, programs or student activities is
lint the expression of that university's educational philosophy. duce the federal
got ei'mnent is not the repository of all truth, it cannot substitute its judgment
for that of the unit ersity. If it-can, then the guarantee of academic freedom is
hollow, indeed. .

The necessary consequence of these regulations is obvious. University admin-
istrators will be compelled to surrender their educhtional philosophc and their
eviarol of its implications to the federal government, which will impose its own
philosophy on all American.university life. This is in direct violation of-the basic
American ethic:monad principle that students are not the creatures of the state. .

Furthermore. Congress has expressly rejected the imposition of federal direc-
tion, supervision or control user the curriculum, program of Instruction. adminis-
tration, or personnel of any educational institution. 20 U.S.C. §1232(a) (1971}
peter ides :

ag ainst Federal control of educatiOn. No provision of the Act of
September 30_1050. Public Law b74. Eighty-91qt Congress; the National Defense
Education Act of 195$: the Act of September 23, 1950, Public Law 315, Eighty-
first Congress. the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 ; the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1905; the Higher Education,Act of 1965; the
International Education Ace of 1960: the Emedrency School Aid Act : or the
Vocational Education Act or 1963 ,'hall lie construed to authorize any depart-
ment, agency, unites, or employee of the Luited States to exercise any direction%
Nowt-11510n, or control us-ei the curritultn, program of histnation. administra-
tnin or personnel of any educational institution, school, or school system, or
over the selection of library resources. tdxtbooks, or other printed or published
insrrnetiomd maternilsi aby etimational institution or school system, or to
require the asviglinaqii or trausportai:on of students or teachers in order to
overcome racial-indfaliniee."

Slug e Title IX amend741 the' Higher Education act of 1965, the regulations,
promulgated pursuant to Title IX are hic and whenever they purport to impose
the direction. control or supervision of the federal got eminent upon the curric-
ulum, or administration of any educatiumil Institution. As will be demonstrated
hert in, the present regulatiuhs obviously violate this section because they man-
date the transfer of the management of the private university from the hands
of its administrators; to the hands of the bureaucrats. For this reason alone
the present regulations must be withdrawn. Each of them should. then be re-
drafted in aixotilance with the constitutional principles explained above and
in accordance with the constitutional principles explained above and in accord -
on'' with the Congressional directive of 20 §1232(a). Specifically,
each regulation Lama be redrafted to insure, first, that its requirements are
iminiately and reasonably related to the statute's purposes and constitute the
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least restrictive means, as tillable of accomplishing those purposes. In this
ri diaillog process, there nitist be constant of ,the tonnuitutls of

so that any attempt to foist federal control upon a college or tint-
% et,ity is summarily and Lompletly rejected. Finally, in order to pre.serVe
acatlunic freeduni it should be presumed that the good faith judgment of
auultuti, zuhnunstraturs is entit:t1 to the greatest %%eight. This presumption
%%,.tild then operate to require a Waling that a complainant has been .electively
mid arbitrarily denied the benefits of au educational program or activity ret.ei.-
lug federal assistance stall btx.,ttise of sex. Finally, the complaint of
Goa should be dismissed if it is pretlit.tted on a prak.tme ur pulley %%Well the
tints ersity administrator had adopted pursuant to Lis institution's eumational
or religiotez philosophy.

()me this presumption is recognized and the regulations 4t1.0 redrafted accord-
ing to the constitutional_pritici;les explaintal..abo%e, heti% evil them
4114I mademic freedom. nut elimiatt.d, will at least he lessened.

In the succeeding se, ti910. this AssoLiation o ill indicate how these regal-
tianinie oil this itt.adtaale freedom anti impose requirements so onerous

that compliance %%Rh them is impossible:. It will also blitAN that in many-cases
tht requirements imposed are unjustified by the Jtatute's language, its legis-
JAti %c history and its purports. Indeed as I11 be indicated, these regulations ,

upon pri% ate utii%eisities requilements of sexual' equality whicii are nut
e%tII l000ised on prollt-litadthig companies or go, ernmeniad entities. In fart,

them stew to 11111,14 been drafted to use the private university as ti,lesting
grvolil for nyv: Concept.) of sexual equality %%hall, have never reveled judicial
or legklattive recognition.

If possaile, the Association o ill suggest nualimations o Inch, as explained
it!,t,%e, should nut be Lutist), tied-as approval a hew regulations since this
Assokaation testa% es its right to Ciminient on any such neo rei,ulations. .

Ref.,i doing so this Association is compelled to point out that §ml.12 eunsti.
tau ati untiageous and thiglant %iuliitiou of auttleinic mid ieligiuus 'Eel:than.

Ti is regulation permits the Diret.tor to ogaie to hitust.lf the right to deter-
oliether the religious tulets of an edmational institution Justify an eiemp.

tion. Stall arrogation permits a secular uttitiid to t' alnalt the bona titles of a,
icligious philosophy and its educational ramifications and to seize from iellgiotts
oill theii JtiLred oinigatrvini to Jpevif3 the Lunbequenu's of their :faith in their

r.sit,)'s life. more outrageous siolation of iicatleilw., and ieltgiuub freedom
could scarcely be imagined.

C5iirce any attempt to regulate this area is so-fraught with constitutional (Mil-
t ultit s, this Association suggests, indeed demands, that the regulation be oith-
draoti and that no new regulation in this area be attempted. This Department
must recognize that in the sacred urea of rt ligiotis freedom is, 1)., %utile of the
First Amendment, %%about jaridit.thni fur the exerkase of its regulatory tamer.

M. TILE REGULATIONS IMPOSE. IMPOSSIBLE ID.RDENS ON IDE PBINATE. UNIEBSITI
VIOLATE ITS ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND 'MIMI ARE 1....1JLSTIFILD i,Y LLB

STATUTE, ITS DISTORT AND PURPOSES

(a) Remedial and Affirmative Action (§ 86.32
St1.3 requires either remedial or affirmative action as is ' necessary" to over-

come the effects of previous discrimination.
First. the scope of the %runts_ "remedial' and '1141.essaly leftmudefined so

that the Director call, in his sole discretion, &townie o hat a uni%ersity must do
to 0% eremite the effeag of past disrinihattion awl Mien such conduct is required.
This undefined "atonement fur past sins" leaves unis-ersity attlminisirators in the
liatsible situation of never really knooiag ohm% they must and how they
must 'comply oRh the net law. It leaves the mil% ersity subject to the whims
and prejudices of a governmental administrator overatitig oithout valid and
definitely stated standards.

Furthermore, the legislative history is barren of any indication that Congress
intended any retroactive application of the law. On the contrary, by providing
for transition in formerly single sex schools over an extended period. Congress
impliedly recognized that the implementation of this new law would take time.
Instead of allowing for a transitional period, these regulations require immediate
coapliance:and mandate "remedial" action for cotalut.t. Mild' unisersity achnin-

a SC S. by requiring the University to designate an employee to coordinate compltance
with the Director is a tacit recognition of just how arduous that compliance will be.

2 '5 ,
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Istrators took lu good faith since the law had then exempted educational institu-
tions from the ban on sexual discrimination. This regulation should therefore
be' eliminated.
(b) Dissemination of Policy 286.9)

§&i.11 requires that the literature disseminated by the university contaidnoti-
flea nous which the Director deems necessary to advise applicants of the law.'
This requirement imposes upon oterburdened university or college budgets the
unneces-sary costs of stating the,obvions. To pretend, in this age of mass-media,
that intelligent young men and comen need such notification to be aware of the
law's provisions is, with_nll due respect, ludicrous. This provision too should be
eliminated since it imposes an absolutely tumarranted financial burden upon
the university.

(e .tdmieaiona and Recruitment Policies (§ 86.14 through 1,86.23)
"\

Decisions as to the makeup of the student body are an essential part of an
institution's policy Malting function. Some colleges and universities may have
been created with the intent to serve the local community so that their admis-
Aims policy, by Alesign, prefers local students. Other universities or colleges
may want Pie most diverse student body possible nil search out- students from
the entire nation and foreign countries. Because of §§ 8421, 86.22 and 86.23
the making of these policies will be transferred to the .federal government
because the regulations deny any such selectivity- If, by unintended consequence,
it bus the effect of discriminating on the basis of sex.

The impossibility of complying with these regulations ant/their interference
with the university's academic freedom are obvious.

A particular university may determine that it will admit a certain number
of students to its graduate program from ,It university in a foreign cpuntry,
where, because of that country's culture, many more men are educate d than
women so that all the potential applicants are _men. If the university were to
accept these students, I 86.22 Mothd he violated.- although the university- admin.
1st rater rightly, concluded that the presence of these students-would be beneficial
to the entire university. r

Shalliarly 'a university administrator may have learned that students from
a particular undergraduate college have brought particular credit to' his'
university's graduate program in some specialized field. Under SG.22 the
university administrator must somehow ascertain whether that undergraduate'
college has admitted students npredoininately" of one sex, although this will'
burden him with determining whether another university has practiced sexual' -
discrimination, If he can so determine and concludes that the undergraduate
college has discriminated, he must reject Its applIcantS to the grtiduate school.
The brutal unfairness of rejecting those most qualified IS the precise opposite of
fainiess for it punishes students because of their attending. a particular under-
graduate school. Indeed, these regulatiuus obviously compel either the imptisition
of -benign quotas" or the complete exclusion of certain qualified students.

Finally, the regulations make the admIrvistraters task even more arduous by
outlawing. in § 80.21 any test w bleb adversely affects any person on the basis
of sex unioss the test is shown to predict successful cOmpletion of it particular
program t' activity. Although the tasting of intelligence and the pre 115 thig of
academie success is hardly mile:via science, these regulations assume that It
nondiscriminatory test can be Mdchly %undated." Hon' is a university or gollege
administrator to comply with this pro% ision? How is he to validate a test,
using the resources in inhibit, to hint? May he accept the assertion of the entity
supply lug the test that it dues oot dhs.rintioate or must he make- Independent
Inquiry ? rhp. regulation gkes Lam absolutely no guidance and thereby compels
each college and unit ersity to attempt to set. a uniform admissions policy in
complete uncertainty as to its legality. -

Tfie regulations coneerning admissions should therefore be completely, revised.
The nett regulations should ontlau only prefereme ou the basis of sex or limit-
ing quotas. In this nounr, equality Of access will be Preserved without the
transfer of admission polio -mokiog toThe federal government with the consequent
surrender of academic freedom.

gince the regulations will probably go Into effect during the spring semester, they will
require the renrintine of all those materials already printed for the following semester.

SO.42 and I S6.21t2i which prohibit a college or university from using any test for
the purposes or employment unless It Is shoan to predict s»ccesstal performance In an
employment position, are equally Impossible to obey.

0 1-
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(a) housing and Dress Hales (ft 86.31-86.33) .

_

.
I

1§ 86.31 and ,86.32 impose upon university student life, equally false notions
.of "equality"-between men and-women by denying university adminiAtt.tois the
right to impose different rules and regulations for women studenti-who, reside
in domitories and off campus housing. When this regulation is tested-according_to
its relation to the statutes purposes, It is obvious that it is invalid. It is tilogical
to say that a woman student who must return to the dormitory at a specific thue
and who is otherwise sharingiii the fullness of university life is somehow being

.excluded, because of her sex, from some activity which is receiving or benefitting
from federal aid. Furthermore, the composition of different rules -for _women is
but the recognition that the college or university often finds itself in loco parentis,
'responsible for the health and safety of its students. On an' too many university
campuses. crimes. and sometimes violent ones, have occurred. Since one cannot.
assume that Whenever Women .stfidents leave their rooms they will be in the
company of men, requiring women to return at an earlier hour and thereafter

p locking the dormitory doors are most reasonable precautions for their safety.
Since the federal government cannot _and -will-not become the guarantor of -the
students' safety. the,university administrator' mist not be denied his right to
take reasonable precaution,s to avert tragedy. -

The same considerations may necessitate- that, if only a limited amount °Loft
campus housing,LS available, it be allo;ated to male students. Such a policy, al-
though permitted tty-f 80.32(b) (1) arguably would violate the o,ther sections of
this-regulation because. for example, it is hor.cemparnble ip "quality-.

hake insofar is these regulations apply to off campus housing. they are
impostple.to comply with since the university is pardlyn a posit Ion. to dictate
"quality" and "ceit.t:' in the siirrouudiwr real estate market.. .Therefoie. since any regulaylion- in-the area of housing would be such a,futile
eXer.-_isc, this. A*tociation suggests that li S0.32 be withdrawn or modified to
prohibit only the Imposition of different fees for ifferent sexes in the housing _,
which the college or university itselfprovides which` was builtwitir federal-funds.
Furthermore. It is suggested hat any new regulation acknoMette that it is
traditional that universities a co e es hire resident assistants who live in their
dormitories to maintain discipline I t -serve as counsellors to the students. Lest.
this legitimate polig beonistaket itohibited the new regulations should.
contain the. express provision that n i h ik in them shall prohibit the hiring of
members of one sex whenit is'a cond I of such employment,tha't the employeer be either required or permitted--to resid iii a dormitiii.... mow would permit tub
university to have one -sex- dormitpri or to hire married couples for. theke , 41/4.

.positions, . , ,, ,
Finally. and perhaps molt importan y. this Association must,assert its.mem- ,

hers' right to create a moral cIlimitem n their camptise and to thereby reqtilFe
that the students conform their beba or to certain ethical pre&pts, mhether or
not such precepts are groundedsin a mrtieular 1eligion. Accerdingty. collegeA or
universities are tell ithin those ghts when they require that their students
conforni their bbhavipranef their ress to the-appropriate demands ,of rtiotiefsty _ ea
and self-control. Accordingly, a portion of these regulations, l/icit purports %

to invalidate parietal rule, tire cedes, or restrictions on member.. of one sex .
enterin the dormitory-of the e tern, invade those rights. It is nut for the federal
go% ernmelo. to dismiss -these c Meat precepts Oanthpiarian or ictorfan and to - ,,
impose a governmental official's ethical values,,,or lack of them. upon university '
or college students. On the contrary. it is for the College or university :t Hinds-

the Institutional tOts.lon-actd,toadvise studinits who do not wish to confo 1-their
trator to infuse the university or collegel life with-moral values amain ales-to,,

dress or lehavi to,such moral values that they .tre free to-seek their education
elsewhere.
(c) Comprlled ,oc4calion s

il $6.34 dictates unisex classes in eery private tinker-dry ter college, in every
course. This regt ation compels the adoption of a particular edneational philoso-
phy contrary to the freedom that an ,oucational institution (mint to have to
form and purs c lt.; .,..-,r. plil.losoAtiv. There is littdc ....: tio evidende that co.educa-
tbmal classe arc, in any- %ity. superior to Separate classes. It cannot be said that
stall clast.t are inherently naequal. as was saitt,of racially segregated classes in
lim), hr Botird of -Editcatign, 347 U.S. 4S:3 11054).

Sucl dwelled co education cannot be justified for it is now apparent that Con-
gres id, ..pot inteud Title f.N..to require it. ONOctoter 1," 1074, Congresswoman.

. , . -
, -..
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Green engaged In the follow lug colloquy with Congresswoman..Holt, the sponsor
of Title IX's,ban on sexual discrimination: i

3Irs, GUEEN. It means to me the people who are ittlninifitering Title IX are
going on the assumption that every group- or every institution is guilty of dis-.
erunination until they are able to prove themselves innocent., This was never
tie inteation. t

:i ,,,,
,

(it seems to 1 fe the amendmentlhich our colleague has-offered goes to this
question, It ma not be in the bxae words I would prefer. lint let me add one
other example why this kind of an amendmeht needs to be passed today 'and
considered by the co nference committee.
.A colleague from Texas has said` that in some preliminary work HEW ad-

ministratorsAave ruled that the .physicaledneation classeS uneit be integrated.
it seems to me the local school could decide whether they %ranted boys' classes or
girls' classes or. integrated classes. As I understand the amendment offered by
the gentlets omanithis would eliminate.that hind of nonsense. Schools would still
keep records but the power of the Federal Government would not compel them to
do certain things never intended by the Congress when lt originally pasied. Is
this not one additional ,benetit of this kind of ants amendment-4would ask the
distinguished Representative from Maryland? , 0

Mrs. lima. Mr. Chairman, if the gentlewoman will yield ; yes, it would give
direction to HEW. lt,wtitild,point out that this was not the intent of-the Cons
gress,that we Want the local officials toadminist,otir school system. 120 Cong.%

Rev: 11975T t Oet. 1,197-1). .. ...

since Congress did not Intend the Title IX to require-compelled coeducation)
tins regulation must be withdranfor by equating co- educational with non-dis-

A ertiniuntory i'l..duchtioi it foists upon academic administrittors the untested and
Unprovable notion- that cosethicational classes are' somehow "better" than any
other. kind, despite the subject matter and the approach of the individual pro-
fessor and-tie:spite-the educational pinto:411y of the individualinstitutioa.

Therefore, the Association suggests that the regulation be redrafted to,provide
simply that no :ancient niti ,be excluded from participation in' 811) ltthleitiion
program or activity which reveives federal finaneial assistance solely on the
hasis-of sex. This would insure that women students will be grfilted equal 'Access
to 'fialeraW financed programs lint, guarantee against federally imposed co-
education no-matter how attenuated the relationship- between the program or
chess and the recOptof federal aid,

-s. ..0 ,

l'orthermore,4he Co'ngressional reaction tolhese propbsed regulations quoted
bove further Indicates that §86.31 (hi ti) and the Secretary's interpretation, of
ir, as stateii tjn the Preamble. are Invalid insofar as they, purport to outlaw
univerldty recognition of single :TX clubs or organizations. if Congress did not
intend compeired- coohicational 'classes then. a fortiori. It llid -not intend com-
pelted et-emblem-lot al' clubs, fraternities or sororities. Dim the contrary. ifs

gressional debate /quoted above, Cqcgresm% whin./ Green noted the foolishness
aif those who into fret, Congress's pa-sage of Titie,IX to require the intergration
of the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts, or the YMCA and the 'MCA. Thus,
s stow,' tit must he withdrawn lest the 'adversity be compelled to violate
time r trsi Amendment Rights of its students v le. La., -.-:-.1-8;:tartly a.--rolated-
vi ot, each other in these orgabizations, latecin,;if their single sex tneudiArthip
Loll -ie.:.

Lnalty the compelled co-education requirements fail to acknowledge that
eerafn extraeurrientar aettlitie, ordinaril- are Lehi withtit the_ l'hmito-ries

% --urn as a. cooking or home eonvmh,s i.lass within the dormitory kitchen. The
rs:.:olations. s.honia therefore he weftwed \kith the eawat that a university may

-....f prior to the adoption of i ulations such inii.it, or program was tondneted
rest:let partieipation in a pa air actii.:t.% ,,c; plmgrain to. members of one

witIla a dormitory. . 4

ef /lace/gent Ptaiele3 (§ 86.25( hl) , -
ti

)
e..

35.1.1 imposts ousts the anivenit ,the burden of extendink
it, powers Ite3ontl eakaiptis and holepentrent profit making institu--'

to (gunge theirvtattpio meld fmlicies if shalt polities cause iliscrindnatlim
on the Ita.d,c of sets

The: subsection requires a university to 'insure that the hundreds of _cor-
p.' oions c luck recruit out its tNintplit: do tot in offering employ-

mutt note the significance that this colioill4 took place between ,fwo,
wen.. a momnbers of Congress.

2
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moult on the I. ea' of twx, and therefore requires the university to monitor
it...t,l'aittlos went PfslailtV, of t ;tali corpoiation. Since it often- takes years
of 1.o.o.mtion to establish thin a corporation has kibethainated on the basis of, tatitersity tNia hate to midettake a resmoasibiltt3 that it simply cannot

irst the.',...iversity have to prohibit the corporation from reuniting/
a' -4* a ("nage of .seximi discrinithathai i4 levelled against it and await
the "out, ono. of the proL eeding bromatt against the corporation. even if /tile

,er.1 pr,e bast less. 1:or. if tia imisersity does not prohibit the- cor-
porait p from re, i atiiig Nsiiile the Barg- is, lauding. the final determination
that the 4 orpormion Las sa,httad the lots subject, the university to joss of its

aol, v.1...tie the charge is pending, the university will have
to prohibit any of its prof., -.WN fimo Ftsitne letters of reference to -students
dl., apply to the 4, ,,rimrativn mace such letters totild be deemed to be the

. of the unitersity. These regulations must therefore be deleted for
tier. is to. aittl.oritj, either imposing this policing tbligatiot, on the uni-
s..-..ties r malt:Jug tiara part of the et_.1,.r..vnietit machinery of the federal
g«). .tt!tro.ni

g St:Went Tefulcr Programs (§ 86.31 (c))
retitiires colleges and universities to inure that the

sy,lt ti to %shout it may pro\ VIe student teachers complies
n;r1. a.l the yet sta.. hied in § u4l.3111, I. Accordingly, if a locabpublic pnvatcst,,,talar,s ! ha a different fires, or lieltavair code or maintains separate

ductitiuti or laalth classes for its girl and boy students the university
...min lit d th terminate its relationship with that school. As a result

r..11eges and 1.1%1Vt rsiiies are being used by the Director to punish those local
boot, uho...1.. hot t onform to his dictates. This consequence cotillion be
aultehtitro ell for it is a..,. ..l,s ions that coligres never intended to compel
educational classes In is cry subjet t throughout the natiug. Far:he/more,

tht italation the statutory authority granted for it applies to all :student
tea %in-.: program, nlietlio the imit ersity or local school receives federal
titan la' iissistano e for those programs or not. Th.- .afore, the regulation should
Le witbdran n.

Apprai tiuN'tormtrlittg .3faterial8 (§ 86.34(c))
as a matter of English gianimar, incomprehensible since it is

Impossible to inaiiiii4ilt tilWAC.,, i.e. "mot unlike, can operant' or
r quire' thffort at tri ataleat of stialehts on the basis of sex. Furthermore, this

eentsi to tamp.: unit er:Ities not to recog11i7A_. that, as a matter of the
st owe i,f ps,.. Tasting materials ninth tit/ 1101 aectomit fur the difference
in ..t. {A.0, ly, any attempt to regulate in this nrmi blivald
1, at 4roltncil r.; tot He,

Syhrdarships ( §86.35,)
In f st.:17.. the it.rettOr ()lithos, the di-W.1)11mm of finalicial assistance under

..1 A11110444 it restril IS its ret eipt to niciiiheis of one sex. Therefore. all
041.44,, utilti rsitics.risk loss of federal aid if they comply n ith the nislies

le-tutoi'- Both bviilkests May constitute a substantial portion of
tit, ;no ration', la at iii t. It' Its budget for student aSSistailee. If
tit, _..iehtittiIk alti* MON to distribute a g.tft iu s bilabial of the donor's intent liti-
gatin by a reslthati benefit lar3 against the college or milverqity is a eel Imlay.

ts,all. nation of potential donors. To us aid sat ti costly litigation, the univer-
tity =3r 1",lleae ILO have to n turn the gift ol. if that is nut possible, make smile

r the fatal,. nit!' the threat tl costly. uncertain and lengthy
hangl*ag over its head.

it i r10 aitsocr t say that the equitable concept of "ey-pres" will relieve
outsets:rt. or their ;.olitt.za I if s.telelion resols tug the conflict of

the bit. ht 'nil the requirements of the regulatimi, irst, sexual diserimi-
hati.m, s.nta,o r...lal thstrinlinatitni, hilz, not yet betai declared to he against
Lett ti al therefore the co_pt of cy-ir..es may not be applied by the
rotirts. Se "milt, In era r to intake c3 ores a t,dlege or university. by necefsity,

as, to enrag. inIIIinnIion t., rt shit. be problem. This is unrealistic for the
PIA s%*Frst r,t. of 5:7.,orall t.i C.10.f4IQ that fund thous sun seholarships and 111411ta-
C,,a .1 I tol.tet, simply t asitu,t attord the legal fees that eau he antieipated, It

wood That the loos famous Gerard College ease ups one of the more
pr,-orft, 411 411 toltipii5 1,411.4':. The 140.1% cc-manly I hat similar litigation will
Inv other colleges and milverities is frightening.



Finally, it is impossible, as a matter of law and logic, to construe the distribu-
tion of private funds by universities as an edmational program or activity which
receives federal financial assistance. Since such funds_are not given by the gov-
ernment, the government-is utterly without jurisdiction to regulate their distri-
bution Mid the present regulation should be withdrawn.
(j) zithIetic3 (486.38)

The proposed regulations. in §iit136, also purport to eliminate sus: Jiserimina-
tion in athletic programs. 11owever, the coverage of § 86.36 exceeds the statutory
mandate of Title IX twat. Nu IlelbUll .-. . Shall, on the baSis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the beenfits of, or be subjected to discriminfition
under any education program or activity rocking federal financial assistance
. . . 20 U.S.C. §1061 (Emphasis, added). The stipulation of section 86.38(a)
that no one be discriminated against un the basis of sex ' in any physical educa-
tion or athletic program operated by a recipient . . . ." contravenes on its fact
the express requirement of section 1661 that Title IX be limited to "any educa-
tion program or activity receiving federal financial assistance." 20 T.S.C. § 1681.
In order to better comply with the statutory mondani, §.86.98 should be amended
by deleting the last part of the subsection beginning with "operated bY a recip-
ient" and ending with "competitivi shill", replacing the deleted section with
language reflecting the intent of the statute to apply only to programs receiving
federal financial assistance directly.

.111e rest of § 86.36 salters from similar defects in terms of vagueness and
Fito Mini" coverage. file AAr;e1.7 concurs full: in the Comments of the Natibnol
rolltgiatc Athletic Annotation to the Ihpartnient of Health, Education, and
It ../fore on the Tropond Rcyntattons on Title Lt brthe Education Amendments
of 1972 (September 27, 1974), which fully analyzes the weaknesses and incon-
'sistencies of § 8636. _

(k) Fringe Benefits (§ $6.461
§ 66.46 tb) of the proposed .esziotloris pro:I:hits a roc:dr.:rot fram operatin- or

uttering a fringe benem plan which pros ides for different benefits on the asis
of zeN. The Secretory, in the preamble to the proposed regulations, indicated that
he will interpret §66.46:

To ie.iiiliu, orlo-..te on institution's female perinanent employees are dispropor-
tionately part-time or its permanent part time employees are disproportionately
fenntie, and the institution dues nut provide its permanent part-time employees
tringe bentifits-proportionate to those provided full-time employees, that the in-
stitution demonstrate that such a manner of Nov Wing fringe benefits does not
diseriminate on the basis of sex. "Permanent" would refer to any employee who
is expected to stork or has In fact worked at least one academic semester at
half-time or tkofnime equivalent. The :'ecretary seeks comment on the impliCa-
tions of requiring all institutions to provide permanent part -time employees
fringe benefits prop orlionate.to those offered full-time employees, regardless of
the relative composition of a particular institutions's part-time and full-time
employment among its female employees" 39 Fed. Reg. 22231 (June 20, 1974).

First of all, the preamble and the regulation are Incomprehensible because the
essential word "disproportionately" is left undefined. Before any regulation be
attempted in this area, the Director ron.A make clear, by specific examples, when
11 Mil ver.s0 's part-time employees will he deemed "dispi opOrtionately" female.

b. ec,..litily, the definition of "permanent" apparently indicates that as soon as a
part-time employee has worked one full academic semester, lie must be enrolled
in the unviersity's [Jensona ur retireniebt plan. Accordingly, if a student should
work one sentester and then leave the university for an extended period of rime,
his return to sithoul and part-time employment would require his receiving all
fringe benefits. including enrullmcbt in a pension Oath The bookkeepiu gusts'.,, . ,
of maintaining the necessary records also 'St ill be astronomical.

Finally. the compelled entitlement of part -time employees to enrolimetfeby4.-

meit part-time employets are students who 'wink to defray the,.ro t of their
ision-plans and other fringe benefits makes no economic sense. In mosti iversities.

education. Upon graduation they will, of course, seek employlcrt elsewhere,
to obtain a salary contensorate with their education. Sinee,pi r enkloyment
by the university will be for such a short duration, enrollitiff til'ernAn pension
plans would be a meaningless exercise. Furthermore. the Iasi af..-e.earriers who
underwrite such plans will have to charge the university hig er.pfices to defray
their administration and additional coverage costs. ,,,,

The Sectetary's proposed Interpretation of § DI,..16 Is apppiently based on time
erroneous assumption that men and women are fib OM, rather than possessed

5
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of equal rights. The Supreme Court, in Gtduldig v, Aiello, 42 C.S.L.W. 1901
cC.S. June 17,19710, recognized the fundamental error of requiring. that men
dad women be treated. identically rather than equally. Itt ruling that a state
employee disability ihsuranct plan uhich did not cut er normal ple-,ilancies and
childbirths did nut constitute insidious diserintination on the basis-of ...ix, the
Court commented on the lack. of a ;constitutional basis for forcing a state gm ex-H-
aunt to change its policies merely because the effect m as nut to treat men and
tkomen identically. Justice Steuart's language in a footnote to the inaritY
opinion illustrates tLc distinction butbutsteei discrimination based oil SeN and dif-
ferent teatmeat Lased on a Coinlitiolt v loch lialtpetts to affect more women than
men.

'The California insurance program does !Mt exclude anyone trent benefit eligi-
bility betaust of gender but merely removes one physical condition,pregnamy
from the list of compensable disabilities. While it is true that only cvoillen van
became prcgnant, it does not fullou that el cry Ittgislativc classificatioo concerning
prepant y is a sex-bava classification like-those considered in R:-td. supra. Mut
Frinti(ro, sapid. Normal pregnancy is an objectively Identifiable phylcal con-
dition urn, aiiititiC characteristics. Absent a show mg that distinctions invoicing
pregnancy are lilt re pre ti xts designed to efft tot Aims diseeinduation against
the members of one st x tar the vtlicr, lau anthers are constitutionally free to in-
clde to exclude pregnancy float the (overage of legislation such as this on any
reasonable basis. jut. with respect to any other physical condition. ---

The lack of identity betceen the excluded disability and gentler as such tinder
this insurance program becomes clear upon the most cursory analysis. The pro,-
gram divides potential recipients into ante groupspregnant 11 omen and non -
prt persons. While_ the first group is exclusively female, the second m-
irth-ties momburs of both sexes. The lead and nein:trial benefits of the program

I....lips:Accrue to members of both sexes. 12 F.S.L.W. at 1908 m20.
Riatilarly, cc bile there may be more female part-time employees than there

ore male part- tim employee:, ma-1(r Title IX. there could-be no discrimination
on Ow bask of sex as to benefits payable to full-time employees. Forting the
incliklion of part time einploy,es in the benefits program, aside from imposing:4
outrageous costs on .the already beleanuaed 11111% elsity budget. could not be
con-titutionally justified ender Gtdaldig. bet.ause the decision not to extend
benefits to parttime employees is not designed to discriminate but rather is it
reasonable polity de( izion to limit coverage to full -tine employ ees. Thus. the
interpretation of § S0 :16 proposed by the Set 'iar, nith' be a costly and umon-
stitutiothil en ursion into the freetban of univ. _,pk ,Alp_teas.,:iaable,____
eniployalt policies and practices,
(1) Prconanep.ualatifei-tilly Leal( t §§8621 (2) and (a); §R637 (a' and t1,);

18116741-"'-
"'rite Geduldia holding is useful in analy sing other aspects of the propoca
regulations, especially those Is id( mandato that pregnancy childbirth. mis-
carriage and abortion be treated as a temporary disability for the purpose of
participation lu edit ational piograms or employ meat by the university. E.g.§ sG,2l (2) and (31 7(111 and (10 and §(l.(11'.

For example § 90.23, tvh 11 specifies that "fnol person shall, on the basis of
sex. be tit tiled admisslou, I r be subjected to discrimination in admission by any
recipient." also _prohibits: onsIderation of- an applicant's "actual -or -potential'
parentat-family or marita status . , Vhilelt treats persons differently on the
bask of sex," and forbids liscrimination or exclusion of any person "on thebasis of pregnancy, childbirth. miscarriage, abortion. or recovery there-from.. . . " The effect of § 80.21 is to preclude it university from malting it
policy ON Non that applicants of a certain marital or parental status be treated
differently front others irrespective of sex, because the result might be to treat
jtcrolis of one sex differently than those of the other. Thus, the university isforced to abdicate a good part or its policy -making to the Federal government.
even where its policies do not discriminate on the basis of sex but rather
make reasonable elassitit Ohms based on marital or parental stains, beeallse
of financial or other important considerations. The elimination or !acidificationof II1 7,(e) so its to allow for admissions policies based in part on marital
or parental status sthere such policies applied irespeetivc of sex would givereeognit fen to the equality of the sexes uit bout forting the university to bear,
the impossible burden of malting the sexes hlemieal.

Furthermore. § 50.37(ii) compels a university to treat pregnancy as justifica-tion for leave of absenee and requires that the student oho takes such a leave
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of absence be reinstated- to her original-status, 'even if the university has no
similar policy for its men students. Therefore, the regulations give pregnant
students a preference, in 'violation of the equality which they purport to foster.
Indeed, if by -virtue of her-pregnancy, the female student misses-examinations
or fails to meet the attendance requirements- of a particular coarse she must
be reinstated, and, one assumes, be given the preference or either being granted
course credit, although she-has failed to meet the course's requirement, or lie
permitted to make up the classes or the exams she missed. Since a. physically
ili maie student may have no such rights, these regulations give an unwanted
preference to women students.

Finally, by requiring that abortion and out of wedlock pregnancies be treated
the same as pregnancies and childbirth in wedlock these regulations deny uni-
versity administrators their most fundamental freedom to set a moral climate
in their university's life. For an educational institution which is operated by a
religious organization,, regulations would- compel it to surrender to the
federal government its right to exclude from participation in its university's
life those ,students who have violated most greviously the divine commands
recognized' by their faith. It js no answer to say that such institutions can seek
an exemption under § 66.12. That section, as noted previously, grants to the
Director the right to decide whether -the religious levels-of-a faith justify any-
exception to the regulations, and there is no guarantee that the university's
decisions will meet the Director's criteria. Accordingly, the right of the university
to Inculcate mural precepts is transferred to file federal government which would
impose it own ethical standards upon all uniersity students.

For the private university, not affiliated with a religious organization; the
violation of its frecilimm-to sar moral standards is even more outrageous. Since it
cannot qualify for the religions exemption. it is left no choice but to peewit the
federal got-element to substitute its concepts of morality upon university ad-
ministrators who may find such concepts morally degenerate and baakrupt.

Therefore. the regulations suouid i.e seitiolranet to delete en.? reference to
abortion and to specify that a university need not grant any leave of absence
to any pregnant etudeut unless she is married. Furthermore, to avoid preferential
treatment the regulations shoubl specify that In the providing of any educational
progrith, er activity v. Lich rev:jive:, tuderni financial assistance a university shall
grant to pregnant women the same rights to lefties of absence as it does to its
men students.
.003U-cora Keeping Rego 'remenil ( § 86.61)

§ S0.61 tb i of the prop° ed regulations requires each recipient to :
Keep such recordS and submit to the Director timely, complete and accurate

compliance reports lama times. and in such form and containing such inforina-
lion as the Director/may determine to be necessary to enable him or her to
ascertain whether tbe recipient has complied or is complying with this part.

The unbridled discretion given to.the Director by this section is disturbing,
particularly whew the burden. on private institutions of preparing such reports
is considered. Tile requirements of sectien 86.61(c) that the institution allow
free access to Ore Director of its records and that the institution try to obtain
an records th$t are in 'the exclusive possession of any other agency, institution
orperson" mitts to the onerous burden the institution must bear.

Congresswoman Edith - Green, one of the original sponsors a the_Iegielutien_
leading to Title IX, made these observations :

"I autlityrized title IX of the higher Education Act and I have almest come to
the conclusion that the people who are enforcing that and writing the ruled and
reguttaians are determined that it shall nut work. Let me give it few additional
examplt/s

r
. . .

"In toy sit} N e have Reed College, historically a very liberal college. We know
there ys a surplus of protessorsincluding Ph. Dr's. There were very few vacancies
and Pam told there were some here around 1,000 applicants. The regional (melee
of REM ordered Reed College to gi% e them a written report on the background
and qualmtientious and experience and race and sex of every person who applied
suit 1111;% they %% ere mud hired. Reed College has said it would take three people
int -time lust to do the paper work and after that they have eomplished
ncything-. 1.:mtainemally bard - pressed, private colleges cannot afford that kind of
nt',nsense." 120 Cong. Rec. 1197:t (October 1, 1974).

ConsIderim: tla cempliance information that is already requiretl under Titles
VI and VII of time Lira Rights Act of 1964. and the Equal Pay .1t t. it would seem I
that the Director could easii) ascertain whether or not a particular institution is
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compiling with Title IX by reviewing.the Civil.Rights and Equal Pay reports
of the instittttlon.

1 80.61 of the proposed regulations should be-deleted-in-its entirety since, un-
like the Civil Rights and Equal Pay Acts, there is do- statutory authority in the
Act for the Director to require the record keeping and compliance reports lin-
posed_by this regulation.

IV. THE pRopoSrD ristruhanoss VIOLATE DUE PROCESS OF LAIN! BECAUSE THEY FAIL TO
OtvE ADEQUATE NOTICE OF Tut: onraDATioNs ISIPOBED By TILE DIRECTOILON k.DUce-
'ATONAL INSTETUTIoNS

MIS a' fundamental requirement of due process that regulations promulgated
by an administrative body must give due notice of the obligations they 'impose.
United States v. Pennsylvania _Industrial Clionical Corporapon (PICCO), 411
V. S. 6,55 (1973), dealt with the question of administrative notice in the context
of eriminal conviction fur violation of Section 13 of the Rivers and harbors Act
of 1599. In holding that PICCO Fits entitled to present evidence in bupport of its
claim thatidt had been administfatively misled the Court said that:

To the extent that the regulations deprived PICCO of fair warning as to what
conduct the-Government intended- to make criminal, use think there can be no-
&alit that traditional notions of fairness inherent in our system of criminalJa rice prevent the Caernment from proceeding ss ith the prosecution. Id. at 674.

klthough the proposed regulations do not involve criminal sanctions, violationof them results in a lass of needed funds to the university (in many respects
equivalent to a fine) 'so -the same traditional notions of fairness" should apply
to the notice of thme obligations sought to be imposed by the-regulations.

The vagueness of the proposed regulations is also intolerable because, as
evylained above, the conduct sought to be retaliated is protected by the First
entiment guarantee of academic freedom, and the courrs hnv. ,arsistently

held lit at vagueness in statutes which seek to regulate First Amendment free-doms are at variance with the robust and full esercise of constitutional rights.Scull v, Virginia, 359 344, 353 (1950). See also Fiaxler v. United States,
35s tr.S. 147. 150-51. (195S).

The ceettons %Nine!' purport to describe the coverage of the regulations, such
as ff, SC.11, 86.2(g) and 80.2(h) are especially unclear. Because of the over-
brel !tit of § 80.11, and the vagueness ortle definitions of "federal financial
a ,si-tam e" and 'recipient ". the institution alai' receives even a small amount
of federal financial assistance is forced to consider virtually every one of its
p ,,gratas as covered because the regulations gise the institution no indication
whiitsoever of whether or not the Director will consider any one program as
having "benefitted" from the receipt of federal ,financial assistance.

The fear of violating sue!: an unclear law will induce a university to err on
the side of caution and surrender its policy - raking functions and freedoms
to the federal government by considering every program, class and policy as
being: covered by the regulations. Therefore the fa forrorcm effect of these vague
reltulations compels the university to conform rather than run the intolerable

of the Director's adverse determination and the consequent loss of funds.
. Similarly, the provisions of S6.3(a) respecting remedial action to correct
"prevlousdiserimination" gives no indication 1vhats0eVer of what constitutes
"previous diserimiallifil7Tberefore, the school must try to "second-guess" the
Director in determining whether or not to Commit a. significant portion of its
resources to implementing such "remedial .,,tion." Furthermore, by instituting
such "remedial action", the schoohlmay be porforihing an unnecessary act if,
under the requirements orTitle IX. it did not previously discrintinate but wasnot cure how the Director might rule, given the almost unbounded discretion-conferred upon him by § 80.3(a).

The proviso of .§ S0.3(b) that absent prior discrimination "a recipient maytake affirmative action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted inlimited particiPation therein by persons of a particular sex" is not only self-
eontradictory on its 'face, but also raises serious questions concerning whatdifference. if any, there Is between "remedial" and "affirmative action." The
only ascertainable difference is that § 80.31a) requires the institution to takeremedial oaten to overcome discrimination. vhllc 1 86.3(h) allows the recipientits choke as to whether or not to take affirmative action to overcome discrimina-tion The only real difference between "the effects of such previous discrimina-tion" (§ 50.3(a)) and "the effects of conditions which resulted in limited
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participation therein by persons of a particular sex" (§86.3(b)) is in the
number of words 'used to describe the same thing. past sex discrimination. The
regulations offer no indications of what constitutes past sex discrimination.
Thus, for a recipient to deterniine which subsection of § 80.3 it inti.d (or may)
comply with, it must either risk noncompliance with the regulations on grounds
known only to the Director. or it must adopt "remedial" or "affirmative action"
irrespective of any real need to do so. The best way to remedy the vagueness
of §bt/3 would be to eliminate it entirely. Absent total deletion §S0.3(a) should
be deleted and § S6.301 clarified, to reflect the intent of Title IX that six
discrimination be eliminated. and that the, institution need not atone for
polities that might have violated Title IX had it been enacted earlier.

In other regulations, use of such terms. as "comparable efforts to recruit"
(§t-0.23ta) ), and "compaiable facilities" c§ b0.33) raise serious question as to
what a recipient is required to do in order to comity with the regulations. In
reference to the latter regulation t> S0.33), the specter of a horde of federal
inspee,tors descending on a campus in order to court bathtubs, lockers. and-shower
heads, would likely be enough to force a university to set up ri5id quotas-and
ratios, a result which eleatly contravenes the legislative intent behind Title IX.

Furthermore, the word comparable" LA not suspectible of easy application in
a community as diverse as the American university community. For example. is
the policy of recruiting profelsors front only et/educational iineiersifles invalid
because, by nut reuniting at all woliien-Colliges, the university is not making
a "eranuarahle" eron t to recruit women? Does a geographical preferc:g.'e for
either students or employees violate the regulations if the arca selected contains
more men than women? Is the policy of financially assisting male law studen6
in their emu:talon by employing tl.c.ir wives illegal if there is no 'comparable,"
effort to recruit men for the jobs?

Such questitms indieate how impossible it to apply the words "comparable."
and how its use in these regulations will eau*: university administrators to spend
many hoursirying to guess at what the law requires. Such vagueness violates the
fundamental rights of due process. Although dealing with state statutes, Baguet
Built!, 377 1..S, 3CO. 3B7 t lt)G11. Qt-ouls for the general principle that :

IAA Law forbidding or requiring conduct i nterms so vague that men of crin-
inowintelligetkee must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its appli-
cation violates due prOcess of law.

The proposed regulations violate these due process requirements.

CONCLUSION'

For the reasons indicated above the, American
' Independent Colleges and Universities submits that the proposed regulations

should be withdrawn and revised to accord with the Intent of Congress, to be
within the scope of the Congressional enactment, and to be free of -vatieness.
uncertainty and constitutional violations, as pointed out above, New proposed
regulations whichmteet these objections should be issued and adequate oppor-
tunity afforded for comments thereon.

ReApeetfuny. submitted.
DAVID ANDREWS.

Pralident.
Mr. Snow. Thank you very much.
kr. A n e w folilave anyquestionsi-
Mr. Axo,rmws. Ihave no questions.
Mr, Stmox. Mr. Blonin.
Mr. 13tonux. I have alelv questions. if I may.
I get the distinct. impression that we are both reaAing different

regulations. I see notinf:g in here, quite frankly, that Would force
any institution, under any circumstances, to function against their
religious principles. They an; specifically protected within the con%
fines of the rules as written. 7

Quite honestly, this is one of the first things I checked because I
happen to have 10 liberal arts private colleges in my district alone
and 18 posh,econdaty institutions, all but u;of which are privately
owned, and almost all of which:are religiously orienled. ',see nothing,'
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in here that is going to inhibit any one of thenvi any manner, shape
or form from functioning as they always have.

Could you be a little more specific._ maybe, and show me where in
the rules you see that direct- conflict'. If it is there, if it is clearly there,
then I am not-seeing it.

-Dr. OANS. T referred, in my stateent,_to the abortion provision. I
will have ,the specific section for you in a moment. There the institu-
tions are precluded from taking into consideration termination of
pregnancy in decisions on employuit, admissions, and the conduct
of educational programs.

In answer to your question, I will give that as an example, but it
is not the only one.

Mr. I3 Lom. Is that on page 11 of your testimony. sections 86.40
and.86.571

tun trying to find the sheet that lists all the exeptions. "Section
shall not apply to educational institution 'El, * I think that the

,qtrong cons ictions of the Mormon religious are very well knmvir.--a-rat;
very well respe.ted by people of all faiths. I read this as an exemption
for that potential religious conflict.

Dr. asks. I am referring specifically to sections. 56.40 and 86.57 s
including those provisiems that mention abortion, and section
has the exemption pro-ision. I refer red to the fact. in my statement,
that in order to claim the benefits of that provision one must go hat-
in hand to a Ciu% administaator, to demonstrate Isquit religious
t enet supports'the part icular point of view.

submit that this is demeaning and inconsistent with the Federal
Constitution. The Supreme Cottit ur severabcases has held that it is
ont part of the buAness of Government to ,get into the. business of
religious belief or practice.

We believe that this is an interference miith religious belief and
praitice, because in order to claim the exemption one has to go to
the This is n- good example of-an area where the GOV-
ernment. should stay out of regulation.

'_Brothel's spect of this is the question of freedom of advocacy
t (melting on free speech and_association.

Mr. TILorix. Perhaps you could speak to that specific point as to
how it might affect the religions principles 4,f a plicate school.

Dr. 0.17U. Let me give an example of an ,institution which is not
affiliated with a religious organization. of which we has e maws in our
organization. Some of these institutions feel just as strongly on an
ethiral has:- about the subject of abortion as the religious institutions
do.

They feel that it is unethical. and that a person who has been
involved in the procuring or subinitting.to an abortion should not be
part of the as-,ociation of the organizational group.

This I submit is a question tinder the first amendment of the right
of free association and speech. It is a forbidden area in the Constitu-
tion into which these department regulations ha\e plunged because
of their interference with the highly sensitil e business of communicat-
ing ideals. This is notbusietss. this is not employ item, this is not even
athletics. This is the heartland of the first amendment, the communi-
cation of ideals and advocacy in which a University iind a college is
intimately involved.
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We have here-the first step in what can prove to be a destrOying of
GO; eminent interference 133 regulation in that particular arettin pur-
snit, of a goal that many would deem laudable. ...

Without justification_for the goal. the Government goes too far in
th:s way in niterfei mg w ith the business of private higher education. .

tai. BloULN. loll are suggesting that private `edneation without
religious affiliation should be in reveipt of Federal funds in such a
manner as to have those fonds, and the use cif these funds in the struc-
ture of programs within that institution affect -the other programs in
the legal sense. That they would have thei constitntioniil rights
infringed on perhaps, to live under this law.

In.. Omts. I suggest that if an institution is not receiving Federal
funds directly. to subject them to this kind of

Mr. Butrix. If -time3 ii-r-cnot receiving Federal fun( tsie,3- ----------arenot
subject- to the-law.

Dr. OA Ks. If Son read the reoldation cart full% , On willthatan............--
---TIM"TrialGITTIot I VIVI-% I ug -t.'(sTbrirrilirri, di t but enrolls a student

who is ',well M tg GI bill benefits, becomes subjecto these regulations
part and, parcel. That is what I referred to as the-indirect receipt of
Federal funds. and 1 suggest that this is a violation of the authority
pla.4ed in the congressional legislation. and it is a violation of the
Constitnt hat as well.

Mr. Ilt.orn-. 1 .1 iii tc::s! :.o disagree with you. f am going to have to
!eh,: tl it again se% oral tunes to et en come close 'to that interpretation.

i. ie other point that 1 would like Son to respond to. Senator Birch
Ball was here ye:4NA' v. and he is as one of the :Halton.; of the amend-

.....ment 4 years ago. when it is as passed in the Congress. He stated very ._,
clearly that in-his opinion. as the author of that law. that the regula-
tions are well within the intent, of title 1X. They did not, in his view,
:tro outside of the. boundaries of w . tirressin&nded,

.,,---,--44-r7,0iYtt-4:. r----We are lam( to have differences of opiiiiiiii even-betWeeil' --------"
the author- and proponents of the regulations. I understand that
Congresswoman Edith Green said that in her opinion they go beyond
it.

:fr. Ilt.ot-rN. :We Lane not, heard from Ciigrei4swoman Green. The
only think that we hale seen is a statement made several months after
the pasage of that low. I sup ose we hale seen something in the testi-

, e molly that specifically re fert ql to or was a copy of, the congressional
ri,ort. . -

Dr. Oxus. I thought that Son were referring to another statement
that :3C unto'. Bayli made. ,

-.fr. Fit.outx. Ire quoted directly from testimony or from actual
statements made dining the debate on the floor'of flu, Senate 3 \TAM
alto: wheim that ilintlidiiielit and that hill was discussed. Mrs. Green
ma v very' well have made hers at a future date.

A one of the ant hors. he said that it was ,veil within the intent
Dr. (1%Ks. On page 1-1, )tere is a- quotation made by Mm's. Green on

the floor of the [louse. which expresses her opinion flint this was not
, the intention. , .

Mr. IlLout.N. This was made 2 years after the bill was passed as
opposed,to on time floor during debate.

Onz charge, as has been explained to ns, is to try to decide, based
Oil records that exist, Lased on testimony. on committee markups, -in
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actual minutes of debate on the flour of the House and Senate,.what
the intent was, and whi.ther or not was bey and that intent.

I view it asbeing within the intent. As I said. I am having a
difficult time following some a the points you are making. I would
appreciate, if you could get into R t little deeper than) our statement
does.

Mr. Soros. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Bucu.vs.vs. Thank-you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Oaks, hate some constitutional hangups, too. For the first

years that I Is as a Member of: Congress, had a lousy oting record
because I bilk% e that it is unconstitutional fur the Federal Go\ em-
inent to pros ide .fanding to set tarian institutions in the first place, -

,-----IttretrkriglITI'lliffilltSTMITOVIITIEV:'"--
ft et-that the Federal Gus content has neither responsibility nor

authority to ht Ip finance the religious ie%tb or moral values of a. par-
-tic irktrrefigions grimy. STWIT as the Sill p tast- or thir.A fornion.

Dr. avtif.. I itio here in three capacities: as an individual. as presi-
dPat of Ilrigliai Youlig Unit ersity, and spokesman for an association.
1 Is di try to answer that in my three capacities.

.1 .s an intik-Alai, and in my Briuham Y.oung University capacities,
my answer is. no. I don't feel that flu. Got ailment has any such obliga-
tion. As t'ntatiy d Of rims assoeiat am. I prefer not to answer that.

Y.Jti iou 4 IL that w e hat c dis else slaws in the association on
that subject. '

Mr. lie(' tr;:NAN. I alfrree N41th you, as I have already indicated.
Setting. aside the student asz.istatice in terms of veterans. I can

nn lerstand how. if yon say to a et eran. , yoil get, the benefits,
but y ou cannot go to Brigham Young or w hate% en,- I can see that this
may carry the concLpt ot being a fittl, too fat outside the interpreta-
tion of the regulation.

Sopa-how, I have troube----On the -orrehand, ire should-take the posi- Ai

tion, I hale nev en understood the courts not determining that assist-
ance to aincluller, strengthens the body; and to strengthen the mein-
ben, strengthens the body.

If I provide you money, or if the Government providCs Stamford
Lnivcrsity money for any purpose. it releases money that that school
may, then, use to propagate our Baptist faith. In that sense, we, tax-
payers, Catholic taxpayers, Jewish taxpayds, and those w ho may be-
have constitutional power to dg, but in. fact I scz in them an ex-
gate our faiths.

Dr. OsKs. That iS one of the major dilemmas of government rela-
tionship to the denominationally related institutions. There are two
points to be niade. Mr. Congressman, on that.-The first point is that
Congress has seen fit to provide, as you see at the top of page 4, than
persons will not be denied the benefits or subjected to discrimination
under any educational program, or any activity receiving Federal
financial assistance..

Congress has, ',gmps, by those words, gone, not,as tar as it would
have Constitutional power to (hi, but in fact I see iii them an ex-
pressed statutory limitation of the Federal control to the program or

city receiv big financial assistance. This is program or activity, and
not institution. .

I submit to you that program or actkity is subsumed in the institu-
tion. M3 institution has In° programs or actin ities. When the Fedeiill
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bill says that the prohibition relates to the program or activity mei v.
Mg financial assistance, I submit to you that this is the limit of tilt:
Federal regulation that can be imposed upon that institution by the
department.

Now, if the Congress saw fit to provide that any institution that re-
. ceives any Federal financial assistance will comply with the follow-

ing requirements, in all likelihood much of that ren.nlation would be
constitutional. But that iiz.,not whist Congress has provided.

The question that understand to be before the committee is whether
the regulations have gone beyond what -Congress provided and in-
tended'. I take it that Congress intent appears more obviously from '
the statute than soinething in the legislative history. ,

TligliVan ETZTIOgritiffnrlTyTaRaitiMprograTrrarrectivit-3,-itn-d---
not any institution.

T pointoint is this. If it-is the intention -of the regulatory body,'
angisTeilrivitTfciiiiiPZIOTall'ilftentrttrdmii-Witirtlie-proli4tm4hat-yon - ..,.........
hays idontified, that might be dealt With by what is called the
maintenance of effort requirements. Where Federal assistance comes

. in on top of the athletic program, the chemistry department, or what-
over it is, there is a maintenance of effort requirement that says that
the institution, if it is going to get the Federal moneys, has to keep
putting into its on n budget an amount equal to what it is now putting
n. .,

This keeps the institution from ,taking the money away frontthe
chemistry department and iiutting it into the chapel, or some place
else. That is the way to legulate kind deal with this particular intent,
short of imposing upon the entire institution the smothering
mechanism of Federal control, which the title IX regulations do.

Mr. BuoirAxxx. I am frAkly relieved that yOur survey discloses
that. ogly,26 institntios, out of the 65 that you have heard from, .

receive Federal aidin excess of1D percen . -i

In all candor, I said to this Committee, before I became a member of
it, that I felt we wore building a house upon the sand in rendering
private education so dependent on Federal support. and so increasingly
so, that the court decisions will be coining out stating that it ist.mcon-
stitutinnal that you cannot provide this kind of Federal area to

sectarian institution.
The burden of my testimony is to preserve.the alternatives so, that

the irtptitutions that function without Federal assistance, and choose
to do so, but under the regulations such an institution has to screen
every student who enrolls to make sure that lie is not on the GI Bill
or receiving a loan, through the local bank guaranteed through the
Federal Government, or they will come in under the regultitions, even
though they are receiving nothing directly from the Federal govern-
ment. That is one of the most offensive things about the regulation.

Mr. ThIGILINAN. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. No questions.
Mr. SIMON. This is digresAing from the thrust of your statement.

You and our university was the largest private university. Are you
larger than your alma mater, the University of Chicago, or Southern
lfe,dist, or any ofthose schools?

5-977-75-13
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Dr. OAKS: We hate 2:3,000 full-time students at Brigham Young,
which makes us the largest private mil% ersit3 in the country in terms
of fullthne enrollment.'There is :a number in the Northeast tt luck are
larger, if you count theenrollment in evening school,

We have a. relatively small Cl eking schobl program, but w e have
a. 25.000 enrollment of full-time students.

Mr. atmox'. I disagree with m3 'friend,-Mr. Bnchanan, on the con-
stitutional question because it seems to toe there is a gwat variety of
Federal assistance that is provided. My guess is that Samford and
Brigham Xoung lune foundations to w hick people donate mono, and
that money is tax exempt. So, you are recei ing a 1'ederal.subsid3, a
w'etty subsrant in 1Ii'ederal subsidy.
Mr. Tivt-co.tx.x. This is a very difficult question. If you take the

point of i le that we should tax. If 3 oti invan a commercial enterprise,
or if you mean mone3s donated for the' benefit of the university, to
endow lie um ersity or support its, life. I would tad% say, that, the
other side of that constitutional question is, if you can tax, this might
run into constitutional problems on the other side.

Dr. Oaks. L think t lie Supreme Court has given us the Constitutional
doctrine on that. In Wa12 N. Tax Conani.98amet;. the real estate case
coming out of New York on that matter, it was contended that to
snake a real estate tax exemption to a religious asst itution was violat-
ing the neeessaly separation betw cell church and state, because the
church benefited from that real estate exemption.

The Supreme Court disagreed with the argument that 3 on hai e men-
tioned. While I am not conversant with the specific langinige in the
case. I think that it is a principle with upreme CottrOrtithorit3 to
suggest that the fact that someone gets s( e indirect hada out of a
tax deduction does not subject that lust ittt um. church ,or otherw ise. to

ledcr :ll.ccu
the Mundt and state.

I hope that that 'particular docti in4grows, because in -that doctrine
is the assured identity of phi ate and religious organizations in our
society. which have such an important position in our society.-

Mr. BUCIIAAN. If the State can tax the,church, does that not then
imply a control of the church/ that goes be3onal the prohibition?

Mr. SIMoN. I am not recommending that these-taxes be established.
am simply suggesting that in that way. if I Bite :;:2.000 to Brigham

Young rili% ersity, and I get a $77)0 ta_xlreakinthe_procet,,i, there_are..,
substantial benefits, obviously, that prig ate institutions teed t e.

First of all, just a very general statement. Mr. Oaks, midi say this
with due respect 'because have heard things about Son from Sour
colleagues at the 'University of Chicago and elsewhere.

As I read oi er this. it is not too hard to.go back 20 ears and take
the same statement look at it tonight- take the same statement and
substitute "race- for "sex,- and 3 on ate kind of going through the same
arguments again.

Secundly. I tun not sure I buy. your legal thesis, but I am concerned
about the practical implications. 1 al..o agree that, somehow, this
violates something fundamental if Brighton Young Unii ersity. Sam-
ford nth ersity. or St. Francis Xavier. hat e to goto someone at. HEW
to shy :,"There are our religious tenets, therefore . that kind of
thing, which we have to be sensitive to.
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I would be very much interested in your sending to the members
of the committee, or to me-anyway, your suggestions as to how these
rules should be modified. Ideally, I understand that you would like
us to say Unit we are simply going to reject them. My vote, -frankly,
cannot be in the direction -of rejection./

-I- am willing to -iniike modifications. which are practical. I don't
want rules that are unpractical. I would be very much interested in
your suggestions as to how we could make progress in this Nation,
how wEsi can continue to push Brigham Young University, Samfora
University, and all the other schools in their station, but at the same
time not create umnanagable problems for you.

Dr. OAKS. We will be pleased to undertake-to do that, and we will
communicate with the committee through our counsel.

[Supplemental material from Wilki nson, Cragun and Barker.]
wmaxsos, caAnux s:13ARKER,

LAW OFFICES,
Washington, D.C., June 21,1975.

Re IIEW Regulations Concerning Nondiscrimination On The DRSIS Of Sex In
Education Programs And Activities Receiving-Or Benetilting From Federal
Financial Assistance. '

Holt. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Postsecomrary Educational Subcommittee,
llouse and Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, D.C.

Dn.::: Ma. O'HARA: On June 24,1075, Dr. Dania IL Oaks, President of Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah, and Secretary and a member of the Board of
Directors of AAPIOU, testified before the Post.4coudary Education Subcommittee
of the House Education and Labor Committee. During the questioning of Dr.
Oaks by members of the Subcommittee, a question was raised with respect to
Section S6.12.of the HEW Regulations which- would require a religious educa-
tional institution seeking to calm the exemption provided for mit institutions
in Title IX to carry the burtkp,of proving to the Director of Civil 'Rights at

fliat suck religious tent 'retied by- he institution- are bonafide. Thus, -
as is stated in page 12 of Dr. Oak's statement,. a government agency becomes
"the final'arbiter &religious worship, practice and belief."

qtr. Simon and Mr. Blouln requested that we suggest an alternative to the
regulation that would not violate the Constitution and still carry out the intent
of Congress -with respect to non - discrimination against a person on the' basis
of sex. On behalf Of Dr.. Oaks and the Association, we would recommend, that
Section Sfi.12 be amended to-read as follows:

This part does not apply to an- ednimtional institution which is controlled
by a religlous-organization to the extent application of this part would not
be consistent with the religious tenets of such organization.

-------T_Ile.-language..abutelsatlenticaLtaibtimetion Cal of the.present regulation.
It is also the exact language of the exemption as it appears in
ne-t tliat Subsection (b) be deleted in its entirety.

the result of the regulation as amended would be p restatement of the statu-
tory intent of Congress. Thus, If-a claim of discrimination is lodged against an
educational institution controlled. by a religious organization, an action can be
brought in court to determine the validity of any exemption claimed by the
educational Institution under the Subsection of Title IX and the regulation. This
uould eliminate any Interference by the Executive Branch in religious matters
and place the responsibility for determination of wilether the regulation and
the statute has been violated in the hands of the Federal Courts traditionally
embued with this responsibility. .

" Because this recommendation was discussed more fully at page 23 of the
comments filed with HEW on behalf of AAPICT:, we respectfully requiest that
ims fetter and the entire comments transmitted herewith be Included in the
printed reetird.

$ine6rely,
Wrr.xtxsox, Cimoux & BARKER,

By GORDON C. COFFMAN.
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Dr. OAKS. 011 the question of race and sex,I thought that Mut, met
that issue head on in my statement, on the top of page 15, when I
acknowledged, or ads mated the fact that race and sex stand }in an
entirely different constitutional footing.

I made a distinction between Brown v. the Board of Education. I
doillt want anyone to have any doiibts on that score. We are not trying
to warm up some old discredited arguments that were tendered .to
justify racial segl'ilgation. This is a =Afferent matter, altogether dif-
ferent, as one sees in considerable detail in my statement, and all of
my discussions addres.k.to the religious and ethical questions of
w;hich abortion was, given as an example, are to illustrate that there
is quite a different" relationship between these principles and legal
arginnents on the question of segregation of the sexes.

On the question of the difference between segregation on the ba.:3
of and begre....alun on the basis of sex, I submit Congi es, has
bought that particular argument. Again. as pages 10 and 11 of my
statement. n ill show, and as the regulations thernsel% et; concede, while
Congress prohibits any segregation ou the basis of race it extended
to institutions the riglit to have separate accommodations for nieit
and W omen, toilet faacilitie4, locker room mid shower facilities, et cute' a,
as long as hey pass the inspection by HEW.

Mr. BLOWN. I have one more questithi. Specifically, with the en-
foreena nt power of thin bill. it seems to me the only penalty for loss
of Federal funds directly to the institution leas been pretty well as-
sumed by all those vt ho hal e been before the subcommittee that this
dcs not include cutting off specific assistance under the GI bill.

So, the easiest way to avoitl any problem sithin the context of this
law. is don't take any Federal monies,

Second, with regard to the question on page 3 of your testimony,
you refer to rtitilations imposnigimprovenm. 1111u:06es on_educa-

.

tional institutions, enclane.ering the diversity of thought, and aQtion
that have been the strength or American higher education.

What are the unproven social theories that you are.referringto. in
Wins of the rules thatre befiti us? .

Dr. OAKS. For 9ne example are the unproven social theoriei that
-education is promoted more effectively in coeducational institutions
than in single-sex educational institutions. I happen to preside over a
coeducational univemity, and I believe that this is the best, way to edu-
cate people, but I do object to having that judgment made by HEW,
and imposed upon single-sek institutions across.the country, whether
they are undergraduate or graduate institutions..

t think that this is an unproven social theory, and we should have
the institutions free to pursue that particular theory and still have
students enrolled ,in those institutions, supported by the GI bill, be
they male or female.

Mr: BLourx. The regulations only apply to coeducational institu-
tions, though. Strictly male or strictly female institutions are exempt.

Dr. OAKS. It is not the case that strictly male and strictly female
institutions are given a short Ji od. of time to phase out, their opera-
tions.lions. Then, doesn't my conten ion apply to,those institutions?

Mr. Buiuw. Graduate progr Ms/
Dr. OAKS. I said, be they graduate or undergraduate.
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Mr. &outs. Can you give me an example of an institution that has
strictly' a_ single,sex. graduate p rogi:a in ?

- Dr. OaKs. I am sure that I can give you examples, but I-don't have
one in mind right mow. I am sure that there are single-sex institutions
that have graduate programs, that have been-ordered to phase out.

Mr. linouts. They are not of a religious natUre.
Dr. OAKfii I :iiii less positive when you make that -exception, but I

k think that there are institutions, single-sex institutions, with a master's
program. for example, that Ino e been given it .short time to phase out
their Lrraduate 'pro, gram, 'and account to HEW for the admission
poliel-4 )n.d. file graduate aspect of their institution.

I fail to see any -justification, to answer your question, for that par-
t icular mandate -from the Departn1LATITargirto setkany justiliaiTibil
for it in the acts of Congress.

M. 13Lui Ex. I want to make it clear, as I said earlier, that I see
nettling in lieN that infringes two' religious freedom in terms of
edueat owl' institutions. If 1 felt it t id, if I felt it prtnnoted sonic-

., thing that I had some real.problem vain I would have a different
appi :aeli to the entire set °fillies and regulations before us.

I innly believe that there is nothing in here that was written into
law pie\ iously, , wh111 w 9A not written in the Constittion, in terins
of ,tint ra n tees of equal rights within this country.

if y ott can g, o us some specific examples, I would love F0 see them,
'"" I Olt inigi it jUSt vl in a cvn v vit. .

INfr. 13UGILAZ.\AN. You have answered my question previously in your
Chive eapacities, and I am now going to ask you to answer the ques-
tam as a taxpayer, as a,citizen and a taxpayer. Do you feel that we,
in the trungress hate die right and responsibility to pursue the use of
y our tax dollars in the programs in which they fall, to make certain
that they are nut, used for unlawful purposes by the recipient of those
funth.?

Do 1 on feel that we have the right and the responsibility to see
to it iliat the executive Ltaiitl, whid-administers the law, does this?'

Dr. 0.tE.,;. Y. I du, Congressman. I think that Congress has the
i ....1 it ,1 .,i bility to pursue the objective that y our question implies.

..t ely , Congress has the responsibility to insure that tax dollars are
not :Tent, contrary to the law. The Congress has the responsibility to
tail.u. as regulatory laws and to superN ise the executive branch so that

- it will tailor its regulatory laws, su that they are diverse in their
appli. at ion according to the saisitiv ity of the particular subject being
invoived.

If \ nt had a piece of legislation that affected how new would
be ._,..ii.lueted. or how Latin., bta LJtiOl it otdd be conducted, I would sug-
gtst that the CongiLss would be especially sensitive about the extent of
hs i . guktoxy authot ity user that, because of the sensitivity of tlie, first
amehdiuent. I suggest that ;the ....MIKe principle applies to education.

Mi.. Brea-Ax.v.N. We dot regulate.
Di. OAKs. You do regulate radio stations, and I would suggest that

the ( ',.liimunications Net reveal that sensitil Icy. and so do the anti-
tro-t laws with respect to their application to newspapers.

Mr. flucttaxax. As a member of the Congress, it is may feeling that
ANL.- iv federal dollars flow, Felicia] control w ill and must follow, or
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,it it I lit N% loa administer-the programs.. can, be charged
itit it respon-dale handling Of other people s money.
I v.. t b.u.s. I aee with that proposition.

Silo, In. Oak.. \1e thank . on. Our counsel. and particularly
um excellent Conga ho has taken the time to be with '% utt

here todal.
Dr. I )ak.... Thank you.
Mr. z-;INto,. (Lir meat 1111VS- is Carotin Polowy. associate counsel

and as-oeiate sk ,iettiQ of the Ainei lean Association of University
Pro fe-sors.

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN I. :POLOWY, ESQ., ASSOCIATE COUNSEL
AND ASSOCIATE SECT ;TAP. Y, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNI-
VERSITY PROFESSORS

l'utowv. 311. hairman and members of the Subcommittee: 3Iv
Lame ik Carol.% a I. Polow . and I antassociate Counsel and A.ssociate
tit crfetar% lot the Ana 'Uan Association of niversity Professors.

, it ;- laIntlf of the association to continent on the
final title IX it gulat.ons prepared by the Department of 1.T.F...1.V.F.t
:mpremnt Ode IX of the 1972 Education _Vmendinents.

I am tut a,litlaatlietl ttalft lay Dr. Alfred D. Sumberg. Director of
0,1ernmeiltel I-Mations, who is also an associate secretary for the
American, As-ociat ion of I-niversitv Profes,,ors. ,

are plot itlitl5 , vies of our iestimon3. and 13y111 .imply stun-
thi. p. :1)4t1 la,iriitt III Mipp01 t of the regulations; and. then

l+erhap= we ean have ,oine time for questions.
Arr. StAnix. We will enlik our statement in the record at this point.
1 Ilreparol i,tatement referred to follows :3

PM-TARED grATI MI .NT OF CAROL] N T. POLOWY, ESQ.. ASSOCIATE COUNSEL .co
A st-P- IAIt. i.r Lalt ASsuclATION Eitsrrx,Pnot.l.ssogs

Mr. Chairman .o.al not mot rs of the Sultqattutittee on Postsecondary Education.
My name is Car613 a I. Polowy- and I Inn Assuciate Counsel ang Asociate
Set rcrary for tilt Antertt an .1-ociatton of University Professors. I am here

.tlay with Ileague. Ad`red Sumberg. it ho is also an Associate Secretao
for the Altrit Sot latian of VMS en-AO Profes,ors. It is any pleasure. on

4 halt of the to towlneut on the final regulations Oepared by the
partial.t of 'leant!. ,Etlmatioat and Welfare to implement Title IX of the

I272 Edo, at hoi Amtiolu tor t moments w ill relate prinn'trily to higher
,gild w malii,kiit rtain portions of the regulatioxis n hich affect

1..itittle employment.
.t the otit-t t. It t me -tate tLat at adenaie n olitun breatheil_a sign of relief is Len

final Title IX rtmoill/os treat rt leased 1), Secretary Weinberger on June 3,
1:075. Tar I, ,414:t prolonged process by which the regulation,
jt a re IT haled 111,11 redra 1'0,1 ha. a nttetl a substantial delay in enforcement of
Tole IX. hoax taitintiation of sex discrimination in many tlata-
tt-nai alai at to at Al'', %% I( II are retl'oing air benetitting from federal
Imam hil tit-tato o. It I, (Ito stiolotiL, Meg! Uses are being shaped-by our edit.

1,401 iteattutin w stand to 10,e the lito,t from protracted delays since
rho lane it I kat::e a a *gaup, of redress for etittatiottelated se& tit,-
erimittarion complaint,: taller than Title IX.

.11,-% laa,1 the pels,A fig of Al tacit ,chool ,1 ear. IVe urge that appropriate
The Title IX regalitti adopted lo HEW are' ,eltetlitlell talte effoct tat

trattn"Ig 14g4/1 that III regional I'M pit, finally be able
prt...loi4 atol F.te.:1,1, tit at.taajut t comPliance le% iew s-aliti process Outstanding t

We Al "14111 41.,0 Sall ,Y our attention.. to the fact- that other federal t
agel ocs 1%14. h pro% 4,It fowl, ft r tdatatIonal programs or to editeation
ti. 1.. iittukt ta.,i,r of Title IX, adopt appropriate regplatioas
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to implement OW uuudis. I Illation loam'ion. of Title-1X: The National Science
Foundation has reported that in 1971 fourteen separate federal agencies'
provided 3.4$ billion dollars to approximatc ly ,.3GS in..titatlons of higher educa-
tion. We ssonld suggest that %slie sal-buns laudations may 'lase to bc made by
the other thirteen Iederal :Welk le!.. SS hitt! must adopt regUlatIolls to implement
Title IX. the non- published HEW regulations should pros hie the minimum
standard for other agencies to follow.

Let me begin, liou'ecer by stating that, in general, Is-e support the Title IX
regulations as intall,c issued. While the regulation.. WO be the ieolt of com-
promise. and thus is raker in see too. Rom some auuld sc ish and more demanding
in parts than Whets ci ss e belies(' that the oserall impact of the
regmations «ill lie yowls an opt tan.; educational opportunitits to all persons
regardless of sex, ft i. our poition that Congress should not interfere with the
linplelueotalloit of the regulation. and that the promise of nondiscrimination
eintoloul in Title IX should be permitted to become an integral part of American
edueation,

1 he Itogniatunix should to- gi ill an opportunit, to work. flaws may
ex,-L Ill the 1 regulations sill become more concrete after education
institution. sulitei t to 'Litre IX flair completed the self-iwaltiation required by

ection sti.g or the Itegulatiolis. We uould urge that institutions prepare the self-
ealuatitai as it Uvoiterlios 1. effort a Mt the assistance and guidance of faculty
awl stutlnt lepresentatis es. Until the elf-esalitation tads been completed. the
teit,iiiiii13 and C opt of iii.iitutional compliance a ith the regulations ssill remain

gue4,u oat,
In their final form, the Title IX iegulations place empliab: on the resolution

of sex ili-erinonatioa complaints is ithin alt institution. The .kAUP has long
Its orect such an appro.(' h as A concoittltalit eitaaiterh,tie of responsible insti-
tutional self-goi el nom W emit.. therefore. pleased to note Ilia in Seetion SO.S
t.ti the Regulations require Institutional recipients to "adopt and publish griev-
ance proedui es loos idua for inimipt and equitable resolution of ,tudent and
employee eitniplaints under Illy Regulations. Ili 'wetting scab our
4onrn that edit' atom in-Witt/m articulate sound and jinn( ions regulations
and trzievanc- proredmes. the Association coil continue tat lend afrSistiiiil'e to
Monty member. and athilittistnitors uho are seeking information about ap-
propriate griesance procedures for higher education institution.,

The AAUP considers at pal tietliait.c prudent that, in the Einialoyment section
of the Itegulatitais. iii nn,.t re-pt us IIEW has chosen to conform the Title IX
regulation. ss ith the :.4ex Ilielimination Guidelines of Title VII of the 1%1 Civil
Eights Act and in the ,urea of hat; or ss ith the icquircalients Of the
qual Pa3 Act. BtatiO ire have been ss orkitig particularly hard to c stablish the
right of academie ss "Men to equal pension benefits. tie sea: tlb,ippolitted that the
regulat iolis did nut ttittire litzgettItionr to pint ado equal monthly pt usiuu beiletit".
to nbile and female employ yes. flout-vet.. Secretary Weinberg( r announced on
,taws 3. 1975. in a pre. release sx bit It act ompanlutl dist tlialtion of the regulations,
that The Preitlent bay dire, till the Equal J.nriluvmeaat Optiortniiity Coordinat-
ing e,ouneil to stuil3 Ow, further. in on.iiitation ssith HEW. and to report
oitk to Inia by tietohyr 1:AIL' This Ands is expe( ed to guide the tederal /Igen-

toutt.rd a Wilful in polio, dud s e-stougly urge adoption of 4t pOliey requiring
the pio merit of equal monthly pension benefits to,n-inlo and female employees.
We hate detailed our reasons in supp4Jt of equal pension',choits in recent let-
ters to Pre4(1.-nt Fold and to Seel eta ry of Labor. John Dunlop, in Agit' COlifillestItS
SlibillItted to 'HEW vli proposed Title IX regulatiote,, a p.tpm r co-authored

v.eetimi hot! of Public Law 92-31S provides that . federal lepartment
a:encv It 1)101 1.1 II/11101i e-red to httend Federal Ilnant Ja assistance to 011j PIlileatiOn pro
gram or aetivitvt by stray of grant. Joan, or contract other than a contract of insurance or
guaranty. ix authorized and directed to effectuate the rovislolin of . . . I the anti-sex dix-
ortmination pros lxionx1 . . section 901 with respect to sui 0 program or activity b.

roles, regulatioox. or ortiN of general applicability which shall be eoe.istent with
re itho enolet of the °loci lives of the statute authorizing the Dna-tidal axtance In con-
n.-t11.-11 with which the action is takki.-

1,,derat NrippoTt to niversitte4, College., and Selected Nonprofit Instantiono, flea'.
7. or 1971 (Derr ether, 17721.

Polirtment, of Agriculture. Defense. Commerce. lion-dn.: and Prima Devel-
ool. Interior. Labor. Tranportation, Health, Education anal Welfare, Atomic Energy

mtut -ion. Office of n'1,110111IC 1111.1.10rthnit. E.rivirunmental Protei tion .1,1ebo. Agenty
I. or Inv:national Development, National Aeronautics and Space Adminktration, and time
Nationtil Science Poundation,

:zee. DPW Statement On Government of College" and I:nivel...ales" and "1972
itditutiontil Recitations on Academic Freedom and Tenure, reprinted in

AA CP Policy Dot-tumults and Reports,
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13 Committee \V Cloa.ria loon, Itr. Marc Gut,, and lipuniittee \V member, Dr.
Maim ra Ilcrialiati. I .lit (1oLono, Me, With our te,t loamy to fur-
ther amplify the Association s position on the pt uston to_tielits issues. 1.1:X1111.1t

The portion of Title IX Regulations 1 Set.tion Stl..17tc) %%Well deals %%Oh the
tteatna neut of pregnancy for tiplo; itient i tirpteo..., does follow Tale, VII lluttle-
1,Le, w 11111/lag that ,11. rota le .1 iiiiw ses be treated as temporary dis-
e:,olit les nn, the purpose ut halt, d L.-motto 3 income. 111111 114 the A14'111111 of tally r
boa-tits or sell ices. We belies e that the Title S11 Gwdehues hat e given sub-
,tamittl protection to tliono taoinen iiho iti,11 to tali e cilittlrea chile pursuing

r( vrS Mali; CAW( alt wit institution, hoe rt c Led tiotur vomit); itimit polit les to
pro, mein, al, Illn..pit.tt1/..ttlUtl, .111d di ability 114,111alio.e % loch covets pregnancy
, ad frez,liatie3-rt tatted ill AAA ,,.*N. It (% Amid hone been need tuitort mote if Tire IX

had de,1041-1_ tl Alit utotigoititais anti tie note owl sate.fac Lion that
the Title Ix regulations t 1/11114e1111`11t Title VII uuldelitle.,

TLr ilide.n sett nr.0 nt3 in 11015 ing forward, to tuiplenit to the Tit IX
..a.iitioott-.. Student-, oil" ice to be the priuut,.tl buto ticiar.es of Title IX and

the Ite.aclalotats., mot be regalia..I to %N.ilt I/ diger Cur
tai tNitti alti topportunt13 ithout regard to se'. We belie. e that Ittlin3

read3 to tarry oat in pool lab, the requirement and -.okra of, Title
IX Alta at, th..rt tore, toga, Ciatgre.s, au permit full luiptenientatIon of the regula-
tion-.

liatoo to rto-ponal to an3 citations 01,1 in,. 3 have t 11111.el fling the
1%,-to ion on the Title IX,Regula lions.

ANti.iirC AN As,soc f =l l ION'OP PitOFFsSORS.
Washington, DX.* Nay 27,107.7.

TI.t PI:PsteEST.
14/1r1P,

!Phu: Pimsint,N r rum,, Taut urrelitl% looYe on your (!sal draft of regula-
tioti.5 prepared by toe 1)epartto4 tit of Iii atilt. Lion .tlid Welfare to imple-
ii, Title ix of the iti72, Dint (loll Amendment,. %%ant to t all tip 3 tour attention
it t.,att of non t tut to mends:Es of the American ..1,sociat1o11 of Untsersit3 l'ro-
t......tors Which is addressed in the regulations.

pesently a rat tem the Title IX regulations fat relit employers subject to
Tit:. IX requirement, to either pay equal a outributions on behalf of all one.
toito.to 1, or to protult pt 11:11)11 phws a hit If pity etjIntl benefit, to ,Initlatly situated
14.11e and 'fetnall. .litplo.% ea.,: Many edin atiott hodititt tons now pro% tde
.0011-1011 pluus tthicli ia, toietinal ititoitio3 lotthefits loot,vti uu sex and, therefore,

iinal lalloolat.it. of Title IX regulations wall hate a substantial impact on the
.01 di a 1% Ike( her tor not academie aotuen %Nil), continue to retcive retlueed
ptt,ion benelits Iowa use of their sex.

The Amerio an A,sot Litton of Una ersity Proles ...ors ha. state I s s it tort for
11,q 14 to intiol.ao lit the prink lows of t-ottal loont10 I .1 trenteot i,nents for

it and Halt Ott tilt,." The result t' of the A.11:1) is ,igui hunt oet num. faculty
nit mho 1,4 4111(1 Light r Monolith LlItttatluu, alit Ii partici att. in Teat hers In-
Aura m.o. and Amtitot3 Association and College Retirement Ee tittles Fund (TIAA
CUM.') pelt-ion iorto,t ale, are the itrin.qpie pones to be a 'creed by regulations
el11 la CO1111112 the P.1.11/tellt of equal pu.siott benefit, vegan ess of Sex. In heepoig
1%itti the polo 3 tot' the .1.1U1', Committee IV on the St tus of I'Voinen in the
-toad. adt. 111-1., pre ,Cited teNtlition% to do. ej,ItortIllent of Labor 111
-thi000rt of i911111 tovIiMtat lit. Milts 1 tit fettIiiber 10. 197 t: A .101/ of tith. testimony
F. .hooted, In addition, the e. ritten t tolliiitelltS tel VS on proposed
'rah IX regulation, ittea.uuua, ,1111001tt (I the rem 110111' tot of equal I otni-ion lime-

.(,r men awl women a 04111111'1MA ellelOSed)
slew of the ad% an, vtle nt lu legal thougi the siznifiatit shift in our

national moll, les stmt. (lit passage of the Email. Pay At t lit 191g; and the 19E4
Co flights At 1, ',will benefit, should no be admitted
Y1, ht 11 total-. ti f»ex-hast a tor Whet prollitolted classifit altluus rather than to neutral
employment f,- ..tors'.

At ha...I one state rt tirettient program ro% unequal mounds retirement
lome tits fur 11101 alai ttutucu ildiS l'11 he Id tuft (,11:41(11t11111111. ( See Eobi,ason y.

t D)rafr Regulations. Subpart E. See. SU.50(2).

21 ,
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itt My. caw. No. .109N.. N anderbarg Circuit Court, Indiana.) As you are aware. the
Equal Employment Opportunity Comt,sion has mandated equal pmezion bene-
fits under Title VII of the 19U.1 Civil Rights Act. In the Commission's "Guide-
lines-on Discrimination Because of Sex'', the cost of providing. equal benefits is
not considered to be a relevant rationale for refusing pro% Won of equal benefits.
Recently. the EEOC's interpretation reteived Judicial approval in Manbact v.
Ca a of Lox Antic 9 Et'D 611. t C.D. Cal, 19751.

The lack of a clear Administration stand requiring equal pension benefits
weakens enforeZment efforts of the ENOC, creates minecessaty confusion about
the purpte.v Of equal employment lams, and permits some employers and insurers
to profit from the hick. of federal agreement to the detriment of female employ-
ees, a substantial majority ut alma' ant never lit e to-collect the fall measure
of benefits to ahielt the y are entitled. _,nrely. coordination of fedt rat activity in
this area %%Dahl take a leap forward if Title IX regulations at least miored the
lanmIage of the EtE0C guidelines.

We believe that no substantial reasons hare been advance47, support the
convent of unequal pension foments. Testimony of the insuraute industry at the
labor Department's hearings in September established that a iMbstantial num-
ber of employers provide pension plans %Shul, pay equal pensii;ii benefits to ...no.
Early situated men and women. Large employers such as the fetkral government
have long provided equal pension benefits fur their employees while maintaining
the aetuarial soundness of their program's.

Certainly, federal legislation attach has as its purpose the elinhination of ma
lawful and arbitrary sex thserinnuation should be lid erpreted in a way whir
will effectuate the legislative intent. Permitting employers subject to Title IX
to provide discriminatory pension plans hardly carries forward the mandate of
',lino ix. 1 tome that in your careful renew of Pith- IX regulations. you will
correct UM suzgested latimmtge to require equal treatment of a omen and men in
the area of pension benefit,.

Sim .rely,
DUI E FT.

A-Nt ritic.t ;I AssochyrioN or Usivr.risiTy Pnornssons.
ll'avItington, D.C., Nay 4, J:1;1.

Nt. JOHN DI'N'T pl,
klifert tan/ of Labor. flupartnicid of Labor, -Washington. D.C.

DE tr. SretarAny lit :rov. I aunt to call to your attention a matter of com ern
to members of the Amerman At...ova:unlit of CM% cesit3- Prof,,sor. a hiell Is cur..
rently muter sillily by the I Otim rtinvitt of Labor. I refer to I II i . question of a li, trier
or nor altiletIlle Human aid emitinne to receie reduced pension bent fits II, caus,2.
of their sex.

At the outset, it b... important tee note the American Associatbin of Univ.. rsity
Professors, a predominantly male ineniber,hip organization, ha< pledge 1 Its
efforts "to take action to implement the principle of equal monthly rt tirl 1110111

IIPTIM.flts for women and men fAr11113." The r-solt of the AAI'l° Is significant
because !acuity members and higher education Instittiti,, a Iii,,ii paticipart ill
Tetieller-i heatamee and AllMIII ..1,',"'in hill mu mid college Retirement Eqidtle,
Fund CU/ A,1-I 'it Er 1 penNIm prfigr.00, tiro the lititio.pal ;intuits 1,1 be afro t It'd
by a elotty.o III I.abor I lepartitimit regulation,. Iii reciting 111th tht lit !icy of the
AAUP. .miniittee N1 on tat. Stint), of \Womn ill Ile- Aeadende Profession ha,:
finNlitt,i1 tp,thippny or I lit. Department of Labor in support ,,f .1 obange In the
I leparimenes r -gulailtnis to require the pay ment of 0.10111 poi-ioiL b. neflts , $(11-
frolher pa, 1K-I 1..1 (opc of this testimony Is attached.

Iii view of the nth :Imminent in It gal thought nipl the sigtiiiit ant shift in oar
tuitional polo le- "11TI'l OP' passage of Slut' Equal l'a.,. Art in litt13 anti the Civil
Itiglits Act ., ilitti, disparate employ meat bone 1, should 110 I, Juzi., hi, t ,11.t I t1.11
when relate(' to sex based or tuner prohibited . 1.,,,:le ,:i.oll. nil Ler than to mien-
trot -rot+ -eo,ot flu' tors

At least one state retirement program prioitlair unequal 111,,Ili %Is r. lire in, tit
1011111: fear men titlit,u,nriett ssii, (''Hail Iiiirmistittate,tial IS$'1` 1:',1,4( lb" ,' %-

Rettig. Case No. tOirs, Vanderbilmli uiretilt ('t,1111. Doll ma ) As y on are aw're.
The ropial -Emilltri intuit opportunity Commis.ion bat, itiandatt 4.1 I total iii il-but
benefits tinder Title VII of the 1961 civil Rights Act. Ili (Ito Cuillini,-1..il',;
,.(;iloiellio-: (Jo IPi,..roolim lion 1,,,,,no,. of Si",x iii - rust of pro, Ithiu., equal in ite
lit, is mit rim-ob-oil t. be at role ant rat foliate for refusing Pc01,1,-.111 ;If "Atha
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benefits. Recently, the EOC:s interpretation received-judicial approval in_Man-
hart v. City of Los Angeles, 9 EL'I) 6911, C.D. Cal, 1970.2 The Courtin ifanhart
implied that the Department of Labor timid not permit a differentiation based on
sex-segregated actuarial tables and still comply uith the language of the Equal
Pay Act. ( _

The failure of the Labor Department to take a stand-requiring equal pension
'benefits sveakcas enforcement efforts of the EEOC, creates unnecessary confusion
about the purpose of equal employ merit lan:s, and terunts seine employers and
insurers to profit from the lack of federal agreement to the detriment of female
employees, a substantial majority of nhom n ill never live to collect the full
measure of benefits to n Welt they are entitled. Secretary Weinberger, in a letter
to President Ford accompanying -the resised (haft of regulations-recently sent to
the-White Hoist, indicated that the-treatment of peesien beitelitsby the Depart-
ment of Health, Education an Welfare under Title of the 1972 Educational
Amendments is king complicated by the fah.t thattiu nniftem regulations exist
in the federal arena.

We believe that no substantial reasons blue been athanced to support the
concept of unequal pension benefits. Testimony of the insurance Industry before
the Labor Department established that a-substantial number of employers pro-
vide pension plans uhich pay equal pension benefits to similarly situated men and
women. Large employers such as the federal gos eminent hale, lung prodded"
equal pensten benefits for their employees AA bile maintaihing the actuarial
soundness of their programs. The time has voile for the Department of Labor,
through its regulations, to support. the rights of female employees to enjoy the
fell measuee.of their employment benefits by requiring emploArs to provide
plans which pay-equal pension benefits for men and neaten.

Sincerely,
sEert DLITEX.

Enclosure.
EV ITS: REVRENtENT

(By Barbara Bergmann 2 and Mary Gray')
A_ great prim Iple which, has emerged from the anti-sex-discruninatlen legisla-

tion is that it is no longer permissible for an employer to treat any particular
woman as If she were "the average noutita." The employer is no longer permitted
to assume that any particular woman can lift no more than the "average women"

an lift, Cr assume she csilLstay on the job as long as the ''average woman" will
stay, or assume that once on the job she Will produce as much (tic the ''average
woman" Grouping peojfie by sex then making decisions as to hiring, promotion,
pay, or any other persounel action constitute; Milan ful discrimination. An em-
ployer who wants to hire surrey le who a ill hale to lift heal y objects is free to
give all pt reals nlia apply a Ming test, but that employer is not free under the
law to make the hiring decision on the bask of the eonformaion of the sex
organs of the applicants. The fact of life sbieb the lass recognizes is that nil
men are not, for purposes of nork, different from all women, that there is a
distribution of talents and propensities among men and another distribution of
talents and propensities among nomen, and that these distributions, although
not 'dentin!. do overlap. The "average" of the male distribution may be dif-
ferent than the "average" of the female distribution,, but there are hnlividuals
in one distribution nho hale optic Mott talents and propensities to individuals
in the other distribution. ;

As it is with talents and propensities, so it is nal! death ages. While the
"average woman" (lies later than the "average man. there Is a considerable
os( rlap in the distribution of death ages. If at a single point in time ne were
to pick at milieu 1000 men age 05 and 1000 age 65, and follow. them
through and eliserse their death ages. sse sstedd find an overlap of 64 percent
(see Fignri 1 This means that vie could match up 4 percent of the men with

percent of the women as Lasing an identical year of death. This leases 8 per-

I In Marshall. the Court held "Bekause the Department of Water and Power's praette.e
in question here %tolatet these considerations by applying the general actuarial charac-
terNties of female longevity to individual female employees vho In reality nuts or mar net
"Alive individual male employees. the Court decides. that plaintiffs have established aof discrimination braler 70.1ta of the Ilipt.1 Emphoment Act.- to FlP13 at 1191.Barbara itergroattn, reonomle4 -rniverAty of Maryland, lA a member of nattoCommittee

',liars Gray. Mathematics aced StaUwtiey, Amerkan UnIserqity, i ClkairperF,on ofnational Committee W.
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rent of the population, namely 8.percent of the men who die relatively early,
unmatched by women`s deaths, and S percent of the women who die relatively
late, whose deaths are niimatehed by male deaths.

Dlittnutioa a 0,ath Aga. of 1000

,a4 IMO hits who :Noah At. 65

44 a: 0.4:11

5a4:c4: U.S. Life 115145

Allowing employers to proilde higher pension benefits for men than for women
on the grounds of higher cost is to allow employers to assume that alLmen are like
the **average man" and all women-are like the 'average woman" lu terms of
death age. It allows employers to arrange things so that the savings In annuity
cog for the,S percent °fettle population consisting of excess men who die early
are entirely monopolized by men, 84 percent, of whom are in the overlap group
1 Ile extra burdens imposed by the higher annuity costs of S percent of the
population consisting of excess women who die late are entirely allocated by
employers to women. b-1 percent of whom are in the overlap, group. This is -be-
eau=e" the conformation of the sex organs of women match those of the ex.cesS
pe.qile who die late. What is at issue is whether It Is within the law and whether
it I,- just to continue using the word ' beeausel.th this way in this context. We
would argue that the law, w Welt forbids usia sex as a way ofigronping em-
ployees, requires the sharing of these benefits and these costs over both sexes.
Pension plans winch acup employ lies by sex deny equal pay fa equal work to
the majority of the populationwhieh is in the overlap group.

11.0 women in the large oierlap group with lower pensions are, to say the
least, in an unfortunate position. The considerable difference in their living
standard is not even compensated fur the dubious utilit.i." of a longer life:
they do riot cost the systems any more than men do. their only crime is that they
have the same sex organs as the few people in the loaner-lit ed group. This seems
a slender reason to condemn them to a considerbly untanir living standard
than men. Public pulley embodied in the anti-disisimination legislation requires_,
that the burden of supportinic tit& percent of the population who are longer

.11vcd be shared by the entire population, rather than putting the whole burden
on M. 4 percent of the population who ore like the bmg lived group in sex
.r::::fns but not in longevity.

:,,itte employers, indutling ninny universities and colleges, purchase annuities
for their employees front Insutanve eontp.uties hitlea tlion making, pension pay-
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meats directly. TM rd or. many ways these insurance companies might arrange-
their charges. They might i and for seine purposes do) group men and vt omen
together, and, after L.a,sideration of the characteristics of the group they ..re
insuring, charge an equal amount for leach entple:ee ami promise to it-diver equal
nomad,. pi nslon bent tits to each. However, most private insurers will oblige the
employer by offering to give the lumen employ ees less in terms of 'malady
lo ht fits. This obliga s the climb...yr:ins nose it lowers the price the employer has
to pay per imployee front w bat Osweld be if ail employees gut the saute beneht.
As long as It is permissible for puployers to seek to pnrchase sucli a package
they will tind insurance cantipaules who will be glad. to oblige theta, The cost is
lowered for the employLr. and 'the "buck is passed to the insurance companyto do the discriminating. The wservicing the
"average woman," Thi pret at is illegitimate for the employer to use in Ow
context of -salary, or hiring,. or promotion. There is no reason to permit its u.se
in the field of pensions or (chute benefits generally.

1

The use of pensions as a dist riminatury des ice is quite when one considers the
practice of many unisersiiies and Luileges instreating death benefits and ismstett
annuities in an inconsktott manner. In the case of benefits or death before
retirement, higher men tality of the average man" and the higher costs it ew
tails are ignored and men and women are frequently given thq same benefit for
the same premium. That is. In figuring death benefits, men ore given the ' ad-
vantage" of averaging out men's and women's mortality. The same university
may then turn around and again Bite men the ads ulnae° in retirement benefits
by futility to average out men's and woinen's mortality. If the university I and
the insurance organization which-sells them the policy) were trbl interested in
costs as a basis for the dist+ Motion of fringe benefits, it would not net in this
invonsistent manner. We woold assert that What the !miser:411y and the insurance
organization which sea let s it are interested in is taking advantageof women s
weak ,position in a discriminatory labor marbet to deny them the full measure
of benefits the university gives to men.

Let us turn ,now to the issue of "actuari runtiness." The. point we wish to
make is that there are numerous ways of mole% lug actuarial soundness.' Cer-
tainly a system Is finarn ially suutl if the total of discounted costs equals the
total of discounted benefits. phis 5,ane margin for atiMinistration, deviations from
past experience, etc. This may be achieved by splitting up the, population for
rate-making purposes into many small groups or into a few big groups, or keep-
ing the entire population in one'group. For example. it would be actuariallysound to split up the pepulation into different rate-paying groups, the assign-ment of Individuals to groups &poling not only on sex but on race. geogrophie
mention, blond pressure, numb( r of cigarettes smoked iu previous years. number
of relatives dead of cancer, and the like. Or it would be equally sound actuarially
for the law to mandate keeping the whole population in one group and charging
each the average cost of servicing the entire population.

Retirement systems can oprtite under equal benefit schemesmost state re-tirement schemes do, the Federal retirement system does and with all its-other
defects, Stoeird'Security pays men and women with identical work histories the
same benefits Similarly, retirement systems can operate without sex elassifiea-Hon in their actuarial tables. The tables can be adjusted for many different
groupings. or for no grouping at all. " .

Supporters of the status ion, worry that,institutions whose insured population
is, overwhelmingly male would pull out of existing plans were their rate to bbased on sharing the risk eniformly and would go to companies who insure only.
grmips which are almost exclusively male and w Weil could therefore offer lowerrates for the Sallie retirement benefits. This is unlikely for several reasons. First
(1 OM PninSin" could not legally offer insnranee only to predominantlY singlset groups so if male groups moot to a company, female groups would follow
and eventually equalize the rates, secondly. one would hope that an eventually
less sexually stereotyped work foree would eliminate the potential for sex-based insurance pools to be formed. Finally in the college and university retire-
ment business one company is so firmly entrenched that the prospect of tem-poraily lowered rates woad not cause any significant shifts away from it.Much has been made of the alleged conflict in existine. agency interpretations.qn fact, however any retirement plan which meets the rennirements for equal
pension bevefits set out in Culdelines developed by the Equel Employment Op-
portunity Commission for enforcement of Title VII of the 10114 Civil Rights Act
Incurs the requirements of the Labor Department and the Department of Health.Education and Welfare for equal benefits or equal contributions. Moreover, if
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any of these agencies change their regulations-to-require both equal-benefits and
equal contrilptions, any.plan meeting such a test will also meet EEOC's. That is,
conformanccrwith the strongest conditions implies conformance with the weaker.

one final issue which deserves comment is the complications arising from vari-
- ous °lawns within retirement planssingle-life, joint-life, 10-year certain, etc.

Littler existing retirement Plans which have these various options the substantial
:wx-differentialb exist only in the single life option. However, under the grouping
of men and women together for the sharing of risks, the payment rates on all
options would be the-sante for similarly situated_ men and women since neither
the employees nor theii-iikuses would be identified by sex.

AyERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS,
1Vashington, D.0:, October 14,1974.

Re Comments on Tifla IX Regulations.
C.tsv.tu WEINDERGER,

Secreley, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
ieshinuton, D.O.

DEAR ;,ECACE"FARY WAiNBERcER: On behalf of the Association's Committee W on
the .tutus of Women In the Academic Profession, we respectfully submit the
1,,Ilo leg comments on the proposed regulations (45 CFIt Part 86) to implement
'rah, IX of the J072 Education Amendments (20 V.S.C. 1631 of am). While-we
encourage prompt and t igorous enforcement, of Title IX by the Office of Civil
Emig:, it is our belief that the greatest progress toward the elimination-of sex
discrimination lo educational hiStitutions can be made where,institutons volun-
Leta) vinninit Ilmquseh Os to the principle of equal opportunity embodied in Title

Those institutions Which have developed fair and-equal policies will be little
affected by Title IX enforcement. Others will have to devote the necessary time
caul eilvigy to tleWlopilig programme, amid policies which reflect non-sexist prin-
ciples. We believe that munch human potential AA ill be released iu opening educa-
tional opportunities and employnient to females.

Our comments focus on an application of Title-IX to higher education institu-
noes. tlt because of any sense that sex'diserlminatioli does nit exist in Omen;
tar) and secondary schools, but rather )ecause *omen in higher education are
our parkieular constituency and concern. ,We have no doubt, however -that eradi-
cation of discrimination at the lower educational levels is a prerequisite-for fun;
Jean/Aaiun of the potential of Mullin in postsecondary schools. Because Com-
mit lee W has paid pnaltillar attention to the economic problems of women em-
la..4q1 ui neatleme. a substantial part of our comments NNW discuss the employ-
ment portions of Title IX regulations.
&ction$ 86.2 (in), in)

Env du not cot er admission to private undergraduate vocational
alai, or professional bathing programs. We feel that this Is particularly un-
Al.:Innate as-it utluvva institutions to continue to limit admission of women In such
porgrithis its engineering and architecture, thus permitting the perpetuation of
male dominance of the professions. If the "pool" of qualified women in these
Unditwoallb loale-dominated fields is to be substantially increased, greater ef-
for.. twist be made to train w omen fur careers in these fields. If public institu-
tmoita are to be prholpally responsible for this task, they should be generally
mutoted in the imard of federal contracts, grants and other forms of financial RS.

ali(d Mtge particularly, public higher education institution,, should be
let%artifql special funds for the development of undergraduate programs for the
trauma; of AA onivii in professions and fields VtIlit,11110w have few er limn 25 per-
cent women employed ha the field,
z:eetion SG.2 fp)

After the words "education program or activity," we suggest adding the words
course or field of study," au that ail discrimination In admissions is prohibited.

Section $9.9(8)
We suggest the addition of a section defining the term "party" as any individual,

pr grew, initiating or filing a complaint of sex discrimination under Title IX, or
an institution or person named as a respondent iii such a complaint. The absence
of a clear statement of who is a party-in a Title IX proceeding severely limits the
-due process rights of complainants and possibly of respondents as well.
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Section. 86.0 (b)
It must be wide cleat that state or local laws cutlet:ailing employment at edu-

cational institutions arc superseded by Title IX. This is most easily accomplished
by adding "0114)10(a: or applkant fur employment." w here% student" appears
iii fA.6(b).
Section 86.S.

We suggest adding to this sec t hal an obligation for tine recipient to publicize to
students and parents ,the naiin of the mason w ho shall cool innate Title IX

bactivities.
Section 84.21(c) ('J .

We suggest adding to this subsiction a statement whit it prohibits an institu-
tion's use of a test fur tla purposes of admissions ninth requires information
`concerning marital snail-. We hclie% e that sta,It questions have a-discriminatory
impact on women-and sate nu useful purpose for testing. Fur example. ift the
application forms fur the TAW School AtIniksions Test, the Admission Test Pee
GI:Wu:de Study in Bilitiests anti the Graduate Record Exam, all administered,

, .- by the Educational Testing Sort ice. Princeton. New Jersey, the sex of the eau7.
didate is asked. 'Moreover, in the first two exams. a 115W ers as ft, marital smuts
and/or marital-intentions ar0 required. We do not see that this information is
necessary for either the testing ur admissions processes.
Section 80.31 (to), 80.31(b) (7), 86.31(c) (2)

There is a whole area of support of discriminatory organizations which needs
to be covered nore thoroughly by the Title IX regulations. Federally-assisted
institutions should be prohibited from assisting In any way organizations that
discrinquate, regardless of wht.ther or not the realtimiship of the organization
to the institution is `'sulo.tritial",or whether or not the (again/anion pro% ides
services to students and employees! ;

.
Section 86.3.7(a)'(2) t

Tke regulations are conintentlaille In dealing with discritainatitahin fitiaial
aid an far as they go. _However, we feel that programs such as Rhodes SAO:it-
shipi. cannot lie excluded from 'coserage. The influence and prestige .of Rhodes
Schnlarsis enormous. Women canna continue to be excluded from the program
if doors to advancement in professional life are to be truly open. If minorities
were cludell the Rhodes Skhalaikhip program would be in violation of Title,
VI and ne belies e there would be little equiocation Oil this point. Institutions
%%MA administer or particiapt in the Rhodes program are cleat ly in violation
of the plain language of Title IX. and the regulations should reflect this reality.
Iireover, we do not ask HEW to Interfere with a foreign trust. We simply ask

ti.at Atherican schools 55114 la recelw federal funds not be permitted to partici-
pate in 'programs which discriminate against 51% of the population of the V.S.
Section 80.3.7(a) . ,

The section is wholly inadequate in establishing a Cequireno lit that athletic
Madill-Ships beprovided for both men and 55 uliiLli. No such requirement is fonuti
in the section on athletics either. Thus, women may continue to be exluded from
a type of valuable financial assistance and from serious participation in atletics.
Some type of formula could-Lie us 1 to provide a share of athletic, scholarships
proportionate to the numberer of %r

%%unic
I participating in athletics or to the anner

of women in the institution if wile i base been traditionally barred from .tile
leties at the institution.
see/fug 86,35(0,'86,38(c) (1) anti ( 2). (4), (a), (f) .

'the whole area of athletics is not adequately co%eret1 by the regulations. Coate
provisions are good and should be retained. e.g.. the interest survey. However.
heztltutions should be required to do a self-analysis and formulate a 55 rit«ti
aflirinative action plan -If runetlial action is required to usercume the effects of
past discrimination. . .

The regulations on notification should require that all students be notified ill
writing concerning the a va !lability of athletic opportunities. To formulate exact
regulations to insure equal opportunity Is (IMO/ it, Huts ester, as a minimum -Mete ,
sliould be separate teams with 110 filth ranee:, ill 0(111/1,111P11t. faClill ilbS. 80101:1r-
ships or support activities. Section 136.3Stf) 'should be changed to read. -nothing
in the regulatiods Should be interpreted RS prohibiting equal aggregate expentli-
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tures for each sex.' and the iegtilatoms should require a per-participant expendi-
ture which is equal for similar teams.
Section 86.Pic) / .

.

This-seytion should incorporate language stating that fur the Imposes of Title
IX. the RA. in,. bona tide oct opatomal qualiticAtadi" shall hose the same Meaning
as that given it under Title I II of the 1964 Cis it Rights Act ,LS "iii,'Illiell.
S't et iOn $6,,,i6 (a )

First. thts section should be clarified bj simply eliminating a pertion of the
last sentence, ,theystords "not subject to the pro% isions of titt.1-1." Fringe benefits
are a part of throtompensation package, but they desert e special treatment shay
various pension and hospitalization plans .11a se been criticized because they
treat men. and women differently for the purpose of benefits and.coserage. In
slew of the fact that Section 66.46 clarifies a recipient's obligation in regard to
fringe benefits and is much more cleariy stated that S4.tion 56.41 ft onMensa-
tom), we urge the separation of fringe benefits fiwn comiamsation for the pur-
pose of the Volations.
Section NI): 6(11) (2)

Now ie address an issue of spot ial Clink ern to the Committee on the Status of
'V% omen of the AAUP, that of equal monthly retirement benefits for women and
men.

On April 27, 1(174 at the Annual Meeting of the Ameritan Association of Uni-
versity Professors, an organization foretlonoiloantly node ill membership, the fol-
lowing ?notion was passed by a vote of 164 to 69:

"That the Sixtieth Annual Meeting of the AAUP direct the Council tof
AAUP) promptly to take action to implement the grin iple of equal nionthij
retirementbenefits for women and men faculty."

We offer our coronaMs wi the proposed guidelines in fur herame of the action
mandated by that motion.

Some erliPluiers, including a substantial number of singes and unit ersaties.
are providing,greater pension benefits for retired Well employees than for retired
is omen employees with equivalent work histories, forcing retired women into a
lower standard of lit mg as it result. This practice has been rationalized by refer-
ence to the greater costs tine to the greater average lunge% itj of women and to
'actuarial soundness:. We take the pe.,Ithat that alla%e lag such practices tmeon-
brine is to permit discritnination which the Congress outlawed in Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act. in the Equal P* Act. ant) in Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972. It is our position that ostra-e greater hinge% ity of women does not
justify allowing employers to pro% ide a lower standerti of living for ehleily
retired wW11011 than eh] ; tired men. and that "actuarial soundness" can be
aefutved by ,
vicilatt . It. sense of justice and tlitcahtbtliscrimination Iris of our

mtirely feasible arrangements. airangernents. shish Infil

A .great principle which Las emeiged from the anti-diseriluillare 11 It gislation
is that it is no longer permissible for au eniplt*er to treat any particular sitfinan
as if she were `'the average. woznam' The employer Is no hamei permitted to
a.sonic. that any particular woman t an lift no more than the " average woman"

an lift. or inMilllt ,,he wilt .410 on the job as long as the " average woman" alit
stay, or assume that once on the job she will prologs as much as the 'average
woman: Grouping people by s' whenlmaking decisions as to hiring, promotion,
pays 'Jr 4tly anl. personae] an Ili#11 I ailltitUteS illAla1%fol discrimination. An yin-
Ato St lio wants to hire someone who will hare to lift beau objects is free to
we oil persons who iqfply a lifting test, Lot that employer is not-free tinder the
ia.% to mato, the hiring decision on the loot,11, of the conformation of the sex orgiths
of the applitallPi. That- fat t of life %%Milt the law recognizes is that all men are
not. for purposes of work, different from all women. that there is a distribution
of talents mid propensities among hit n and another distiihution of tale its and
propensities Milton:. %%omen. and that these distributions. &thong:, not hieutital.
do overlap. The -average- of the male distribution may he tuft r lit than II e
'Average' of the female distribiamit, but there are individuals in one distribu-
tion who !lave equivalent talents and proetisitk.s to individuals in the tatlit r
distributiOn.

As It is with talents and propensities. so it is with death ages. While the
"average woman" tiles later than tot .act Ida* Mall.- there is ctutsiderahlt in er-
lap in the dist rihati.at, of death ages. If .1! ., single mont hi time we were to pick
at random 1000 men age 65 and 10)41 w ,oneri age 65. and follow them through
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and observe their death ages, we w oukl find an overlap of MI percent
,
-(see

.i.imendix 1). This means that we could match up 68 percent of the men with'-

V
OS percent of Ow women as ital.-lag an identical yiMr of death. This leaves 32-per-
cent of the population. of whom 16 percent are men who die relatively early,
unmatched by women's death, and of whom 16 percent are women who die rela-
tively late, whose deaths are umnatehed by male deaths. I--

Allowing employers to provide higher pension benefits for men than for women
op the ground of higher cost is to allow emmoyers to assume that all men are like
tile .average man- and all women are like the "average woman" 'n terms of
death age. It allows employers to arrange things so that the savings in annuity
cost fur the 16 percent of the population consisting of excess men 'who die early
are entirely monopolized by men, OS percent of whom are in the overlap grout.
The extra burdens imposed by the higher-annuity costs of 16 percent of the popu-
lation consisting of excess %lumen who the late are entirely allocated by em-
ployers to womenk 68 percent of whom are in the cu Thy group (who (lie earlier.
This is "because" the conformation of the sex organ of men match those of the
excess Peonle who the early, and the sex organs of omen match those in the
excess people who die late. What is at issue is w Nether it is within hie law, to
continue using the word "because" in this way in this colitext. We would argue
that the la.w..which forbids using sex as a way of grouping emplunes, requires
the sharing of these benefits and .these costs ever both sexes. Pension plans %%filch

glom, employ ees by sex constitute a denial of equal pay for equal work for tlie
majority of the population which is in the overlap group.

The women in the large overlap group with lower pensions fire, to say the
least_ in an unfortunate position. The considerable difference in their liking
standard is nut even compensated for by the dubious utility, of a longer life;
they du not cost the system any more tl.an men do; their only crime is :thitt
they have the sitail sex oigans as the few people in the longer lived group. This
setansm slender mason to condemn them to a considerably meaner living standard
than men. Public pulley embodied In the anti di,criudnation legislation reqUires
that the burden of supporting the 10 Krcent of the population who are longer
lived be shared by the entire population, rather than putting the whole burden

- on the 31 percent of the population who are like the long lived g'runp ill sex
organs but not in longevity.

;Some employers, including many universities and colleges, purchase annuities
for their employees from insurance companies-rather than making penslop pay-
ments directly. There are many ways these insurance companies might arrange
their charges. They might (and for some Purposes do) group men and n omen
together, and; after consideration of the characteristics of the ,group they are
insuring, charge an equal amount for each employee and Promise to deliver
equal monthly petition benefits to each: however, most private 'insurers will
oblige the employer by offering to give the women employees less in terms of
monthly benefits. This obliges the employer because it lowers the price tb:e'
employer lias to pay per employee from abut it would be if all emploikatot the
same benefit. As lung as It is permissible fur employers to seek to purchase such
a package they u Ill find insurance companies who will be glad to oblige them.
The cost is Ion ered for the ciapluyer, and the buck Is passed Jo the insurance
company to do the discriminating. The pretext is the greater dollar cos( of sere -,
icing the "average Woman." This pretext is illegitimate for the employer to use
In the context of salary, or hiring or promotion. There is no reason to permit
its use In the field of pensions or fringe benefits generally.

Does the fact that the pension may be purchased, rather than beingiprovided
directly by the _employer, alter the employer's obligation under the law not to
treat each Woman as the "average woman?" If it did, then, by the same logic,
employers might contract out the provision of many other fringe benefits to firms
who would charge the employer the same per employee regardless or sex, yet
provide lower benefits to the woman on the pretext of higher average cost of
servicing the women. Even the payment of wages might be contracted {nit in this
:way. and differences justified by reference to different "costs." There is no end
to the possible Ingenuity of employers-In maintaining differences in,,conmensa-
Hon to men. and women if employers were permitted to escape true mandate of
the anti-discrimination laws by passing the buck. An employer wlugqqqq purchases
the provision of fringe benefits from outside organizations which provide unequal
benefits by sex is discriminating -as much as if lie- provided uncq al benefits
directly. r

The use of pensions as a discriminatory deiceice Is made crystal (pear by the
practice of man universities and colleges In treating death 4Rnefltsrnd pension

I '
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annuities in an inconsistent manner. In the case of-benefits -for death_ before
retirement, higher mortality of the "average man" and the high costs It entails are

_ignored and-men_and women are frequently given the same benefit. In figuring
death benefits, men are frequently given the "advantage" of averaging out men's
and women's mortality. The same university may then turn around and again
givg men the advantage in retirement- benefitsy failing- tO average-out-men's
and women's mortality. If the university (and the insurance organization which
sells it the policy) were truly interested in costs as a basis for the distribution
of fringe benefits. it would not act in this Inconsistent manner. We would assert
that the university and the insurance orgahtzation which services it knowingly
or unknowingly take advantage of women's weak position in a discriminatory4
labor Market to deny them the full measure oftenefits -the university gives to
men. To lay down guidelines which would countenance this kind of behavior
Under the anti-discrimination laws would be-to make a mockery of those laws.

Let us turn naw to the issue a "actuarial soundness." The.point we wish to
make-is that there are numerous ways of achlevin., "actuarial soundness." Cer,
tainly a system is financially sound if the total of discounted costs equal the
total of discounted benefits, plus some margin for administration, deviations from
past experience, etc. This may be achieved by splitting up the population for
rate-making purposes into many small groups _or into a few big groups, on keep-
ing the entire population in one group. For example, it would be actuarially
sound to split up the population into different rate-paying groups; the assignindlit
of individuals to grOups depending on blood pressure, numbers of cigarettes
smoked in previous years, number of relatives dead of cancer, and the tike. Or
it would be equally sound actuarially for.the law to mandate keeping the whole
population in one group and charging each the average cost of servicing the
entire population.

Which division of the population for insurance purposes, if any, should be
encouraged by public policy? There are sonic forms of group-splitting which en-
.eourage desirable behavior and which are reasonably protected -by public policy.
Charging owners of frame houses more than owners of brick houses for fire in-
surance encourages the choice of safer building material; Charging accident-
prone drivers higher auto insurance premiums encourages safes driving. Charg-
ing older people more for km life insurance than younger eople encourages
younger people. whose need for insurance is greater, to purchase adequate
amounts. But there:is no desirable behavior which is encouraged by splitting up
the population by ,sex and charging more for annuities fur women than for men,
and therefore no public interest in allowing such. a split. On the contrary, split-
ting the population-by sex for pension- purposes is a device for alluv, lag emioers
to discriminate against women, which is against publie policy.

We have outlawed discrimination in hiring, promotion and in wages and sal-
aries. To allow the continuation of discrimination in the delivery of fringe bene-
fits through lower penson benefits for women would 'be" to enshrine for no dis-
cernible reason the last vestige of a discriminatory system. W'e therefore recom-
mend the adoption of language which requires equal pension benefits for men
and women and we strongly ,,rge th,A this be accomplished by requiring equal
contributions for men and women. Currently an employe': in compliance whin
BEIOC requirements fur equal-monthly benefits is not in violation of the weaker
regulations of other agencies which require either equal Monthly benefits or equal
contributions. If Title IX guidelines require equal monthly benefits and equal
contributions, employers in compliance with them %%ill also be in compliance with
Title VII regulations. Therefore Committee W recommends that the Title IX
regulations require both equal contributions and equal monthly benefits.
Section .36.47

There are 4a1 regulations regarding pregnancy -which we feel are
discriminatory:
86.47 (e) (1)

While the regulations require that an employee cannot be forced to begin
pregnancy leave if here.physlcian certifies that. she is able to work, they also pro-
vide that she notify her employer 120 days prior to the expected date of delivery.
.Such notification is not required for any other medical problem which -entails a
fairly predictable hospitalization period or leave of absence. Pregnancy is being
singled out for special treatment which is likely to have a harmful impact on
women and the regulation is, thus, discriminatory. Therefore, we again state

-a'
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that pregnancy Should be treated like any other temporary disability with no
special leave provisiOns. See our statement on Leaves of Absence for Child-
bearing, Child-rearing, and Family Emeryclicius, a copy of which I:, attachedas Appendix B.

requtrrement that the woman's-fitness to work be certified in writing by a
physician may treat pregnancy- differently from other temporary disabilities, Inviolation' of Title VII guidelines. Either it should he dropped or slIth certifica-
tion should he required .only- if an Institution also requires it for all temporary

80.47(e)(2) ,
The regulations allow Institutions to force a woman who takes a leave for

pregnancy or childbirth to remain on lease until the beginning of the lust foil
academic term following certification that she is able to work. This could require
a woman who takes one day off for ehiltibirth In September to remain off untilthe following September if her institution defines academie tern' as the whole
year. This discrimination provision should be deleted. Women should jai allowed
to take exactly the number of dos leave %%bleb they require fur pregnancy re-
lated disabilities as they and men are fur any other tempura* di-sabilities.

In general, we would suggest the adoption of the.AAUP statement on Leaves ofttbsrtive for ('hill - hearing, Child-rearing and Family Emeryeiteicx, which is in-
eorporated ati a parrot these quinine/its. We would also urge the int:lesion underthis section of an anti nepotism policy, We suggest consideration of the AAUP
,:tatement on Faculty Appointment and Fa may Relationship, which is attachedas appendix C.
St;.41 ar(r)

We feel that the proposed regulations should require an employer to offer pro-
rated ofringti' benefits fur p..rt time enipbyees who desire fringe benefits. Women
have had- particular dillicul,v fu obtaining appropriate health aad pensitin in-
surance when they teach In a port-time status. Thus, even If a woman teaches for
her principal laconic. she may be classified as a part-time teacher by an insti-
tution and thus lose an- opportunity to elect pension do healt h insurance co -
erage. We, therefore. urge that this Inequity be ally% laical by requiring institn
lions to offer benefit programs to part-time employees.

SUBPART FPROCEDUES1(
Seel

We urge the prompt issuance of complete procedural rogulation. Ideally, a
uniform set of procedures would be to,tablished for enforcement of Title
Title VI, the F.xecufise Orders and the Public Health Service, Act. The develop-
ment of a single inve,Ugation manual and uniform fund termination ttroeedures
would facilitate joint enforcement of anti-Alma imination statutes and regidations
and add credibility to OCR's over-all enforcement efforts. Title IX could be
combined With the Executive Order and Title VI res haws and Public Health
Service Act investigations. Because personnel resources ale limited, economy
requires consolhlation of investigatory and-ciatipliance proceedings. We also urge
the adoption of the investigatory procedures; of the National Labor Relations Act
which are now also used under Title Ix of the DO CivilRights AO.

I'nder Section S( (2. Individuals,onjheir representatis es rimy tile complaints
with the Office of Civil Rights for alleged %ioations of Title IX. However, in-
dividuals or Hair rehara ,entatly--es are not accorded the simple due prowess right, to
participate as a party agency pm et-dings including a hearing if one is
ordered. If either au Individnal or class of persons.has a stake in the outcome bf
the proceeding, their participation as a party should he guaranteed. It is insuffi-
cient to a person injured by discrimination tip be aecordd only the right to par
ticipate amieng curiae In a Title IX proceeding.

We al,o rt quire the adopthm of timetables or tiam-targets for investigations of
enmplainst and complianec reviews. Thera are no tone limits bar investigations.
'sill:men of letter of findings, or eonanencentent uf heartngs. We are thus eon-
cernearabout realistic enforcement-. We already know of eases where Title IX
complaints, filed two years ago, have not-been Investigated to completion.

2 .
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finally, we urge the prompt issuance of final regulations and strict interim
enforcement of prima facto eases of bew dia(iniination in educational institu-
tions receiving-federal financial assistance.

Respectfully submitted.
Dr. MART GRAY,

Chairperson, Committee W.
CAROLYN I. PoLowr,

Asso 6iate Counsel, Associate Secretary.

At the otiffet, let me state that academisc Women _breathed a sigh of
relief when the final title IX regulations were released by Secretary
Weinberger. An awful lot of time and hope have been put into the
process of,get Ling regulations out and get. title IX finally implemented.

We are hoping that not only will the title IX regulations become
effective, as presently written, on July 21, 1075, but that the other 13
Federal agencies, which pros ide substantial Federal assistance to edu-
cational programs and actin ities, will alter adopt the HEW regula-
tions or draft their own regulations which arc in keeping with the
HEW regulations.

Let Inc begin by saying that in general we support the F IX
regulations as finally issued. I think that it has been pointed4t- lay
that the regulations are eery Hindi the( result of compromise, , vi-
tually anyone who w ould look at the regulations would disagree with
portions, and would feel that other i?ortions would be strengthened.

It is our position, bow es er, the Congress should not interfere with
the implementation of the regulations on July 21, and that the prom-
ise of nondiscrimination embodied in the title IX regulations should
be permitted to become an integral part of the American educational
system.

First of all, we feel that the self-evaluation process, which is em-
bodied in the regulations, and which you have alluded to todtly, will
give educational institutions an ideal opportunity to find out whether
or not the regulations are unrealistic.

I think an awful lot of the complaints Unit you hear at present are
guesswork and not the result of analysis of the regulations based on
educational policies and programs. I 'feel that the institutions should
prepare with faculty and with students the self-es aluation that is re-
quired.

_liter that self-evaluation is prepared, there is ill be a workingknowl-
edge of what the regulations actually requi rd.

second_aspeet; of the regulations which the Association finds
particularly pleasing. is the pros ision which requires grievance pro-
cedures. The American Association of University' Professors has
for many years encouraged higher education institutions to engage

responsible self -riot ernment.-Itesiionsible self-government, we -feel.
is the drafting and promulgation. of fair and judicious institutional
regulations on grievance procedures.

-We feel that the emphasis on the solution of discrimination prob-
lems IN. ithin-alp jud, 440 ion is a healthy focus of the regulation. We hope
that the eombination of self-evaluation and the development of griev-
ance procedures is ill actually set the stage for carrying out the obliga-
tions that are established under the title IX regulations.
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We bare been particulaily interested in die 4miployment ti5pett-,Or-
the regulations. While we were disappointed that the regtilations aid
-not Provide for payment a equal periodic pension benefits to men and
women, it is our understanding that based on an announcement by
Secretary Weinberger pn June 3, that the Federal Government will
be seeking a uniform regulation in the area of fringe benefits.,

It is our hope that a coordination of Federal effort will, in fact, re:
suit in the promulgation of a regulation which requires payment of
equal periodic benefits to women and men. This particular issue has a
high. impact on academic women,'who lnive. for many years, in many
institutions; receiVed unequal pension benefit's: ,

We were pleased to see that the employment regulations,follemy title
") "IL Welhink that this is ahealthy aspect.

One of the complaints in the area of civil rights is that regulations
are not being enforced, or the procedures are not uniform. We feel that
the Secretary's and the President's leaning to and adoption of
employment policies is very appropriate.

Inparticular, the maternits benefits sections are reinforced, and are
'a ry important part of tlie title VII regulations which hal e benefited
nunix academic women.

I tail* that this sums up the areas that we, touch.orrin ourpoinnients.
would' kike to close by saying that tfiere is, indeed, An 'urgency in

Moving iforWard to implement the title IX regulations. Students who
are to he the principal beneficiarieS of title IX and implementing
regulations should not be required to wait, any longr.for equal oppor-
tunity without regard to sex.

We believe that many institutions, atereeady to carry out, the require-
ments and spirit of title IX.,We, therefore, urge Congress to permit
fill; implementation of the regulations,We.flope, chat the implement1-...
t 10M WI I Lbegi July 1.

SIMQN: Mt. Buchanan., -

111,13ucir-tN' hank von, Clrurinfm.
,

I want to cd'mpliment ;ton on your Statement, You are aware of the
testimony of NCA.A. and the coaches concerning their concern for the
effect of the.implementation, of these regulations in college athletic
Programs. I w onder.if }on would ha% eau r:sponse to that basic bi Lila-
011

I
1

also wonder, Lois. on the seal? of values. you would phi cei that.
, ,W; POIAny37. In terms of priurity we really feel,thatnpening edit-
pational programs to,meinbes,Of 'a sex \\ilia, have previously beendis-
'criminatedsagainst in this program, 1% .probably have the greatest
impact, as -faras.Social deelbpment.

Iam not belittling the iinpact of the athletic regulations or 1114ir
effect. I think. that if the title IX really encompasses Much more than,'
'athletics, and -We have been talking about the approach that the
-athletic groups' hay,been taking, in fact what they are saying is that
they bate a'businpss,to preset\ e not an educational program. That is
not tie way that- we look at the issues that are involyed ;

We ate talking about educational programs. and if athletics are a
part of a.good educational program, we hopt) that they will be ayail-
fibre to 'hot h sexes.

Dr. St-xinital. I would like to speak4to that. Ta many universities
there roilflitt between faciilt.% and at,datiu extracurtit attn. pro:.

2 8
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gainspana, inf,:esreull:egiatathleckc,,iprogrants. In many institutions,
) ,4, ;4,iftteultJcsliki'e rtk.onctnenclod tin) elintiniftifprortltsticitueigintet.-
t _, Tddissgiatb-ipplAprograllis a ud for a vin'y ort,vions liktavit. --", ": 7.-- `---- .. ,,t

As &Wit:its =grow , ib..erigraeionill institutions, some 'priorilleY lul:A-0-40',- :, ., '
be established-. OtaVoillti_kpt,i4itief,:. and one of the nitijoi'' pi:igrities, ''

_ obviously, is the_acadenne proLmitu.:Thurefore. i &the deficiets a result
of the intercollegiate progrant,1110,,(thil911.1} , that does notcontribute
to the actulenti4 program. '': . ', '',1 ' ' I;

We are concentetL.about IL We recogiii4e-tIttl Alio university needs
a -very comprehenise program in order 'vi renrim,\N-lable. Some uni-
versities,have been...able to establish good intet'dolk)gjiitv tithleite pro -

,l- ',rams. but these programs rut must tell( et tlik'pt;o1SlOn of sex di,;-
z I. elimination, and must reflect tifoit that 0.0;,rain tit! sii(:`11 :'w,ay" as to
1f. 17,, olinainato it. , . ', , ,1,f

. . . ,

.t
--i . fir. 13ucit.vx.A.N. Thank you very much, ')

"Aft' Simox;One-linal question. .
, 3 ,-/..v ,.

, :T
I

I , ' '
f 1

t, , ,IlilliS is the saute question that I directed to two earlier AN',,itinfses.
ill'hltt would be the titiptia, du Nun think, on the

hcore
tiniversitiesItfCotn-

gc . /
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ys,J,ee to reject te IX regulations? 1,title regulatons , t ; 7
__

,
1 ,Ms.fltor.owy. There has been-substantial debate about the adenacY", ,,,''

of the' bHseni, eiN it rights laws, and the discrimination programs. 1r, -,
think dial, there is substantial concern that enforcement is, not ,ade-
qua teint .titt tr,, or uniform. ',/ ' J.

Iir,thinla that,what AN e would be facing NVOUld be an abdication of anr /

eopiinitation4, the soeia 1 poliey, AN Melt I thought' Congress reall,- did --' ,..=

confirm Wheal the 1972, ',Educational Amendments' were passed. '' ))'
:$6e011(1, r e .)iy9tild siinply be reinforcing AN hat is now hcconfini,r a y

,, % ery eyn IC:Lk % leiNV toil a rd enforcement of chit rights laws. I think that ) .,

4
it would be, the,death knell of a realistic and Liable, enforcement ..I ,

; F

program. , '; .

,l,ftltink tliat a piecemeal intplementai ion of the regulations is also , ,

clangorous. I thinly tliat there is time to read, !and to Fold ,overight i

1 -hearings, but in 'taus respect the hgulations have not been iinple- 1,

menteda A. iable sset of regulations has not L'en iniplemented. A ftei- i

time iliStitiitiOnS oeotnplete a 1-yea self-evaluation, if it is done in ,,ti,

proper and adequivte,fashion ,Nita the input. of facility a MI studentz
I think that t hi,would, be the time for oversight hearings, to deter-
mine whether,ot pot the regulation's are unreasonable. or w,hether in

1 .

certain aspects, thq are inadequate or too stringent4 I would say, at ,

this point, thlip ft, A-ould be. abl ow ix; academic women.
i i

I tilia. Lit:0140st people have become,nsed to the idea.that title rx. . )
1 reoltlations are now in force, and Li ill, in fad, lie effectuated on ,regulations ; /

Jill y Pr ,
, ,,,, t , - ii

1 ,
' Mr. Sprox.,,,Ir hank you A etiv ratteb,Afs. Polowy and-Mv. Sunberg. ' '
this con:iplet-ps our hearing for today, and IN e will mOct:again'at 0 t1

'''''',.,) '4
o'clock toniorrtm, when the hearing' v.111 resume in room 2257. . .,,,

I WhereupoiffAat 4 p.m.. Ole subcommittee aMounted, to reconvene , .

a ;,0 aan Wednesday, June 25, 19,75. in room 2257.1
.1

; , .,

. I,

29u
)
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SEX .DISCRIMINATION REGULATIONS

it
rI

EDNESDAY, JUNE 25, '1975

HOUSE OF Illd'RESENTATIVES,
SUDCOM3IITFX, ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITFEll ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.
1Vadtingt04, D.C.

The subcommittee met at :3011.111., pursuant to recess, room 2175,
3Ravintrn House Office Building, Hon. Tim Hall presiding.

Members present: Representatives O'Hara, Moult', Simon, Mottl,'
_

State present: ,Tim Harrison, staff direOtor ; Elnora Teets, clerk and
Richard Mosse. minority assistant counser:;"

Mr. HALL. We will collie to order.
Since we lime quite a bit of testimony we ought to get started, hop-

ing that some of the other members get here before long.
M. Balk', I wonder if we could start with you.
Ms. RAFFIA- Yes, MI:. Chairman.,
Mr. HALL. Let me say before. you start, I note some of-the testimony

is rather bulky and all of the testimony will be included in the record.
if some one of 3 on want to condense your testimony without reading,
that is up to you.

Feel free to present your testimony any way you want to.

STATEMENT OF NQRMA RAFFEL, HEAD, EDUCATION COMMITTEE,
,WOMEN'S EQUITY ACTION LEAGUE (WEAL)

-;

Ms. RAma,. I would also like to just read parts of it iii the .interest
of tune. T would like. to- attach the testimony of Margaret Punkle be-
fore theFairfax County Mann& Rights Commission, "Ten Myths That
Limit Sports Opportunities for Girls."

Mr. Mix,. Very well, that will be inserted in the record.
[The documents referred tolollo :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMA RAFFEL, HEAD, EDUCATION COMMITTEE,
WOMEN'S EQUITY. ACTION LEAOUE (WEAL)

I am Dr. Norma Raffel, Head of the Education Committee of the Women's
Equity Action League (WEAL). WEAL is a national 'voluntary organization
which promotes equality in education and employment through legislation, lit fga-
tion, and by pressing for full enforcement of ant144scrimination laws on behalf
of women, Also, I am a Commissioner on the Pennsylvania Commission for
Women and/represent it on the Pennsylvania Department of Education's Task
Fori) to eliminate sexism from the schools.

In 197'2 when I was national president or WEAL, Congress passed Title IX
nr the alucation-Amendmottts. -which- prohibits ilisethaination because of sex
in educational programs or activities that receive Federal financal assistance.
This law affects nearly every educational institution in the country and pro-

(233)
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miser, if enforced, to asSive girls and women the same opportunities that their
male counterparts have enjoyed in the area of education. Title IX was enacted
because there was a cleacheed for such legislation. Hearings had been held
which revealed pervasive sex: discrimination in all aspects of educational pro-
grams and activities ineluding admissions, treatment of students ands-employ-
ment practices. For two y ' women iFaiteil, sometimes impatiently, for_HIVE's
Office for Civil Rights to (level .p reguYations so thC law coidd be enforced. Finally,in June 1974 the promised ' gulations were publishe_d- to the Federal RegiSter
and comment was invited. After reviewing nearly 10.000 comments. ItV.W math;
some changes and President Ford signed the regulations last month. 'Alice then
Congress has 4C3 days during V% hich it ran take no action find allow -the, egula-
tions to become effective on July :41, 1975 or vote disapproval which may return.them to HEW for further-changes. .

Now, three years after Title IX was enacted there is real hope that HEW
will have regulations so the law; can finally be.enforced. It ilecame obvious as
the regulations were being developed that elithinating sex discrimination fi?om
eUncational institutions was a large, complicated undertakingmainly because
the discrimination was So pervasive and had gone unrecognized for so long. ,

Eliminating discrimination because of sex in education will mean changing
time-worn established practices to conform with the legal-requirement of non-
liserimination. Quite naturally many groups and perSons that have enjoyed
r benefited by The tprefereliee given to males in the past will object to the
pplication of the la question its intent or scope arid attempt to delay equal
pportnnity In Mucci ion.
.It is up to us now to look calmly and cleaNy at the intent of Congress and
he I:1w and toallow these regulations which pros ide a reasonable framework
lo carry out the nondiscrimination principles of Title IX to beeome effective
o that enforcement can proceed.
There are two areas which seein to be of major concern and I shOuld like to

I Irief an educational institution Oor just those programs mid activities directly

fly comment on them. They are the scope of coverage and athletics.
Scope of title IX coverage.There is sonic controversy <over whether Title

X prohibits discrimination in all of the educational programs and activities
' receiving Federal financial asWstance., Crucial to resolving this Koblenz is the

'interpretation of the phrase "6ducation .program or activity" found in Section
901 of Title IX. .

i, Also in question is Section 902 which deals with the scope of HEW's termina-.
tlisin authority. Can HEW terminate all Federal financial assistance received
Ih' an educational institution which is found to be in Violation of the law, only
tliat financial assistance which goes directly to a specific program. which dis-
erimnates, or can IIEW terminate funds to any program which is aff9eteab
bj- the overall discrimination in the institution.

theexcellent
11/481 memoranda, one from the American Law Division of

the Library of Congress and the othbr -from the Center for Nationail,Bolicy
Rbview at the Catholic University of America's School of Law address the
interpretation- of Sections 901 and 902. They discuss the similarity between
S4ctions 901 and 902 and Title VI df the Civil. Rights Act of 19(34. Because
alinost -identical-syttutory-langnagels-nsed, it seems clear that Title IX would

.... provide the same kind of coverage as Title VI and that the interpretation of
Ti le VI should be a guide for the interpretation of Title IX._

ritle V1 has been interpteted al..prohibiting racial discrimination in all
as wets of the educational program in a school tlistriet receiving Federal nik .
TI erefore, fn Title IX the term "education,prograin" should also be interpreted
in its broadest senseto encompas's the - entire education program offered_ by an
educational institution receiving Federallinancial assistanee.

Title IX was legislated to "provide equal access to men and wreapen to the
* ed icational process and the extracurricular activities of the schools (117

Cong. Rec. 30407) by prohibiting 'discrimination in employment, admissions with
certain exceptions, and in access to the programs and activities of the institution.

The Intent of Congress would be defeated by anything but a broad inter-
pretation. 1 narrow interpretationthat the law prohibits discritanuitim onlyin p 0 in directly receiving Federal aid would be virtually impossible to /-
enforce. . .

Federal money in many 'cases simPly can not be trained down to a specific' niograin. Federal revenue sharing funds permeate educational institutions
provia Iiirifirtiet-and- indireet_ahLto_ajj educational programs including athletics.
The Commissioner of Basic Education in Trelmsylvania÷uld that it was impos-

.. '1 ,
fe.
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sible to trace revenue sharing funds find he had to work -on the assumption

that all educational institutions in the state received iozne.
If the 'amity could be traced and only ptograms receiving direct aid were

,zprohibiteil from dlscrintipating, enforcement would be difficult, if not.ialpqsible.°

i 1For example, Federal money is used to buy a piece of school equipment. ..

--Would every class using that particular piece of equipment be obliged not to

discriminate while adjacent classes not using the eqpipment be allowed 'to dis-

Arithinate? .Suppose the class' used the equipment one semester. and not the

other. Could they dis Timin e one semester, brit not the other? Imagine the

t kbui of enforcement and recd d-keeping involved in such a situation!
any programs not direc ly receiving Federal monies/benefit indirectly:from

'F era! assistance given o institutions for construction programs, developt

,ment of programs and stn ent,aid. Monby releasedbecause-of Federaltwaling f .

may beqeallocated. For xample, fu-school district receives a 'grant to develop

411, individual. flexible ourse of study ip high School. Part of teachers.
anal administrative sale es involved lb that project could be recaptured and

rethrned to the general Inds or be diverted to other programs.
CcIngress in Section 901 provided_ a ,brOad general prohibition against sex

diletimination 'in MI adon and then liffiited its scope by exempting certain

institntichp from th admission requirementone aspect of the total program.
If Congress had intcnded the scope of Section 001 to be limited; there \conic' be

no need to,mention he admission exemptions.
'Section 902 of 'itle IX deals with the scope of authority in terminating

fund,* Again. .th same language is used in this section as in Title VI. In the

court 'case of tl Board of .Public Instruction of Taylor 'County, Florida v

... Finch, fl-1 F 2d nth Cir. 1969) interpreted Title VI to mean-that finals should

be cutl,oft to rograms direetly receiving Federal aid and any other part of

the total i»g-rain which is "infected" by discrimination. The concept

of "infeptime -is discussed-in the legal memoranda I mentioned earlier. This con-

cept is as re want to sex discrimination as it is to race discrimination.
Thus re lave in section 901 a general prohibition of sex dikrimination and in

section 4, a narrowing of the fund termination to those areas where dis-

criminat n has affected-the program or activity. Any other interpretation would

make quad opportunity for t girls and women almost, impossible to

achiet under Title I.X. . .

. Athictig.tXo other area of the Titlh IX regulations have provoked as

anal tcontinentdiscussion. publicity. and emotion as the section which pertains

to a hletiCs. One sports eommentater said that Title IX is the biggest thing to'

hit ithleffes since the invention of the whistle. That will-indeed be true if it

re fits in Irst class citizenship for women in athletics. In no other area of the
egueatitom r piogram has the progress toward equal opporthnity been more dil-

l" 'ult and the inequities more amhirent than fn interscholastic and intercollegiate

thleties. I,

WEAL tics conducted studies of interscholastic sportstprograms in several

. states and fund that girls programs were grossly underfunded, girls could use

the facilitie only when itot needed or wanted by boys, and there was little

Inclination t ejuingethe situation.
For example: A survey of Pennsylvankexcluding Philadelphia, revealed that

50% of the tsecondary schoolS (junior and senior high schools) offered no
interseholastie sports programs for girls. III those that (lid. there was an average

of 'isports oil boys each year compared to 2.5 for girls. There were no
interscholrnstie programs for girls in the junior high schools although the

average junior high school offered. 4 interscholastic sports for boys during the
I i

.

A detailed sply of- one.school district in a middle class university community

it. revealed that en times as much money was spent on the boys as on the girls

programs, $74,874 for boys athletics and $7,701 for girls. The jualae high schools

in that area dill of allow girls to use the.gyms after school at all because they

were used for lifts programs. Only when it was pointed out that the school
distrk was In ,), obable violation of the law was any progress made, Girls in

Pennsylvania certainly wanted more opportunities, The assistant to the Secre-

tary of,Edueatign wrote as early as 1972, "We have been swamped with com-

plaints about gi ls' lack of access -to athletic programs, facilities, equipment

and teams."
A study of s x discrimination* in the Waco Independent School Distiltt in

Texas revealed- that $250.000 was allocated annually for boys athletics in the
junlor and self or high schools. The girls program was allocated4970four
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tenths of one percent of the boys. irls were prohibited use of stadiums,Athletic fields, equipment and gymnakinms. No interscholastic, intercity orintramural girls' teams were .permitteil in Waco. An athletic committee wasappointed by the school bond to recommend changes in athletic policies. They 'recommended and received approval for an expansion of the boys' programs-withan estimated increase of $154,000 annually for that program and no allotmentfor a girls' athletic program! The need and desire for a girls: program wasdeiuonstthited by public protest's by several parents' groups and themttempt toorganize inforntallF some girls' basketb ll teams at the junior high level.The American .public has simported_atl lctic programs because it is convinced'such activities help develop sound-minds nd. bbdies. Yet, half of theStudentSgirls and-womenare largely excluded. T ley are deprived the benefits of activesports participation including the opport city to establish life-time habits ofexercise which, promote an increased leve of good health in a'dult life.If participation in cOmpetitive-sport's ph grams are as beneficial to women asthey are to-men, why has there been silt% difficulty in increasing opportunitiesfor woman in this area? In large part Ilie -answer lies in a stateninnt fromthe NCAA to . collegiate athletic directors. 1 i
....-"Finally hammer the_ impossibility of nieetiyg the requirement of overallprogram equity for men and women withoiff severe curtailment of men's pro-grams which you hate built carefully over the years . . " }It appears that the NCAA is as opposed to thie law itself which requires equityas it is opposed to the regulations whielideteryine how equity is to be achieved.Those of us who haVe worked directly witOchoof adminiAtratdrs have oftenheard the same thought. "I'Ve can't take anYthiug,from the i\oy's program andthere's. no money to develop one for girls." Of Course, when boys have bad vir-\Wally till of the money and facilities', sharing w 11 be difficult. (loll; from pref-erential treatment to equal treatment will be sunethIng of a. shock. 'However.this mar- be an appropriate time for ednetPtiona institutions to reassess theirtotal athletic program taking into account the boils of educatil as well as theinterests' and needs of all of its students. \ . ,r .-It js highly unlikely that women's competitive sports program, will a rodethe expenditures, that the men's programs now enjoy. Equal ex enditui s tot ,+4 male and Ornate programs are nut required by the \regulations, oily that thosefemales who have mkinterest he given an equal opportunity at thei ability levet.. Money is-one of thejnajor,obstaeles in approving- the athletic , ection of thregulations. Therefore, it is important to remember that most of th , Money nowstipportizig.inen's sports in colleges and universities throughout the oinitry- comefrom either-,stmlent activities fees or thp educational dollar. According to theMarch 15, 1974, New York Times, only One athletic department in ten makes- aprofit. The other nine run at a deficit. * \According to the NCAA, the annual deficit of its meinbers in conduCting inter-collegiate athletic programs in 1074 was $9.5 million dollars. That fact, morethan equal opportunity, May "destroy intercollegiate

\
athletics as we kayoknown it".

c - .The NCAA advocates that if all else iails, at leash exempt revenge fromrevenue-producing sports from the requirements of Title IN. Certainlythis would,be one way to ensure the perpetuation of the status quo. \If an ,institution were one of We -few fortunate ones which makes a profit in'w sport .suCh aS basketball, it could, with such an exemptiOn, award up tombola18 scholarships plus monthly allowances for players. provide recruiting expensei,',tutoring and training meals for the team. Awards such; as rings, jackets orblankets ecadd be given to players. Tlie cont d. fly tife-teani, bands, famine:Mindothers tb games. Equipment and facilities %I/Auld ire limited only by the aznOuntof profit. Any extravagant eXpenditufe directly or in-directlArelated to the sportwould be alloed. All of this could be done, not because it builds sounder mindsand bodies, but because the sport earns money-In contrast, the women's basket-ball team continues to operate in the same old wayoften With no scholarshipS,certainly no monthly allowances, no recruiting expenses, no tutoring for trainingmeals, Busing would be provided as well, as limited equipmenE and -training,
facilities. The difference is the women's team doesn't-earn a pro*.Supporting an exemption for intereollegiate.athletic programs because they .earn money seems to say that when dollars come in, princiPle goes out! /Congress has, already dealt with this aspect of the regulations. Senator Tower' ,introduced an amendment to the Education Amendments of; 1974 specilleal) S',

t . /
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exempting revenneprodi dug intercollegiate athletics from Title IX. It passed
the Senate. but was delkted l4 Conference committee and was repkteed- by t

"Javits Amendment" eqll g fo reasonable regulations governing intercollegiate
athletics.

Achieving equal opportunity for womeu in sports has been further compli-
cated by the differing physiology of women and men. That there are.differences
We are certain, but if, when anit how much those differences should affect the
participation of men -and women in competitive athletics is not so certain.
Research on the physiology of u'omen in sports is relatively -recent and many i
questions are still unanswered. Cultural attitudes and physiologicatfactors have/

not yet been thoroughly separated. We are entering a largely -untested area.
There are ninny different predictions about 'the ,best way to achieve equal

opportunity in athletics. ExperienCe and measurable results will identify those

programs which are most effective. The courts have given some direction and in

eueral the regulations are compatible with those decisions. The flexibility-
allowed- in the regulations regarding'inixed and singlesex competitive athletics
may be prudent at this stage.

WEAL believes that, taken as a whole, the Title IX Tegukitions proIlde a rea-
sonable framework within which Title IX can be implemented and/urge that
Congress allow these regulations to become effective in July. Then the long Over-
due and much needed enforcement can begin.

More than 100 years ago at a conference in Pennsylvanig, women called for

equal edneational opportunities for itheir daughters A goal not yet achieved.
The Title IX regulations will be a giant step toward that goal !

Tusyntoxy OF MARGARET C. DUNKLE FO4 THE WOMEN'S EQUITY ACTIAN LEAGUE.

(WEAL)

TEN -Myrna THAT LIMIT SPO TS OPPORTUNITIES iOlt GIRLS , .

My name is .1.are,nret C. Dunkle and 11am testifying oil behalf of the Women's
Equity Action-League (WEAL). I chair the WEAL Youth Sports Subcommittee.'

I am also Associate Director of the Pr et on the Status and Edneation' of

Women of the Association of American olleges, Director of the newly `formed

National Institute-tor Women in Sport, null a manger of the Committee to Study

Restrnetizring Intercollegiate 'Athletics for Women of the Association for

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AlAW).'. In these various capacities I
have authored a mimbeC of articles on eq nil opportunity for women, primarily

for women students and employees. Sevetal of these articles which relate to
' equal opportunity In athletic programs al attached..

The %Volumes Equity Action League (1VEA) is a national Orgatization
founded in 190S. Its pfirposes aro to promdte greater economic progress on the

part bf 71fiwrican women and to seek soh tions to economic, educational and

legal problems iffecting women.
,

Weall-of ushave often blindly accepted a number of,myths which have led

us to tolerate and even encourage pradtlees And programs which' give our girls

less of a sporting chance than our boys. We now have a unique opportunity to

reassess the validity of our assumptions and to make new decisions,,decisions
designed to offer our girls (as well as our hays) the. best tind' fullest and most
challenging opportunities. For tht/Se reasons . WEAL favors mixed teams for
preadolescents athletic activities?

Although we are specifically addressing"SPo Is opportunities, the implications

of today's discussion for equarbPportimity fort girls and boys LY,o far beyond the

.athletic arena. Athletie competition is a powerful socializing a5ent in our society :

td limit the athleitie opportunities of girls is to limit their other optionS,a8 well.

Many of the same attitudes that lead people to liclittle and scoff at female athletes

also leadthewto discount girls who aspire to Other "nontraditional" fieldsfrom
business executive to college professor to 4Sielan to attorney. So even girls

and women who have no interest in sports for themselves have a stake in seeing

that those' *he want-to play basketball (orleveu football) get the best chance
possible. 1 .

i f am testi e y yIngtodasolely its a rePrelientatIve of the Women's Equity Action League
(WEAL),

g Tills testimony Is speciflcally-dddressing the issue f Preadolescent mixed teams, not
the sotnewhat more complex Issues of-mixed-sport* pa tIciontion-for older children and

adults (wyere significant physiological differences mdy be a factor).
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Since the 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Bdqeation of
7'opeka? we have "had to take a new and more stringent look at the "separate-
but- equal" principle with regard to racial discrimination, So, too, are we now
taking anew and more stringent look at the "separate-but-equal" principle withregard to discrimination based on sex. Xore,and more people nowsitecept thecontention that only the most compelling reasons can ever justify "separate-but-
equal" (or its corollary "freedom of choke") treatment based on sex. The
situation we are discussing todaymixed sports for preadolescent children
does not meet these criteria for allowing "separate-but-equal."

I would like to address some of the major reasons that are most often cited for
having sex segregated teams or sports programsand look into how they stand,

under scrutiny for sports programs for preadolescents. So, let us now address
the 10 major myths that limit sports opportunities for girls.
Myth No. 1. Girls will get hurt more if they compete with boys

The admittedly scant valid data on sports injuries between preadoleseent,girlsand boys do not support the assumption that female children Are more likely to
get hurt, if they compete with male children. Overall in fact, the injury rad per
participaiit isioer for girls than boys.'

Additionally, Injuries are more likely to occur when -big children compete
against little children, regardless of their sex. Similarly, injuries are more likelytO occur when big children, regardless of their sex, compete against one another(because bigger, stronger children .are more likely to be able to-have sufficient
strength to cause a blow sufficient in force to cause a 'fracture)-5

Since preadolescent girls and boys are just about the same size (indeed, many
of t)tese girls are bigger than the boys), the girls are no more likely to get hurtth6n equally trained boys. In fact, an eight-year-old girl Is probably more likelyto/be hurt by competing against an eleven-year-old girl (who is probably con-
siderably bigger duns she is) than by competing against an eight-year-old boy
(who is probably about the same size she is).

If injury, is our primary concern, then, it twould serve our purposes to ditide
preadolescent teams lo) such factors as age, height or weightnot sex.
Myth No. 2. It's not good for girls to play arhard as boys. They shouldn't strain

the»zselves.
In fart. research indicates that vigorous physical activity benefits girls, just asit benefit.4 boys. -Study after study has shown that the athletic girl or woman ismore likely to enjoy overall good health than her nonathletic counterpart. Addi-

tionally, although this is not ,a factor for preadolescents, she is more likely tohave fewer gynecologichl problems than her nonathletic counterpart. Over theyears one of the major arguments cited against encouraging femalmto participate.in strenuous sports has been- thatjhe stresses and strains of such competition
could permanently damage the reproductive orgiins. According to Drs. Carl Klafsand M. Joan Lyon (authors of "The Female Athlete") and -nutnerons other
researchers. however. this point of view is quite simply invalid.' In fact, many
gynecologists believe that vigorous- activity improves the muscular support of thepelvic area. Additionally, the uterus is one of the 'most shock resistant internal
organs (and considerably more protected than the male genitalia).In short. according to Dr. Clayton L. Thomas (a leading sports physician) :With respect to strenuous exercise for woolen. I do-not believe there is evidenceavailable supporting the view that it is possible for healthy women of any age-to indulge in a sport mid& is too strenuous for them. The literature contains
many opinions stating that competitive events are harmful for (-omen. There areno data, however, to support these negatioe views.7 (Emphasis added,)

3347 V.S. 483 (1954).
See Kathteen M. Engle. "The Greening of Girl's Sports," Nation's Schools. September1973 p. 29; and Interview with Dr. H. Royer Collins, Nation's Schools, September 1973,P. 30?

;See Itielmrd W. Corbitt at al., "Female Athletics," Journal of the American MedicelAssociation. Tune 3. 197.1.
6 See Carl E. Kies and M :Toon Lyon, "The Female Athlete" (Saint Louis: The C. V.Mosby Company. 1973), pn.,14 ff.

Clayton L. Thomas. M.D.. UP if "Effect of Vigorous Plivsleal Athletic Activity onWomen.' paper presented at. the University of Massachusetts, School' of Physical Educa-tion, Amherst. Massachusetts, December 5, 1967, pp. 57G.
,
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7
Myth No. S. Since contact sports arc "different" from noncontact sports, boys and

sliouldhave searate teams for contact sports -

The legal Justification for automaticairy treating contact sports differently is

contused at best. Although some early,c'ourt decisions-made thisdistinction (and

although the present unofficial draft'of the proposed regulations for Title IX of
the-Education Auto:di:teats of I972 makes thiS distinction), there is a great deal

of legal opinion arguing that no differentiation should be madebetween contact

and noncontact Sports. Recently a Pennsylvania state court ruled (under the
state Equal Rights Amendment) that single sex competition was equally wiper- .

missable for contact, as well as noncoutact, sports. In faet, the decision concluded

that:
Although the Conn»onwealth [Pennsylvania] in its complaint seeks no relief

from discrimination against female athletes who may wish ,to participate in
.football and wrestling, it is apparent that there can be no valid reason for

excepting those two sports from our order [to permit girls to practice and com-

pete with bdys in interscholastic athletics'...1m this case.$

Some people maintain-that having women-and men compete In contact sports

would- infringe on their privacy rights. Counsel for file New York City Board of

Higher Education concluded, liowever,.they did not believe that such participa-

tion in contact sports Would 'violate a person's right-of privacy.'
The logical" arguments for treating contact sports differently also do not hold '

up very well under close inspection. For example, those who oppose mixed contact

sports generally base their opposition on a concern for the physical safety of the

women or on the idea that women_and men should not be forced into "contact"

Situations, flowerer, competitive athletics are, by their very nature, closely

supervised, and medical experts and physical educators suggest that a pre-
adolescent girl who plays a contact sport is no More susceptible to injury than a
comparable preadoleseent boy."

Finally. when it comes down to definitions, Just how would we define a "con-

tact" sport? For example, do we count the number of times participants collide.

even.if they are-violating a rule of the game by so colliding? Or-do we somehOw

qualify or quantify the type of contact? 111 admit to being a bit surprised that one
of the arguments used against letting girls play on Little League teams was that
baseball is a contact sport!
Myth. No. 4. Participating in coeducational sports or getting too muck exercise
will make girls muscle bound and "unfeminine"

Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact. given the same amount of
exercise, the development of bulging muscles depends primarily on the amount
of male hormone a person has" One 'feed oily take a look at the Wading female

`athletes "of today and yesterday (Billie Tea n King Donna DeVarona, Laura
Baugh, Suzy Chafee, Olga Korbut-, Cathy Ittgby. etc.) or look at the women
fanilerStars on television to realize that being physically active does not mean
thata woman or girl looks or acts "unfeminine."

Consider, too, the answer of Alan Vggland when he was a high school student
in Iowa (a state where girls' basketball generally outdraws and outranks boys'
basketball) when asked if girls in sports Were popular in his school.

Maybe this is something. *',The homecoming dance is a big social event
here. The last three years a girlsWho has been on one of the teams has been the
queen of it..I think girls in sports are more popular, at least with the boys.n

Myth. No. 5. Mixed 'leant sports programs are somehow radical, unusual or
disruptive ,

The.fact of theiinitjter is that, over the past few years, elementary and second-
ary schools (0,s'%eitas a number of colleges and universities) have been quietly

vommohtocalth of Pentveylvanfo v. Pennaylrania Interscholastic Athletic Associathin,
NO. 1520 C D. 1973, opinion by palm: Blatt, tiled March 19.1975.

Arthur II. Kahn and Miehael D. Solomon, "Sex Integration In Contact Sports (Is It
Mandated in Public Colleges?)", onlidon prepared for the Board of .111;her 1.ducation of
the,City of New York. 1973.

See Corldtt. et al.
" See Bode, p, 29 and Coiling. n. 30.

, " "III Gilbert and Nancy Williamson, "Are You Being Two-Faced?, Part 2: Women In
ISnort," Sports Illustrated, June 7.1973. pp.53-54.
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moving to coeducational sports offerings. It is now commonplace for Institutions
.to haVe some or all physical education and instructional programs which are
Own to both sexes and for u wide variety of organizations to endorse mixed teams.
For example, the National Association for Girls and Women in Sports has adopted
as official position stating that their association:

believes that the Immediate Integration of physical education classes on
the elementary school level is consistent with sound educational principles and
a vital element of the long effort to overcome the harmful effects of traditional
sex stereotyping which has severely limited -the opportunities for girls and womenIn sport."

A 'ide variety of other organizations and individuals evidenced their belief
that mixed instructional and/or -competitive opportunities were a key facet of
equal athletic opportunity for women and girls in their comments on the proposed
regulation for Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. For example :Women's Equity Action League (WEA1)."The [proposed] regulations re-quire that all course offerings, including physical educatioq classes, be inte-grated.. . The requirements for nil Integrated courses, including physical ed-
ucation classes, should be retained."

:rho lowaTommisaion on the Status of Women."While the Commission mem-bers are aware of strong difference of opinion In regard to ,physical education,
thby supported the position of co-ed physical education classes."

Unit:entity of -Hawaii at Ira noa.----We support that course offerings in physical
edueation should be open to all students."

CS. Commission on Civil Itights."To facilitate progress [towards equal sports
opportunity). elementary schools should be required to integrate immediately all
sports teams, since girls-and boys are of- comparable size and strength at thatlevel."

Mfdicest Association for Physical Education for College Il'oracit."It is nosecret that front early childhood girls are discouraged from developing the basicmotor skills common to most sports (throwing. Jumping. coordinating, 'etc.)and that this social pattern has it marked effect upon their performance in sport.
. . fit) Is clear that to achieve full potential, nondiscriminatory learning ex-perience must begin to the earliest stages of education."

National' Muilcnt Lobby."Separure teams are not acceptable in that they fos-
ter discrimination mad allow past discrimination to continue to effect athletics."

Xatimini Organt:ation foe Women Lout Defense and Education Fund."This
requirement (for sex-integrated instructional and physical education prognmstis absolutely key to assuring equal sports opportunities for females, both In thelong run and in the short."

American Alliance for Health. Physical Education anti Recrcation.". . . weagree that there should be no dscrimination and that classes should be open toboth sexes. .
Additionally. all indications are that haying mixed teams would not calm.

discipline problems. There may, of course, be a brief adJustmeut period, asthere is when any new policy is enacted. flowerer, since such mixed sports op.partunijles are merely an extension of the coeducational sports opportunitiesthat already exist in sehools (and on some extra-sehooLteams as Well), children
are likely kV-adjust" very rapidly to mixed competition.
Myth. Vo, Coedueation will dcmoralLte girls because boys will chesistently out-

PPM them
There Is no reason to believe that preadolescent boys will consistently outplay

girls. In fact. the Conuaittee on the Medical Aspects of Sports of the American...yedical Association has reported that:
During preadolescence there is no essential difference between the workeapacity'of boys and girls."
Similarly. Dr. Jack 11. WIhnore has concluded that:

A Boys and girls are equally matched in their performance of physical activities
up to 10 or 12 years of age. Tests of strength. muscular and mrdlovascular en-110r:the's ml motor performance show few differences-between the sexes duringthis period.'

"Ndtten Statement of National Association for Girls and Womenln Sport," AdoptedAtoll 25. 1075.
II Coedit et al., p.1200.
"Jock It. Wilmnre "1-lcplodlns the Well) of Pema1e Inferiority," The Physician andSports Medicine. excerpted In the New York Times. July 7, 1074.
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Certainly, at the outset of a coeducational program there-may he differences
between t ale and female performance in spurts because of lack of opportunity,
eneoure.,

.transitie 1 to a mixed program, special interim efforts duly need to be made to
between-

or training for girls in the past. And, in order to make an orderly.

help encourage or train one sex or the .other. It is encouraging to note that
experience with coeducation has showalhat these differences can be eliminated
without a great deal of,diMenity. For- example, in a new comincational' physical
education program at the Indiana SCh6o1 for the Deaf, teachers found students
of one sex helping those of the other sex learn the-skills which- they had missed
in the previottely.sex segregated programs. Is not such behavior the type that we
wish to foster and build upon rather limn discourage? g

Myth Xo. 7, A boy will be demoralized if he is beaten by a girl
This belief Is perhaps best slimmed up by the following two quotations, the

first by a syndicated columnist In 1962 and the second by a Connecticut court
judge in inn:

The competitive woman destroys something in a man a thing called
self-respeet. The woman who competes with a man on -his level and so destroys
him may Indeed create a pinnacle far herself, but it wilt Is, a tower of ridicule
and a lonely spire. Fur only when a man stands tall can he build ;or women the
miestal he yearns to put her on."

The present generation of our younger mimic population has not become so
decadent that boys will eXPerlence a thrill In defeating girls in running contests.
whether the girls be members of their own team or NA :idea:airy team
Athletic competition builds character in our boys. We do not need that kind of
character hi our girls, the women of tomorrow "."

Fortunately, our boys are stronger than these quotations give them credit for
being. The facts strongly contradict the contention that boys will suffer psy-
chological damage by competing with girls. In New York State an experiment
was run in led:I-MO. specifically to find out if boys k, high school could with-
stand the stress of competing with and against girls. According to Dr. George
H. Grover (director of physical education for the New York State Education
Department). the boys in the experiment:

overwhelmingly believe that competing against a girl Is not harmful
physically, emotionally, and socially, except that a few feel that there is apt to be
some slight emotional pressure or tenseness. . . . [Similarly, the girls) were
unanimous in feeling that competing against a boy was not harmful to them
physically, emotionally, and/or socially."

other studies agree that. tar from hurting young males. coeducational athle-
tic eompetitinn can be a positive experience. Indeed, the supposed train:oh of
coeducational sports Is generally more imagined than real. For example, when
student.; were surveyed in llvider. Colorado, both the male and the female
junior high sellout students sfpported the option of :nixed physical education
classeg, with groupings made by Interest '
Myth No. S. Young girls really don't want to col:1We against boys

The many girls who have prone through long struggles In order to "win" the
right to compete with and against buys in such programs as Little League would
disagree strongly with this myth. lint, what people generally mean when-they
voice this concern is that girls will be embarrased by having to show their
lack of skill or proficiency in front-of boys. If it were true that there were really'
different physical capabilities among boys and girls of this age. this' might
lie a legitimate long -range concern. _However, as we have seen, there are not
significant physical differences among boys and girls of this age. Therefore, to
look at tin' issue from a poSitive standpoint, what we are really talking atont !s-
low can we help young girls (who may already have fallen behind because of
lack of encouragement and opportunity) catch up so that they can fully
participate?

They will need our support and encouragement And, at the beginning, they
may need an extra amount of basic skill training. We may have to work with

to Juno Witron. sy (Heated column appearing in the Des Moines Register. March 17.1952,
n IlollontIcr v. th Connecticut Interscholastic AthIctic Conference, Inc., No. 12-49-27

(Conn. Sup. Ct. 197 1.
Is' -WomanThe ompleat Athlete?," Medical World Nears, May 24, 1974, N 42.
"Sharon L Me rd ct at., Sex Role Stereotyping In the Boulder Schools: A Student

Survey of Phys Education and Athletics." Lafayette, Colo., November 1974, p. 4.
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tottitg boysas null to entourage them to similarly V2upport and encourage then
sisters. Ititt, as the Ilit11.1ll.1 and ILIduerellb (Alter elperleliees %%WI
(014,01thlii ehtldrui adjust rapttW and are almost :*stays etaldilastlt;
about assisting one amain r. Indeed, it is sometimes more dillicult for adults
taint 'Parents, to adjust" to the idea of mixed sports than it IS for the children
at tually intoned. Or, as the editorial page of the Boston Globe put it in tit-
ttt-sing 1,1,:trun Poole's attempt tin 11ot:rill, Massachusetts) to join the lank
League several years ago:

(Haim:j a parent till lose his or her sense of self-esteem if a gin \ strikes
out his or her son or hits it homer off him or throe, him out at secom

!lure I, alt opportunity for us to be led by our children who, as we've already
sc. u. geoerally accept mixed sports and physical education with little Ins-,
3(,lth N.,. 9. Girls orcot ink ftst...1 in spurts US math us /mint, 117.p dun tract

by Uri: re
itlitnglt Clare art sttme difft rent participation patterns by sex, we are teetti.,

these part it !patio:, pap rm. for girl. and boys grutt ,fact. a eld
aady of joitita, nilUnlb in II401(ler. Col/ratio fultlttl that ;' pct. till
of I he giro: ju this age groupyt anted to play football "

:tttcrtst ..:11,-..110 IA omen Iu 1*.1111 in a.ti%e sports program. is
1(111...114,1 1.0ti.41s litlj lidUart and \.any it% Ottani-oat repotted the

following hi Sports I Ilit,t rafed In 1:173;
Repeatedly. n la It g...,11 athit tie program, .ire offered. the torgainger,

art atonklied flit rkspou.v. ror exalopie. the lia,orotio, Aollo. norion
i Tampa ) icetrealI.n II.p.trtliltlit In I, et had pro% td. d it
in competitive -ports fur ;art,. It began to,revent turitaris ;is it, tt-i*
the -King of 11171 a rt. (cation departitteitt elitpl,.3 04._ Y.o0 Cit.*. tag:towed a shot -
Midi girl.' softball pro;:raitt.... 1%-ls tdIeVeil ui three agt
raigin.; from eight to 15.-If, the ltrst y eat more !ban 1.4100 aril turned out alai
%ter; all% Wed Into (Ps team-. Shot Led at ILI, ittit'ki," toil .11;11:1011111111t. 1411(11:1Is
111'.1 muter, arled similar leagues.. -rj

I/ a number of Aids and tt (noel, who noulti net er %%ant to-play football
que.:11111 the ip:i.I. unnaturally setleitt.ar3 roles Ilte Italy often 'been az...tested.
1.1.ten. fur example, to :41 adet 0'1 la ra comment. in 31argaret none
AVIth the ;

nit tired of everlasttugly lit Mg 41111i.Ifurat and utter doing anj thing I nand
to 110_ tired of acting like 1 don't eat Inure than a bird and utilising %%lien
I (slut to tam. and saying I feel faint after u agars, 5th. l, I tor tin,
days and never get fired. i'm tired of saying wonderful you are" to fool
men who haven't got one half the c%. g.01. Mid I nt tired of pretending I
debt know anything. flan tali tell int things and feel tuitional:1 Allay they re
doing
Attar, so. l's. N', mielfs intirtstod to trittchinitgirls plow ttoptroy

It Is eertaittly del nta1.11 ubeth.r chi. a legitimate concern for the type or
044f-wt.-are 111ening tthij. Bane+ er, etd iiir thesake of argument SW it Is 41 leguit ;11 eosteern. the fact of the

matter is that intere in %vat( Ling uttinetis and tart'. ...ports e- spreading like%%dilate For example. In Iona girl,' high seitool Ita.ketball attrak nutrtt mute.Lii.tp.; than the boys gaitte..-* ,Sports rttiturtiA Alt EIV; 1:t.il seine
Ito six millitqt siteriatort: 55;ift-T: :hat it' Sidle 141:11:10"11`11111.1t:gttlneti ALI :1 7111e-I:de TV IlidlAtirk. Aerlirdillg I.. lite 1,(1111 IMa Girl,'I ILlt Seloottl Atitletie Union :

W.. are ronntetling for the entertainment dollar '!'here Is Ilfi rea.on stungill.' mom- eau't dram steal if they arts inittingtatilY
tit toalsw. the eXiterit-Itet tittol, iillfntale team.. It tenon-Q. toort.cer,

Hutt sto.it ,,,thit.4:11,1 would be even ca-ier t., gtteraf for mixed ftvito.,The,e left Intj.1' myth, :11.,411 :nixed Itain partitiltat kit 111 ,ort, by pre-mobile- coo, have has-it nab u= 1.ar Isl111:4 Ibis in...ring 1.-.10 ea sun,*

ltarela -TItt-rentininity Gann" iNt-u- Yt.rk ; ti.:1,
ST.- I-

,rt -",td t-, 4s
IT "a; %Vali Ow 19.t r r , r ..xt,fpor the. 1t1,-,env and gr..witt of Art. In toP.. in Iowa." Thu l'alittA.tttt. April In.:,williatuttuii, It 7ttt,
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Attachments: ' ' . i' ,

A. "ItevoIlition-luVi.omen'§ SPOrts," from Women)SpOrt4 September 1974.
IL -Wool47:i Athletics; . Coping i,ith fio).trbverew M;le4tetl paPerS front' the'

r !

197a 4iAlivEitNationni ecnfentr Ot. A
i 1

i

C. :!001140 ,Attiletic. :, Tet;tA-1 \u` forsthe ,Purse Strings " from ats SePteat-'
_, . 's

DI "Title IX': NOW l'Ittips..for inn Old Ganies," front Tegelier d t kill'egli'lt,e06)q, '
Abriutry 1975. ' : ' 4'. c '...

li. "lS'ex, !Discrimination Agaitist Student's" Ihipileatlem3 Of 11th ,,IX of %the. si

Ed neat kin AtitentlinentS Of f971I,flIneglititii y in Po it ca t ion,'October'1974: -- ,

r. Uonii4Gliticeapi, of ..Pcilamitania v. liennsy4pniii Ititerqcholustfc AtIlliltie
...Ixsoriot ion.'opliiion Of juiIgedIlatti , i , , s.

,11, "What Constitutes Equality 'fur Women in Sport '?,-Fetiertti Law Pitts I'Venten
in the itnintino." by the-Prbjeet, on the Status and ,Education of WIAmten of the., 3

Ai,i4ociniiiiirofrAindrietilfe(illeoillt, s, , 4 '
1 ,

Ii: Ahd, vir the Lighpir gide (i, the Iss,ue. . . .

A
, k`

SOPPLENIE*TART,T1$TINI,9.N:5: Of' 4.1.1tGARIA C. Di'...!. R.1,I, FOI% TUE W0511.N.S E91-11:5:
,

'' 1 AciT,I9N -...WMatt A...W.EA1.) . . i.

In t4iS ttfiplwnebtas. .testirqbuy4 I icould like to elaborate Imo u foilr issitts :
i .'- j, i , , i = ! 1

- The need for postthe itetiOnoi-Ittlirinatisenetion") to assure HM the transition
to mixed teams is itsszitOOth as possi,ble. _

/ I

. What should' be the dis idittg ,age between prindolescents iind ailtilseenis for
athletic purposes'? I ,.! (

The destrabilitystind feitsibility-oll.mixed or coedneatioual recreational, a'titlietic
activities for adolesethies and idultS. , : i,

Soule PoSsablemondiscriiiiiiiiiiM options for ','selc!et'', tolins (highly competitive'
leal&) foradolescents'andiNiiit./. . 4,

.
Additionally-thessilliplettio(ory information concerning mike.P.teatits forcon-

tacespiirts Which M. Meceellaniltrequested is enclosed.
I. The need.-fo*positio;c4totio.OtGrfirntatit,c acttGri," ) to asdure.that,thelransitiOrt

, -a

.

to nia.rq. ! :caw f.y ti$1.97409il(4i4 possible
, ,

;

As I. mentioned in.,respotise.,ton question at the 'Alas 17 hearing. a program of',,,
positive or affirmative , action could be extremely' ttsefill -in a-,suring that the
transition to mixed,sex athletic -teams be-as orderly as posSible. It iS essential
Anit those people wiorking,direety with. tlni children be 55 ell infurnied and !lase
-Ceonstractive attitude and'appl;oncli"tolnixell teams.

We strongly urgeithat the following types of positive actions he implemented:
Workshops for the coaches for the formerly "female" and "male" teams to '

discuss and resolve their concerns and prehlpitts. '.%

Having coaches work in teams (one formly a coach of the "female" team
and ,one forziterly the coach of the "male" Bant); at least at, the beginning, so
that, both the children and the conches will be more comfortable and at ease
during.the transitioitperitall +

i , '
!laving an evening inforinationprograin fur patents. Perhaps this cu'ald Include

the mime r.,spe of factual Information I hat,55as presented at the hearings tin a
popizlarizeif form). as well as ilisciii::Tions l), children who 41(111410 plia ticipate in
mixed teams and by coaches:of mixed teams.

Publicity (e.g., posters,..radio
to

,announcing the ''.inixed team
1114i0:: ,.a lid encouraging, girls to sign

".bay's"
e .for sports that has pre% iottslw,heen

labeled "s" and vice - versa. . _. ' ' . r *

. I ip_ving pro'ginnis tperhgps in the schools) to educate the students.
Proitile a, mechanism (ti, wager the trailration and yesuho any' Illpieollle

before they lidgatlelii*elit '' - !' 'f, 4
4

I
, ; ' ., f

11. )17i a t :fillin!,(11 ft;eri,e gitil.;_zo.oge bet irtcii pr.( (;(1i.b. it (e t, ., (It/ ft a tiok Yet; 14 tv fori .
.01Ittotto ptirpottg.t?$* t'' ,.t I ':, ,

. , I , , , ...

There is no firm and-ItIsolifte, answer to this question. Sometime a ftor the,age _
or tett, the ,average loop on glif begin to diffor. s,,ilets hat iii tosrties of physical
strength. nitii,cleniass, ileilbilitp,, ett. Thi St. a s 0 rage (Wiel vIlkt:, int tease as theses .
4 Itildren grow intnadtilthiaid, 1,19w ( 1,i r. the as erage ago when Nig:tint-ant diner-
1.1OPS appear varie,,,,aceitotif.T4 to( the shill ill I il44,titoll. Ali,o, the ago at %%halt an
individual child-enter: Piklierty and exhibits the 1113:41t al changes ass.. lilted with

54-977-75 -420 I ' 4 4
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puberty varies widely. 'I:here is a great deal of overlap between the physical
strength, flexibility, size, etc., of females and .males throughout their lives.

Given all of this, it becomes clear that any age, cutoff (even one based on
reliable verages) is inevitably- unfair to sonic individual child. Therefore, WEAL
argues that, whenever possible, "recreational programs for preadolescents, adoles-
cents and adults should be mixed. (This is further discussed in the next section.)
III. The desirability and fdasibility of mired or coeducational recreational

athletic activities for adolescents and adults
WEAL (as well as many physical educators and other women's organizations)argues that in geperal there is no justification for single sex recreational or non-

competitive programs at any age level. WEAL believes that there are fpctors-
other than sex which can be used to divide individuals into teams: --Male and female preadolescents are approximately equal in_terms of size,,strength. flexibility, balance and other pli3siological factors that are importantfor excellence in sports. As we know, this pattern ehanges in adulthood : the
average adult male is considdthbly larger and heavier than, the average adultwoman. and the average gapes considerably more flexible and has better balance
than the adult male. These changes in averages becoiqe notfceable around pubertyand increase in magnitude with time.'

However. averages can be misleading. Many adult 'Women can outperform the
average male (although a superbly fit adult female may be at a real disadvantagewhen competing with a superbV fit adult male in athletic contests which dependprimarily on speed and strtIngth). In the Words of Dr. Thomas E. Shanr, anoted'a uthority in this area :

* * while there are very-significant sex-related differences between malesand females, it should be borne in mind that -there are unddubtedly greater
differences between the third and the 07th percentile in each sex than there aredifferences bettveen the average female and the average male in terms of ithysicalperformance.

In other words, all men are not superior to all women in all athletic skills.'There is 'a good deal of overlap in ability between the sexes, so thgt a number. of women out-perform a number of men.
Given these facts. it makes sense to haVe adolescent and adult teams dividedby factors OTHER than sex. For example, for some sports random selectionAnightbe appropriate. For other sports, where contact injury is a problem (such asfield hockey or football), it might be most- appropriate to group adolescentsand adults by height and weight (rather than, sex andjor age). You mightalso have an additional provision allowing ,smaller peoplr with outstanding`athletic ability to move up to.a "larger" sized team (bat not allowing largerpeople to move down to a "smaller" league, because of the extra pOssibility pf-injurylhat this would cause).
It is important to note in this model for adolescent/adult recreational programsthat care should be taken to assure that the "larger" tennis (which are likelyto be all or predominantly male) do not receive preferential treatment in termsof facilities, scheduling. chaehing, equipment. etc. Additionally, because of differ-ent interest patterns between women and men. it is passible that sonic of theseprograms might be all or primarily one sex programs. Hence, care shouldbe taken to assure that any program or team which is primarily male is notgiven preference over a program or team which is primarily female in termsof facilities, equipment, scheduling, coaching, -etc.'

IV. Some possible nondiscriminatory options for "select" teams (highly competi-flee teams) fog adolescents and adults
In contrast to recreational teams, at the adolescent and adult level, havingonly one coedueational or mixed top team woulit in most instances, hole theeffect of eliminating almost all females from top level competition. Becauseof differences in physiology, opportunity and training, few adult women wouldmake these teams. Thereforq. it is necessary to look for alternate nondiscriminaltory models which would provide,equal opportunity regardless of sex. I would liketo suggest several possible models for nondiscriminatory high level competitiveor "select" teams for adolescents and adults:

Itt is Important to note that the age at which puberty is attained varies considerablyfrom person to person..
* Motoring B. Shaffer. "Physiological Considerations of the Female Participant." irWomen and Snort: A lIntional Research Conference, ed. Dorothy Harris, (State College,Pmmsylvanla, 19721, 339.
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Model 1..Separate teams.For "select" competition, have separate female and

male teanis. (There should, of course, be no discrimination
between these teams

in terms of facilities, equipment, scheduling,
coaching, etc.) If there is insufficient

interest to have separate teams, then the single team should be open to members

of either sex on the basis of skill.
Model 2. Separate ,teauts with a.proviaion allowing the "underdog See to

COMPOIC up.This model would be the same us the first model, with the follow-

, ing added provision. If one team (for example, the male team) had a considerably

higher skill level than the other (the women's) team, you might allow the

member ,of the team with the lesser skill level (here, the women's team) to

"Compete up" -to the team with the higher skill level (here, the men's team).

Ilowever, Members of the "higher skill" team could not "compete down."

Model 3. One "open" team plus a team far the "effectively excluded se."First,

establish an "open" teamthat is, a team open to members of eitper sex without

discrimination and on the basis of competitive skill. If this te9u is likely to be

'totally or -predominantly
composed of members of one sex r.-then an additional

team should be established so that the other sex would have competitive oppor-

tunities. Thefirst team would $r main open to students o* both sexes.' otice

that the effect of Model 2 and Model 3 is the-same, even though the philosophical

assumptions are different for the two Models.]

In summary
Positive actions slumild be taken to assure that the transition to mixed teams

is as smooth Its possible, .

It is impossible to define one definite dividing age, between preadolescents and

adolescents. Any one age cutoff is, inevitably unfair to some individuals.

In general there is no justification for single sex recreational programs at

-any age level. There are factors other than sex which ,an be used to divide

individuals into teams,
These are several nondiscriminatory models for selection to "select teams"

(high level competitive teams).

Ms. Rterzt,. I am .Dr. Norma Raffel, head of the Education Com-

mittee of the Women's Equity Action League (WEAL). WEAL is

a national voluntitry orgapization which promotes equality in-educa-

tion and em.ployment through kegislation,
litigation. and by pressing

for full enfor&ment of antidiscrimination laws, on behalf ofiwomen.

Also', I am' a commissioner on the Pennsylvania Commission for

Women and represent it on the Pennsylvania Department of Educa-

tion's Takik Force To Eliminate Sexism From the School.

TodaytI am speaking on behalf of WEAL. Congress passed title 9

to prohibit sex discrimmatiou in educational programs and activities

receiving Federal financial assistance in 1972. Now, 3 years later, there

Is real hope that HEW will have regulations so that the law can be

fully enforced. .
,TC became obvious as the regulations were being developed that .

eliminating sex discrimination from educational
institutions was tt

,large, complicated undertakingmainly because the discrimination

was so pervasive and had goneunrecognized for so long.

Eliminating discOmination because of sex in education will mean

changing timeworn established practices to conform with the legal

requirement. of nondiscrimination. Quite naturally many groups and

persons that have enjoyecl or benefited by the preference given to

males in the past will object to the application of the law, question its

intent or scope, and attempt to delay equal opportunity in ednention.

It is up to us now to look calmly and clearly at the intent of Con-

gress and the law and to allow these regulations which provide a rea-

Thf approach is further explained In
Attachment 3, a legal memorandum ("Validity

of the 'Separate but putal' Polley of the Title IX Regulation on Athletics") which was

Prepared by the Center for National Policy Review for the National Organization for

Women Legal Defense and Eduation Fund's comments on the proposed Title IX

regulations:
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sonable framework to carry out the nondiscriMination principles of*title IX to become effective so that enforcement can proceed.There are two areas which seem to be of major concern and I shouldlike to briefly-comment on them. They are the -scope of Coverage andathletics. _ ,
Scope of title IX coverage: There is some controversy over whethertitle IX prohibits discrimination in all of the educational prograinSAnd activities of an educational institution or just those programs andactivities directly receiving Federal financial assistance. Crucial to re-,solving this problem is the interpretation of the phrase "educationprogram or activity" found in section 901 of title IX.Also in question is section 902 which dealdr'al5 with the scope of ITEW'stermination authority. Can HEW terminate all Federal financial as-sistance -received by an educational institution which is found to be inviolation of the law, only that financial assistance which goes directly'to a specific program which discriminates. or cat" HEW terminatefunds to airy program which is affected by the overall discriminationin the institution

Two excellent legal memorandums. one from the American LawDivision of the Library of Congress and the other from- the Center-for National Policy Review -at the Catholic University of America'sSchool of 1141AV address the interpretation of sections 9,01 and992.They discuss the similarity between sections 901 and 902 and title VIof the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Because almost identical statutorylanguage is used, it seems clear that titte IX would proiide the samekind of coverage as title VI and that the interpretation of title VIshould be a guide for the interpretation of title IX.Title V has been interpreted as prohibiting racial discriminationin all asVe0s. of the educational program in a school district receivingFederal aid. Therefore, in title IX the -term "education program"should 'also be interpretated in its broadest sense----to encompass theentire education program offered by an educational institution re-ceiving Federal financial assistance,.Title IX was legislated, according to the Congressional Record, to"provide equal access to men and women to, the educational processand the extracurricular activities of the school" (WI Cong. Rec.30407)ty prohibiting discrimination in employment, admissions with- certain exceptions, and in access to the progranis and,activities of theinstitution.
The intent of CongressNvould be defeated by anything but a broadinterpretation. A narrow interpretationthat the law prohibits .dis-crimination only in programs directly receivingiFederal aid would bevirtually impossible to enforce.
Federal money in many cases simply cannothe traced down to a.specific program. Federal revenue-sharizig fmu permeate educa-tional institiitions providing direct and indirect aid to all ,educa-tional programs including athletics. The commissioner of basic educa-tion in Pennsylvania said that it was inipossil4 to trace revei ue-

. sharing funds and he had to work on the assumpjion that all educa-tional institutions in the State received some. If the money could be.traced and only programs receiving' direct aid we've prohibited fromdiscriminating, enforcement would be difficult, if not impossible.
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. For example, Federal money is used to buy a piece of school equip-
ment. Would- every class using that part;zufar piece of equipment lie
obliged not to discriminate while adjacent claStes not using the equip-
ment be allowed to discriminate? Suppose the class used the equip-
ment one semester and not the other. Could they discriminate one
semester, but not the other? Imagine the kind of enforcement and
recordkeeping involved in such asituation.

Many programs not directly receiving Federal moneys iTh
institutions

nefit in-
directly from Federal assistance given to nstitutions for construction
programs, development of programs And student aid. Money released
because of Federal funding may -be reallocated. For example, a school

.district receives a grant to develop an individual, flexible course of
study 'in high school. Part of the teachers and administrative salaries
involved in that project could be recaptured and returned to the gen-
eral funds or .be diverted to other programs.

Congress in section 901 provided a broad general prohibition
against sex discrimination in education and then limited its scope
by exp.-4611g certain institutions from the admission, requirement-
one aspect of the total, program. If Congress had,,intended the scope
of section 901 to be limited, there would be no need to mention the
admission exemptions.

Section 902 of title IX deals with the scope of authority in terminat-
ing funds. Again, the same language is used in this section aslin title
VT. In the court case of the Bbard of Public Instruction of Taylor

L County, Fla. v. Finch, 44 F 2d (5th Cir..1969) interpreted title VI
to mean that funds should be cut off to programs directly receiving
Federal aid and any other part of the total program which is "in-
fected .by discrimination. The concept of "infection" is discussed in
the legal memorandum I mentioned earlier. This concept is as relevant
to sex discrimination as it is to race discrimination.

Thus. we have in section 901 a general prohibition of sex discrhnina-
tion amT in section 002,a narrowing -of the -fund termination to- those
areas where discrimination has affected the program or activity. Any
other interpretation would make equal opportunity for girls and
women almost impossible to achieve under title IX.

Athletics: No other area of the title IX regulations have provoked
as much comment, discussion, publicity, and emotion as the section

]rich pertains to athletics. One sports commentator said that title IX
is the biggest thing-to hit athletics since the invenion_ of the whistle.
That will indeed be true if it results in first-class citizenship for
women athletics. In no other area of the educational .program has_
thd progress toward equal opportunity been more difficult. and the
inequities .more apparent than in interscholastic and intercollegiate
athletics.

has conducted studies of interscholastic sports' progttims
in several States and found that girls programs were ffrossly under-
funded, girls could use the facilities only when not needed or wanted
by boys, and there was little inclination to change the situation.

For example, in 1973 a survey of Pennsylvania, excluding.Phila-
delphia, govealed that 50 percent of the secondary schools.(junior and
bCIII.Or high schools) offered no interscholastics sports programs for
girls. In those that did, there was an average of seven sports offered
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fOr boys each year compared to .2.5 for girls. There were no inter-
scholastic programs for girls in the junior high schools although the
average junior high school offered four interscholastic sports for-boys

Aurin g 'the year. -
A. detailed study-'of one school district in a middle-class university

community revealed that 10 times as much money was spent on the ...

boys as on the girls programs$74,874 for boys athletics and $7,704 for i,
girls. The junior high schools in that area did not allow girls to use the r.
gyms after school at all because they WM used for boys progams,.
Only when it was.pointed out that-the school district was probably in
violation of the law was any progress at all 'made. Girls in Pennsyl-
vania certainly wanted more opportunities. The Assistant to the Secre-
tary of Education wrote as early as 197:2.. "We have beenibswam'ped
with complaints about girls' lack of accts.:, to athletic programs,facili-
ties, equipment; and teams." I

. In that same year a study of sex discrimination. in the Waco Inde-
pendent School District in '17exas revealed that $2,10,000 was.allocated
annually for boys athletics in the junior and senior high schools: The
girls program was allocated $970--four-tenths of 1 percent of the boys.
Girls were prohibited use of stadiums, athletic fields, equipMent, and
gymnasiums. No interscholastic, intercity, 4,1. intramural ,girls' teams
were penbitted in Waco. An athletic cummittee WAS appointed by the
school board to recommend changes he athletic policies. They recom-
mended ii.ad received approv al for an expansion of theho3-s' programs
with an estimated increase of athletic In The. need and desire
for a girls' program was demonstrated b. .public protests by several
parents' groups and the attempt re organ La! informally some gins'
basketball teams at the junior high level.

The' American public has supported athlytic programs because it is
convinced such 'activ ities help develop sound minds and bodies.' Yet,
half of the studentsgirls and womenare largel, ,excluded. They are
deprived the benefits of active sports part it ip.1 Lion including the op-
portunity to establish lifetime habits of ccreibe AN Itioh promote an
increased level of good health in adult life. , .

`If participation A competitive sports programs are as beneficial to
women as they are t men, Iv hyleisthere been l such dill:k ulty in increas-
ing opportunities for women_ in this area! fit large part. the answer
lies in a statement from the NOA...1. to col legit: te athletic directors.

...

Finally. hammer the impossibility of meeting the requirement of overall pro-
gram equity for men and.ssome4-avatliout severe curtailment of men's programs
which you have-bullt carefully over the years * * *.

It appears that the 'NCA,:k. is as opposed to the law itself which
requires equity as it is opposed to the regulations w Lich determine how
equitv is to be achieved.

Thise of us who have worked directly with school administrators
have often heard the same thought. "We can't take anything from the
boys' programs and there is no money to develop one for girls." Of
course, when boys have had virtually all of the money and facilities,
sharing will be difficult. Going from preferential.treatment to equal
treatment will be something of a shbek. However, this may be an
appropriate time for educational institutions to reassess their total
athletic prqgrams taking into account the goals of education as well
as the interests and the needs of all of its students.
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IIt is hlighly unlike'ly that woden's comiietitivelports programs
will appoacli the expenditures that the men's programs now enjoy.
Equal cipendituresfor male and female programs are not required
by the iegulations, only that those females who hove an interest
be given an .equal opportunity at their ability level. s

:Stone. is .one of the major obstacles in approving the athletic
section ( f the' regulations. Therefore, is is important to remember that
most of the money now supporting men's sports. in colleges and
univers'ties throughout the country comes from either student activi-
ties fee. or the educational dollar. According to the .[arch 15, 1074,
New y wk Times, only- 1 athletic department in 10 in this country
makes : profit. The other nine run at a deficit. '

Acco ding to the NCA.A.. tl e annual deficit of its members in con-.
ducting intercollegiate athletic rograms in 107'4 NV.1;S $10.5 million.
That f jct. more than equal opp( rtunity, may ''destroy intercollegiate
athleti !s as we have-known it." -

NC_ A advocates that if all el fails. at least exempt revenue from
reN eat e-producing sports fro die requirements of title IN. Certainly,
this w old be one way to insure the perpetuation of the status quo.

If , n institution N.% etc one of the few fortunate ones which makes a
profit in a sport such as basketball. it could, with sueh an exemption,
awary up to about 18 scholarships, plus monthly allowances for 1

playeirs, pro\ ide recruiting expensos. tutoring,. and training meals
for Ale team. Awards such as rings, jackets. or blankets could. be given
to pavers. Tlicy could fly. theteam. bands, families, and others to
gam6:, Equipment and -fay ilitie xx mad he limited only by the amount

1of ji .ofit. An extra \ iy,ant expenditure directly or irdiredly related
to tl e sport NN mild be allowed. All of this could lie done. not because it
Willis sounder minds and bodies. but because the slim t earns money.

Ifi contrast. the women's baskethall tram continues to operate in .
0194s:one old .na.%often with no seholimhips. certainU, ,noAmonthly

,allitwiince-:. no recruiting expenses. no tutoring, or equipment and
trainint, facilities. The differunce.js the women's team doesn't earn a..training
profit. 1

Supporting an exemption fur the intercollegiate athletic programs
dierause they earn money scents to sat that m hen dollars come in;
principal goes out.

Congress has ahead) dealt midi this aspuct of the rigulati
xl, i

ons. Sen-
ator To Yr ntroduced anamendment to the Education An aladments of
1074 speeitically exempting revenue- producing intercollegiate athletics
from title IX. It passed the Senat e, hut was ktyleted by conference co-
mittee and was replaced by the Jo, its anpudineat calling for reason-
able regulations governing intercollegiate athletics.

Achieving equal opportunity for wouran in sports has Leen further
complicated by the differing pysiolog of N. omen and men. ThRt there
are differences we are certain but if. 'when, and how much those dif-
fereneesslionld affect the participation, of nicti and wunleii in moped-
five athletics is not. so certain. ,

.

Research on the physiology of wonu in sports is relatiNely recent
ond many questions are still' unaimered. Cultural attitudes and
phsiological factors have not yet been thom.ghly sepaiated. We are
entering a largely untested area. There are many different predictions f .

about the best way to achieve equal opportunity in athletics. Experi-
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ence and measurable results will identify those programs which, are
most effective.

The courts have given some direction and in geileral the regulations
are compatible with those decisions. The flexibility allowed in the regu-
lations regarding mixed anal single-sex competitive athletics may 'be
prudent at.this stage..

WEAL believes that taken as a whole the title IX regulations pro-
vide a reasonable framework within which title IX can be implc-
mented;We urge Congress to allow these regidations to become effective
in July. Then the long overdue and much needed enforcement can
begin.

More than 100 years ago at a conference in Pennsylvania women
called for equal educationalopportunities for their daughtersa goal
not yet achieved. The title IX regulations will be a giant step toward
that goal.

Thai* you.
Mr. Thank you, Ms. Duffel.
On page 6 in the second paragraph. "The American public has sup-

ported athletic programs because it is convinced such activities help
develop sound minds andhodies."

f

Ms. RAFFE Yes.
Mr. HALL Sometimes wheh I see the enthusiasm that some fathers

use in pushing sons into athletics I wonder if that is quite the case.
I have had some experience in the Illinois schools, and I can assure

-you' that girls certainly have not been the only ones discriminated
against in athletic programs. The pattern for too long I think has been
that too many of the coaches were also the physical education teachers,
and it always seemed that emphasis was on the varsity sport. am con-
cerned, also about the feedback I get in the way of coaches who use
drugs and let their boys play with injuries so that they extend their
injuries,

These are the things that arc of concern to ine. If yot open up
the varsity, sports, say, just in the high. schools equally to girls, I
v onder how many 00-pound female fullbacks, how much' of a pound-
ing she might have to take from a 210-pound tackle ? We are-talking
Rhea the physiology. It is a. legitimate concern.

Ms. ThArria,. As you know, contact sports according to the regula-
tions. if you have contact sports you doirt have to allow boys and ,
girls to play together.

Another point is that many sports do section their teams on weight I

and height. In fact, there are other things Wm sex so if you wanted,
to put" the weight and, height and so forth. in there as factors irk
choosing the team, then the girl takes her chances along 1N7ith what;
ever it is. the 00- or 100-pound young. man ,whe goes out:

You see. sometimes I feel we are protecting women,,from things that
they as sensible people, have a right+) make a choice about:.

I think that a woman has a right to determine whether she wants
to take that risk or not, just like that poor skinny boy who takes the -

ribbing and pretty soon he wou,l..Q2. out, and so would she, that
theydidiameasure up,

I think the injuries probably would riot be more devastating to a
woman than to a man.

Mr. HALL' You think a lot of it is psychological?
,
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Ms. ksyrEr.. I furthermore Oare 3 our concern about emphasis Oil

varsity sports. In some areas' we have "negotiated the school
board," not pressing as hardias we might, so that wF could increase
our intramural-programs would benefit all student, who work
toward a varsity sport.

Mr. HALL. Wouldyou have any idea in Pennsylvania, for example,
how many varsity sports are cart') ing their ON\ n \Neiolit, that is, fend

t foe themselves? !.
Ills:J.1.mm. N'ogdfrt.
Mr. HAL. Mr. Esl, eman .

Mr". Esnr.E3t.sx. 11 hank you, Mr. Chairman,
Dr. llaffel, I wpuld like to ask you in behalf of y ur organization,

and you hayeal,right to testify either \\ ay tmdc,rtdtl IX regulations
naturally, butsince 3 ou.testilied for their implementa ion I v spit] like
to get on the record .\\ hat 3 our organs at tt Quid recommeml as to
financing the certain increased (amts this Ai 011141 tare? You would
have a; choice, I guesswell, for public schools, we )rave only taxa-
tion, nothing elseonless you ovate a stattei s actis ty fee or some-.

thing. .
in college,t1tege is a choice of a tuition increase, activities fa e increase,

or increased Federal aid, Your organization w ould alit ovate paying
t4is increased cost?

Ms. Its.prEt.. I think there 'are two ways of looking at it. The first
is we can share some of the budget, reniembe;:ing thi4.1.or years, and

_years, and years the boys or men have gotten an inamAppriate share
of the-edneatio(i.altlollarSDr athletics.

Mr.,Esnunthx. May I interrupt at this point. -Unless T am under a
misconception and,you are right on the appropriate share, you ;.iti& 0
out of 10 athletic departments don't make a profit. Howes er. I think
it is true that football and basketball finance is limited only to profit,
but they buy equipment and finance other sports, their ow4i sport plus' ""
other sports, and as for as I know we are not fris in:-. u any Federal tax
dollars now to sports. We are not subsidizing sports and I Svould need
a little hard cons arcing that we should start subsillizing-sports ith tax
dollars.

I a <free with von, that.9 out of 10 are not making a profit.
Ms7JRAFFr.h. 'I say they run at a profit,
Mr. E5IILEMAN. They are still bus rug equipment and next year's

uniforms, and financing. more than 'their own sports. and linanoing
some female sports also atihe collegq, That is m3 understanding. It is
not to an equal extent. I will ',,leant you. Is t hat true or nottrue?

Ms. Itsrrim. I think, sir, the only 10 percent that make a Profit are
financing other boys' sports and perhaps- girls' spyrts. As you say. there
is-it question that, with the ones that make the prolit that very small
number in our country that do, then what is the support II that
profit after expenses has e paid for the part icular sporQ on knots, how
is that shared within the university or college, or cohununity ?

There I think we would find it is not equal w ith girls' and boys pro-
' grams at the moment.

But. because we lime title IX passed and there is that promise in the
fat are there wilt be enforcement. some schools hat e taken some step,
in the past few,years to give, more money to flirts' sports.

Tim- other point you make, of course. we know that there is not direct
financial aid as far as we can determine in the sports programs,
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although there is financial aid giyen to construction of )deilties ins
which these intercollegiate sports operate, so that is an indirect,
benefit.

So we are maintaining, of course, that this interAlegiate or an inter?,
scholastic sports program lb part of thlwitire edilk atiorial ptogriun'of
the institution.

Now, how do we finance it? I said, youcii-, we-can take a little
'of that money that we really should hal e had for so many years when
it should have been equally distributed from the beginning and it "Is
not. OK, this is almost intolerable to same people. Then...mtere are+ we
goingto 0.etthdother money?

It probably is going to cost a hale bit of money-.arid I don't kiloW,
in the tight situations we bare you know. where lve.are oxiin'er to .get
anything to measure up to what n,e would. likelo have. cynem b er
that the girls"sports program today, even if wegave equal opportunity
to gilts to enter scholaste and intercollegiate programs they would not
came anywhere neti faking in the amount of money as bofs. I feel
the Aery few teams that make a profit don't, have to fly their family
and friends and the' university communitY to.the games: They don't
have to have the luxuriesThat they have ha.dbefore. I think-they could
probably play a good game of football qr basketball without those,
luxuries.

1

I understand they are thinicin g. of cutting down scholarships and
I don't think that will'drive spectators away. You could take a little =
off, of that and still !Mike a sport at somewhat of ,a reasonable' level

. which they'lll,tve had before, and we can use that kind of money hem.
I think ir will take Years to deVelop the kinds'of programs which .

will lead to bigger collegitite athletic programs for girls. ,
Mr. Irsrit.r3t.A.N. You know, the news media has focused_ on the

ipig 10 and the bowl game and so on in this questionbut I think
. am a little more. concerned about 'all of the public high schools'

in the. flitted States and boys' and girls' sports there. You said 'take
a little more money Where do you get it thee public scho6ls? Are you
savino. in other worths, increase taxation to equalize the sport? Is that
thelestiinony of your organization ?'

I mean, actually our larger profilem here is the public`schools up
to grade 12 andnot colleges. That gets into glamor and ptttlicity, but/- the larryer problem is public schools.

Ms: liArrr_ I am thinking, I worked with the school district kir
2 or 3 years trying to work out just, such a problem like this. We have
found that, mulch of the money, the costs for interscholastic girls'c
progrmskinvolvts more of a use of facilities and an inordinate use
of money for' fancy uniforms and things'like that. The real problem
seeing to be witli interscholastic programs and the use. of facilities.
Li ()tiler words" when we have basketball in the winter andthe boys'
varsity Wants t6 practice 5 days a week they sat. "I'm sorry we can't
let the plrls use that gym any day because of the boys practicing."

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Are you saying maybe in the public schools it is
molt, of an administration problem than a money problem ?

Ms. RAvrEn. The major part, you know, how much does it cost? We
can 31,9C the same basketballs as the boys ,do, and it certainly does
not cost much for uniforms and Battle T shirts run about $2.50 or.$3.50.
T don't think that cost is really relevant, but sharing the facilities

\3 iii
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which seems to cause problems, at least as we experienced in working
directly with We schooklfstrict.

I guess we are saying to them, if everyone shared, then you know,
so you_practice days a week and the girls would have 2 days a week,
or practice 212 clays a week. That is just something that you he to
make do with. .

Mr. Esur,E,mAx. I throw this out as a sidelight. I used to 'coach
myself a long time ago, and I am pleasantly surprised by the advo-
cates for women's sports. I agree three. sporting events a night or an
afternoon are too many, but you could have replaced JV bitsketball
along with a girl's game and have a doubleheader of bays and girls
instead of theJV's; which-is two boys' teams,

I realize the up and coming athletes on the JV team *pn't like it,
but I think- it is a solution that won't cost more money.

Ms. RAFFEL. One of the solutions we worked out in the school dis-
strict I worked with every afternoon, they have two sessions and have
the learning centeit: and we used to call that the."library," opened
mil they would here DA hour practice session each afternoon. One
week the girls would have it first and then go home and the boys k

would have it the second week, and the next week switch back and
forth.'

That gave equal access to the facilities, the crux of the problem, at-
110 extra cost. Being a coach yourself you may have associated- with
some persons where this emotion is so tied up with it. I had a daughter
who whnted to play on the boys' baSketball team in the junior high
school. because there was no other place 's* could play basketball.
There were no girls' programs at- la The eachyou would think
he would be a mature man, he certainly was It' teachersaid to liis
colleagues in the locker icIpm, "If she plays o the basketball team,
she will have-to-take showers witlrthe-.boys.'! ,,

That kind of thinking is very difficult to OV mine unless you have
a legal basis to work on, and it will take a long time for that gentle-
man to give that opportunity to the girls.

Mr. ESnr,E5rAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'ITAmi. [presiding]. Thank you.
Any questions?
Mr. ITALL. Are you acquainted with Iowa State basketball? State

of Iowa ? Do you know the,oirls tournaments draw just asbig a crowd
in the State of Iowa as the boys draw?

Ms. BAFITL Yes, sir. .
Mr. HALL. At least after the war I attended Iowa Wesleyan. That

is why I was surprised, having been born and raised in Illinois, and
I know there are some areas that have been doing right by the girls'
athletic prograths. 1

,

I can remember the first year I taught I happen to coach the
junior high school team and, the first game, we played a team with a
girl on the team. The first huddle we had, one boy said, "We can't
guard her, we just can't guard her. We eban't play." I

I hope we have come a long- way since that time.
Ms. RA 'm.. I think we have. You know they don't have .those

hangups so much because today. the boys and girls" both have long
1

hair and sometimes it is only after the game that a Person realizes
that-actually it-was a girl.

\.,
.._

Mr., HALL. I am glad you said it, not me. \.-
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No other quest ions.
Mr. rOITAn.%. Well, thank von very much. Dr. littifel. We are very

pleased you were. able to appear before us. I have heard a great deal
of your organization Bind I hear from them quite frequently. I wantyou to give my best regards to your president.

-ifs. ,R.-AFFEL. Thank you. ,

_A r. OILut.%. The chair is going to announce that the house goesinto session at 11 o'clock, so-the-Chair is going to.ask both the Mem-
bers and witnesses to fry to be short, without losing your sense of
questioning or the testimony, to be as brief as possible. because we
have. a schedule,of five witnesses for today and it is tough to get that
many in and yon now what happens alien the bells start ringing. the
Members begin leaving and you don't ha% e the kind of audience you
ought to have.

Our next witness will be Lynn heather Mack. executive director of
the Intercollegiate Association of Women Students.

Miss Mack, we Will be happy to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF LYNN HEATHER MACS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INTERCOLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION OF , WOMEN STUDENTS

Ms. MAcK. Mr. Chaiirman aid members of the commit teeony name
is Lynn Heather Mack and I see a4 executi% e director of the Inter-
collegiate Association of Womeit Students. I have been on the faculty
of Temple University in Pliikulelphia. Pa.. and am currently, ith the
administration of Wake Forest University in North Carolina, as
director of residence life. I will alsd`be teaching at Wake Forest.

Because of the perspectives afforded by these. several capacities and
because I have maintained a close and ongoing working relationship
with students. I feel able to speak to the impact of title LX on students,
staff, and faculty with sonic degree of accuracy. It is in the position
of TAWS executive director that I address you-today.

The Intercollegiate Association of Women Students (TAWS) was
founded in 1923. formed from se% eral regional associations established
in 1913. This places us among the oldest national campus-related
organizations in the country. IX\VS is,ndso the only national orga-
nization for all college women and is committed to the de% elopment
of programs and resources encouraging %%omen to identify and utilize
their individual potential as educated and competent persons through-
out their lives.

Due to the inherent implications of Title TX of the Education
Amendments of 1072, perhaps the ono segment of those to be Most
directly and potentially affected are women studentsthe people for
whom we speak. Most of the concern in relation to-these guidelines
has been expressed by those who will have to implement themthey
have had the time and influence to contact and effect- the decisions.
Ana while their concerns are important. there has been a serious
lack of attention paid to those who will be most affected by them
students. It is for that reason that TAWS trusts that this com-
mittee trill` take particular note. of our continents and respond.

.favorablyo
'noorr'encdurages this committee and the Congress of the

United. States to accept the regulations as issued by the Department
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of Health, Education, and Welfare's Office for Civil Rights on title IX
as minimum standards, in order to filially provide an identifiable mech-
anism by which all can assess the degree to which obvious sex 'discrim-
ination exists and most be remedied in their respective institutions.
By no means can the regulations be considered exhaustive or com-
pletely adequate; yet they do provide an important set of criterion
laluable in determining initial steps for the opening up of all education
opportunities.

There is a very clear need for the regulations to be endorsed and
implemented without delay. In the 3 years of waiting and uncertainties
( which says nothing of the decades preceding) since the enactment of.
title IX, it would be impossible to determine the number of women who
Dave been subjected to higher admissions standards for college entry;
denied access to a desired professional education; exposed to sex role
stereotyping high school counselors and textbooks; _prohibited for fully
del eloping their potential in basketball. The regulations yon are now
considering serl e as a necessary tool to help those people avoid ongoing
discriminations.

Dr. Jean Lane of Jersey City State College referred to a 19,72 study
before a Women's Equity Action League conference in New Jersey on
April 25, 1971, evidencing a large discrepancy between grade point
as erageS for males and females entering college. Forty-five percent of
the females had a B-plus a erage while only 29 percent of the males
had that average. That is wl,these guidelines are important now.

In reference to financial did, the Educational Testing Service study
in that area suggested that when the need criteria was the same, men
were receiving -V,50 more than women, and that women w ere more
likely to have strings attached to their stipends. This is why these
guidelines are important now.

In the New York City University system, men are receiving $100
more than women as undergraduates and on the graduate lel el the
difference is $1,000. That is why these guidelines are important now.

Women's teams are still forced to sell cookies to pay fox uniforms
and tilt% el funds, although they may has e a more successful record than
their male counterpart Which flies to their tourmunents.

My sister serves as another 'example as a student in an all-girls
school in Erie, Pa., which admitted male students for the first time
this year. When it. came time to go to gym class it was the boys that
got the showers. The girls were not to take showers all year long.
Thus, a further discrimination. In order for the girls to smell clean
for the day they obl iously could hot assert themselves in classes which
were coeducational. therefore the value of instruction was also lost.
That is why these guidelines are important now.

Now. nearned in Sunday school that cleanliness was next to
godliness. but I didn't know it was reserved for malts',

I constantly talk to women students have ,set their career
objectives far below their potential, "because even though her college
boards were 1.420 with a 3.85 average, a female can be a physician s
assistant but not. a doctor." And-this has all-happened since title IX
was passed 3 Sears ago, but, without specific recommendations as to
how institutions will be ! expected to implement them, little progress
haS been made.

tJ
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Any further delay in their full implementation will be evidence of
nonresponsiveness to a need to provide women and men with a meansby winch they can urge their institution to grant equal opportunity
to all persons receiving an education. After all, a woman pays nolower tuition for a degree whie buys her a lower salary than her
fellow male student.

Few persons or groups could presume to know the exact intent
of Congress in the passivie of title, IXthe legislative history is un-clear. Perhaps evidenced by the many interpretations, there is little
agreement.among Congresspersons as to their intent at that time,
-Therefore, we address ourselves directly to the regulations and the

impact they may have. In recommending your adoption of these
-implementation regulations we do not suggest, that these meet every,need we see exist; there are weaknesses:hlowever, the critical fact
is that.there arc significant positive proposals in so many area whichwill do much to amity afford women a change for a fair education.

Tt is important to give attention here to some of the areas where the
regulations are lacking.. We are primarily concerned with four
points at this time: elimination of single-sex organizations, access tocourse offerings, athletic opportunities for woman, and the effective
discourag,ement of any stirant involvement in seeking compliance
by their institution.

Elimination of single-seZOrganizations: Section 86.31 of the regula-
tions deals with education programs and aetil ities, and requires that
an organization receiving 'signifcant" support, from the recipient
institution cammt discriminate on the basis of sex in membership'
or access to benefits.

While the philosophical intent of this item may be, thought to
be, positive, practically speaking, the effects w elinfirte muchof the value of programs ktxisting on campiises today. SinciF it orig-,
mated, LAWS has believed' that a vital part of every %% omen s educa-
tion is her opportunities for active participation in arious experiences
which prepare her fora more meaningful life.

The growing complexities of society haw and will continue to
challenge the stereotyped roles women ha% e traditionally played, and
the result is a new freedom to select the ino-t comfortable and growth-
promoting lifestyle possible. We hale de eleped fin e lines of analysis.
to demonstrate the potential harm in t Emulating certain of these
organizations. I refer you to my written testimony for complete
remarks:Fonr rill be discussed here. The affiliates of lAWS primarily
fall into the category of a special k% lie of single-sex group as few
have men among their membership.

1. EDUCATIONAL INN; "1!

LV \VS rejects efforts which would mean the elimination of groups
such as our affiliates and other single sex orgaizations whose valuable
effect upon the total educational experience of the university com-
munity as a whole, whether limited to just those member participants
nr open to all in the community, cannot be denied or replaced/ afforded
by any other compliant group or agency of the recipient institution.'

Fraternities and sororities have been exempted, along with several
"other types of organizations. In speaking w ith an aide to Represent-
ative Joe D. Waggohner (D-La:), it is our understanding that in
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ey,

that ,exemption the term `'social'' was .1mintentiorialthat -title LX
was not meant to necessitate, the disbanding of any student organiza-
tions. Consider the effectsWs provision would mean many prograin-
Mg groups as associated women students, men's residence councils,
men's and women's honorariee and recognition societies such as Sfortor
Board. could no longer receive funds gr mcetng facilities from the
institution. % tf

Can we question. the value Olf any of_ these_groups upon the-members
of such organizations? If einninated, a means of` social ,contact and
organizational skills and understanding would -also be eliminated.*
The only other type _of organization which could provide such exPeri-
ence is the student government or coed residence 'hall groups. The
problem in relying upon those is that, by nattire, they are too small
to provide adequate opportunities to es many students now' found iii
the other types of organizations, and further, that not all students
.ire interested in those types Of groups..

Realize that the critical factor for our position here is that, based
on. the Trim definitipns of remedial and affirmative action (86.3
(a and b) ), some single -sex opportunities for women are necessary
to allow women to attain-the lull level of their potentials, overcoming
past barriers. The specific instance of women's programing and gov-
erning organizations is -a primary concern. As has been recognized by
the regulations, women have been historically- so'cialize'd' -out of oppor-
tunities to develop certain clipacities Or Organization, leadership, and
other &ills. r

Women's organizations have provided the only definite' channel for
such ,development for 'women. To eliminate such groups, in effect,
would b& to encourage socialization out of other opportunities. Such
groups are necessary, at the very least, until women have attifined
Ievehat which they, as aolars,secognizennd accept their competencies
and will challenge and compete with others as men. do now. These
organizations, while usually limited to women in actual member-
ship, provide educational, cultural, and social programs which benefit
not only themselves but Other members of the mnversity community
as well, and that includes then.

Therefore, in one respect, they are single-sex in-direct membership,
but in the other,the,benefits areavailable.to both sexes. Furtherinqre,

f t , men. are only, to benefit from As becoming.: sartgiiive, (In, th,ofe
al\ortm of theAr 04, potentials, and, therefore stronger, 'More self-

. re:1 kint,tand Mote responsible. ,

, '
1rr2, LEADERS1UP AND 411.PYlaOdticAff'allAre.tION

.4ks has just been indicateii, tide is adecided need for opportnnitieS
to develop leadership .91ills among women, but this area ,deserveg
further attention. Leadership does not mean only learning to 'run
medtitigs, form committees, or take minutes. Rather, leadership neces-
sarily means learning to,be more sensitive to the overall operations'
of any organizationon campus or societal; religious, political sys-
tems, et ceteraupderstanding the constraints operating on all mem-
bers of the system, It means learning how to follow as well as to lead.

;Women's organizations are devoted to just such goals. Throughout'
a long tradition women have sought to coLlect with one another and
have grown throughflie effects of such gatherings. Further, histori-

,
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rally, Iew other organizations can,parallel the continuous, strong, and
active existence ot women's orgiunzations. If history be a guide to
the future, then the fact that these orgiinizations have bien in existence
so long should ;indicate that there is an inherent value in them.

3. RIGHT TO ASSOCIATION

As was pointed out by many respondents to the proposed rules.
tb title IX last fall, the provisions relating to prohibition of education
programs and activities NN hi& are single-sex in nature nifty well be
unconstitutional in view of the first amendment of the U.S. Con-
stitution guaranteeing citizen's right to association with those of
her/his cill3sing. .

Almost all college students are now of the age of majority thus fully
insuringt4hem all rights of citizenship.,A very important stage in
any person's development is the opportunity to explore previously
acquired interests with those of one's choosing, and to learn new ex-
palences from others of reference groups one selects. Can we legislate
what type- of groups from which one will be able to select? Students
and othersin tie academic community must be free to organizeto.pro-
mote interests they share with othersbe they of one sex or both. It
is the strong belief of JAWS that appropriate committees of the in-
stitution itself should' be the ones determining which a group con-
tributes significantly to be university community and should there-
fore have student funding.

4. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

It has been pointed out that there has been and continue to be dis-
criminatiOn on the basis of sex with regard to educational opportunities
and benefits from those opportunities thereby establishing the need
for remedial'action to overcome such discriminations. One such meas-
ure v ould be to continue the availability of those single-sex organiza-
tions which provide specific skills to those persons who may not be
able to obtain those skills through- other educational activities or
progi'ams or a recipient institution due to such historic and attitudinal
discritninations. ,

Off* digrnuinat+on hits been ,unclar.4r, difitettit
7-pt the fad_ Oa studies -have, imliCated,(1mOnenibers one. sex do

not' eentte ,d ,o alegelpa the 'skim, birsip,as;rneinbersof the other sex..
i&nces the chap:it fljscriminatii4 sloes ylew- of eh* it,i .

esiqttitil f,iffifinativ.e, actions' be ttken, institugons to.not 'ouly
valuta ill', existing singlet-sex, nonpraessionab,orgatiiations: ;and
a\ctfivilies"-J--not to the, exclusion of ,other valtiable groupsbut do,,
encourage, and 'actively support such grOtips. It has all too frequently
been the cite that such organizations must fight a difficult battle to
justify their existence to the various components of their institutions.

-On halanee then, it is evident that there .is more tto 'be lost in terms
of the total educational environment of the instieution through the,
elimidation of support for-these groups than if, they aren't forbidden.
Consequently, LAWS hopes that S6.31 ill be adjusted So as not to
eliminate single-sex; nonprofessional organizations therougli the re-

Anovid of financial. physical. and administ-rative support, for such
groilps. We find it difficult to accept that because of legit ation attempt-
.
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ingto-remedy-such discrimination, those organizations formed as a re-
sult of attempting -to deal with-that discrimination will be eliminated.

In reference to "Accessto.Course Offerings," since time is limited, I
.only request you consider our comments concerning that area in our
written testimony. -

ATHLETIC OPPORTUNITIES FOE WOMEN

Previously
'
IA%VS has suggested 'that women are currently taking

.advantage of new freedoms to explore and define beyond the tradi-
tional roles and are selecting lifestyles which are most comfortable
and personally satisfying. Such redefinition has found women increas-
ingly interested and active in a variety of athletic programs. Even
with such obvious and significant changes in interest and partici-
pation by women, progress has .not been paralleled in opportunities

.available.
At the 1974 National Convention of LAWS, the first resolution dis-

cussed and subsequently passed unanimously by the convention body
reaffirmed.its support of title IX. Aspecific reference in this position

as made regarding provisions for equal opportunity for women and
men in athletic programs [See Appendix DI

We realize that the area of coverage of athletics under the title IX
regulations has probably been the single most controversial issue as
to whether it should or should not be a matter left up to HEW. Al-
though it is quite weak in many areas, it is critical that it is included
in the coverage and that Congress accept those provisions along with
the rest of the regulations.

-To consider that athleticS not be appropriate, under title IX cover-
age is to turn back the pi ogress that has been made and fo once again
hitse opportunities for girls and women, placed in an inferior position.
Small steps have have been made in some schools and colleges in terms
of increasing the scope of athletic opportunities for hinnies, whether
in the classroom or in competition. But despite these small advances.
women's athletic programs still only average about two percent of
the athletic dollar.

Perhaps the most glaring omission in these final regulations is the
removal of the requirement of determining student interest. There is

suggstion for the measurement of that interest and it now seems
::-,...----orrib0111510-pe:of-nny women's athletic program «ill be sub-

,jo:st to,,,flik,.,personal-e.kainalistas. ofthe, TiNrd for pailt.iw.thi r teaniS,by
any itidiriduai sir group of -alliletk gilieen/

Y
j Pa is notgohig tO'be required: A71fitca awl random sine:30°1,in' of ---

stud,etits,,sucli oixists On some cailipuses, tOday-7-wiltbe:coMicIerecr,f
sufficieht indtcatnes,Of .deter.mining..2nterestjiardiy rePresentative
.measure.. Students nuist be alloWest.to filley
*ant included.

Many efforts have been made to exempt income-producing sports ,

fro' coverage under;title IX, Fortunately, to this time these e Toils
-have been Unsuccessful.

beeesuggested that these sports should not be covered because
ths:y produesso lunch of, he funds nemisary to support these program' s,
and tohave to &bare thesefunds anathletic program were to be fairly
expanded to include «oaten would' mean the end of their programs as
the hare enjoyed them. No consideration iris been ail en to flie pet

'01
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that if need be, women's athletics could begin to support themselves to
a degree if proper attention to establishing them is given.

AS with creating interest in any area. an audience has to be de-
veloped for the product. Without adequate support in terms of ad%er-
tisement, facilities, competitive pract.ce and play ing time, and general
respect for the \HIM ithr ()heti. these 1./togi alas 1% id not draw. This is
not just theerv.. In Iowa. basketball is more popular than that of
the boys. Consider the folleuvi College's basket-IY that _lialiactilata
ball team has created. Due to the exposure..giica W011iell'S tennis..
through Billie Jean King, Chris Ei ert. .iial othc.,,rs. t hat too has a sig-
nilitant following. Athletes like Cathy Bigby arid Olga Korput have
populai iced Women in g) mnastics and the examples continue.

The criterion set forth for el aluating hether equal opportunity
has been given,.if follow, d closely, should do intieli in affording women
a competitive opportunity. In no Wil should these be construed to be
beyond the um:LA col crate of the title IX regulations. Oui 'mushy, the
entire:et of premises upon which se.ti rule differentiation was based Las
been under keen :Trutiny during the past set eral years. Certainly the
notion that women do not inaintain a gi ow ing interest in competiwz in
athletics has bete dispelled w ith such developments as the active
women's athletic pro,;rams at all ]et el trf cliicat ion and the community
aetiyities throughout the country. as \\ ell 14.) the (il'a111atiZ!;1113 increased
number of professional women athletes.

The opportunities afforded women in sports have- beenslii d have
created difficulties for individual participants in terms of the pin. hall

*financial outlay required of her unlike her male counterpart. Al-
though they are not fully comprehensii e, it is essential that the it tle
LX regulations be adopted immediately with the athletic sections
intact so that the advances which hat e bcen made are not lost. Women
need these provisions to give them the elle( tit chess that male athletes
have had through their intercollegiate association.

SELP-EVALUATION AND CQMPLIANCE

I.A.WS is extremely concerned that pro\ ision is not made in section
80.3 to assure that studelits will be a part of the self-evaluation-meeha-
nisin at an institution. There is a great, fear that perhaps this area will
need strengthening later; because it is quite easy for an institution
conducting a self-evaluation, to determins.they are in compliance with
the regulations beeittw of the way by which they have defined various
itvects of the standards. It may become tery easy to stretch it term
or ignor it completely rather than admit that the institution does

" diserhninate against women.
..Thrtfor.tuinai,Firpiot all adminisyators share the "good faith con -

ea .at
i'tfan:y (11 toi reJliat Trcetr.attit des!' iin.4,124A

are, women , into Sitbstatidaild and ppmaring ,nefet
oppOrtnalties. Willi the guaranteed input oT an,qyalinitipn , ,

,conitnitttliere,is,,,inorii- likely to be a weirruimiled valuation inatle
with,,all "C.441,41it 1,1 110) ei)11sid,c1:Itioll, It is klIll'Orti,1118te4inft
administrators would-04 )4,Atally object', e but the fact, does mist,
in some situations. '.

On one campus a- \t Wen ivro (raj& a- CO 111/11thlt against the nit
versity was strongly emottragt d to thud any lier ous for herself in
the fall. That Arcs sure was easier than for, the unit ersity. to accept,

.
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,the- fact that vast changes in its regulatiohs and housing structures
will be needed to comply with title IX.

Throughout the process of .e% atadtion and, grievance, students have
very few options 111 terms of attempting to remedy discriminations.
l nder the proposed procedural regulations, i JEW doesn't happen
to-,be pltuun,,n a, review of that campus Ain the next 12 mopths
even that would be long in tet ins of the transient nature of the student
populationthe student, has the choice of taking the complaint to the
school's grievance board for them to deal with directlywhich is like a
judge asking a person he has just convicted to clean his house, or
the student. can take it to-the State human relations court. This option
is equally futile because (a) the student does not have the financial
ability to do this, and (b) he doesn't have die time due to his short
time at the institution and the time involved in litigation.

Provisions must be made for students to have a fair opportunity
to hold the institution they are attendincr accountable for providing
the, quality education they are required by law to ,do.

These four areas have dealt with specific weaknesses feel exist
in the title IX regulations. Ilowever, TAWS feels that it has expresTed
quilestrongly that reaardless of these points, the regulations must be
accepted. The time was spent w hit these in the lopes that our opinions
can be considered should future legislation come up or further hearings
held.

There are many strengths hi the regulations'which will mean fimIlly
that women will have the educational opportunities they deserve. Many
areas of the regulations willTrobably has e to be clarified in legislation,
but I musestressthat the efforts involved are well spent.

In our enthuAiasm to eliminate sexual diserimination in education,
we must take care not to-eliminate also flaw very programs which have
finally been developed which attempt to take remedial act -ion to over-
come the past in terms of discrimination against either sex in the same
way similar programs do when discriminated minorities have been
encouraged.

The passageof these regulations and their implementation are fully
appropriate -for congressional action. Allow them to go into effect
July 21,1975, so that women are not left without enforcement measures
for obtaining their education.,

I thank you for your attention and your concern for providing educa-
tional opportunities equally for the w omen students of our country as
men have enjoyed for years.

[Prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LYNN HEATHER 'WOE', EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

INTERCOLLEGIATE ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN STUDENTS ( LAWS )

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name is Lynn leather Mack
and I serve.as Executive Director of the Intercollegiate Association of Women
Students. I have been on the faculty of Temple University in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and am currently with the _administration of Wake Forest Uni-
versity in North Carolina as Director of Residence -Life. I will also be teaching
at Wake Forest. Because of the perspectives afforded by these several capaciVes
and because I have maintained a close and on-going working relationship with
students, I feel able to spfak to the impact of Title IX'on students, staff, and
faculty with accuracy. It is in the position of IAWS Executive Director that I
address You today.

The Intercollegiate Association of Women Students (IAWS) was-founded in
1923, formed from several regional assodations established in 10E3. This playas us
among-the oldest national campus-related organizations in the country. IAWS is
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also the only national organization for all college women and is committed to the
development of programs and-resources encouraging women to identify and
utilize their individual potentials as educated and competent persons throughout
their lives. We support the philosophy that the higher eduCation of women
requires the existence of a special organization to meet their unique educational
needs, in view of the subtle and overt discriminations experienced primarily

in our society. Due to the inherent implications
Educati Amendment of 1972, perhaps the one. segment of those to be most
by-41volt of Title IX of the

dtrectly,,and potentially affected are women studentsthe people for whom we
speak. Mott of the concern in relation to theseqpidegnes has been expressed by
those, who will have to implement themthey have had the time and infiunce to
-ciantact-and effect the decision& And while their concerns-are impottant, there
has been a serious-lack of attention paid to those who will be most affected by
themstudents. It is for that reason that IAWS trusts that this Commitee NM
-talt particular note of ourtomments and respond favorably.

JAWS now encourages this Committee and the Congress of the United States
to accept the regulatidns as issued by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare's Office for Civil Rights on Title IX as minimum standards, ihrorder to
finally protide an identifiable mechanism by which all can assess the degree to
which obvious sex discrimination exists and must be remedied in their respective

o Institutions. By no means can the regulations be considered exhaustive or com-
pletely adequate; yet they do provide an important set of criterion valuable in
determining initial steps for the opening up of all educational opportunities.

There is a very clear need for the reguiatiops to be endorsed and implemented
Without delay. In the three years of waiting and uncertainties (which says
nothing of thedecades Preceding) since the enactment of Title IX, it would be
impossible to determine the number of women who have been subjected to higher
admissions standards for college entry; denied access to a desired professional
education; exposed to sex-role stereotyping high school counselors and text-
books: prohibited. from fully developing their potential in basketball. The
regulations you are now considering serve as a necessary tool to held those
-people avoid on.goin-c discriminations.

Dr.,Jean Lane of Jersey City State College referred to a 1972 study before a.:
Women's Equity Action League conference in New Jersey on April 25, 1974;
evidencing a large discrepancy between grade point averages for males and .
females entering college. Forty-five percent of the females had a B+ average
while only twenty-nine percent of the males had that aVbrage. That is why these
guidelines are important now. In reference to financial aid, an Educational

't Testing Service study in that area suggested that when the need criteria was
the same, men were receiving $250 more than women. and that women were more
likely to have strings attached to their stipends. That is why these guidelines
are important now. In the New York City University system, men are receiving
$100 more than women as undergraduates and on the `graduate level the
difference is $1000. That is why those guidelines. are important now. Women's
teams are still forced' toseli cookies to pay for uniforms and travel funds,
although-they have a more successful ,record than their male counterpart which
flies to their tournaments. That Is why these guidelines are important now..

1. constantly talk to women students who have set their career objectives far
below their potential, "because even though her College Boards were 1420
with a 3.85 average, n female can be a Physician's Assistant but not a. doctor."
And this has all happened since Title IX was passed three years ago, but without
specific recommendations as to how institutions will be expegted to Implement
them. little progress has been made. Any further delay in their full implementa-
tion will be evidence of -nonresponsiveness to a need to provide women and
men with a means by which they can urge their institution to grant equal
opportunity Jo all persons receiving an education. A women pays no lower
tuition for a degree which buys her a lower salary than her fellow nude student.

Few persons or groups could presume to know the exact intent of Congress in
the passage of Title IXthe legislative history is unclear. Perhaps evidenced by
the many interpretations, there is little agreement among Congresspersons as
to their intent at that time. Therefore, we address ourselves directly to the
regulations and to the impact they may have. In recommending your adoption
of these implementation regulations We do not suggest that these meet every
need we see exist; there are weaknesses. However, the critical fact is that
there are significant positive-proposals in so many areas which will do much tp
finally afford women a chance for a fair education.

It Is important to give attention here to some of the areas where the regulations
are lacking. We are primarily concerned with four points at this time elimina-
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Lion of single-sex organizations, access to course offerings, athletic opportuni-
ties for women, and the etTeebire discouragement of any student involvement in
seeking compliance by their institution.

RUM MUM:: OF SINGLE-SEX ORGANIZATIONS

Seehion 86.31 of the Regulations deals %%MI Education programs and activities,
and requires that an organization receiving "significant" support from the recip-
ient institution cannot discriminate on the basis-of sex in membership or access
to benefits. While the philosophical intent of this item may be thought to be
positive, practically speaking the effects %you'd eliminate much of the value of
programs existing on campuses today, Since it originated, LAWS has believed
that a vital part of every woman's education her opportunities for active par-
ticipation in various experiences which prepare her for a more meaningful
The growing complexities of society have and will continue to challenge the
stereotyped roles women have traditionally played, and the result is 0 new
freedom to select the most comfortable and growth-Promoting lifestyle possible.
We have developed live lines of analysis to demonstrate the potential harm in
eliminating certain of these organizations. The allinateLi of LAWS primarily fall
into the category a a special type of single-sex group as taw have men among
their membership.

Edoeationoi Input. IAWS rejects efforts %%Well would mean the elimina,'
lion of groups such as our filliates and other single-six organizations whose
valuable effect upon the total educational' experience of the university commu-
nity as a whole. whether limited to just those member participants or open to
all in the community, cannot be denied or replaced/afforded by any other "com-
pliant" group or agency of the recipient institution. Fraternities and sororities

' have been exempted, along with several other types of organizations, In speaking
with an aide to Representative Joe D. Waggonner (D-La.). it is our under-
standing that in that exemption the term `:social" was unintentionalthat Title
IX was not meant to necessitate the disbanding of any student organizations,
Consider the effectsthis provision would mean many programming groups as
Associated 'Women Students. Men's Residence Couneils, men's and women's
honoraries and recognition societies such as Mortar Board solid -no longer receive
funds or meeting facilities from the inStitution.

Can we question the value of- any of these groups upon the members of such
organizations? If eliminated, a means of social contact and organizational skills
and understanding would also be eliminated. The only other type of organiza-
tion which could provide such experience is the student government or co -ed
residence hall groups. The problem in relying upon those is that, bp nature,
they are too small to provide adequate opportunities to as ninny students now
found in the other types of organizations, and further, that not all students
are interested in those types of groups,

Realize that the critical factor for our position here is that, based on the
HEW definitions of remedial and affirmative action (50.3 (a and b) ), some
single-sex opportunities for women are necessary to. allow women to attain
the full level of their potentials, overcoming past barriers. The specific instance
of women's programming and governing organizations is a primary. concern. As
has been recognized by theRegulations, women have been historically social-
fzed out of opportunities to develop certain capacities for organization, leader-
ship. and other skills. Women's organizations have provided the duly definite
channel for such development for women. To eliminate Such groups, 'in effect,
would be to encourage soeializatIon out of other opportunities. Such groups
are necessary. at the very. least, until women have attained a level at which
they, as a class. recognize and accept their competencies and will challenge
and compete with others as men do now. These organizations, while usually
limited to women In actual membership. provide educational, cultural, and 53cial
programs which benefit not only themselves but other members of the unia.rsity
community as well, and that includes men. Therefore, In one respect, they are
singlesex in direet membership, but in the other, the benefits are available to
both sexes, Furthermore. men are only to behefit from women becoming sensitive
to and more aware of their own potentials, and therefore stronger, more self-
reliant, add more responsible.

Considering that only about 204k of the student's time is spent in the Rings-
room, learning must occur (hiring that other Stit;',,. To prohibit such single-sex
would mean a loss of their input into the educational community. Most profl-
meneies develop in a social environment and in interactions with others.
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(;:;) Leth/C.t8hiO Ow/ 11w //141,,i kW/ allitiva. As itas just teem indica wit there
is a necklet/ net d fur upportnallit s to-tit a ltq, it adership among %%mem, but
this area deserves faction attention. Leadership does nut ewan only leaning, to

lacciings, form committees, or take minutes. Rather, leadership necessarily
Mauls learning to be intde sensitit e to the ot erall opera.uuti, of any organization
ton eampus or sueittal reltgiuus. ltubti..tl zyslein..., cues). untl istauat (to', Con-
StrailltS uf.erating on nil nit others of Cue -too, and therelure beetantiog more
tolerant of the ntezubt.rs and of the s;..,,etit. It '-caws Katmai; how to fullun as,
well as to lead:

W6laftll'S mg:off/401.ms aro &toted to m-t skit It goal-. Tioutighout a long t radi-
that nom en have sought to coned itp one amain., and hate enean through the
effects of such gatiwraes. Fortin% histoneall fen other organizations can
parallel the contimiuw, nod natise, cm:Ana e of %%map: s organization's.
If history he a guide t the funcre. fasts t.lic fact that these teganization., have
been hi existence SO 10114 should illtlitatO that (her 1, all 11111:telo, %aims in them.

t3) Right to .1 +39t uah pointed out by man} respondents to the
Prof used Rules to,T.ille.,IX last fall. the itioisiun 'elating to prohibition of edu-
catkin pron.ants atal tivities at hit h ate single-sex in some niaL,v-ell wmon-
stiteti marin view of the First Amendment of the United Sashes Constitution
guaranteeing citizen's right Po tisot.iation itnitIi those of her/his choging. Almost
all college student; are now of the age or Najonty. thus flay insuring them all
rights of citizenship.. vt ry important stage hi any pet sun's development is the
°iternality to explore pre hous4 at:quirk:1 interests with those ufsate's choosing,
and 'o learn new NIA riences from others of reference groups one selects. Can we
legislate %that type of groups from tthich one trill be able to select Students and
otb-rs in the academie community must be free to erganize to promote interests
they share with others --be they He sox or both.

If a group of persons deter tugs a ("minium Mt rest. regardless of the composition
of the group bv sox. vein i persons responsible row the 'at% a Mina of men tary
or' phytIcal plant soppot t them that this group serves a value, in the educa ional
environment ef the I tocan linty. it shoold be anon ed to nut telly exist but r elvethose funds ancLfattilities ecessary lot its operations as deemed appropr Ito by
the institution it is serving. msequeinTy. fat these reasons also, Title mustnot eliminate the potential for single-sex organizations nano% ing its ouree of
landing. housing. or administ ati%e support. as all students have an equal rightto associate with thc4 she, e chooses in order to promote his/her interests.4

(4) ConsiNt'enep th iogr Tine I X.-1 f these regulations and the concepts
which prompted nereloptiient are to be strong aad effecht e. It must remainonsisten tugboat. There are several in«m.isteneles, tao of Nt Inch areL paradigm (Iran a to exemption for single sex schools in odliliss1011Sand m
e-..eadigin drawn for the allowance of separate athletic teams. The existence of
both suggests that it is recognized that important him thous are provided through
single- ex operatiens, As a precedent has been establisliyel in Hasse two unrelated
Instances, we %I:M:1d hope that tla mild be brOlight into agreement with the
exeeptions through Cougn:ssional action. There are bene,tits t be accrued, from
single,-sex organizations, as suggested here and through prbvious exemption
granted for fraternal organizat funs and other moll scoetal organizattons: Consist-'ency would have the effect of Malting the Itegulations: a stronger and morecohesive twit.

(70 Affirmative ,toion._11.pat; been pointed out that there has been and con -tinues to be discrimination on the bask of sex unit regtird to educational oppor-tunities and benefits from opportunities. thereby establishing the needfor remedial action to overcome such discriminations. One such measure would beto continue the availability of those single-sex organizations %%Inch providespecific. skills to those persons who may not be able to obtain those skills throughother educational activities or programs of a recipient institution doe to such
historic and a tt it udinal.discrimida (ions.

Ofteq. such diseilmination 'has been unclear or difficult to pinpoint, yet, thefact that studies have indicated that members of one oex do not come out ofcollege on the same basis as members of the other sex evidences the fact that
diserimination (foes exist. In view of this. It is essential that affirmative actionsbe taken byIngfitutions to not only maintain existing single-sex. non-profes-
sional organizations and activities (not to the exclusion of otner valuable groups)but to encourage and trctively support such groups. It has too frequently.been the ease that Shea organisations must fight a difficult battle to justifytheir existence to the various components of their institntions.
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(in inthinee then, it is evident that tinge is mote to be lost in terms of the total
educational environment of the Institution through the elimination of support
for there groups than if the) are not fin bidden. Ceinsequetill).. JAWS hopes that

wdlbe adjusted so as not to non-ifrofessional organi-
zations through the removal of tinanual, ph)soal. ata administrative support'
f sneh-gwups.

1ec Es:3 TO eouRsE OFFER'. GS

Seetien S).34. dealing with Access to-Conrse Offerinets is :in important a'rea--in

that v:zehlAoll of persons of one vations,elasses has tended to reinforce
the sex-role stereotyping to which a stlident has beeasubjoetett in society. It is
expected that withilus requirement, both 110 and :ja& will be able to pursue
their individual niterescs, us en it' the) ate nut in line wall "hat has been train-
ticatilly expected trout a student of a I:atilt:aim* sea. 1..':te resalt,will be a broader
ednent hm suit,...d to the nuhvithial neva', of each stmlent, assuming he/she oh-
tai:N:the actual inmsexist eamusellog throutilt these IcgolationS and
the tqoper encouragement from family and pt ers.

JAWS sees st ne Gitlienity in terms of paiagraph where no specific person

or creep la Unhealed asTrespoosible for deb:ill:lug the "objective" standards of
individual periormana tor the 'impose of atakiog ability-levet groupingS. It
'.soul.; appear quite possible that an milli idual in any subool s;sstein °T.physieal
edneation departatent could apply his, her own standards wlich may be clearly
noteoojective in hen of any stamiardi..ed nomsnrou, at. Consequently-, "group-
ings' hientival to current sevaiffermitiated claz s .1,,*.eonvcitiently result. This
provisiolLo was-ay e-eape noike whet) tile (...,,n1u4s its sefcyalUations,

major diallenity is Hutt the student 'dl at.alin be the last to know that
lie, site has hem' subieted to ifurthe: discrimination. I.VWS would like to see at
more specific recommendation as to the ostahl.shment of Lunation standards to
by widely adopted.

ATIMETIC OrpOnIUNTTIRS FOR WOMEN

Pr, vionsly. JAWS has suggested that noun% :ire currently ,taking advantage
frecdomsto eplore an:L(101w beyond the traditional roles and ate se-

t 4v.-tihz lifestyles "'melt are most comfort:04a anti personally satisfying-. Stich
re(lefili.thea juts foetid women inerensiugly bitt2iested and active in 0 variety of
athlet.e programs.. Even 11th such ohs ions atilt significant chaazes in interest
and participation by women, progress has not paralleled In opportunities avail- ,

able.
At the 3974 National Qonvention of TAW'S, the first resolution discussed and

subs-fluently passed unanimously by the Convention bo,l)i reaffirmed its'support
of Tale IX. A specttle refeience in Hos p.,sitbin tattle regarding provisions

opportunity for women al men in athletic prw.trams (See Appendix

J). realize.t.tiat the art a of eta, loge of atilletnq under the Title IX rega-
l:Ilion; has prehias been the most contr.° evsial issue at to whether It
shootid or shonld not be a lint left op to HM'. Alikatgli it is quite weak in
mahy siteas. it is entieal that it N ineintird in the cm 0111:-C and that Congress

1,1 toovistens along w t r« st of tho.rezulati erl. To consider that
611111tic4 not he aloo-oprinte nailer 1%.t. ;X cover:mei, to turn Knit the progri'iss

that has: beti mode and to once again have supporting opportunities for ghis
winuen pbteed in an inferior positions. Small steps have been made In some

n' alio colleges. in terms of iniensing the ,tope of at.Lidetie opportunities
for fonndes. whether in t he classroom or in, compet Ulna. Rut despite these

tvouten's athletic programs still old) average al cult of the
athblie dollar.

IASI'S agrees-with the ,basie aspiration of most recipients' intoroolleglate ad-
ministrators to offer as comprehensive a program as possible. However, we rec-
ognize that the philosophy of providing 'a brutal ranze of onportunities has not
been equally applied to all students. and therefore. the hest interest; of the,
reeiFients nud their total university committal) have not been met. For example,
a comprehensive program Cannot e\ist when inen's athletics are in the Toter-

%
collegiate. Athletics department devoted solely- to that purpose. anti women's
prozrams are among the many concerns in the Physical Ednention departlifienr,
r,:peeinily. today, in order to build further poldic/stadent support (which iths
been defined as a major purpose of the Intervolleziate progrfunl it is necessary
that equal ormortunity be provhbal for all students regardless of sex In Inter-
coneizia to programs. It appears ,that IIti, need has been recognized throrgh the

t.
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provisions of seetion.80.41, although they could have been much more forcefuland effective.

j
Perhaps the'most glaring omission in these final regulations is the removal of

the requirement of determining student interest. There is no suggestion for the
measurement of'tliat interest and it now seems probable that the scope a any
women's athletic *program will be.subject to the perstinal evaluations of the
need for partienlar teams by any individual or group of athletic administrators.
Thus, student input is not going to be required. Aa.bitraiy and random question -big ot students (such as exists on some campuses today) will be considered
sufficient indicators Of determioine. interestharOY a retiresentative measure.Students must be allowed to deteriiiiite what Programs they want included.

Many efforts have been made to exempt inconkeprodueing sports froth coverage,under Title IX. Fortunately, to this 01114 these efforts have been unsuccessful. It
-has been suggested that these spdts should-not be covered because they produce
so much of,the funds necessary to supDort those iirogeams, and to line to share
these funds if an athletic program mere to be fairly expanded to includ women letWould mean the end of their pmrattis as they have enjoyed them. No considera-
tion has been given to the fact thitrif need =be. women's athletics could begin to
support thethselves, if Koper attention to establiihing them is given. As kvith
creating interest in any area, an audience has 'to be developed for the product.
Without adequate support in terms of advertiseme2t, facilities, competitive prac-
tice and playing time, kind general resOct for the women involved, these programsmill not draw. This is?net just theory. In Iowa, girl's basketball is-more popular
than that of the boys. Consider the following that the Immacblata College's bas-4ketball team has created. Dne to the exposure given %%metes teams through BillieJean King, Chris Evert and others, that too has a significant following. Athletes
like Cathy Rigby and Olga liorbut 'Ave popularized women in gymnastics.

es The criterion set forth for evaluating %%bother equal opport unit.% has peen given,
if rollowedfclosely, shouliLdo much in affording women a competitive opportunity.
In no )way should. these be construed to he beyond the needed-coverage of the
Title IX Regulations. Obviously, the entire set of premises under which sex role
differentiation-was bakd has been under keen scrutiny during the past several .years, Certainly tire notion that women do not maintaina growing interest in
computing in athletics has been dispelled with such developments as the active
women's athletic programs at all levels of education and the community activities
throughout the country, as well as the dramatically increased number oeprd-
fessional women athletes. A

Ili an extension of thepe retnarks, IAWS feel$ that while*these concepts are
basically concerned with providing participation opportunities which are equal
for members of both sexes, its "non-diserhninatory" spirit should appl.): to all,
aspects gf the program. In this respect, special mention shoukrbe made of twomatters:

A. Publicity 18= itemized among the Equal Opportunity. standards. To expaidl
this. publicity effoits on behalf of intercollegiate sports $bonld he made without
regard to the sex of the participants. Efforts should be taken to promMe the
total athletid program and to avoid giving unequal publicity to tennis whos6
members 'are 0,t one sex or the other.

B. A very important and heretofore unconsidered aspect is that opportunities
to solicit gifts and contributions should be equal for representatives of the
men's and women's programs. IAN'S believes tone recipientshould include leg's- y
halve allocations. student fees, contributions. gifts, gate receipts. and kindred 'under and' invotigation and within guidelines met for eliminating inequitieswhich how exist. .

IA.WS suggests that there is one other.area which could strengthen the toth l'
.impact of-the athletic corishlerations of Title IX, and that relates to the recruit-s
went of women athletes.,ka view of the remarks on p. 22229. eol. 2 of the FederalRegister, Vol. 31).,\o. 120, wliieh state that such additional efforts may also betaken, "... in order to correct the effects of conditions whickhave had the effect
of limiting the admissions of members of one sex, to the redpient's ealeationalprogram or activity a justification; if not an actual directive, is established
for special recruitment efforts for women in arhletic programs because-conditions
and conditioning have kept them from being fully accepted in the area of sports..
The impact of reernitment op the award 'of financial aid cannot be divorced
pne from the other. We hope that the suggestion OW. "reasonable" opportunitiesfor such awards (86.37 c 2) will not priadde a means by which recipients will'
Skirt their respodeibility to seek out and assist Women in athletics.

4
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. -, ...
The opportunities afforded women in sports have been slim and Dave created

-tilfficnities for individual participants in terms of the personal iluncial outlay
required of her (unlike her male counterpart). Although they are not fully
comprebensivC, it is essential that the Title IX Regulations be adopted immedi-
'ately with-the athletic sections intact so that the advances which have been made
ere not lost. Women need these provisions to give them the effectiveness that
male afiletes have had through their Intercollegiate association. The efforts to
control the athletic issues in Title LX by primarily male organNations devoted
to the perpetuation of their specially-selected individual programs at the expense
of the majority of all existent athletic activities (i.e, womea's athletics and
"minor" sports) mast not be accepted as justifiable under the Intentions of
Title IX. Tho interest's of one selfsersfing minority eannet be protected at the
expense of the majority .of persons on a campus and still remain consistent
within the fraineviork of Title 1X. .The provision. of 86.11 and other sections
relating to athletics must be retained so that Tine IX May be viewed by all
persons askprogressive and acceptable. 0.

,Sc/f-Eualitailon and Cont)lionce . -1

TAMS is extremely concerned that provision is .ot made in section S6.3 to
assure that students will be a part of the self-evaluation mechanism at an
Institution. There Is great fear that perhaps this i rea will need strengthening
later, because it is quite easy for an institution- c nducting a self-evaluation.
to deterhane- they are in compliance with the rem halms because of the way
by which they have defined various aspects of th standards. It may become
very easy to stretch add= (or ignore it completely); rather than admit that the
institution does discriminate against women. Unforrimately, not all administra-
tors share the "goodlitith concern" for-providing,wothen with an equal education
and educational experidnce. Many are not even aw re that -their attitudes and
policies are casting women into subStatalard rol s and providing -inferior
opportunities.' ,

-I
-With the guaranteed input of students on an evaluation committee, there is

more likely to be a well-rounded evaluation made with -all perspectives taken into
'consideration. It is unfortunate that administrators would not -be totally objec-

Jtine, but the fact does exist in some situations. On e campus, a woman who
did file a complaint against the university was strongly! encouraged to find another
campus for herself in the fall. That pressure was easier than for the university
to accept the fact that vast changes In its regtiletiobs and hOusing structures
will be needed to comply with Title IX. . 1 .

Throughout the process of evaluation and grievance', students have very few
options In terms of attempting to remedy discriminations. Under the-proposed
procedural regulations, If HEW does not happen _to,be planning a review of that
campus within the next,twelve months (even that would be long-in terms of the
transient nature of the student population), the studeiithasilie-choice of taking
the complaint- to the school% krievafite board for them to deal with directly
which is like A judge asking a person-he has 'just convicted to clean his house, br, 'nthe student can take it to the State Human Relations quit. This option is equally

$. futile because, a) the student does not have the line dal ability to do this and
b) lie does not have the time due to his short time at the institution and the time
involved in litigation.

Provisions must be made for students to have a fair opportunity to hold the
instittAion they are attending accountable for providing the quality education
they are required by law to do.

These four areas have dealt with specific weaknesses we feel-exist in the Title
IX regulations. However, JAWS feels that It has expressed quite strongly that
regardless of these points, the regulations must be accepted. The time was spent
owith these in-the hopes that our opinions can be considered should future legisla-
tion come up or further hearings held. There are so manystrengths in the Regula-
tions which will mean finally that women will have the educational opportunities

'they deserve. Many areas of the.regulations will probably have to be clarified in
legislation, but I must stress that the efforts involved are well-spent.

The passage of these regulations and their implementation are fully appro-
priate for Congressional action. Allow them to go into effect July 21, 1975 so that
women are not left without enforcement measures for obtaining their education.
I thank you for your attention and your concern for providing-edticational oppor-
tunities equally for the women students of our country as men have enjoyed
for years.
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Appendix A.Section SOM. Curricular Materials and Women's Studies.JAWS has long been strongly in favor of the exploration of educational pro-grams relating to the specific needs of women and to programs dealing mill thestatus of women in our society. The following resolutions indicate our standsOH these issues and serve as support for our recommendations On page S:
1ti7.1 ----IAWS recognizes that the histories and achievements of women are vir-tually ignored in conventional textbooks, and that as women the mast ercateviable solutions for other women to the societal forces that constantly force usinto st/bndsAve positions, LAWS urges that better support he given for the speedycreatical of women's studies programs as a tool for expanding our undo st andingand awareness of ourselves as women.
1973IAWS urges all member organizations to investigate the possibilities ofadding women's studies courses to their existing curricula to make availably, mate-rials relating to and increasing the awareness of the status of women.1912---IAWS urges member organizations to work within their respeetive insti-tutions to see that materials of use to women for understanding themselves andtheir roles in society are infused in existing curricular offerings and that. asappropriate, new offerings in woven`, studies courses be added to the camellia.In addition. JAWS actively endorsed the joint Statement col Wooten iii ilitriterEtt"eation. 1i173. which was prepated and entikknO'd 01 the American .1s:4e:unionof University Women and eight 04er professional and edneati nual assoeiations.Item E of the First section. whirl (hats with Education. covers the area of cur-riculum. It states. "Every effort should be made to eliminate bias and distortionin the traditionaheurrieulmn. Until sin it lime as existing biases in the curriculum

are eliminated and information on lie role of It (mum 111 ,eiellCe. literature. govern-ment-. etc. is thoroughly integrate( in the .1%erail cyrrienium. spcial prokmknts.courses and materials deliniating the part ploed by women in society sigiald beadded to the curriculum."
Appendix B.Seetion 36.3.1, Counseling: materials.
JAWS has found that much of the comeding available to womcn, both in highschools and colleges, gent WOIllt..0 toward traditional roles (Results of I AWS197 -i Task Force on Career Education, prepared by Miami University of :blotIt is most necessary that counseihrz personnel begin and continue to exposewomen and men to non-traditional Careers in an effort to prepare them 1.' hie-styles to which they are hest suited,.
Again. we reforo the Joint St:thn:Alt ''n Wooten in Higher FillOati011, /lyrein Item G of the Education section, the matter of Advising and Colwell.:dealt with. It k stressed that women should be exposed to as lankad a 51)c-Irtnn ofcareer alternatives as possible Furthermore. that training programs shot.] beinstituted to educate academe (idyls:n..4 and perord ekontselors about existingbiases and stereotypes. in an effort to develop nonsexist counseling.
Appendix. C.Section KM Health Services.
With regard to the proposals TAWS has made for this section, the following two

positions. Passisi as resolutions :It tir int National Convention. are appnktkito
Although one does not apply directly to campus health services, the. intent .- theSame.

JAWS ...mpg irk a lir tI ono I boal tit - Vr. :VIVI; that would include ekvrageof all women's health sett 'ees. In: lotting volloi%iry famil:k Panning serv:csabortion, tttfertlUty. matkual care. and other fertility-related services. withoutregard to age. marital. or eeonomie "tatne.
JAWS supports and encourage Niz#n a of Self-110p I:N.:trains with i..fard

to women's health on college connat-es -and in communities argosy the nation.Th. Hoed for such prnvicions. tl'a we Lave bum .lzo.to(1. are azain pointed out ill
the Joint Statement, Item j., Health Services. The following four points aremade:

a. If an institution provikl. c health care fur stildents. no special fees shrathl becharged for ronfino gynecological servhkeq.
t,, Health services vhould -11(110,-0 cumo.eting n.garding time

14,orodnetiro 'wool-N.4 and re,:oureos n'-allaido within the votninunity.
e. SinOont- boetratioo plans .dortlil Include eocrage of niedioal gervio. 's rto pregnancy and childbirth.
d. Leaves of alezetwe fur prgtkank y or o111.11Irth granted o,. uotilliet lit La ,.;k: than jonvc-q of for any other 111porar) ay.Appendix D.Seetinn A6.3q, Athletics.
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The 1971 resolution referredlo states:
The Intercollegiate Association of Wouicn Students reaffirms its support of

Title IX of the Education Amendments ot: tbe 197.: Educatio,1 Act, "Ws
strongly reiterates the necessity fur imuletaare issuance l-f comprehensive 0:It-
alics for enforcement procedures, specnically including pros Isic use foe equal
opportunity for women and men in athletic programs.

Appendix E.Section S6.13, Admissions into militaty institutions.
The 1974 JAWS convention bulb also passed the statement miffing;
JAWS strongly supports the admission of %%onlil .tOtitlit into our with Jai

military academies.
Military service offers many benefits to pi rsuns, chichi because most service

academies have not admitted N omen, until recently, and because the amount of
participation of %%omen en the turned services of our nation has been re-tritced
by Conkgressional legislation and higher standards set for n omen, have- been
denied to these women. Among the benefits ail:, free and loo cost medical serv-
ices, opportunities fur higher -education. job training skills at the expense of the
government, special consideratom %%hen apply lug for Civil Service jobs, an,d the
"status"-or "honor given those ss !face ser% ed.tlu it country," a consideration
particularly Important to politician,. Furthermore, military service has provieed
many with a means to improve themsch es or pull themselves out of a poor socio-
economic background. Wooten, for time most part, are denied these privilegeq.
Studies have slum it, amt in testimony prt,,:entvkl IAWS on the EqualRights
Amendment before Subcommittee No. I of the Committee on the Judiciary of the
House of Representative:, in 1:171 pages 599-801 of those records) %vas so stated.
that nine out of ten jobs done 1.% .ser% icemen are k Man jobs. Therefore. the
military could continue its policy of personnel dulit the jobs for which they arc
best suitedmale or female.

Women should not be denied such opportunities available through military
gervice, and by opening military aviltlemieN up to theta omen iho desire to take
ni vantage of such options, this area of soisin In educatio8 -X.1n be cradiufted in
th spirit guiding Title IX.

n 1971, the L' WS convention body stated that,
(Oven whatever selective service system pm el TAWS supports the involve-

ment of vomen equally Nith men in the resictasibilitles, requirement -, and riglit
inherent in that system. _

These are the women of age to be eligilde for military service, and while not
all toy agree with the policies and praetit es of the armed services o their :lead-
emies, those who do should be afforded the opportuult.; to participate.

-)11A01-rAnA. Thank you Ivry . .

You lualce an e%coileut point, w tilt re.....peet to the importance of Inv 1-
tut Ions tZtkint4 and stop; to determine tinCric-
o'rreo of interest lb a partietilar spot 1. Leaving that Mit of the regula-
tions is [01'01)814y not a good idea.

I was also interested in your ommea «ith respect to single-,.ex
activity orgarizations. ,

One of the other wit nesse, berme the committee a couple of days air°
indicated a Ivry sopitg. fueling oh that subjed against single-sex hon-
orary societies, for instance. on the tourals Hunt nienthership in an
honorary society had something to do lc it h the kind of job VOn might'
have am? how nitwit \ ou might get paid after you left stlool and I ant
SIIM you took that into considentoon.

Ms.MAck. We eel tainly did.
Mr. O'HARA. But ertheless..3 on feel on balalICC there are more

advantages ill permitting single-sex organizat ions?
Ifs. :NISCH.% Yes-, realizing our primary Concern is as to specific

women's organizations that po\ hale edukational programs on the cm-
pus. Our major concern is not with honorary organizations. We don't
feel this is our role in terms,of defining whether Or not they are
appropriate.-

tr. Olf.titAi Mr. Eshleman. any quest ions?
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Mr. ESHLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Mack, I agree with your philosophy -on the single-sex profes-

sional organizations and would the sante carry over that single-sex
sport participation in most instances tt ould lie permissible then also if
single-sex professional organizations remain permissible?

3f-;. :NIAcit. We are not suggesting that single-sex professional orga-
nizations do, be, or are maintained.

Mr. Est [Limas. You ant their' abolished ?'
Ms. MAck. The professional organization, yes.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Single-sex professional organizations?
Ms. MAcit. flight, spek for the continents which I believe-the

conupittee heard in terms of the fact, that, for many of these orcraniza-
tiOns they are determinant of whether or not a person gets a job.

Mr. EsinEmAx. I misunderstood. You want the abolition of single-
sex professional organizations on campus?

Ms. Ar. I think that would be the genet pl feeling of the organi-
zation.

Mr. Esiii.E3tAx. Now. I mould like you to addrc-s yourself to this:_.
I have not been able to make all of the.hearing, but I understand this
was not brought' up too much. I believe maybe we are all being a little
hypocritical here, and I include myself. I include myself more so thanyou.

If we are-going to talk too much and stretch equality why don't we
talk more about intramural sports. because hem we are talking equal-
ity and talking equality about only 5 percent of the student body who
participate in interscholastic sports and not much more than that,
maybe 10 perceh,t at most. Nobody is addressing themselves to 90 cc 95
percent. It seem, to me kids without, too much coordination-are entitled
to sporting activity, too.

If we are going to talk equality, let's talk equality 100 percent. Espe-
cially if we are going to use tax dollarsif we are going to use tax
dollars. let's take a more important look at intramural sports and I
Would like yowto address yOurself to that.

Ms. MAort, I certainly agree with you on that point. I don't think
-the point we raised -in this testiniony, or points are limited to intercol-
legiate and interscholastic events.

Amother factor that conies in often. the women's organisation on the
campus is_the group running the intramural program for women.
knot on-my own campus there is a remarkable increase in the last year
of the-number of women participating and I think the opportunities
they have is a very real need.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. W0111(1111 this be true. if they did start to'emphasizes,
intrammitl sports more, it would be easy to hat e equality in intramural

.sports ?'
MAnt... I think it almost happens inherently with the extension.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. What is causing the problem is the interscholastic
sports, and I go back to where I started, that we are only talking about.
5 percent and ignoring 95 percent of the student. body.

Ms. MAric. Bat the
ignoring

is taken care of. we assume-that if more atten-
tion is placed on those people in their intramural activities it, would
create some participat ion by-them.

Mr. Estits.mAx. With your familiarity with the college campus.
what percentage of the ticket moneythe ticket revenueswhat per-

3-2U
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tentage of that is gi\ en to hAranuiral sports? .Can. yon make a guess
on that?

Ms. I really could not say.
Mr. ES1ILENLAX. Du most colleges giN e some of it,towartr intramural

sports?
Ms. AfAcK. I really cannot,answer that queStion..
3f. RS/ II.E31.1,N. That is all I have, MIA:1m i ninth.
Mr. 0:11.1i . Thank you very much, Air. Eshleman.
I think that just assort of responding Co that last line of question-

I think there is a lot to be said fdr deenwhasizing,intercollegiate
sports activities. Of course, that is not NS hat the statute got into, you
know.

Ms. AfAci5. Yes:Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OThitA. What we were simply trying to do 11aS, CquOize oppOr-

tunities on the basis of sex. My own. personal feeling about intercol-
legiate sports is they an emphasis that I think is detrimental to
the education program and that there ought to be a great deal More
emphasis on 4ntraninral sports, but that is neither here nor) there in
terms of this current set of hearings. I don't think we are herd to pro -
tect them or to abolislothem or anything else,

We are just here to tr3 to figure out what, in terms of theisiftiation
IN We 1111(1 it.,con,stitutes an:equal opportunity on the.basis of sex. I
think there are some real problems in that.

Ills. _li.trili.I ivould concur with that.
Mr. OlImt,,. Thank you very much for coining, here before us. I

am sure you will be watching Dur actions ith interest.
(MARA.. Our next witnesses is Bet nice Sandler, appearing' on

-behalf /of the Association of American/ Colleges.
- Ms. SANDEmei. I would lit to call on Margaret Dunkla, associate

direetor of our projea, hecause I.rely adi ice if it is _needed..
I would ask that the full statement be printed in the record so I

clon.,:t have to readthe entire document.
Mr. 4Y11.nA. Without obieetion the ceMplete stateutoit of 'botii

the,last witness and yourself %vitt be printed at appropriate points in
the record.

[The sti,,ftement referred to follow-S:1 i
\?,

Pra r kat (i STATINcxr Or DR. TIERNICI, SA:Std./2Z, DILE( TOR, Pi10../Et f Or 'Mr STATE'S

VND 14:Dr.T.VTION Womr.s; Aar oLt.t-tioN Vt Asmuu..tx C01.1,1Gf.S, WASHING.

I am 11r. Iierrar4. Sandier. EXV(10 Asso, bite lAreetor at the .17,4ointi,m
of AniericlIn toilegtis aunt Ditector of t to, Project. on Ntatus anti Education of
lrothvh, The .174,0L.141011 of American Co terns is tompOs, tl of approximately TOO
momber 111,11talieni-; concerned ylit etlbealbi.1, The ma-
jority of our members are priN ate insiitutfons, pony Of which are church-
relit led.

I an, aiso a mender of tlm1 ILEA' 4117tee of Etincatton's Ativiso*ry (.7unal(ttee,
On Wenn% s rdneti Ilona! Plograms. PornierLY L was e111111 of the Action
Conlitilitee, of the' Woinctes 7:quity :teflon League (WC,Ar.), which was in.zini-
lnettj.arin bringtim about federal unfOret, cutout uLEsecntive Order 112-1(1, which
prohibits sex dh,eihoination in universilles and colleges holding tederal con-
tra ts. I also test itti benne tillb Committee in 1979 When Itcprtsentative Edith

Mr's project on the Statudid Fducation of Women began operation,' in 1971 under
grants from the Carnegie Corporation of Nen York, the Daufoith Foundation and the
Exxon Education Foundation no Vr e a clearinghouse of inft,rmation con-
cerning women in higher' education, an icorts with Institutions, government m,eneleii,
and other as.aociatitins and pr9gratas.

I
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Veen held hearings on the. bill that eventually became Title IX of theEducation Amendment of 1972, Later I was empioed by this committee as
an Educatti?n Specialist to compile tlw printed record of those hearings. As such,believe 1 was the first person- ever hired by any Congressional committeen ork specifically the area of women's rights.

Tito 92101 Congress articulated a clear -national policy to prohibit se X' die -'crimination at all levels of education when it enacted 'title IX of the Educa-tion Amendments of 19;2 and WS ural other tans. In of 1972, Title VIIof the Civil Rights Act of 100-1 was amended to prohibit discrimination in-efliploymeat in all educational institutions, publie or private, Whether or notthey receive' federal funds. The Equal Pay Act -4-.1.11q3 Was amended to includeadministrative, .Professional and executive employees. so that women faculty arelcocred by that act. Titles VII and 'VIII of the Public Health Service Aet"
were amended to prohibit diseihnination on the bagis of sex in admission totraining programs for the health professions which receive funds through

mthat act. The Equal Rights Amenent was also passed by the 92nd 'Con-gressan amendment that would, among other things, clearly strengthencomaitutional protection against sex/ discrimination in publicly financed edvea-
(ion programs. Additionally, the U.S. Commission tat Civil Rights was givenauthnrity over the area of sex discrimination, so that its charge now includes,evaluating the government's progress towards eliminating discrimination Againstfinnies. Thus the Congress has recognized the serious implications for thenation of denyjng equal opportunity in education and employment to womenand girls, AO has &Ikea numerous steps to implement the national policy tovat 41(4i:discrimination,
44AltItough !Title I1 has been in effect since July 1, 1972, TRIM' hag taken an -unpre4cedented three years: to write the regulation to finally implement thelaw. The regul4tion was signed by the President and sent to the Congress on tJune , 197-5, ales the Congress rejects the regulation. it will go into effecton July 21. 1975. Under a provision` of the Education Amendments of 197.1,Congress may reject the regulation if it believes that it is inconsisrent, withthe statute.
Thus, my testimony today will focus on the issue of whether or not theregulation is consistent with the legislation. Whether the regulation eontnins por-tion. that could be frritteli in a better !winner, whether the regulation iston strong of too weak/ n hether one likes or dislikes the tetrUittii011. or whetherone opposeS the basi legislationthese are not appropriate items to take .jinn ensisidertition in deciding whether the teal& tion is consistent or not.The cumin opposition to the regulation stems from its coverage of athletic pro-graw Two basic questioys needle be examined

Are athletic covered by the Title IX Ina ntlate for equal oppprtunity ovenhoughsilley receive no direct federal funding? t1 l4Tf discruninsition in athletic; progiams is ihdeed covered. are tbose/puttsfife regulation tnat deal with athletics Ttsistept with the legishltion?
1. Ire Proorana and Activities Not Direr sly Receiving Federal Fund* Covered byTitle IX?

Title IX reads:
-So person in the United Slates shall, on the back of sex, be excluded fromparticipation in, he denied the benefits of. or be subjected to discrimination underant; (duration yroyram or activity me( lying l'«b:ral linanc:*al a(mbsta»ec."3add .4.1
The que3lIon of what constitutes a program or activity becomes a critical oneIn interprellim,the proper scope of Title IX. Im -1 "program nr activity" meanONLY those programs and activities which receive feder,.I monies, or does "pro-gram a.ul activity" refer to all the programs and activities of an educationalit. Whitton Tref imq federal funds "rhe statute Itself provides no direct guidanceto the answer to this question. The Title IX regulation interprets the prohibitionagainst discrimination to apply to all programs and activities of the institution.'

rim it(on Amendments of IPT2 9a1 -907, 26 IT'S C'. 4$ lass -se 11972).Amendments of 1472 'I 901 20 11,S (' 1 1681 t 1972). Certain schoolsar, .411;4 from all or part of Ow ..taturn Par a discussion of tine c(ctoottotts. as well.tannmry analy45 of Title ix see Margaret C honkie and Bernice Sandler. "Sexr' 'I-dilation Against Stmleatq Imtolcattons of Title I) of the Education Amendmentsf 11'" Is racqueduta tut /Nara/ton 12 (1974).Slite -rt It. Section AR 11 of the reratntIon provides that, with Pertain exceptions dic-tated by the statute the nomikeriminatory requirement:3 of Title IX apply "to everyrAclint and to each cdoention program or activity operated by such recipient whichor brItc!it4 Pont I e.teral titian. MI 13,:-Natme," t Ione added.)

3 3
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It rprograri' or actisity'v is interpreted narrowly to mean only those prograin4
or activities directly funded by the federal go% eminent, an institution Would be
tree to discriminate in all areas of-its programs-olher than those which receive
federal aid. Stich an interpretation would se% erely restrict the impact of Title IX
and would be contrary to the legislathe history andpurpose of the statute. For
example, a ,department of economics would be able to prohibit or limit Anlmission
of females/to its program while a department of biology is the smile institlition
wittelt received-federal monies would have to be nendis,runinalory in Its p o rani.
- similarly, a school ,could not ,discriminate in a building that was f derally
Ananced but could conduct the discriminatory activity in a next duos building
that was built without federal funds. Thus, a seool could' discriminate in any
area where it does not receive direct federal funding, and it could do so without
fear of loss of federal Minis. -

Although there are no cases as yet under Title IX to aid in the inttirpretation
of "taregrain or activity'," the identical language in Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of I90.1" has been interpreted in Board of Public- Ash Het ion of Taylor County
v. Potch.4 The court held that Tide \ I did nut intend uhulesale cutoffs of Federal
aid : rather it requites a case by case deterMinat ion of those actiViteS which Inight

4 ,

be discriminatory. -f r
Some persons who disagree-With HMV's interpretation of Title IX (and Title

VIi are citing Taylor v. ',tuck as justification fur limiting coverage only to those
activities that receive direct federal assistance. Ilowever. Taylor v. Finch dealt
with the question of whether discrimination ia- onc federally assiSted _program

-could automatically result in tc,mination of all federal funds even though there
had been no Muting of-discrimination in other programs. (.Taylor v. Finch foc»sei
out the scope of the rpmedy for discrimination In terms of which funds should he
terminated: it does not deal directly Nsit(i the question of whether or not dis-
crumnation is prohibited in all programs and acidities of the institution.) Never-
theless. the court specifically ruled that illegal disci. imination in one part of the
,..et Ad system does not a tdomatt«clly "infect the whole "; "each program-receives
its own dliy in court.' " At the same time. however, the-court clearly supported the
concept that discrimination in one pal t of the school systeunceidd indeed. "infect
the whole":

"The administrative agency seeking to .ni off funds lutist make findings of fact
indicating either that a particular program is itself administered in a discrimina-
tory manner, or is so affect«/,,by di 90 latta(110t ii pi a, I h cs thetcht re in the 801001
system Mut it thereby becomes diseriMinalm1/7" (Italic added.)

smell discrimination. in a program that did mit, recti.v direct. Federal funding, .
, could "infect tlumvhole's by imnsing a,chilling effect pi, Applicahts (9, (lie Insti-

tmlog pad thereby diminishing the number I/I' pcisuns israrticipating in the fed-
/ Orally a4.sistol programs within the institution. ,

,

1 u) /tor v. Fincfi speckliealiy allows fiir the possibility that sanctions could be ,
used ,tti preveitt disminunation in actisitiejs that are not tlienhJlves the direct
recipients of federal raid precisely rtaaai,sti federally assisted progranel eln be
thereby "infected by. a discriminatory en% imminent." By requiring "separate
consideration of the use or intended use of fcdural funds," and disallowingwhole-
sale cutoffs by Ill,IV to all programs, the .court made clear that its abut was; to
protect "lumwent beneficiaries of iirograins not tainted by discriminatory prac-
tices.- There in no language in the dcmc,ion that in. any nay condratel dtscrim-
bintrry practices in nun - federally/ assisted aulitilies itlikh aff(et students to
programs aided by the federal government.

A second case, Bob Jonts University v. RoudOmsli,' which was upheld on
May 28. 1975 by the U.S. Court of Appeals fur the Fourth Circuit, also supports
the principle that diseriliallation in all programs of the institution are covered.
The university. because of its religious bent fs, discriminates against blacks ill
admissions. It receives no direct federal funds and is supported by student pay-
ments and gifts. The court emu:bided that teleran's In llent$ were indeed federal
assistance under the meaning of Title VI, and that Bob Jones condacts a program,
or at:Stony-within the meaning of Pine VI. .

. payments to veterans enrolled at approved schools serve to defray the coats
of the educational program of the schools thereby releasing institutional funds

.

Cicll nights Act of 1004. 42 If.S.C. § 2000d111. Title Vr prohibits discrimination on
the oasis of race, color or national origin In all federally assisted programs. Title IX was
patterned after Title VI; the legal sanctions for noncompliance are identical under both
statuteg.

' 414 F. 2d 10118 rah Clr. 1900).
Bois ,roar.. linsversity v, Richerit L, Routh-buA, Administrator of. Veteran's Affairs,

F, Supp. (D.S.C. 1974), affirmed May 28,1975, 4th Circuit.

331,
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whiCh Would, in-the absence of federal assistance, be spent on the student. Anal-
ogously, Bob Jones* participation in the HEW.admlnistered 'National Defense
Student Loan Program (NSDL) relieved the university from the burden of corn--pitting, its assets to to eligible students (footnotes omitted)."
, The court denied any veterans benefits from being% funneled in any way to an
institution which discriminated, Oen though the institutlim did not receive direct
funding; it did npt in any ,way suggest that (tidy tholie portions of veteran's
benefits Mitch were spent on strictly odncationa'programs be withheld.The Court, in talkie,

b
about veteriin'.4,tducational benefits, stated the prin.-

----Ciple that, whether cash payments are ibit de to a univeryltyVand thereafter dis-tributed or given to veterans directly `',is irreleant, since the payments Ulti-
mately reach the same beneficiaries and the benefit to a university would be thesame in any event.'' The same reasons Would apply to student loans and other
forms of indirect 'assistance. The court also stated that 'Bob Jones conducts a,
program or activity within the meaning of Title VI," and-that '916 Jones' edu-cational program receives federal assistance."

Student loans-and revenue sharing funds, like veteran's educational }benefits,A.\ are general funds which can be spent' by the institution in a variety4of ways.
If discrimination is prohibited only in those programs or activities which receive-/ direct federal assistance, institutions would have to account for the exact spend-/ ing 01' loans. etc., and would be able to divert them from discriminatory activ-ities to program areas that did not discrimipate while allowing blatent disetim-illation to exist elsewhere in the institution, This would obviotislY subvert thepurpose of the Act. It is clear that such general funds as well asOirect program-matic assistance often enable institutions to support numerous other school activ-ities, Such as athletic programs and extracurricular activities.In the absence'of precise statutory language pr legisfatiye history, courts lookat the aim of the legislation: in this case, to cud discrinnation. A narrow inter-
pretation of the statute to exclude programs not reeds-Joni; direct federal assistancewould be inconsistent with the aim of endingdiscrimination. Moreover, the legis-lative history is precise in indicating the intent to cover all areas of a school's
activities. Senator Bay'', sponsor of Title,J,X in the Senate, stated oe February 28,1972 on the floor of the Senate that:

we are dealing with three basically different types of discrimination here,We are dealing with diSeriminatimin admission to an institution, discrimination-. of available services orstudies Within an institution once students are admitted,and discrliihmtion in employment . . . in the area of services, once a studpnt is, Cqeteljtedf me permit no exceptions.," (Italic added.) (9ongressionq i7teCord,
* Feb. 28, 1972, 52753,1. ; t

Surely the _Congress did. not intendlo initifite 0,-federaPpolicy of giving federalassistance to an institution which discriminates- in some areas although not in
others. To do so would be to e.rtend benefits to male 4thdents that could not beextended to female strident*. Au interpretation that,Title.IX only applies to part
of a shool's activities might well put both the school and the federal government
in violation of the 14th Amendment, to the extent that time government 15 a joint
participant in the discriminatory activity. The Constitution requires that timeFederal government ensure equal opportualt3 in projects it finances directly or
indirectly. Under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment, the federalgovernment cannot provide direct grants to public or private entities which dis-
criminate on the basis of race.* It is likely that the courts would make a similar
determination on the basis of sex: It would be both Imkward and unusual for
Titki`IX to allow what may indeed be constitutionally prohibited.

Exr.ept for specific exemptions. the language of Title IX,is virtu_ally identical
to that of Title VI. Under Title VT, the courts have consistently coAdered sportsto he an integral part of the school's program or activity and thereby covered by
Title VI.* If Congress had meant to dIstlaguish,between race and sex discrimina-
tion in athletics, it would have done so, as-it indeed did in the area of admissions.
where Title IX has exemptions and Title VI has none. Certainly the identical
language which *appears in both Title VI and Title IX cannot mean one thing

5, ts, for ocamplo. Gautreaux v. ,llomhett. 444 P. 24 7:11 (7th Cir, 1971) : Bolling v.8'1,arer.117 C.S. 497 (19541: liosRter Tarots School Board v. Lemon, 370 F. 24 817 {5thfir 1967)
U.S.:recn v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (1971) atra mein. sub nom., Cott v.Green, 404 U 991 (1971).

See, for example. Swann v. Charlotte-Vcchlenbura Board of Education, 402 iT S 1. IS(14711 rated States effertron County Board of Education, 372 F. 20 836 lath Cir.1 pan affirmed me bane, 840 F 24 385 (5th Cir. 1907) cert. dented sub nom; United Statesv. Cada Parish Board of Education, 389 U.S. 840 (1907).
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when race discrimination Is Involved and mean something very different %%hen sex
discrimination is involved. The standard concerning what constitutes discriinina-
tion shoukl not be leas for women than it is for minorities.

An analysis of the legislation and case law which was prepared by the Congres-
s stone! Relearch Service of the Library of Congress supports the interpretation

that discrimination in all programs -and activities is prohibited by Title IX in
those institutions receiving'federal funds. A similar conclusion was reached bY
the American Civil Liberties Union and.the Center for National Policy Review
at the Law School of Catholic Unifersity.
II. Did the Congress Intend to Corer Athletics 1Vhen It Enacted Title IX?

It is often stated, erroneously, that the-Congress did not intend for athletic
pFogranis to be covered by Title IX. However, the legislative history specifically
indicates the intent of the Congress to end discrimination in all phases of educa-
tion, including sports. Senator Bayli specifically mentioned sports in his statement
on February 28, 1972 (Congressional Record, 52747) ; speaking ofinstances where
differential treatment by sex might be allowed, he said :

"These regulations would allow evforeing agencies to permit differential treat-
ment by sex onlyvery unusual cases who're such treatinentis absolutely neces-
sary to the success of the programsuch as in classes for pregnant girls or emo-
tionally disturbed students, in sports facilities or other instances where personal
privacy must be preserved." (Italics added.)

Thus the legislative history reflects the intent of the Congress'to prohibit dis-
crimination in spurts. Moreover, the Congress (lid enact several exemptions (such
as military schools and a pArtial exemption for housing) ; if it had meant to
exempt athletics, it would have done so. The intent of Title IX is to provide
equality of opportunity and equal access to instruction, facilities and all other
aspects of all programs conducted by educational institutions receiving federal
monies.

Congre dad notitar mall it hate been expected tospecifically detail every
single area of Mvvragy. It did, however, enact several exemptions, and athletics
is not one of these. The enactimnt of these exemptions explicitly Means that
all areas OT exempted are (hereby covered by the :stasis.

This interpretation of Title IX and its coverage of athletics is further con-
firmed by the "Javits Amendment," Section 81 -1 of the Education .AmendinentS
of 1974 which ordered HEW to prepare regulations iniplementing Title IX
".. . which shall include with respect to intercollegiate athletic activities rea-
sonable provisions considering the nature of particular spurts." The language
of this section is more than clear : it confirms the init,nt t>f the Congrcys that
Title IX does indeed cover sports.
III. Assuming that Coverage of Aiiih.lies Is Mandated by Title IX, Is the Regu-

lation Consistent With Ow Legislation in the Manner in 1Vhich It Covers
Athletics?

Perhaps the most controversial area that Title IX covcrs is that of athletics.
Dere the discrimination against ,fehialks is perhaps the greatest, certainly in
4ternis of the differences In the all:4,111a of taupe} mot on each sex and in ttrins
of clearly overt discriminatory polnies and practkes. No other Issue under
Title IX has generated as much/ heatul depute mid omtrutcrsy as equality in
sports and athletics.

Apart from the pressures of the organized male athletic hierarchy, the :WIN
lethes issue is one of the most Jifh ult to dial tsith. More than most areas of our
editeational system, athletics and lolly skid education the e-rsencu of our
most stereotyped cultural c.A.pectations. men are suppusctI to be strong and as

women are "supposed" to be weak mid pit-sive. Gill- am! Nvoinen have
generally not been et ouraged to participate in ph)sical actls die.: because the
traits associated with thletie excellence, such u., SIclatti enint, self-et/Moen e,
leadership, and strong 1, are often seen as being in "contradiction" with the
expected role that fount es arc "supposed" to play.

Another difficulty in dealing with the sports 1s-.tie i, that the legal precedents
are far from clear. In almost all other areas of discrimination, the precedents
and principles developed by the courts in race _discrimination cases can readily
and easily be applied to sex discrimination probleMs. Because of the general
physical differences tetween men and women as a whole, the principles developed
in other discrimination areas do not easily fit athletic issues, particularly in the
area of cowetitive sports, where the issue of single sex teams find integrated
teams is a difficult one to solve."Separate-but-equal," which is a lisciedlted

51-317-75-22
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legal principle in terms of did rights, may have some validity when applied to, _

some areas of conmetitise athletics, tut it is by no means clear how and in 'what
circumstances involsing competitive athletics this principle should be applied.
The legal principles are only now beginnne, to be articulated in the-courts as
this is a relitively new area of litigatannt simply cannot be said with. ally
certainty that "equality of opportunity' would best be attained by one procedure-

, rather than by another. (Our Project s paper, What Constitutes Equality for
'Wonwit, In Spurt? which is attached, dea6 with- souse-of the inethods.buggested
by various groups as means to achieve equality.)

In general the Title IN- regulation is weaker than current case law would
mandate.° However, no matter 11 hat position the HEW regulation adopts on
sports. it is almost ine% Rabic that. Ike courts will mandate changes in -the next
few years as they shape the standards fur equalityAn this area. It is also equally
certain that there is no way thatIIEW could have drafted regulations for ath-
letics that would be acceptable in lingo measure to most of-the interested par-
ties. We need time to experiment, to test our carious approaches and to let the
Courts shape the doctrine of equality imsports.

Does Title IL Mandate An Excniptiun of Intercollegiate Athletics and/or
Revenue Producing Sports?

The regulation makes no distinction between sports which produce revenue
and those which do not. Opponents of this athletic coverageAn the regulation
claim that the Congress did not WWII to cot er intpreollegiate athletics and/or
revenue-producing sports,. However, there is nothing whatsoever in the statute
or tha legisla tit e history to mandate or allow the exemption of either inter-
volleciate athletics or revenue producing sports. Indeed, the Congress explicitly _

ejet,to/ nal approach when it defeated the "Tower Amendment" to the Edo-
eation.Smendments of 1071 wnich would hale specifically exempted revenue pro-
ducing sports. If the Congress had meant to exclude resume producing sports
it did not do so when it passed Title IX. When it had a second chance- to do so,
it refused by rejecting the Tower Amendnient,

Were intercollegiate athletics and, or Los enue producing sports to be exempted,
the following lileinlities could occur (all of the examples below are from actual
institutions. The names have been omitted because these institutions are no
worse than any others ; the pi:oblein is wide:amend throughout academia.) :

1. Any institution could fall under the exemption by merely charging a nomi-
nal fee.at all inlet-co/him:to events. el ea thos,7 that wire traditionally free.
Students, mo/o4and female, coati/ be forced to 4iilisidizc all male iniereollegiatt
sports by having the fee for admission utcot pusated into a compalsos y "activities
fee."

At one institution. student activity fees "automatically" but admission
to men's intercollegiate events, The money is treated as "revenue" for
those sports.

Of $0,s,000 raised by stink tit fees for athletics, only M000 was allocated
for s%onien's athletic programs, es en though the student body %sus appruxi-,
mately half female.

2. An inStitution could Mu 0 a JuhstaliCal intercolloiat proarant for males
and mow whatsoever for fenialis., It could elahn that "financial exigency','-pre-
vented the development ofomen's intercollegiate prooTams.

One niid-ss °stern university spent us or $::,000,000 on its men's intercollegi-
ate athletic program. No university money was officially spent on women's
intercollegiate athletics.

In one state university, the men's athletic program is funded as a line.
item in the regular budget, the tvoutea's program competes with the chess
drib and other extracin dollar acti% Hies for a small shire of the student
activities fee.

A western univeSty has long-range obligations of $1.277,-175 for capital
improvements: obligations for the football, field, 'track and a combination
dormitory and gulf facility total more than $000,000. Despite losses over
the past three years of $62,000, $92.000 and $22.000, budget adjustments
were made in order to provide a total of $1,500 for women's athletics for
the current semester.

S''0, for example, Brenden r. Independent School DivIrict 742, 342.0. Sap?. 1221
(D. Man, 1972); Recd v. Stbra4ka School itelivitics 41.88ociallon. 341 F. Stipp. 25S
ID. Nth. 1972) linos K. South Mod romoluallp School Co) rorolion at at., No. 1o71
svfl tlndiaua Supremo Court, 19721, For 41, rullog in the other direction, Fee Bucha v.lltaroit High School Association, 361 I',,Supp, 69 (N.D. I11. (1972).
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At another institution, women's spurts receised only $18,000, or nine tenths
4111C //Cr tout of the institution's No .**Alton dollar budget, even though

over 40% of the student undergrdilnatc-: mere female.
O. .111 facilities used j i 1 4 1 I an modal mg sport? tonlit be restricted to

ipalt s, or given. bac 1,l polo, to it malt mow( lentelle tealoN could be allowed
to u-e the facilities only %%boo the mett%, teams mere Hot using (item.

The %%omen's %.%r-its bitslo tball leant at one Nea Intglittol college could
practice in the *tn, 01414. %%Inn the wen did not m ant to use it.

At main institanktis, omen s te .itus tall at odd Slitit
after dinner on weekends or before breakfast on meekends.

-1. .1 donor could glee money jot a ma toutamstunt 'et meetantiny pout car-
mo,1.1 d for male alit, collegiate wheat s **nil practice. Women could be pro:
hibited horn access to these facilitits tor gi% ett limited access) even if there
Trtr(a i other MOWN( .4%A:table for %%omen. (see 0.,tal14aes antler No. 3 above.)

1 .13 intt reollellialc othlt lie sholar,ietps could be limited to min only, TWA
nuns whatsoever allocated to women.

Until the Spring of 191'3, with r the rules of the Association for Inter-
collegiate Athletics for Woolen tAlAW), females participating in niter-
, ellegiate sports were prohibited front accepting scholarships. Very few

dlegos and mil% ersit les ha% e seltolat ships for m omen athletes. al-
though there me s.latlardops for iwth s participating to snlnitnutg, basket-
! .111, etc., women part h tin.; 10 the oh_ titicol intercollegiate sports have
no such aid available to them.

Institutions could legally attempt to 'attract" donors for male scholar-
"41:145 only, Without any 4 frort to attract money for .uumeMs scholar:ships
whatsoever.

r. iquipmt n,, ..114 II IN pra, tit e uniforms. tennis racquets, etc. email he prorated
or bit its teants but not foe ArnnirleS looms.

Wrotico'. teams ofti;n hale infetior 1411111411e:a or the left-over equipment
no ion zee needed by men's team, V. iii It new equipment is lairehasod.

Tyoica113'. when a nom ;..,31nuasi111 is built, the old one is retired to the
women.
Ti en did tors meild l.t as rilable Jo, melt alltlett a but not fur a omen athlete s

ho lutve to pay for their own medical care if injured.
At IOW titialint,. the health sers ice pros ides team dpetors for male

vui:.,ity athlete,: but not fttr women athletes.
Af- one histillitien, a 1% laqint athlete mho injured her knee could not use

the ulirn-:tati %Lemony Imo hint- al a ila ble for II:Aired male at ithite.4.
S .111 n Vitt tri 0404 lint did le thins %, pccoa high protein diem:

trow,-rr athletes contd reerirt no ,writ Apec:al ant anon,
!1 1'We (Uhl, tt 4 eta.ld 1_11 tutued by pci al 141891911e( proyranis, hut not n (m a 0

%IanY c-It t Winn4 pro% itie mw+ 1..1 iostunnce progtane: for their male a ilr
lett,: but not for women atitlete,:.

10, Doe( I for me n' 1, ants mull continue to he sulosidaeit at to 1,igh
lbathrell 1/114', t.irpla lies,' f, hit, ono n' s It any bat el at Oa ir nifn MS".

At one institution, women's t'.1141.4 Muhl 111,1110 tlttliuc tOOttpli gammi to
p /.1,- for their travel uli'I other e%penditurt

It natal or -Utkl triln to 1.611e motto for
tkeir pxygqtvp,...

At stope coohic,: and ca ke, to prey for
Ira% I 1 epett,es. %%lab Ile' atti Oa% el Iii chartered hues or in first
, ..ers in a tr14,Ine,,.

11, us, hi) In do Ohl( a hat Is at log- to game s c5414111 entinue
titbit it With h , t tu Ip for their als and I alyirig out

or the ;r own poekeb..
3fai1% 1141,1101i (011411, lid no moot y p, r di, m 14% po k es chile

1' 1.13 t games. (Men the monotot !Asir ditiu ;rite, and shwping

Bwp tot 1,, rt ert,tt OM, le s Twit, d to male attach 4 (Mtg. retV, if
lane lama- for re, roil hug wcami afideleo.,

for pothltett cut, id Its iglm, (14(.1 teAcaht ft,r With' '1104 re,A11,
actin :, tire, with none allocated for awn( Ws init, mdlegialt athletics.

nap: it.-.tittitiom Lane 0 Ittolgot for wattle relation,: for men' .111dolie5,
%Voltage,: alltlel ie. receive little I./ tentiu,n In the press as a resttil.

1-1. II omen port, is mold be cz lade =I float I hi prrt4 bOX 41114 4119 male in.h
gaol 1,, B4 c4i41,y these %.tme it do not %ink for the aid ver,i I 3 or college,

einl1Q, meld db.crimination laws would not apply. .

c.

3 ti,
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Ifi. ALL employees who worked in activities or facilities involving intercolle-
giate athletics (coadhes as well-as maintenance people) would be exempt from
the protection of Vtle IX, which covers employees as well as students. Although
other employment laws would apply, these particular employees would be denied
remedlation under Title IX, a remedy which is available for all other:educational;
employees: t s

Some persons are claiming that the Title IX regulation will control the use of
donated funds, use of generated income, the kind of program to be conducted and
the Allocation and qualifications for scholarship assistance in athletic programs.
This aigument distorts the impact of the regulation: institutions may indeed
conduct any kind of program they wish. The only restriction is that tlie not
discriminate on the basis of sex in the type of program they choose to conduct.
The government does not in any %my mandate the type of program an institutiah
would have to have; it only mandates that the opportunities that exist for one '
sex be available to the other sex as well. These programs-do not have to be
"strictly equal"; obviously there may be different interest levels for each sex.

An exemption, for revenue producing sports would essentially ,s,qu,tArt -471--
orimination against girls and women is legal and justillabIe.Nkr:-. st.ts profitable,
and that diScrimination is prohibited ONLY where r^^%iis not involved.
V. Did the Congress Intend Title vr f,...itiiniate Coeducational Physical Education.

OlassnAt = --- -
The regulation requires integrated physical education classes but allows,sepa-

ration of the sexes during activities involving contact sports. AdditiOfially, if a -

school has classes dealing with human-sexuality, it way conduct separate sections
for carat sex.

Persons opposed to the Title IX .regulation claim that the statute was not inT-
' tended to cover coed physical education classes. They claim that there is

justification for this in either the statute or-the legislative history.
As noted earlier, the legislative history' ayes mention "sports facilities." More-

over, the cos erage of physical educatipit classes should come as no surprise to
any one who -read the hearings held before this committee by Rep.-Edith Green .
in 1970. The bill,before,the Comthittee at that time vas almost identical to a hat
eventually became Title IX (althutigh.it amended Title VI directly ) and did nut

. contain any exemptitufs at that thae. Approximately 5,000 copies of those hear-
ings were printed; two,i_upies went to each member of the Muse, and one copy
was sent to every Senatdr.

At least threpos lines 8 es during thu.se hearings pointeal out to the Committee
/ that, the bill (tli-en SetAiu i St :i of HAL 10.19,)) %%mild have an impact on this area.

;Terris Leonard, then As.fistant Attoinry General, Civil Rights Division of the,
Department or Justke, tel,titied on July 31, 1970, asking for an amendment ail elt
would .zilow sex a bona side basis fur differuit treatment." Ile noted that st li
all exemption u (and ',Omit. among i.tiler things, "separate dormitories and
separate gyinvisitinis." (Italie added) Tim Conon:Bs did indeed enact to

m pal 41. prut,i.,i,,It ulifAtiny ft r 81-pkiratt hug st,40, it did ;NOT yit,act any proi,i-
. !loft for sepacato gymnasiums. .

Shanxi; , on ,July 1, 11)70, Hof Honorable Frankic M. Freeman, Com missioner
on the F.:_. Commission ou,(1..il flights. twit d that, mind.; other things, the bill
Ni mild require that as a ogitlition for Federal aid. all housing ounekl and pper-

.ated by an Institution. no iii4;ny th,. II.e of midi faciliticA us tniiiiiifiSiunis and
loungee, be available to persons of both sexes." ' (Italic added.)

i)r. Ft ter 3iiiitheath. Delany Assistant ikeret4ry mad Associate C umnissioner
for Higher Edtwatiori, Off of Ethic:Alum HEW, testified on July .. 1:170 that
the ainentlimnt A% IMIll cuter "prygrams %%Well nilOit be limited to ony: sex, such
as r.N..ceational and physical Mut ational achvitics."" (Rapes added.)

Thu, this ColiimitiLe had every unitortunity to amend the proposed bill to ex-
clude athletics and physical education. That it chose not to do so is accurately
retlet ted by at lack of exemption Iii the Title IX statule and In thesAbsequent
'regulation. a

.)The question dIf coverage of physical education classes is now before the
Congress in the form of the "Casey Amendment" titch In effect forbids, HEW

.c
1! Hearings Before the Special Subcommittee on Educiltion of the CominittCe ou Edam-

don and Labor, !louse of Sepresentatives, 91st Congress, 2nd Session, on Section 805 of
H.R. 16098, June and July 1970, Part 2, page 678. i Sr

" Mid, p. 661,,
11 Mid, p. 650. .. , ..
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from requiring schools to have integrated physical education classes. Thus the
Congress has an opportunity to directly rote upon this matter.

411 exemption for physical education classes would raise serious questions
about equity for female stuthints. Schools could designate any part of their allt-
icily program, includmg extracurricular activities and compelitire :Cams, as
credit or non-credit -physical equeatton classes," and thus exclude. females front
rirt natty all 'Suck activities.

A school could label all intra-nnial, interscholastic: or intercollegiate athletic
teams as "phyical education classes" limited to males only, and give preference
Itt the us..e of facilities and equipment to those persoils, Who are enrolled in the
"class." *.

Women majorinf, in physical education could be denied access to specific
co.iirses in the physical education department. If the number of women who
wanted a particular class was small in milliner. the school could claim that it did
not provide the instructo2n.beeause there was "not enough interest" for a sepa-
rate class. 'Thus females could be deprived of entry 'into all "male" physical
edneati9n pr4grams: HEW )could be powerless to require their admission into';
such classes.

Any school could thereby exclude females front access to programs and
activities-by using an -alternate- excuse, such as lack of money or interest for
setting up separate programs for females.

me need only look at any pin ground, school yard or picnic ground to
not we that bo3s and girls. )oung men and uonital do inderd play ninny spotts
together. and that "integrated' pksical education classes are not likely 10 be
ate disastrotis as critics claim. Many schools, as fg, matter of eemiondes and
in anticipation of the Title IX regulation, have already integrated their
phyideat education with little disruption or difficulty. The time limits
allowed by the regulation tone year fur elementary schools, three years' for
secondary and post-secondary institutions) Should also smooth the transition
to integrated classes.
I' I. .tddijdonalls6nes Being Raised by_Oppenents of the Regulation.

As well.as the issues discussed above,. Senator :Jesse I4elms (D., N.C.) has
raised several other areas in his resolution to, reject the Title IX regulation,
which was introduced in the Senate on June , 1975. He notes that the regula-
tion s) "declare that pregnancy must he treated as a temporary disability such
as a broken leg. "" 'rlie Senator seems pna ware of Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act. The Sex Discrimination Onidelints for that act require that pregnancy
be. treated as a temporary disability, Such as a brOlten-leg.13.Bven if the Title
IX regulation, were resettled, the Title 11 f gui,delinel would still apply. Also,
if unwed mothers are excluded from furgier training and schooling, it is virtu-
ally certain that they and their offspring %%ill Ile condemned to lives of poverty
and ignorance. with little alternative to joining the welfare rolls.

Senator Helms also notes that:
-While it was the obvious intent of the statute that it apply to those seeking

an educational opportunity, the regulations (sic) cover the emptoyees of educa-
tional institutions, u limber they be maintenance personnel, administrative staff,
or teachers. Again, the regulations are incon.itistent with the congrcnsiona!,
-multiuit." (Italics added.) "

A rending of the legislative history and the confglence report indicates that
the House version of Title IX had a prevision exempting employment; the
Senate version did not. During the conference. the. House receded, and, -the
exemption for employees was dropped. Time the coverage of employees is clearly
mandated by the legislative history of act.

-

'Senator Helms has staled that he opposes the provision requiring non-
discrimination in health insurance policies and benefits. Ile adds. "Obviously
the draftsmen (sict of this regulation en% ision a school, providing single students
with family planning sertiees and at the taxmers expense, no doubt, "" The
regulation (Section siJ2 t, bop eier, does not mandate family planning serviees.
What it does mandate is that IF the institution provides them, it must
provide them- to both sexes. IF the institution provides full health care, as is

14 Congressional Record, Tune 5, 1075. S0714.
on loses monation Because of Se; the Equal Employment Opportuniti

Commission, 20 CPR. 160430.
14 romp-aeon', Record, June 5, 1975, 59714.
1r Ibid.
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provided in sonic post-secondary institution, then, and only then, must it inelude gynoeolotieal services. Thus an institution could not provide nrologicalservices for males and coverall other illnesses and disabilities with the exeeptiokfor "female related disorders."
The Senator notes that, 'The language of the statute is. clearly prospective in'nature. But the regulation requires ailirmative action to remedy the effects.-ofsupposed' past discrimination."5 This, too, he describes as being inconsistentwith the 'statute. let the regulation clearly does not require affirmative actionto remedy supposed past discrimination. What is required is that the institution-conduct a selfstudy and modify policies which have been discriminatory. Sec-tion 486.3(e) requires a self:evaluation by the institution which requires it to"modify any of these policies and practices which do not or may not meet therequirements of this part" and to "take appropriate remedial steps to elimi-Mite the effects of any discrimination which resultethor may have resulted fromadherence to these policies or practices." Preference is specifically prohibitedby the statutes in contrast, appropriate remedial steps might include actionssuch as additional recruiting materials to encourage women to invonie engineersor scientists; postdrs to encourage young women to take vocation courses; noti-fication to students of,both sexes as well as personnel to inforni them of changesin policy ;Tana the development of new procedures to ensure that no student,male or female, is denied the opportunity to participate in the school's pro-grams because of their particular sex. No mumerieal goals are required.

VII. Coverage of IlonorarnSocieties
The Title IX regulation does not allow single sex honorary societies to exist ona campus when they receive significant assistance from the recipient (St1.31`th)(7)). Some persons are claiming that Title IX should not cover the membershippractices of these societies and that such coverage wits not intended. by the Act.Many professional groups hard single sex honorary societies which often havestudent members. For exa Wide, the international business fraternity. Delta SigmaPi, limits its membership to males only, and has chapters at. practicady everyinstitution which has a school of business or etonondes or gives courses Inthese areas. They also maintain alumni clubs. The organization states that itoffers."programs of professional and social qetivities designed to benefit all.business and economic majors. Women students cannot partake in these ac-tivities.
Such organizations serve n crucial role in helping new and prospective profes-sionals learn the ropes of their profession; eosentially these organizations'strengthen the "old !My" network ulgreby jobs are referred to "friends," newsof the profession is disseminated, etc. .
To a huge' extent. voinen have been excluded from this informal networkperpetuatel by single sex honorary societies. Where there are two such organi-zations, one for women and one for men. the means organization is far moreprustigious and usually Langer there are far fewer chapters of the women's. -groups.
Where professional lumoraries exist for the betterment of women, suoli asan honorary' for prospective women scientists. the organization could continueits purpose although it might lime to open its membership to men under TitleIX. Many Women's groups nhieh are devoted to tvpaien's rights (such as NOWand WEAL) nevertheless have male members. Li practieo the number of MPHwho join such organizations are few in another; those men who do join areusually very sympathetic to the pernoe of the organization.
If honorary societies are exempted from coverage by Title TX (as ProPotodby the Casey Amendment), males silt stk..) be deprived. For example, male

nursing students will continue to be deputed of the opportunity to join thehonorary unising society.
Honorary societies are not soial groups; their criteria for admission shouldnot be based on 'sex (as would be allowed by the Casey Amendment foe byexemption from Title IX).
Note that the statute iii an way prt.hibits any private organization fromdoing anything it wants. off-ramp-. The organization is prohibited from dis-criminating only vslien then. is " assistance- provided by the recipientof federal funds (S6.310,) 1. This interpretation is in line with eases-under the

11th and 5th Amendments of the Constitution (see footnote Sy.

14111111.
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ST:NI:MARI"
-. .

The Title IX r !galation. loe not i wilco! IIINtillklioli,i. It does not tell them
what to do or hv v to do I . It simply sto s that a hate% er an Institution does,
it must not disc Hain:etc oofthe basis of Sl X. .1.11.,` federal got eminent tines not,
for example, require an 1114ittillini io abolish thaletal rules or to enact pat kilt!
rules. That decision is lightiy 'tin pi erogaii cc. of 11.11 cdutational instithtim.
What Title JX, does mandate is 'that if pakietal fides e..ist they must apply to

. both sexes etptalb. If an institution has no 0.1100 rules, troll that, too, applies
to both sexeq equally..

In general, the challenges to the regulation ale often based on tait,,:iacceli-
Innis of what the regulation actually says and tt Lit the laa mandates. as well
as a lack of knowledge of the legislature histot, awl relccaut court ease-. Some
persinks who oppose the, regulation itotualiy au_ oppo,cd to the Act itself and
are tumble to distinguish between the two.

'1V:omen's groups aunt educational htstituthis hate halted (lime long year,
for tins regulation. Educational institutions need gaidant.e front the federal
government in order to comply alai tin Cong., esitooal Iliainlate for equal can-
e:thou:a opporlitint. Sending it baok to NNW Ace loather drafting 'till only '.
delay the implementation of Title IX and tt ill deny to %%omen and glit, the
educational opportunities that are the birthright of their brothers.

WHAT CONSTITUTES AN "EDUCATION PROGRAM OR Acrivrn." UNDER TITLE 1t?

ARE PROGRAMS THAT no Nor MIMI:MY REAM: EEDLIIAL 11,XLIS, SCCII 13 ATHLETICS,i
COVERED1* . ..

Title IX of the Education Amentmeents of 1972 ' mandaies that:
"'No person In the (Anted States shall. on the basis of scx, be t.xoluded from par-

ticipation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination :outer an! '
eauontaon program or ay:Itly rt.cowt.g.-EtAlout fitonchti assi4aticc."2 tIttilI
added..) ,The statute itself dues not definer 'progiant or :tell% ity." Indeed, from a straight-
fora ard examination of the stattfte, it is hot oicar %%bother ' program or mat try"
encompasses: "'c%u 1) only those programs or :tells ities directly revel tzg' federal monies;

i 2) an programs or tied.% itles t a bother or nut they 'recti3 receive any
federal money) if any program or to.tit ity althin the instil. ition.receit I ...frO-

' erli I money ; or
Ill something beta:eel' these ta o extremesthat Is, all programs or ac-

tivities directly receiting federal mom:, as well as some programs or activ-
ities not dircetly'receiving federal 'money. ..t

IlEirs interpretation of the coverage of Title IX has Ouflided in the pr to ed
regulations issued in .Lune 197\i falls beta een the first tau extremes, although
it leans towards the broader interpretation.' This paper discusses sou .e of-the

I Issues AIIICII could appropfinttly be cousidered in deft riiiiiiihg tin. proper e,,, r-
%age of Title IX. 1

If "program or activity" is interpreted narrottly to litchi& onto thine pr' zran.s
or activities directly funded by the federal got t rnineht, an institation a ould be

41 legally frfe to discriminate in all program or actit Rh s v.hich did not cli,velly
receive federal aid. ,itch an Interpretation would :-ct erely limit the impoh t of
Title IX, and would oe contrary to the purpose of the statute as outlined in
Title IX's legislative history. For example.,mitior it mania intorpn tath it a
department, of economics i ahich did not directly net It e federal funcl.-1 w add
be able to limit the mimission of a utuva. %chile the hioichiy depart:to-tit in the

prinrr draws hearth' on n revert, ' Sex 111-.eriminatIon In AthIetley and Phrkal
Education," Ary the American elvtl 1.Ibertle3 Lnlon iVintient4 It14hts Projtet ry
1975),

rIblentinn .Invndmentg of 197'-3'1 001-007. 20 11.S.C. II I0S1-31: (I072t
21]tIneatIn Amendments of 1972 t 001(a). 20 1".S.C. 5 Ing1 (1972). Certain golio013

are ev. mitt from nn or pier of the statute. For a diseteedon of thee' eNemptIon-t. it tvP!I as
da ,neunarr nnlIcAR of Title IX. nee Margaret C. Dankle and ItprnIce Sandkr, `Sec MA.
erneinatien Against Rodents: inintientloos of Title IX of the Educattol Ammulnanti of
1072.** 13 Inequalitii.le 1,locetton 12 (1071).

a Subpart 11. Seellon S6.1] of the prommed rernlatlons pruvidea that, with reitald
cceelitlon.. dictated 'br the statute. the nenalswIminator,c requirements of Title IX nt
-to Prerr recipient end-to each edoentlon prorTram or activity operated he such rc Iptcnt
which perches or benefits from Federal tianntlal assistance." Malin added).
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'rile Institution (n Lich directly at:eked federal monies) could not discriminate
on the basis of sex.

On the other hand, the broklest interpretation of Title IX (that is, covering
all programs or activities if any programs or actkities receive federal money)
would allow HEW to terminate all federal financial assistance to an institu-
tion if there were any sex discrimination in any activity. Thus, an institution
click discriminates In one program could automatically be subject to the loss
of all of its federal grants, contracts and loans. Such an interpretationti would
in effect treat the n hole institution as one "program." HMV is not proposing

There are no cases as yet under Title IX to aid in defining "program or activity."
However, the identirai language in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964' has
been interpreted in Board of Public Instruction of Taylor County v. _Finch. The
wort held that Title VI dues not intend Wholesale cutoffs of federal and: rather,
it remlires a case -by -case determination of those activities which might, be
discriminatory. ,,

Some people Who disagree With HMV's interpretation of the coverage of Title
IX (and Title VI) cite Taylor v. Finch as justification for limiting coverage only
to tliose-activities that receive direst federal assistance. Hon ever, Taylor v. Finch
dealt ii,ith the question of II Nether discrimination in one federally assisted pro-
gram could automatically result in termination of on federal funds, oven

.101010.1101e was no finding of di,wrimination in other programs. The Mut clearly
ruled that illegal discrimination in one part of the school system does not anto-
Inatil any "infect_the %%hole," and that "each program receives its own 'day in
costs.' " At the same -time, honeer, the court clearly supported the concept that
di.,Hinination in one part of the school system could indeed "infect the whole":

"TheAdministrallae agency seeking to cut off funds must make findings of.fact
indicating tither that a particular program is itself administered in a discrimina-
tory manner, or is lot affected ley discriminatory practices elsewhere iti the sehoo/
system that it thereby becomes discriminatory." (Italic added.)

Thus, _Taylor v. Finch specifically allows for the possibility that sanctions
cenhl be used to pre vitt discrimination in activities that do not directly receive .

federal aid :. federally assisted programs can he ' infected by a discriminatory
en% ironment." By requiring "separate consideration of the use or intended use
of federal funds" and disallowing wholesale cutoffs of federal funds to all pro-
grams, the court made clear that its aim was to protect the "innocent benefi-
ciaries of programs not tainted by discriminatory practices." There is no lan-
guage in the decision that in any way condones discriminatory practices in non-
federally assisted activities that affect students in programs aided by the federal
govermneiit. , ,

Also, many institutions receive federal financial aid in non - programmatic
nays (such as loanssir other sludept assistance programs). Such general funds,
as well as direct programmatic assistance, often enable institutions to support
numerous oilier schudl actkities, such as athletics and other extra-curricular
activities. -

A narrow interpretation limiting application of Title IX (and Title, VI) to
programs directly funded by the government would undoubtedly lead to funnel-
ing general funds (ineh as student assistance) to specific non-discriminatory
programs while alloing blatant discriminatory practices to exist elsewhere in
the institution pra ices that the law was enacted to -prohibit. 'ender such an
Intcrpretation, a scl oil could conceivably maintain an extensive athletic pro-
gram for males Unit rat for females), or deny or limit the admission of women to
departments or divi 'ons which receive no federal funds (such as a school of
music or art), or g've ).reference to males when math or science classes are
overcrowded, or limit access to a dining room on the basis of sex. Such an
interpretation should not only be contrary to the letter and spirit of the law:
it would also rim counter to principles established in numerous constitutional
rases involving race discrimination, ,In which, courts have held that the, educe-
lion functions of a school district or college include any service, facility, activ-
ity or program it sponsors, including athletics and other extra-curricular
activities .4' '

('tell ItIchtA Act of 1964.42 r.S-C 200011t1). Title VI prohibits discrimination on the
tat.th, of race. color or national origin In all federally assisted program.. Title IX was

tterned after Title VI, the legal sanctions for noncompliance are Identical under both
statute..

5414 P. 24 1068 (5th eir:1969)
*American Civil TAlsorties Polon women's Rights Project. "Sex Discrimination In

Athletics and Physical Education." January 1975, p. 9 of attachment 3.
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Since sex discrimination hi these ,areas. dlien occurringiu pultlicly supported'
institutions, may dell he prohibited under the constitution, it would be both
aw/eward and unusual for Title IX to allow a hat may be constitutionally
prohibited.'

is Tit EDE A Pim xit; Rada To sun Tutu; 1X

Do individuals mho belies e that they lime been subjemed to st distrimination..
inan educational institution lime .1 emote tight to bring nit spa last that in-
stitution under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972?

yes, according. to a Septeintar 17, 1971 lettt r from ASsktaut General
Counsel Theodore A. Miles to Bernice Smaller. Miles states :

"The private right to bring suit agaiust au mita Mauna! instilption has been
held to exist under the analogous pros isiuns of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Aet of 19ti-1, /to.v.vicr /./aloth ,sullool Bout d 1uaon, 370 F. 2d 5-17 (5th Cir.
1907), and we belies e that in holding la that case %timid be fulloded under
Title1X."

The language of Title IX is patterned after Title VI of the Civil
Rights Aet of 19641 (which forbids discrimination on OA! basis of race, color or
national origin in all federally assisted pitziams). It14(ause,of the similarit: in
language, precedents antler Title VI are likely to be applkal to Title IX.

In llosier, the court found in fat or of pr.0 at( plaintiffs %%Ito had brought suit
under Title VI against a school distilet fot aittged diserintination on the basis
of me. According to Miles:

"The Court held that Section 601 of Title VI stated a reasonable condition
that the United States may attach to as giant or financial as4ishinee and may
enforce by refusal or withdrawal of Federal assistance." :170 r. 2d at 852. There-
fore, once the school district accepted Federal finan.ialassistanee, if brought
its school system within the class of programs subject 1., the section

against discrimination and 'LA Pyre) school ehildrca. as bens firistries of
the Art, hare standing- to assert their Section 601 rughts!' 370 F. it at S52,"
(Italic added.)

Similarly in Lau v, Niehols, 91 S,Ct, 75..6 0974 I, the Supreme Court accepted
a Title-VI case and found in favor of the Atttekots. Although The question i f the
right of a private ii4vidual to sue was not at Issue. the Supmeme Court's ac-
ceptance of the case `strongly implies this right. Cfbe..e Andents of Chinese
ancestry hail alleged unequal. educational omit: laamiew they did tint
receive English language hist ruction.)

The complaints did not exhaust their administrative remedies in either Br/v.1(4
or Lou. That is. they did not first the comulaints dith HEW and wait foe the
results of an HMV investigation, In neither case did the court consider either
whether exhaustion of remedies -aas accessary or %%nether HEW was an in-
dispensable party in the complaint. 'lodes or. the deeisitlic in Bossier and the
court's acceptance of the ease in Late suggest that exhausilou is not necessarS4
and IIEW is not Indispensable.

Jr ids letter. Miles further points ant that the relinireluent.: and assurances
outlined in §80.4 of the proposed Title 11 regulations are "directly analogous
to the assurance required of a recipient by Title, VI, and mould carry with
It the same obligations concerning the prohibited dmrindinition and concerning
the riots of beneficiaries under Title 117 In short, "fpirieate Wait/tiffs muter
'title TX loath' hart the right of suit as beneficiaries of the tel, lustre

standing to assert their S'eetton 901.rights" under Tent Emphasis n dded,

WHAT CONSTITUTES EQUALITY FOR IVOAtIrist iS SPORT?*

FEDERAL LAW PITS WOMEN TIIR RUNNING

Colleges across the country art( revieding their spoets and athletic programs
to determine if they provide equal opportunity co their female students. Federal
law now inandliteg that institutious eliminate policie.4 or practices which ilk-

:Private invtituttnna also come under thee constitutional proldlatlons when thorn la
44,,,,notottii" state fncoiceinenr.

*This caner potad not have hero written without the researetcontribettons of Cae.line
Cole. n student at Connecticut College anti coxswain on the Connecticut college crew team.
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Amendments Act was halted as landmark education legislation, the sex discrimi-
nation prohibitions were generally ignored by the press and-little noted by the-
educational community.

Title IX.empow ers the gui eminent to withdraw funds, dollar institutions from
eligibility for future funds and to bring suit against institutions which discrimi-
nate against studs -nts or employees on the basis of sex. The enforcement provi-
sions of Title IN are Path riled after those of Title yI of the 1964 Cie i1 Rights
Act. %%Inch prohibits discrimination against the beneficiaries of federal monies
(students) on the basis of rare, color or national origin. Title IX (like Title VI)
is enforced by the Office of Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare. Charges of disoinunatiun may be brought by writing to the HEW
Secretary. specifying the nature of the discrimination. 1/4

Although (as )i)f il 1071) the implementing regulations were not issued,
Title IX has been In effect since July 1972. HEW': Office for Civil Rights,

1111A jUriMliCti011iII power o% or Title IX, had not fully decided (as of April
1974) exactly how Title IX would apply to some aspects of spurts and athletic
programs. Dospite this. a number of complaints of sex ditUrilltillatil)11 in sport
and other an as have already menu filed. For example, W011tell students have filed
complaints of discrimination against the University of Michigan and the
University of Wisconsin concerning the athletic and spurts programs.

Prior to the enactment tof Title IX. charges of discrimination in sports pro-
g.ranis viand only be brought under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the ('onstitution. Perhaps the most common challenge under the
Fourteenth Amendment has been by w omen who w ere prohiltited from participat-
ing on "male" teams by the rules or regulations of an athletic conference ur
association.' In must instances, there were no parallel female teams. In all
probability many future complaints of sex discrimination In sport w ill be brought
under both Title IX and the Fourteenth Ainendment.

The existence of state lit ws, ur rules and regulations of an athletic association.
which permit or require different treatment based oat sex is nut a defense to
charges brought either under Title IX or the Fourteenth Amendment. In accord-
ance with the concept of federal suprematy. the obligation to tatinnly w ith federal
law snpereedes the ubligatom to comply with state law or regulations of private
associations (such as athletic associations or confeences),

Federal law dues not mestune to dictate w hat specific philosophy or prat tires
an institution must follow I once ming sport. '1)is is an educational decision Willa
belongs to those who formulae educational pulley at an institution. Federal law
does require, howci-i r. that once a- philosophy or practice is determined, it be
applied equally nyulilltss of sex and that it not hats, a disty °poi-amuck impact
on one sex.

It would be equally legal, for example, for a college to have no competitive
athletic program whatsoever or to have an extensive competitive athletic pro-
gram, so long as the policies were applied equally regardless of sex.

,Many aspects of sport at the college levelespevially male competitive ath-
letics-- are coming under increasing scrutiny and criticism. For example, the
American Council Education has recently sponsored a preliminary study of
the educational, economic, legal, moral, political, and sociological aspects of
intercollegiate athletics in an effort to identify problem aims and formulate
recommendations to alleviate these problems. Challenges and questions to the
philosophy and operations of college athletic programs are coining from a variety
of sources and can be expected to lead to significant changes. Certainly sonic of
theme changes w ill be caused by an t ffort to eliminate discrimination against
women in sport.

I. For example. girls In Nebraska. Minnesota and Indiana have recently established their
aria to loin the all male golf. tennis. cross-country track and cross-country skiing teams
Mien there ,ere no narallel teams for women. fllrenden %. Indenendent School Dostroi

12, 342 F. Sono. 1124 cri. Minn. 1972) Reed v. YebrasLa School Activities Association,
341 F. Snot). 25R N'eb. 1972) Haas v. South Bend Community School Corporation,
et al., No. 10715309 (Indiana Supreme Court. 1972)). Killings in Illinois and Cowie( tient.
however, have cone the other s ay [Bitch(' v. Illinois NOM School Association. 351 F. Sono.
C9 N.1). III. 1972t and Hollander v. The Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference.

. No. 12 49--27 (Conn. Sup. Ct. 1971). Hollander was settled by agreement with r.s.
t sludge, and the Interscholastic Athletic Association Ii111 amend its regulations to

ermIt females to compete iu noncuntact sports-when no team program exists for females.)
The state of Pennstlyan:a Is suing the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association
timler both the Fourteenth Amendment and the state constitation for failing to ofDr.
( -male millet°s the sane opportunities and experiences as male athletes. (Commonwealth
of Petinsylvanimv. Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association.)
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WIIAT CONSTITUTES EQUALITY Foil WOMEN IN NON-COMPETITIVE PROGRAMS?

Non-competitive apd instructional programs in general include programs in
Is Melt participation is not bused on skill. This would, for example, include all
physical education and instructional classes, recrea tonal opportunities and most
intramural and club sports."

Discrimination in non-eompetitise (ao: %% ell as competitive) programs is wide-
spread. To. some extent at least, this is a potential problem area on virtually
every coeducational campus in the country. To illustrate the pervasiveness of
the problem. each of the folios% ing sections begins with actual examples of how
01:a-1110118nm might manitiest itself on campus. Although the examples are real-
life. the institutions at which they occurred are not named."

"INSTRUCTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND MIXED PIIV:sItAL LDU(ATION CLASSES

At a prestigious PH% ate institution the s% omen's and men's physical edu-
cation departments V. ere separateial the instructional courses available to
female and male students (cried considerably. For example. women could
not take wrestling and men could not take self defense Or volleyball.

At a southern state mils ersity female students could not take coaching
courses for credit, %UM the result that they ((ere not "qualified" to coach
t earns.

- Many physical eduea tors and V. omen's groups ingut that there is no justifi-
moon for single-sex non-( toupetithe or instructional pi ()grams. Under Title IX,

. the lack of duplicate fat iii ties such as locker rooms and bathrooms) could not
he iNed as a reason for excluding one sex or the othel. Bathroom and locker room
space may have to he reallocated. but in any omit Title IN %%mild not require
wooden and men to undress ui front of one another or to -hale tlw same bathroom
at the same time.

Because of different interest patterns bets% een V. omen awl men. it is likely that
some instructional classes wdl continue to he made lip of members of
one sex. However, women's groups are urging instit 111.iiiis to 1.1ise 1. are to assine
that classes which are prinutrily male not receive prefeii la er (lasses which
are primarily female in suell areas as fat ilities and spoon( lit. scheduling of
classes, or teacher competence..

Many college physical edUed loll donjons are preparing to become elenientar,%
or secondary school physical education. instructors nod, or coaches. In sonic
institutions the credentials that ((omen can :toothy in I. 41Icae for this job are
more limited than those a male can .squire. or example, women may be pro-
hibited from taking coaching Courses either at. all to for academic credit. Or a
senivsto of a male sport (such as flag football) may be required as a ore-
requisite for a coachn, course. The result is that. upon graduation, she is not
planned" to coach tea5us and is effectisely barred from a nonillion career

Ladder --that fions 1)W:quail education instructor. to (tactic to head of the athletic
department, to Ili el-le% el administrator, to principal. Polk les (ditch prohibit one
sex :nom taking tutti..es (Oil( h devehip their skills would Lune the lingering
efieet of limiting future job opportunities and would be a % iolation of Title IX.

\(01111U s gioups are stressing that institutions be on guard not to offer
courses (Ouch lime the effect of disctiniinating against %%omen. ]for ex-
ample. if aa liustitntiun offered coaching instrut top only for predominantly male
ports, it might ba.e itself suluerable to criticism and charges from women's

groups.
SLY.-BAsED REQUMEMEXTS FOR pllYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS

At an Ohio 111)ral arts college women majoring in physical education
mth take a seri ice course each term. There is no similar requirement fur
men.

Stone institutions lime dill( rent requirements for majors in physical education
for their female and male sclidents. A different number of courses may-be required
of lomat. arid male -Indents. it different grade point average may be required
for graduation or ,.,tatlitation with honors, the selection of (muses required or
offered may be different. lac. Whatewr the difference, it seems clear that such
sex based differentiations violate Title IX.

- in some Instances, Intramural or club spurts may be defined as competitive rather
thnu noncompetitive.

Ibi+,fornintthat i+. beginning each section With actual examples of how dis,riudna
dun might manifest IL.cif on campusIs followed throughout this paper.

0
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1tLQUIRE-MLN1S Fon GRADUATION

At a Peansylt ania et liege a aeu thirst shwa proficient; in two bpoiLs lit
'order ro graduatt . Men need only to Shi.iv prollei.qicy in one sport.

Differ l at icquirement. tat ftmale autl male mutants may take
a variety of forms.

Men, but not women. may able to c xenqn it (mired physic..il educa'iu
courses by taking a skids test.

Male, but nut female, as:ty athletes may lie ext_itipted front physic4
education classes.

Men, but not tt &mita, may recit e acadtvic credit fur participating in inter-
collegiate athletics.

Wtaa1.11, but Ilt/t melt. may be .thic to fuliill tlair phy -steal education require-
ment by taking sot L court s as smut fe dancing, bowling or archery.

Whatet or the haiti of he Malt ate, it is dear tlott su,.lt sex -Lased thfferem_es
are a violation of Tith,

Institutiwt, ,w ,tattelit. to C.VPIpt edict ation requAre-
ments by exettling on a 21n,, Ie. a ell bk factd tt tin a dilemma. Fin. reasons
of physiology and tiaming it is likti; that male shah ids will in general store
higher on these to '-.s than tamale stud, Ms. A tt ;rich failed a dispropor-
tionately large nua.5,1 of it omen um..1.t tumid discriminator; under Title IX.

INTRAMURAL PROGRAMS

At a majo tate nuiie,slty, a 4lieu %%4.-,re prohibited how participating in
any of (Le five t, am sports In the Canquis Int isica Program." They
could only romrez in the itlit blind or thutl sports.

It is C !maim nitraiatit al alas t t prof ale more oppert unities for men
!ban tt ..111tc11. rel....m-111os, of the hitch k ot taonit11 w pal tit ipatiag. Many women's
grout s s that st. lilt ant, far tt omen t an s.Art 0 alt "affirma-
tive action" foaction that is, they can pro ale %vowel' w ith the opportunity to
develop athletic skills that t1. y doh nut (let clop bk cause of lack of

training or encoura,cment.

RE:CREATIONAL OPIORCUNIriEs

At one Ohio ii.slitutio0 a woman could not use the handball courts a male
signed up for her.

At a large midst stern 11,111trslty. the intramural pout w as specifically
reserted for -Fautilty, Admaiisii at it e Staff and Male Students" for approxi-
Man Iy tw 0 hours each day. That is. this was a time for men tally.

Prot Wile:: (Wert nt or gi eau r rout eatitaial or lelUre short I% It It'S for mem-
bers of one aik.ht pitaapt c imig.s discrimination. .4ittlonts might
ehallew:e this under Title IX, +idle einitioyees might attilenge the practice Its a
discriminatory fringe benefit under employment legislation.

WHAT dO\STITtT, c EQtALITF Fon WOMEN IN COMI'ETITI%E AT IILETICS ?

The disparities bet aeon t ppurhuntie for tt /11.41 Ilel in competitive
athletic, are oflcu etch mott proziounik tl twin the chstial ales w notcompyintve
athloth s. Although tin se differemes exist fur a tak iety of reasons, it appears
that they will be closely ON/LA.111(41 its drttatin.iiiu if tut imst.tutbai ts complying
with the requirements of Title IX,

In general -competit it e .1. blot jct." It for, to athletic Icarus for ahieh selection
is based on Cohlpetltile skill. This might include programs at the 1.1rsity, junior
varsity. freshman, or t in sk wo instant es the intramural and club level. As used
to Ilds paper, the term etatioctilite athletics inch' s the actit :tics that are
commonly referred to as intercollegiate athletic's.

PHYSIOLOGICAL HIPPEat:Nt-LS BETWEEN THE SEXES

It ha,: NOM hut s It n argued that i igiirmis physical act.% ity renders a omen
sterile or ot berWiSe thillaittS theta. This htqlol. as ticii as a number o; more
subtle ;wit .4. has c er,ainly he, ii disorot en. These my the if whale the following:

Palelation la at hp-ti,s allalit damage a ).nat.... It productive organs.
In fact, many gynecologists 1,0'4(.1 that igorons actit it improves the
naNiraltir support fit the pth ie area. The uterus is one of the most shook
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resistant internal vigaas .111d teai..ithlably more .proteeted than male geni-
talia. "

Ath letic actn ay eatises menstrual probl. 11,0nArlial regu-
laity. In filet, the re% erse appears to be true.

Women can't reach peal. pertormam, diming nicnst =thin. In fact. al-
. though there 1-4 a great (hal of tal,ntbllii% attion,z women, n tenzi Olympic
athletes have won competalom, atul !no:sap record, duim; all stages of the it
menstrual cycles.

Female bones are more fiagile than male bones. In fact, they are on the
average smaller, not inure fragile.

Women are more likely to be lajitred in slants. In fact. the lajyry rate per
participant is lower for gills dam buys i both coin, t anti nun contact
sports.

km:ties should nut p1,t3 contact stoats became they might damage their
breasts. In fact. medical and Milieu. uutbuutit s ar,...ue that In, ast protectors
eauld be designed for acute,. just as %aitu,is ptoteelit e equipment ids been
designed for men's.organs.

Women who engage. in strelamas athletics dtwelop halting muscles. In
fact, given the same amount of cad t.,h,linant of bulging muscles
depends primarily on the amount of male hormone a per on has."

Before puberty, males and tehialks are neatlt itintical in their physical abili-
ties. Tests of strengin, muscular endurance, eardiocasculer maim amt. and muter
performance show few (linen:aces betaitii the Sexts tip to this age. Beyond that
age, however, the male lo comes co asitleraW* rom.er. posse:nme,,, greeter muscular
and cardiovascular endurance and i4 mot 0 pollen-id in almost all motor skill-.
These differences increase lit magnitude u nil l lire, aml the ft male tt nds to litt( all
between the ages of ten alai fom teeth Act urtliw- to Dr. .lack Willaure, however :

"Recent. evidence . . . indicates that these diffelenees nio. y be more of an
artifact of social or pnItitral restrietioh imposed on the female either at or just
prior to the outset of mena rche. than a test& of true biological differences iii
performance potential between Ole sexes."'

A major /413-A01:veal ddezence bells eel, adult women and men is that men
On the arcrage are larger and homier than tv4anen. The average woman. on the
other hand, is more flexible and has better ha lance. 1Vothell in sport puha out
that most sports emphasize and reward trails in it Melt men tend to excel.

Average's can be moicadow.Alibutigh,a st.perby fit adult female may be at a
real disadvantage competing V. ttii.i at sop( rbly at adult male in athletic ctaitets
winch depend primarily on speed and siteugilt, she might well outperferui :I

averu90 male. In the words of I )r. Timms E. Shaffer:
". While there are ery significant sex-relatc.I differences between males

and females, it should be borne in wool that titere are undoubtedly grc.thr d7f-
ferences between the third mud the 57tli pereentile in each sex than there are
differences between the at erase female and the at ',rage male in terms ofphysical
performance.""

In other %cords, all men are not suptrior to all women in all athletic skills.
There is re good deal of medal) in ability between the sexes, so that n sizable
number of women outperform a number of men.

FACILITIES AND EQUIrIffiNT

At all it Lagne college the women's crew team was given inferior equip-
ment because the coach of the nit team did not belie% e that wom,n could
beadle the newer, better shells. At another eastern college, the crew- eyntell
auttowized the uso Of fund. theskaated for both the female and Male teams
to pnrehase at shell designed fur men only, rather than for it shell both sexes
could readily use.

When the new glin was built, the old gym was "retired" to the women.
Generally there are great diaterem... between the facilities and-equipment

available for women s and well s eonmetiti.e athletics, even for the same sports.

Eatbletm M. Engle. ' The Greening of Girl's Spirts." Nation's Schools, September 1973,
p 29: and Inter% iew with Dr. 11. !hoer Collins. Sabot's Schools, September 1973, p. 3Q.

-Jo.'. W. \t thaore. ' Strength. lindticaio 0 nod Body Composition of the Female Ath-
let,' leper pre,ented at the Anted( an Medical Association s Lith Natioll.t1 Conference on
the %`r flog! Asioerg o: Sports. Minimum Calif.. Dee. 1973

" "Thomas E. Shaffer. "Physiological Considerations of the female Participant." In
3Volocfri and Spoil, Aattowit at,,(d),h to)t,ttot, ed. Dorotti; Ilarrls (State

in.vut011141, DTI!). :1;1".
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-For example:
The women's teams may get the "left over" -equipment from the men's

teams or they may get the old-equipment when the men's' teams get new
equipment.
- Uniforms may be provided for the male team only, or the uniform& for the
male team may be more elaborate.

The women may have inferior gym or locker room facilities.
The equipment for the- male team may be of a higher quality or they may

have more "backup" or practiCe eqUipment.
Equipment (such as practice' uniforms, tennis rackets) may be provided

for male, but not female, teams.
All of these practices are likely to he challenged under Title IX. Many institu-

tions are beginning to evaluate the equipment and facilities to assure that there
is no disparity based on sex.

_PROVISION OF 31EDICATA1 ND TRAINING FACILITIES AND SERVICES

The university health serl ice pros ides team doctors for varsity athletics
for men, but not women.

At'a private eastern university,anembers of the male football team ate at
a 'training table" which featured high protein food. No similar provisions
were made for any female athlete.

At a west coast state university, certain insurance programs de as ailable
to men athletes only.

A Volt an athlete who injured her knee could not use the ultrasonic machine
available for therapy of male athletes.

An institution which provided such differential services (including insurance
coverage) to male, but not female, athletes would lease itself vulnerable to
-charges of sex discrimination-under Title IX.

SCIIEDIMINGOF GAMES AND PRACTICE-TIMES

The women's varsity basketball team at ,an ex-women's college had dif-
ficulty practicing because they were allowed to use the gym only when the
men's teams did not want to nsecit

The women's swimming team at one elite eastern school had to practice on
sleek nights after dinner because no other time was made available for the
Ivomen to practice.

Routinely gluing priority to teams of one sex in scheduling of games or prac-
tices might well be considered a violation of Title For example, all of the
following may be called into question under the law:

Assigning male teams to the most desirable seasonsof the year and times
of day to compete and/dr practice.

Allowing male teams longer practice sessions, at the expense of practice
sessions for female teams.

Gis ing larAt3 teams priority use of facilities if there are substantially
more men than women that compete at the varsity level.

To resolve these problems, female and male teams could, for-example, alter-
nate days (with the 1% una.n using the facilities-on Monday and Wednesday. the
nxii en Tuesday and Thursday and both on Friday and Saturday). 'Mimi ise. they
etall altercate "desirable" and "undesirable" times (so that, for example, neither

team always playedpn a weeknight or a weekend).

,tv.atea RIMY or FUNDS FOR TRAVEL AND PER DIEU ALLOWANCES

In order to pay for travel to athletic events, the members of the e omen's
teams had to sell candy bars and hold bake sales, white the men's teams
traveled by chartered bus at the university's expense.

The women's teams had to-pay for their own transportation and meals,
whilethe university footed the bill for first class air fare for the men's foot-
ball team.

Often, in part because of strikingly different funding mechanisms and levels
for women's and men's sports, there are wide discrepancies in the opportunities
that female and male teams have for travel. Often the per diem alloeances for
men are considi rably higher than those for women. Indeed, in some institutions,
the women have no per diem allowance.

3 4 (4,
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Using different standards and providing different opportunities aud amounts of
travel and.money for female and male tennis is eomiug under Increasing chid-

-lenge. Some people are proposing that all (or predominately) male teams aud
all (or predominately) female teams travel together, and compete at the same
institutious on the same days so that travel costs are simultaneously Allred aud
minimized.

ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS

If a woman accepted an athletic scholarship, she was automatically banned
from many competitive intercollegiate athletics.

Until the spring of 1913, the Association for Iptereolleglate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) had a strict policy forbidding female competitiors in inter-
collegiate athletics from accepting any financial rid that was based in whole or-
part on athletic ability. This policy grew out,6f a concern that the provision of
scholarships or other financial assistance 'specifically designated for athletes
created a strong potential for abuses Which could be detrimental to both the
student and the quality of the institations athletic program for women. Women
saw the problems with athletic sehorarships for Men mid tried to avoid the same
problems in women's intercollegiate athletics by banniug scholarships entirely.
The different positions of the svoinetis and men's athletic 'associations on the
issue of scholarships are illustratife of the different approacheS and traditions in
women's and men's athletics. The AIAW policy was changed largely in response .

'to a suit (liellmeyer. et al. v. iVEA et al.) brought by female tennis phiyers at
Marymount College (Florida) who protested being denied the right to participate'
in the prestigious AIAW-sponsored intercollegiate competition because they were
recipieuts of athletic scholarships. Now the AIAW no louger prohibits female
athletes from accepting athletic scholarships." In large part because this pro-
hibition has been lifted, a number of'iustitutious now offer women athletic
scholarships."

Athletic scholarships may come from a variety of sources; the impact of itle
IX may vary according to the source of income. For example, it seems clear that
scholarships which come from general university funds, student activity fees,
etc. must be awarded in a nondiscriminatory manner. That is. they could not pro-
vide different amounts or types of aid, limit eligibility, apply different criteria
or otherwise discriminate on the basis of sex. These scholarships would have to
reflect the interest and capabilities of the student-athletes, regardless of soy,"
Although the Title IX regulations are not yet out (as of April 1974), they might
allow an institution to offer single-sex scholarships for "affirmative nett° " pur-
posesthat is, in an effort to overcome the effects of past discriminatio How-
ever,.scholarships which are administered by a group outside the instita on and
which the university in no -way-endorses, approves, lists or perpetuate can be
limited to one sax.

A related issue to that of scholarships is the availability of stud em ploy-

m en t. Providing different employment opportunities or-options for female and
male athletes or referring. them differentially to Jobs on the basis of sex would
undoubtedly be deemed a violation of Title IX, as well as of other legislation
prohibiting sex discrimination in employment.

RECRUITING ATHLETES

The regulations of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
state that some "recruitment practices may be contrary to mIlicational ob-
jectives' and clearly forbid subsidizing campus visits of prospective student
athletes. The regulations of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. on
the other hand, permit the institution to subsidize recruiting athletes in a
variety of ways.

"There may. however. be some problems In the differences between the eligibility require-
ments specified by the governing ascociationg or conferences for female and male athletes.
For a brief discussion of this. see "Separate;But-Equal Structures" later in this paper

11 For a listing of institutions which offer athletic selmlarships to women hee Nancy
Parson's article. "Sports Scholarships for Women," in the March -April 1971 Issue of
The Sportswomen.Is It seems likely that a university could not, for example, meet the nondiscriminatory
requirements of Title IS stmpty by opening up all varsity football. varsity basketball and
heavyweight wrestling scholarships to women becnase such a policy would effectively
exclude women.

54-977-75-23
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The practices surrounding recruiting male college athletes have periodically
erupted in scandal over the sears. There 'is increasing concern over recruitmentpractices at present Wause, according to the etv York Tunes (March 10; 1974),
they are becoieing more like a -frenzied slave market" as more and more athletic
departnients runt hi tin' red. Because of the cost and the pressure, forty-one col-

', . leges have dropped football in thepast ten years.
The issue of sex diseriminiktion does not rest on whether or not recruiting is

desirable. It reks on equality. For example if an institution feels that recruiting
student athletes is not desirable. it ma} wish either to use the pressure for equity
to 'de-emphasize recruiting for males, or to begin recruiting female athletes with
the same intensity that they have been recruiting males.

MEDIA COVERAGE; or SPORTS

In some stadlums, women are not allowed In the press box, with the resultr that they cannot adequately cover games.
Women at a prtaitigious western university protested SoCalled "honeyshots" of women S'pectators at sports events. The women said that they

_neither wanted nor needed "the defense of their physical attractiveness by
[the] sports information director or the media."

Women at a number of institutions have raised the issue that women's athletics
has'e not received sufficient coverage in university publications (press releases.
bulletins, ,newsinnlitrs. etc.) or that the public information office of-the institutionpro rides ServieeS hi men's, but not women's athleties. It seems clear that. suchuniversity - sponsored or funded publications or services are bound by the uni-
versity'sibligatIon not to discriminate on the basis ofsex.

Tire sEtEcTiox Or SPORTS AND ualas OF COM PETmoN

A. large midWestern university spent over $2.(00.000 on its men's intercol-
legiate athletic program. There was no comport:Mc pi ()grout. for women's in-
tereollegiate athletics. In fact. no nairer:fity money,whotvcree was officiallyspent on women's intercollegiate athletics.

..t a formerly all-female college, men compete hi five shorts (with an nnnull budget of $4,750), while women have three sports twith a $2,0(50/budget).
A. competitive athletic program often includes sports at the varsity. juniorvin7sity, freshman anti oceasionally the intramural Or club level. The level of

competition offered is expected to vary according to the skill level of the parttIcipants and opportunities for competition. However, because 'fewer woolen
generally partildpate in competitive sports. their opportunity for competition at
various levels is binned. As part of au " affirmative action" Or renleillill action-
iirogram cenerning women's athletics. an institution might both encourage Its
own.women students to participate In athletics and elleOtirlige Other institutions
to develop competitive sports programs for women. so that the women at_a given
institution would have greater options for competition.

Some people are reeommending that institutions conduct periodic student sur-
veys to determine the sports in which members of each sex would desire to com-
pete. the appropriate levels of eompefition, and whether teams should be single
SCX: or mixed. They argue that these assessments would 'amide institutions withguldane concerning the most appropriate way to expand opportunities as women
beemne more involved in eonmetitIve athletics. They further argue that these
. surveys should be conducted yearly (perImps using data proeessing cards atregistration) tO that the athletic opportunities forwomen students are responsive
to cbangiug interest patterns, Opponentg of this plan, however. say that such a4iirrpy would be difficult- and eNn'elikive to administer and that it poses a govern-

- alive problem. They 4Iso fear that they would lie forced to change the athleticopportunities available for Jaen if male students were similarly allowed to plat amajor role tit determining 'what athletic opportunities were available to them.

THE CALE. FOR AEF1I{MATIVE ACTION FOR WOMEN'S ATIS macs
1Comele44 groupsare atiying., that institutions should take affirmative action toovercome the effects of past '-diseriminathm in competitive athletics. Alreadythere have been a number of changes In the athletic opportunities available to

women in educational institutions. Several stales lune passed state laws Wornup athletic opportunities to women. Others have expanded the opportunities
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available to women in response to pressure and complaints from civil rights
groups and women's groups. In addition, a growing number of institiitittus are
conducting Studies to determine the adequacy of the athletie opportunities for
competitive athletics. They stiess that institutions should les, their facilitie4 and
services to the fullest to assure substantial particioat ion i* Wining) in competitive
athletics.

CoNteixtrivr. .1111kt:tic s . Susta.r. Sex s. Tvuts

This Issue is as complex as it is «nu no% ersial. .1 number of organizations have
taken stands on It, often for %or.% different reasons. The question of "coed teams"'
has generated more piddled and more court at lion-than 'Judo:dos any other iuf'
COnrning- women in sport.

Often people ask if the fact that a sport is it "contati sport" can be well Its
justify prohibiting women and men from pla3iog on the same team. Those who
oppose coeducational contat t sports geilei all3 base their uptotn.it ion tin a concerti

I Ifor the pay:avid safety of the u omen or on the idea that %%Unit a and men should
not he forced into "contact" situations.' Ails ides of coeducational contact
sports point out that conipetitie added' s are. by their very nature, closely sit-
Pervised. and medical experts and abysmal cilatator say !bat the Woillali who
is capable of making a competiti% e realm is no more suseeptilde to injury than a
man who is capable of !liaising a team. Also, there appeals to be no legal basis
under 'rill(' IX for differentiating beti%en cut tract and III/11 contact sports.

l'erhaps it would be helpful to outline some df the factors that one might con-
sider in evaluating ti hick strut titre mixed (coedit, atioolial I teams, single se4
teams or some combination of the tt-- is most liket to provide equal toppor-
tunitY in ('otiou fill 0 it I 1ii.a.e..1es :tor-ao..1 %voinen and moth

In evaluating these structures, iustitlitiiills 1110 111111 it Helpful 10 IWO) ill 111111(1

Ihat ( he impact of a policy or peactice 111114 fall equally tin both sexes. lit other
wordq, does the pulley loue a disproportionate effect on one sex or the tither?

silot-1,1) At.t.TE,VNIS la: (0111.i.rft:IN ottareATIONAI.?

To sane. complete integration of the sexes lit all sports '.'.timid appear to he
both I he mast sun* and the least diserintlitattorj solution, ritual closer inpet
lion. however. It becomes -clear th.d. botatiSe of the iliffervio in training ailli
1411;rsiOlOgA. '11441 nil arrant:4111d utiuld effet ti%elj eliminate opportunities for
%voinen to play in organized C011IptIiII%I l'.tr these reasons this alter
native would not appear to be in line w lilt the print !plc of equal opportunity.

SII011.0 Tit ERE DI. TWO 11.:,S.NIN FUns.,vc It SPint L. ONE. \W.F.?

(ant. war in Willett lift institution might attempt tote in tuuiplianee %% it h
IX Malta ire to operate par.dlel node arta ft male single set leoinis 4 Wilburn ill
elimination in services. fautitias. equipment, etc.). for eVil sPorl however. a-
/11;Ijor lrrublew %% WI this apill'ilat in is Iliat separate-loot-equal" has been generally
considered oo11 unt goal shin e the .S11141ellie ull1110% oil rat hilly seg-
regated education in 1951. In general, the oadj times flout "scpanite-but-ettnal-
has been considered acceptable II ben sX tils rinlit,.114oll 11.15 iniolted has been
in issues retated to pri such as the use of loalliroonts. baker rooms, dressing
rooms. en% I. 'pigments of 111111 4.4111.0 .11,1011,at It 11111 1 also crit ierzed
it because it does not allow the superior female au& to to compete On the 111111'
"MI" '.which 11110" IIeII be the 11111 the lihluest .11AlitA lei el t. Itoremer_
tali. tilt erna ti re might be prohibitive!.' expensive.

.1dvoeates of this alkali:doe maiiitaht that apiol lug ilot. "separate-but equal"
prim-mai iii eolopetitie fur st.X (list riltiii.thint tint not
rave discrimination) bet mist, there .ire general pl*sit al different is lout %%Pen and
men Ilia not Ind 1.etai :oho Its .11111 %%latest. They nitlitilaill that women... ath
leties are different frt.))) then It s, VI on %%hen the g.Itlie they Are playing
is the same. IAs an exailli.ilt of ibi., they cite the different strategies and skills
that are involved Itith utoneit's and melt's tuimis.l Siiperlor %%omen iftliletes
(solid not -move up %to the meal's team, so that the %%unit trs-tuaiii iViatioi lint be
undercut by losing its hest athletes.

t.otti p000lo maintain that bating 111110fl and tat n compete In f on tact gnarls 11.011111

infringe on their hilt nu' rights. Coolusel for the :Sew York City Board of Higher I:alum
1111,1 ronelmbli. IlimPt er. they (lid Pot belle% e that participation in contact sports soak!
violate,n_person's right of privacy.
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ik major advantage of the separate-but-equal team approach is that, because
the two teams can operate in unison iu many areas, this approach might be a
fast and effective way to. rectify some of the current imbalandes in resource al-

-location and spectator interest. For example,,a method of scoring modeled after
that used in the Olympics has been suggested by a number of people as a way
to capitalize on the "two team" concept. Under this, female teams would cont-
pete against female teams and male teams against male teams (alternating the
game order, since the second game-is generally the "star attraction"). The scores
.of the two contests would be totaled to determine the winning school. For ex-
,ample, if a school's women's basketball team won SO to 60 and the men's team
lost by 55 to 70, then the school would have won the competition by a live point
margin (135 to 130). Proponents of this approach point out that having the two
-teams travel and compete together would minimize travel experlses and provide
an incentive for those involved with women's and men's athletics to work to-
gether more closely.

N

;stioutnTHERE BE TWO PREDOMINANTLY SINGLE SEX TEAMS, WITH A PROVISION
ALLOWING THE "UNDERDOG SEX" TO "calque UP"?

This idea has been suggested as a way to provide the superior female athlete
with a chance to "compete up" (that is, compete for a position on the men's team).
This mechanism would work in the following manner: Assume that there are
"separate-but-equal" teams for women and men. However, the skill level of one
team (for example, the men's team) is considerably higher than the skill level of
the other women's) team. Therefore, in this case, women could "compete up" but
men could not "compete down." The result of this alternative would be two
teamsone team which would be substantially male (but officially open to either
sex) and one team open to women only (Of course, neither team could be
favored in terms of facilitieS, opportunities, etc.) This situation would be an-
alogous in some ways to the opportunity that members of the junior varsity team
often have to try out for the varsity, while the reverse is not permitted.

Although this approach might provide the superior female athlete with the
opportunity for the highest level,competition, it has been criticized as adminhitro-
tively unwieldy and too complex to be workable. In addition, some women fear
that this practice would have the effect of skimming off the best players from the
women's teams. Opponents of this approach also point out that, although the
won.= who makes the men's team Is likely to be one of the best players on the
women's team, she is-not likely to be one of the best players on the men's team.

SHOULD THERE BE THREE TEAMS: ONE FEMALE, ONE MALE AND ONE MIXED?"

Proponents of this "three team" approach maintain that it offers the best
features of both the single sex and mixed approaches. They argue that it would
provide opportunities for students who want to compete on single sex ams, as
well as mixed teams. in addition, they maintain that this altermitive oild pro-
vide the most students with the opportunity to participate in equip Wive ath-
letics. They argue that, if competitive athletics is an important part o the educa-
tional experience at an Institution, as many students as possible sho id have the
opportunity to participate in them.

On the other hand, those who oppose this approach point out that having three
teams for a sport could be prohibitively expensive. They also maintain that hav-
ing three teams would dilute the available athletic talent and-result in mediocre
athletic contests. In addition, they say that, t. would be difficult to find other insti-
tutions with similarly structured teams- to Compete against, since this approach
would require a rather large participation rate. Also, women's groups fear that.
uniess there Is a requiretnent that the mixed team be fifty percent female, it would
become In effect a second all male team.

IF THERE IS A SINGLE TEAM FOR A GIVEN SPORT, SHOULD IT DE SINGLE SEX OR MIX n?

The concept of "separate-hut-equal" teams is complicated by the fact that wolatil
and men often have different interest patterns. Generally institutions offer dif-
ferent competitive athicticit fur women and men based on the assumption that

21 In some Inttnneen (foe exampls, the bnlance beam and some other gymnastic events).
this situation michtwell be reversed.

The nrcuments for and acainst allowing women to "compete ,up" that were outlined
earlier would apply here as well.
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they have different Interests. For example, an institution might offer field hockey
for women and football fin' men. Assbming equal opportunity, this situation poses
no problem until a woman tries out for.the football team or a man tries out for
the field hockey team. The institution is at this point faced with deciding whether
it is in the interest of equal opportunity to allow the member of the opposite 'sex
to try out for the "Single sex" team.

Many people argue that not allowing the person to try out for the team would
Infringe on his or her individual rights. -Others counter that the effect of this
open door" policy could well be discriminatory: tbat-ls, while a good many men
might qualify -for the ''women's" field hockey team; few (if any)-women would
qualify for the "men's" football team. They argue that the effect of this two-way
open door policy would be to provide substantially more competitive athletic
opportunities for .more men than women and that, if men were allowed on the
"Women's" field hockey team, the "women's" team might eventually be pre-
dominantly male.

In trying to resolve this difficult situation and assess whether integrating the
single sex team' would be discriminatory or in line with equal opportunity, an
institution might examine the overall pattern of competitive athletic opportuni-
ties offered to women and men. An liistitu'Uon might, for example, decide to pro-
vide one fall sport for each sexfield hockey for women and football for men.
(This.,assumes that roughly equal farilities, ,opportunities, etc,, are provided for
both teams.) Based on this decision, the university might refuse women the oppor-
tunity to participate on the football team and refuse men thb opportunity to par-
ticipate on the field hockey team (especially it opening up both teams would
have the effect of displacing a significant number of women but few, if any, men).

The above reasoning assumes that there are roughly comparabte female and
male teams and programs for similar sports (e.g., field hockey/football) in a
given season. If these "equal" opportunities do not exist, the argument for keep-
ing a team single sex does not apply. In fact, some people argue that, if there is
not sufficient interest- to have separate teams for the same sport. then the insti-

-tutions must open up the one tenni it does Aare to both sexes on-a competitive
basis.

snoime TEAMS. BE RASED ON HEIGHT AND WEIGHT.?

Although this structure does not officially depend on-sex, the height/weight
categories tcertainI3 the categories at the extremes) would be virtually single
sex. For competitive athletics, this structure has been criticized because:

It might give the illusion of nondiscrimination, chile at the .same time per-
petuating discrimination, especially if priority were given to the larger
height/weight teams (which would generally be all stale).`

It would require too many separate teams to be administratively fedsible
and it would therefore he prohibitively expensive.

Some persons claim that there are valid physical differences (such as
muscle mOSS) bet cot the sexes, even beteen %%omen and men of the saute
height and weight.

Although this arrangement is probably not practical or desirable for all com-
petitive athletics, a numberof people maintain that it v mild he a iable option
for haratnural non - competitive and Instructional programs.

WHAT OTHER ALTERNATIVE:1 ARE THERE?*

In the July 1973 issue of MR. magazine, Brenda Feigen Fasteati, a lawyer for
the American Civil Liberties Union Women's Rights Project, identifies several
other optiqns. all of which ,she finds Unacceptable:

A system involving ability- determined first and second-string teams. She
fends this inequitable because Wwould probably result In tiro all or piedomi-
wintry male teams, with no increased opportunities for women.

A first-string team that is sex-integrated and a second-string all-female
team. This might be criticized for discriminating against men.

A first-string team based on ability with a second-string tenni that was
evenly divided_ 'loth een %linnet' and men. Fasteau does not favor this ap-
proach because it would have the result of favoring 1ao s by virtually assur-

ing them one and :r half ont of the two teams.

Pasteatt favors separate trams. even, if the outstanding female athlete does not have
the opportunity to compete at the highest level.
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quota system requiring half females and half ;Lies. ThI,i system, the
feels, wog 1(1 cause a variety of problems, among' them Intro tealli ostraciZ-
ing of th . omen] n ho dilute the overall performance and interteam ex-. ploitatio of the 'w,eakThr sex' by members -of the opposing team."

There is $.onsiderable disagrecment,a imam pl*sical educators, legal experts
and wolifeter groups about what is the best apploarlt to tilt:, ditfleult and complex
problem. ()titter alternatites not mentioned here- may evolve as the issue is studied
more closely and us taKitills iti)proat hes are put into practice. Women's groups are-
stressing that it is especially important to touts at the rt ad (lugs of poli-
cies. as well as the policies themsel% es, to determine if there is equal athlette
(Wot lily for women.

Comiourrivt: ATICLETICS: Tun FUNDING OF PROGRAMS

The issue of funding is central to the Issue of equalit% ,\111101101 there may not
be a one-to-one relationship betnceu the amount of mono expended and- equal
olsportunity, it seems certain that funding levels and mechanisms rill need to be
studied in evaluating the degree of inequity for women in sport.

Some %%omn's grout*, are pressing for an "equal expenditure': standard. Using
this print iple, institutions would be required (41 spend the same amount of money
per student or per participating athlete for females-and males. 'rho argue that
this is the host n 40 to 1111114e cel t a ill that ;omen and movhave equal opportunities.
In contrast to this India of nett, some athletic associations argue that revenue
prod in Tug sp(11.1 should be partlaW or totall3 exempt from the requirements ofTitle IX.

Perhaps the crux of the problem mulct-ruing funding noilien's intercollegiate
athletics is that, n ith a finite amount of 111018* at ailable fur intercollegiate ath-
leth s. providing more t qual funding fur ;omens teams ono mean that-institu-
tions cannot afford to continue to fund men's teams at high levels.

The issues inVolt 441 n ith the funding of program:4n here the money comes
from. bon mut h I anis a ted and what it is used forare both complex 811(1 closely
interrelated. The f011on ing outlines suite of the important areas:

4
T(IE SOURCE.< OF rt'xps

At it n esteru state univers10 the men's atitletie program is funded as a
line item in the regular budget. The %%omen's program, bun ever, must coin-

. pete with the chess club to receive student activities fees.
At one large ,,tale institution. only S5.00t) of the $115.000 raised by student

fees fur athletits was allocated fur %%omen's progthias, even though about
50 percent of the student body was female.

Thp sources of funds for lit likt It s 4ty greatly from calnials to e(11111111,1; often the
sonrees of funds for women's and men's athietits mr Hu Nu nu in wits are dra-
matically different. 4t1though this situathm tithes providing equal (*Part unity
at more complex issue. it is doubtful that liat log different suititrs of funding for
winnen's and WM'S CW1111(110% e athleths is in itself a %dation of Title IX, pro-
vided that such funding does not ha% e a disproporthmate effect on the basis of
sex in'teruis of programs, fat fillies. etc.' If the athletic programs fur women and
men are funded in different na3s. the burden to prove that this complex funding
pattern does not discriminate on the basis of sex is libel} to lie with the
instit

The funds for intercollegiate athletics Ia:. COW from Nadi diverse sources,as
line item in the Institution's budget. Student lid it dies fees, re% emu. generated by
athletic events. the athletic tiepin talent in hit 11 is genera ll all male I. the women's
or men'. physical (Ain Mimi department. or from fund raising :tett% (ties. t In addi-
tion. of course, fluids for the support of Intercollegiate athletics may also be
'bidden- in the institution's budget in at number of nosmaintenance on the
stadium. Arai lice ,3 ms and fields. health care provided b3 the university health
service : salaries of (machos or, trainers. gi% ing athletes :pima con,;,ideratIon for
scholarships air student eitiplocinent . and so forth., study of the "Status of
Funding of Women's !Wert ollegiate t 1110 it sn 0/0//1 nal of litcrlt15. phimical Ed:t-
roikas, and 11( to (diem. 04 tuber 191'3) found Unit the must frequently Jai:intoned
"bes't" landing source n as a line allocati4in from the school budget. However. only

-# some women's group. argue that, even if separnte sources of funding for separate
structine.) arc allowed for competitive athletic, to the extent that they ore
'lore 14 no justification for such differences In non-CO/spas:ire or instructional ntlitetiepro=mt.
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2i percent of the progants received funding, from this source. .\ far larger pro-
portion (41,,percept) depended on studentinetivity fees. Those that were funded
front these ft.t.s in,genera beNpressed a high (hi:Tee-of dissatisfaction hecalse of a
lack of consistency and security In funding from year to year.

In addition to its inconsistency (especially it allocation is governed by the she
dent-government) using student mai% its fees differentially for ttomen's and mtge.;

athletics may pose a problem -with students. Sice this money is designated for
student activities, its allocation can expect to come under )ire from women on
eampus when it does not fund «omen's athletic.3 at a reasonable level, compared
to-the mens program. At one state institution, for example, women students pro-
tested the allocation to men's athletics of 80 pereenteor the$115,000 earmarked for
athletics. At other institutions, %%omen are protesting having their student activ-
ities fee "automatically" buy them entrance to men's intercollegiate athletic
events. (This money is then treated as "revenue" from these sports.)

Tug SOUR( ES OP FUNDS: MATS ricOotterso SPORTS

bletie organizations and some uniersity representatives argue that revenue
producing sports such as football and basketball) should-be exempted from the
reqnirements,.of Title IX either entirely or to the extent that any revenue pro-
(Need is used to.perpet nate that sport." They argue that, even though these teams
are all-nmle, they are in a class by themselves. They fear that certain sports
revenues %uould decrease if the fund raisers couldn't promise that funds would be
spent on the teams they had traditionally supported. They feel that,,t his would
Cause a particular problem in eollves y%Itete revenues from Ono iaport support
other competitive sports a:. %%ell. IN omens groups contend thitt such exemptions
would perpetuate the Wu, me quo. They point out that the, effect of allowing
revenue to be retained fer the expenNes of a particular team would 'have a sub-
stantial diserimmatory effect. For example. ineitibers of a men's basketball team
might hove their uniforms and t mei expenses covered, %%Idle members of the
women's basketball team might lime to pay for their own uniforms and travel
(lilt or their IMO pockets has indeed many Gulden athletes now dot. III addir,
soak' women's groups maitjtain that, if re% en tie producing AportA are PV.111ptel
some way from the requirements of Title IX_ because they resemble business
lid mites more than t.dmatitmahprograins, flit. sports do not belong on a college
campus iti the first place.

It is not yet clear what position IIENI.s lice for ('i%11 iltirthts will take on this
issue. It might be helpful to examine %%bat otilliat, ham fn IniNo different fact
sit lint ionsi.e., when at sport ruins in the red old in the hl ek A

rompett I ire =ipot ..11akem it Profit. p\ neI hat the income from
It sport was $500.000 and tha.t the total cost qf eta la:lining that sport was
S150,000. This leaves a profit-of $50,000. (1) If me the producing; sports were
exempted lotally. Oa.: $50.000 could be used It( .11 dotty manner whatsoever
( However. if this $51).(X)0 ptotit (tore funneled bat to the, college for general
expense!: or for other sports programs. it Windt op:day be suljeet to the
state nondiserumnation, reqpiremvuts a i otlir eiteral institutional (1111(1:4.

(2) If revenue slangs were eximpt only to to extent that they are self-
financing, the lustuntimi 1(011141 lie required t use only the prat ($50.0001
in a nondiscriminatory manner. ( For t.xat ale, excessjevenues from male
intercollegiate athletics t (odd matte used samporrouly other male sport,
a prang lee that %%omen's 1:rout is charge is, no intim 1$) If revenue producing
emultetitive ot Welles nen' not 6ennitell at all, the entire $500.000 would
have to be used in a nondiserimina toll- manner.

when n competAttr ..sp?! Roux is Mr Red.AssinAe that the income front
a sport was $10(),11(00 and that the totil t ost of maintaining that sport vits1
$175.000. This results in a $75.000. detail. Also assume that the institution
followed the common practice of- tuderu riling this deficit. (1) Even if revenue
producing sports were totally 1,xempt, the Institution «mild probably be
under consider:dile press me to Include the 8'75.000 subsidy of the sport in
their assessment of female and male athletic opportunities. (2) If revenue
produeing sports were exempt only to the extent that they are selrfinnueed,
the institution wouldundoubtedly 'be reipairirl to int lade this $75.(x00 subsidy'

tie

The.e mvennes might come front gate receipts, concessions at the stadium. televisio'
coo t racts or Worms' from booster's clubs.* ',up.. that these interpretations are. artlds.point. special:nisi!. y are !minded
only to give some Idea of the posvtble Interpret:Montt of 'the taw.
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in evaluating equal' opportunity. (3) If revenue producing competitive
thletics were not exempt at all, women's groups argue that4he entire
$175,900 would haveto be accomited for in-a nondiscriminatory Mlliner.,

Theabeve examples are considerably more simple than actual funding situa-
tions. In most institutions the cost of maintaining-revenue producing competitive
athletics is inter.n.oven, into a variety of budget, categoriesthe;maintepance de-
partment, the physical edupatioli apd or athletics departments, capital expendi- i.v

and o e
turps -(folsitadimas, etc.), tiequipmet,- etc. Separating-out the extent Oh dollarsnd centsl which a givn sport is supported by an institution ism simple task.

In addition, it would he necessary to define what expenses Would-be -included
In the "self-financee definition. For example, Would funds for athletic scholar-
ships be treated like'salaries and included in this definition of-"self-financing?"

One final point to keep in mindis that,no matter what position the-government
takes on the issue oGrevemie producing sports, an institution could not differ-entially allow teams of one sex or the other to engage in revenue producingsPorts.n -.1%)

5,1'1IE SIZE OF TIIE BUDGET
.

At a large state university in the northwest, women's sports received, only
nine-tenth.t of one percent of' the institutions two million dollar athletic 0budget ($18,000), even though over forty percent of the undergraduate stu-dents were women,

At a major state university, aver 1500 times as much was spent for -men's
intercollegiate athletics than for women's. '4,

Although they may have once had some validity, the re sons most often given -for funding women's athletics at a low level often do not hold urrunder scrutiny.
,- It has been shown that, given encouragement and -ample opportunity, female

students become interested in. athletic programs. They pritctice seriously and'
strenudusly. Given ample support and publicity, women's sports -can create. as
much spectator interest as men's sports. For -example, girls'itasketball in Iowa ,-is a major Sport, and outdraws boys' baskethall. ,

Digparitles betWeen the budgets -for women and men are a central concern ,when evaluating an institution's athletic program. These disparities may take-theform of differences in either the total linfoutn of money spont on women's and
men's sports or-the amount of money allocated per sport for women. and men.
A recent study reported in the Journal of Health, Pio/neat Education and Recrea-
tion (October 1973) found- that the average annual budget fbr all of women's,athletics at institutions was $8,905 (or about a dollor..per *Indent); Hoiveve,r.
the average "optimal" budget for Slprien'S athletics was $21,000, well over twice
the actual budget. In comparison with the budgets of many men's athletic depart-

--thents, even this "hiplies:' figure seems modest indeed.
It is likely thdt woinen's sports will reqpire considerable budget inpreases to

provide fair oppertunitlei to women students, especially when new programs are
being "geared up." HoweVer.'it is unlikely that women's-coppetitive sports will

require. According to the 2C to York Times (March 15, 1'974), nine out of every
require, in the near future, t e identical funds khat men's competitive sports now

ten college athletic departnIents t which are generally all or predominently male) .run at a deficit a deficit whichis usually covered by university operating funds.The National Collegiate Athletic Associations (NCAA) estimates that the current
annual deficit of its members ls.almost fifty million dollars/

The issue of equal opportunity for women can provide an Opportunity to acsecsthe total athletic program (for both, women and men) in light oa,the goals mat *objectives of the institution. -
TITI: itsg OF Fens vs

At a private New England Collet: lie budget for the male (but not the
female) teams Included funds for travel, Time women had toipid bake sales,
cell Christmas trees and seek donations in order to fund theft travel. e.

Women in competitive athletics -commonly report that their budgets do ant
cover (or do not cover adequatPly,)- a variety of Items that are-driovered in themen's budgets. Commonly cited as exatnjilcs of thisate inequities in allocation,:
for travel, equipment anituniformc: as well-as for scholarships and recruitment:

Problems in*this area are reined to -the fact that-often competitive athletic

mini recently. the women's athletic association prohibited charging Omission atwomen's athletic events.

$
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progranislor wonien and ann ate administered sepa rately,, receive' very different
Per student or' pet skyrallocatioith; and receive -their inoliey Iran different
SoureesSorkli Wortien'S.-grhtfp,S-are- ceacenied that -institutions will attempt to-

juitifv-diff s iwthe,f4Selof funds for female anilmal athletics betause they

are run bj se rate &pap fits or receive their funds from different sourceS.

Ttielnitilfeat of haVIng*parate administrative mechanisms or budgets foi

Ivomen's'a: men's4thleticOs that ft would-he essential for the parallil depart-
ments to oordinate ,theitAudgets very closely. (It is also not clear whether or

e IX will alloirkii.6-4marate adininistrativmstructures to exist.),

("SxrANATE-Birt-EQUAL' Ar011psTRATiVF. ST1tUcTIIRES IN ATIMETIC AND PilYSICAL
-.Ecuc.4.116* DEr:(1tr,34t:IiS, AND GovEsNING ASSOCIATIONS,

Wtl% large, midvitf,44footbail power the men's sports programs are con-

trolled by tlie athletielepartmentiyhile the women's programs are under the
auspi CO, of th'&0/i;OsIcalfkdneat ion departnient.

At a western state'rtuliversity the women's athletic department Is- an ad-
miiiistratIve SULAM:KO-it the nimes'department.

Men's Intercollegiateirthleties are. governed by the National Collegiate
Athletic ASsociatiorf while': women's interColleglate athletics are gOverned
by the' rules- of trio. tion ,for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women

(Which- Is, a: v of the, vision:-.1orGirls and Women's SportS of the

lerican As. atiOu 04.);11pa, h. Physical and Reermition). The
rn e tW6 otgamizittion: vary Considerably.'

Federal polio' does not,mandater elite administrative structures for a thletics ;

it is rightfully the perogative opan institution to establish its own Mechanisms

for implementing its philosopliY-,Oncerning sport/ What the government does

requirehoever,is that the,phiio,Sophy concerning sport be applied equally for
women and men and that,the iinplementing- mechanisms not haven diserimMatory
impacthu one sex'or the other.

The 'maim straetural ,proltlein. in sports and athletics revolves around the
"sepgratkint-equal''' queSticut. It is not uncommon for an- institution to have
disirict departments ,of itisions for women's and men's competitive and'non-
competitive athleticsor to }save a department for men's athletics only (with
women's athletics handfed %the women's physical education department). Also
'in general women's and mens competitive :athletics aregoerpcd by different
associationyvith different ri4es. regulations and policies.

The pros and cons of "separate.hut-equal" administrative governing structures
are complex, There are sincere dCb;Vtes concerning a hether the principle of equal
opportunity would best be,serveletiy -having one single ihtegrated structure for
both sexes. or by.,,separate,struatnrits for each sex. ProponentS for separate struc-

tures argue that merging' them "c;*onhl mean that women would lose whim Lever

-control .they now have over Wothen's sports. They argue that merger would mean
"submerger" (i.e., that Men wouldAnore completely dominate the nature of spoi't
'for women. while women w(1111(1,:itill have no control over men's spprts). Advocates
of intem,ting-the two structuvidargue that combining the two structures would

give women's athletics a welcome boost and would force institutions to pfomote

women, as well as men, to positions of responsibility, Still others argue that.

while there is no Justification for separate structures regarding non-competitive
programs. single sex structures,,a,M1 governing associations should be permitted
for-competitive athletics to -fife attest that?srngle scx competitive athletics are
permitted., Many of tlwargumentg concerning "separate-but-equal" single Sex
teams catvbe applied to this'situation as well. '

In many ,Instanees %Town have bait little ,Indueneeia(thg-policy
even in their own prOgrammp because they-aresparsely etiresented. Ofttlfax'rere
represented- at all) on hoards of directors. athletic councils,raid othele%ilf.lon
making bodies. Some-women in phySical-edhcatIon say that the meagbr role they
play in making decisions concerning women In sport has a discriminatory impact
that ontiveighs that of unequal salaries and diseriminatory promotion polic10.4.

Some institutions have been reticent to challenge policies or practices man-
dated by athletic conferences or association, even though they have a diserimina-
OirY impact on women. Although athletic eonferenCeg and associations are not,
directiv prohibited from, discrimination under Title IX. institutions cannot rely
on conferetweiregniations as an excuse or rationale for tliserlminutOry 080-Deft
in their athletic and sports ,programs. institutions not.tt provide nondi- rimina-
ton. progrn»0 regardless of conference rules and regulations. For example. -the
differential association or ,conference requirements for each sex concerning

3
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gibility for financial aid or for im rtieipation in intercollegiate sportS do notabsolve the institution from the obligation to treat the sexes equally.Many educators and women are fearful that institutions miklit automaticallyfollow te-_Practices of the male associations and conferences when they adoptuniform standards nail policies to cover both sexes. They urge institutions to usethis Opportunity for reevaluation to ensure that new 'uniform policies are indeednondiscri lll inatory and are in line with the educational philosophy of the college.
Wii.vr Co. 14-111ITES EQUALITY FOIL WOMEN EMPLOYEES IN SPORT?

The legal basis for equal employment Opportunities for women insport is well established.' Fe( eral laws and policy forbid educational institutionsfrom discriminating against employees on the basis of sex in hiring, urgrading,salaries; fringe benefits, training or all other conditions of employent.' Institu-tions which violate these statutes and regulations face losing federal monies,having federal funds delayed. being (teured from receiving federal monies inthe future, and possible court action.
Discrimination against women physical educators and coaches has. perhapsmore obviously than any other employment discrimination, a dual impact. litaddition to discrimination against the oan employee, the woman student suf-fers as well because many physical activities have traditionally been segregatedby sex in the past. For example, sex discrimination in employment in sport oftenMeans that women students are denied the benefits of adequate coaching, instruc-.tion. and other athletic opportunities.
The following examples of employment discrimination are not intended to beexhaustive. Instead, they are intended to illustrate some of the unique ways inwhich employment discrimination against women in sport occurs.

MIRING

A, woman who had worked for several years in the women's physical edu-cation department applied for an opening on the men's athletic staff. Thoughqualified for the job, she was not even considered. Instead, a recent nutlegraduate was hi red.
In the past many physical education and athletic, programs have followed apolicy of hiring only women to teach or coach women and only men to teach orcoaeh men. it is becoming inertia' ingly clear that there is no legal justification forthis policy.' Of course. the right of privacy of both employees and students wouldbe protected (i.e.. women and men would not be required to use the same bath-room or locker room facilities at the same time). The itch of these facilitiescould not be used as at justification for excluding one sox or the other.

LENGTH OF AP,POINTNIENTS

The Melt in the athletic department are given 12 month appointments. whilethe women eau only negotiate 1) month contracts.
While an institution Might have legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for ne-gotiating emit raet s of different length. .0 with different employees. offering differentconditiGns or options On the basis of ex would undoubtedly be judged illegal.

SALARILS ANn costrEss.mox

A. woman wa,-; paid half Or what a male was paid to officiate in the santegame, s,
4

Fur <OP!: of n oitnrlj (prep4f1,4 hr th6,Prtriert-43ti"-Atutos nine ilduration of Wilowothat ontlineS federal. /:fades and Iltooloftont(coneernitia ln*erittanalton in J'AntatiOnnt/41444trua war, write to the TobligInformation-Otlice, (Mice for Civil Rights. Department-ofIkiitlttt. Education and Welfare. Washington. D.C. 20201. .tel:veetitlyit Order 1124(1 prohibits c;mployment illserlintnntfon on the bask of see race,rotor religion or national origin by federal contractors Title VII of the 1004 Civil Rights_,!tot prohibits all ontplm.ers. seen those which do not have federal mottles, free emplot wentdicrituination on the baste of sex, ram,. color, rettgfon or national origin The Equal Par*.t of latld prohibits all cmploere from sec dieerimination In salaries Title IX of the1:dttedtion Amendments of 1072 prohibits eillploctnent discrimination on the basis of ',es byant elat institution that receives federal binds.1Titt. VII of the 1004 Civil Rights .let permits an employer to limit a job to one sexnob If ,es. ran be proven to be 'hoon,t)de ocenent tonal qintattcattou ' tbfott t. The .coartshate intr,rmeted this es.omption very narrowly for example. acceptable hfoo's are 'fin-fluor" and "rest room attendant" iprovided the attendant. Is in the rest room whilela use).

3 rt) 0
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At a major midwestern university the men's athletic director is paid

$10.000 more than the women's athletic director, even though they perform
essentially the same work.

Coaches at a state university in the south are paid to coach the men's
teams. The coaches for the women's teams are not paid to coach; they are
paid as physieal education instructors only, :tnd coach (Without compensa-
tion) in. addition to their full-time teaehing responsibilities.

The %cornetts basketball coach at a small No% Jersey state college is paid
considerably less than her male counterpart.

TM male coaches, but not the female coaches, receive extra duty pay and/
or "release time" to coach.

All of these esamples are variations on the same theme: women are paid less
to coach or teach %vomen than 111011 are to coach or teach men.

The law mandates equal pay for equal work (which is generally defined in

terms of the skill, effort and responsibility involved). judging equal pay i,t4 a rel-
atively simple matter o hen evaluating two people officiating at the same game
and performing the ,attne tasks.'' Similarly, it is not difficult to compare a female

mid male tennis coach t who perform the same funetions for the female and male
teams. respectively I. It is :ammo hat more difficult to eompa re :111 individ tail male

football coach to an individual oontan reseals coach. however. It is tot el ear

whether the government enforcement agencies will make such mama) sons. How-
ever, if male coaches as a group are consistently paid at It higher ode than wom-
en coaches as a group, the question of a pattern of discrimint fon arises.

OPpolt r V N !TIES Foil A DV.% NcEll ENT, Pito Nt ot. 1 o S .7If TES etin

Preferetuw for the position of athletic, director waywgi von to candidates who
had risen through the ranks. !of the football et/a ring staff- a career ladder
froth %vitielt women welt exeluded.

.The women's athletic director is an assoc'. to professor, while her wale
counterpart is a inn professor,

Many %cornett charge that they are shut out 9 opportunity for advaneement in
the athletic hittrarel* berme the3 even get started. For example. it is a common
practice, to require en ad tames for the positi3Ot of athletic director to hang exPeri-
mice coaching football (or to give preference to those candidates who have this
exPctielwo) Wolnen. however. have been excluded from fttotball eoaelling jobs.
Such a promotional or biting pattern ntiglii he judged illegal. toile zs the itititn-
lion could iirore that II omen bad not /been eNeliu1011 front tiles(' positions in the
past. This pretties 1i14.111i also be, challenged on the basis of o !tether or not (.5-
pt.rirtire in coaching football is essential to performing the duties of an athletie
director. In no event. however, eould qualified women be denied on the basis of sev.
Iliiiopport unity to be members of the football staff in the future.

In addition. many women hat e a lower rank that* their similarly qualified male
counterparts who do essentially the same o ork. Olte would expect this sort of
inequity to be resolved as a part of the complus a Ifituulivyact ion plan,

AVAILARIIITY OP SUrPola SERVICE:; AND TIENEP118

NVItile the wompo's atbletie director is aided by one "totIvilt assistant for
15 hours a %%TO: and has about 'Dm square feet of work spare. the male ath-
letic director has an assistant. a ell it sell lee bookkeeper. a business manager.
tire seeretaries adat suite Of 0111,1,S,

Lack of ,suflielent supptai _sem we. van perpetuate dist linti tot kw aftlitt,1 WIlniflt
in 41hitit,,,Ftlr example, .attlimit. vrog)ati,. ,1101 Q-ittai.nt. tuft iii,4 ,ii Iilp,O, lirrtgilolq,
4141 nu{{ iliVVIIPP-intritY in; inatlf.quate support el kivesi,..11: the ,-jun, tifia..-rhe small ,,..

,i:ts 1th be program-VI-lack of N1-11,11'llt 111ttly are rise[ Iv PIO Ify tit, cold hilted !!'
inatiequtkte siiittOrt-sersiees .11 Is -gear thin t 11114 mandato for pittalptitietle el):
51111111iiity vans r'Irt tirenklug 1111z. 4.3 eh, 1,3 pro% Wing sufficient ,scr% icesso that the .

stool itrog(' ant for\woonett Might develop.
-.

Also. fiti. prinetplit,cid manlitla 4101.1 I Pal 11515o11t,,, II. AN 0101110111-4 for !l'Os'ea roll,

There is no Ample ails ree,to ti,r'11110,tion. "Il'Imt coil .61 utt-s tsmality f or wen)-.iopf mil uttii it'K to tilt viol fade; eiriiio, alit! itroft,,,Itutat meeting,. el c. -

en in sport'r The issues are complIgN and many of the priaiinut. are not easily -
.: t , , ., ,.

" N,. or the -ow( tikertmihrt I ion legiiinflou m01111.11, ditTercoce, In pay ba.ed ou a
holm 11111' ,entority or merir......tem. prokided'tpe syatida I, nut (11.erluditatoo oil the lotIsr,
of .ex or any other prohibited ground. t
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resolied. There is a strong mandate from federal Inloo, administrators, physical
educators, women athletes and is omen's groups, lain et er. for constI mai v,e change.
Equity demands that women be given a "sporting chance."

REsovitess

HOOKS AND REPORTS P.M( MIX FOCI SING ON VI O. IN SPORT
(MANY HAVE RXRNSIVE

Gerber, Ellen W., et al. The Amei ban Woman 'n Sport. Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison,IV6sley Publishing Company, 1971. for$S,.):, from Addison-
Wesley. Reading. Mass. 01807.)

Dorothy ed, DOW'S' Research Reports: Women in Sports. 2 _vols. Dis-trict of Columbia : American Association for Health, I'hysietti Education andItecreation, 1971 & 1973. (.Mailable for $3.00 front AAIIPER, I'ublications;
Sales, 1201 It1th St., N.W., Witshington, D.C. 20039.)

Harris. Dorothy V., ed. Women and Sport: :1 Sational Research Conference.
State College. Pennsylvania : The Pcam.yhania State University. 1972. (Avail-ititle for $5.00 from the Continuing Education 011ice, The Pentis3Ivania State
University. University Park. Pa.)

Ifoeptier, Barbara J., ed. ll'onicirx Alle(rtic.*. Coping With Controrersy. Districtof Columbia: Ainerican Association for Health, Pli3sietal Education, and Re-
creation. 1974. (Available for $3.25 from AAIII'ER, Publications,-Sales, 1201Kith St.. S.M. %,Vashington. D.C. 20030.)

Peterson. Kathleen, et :11.. eds. 01111 and Sprats: Conferenee Proceedings, Ma-
comb, Illinois: 11'(stern Illinois University, 1973.

S1UIIIES OF THE ST,VI PS OP WOMEN- IS SPORT

(HOST OF TIIESC REPORTS ARE UStrunustuan

Ad line Committee to the Ann Arbor Board of Education to Investigate Race and
Sex 1)kerimination In the Michigan High School Athletic Association, Inc. t-Guido I', the Building of Equal ()mien:nal:1y into the Constitution, Structure,and. Handbook of the Jfichigan Righ School Athletic Association, Inc. 1973.Ad line Committee to Study Women's Competitive Sports Programs. Report onWomen's Competitive Sports Pioyrams nt 11w (-mom sity of Washington..May
29. 1973. /

Alexander, Sue: and Danis, Denise. Scfr and Physical Education-at Wittenberg.1973.
Allocation of University Rimurces ,(0 Athletic Programs on the Basis of Sex

fat the University of California ai Los Angeles.] Morel! 20. 1972. (For details,
write to John Sandbrook, Office, of the Chancellor, Campus Affairs Division,
UCLA. 2211 Murphy Hall, 405 Higard Al e., Los Angeles, California 90024.)

Brown's Women Athletes". Abon i Month/y, March 1973.
Burns, Eunice L. it al. Report r f thc Committer to Study Interrollegiale Athlet-ics for 117omen tat the-Univo'sity of Michigan]. November 1. 1973.
Committoo to Bring About Et hal Opportunity in A thlet ics for Fomalos and Males

at the University of Michi an. A Complaint . 6 , Charging Gross Discrimination,
in Athletics Against Woo Pn at The Gluier:illy of Michigan, Angina 19, 1973.

y
v Available for $3.00 from, Marcia Federbush, 39 Einstein Drive, Princeton, New

.Terse 1$540.)
Committee to Eliminate, Sex Discrimination in the Public Schools and the Dis-

crimination in Education Committee of the National Organization for Women.In action Proposed to liniiimle Se.t n ilfe'r iMI nq t in?) in the ,Inn Arbor Publie
Schools. March 197". (Available for 750 from KNOW, Inc., Box S0031, Pitts-',

_ burgh. Pennsylvan'a 15221.) r,Camalittee to Stud Sex Dicrithitiation in. the Kalamazoo Public Schools. In\, swireh of me pi. retom to Grow; n( port of the MI 113(C21 Miura liOn/ A illi el ieS
'_ 1 Tsbtit("1,-94., 'A fie' 2. 1973. i

c votra611 on th%Sta, us of \Violin and Minorities. Subeiminaillee Report on Equality0,4)).mortlfbiliSts for Athletic PartiOpation for Nen mul Women at the On-
. tTeittl of `4t,Irlis a t Austin. Xovombot 11. 1973.

4.teelatiyaitir n rut -Stir Public Schools: Ni,vember 1973 (101 ed.t. (Available for
Tedqfintlb ,f.Sits rthf, I mrt The 1sprre 1 Plea and Proposal to Eliminate Sex

1)=

$3.0 froiti, ANOW, .Tno Box M1031. Pitkloirgh, Pennsylvania 15221,)
writ? Gr,:;wilt

ffjf sWiprkiii's Sports." Ifanihinc Unitersity Bulictin. April 1973.. ,

t. .
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Lakewood Task Force for Equality in Education. Spring 15173. (AviLitable for $1.50
front Louise Patrick Burns, 12511 Clifton Boulevard, #27, Lakewoo(1, Ohio
44107.)

National Organization for Woaen. Delius are Chapter. Education Committee. Sex
Discrimination in I/ie.:It/red I. Dupont Dixtrict. Inlay-1972.

Peterson, William J.. ed. -Girls' Basketball in I oss a." The Palimpsest, April 1968.
(Available for 50c from the State Historical Society. Iowa. Iowa 52240.)

Taylor, Suzanne. Extra Pay for .1 fhb tic and Non-Athletic Activities in COnnecti-
cut Teaeher famtracts 1914--1972. October 25, 1972_ (Available from Connecti-
cut -Education Association, 21 Oak Street. Hartford, Conneeticut 06106.)

Wisconsin Coordinating Council of Women in Higher Education. .4. Proposal . .

to the Administration of the University of Wisconsin, for tlie Development of
an Affirmative Action Program. 1973.

Womens Equity Action League. Texas Division. Sure/ y of Scx Discrimination in
the Waco Independent School District. April 1073,

MAGAZINES FOCUSING ON WOMEN IS SPORT

The Sportswoman, published,bimonthly, is as ailable for $1.50 a year front Jensen-
Vane Publications, 6150 Buckingham Parkway, Culver City. CA 90807.

11 omenSoorts, published monthly., is available for $S.00 a year front WomenSports,
1000 Elwell Court, Palo Alto, CA9.1303.

ASSOCIATION FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN PI:BIWA mass (AVAILABLE

FROM AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALT11..PHYSICAL EDUCATION. NV/ RECREATION,
PUBLICATtONSSALES, 1201 1DTH ST., N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20030.)

MAW ifandbook. $1.50
.41 :1 IV Directory: Charter Member Institutions. $2.00
Philosophy and Standards for Girls and Women's Sport& $2.00.
Guidelines for Intercollegiate Athletic Programs for Women. 10f!

OTHER PUBLICXHONS

Alvarcx. Carlos. "The High Cost of C'ollegeFoothall." College and University
Business. September 1973, p. 35.

Boring, Phyllis 'Gatlin. "Oirrs Sports A Focus out Equality." NJEA- Review.
tAvaiJabld for 500 from New Jersey Education Association, 180 W. State Sr,
Trenton. New Jersey 08609.)

Badig. Gene A. "Grid Stock Ha-Academic Stock Doss a." Phi Delta Kappan,
September 1972.

Craig, Timothy T., ed. Carwit Sports Medicine Levies. District of Columbia:
American Association fur Health. Physical Education. and Recreation, 1971.
(Available for $3.25 from AAIII'ER, Publication-Sales, 1201 16th St., N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20030.)

Edwards, Harry. "Desegregating Sexist Spurt." Intalect eel Digest, November
1972, p. 82.

Fasteau. Brenda Feigen. G is in Women a Sporting Chance." Ms., July 1973. p. 56.
Franks, Lucinda. "See Jane Run !" Ms., .latmary 1973. p. 9S.
Gilbert. Bill. and tiilionison. Nancy. "Women in Sport." 3 part series, Sports

Illustrated, May 28, June 7 and June 1.1.1973.
Hart, Marie. :'Sport. Women Sit in the Back of the Bus." Psychology Today,

October 1971. p..64.
LoggiaMarjorie. -On the Playing Fields of Ilistory." MR.. July 1973, p. 63.
Murphey. and -Vincent, Marilyn. "Status of Funding oil

Int ereollegin te A fillet ws." Journal of Ilealth, Physical Education, and Rcerea-
lion. Octo.ber 1973, p.-11.

"Special Issue: Revolution in Sports," Nation's Schools. September 1973.

IN Amu ?MN

There is now a Center for Women and Sport. (The Sports Research institute,
College for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. -White Building,
verslty Park,,Pennsylsanin 1(1802). Directed by Dr. Dorothy V. Harris, the
Center ssas formed to expand research illiterests in all areas relating to the
female involved la physical activity.
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The -Women's Equity Action League (WEAL) has developed a "sports kit"
focusing on the Title IX regulations and other issues. For a kit, send $2.00 to
WEAL,,799 Ngtional Press Building, Washington, D.C. 20001.

For information concerning recent legal developments concerning women in
sport. contact the Women's Rights Project of the American Cit it Liberties Union
(22 Rast 40th ,treet. New York, New York 10010) or refer to back issues of the
Women's Rights Law Reporter (180 Cniversity Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
'07102).

Nerg.The Project on the Status and Education of Women of the Association
-of American Colleges began operations in September of 1071. The Project pro-
ides a clearinghouse of information concerning women in education,and works

with institutions, government agencies, and other associations and programs
affecting women in higher education. The Project is funded by the Carnegie
Corporation of NeW York, the Danforth Foundation, and the Exxon Education
Foundation. Publication of these materials does not necessarily constitute
endorsement by AAC or any of the foundations which fund the Project.

Arum 1974.
(From the-Congressional Record, Nov. 19, 19741

SEX DISCRIMINATION AGAINST STUDENTS: IMPLICATIONS OF TITLE IX OF THE
EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 19721

Si-x DISCRIMINATION AGAINST STUDENTS

Mr. 13.xYn. Mr. President. with the publication of the proposed guidelines
of title IX by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, there have
been a number of inquiries raised as to the intent, purpose, and actual effect of
title IX on education institutions.

As the author of title IX, I am anxious to respond to those inquiries. Therefore,
X ask unanimous consent that all excellent artit le by Dr. Bernice Sandier. di-
rector for the Project inn the Status of Women, and Margaret Dunkle, associate
for the Project on the Status of Women at the ASsothition of American Colleges,
entitled "Sex DisCriminl that Against Students. implications of title IX of the
Education Amendments o 1972" be printed in the Record. "

'nee° being ho object on, the material was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows: i,

. ,

SEX DISCRIMINATION AGA\NST STUDENTS: iNirLICATIONS OF Tint: IX OF TILE' EDIX".. TION AMENDMENTS OF 1972.1

(By Margare C. Dunkle and Bernice Sandler)
. c(Norg,Margaret C. Dunkle is Project Associate with the Project on the

Status and Eduerition of Wommi the Association of American Colleges. Bernice
Sandler is Director of the Same 'roject. The ilews expressed- in this article do,
not neces.sarily reflect the views o the Association of American Colleges or the
Carnegie Corporation of New Yoik. the Danforth Foundation or the _Exxo
Education Foundation, which fund tll Project.) ,.

Title IX of the Education Amemin eats of 1972' mandates that sex diseriipi-
um tion be, eliminated in federally assi..ted education programs. There has been
considerable speculation about what clurage: will be required of educational insti-
tutions to wooly with Title IX. Althougka few issues ( most, notably competitive.
athletics) have. gmierated wide interest, \Title IX has significant implications
for a variety of 'less publicized issues inclying recruiting, admission, financial
aid. student rules and' regulations, housim, rules, health care and, insurance
benefits. student employment, textbooks and (curriculum, single-sex courses, and
women's studies programs. .

Differential treatment of men and women ets in almost_ every segment and
aspect of our society. Perhaps it is the most dainaging% how mei% when it appears
in and is transmitted by the educational institutions which are supposed to
provide all citizens with the tools to lit e in a democracy. As the U.S. Supreme
Court said in the 1914 Brown decision:

-In these days. It is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to
f..1aect.ed,-ktp life if . . denied the opporinnity of an ofineadon. Such an own.-

' tunitv. Wtere the State has undertaken to pros ide It, Is a% right which must be
inade.4avallable to all on equal terms. "' '`.

Footnote: at end of article.
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In the past twenty years It has become painfully- clear that equal educational
opportunity will become a reality only if it is bopported by strung and vigorously
enforced federal legislation. The long and difficult history of the attempt to elimi-
nate discrimination oil the basis of race prom-Des to be repeated in the attempt to
eliminate discrimination on the basis of sex.

In many instances, the courts has e been less %silting to prohibit sex discrimi-
nation than race discrimination in educational institutions.' They have generally
not interpreted the due process and equal protection guarantees of the 'Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments ith the saine strictness for sex discrimination as
they ha we for race discrimination. Ratification of the Equal, Rights Amendment
would have the effect of eliminating these dual standards. Lau.king constitutional
remedies. statutory prohibitions against sex discrimination become especially
important.

This article examines the overall Implitations of Title IX as u ell as the specific
issues %%inch affect sirtually every st.hooi and tarliege in tip country. It attempts
to provide some insights into the scope and nature of practices which discriminate
against students on the basis of sex, and the thanges in these practices which
might, uell be required fur an institution to be in compliance MU' federal law.
.While discrimination against fel:tales %%as the major reason fur the passage of
the legislation, the law covers discrimination against tif/atr %%omen or -Men on
the basis of sex.

Until the fall-of 1971, there as no federal legislation prohibiting sex discrimi-
nation among udeats.at. any lesvl of education. Female student-:+ could be (and
%sere) legally excluded from schools and colleges, admitted on a restrictive quota
basis, denied admission to certain classes and subjected to a satiety of other
discriminatory practices. Females had no legal ietunrse %shell educational institu-
tions denied them the opportunity that as regarded as the "birthright" of their
brothers.

AMENDMENTS TO THE PUIII.IL lit...U.1U SLR% It E ACE SIX DISCRIMINATION

The first federal law prohibiting sex (lista imination among students became
etTecti%e on November IS, 1571. Titles VII and VIII of the Public Health Service

t (PIISA) were amended to prohibit sex discrimination in admissions to` fed-
erally funded health training progr. 'is.` There arc no exemptions from covenigu.

Although the legislation itself speaks only of admission to programs, it. appears
that the final regulations also cos er _treatment of students already enrolled-in
programs and treatment of employ ces, orking-directly R 'III applitTIIIIS to ur stu-
dents in such programs' This broad inierpi-etatiori in supported by the legislative
history of the ainendments which indicates that Congress intended to prohibit
discrimination among hulls blunts already enrolled in programs as u ell as appli-
cants.' It. also appears that an institution's general admissions policies and prac-
tices are covered in cases where the federally funded health training programs
can be selected as a major after students are admitted. Others% ise, there %%mild
not be nondiscriMinatury pool of applicants from sviitch to select students.

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) is (barged ssith enforcing the nondiscriminatory provisions
of the PIISA. Noi...(nupliance %%WI the requirements of this legislation may lead
to the delay of awards of PIISA Titles VII and VIII funds. revocation of current
:mar& of debarment of an Institution from eligibility for future assents. In
general, the sex distsiblination pros bawls of the PIISA arc eonsistent aml
foreshadow the coverage and provisions of Title

TITLE IN. OF THE EDUCATIONAL AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Title IX of the Education Amendments 4) f 197:2 prohibits dist.riminatIon in
federally assisted ctimation programs' against students and employees on the
basis of sex." The key provision of Title IX reads:

"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in. be denied the benefits of. ur be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or actisity receiving Federal financial aSsIstalice. . ."

.In addition to the prohibition against sex disminiinat hut in etliiCatiolial
ti011S. Title IX also amends a number of other laws. Section DOC amends various
portions of the CI*11 Rights Act of 1964 " and the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1038 to include executhe. professional and ittlnilniArathe employee:4 under the
Equal Pay Act." Set, tiorl 901 forbids Losered educational institutions from

Footnotes nt end of article.
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denying an individual affinlitsion because of blindness or seerel3 Impairedvision."
The sex discrimination provision of Title IX are patterned after Titic VI of.the Civil Rights Act of 1964 %%hit h prohibits discrimination againstthe bone-

Marks- of federal moucv on the basis of race, color and national origin, butnot sex."
Bath the 'Title VI and Title IX are enforced b3 the Office for Civil -Rights ofthe Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The legal sanctions for non-ompliance are identical; if an institution does not (imply with the law, the

gove'nment may delay awards of money, revoke current ZINN ards or debar institu-tionsirom eligibility for future an arils. In addition, the Department of Justice
may.also bring suit at IIEW's request.

Any educational institution %%hick receives federal mottles by way of a grant.loan or contract other than a contract of insurance or ;41R :tiny) is required tocomply with the requirements of Title IX." This includes all schools: kinder-
gartens, preschools, 'elementary :tad secondary schools, vocational schools, juniorand community colleges. four-year colleges. universities and

°oTaduate
and profes-sional schools!' Private, as well as public. in'stitutions are subject to the require-ments Ltd 'title IX if they accept federal financial assistance.There are two overall exentptions to Title IX coverage which Congress spe-, citically stated-in the legislation:"

-.An institution controlled by a religious organization is exempt to the extent'that the a pplieation of the antidiscrimination provisions is not consistent with thereligious tenets of the organization. Thus discrimination in suck institutions onbasis of sex for reasons 'of custom, eonvenieace or administrative rule is.prohib-Red. This exemption wa 4 originaW included-in the legislation to exempt divinity..hoots. The burden of requesting and justWing this exception lies with theeducation instil ution."/
.. military school isLexempt if its primary purpose is io train individuals forthe military services of the United States or the inert hazit marines.'' This exemp-don apparently a ppiii.s ti) military schools at any level and the C.S. militaryacademies. It does not apply when military training is tangential to the primary

purpose of the instififtion. An example of a tangential relationship would be offer-ing Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) courses.
In addition to tlnise general exemptions. there is an exemption for adminiomi

to certain types of llistitilt1011R, most notably private undergraduate colleges andpublic singlesex nntlergradnate institutions. These exemptions are describ'nlinfra at text aceompanying notes 35-4l. Any other exemptions made as a result
of administrative decisions by Ike Depart silent of Health. Education, and Welfareare likely to conni under strong criticism from both women's groups and membersof Congress. In addition. the parallel wording of Title IX and Title VI void(' Judi-, rate that there is little. if an3. legal jastiiication for administratively exemptingsomething from coverage under Title I' (sex). while clearly covering It underTitle VI rime. color, national origin) Civil rights advocates are likely to viewattempts to dilute Title IX coverage as an effort to dilute Title VI coverage.

Individuals and organizations can challenge anv practice or policy which theybelieve diserimhnttes on the basis of sex by writing a letter of complaint to the
Secretary of.liealth. Education. and Welfare, They can tile on their own behalfor On MOM' of someone else (or some other group). Complaints can be filed ona class action basis..with or 'nitionit specific aggrieved individuals being named."It the government finds discrimination in violation, of title' IX. the statuterequire that it lir,t attempt to resolve the prttblem through infonud coneillation
andtpersuasion with the institution .=2 If this process fails to remedy the discrim-ination, HIM' may either hold formal hearings or refer the ease to the Depart-ment of Justice for jmlb sal action. If discrimination is found following IIEWhearings, federal financial assistance can be terminated.'-

Title 7X 1)(111)114 institutions to lahe affirmati% e :lethal even in the absence ofproven diserimination if. for one reason or another, there is limited pa rtieipatonby women Or mein in a federally assisted education program.' There is a distinctionbetween affirmatire ((Hirt,' and tiondiorimination. NondiScrimination meanssimply Altering pvtlet ices which have been discriminatory musing to recruitonly at Male schools i Affirmative action means taking steps to r " -mcdy a situationba,eil tin sex %Odell was causcd by past discrimination either by the school or bysoeie; y at large (e,g., sponsoring prOgrams specifically designed to attract femaleapplieants).

FootuuteN ni cad of article.
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It is not clear to what extent affirmative action can involve spetifiepreferentiat
treatment on the basis.of race or sex. When past diScrImination Iv an histtintion
has been proven it is clear that the courts or enforcing agency can require an
institution to give preference to remedy the discrimination. The government
cannot, however, base such a finding solely on statistical evidence of an mbalance
)vithout a formal determination that the imbiance represents discrimination.''
flowerer, the - question of how to encourage voluntary action for the benefit of one
group consistent with the purpose of the antidiscrimination legislation, but with-
out proof of wrongdoingwhile at the same time, not discriminating against
members of other groups has not finally been resolved.'

IIANIFESTATIoNs 05 inix. ntsCittstINATIoN'

Many criteria,,policies, practices and procedures which have traditionally been.
accepted by educational institutions perpetuate sexdiserhnintion in both overt
and subtle. ways, In general, discrimination falls info two categories:

Overt discrimination, which speeificully excludes one sex or specifies different
treatment or benetiN based on sex. Examples would be admissions quotas for
weihettr-diffeeent-stainittrels-of condpct- for-females and-males-and-single-svx------
classes. In addition, evaluating the same characteristics or conditions differently
for women and. men would fall into this category. Such decisions are often.
unconsciously -made because of stereotyped or inaccurate assumptions about the
roles of women and men. Although these assumPtions may be true for some
women and men, they are not true for all women and men. Making decisions
based or such class stereotypes can perpetuate diserhnination.": For example,
evaluating marital or parental status differently for each sex in determining-
eligibility for financial aid (because married men are "breadwinners" and would
fall into this category. A second subtle way in which overt discrimination might
manifest itself is when se.r-neutral policies and procedures are not implemented.
That is, if an institution had a nondiscriminatory official policy, but in. practice
followed a discriminatory policy,_it would be violating Title IX.

Discrimination as a result of criteria, pdlieies. procedures or practices which
appear to be fair, but which have a disprbportionate impact on one sex or the
other, An example would be prohibitions against admitting_older students (since
women are less likely than equally qudified men to attend college at a young
age) or granting preference to varsitrathletes (Once there are generally -far
fewer opportunities ter women. to compete in varsity athletics). Many policies
and proeedurevs which appear to be fair may unintentionally have a discrimina-
tory impact on one sex or the other because one sex has been discouraged from
participating in or discriminated against in certain activities. It is conceivable
that an institution miglit argue that using such criteria is not an act of discrimina-
tion on its part_and that it is not responsible_for the consequences of past discrim-
ination or exclusion by others.

A Principle enunciated in a unanimous Supreme Court decisffin is relevant to
this discussion. In Griggs v. Duke Power Company;' the Court said that any em-
ployment policy which has a disproportionate effect on minorities or other pro-
tected classes (even though it is fair on ill; face) and cannot be- justified by
business necessity. constitutes discrimination barred by Title VII of the 10(14
Civil Rights Act. In addition, the Court said that it is the effect (rather than the
Intent) of a policy or -procedure in operation that determines whether or not
there has been discrimination. While the Griggs decision occurred in ,comieelion
with employment discrimination. the same principle has been utilizeil by the
courts in civil rights isues and can lie expected to be applied to 4ex-aserijuinat ion
in education.

RECttUITING STUDENTS
4.

Although the recruitment of students is generally not an issue at the elementary
and secondary level, it is of increasing concern to post÷erondi)ry institutions
because the growing competition for qualified students 'is becoming more intense.
The recruiting process includes information conveyed by written materials (bro-
chores. catalogs, applications) Q nd trerui ters or admissions personnel (through
campus visits, interviews and brreApondence).This process can discriminate
against-women both overtly and subtly if care la not taken to assure that it -is
unbiased.

Footnote!' at end of article.
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The way in which an institution recruits students can Irate a significant Impact
on the number of women who apply?' Affirmative recruiting to alter a pattern of
iimitew participation by one sex or the other is legal under Title IX. Ouch
affirmative recruiting makes the pool of qualified "%omen apply lug inure accurately
retteet the potential pool of applicants and does not necessarily alter the way, in
which an institution applies its criteria for admission.

Sometimes recruitment policies or practices are overtly listirimina tory. More
often they are overtiy benign, but in one u ay or another have the effect of dis-
couraging women from applying.

Policies and practices.va fairly explicitly exclude women include:
-Recruiting only (or predominantl f at male institutions. or recruiting pri-

marily at institutions which diserinniate on the basis of sex in their own admis-
sions procedures. without recruiting at institutions which do not discriminate.

Relying heavily omalmuni for recruiting I rather than Jltunimei. This can have
an eile:ially profound effect at formerly all-node schools Inch ha" e admittedwomen only recently.

Application forms which ask married female students if they have their hus-
band's permission to attend school, u Idle not asking the slime question of married

--nialesrirdems: Similarly. asking-ladh_seles for their spouses' permission. but
evaluating the response differuntly for u omen and men vatifiTiTlie

Reerniters who discourage females from pursuing their applications, ,while
not similarly discouraging comparable male applicants.

The more subtle manifestations of discrimination in recruiting have perhaps
the most devastating efluct on women. Oftentimes institutions and their elate-

. sentatives nneonsciously perpetuate discrimination in their publications, appli-
cation materials and recruiting techniques. All of these items together give a
prospeetive student the -flavor" of an institntion,and an indication of the stainsof women on campus.' They can either encourage women to apply or have a
"chilling effect" on the number of women applicants. Suet' factors subtly tell a
women student, if she is tis welcome asilier equally qualified. brother.

in addition to those listed below. the discriminator," policies and practices
listed throughout this article cam have a 'ehilfing effect" by significantly dis-cotkraging womenfroin applying':

Having only or predominantly male recruiters or admissions personnel.
having piettires in publications w hich show students as mainly male, while

either not showing women at all or shaming theft primarily in "dating" or socialsituations.
Deserilaing nude sex-typed programs (such as engineering, physics. pre-timed

programs) in ways which discourage women from applying.
Describing female sex-typed programs (such as home economics, elementary

education. nursing) in ways which unnecessarily encourage %%omen and discour-
age men from aplying. For example. describing students in these programs as
she implies that they are fields for women only.

I'sing the "generic'' he in catalogs and other publications.
Listing or having other policies (such as residency requirements or age cut-

offsi which "night have a disproportionate impact on women.

AnItissioNs rito4RANIS12

The issue of sex discrimination in admissions is primarily of importance to
postsecondary institutions, although It also has relevance for elementary and
secondary' vocational or special academie schools.' A thorough discussion of the
admissions decision- is critical for several reasons. If an indlvidital is not ad-
mitted to an institution- because of sex discrimination, equal treatment in the
program becomes irrelevant. In addition. many of the considerations which affect
the admissions decisions are mirrored In latter treatment of students..kn tinder-
standing of factors which 'night influence the admissions decision aids in under-
qauding the nature anal operation of sex discrimination against students alreadyfidinitled to a program"
Exemptions from Admimions ProviNiiins of l'itle 1.1 33

Title IX specifically exempts certain types of institutions front-nondiscrimi-
natory admissions. Largely because of pressure from parts of the edueational
community. Congress exempted the &Miming institutions from nondiseriminatory admissions:

Footnotes.at end of article.
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Private undergraduate institutions.
Preschools and elementary and secondary schools (other than vocational

schools) 'a
Single-sex public undergraduate institutions.'

These institutions are exempt from the admissions provisions of Title IX only,"
They are not exempt from the obligation to treat students (and employees) in
a nondiscriminatory manner in all areas other than admissions,

Sex 'discrimination in adnussious is specifically prohibited in the following
types ot Institutions:

Public coeducational undergraduate institutions: '
. Vocational schools, including vocational high schools.

Professional schools.'
Graduate schools."

Oval DAcrimiiiiitirm in Admissimis
In covered institutions. mart quotas that !Milt the permit-age or number of

women (o men) violate Title IX. Similarly, an admissions policy has'ed on the
umnbee or Percentage of applicants from each sex would violate Title IX. For
example, admitting 30 percent offeznale applicants and 30'porcent of male appli-
cants would tie admission to sex and could result in admitting members of one
sex who were less qualified the some of the students of the other sex who were
rejected. Also, ranking or even thug applicants separately on the basis of sex

------wtrtriel-1,e-a_TaltIX violation.
A more unconscious form of overt discrimination occurs when the same char-

aeteristics or conditions are evalnated tlifferently for women and men. Igor
example, because of class assumptions about the roles of women and men, a well
intentioned admissions (Aker or counselor may discriminate on the basis of
sex by :

Evidnating. marital status or potential marital status (whether single. di-
vorced, married or separated) differently for women and men. k'or example,
admitting married men, but not married women.

Making pre-admission infinities concerning whether a person is"Ms, Miss, Mrs.
or Mr."

Evaluating parental status differently for females and males. FM. example,
admitting unwed fathers (while not admitting unwed mothers) or admitting
men (but not women) with small children.

Evaluating personality charticteristics (such as "assertiveness") as a positive
factor for one see t males) and a negative factor for the other sex (females).

Fsing different standards for admitting women and men because of assump-
tions about what are suitable and proper fields for women (e.g., h'ome economics,
nursing, elementary education). and men (e.g., science, medicine, auto

meellanies).
Refusing to admit men. but not women, with long hair,
Admitting older men, bit not older women.

ONtoisibly Fair Criteria Policies. Practices and Procedures Which, How a
Discriminatory Impart on One ,S' .r

.

Many institutions believe that they have sex-blind (or sex-neutral) admis-
sions Criteria and procedures. However. a close examination of these ostensibly
"neutral" criteria often reveals thht a number are sex biased. For example. an
institution might give preference to any "person" who has been a Rhodes scholar.
Since only Ine are eliigble for Rhodes scholarships, this practice is it (Us-

riminatoryAimpact on women.)
It k important, to remember that ninny of the criteria evaluated by admissions

officers and committees are not In themselves indicators of performance in a
given program or institution. Rather, they are shortcut indicators of success
In what is perceived to be a similar situation.

A distinction can be drawn between ultimate (direct) and intermediate
(indirect) criteria or qualities:

Minnie criteria are those which are essential to performing n task satisfae-
tority. (For eXample, organizational ability, writing skills. motivation;

diseipline, creativity, research_allillty_or afilitude in a parthiniar field.)

rnfortunately. however, these criteria are often difficult or imPossiblic
measure directly.

Footnotes at end of article.
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Intermediate caliterid, ou- the other ha ad. are the shortcut approximate i ali-eators which are used to roughly gauge the ultimate criteria or ability o acandidate. These are more easily evaluated than ultimate criteria and mightinclude offices held in school. articles published, nature and extent of work
experience; grades and..-test scores or attendance at a particular school.

Intermediate criteria are, of course, indispensable aids to narrowing the field
Of candidates. However, these ,criteria are by nature generalizations and assuch may be both imprecise and arbitrary when used to measure the ability of
it,given individual. In addition, becupse of sex discrimination- in society at large.%vowel) who have the desired ultimate qualities may not have kad the opportu-nity to obtain the most desirable intermediate credentials. Vierefore; blanketapplication of ostensibly neutral criteria could result in sex discrithination.

The Supreme Court has recognized, in Griggs v. Duke Power Company,42 thatcertain criteria can post : artificial, arbitrary and unnecessary barriers to em-ployment when the barriers operate invidiously to discriminate on the basisof racial or other itui)ermissible classification!'
The Court found that:
Far from disparaging job qualifications as such, Congress has made such qual-

ifications the controlling factor, so that race, religion, nationality, and sex
become irrelevant. What- Congress has commanded is that any tests used mutt
meaSure the person for the job and not the person in the abstract." [emphasisadded]

There seems little doubt that this reasoning applies equally ter similar discrim-
ination against students in federally assisted education programs."

Assuming that the ultimate criteria evaluated by a selection committee are
rationally related to the educational goals of the institution, it is then impera-
tive to examine the intermediate criteria to determinerif they are:

Valid indicators of the ulthinite qualities desired ;
Free 'of sex bias (that is, not disproportionately excluding one sex or theother). -
If an intermediate criterion is in some way sex biased. then the institution

would be well advised to look for alternative measures. For example, an insti-tution might consider "competitiveness" a desirable quality for students and-
use "participation in interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics" as an inter-
mediate measure of competitiveness. Because athletic opportunities are severelylimited for women in most institutions, such an Intermediate criterion mighteliminate women who have the desired ultimate quality (competitiveness).
Because discrimination against women often makes it more difficult for them
to obtain impressive 'Credentials (intermediate criteria), institutions, may find
that it is Sometimes more difficult to assess the degree to which women (aS
opposed to men) possess the desired ultimate qualities. As a beginning an
institution could broaden its list of acceptable intermediate criteria.

Examples of "intermediate criteria" which might have the effect of dispro-
portionately excluding women include the following: '

Membership iu a single-sex honprary organization. (In some schools, there isonly a men's honorary. In otheg, where there are two separate Single-sex
honorariei. the women's honorary is often smaller and/or has higher admis-
sions standards, with the result that fewer women than men have this
credential.)

Similarly, using membership in single -sex professional organizations as a
criterion can lead to bias. (For example, until 197-1 Phi Delta Kappa, thd edu-cation honorary, did not admit women."'

Paring received an award available to one sex only. (It is not unusual for there
to be fewer "female" than "male" awards and scholarships given. The result ofthis pattern is that some female students do not receive awards while lessqualified male students do.)

Havigg attended an institution which discrithinates (or which discriminated
in the Vast) in admission on the basis of-sex. (For example, giving preference to
individuals front siiecific private undergraduate institutionswhich can maintain
sex-based admissions quotas under Title IXis likely to have the effect of dis-
proportionately excluding women.)'" -

-fIiavinK recolVed an athletic letter, aw rd or scholarship. (The lack of athletic
opportunities for women makes this cr erlon especially suspect.)

Footnotes at end of article. -
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Giving preference to students who hare held offices in clubs. (For example, in
some schools the,student body president is "always" male. An equally qualified
female (student is most likely encouraged to run for secretary or vice president.)

Ability to attend school full-time as a measure of commitment. (Often women
with children or women who work -find that they are -unable to attend school
full -time, despite their interest.)

Continuous schooling or employment aS, a sign of commitment. (Although
many women interrupt their education or etreers for child retiring, this N gen-

-erally mot nn expression of lack of interest or commitment.)
Evainatingate conlinitment to a profession or vocation as anindicator of lack

-Of seriousness or didication. (Many women 1 mime schooling or make a new
career commitment Stm.lafer age than.their.ma ecounterparts.)

m WNot admitting "older" students. (Women or ore -likely than men to s-
-continue their education so that-they -might silpport a student-husband or raise
eliildren. In addition, women often have a more\ difficult time financing their
-.education. At any given levelof education, the majority of people who-do not
proceed to the next -level are -female. Consequently, the pool of qualified older
qipplicilliti. N likely -to be disproportionately female."

Using military service ass measure of a broad background or good citizenship.
(In addition to being exempt from the draft, the number of women In the military
has been limited by -a strict quota,. and women admitted to the armed services
have to be more highly qualified thaw men.) \

Evaluating park-time or'surnmer employment as a Measure of interest and
accomplishment. (Because of the general pattern of employment discrimination.
women are,more likely to have-had clerical and other so-called "feminine" jobs,
rather than jobs that might he indicative of their interests or potential.)

Evaluating work Illat-is 'typically "male," such Its military service, in a favor-
:1111e light, %sidle evaluating work that Is typically "female," such as child rearing,
in an unfavorable light. ek

Relying heavily on letters of recommendation to gauge such things as commit-
ment. ability to t:ork with others, etc." Such recommendations by counselors,
readier): and employrs may reinforce stereotyped-attitudes of admisSIons per-
..onnel and introduce extraneous factors into-the selection process. For example,
a number of chtirtteterizsitions that are routinely used to.describe female candi-
dates ("charming," "delightful." "feminine," "pretty") are almost never used to
describe Male candidates and are, in fact, unrelated to academic ability. It, is
difficult to flnagine the following "reconimendations"-applied to a-man:

"Joan is extremely attractive, but she does not let it get iu the way of her
work."

"Mary has one of-the finest minds I've ever seen in a woman."
Because Sally .Topes is somewhat unattractive, she is not likely to marry and

tfate her professionahtraining."
"Sarah is a delightful person v( hose good looks },null adorn any department."

THE'AWARD OF FINANCIAL AID '''.

The award of fletincial aid is often of prime importance at the post-secondary
I.% el." Indeed, an ..istitution's decision to award or not to award), financial aid
to a student is often ft major factor in determining-which institution a student
mill attend. Because the award of financial aid also preamindly affects the treat-
ment of students already enrolled in a program, the financial aid practices and
policies of on institution areLiot exempt from the requirementS of Title IX. even
when the admissions policies'are exempt.

The data indicate that women often meet discrlinination injhe antolintand
type of financial aid they receive.74 Discrimination-in the award or' financial aid
can be either overt or subtle (such as using ostensibly fair criteria %%1110 per-
petuate sex bias). ± ,

S(nne institutions now require women to meet higher (or-different) standards
than men in order to be eligible for financial aid.ptlirinstittifions lane favored
men over women by: /

Offering a woman ft loan. while offerlog a comparably qualified. and situated
male a, fellowship or assistantship.

Offering the most prestigious seholarsiiips, fellowships and assistaiitsbips to
men while offering women the less prestigious awards. , i

Footnotes at mei of article. /
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Also. a number of admissions committees hate traditionally evaluated the,same
characteristics differently depending on their sex. In addition to -the examples
mentioned pievionsly in the discussion of admissions, thefollowing might come
under this category :

Denying married women financial aid (while not similarly denying such aid to
married men) or offering married women and men financial aid on a different
basis. (At some institutions financial aid committees hate automatically assumed
that a married woman needs /es,' assistance because her husbaial trail siMport
her, while a married man needs more assistance because he is the "hOnd of the
Household." While this assumption may be correct in some instances,,..it is
certainly not correct in all instances.)

Offeritig(women and men with dependent. children different amounts of aid
because of sex-based assumptions about their-child care responsibilities. There
are also a number of ways in which overtly neutral criteria, policies or proce-
dures discriminate against Women in the award of financial aid. All of the 'inter-
mediui criteria* mentiened which might have the effect of discriminating against
women in admissions (membership in single-sex honorary societies, continuous
schooling, etc.) can also lime the, effect of discriminating against womeit in the
award of financial aid. In addition. policies or proCedures which make it difficult
tor impossible) for part-time students to receive financial aid or which do not
consider the cost of child care in determining need. disproportionately affect
women since many more women than men find it necessary to attend school o4p
part -tine basis and have primary child care responsibilities.

There is some question concerning to what extent single-sex fellowships will he
allowed under Title IX." Some people maintain that there should be no single-sex
fellowships offered by or through an educational Institution. They maintain that
there is no more justification for single-sex scholarships than there Is for scholar-
ships limited to w hites. Others maintain that institutions should he allowed to
continue to offer single-sex scholarships that are part of a trust, will oil bequest
If they are "balanced" an equal amount of mon0 for the opposite sex ,."' Under
this system,. need would be determined regardless of sex, but single-sexischolar-
ships could continue to be awarded. provided the amount of money individual
students received was not affected by their sex. A. number of people question
whether such an option %would be administratively feasible. In addition they
argue that notch of the benefit of receking_suth scholarships is in the prestige
connected with it. and that such a syltiii would perpetuate past discrimination
lo allotting the most prestigious seliolarships to continue to be for men only.
A NPudy of Wwnot in Fellow:Min and Training Programx concluded that :

Until women at hie% e a higher partiiipation rate infellowship, internship. and
other trainingi programs. many qualified women will lack one of the more
important credentials necessa0 fur career upward mobility. They will alws
be less "qualified." '3

nms AND REGULATIONS t'S

There are a variety of rules, regulations and polkies width differentiate im
the 11:ISIN of sex and are almost certainly liolations of Title IX. It is highly
unlikely that the follow ing types of rules and regulations could be instilled under
Title IX for any reason :

`Different curfews or visitation hours for women and.men.'
Appearance codes which set different standings based on sex (such as a

requirement that la)s ha% e short blur, while girls are permitted to have either
short or long hair).

Dress codes which set different standards fur females and males (such as
policies which Rermit nudes. but not females. to wear slneks).`"

Different standards of punishment or different 0 it of punishment based 1in
(Alt h as Punishing females. but not males. who swear, or using «,rpnral

punishment on men only).
Forbidding unmarried mothers tbot out unmarried fat hers from partit-ipatiog

in extra& lurk ular at tit ale's or at Meth franc:. or dcbai ling unwed mothers from
eligibility for awards or prizes.'

Restricting the optiinis or patio ipation4.n Classes. extra( urrli ular ities.
etc.) of persons. (female or limit, alizw of tit it actual or potential mai it al
Stitt us.

Requiring that the prom queen. homed oniing (win. oh. be a virgin."

Footnotes at end of article.
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lit fuldit ion, automatically assuming that the residt toy of a noinamjs the sante
as bet husbants out have an espet tally significant effect in state-supported insti-
tutions %%here the tuition is higher for out of-state than for in-state residents.

A 1111mber Of institutions-havy rules or regulations n bkh might be challenged
under Title IX if they 1111% atsproportionate impart tat %%omen. For example .

Rigid time limits for eomPleting programs or degrees.
Lack of opportunity to attend school 011 it part -time basis. (Ili cruse many

numen have primary responsibility for child care, the.% are often unable to attend
on a full-time basis.)

On- campus residency requirements.
Pim va liability of leaves ofabsenee for child rearing.'

A rilliOes width Mahe-it difficult to transfer credits from one 'migrant or tit,11-
littioli to another. I Widlleu are more likely than 111(11 to attend several institu-
tions ]Because of their husbands' job changes.)

IPSCS NCi ErLES AND FACILITIES '3

While this is nut an issue at most elementary and ,:- unitary st Mrls. the
hoifsig facilities and the options available to men t tam., . (I a %%omen ale of
iintortanee at a ninither of post-secondary institutions.

lection 1107 of Title IX specifically addresses one aspect of I itisAssue
Notnithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this title. nothing- t on-

t.iined herein shall be construed to 'prohibit any edit( at tonal uisi at WWII level% in
funds under this Act, flow maintaining separate It% mg fat tittles for the (Wien

Although institutions are not required by Title IX to ' tut egrate' their tha-t

ppittfries. they are prohibited from dist rintinat tog t the ha-is of sex It the
tions they offer their female and male students:-
bat k of dcritory space for one sex e21111u4 be Used a, a 111(1111s of limiting the

number of students of that sex %%Ito are admitted. Roo:snag rules, lane sometimes
teen used to deity %%omen admission to all institution. For an institution
may l'issign a smaller untidier of rooms to women.and that LI insist that all names
live On animus (although male students are attuned to Ive tiff taittlaisi. It the
histaution Uses the la( k of dormitory spat e for %%omen as a it asoti, for floating
t hell. admission. it violates Tit le IX.

Sex-based differences in, housing options can take a number of forms.
Alloy% ing Men, but out %%Omen. to Ike off campus or Int % g different tmt at lidat

sorb as grade point averages. for %Outten and Melt Ili 11% e off t animist.
Offering one sex or the other a aisprupot tiunate share of the cost tlestratble'

or most economieal housing.
()tiering %%omen and men differential opportunities to lite ht housing %%loch per-

mits drinking, the presence of pets. ay.
Making dormitory suites, single rooms or large towns diffel ent tally mathilit... to

women and men.
Providing different suppurti%C st r% it es. 11.4141 as Wald sel%ate. la amity fitell-

ities. recreation rooms, dining fat fifties, smat k bolsi to %%Innen mid men.
Offering different options of Iesideiee hall go% ernata e based tin sex.
Offering different set urity provisions based on sex I sat h as guards. lot k tot

(1oors. etc.).
Offering different roommate NON lion procedures based on sex.
Offering married students different housing options based tot sex.
Charging different housing fees based on sex.
Listing or others% Ise iierpet noting or endorsing la di`k lig %%lilt h ilist'0111111111e Olt

the basis of st.x.
itmrtia:stt:NTs FOR unane.vriox

At present there`pre a surprising number of instaht es in AylAidt (tomtit, and
males are requrol to amass different credentials (or art able to ainti,,s the same
credentials in different fashions I iii order tb gradialie, diff,./1.11,.,.. an.
PC(tiallS Pronounced in traditionally sex segregated phy -it al ilu&
ueonotaks or shop Classes. E,'xittliples of sex-basd tliffetent tat nal %%hit It no await,
violate Title IX meiotic

Requiring females to take home et pommies and ri waiving male, to take,
or Industrial arts. (Often, %%MUH 1-.1111114 sal isf,% their retilitrement, by taking stop a.
and men cannot satisfy* their requirements by Shaking Inane erontottits.)

footnotes at end of article.
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II:icing-more required tas opposed to elective) courses for females than males.
(For example. requiring A; omen to take a course in home economics, uitli uo
:similar requirement made of men.)

Requiring fetna le and male students to have a different total number of courses,
credits or hoUrs to graduate.

, Having different required courses for female and male physical education
majors or requiring them to have different grade point aserages to gradMite (or
to graduate with honors).

Allowing men. but not women, to exempt required physical education courses
by taking a skills test or participating in varsity athletics.

Awarding academic credit to men, but not to women, who participate in inter-
scholastic or intercollegiate athletics.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND _EQUAL ATHLETIC occownixrnEs 9'

Perhaps no issue eon( erning Title IX=Itas generated as much heated debate and
controversy as equality in sports acid athletics. And perhaps 110 here else are the
inequities as profound. Although money is by no means the sole measure of
equality, gross inequities in the -total amount of money spent on women's and

. men s sports can be used as a rough measure of discrimination. It is not unusual.
for example, for the budget- fcr men's athletics to be a hundred (Or even a
thousand) times greater than the budget for women's athletics."

Many complex and difficult legal and educational questions are raised in the
process of attempting to discern what constitutes equality for w omen in sports.'
There are a number of mimosa ered ooestions concerning ,precisely what criteria
and standards should be Used to evaluate equal opportunityjn assessing whether
It provides equal opportunity, an institntion might examine its non-competitive
programs, competitive (interscholastic or, intercollegiate) programs, and (since
physical education and athletic programs halve traditionally been single-sex)
employment patterns and administrative structiires."

In non-competitive and instructional programs, an institution might find bias
in such areas Ifs:"

Instructional opportunities and physical education claSses."
Sex based requirements for physical education majors:
Requirements for graduation.
Intramural programs.
Recreational opportunities."
Discriminatioh in competitive programs might occur in :
The funding of programs oneluding the source of mono, :size of the budget

and use of fundsi.
The provision of faCili ties and equipment.'
The availability of medical and training service.; and facilities.

ellednling games anti practicethnes.
The availability of funds for travel and per diem allowances.
Awarding athletic scholarships.
Recruiting athletes.
Media coverage.
The-selection of sports and levels of competition.
The female/node composition of 11w team (single m A 1C fStIN mixed or coeduca-

tional teams)."1
:Nome institutions Lave been reluctant to change policies and practices man-

: dated Ly athletic o on fo(renee ur a,:sodation rules. even though they Have a Ws-
cninioatory impact, on w omen. Sefeh regulations, howeyer, do not alter the obliga-
tio, ,,f an Institution to provide Nat'l opportunity to women and men under
Title IX. For example. the differential association or comference,requirements fur
f'd tit sex f oat erring eligibility for finala lad aid or for part', ipation in inter-
(sone:nate. spot ts do not alosol1e the institution from the lobligation to I meat the
sexes equally."

Aithough HEW is relit( taint to identify absolute crib.na for determining coin-
pliatiWe in 'this area. a number of Title IX complaints nlieging se x dim riminatioa
no athletic opportunity have already been tiled.' In the absence of detailed

\s'andads for asses-log athletic ((gram:, HEW a ;II no &alit resod% e complaints
on a case-by(ease MOS.

l'000t note+ at end of article.
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Most institutions offer their students some sort of co ory or optional
medical care and, or health insurance. These services and. IA pia ve come under
considerable criticism, however, at a number a institutions for discriminating in
tipe way or another_ against women. The areas most frequently cited as ills-
ernuinatury involve preguauo, gynecological an anal family planning.' In
general, it Is reasonable to expect the criteria fur. identifying discriminatuly
treatment of these services mild benefits among students to be consistent 'with
already established criteria fur making similar determinations among employees.

The principal of treating pregnancy fur-job-related pitiposes in the same wan-
ner as any other temporary physical disability is clearly stated in the employment
urea ` In the past, pregnant students-bare often been treated differently because
of moral judgments about their inegncy, tattier than because of concern for
their health.

Differential-treatment-of pregnant students may take a number of forms. For
example, the fulloning types of insurance coverage neat pregnancy differently
from other teuttprary disabilities:

Excluding pregnancy altogether.
Providing more 'Milted coverage of pregnancy than of other temporary

disabilities.
Covering pregnancy only for women who are melded and,sur ho have either a

joint or "high option" policy.
Similarly, policies mhieli cover vasectomies, but not sterilization fur- vv omen,

might be called into question tinder Title It.
In addition, the follow Mg rules and policies comerning the treatment of preg-

mint .students'will undoubtedly be challenged. unite' Title IX because they tre.tt
pregnancy differently from other physical disabilities :

Expelling pregnant stdents.'
Requiring pregnant students to enroll in special classes or to be tutored at

home."
Requiring pregiiaiit students to leave school a ce tarn number of mouths before

childbirth ur forbidding them from leturling fur a certain number of
months after childbirth."

Requiring .pregnant students to have a doctor's certificate to either amain
in or return to school, while nut,inafting Similar requirements of students with
other physical disabilities.

Requiring pregnant students to notify the institution of the expected date of
childbirth, without similarly requiring individuals with other tempor.try dis-
abilities to notify the istitutim of the planned dates for surgery or absence.

Treating pregnant students differently. depending on their marital statuk.
The inability or unwillingness of institutional health care fmilities to provide

gynecological services has become an issue um a number of campuses. The ab-
sence or inadequacy of these services is likely to be raised under Title IX.

The lack or inadequacy of family planning and contraceptive services ls also
been a concern of students at many Institutions. Title IX would neit r rt nitre
that an institution pros ale suit sere ices nor prohibit them from doi g so,
it they were used by a different proportion of students of one sex than the other.
If such sect Ices are prat ided. Mutt et er, they cannot be offered for one sox olds.

EMPLOY \I ENT OPPORTUNITIES 44

Many Institutions either offer thely students Nome :Sort of employment or as-ist
them in finding employment. Because of increased awareness of bo 11 Title IX
and employment legislation, a number of institutions now include i section on
student employment III their affirmative action plan.

Students employed by an educational institution are protee Fd by the same
antidiscrimination legislation, and regulations Which cove other employees
Executive Order 11246. ;VII of the Civil Rights Aet of 19G4 mid the Equal
Pay Act of 1963. These laws prohibit any illfferene e basis of sex f and.
in most Instances. offithe basis of race, color. religion and national origin as well1
in hiring, upgrading, salaries, fringe benefits. training and all other conditions
Of employment."

36'4

HEALTH CARE AND1INSURANCE 8')

Fo,tnotes at end of article.
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Sex 144 ill welit I all manifest itself ilk a number of ways. Forexample at a coedlicational iiy league unii ersity. a annum nho applied for a jobin the university greenlitmse was told that she could not he hired to work there,because "girls kill the plants. In addition. the following a re_among the practice,whie ivoidd violate these laws and regulation.:
Routiti.ety assigning onion students to seerelarial jobs and Men to the (oftenhigher haying ) ground. and buildingcrew,
-Refusing to hire women students t or disconraging them from applying) forPa rt batla r job,,"
Student 411:1cemOnt :41.11-lees which accept job opportunities limited to one sexnot only vhdate Title IX. but other tans as hell. Howe% or benign the intent. this

breakdown virtually always limits the job opliortunities of women 'students. For
e*autple,;xelatively low paying jobs isitch as_ secretarial nor); and teaching)ate list eit for w,Mien. while the better jolts tsuelt as engineering and middk-managenient psi. Iinu.I are listed for knell, Placement seri we, inelu(1ing studentplacement services) are likely to be challenged Under Title IX if they:

Aecept lid, offers limited to one sex only.
Allow rirruiterS; ou campus nho refuse to interview women or otherwise dis-criminate against ,winne.
Allow enkployers' to recruit on campus tabo routinely offer hnilarly qualified

females and halos different jobs or sala ries,
Refer only males to fields which are predioninantly -male." %%bile referringfemales Ili dolds traditionally thought of a "feminine."

,'A,P1,01 rut-. N. Ts or si omt:x TO coM IsksIoNS AND coNINI ITEES

administrators or teachers are eallet1 Upon to appoint Stildellts to
eonuoisiotk. colutnittee nit governing bodies of one sort or another. In the past.the 1,01k of ihirse .Ipp011f especially the most prestigious or powerful ap-'have been gis en to males. Under Title 1X. instuittions will haveflip ,adiga t ion to as,nre that these appointments are made on a nouthseriminatorybasis and that noinen are giten a full and equal opportunii) to participate In
114-.4. capacities.
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15101 II VIIONS ot' WI t IN. 101: "NU% A I, Iklkot-es St Hit it plsclII5tIN,t1F. os: 'tint: tk.s.k.kt:
oF sEN: "'

: I
There ha, 1,4ct1 coliderable iii,eaC,loti etateerning the degree to n filch TittpIt ,,vii.,..: privar,. ,,rziniz.tlion, or tztalp u hicll Ina.% operate in or he assisted byeiltcational instilutisa Fla. eNmplo. there Ints been some disagreement conern-tog the cot rrage of Little Leagne foams, honorary organizations. professional

,r,z,t triza :ions. community nil II alien grollps alkil social sororities and fraternities,The lgislative history of 'rifle IX prtiiidt-, little guidance coneernitig Coil-grlonal intent in this area.
Steve people argue that the regulation, should bar any institution from assit-ing in any way any per,on or agent y nith 11 diserinlinates on tile bask of :qv.

Tito proponents of this point of View stress that this approach ii mild be con.
.liven`' with the itift rprctation ll it li rk.g.tni to rat int ili,eiimitiation tinder Till'VI of the Ran Chit itights`A..t. 'Phi y note that excluding females. from ,tichaetii-iiies, as Little I.agitit, profc-ional ttrganizalitins and hotoirary sooteties
t mild ealli real Ming( r to %%omen. They also point to the paradox of allowing a

tip which dciltiatiatcd on the basis of -.I.\ to l. institutional facilitte.: toe
otherwise receive Ilpport frtro the institution I. si lido deny lug the ',aim, IkTiVilege.k
10 :I 'zrolip hielt (liserilailia NO on t he basis of race."

Whets: Heflin:kin that lei% :Ile groups %%Melt ills( rIllklikate should not he eovered
-0 1111 /Iv Title IX. situp in 1:0/1t.1111 they opera to after school limir. I fon to or.
't.ati-. tlie,ot Urt)111, II*0 I ..S 0r..`11 1111111.1. Tilli. VI Iry a 1 r? race diserimination.
7 I 1'- rguitesit is o \ tveititly %% e.. I:.
A `-' Ph Athol,: tai, tit, position that %%bellow or nut a prisate gron ivtlich di,-Eiteijiates on tho basis of t. stoat-141 be ailkm141 to revel% 0 skitqwkrt from an ill.,tttoot"11 qiuttitt flop oil oft lint substantiality of the relationship hempen the
ktittstion and tie mitate rmin. the extent to is blot' the group pros ides aid or

-t rsT,.-: to the *4 tttitItt, ts1111 t titItito Its, of t ho i Ica it iii ion. nod the tlelyee to whkik
t tokJek kik kg, of ?Iac znoli, a I, re! itk,I to I he ins( ii litiorlys eilkleT t Pm 'Ink:yams or11,1 it irk, 1 )11,, .11%;1111111t 111.1110.s i1i. that is lici her or not a group k emoted

)11 of .arth to
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stimuli! depend on how elosely its activities are related to the-activities of the
instaution..,Opponents of this position point out that it is conflict with the
precedents set under Title VI and that. if the government adopted this poSition,
it %%mild be bowing to pressure. Moreo%er. this position could lead to inconsistent
situations. For example, it is possible that a discriminatory Little League teant
ought be -permitti:d to use college facilities, but be denied the similar use of ele-
mentary school facilities under this interpretation.

Although the Title IX regulation clarify the criteria for determining roue
phance in this area to some degree, a number of the sped tic complaints brought
,because of discrimination in such organizations are likely to be resolved on a
easeb -ease basis.

EDUCATIONAL (ONSORTIA ASO-COOK:DATIVE PROGRAMS"

A number of institutions either -require or permit students to participate Iii
cooperative programs or ctincationai consortia I for example. student teaching
assignments or credit for hock experience/. The requirements of Title IX for-
bidding sex discrimination cuter such cooperative efforts. That educational
A iNtitution en umiot assist another institution or organization in diseriminatng
;against its students, e%en if that organization is not covered by Title IX. The in-
stitution bears the obligation to assuic nondiserimination against its students
nuteh as a federal contraetor must 11:V.11re-that its subcontractors notdiscriminate
under Executive Order 11246. If an institution is nut able to assure nondiserimi-
ilatitIn against its students. it %%mild appear that it must withdraw from the
eomtera ti ve program or activities.

EXTRA,CUDRICULAR Acrivitins

There is little question that extra- curricular activities are an integral part of
the education program offered by an institution and, as such. are subject- to the
nondiscriminatory provisions of Title IX. An institution which sponsored. sup-
ported or endorsed single-sex tor other%%Ise discriminatory i extra curricular ac-
tivities. clubs or program:, bev ulnerable to charges of disc riminat ion under
Title IX.

narnooft's Alm eimarem.A'

Textbooks from Dick and Jane to medical school anatomy texts have come under
fire for portraying %%omen in a biased. stereotyped manner. In a study of govern=
vomit texts.' Jennifer 3ineleod aml Sandra Silverman identify three hays In which
these hooks perpet ante diserimination:

Women are rarely mentioned in the texts. The authors of the study found that
'the texts failed to discuss Individual renown. to quote a omen, to include a reason-
able number of women in illustrations and to use hoinetes case histories as
examples.

f

Illustrations and texts here often condescending and perpetuated stereotyped
-.axles. The authors found numerous examples of undesirable stereotypes concern-

ihg women and women's roles. For example. %%omen in the texts were -often de-
fined as their dui baud's a ices rather than as indiIduals in their own right : some-
times women f phumanized as sex objects." $4

Finally. the texts Ignored touch of the subject 'natter dealing with women For
example. they rarely mentioned famous %%mum, women's suffrage or the VOInell'S
inoVP,Inent.

A number of studies of texts used at all levels drag similar conclusions' For
example, the Assoelation of Women hi Science (AVMs) forcod publishers Wil-
liam's and Wilkins to recall The Analmnical Bashi of lledical Practice because of
its portrayal of women. This text contained a variety of passages that AWN
labeled discriminatory. For example:

If you think that mice you have seen the backside of one female. you have
seen them all. then you haven't at in a sidewalk cafe in Italy %%here girl watch-
ing is a enitivated art. Your authors, wi...se zeal in this regard never flags. refer
:volt to Figures 111-50 and 53 as proof that female backs can keep an interest in
anatomy alive. -

Thus. the "little bit" of difference 'in a uoman's built-in biology urges her to
ensnare a man. Such Is the eurle of estrogen."

I''"otnote at end of article.'
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Differential treatment of women and men is generfilly more easily identified intextbooks than in most other curricula materials. Similar discrimination, how-ever. may occur in the classroom in a variety of more subtle ways.-For example,students at Western Michigan University have cited the following examples ofteacher-comments which discriminate against women :A biology teacher during a class fielittrip passed a jhnk car lot and said, "Well,there's women's biggest contribution -to the world."
Another professor told a woman student, "Don't worry, with your body, yoU'llget whatever you want."
And still another professor made this remark, "Now that there are permapressshirts. dishwashers and garbage disposals, etc., women aren't needed." 'd'Although there is little question that a wide variety of-textbooks and curriculaare in- one way or another sex biased and-perpetuate discriminaticin, it is notclear precisely what strategy HEW will adopt to remedy this discrimination.Some persons argue that-HEW should take Immediate and direct steps to elimi-nate this sort of stereotyping. However, there is n strong reluctance on the partormany government officials to intervene In Issues involving textbooks and el:F-riel:la. Both HEW and so many educaters-fear that strong enfOreement In thisarea might jeopardize the autonomy and academic freedom of local educationagencies and institutions. They believe that'such programmatic decisions shouldbe made at the local, not the federal. level. In addition, they feel that the statu-tory mandate to overcome discrtmination does not override the guarantees offree speech under the First Amendment"'

Others advocate the position that, although the government should not makesuch judgments directly, it shouill require institutions to have internal proceduresand mechanisms for reviewing materials and currictila.'"s The think that thegovernment should require institutions to establish internal mechanisms both toensure that their curricula do not reflect discrimination and to resolve complaintsalleging sex discrimination in the curricula. Advocates of this position maintainthat. since it avoids having the federal government itself determine what is dis-criminatory, the First Amendment criticism mentioned earlier does not only.A third 'position Is that the government should administratively delay anydeck:lot:Non this Issue indefinitely. The probable eventual result of this taetic' would. be a suit by women's groups against HEW for not enforcing the provisionsof Title,IX. This would leave the resolution of this issue in the hands of thecourts. which many people feel is a more appropriate vehicle for this decisionthan a government agency. Finally, some people argue that the governmentshould overtly refuse to address the issue at all, perhaps even inviting a "sweet-heart suit" to resolve the issue in-thetourts.'"
Whatever strategy the government adopts, the issue of sex discrimination thatis perpetuated by stereotyping-In textbooks and curricula promises to be bothcontroversial and unavoidable in the long rim. A-number of Title IX complaintsin this area have already been filed.'

THE COUNSELING OF STUDENTS "

While there is little question that it Is important for an' institution to provideits students with unbiased counseling, there is considerable disagreement con-cerning how this might most appropriately be accomplished. Sex bias in eonuset-Ing is perhaps even more difficult to identify and rectify than bias in textbook'. orcurricula. The-arguments both for and against government intervention In P,11111-Sethi); parallel those discussed in the pieeeeding section. *Because of the subtllenature of discrimination In this area.- the government is even less likely to Inter-vene in counseling programs than in the area of textbooks and curricula.
Although counseling programs alone cannot take the blame or credit for theand personal choices students make, they typically mirror the attitudcs ofthe institution towards women. Often sex bias is transmitted by well-meaningcounselors who pass on stereotypes about amen and women. They may be unawareof the growin4 body of-research which is shedding new light on motivation anditchleyeznent in women. Often cox...--elors are trained a tdi to worrwIth the "tra-ditional" student, a label which often doe:" not apply to older woffien returning tocomplete their education or women with child care and family responsibilitic,.'No matter what stand IIF.W takes on direct (or indirect) intervention to al-lel-into sex bias in C01111Sentig% voluntary steps by schools would be eonsi-tentwith botli the spirit and letter of Title IX. For example. they might develop pro-grams to train their counselors to he more sensitive to their own biases and thein the materials they use.
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A similar issue is posed by bias in the tools that counselors might use. interest
Inventories, catalogs, tests, uctupational materials. etc. these instrIuncias can
perpetuate stereotypes which limit the options of %%omen and_ men. For example,
in 1972 the American Personnel and Guidance Assoc Cation passed a resolution
calling for the revision uf-the widely-used Strung Vocational Interest Blank be-
cause it perpetuated disci inunatioli against %%union. Althought the APGA foc m.0
on the Strong, the pattern is consistent-from one in.ttuttient to another," It 1,
likely that advocacy groups will use the momentum for change generated by Title
IX to encourage sellouts. colleges and testing companies to reassess and revise
counseling tools to assure that they do not perpetuate sex bias.

SINGLESEN: cocuses AND PROGRAMS "a

A number of-educational institutions at all level, have one or inure courses
which are open to one sex only. For example, many _high schools offer home eco-
mimics to females only and industrial arts to males only. In almost all instances
such practices violate Title This prohibition has sianItleance fur a variety of
courses: health, phybiest education, business, vocational, techniutl, industrial
arts, home economics, music, as well as continuing and adult education courses.

Often the argument used for refusing to admit one sex ur the other is the lack of
duplicate facilities (such as bathrooms, dressing rooms or locker rooms). While
bathroom and tucker room space may have to be reallocated or shared by both
sexes on the alternating basis (similar to the arrangements in airplanes and
trains), the lack of duplicate facilities cannot be used as a reason for excluding
one sex or the other. In any event, Title IX does not.require (sonic!' and men to
undress in front of one another or to share the same bathroom at the same time."'

Because of different interest patterns between women and men, It is likely that
some classes will continue to be made up either entirely or primarily of members
-of one sex. Women's groups are urging institutions to assure that classes ur pro-
grams which enroll primarily men not receive preference over those which enroll
primarily women in such areas as facilities and equipment, scheduling of classes
or teacher competence.

Some women's groups are stressing that institutions be on guard not to offer
courses which might have the effect of discriminating against women. For exam-
ple, if an institution offered coaching instruction only for predominately male
spurts, it might leave itself vulnerable to criticism and charges orillegality.

VOCATIONAL DEVCATION PROGRAMS "2

Many of the vocational education programs and courses in sehpols have been
and still are) sex segregated."' Tracking, as well as overt discrimination, will

uo doubt be strongly challenged under Title IX. Given that Title IX specifically
prohibits sex discrimination in admissions to all vocational schools, including
%motional high schools, these programs will conic under strong ltgal (as well as
moral) pressure to open their doors an& programs to women pint) men On an
equal basis. Indeed, because of both constituted challenges and Title IX, a num-
.ber of schools have already changed their policies and programs.

WOMEN'S MIMES PROGRAMS AND COURSES I" '

It is reasonable to expect the number of women's studies :courses and pro-
grams to increase as the press for equality for female studentp increases. There
are now more than 4000 such courses in-existence and they will no doubt Z4i-
tinue to Boorish.' These programs are likely to be challenged under Title IX,
however, if they exclude menu '

For a variety of reasons- (including the-reticence of the government to inter-
. vene in matters involving curricula ). HEW is not likely to mandate that an

institution have a women's studies program or women's studies courses. Pow-
ever. in the event that a Title IX complaint is filed, the gbvermnent is likely
to consider the existence of a women's studies program (or courses) as a sign
of commitment to the'edupation of women or as remedial or affirmative action.w

WOMENIS CENTERS I"

A number of colleges and some high schools -1(ave-"women's centers" of-one
sort or another cc hieh pros ide supplementary services for the women in the

Footnotes at end of article.
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inslitutiott.'" It is well within the scope Of Title IX to ha e a center focusing
on WOMPIL I 10WeVer. under Title IX, it is not liltely that a venter could ext7lude. men from using ifs services or partipimtting in its activities. In general. thisshould not pose a threat to OMen...: eNlierS, because the few men who would usethe center are likely to he sympathetic to women's issues. ,

ITC\ 1111.K ruoanAms"

Opportunities to pursue a degree in a "nontraditional" manner or at a "tm-traditilmal" pace are often especially important to women. Most college pro-grams were originalfy designed tO meet the needs of yonag males who had few.if any, home Or Inl rental reSpOnsibilities. Consequently/they' are Often nottailored to meet the needs of any of the soealled "nontraditional" students'women. minorities. older students. Mc.
For a variety of reasons (including academie freedom and the First Amend-ment issues raised earlier t. it .is doubtful that DEW would require that aninstitution offer flexible programs. However, if these programs are especiallybeneticial to women. IIEW iAllkely to regard their presence as a positive factorin evaluating an institution's Compliance with Title IX.

.

CONTI( N l' I SG 1.3CATION PROGRAMS''

The lark of importunity for older students to attend school Is a factor whichis likely to have a disproportionate impact on'womem_liecaus( fewer qualifiedwomen than men go to college or graduate school, older Nvomen returning 10'college make up the largest single group of potential new stigients. Many insti-tutions are finding that one of the easiest ways to increase--fleir lagging enoll-meat without dilating academie standards is to develop programs and servicesOdell facilitate the reentry of these women into aeademia.
Although Title IX will probably not require an institution to provide suchservices. the government may look at the presence for absence) in determining.

overall compliance witlt Title IX. Again. although many of these programs werespecifically designed to meet the needs of women. it is doubtful whether MP tlnil (I be excluded from them under Title IX. In fact, a number of "ContinuingEducation for Women" programs aready admit men.
-7

cum') cma; rAcn.tTtEs
Although the trend is too MAK more equal sharing of work bothitt the homeand in the labor force. most women still bear the principal responsibility for

chill rearing. Therefore. the lack of child care facilities almoSt always affectsfemale students (and employees) disproportionately. In assessing cm»plianeewith Title IX. IIW is likely to viva the presence of such facilities as a positiveindication of the institution's concern for women.
There are a number of unanswered questions conemming the speeifie Impli-patitms of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. There is no question.however. that edneational institutions now have .1 clear and strong federal ma-

date to eliminate ...ex discrimination against students, as well as employees.

1 00T,NOTES

The authors %visit to express their appreciation to Jeffrey II. Orleans. for-merly an attorney with the Department of Health. Education and Welfare andcurrently with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, for his helpfulcomments on drafts of the manuscript.
'Ediwation Amendments of 1972 Sections 001-907, 20 U.S.C. Sections 1(iMs(t 41972).
'Broom v, 1>fatrd of Edneolion Topeka...,317 r.S..1g3 (19.51),
'In Sweet: V. Painter. 339 1%.S. 629 (19503, the Supreme Court unanimouslyordered that black students be admitted to the University of Texas Imo School.In 1/('Laurin V. Oklohoma Slate Regentx. 339 r.S. 637 (19510), the Supreme

Court unanimously ordered that the black student-plaintiff '"receive the sametreatment at the hands. of the state as students of other races." Similarly, inBrotra c. Board of ndapation of rofira. :117 1',S. 513 195-It, the supreme Courtfound than "separate educational facilities Fo the bash_ of race] are inherentlyunequal." In contrast, six years after the BM(' n de('ision, in .1 lired Ifeatna.336 S.W. 2d 251. (Tex. Civ. App., IPItO), cert. denied, 36-1 U.S. 517, (1960), the
,
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Supreme Court let stand aloaer unlit decision plohibiting a %%imam from being
admitted to Texas A and M (then an all -wale institution) to pursue a course
of study %vhich o as not offered at any other put/lick supported institution.
Similarly. in Williams %. McNair. 316 F. Stipp. 134 i D.S.C. 19701. ord. mem.,
101 F.S. 951 (19711, the Supreme Court allimied a loam. emir(' decision uphold-)
lug the right of a state to maintain a atalin's college, lu lull 4(in %..11eeifir tf
Vi.vitonv of the lo,itconty of Virginia. 309 F. Stipp. lis4 MD. Va. 1970), lam-
ever. %%omen aere granted admission to the pre% onisk all-male college of the
Ciliversio. For a genehal reiim, see Shaman. College Admission Polities
11ased on Sex and the Equal Protection Clause." 20 Buffalo I.. her. (;09 OKI).
No cases invoking sex discrimination against students in educational institu-
tions in areas other than admissions hike !wen heard by tlw Supreme Court.

Public Health Service Act, Sectimi 799a and Seal ion b45. 42 ('.S.C. Section
20h 9 and Section 2961 -2 as added b% the Ciwprehtn Nlatipoaer
Training and Nurse Training Acts of 1971). The Act covers. lint is not limited
to. schools of medicine. osteopath:., tlentisto, eteritiar, medicine. 40)14,11wtr,
pharmacy. podiato. public health. allied public health personnel and nursing,
In addition, regulations issued in June 1972 c5 fart 5:1) h, the Seeretao
of Ilealth. Education. and Welfare speiify that all entities (iuclinlifig hospitals)
climbing for ;marls under Titles VILittid VIII of the Public Health Service Act
a subjectito the nondiscrimination requirements.

As of .1111y 1971. final regulations for these amendment:, haul nut been issited.
Draft regulations. proposed -15 CFR Part were published ins the Ftult,
Ilegixter On September 20. 1073.3.5 Fed. neg. 26. ;-$9.

'The legislativeliisto6 of Sections 799a :mid .S 15 of the Public Health Ser%ice
Act. 12 E.S.C. Section 29511-9 and Section 2951, -2. is found at 117 Cong. 11A,
2.3.222-(H. 25,119-22. 28.181 86 (1071). It %%mild be inconsistent a kb the intent
Of this le"isli0iloi to admit students in a nondiscriminatory manner to .1 too.
grant alirch subsequently treated them discriminatorily. Iu addition. sex Ills-
cri)nination against students already enrolled in a prt%raut might significant b
discourage qualified students from applying hair use of their sex.

"Education Amendments of 1972 Sections 901-907, 20 U.S,C. Sections 105,1 s(;
)1972). Aj; Of July 1974, final implementing regulations for Title IX had 1)401,
been issued. For 11 ow of the propoxcd regulations 115 C.P.11, Part S0). see 49
Fed. lteg. 22. 2.28-40 (June 20. 1974) Or %%rile to the Director. Oillee for (1%11
Rights. Department of Health. Eduention. and 11 el fare. Washing1011. 201:01.
The comment period for the proposed rizgulations end.; October-15, 1974.

'Federal fillantial assistance but <is nut limited tun a grant or limo
of federal funds illicit:ding funds for construction or repair of buildings or
fatuities scholarships, !owls. giants. %cages or other fund, extended to all 1112.4
tut ion for pa.% meta to. or on behalf of. students. or s4lwlrrrships, loans. grants.
%%ages or other funds extended iiireel13 to a student for I1:13 111(4d to an Instate
114,141 . a grant of federal real or prsonal property, int luding.surplus property .
provision of the sem ices of fedend persotniel or the tale of lease of federal
property at a nominal cost.

"For an excellent section:ii-seition analysis of Title IX and a suggested
legal frame%%ork in a hich to e%aluate stinirpte or different treatment of Ilw
sexcs iu edmational oic tic illes. see Alexandia Fob zonles Hoek and Jeffrey
Drleans. -See Discrimination -A Bar to a Democratic Edutation. (hem tea of
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. U ( 'inn. L. flea. 1 (19734 I here-
inafter cited as !Wok and Orleans/.

" D1111(1011 Aiiieudurcuts of 1972 Section . )1 tat. 20 F.S.C. Section 1051
11072).

'Specifically. Title IV of the 1904 eh il high s Au a as amended to include
sex as a eatgoo of distAintination in school assignment ins dclerwimuig %%11(111C1'

Attorney GellCrar platy bilug action upon recck ing a complaint of 411,-
trimiliation in% oh hag admission or contained attendant e at a publit institution.
Title IX of the 1964 Act %%as al:101(1(0 to int lude sex as a crmcgory of discrimi
nation under allieli.the Attooruey General may intercene 111 an action Caln1111.1 11

in any federal court seeking relief from denial of equal protection of the Ia%s.
"Also, coverage under the Fair Labor Standards Act as extended to hid'

Vidllals employed in Pr(bge110018 and Oaffidl. salespersons.
"As of July 1974. no regulations had been issued to enforce this provision.
1" Civil Rights-Act. of 1964. 2 V.S.C. 2000i1 et Neg. (19641.

( I) Certain schools are exempt from Title 1-,X. %chile there are 1111 such es-
emptions tinder Title VI , (2) Title VI has certain exemptions from its cuxerage

.3 ,
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of employment discrimination, while Title IX dues not ; (3) Title IX is restricted
to federally assisted education program, %chile Title VI covers all federally
assisted, programs.

a The obligation of an institution to comply with the provisions of Title IX
is in no way obviated or idles fitted by any state or local last or other require-
ment v pith alluus or requires discrimination. Similarly, rules or regulations of
any organization, club or 'athletic league or association do not alter an institu-
tion's Title IX obligations. See Subpart A, Section 86.6 of the propose
regulations.

If an educational institution is composed of more than one school, college
or department uhich are administratively separate uhits, admissions to each
unit are viewed separately under Title IX. See text accompanying notes 35-11
supra.

The reader is reminded that there are no similar exemptions under the
amendments to the PHSA for federally financed health training programs subject
to those provisions.

Slade the passage of Title IX, the Maritime AdminIstration.has changed its
admission policies so that v.omen arc now admitted to the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy at Kings Point, NeusSYork.

"Although HEW attempts to- keep the names of complainants 'confidential,
wi men are increasingly filing complaints through third parties or advocacy
groups because they fear haiassment. Although such harassment is prohibited,
it is often very subtle and consequently difficult to document.

'20 G.S. 1082.
"I These procedures are expected to be described in sonic detail in the final

dual lc menting regulation for Title IX. See Subpart F of the proposed regulations.
"This is consistent with the regulations to Title VI of the 1904 Civil Rights

Act as amended in July 1973.45 CFR Part SO.
`Title IX, 20 U.S.C. 1681(b), provides that: Nothing contained in stibscetion

(a) of this section shall be interpreted to-require any educational institution to
grant preferential or disparate treatment to the members of one sex on;account
of an imbalance which may exist with respect to the total number or percentage
of persons of that sex participating in or receiving the benefits of any federally
-supported program activity, in comparison with the. total number or percentage
orpersons of that sex in any community, State, section or other area : Provided,
That this subsection shall not be construed to prevent the consideration in any
heating or proceeding under this title of statistical evidence tending to show
that such an imbalance exists with respect to tit:. participation in, or receipt of
the benefits of, any such program or activity by the members of one sex.

The Supreme Court has recentISI avoided the issue of deciding whether, in
the absence of proven discrimination, the Equal Protection clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment permits an institution to use different criteria for adinitting
white and minority students. See DcPunis v. Odegaard, 94 S.Ct. 1704 (1974).

' In a number of empluyinent,case ourts havernied that individual capa-
bilities, not on the basis acteristits attributed to the group to which they
belong. See, for exa p e. Ire as v. Southcra BM Telephone and Telegraph, 408
F. 2(1 22S (5th -Cjr. 1969) and Phillips s. .1Tartin-ifarietta Corp., 400 U.S. 542
(1971)..,

" 401 US. 424 (1971).
See Subpart a Section 86.23 of the proposed regulations.

"A number of institutions are now making special efforts and developing spe-
cial materials to recruit %%omen, especially for traditionally "male" fields. For
example, at Stanford University female students hi' the graduate business pro-
gram recruit women undergraduates. Similarly, Renssellaer Polytechnic College
has a woman on its admissions staff who. among other things, encourages pro-
spective women students to speak with .emales already enrolled. In addition,
recruiters are beginning to recruit more actively at female high schools and
colleges.

Se(: Margaret Dunkle, "Grading the College of Your Choice," Ms., June 1974,
101.

*See Subpart C, Sections S6.14-86.22 of the proposed regulations.
a In this seetioa, the authors baVe Braun heavily from the unpublished paper

"Expanding Opportmiltics for the Admission of Women In Graduate and Profes-
sional Schools Through Implementation and Enforcement of Title IX" by Gary
It, liachula. which was written while lie uas a student at Ham and Law School
(May 7, 1973). Also see David Leslie, "Emerging Challenges to the Logic of
Selective Admissions Procedure," 3 Jout nal of Laic and Education 203 (1974).
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"Similarly, an understanding of bias in admissions aids in understanding dis-
criminatory procedures and policies which may also exist in terms of selection
of students for special programs either within the settool or outside the school
where the institution plays a role in the selection process (for example, summer
science programs);

"Recruitment policies and procedures are exempt from the nondiscrimination
provisions of Title IX to the same extent that admissions policieS are exempt

For a discussion of the legislative history of these exemptions, see Beek and
Orleans, supra note 10, text accompaning notes 12-18,47-51.

"Single -sex elementary and secondary schools have been challenged on Con-
stitutional grounds. Compare Bray v. Leo, 337 F. Sum). 031 (D. Mass. 1072).
Subpart C, Section S634.(b) of the proposed regulations provides that :

A recipient which is a local educational agency shall not, on the basis of sex,
exclude any person from admission to :

(1) any institution of vocational education operated by such recipient ; or
(2) any oher school or educational unit operated by such recipient, unless

such recipient otherwise makes available to such person, pursuant to the same
pellets!, and criteria of admission, courses, services, and facilities comparable
to each course, servic9, and Licility offered in or through such schools

shighl-sex public institutions decide to admit both saes, they have up to
se% qn years to admit female and male students on a nondiscriminatory basis
provided that their plans are approved by the Commissioner of Education.

" There is some speculation that the passage of the -Equal Rights Amendment
would either abolish ur significantly limit these admissions exemptions. It seems
fairly cert.tin that the exemptions for public single-sex undergraduate institu-
tions and nonvocational public elementary and so..ondary- schools nould be ne-
gated by the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment. The effect of the amend-
ment on the exemption fur pt it aft ta.C.ergrativate institutions (both single-sex
and oed tie.i ti total Is It and 10111l1 depend on court interpretation 0 cite
degree of "state salon" Inv elms]. Fur a further discussion of this issue,' see
Monica Gallagher. Desegregation . The Effect of the Proposed Equal Rights
A.niendnient on Single-Sox Colleges," 18 St. Louis Univ. L. J. 41 (1973).

" kite question ut the applicohilt* of Title IX to discriminatory admissions in
private undergraduate schools which ptuoidc prol'4,,mionuf or voc'etional training
Is, at this point not clear, Some argue that, since Title IX clearly covers voca-
tional and professional esluvation, these programs must has F.! IlUlidiSerillallaterY

exempuun for private undergraduate st houls exempts these programs.
The proposed regulations for Title IX take the latter position.

' single-sex graduate, professional and xos :alma! sci,ouls at all levels have
until July 1979 to lteltio e moollskstialitatoo atiolissiou. provided Oa lr plans are
approved by the Commissioner of Education.

Supra note 28.
' 401 L.S. at 431.
" 401 u:S. at -136.
"For a inure detailed discussion of this, see Buck and Orleans. supra note 10,

text accompanying notes 72-84.
"Phi Delta Kappa changed its polie) of excluding %%omen after the 11'omen's

Equity Action League (WEAL) filed charges of sex discrimination under Title
IX against 25 institutions that sponsored chapters of the honorary.

'T St* Subpart C, Section 86.22 of the proposed regulations.
Despite myths that older women are pour risks as students, studies show that

their dropout rate is lower and their grades higher than "typhsti" students: See
Melissa Lewis Richter and Jane Banks Whipple, /1 /et volution in Rdtteationi Ten,
Icars of Continuing Bducatiun at Sarah. Lawrence College, Sarah Lawrence
College, Bronx vi N.Y., 1972.

"Letters a recommendation, particularly for admission to graduate and pro-
fessienal schools, need to be evaluated in the context of the "protege" system.
Often faculty members "sponsor" students, training them in the formal and in-
formal systems of their future professions. For a variety of reasons, women
typically have less interaction with faculty and are therefore less likely than '
males to beinalt from this system and to has e strong letters of recommendation.
Regarding alumirne recommendations for minority students, see 1feridcfh v.
Pair. 20F. 2d 696 (5th Cir. 1962).

a See Subpart D. Section 86.35 of the proposed regulations.
a The reader Is reminded that*Titie IX applies to the education activities and

programs of entitles receiving federal funds. Financial aid which is administered
by a group outside the institution and Which the institution in no way endorses,

G4-977-75-25
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approves. lists or perpetuates is not curvier by the antidiscrimination require-ments of Title IX. flowerer: Title IV of the Education Amendments of 1972Prohibits lenders/who use the St talent loran Ntrketing Association front dis-eritoinating on the basis of sex. color. (geed nat ional
See Elizabeth W 11,ieit and l) n ight II. llorsch, /tote Students FinanceTheir Education: A .Valional Surrcp of flu Interest', Ispirationxand Finance., r.f (.01 NOphvowirt % ill 1'o!' 7o. Coltelge Entrance Examination

11tard. New York. 1972: :ind Helen S. ANtilt. -Career Profiles of Women I me-[orates" in Itosi and 'altlerwood t eds. k, di inn: 11 oim a Gn the More, Itussell
Sage Founda t ion, liar( ford. Conn.. 1973.

, "iliPart I). Section sti.:rt of the proposed. regulations prohibits singte-sexsholtirships, fellon ships and otlit r assist:time (.rei pt if the single-sex
assistanot. is 111 -es,ablisheil tattler a toreimi %%in. trust. bequest. or

similar legal hist:111mM or by a foreign government" or "provided as part-of separate athletic to.:al for oteltibets t.f eai It seN.- Both 0r these exeeptiffic, are
t,!onting under heavy criticism front N\ultlett's groups.

" 1 public agency annot administer a trill whiell diserintitm (es on the basisof race. See rt'enxifirtinift, . ];)art! Telixter.; 353 U.S. 230 (1557).
-Cy nada L. At En (tot!. Women in Pc1lotexhiji and Training Programs, -11.4stieia-tiint of American Colleges, Washington. D.C. 1972. at
'See Subpart D seeet iuu St1.31 Of the proposed regulations.

ftr1 compare 1:01rinmmv, tents of Eft.4*-ra, kt ',tacky
.175 E. 2d 707 i nth Cit. 19731. t t*t (him it. 91 S. Ct. 2:12 11974t, with linelt and
oricoits, stlitra wile It), text aectanp8it tug notes 19-25.

A,Itlttigh it is clear that Title IX (.yens this issue. there is "Itle lieb:110*(4)11-
Iliellpprop:1.11. tla to 1,0 It*eti t. lle!eellilite Sofrille people,artz10. that (L. huIlld be jilt it-.11 MIL for .1:1;- :tsiect of appear:Ittee for men

and women. or example. it' ion.; hair is pertottl-ed for fentaies, it must be per-mit led for males ns llcll.t tJihersa rtlie 1..1 lire (00110110iy :4:111011k- approaelt.where alitWailie dress might differ at to sex. pr, Weil Ilint the commu-
nity tandads etniverning dress %%etc )% itli equal diligence for Mdlisexes. totamnt of the -et tott.tards- ;Imo" 'h titer it would

Anrely perpetuate dist tlielliat ion by Alan ing the vonitnunW to sanction tilf-
fcrential standards for moll and %%Iola .1. In addition. they cite the difficulty in

determining just shat -eontin unity standards" are.
Since it is imptisible tit idtntify mined fathers nub any eertainty antreon-sist-ney. even a poll( ostiedbb appiied,10, all "unwed parents" is prob-

ably impermissible tinder Title IX.
In the fall of 1973, socitteett ...ear old Shocon liohlutan was ruled off the

t Mb., High St boot homecoming quern ballot by her school prineipal
who salt et oily virgins eau run for 4omet-m:111m queen." Mrs, lloltiman was
the motto ref an hit -nit tat tighter bortl'out of %eillock.

boiag it n moan's Itiltbalt at (la I.er husbatas lesitlette statuswit-. oitltt 1 v. 1 airi.sitit rat l'ittsbargli et F. sum).
.;). l'a., Si; 71 -1202. April 10. 1971 ).

p !trt for employment can he found in ()Mee for Civil Bights.
C,S: 1101 :Irtment of Ilealtlt. Education awl 1V-Ifore. The Higher Education
ttrritt.1 n, x, 1.`3.1 ent,ti Oral r 11.:;ii, at 1:1 En Fed. Beg. 216S11 of seg.. Nov. J.

If e" e tanerttl4 grant celein e fur personal reasons. uelt as for a
yea, or Notre. lease fur purpose, relating to t Itild care should be eonsitlered
:; etail tt r sot It b .1%e anti shoat), be toad:title to mean and women on an equal

See -subpar; II, 5.* rions Nn.3I 0,1 k 11; I a ntl ...U.:12 of the proposed remilatton.
'' Education .%mettiltatott of 1972 Seethlt Wei. 1 107 °t,

'se SIbpat I ), Section `1.:13 I lie inoposed regulations.
Subpart Ii. Se,.( ion 1132,1t et of the proposed reglia' ions.

See sultp:Itt it, Sol dill 144 f propose ti regulations." So. Sgilintrt 1), SG.3s% N1.351(1) anti sti.31tti n of the propoed
re:tut:ohm,

statipart D. Se.11.-4 1t1:1`,4 f of the proposed regal:Mou states that "Nottionp..
in this set thou shall I Int( tpreled to require ettnal aggregate expenditures. for
ailieties for members of each sex."

a ,list ussion of the legal Implications of sex diseritnination lu athlet tes
in toltational institutions. see Rubin. 'Sex tietitt(ttottitut in Interseholostie
High School Athletic" 25 Syraeuxe L. lit r.15:3.5 11974).

(.4
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Fur a detailed discussion of discrimination in spurts in etIttiatioaal insti-
tutions, zee Association of American Colleges, Project wt the Status and Et ',tui-
tion of Women, II hatAfinxttlute4 I:qua Illy for II onion in' Spot ts1 t.atIctitt Lea'
1'ttt4 ll'outra in the letiltniny), *Washington. D.C.. April 1971.

In general, the proposed regulations require complete ink gratt(in" for, tont-
compit iti% a and urlut. tiwa.tI programs. See Subpart 1), Section and st1.3 I of
tht2 proposed regulations.

Subingt I), Section Sti.31(a) of the proposed regulations specilita,13 prohibits
single -six classes or courses, aucl ht.dth and Most( al eamation t on, t;

ipplu3ees noglit also challenge recie:ttourtil opportntaties which daft!' eittinte
t basis of sex as discriminatory fringe benefits.
On 31:0 20, 197.1 Republican Senator Joint Tut% er of 'I ex:is introdmed a bill

s (as all amendment to the Elemental') alit! Se...owl:it) At ti to :initial
Title IX so that It %%mild not apply to an intent ollegiatv athletic at t it ity to the
extent that such netttit3 does or Itia,s pro% hie gross receitas or donations to the in-
stitution itecessa t 3 to support that a. ti ilt3 ." The etTuct of this amendment it mild
hate been to exclude t irtuall3 all ttittrupliegiate (but nut interscholastic) athletic
acti% ities from Title IX LOvvrage. The "utter anatohnent "as deleted Dom the
bill in the llonseSenate conference comthittee.

'4.814/1)7irt D, ;-eetiOit 64.3S(e) of the proposed regulations states that -A re-
. elloiellt "Melt opt rat( or sponstas rant recurs for 110111)1,1'. of Cal II .74.:\

1114 dit5c11111111.16: on the basis of six Ilittt.111 in the pro% isIon of equip-
ment or supplies for emit team or in any other manner."

" Subpart D. St dont st,.:31stki of the proposed regulations allo«s "separate
tea ills tor members "f %% lit re sse,let llon Is based on eoutpettt I% e

1' See Subpart A, Section 56,3(e) of tile proposed regulations.
"'Fur exampl., the Lid% ersit3 of Wisconsin, the Um% ersit3 of MielMmit and

the Ultiversit3 of Minn. -"An have hail Title IX complaints alluoug disci Limitation
in a thleties.tiled against thew.

"See Subpart 1). Seititnis St1,311 .41.117. and Saltpart E, Section SO.-16 of the
lir/line:NI regulations.

"' See A .sticia Lion of Alta lea Colleges. Prt 6e. t ou the Status a oil t bat of
T'anni'n, Ilcaith ..'stet.. ./or ...Iran. II hat z"houbt_tht Mt CI lit LI 1'1)4
11'asithigton, D.('.. June 1972.

The Guid(thoR on Doropttotation I ((luxe of 'Sta., the Equal I....ett3 went
Opportunity Commission. states:
Disabilities caused or contributed to 1,3 preglinno. litiscartiage,

birth. and recta er3 therefrom are, tot all job related putposes, tentporn
atild slaruld Id. treated as malt undo an3 health or tetaputar,s thsahilit,

insurance or sick leave plait an:ILI:dole In etatitection t% ith emplo3 mod. Mitten
and unt% ritten 1401..1111elii policas and practices invoking matters :Mill* as the
commencement and du attint of lea% e, the At al:al/111(3 of extensions. the;!, f nal of
sung it, and 'alter benefits and pt it Lieges, icittbtdtement, and p.13 men t nutlet any
health or temporat3 litsaraitte or sick lease plan. fot !nal at illifurni.14
shall be applied to di.ak.titt doe to jiregliala3 tin dahlifirth all tile s,uue terms and
conditions as the, .tre applied to tither temporar3 disalulitits. j29 ('FIR 16t11.104

Also see notes S3 infra.
"See Ordtray y, Ham,' ent231.'511 p. 1115 (I). Mass, 1971).

There would be to, b. r'undorTille IX to permitting pregnant sttao.nis to
attend separate thlM., or le tutored at home. pros tiled the satite_..i.tali. t`t
Opt on the saute base, to students %%III& otlo r temporar3- p113 siva!
Sea. lioweser, the gislatite histor3 at rsS Cong. nee. 27-IT tiaib ed. Feb.
19721.

"In January 1974. the Supreme Court raged that s.ltioa Lu.ud. tMLittd t lit due
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment by m.tint. loam anti eitfort than
datur3 naternit3 lea se polo ies requiring' teachers to leas e their jolts font .tt
Ilse months before childbirth. Cletelait.1 Board of Education it al. %. Li ;I nt t t
a/.. 9 S. Ct. 791 (1971). 1111t in Get:piing v. Mello et at. 1197.1), the
Court ruled that it n as nut uneunstiattional for a state disabtlit3 insurance tau-
grant to, exelude pregnancy from coverage.

"See Subpart D. Section mi.:37, II nil Subpart E of /he prposed regulations.
-14 For a free cimy of II t hart prepared Ii the Rptivet on the Status and Lam a

thin of \rumen that outlines .1', di sal Lunt? and f1t go/a/Ions ( unrolling
et:invitation nit %11(, to Ilia.
Office for Ci'. II Rights. Departilit itt of 11ealtit, Edllt at ion, and NVelfare,
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ton, D.C. 20201. See also" Bernice Sandler, ' Sex Discrimination, Educational In-
stitutions, and the Law : a New Issue un Campus," 2 Journal. of Law and Educa-
tion. 013 (1973).

" A job' can be limited.to one sex only if sex can be proven to be a "bona.fide
occupational qualification" (Lim). The courts have interpreted this exemption
very narrowly : for example, acceptable blutt's are -lingerie litter" and "rest room
attendant" (provided.that attendant is in the rest room ithile it is in-use).

'4 See Subpart D, Section 86.31 of the proposed regulations.
"Id.
"Section SO4 (b) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, P.L. 89-329 ("Waggoner

Amendment ") provides Huila,
Nothing contained IA thifiWct. ur any other Act shall be construed to authorize

any department. agency, oflicer. ur employ ee of the United States to exercise any
direction, supervision. or (viand over the membership practices of internal opera-
tions of any fraternal or,mnization, fraternity, sorority, private club$r religious
organization at an institution of higher education (other than a service academy
or the Coast Guard Academy) which is finaneed,,exclusively by funds derived
from private sources and whose facilities are not owned by such institutions.

Under Title VI, no institution/recipient of federal assistance may assist any
person or agency in practicing racial discrimination, aliethen or not its activities
are related to the activities of the recipient. 11E11"s policy under Title VI has
been insistent nu matter v hat form support" . takes. l'or example, recipients
may not do such things a, allow a racially segrez-raied SoCial Orgdaizauun, student
activity or profession:11 fraternity to usq a StiloOt facility to wuduct its nett% ities.

"Race discrimination has been held Yo be unlita fat iii Asia/it . Regent& of
University of ColOvailg, 258 F. Stipp. 515 (D.C. Colo. 1900) ; 11"ab v. Stale

910 (N.D.N.Y. 1951), appear dismissed.
"This is the interpretation articulated lit the introduction to the proposed

regulations by tlie Secretary of IIEW.
" SIT Subpart D, Section $6.31 (e) of the proposed regulations.
"See Subpart 13. Section 50.31 of the proposed regulatiom.
"The Proposed regulations deliberately do tint mention the issue of sex

stereotyping and discrialtuatton iu teNtli.iohs Iliad curricula. See the introduction
to the proposed regulations by the Sceretary of 1H W.

Jennifer MacLeod and Sandra Sill email. I ou Won't /Jo; What Tc.111,661,.8 on
L'.S. Government Teach High Schub' Girls, KNOW, Inc., Pittsburgh, 1973.

"Id. at 24.
°Fur Blither information. see Saario, JacItliti and Tittle, Sex Rule Stereo-

typing ht the Public Schools," 43 Rare. Ed. itc-v. 386 (1973).
Letter from Estella It. Rainey to Membership of Association for. Women in

Science, August 1, 1972.,
"'Association of Anarivan Colleges, Project on the Status anti Ldiit wain of

Women. On Commix With Women, No. 7. Washington. 1).C., Deceinot r :14 a.
"The proposed regulations adopt this position. See the hatialtwthin to toe

promise& regulations by the Secretary of HEW.
1" The..Tanuary 1974 unpublished draft of the Title IX regulations adopted this

position.
That is. a suit in which the parties agree to initiate litigation in order to ob-

tain n judicial determination of their respective rights.
Eor example. at the Unit ersity of Wisconsin, a group of a omen medical

students has Ill. d charges of !,e..\ diwiiuunatiou.undtr Title IX. claiming that
a protessi.r's .hotted disrespect bir umlaut medical students. The %%omen
supported their elaims with tape reeordia"s.

"Although the prulaised regulations de not address the issue of sex discrimi-
nation in counseling in any detail. Sql/part D, Section S6.34 (e) requires moults-
criminatory appraisal and counseling Material&

Sohn Pietroft ssa and Nancy K. St lilossherg "Perspcctives on Counselor
Implications for Counselor Education." Ciiiinacting 11.suplui1mi3t 44

1197:1, and I. K. and D. M. Brovet.man F. E. Clarkson. P. S. xn)::enlilgtz and S. R.
Vogel. ' Sex Role Stem oty ties hi :Talent Judgments of Men'al Health," 34 Jour-
nal 61 r6imulting and-rtinical-P1gehologif:1-(-1970)

1"Pletrofessa and Sehlossbere, at 49.
"'Soo Subpart D. Section $0.:7,4 of the proposed regulations
11' Single-sex courses, programs and at Critics map be permit ted in a few !Hutted

Instances If t)iey can be justiled re action purg oses. flowerer, hitli-
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Cations are that thisceptlion will be construed very narrowly. It Is not clear to
what extent and In what circumstances special programs or internships for
women only will be permitted.

in See Subpart D, Section-86.33 of the proposed-regulations.
ILI See Subpart A, Section 86.14 and Subpart D, Section 86.34 of the proposed

regulations.
'For documentation of the degree of sex segregation in vocational schools

and programs see. Nancy Frazier and Myra Sadker, Sextant in Selioot and Society,
Harper & Row, New York, 1973; 4. Look at Women in Education: Issues and
Answers for HEWReport of the Commissioner's Task Force on the Impact of
OE Programa on Women, Office of Education, Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Washington, D.C., 1972, at 5; Gail Byron, Discrimination on the
Basis of Sex in Occupational Education in the Boston Public Schools, Boston
Commission to Iniprove the Status of Women, 1973, at 6; Marcia Federbush, Let
Them Aspire!, Committee to Eliminate Sexual Discrimination in the Public

chools,,Anu Arbor, 3rd ed., 1973, at 16-17; and Paula Latimer, Survey of Sex
1, crunination In the Waco Independent.School District, Waco, Texas, 1973.

See Subpart 1), Section 86.31 of the proposed regulations.
er a listing of about -4,000 women's studies courses and instructors. see_
mFeun t Press, frho's Who and Where in. Women's Studies, Old Westbury. New '

York, 19
1" See Su art D, section 86.34 (a) of the proposed regulations.

See Subp t A, Section 86.3 of the proposed regulations.
''." See Subpart 1), Section 86.31. of the Vroposed regulations.
1" For alistingof approximately 500 women's centers see Association of Ameri-

can Colleges, Project on the Status and Education of Women, Women's Centers:
Where Arc They? Washington, D.C., June 1974.

i'n_See Subpart I), Section 86.31 of the proposed regulations.
121 For a listing ofS-tm% programs, see the publication by the Women's Bureau,

US.' Department of La or, Continuing Education. Programs and Services for
liromen, Washington, D.C., 1971.

D, Section 86.31 of the proposed regulations.
MAT 23, 1975.

N.71/(GISiffiNthil,
:24fonse,:of 7103presentatives, Washington, D.C.

Dirtt.)itts. Smrrtt : On .Tanuary,31 Richard Masse (Assistant Minority Council
of the House CQn1mittee on Education and Labor) sent a memo to "Ijiterested
PersOn.VAVnielt, questioned the-legal basis for the scope of coverage under Title
IX otthe Education Amendments of 1972. Title IX, as you know, forbids sex
discritnination in federally assisted education programs and activities, so that
the definition of "program" and "activity" is.ctitical in deterznining the extent
of coveFage by the statute.

Our Association's Project on the Status and Education of Women has also
researched this issue, and has come to a very different conclusion from that
reached by Mr. Mosse. Enclosed is a copy qf a paper our Project has prepared
on this issue. This paper analyzes the reasons why the definition of a "brogram"
or "activity" cannot preperly be limited only to the precise programs being
federally funded, but must also include those programs that are "infected" with
discrimination in other areas of the school's program. Were the narrow inter-
pretation proposed by Mr. Masse accepted, it would be possible, for example, ter
a school to receive federal monies for a mathematics and reading program which
would have to be operated 'on a non-discriminatory basis. However, if the same
school did not receive any federal money for its at or history ,programs, it
could, in Mr. Mosse's view, legally exclude all females from such programsan
outcome which would clearly contradict.both the intent and letter of the law.

Shortly before the Mosse memorandum was Issued, the American Civil Liber-
. ties Union examined the issue of the scope of Title TX and also concluded that
"program" could not be construed narrowlY. (See "Sex Discrimination In Ath-
letics and Physical Education," Women's Rights Project, American Civil Lib-
crtlea Union, January 1975.)

Similarly. the Congressional Resear!ch Service of The Library of Congress
studied the same issue and reached the,same Pbncluslon : the scope of Title IX

. Must be Interpreted broadly.

33 51
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Wetope that you will reconsider the position stated by the Mosse memo, since.
it would clearly limit the Impact of Title IX and be contrary to its purpose as

,outlined in the legislative history.
Sincerely:,

JOEL. REan,
President. Alverno College,

S....stuet, F. BABBITT,
President, Kirklanit College.

LOIS B. MOSELAND,
SDCUMan College.

GEn.mluxe ittexmAN,
University of Cincinnati.
SHEILA TOBIAS,

-Wesleyan University.
AxN Tiu

1p. University of Minnesota.
-ROBERT J. Wsny, -
President. Mills College.

ESTHER WESTERVELT,
, A ssoaia t ctl Colleges of the Mitl-lhaton, Area.

Enclosure.

Alf( RICAN CIVIL EIBERTIF,S UNION, WoMKN'S 1tUMF:5 PUOJEC :EX DISCRIJIINA-
TION IN ATHLETICS .A.N.D PHYSICAL EDUCATION" .PSNUARY 1075

IT. WHAT CONSTITUTES "rsona...1. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?"

Federal financial assistance iticlades grant or loan funds for capital improve-
ment,: student scholarship.or loan pi °grains ; gaint of Federal real or personale-,
property ; provision of services of Federal personnel; sale or lease of Federal
property at nominal pereduced consideration. or any other contract or arrange-
ment which has as one of its purposes Goe provision of assistance to any educa-
tion program or activity, except, a contract of insurance or guaranty. Proposed
Regulations, §80.2(g).

Few college-level instittiti/ins.if any. do not enjoy Federal financial assistance
in one orsnore of these feints; potentially. therefore, each iexcept those specifi-
cnily excluded) should be affected by Title IX.

v. IVIIAT CONSTITUTES A "PROGRAM"?

Title IX specifies that termination or refusal of funds ,for noncompliance'. '
following investigation and attempts to secure (admittance) shall be limited .

to the particular political entity, or part thereof, or other recipient as to whom
it finding fof,noncomplionce] has been made. and shall be limited in its effect
to the particular program, or part thereof, in which such noncompliance has
been found. 20 B.SG.A. § 1052."

The term "program" is not defined in the statute or in the proposed regula-
tions. Clearly, the interpretation is critical to the definition of Title IX 30T19-
dICtiuli...linarrow construction would bring mular,the Title IX regulations only
those detfhrimnts or activities which are thentseivessdlrect recipirls of federal
IDDHic... Other depAtnients within the same instittitioirould remain free tb
discriminate without the potential of govt rnment fund cur . This interPreta-
tion would severely restrict the impact.of the Title IX nt ndate.

On the other hand, the broade'st construction might co shier an entire instt-
tution to be the "program" in noncompliance. In tha context. HEW would
hate the power to terminate all assistance to the insti ititm based on a finding
that one stszahent was discriminating. Such au extreme Ruction could be abused.

Eitlet of these Interpretations. would run counter to the congressional pur-
pose. Neither is supported by case law, legislatiVe history. or the Office of Gen-
eral Counsel at HEW. Those sources all stress the importance,of a broad attack
on discriminatory practices, but recoznize the problems of proof, injury to non-
discrinanatory programs and individuals, and possible over-zealous fund
termination.

There is as yet no case law under Title IX interpreting the term "program",
but Identical language in, Title VI of the Civil Eights Apt of 1004. 42 U.S)C,.
Section 200(1(1(1), has been interpreted in Board of Public Instruction of Taylor
County v. Finch, 414 F. 2d 1068 (tith Cir. 1009). In that.ease. IIEW had termi-
nated all federal funding to a county sat. 1 hoard on account of race discrimina-
tion although sonic of the bdartrs federally assisted programs had not been
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found to discriminate. The Fifth Circuit vacated-the term' tion order, holding
) that' itle VI did not intend svliolesale cutoffs but re4uired case- y-e stmivac

tion of particular activities which are actually discriminatory.
A 'close -took at. the facts- and reasoning of Taylor discredits the argument

that the decision supports a narrow construction of the termination power uncler
Title IX.

Taylor County urged with racial segregation of its elementary and sec-
ondary schbols, which ived money under the Elementary and Secondary Act
of 1965, The district's supplementary educational centers and adult edtmatioh
classes, recipients under independelit federal grancatatutes, were neither investi-
gated nor found in fact to be discriminatory. These latter progranis were quite
separate and distinct from the prograins found to be constitutionally defective.
By rein-sing to permit, without adequate proof; across-the-board fund termina-
tion, the Court hoped to protect -innocent beneficiaries of programs not tainted

,.by discriminatory practices." Taylor, at 1075.
Parts of' the decision construe "program" to mean an activity financed under

an individual grant statute, again, a narrow definition. But other language leaves
open to prbof the possibility of a broader interpretation.

"[Vile administrative agency seeking to tut off federal funds must make find-
ings of fact indicating either that a particular program is itself administered in
a discriminatory manner, or is so affected be discriminatory practices eiseWhertl
in. the school system that it 'thereby becomes discriminatory. 41-1 P. 2d at 1079."

Thus, even if funds provided by a particular grant are not administered in a
discriminatory manner, "if they support a program Which, is infected by a dis-
eriminatory, environment, then termination of such funds is,proper." 1078. Al-
though "from time to time . . . a particular program . . . is effectively insulated
from otherwise unlawful activities," there are other circumstances where, with
proper proof, the sanctions provided under Title VI (or, presinhably, Title IX)'
could be used to prevent discrimination in activities whiO, are not theinsVives
receiving federal funds

In the context of a university, programs and activities are likely to be more
tightly interconnected than those differentiated in TaytOr. Acimably, discrimina-
tion in any part of a university "infects" the whose environment and should sub-
jetlt the whole institution to federal rules and sanctions, regardless of whether
the specific program in question is discriminating with the assistance of federal
funds. Certainly the administrative structures, budget mechanisms, and admis-
sions office pronouncements of most aniversities attest to the community mature
of each institution. Discrimination in any quarter of such a community would
affect the whole.

Specifically, if a university's library restricted entrance to whites, or to males,
that would cleaKly establish in environment of discrimination thrhughout the in-
stitution. In that event. whether the library itself received federal money should
be immaterial. The entice' institution Would be in noncompliance with the law,
because the educational experience, of all students would be'infected" by the
discriminatory,practiees of an integral program thereof.

Ms. Back, an attorney in the office of General Counsel at HEW in Washing-
ton has said that-HEW expects to proceed under Title IX with a broad inter-
pretation permitaitg -far-reaching jurisdiction. The statutory intention to reach
all forms of discrimination within educational institutions simply could not be
served, she suggests, by any Other construction. And athletics in most institutions
is demonstrably of sufficient import:nice to "infect" the entire institution with
any diseriMination. If proof is presented of that pattern, there would likely be no
problem in subjecting athletics departments to either the regulations or the
sanctions of Title IX. ,

Legislative history on the meanin, of.the term "program" in Title 7X is non -
existent. but the purposes of the sta ite itself are instructive.

Congress intended -the fund terniination mechanisrri of'Title VI tot therapeu-
tic rather than punitive application. in order to make sure that finals of the
United States "are not used to support racial discrimination." 110 Cong. Rec.
7062 (1964). Pror.effitral limitations were designed to iiisnre that termination
would be "pinpointed . . to the Aunt-ion where the discriminatory practices

.ptevall." 1964 H.S. Code (long. & Amd. News 2512.
1;egislattve efforts to narrow the reach of the fund cutoff power resulted in

part from the breadth of Title VT, which encompasses all programs receiving
Federal assistance. Fears were exhressed, for example. that school discrimination
would lead to termination of aid to roads and highways, or that Title VI would
punish entire states, particularly In the Smith, for any act of discrimination corn-
witted Kithin them. 110 Cong:Ilec./059 (1964).

.
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'The Taylor decision ell is the importance of "programmatic specificity" in
the context of such fears. As nces.that.the termination power could only be
exercised against the particular activi0 found to discriminate must be seen asresponse to niisperceptions of 'tle VI. They were not-intended to emasculate
anti-discrimination provisions.

4
,

....

s .HOUSE 011; REpiESINTALTIVES, .,,
STATE or UTILE .

Salt Lake fifty, May 19,1975.
To district and city superintendents of Utah schools* ,

An legislators interested in the professional advancement of qualified individ-
uals thropghout our society; we Mid the facts cencerning women 'educators"
Utah, in a recent article by Afton Forsgren in UEA ACTION, to be alarming to ,say the least.

According to'the data in this article, taken from the 1974-75 Utah publio School
Directory :

"Of the 40 school superintendents, all are men.
"Of the 26 individuals listed, as assistant superintendents, only one is, a

woman.
"Of the 36§ elementary school principals, 17 are women -12 of whom are

assigned to one or two-teacher schools, gensally located in remote areas of
the district.

"Of the S$, junior high school principals, not one is ti-woman. ..
,, "Of the 42 junior high school assistant principals, three are women.

"Of the 89 senior high school or six-year high school principals, not one IS
a woman.

"Of the 73 senior high assistant principals, not one is a woman.
"Using the same source for data, women fare no better in the State Depart-

ment of Public Instructidn: ..

"Of the 17 individuals classified as administrators, including the state
superintendent and assistanPsuperintendents, only one is a woman.

"Of the 32 classified as coordinators, only.two are women.
"By way of summary, Table 33p;page 40 of the publication-fitatus of Teacher

Personnel in Utah-1973-74 of the' tot Utah administrators, supervisors and
principals, 837, or93.7%, are w'Cimen Yet Table 34,page 41 of the same pub-
lication indicates that women make p 53.6% of the total.professional staff of
the 40 sclio61 districts."

If the "School" is to be.au example, it must examine its own employment pric-
' tiers to determine whether women employed by the school are being discriminated

against by its own personnel policies. .
With .few exceptions, schools are now subject to at least two federal equal

employment laws : Title VIZ of\ the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which is enforced by
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, prohibits virtually all sex-based
employment discrimination-. ,

N. The Equal Pay Act, enforced by the Wage and hour Division' of the Labor
Department, requires that equal salaries be paid to men and women who perform
substantially equal work requiring Weiler skill, effort and responsibility, and
perforthed unde,sindlar working conditions. In addition, institutions which re- .
mire federal' funds Ire required to; follow Title IX nondiscilmination Policies
which are enforced by HEW. In molt respects, Title IX employment regulations
will follow Title VII interpretations and guidelines.

It is obvious that women's issues will be under consideration by the school ad-
iministrators for many montirsi,ahead. We can foresee that there will be Davy
pressure to alter these alarming fads. ,' We hope that your office and Board of Education are addressing themselves to
these problems.

..Very truly yours,
Representative VEE CAM-ISLE,

Fourth District.
0. Representative BETH S.-LtliMAN,

55th District.
Representative BEVFALTV. Winn,

Sixth District.
Representative PicuccA. A. HOLDEN,

53rd District.
Representative GUNILVILTZ ATWOOD.

First.Diitriot
Representative WAY r.ASZAINE JOHNSON,

Ninth District.
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, LOOAN CITY SCHOOLS,

L0,011 Utak, May 10, 1975.
Representative Viz Quints,
Bait Lake City, Utah

'DEAR Rarzzasarrarrgs GaiLtsta: I readwith interes t your directive to district
and -city superinteadentit of Utah regarding the professional advancement of

clnaliffed individuals thronghqut our society.
I personally believe I don't have any.hang -tip with women educators, lfut

the 25 years I have-been"- in the business; I have been asodited with women
administrators and I can assure you that not in oue single situation was the op-
eration a happy' one.' In the first place, for some reason, women do not like to
work for other women and I havelearned through the life of hard knocks that
most men do not appreciatemorkIng forkwomen dither.

Unless I am directed differently, I will-not beappointing women administrators
In the -Logan School System; I do have a very charming lady who assists me with

my elementary program, asa consultant in elementary education,-who does het;

Job well and is paid well for what she does. I also have a woman who manages
my lunch,program.

I do not know what your lexperiente has been in the field of employment
whether you have worked for men or women. I can only tell you what my exper-
ience has been and I know that productivity in the school,,b_nsineas is much' bet-

ter when malesrun the operation than when women do.
Sincerely, JAMES C. BLAIR;

:Superintendent.
SET DISCRIMINATION('-'

. ,

rim NEW REGULATIONS ON SCI OL SPORTS Limp

"The longawaited federal guidelines against sex discrimination in the nation's
schools and colleges will have their great k effect on sports. Most of the stereo-

and =sew will hare vanished by now in all but the most backward schools. Buttyping- that barred girls from taking sho izourses bud boys from learning to cook

gym clashes and team sports are anolher matter.
"A'revolutiorrof sorts is IMplIcivin the new rules laid down by the Department

of Health, Ethic:Won and Welfare. In any school receiving federal aidand that
Means some 10,000 public school systems and 2,700 colleges and universities
females must be granted equal Opportunities in physical education as well as in

all other areas ot learning. , -..,..

"This does not mean boys and girls Showering 'together, or roughing each

other up oh the football field. Separate but equal is the rule when it comes
to facilities and contact sports. But it does mean coed physical education classes

in the lower schools, increased funding for women's sports teams wherever there

is a demand for them, and mixed teams of men and womenin uoncontact sports

where there is insufficient demands for separateand equal women's teams.
'All this is flying in the face of verylong tradition, and will take some getting

used to. But the evidence of gross discrimination against women in sports de-

manded some action by HEW, and the guidelines strike a sensible course in al-

lowing for biological differences yet insisting on equal' opportunities.
"... It will no longer be possible to lavish money on a football team while forc-

ing the women to hold a bake sale to support their wishing tennis team. The dis-
crepancies were illustrated by a report last year showing that only 5 percent of
the-$6 billioit budgeted for intercollegiate sports went to women in the 10 state-

, supported universities in Illinois. A considerable reordering of priorities is ,due.
"lint that isn't necessarily bad for-sport. The overemphasis add the growing

professionalism of college snorts (men's sports, that is), has been a 'scandal for
years. Giving female athletes a fair deal may indeed shake up the system; but

it's a shakeup that is overdue.-

throws like a girl or 'she thinks like a man,' without anyone pointing ou the,`"The timefortunately,ls passing when-it is possible to make remarks like (she

,'
basic rldlettiousness of those assessments.

"Girl children, in America are increasingly able to grow up without being

signalled that, as a group, they don't have what it-takesand that if they do, it
is because they have somehow managed to leave their femininity behind and have
taken the giant leaplo clear-headedness and co-ordination that boy children were
born with.

.
. .
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"That happier and healthier outlook on 'half our population Should get a boost
froth the new federal regulations that bar discrimination in educational practices,.incliling School athletics.

"College athletic directors, Who 'for the past severs1 years have been reactingwith a bad case..of thg vapors to,the.very thought of the new,rules, wilrnot havetospend 'equal amounts of money-on men and women. They will have to offer
equal athletic opportunities to both though, including scholarships.

"What the new-regulations basically do is make it possible for school girls andcollege women to ,have the same chance as school, boys and .college men to know
the pleasures and pains of sports competition. They are neither the end nor thebegindIng of school athletics,"

"Congress should not delay implethentaan of the new federal regulations to
eliminate discrimination on the basis-of sex by-schools, colleges and universities.*

"Congress took thg unusual step of reserving to itself the riOt to review and
disapprove the regulations drawn up by the Department of Health], Education
and Welfare. If Congress'does not disapprove them within 45!days, the regula-tions take effeit.'

'"While the regulations, which affect admissions, assignment, hiring and
athietics;do not take the absolutist line sought by militant feminists, neitherdo they adopt the soft line sought especially by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association. We believe that the HEW proposal is reasonable and can be effective."It is especially important that IIEW monitor its regulations closely and that
Congress keep a& eye on the situation for it may-be that HEW's assumption ofgood faith on the Tart of the affected institutions is too optimistic. If that turns
out to be the case, action to stiffen the coNliance provisions should be taken-
promptly. In the meantime, however, Congress should allow the regulations to
take effect, rather than allow existing inequities to. continue for another year or-more." ,

.(From the Washington Star, June 12,10.5]
\

FROM THE FATHER OF 5 DAUGHTERS"DAMN YOUR EYES, JIM KRII0E I"

- Two years ago Carl C. CI-oxder, a Potomac, Md., rea'tor and father of five'
daughters whO play sports, filed a complaint with the Office of Civil Rights
(HEW). charging sex discrimination in athletics at the University of Maryland.He is still at odds with the university, namely the school's athletic director, Jim.
Kehoe. Here is Crbyder's reblittal to Kehle's views whiCh were published lastweek, a piec4 which Croyder has titled, 'Damn your Eyes! (an old pirate ex-pression) Jim Kehoe."

The English possess a wonderful pomposity. Remember that old_ saw about
how the war was won on the playing fields of Eton?

Well,, another kind of war is going on right here in Americathe War of
Women's Liberationand it, too, is being won on playing fields. Of course, the
more cynibal think it is being won through lesbian lifestyles. A great many
think it is being Won at the abortionist's abattoir. Still more believe it is to be
won by adopting the manners and morals of men (sad examples that we are).
The truth is this: The war is being won by young girls in sweatsults and Adidas.

How comes this inspiration? By way of my five athletically inclined daughters,'
that's how--daughters who are quicker than I am, better coordinated than Lam,
and (worst of all) who can beat me oneon-ode in basketball ! Childless people
don't really know what's going on. Why, without my daughters I wouldn't be
into Women's Lib..And. I wouldn't be haying all this trouble with Jim Kehoe.'

James IL Kehoe, for the unaware. Is director of 'athletics atlthe University ofMaryland: He likes womenin their place, of course. And whenit comes to
sports, That place is either-in-the stands or just in front of the stands in tight
-sweaters and- very short skirts. How else does one explain an annual athletic
budget of more than $2 Million of which .only $50,060 is allocated to women's
intercollegiate sports?

It was the same Mr. Kehoe who said he wouldn't "dignify" the question with
an answer when he was asked last week by a reporter if the n omen's basketball
coach at Maryland, Dorothy McKnight. shbuld be making roughly the same as
the men's basketball coach, Lefty Driesell. But then, as an afterthought, Kehoe
said, "When the women's basketball team starts drawing 154()00 (persons!) to
Cole Field house, 'll be receptive to that."

Based on that remark, I have a question for Mr. Keltoe: Which came first,the chicken or the egg?

3_9 ()
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In 1972- CaugreSs- enacted a law known Its the Educatibual Amendment's Act.
Title I' of that act reads in parias follows: .

"No person in the United States shall be excluded from ptertielpation` in, be'
denied the benefit of or be subjected to discrimination under any education
'program or activity receiving federal assistance . . ."

Catherine Ley, president of the American Association for Health, Physiaal
\ Education and Recreation has said Title IX "does more for women than Ay-
n thi4 since woinegot the right to vote."

Now believed all that. And, since the University of Maryland receive* an-
nually,raore than $20 million in federal lands, in December of 19731 filed a com-
plaint with the- Office for Civil Rights (HEW), charging the university with
discrhninating against women in intercollegiate athletics. (Then, while I Tvas at
It,.1-filed.a similar complaint against the Montgomery County Public Schools.)

Why should tale Maryland men be down to Charlottesville, t short distance
away. while the women spend two days driving-themselves to Rochester to play
in a tournament.? Why should the athletic department flunkies be given ex-
pense-paid trips to the Orange BOWl while girls who qualify for national com-
petition be denied that opportunity?-Why should the men play'teams clear across
the continent while the women generally are limited to playing the small colleges
they can travel to and from in an afternoon? Title IX was the answer ;to thel
questions, it szemed."

The mills of the ,gods grind slowly but they are swifter than Nick Basciano,
the Maryland sprinter; compared to, the mills "of ' he federal bureaucracy. The
upshot is that nearly two years and more than $300,000 later nothing has hap-
pened. Whence the $300,000? It was laid out by the National Collegiate Athletic
Associationan all -male orgaifizationin t

a lobbying effort against the imple:

mentation of Title IX.
So, Mr. Kehoe continues to expand his athletic empire at.the, exiiense of

women, annually getting a $30 athletic fee from every woman undergrtuluate
(total--$300.000) and returning to the women's athletic program 10 dints on tire
dollar (4ot:0$30,000). yes, damn your eyes, aim Kehoe! If my daughters were
my sons, you and the of herinate coaches at Maryland would be making fools of -

yonrselves at my home in Potomat. as you did in ketersburg (home of Moses
Malone) and (*where.

But hold on. I've lost the. thread of discourse which was that the War of

Women's Liberation is being won on the playing fields of America.
How can women be stereotyped as sex symbols and sex objects when they are

as eagerly engagedin competitive sports as are men? Never mind that Women's

records can never match those the bigger, stronger men._
It is enough that women acbibve excellence within their own dire &viol'. After

all, no one kxpect3 the Little Leaguer to competeigaipst the bipleagner or the
middle-weight champion to enter the ring against the heavy-weight champion.

Amid disqffieting forces afoot in the land, the trend toward active participation
In sports by women is a profoundly healthy and hopeful one. Play on, sisters,
play through (Mailgram]

PROJECT ON TUE STATUS AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN

PreSid6t-GMAYA EORD,
White House.,
117aahingion.

DEAR ..%111.:PliESIDENT: The ASSOcintion ofAmerican-colleges has-recently learned
that section S.9.7 (II) of tile proposed title IX regulations now awaiting your
signature contains a wholly new provision which will require all gththational
institutions to 4;velop grievance procedures ,fOr handling' student and- employee
complaints of sex discriminations. While we are indeed committed to the
principle of intertini resolution of complaints, we are nevertheless deeply con-
cerned alma the intrusion of Federal regulations that would require such
procedures, and ultimately would control the form and substance of these
procedures. Because this provision was not part of the original proposed regula-
tions, institutions have not had the opportunity 'to prEsent their views tipbn
this subject to the.Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Any Federlil
requirement for grievance procedures would indeed violate the time honoured
dprinciples of academic freedom and.institutional autonomy. Furthermore, there

4
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is nothing In the 'legislatit's history' of -the Educational Amendments, of
1972 that Would, mandate such a reggirament. Is oddities], we pqint out thathaving differed reqtdsementsfoicemplainteot sex. diegrinninition from, those of
**writ:P.0r -national engin discrimination will leid to contusion on:tlier'part-
of those -women who- file simulataiumus charges nudes sex discrimination and
minority diserhnination. We thereby strongly urge that; before you. sign -the
regulations, you delete this section that would. require,grinFance- procedures.Sincerely,

Famine Niue,
'President, Association of.AnterIcan.(olleues..

ltaC91131INDATIO. TO PatainitaT CoNciaNnos Psopoolor IfaairLATIONa TIT=IX or Thal AWSODMIatTa or 3972 Ann's]) IT TAX NATIMAL CoM-
IgISSION ON THE OessavAscRorlinamsnosit WOlckiejli SEAR, May 10, 1975,
The National CoaikisalotL on the Observance- of International Women's rear

has as one of its primary mandates the full and. proper enforcement of existing,
Federal egislation banning discrimination en the basis of sex.

The regulations to implement Title IX of the Education Amendmenta of 1972are now awaiting approval by the President This lee is the .first banning
discrimination on the basis of sex in all education programs and activities
sectiving Federal financial assistance.

There are four areas pf_the draft regulations of particular concern to the
Commission. As they stand, they do not appeai to reflect the intent of the legit:-
hdive history. 'Thus the Commission reconugends that the President consider
the following recommendation's:

1. The present version requires resort to internal grieiance .procedures,which may be ,unduly prolonged._ We: recoMmend allowing complainants theoption of using internal grievance procedures, if an institution has them,
or filing complaints directly with the l;lepartment of Health, Education, and i _Welfare. The complainant would, of course, have the -option of filing with
both HEW and using the internal grievance procedures.

4. -A new provision is needed which would rnsluire the recipient of
Federal assistance to conduct and publish self-efaluation to assess itsstatus in regard, to existent sea discrimination. This evaluation should coveradmission practices, financial Sid, educational program access, curriculum,and athletics, as well as employment,

3. We recommend the establishment of a uniform pension policy under
the existing Federal 'legislation now 'covering, employment. The EE00
guidelines, which require Nan periodic benefits, would-appear to be more
equitable, and we would recommend that the Title IX" regulations reflectthis approach. ,

4. The eectibn on athletics has beeri fully weakened. We 'recommendderetion of the yelerences to contact sports'and replacement of the athletic
sections with the language of the June proposed draft.

The Commission further urges the President tan sign the ,regelations within
the next few weeks so that' the 'school year will begin with the reguldtions inplace.

STATEMENT OF DR. BERNICE/SANDLER, DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON
THE STATUS AND EDUCATION OF WOKEN, AND EXECUTIVE AS.
SOLUTE, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES, WASHINGTON,

,

Ms. SANDLER. I am Dr; Bernice Sandler, executive associate ag the
Association of American Colleges and director of the project on the
status' and education of women. The Association of American Colleges
is composed- of approximately 100, member institutions concerned
with undergraduate liberal education. The majority of our members
are private institutions, many of which are church-related.

I am also, chairperson of the °Eke of Education's )'residentially
appointed Advisory Council on Women's Educational programs man-
dated by the Womep's Education Equity Act. I test' ed-before this
committee several times, first in '1970 when Rep ntative Edith.
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Green held bee ., 1 ontheillthat eVentually,becamelitle IX of the
Education Amen ,,,, Ont. of 1972. Litter I was employed by this
bonunittee as An *data a:ion ipcia/Ut to ;compile =the printed record
of those hearings. As such, I believe I was.the first person ever hired.
by auy 'congressional momniittee to workepeoificaly -in the area of

.e

The 92d Congress irtieulated a clear ,national policy to prohibit
sac discrimination at all levels of education when It enacted title IX
of the Situation Amendments of 1972 and 'several other .laws.
. In March of 1972, title WI of ,the Civil Rights Act of 1964. was
amended to prohibit discrimination intinployment in all educational
institutions, public or-private, whether or not theyinceive Federal
funds. The Equal .Pay Act -,of 1963 was imendecl to include adminis-
trative, profeesionatand executive employ so that women faculty'
are .m.ered-.151-that ict.Titles VII and VIII of the Public. Health

- Service Act were amended to prohibit discrimination .on. the basis of
sex in admission to trainingprogranui for the health. professions
receiveiniids.thromb that act. The soca!, rightalunendment was also

peeped, hy'.the'92d C an amendinwt that -wouldiamong other
:Iiiinici:, sclearly. str n ,constitutional prOtection against sex dis-
tiimmationin-publi y financed editcation.programs.
' 'Thus,Thus, the Congress has recognized the serious implications forthe

I Nation of denying- equal opportunity in education and employment
to ;'women and girls, and has taken .numerous steps toimplement the
national policy to end such discrimination.

Although title IX has been in effect since July 1, 1972, HEW has
taken an unprecedented 3 years to- write the regulation to finally
implement the law. The regulation was signed by the President and

'lent to the Congress on June-4, 1975-Unless the Congress rejects the
regulation, it will go into effect on July 21, 1975. Under a provision
of the Education Amendments of 1974, Congress may reject the

. regulation if it believes that it is inconsistent with the statute.
Thus, my testimony today-w,ill focus on the issue of Whether or not

the regulation is consistent with the legislation. Whether,the regula-

tion contains portions thatcould be written. Ina better manner, whether
the regulation is loo strong 6r too weak,'whether one likes or dislikes
the regulation, or whether one oppoees the basic legislation ,these
are not appropriate , items to take into consideration in. deciding
whether or not the regulation is consistent witththe law.

The main opposition to the regulation stems` from its coverage
of athletic programs. Two basic questions need to be examined:

(1) ATe athletics covered by-the title IX mandate for equal oppor-
tunity even though- they receive no direct.Federal ftindingf .

(2) If discrimination in athletic program% is indeed covered. aro
these parts of the regulation that deal-with athletics consistent withthe

legislation I

I. PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITM NOT nniecrlii RECEIVING FEDERAL FUNDS

. COVERED ,ET TITLE IX?

I won't read the basic enabling hiw in title IX. I am. sure you heard

it many times this' week.
The question of what constitutes a prograni or activity becomes a

critical one in interpreting the proper scope of title IX. Does "program
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or activity'' menu only those programs and activities which receive
7.ederal money or does "program and activity" refer to all the pro---.
grieres and 'activities of an eduCational institution receiving-Fed-

. era I funds?
The statute itself provides no direct guidance to the answer to this

qu'estion. The title IX regulations interprets the prohibition against. discrimination to apply to all i?rograms.and activities of the institution.
If "program or activity" is interpreted narroWly to mean only those

programs or activities directly funded by the Federal Government,
an institution would be free to discriminate in all areas of its pro-
grams otoer than those-which receive Federal aid.

Sucl an interpretation would severely restrict the impact of title
IX and would be contrary to the legislative history and Purpose of the
statute. For example, a department of econoies_ would be able to
prohibit or limit admission of females to its program while a depart-

Anent of biology down the hall in the stfine institution which. received
Federal money would havelo be non'd iseriminatory in its program.

Similarly, the school could not discriminate in a building that was
built with Federal funds, butacross the street it could conduct the same
activity in a discriminatory manner in a building built prior to the
time when 'Federal funding was ayailable for construction.

Although there are no cases as yet under title IX to aid in the inter-
pretation. of "program or activity,- the identical language in title
Vf.of tlu Civil Rights Act of 106.1 has been interpreted in Board of .

Pu7)1k hodearlion of Taylor Colody r. Fineh,
court held that title Vf did not intend m holesale cutoff of

Federal aid ; rather it requires a case-by-case determination of those
activities which might be discriminatory.

Some persons who, disagree with 1LEW's interpretation of title
IX (and title*VI) are citing Taylor v. Fhiel6 as justification for
limiting coverage only to those rietivities that receive din!ct, Fedora

,

as,fistance. Irowever,'''Avo,: _v.- Fineiz. dealt with the que.stion of/
whether diserimination iLdtare federally assisted progqn could aut
matieally result in tempination of all Federal fluids even thoi h

Abere had been no findinfts of discrimination in other prwams. Tolor
vi Thick focuses on the scope of the remedy for diserimination in
terals of which funds should .be terminated; it does not deal Arectiv
with the question of whether or not discrimination is prohibtd in all
prLgranis and activities of the institution.

. Nevertheless, the court specifically ruled that, illegal difetrimination
in one part of the MIA system does not automatic:11 y "infect the

, whole": "each program receives its own 'day in court " At the same
time. however, the court, clearly sepported the concept that diserhnina-
lion in one part of the school system could indeed 'Infect, the whole";

Tee tenandstrative agency seeking to cut off funds must make findings of /act
indicating either that a particular program is itself administered in a discrim-
inatory manner, or Is so affected by discriminatory/Practices elsewhere in theschool system that it thereby becomes discriminatory/

Such diseOmination. in a program that did not receive direct Fed-
eal funding, could "infect the whole" by'eausiv a chilling effect on
applicants to the institution and thereby diminishing the number of
persons participating in the federally assisted programs within the
institution.
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Taylor v. Finch specifically taws for the possibility that sanctions

could be used to prevent- discriminatioliiiractivities that are notthem-
Selves the direct recipients of Federal aid precisely becaiise federally
'assisted programs can be thereby "irpfecteil by a dis7iininatory en-
vironment.' By requiring "seperate consideration of the use or in-
tended use Of Federal funds, '--and aisallOwing wbolesale cutoffs by
HEW to all programs, the couch ade clear that, its aim was to pro-
tect "innocent beneficiaries of,progranis not tainted hyuliscriminatory
practices." There is no language irf the decision theCikany way con-
dones discriminatory -practices in norifederelly assisted activities
whieleaffect students in programs aided-bV the Federal Government.

A soma case, Bob ona Uniremity v. lawflelm,;;A, which was upheld
on May 2.8, .1615, by the r.S. Court of Appdtls for the Foltrth Cir-
cuit also supports the principleAlat discrimination-in :1,11 progrmns of
the institution are covered. The university, because -T.4 its religioW.-
beiief8, discriminates against blacks in admissions. it vezceires no
direct Federal funds and is supported by student payments and gifts.
. The court concluded that veterans. benefits were indeed Federal
u5siseinee under the meaning of title and iliac NA; ;Tones conducts
a program or activity within the meaning of title VI:

. payments to veterans enrolled at approved schools serve to defray the
costs of the eduentlonat Program of the schools, thereby releasing institutional
flunk which would. to the absence of Federal assistance. he spent on the student.
Analogously. Bob .iotie( ilarticipa Owl in the 11 EW-admhtbdtred National Defense
Student Loan Program (NSW') relieved- the university from the burden of
committing its asets to loans to eligible students.

Tine court timed am etrIans benefits from being funneled in any
way to an institution which discriminated, even though the institution
did not reeeivedireet funding: it. did not in any way suggesit that only
those portions of vet erans'benefits which were spent on strictly educa-
tional programs be wihheld.

The court, in talkhl about veterans educational benefits. stated the
principle that. whether rash payments are made to a. university and
thereafter disrtibuted or given to veterans directly "is irrelevant, since
the payments Alt irately reach the same beneficiaries and thebenefit to
a unaversiwould be the same in any event." The same reasons would
apply to student loans and other forms of indirect. assistance.

The court also stated thnj 'Bob Jones conducts a program or activit
within the meaning of title VI." and that .13ob .Tones* 6ducationa
program receives Federal assistance."

Student loans and revenue-sharing funds. like veterans' educational
benefits, are general funds which can be spent by the institution in a
variety of ways. if diserimi nation is prohibited only in those-programs
or activities which receive direct Federal assistance, institutions would
have to account for the exact spending of loans. et cetera, and would.
be able to divert them from discriminatory activities to program areas
that did not discriminate while allowing blatant discrimination' to
exist elsewhere in the institution. This would obviously subvert the
purpose of the net
. It is clear that. such general funds, as well as direct programmatic
assistance, often enable institutions to support numerous other school
activities, such as athletic programs and extracurricular activities.
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In the absence of precise statutory language or legislative history,
courts look at the aim of the legislation: in this case, to end discrimi-
nation. A narrow interpretation of the statute to exclude Pro
not receiving direct Federal assisttince would be incOnli4ent wit tillliltii

aim of ending discrimination.
Moreover, the Legislative-history is precise in indicating th6 intent to

cover all areas of a school's activities. Senator Bayh, sponsor of title
IX in tha Senate,, tated on February 28, 1972, on thelloor of the

N Senate that:
we are dealing with three basically different typeset discriminatios here.

We are dealing with discrimination. in Admission to an institution, discrimination
of available services or stuales'withIn an institution once students are admitted.
and discrimination in employment In the area of service', once a student
is accepted, we permit no exceptions. (Congressional Record, February 26,1912,
1127lid)-;

Suref the Congressdid not intend to initiate a Federal policy of
giving federal assistance to in institution which discriminates in some
areas although not in others. To do so would be to extend benefits to
male students that could not be extended to female students. An inter-
pretation that title IX only applies to part of a school's activities
might welt put both the school and the Federal Government in iqla-
tion of the 14th amendment, to the extent that the Government is a
joint participant in the discriminatory activity. The Constitution re-
quires that the Federal Government insure equal opportAnity in proj-
ects it finances directly or indirectly. Under the due process clause of
the fifth amendment, the Federal Goventment cannot provide direct
grants to public,or private entities which discriminate on the basis of
race. It is likely that the courts would make a, similar determination
on the basis of sex. It would be both awkward and unusual for title IX
to allow what may indeed be constitutionally prohibited.

Except for specific exemptions, the languake of title LX is virtually
identical to that of title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Under title
VT, the courts have consistently considered sports to be an integral
part of the school's program or activity and thereby covered by title
VL If Congress had meant to distinguish between race and sex dis-
crimination in athletics, it would have dolie so, as it indeed did in the
area. of admissions, where title IX. has exemptions and title VI has
none. Certainly the identical language which appears in both title VI

# and title IX cannot mean one thing when race discrimination is in-
volvedvolved and mean something very differen when sex discrimination is
involved. The standard concerning wh constitutes discrimination
should not be less for women than it is for inorities.

An analysis of the legislation and case law which was prepared by
the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress sup-
ports the interpretation that discrimination in all programs and-ac-
tivities is prohibited by title IX in those institutions receiving Federal
funds.

A. similar conclusion was reached by the Anierican Civil Liberties
Onion and the Center for National Pcilicy Review at the Law School
of Catholic University. .
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TI.- DID THE CONGRESS INTIM!), TO
00VER4THLETICS WHEN IT

- MUM= ITFIX

It is often.atated, erroneously, that the Congress did not intend for
athletic programs to be covered by title IX. However, the legislative

history specifically indicates the intent of the Congress to end discriM-

ialtion in all phases of education, including sports. Senator Bayh
specifically mentioned sports in his statement on February 28, 1972

(Congressional Reccrd, 52747) ; speaking of instances where differ-
entialtreatment by sex might be allowed, he said :

These regulations would allow enforcing agencies to permit 'dittetent ie treat-
'aunt by sex onlyvery unusual cases where such treatment is absolntely necee-
sary to the success of the programsuch as in classes for pregnant girls or
'emotionally disturbed *students, in sports facilities or other instances *where -
personal privacy must be preserved.

Thus,the legislative history , reflects the intent Of the d' egress to
prohibit discrimination in sports. Moreover, the Congr did enact
several exemptions (such as military schools. and a partia exemption
forliousing). If it had meant to ctxempt athletics, it would have. clone

The intent of title IX is to provide equality of opportunity and

equal access to instruction, facilities and all other aspects of all pro-
-- grams conducted by eciticational institutionsreceiving Federal moneys.

Congress did notnor could it have been expected tospecifically
detail every single area of coverage. It din, 'however, enact several
exemptions, and athletics is not-one of these. The enactment of these
exemptions explicitly means that all areas not exempted are thereby
covered by the statute.

interpretation of title IX and its coverage of athletics is fur-
ther confirmed by the Javits amendment, section 844 of the Education
Amendments of 1974, which ordered HEW to prepare regulations
implementing title IX.

which ;hail include with xespect to litereollegiate athletic activities
reasonable provision considering the nature of particularsports.

The language of this section is more than clear : It confirms the intent
'of the Congress that title IX does indeed cover sports.

CIL Assummo THAT COVERAGE OF ATHLETICS I UNDATED EY TITLE II,

18 TIDE REGULATION CONSISTENT WITIESTE LEGISLATION IN TIEE 3IAN-

NER IN 'Twat IT COVERS AfilLETICS?)

Perhaps the most controversial area title IX covers is that of
athletics. Here the discrimination against Mimics is-perhaps the great-
est, certainly in terms of the differences in the amount-of money spent
on each sex and in'ternis of clearly overt discriminatory policies and
practices. No other issue under title IX has generated as inueli heated
debate, and controversy as equality in -sports aid- athletics.

Apart from the pressures o the organized male athletic Hierarchy,
the athletics issue is one of thj most difficult to deal with. Afore than
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most areas of our educational system, athletics ands physical education
reflect the essence of our most stereotyped cultural expectations: men
are supposed'' td be strong and aggressive; women are "supposed" to
be weak and passive. Girls and women have generally not beenencour-
a (red. to participate inphysiCal activities 'be,ause the traits associated
with athletic excellence, such, as achievement, pelf- confidence, leader-

ship, and strength. are often seen as being in contradiction with the
expected role that femitlesare "supposed" to play.

Another dillienity in dealing with the sports issue is that the legal
precedents are far .from Clear. In almost all other areas of diserimina-
tion,.t he precedents;and,principles diveloped by the courts in race dis-
crimination cases Call readily and 'easily lie applied to sex discrimina-
tion problems. '-

Because of the genera) physical differences between men and women -
as a whole, the principles developed in other discrimination areas do
not easily fit athletic paiticularly -in the area of competitive
sports. where the i;ssuelot_single sex teams and integrated teams is a
difficult one to solve. "Siparate but equal,- which is a discredited legal
pri mei pie in ternitkof civil rights, ma3- have some validity when applied
to) '4oine areas of competitive athletics, but. it is by no means clear how
and in what circumstances int olving competitive athletics this prin-
ciple should be applied.,

The legal principle. are only now begiiming to be articulated 'in the
courts as this is a relatiticlr,new area of litigation. It simply cannot
b© said with any certainty that"equality of opportunity" would best
be attained by one procedure r ather than by another.

Our project's apei:. "What Constitutes Equality for, Women inSport
.p

which attached to my prepared statemeht, deals with some
of the methods suggested by various groups as means to achieve
equality.

fu <veneral. the title IX regulation is weaker than current. case law
vCenid mandate. However, w matter what position the HEW regula-
tion.adopts on sports. it is almost inei itable that the courts will man-
date hanges in the next few years as they shape the standards for
eona ty in this axea.

'It is also equally certain that there is no way that HEW could haxe
dra tied regulations for atlet,ies that, would be acceptable, in large
mel:-Itre to mmt of 1-111/41 interested parties. We need time to experiment,
to te4t out variu-; approaches and to-let the commas shape the-doctrineof equality import;.

,

nor,,. TITLE IX M kNDATE XX EXE3EPTIoN OF INIERCOLLEGITE ATHLETICS
AND/OR REVENUE .PRODUCING SPORTS/

The regualCon makes no betw eon sports which prothice -revenue and the which do not. Opponents of this athletic coverage
in the regnlation claim tharthe Congress did'not mean to cover inter-
collegia te athletics and.for revenue-producing sports.

However, there is nothing whatsottver in the statute. or the legis-lative history to mandate or allow the exemption of either inter-
collegiate athletics revenue-proiming sports. Indeed, the Congress
explicitly rejected this approac when it defeated the Tower anitald-
ment to the Education Amendments of 1974 which woiq have spe-
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eifically exempted revenue-producing sports. If the Congress had
meant to exclude revenue-producing sports, it did not do so when it

.passed title IX. When it had a second chance to do so, it refused by
rejecting,-th6D Tower amendment.

Were, intercollei,riate athletics and/or revenue-producine. sports to
be eiceinpted, the following inequities could occur (all of the examples

iltiew are from actual institutions; the names have been omitted
cause these institutions are no worse than any othersthe problem

is widespread throughout academia) :
1. Any institution could fall under the exemption by merely charg-

ing a nominal fee at all intercollegiate events, even those that were
traditionally free. Students, male and female, could be forced to sub-
sidize all male intercollegiate sports by having,the fee for admission
incorporated into a compulsory "activities fee."

At one institution, student activity fees "automatically" buy ad-
mission to men's intercollegiate events. The money is treated as "rev-
enue" for those sports.

Of $68,000 raised. by student fees for athleties,4only $5,000 was
allocated' for' women's athletic programs, even though the student
body was approximately half female,

2. An institution could have a substantial intercollegiate prograth
for males and none whatsoever for females. It gceild claim that finan-
cial exigency prevented the' development of woman's intercollegiate
programs. -

.

One midwestern university spent over $2.0 million on its men's
intercollegiate athletics.

In ow State university, the men's athletic' program is funded as a
line item in the regular budges; the women's program competes with
the chess club and other extracurricular activities for a small share
of the student activities fee.

A western university .has long-range obligations of $4.277,475 for
capital improvements: obligations for the football field, track, and a
combination 41ormitory and golf facility total` more than $600,000.
Despite losses,over the past 3 years of $62,000, $02,000, and $22,000,
budget adjustments were made in order to provide a total of $1,500
for,women's athletics fat the current semester.

At another institution, women's sports received only $18,000, or
nine-tenths of 1 percent of the institution's $2 million budget, even
though over 40 percent of the student undergraduates were female.

3. All facilities used for revenue-producing sports could be re,
stricted to males, or given low priority to female usage. Female teams' \
could be.allowed to use the facilities only when the men's tennis were
not using them.

The women's "varsity basketball team at one New England college
could practice in the gym only when the men did not want to use it.

At many institutions, women's teams must practice at odd hours,
such as after dinner on weekends or before breakfast on weekends.

4. A. donor could give money for a new gymnasiuifwg swimming
pool earmarked for male intercollegiate activities and practice.
Women could be prohibited from access to these' facilities,, or given
limited access, even if .there were no other facilities available for
women. (See examples under No. 3 above.)
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.5. All intercollegiate athletic scholarships could blhnited lo menonly, with none whatsoever allocated teivomen.,
Untal 'the -spring of 1973, under the rules of the Association for

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW), females participating
in intercollegiate sports were prohibited from accepting scholarships.
Very few colleges and universities have scholarships for women ath-letes. Thus, although there are scholarships for males -participating
in swimming., basketball, et cetera,, women participating in the identi-cal intercollegiate sports have no such aid available to them.

Institutions could legally attemptto attract donors for male scholar'=ships cinly, without any eiortto,attract money for women's scholar-ships Whatsoever.
Equipment, suclt as 'practice uniforms tennis racquets, et cetera,could'be provided for men''-teams_but not for *omen's teams.

Women's teams often have inferior equipment or the lei '-equipment no longer needed-by men's teams wheivnew ipment isf_purchased.
Typically, when a new gymnasium is built, the old one is-retired tothe women.
7. Team doctors could be available for male athletes but not for

women athletes who would have to pay for their own medical cure ifinjured.
At some, institutions the health service provides team doctors formale varsity athletes but not for women athletes.
At one institution a; woman athlete who injured her knee couldnot use the ultrasonic 'therapy machine available for injured maleathletes.
8. Men athletes could have special dormitories, special high proteindiets; women athletes could receive no such special attention.
9. Male athletes could be covered.by special insurance programs, hutnot women athletes.
Many institutions provide special insurance, programs for theirmaleylletes but not for women athletes.
10. Travel for men's teams-could continue to be subsidized at ahigh level (chartered, buses and airplanes) while women's teamstravel at their own expense.
At one institution, 'woolen's teams sold apples during football gamesto pay for their travel and other expenditures.
At another institution, women sold Christmas trees to raise moneyfor their expenses.
At some institutions, women's teams sell cookies and cakes to payfor travel expenses, while the men's teams travel in chartered busesor in first-class service in airplanes.

.11. Meals and lodging for male athletes while traveling to gamescould continue to be subsidized while women athletes have to-pay fortheir meals and lodgingout of their own pockets.
Many women's teams have no money allocatedior.pei diem expensed

while away at giimes. Often the women bring their own sandwichesand sleepir.bags,
12. Budgets to recruit athletes could be limited to male athletesonly. Few, if any, women's teams have funds for recruiting womenathletes.
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13. Budgets for publicity could be allocated totally for male- in-
tercollegiate activities, with none allocated for women's inter=
collegiate athletics.

Many institutions have a budget for public relations for men.'s
athletics. Women's athletics receive- little-attention in the press' as a
result.

14. Women reporters could be excluded from the press box during
male-intercollegiate events. Because theise wofnen do not work for the
university or college, employment discrimination laws, would not ap-
ply.' 15. All employees who wortted in activities_ or facilities involving
intercollegiate athleticscoaChes as well as inainteriance people
would be exempt from the protection of title IX, which covers em-
ployees as well as sudents. Although other employment laws would
apply: these particular employees would be denied remediation under
title IX, a remedy which is available for all other educational
employees.

Some persons are claiming that the title IX regulation, will control
the use of donated funds, We of generated income, the kind of program
to be conducted, and the allocation and qualifications for scholarship
assistance in athletic programs:This argument distorts the impact of
the regulation : Institutions-may indeed-conduct-any-kind of program
they wish. The only restriction is that they not discriminate on the
basis of sex in the type of program they choose to conduct. The Govern-
ment does not in any way 'mandate the type of prbgram an
institution would have to have; it only mandates that the opportu-
nities tlitit exist for one sex be available to the other sex its well. These
programs do not have to be strictly equal; obviously there may be
(lift 6rent interest levels for each sex-.

Air exenaption for .revenue-producing sports would essentially say
that- discrimination against girls and women is legal and justifiable
when it is -profitable,_and that discrimination is prohibited only where
money is not involved..

V. 'Did -the Congress intend title IX to -Mandate coeducational
ph'vsical education Classes?

The regulation requires integrated physical education classes, 'but
allows separation of the sexes during activities involving contact
sports. Additionally, if a school has classes dealing with huinan
sexuality. it may conduct.separate sections for each sex.

Persons opposed to the title IX regulation 'claim that the stibtitte
was not intended to cover coed. physical education classes. They claim
that there is no justification for this ineither the statute or the legis-
lative history.

As noted earlier, the legislative history does mention sports facili-
ties. Moreover, the coverage of physical education classes should come

,as no suryirse to anyone who read the hearings held before this com-
mittee by Representative Edith Green in 1970. The bill before thy'
committee at that time was almost identiCal to what eventually became
title IXalthough it amended title VI directlyand did not contain
any exemptions at' that time. Approximately 5.000 copies of those
hearings were printed. Two conies went to each Member of the Ilouse
and one copy was sent to every Senator. .
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At least-three witnesses .during.those hearings pointed out to the
committee that the bill (filese-'io-- 805 o' H.R. 160f.)8)- would have11 yt., It. a.

an impact on this area.
Jens Leonard, then Assistant Attorney General,-Civil Rights Divi-

sion of the Department of Justice, testified on July 31,1970, asking for
an amendment which would allow sex a bona fide basis for different

'treatment. He noted that such an exemption would permit, Among
other things, separate dormitories and separate gymnasiums The
Congress did indeed enact ,a separate provision allowing for separate
housing; it did not enact any provision fOr separategymnasiums.

Similarly, on July 1, 1970, the Honorable Frankie M. Freeman,
Commissioner on the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, noted ithat,
among other things, the bill would require that "as a coilditiar. for
Federal-aid, all housing owned and operated by an institution, in-
cluding,the-use of such facilities as gymnasiums and-lounges,.be avail-
able to persons of botlr sexes."

Dr. Peter Miiirhead, Deputy Assistant Secretary and .:associate
Commi.ssione for Higher Education, Office of Education. HEW,.
testified co Jffry' 1,. 1970, that the amendment would cover "Iirograins
which might be limited to one sex, such as recreational and physical
educational activities."

Thus, this committee had every opportunity to amend the proposed
bill to ei:Chide athletics and physical education. That it chose not to
do so is accurately reflected by a lack of exemption in the title IX
statutmnd in the subsequent regulation.

The question of coverage of physical education classes is now be-
fore the Congress in the form of the Casey amendment, which ill effect
forbids HEW from requiring schools to have integrated physical
education clasSes. Thus the Congress has an opportunity to vote. di-
rectly upon this matter.

An exemption for physical education.classes would,raise. serious
queStions about equity for female students. Schools could designate
any part of their athletic program, including. extracurricular aetivi-
tiesantl 'competitive teams, as credit or noncredit "physical education
classes" and thus exclude.femalesfrom virtually all such activities.

A sellootcould labetallintramural, interscholastic, or intercollegiate
athletic tenths as "physical education classes" limited to maleS only,
and give preference in the -use of facilities and equipment to those
persons who are enrolled in the class." .

Women majoring in 1)4sical education could be denied access to
specific courses in the physical education department. If the number
of women who w.anted a particular class was small in number. the
school could elaituffiat it did not provide the instruction because there
was not enough interest for a separate class. Thus- females could be
deprived of ,entry into all"male physical education programs. HEW
would be powerless to require their admission into such Classes.

Any school could thereby exclude Amides from access to programs
' and activities by using an alternate excuse. such as lack, of money or

interest.-for setting up separate progriuns for females.
katianeedronly look at any playground, schoolyard, or picnic ground

-to.notice that boys and girls, young men, and women,,do indeed play
many sports together and that "integrated" physical education classes
are not likely to be as disastrous as critics claim. Many schools, as a
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matter of economics and in anticipation of the title IX regulation
have already integrated their physical education programs with little
disruptioh or difficulty.

The time limits allowed by the regulation-1 year for elementary .

schools, 3years for secondary-and postsecondary institutionsshould
also smooth the transition to integrated classes.

VI. ADDITIONAL ISSUES BEING RAISED BY OPPONENTS OF THE REGULATION

As well as the issues discussed above, Senator Jesse Helms.(D.,..N.C.)
has raised several other areas in -his resolution to reject the title IX
regulation, which was introduced in the-Senate on June 5. 1975. He
no e regu a to arethitt-pregnancy must 15e treated
as a temporary disability such as a broken leg.

The Senator seems unaware of title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
The Sex Discrimination Guidelines for that act require that preg-
nancy be treated as a. temporary disability, such as a broken leg. Even
if the title IX regulation were rescinded, the title .VII
-would still apply.

Also, if unwed mothers are excluded from further training. and
schooling, it is virtually certain thatthey and their offspring will be
condemned to lives of poverty and ignorance, with little alternative
to joining the welfare rolls.

Senator Helms also mites that:
While it was the obvious intent of thstatnte that it apply to those seeking. an

educational opportunity, the regulations (sic) cover the employees of educational,
institutions, whether they be maintenance personnel, administrative staff, or
teachers. Again, the iegniatiora are inconsictont :Tie: the congressielialcnact-
ment.

A reading of the legislative history and-the conference report indi-
cates that the House ,version of title IX had a provision exempting
employment;' the Senate version did not. During the conference. the
House receded and. the exemption for employees was dropped. Thus:
the coverage of employees is clearly mandated by the legislative history
of the act. --

Senator Helms has stated that he opposes the provision requiring
nondiscrimination'in health insurance policies and, benefits. He adds,

Obviously the draftsmen (sic) of this regulation envision a school providing
single students with family planning, ervices and at the taxpayers' expenses, no
doubt.

The regulation (section 86.39), however, does not,mandate family
planning services. What it does mandate is that if the institution pro-
vides them, it must provide them to both sexes. If the institution
providts full health care, as is provided in some postsecondary in-
stitutidns. then and only then must it include gynecological services.
Thus an institution could not provide urological services fOr males
and cover all other illnesses and disabilities with the exception of
"female related disorders."

The Senator notes that:
The language of the statute is clearly prospective in nature. Rut the regula-

tion requires affirmative action to remedy the effects of supposed past
discrimination.
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This, too, he describes as being inconsistent.with the statute. Yet the
regulation clearly does not require affirmative action to remedy sup-
posed past discrimAnation:Vaat is required is flint the institution con-
ducts self-study and modify policies which have been discriminatory.

Section 86.3(c) requires a self-evaluation by the institution which
requires it to "modify any of these policies and practices which do not
or may not meet the requirementsof this part" and to "take appro-
priate remedial steps to eliminate the effects of any discrimination
which resulted.or may have resulted from adherenCe to these policies
or practices."

Preference is specifically prohibited by the statute; in contrast,
appropriate remedial steps might include' actions such as additional
recruiting materials to encourage women to become engineers or
scientists.; posters to encourage young women to take vocational
courses; notification to students of both sexes as well as personnel to
inform them of changes in policy; and the development of new procs;
dures to insure that no student, male Ot,female, is denied the opportu-
nity to participate in the 50. oars programhecanse of;their particular
sex. No nuMerical goals are required.

. vn, COVERAGE CF HONORARY SOCIETIES

The title IX regulation does not allow single-sex honorary socie-
ties to exist on a campus 'when they receive significant assistance
from the recipient (86.31(b) (7) ). Some persons are claiming that
title .IX should not cover the membership practices of these societies
and that such coverage was not intended-by the act.

. Many professional groups have single sex honorary societies which
' often have student members. For example, the international business
fraternity, Delta Sigma Pi, limits its membership to males only and has
chapters at practically every institution which has a school of business
or economics or gives courses in these areas. They also maintain
alumni clubs. The;:organization states that it offers "programs of
professional and social activities designed to benefit all business and
economics majors." Women students cannot partake in these activities.

Such organizations serve a crucial role in helping new and prospec-
tive professionals learn the ropes of their profession; essentially these
organizations strengthen the old boy network whereby jobs are re-
ferred to friends, newof the profession is disseminated, et cetera.

To a large extent, women have been excluded from this inforinal
network perpetuatedperpetuated by single-sex honorary societies. Where there are
two such organizations, one for women and one for men, the men's'
organization is far more prestigious and usually litrierthere are far
fewer chapters of the women's groups. .

Where_ professional honoralies exist for the betterment of women,
such as an 'honorary for prospective women scientists, the organization
could continue its purpose although it might have to open its mem-
bership to men under title TX. Many :women's upi which are de-

- voted to women's rights, such as NOW andWE nevertheless have
male members. In practice the number of Men w o join such organize-
lions are few in number; those men who do jour are usually very
sympathetic to. the purpose of the organization.

If honorary societies .are exempted from coverage by title IX
as proposed by the Casiy amendinentmales will also be deprived.
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For example, male nursing students will continue, to be deprived of the
opportunity to join the honorary nursing society. .

Honorary societies are not social groups; their- criteria for ad-
mission should not:be based on sexas would be allowed by the Casey
amendment or by exemption from title IX.

Note that the statute in no way prohibits any priVate organiiatiOn
from doing-anything it wants, off-campus. The organization is prohi-
bited from discrimmatiOi only when there is significant assistance
provided by the recipient of Federal funds (86.31(b) ). This inter-
pretation is in line with cases under the 4th and 5th amentlinents of
the ConstitutiOn.

. stfiamAat

The title IX regulation does not controlinstitutiOns. It does not tell
them what to do or how to do it. It simply says that whatever an in-
stitution does, it must not discriminate on the basis of sex.

The Federal Government does not, for example, require an, institu-
tion to-abolish parietal rules or, to enact parietal rules. That decision

nrightly the prerogative of an educational institution. What title IX
oes mandate is that, if parietal rules exist, they must apply to both

sexes equally. If an institution has no parietal rules then that, too,
applies to both sexes equally.

In genbral, the challenges to the regulation are often based on mis-
conceptions of 'what the regulation actually says. and what the law
mandates as well as a lack or knowledge of the legislative history
and relevant court cases. Some persons who 'oppose the regulation
actually are opposed to the act itself and are unable to distinguish
between the two. II

Women's groups and educational institutions have waited 3 long
years for this regulation. Educational institutions need guidance
from the Federal Government in order to comply with the congres-
sional mandate for equal educational opportunity. Sending it back
to HEW for further drafting will only delay the implementation of
title IX and will deny to women and girls the ediicational Opportuni-

. ties that are the birthright of tjieir bothers.
--.

Thank-yau.
o Mr. O'HARA. You would suggesfihat separate but equal may have

some validity in competitiveathleas. You apparently don't feel it has
validity at all in physical education?

Ms. 8ANDLER. The regulation allows some separate but equaj.
O'Hana. How about physkal education?

Ms. SANDLER. In physical education and in contact sports participa-
tion, within those sports, in physical education classes would be al-
lowed. You could separate them there.

Mr. O'HARA. Do you feel that an institution could. comply with re-
quirements with respect to sex by abolishing its girls' athletib teams
and making thegirls eligible for all sports?

Ms. SANDLi I would think not. You mean full integration, of all
athletics?

Mr. O'llaaa. Yes.
Ms. SANDLER4 would look to the Supreme Court for guidance in a

case that was not. education ,or with students but was an employment
case, Griggal?.,Aikke 'rawer Company. Mr. Justice Burger wrote the
opinion for this unaninika decision : A policy which is essentially fair

c\.
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on its face but hos a disproportionate effect °Ma protected class is in-
deed discrimination unles.4 it can be justifiedby business necessity.

M. O'Hare. In,other words, youvould feel thitt failur to provide
separate but, equal might be a viohif ion of thela4 ?. .

- .
(I . 3k. SANDLER. Where it WOUldititiVe a diSprOpOrtiODatte e.ffect tm one

sex or the other. For eiample, in the; remote chance that some 25 'iris .
or young women-said, "We want to. play football;" it is cle that
having an integrated team then might provide realaficulties. allure-toll° soprovided there were sueli remarkable intere,stg in playing it
might. indeed, I think, violate the -regulation. It would lave a lispro-
portionate effect. P .-4,;:-, - , e /

I thiiik this is what is so difficult in the'sports area : Whit has a dis,
1)1.4qt-donate effect? What is real equity and"whaft- is equality of op'
portunities? Those are difficult questions which the court lies -lust
begun to Wrestle with. .

Mr. O'HARA. Do 3'ou agree with me that 'CongreSc.-tvas remiss in not
spelling out its intention more 'clearly < on the stiante as related to
athletics? .

Ms. SANni,ER. I am not-sme4he Congress at that point could have
artioulated more specifically than it did. It is cleat that the Congress
often enacts general leoishitioli and puts it specifie things at times.

s;However, rthilik it wjuld'be...yery difficult to have pu,t in alt kinds of
"cl `' "specific- details; partly because-this is a relatively new' area. , /..

Balm not sure thatIthe Congress could give ii that much more grad- .4
;inch even now. I think this is a very technically difficult area which"- .
the courts fire'beginning to look at and to shiipe Oat doctrine of that
equity. and indeed a (lot-trine that peeds to be'lootced at in Mew- of the* constitutional provision as well-as he statute.

Mr. O'HARA, So you feel that Congress and judges itre inherently
geheral? , .` '

Ms-SA:cam N,pt always. It depends on the judge and it depends on
- the Congress. But certainly I think when constitutional issues are

. involved it is something we would want to go through our judicial
system beeatise it is difficult te, specify every detail andlwery.area in-a / -
code. . , . /

. Zfr. 01-TARA. Mr. Eshleman. -
Mr. ESIIEMAN. Doetor, I think you and I agree that'the Federal

Court uses the intent of Congress in a lot of instances to cletermin
the moping of law. Maybe you won't agree with the following 'state-
Inent. J"think HEW should also consider the intent of Congress be--
ca.use. as you said, we were general anti not specific, and you just
answered the Chairman that maybe we couldn't get more specific in

,-,,- sports. , - -

Vcitf quoted quite a few Senators*: I would like to quote Ms. Green,
Nvho was the author of-title IX. :None of the Senators were, brit Ms.
ilreen was the-author of title TX. And on November 26 of last year in .
debate on thiS. she stated on the floor:

When fundF;lor athletic departments come out of tuition fees, o,t: tax dollars,
women students are to have egisal opportunity with men. This d5es not mean,
t Otvevor. thatifoothall teams or basketball teams or any other physical educa-
tion class shall be fohed by the Federal Government to have both men and
evoa en on the same team. But intercollegiate sports financed by gate receipts is
an entirely different matter and,was not covered by title IX.

If
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NOW cerainly when that is spoken by the author of the title and is
in the Congressional Record and was said on the'floor of tlke House',
then that must bZcome part of the intent of Congress.

Ms. SANDLM. I would think that the courts look to legislative his-
tory developed before enactment of legislation rather than that which
comes up later. Again, I would point to the .legishttive history which
does mention sports, sports facilities, athletics,. several times and to
the testimony-that-was conducted before this committee.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. We all know we have interested alumni, inqi,11.50
States, and the money they donate is their money, the same as if you
wanted to give $100 to the Iced Cross and $500 to the United Fund, I
still think that is your privilege in this country, to differentiate that
war.

What would happen to an alumni's contribution, say, of $10,000 to

e the football team because he is "gong he over the football team, what
would happen to that money?

I don't have any ;den. I tun asking you, what would happerrio the fr
money under title IX regulations? Could that go explicitly for that

.

football team?
Ms. SANDLER. I am not fully sure on this, the athletic regulations.
3f. Estirr.m,tx. T am not trying to trarypii because I don't know.

Bitt it seems to me if it. can't, then I think maybe HEW went a little
too far because the next thin. we will do is say you give equally to
the 'United Find and theRed-Cross and,you can't distinguish on that.

M. 4 xnr.hu. Yes, I am not sure. I don't, see where it would be,illegal.
There is obviousl in almost every football team not enough money to
pay for eurrejit expenses. so it might weal be. But I am really not sure.

Mr. Esiii,EmAx. I was hoping it would be as simple as this:that the
bookkeeping. separate bookkeeping, and have that as aseparate bank
account. financial account, and be able to show at any time at any audit
how it was spent. I would hope it was as simple as that and I hope we
don't destroy alumni interests in college sports.

Ms. S.Axnr,Ea. There is no question that the sports regulations are
not as clear aS one would like them to be. I cannbt speak here for
HEW and it is rare that I,go,ahead and speak so favorably of Om,
but T would hype that their intent may have been to give us some lead
time to try to figure out ,whilt, the right thing ilito do.

We really don't know. On this question P am not sure what the ,
answer is. I would point out., even though schools that make a profit
on their football team are heavily subsidized in that the cost of the
stadium does not usually appear necessarily in-the athleticbudget and
that each institution keeps ifs own budget in Ways that are unique to
that institution, so all we know is that the way things currently stand
most ins.th rations do lose money on these things.

3t. Estir,E3rAx. That is all, Mr. Citairinan.
3 fr. 'O'HARA. Mr.
Mr. Br.orTN. was just going to say in that regard I would think it '

would have to he case by case decision. Some institutions, as von men-
tioned. would not be fortunate. think the NCAA went to a'$:10 mil-
lion loss this past year and it is obviously not a profitable venture. so
it wiin't take much to distribute the loss and equalize that problem
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I would like to get into sly area exclusive of athletics for a moment.
You mentioned the SonatoV-stremarks otitle IX and how it applies :o
heaTir ingrance,and petisiott benefits and I wonder if you could review
0-a-;--ink:taiintlifelinplications of the EEOC decision on prohibiting
diserirot iiitkny on mortality tables computing in reghrd to the single
sex fable..'; -s%

Aff.1,0104A-11-Vill'yon-yield for it'Second on that?
.--:Wei:W'2,ditys of hearings,on -this-last year as a separate issue, and
it.is itenik,e.:Oinplex one. I am going to suggest to the witness she give
a bi telUnaiverto it and retake it upAin another occasion.

O.ISArrinats. I would just point out two things. One, thitthe HEW
regulation-has taken a stand that iwai.eaker stand. It is a weaker stand
UrnsOat mandated by title/Ng tinder sex discrimination guidelines.

There is -a case, I think, againstthe city of Los Angeles actuarial
tables that were-sin x and had a disproportionate effect and were
violative of title VI .

Mr. BIZITIN. With re ect to the chairman's decision not to get into
it, I think there is syitne correlation that maybe we'can bring out, but
it would take a lot ore time than we can use to get into it.

'Mr; O'HAUA. It is an intereging and complex subject.
Mr. 131,ounl. I would like foe touch for a moment on Congresswoman

Edith G.reen's quote that has been Itirown around a-little, and maybe
ask you for your opinion on hog( you would define some of the
phraseology that she uses.

She refers to the fifet of using the-funds and fees and tuition and-
so on as opposed to private contributisns. Would you even in that
context, let's assume for thelmoment maybe she is correct as to that,

ido you see even any indirect relationship 'between the availability ,of
private funds to one sport on the campus thatin turn would free up
other moneys, that shouldn't necessarily, on an equal proportion, be
then channeled to other programs within athletics?

MS. SANDram Ones I think it would be very difficult for me to speak
for Edith Green. I would suggest that her words be examined sepa-
rately froth-what I might say about tho issue.

I think the area of people who give money for direct things is simply
not all that clear from the regulationi and it might be something worth
askinzsomeone froin HEW to testify to.

I think what needs to be kept in mind, however, is that if such
money is not covered by title IX. one would want to bo clear it does
not become diversionary to say. "OK, let's not use money for women's
sports, but let's make sure all of the money comes from grants vis-a-vis

,contribution, and one wonders how much the institution itself was
directly involved in getting such grants in looking for them. I would
sigoin say that I think two issues that are at stake here; one, it might

h wayof allowing institntions some flexibility, but I think I would
a6 la& heavily to the Griggs kind of principle.

Two, does it have a disproportionateeffect on females? If, for exam-
ple, if you had a hypothetical institution only trying to get money for
the 'foOtbsirteatti and no other sport, that might be construed as having
a disproportionate effect on opportunities-for women. If, on the other
hand, the school made a concerted effort to obtain funds for both sexes
for both programs I think that might also be a different situation.
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Mr. BLOWN. That is an interesting point. I think the whole conceit,
of wiping over mallow or broad interpretation can get you off the
track of what we are trying to siecomplish and setting back efrortii
of where we have to go. .t

I can think of numerous examples of things' hat are not directly
funded with any kind of general funds. The admissions offices are one
example that don't receive Federal funds and the congressional intent
is clear we want that area covered under the Civil Rights Act. I d'on't
care what title you talk about.

Ms. SANDLER. Yes, it would be posiibie to have. discrimination in
all kinds of ways if you only cover direct funding. You can say, "The
boys cantuse the lunchroom there is not enough room," and they have
to go out and they don't get the school lunches or the school buses. That
doesn't get Federal funding,' and they only let the boys use it. This
happened at a school. The boys could use the bus on school athletics
and the girls.had to provide their own bus. That is illegal.

We would not want to provide money to schools which discriminate
in soine activities. If we give Federal funding consistent with court
cases, it goes to institutions which did not discriminate in any pro-
grams unles mandated by law.

Mr. O'HARA. Thankyou very much for your very cogent testimony
on the subject. It wasispry well thought through, and excellent testi-
mony, and will be very helpful to the committee.

Our next witness is Janet L. Kuhn, who is a member of the District
of Columbia Isar.

STATEMENT OF JANET L. KUHN, ATTORNEY

Ms. Krum Mr. Chairman, my name is Janet Kuhn. I am now an
attorney in privatVpractice in Washington, D.C., but prior to this
year I served for 10 year on the staff of Congressman Alphonzo Bell
of California and in that capacity I was extensively involved in various
education-related legislation considered by this committee.

I am not appearing here on behalf of any client and I am not appear-
ing as a. representative of the firm with which I am now associated.

The views which I will express are my own, and were formed during.
my service as a congressional staff member. Those views are not nec-
essarily shared by others in my firm or by any of our clients.

It is not my purpose today to discuss the merits or demetits of any
particular provision in the title IX regulations. And I am not here
to comment on whether individual provisions in the regulations do or
do not represent desirable social policy.

It is my understanding that I was invited hero today to set forth
why I believe that the regulations are inconsistent with the statute
from which they -derive their authority_ (1) insofar as they provide
for the termination of assistance to oile prpgram because of the
existence of alleged discrimination in another'prodram, and (2) inso-
far as they purport to regulate the general employment practicesof
universities, school districts, and other recipients of Federal assistance.

It is my contention that providing for the cuto(f of fund§ to program
"A" because of-a finding of discrimination in Program "B" is in direct
contravention of the statute,.court decisions, and relevant legislative
history.
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Mr. Chairman, I ha% c ,ome transparencies, which I would like to
show to establish the context in s. hich I ha% e appi °ached this question.
They show that the operative words of title V1 of the Civil Rights
Act of 1961 and title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 are
identical. They also include the first ersion of title IX offered in the
Senate.

If it is acceptable to the committee I could show these before going
on with my formal stateniet.

Mr. Surely
Ms. KUHN% All tha this says, for those who cannot sm. it on the

top- -you see operative words of title VI of the Civil Rights Act. of
1961: general prohibitions against discrimination in federally assisted
programs.

It reads:
Section Mi. No person to the United States shall. on the grouna of race,

color or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied toe one-
fits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity reeds--
Ing7ederal financial assistance.

Tinier that is the comparable Lction from the Education Amend-
ment q of 1912, title IX.

Section 901 provides:
(a) No person in the United State, shall, ori.the basis of sex, be excluded from

participation In, be denied the benefits vf, ur be subjected to discrimination
' assistance

The only two (Elio ( Iwo, ul e that the hit pt ohibits racial disoritina-
tion and covets all progianis eccil ing Federal financial assistance
and the second prohibits sex disci iination and wiers only educational
progra -

The compliance section of both sections arc identical. The ulti-
mate penalty for noncopliame is terthination of Federal financial
assistance.

Section 602 says:
Compliance may be effected (1) by the termination of or refusal to

or continue assistance under such program or activity but swag ter-
mination or refusal shall be limited in its effect to the particular program,
or part thereof, in which such noncompliance has been found.

That is what is known as the pinpoint krinination pro\ ision.w loch
was added to the Ci%il Rights Act m lieu the bill w,is in the Senate.

This slide w HI demonstrate that when the Cong,tes.s wants to reach
programs other than those which are fedetalla assisted, as a matter of
legislative draftsmanship, it knows how to clo it. On the top you see
another section from title IX. section 904.

It says:
ni person in the United States shall, on the ground of blindness ur seventy

impaired iNi011, be denied admission in any course of sti.,dy by a recipient of
Federal financial assistance fur any educational program or activity.

You will notice that the programs referred to there include any
course of study operated by a recipient, not just those that recek
Federal assistance.

'he Buckley amendment, section 138, has a similar configuration.
`"Nolunils,shall be made al tillable, to any edituitional agency or in-
stitution Which has a policy of."

of
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That bn^congiasses everything done, by the institution and not just
the federally assisted programs. .

Similarly, title IX, as originally introddced by Senator Bayh on tb4
floor;provided:

No. person in the United-States shall, on_the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination wider
any..1.n....tion program or activity condut.ted by a public institution %%bleb is a
recipient of,Federal financial assistance. :

If this version shad been enacted, clearly it would have covered
eves single thing done-by any institution or, educational agency
ceiving Federal financial assistance. If this had been the version that
was enacted, I wouldn't be Vera today.

At this point, Mr. -Chairman, I can prceed with my prepared
statement.

PROGRA3t OR Acry.ITY

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits sex dis-
cimination in any "education progi)ala Or activity reeei% ing Federal
.1nancial assistance." The original version of title 1X NN ould bave pro-
hibited discrimination in any "program or activity conducted by a
public institutionw hich is a ilecipient of Federal assistance
for any education program or activity."

HEW has interpreted title IX as if the knigund,
version, and not the programmatic i ersion, had actually been enacted..

. Both versiois_proided that compliance could be effected`by the .ter-
mination of Fudei al financial assistance, but the -version- tinit-was-
enacted, unlike predecessor, included- the so-called "pinpoint"
termination provision which is idenrical to that contained in title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1961:

But such termination . . . shall be limited, in its effect to the . . . particular
program, or part thereof. in which such noncompliance has been found.

The words seem clear': If there is discrimination in program -A"
then the funds to that program shall be terminated; the termination
mug be limited to program -A?" however, and not extend to program
"B" concerning which no finding of noncompliance has been male.
Reference to the legislative 1.a.ory confirms,tfiat this provision was
intended to have the- commonsense meaning It appears to hale.

In the words ofSpiatorTntore, the Senlite flootl..adcr for title VI.
"Participation in o program would- justify the exaction of a
nontlisorimina,-io;. concernaig.some other program." And as

. Chairman Cencr pointed out to the Rides Committee:
The Senate amendment makes clear that,. the Federal funds will be cut off for

only thbse . . . particular programs In which discrimination is practiced. This
means that all Federal aid ... will not.he cut off because-one particfdar part of
the program or Institution is being operated in ,violation of the

Even before the inclusion of the pinpoint provision in title VI, the
proponents of the Civil Rights Act-contemplated programmatic speci-
ficiV. Then-Attorney General Robert Kennedy was repeatedly asked
whether a tinkling of discrimination in one _program could affect the
funds gbing to another program. His answer were consistent; the

ithholding of funds w ould-bc. "as specific and particular as it could
possibly be."
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When asked "As a practical question, how could you separate tisem,? ,
Senator Kennedy replied,_"Well, I would &rice out some way,t/
Congreafian." r 2

Similarly, then-HEW Secretary Celejtrezze,,was,rasked : "Must the
discrimination under title VI relate .to the parti4tty program with .

respect to which the funds are vvitlibehl; or.,can you Ilse the with
holding as a means of [combating] disc,rimma tip in other program, ?"

Secretary Celebrezze answered; "It would be my-interpretation it .

would only apply lo the bpecificp rugrain -you are talkina about.
Now, these references la the. legislatiye history, %It: irmangy

occurred,prior to the ins.eyfion,of the so- called pifipomt provision. Tlie
pinpoint provision accerding to its authormysts..mtended ,to clarify,
the meaning of the words already contained lathe statute.

linight also add as a general matter, and this is,n0C in the prepared
statement, that title VI was contemplated Akan alternative to amend-
ing, individual) every single grant statnte.as I am surethe chairman
would recall. / __

If this langu* were contained in a particular_ grant statute it would-
be difficult to contemplate that that statute thereKeovered every other
statute. It doffs not make sense. The legislative history, however, does
make cleat tins is ()Ike general acros:I'the,:board equivalent to an amend-
ment of, the sevaalliundred statutes then in existence as was confirmed
by-thelhen Attorney General Robert Kennedy.

Itt -spite of this seeniingls clear statutory language and legisltttiro
history, HEW has nonetheless continued to interpret title IX as an
institutional eligibility statute. Li support of its position, it cites lan-
gua,, from Board of Public Instruction of Taylor County, Florida v.
Fiac-h. 411 F.:).d 1068 (Sth Cir. 1969) to, the effect that a program
alight be so infected by discriminatory practices elsewhere in a syg-
tern that it thereby becomes discriminatory. Certainly, this is a logical
concept. It is not difficult to imitgine admissions or counseling policies
whit,h steer members of one but not the other sex into a particular

::-

career- oriented federally funded academic program, for example, so
that that program "1,1,11 may itself be operated in a manner free
from disci nninationn monetheless becomes diszri,minatory for all
practical purposes.
. The Taylo, County "infection- dicta. however, have been used by
HEW to obscure the holdings of that-case. It is useful initially to note
that ITEM- lost -thy' TN, c unnty ease, despite *fact that the plain-
tiff vs as a seg,reirAted clt Sul distra-t. f, klElys present use, of the in-
fect ion dicta were in fact supported by the case, they w ouldhace won it.

In Taylor County :
Tli :glows that none of the fltalitAga of the IIEW jieipy.ing Authority

are programmatically oriented, at leaSt if the terns 'prograni.; is understood to
refer to the lndiyl,4unl grant statutes andel. whica,ald ttis given ,.. di is also
Main on the face of the order...that the tk rumination of Federal funds Is not
limited in it4 effect" to one or more of the Federully financed activities described

in the grant statutes...Id. at 10T,2..,
Since the case involved, the termination.

t
of all Federal assistance

without a program-byprogratn finding of ,fact that each program,
individually, was disernninatorythe court focused on the "pinpoint"
provision, In defense-of its 'failure to- fiiid that ,a particular program
was in fact discriminatory before terminating assistance to that

program IIIEW argued that:
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(1) The statute in4pa.:zs no affirmative duty on HEW to make findings
at fact for each program, but crates only ffiru,ative defense for the recipient
in the event that some programs are untainted, and (2) the term program In
the statute does not .refer to individual grant statutes but 03 general cate-
gories such as road programs affil school programs. Id. at 1040.

The court expressly "reject( edj dIEW's interpretation of the term
`program' as that terni is used in the statute." Id. at 1077. Referring. to
the abundant legislative history and the numerous lists of programs in-
ten4e41 to be covered by title VI, the court observed that "all of these /
lists refer to particular grant statutes such as those before us, not to a"
collective concept know as school program or 'a' road program."
c And with respect. to the pinpoint, termination yovisionwhielt

identical to that contained in title 1X -the court said:
It is Important to note that the purpostponimiting the termination lx er to

"activities which are actually diseriinatory or segregated" was not for the
protection of the political entity whose fund$ alight he cut off. lint for the pio-
fectio of the innocent beneficaries of programs not tainted by discrimiffifiory
practices. Id. at 1075.

The court pointed-out, that the limitations on the termination power
were not -mere procedural niceties peripheral to the purposes of tee
Act" but that ".(7ongressiona I history indicates that limiting the
scope of the termination power was integral to the legislative scheme."
"IIEW was denied the right to condemn programs by association" said
the court.

The statuteresecilies a policy of disassociation, of programs in the fac t find-
ing vrocess. Each must- be.considered on its own merits to determine whether
or not it b. in compliance with the Act 'kiwi is and programs are not con-
demned ea-msse or In gross, with the good and the bild condemned together....

Returning to IIEW's other a rgUliteilt, Mr. Chairman, that it had no
,obligation to see to it that assistance is not cut off to a program that is
-,not operated in a, discriminatory fashion, the court answered the ques-
tion of whose responsibility it is to protect nondiscriminatory pro-
grams from termination of assistance.

y said :
The argument that the statuteppeaks not to the administratil agency ter-

minating funds. hut to the political entity hose finals are threatened, runs
afoul- of the language in the sththteMNelf4 The statute speaks to nic `Weer -
of an order, not to its prerequisites. It- states that termination "shall he limited
In its effect to the particular program, or part thereof. In which such non-
compliance has Lees so found." Tile only party with the power to limit the effect
of a termination order is the administrative agency into whose custody the funds
fora partiMilar program have'beetreommit teed... .

Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, the Taylor County court did not con-
clude, as it well might have, that all programs in a segregated, dis-
trict are so "infected" by the segregation as to become discriminatory
themselves; an illegal condition affecting 99 percent of the district
did not necessaril,4 require the termination of funds to the other 1
percent, if that other 1 percent wet e in fact operating in a manner free
from didnimination.-

c4,4-
HEW, by contrast, has concluded that the existence of purported

discrimination, a fleeting a smallportionof the activities of an institu-
tion does so infect averything in that institution as to give ITEW the
authority to terminate assistance to all programs in that institution. In
the words of the Taylor County court, I would submit that:

54-177-7.1-27

j v ."
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In orderkto affirm YIEW's action, we Would have to assume, contrary to the
express mandate of rthe -statutel that defects in. one..part of a school systeiry
automatically infect the whole. Such an assumption in disregard to statut
requirements is inconsistent with both fundamental justice and without PIA' (al
responsibilities. Id:at1074.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to proceed kow to a discussion of the
employment regulations:

Subpart-E of the-regulations.implementing title IX piohibiti "Dis-
crimination on the Basis of Sex in Employment in Education Pro-
grams and Activities." Following each section of subpart E, HEW
cites sections 901 and 902 of the Education Amendments of 1972 as the
statutory, authority on which it is relying.

It is quite true that title IX, as passed: by both Houses of Congress,
did in fact expressly prohibit sex discriiiiination in the employment
practices of educational agencies and institutions, but this prohibition
was not contained -in sections 901 and 902, which are now being imple-
mented as title IX. It was contained in (what would have been num-
bered) sections 9061 and 908.1 Section 906 extended the coverage of
title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to educational agencies and
institutions, which had previously been exempt. Title VII is adminis-
tered not by IOW, but by the EEOC. Section 908 of title IX repealed
the exemption for executii e, administrative and professional personnel
previously contained in the Equal Pay Act, which is administered
the Department of tabor. 13oth the Equal Pay Act and title VII of the
Civilitights Act of 1964 clearly prohibit sex discrimination in employ.
nient, but neither law confers jurisdiction for enforcement of this
prohibition on the Department of HEW.

Senator Birch Bayh, Senate author of the amendment that became
title IX, pointed out in a floor speecbsupporting his amendment that:

Title VII of the 1964 Chit Rights Acthas been extremely effective in helping to
eliminate sex discrimination in employment. Unfortunately, it has been of no use
in the educational fleld, because the title exempts from its protection em-
ployees of edueational'institutions who "perform work connected with the educa-
tional activities of the institution. Therefore, the second major portion of this
amendment (title IX) would apply title VII's widely recognized standards of
equality of employment opportunity to educational institutions.

In addition, to make sure that )oth men and; women employees receive equal
pay for equal work, my amendment would extend the Equal Pay Act of 1963 to
include administrative. exegutive, and prolussionui Workers, including teachers,
all of whom are presently. excluded.

Note the reference to the employment provisions as the "second major
portion of the amendment." rhe "first major portion" are those sec-
tions, 901 and 902, which HEW is now impjen4Cnting as "title IX."

As it happened, prohibiting sex-based employment discrimination in
educational institutions was a popular concept during the 92d Con -
gress. While the education bill was working its way through the Con-
gress, so was The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972. The
latter act also _contained provisions repealing the title VII exemption
foreducational institutions. '1

While the education bill was in conference, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act wn higried into law. Thus2 by the tune the education
bill's prohibition against sex discrimination in employment came

For consistency, these number, are keyed to the eventual number. i.e.. IX, which the
sex discrimination title -.was &seined. The title etas originally designated X; -thus, the
sections were/lumbered 1001, 1002, and so on.

t
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outof conference, there was no-title VII educational institution ex-
emption left to repealit had already been repealed. During debate,

--Seuator.flayh referred to the fact that the title VII employment pro-
vision cOaliiiicril in-title-IX. was the same as thrd contanied in the
EEOCbill.Iftheprovisioninthe E0C-bill -authorized the.EROC to
enforce the. prohibition against employ inept discrimination in ed-
ucational institutions, the same provision in title IX must have had the
same effect. I3oth provisions conferred' regulatory authority on the
EEOC ; neither conferred it on

It has been said that ItEW's belief that title IX confermPeRiploy-
meat authority on that Department rests On tile faeiThaf "seelyon,.90.1
of the House bill was deleted from the final version. Section '904 pro-
vided that :

Nothing contained In this title (IX) shall 'be constrned to authorize action
undep,thls title by any department or agency with respect .to any employment
pradice of any employer * .

has been referred to as an exemption from employment orig-
inally in the hill which then was deleted. I would suggest this section,
which was identical td section 604 of title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, rendered title IX internally inconsistent. Section 904 said
that nothing in title IX shall be construed to authorize employment
action by any department or agencybut sections 906 and 908 did
authorize such action, by t he Eh OC and by the Department.of Labor;
Removal of section 904 was, therefore, essential to the internal con-
sistency of the title. Now, that left remaining in the title the operative
words of 901 which HEW is now interpreting as "title IX."

It might also be helpful to look at the genesis of the 61tIne language
as it appears in title VI. The original version of title VI of the(2ii-il
Rights Act as sent to the Hill By the Kennedy administ a ion did
cover empldyment. A later version of the administration bill, wever,
placed all employment jurisdiction within one title, that is ti le VI,
and removed the em ployment provisions from. title VI.

The legislative history makes clear that the then-remaining pro-
visions-of title VI, whim ars identical in- operative effect to title IX,
did not cover employmenk

Attorney General Kennedy and Chairman Celle consistently
pointed out that employment was not covered by title
title VII. As the., Civil Rights Act oved through the Co
ever, the fact-that the then remain
'tended to protect only the benefich
not these employed to provide the
nnder:stOod. In order -to clarify the n
therefore`, the Senate added section 601.

. -Separating the purposes and proce

ng language in titl
ries of F.Aural -itrograms and
nefits--gas not clearly enough
tended meaning of the words,

ores of title VI from the Or-
,poses and procedures of- title \ II is chrtainly not im unreasonable ar-
rangement. If students are being excliuded from-participation in, or
subjected to discrimination under a federally assiste,d program, and
if remedial efforts fail, then the funds to that prograrii must be cut off.
But cutting off funds for student programs is not going to help an
employee who trip denied a promotion because of her sexall that
does is hurt the students. What the employee needs isthe promotion she

, was wrongfully denied and the monetary damages necessary to restore

VI, but by
°Tess, how-
71 was in-

4 l
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her to where she should hale been remedies expressly provided by
tit 1

e arrangement established by the Congress cannot be
elthraeffenzed as umeagonable: on the contrary titles VI and- IX
f/rorecebeneficiaries of Federal programs and title VII protects em-
ployees, with the remedies in each title appropriately genital to'thc
purposes of each title.

CONCLUSION

:Ntr. Chahnian, I e there are public policies,at-stake here that
are at least as iipitant,as the need to eliminate sex discrimination.
It is the legislative branch that is constitutionally empowered to
legislatein the public interest, not the exeenti% e blanch. If any agency
finds that legislation is impracticable -to implement as it is written,
or that the legislation,does not accomplish all that the agency thinks
it shoidd, there is nothing to stop that agency from seeking amend-
ments to the statute. Toimpro%e a law by %vay of the, regulatory proc-
-ess is to shorLeircnit the constitutional _prerogatives of the legislature.

Furthermore, Mr. Chariman,,L belie% e that by selecting a statutory
interpretation that maximizes the amount. of Tederal contiol that can
1,13 exerted o% er ei-ery let el of education frein.preschool to graduate
school, 11EW has ursurped polie,ymaking functions which under the
principles of federalism belong properly to officials at non Federal
fe% els of Government. The desirable endthe elimination of sex dis
criminationdoes not justify the means presently being used to
atehievet.

Mr. O'flinA. Ms. Kuhn, I feel like jiunphg up and cheering at
your conclusion,because it says much better tlym I what I have been
113 ing to say e% et ,sinte I authored the proomiure,that brings these
regulations back to us again. God knows that Congress does sloppy
work,_and I am sure you will agree with that, having worked here,
that a lot of it needs improvement. But the way to improve the work
of the Congress is to conic back to the Congress and say, "No%v the
was you wrote that statute is practically unenforceable, or at least
%u:, difficult to enforce. To really do this right we w ill hale to alnend
the statute in the following wits, one, two, three. four."

Then let the Congress consider that and decide if it wants to do
that. Then if it does, to go ahead-mid do it, not-to supply the omissions
of the sloppy Congress by executhe action. There- is a little thing
pilled the Constitution tat, lot of people keep forgetting about in
all branehes of the Government, which pretty well spells out the
responsibilities of Congress for etmeting laws. And it eertaily does
not give any power to enact la .to the executi% e branch of tie
Government..

Your conclusion T am going to put on a tape or something: You
kno%I. it is just exactly what f ha% e been trying to say around here.
May-be we didn't write a

and
statlite,

Speaking of that, and I do have to speak of that for a moment,
tour research hasbeen extremely thorough on the congressional infeut,
but 1 will bring you something that will really help you nail down
the 904 business, I will bring you the minutes of the committee meet-
ing of the Committee on Education and Labor that will display how
90- got. in there,

4
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If you want. to know., 901 got -in by mistake, by a- drafting error.
instigation in the committee the title, or what became title

IX, was rewritten. You-see, what title IX was brought to us it was
brought to us as an amendment to title VI and I had knumber of
objections to that because I had a- lot to do, I thought at least, with
getting title Vl_into the Civil Bights Aet of 1964.

Ms. Kunx, The research I did fully demonstrates that, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. O'HARA. All right: So I was very nervous about this effort to
amend title VI because it opened up, it made all of title VI open_ to
amendment when we bit the floor with the bill.

If you fiddled around with -amending title VI, then you had a
problem when you got to the floor with people who would jump
up with other amendments to title VI having nothing to do with sex
discrimination. and title 'VI would wind up being gutted on the floor.

So -I insisted instead of amending title VI that we write and put
into_ the bill a new _title that was equivalent fo titre VI in terms of
discrimination on the basis of sex, but it would not then, in a parlia-
mentarian sense, open up title VI to amendments on the floor.

lie staff was given overnight to draft this whole thing and they
goofed: 904 got in there by mistake. It was a cut and paste job. There
was a Xerox of the Civil Rights Act that they -just pasted in.

Then when we got around to straightening things out in conference
we improved the drafting and dropped it out.

Now, grea t significance is being given to the fact that it-was dropped
out. It was dropped out because it got in through a drafting error. So
the quiet. easy way to get it out was to slide it out somewhere along
the line without having to go through a long explanation its to
how it got in. So much for- that part of the argument.

I would like at this time-to yield to the gentleman from. California,
and I know Deis nova member of this particular subcommittee because
he claims some .of the credit for your fine testimony. I-doubt that he
is entitled to I will yield to him.

Mr. ,BELL., Mr. Chairman, I nmst, say that I am not entitled to it.
It is ,ft great. pleasure, Janet, to welcome you before the committee
and to say; Mr. Chairman. that Janet worked with me =for 10 years
and it was my good fortune to have one of the most able staff members
I have ever had. It is indeed a* honor to welcome you. Janet. but I
won`t, take much time because NA e do bave a quorum call. T think you
know something about mistakes Made in Congress, so I will lust
say again that it is a-real -honor anda pleasure to have you here: lots
of luck to yon. and I agree with everything your say.

Krum. Thank you, Mr. Bell. I didn't expect to be on this side
of the table so soon after leaving than-side.

Arr. O'HARA. There gentleman from 'Minnesota.
Mr. Q ITI E. Janet. itis a pleasure to have you here. I know of the work

you did as-a staff member for Congressman Bell_ in drafting ednea-
tional leislution, And I know that you were very aOivq
in the development of th",,,part. as well. so you are a person who would
be comparable to a staff person on the committee who had worked-
with the-legislation all the; way through. I appreciate your address -
ing yourself to the question of whether the Department of Health,.
Education. and Welfare has-gone beyond its authority under the act.
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I think we have a tendency to become so concerned about social
implications we don't look at the fine points of the law to determine
whether the Department is going beyond its authority.

While it may look like it is acceptable now because of the interest
in protecting the rights_of women, in the long run we get into severe
,difficulty,-it we operate not by law, but rather by emotions and feel-
ings.that peoplehave.

The recent history of our National Government is a good indica-
tion of the problems we can get into.

Now, 'the ;question I hate to ask is this;. You make, I thinkoM-
-exceflent point. fliat tip Department of Labor, should not then assume
the responsibility, of authorizing employment action under title IX
and also that you cannot terminate theamoney ill program B if there
is no discrimination in program B but there is In A.

What about this situation in athletics?,
recognize that following your logic, money could not be terminated

in athletics because there is no Federal Money going to athletics, but
Flo you feel,tlatt-we do not have authority "to write regulations affecting
athletics ,because there is no money going tbit?

Afe...'!trity. The scope of the termination power, is, I suggest, the
sainetas the scope of the statute; that it, ,what you are looking at is
programs which. receive Federal

statute;
assistance. If, by looking at

a program which received Federal financial assistance yotr can see
that activities or policies elsewhere in an institutionadmissions
for example, and I regret, Mr. Chairman_, I tun -not a higher educa-
tion specialist, this was not Mr. Bell's subcommittee, so some of the
examples I will draw are from the elementary and secondary area,
but I could imagine a situation, for example, where you have a feder-, .
all3 funded vocational education program and you have nonfederally
fended guidance and counseling procedures. Those guidance and
counseling procedures might suggest, by their content, and the atm.'s-
pherd of the school might be such that everybody knows the airli
can take welding if they want to, but we just don't do it and the
counselor suirests it is notlady-like.

The discrimination is then occurring elsewhere, not in the welding
program. That; may be operating just fine. .But girls are, in effect,
-excluded from participation in that Federal program. Therefofe, to
the extent that policies" outside of the Federal program can cause
the Federal program itself., to be discriminatory in that people are
excluded front it, denied the benefits of -it, or.subjected to discrnnina-
tion under it, then to that extent programs .other than those which
are actually federally funded are "relevant to the determination of

.whether or not there is discrimination in the particular in ogram.
On thatwell, I should not antibipate what I think is a question.

Jitit,I.liale heard-so many people refer to the fact that the admissions
offices are not federfillV funded; that -admissions am not a federally
funded activity sux,d admissions are not a federally funded program,
It is certainly true and I point to the fact that section 901 specifically
exempts certain admissions policies, single sex-undergraduate institu-
tions, for example, as if somehow or other this meant since admissions
go institution wide, therefore everYthing else goeS inliftition wide.

I think this is misreading the statute. The statute says no One,can
be excluded, from participation in a Federal assistance program.

-
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If an institution is operating a federally assisted program and

inemberCpf one sex are excluded from admission to the institution,

tlrcy ara9excluded. from, everything the _institution. does, including

the Federal program.
For example, there is a quotaSy,Stem, mid if a quota system in admis-

sions operates \kexclude members of one sex disproportionately from

participation ii he Fedeial programs operated by this institution,
clearly admissions is a covered procediwe in that sense. Therefore,
to the extent that Congress wanted to ,perinit the continued exist-
ence of single sex institutions Which canbe eligible for Federal- assist-

ance, they did have to exempt that which they did not. want included
because otherwise all admissions to every tducational institution-would
hal'e been included in title IX.

Mr. Qum Let me ask you then about the student assistance program
as it affects some' of the other program.I with Federal suppoit and
alsn'those programs in the institutions which do not receive Federal

'support.. Many of the witnesseehave,indicated that they feel since

the institution receives 'Federal student assistance or the student
receives Federal assistance, I thilik "a'ssistanc,e by the. institution"
might be a proper way to put it, then the Federal program or activity

which is referred to in 901 applies to all programs. Interestingly,
Senatoi. Bay!' yesterda.y did not feel that way. I -was wondering

ubou ybur view on that matter.
would like to ask a. related.questiOn. Is there a difference in stu-

dent assistance. because 13EOG, SEOG, and XDSI., are programs

administered by the institution only, for the benefit of the student
whereas a work stuily program.cau be operated to benefit the insti-

tution as well.
Ms. Kunx. Certainly any institution whose financial aid officer uses

discriminatory judgment again I didn't fellow your hearings on
the higher edlication assistance programIniii underStood there was
evidence, for example, that a female student who was married would
receive a lower assistance grant or loan,..or would be approved for a

ower-amount of loan.or lower BEOG grant because she was married
because of' the stereotypedpresumption that if she is 'partied she:has

a, lnisband supporting her."
1 To the extent any such practice existed, it is in. direct violation of

'the,statute, I;believe, because a. direct loan or basc grant, well, is it

an education programI suppose you could split Inurs,'but I think
the committee thinks so and it, conies out under education bills, so I
think any institution that was employing practices like that would be

prohibited from doing so. ,

Mr. caaRA..What about the Bob Jones University case?
If the students at the institution arefrecipients of Federal grants,

FedePal Joans, federally insured loans, federally funded direcaoans,
does that. mid the students, of course, are in all kinds of activities
at, the institutions, does that place all of the acts, of the institution
under this title?

315. ICcrir.x. Could .you refresh me on Bob Jonesl
Mr, O'llAwt. That is the Veterans' Administration case where Bob

Jones University, as I understand it, did Kt participate in the Red-
eral programs but a number of studentsunder the GI bill were attend-

ing Bob -Jones University.
.
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. Ms. ICimx. Was Bob Jones a Wally segregated univelty.? k

Mr. 01,1.1.a.s. It jya.s-a-title-Vivriise, but I think it-is-aib-Wiiite. . . I

Ms. fin it Yell -know it is a little mushy when you get into that
kind of thin"', -Tint wlien .dealing with a fully segregated institution
there iS no way that the Federal dollirs can be spent in ,a manner
fre. e from discrimination. If every dollar'spent in the institution is
spent in a discriminatory mknner, 'that includes the Federal dollars.
I think some one can artrsiie that to the extent there is across-the-boardt-, .., ,-,4

discrithination. they have a problem: 1 , .
Mr. Quail. If von have time I would appreciate a merino from ',iiim

with respect to the Bob Jones case and title IX as it affects an insti-
tution and its discrimination. . " -

Ms. KUIIN''. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much for your vent? helpful statements.
Ms. Kunx.ahank you, gentlemen.-
RBA .Ione was fully segregated, the issues are different in termsrms

'of does the existence of a student grantand of course the guaranteed
student loan program is exempt _from title IX because assistance by

4 way of guarantee- is,not in title-IXbut basic Opportunity grants and. ,diroct student. loans are certainly within that statute.'
' If you areito use the indirect receipt of a student assistance d ollar.
as a wayeof ehehing everything done, by the institution, if that were
suggested -as inn interpretation of the\law us distinct froin another
suggestion which would say that Congress appea red. to restrict this
to the direet Federal programs and. inikeed see to it that ,programs
which were net, diserinpatory wire not `sut off. I think. you_ would
have to choose the latter interpretation to be.cousikent 'with the legis-
lative history and thestatate itself. \Mr. OITARA. I think that is the area which TEW finds'its greatest
legal support anyway for the broad coverage iiey.,give, it. Lmean. I
know that- maybe the.3' don't think so. but I al wa3 used to think,nitil
I became chairman of this subcommittee. that student assistance was
student assistance. and after I proposed changes in it and started to
he from institutions I discovered it y.as a disguised institutional as-

, sistance and-no student assistance. . .
I know the gentleman from Minnesota knows what. I am talking

boil n any event, you -know. cltarly. there is an institutional( aid
aspt.ct. beccirsewhencver someone propose,§ 'changing a- program a,
Jittle bit they iiintiediatelv--hear from institutions saying:. Wan
minute. your hange 1%111 hurt our. kind of institution or would hiilp
some other kinds of institutions.-- p ,

They really think ()fit as be ing.not only aid to students but aid to the!
institution. and much of what we fight over is, whether or not a.par-
fielder form of aid is fair to one kind of institution or..another kind
of institution, as compared tO whether it is 'fair to the student.

:gr. Qm. Will you yield ? .

You talk about an institution totally segregated by we and we
know that is wit permitted ; however, totally segregated, based on sex
is permitted under title IX. . .

Ms. Kthix. And under the Constitution.
Mr. QUM. I wanted to ask you about that. One can logically eon-. -chide with regard to sex title IX is not being giyen full force and,

. effect as we see it enforced now, as for instance title VI is enforced
with regard to race.

420
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31,3._Kt:ux.This_gets into a fairly eomplicated legal-situation wlikh
I didIN get ha, becausTit-really is complicated and 111,mi-fa-fall
capable of dealing with -it at this time. There was the understanding
that the title VI requirements were requirements of thel4th amend--
ment, and if you couldn't do it under the 14th amendment you couldn't
do Wunder title VI,

\-
The Standard was the same; the diseriination which would eut off

the money. kyould also violate the, 14th amendment, at least as far as
schoqls are 'concerned.

Thb constitutional slanda,rd *applied in the area of sex discrimina-
tion is still evolvidg and -thert :ire those who would not want to fully.
agree that the Supreme Court has,finally made up its mind. At least
so far. however, we would have to admit that the Court is unwilling
to' treat sex as a suspect category aitdtherefore is unwilling to apply
the more rigid 14th ametalment test, that there must be demonstrated
a compelling. State interest rather than a reasonablerelationship to a
legitiniate Sloth interest.

If it is concluded, for example, that, ell, it was concludedthere
was a Supreme Court ease which affirmed a State operating a single-
sex university; because it found that other universities' facilities were
available to the other sex : that certainlyisounds like separate but equal.

You though the operative words of both statutes al.e
identical, and with respect to What do the words actually mean. you
can look to the legisl tu e history of both statutes. But when you im-
plement the statutes. the constitutional standards are different and it
can be argued, fur example, that to the extent that the title TX regula-
tions are not tied in to Federal mune). and therefore not justified as a
control of the expenditure of Federal dollars. to the extent that these
regulations therefore exceed the ,requirements of the 11th amendment
they Are not authorized. You have.a case. v. Gidldig, that rip-
held California's* disability program despite the fact that it failed to
provide maternity benefits and the Court held failure to provide them
was not, it violation of the 11th amendment.

So if Congress were to pass a law requiting maternity to be treated
as a disability and reydring the, State departments of education to im,
element that, it would seem that Congress would have to base its jug-
Ltieation for regulating a State got erament agency of the lftlf amend-
ment, on section 5 of tlu amendment. Which provides that Congress
can-- enforce the pros isions of the 11th amendment with appropriate
legislation.

If you have the Supreme Court say big there is no 1 Rh-amendment
violation. it is anomalous. I have not briefed this subject, Mr. Quie,
and that gets into individual regulations.

Mr. Let me go back a moment, Mr. Chairman; do you have
other witnesses?

Mr. O'HARA. We hate one more witness and we will 'be voting fairly
soon.

Mr. QrLE4PK. I. want-to go back to the question of student assist-
mice And the_ regultitionsit says "scholarAip loans, grants, wage,
or other funds extended." and so forth. That is what I referred to
as constituting Federal financial assistance.

31s. Kultx. Are the seholarshipspros idea by the Federal Govern-
ment?
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Mr. Quiz. The question I have is, is the Department overextending
its authority when it says "Federal financial assistance will mean" .

and among them are scholarships, grants, and so forth?
Ms. 15:u1ts.. Is a student aid program an educathin program?
Mr. Qum. Program or activity.

'Ms. Kuns. I can see your point. I think it can possibly be argued
that it is not. . ,

."---\ On the other hand, they are Federal dollars and it the basis hip_
title IX is to see to it Federal dollars are not spent in a manner that
discriminates against a person qn the basii of sex, I can see a reason-
able interpretation there of including them. - ---

Now the question is, if there is discrimination in that program,
what aid are you going to cut off? t

Mr. Quin. The question really is not whether the discrimination is.:
in the admissions policy, but if there is discrimination. elsewhere in
the institution which has students attending who are assisted by schol-
arships, grants, et cetera.

Ms. IC-11N. I think I am not understanding. You mean the fact the
assistance received by the student goes into the general

Mr-Qurn-No,thestudents receive Federal assistance.
Ms. KUM', Right.
Mr. Quin. They are in a program and receiving student assistance.

Some of them are not permitted to attend' or be involved in inter-
, collegiate athletic activities. Can you then say that the, institution

receives Federal financial assistance for a program and activity?
Ms. KUHN. I believe that HEW certainly believes you eon. By trac-

ing that through, what you have done there is you have looked at
the athletic program. and I hate to use any examples in the athletic
area because everybody is talking about that. But if there is discrimi-
nation in the athletic area and you find discrimination, the question
arises, "What programs do you then terminate ?"

In other words, approaching it, well, the statute says, "Terminate
assistance to the particular program in which you made a finding of
noncompliance." So if }on fluid noncompliance in the .athletic area. \on
cut off Federal aid toithe athletic area. If someone can trace FedCral
dollars on some sort of percentage basis and maintain. therefore, that
they are limiting termination of the Federal assistance to the particu-
lar program in which there is discriminatioi), maybe, but I think
that is one of the musl3 areas that HEW should have come back to
the ITill on, to be truthful. Putting the same thing in a different con-
text, elementary and secondar;,, you have a school district itirsingle
sex tumbling cla.'ses at the junior high school and that is considered
discriminatory ider the title IX.. regulations. That school district
received title money, title IT amt some title VII bilingual money.
discriminatory

programs operated under titles I, II. and VII are in the ele-
mentary school 5 miles down, the road from the junior high and
you find discrimination hi this .junior high, do you thereby terminate
funds to the title I program in the second glide? Doing so seems
inconsistent with the very face of the statute.

Congress contemplated HEW looking at each Federal program on
a Federal program by program basis and figuring out how it. was
going to interpret the ways in which the Federal dollars in that pro-
gram could be used in:, liscriminatoy manner so they can then adjust
the regulations to use of those dollars.
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HEW, brtaking an across- the -board interpretation; said every -
thing. done by the institution is within the, ,regulations. They have
gotten out othaving to go through that progi'amby pfogram'analysis.
If they had` gone through it perhaps 3 years ago, they ,would have
discovered that some of these areas are difficult. r

- You do have a congressional intent which wohld indicate pro-

gramatic
specificity, which would conflict with an interpretation that

he reecipt of student -assiStance thereby brings everything-done by
the institution within the scope of the statute.

There is a conflicting interpretation. I think a reasonable peison
could have trouble looking at that.

Along that line, Mr. Buie, I heard people refer to the fact that
the receiprof Federal dollars frees up dollars from other sources so
that everything in the institution benefits from the receipt of the
Federal dollars directly orindirectly.

Again, looking at the elementary and secondary level, and.it differs
program by program, I am sure,, but the categorical programs I am
familiar with prbvide by law that the Federal dollars must supple-
ment awl cannot legally Supplant the dollars which are raised- from
State and local resources.

If title I money is supplanting local resources; therelly freeing local
reljturces for other -purposes. it is in direct violation of the statutory
language providing for title I assistance. The receipt of program
money under, those programs can in no way be said to be benefleial to
other programs in the system, because, if they are, that system is

" it is violating the law. And HEW is admitting they let them

violate law.
Mr, Qum. Th'ank you very much. I think it is important-that we

take a look at that question of student assistance and, I agree with
,your answer.

of A rmittive Action:from the' niversity of Michigan, appearing to-
O'ItAiLt. "The laSt wifness is -IM_INellien Garner, -tlle' director

day representing the National Association of State Universities-and
Land Grant- Collegel, and the Association of American Universities
and the American Council on Education.

Dr. Varner, we will -be pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF NELLIE M. VARNER, 'DIRECTOR, AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION, AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF -POLITICAL SCIENCE, -

UNIVER5ITY OF MICHIGAN, APPEARING ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-

GRANT COLLEGES, THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION,

AID THE ASSOCIATION: OF AMERICAN- UNIVERSITIES

Ms. VAr.vsa.-Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I Ana,
Nellie Varner, director of Affirmative Action programs at the-Univer-
sity of Michigan, and T. am assistant professor of political science at
that university.

I ain hccompanied by Donna Shavlik, assistant director, Office of
Women in higher Education, American Council on Education.

My appearance before the committee today is on behalf of the Na-
' tional Association of State Universities and Land-Grant-C011eges, the

Ainerican Council on Education and the Association of ,American

Universities
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I want to thank the committee for the oppOrtunity to speak in sup-port. of title IX ofthe Risher' Education _Amendment of 1972.
I have a-prepared.statement 'which I will submit for the record, butI 'Would like to spend a few minutes ,that I have on highlighting someof the points in the prepared statement that are of concern to the

associations.
Mr. 0'11-ARA. Dr.- 'Varner. without objection, your statement will

appear in full in the record of the hearings, as well as your highlights.
. Ms. VA xr:R. Thank you.
. [The-statement referred to follows
PREPARED STATE:SA:VT OF NETIIE M. VARNER. ON BEHALF' OF THE NATIONAL. ASSOCIA-TION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANTCOLLEGES. THE AMERICAN COUNCILON EDUCATION, AND THE ASSO9IATION OF AlliERICAN UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Nellie M. Va'rner,_Di-rector of Affirmative Action and Assistant professor of Political Science at theljniv6rsity of Michigan. Today I ant appearing before this Subcommittee on Post-
secondary Education on behalf of the National Association of State Universitiesand Land-Grant Colleges, the American Council on Education. and the Associb-tion of American UritversIties. I wish to thank the Committee for the opportunity-to speak in support of Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of 972.Let me -begin by re-cow-mending that the SuNiontinittee not delay or preventTitle IX front becoming effective on July 21, 1975. The passage of Title, IX isboth timely and morally appropriate. After hundreds of years of discriminationam! ineqbality In our institutions Of higher education. the time has come toprovide women with equal opportunity in all educational programs. It Is profli-gate to restrict the development of human talents for reasOns of se:c. To dis-criminate unjustly is to be inhumane, and the loss experienced.. by one Socialgrout; direetly Impacts on all others in society. In recent years. progress towardequal opportunity in higher education for minorities has been lagging. Since halfof minority groups are women, the implementation of Title IX, can give greaterimpetus to the furthering of equality for minorities, as well as for women ingeneral.

SCOPE OF "rsotia.tat" Asn "ACTIVITY"
In order t6 implement the intent of Title IX. that is. to prevent discriminationon account of sex in admissions, access and ethployment, it is .reasonable tointerpret the wording of the statute "education program or activity" to apply

to the total educational program of the Institution. We recognize the controversial
nature of this issue, but we respectfully submit that any other interpretation
would not only- severely limit the impact of Title IX and its intended purpose
to eliminate unequal treatment of Women and girls. but also It would be lm -,
possible to administer. For Instance, if only a specific program within the po-
Mimi( science department measuring-community toting patterns u ere federally
supported, then opportunities for. women would he protected by Title IX for
that "program" whereas the remainder of the political science department could
legally discriminate. The narrow interpretation means that some residence halls
built with private monies would be alb:melt to diserimioate whereas those built
with Federal -funds would not.

Certainly. good management of resources demands the even administration
of polities and procedures. Title IX regulations as presently written would
allow for a ease by ease determination of the extent to which one program affects
or infects the entire educktionni program of the institution or school system.
Prerodenco for This procedure Is to be found in the court interpretation of Title
VI or the Civil Rights Act of 1964.2

CHANGES ALREADY UNDERWAY

Aq of this date many Institutions already have begun to respond to the spirit
of Title IX. One year ago, at the University of 3Ilchigan every school and college
was asked to review its recruitment, admissions. financial aid, nod other policies

illy!' Mg Itt$ Act of 1264.42 r.s.c. 1 20004(11. Title VI prohibits-dIscrimlnatIon on thebasis of race, color-or national origin in all federally asql4ted programs. Title Ix Fa'poternal after Title VI;:the legal sanctions for noncompliance are Identical under bothstnttites. . ..
----`
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and procedures -fur .posslide distriminator3 practices in light of the proposed.
... Title LX regulations. Some of these politics are already being modified to assare-

O

?finality to both men and women,
The Jinni regulations now incorporate the essential first step,,in the imple-

mentation IA Title IX-self-evaluation. I believe there is no other may to ingin
thi8 process. Self-evaination-traditionally.lias been a means used 11,3 colleges and
universities to assist with the fornmintion,of soulid educational polic3."Eurther-
%ore, it alitos'the lu'stitution to design,and institute new policies anti proce-
dures which ,correet tuns itting discrimination. In addition, as an affirmable
action officer, I would ,IIke to point out precedents iu past anti-discrimination.
legislation.

Language contained in the Higher Education Guidelines, Executive Order
11246 and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Obligations of Contractois

anhilitt..01 tor all eniplo3anti Subcontractors ' specifitallx refers to s3stematic ex I

fluent policies to assess the extent of discrimination. In :Addition. the ."fruiting
Action and Dotal Eniplo.olent Guidebook' of t he EEOC distusses the iiistutii-
tional advaiitiges of seiaudit.

InstitutliAls iy addition to the Unlversit3 of also are undergoing a
f+elf-evaluation, and are placing in motion turret:tile measures. Thus. a Bela} itt
the implementation of Title IX mould be unfair not only to mllet* but mould
constitute a regression to,-,progress, al read} achieved. The assessment process Di
higher educational institutions has taken place because the major thrust and
objectives of the Title IX legislation mere just and reasonab!. The regulations
fir implementing Titre IN!. 1% hiell the President has signed, dist, appear to be
reitsonable and practical, and should he risen 7111 opportunit3 to be tested in edit-

: cational institutions.
The current rogniations reflect a signifitant improvement uAer the draft tin -

enh ated a year ago. The Department of Healtlu. Education, and Welfare oin
bane serious attention to the marl} comments and recommendations made lry
institutions nethautlIne. We eau live wit!: these regniatIonS.

er. I do not mean to say .that there are not still some problems, but I
. 'believe they are iminageable. fast me elaborate:

I., (lido ance Procedures Section 86.&(h Subpart A: There mill be some diffi-
culties n nth requiring recipients to establish Brie' mice procedures to resat: e
student and employe complaints alma actions priolliblted by the statute. Mato
institutions probably do not have student complaint "procedures anti these would
have to be established. Most institutions hal e employep runiplaint procedures Ifr.t.
they halve proven to be stun. cumbersome. and of limited effectil caress. since oily
internal decisions are subject to re' ten by an outside agency in discrimination
(uses. Thtre is no persuasive reason to !reticle that complaint procedures in the,
student area mill be ntore,efficient ur effectile. Procedares fur both students tinti
emplo3eeS can be created in institutions inhere the3 -do not now 'exist. Howeler..
the establishment of any such procedures. nhile good management practite, urea
ilunythe3 provide for re .-ien at the institutional level. n mild still fatx xisting
limitation . regulations do not piovide for Feat-al ilguto net it or deferral to

. that procedure.
2. Omit-inanity for study at a foreign InstitutionSection St3,31 tt ) Subpart B .

The long standing perronal prestige tuul subsetitwilt oppoi t unities afforded ii3 the
Rhodes, st,holarships are lirtuall3 undisputed. It is, therefore, Important to point.
out. that the Kw ision of "reasonitoie Ilppurtmiltles fur similar studies for mune
berg of the other sex" does not autontaittally create ail equilalent aw and to Silt
prestigious progt.1111's as the Rhodes scholarship. Great care mill hale to he c.Xcf-
tisietitin eon,st ructipg 'migrants of foreign study fur all students in order to assume

, '
3. BductitiOli.l'rogrants and- Activities- -Section S6.31 ( h) 12) Siffipart B: This

_section of the r.gulations repeats the 'prohibition against. Kul Wing, on lilt-
-basis of sex, "different aid. benefits. or services.".Strict adherence to tlra.pro-
hibition may :::::!verse effect on a number of programs and stn legs, set b
aS int eniship.programs fur n omen. women's employment coutiselling trr m - ;, ,
mll 'sou-committees initiated in many institutions In behalf of notaen. It Is h
clear whether any or Mt of these e3pes of programs and servites mould be per-
mitted under fhe"affirmative action" clause of the regulations.

, ' C.S. Department' of fTenith, Education, and Welfare, ditcher Education Guldellnet.,
Exe-otive Order 11246, 1972. ...

,., Ibid., P. BO and Cl. ,
i 4 C.S. Equal 1.1:4,:oyrnpnt Opportunity Commission, AtfirmatIve Action and Equal

Ervi..ret-- volume 1.197.I.
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4. Remedial Action and Enforcement Frocedures--Section 86.3(a) Subpart A:
The present version of the Title IX guidelities,makes remedial action an integral
part of the body of the regulations rather-than the Vrocedures" subpart (F).
A slight "Catch 2'2" problem is entailed in this organization. Section 86.3(a)
requ.res the institution to take such remedial action as is deemed necessary by
the director on a finding of sex dIseritetnatIon, However, Section 86.4(a) makes
act eptanee of this remedial order a part of the assurance of compliance that the
recipient must file in order to apply for federal assistamai. While It might be
argued that remedial action could be a req.lrement or sanction upon a proper
finding of yiolation of Title IX, its Inclusion as a part of a required assurance of
compliance is almost like pleading guilty in advance.

ATHLETICS,
g

Prom reading the lg.% spaper, looking at the list of witnesses that have
alga ared hcfore this Coalman e, and assessing public knowledge of Title IX,
one would think athletic." the only issue addressed in these Regulations. We
c-laittly believe that athletes are an integral part of the educational process
of educational Institutions, we also know that gross disc rindnation has existed
In athletic programs for nonieti in, institutions of higher education anti that

'change in this arca 4 campus life is necessary. 6unie changes involve scheduling
of fa( Hides and other relattsely simple ntanagentent logistics. Other changes-7
re re emAlootat ion of priorities, discussien of salues, rued allotment, of funds.
These (tr.. sLriuus tirade his that base many dumosions and require the best i
tale tits of toy meti aim wonieu directly looked and the prespeetive of the rest
of us for solutions.

If seems that, the regulatols as promulgated w for reasonable solutions
If the o)titnaby otueopte of equal upportuility is agreed upon. 'Therefore, we
re( oiamenal UAL Congress retail, the athletic provisions of the regulations, but
se ete.114e th/tt lostitutioos need ilexieilitx detertiiinitig how to provide eyelid

opPortunitfin this area. , ,
, I hose/outlined fur you some of the prbbl, las we feel will he encountered in
the ithelenenitation of these Regulations. None a these problems are inStir-

, there fore, the Associations I represent wish to urge that July 21,
1975 remain the effective date of the Title IX Regulations.

It.SUititeNtittIoN Tett.siet,..T CoNcF.RNIN4 I'itorosED REGLI..tlIoNs tt TrTI.E IX
of THE EoLcArloN AMENDMENIh OF 11172 Auorma B.. THE NALIONAL COMMIS-
sit)", ON THE OuSERvANcE of INIEIINArioNAL WOMEN'S YEAR, M.A1. 161 1975

I he National roil. ilssioti on the Observance of International Women's Year
lots as tole of Its proaary mandates the full. and proper eliforeemeht of existing,
}'..de rid legislation banning diserimination on the basis of sex.

The regulatheis to implement Title IX of the Education, Amehiliamits of 11172
are teas awaiting upproi the Presidem. This lass Is the first banning ells-

ilithoatin on the Mesta of sex In ail education jd..grauis It w1 dal ides rectos ing
Federal finaneial assistanee.

There ,are four areas of the draft regulations of particular concern to the
Coma:1..41M. As they stand, they do not appear to re fleet the into nt of the leg's-
htt is e suitors. 'I the Commission reemilinemis that the, President consider
the eollowing recommendations:

I. tie pres( ia s et-slob requires resort to internal gties (thee procedures, which
may ea, (111(1.1iy prolonged. We re...initialer:41 allow tug coniplaitiatits the option
of &oil.: e proee.htrts, If an institution has them, or filing

direi Atli the Deroarhiterit of Health, Education unit Welfare. The
e.aiiplaiiiant would, of course. hose the mho. of filing with hotli HEW and using
the inte-real grieVanee procedure,.

1 j.r.thole is needed ss loch would require the recipient of Federal
assisita e to 1111(1 publish self esaluation to assess US Status in, regard
t 11,1,elit dim riailiiiitioth Iiur should toter adulimlult practices,
fii.IUU oil aid. etlig,g1114,1gal program mass, eorriculum, and athletics, as well as
employment.

i. We recommend the establishment of is uniform pension policy under the
exiiiiig Federal legislation nuns eusering employment. The EEOC guidelines,
which regain: equal periodic benefiss, would appear to be more equitable, and we
would recommend that the Title IX regulal..ms reflect this approach. ,
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4. The section on athletics Iran been unduly weakened. We. recommend deletion
of the references to contact sports and replacement of the athletic sections with
the language of the Julie proposed draft.

The Commission farther urges the President to sign the regulations within
the next fert weeks so that the school year will begin with the regulations in
place.

A. DUET snit SPORTS BILL or linarrrs

Inasmuch as women have been relegated to an inferiol, po:tition.in a male-
dominated sports wdrld and "Inasmuch as we have not been allowed to share
equally in the decision-making bodies that determine 'sports Tolley, we have
promulgated the following Bill of Rights,to give us our equal share in a more
equitable sports world. /

t 1. That women of all ages have the right to participate in all sports of their
own choosing rather than in a few sportg of men's choosing.

2. That all schools and colleges have equitable athletic facilities And equitable
funding for women's and men's sport's rather than minute funding for the
women /girls and exorbitant funding for the men/boys. '

3. That all governing sports bodies that claim jurisdiction over womeu/girls
and men/boys have oquality of women's representation on the rutting committees
and on all stthroonnittees, ,the Olympic Committee, the United States Lawn
Tennis Association and Inters alional Lawn Tennis Federation, the Natibnal
Softball Association and Federation, the International Amateur 41thletic Fed-
eration, the National Federation of State School Athletic Associations, etc.

4. That .brochures and news releases front schools and colleges regarding
athletic teams and events give equal information on women's and men's teams
and competitions rather than almost exclusive coverage to men's spots.

5. 'Mat scitools...colleges and universities give equal consideration to qualified
. women as athletic directors and emetics rather than exclusive consideration to

men.
0. That the media recognize their responsibility in giving equal Importance

in their coverage of local, national and International women's athletic events
rather than predominant coverage to men's athletic events and little or no cov-
erage to the women.

1. That the media hire-an equal number of qualified women to report and com-
mentate on sports rather than an exclusive coterie of men, and that the TV
media judge the competence of the women in their hiring practices rather than
hiring on the basis of good looks for women and alleged competence for men.

S. That Manufacturers of toys, games and sports equipment eliminate sexist
language and illustrations in both the outside Packaging and advertising of
their product since this Is a visible attempt to play up the so-called masculinity

of the toy or game.
9. That local or national sponsors'who claim to be giving sports opportunities

to children avoid, concentrating exclusively or almost exclusively on boy dih-
edron to the detriment and neglect of girl children.

10. That state and national athletic Halls of Fame give equal consideration
to the nomination and election of women athletes and that Halls of Fame in
such individual sports as golf and tennis have an equal number of Niornen-

directors to nominate and elect candidates.
We the undersigned' solicit the endorsement of this Bill of Rights by all

sportsconscious people and their-active condemnation of all organizations fed-
erations, schools, colleges, corporations and/or media who violate any of .the
provisions herein.

Dr. Carole Oglesby, Sports Study Consultant, U.S. Center for Inter-
national Women's Year, 197.); Ms. N. Peggy Burke, President-
Elect, Association of Intercollegiate Athletic Women; Ms. Eliza-
beth East, Collegiate Champion Gyninast; Ms. Wilma Heide,

'National feminist leader and foAner president, NOW; Dr. Nell
Jacksonterormer Olympian and Sssistant, Athletic Director,
Women's Sports, 'Michigan State University Ms. Joan Joyce,
World Champion Softball Player; Ms. Barbara D. Lockhart,
14'ointer Olympian 1000,19x4 ; Assistant Dean, College of IIPERD,
Temple University ; Ms. Cal Bapatsos, Director, NAGA'S Na-
tional Conference on Women- inSport; Ms. Roberta Ramo, At- ,

'rho signers were brought together as sports consultants for the 11.5. Center on the
International Women's Year and the State Department.
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torney. Specialist in legal rights of women in sport ; Ms. Bessie
Stockard, Virginia Slims player and coordinator, Women's Ath-
letics, Federal City College; Ms. Gladys M. Heldman, Founjer,
World Tennis Magazine and Iminder, Virginia Slims Circuit:

-VARNER. Fitt let me 'say that we mould like to urge the sub-
committee not to fake any actions which "ill prevent the regulations
front becoming effective .1nl 2I. We feel that the staihite is timely
and morally ;appropriate; that ssomen bate malted a long tinie. There,
has been a great deal of discrimination in the uniyersities, a great
deal of inequality, and we should nom mos c'foree fully to implement
the regulations.

We 'feel it is inhumane to diseriminate. a loss %%hid' we know from
the experience of one group in soviets-. impacts on all other.gbanps,
and this is directly related to the problems nom experienced by minori-
ties where there has been a lag in their progress in the arta of higher
education, and to move forcefully on this point of the title IX regula-
tions can give impetus to greater equality for minorities as -well' as
women.

We also would like to comment on t he problems relating to the scope
-of coverage of title IX regulations.

We realize there is a great deal of controversy regarding the defini-
tion of educational program act is its . We feel that it i5 only reasonable
to interpret the wording of the statute to encompass the total educa-
tional-programs of the institution.

HEW appears to hose made a %sly rem-onahle and responsible and
moderate interpretiition by using the title VI precedent as a guide
for title IX. The case cited in the regulations. Taylor County v.
Fltc14 a case .based upon interpretation of title VI regulations. is a
Yen- modern and responsible ease mhich alloms protection for insti-
tutions by admitting that funds are not automatically cut off from
institutions just- be( ause of disvi iminatiou in one particular plop am.
butirribes allow for the fact that one particular program on a ease-liy -
ease basis can be affected by discriminatory practices in the entire
inst

Wir feel flint to !rise any other interpretation to the definition of
program activity ould st setely limit the impact of title IX iegula-
tions.

Moreover, they may be impos-sible or yeiy ,diflieult to administer.
For example, to take a large uni%ersity like the University of Michi-
gan. -me residence halls that ore 'iris ately funded and indeed
discrimination could take _phi, e, %%bile those that remise Fecjel al
funds would not be permitted to discriminate.

Similarly, in canions pi offrains tin 01112110lIt the 111111 Vrbit ies one -
et mid( h funded by Fed1-(ial funds not (liscaindeate 'slide the
eat w 'deli is not funded by Federal funds mould be idiom ed to

discriminate. .
e m ouhflike to urge, the tout.inued recognition of the appliea-

:1,0ity of title VI interpretations to title IX regulations.
Many ehages we mould like to poifit out are ;dread\ on the yeas

in institutions, (bongos that are responding to the spirit of title IX
es en before the regulations hate become etectise. As early as in year
afro when the proposed regulations mere issued. the T:disersity of
Michigan and a number of (Abl institutions began the process of sel f-
ev (dilation in which they asked their schools and colleges to review
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the p+cles and procedures, and the practices that are Occurringby the
provisions of title IX, ;Wading aleas such as admissions and financial
aid. ,- .

.Almost invariabl, N er serious and insurmountable problems were
not two ered. There were smelt ploblepis with respect to sex-restricted
scholarships, some problems 111 some areas relating to housing, and
some alterations that had to be made as well as some problems relating
to areas such as testing 1111(1 counseling. but we noticed in the revised
regulations HEW seems to hate glen considerable attention to the
comments offered b3 ita institutions that -the regulations as cur-
rently worded reflect an impro( ement which institutions can live with.

Moremer, there are imiau yrecedents tiu hate - already been set up
under the Executive order implementing- the higher education reg-
ulations for 11246 which allow institutions. or urge and stress 'that
institutions should engage in self-evaluation.

We feel that this certainly is a tort viable, provision in the title LX
regulations. Theiefore, we would like to urge that the regulations, or
the.gains that, hate been made, should be allowed to remain and that
the regulations should be allowed to be tested in the institutions and
areas 'of discrimination which are not now feared that can be worked
out over a piniod of time.

In other words, we belie( e that the problems that still exist are
manageable problems.

Let me take a minute or two to highlight what some of the possible
problems could'he.

One section of the regulations suggests that institutions establish
complaint pioceilures. Many institutions,, including my own, do not
currently have complaint procedures for students. We have complaint
procedures for employees. These are w orking m ifli varying degrees of
effectiveness and efficiency. \

IL,'re notice that the current ragulations have not provided for a
Fediwal agency deferral to institutional procedures. Of course. this
is a weakness. Neertheless, we are pleased, to see the inclusion of this
pro( ision, because it does allow manafrement, as under the EXecutive

....--- order, to hare the first opportunity to review ifs own practices and
policies,t(mnake ever3 effort to conform to both the letter and spirit of
the km by correetingpractices amid policies where they have disparate
impacts. 1.

We also note that the seaion prat Wing for opportunity to study
abroad is one w Inch will possibly cause some serious problems. The
Rhodes scholarship, for example. is a very prestigious scholarship
and subseqw.nt 0 Tortunities sire t from having been awarded'
one of these scholi rships.

Now, the reguli Lions as currently worded would provide an oppor-
tunity for tsttidy by members of the other- section, but this does not
automatically create an equivalent prestige or subsequent opportunity
as is now attached to the Rhodesscholarship.

We feel 111042:rent care W ill bat e to be taken to provide equal oppor7
tunity for -women in this area. .

Now the current regulations proh4a providing on the basis of sex
differences in aids and serf ices. These- institutions-mthe la §t few years
have inot ed to establish a number of program§ directly to benefit
women. Some of these are internships, for example, as we have at the

54=-977-75--28
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UniyerSity of Michigan, have various offices to provide women's pro-
grams or women's advisory committees and, of course, the regulations
as currently worded-do not clarify whether these kinds of-programs
would be permissible under-the affirmative action section of the regu-
lations, so_ there could_te some adverse impact-on special programs
that have been established for Women.

The remedial action is another area that presents some dilemma for
'institutions. One section of the regulations requires institutions to take
remediAl action upon a:finding of discrimination, while the next sec-
tion makes-acceptance of this remedial actions, part of the assurance
of cornPlianee that a recipient must file to apply for Federal assistance.

Therefore, there appears to be some requirement for advance acquies-
cence of guilt : nevertheless, we feel that-these are problems that can be
managed-and-we do not think that we can wait for a perfect -law. So we
urge the committee not to be unduly concerned.about some of the prob.
lefns associated with the regulations and to move forward and let the
implementation take place.

Let me just comment in concluding on the athletic area : we are aware
of the tremendous amount of debate and controversy surrounding-ap-
plicability of title LX to athletics. I really do not wish.to-get into ,a
great deal of detail in 'this area. We think it iabetter that the-experts
work out the problems, but the Assodations do believe that athletics
compose an integral part of the.Adueational process of educational in-
stitution and we are aware, and we know that gross discrimination in
athletic rograms _for women had -and does occur still. It seems that
these__ gulations, promulgated, allow for reasonable solutions in

_this area. Therefore, we wish to recomme,nd a retention of the athletic
provisions of the regulations anda recognition of the need for flexibil-
ity, in determining now to provide equal opportunity in this area.

I would like to conclude by summarizing the three things I have at-
tempted to do in the last few months. I have tried to delineate, outline
several problem areas which wee observed with respect to the current
regulations. I have tried to also say that we do not feel that these are
insurmountable or unmanageable. " (';

. -I ask and urge you not to take Any actions that would prevent the
implementation or the effective date of these regulations as of July 21,
1975.

Thank you. .

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much for your testimony, Dr. Varner.
I would like to address myself for a moment to the question of the

emphasis on. athletic activity. The emphasis on athletic activity is not
the chairmanfs'emphasis. In my mind, is fairly far down the list
bf regulations:issiiesin the title IX regulations:

So the way we conduct the hearings is, we have asked educational
associations of different, kinds that may wish to be a witness and zip-
pear, such as the association in behalf of which you are appearing.

The difference in this caS4 is that we bad. something occur that
does not usually occur. The organizations on behalf of which you are
appearing akear before us every time we have something on educa-
tion. The National, Association of Collegiate Athletics, the Associa-
tion of Football coaches, the football coaches very seldom have to
appear and they d'd ask to appear on this.Ope and their concern is-pri-
marily in that are

4
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That I think resulted ill terms of publicity 'at least, because the
papers were more inter-es* in that aspect of it thanin other aspects
of attempting to focus it on athletics.

My own persdnit view is it is not the main issue in the regulations
and. I just wanted to make it clear, that it is not my-intent that it was
given that kind of focus. As a matter of fact, I am very unhappy over
the locus because it tends to muddle the other issues." Having every-
body walk up here. and testify -about athleticsand ignore, -many of
them, some of the issues we agree,are more important.
. I want to congratulate you on your ,statement because you do ,get
into other issues think you do so quite well.
. yonhave mentioned two of the areas of concern, the -requirement

for self-evaluation in this action, in the regulations, and there is a
requirement for self-evaluation and a requirement for,grievance pro-
cedures in the regulations.

Now, you point out in your testimony some of'the problems associ-
. ated with that. For instance, you point out that the self-evaluation

thing is, in your opinion, an essential first etep and that yogi speak
here of other statutes and Executive orders in which people are urged
and encouraged to operate self-evaluation. I recognize that.

But I don't see where the authority to require an institution to
conduct a self-evaluation program comes from. I have read and re- .
read title IX and I don't see anything there that it would seem to
nie justifies a regulation that requires an institution to-conduct a self-
evaluation program. There may be ones that they probably ought
to have, I think you make an excellent argument that they ought to
hake some, just like a grievance procedure.

Ohink any institution that has its head screwAd on tight is going
to figure cut that it might to have ,grievance procedures.

But I don't see anything in the statute that requires them to have
1a grievance procedure. I don't see that it &slim responsibility of the
;Department of Health, Education, and 'Welfare to'say, "Well? prob-
hbly the Congress, if they thought of it they would have required it,
so we will require it."

There are all kinds of people rtinniiig around this town? not as
Amany, fortunately,_ as there were a year ago, who think it is up to
them to decide what the law 'ought to be, rather than 'the Congrese
or the people charged with that responsibility. That is the part-that-----'-
)roubles me.

I am for a grievance procedure and I am for self-assessment prac-
tices. If somebody were to propose such an amendment to the statute
to me, I would think very seriously about it. But that was not indi-
cated,' that kind of concern.

Now, about the athletics thing, I think it is a very complex and
difficult- problem and I think the real problem is that the one thing
that the people on the two sides of that issue have in common is their
distrust of the people that will be admitted under title IX regulations,
because the coaches and, that crowd, they feel the title IX regulation
will be administered in such a way as to destroy their program and
some of the women groups feel, the title. IX programs will be admin-
istered in such a way, that they will have no practical impact on thd
discrimination that exists and I want both of those groups to under-
stand I share thei difficulty and I think Congress ought to try to
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clarify just what it wants in vie!w of the athletic situation, try tonail. it.down. I think we ,were remiss in not doing it.
Thank you very much.
1 lope that you want me to vote on the -veto override.
We have the House bill that the President vetoed coming up shortly

for a vote and he vetoed it and we will try to override it today..
Thank you very much.
Ms. VARxEn. Thank you. ,

Mr. O'HARA. The. Chair will announce that tomorrow morning.
Mr. Weinberger will appear at 8 :30.

[Whereupon; at 12:35 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 8:30 a.m.,. Thursday, june 20, 1975.)
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SEX' DISCRIMINATION REGULATIONS

P

THURSDAY, TUNE 26, 1976

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Suncolorrrrm: ON- POSTSECONDARY EoucATios

t#F Cd3EMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LA13911,,
1170.111ingto1, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 8 :30:tun. In room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, _Hon. Paid Simon presiding.

nimbers prtisent.: Representatives OThra. Benitez, Blouin, Simon,
Mottl, Hall, -Quie, Eshleman,-Buchanan. and Smith.

INfr. SIMON. The subcommittee meeting will come to order. will
take the Chair temporarily to hear the distinguished Congressman
from Louisiana.

STATEMENT OF HON. OE D. WAGOONNER, a., A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE. STATE OF LOUISIANA

Mr. ISTAGooNNEn. Thk tyOu. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the
committee. I don't s'upposeikiasinuch as,pone of the ladies of the com-
mittee are here,,that I will b, taken to task.by saving just gentlemen
of the committee. I won't be,discrimihating in addressing you in-such
a way' this morning. .

I -would like,..bV amd large, this good niimg, Mr.- Chairman, to speak
to you in a tery informal and inipromptii-N's ay without much iii the.
way of a prepared statement.

I DM aware of the fact that ;vesterday,what I considered to be sottlik
eiy good testimony was presented to the subcommittee with teXird

to, title IX regulations by .Tapet L. Icahn. This particular Oness
documented. a; 'I iew it. in a very good-way, nib excesses ottUregu-
lations as cWrasted to the law. She did point Out, at Mast tosiny satis-
factionand I-recognize theme are others ttho would diskg reethat
these propOs.ed .regulations 'do exceed the intent of the Copgress and
are'r.ontrary to the law.

flake isn't anythino. unusual about tile regulations, Mr..Clutirman,
exceeding the intent

anything
the law. I have not, been here as long as some

others but, in the eight terms I have as a Member of the House of
Representatives I have seen the years of turbulence wherein the
Congress has been called upon to act in a number of areas where
there was alleged discriminatiOn of one sort or another and where
there has been some actual discrimination. I would be the last to deny titA,
That.

But it has been my experience that the bureaucracy has adopted very
much the philosophy of the Egyptians in building the ,pyramids: If
they can get el eryone to mot big in exactly the same direction, then

(425) r .
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there is no force this side of heaven which will stop the momentum
they- have gained.

roni my point of skew, even though I am quick and willing to admit,
the'publie doesn't in all instances agreethe general public -feels.that
the Congress is the-greatest enemy they have, but I think they have
"more difficulty witluthe bureaucracy thanthey do with the Congress
itself.

Nevertheless, in these areas of alleged Qncl actual discrimination,
about all that ;he Congress ever said with regard to trying to do some-
thing about preventing discrimination was that "You will not discrim-
inategThou-shaltiladisaciiminate." This is about as far as the Con-,
gress has ever gone.

Bet, in attempting to make discrimination illegal in a number of
areas with regard -to race, color, creed, sex, religion, national' origin,
Whatever you might want to consider for the moment, the executive
branch.of the Government, in every instance,wat_ one time or another,
exceeded.the intent of the CongreSs../

The perfect example is that which has comesalong in recent years on
the part of the executive branch of Gihernment to require affirmative
action by whomever it is that is involved, to try.to,give assurance or to
try to be sure that there is compliance.

I am not aware Of a single tatute that the Congress has passed which
really mandates aftirMative action. Now, the executive branch of. Gov-
ernment has, in requiring affirMative action, required those involved
to preparvioniething in the way of an affirmative action plan; anti, in
the prepahtion of this affirmative action plan, they have been deemed
unacceptable and not worthwhile if they don't prepare the Machinery
for several other phases of Operation involving their actions.

am not a lawyer, but we always, presumed in this country thatihy-
body was innocent until he wo,proven gay, but the executive branch
of Government has assumed:Another posture indirect contrast to that
well-accepted principle. They just presume that you are guilty until
you prove yourself innocent.

I have had members of the bureaucracy from HEW, from the Office
of Education, just say bluntly and I am not saying, that All of these
people purposely try to circumvent the lawbut I have had these peo-
ple say : "Look, this is what we say theslaw is. If you don't like it, :von
prove otherwise."

Well, nobody has the resources to fight the Federal Government.
The bureaucracy is too big. But, in requiring the presentation and im-
plementation of affirmative action plans, the bureaucracy says: "As
part of that plan, you are going to have to provide a procedure for,
those -who are involved and who have complaints to appeal to have
their case properly presented and their point of view made known."
In addition, they require monitoring, procedures.

All of these things do nothing in the world except tic the people
involved inknots. They never know what they can depend upon. There
was a day, for example, say, that the bureaucracy said. with regard to
nee: "It is illegal for you, in keeping records that we might monitor,,
to identitfy anyone by race." Of coniSe, no law ever said you couldn't
do this, but they changed their position somewhere down the line.

In the instance of discrimination by sex, you are concerned with
the education amendments of 1972 and the implementation of the
regulations.
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I thd it is incumbent,. upon. this committeeand commend this
committee forlalding these hearingsto make a determination_as to
whether or not the Etecutive is complying with Congressional intent

.
Congiess should do more of this. And I would suggest to you, as long

as there is anything in the way of reasonable doubt, that you invoke=
the principle of law again and not accept these reg,ulations.

There are several aspects of it. I have here in lily liana something
that I think you ought to be interested-inand I Mu sure nit:1st of you
noticed itan article from the Washington Post, Wednesday,.June 25,

pagepage

A-31, having to do with college hiring and the ruling of the'
being relaxed. Yow, if tins instance of college and

this Executive rule does not demonstrate the arbitrary authority of
the Executive, I don't know what does.

The second paragraph carries a statement of the Secretaryoyho, I
-understand will be here later this morning, and who is a friend of
mine. The story says :

At the same time, Caspar W. Weinberger, Secretary of Health, Education; and
Welfare, said, in a telephone interview, thitt has no doubt that very _sub-
stantial revisions are needed in affirmative action regulations as applied to Mil-
versifies and colleges. ne suggested the extensive dataathering now reqpired
at schools as the chief area needing reform.

With that admission on the part of the Secretary-of Health, Eduea-
tion, and Welfare, is not equally right to assume thatyearS' after
there is implementation of whatever finding he has provided in the
way of regulations Thr title IX of the education amendments, there

will still be question?
My point to you. is : If they are still arguing about what those N

regulations ought to be and there is stilLsnarp disagreement with
4 regard to those disagreements all of these years later, you can bet your

bottom dollar that there are going to be continued disagreements with
the implementation of these regulatipns,and they are /going to be
everchauging.

They don't have a fixed position. They seem to assume the posture
,of the Wizard of Ooze. they just change positions as they need to fit

' whatever the circumstances might be: And, if 'tiny of yoll believe that
there is not discrimination from one area of this country to-another,
from one university to another, you are kidding yourselves. These
people ha\ .,-an awful lot in the way of arbitrary authority and they
change positions as the need arises.

I daresay if the majority of these schoolsand I ma ke no bones
abbut ithad been down South, there wouldn't be a relaxation of the
ruling at this point in time. I think this speaks for itself.

Here is another story from this morning'SWashington Post, Thurs-
day, June 26, page 44, headlined, "Housing ads called sexually biased."
Going back to the open housing legislation of 1968and there have
been amendmentsthe Department of Justice, their Civil Rights
Compliance Div'sion, has issued a new order to the newspapers saying
that they can't carry an ad advertising a room for rent-in a private
home wherein they specify that it is available to one sex or the other.

The attorney for the Washington Post says they don't think private -
homes are covered. You may read the article and I will submit both
of these for the record. .45

[The article referred to follows:]
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[From the Washington Post, June 26, IOW] .

llookxo :fns CALLED Si:xi:Aux BIASED

(By Cynthia Conley)

Washington Post Staff Writer

The Justice Department yesterday told nearly 100 daily newspapers, including
'The Washington Post, that they were printing sexually diserhuinatori housing
.advertisements. P

-NP In a letter to weathers of the American Newspaper Publishers Association,
an organization that includes some of the nation's largest metropolitan
Assistant Attorney General T. Stanley Pottinge: said that classifletiadvertise-
Monts for housing that specify a preference fur one sex or the other are In viola-
tion of the1068 Fair Housing Act.

Copies of the' letter were sent to newspapers with circulations of over 100.000
that were thought to be in violation of the law, a Justice Devilment spokesman
said. Tile list included The Washington Post, The New York !Flares, the Miami
lieraid. and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

The letter Salk'. 'It has recently come to our attention that your newspaper, as
well as many others, prints classified advertisements, primarily for the rental
of dwellings. which indicate a preference /or limitation to tenants of one sex
or the other."

Such advertising has been illegal skim last August, when the Fair noosing
Act originally enacted to prohibit racial liscrimination In housingwas
amended to include prohibition against sexual discrimina ton.

The statute does not cover advertisements for roommates. Pottinger said. But
it does bar newspapers from publishing discriminatory ads for furnished rooins.

"This letter was directed only at-papers, not at landlords." a Justice Depart-
ment spokesman said. "A little old lady with a furnished room can rent to any-
body she wants. but we're asking the papers to comply with the law."

Thomas R. McCartln, eke president-sales fur The Washington Post. said that
in the past the paper has allowed Kis ate landlords to specif3 sex 3% hen adertis-
ing furnished rooms.

"I still have in mind a doubt that this applies to personal homes," McCarthy
said, "BOX it is a ruling and the law ,' it's quite okvious that The host will
review and conform its existing policies."

The Justice Department letter asked newspapers to comply voinntarily with
the law. If they fail to do so, the department spokesman said, "We have to make
a decision as to whether to bring action." -

The courts have ruled that newspapers may nut print sexually discriminatory
[ids for either housing or outdo.% went. Pottingcr said. and that such regulation
is consistent with the First Amendment.

Mr. WAnnoxx-En. But. nevertheless. the Civil Rights Compliance
Division now says that the3 can't carry sum h ads. If dies do, they are
going to be -prosecutedunder what law, I don't know.

But f an. attettipting to show 3 on that no matter how much time
elapses between the cup and-the lip. no matter what congressional in-
tent is. the bureaucracy changes position as the e% ershating sands,
over and over again.

But are we. overregulated? This week's F.S. News R 'World
'Report gives at least feel for time extent of regulation and MTV-
regulation. the cover sheet sa3s: "The regulators that cost you $130
billion a tear." .And they are talking just about the .regulatory agen-
cies. They are not- talking about- th, regulations pro% idea in such areas
as -HEW anti the Department of :rushee. Those costs would be added
to the figure of 8130 billion a year which the, News NWorld
-Report epresses.

A number of 3 on here on this parti, Oar committee were quite active
during enactment of these amendments in 1972.,T was here. I partici-
gated rather extensi% c13 ill3seif in those debates. S. number of ques-
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tions were raisKand, Mr. Chairman, I would ail:, rather than indulge
you for this time, that. this brief statement be included in the record.

Mr. 01-faitA. Without object ion itis so ordered.
[The prepared statementrefered to follows :j

PREPARED STATE.NIEST OF alas. 4011.D. GMINNElt, JR., A REeRE6:STATIvE ri
CoNORF.Sg FROM TilE STATE of 1.0U1sIASA

It is with the utmost urgency and concern that I appear before you today to
strongly urge you to vote to return to IIEW these regulations implementing"
Title-IX of the Edneatitm Amendments of 1972. They clearly do not reflect the
latent of Congress.

As you -know. the title-Is a very broad one, covering many aspects of college
and university life in this country and I find many objectionable features which
circumvent the real purpose behind the passage of such legislation.

Some of these have been. or will be, discussed during these hearings in far
greater detail by others %%Ito have greater expertise In their.fields. Por Instance,
14believe the athletic officials in many of our finest institutions of higher team-
ing have expressed very valid arginientS to support the fact that Congress did
not intend to have these regulations go so tar as to literally end major athletic
programs as we knOw them-tollay,

The problem I see in this and many other sections, such as the recruitment
and admission sections, boils down to one very serious point; and, that
the fact that these regulations leave too mach room for arbitrary interpretations
on the part of bureaucratic officials who have no regard whatsoever, In' my
opinion, for the seal intent of Congress, or. for that ;natter, the' majority of
the people of this country. T9 them the end jiettifies the means.

If the Federal Government is to be involved at all In any aspect of eduea-
thin. the Congress must set,0ear limits for these bureaucrats to observe in im-
plementing the la. I believe that the limit5 set. originally by Congress in Title
IX are farj.learer thalt set forth in these regulations.

One arkillcoeered by Title IN. in which I feel I have some expertise with
regard to the intent of Congress. is the area Mild' covers campus organizations.
As some of you know, I have actively fought to obtain a clear "hands.off" policy
by the Federal Governmvnt in, the area of certain campus organiiations, and
Congress has supported this approach for 'many years.

Section.504 (hi of the Higher Education Act of 1905. which I authored. states:
Nothing contained in thi5 Act or any other Act shall be construed to

authorize any department, agency. officer, or employee of,the United States
to exercise any direction, supdrvislon, or control over -the membership
practices or internal operations of any fraternal organization. fraternity.
sorority. private club tjr religious organization at an histitntIon of higher
education (other than a. service academy or the Coast Guard Academy)
which is financed exclusively by funds. derived front privide sources and
whose facilities are not owned by sucivtastitatiaii.

4
The intent of Congress was further .clarified In all exchange on the Floor I

hod with. the then Chairman of the house Education and Labor Committee,-
Adam Clayton Powell. He clearly supported this exemption : yet there are still
those at HEW who fall to recognize this.

Further clarification of -the exemption was set forth late last year in the
Library Conference Bill: but it, too, failed to include the intended exemption
for business and profeSsionid fraternities and sororffies. honor societies. and
other mull organizations. So. HEW is trying again to regulate a situation they
know full well is covered by Section 50-1(b).

All member.s of any community sliare the same rights of freedom of speech,
peaceful assembly. atIll the right of petition. Being members of an academic
community 5110111(1 not he reason for the Federal Government to curtail these
rights nor the respoNgildlities involved with them. It was not the intent of
Congress. In passing the Title .IX Education Amendments of 1072, to force
the profeggional, $ffirrice. or honorary sororities and *identities to give up
their single sex status muter the guise of equal opportunity for women.

tinder Seetinu 501 of the internal ;Revenue Code of 10.51. sororities and frater-
nities of various kinds are given taxexempt status as private. no -nrofit organiza-
tions. These organizations do.not4reeeive Federal financial assistance Of any
kind: nor do they serve in the capacity as contractor or subcontractor to any
educational institution.

:4 Q
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When the Bayh Amendment to the White House Conference on. Librarysand
Information Services 11111 passed in December 1974, the business, professional,
and certain other campus organisations-were not specifically exempted; so HEW
officials have in these regulations-singled them out for coverage under Title IX
despite the very clear legislative history which I have just mentioned prbviding
protection for'all such organisations.

Our distinguished former Colleague, Edith Green, who was instrumental in the
passage of Title IX, has often states that it was ittit her intentto hive the social
and the professional groups treated differently in implementation of the regale-
tious. When the conference report was called np on the-White House Conference
on Library and Information Services Bill, Mrs:- Green, among others, felt that the
language of the Bayh Amendment would establish an undesirable .precedent in
makingst separation between social and professional or service fraternities.

The problem was:whether to accept the language which was not allinclusive in
order to Immediately clarify exemptions for the organizations covered in the
Bayh Amendment, or whether to delete; the amendment altogether eo that an
attempt could be made to insure that the.ansendtrient-would be-more inclusive
at a later time.' . -

The Foor discussion .centered around whethersthe adoption of the proposed .

Bayh language-would make it more difficult in thd future to pass a resolution
rejecting the HEW regulations on the basis-that they-are inconsistent with the
law. Your distinguished Chairman, Mr. Perkins, dIffergwith Mrs. Green on that
point, stating that a resolution could -be brought to the Floor "on any- subject
to change any law". lie made a plea to acceptthe language as it Mood in-order,
to clarify exemptions for the organisations listed in the Bayh AmenSmentsWhich
Iii the end was agreed to.

Our Colleague, Mr. Quie- of Minnesota, pointed out that the conferees were
not able to address theraselveri to the overall bones and problems presented lu
Title IX and that the conferees bad to work within the scope of the Bayh Anitinti
ment. Chairman Perkins stated also that to have dealt with service and profes-
sional fraternities would-have-been beyond the scope of the conference.

So, to clarify the specific exemptions which Senator -Baylt desired and which
were the Senator's interpretation, of Title IX application, the amendment was
passed a nd.ls now included la-P.L. 93-568. The Civil-Rights Office of HEW, which
has enforcement power for Title IX, has been-determined that the regulations
will affect these nou-social single sex organizations which are receiving "signifi-
cant assistance" from a higher tdoeation- ir.stitstion -receiving Federal funds.

The problem, -which relates back to my comments about, a commonsense
approach, is that the Civil Rights -Office of HEW has contently refused to
clearly and specifically define the-term "substantial assistance" for the groups
across the country who will be affected by their-regulations and for the many
Members of Congress who have asked them to do so.

For example, the peofessionnl fraternities and sororities occasionally use a
xero:s machine, need secretarial assistance, post nottee.of chapter meetings on the
school bulletin board,: meet in stt classrbotn after hours, and have a faculty
advisor. In some instances the chapter house is located on campus; however, on
75% of the compose:4, the chapter house is iodated off campus. Other groups on
campus. of course, also share these small services. It cannot at this point he
determined if HEW will Choose to define this as "significant" and "substantial"
assistance.

I was told by letter of August 9, 1974, by Peter Holmes, Director 'of HEW's
Office for Civil Rights, that "occasional use of- copying machines, secretarial
assistance or similar services does not constitute the type of simpostnecessarY
to take-an organization out of the, scope of protection offered by Section 1304(b)".-
However, experience has shown that so Many- bureaucrats sire involved with the
enforcement of these regulations 'that alniost any kind of interpretation can
surfs'' and the monitoring of bureaucratic abuses is a virtual impossibility.

Action to Change the character and membership of professional fraternities
and sotoritles can be only peripheral in its effect upon higher education leading to
careers. The most important-equal opportunity issues are those affecting the em-
ployment. compensation, proinotion, and upwardinobility 'of women employees,
and the fair treatment of women stadents_in respect to admission standards, fi-
nancial aid, counseling, and otherltspects of the educational process. Forced sex
intighttion will not insure that women will he treated equally nor will it serve
to provide women the basis to overcome tbe effects of negative conditioning gild
prepare them to assume professional responsibility.

I. therefore; again strongly urge-you to recommend to the House that these
regulations be returned to HEW for failing to abide by the intent of Congress. 4'.
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Mr. W.s000xstar. There are two or three comments I want to make.

We called to attention Mr. Green did, Mr. Quie did, and Mr. Perkins
respondedthe fact that if we exeMpted certain organizations by

name, then the inference-might be that it was intended that only these

_ organizations be-exempted.pted.
Mr. Perkins said on that' occasion that it, was beyond the scope of a

con fo.ence to go any-further and-enrged that we accept them, that it

wordd be without prejudiceif this was adopted.
(put it was not ivithout prejudice, because now the executive-comes

trek and.'assumes the positicebthat "Inasmuch as you have designated

these as exceptions. we now presume that all of those other. not specif-

ically eXempted are to be included in the provisions of the law." That

is a sharp departure from the intent of. Congress. The debates them-

-selves reflect exactly that
There is another occasion, which I will cover here, and I want 65 be

sure thath cover this. You will remember in 1065, when we acted on the

Higher Edneatidn Act, roffered an amendment to section 804 (b) , and

1 wa n t to quote it to you :
Nothing contained hi this act or any other act shall bteconstrued to authorize

lePartment agency, officer or employee of the United States to exercise any

-direction. supervision or control over the membership practices or internal op-

erations of any fraternal organization, fratvnity, sorority, private club or reit-

. glous organization awl institution of higher education, other than a service acad-

emy pr roast Guard academy, which is financed exclusively by funds derived.

from' private sources and whose facilities are not owned by such Institution.

The intent, of Congress was blither clarified in an exchange then

our the floor. an exchanged had with the then chairman of the House

Education -ancl Labor Committee, Adam, Clayton Powell: He eleaily-
supported this exemption. Yet, there are still today those at HEW who

tail tnecognizelthis.
HEW, at periodic intervalsI suppose every tune a new employee

comes on board or a department head. changes, or a new Assistant 8ec-

rota ry comes along in certain areasthey send their people out to the

campuses, they utilize the mails, and they are continually telling these

people that they must comply with some doctrine that HEYeholds,
some.attitude that prevails personally with them;tobilly contrary to

the late. totally outside -of the-law.
Ilieife-at--regifYar intervalsand' I have a file this high from col-

leges and -upirersifies who have been threatened with the cutoff of
fundsi rthey don't break down the barriers with regard to sex and

tae-e----witii-thi.v fraternities-and sororities, their private clubs, whether

or not they are totally 'private, whethd or not there is support from
the institution. HEW just assumes that attitude and they just keep

coining hack. They are never satisfied.
would suggest to _you that this is going to be the attitude with

regard to these amendments.regard
have one or two other thoughts. Here is a fact sheet dated June

'1075 from HEW which just generalizes with regard to their prO-,

posed regulationstheir generalizations. They are generalizations,
except that with regard to sex there are some differences.

For example, they say in the .regulations. and they. comment on it

in this fact sheet.that in. the instance of contact sports there will be
nothing compulsory. That, of course, is just a- recognition that is in
compliance with the law. But they do mandate in the regulations, and
comment on it in the fact sheet, that they do certain other things
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with regard to physical education. And the) inand!ite that some of
these classes be combined. This is a decision that ought to be left to
the local people in the first place. They has e exphiece and ability
to do these things.

13ut I would suggest to you that if this mandate is allowed and
these classes are combined. it is not going to be long that yon are
going to get complaints that thi-le has been discrimination with regard
Co. grades.

'How you are going to judge 100-pound female. 125-pound female, in
a weightlifting class in physical education on the same basis that you
do a 225-pound strapping 16- or 21- year -old male. I simply don't know.

Mr. O'HARA. Or even a boy of the same weight.
Mr. WxcooNxr.n. Even boys of the same weight. There are just cer-

tain ditterenceQ. You are going to'have 'to face all of these questions.
And we are on the shifting sands again; they are even changingtheir position.
I would suggest to you that we examine the track record of the

regulators in IIEW and in ,Thstice. and that you not allow the imple-
mentation of these regulations until you are as sure as you can reason-
ably he the they are completely in line with congressional intent.I suggest that you reject their proposed regulations because there areexcesses in some of them and some of theta are clearly beyond con-gressional intent.

I generalized, I know. 11r. Chairman. I want, to thank von for the
opportunity to a pp& ar earls- this moruing so that I might ',take another
appointment. But I would be happy to try to discuss anything specific
that you might have. You and I have talked many, many dines about
the several aspects of this problem.

Mr. Onsax. Mr. Waggmnler. I war tr, t' fun outing thetime to conic here. I think that you. as well as any Member of Con-
gress, recognize the significance of what the Congress is trying to dohere in terms of regaining control of its basic constitutional function,
the making of the laws.

As vou know anti algae, iate, there are only 535 Members of Con-
gess but Washington is full of people who want to make laws. There
are members of the executive and judicial branches of Governmen,tthat do this and do so out of mot is es. you know; they see where
the Congress hay -failed to provide for this and they think and believe
Veil' deeply that it should has e N) pros ided. Or they think Congress
did. not go far enough here to be effect's e and they think maybe they
can help the Congress out a little hit by reading into the law somethingthat is not there.

They do so for the highest motives. bit I just hapiten to believe that
if our constitut ional system is going to shrs ire, some way has to be
found so that t he Congress writes the laws and nobody else.I want to congratulate you for your perceptiveness and ability to
recognize that the important issue that is at stake here is not the (wes-t ion of sex discrimination. I don't tit to mix up the issues of see dis-
crimination and the power of the Congress to make the laws. T meanI think it gets two things mixed up that are going to confuse the issue.
But I guess you have to take it on where you find it and it just sohappens this way.

4,10
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Mr. W,..tcoo.vdn. Mr. Chairman, if I might comment. I readily ad-
mit, there has been an attitude among some, even in 'the legislative. 1-
branch of.Crovernment. to assume that as legislators the task of ap-
pro \ nil, proposed kgniations would be unconstitutional inasmuch as
it would violate the separation of powers between the/ legislative and
the executive. 1, I .

-I don't share that point of view. I consider it a neat er of oversight.
This is something that. we have been negligent in, thi matter of over-
sight, and it is time that we get on with it.

1

wMr. O'llum. Mr. Waggonner. let me conclude by saying this. I think
it is time we ;dot on with it. I would hope that one of the things that
this exercise is going to dothat section 431(d) is going to dois to
heighten time awareness of the Congress that there are solutions to this

, problem and it is not just the problem in the education legislation, as
you well know, but that is the only thing 431(d) applies to.

Mr. W.woosxrat. This is going to affect .education in this country.
Mr. O'HARA. Yes, but it is the problem in all atlas. the problem of

legislation writing gotten out of hand, and I am hoping we can
heighten sensitivity and start thinking in terms of unendments to the
,Administrative Procedures Act.

Mr. WAouoxxta. There is not any quvistion about that. We are head-
in;!. .f.r. Chairman. in the direction of quotaspart of the justification
suggested b those who support this. I mean. yin) are not going to
satisfy anybody with this legislation. There are those who are going
to appear before vou who will say the regulations don't go far enough.
Others will say they go too far. Both will he dissa isfied when the exec-
utive starts administering. You can feel sure f that.1There is no

- doubt. about: it.
Mr.. O'l Emu. There is unanimity of the witnesses that they don't

trust HEW to administer the law properly. 1

Mr. WAtioox NEIL I hope this committee li:on't; And I hope youv,,nd
the'regulat ions back to HEW. Bayou Itikve awakened or heightened
sensitivity at the -university level of those academicians who like lo,
rely upon their academic freedom. They are a raid to quote us down

_
the turnpike and (Iota want any part of it. T ley are OK for sqme-

, body else. at least they have been in the years/gone by:-bast now that
the shoe is pinching their foot, they iey are eunee ed. about it licw."

I am glad they are concerned. They are con Pletely H&J just re-
gret the fact that it took them so,, long to wai ce up. In this insfance,
even though they are learned. theya re slow leatners. .

rr. O'lLutA. Thank yon very Much. Arr. ES1deman.
Mr. EsiiLiMAY. No questions.

I- Mr. OlIARA. Mr. Simon.
Mr. Srnos. Just one question. As I understand your comments, Mr.

Chairman, neither of 'yon suggest IIEW i not within their power
in drawing up the regulations but simply quggesting that in details
they have gone. in some areas, too far. is that correct?

3Ir. Wm:cox-shit. Mr. Simon. that is extictly correct. Whatever is i
done must be administered by 1TE'W. I fe41 very sincerely that their
proposed regulations do exceed the intent offthe law-in many instances,
as has been documented for this

committee1

. They do 'propose reptile,-

.: " 'N . e
dons which are beyond thelaw.
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I am just urgently requesting that until you are completely sure, as
-reasonably sure as you can_be, that what they propose is within the
1 ame*ork of the intent of Congress, we reject, through the provisions
p vided under the law, these proposed regulations that require that
the be brought within congressional intent.

l r. SIMON. Thank you. \o further questions.
Mr, O'HARA. Mr.
Mr;HALL. I want to thank the gentleman for appearing. No ques-

tions.
Mr. 011ARA, Mr. Plouin.
Mr. &ohm% No questions.
Mr. O'HANA. Mr. Mott].
Mr. Morn,. I- would like to compliment the gentleman for his fine

testimony. .

Mr.. 01-LA. Mrs Hawkins.
Mr. Hiwims. I apologize to my colleagues for not hearing him.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Hawkins and I are colleagues in more ways

than one; he was born in the congressional district I am now privi-
leged to represent and I took him home about a year ago for an affair
down there and I think he rather enjoyed it. We were happy to have
him, too.

I-Imviaxs. I was very delighted to be able to do so. I found out
my colleague is very distinguished in his own newspapers, very un-
usual for any of us.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Benitez.
Mr. J3mhz. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I have one question. Mr.

Waggonner. Can you identify any of the specific sections on this non-
discrimination requirement that are presently in the rules and
regulations?

Mr. WAGooxx-Eit. I have gone over them, Mr. Benitez. have pointed
out a statement earlier made by Janet L. Kuhn yesterday, aid don't
have any disagreement. Last night I read her testimony and I would
refer you to those.

Mr. BENITEZ. In your testimony you didn't cover any particular
item?

Mr. W.maxxim. No. You remember at the outset I said would not
sttsvitht.-1144.-÷ iirs-unt wo no l en w tfh

that area, but deal in a general way with what the track record of the
regulators has been with regard to intent.

Mr. BE.NrrEz. Thank you. The reason I raised this issue. is that. T am
sure you have also indicated it is the job of HEW to make regulations,
they are charged specifically with these regulations, and we have
heard testimony I was not here yesterday but I have heard testi-
mony of lots of people complaining that the regulations do not go far
enough, and this is the first reference I have had to that point that
they mightbo goin further than'justi tied.

Mr. WAhooloatu. Janet Kuhn made this point yeSterday, and you
will recall that I said, at least from my point of view, she made the
point. Although I recognize that there are others 'Who disagree with
me, they are entitled to that. disagreement. That is a good thing about
this great land of ours. But just as it is required-of -HEW that they
prdpose these regulations, it is required of us that we assure congres-
sional intent.
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Mr. Btxrrtz. Thank .you. 4.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Qum-
Mr. Qum. Mr. Chairman, one of the problems that minorities and

women face is that they are not noticed. We have game thing here
on the minority side, bectufse, Mr. Chairman, the rules provide that
you ai0;inate back and fbAll.

Mr. 'O'HARA. I am sorry.
Mr. Quit. And you went all the way through, the majority side.

This is what woinelt and minorities find in schools which is the reason
we have title TX up here.

Mr.-0-1LttA. We had better get title X.
Mr. Q. Yes, titleX.
Mr. Waggoner, I appreciate that you came here and testified. In

the years Ihave been in Congress, you have watched and are aware of,
not only, the laws that happen back home but the handling of civil
rights laws and regulations by and the Department of Labor
and the Justice Department. 'To me, you are the greatest expert in
lie Congress in this area.
--":`ow., ,We all don't agree all of the time but I have tremendous respect
fbr people who have that capability which you have of ferreting out
what is really wrong with the legislation and then trying' to make
certain w,e fOow the law. have observed you always 'wanting to
follow the law Oen though the law might be one that you voted
against.

For that reason. I think our committee benefits from the testimony--
that yon has e given, here. If we had followed your advice through
the years, I think many of the problems that we are confronted with
now in areas of implementing these laws would. have been prevented.
Thank you.

Mr. WACCIONNER. Thank you, Mr. Quie. Not to opens an old wound
but, by any stretch of the imagination, it does not make anv difference
to me, after a law becomes law, whether or not I agree withit. It is my
responsibility to see to it that there is cOmpliance hill the law and that

whatever it is that law provides for-them. It is up twine to mak-e it
whoever has anything coining under gprovisions of that law ets

That is the chief purpose of my beinghere t
hiss morning let's make

iwork. Let'stnot make education a greaterproblem than it already ig
by overburdening it with superfluous regulations.

Mr. Quit. Thank you.
Mr. O'Hare. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. Buon,AxAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I w:int to associate my-

self with the gentleman from Minnesota pertaining 14:k your expertise
and the service you rendered to the committee' y-being here: I will
say,to our collettone all .of us have, learned to deeply admire the gentle-.
man from-Liiitisiana.

T would simply ask, pertaining to the deeper problem invotee,d her'
of overregulation, to which you earlier referred : Do you feel triat :part

e of the. problem is that we don't legislate fully and specifically enough
in the first place and thereby give too much room to the bureaucracy
to do most of the legislation?

Mr. Wit000xxr.u. Mr. Buchanan, there are times when we act in
haste, but we have cbme to consider everything a crisis, a matter of
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urgency, And that is of our OW II doing. I don't know an body to,criti-
cize except ourseh es for that shortcoming. and we are guilty of it.

Mr. T3uritaxAx. It- wohld seem to me that we are going to have to
assert more and assume more responsibility to spell out- the law to
avoid the kind of problem of too much leeway' taken- by the
bureaucracy.

Mr. WAocoxjsmi. Senator Mansfield, you will recall, 3 or 4 years
ago was quoted widely as sin ing Congress had enacted enough legis-
lation for a while: it, would be much better if the Congre'Ss concerned
itself with pc' fecting uud niaking that legislation w hicll had recently
been enacted workable. rather than just forgetting it and going on
to other areas, awl making the same mishit:4 again.

You never help yourself when you pile one mistake on top of
another.

M:131:CliAN.Vg. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. O'lfAtiA. Thank you eo much, Mr. Waggonner, for appearing

this morning.
Thank yon,,Mr. Chairman,

Mr. O'flatiA. The Chair will declare a "2-mintite recess. Mr, Wein-
berger is on his way aid he will be lucre in just a couple of minutes.

[Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.
Mr. O'HARA. The subcommitteeyilicome to order.
The next witness will be the 'Honorable Caspar Weinberger, Secre-

tary. Department of Health, Education,, and Welfae. Mr. Wein-
berger is accompanied by amuniber of others he may wish to identify
for the -record.

:Mr. Weinberger, we will be, happy tt) hear from you.

.STATEMENT -OF CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, SECRETARY, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED
BY PIER E. HOLMES, DIRECTOR, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS,
DHEW; JOHN B. RHINELANDER, GENERAL COUNSEL, DREW;
STEPHEN KURZMAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLA-
TION, DREW; MS, GWEN GREGORY, OFFICE FQR CIVIL RIGHTS;
MS. ALEXANDRA BUEK, OFFI(:E1)F THE GENERAL COUNSEL

Secretary 1,1"FaNntaioui. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and
iobt is of tile tut1111itiee. at t 1.). Stephen Kol /mom,

AssishInt Secretary for Le,rislattion; Peter Holmes. Director of the
Office for Ci it Rights and .Tulin Rhinelander, general counsel of the,
Department: Ms. Given Gregory from the Office for Ch il Rights
and Ms. A.lexandra Buck fluor the Office of the Genqral Counsel.

That is the group that is here, mid the reasuu I am accompanied by
all of these people is that we want et.) much to answer all of your
question§ in the detail we assume yon want, them answered.

I ha' e a short, comparatively short, statement I w ill be grad to pre-
Sent to the committee, now.

Mr. O'IlAaw. Please do so.
Secretary WED:lignot.a. We do appreciate the opportunity to dis-

cuss .w ith.you our final regulation to implement iuiv IX of the Edu-
cation Amendments of Da This is the first major se,X discrimination
legislation enacted by Congress which affects educational institution.
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Our Department's regulation to effectuate this statute is compre-
lienSive as well as specific, and we have done_that for two reasons.
First, the legislation itself prescribed, with certain explicit excep-
tions, that no- person shall be- subjected to discrimination_ on the bails
of sex in federally assisted education programs or activities, thus
potentially covering discrimination against a student in his or her
entire school_career from preschool through graduation or professional
school, and covering discrimination against that student's teachers and
against:any other employee of the schools which that child attends.

Second, :the Department felt pat we -should cover the various
major policy issues we saw evolvinglkoin the 37-word prohibitory
language of the statute,_ to give iiPtied to educational institutions of-
their specific obligations and to avoid future individual ad hoc de-
cisions for each institution on these major policy questions.

The drafting process I would like to outline in a little detail, be-
cause I think it is important fot.eyeryone to realize the, lengths, to
which we went to try to cover all of the situations and the numbers of
people with whom we conferred- on a- continuing basis. We conferred
in that manner with representativeS of the educational community. In
addition, more than 50 national organizations representing profes-
sional associations, school officials, student groups,thletic associations,

and educational media were invited to attend, general discussion ses-
sions-which the Departmentheld on August 2-4, 1972, to get everyone's

ideas. '
During this period,-the Department also participated in conferences

separately sponsored by national organizations 'representing educa-
tional institutions, school districts, women's groups, athletic directors

and coaches, student personnel efficers, student counselors, student
financial aid officers. I personally met with representatives of the
NCAA, the .AIAW, numerous women's grimps and institutional rep-
resentatives before the publication of the. fine). regulation.

Ora' General Counsel -made a legal _determination on each major

issue raised in the drafting process as -to which alternative policies

were legallysupportable and as to which subjects, such as athletics, had

to be covered and we followed his legal advice. We also consulted the
Department of Justice and followed their advice.

In many cases, the Department did *not have discretion to make the

decisions requiested- by interested- parties. However. in those ,areas
where there was room for policy discretion, the Depaitment undertook
special efforts to encourage broad public interest and comment and,

wherever. possible, to accommodate the various points of view.
On June. p,O, 1974, the propektd regulation was published. The

comment period was purposely extended until October 15, 1974, to

permit school administrators and students ample time in which to
formulate\comments. The extended Comment period was also designed

to enable schooLadministrators to evaluate their practicei during part

of an actual, school: term in ordethat their comments might be based

on such evaluations. Even those comments submitted after the October

15 deadline were considered.
',During the summer of 1074, immediately following.publication of

the proposed regulation, the T)epartilient held a series of briefings:on

IN and the proposed regulation, to inform individuals, organiza-
tions,.and the local press as to the substance of the proposed regulation

54-977k-75-20'
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and to encourage timid public bite! est and _comment. The briefings
were held-in, 12 cities across the country. More than 3,500 individuals
attetideel the briefings, and the press briefings were covered by- 130
members of the media resulting in newspaper cos erage alone of 175
articles and. etlitorials; so a major effort was made to inform as many
people as possible.

We received about 10,000 comments on the proposed regulation from
virtually eyery major institution of higher education, hundreds of
school superintendents, chief State school officers and principals, and
women's groupg, Each comment was,reviewed and cross-indexed by a
special, k force, which later prepared policy option papers setting,
forth policy alternatives. All comments were made available for public
review.

Revievi of the comments which the Department -received on the
regulation-proposed in June 1974, resulted in inclusion of substantial
revisions in-the final regulation. Modifications that can be classified as
"major" were made in 30 of the regulation's 61 sections. In addition,
nmnerous4erfecting and technical changes .were made which fre-
quently incorporated text contained in public comments. The Presi-
dent approved the final version as required by the statute.

The final regulation in all cases covers those matters we were advised
the Congress included. i3 excluded from coverage-all situations. ex-
cluded by-the Congress.

The regulation, briefly. provides as follows : Except for certain
limited exemptions, the final regulation applies to all aspects of all
educational p.rograms or activities of a school district, institution of
higher education, or other entity which receives Federal funds for any
of those programs. If the Congress wished 10 exclude athletics. for
example. as so many people seem to wish, Congress could easily have
said so.'llowever, Congress, in a 1971 amendment, the so called Javits
amendment, at section 811 of the Education Amendments of 397.1,
'made very clear that athletics should be covered by the regulation.
That had been our position based on title TX as originaily passed be-
cause of its similarity of title VI, and Congress simply made this
explicit with the so-called Jfivits amendment.

With respect to admisAons to educational institutions, the final
regulation. following the statute. applies only to : vocational, profes-
sional. and graduate schools. and to institutions of, public undergradu-
ate education (except those foy, public undetgrautiate schools which
have been traditionally and continually single sex).

Military institutions at both the secondary and higher education
level are entirely exempt from coverage under title IX, PractiCes in
schools run ty religious organizations also are exempt to the extent
that compliance would be inconsistent with religious tenets. Thus, for
example. if a religious "tenet relates only to employment,the institution
would still be prohibited from discrimination against students.

The final regulation covers recruitment as well as all admissions
polieies and practices of those recipients not exempt as to admissions.
It includes specific prohibitions of sex discrimination through sepa-
rate ranking of applicants, application of sexibased quotas; adminis-
tration of sex-biased tests or selection- criteria, and granting of pref-

,prence to applicants based on their attendanceatparticular institutionsif the preference results insex discrimination.
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Although soma schools are exempt from title IX with regard to
admissions, all 'schools (except military schools and some religious
schools) must treat their admitted students without discrimination
on the basiS of sex. Specifically, the treatment sections of the regaa-
tions, following the statute, cover these areas : (1) access to and-partic-
ipation in course offerings and extracurricular activities, including
campus organizations and competitive athletics; (2) eligibility for
and receipt or enjoyment of benefits, services, and financial aid; (3)
use of facilities, and comparability of, availability of, and rules con-

, cerning housing (except that, as approved in the statute, ,single-sex
housing is permissible). For example, classes in health edubation, if
offered, may not be conducted separately on the basis of sex, but the
final regulation allows separate sessions for boys and girls at the ele-
mentary. and secondary levels during times when the materials and
discussion deal exclusivly with humqn sexuality. There is, of course,
nothing in the law or the final regulation requiring schools to conduct
sex education glasses. This is a matter for local determination.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION ti
While generally prohibiting sex segregated physical education as

well as other classes, the final regulations do allow separation by sex
in physical education classes during competition in contact sports.
Schools must comply fully with the regulation with respect to physical
education as soon as possible. Elementary schools_ are allowed an ad-
justment period of up to 1 year, and secondary and postsecondary
sehools.up to 3 years. During these periods, while making necessary
adjustments, any physical education classes or activities which are
separate must be comparable for each sex.

With regard to athletics, I have to say, 3fr. Chairman and members
of the committee, I had not realized until the comment period closed
that the most important issue in the United Stites today is intercolle-
giate atbleMcs, because we have an enormous volume pf comments
about them. Let's look first at what the regulation does not require
because there seems to be a substantial misunderstanding about that.

(1) It does not require equal aggregate expenditures for members of
each sex or for male and female teams; (2) it does not require two
separate equal facilities for every (or any) sport; (3) it does not
require women to play football with men; (4) it will not result in the
dissolution of athletics programs for men: (5) it. does not require
equal moneys for athletic scholarships: (6) it does nni- "^"'"4"- '-
cational showers, locker rooms an ; aci sties; (7) it does no
mean -the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) will be
dissolved and will have to fire all of its highly vocal staff.

The goal of the final regulation in the area of athletics is to secure
equal opportunity for men and women while allowing schools and
colleges flexibility in determining how best to .provide such oppor-
tunity.

Where selection for a team is based on competitive skill, or the
activity involved is a sport involving physiuil contact among players,
then the college can provide separate teams for males and females or,
if they, wish, they can have a single team oven to both sexes. If sep-
arate teams are offered, a recipient institution may not discriminate,

. .
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On the linsis of sex, in providing necessary equipment or supplies, or
in any other way. I emphasize again that equal aggregate expenditures
are not required. In determining whether equikl opportunities are
available, such factoi.s as the following, among others, will be consid-
ered : whether the available sports reflect the interests and abilities of
both sexes (and that obviously involves learning about those interests-
in one way or another) ; provision of supplies lind equipment; game
and practice schedides; travel and per diem-allowances, et cetera.

Where a team in a noncontact sport, the membership of which is
\based on skill, is offered, for members of one sex anal not for members

of the other sex, and athletic opportunities _for the sex for whom no
team is available have previously been limited, individuals of that
sex must be allowed to compete for the team offered. However, this
provision does not alter the responsibility which a college haS with
regard to the,provision of equal opportunity.

In-the case of athletics, like physical education, elementary schools
will have up ton year fromthe effective date of the regulations to coin-
plv. and secondary and postsecondary schools will have up to 3 years.

'Generally. a college may ziot, in connection with its education pro-
(mini or activity. provide significant assistance to any other organiza-
tion. agency or person which discriminates on the basis of sex. The final
regulation incorporates a Congressional exemption for the member-
ship practices of social fraternities and sororities at the postsecondary
level. the Bov Seouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls. Y.W.C.A.,
Y.M.C.A., and certain voluntary youth service organizations. That is
as a result of a specific amendment to title TX passed bb the Congress.

However, recipients continue to be prohibited from providing sig-
nificant assistance to professional or honorary fraternal organizations,
as opposed to social fraternities and sororities, because of the close re-
lationship between such professional organizations and the educa-
tional and professional goals of students.

Generally. a recipient subject to the regulation is prohibited from
discrimination in making available, in connection with its educatoual
pigram- or activity, any benefits, services, or financial aid. although
"po"Oling" of certain sex-restrict lye scholarships is permitted. Benefits
and iservices include medical and insurance policies and services for
students, noun.. ling, and assistance in obtaining employment. Finan-
eial aid inc es scholarships, loans, grants-in-aid, and work-study
procrram..

Generally. all facilities and housing services and rides must be
disannination an the basis of sex. As providedin

the statute, however, the regulation permits,separate housing based
on sex fIS well as separate locker rooms, toilets, and showers.,

The final regulation includes a provision which states that "nothing
in this regulation shall be interpreted as requiring or prohibiting or
abridging in any way the use of particular textbooks or curricular
materials. AAoted in the preamble to the final regulation, the De-
partment recoghizes tliaf sex stereotyping in curricula is a serious mat-
ter, but notes that the imposition of restrictions in this area would
inevitably thrust the Deparment into the role of Federal censor over
all materials in school textbooks and curricula Throughout the country
and that is not a role we want or think is appropriate, or even
constitutional.
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Ill employees in all institutions are covered, both full- and part-

-time, except those in military schools, did in religious schools to the
extent compliance would be inconsistent AN WI the controlling religious
tenets. Emp lo3ment coierage under the proposed regulation generally
follows the policies of the Equal Employment Opp 1)11'1114y Conunis-
sion and the Department of Labor's Office of Federal contract Com-
pliance. Specificall , the proposal cos ers loatters such as employment
criteria ,reeruitment, compensation, job classification and` structure,
fringe benefits. and others.

With regard to the provisions of section 431(d) of the General-Ed-
ucation Provisions Act. which calls for congressional review and pos-
sible veto of administratiie.and regulatory decisions of this Depart-
ment, I Must reiterate the constitutional objections we expressed in my
letters of June 3 to the Speaker of the Muse and the Presidentof the
Senate.

We-continue to believe that this provision raises substantial consti-
tutional-questions. In addition, the mere expression of congressional
dissatisfactionovithonkspecific amendatory language, would leave ed-
ucational institutions throughout the country in the unfortunate-posi-
tion of being told- by title IX not to-discriminate but left with no
regulation defining that discriminiition. -Educational institutions
should not be left in the dark any longer.

I should note that the only point of agreement evidenced-in-all the
comments on the proposed regulation was that "whatever.the sub-
stance of our obligations, at least please tell us specifically what they
are." If the Congress determines that a different course from that set
forth in the regulation is warranted, then we believe it should proceed
by way 4 amendatory or clarifying legislation, rather than by con-
current resolution aimed at deferring the effectiveness of a particular
provision of the rules or indeed the statute. This would avoid the
constitutional and any further questions as to specific reasons for dis-
approval or the intent of Congress, and would lave the education:
institutions not in the dark but with the knowledge of whet the lair
actually was. .

The language of the statute is general. providing no specific guid-
ance as to congressional intent. It has been extraordinarily difficult,
first, to interpret the intent of Congress and, second, to accommodate
the concerns of rj, wide diversity of interest groups and individuals.
We have sought. and received. a substantial amount of public input
into this regulation. It is unlikely, as a matter of fact, that the wide
publicity and the hearings today would have occurred without the
Department's attempt to gain the widest possible public input. rather
than proceeding ehtirely on our own. It is. of course. hnpossible to
please everyone. and. as I found ou.in the last few years. it is impos-
sible to please anyone in these controversial fields, but I belive that
we have reached a middle ground in the final regulation which allows
the flexibilitydesired by institutions while protecting the interests of
st tulents and employees of these institutions.

Mr. Chairman.:T would like to re test permission to have inserted
in the record at this point- copie of editorial comment on title TX
from Iteln» the country. They re not all favorable. but there is 'a
wide -range of support for the title IX regulations evidenced by the
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editorials and I think it testifies basically to the reasonable and, we
believe, sensible approach iveliave set iorth.

lfr. Chairman, we appreciated very much the opportunity to make
this presentation.:We may ha% e other Inatetials SS c would like,to ptit
into the record, but meanwhile we will be glad to try to answer any
of your questimis.

IThe material submitted by Secretary Weinberger follows:)
(iron\ the Philadelphia Evening 'fiftieth', June 13,19751

, 0iloosT FOR THE Gins

Many of the practices, if not the attitudes, %cinch hoc e long stymied %comet,
in tiwir atdadewic, prates iu a.ti and _athletic taitleacors iii 6.Chools and colleges
throngliont the country 11 ill lit to change if Congress adopts the aliti-sex bias
regulations recenily Issued by Oa: trepal tate lit of Health, Education and Welfare.

111 spite of the controcersy sugared by the proposed rules, especially those per-
taining to athletic:, the rit, alatiut. are nut tinreas,otabk. 1Cha6 more, they're
ocerclue. co g thee years ant\ the passage of legislation barring hex
discrimination.

While the min isions related to sports, hare attracted the lion's share of atten-
tion and eritleisin. the scope of the guidelines goes u ell beyond sports. They deal
with admission and scholarship policies, equimeling, hiring. promotions and'hal-
:tles. They also would bring an end to the \practice of all-male and all-female
courses, such 11S shop and home economics haye traditionally been.

In the areas of athletics, elementary and secondary schools Iconid be required
to conduct coed physical ,educittion classes, women would be permitted to par-
ticipate In nun-contact:sports nith men and women's athletic programs that !lace
been shortchanged in terms of facilities, coaches and other Rifoqrces would have
to be upgraded.

Fett of the objections to the provisions that pertahrto sports are supported
by fact or .round reasoning. The fuss about coed physical-education classes, for
example, is hard to fathom since the mingling is restricted to the gym or selsol-
yardit stops far shorbof the-lockerroom or showers.

The ominous warnings that the regulations will imperil male sports programs
are questionable. There is little Chance that the guidelines will affect the big- ,
time progranisumny of which rival ProfeSsional operations--and some of 'the
smaller ones are already in -troubie because they're overextended.

Ow threat to the-effectiveness of the guidelines is IIEW's decision to concen-
trate its investigations on patterns of discrimination instead of individual
complaints. While that approach may be more efficient, it is doubtful that it will
insure compliance.

As debate-over-the_ guidelines continues. as it is certain to. the basic-issue in-
ol% ed which- is equal opportunitymust nut be obscured by tht age-uld men
vs. women arguments.

If it Is true that calumtion is a -so to future success. then %%omen should he
able to particiinite Iii all facets of the educational experience. And if the Ian
Maids that equal oporfunity applies to both sexes. which It does, the practices
which stand in the nay of n omen's equal opportunity, most be east aside.

[From the New York Times, June 5, 10751

AGAINST SEXIST SCHOOLS

The 11(M Federal guidelines against SON d(..Cii i iaati..0 in the nation's schools
and colleges coaibilic'a mud( needed eiliphI1616 MI 44111.11 opportunity for traltea
with enough flexibility to priqent a dispiriting homogenization of educational
lastittiquns. Such a sensible appriniell to %c hat is still an irrationally controversial
area of social reform and IWo twit. more cxplosicely irrational than in sports
volt be expected to draw tiro from both ideological extremes.

Altheagli some of the Ilion. e.ratel Alseets .rf sex discrimination are likely
to attraet most public attention. the crux of the matter, k the prohibition of any
bias blokim.; Nod q,portmilo fur fm. ,1, students-and teachers at any ethica-
1 lima: level. Absolute equ.tlity is e rthial in 6Clitil lol college admissions, financial
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aid, connoting and, le the case of teachers and other educational personnel,
,einploymentAmy and promotiens.

ThoieW rules quite properly prohibit the kind of sex stereotyping In education '
. that.barred girls from shop-classes and boys front home economics. Thejustifica-

tams for such "male" or "female" subjects once put forth have long since -been
Tendered.obsolete. g

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare has wisely resisted pres
sores to include the content of textbooks In Us guidelines. Expert studies have
provided ample illustrations that many of these teaching materials are Indeed
infected with male chauvinism, but Federal censorship Is'not the remedy. Local
school boards and.educators can better recducate authors and publishers through
care in selecting teaching materials. .

In another constructive limitation of the general rules, the department sanc-
tioned the continued existence of single-sex schools and colleges. Far from being
and example of sexism, that exemption is.iintssential recognition of the impor-
tance of diversity in Americad education.

Far more vulnerable than any of the guidelines themselves, however, is the
announcement that no longer investigate Individual complaints of
discrimination, While sonte.discretiou is clearly in order 0) distinguish esoteric
or crank complaints from legitiMate grievances, any policy that ignores individual
calls for justice can scarcely be considered law-enforcement. Seeretaryl Wein-
berger cannot be fanitedifor appealing to the educationul institutions' "good
faith"; of jleeply in- be natt'e to expect a total melting away of deeply lin4raltied
habits of prerudIce and4exelusion in the abtience of an effective mechanism for
assessing welldocumentedIndividual complaints.

(From' the Wall StrAt Jo-urnal. JuneN3, 10751

Bo% si.,:infilitt.t Tom:run .
1

The way things tinnily trued (utthero seems to be (mite a bit of give in tale
sexdIserimination rules just U down by the eriartment of Hesilth,,Ettucation
and Welfare. Saturday's heroes Oft...the grid' ti 411still be mostly male, we
would gather, and HEW gives assurances tit suggest it doesn't resit): intend-
to demand sexual quotas fOr Life AilittrilloAril dillOS. 4

-But we are intrigued by the proVision-thati ruentary and high school-physical
education programs must be SeXually "Int Tilted:" That doesn't menu coed
shower rooms but it does seem to mealt,lioy and girls together on the playing
fields or the hardwood In Integrated .E. el sties It net necessarily on the same
teams. 16.

.. .'s, ,

Now It seems to us that it doesn't take eliativInist pig to see a smtll problerit
here. We defyianybile to slm that it is y less of a probldm for girl's,- on, -whose
behalf the rules were supposedly Proniiii ted, than for boys.

The problem Is simply that. whilt,eve HEW says, boys and girls are different.
Boys, by-and large, can run faster, row Birder, jump higher' and hit further
than girls when- they reach their in e advanced stages of-physical development.

'rho purpose of the rules is to protect the pliyclies of school children, an aim
to which we subscribe. But on tie playing fields it's going to be pretty obvious
that all the above is true. And when that Tins been demonstrated, isn't it,illiely
that a lot of'school giril are going' to be asking whether TIM has really struck
a blow for-their Image of equalitr, or simply put them hi a i)ositIon where most
have no need or desire to try to compete? .

) ,

.1'
(From the Chicago Suniree." Editorials, June 9. 19751

CirivireltionTs ON 'FAITII."

The Health, Education and Welfare Department wasliot convincing/last week
in -trying to justify its intentien tostrip investigating individual bins complaints
in favor of broader -based civil- rights-enforcement. See. enspar W. Weinberger,
rejecting the policy of ,"securIng ludividual relief" for those with grievances,
opted for "a pthotlical approach geared toward Identifying 'and eliminating
sexual discrimiliatton.",
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,, t
..... That's » t very reaspuring to i lothns of disci imination 1.1ku tunics tlie sex plan .-

will havq tt Ana, for r.siress until 111i.:IN 'Itlititifies" a pattern that might fit .
their case..Ev il If "systemic'," bias is forced, eliminating it won't be easy...

Iu ai lo 'ing the Ford cdtionistrattitnes nett regulations to equalize 'oppor-
tunities for trowel in suiovis mid colleges, Weinberger said they were written
with the pssuniptioirof . wood-411U" on the part of 15,000 Apo' systems and
'2,700 Colleges that must o'-bey Ahem. The plan to-end halls Mimi ins estigations
would corer all of these educational imlitutions. vita 30,000 health and social
service programs. '-

If the secretary exp...ets results by solindary compliance and without. effective
means of dealing

t

with hall% 'dual grit:tances, he has a lot more "faith" in his
new polities than we do.

t- . .
(From Ote Washington Star, June 5,10751

...). ,
EQUAL EDUCATIoN Fran WONtE.;1 . 0 ---

Why all t e fuss over IIEW's rules barring sex discrimination in schools and
colleges? I uality undek the law means anything,it surely entitles females t9.
an eqUal Urea in public"-supported educatittnal InStAtions,, ..

The major complaints seem to be coming from spokesmen for maleoriented ,

college sports who think the regulations promulgated -by the Department of ,
Health, Education and Welfare will end their higilpowered, big-business pro-.

. grains. The fact_is, sports are Involved in only one part of the regulations. Other
provisions renuire equal treatment for males and females in- faculty hiring,
financial aid, voeatIonal training, .arousing, gym classes and other educational
activities. . ..-; .

Women are only beginning to overcome the bias that has.keptftheni out 9f the
highest jobs in.public school systems and colleges. Everyone knows that the big
male bruiser who can play football, even though -he may tiot 'have ft brain in
his Ilea, has an Infinitely better chance of winning a eollegascholarshlp than
the femafe MAI school student who is goodin the el.ssroom but wouldn't_ pull

. the paying fans through the college ?ports arena turnstiles. Tocaticrhalachools
traditionally have been ..orienteti toward training' males for the higher- paying,
trades while shunting feniCes off I'oward secretarial and hair-dkesser jobs. Its
time these kinds- of discrimination, as well as many others in the educational
system, are elided. "

$o far as rules requiring integration of physical education programs are wit-
cerned, there doe.`..sn'c se4in to ke much reason for a big !tuna-balm They tIoN.,,,
mean that boys and giris,are going to betaking showers, together or using the
same wash rooms. Nter do they mean tiilt boys.and girls are going to be wrestling
one another in.-high imul and college gyms across the country, for bodily contact
sports lire speCifically exempted from. the integration orders. -

What it does mean is that schools and coliekes are going to have to start
spending more on female sports programs anti alipwing girls to participate in
nom bodily contact sports that now are largely feserted fpr males. .

We doubt that hig-tnne college sriorts are.going to stiffer seriously from rules
that require the scholatship pntLfinancial aid put to he spilt more evenly between
the sexes, or from an increase in financial outlay fuf- female spoe.s -programs.
Colleges no dbuhL will-find ways to subsidize all the,superstor jocks they think
they need, and the Sans will con ue coining up Otti.41,e 0yr-increasing price
of tickets to finance ti..: expen e stadia and tralipIngs that go with. college
sports. Eton If the regulations .ere to put a crimp in inter-collegiate athletic
programs, it Might he a good thing. Sports'prograno shophl lie Anil at getting
the maximum participation possIkle ainiaig students, not at building teams for
Maximum box ofil...e draw. Frofesslorial sports should ht.ikft. to the professional
leagues. -,--.

Legislation against ;sex discrimination In educational institutions scarf enacted., _.

three years ago by Col-Al-Ass. It (.4ok Ilk:W_all tips time to get -the spe9ific regula-
tion,. drafted to tarry out that law. arid_these rules still are subject to rejection
by Congress within 45 dos. IL Congress ()climes in -ti e.law it has passed, it
ought to let the regulations become effective. ., I /

Equal educational ..pportimity for w omen is, as IIEW S....retary Caspar Wbin-
Berger said the other day when he annul/rived lire regulations, ' the law of the
laud." So let's get on with enforcing it. * ..
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iFrourthe San Francisco Chronicle, June 6, 1975)

Ewe Limo VIE SEXES

The new 'DEW regulations on equal opportunities for men and women in

t'sehools, colleges and universities have the unexceptionable aim of ending dis-

criminatory practices. That is just and right for all situations in which true, or

nearly true, tlual:ty ran be aehleved.,But integration of the sexes obvioudy won't

work for football and certain Other sports, and Caspar Weinberger, the Secretary

of Health, Education mid Welfare, Is wisely not trying to pit the two sexes against

each other in ganies of violentcontact.
Apart from these instances. non-discrimination ought to rule the academic

scene : it is certainly high time to admit, employ, financially aid and counsel girls

and women on the same basis as boys and men, without marking them down or

screening them out because Of their sex. Some girls want to study auto or shop

mechanics, some don't ; the same with boys.desiring home economtcc courses. It is

encouraging' to see the knocking dawn of prejudiced, sex-linked barriers againsf-

Snell choices.
Inevitably complaints will be heard from male adnits who find a threat to their

amour propre in rules requiring the joining of the two sexes In physical education

classes and in non-contact sports. They are, we fear, prime subjects for re-
education ; It isoo bad it mast come so late in life for so ninny. The younger gen-

eration. already introduced to non-discrimination in the classroom, has begun to

experience it in ?sports on such far-advancedeampuses-as those of the University

ofCalifornia, Stanford and USE. Doubtless the young will accept the new Title

It rules without breaking Stride.

(F rim the Chicago Daily News, June 9, 19751

ExecLuxo Si ::: 1)::.=s ,

'Pte long-awaited federal guidelines against sex discrimination in the nation's

schools and collop.0 %vill have-their greatest effect on sports. Est of the stereo-
0 ping that ,..r..- a .,:rlt: ff __... tai i k-J !..; ... 1 , amrses and bori from learning to cook

and sew will have vanished by now in all lint the most backward schools. But

gym classes mid team sports are another matter. ,-

A revolution of sorts is implicit in the new rules laid down by the Department

of health, Education and Welfare. In any school receiving federal aid--atotaltaf
means some 10.000 pink: school systems and 2,700 colleges and universities- -

females must be granted equal opportunities in physical education as well as in

all otP"r areas of lea ruing. -

This does not mean boys anti girls showering together. or roughing each other

up on the -football field. Separate but equal is the rule when it comes to facilities
and contact sports. But it doeS mean coed physical education classes in the lower

schools. increased funding for women's sports teams wherever there Is a demand

for them, and mixed teams of men and women In noncontaet sports Where there

k insuflielent demand for separateand equalwomen's tennis.
All this is flying in the face of very long tradition, and will take some getting

used td. But the eyldence of gross discrimination against women in sports de-

manded some action by HEW, and the guidelines strike a-sensible course in allow-

ing for biological differences yet insisting on equal opportunities.
The rules .do not require equal spending necessarlly,_so the howls that they will

he the ruination of big-time college athletics are-somewhat premature. But the

rules will have some effect In the strapped financial circumstances ninny colleges

find themselves In. Either more funds will have tube raised for women's athletics,

or some of the present-funds will have to be diverted from the men to the women.

it will no longer be possible to lavish money on a football teani 'While forcing the

tvomen to luild a bake sale to support their winning tennis team. The . iscrepanCieS

were lilust rale(' by a report last yen r showin that only ti percent of the tat million

budgeted for intercollegiate sports went women In the 10 state - supported uni-

versities In Illinois. A considerable reorde ng of priorities is due.
But that isn't neceSsa illy had for sport. Time overemphasis and the growing pro-

fessionalism of-college sports (wen's sports, that is), has been a scandal for ykrs.

Giving female athletes -a fair deal may indeed shake up the system, but It's a

shakenp-that Is overdue.
.N
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(From the Raleigh News and Observer, June 13,1073]

FAIR PLAY IS BASIS OF HEW SEX RULES

The federal government's guidelines for banning sexual discrimination in pub-lic. Nolipols may disturb some local customs, but by and large, the rules confirm
what has become case law and public policy in the United States.

The rules hal-c been offered by a Republican administration headed by Gerald
Ford' of Grand Rapids, liieli., certainly nut a source of radicalism. The Congress
approwd the law on which the rules are founded and before they are imple-
mented, congressional risiew which begins June 23, look for discrepancies
between the rules hnd the Ian. Caspar W. Weinberger. Secretary of health, Edit-
etIon, anti Welfare, says schools have from one to three years-to comply.

Public schools have had ample time to prepare for the recommendations, au
olwervation made by Raleigh and Wake school officials last week. They have beenwise enough to institute the recommendations and already have mixed athletic
classes, for example, where appropriate.

It Is the Integration of athletics that has caused the greatest uproar-, though
the guideline4 affect school policies in general. Vocational classes, for instance. no
longer may by Segregated by sex. Boys must be permitted to take home economics
courses just as girls must be allowed In shop classes. There is nothing revolu-tionary.or worrisome about that.

Vndokstandable concentis raised about the impact on school sports. The intent,
anti probably the basic result of the rules, is to encourage public schools to extend
athletic opportunities to girls. That is a commendable goal, and informal objec-
tions to it have more to du with money than sexual mores. While girls may try out
for nom- contact male teams,such as swimming, track or tennis, they may not seek
equal entry to sports such as football or wrestling.

Nor Is there a requiremot for equal funding by sex, a point Weinberger empha-
sized Popular, all male programs such asloutball need nut be sacrificed becauseof a lack of separate but equal female programs. Interpretation of the rules on
financing will have nuich tc do with their impact, but they clearly signal an end
to traditional funding neglect of female sports.

Women deserve a chance to develep athletic skills. The UM guidelines serve
notice that they-W-111 get that chance if It is not already (*red. -

[From theEdwardsvIlle Intelilgencer, June 7,1075]

FAIR. oN SEX GUIDELINES

'MT.& health, Education, and Welfare Department (HEW) has issued newguideline3. ins ended to eliminate sex discrimination in physical education
aetivitacs.

One tittle requires that girls' teams be established for competition between
sellorelq,*- else that women be alloWed to try out for-boys' teams In non-eontactsports.

Another rule inquires that regular gym classes be salinity Integrated except
for contact sports such as football and basketball. Separate showers-and lockerrooms will he allowed.

There will he difficulties and problems involved for teachers, administrators
ant}' young People, but they are not Insurmountable if ismimou sense and a -senseof`falr, play rather than prejudices and begrudging acceptance of the guidelines
p W17411,1 n 613IS.

Thirpolitt 6fi"4 guidelines is not to force girls or boyl Into embarrassing sitim-
il?iiS or unfair competition. Nor Is it to try to wipe out differences between males
aofii-fannies. --
limiter, it is to attempt to give meaning to the legal concept of equal educa-

:f]onal opt'tortnnitles.-regardless of a person's sex.
f k As-with racial-integration of the schools. it %%mild have been far better if thatreality had coma about tvithmit laws or federal guidelines. It didn't III mostlilftcea.

Thf= inw itiling for equal opportunities- regardless of sex Is sound In Its old/w-
ilt.. filtw-gaitdelines are, not unreasonable. especially If they are approjtched not
as rigid roles to be imposed in an unthinking manner, but rather as a way to helpboys and girls to come to better mulerstaud one another and to realize their fullestpoientini

4 t' 70.4
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Athletics is one tray ,people can do thateither in'eompetition between schools
or in physical education. Girls as well as boys deserve that-chance.

It may be true that some girls have difficulty' competing with some boys. But
that's a problem that has far more to do with individuartalents and capacities
than it does with whefher one is a male or a female.

Given more encouragement and bettei instruction throughout their growing
years, we suspect that more and more giiis will develop their skills well enough
that many boys will find it difficult to keel) up with theni.

There already are many female athl¢tes around who-ire pretty tough. And-
they don t nece-ssarily sacrifice prettiness to their athletic accomplishments. That's
a point people who fear encouraging girls in athletics will lead to a decline in

shook] keep in mind.
None oi that need be bad as long as the competition is in the spirit that unfor-

tunately has declined in too many athletic and physical education programs: "It's
not so important whether you win or lose as how you play the game."

Sports and physical-skills take hard,work and self discipline, but they need not
he grim. They should be fun.

Unless boys and girls have changed, we imagine that by getting more ac-
customed to competing and participaliag-in athletics on a more equal basis and
doing it together, the311 has e more Tun and have more respect for and under-
standing of one another as people.

Alai education' systems that ...no help accomplish that will be accomplishing a
great (Leal.

(From the Monroe (La.) News Star, June 12,1975)

FIGURING- TUE COST

Far from the last nor'! has been J.cgrd cn the regulations bonded clown by the
Department of Health. Education and Welfare on the subject of sexually inte-
grated physical education. Those regulations are plain enoughfull integration
must occur in pikssieal education classes and sports programs, excepting only
body contact sports like football or wrestling,

Almost before th,e HEW announcement had been distributedaHoustr cnheoun-

mrttee a nnouneed ut cs ill be holding hearings to take testiono-fromgroups of both
sexes protesting the HEW action. Other commitees-May enter the fray as the
full consequence of the regulations is understOb`d.

:Whatever action Congress may-pro-dime will not be the last word either. It is
at the individual school level that the force of the HEW policy is implemented,
and the choices open to school beards and administratOrs is not great : Either k..e-r-
mills integrate all physical education programs or face loss of federal funds

There is a third option, and it may be the ode some schools elect to take.
That is to sharpy curtail all pl*sical education activities, including intercollegi-
ate sports. Athletic teams. is ith the exception of football and basketball. generally
lose money.

At a time when many schools find it difficult enough to balance their books, they
may simply decide the easy answer to a highly charged situation is to cut
the athielie program down to that part, NNW!' can pay its own way. That won't
leave much filr anyone.

IFroncthe Tulsa World, June'22.1975),

Fooynal.r., MoNET AND SEX

The battle of the sexes has moved from college campuses to Congress. where
male spokesmen for such sports as football and ba,sketball are trying to keep
women in what they consider their place,

The president of the National Collegiate Athletic Association told a House sub-
committee Friday that requiring equal treatment of men's and women's sports
would badly hurt present revenueprodilents,---mainly football and basketball

Of late the Courts and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare have
been insisting on equal treatment of women in sports. The NCAA president John
A. Funk, said HEW "has -been absolutely unwilling to look at the economic struc-
toro and realities of college athletics. . . ."

The gentleman has a point. Imposing "equal rights" on the college sports will
ously affect the -present structure. The few revenue-raising sports. mainly

football and basketball are already supporting a host of little brothers and sisters
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swimming. truck, baseball, archery and whatnot. That includes both male andfemale secondary norts.
If women's sports have to be given as much money, personnel and emphasis asmen! snit's going to bein the vernaculara new ball game. More money will have

to be raised orfunds will have to be taken from the present sports program.
However, it isn't quite so clearcut, Many people think colleges are overempha-

sizing football and in some cases basketball, spending literally 'undoes of dollars
every year to keep them going lia--5randlose style. In this view, coming down to
earth would. be wholesome for all overblown male culture.

In the end, we believe an accommodation can be reached. There is truth on both
sides. Some Male sports have grown to ridiculbus proportionsbut there's no way
for women's events to become suddenly equal in any respect. Its appropriate to
build up women's athletics. even if it means cutting some of the fat out of foot-
ball or teisketball. But there's no sense in destroying the only paying parts of theprogram.

[Prom the Tacoma News-TrIbtine, Julie 11.19751

GIRLS AROEOPLE, Too

We are proud our state re,ognizes that !slue -ire people, toot and that the new
federal rules against sex bias in sclieoPtrad college athletics will not, therefore,
discommode us much.

The rules drawn up IT-fire-Department of/Health, Education and -Welfare and
sent to Congresforlipproval are not severe. They only offer girls and young_
women tite...soYa or similar opportunities, given to boys and men.

tiler-fsponse 114 Washington State appears to be that boys and girls attend
--.11nt classes together in many schools, In most of our colleges and schools, the

female sex has a good physical cd program, and more and more girls' sports temna
are emerging.

Women have been changing many male minds of late. There used to be a feeling,
especially in the East. that U4mien tarn Into Amazons $$ hen they pound dorm a
basketball ceurt, play a smashing tenhis game ors bell, a softball into the next
county.

Recently, a woman climbed At. Et crest, others are on the a ay, and our Ameri-
can team climbing K-2 has a yeoman aboard.

1Va,thingtonians always 1 ave had a long list of female athletes ;to ado
such tez Kaye Hall, Ja let Hopps, Doris Bepon, Patty Johnson, Helene Madi-

son, Joanne Gunderson arner. Pat Harbuttle, Anne Quast, Gretchen Teaser.
Women. in sports are notl ng new for us,

m the Bloomington Pantagraph, June 5,1975 I

. GIRLS WILL BE Boys*?

If the new rub s propoQed by the Department of Health, Education and Wel-fare to bar sex 'discrimination in schools are accepted in tutu by Congress, the
Equal Rights .4ymendment, If ratified. will have come after the fact.

The regulati api lire bound to stir heat. and maybe even some light. in Congress
curl not. The,biga in the collegiate athletic field will be heard from. of course.
Women's atledtics' will get stronger support from the feds.

lint the lit,epest running resentment may borne at elementary and high school
levels where parents, ifnot teachers and school boards. IA Ill have a thing or two
to soy ala it coed physical education-classes and drumming up girls for some
-voeutinna education classes so the appearance of sex discrimination will be
pritsed.

The n west HEW regulations are not the invention of a bureaucrat who thinks
women rave been oppressed. The rules are the product of revision after revision
by HE $ under heavy pressure to get rules which properly reflect current non-
diserin !nation statutes put on the books by Congress.

All the rules are linked to nondiscrimination schemes in laws which grant
federal funds. loans, contract., to schools: Prii ate schools getting such funds fallantler the rules.

There is nothing In the rules (o e think) which says students must share the
same shower rooms and toilet rooms. Short of that, the cities allow only for spa-
ratiop in contact sports and in sex education. Oh those HEW prudes!
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Mom WiLngton Post, June 10, 19751

HMV's RULES ON WOMEN AND EDUCATION

With all the hullabaloo over the impact on college sports of the new federal sex
bias rules, it is easy to overlook the real importance of those rules which is that
they should open the country's educational institutions to wonmu in a way they
have never been open before. That wit} mean, in the long run, more female doctors
and other professionals, more feinale scholars and college teachers, more females
in technical jobs, and, to some extent, more female athletes. The rules mean, sim-
ply, that the nation is taking another significant step toward a time when intellect
and talent and competence in general will be recognized as such in all 'Ondeavors
whether academie or athleticregardless of the sex of the person concerned.

In that sense, the fight over what these fides will do to sports and athletic
programs is a side issueThe real impact of them will be on things that matter
much more in lifethings like admission to vocational and professional schools
and public colleges, access to courses and scholarship funds, and employment

Practices--In-Illese-a-rees..114.16:eiLesja.athietist,, educational institutions at all
levels -have consistently discriminated against woineiraVn
The new rules, if they are properly enforced by HEW, will do much to eliminate
that discrimination.

There is also a matter of basic fairfiess involved in the athletic prograMs and
If it takes a complete change in the nature of intercollegiate sports to produce that
fairness, so be R. There is something fundamentally wrong with a college or uni-
versity or, for that matter. a,ltwer level school, that relegates its female athletes
to reread -rate facilities or second-rate equipment or secondrate travel arrange-
ments solely because they are female. There is,nothing in the Constitution or in
the nature of the world that says only males can be athletes er that male athletes
are entitled,,,if they are good enough, to free education, free food and free medi-
cal care.

Indeed, we suspect that there are a good many university president's who, way
down deep inside, are cheering that part of the HEW miles having to do directly
with sports. The emphasis on all too ninny campuses has reached the point where
it appears the purpose of university is not to ethicate young people but to
produce winning football or basketball teams. The presidents knoW thisand
despair at what it is doing to their institutions but many of them have felt
enable to mettle Die problem because of the power their athletic departments have
with alumni. These new rules may Kovide the impetus they need to begin to
bring the right perspectlye brick to the campuses. If so. IIEW"s efforts will serve
not only to give to women cant is rightfully theirs but to restore some balance
behNeen what is meaningful in ,higher education and what is fun and games.

(From the Idaho Statesman, June 10, 19751

LET Tai: Grat.s LeariX To Hammen

America's schools and colleges should be able to learn to live with new regula

. dons to reduce sex distranination. Many of them arc already well.along the road
to eompllancie

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare, rules require equal oppor-
tunity, but not necessarily equal dollars. Women must have aid opportunity to
participate in the same athletic tied% Wet as men, but not on the same dollar
scale.

gyro classes are to be integrated, except for contact sports. Youngsters can be

grouped by ability.
Requirements for athletics may be the least important aspect of the regulations.
They require equal opportunity in other classes as well. You can't limit indutt

trial arts classes to boys, home economics to eh+, You can't set a quota on female
admissions to law school or medical school.

Our society tends to steer bays and giria into particular career paths. Boys learn'
to hammer, girls learn to cook.

It's time girls were allowed to hammer. These regulations won't bring any
revolution in-the schools Or in American society. They merely recognize n revolu-
tion that's already here, The schools are being directed to do what they ought to
be doing by now without any directives froin HEW.

While the specific requirements come from Washington, the basic rules are
embodied in the constitution and historical ideas about equality and fairness.

4',
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(From the Anchorage Daily Thnc:, June 11, MU)

KNOCKour

The sports worldor at least the male chauvinistic partis reelingthese'daysfront what many are predicting will be-a knockout punekto big time collegeathletic programs.
The punch was thrown this week by President Ford's administration, which

announced proposed new regulations by the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare banning sex discrimination in all educational activities, includingathletics.

The regulations, to become effective July 21 unless overturned by congression-
al action, strike all colleges and universities receiving federal aid. The application
of the new regulations will be felt by virtually every institution -of higher learn-ing in the conatryand certainly those boasting major football, basketball and
track poWerEouse.S.

The impact in Alaska, so far as we can judge at this stage, is zero in the sensethat the University of Alaska's athletic ptogiums and those of Sheldon Jackson
..Innior-Cznege-and A laska Metliodist -University tire fully-subsidized.

But at Notre Dame or Southern Cal or Texasyou name your favorite-2-foot-
ball and basketball especiaily are big businesses, and the revenue derived from
ticket sales and television appearances add up to millions of dollars. Forcing that
sort of revenue into a share-and-share-alike budgeting with coed field hockey and
volleyball creates an athletic disaster.

Disaster is one of the milder descriptions of the situation by some of the
principals in college sports affairs.

Iltd wait a minute. Maybb the long-range outlook isn't all that bad.
For one thing, all of the colleges and universities will be pretty much in the

same boat. A general a:Al widespread application of the new financing picture may
In some ways ileprel:snrize big-time collegiate sports without necessarily re-
ducing bite quality or eliminating traditional rivala ries.

For another, the new policies may have sonic very posItkve results. Particularly'likely, it seems, will be a new emphasis on sports in which women can compete
well with mentennis, golf, gymnastics, track, swimming, skiing and ice skat-..
ing come quickly to mind.

Whi shouldn't a mixed doubles tennis match for the national collegiate title
' between the University of Florida and Stanford, for example, command a national
television audience?
. Contact sports are something else, of course. tlihe day will never come, we

trust. when Notre Dante field a female middle line backer against Southern
Cal, gr Navy will go agallist Army with a midshipw mean at quarterback throwing
passes to a curvaceous wide receiver.

e

(From the Portland Oregonian, June<b, 10731

'MATCHING TIM SEES

DeSiite 'a profound administrative problems imposed, school and college ad-
ministators will probably welcome the publication of federal rules on sex inte-
gration. Itearin'g the signature of President Ford, the set of regulations--silbject
to congressional veto for 45 daYsfinally spells out in detail requirements of
federal law' that heretofore have been ,bo vague as to cause confusion in the
edeen Oen establishment.

'Title IX in the 1972 education act an provides: "No person hi the
tnited Sfate.s_shall, on the basis of se i. be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected, to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal fininciatiissistance."

The Title IX rules published Tuesday are intended to define what that pro-
vision really means. Tile rules will become effective July 21 unless Congrem.s
aercises its veto authority. There will be congressional hearings befgre that

v -date.
The rules will apply to local school systems as wells colleges, iprIvitle and

public, if they receive federal funds of any kind. Congress.,dias exempted all
military schools and colleges, Including the service academieS. --

The federal requirements cover almost every facet effnstruction and adminis-
trationadmissions, financial aid, classroom opportunities, dress codes, athletics
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auxiliary activities. over the prote.srs of some feminist groups, the miuiiui.
Imam has not chosen to try to control what-has .been ealicd "sexism;' in some
textbooks.

Elementary schools will have one year -from July 21 to comply,1 gh schools
and colleges three years. The consequent ts of the federally-enforced regulations
are humid to be sweeping In school and campus ddlainistration and in the conduct
of athletic programs.

Under the new rules, schools and colleges would be permitted to organize
separate teams in contacts ports, such as football, basketball, wrestling and
hockey. If enough %%omen have an interest in participating in a contact sport in
which men have a team, a women's team must he provided. In noneontact sports,
such as track and field, women 1.1111St be allowed to compete for places on a men's
team It there are not enough women Interested to torn] a women's team.

Nationwide compliance with the regulations on athletics would unquestion-
ably put a burden on the box office returns of such male sports as football and
basketball, which have been picking up the tab for other intercollegiate sports.
Athletic budgets, including those In Oregon, have already felt the pinch of
evtemling competitive athletics to a greaternumber of women.

'tfigSsroonr andrgy num s tunt--eou rses-niust- be-in tegrated. _exceptim Magjg i n7
stanees of sex education.

In short, the lengthy regulations are designed to eliminate sex discrimination
foal: wed by Title IX, except for the most reasonable segregation of the sexes.
The qualifieatlon %most reasonable" is important. Federal steps toward enforce-
ment of Title IX prior to the publication of the regulations have been, in sonic
instance, highly unreasonable.

The civil rights investigators in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. which will have responsibility for the enforcement of the law. must all
understand the basic proposition that there is, indeed, an important difference-
between boys and girls, between men and women. It should be honored when
there is no evidence of harmful discrimination.

(From the Cleveland Plain Dealer: June 21, 19751

NCAA. CLINGS TO,STATUS QUO 4

The NationaLeollegiate Atigetic Association's opposition to federal regulations
designed to 'curb discriminiftion against women appears to be founded on a
resistance to Change.

The NOA likes intercollegiate athletics the way they are.
The NCAA attempted but failed to persuade the Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare to exempt revenue-producing sports from 'Mrs rules pro-
hibiting discrimination in all areas ofeducation.

It such sports are not exempt. the NCA.A. keeps saying,. inieraollegiate athletics
as they exist today may be destroyed. 4 c.

Long before_IIEW got around to issuing its regulations to carry out Title IX,
the antidiserbnInation section of the Education -Amendments Act of 1072 ninny
colleges and universities had already acknowledged the need to reconsider the
amounts spent on sports in which participation is severely limited. With Or
without HMV changes seem to be on the way.

The NCAA argues that sports that generate revenue ought to have first, ex-
elwive call on that money. If any is left over, it's OK, according to the NCAA, to
share it with other college sports programsbnt it still should not be required
to be shared with 'women's sports (though in fact at ninny sFhools such revenues
do help support female athletic programs).

The president Ur the NCAA., told Congress last week that "failure to provide
some protection for revenues from those sports which enjoy significant public
Interest would eventually result in an erosion pf that Interest and consequently
4n erosion of those revenues."

The NCAA viewpoint seems to have been adopted wholeheartedly by U.S. Rep.

,Ron D-23, who attended Notre Dame on a baseball scholarship. Mottl,
C.S, Rep. James G. O'Hara, D-Mich., and V.A. Sen. Jesse A. Helms, R-\.C..

should drop their attempts to reject the 'HEW regulations which, 'unlike other
departmental rulings are subject -to Congressional review and rejection.

What the NCAA and the congressmen seem to have overlooked is HEW's
point-blank statement that its regulations do not require exactly equal expen-
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ditures for male and female students or fur men's and women's teams. It does not
seem to us that the regulations endanger any existing sports programs, and we
urge Congress to allow,the regulations to take effect.

(From the Spokane Daily Chronicle. June 4, 1975)

NEW SPORT RUIZS. WORKABLE

Federal rules designed to bar sex discrimination in school physical educatioa.
classes and athletic programs avoided most of the obvious pitfalls but there
will be some problem areas In implementing them.

For instance, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare's newly an-
nounced rules do not force schools to sPeiiil equally on athletic teams for girls
and boys and they do permit separate teams 1r ;:ottact sports.

Requiring equal expenditures on girls' teams could have marked the end of
mend college athletics, already threatened by a financial crunch.

Da, i.mr 111E405- foot ba 11,-,,wrestl I rig, basketball, , and. -other cvntactspo rts
teams to women could not only endanger the health of the female competitors
but risk some morals problems as well.

But requiring the integration of non-contact sports is likely to result in the
freezing out of most women athletes from school teams.

For while some girls can compete witn boys in tennis, track, swimming and
golf,, the majority cannot, especiall5 in college and the upper grades of high
school.

So it must be assumed that separate girls' teams still will be available for
those girls who du nut make the varsity in competition wktli their male school-
mates.,

Giving elementary schools a grace period of one year and WO schools and col-
leges three years in o hich to bring their programs into compliance was logical.

This-should give most school officials time to thiiii. through the unworkable
portions of HMV's new rules and possibly seek changes before they must comply.

The new rules %till Mace additional financial burdens un already hard-pressed
school systems and colleges.

13utanost of IIEWs rules likely can he made ttoikable and school officials would
have to agree they could have been a lot worse.

[From the Atlanta Journal, June 11, 1975)

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Feiffinist groups say the new regulations of the T.S. Department of Health,
Education and R'elfai e regarding sex bias in education are too weak while group,.
concerned with intercollegiate athletics say they are too strong.

And still others say the federal gut, ernment simply has no business regulating
how schools and college, their athletic programs and physical education

F1asses.But
2

in all the controtersy there's one aspect that's being overlooked. and that
I; the question of the procedure involved in making the rules, as distinct from
their substance.

The IIEW rules are promulgated by that department.__pant--of- the -exerutive
branch of ttoternment, not by Congress. Truc,tlres are ssued in pursuance of a
law passed by Congress. As HEW Secretary Caspar Weinberger said in transmit-
ting the rules to the President, "With little legislative history, debate, or I'm
afraid, thought about difficult problems of application, the Congress enacted a
broad prohibition against sex discrimination in any education program or activity
receix big federal-assistance." Now somebody has to figure out what that Means.

This problem of administralice agencies virtually making law tt as the one
v Mai concerned Rep. Elliott T.evilas when he proposed and got through a prof
sion that such rules henceforth must be sent to Coqgress for approval, amend-
ment or rejection. Thus, these HEW rules about sex discilmination can be modi-
fied by Congress before going into effect on July 21.

The Levitas reform %%as a great step forivard, as we said at the time. But it still
is a little strange that Congress is in the position of being told what it meant
when it tufssed a law, even If it now has, thanks to Let itas, a chance to say
whether it meant what IIEW says it did.
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The issue is the salui with many other regulations fronymany other.agencies,

such as the Federal Trade Commission's new rules on advertising proscription
drugs. Quite apart from the wisdom of the rulingsmid obviously some ale good

and Some are badWe have taken only one step in the battle to restore lawmaking

power and responsibility to Congress. The next step is for Congress to think more

about what it intends when it passes a bill instead of.raiting for a regualtory

agency.to tell it Some months later what it meant.

'[Prom the Miami Herald, June 5, 1975]

SEX bIKRIMINATION FLUNKS Our

Within the ?text year, administrators of schools and colleges will be carryhig

out an important assignment. They will have to "Identify any discriminatOry

policies or practices which may exist within their institutions and to take what-

ever remedial action is needed." Otherwise the U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
t""An and_Weitare may cut off their federal fundsor worse.

While HMV's order is an titteinpf: T gild-0MM squat opportunityAn-all-pro-
grams, sports is the area that is getting the most public attention and perhaps is

fraught with the most controversy.
There is danger that the facts of the program will be obscured by emotion.

While-the rules willopen up many more opportunities for women to participate
in sports activities, they do not spell the end of intercollegiate athletics, as IIEW
Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger is quick to point out.

The law doesn't require that women be allowed to play on men's teams un-
less no women's teams are provided and the school has a record of discriminating
against women in non-contaetsiSoi

Nevertheless, the National Collegitito Athletic Association is expected to wage

a furious attack upon the program. In the process, the public may get sonic helpful
insights Into the power that athletic directors are able to wield within the edu-
cational system and the politics that shuts out not only most women but most men

from meaningful' participation in 'sports activities.
Purpose of the IIEW rules Is' to give every person an opportunity to partici-

pate in all school endeavorsIncluding sportswith no limitations except those
imposed by,personal desire and natural ability. There shouldn't be much quarrel
with a goal like,that.

[From the Los Angeles Times. June 6,1975]

Six -EQUALITY: Wirt TILE Fuss?

Equality of opportunity is what Ameilca is about.
But tell that to the youngster who is denied the opportunity even to try out for

the scifoot tennis teamor the swimming squad just because that youngster is a
girl.

Now that girl may not grow up to be another Billie Jenn King. but every boy

given the opportunity to try out for the school baseball team will not grow up to

be another Steve Garvey.
Still, sexual stereotyping is a fact of life. It Is more than an attitude because

It has become Instfflonalized by law and by custom. Slow', but surely there is a

recognition that this stereotyping is inconsistent with what the nation stands
for.

That is precisely what the Department of Health. Education and Welfare has

done in setting down sweeping rules that-would bar sex discrimination in virtually

all the nation's schools and colleges.
Sehoole that discriminate in admissionS, classroom instruction, aftersehool

activities, financial aid, Ifousing, employment and sports could Vise financial aid.
That, we trust, will be a powerful incentive for compliance.

The rules are Intended to make equality of opportunity n reality( They will
not change attitudes, of course. But over a pepfd of -time, the practical elTeet

of the rules should change-the way the nation regards men and women , their
potential and their roles in seelety.

It is disturbing, but not surprising, that the most controversial rule covers
equality of opportunity in sports. Tradition dies hard. and the American tradition
has been to keep the girls off the playing Reid. That has liden changed, but not
euough.
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In any event, the fear and trembling are an overreact:. 1. The spurts rule re-
milks only equality of opportunity. It-does not require equality of funding.
Schools can have separate teams in (contact sports.. There eau be groupings basedon ability.

These provisions are so sensible that .we cannot understand the fuss. The rule
in no way means the demise of big-thne College athletics for Men. It may mean
tfiat some day women will have their day.

Winning Isn't every-thing. There is much to be said for exercise, discipline,
learning skills, individual achievement, tealnuork,-fair play. With equality of
epportunity in school sportsfrom elementary grades to college-rs_ the nation
takes an important step tot% ard equality of opportunity in society,-

[From the Metro-East Journal, June 8,,10753

SEk GUIDELISES REASOgAli

The U.S: Health. Education and Welfare Department (HEW) has issued newguidelines Intended elidiinate sex dlscrifiduation in physictil_ethwation

One rule requires that girls' teams be established for competition between
schools, or else that women be allowed to try out for boys' teams in noncontactmarts.

Another rule requires that regular gym classes be -sexually integrated, except
for contact sports such as football and basketball. Separate showers and locker .rooms will be allowed.

There will be difficulties and problems involved for teachers, administrators*
told young people. but they are not Instirmuuntabat if common sense and a sense
of fair play rither than prejudice and begrudging acceptance of the guidelines*prevail in the schools.

'Tice point of the guidelines is not to force girls or boys into embarrassing situa-
tions or unfair competition. Nor is it to try to out differences between malesand females.

Bather, it is to attempt to give meaning to the legal concept of equal educa-
tional opportunities, regardless of a persons sex.

The law calling for equal opportunities regardless or sex is sound in Its objec-
tive. The guidelines are nt)t unreasonable. especially if they are approached not
as rigid rules to be imposed in an unthinking manner, but rather as a way tobell) boys and girls to come to better underst.a.d one another and to realize
their fullest potential as Individuals.

It may be true that some girls %till have difficulty competing ulth some boys. .But that's a problem that has far more to do ith individual talents and
capacities than it does with whether one is a male or female. A

Given more encouragement and better instruction throughout their gr(pwing
years, we suspect that more and more girls it ill de% elop their skills well Omagh
that' many boys will find It difficult to keep up with them.

None of that need he bad as long as the competition js in the spirit thatunfortunately has declined in too many athletic and physical education pro-
grams! "It's not s!() important u hether you V. III or lose as how you play thegame."

Unless boys and girls have changed. we Imagine that by getting moreiacens-touted to courepting and participating in athletics on a more equal basis and
doing it together, they'll hare more fun and have more Iespect for and under-
standing of one another as people.

And education systems that tan help accomplish that aill be llePoloplishing- agreat deal.

[From the Boston Sunday Globe, Jane S. 19751

SPORTS OF TIIE FUTURE

The Department of Health. Education, and Welfare has anntaineed new reg.-
idatIons requiring most Federally-supported edittational institutions to end dis-
criminatory practices against %%omen. in :Alum' admissions. employ client, financial
aid, vocational and academic instruction. and Lottuseling.trnd atitictics.
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The new regulations .liae important implications in, several- areas. In PraC--
heal terms they do such things as prohibit excluding pregnant- students from
(doss, forbid institutions, from using marital status as a basis for denying ad-
missions or employment of teachers. malulate equal financial aid and scholar-
ships for women and men, and forbid schools from admitting women on a quota
basis or from apply ing stiffer standards to women applicants than to men.

Despite these antrother important features of the new regulations, most of the
comment and controversy has centered around the athletic provisions. SomehoW
that isn't surprising. We arc it sports-happy nation, and the new HEW regula-
tions naturally touch tits ny.of ns.

The rules require,,schools t., scx.saily integrate physical education courses
except in instances %%here body contact sports or sexual education instruction
are Mildred. This idea seems to strike many people, mostly men. as a terrible
timing, and they have complained about it loudly for it year now, ever since the
origloaLmore forceful HEW guidelines were released for public comment.

T1fere also has been considerable criticism of Provisions requiring schools, col-
legejj,,and universities to equalize opportunities for women In sports. To aceom-

some say, the end of intercollegiate athletic Progrifins.
_athletics which. in most eases,- Would mean less money for men's sports and,

this, most institutions %%mild be forced to spend more women's

The complaints have had :wipe effect because the original guidelines were
stronger than those presented Tuesday to Congress. Which has 15 clays in which
to accept or reject them. The original proposed rules required that women, if
they 'shed, be :dimmed to join men in playing body - contact sports like football,
ice hockey. rugby, and basketball. They required schools to Make aThalie
efforts to publicize women's sports programs and to train women to expand
their interest and capabilities in sports.

Those provisions Here left out of the new regulations, and some women who
have Isoma lightin against sexual disc.iminatiozi in sports e-iinhappy at their
Kii_TisuntA They mutt nothing less than full equality fur women in school ath-
letics, sonletbing that amid minim, aiming other things, that institutions spend
equal amounts of money on women's and a'im's sports.

The new HEW regulations %%blab-outlaw sex bias in school spells are n step,
if not a leap, in the right direction, The flaw in the regulations does not lie so,
much in- the outlined requirements but in the terms for their enforcement. The
rides order institutions to con duct,a process of self-examination to identify dis-
criminatory practices %%Rhin and to lake steps to correct any Irregularities.

HEW secretary Casper Weinberger noted that this portion of the regulation
had been drafted with the assumption of good faith on the part of the 16,000
school systems and 2700 colleges and universities which must comply. Good
faith is tine in theory but has a way of not working in practice,

Even more discouraging is the fact that IIEW, anticipating an increase in com-
plaints as a result of the new regulations, has announced a new procedural plan
to stop investigating inditidual complaints of sexual as well as racial Bias. They

, are, they sp, already overburdened by individual complaints. Many of-these, they
say, are similar. If not identical. In the future they will try to Identify trends In
discrimination and counteract those trends, rather than deal with complaints on
a case by case basis.

The-new procedural regulation, hike HEIrs reliance in the good faith of the
schools. colleges and universities, means tharomen and minorities calinot rely
upon IIENrs investigative arm. the Office of Civil Rights, and will be forced to
take eases of discrimination to the courts.

(From the Richmond Times-Dispatch, June 6, J9751

"SurEnnoino"

As anticipated in an April 2 editorial.("Sense on Sports"), the final draft kf
the HEW antisexisin rules for the nation's colleges and schools, as approved
by President Ford. was considerably more reasonable and realistic when re-
leased this week than Was the original, Orwellian version drawn up by zealous
bureaucrats,

Particularly was this so in sports, a field in which-equality lovers would try to
banish physical differences by fiat. Gone is the titillating prospect of male-
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lemisle.en iition in contact sports. Gene is the requirement', f equal spending
fdr_men,'s ankifilifien's sports, a requirement that could have,kilittintereolleglate
a)hlet ca

"Phys ed" still must be coed).
(16tie. the' possible sex-integrated ,mex educa41,,,oLteC1:asses (though gen-

rn the academic realm, it- as particularly gratifying,,ths,t..sir. Ford and HEW
Seciletary Caspar W. Weinberger resisted efforts Of,certalk women's.libbers;to
haVe the federal government ban the use of textbooks charged-with stereotyping
the roles of the sexes. That,wonld have been official censorship pure and aim-

, pie, and national censorsillpatlhatt We'd be willing to bet that many of the
proponents aresimonefthe 'first to. stereotype as ignorant redneck censors any
citizens objecting .before thee local school boards to obscenity or sacrilege in
'modern Curriculum- initterialie

But those Periami who dwca".orethe relative moderation of the rules, or who
argue the.merifeof-sexue; eqxnlity in all forms of education _miss an essential
point with regard toHJEWy laying down-thelaw, we fear. And that is the logs
of 16Cal control of public-Schooling-that-inevitably conies as part of the deal.

Regardless of the rightness or wrongness of specific HEW guidelines (dich, in
any event, can be Changed bysueceeding generations-of pencilliushera), we now
have an agency in Washington. D.O., deciding for 10,000 local iphool boards and
2,700 college boards of trustees across the land that,.,for example, pregnant
students cannot be_ denied admission to any regular school program. We have
government employees iii-Wsashington deciding that male and female students
shall have the eame.elftf? 1.thirtiCio'Preaumably those same faceless dictators can

the curtest sit 2 si;niT e decree that there be no curfew at all, if that is their ,desire. .
What America now Pr al school board. Mid a real "siiperboard" it

is, too, for it can set policy for the mil; "triffletilversity..andtheene!rooni kinder-
garten alike. Persons who argued two decades ago that federal aid to-1111'10.HW
would eventually brig federal control of education were ridiculed as mossbacks.
But their predictions have come true. What are we to conclude about current
arguments that federal aid to state land-use planning could not poSsibly bring
federal land-use control at some later date? .

Do mat Americans really want to forfeit local control of their SehOols? We
don't think so. Their eltetcd. representatives in Cougn?ss, who invited bureau-
cratic-dominion in the first place by passing an open-ended law, could reject the
Title IX rules in the 45 days given them for review. Or, perhapasnore likely, they
could succumb to organige4 pressures by feminist groups to dictate even more
binding rules for local schools. But then as presently constituted. Congress has
a hard tithe doing anything about anything In 45 days.

(Prom the 'Washington Post, June 25, 10751

Tim REVILION -OF THE CIIKNCELLORS

Some things are !lately's fault. But that. doesn't, make them any better: it's
merely the best. that can be said bf theth. What eszo% es us to these cosmic thoughts
is the dispute now apparently being settled between a couple of agencies of the

i. federal government, on the one hand, and representatives of a number of uni-
versities, on the other, concerning affirmative action employment plans. The con-
ditions the universities had .beeh told they would -have to meet if they were to
receive certain federal contracts, sere, in the main, preposterous and pointless.
The situation was nobody's fault 'been- uSe it wasmanifestlythe 'induct of
politienl, legal and bureaucratic "snowballing," the unattended and all but acci-
dental growth of a simple dictum against discriminationint,o a set of require-
ments that hardly any university codtd be (or should be) reqffired to meet.

These lire the facts: a large number of colleges anti nniversities. were recently
warned by IIEW's Office of Civil Rights that they stood to lose millions of dollars
in federal Contracts for failure to demonstrate to the appropriate agencies of
government that they were taking adequate steps to eliminate discritifination
agalnat minorities and women in their hiring, promotion and related employment
policies. Thanks to a series of bureaucratic confusions and defaults, many of
the affected sehoolg'lid not receive this news until Mere was insufficient time to

-do anythirig About it before thtecontracts were to be awnrded. But it would not
have mattered much if they had been given ample notice. For the fact is that
the Information reilulred by the HEW-Labor Department regulations as spelled
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out in an agreement tile universities were originally, asked to sign, was' wed
Deyond the capacity of most Of the schetis to produceat least if they weregoing
to do much else. Edwin Young, the chancellor of the University of Wisconsin,
estimated that between 50,000 and 100,000 separate statiatical proced'ures-Would a
have been entailed in an effort to produce the desired data concerning employer-
employee relations.

Now, owing in large part to the pressures brought by spokesmeh for-some of
the affected schools and to the good sense of SecretariesDunlop and Weinberger7-
who were Mpparently greatly distressed by the situation that had-begm,c,zetttell-/
-the original so-called model "conciliation" agreement put forward V JIEW_Ital
been set aside. Commitment-to fulfilling Its Incredible terms will no -longer _

condition for receiving these federal contracts: A stopgap short-form :tigr-0-'
moot, pledging reason and good faith and an expeditious fulfillment of theie2--
quirements of the law will replace The offending document. And It is the Intention

- of both the universities and the Departments of Labor and HEW to work out
some kind of arrangement that bears more directly on the original intent of the -``

Frankenstein regulations: namely the elimination of discriminatory employment
policies and practices in the universities. What had taken the place of this laud-
able goal was a punishing demand for a torrent of statistics. ,

It is worth noting a few things about this whole melee. One Is that-the 05,--.
eminent now has an opportunity to rethink and reform the reflectivei-Oppressive-
and unproductive way It has been dealing with many of its obligations In
area. Another ix that if It fails to do so it will ultimately serthorougyly'diseredit
the-original intention of those who sought to firing more fairness to Atuericani
Institutional life it will (if it hasn't done so already) do that cause more 11;/.0
than good. Especially as the federal goverunient new prepares to apply new, ;
congressionally mandated rules designed to eliminate sex discrimination in the
schools, It will beneeessary to contrive some simpler'and more plaugible methods
for achieving its goals.

in this connection, we think that Mr. Weinberger's recent statement -of pref-
erOnce-for-brird-based-civil_rights.JuVestigationsas distinct front response to
individual complaintshas much to comnitnd Iii.-Weinllerger-said-he-would-
like to -hens HMV's enforcement machinery on the main, systemic forMs
bf .discrimination and give them priority attention to these, rather than
ink approach In which priorities are dictated by the morning's mail . . ." That
strkes us as good sense. So too does the government's decision to back down from
the impossible terms it had set in the case that caused the chancellors to reliel.
The tnpoge of these laws and regulations, after all, was to generate fairness,
not to generate blizzards of paper and' threats and sanctions that end up doing
next to nothingexcept to hobble institittions and make everyone angry.,

./

[Fiorn the Knoxville NewsSefitinel, June 8, 1M)

TREATING WOMEX, FAIRLY

We see nothing unreasonable about the Government's new rules banning sex
dIserimination at publicly supported sehoolg- and e,iieges around the country.

The rules simply say that wometr must be given the same opportunities as men
to develop their skills. compete for facuity,jobs and take part in sports and other
extrneurrieular activities.

Unless rejected by Congresswhich Is unlikelythe new rules become effective
this summer and musette fully compiled with by!1978.

As expected. znostof the griping- about -sexual equality Is coming front
conches and athletic tnreetors, who say -they, don't even-have eitough:money to
run male sports programs.

Yet if schools can spend hundreds of thousands of dollars each year on the
recruiting and maintenance of expensive athrotIc teams and 'elaborate coaching
staffs for men,-there's no reason -,women should be told-there's nothing left in the
budget for them.

Jitn Kehoe. athletic director at the University of Maryland, says he can't afford
to spend a lot of money on women's teams because they don't generate any
Income.

Ilia the same can be said of most men's teams. Only football and basketball
are consistent moey-makers..
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The new rules do not require that schools spend us much on %%omen's teams
as they do on men's. They do requireand rightly sothat women be given
decent coaching,lacilities and equipment for,a change.

In the noncontact Sports like tennis and subliming, o when must be allowed s
to compete with men if they chose to do so.

'This may seem strange awl re% olutionary to athletb. departments, but it sounds
fair and equitable to us.

t

(From the 1.oubtvIlle ourlerJournal. June 9,19751

1..S. Stools ACTS To ENT SEX BIAS IS Tug S011001.S

The only surprising aspect of the Health,,Educatiou, and Welfare Department's
revised set of 'guidelines for ending sex discrimination in schools it that it has
taken the federal government so long to draft a set of such obvious rules.

Three years have elapsed since Congress banned discrimination between males
anti females at all levels of public education, year ago, HEW produced its
first draft of proposed regulations for implementing the law and set ofa storm
of ,protest. Some congressmen even complained that the dePartment had gone
much further than Congre$ intended.

One particularly controversial point, the implication that since all classes
must he open to both sexes this meant sex education, too, was quickly clarified
by HEW as n 'mistake; in the latest version. see- education classes are exempted.
Proposals _that would have forced fraternities and sororities, as well as such
organizatlio, as Girl Scout troops that are affiliated with federally iipported
institutions, to admit members of the opposite tsex or close down also have been
eliminated. No ono could quarrel with either change. .

ISIOTEME SPORTS; ARE 8.1

The opening -up of athletic programs is. retained, to the dismay of some sports
enthusiasts. 'But most of -their Albjections appear to be exaggerated. After all,
even the revised rules wouhluTiequire equal expenditures on both male and
female sports-2only equal opportunities. In contact spools, teams would hale to

rM'ided for both sexes if there were a demand. but nothing a multi require
that-as Much be spent on the girls' football.teani, for instance, as is spent on
the male varsity squad. In such noncontact sports as so limning and tennis,
schools could let both sexes try opt fOr the team.

It's unlikely. then, that implementation of these rules could a ipe out inter-
eollegiate sports events. or any other established program, as some opponents
claim. What the rules might encourage some schools to do. and 1111riN fur that.
is to make their sports oak Ries less a training gronial for profesktonal athleties
and more a useful pifrt of the program to prepare y ming people for the life
lithead of them,,,

'Providing for girls' athleties, opening up Au], classes to girls and .111111P
economics courses to boys, allowing more women to ibis to higher
positions on the faculty and in administration these are alliances that better
sehool districts and colleges already hate made. The federal got ei nment's
leisurely entry Into the field of sex dIserhoifiation in edilta Lion eau only gite
another push to a trend already inmotion.

(From the Roston Hernia American, June C. 19731

WAR O)IIE, Sv.sEs.

The new federal anti diseriniimal4 guidelines issued by the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare to purify the nit.. tr on's schools std eolleges-of the
last stain of male bias might to endear HEW Seeretary Caspar W. Weinberger
to feminists. young and ohl.

Tint don't count out It. The new rules, it is true, are designed to provide
greater opportunity in education for the member, of the fair sex, But the
chimes they prescribe are. in many eases, far less so coping than mil leipated
and often they merely formalize what was already in process.

Guarantees of equal opi,ort tailty at the college and unit ersity level in ad-
missions, employ went anti fitiataing are long overdue. But the benefits pr-.
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scribed for their younger sisters of elementary and secondary- schools age, parth
Warty in relations to athletic activities, are already gradually being put into
effect-in public school systems throughout this area.

-It is obvious-that the guidelines dealing with academic opportunity are of far
, greater significance than new rules governing physical education alai athletic

activities.-But it is,the- latter which to .e stnnulatecl the _greater reaction old
consequently feed the fires of controversy.

One of the feminists' most insistent demands, fortunately, was rejected out of
hand : that was recognition of girls' right to participate ui the basis of full
equality, in interscholastic and intercollegiate competif.. + :Hi male athletes.

The new regulation's took notice of the wide physical npiclo_ities between the
sexes,_however, and sensibly stopped short of integratim: ,:e iore bilking types
of contact sports while permitting merging of requi.....1 ph,alcal education
programs and the less demanding sport teams.

The ,makenp, therefore, of tennis, golf and subliming teams, consequently,
may become increasingly co -ed, depending upon the prowess of Indic idnal com-
petitors. But it-makes clear sense that it will be some eser beforP the
separation will be bridged in football, basketball and hockey and other physically
exhausting sports.

Most educators agree that this makes for a sensible arrangement. But it dues
nut satisfy the more angry among equal rights enthusiasts. sunny of ulio:il lace
denounced the new criteria as vtoo little . . . anti too ineffeetise, while their
male counterparts are aghast at the prospect of all -malt traditions tumbling
into dust.

That, 20 course. is not what is going to happen but it protnises to fan the
controversy, which is more sound than fury. and assures that the war between
the sexes will continue to roll merrily along, despite the nuteccurthy efforts of
the HEW to plarthe peacemaker.

[From the Christian Science Monitor, June 5,19151

ATTACKING SEX BIAS

The new rules approved by My. Ford for ending educational discrimination
against schoolgirls and college woinen are welcOine.

Not so welcome is a companion HEW proposal fu .top responding to IndlIdual
civil-rights complaints. Such a step, which would permit HEW's Office of Cicil
Rights to pick and choose among complaints before investigating, could mean
lessened enforcement of racial as well as sex discrimination laws.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare wasats required un,clier Title
IX of the 1972 equal rights law to formulate rules to end dist rinilnation against
women in education. The administration's proposals, if approved by Congress
after hearings. would open traditionally sex-stereotyped courses like shot: to buys
and girls, eliminate sex-based favoritism in admissions-and scholarships. and-re-
quire equality in noneducational facilities such as housing on campuses. These
nonathletic regulatons will likely liace greater significance for the equality' of
opportunity for women Hain the new physidal educaitionfbles, which are attract
in;; the most controversy. ;/

The athletics pioposals do not require institutions: or school systems to raise
spending on female athletics to_curent lecels. But they do require that
girls be allowed to conipete, if qualifiecl, on-buys' teams in noncontact sports, or
have the chance to play on a girls! teani.,Iii the lower school gradm schools
,receiving Title IX funds must merge mid field classes for buys and girls,
while maintaining separate lockCiii(ooirf-facilitles.

It would be well for the pnblIefto be diverted by argument er the new sports
rules, such as whether they imply that girls are the equal of buys athletically.
Considered as individuals, many girls may be superior athletically to many boy s.

, To note that In many physically dein:lading endeavors. like ,dance. the
female performer reaches levels of Igor, endurance, and style at least equal to
that of men Is not to dismiss the distinction between male and female In ex-
pression. where that is relevant. Such arguments are best left to statistic's and
philosophy. It is not necessary to read sex-rule significance into running,
throwing a,hall, or other elementary sports action.

Particularly for women. the general level of physical education in the U.S.
is ion from instruction In basic posture and mocement to athletic and ..ecrea-
tional skills. The automobile and TV set have turned the country's youths, like
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their parents, Into foam takers, and nonparticipants. The female, In society j.s,
during her school and college years, directed.into een more of a speelator role
by school spending policies that imply sports are for "men."

The new physical education rules may have practical haws. -For instance.
collegiate women's athletic groups are apprehensivethat_the male-dominated
organizations are poised to take over their programs., threatening reduced rather
than expanded female sports opportunities. But on balance the rules affirm
women s rights to equal educational opportunityln.adail...stons, si_hularships, Iii-
stractIon, and facilitiesathletit as well ps academic.

[From the New York Times, June 5, 19751

SrORTS FOR PAY

Taken by themselves, the inevitable confusion of the guidelines against sex
discrimination ijt school and college sports and the equally inevitable anger of
the response by the college athletics lobby might be mildly amusing. Unfortu-
nately, however, the Gontroversy stems from a distortion of values In the com-
mercialized world of college sports that is far more serious than the question
of women's role in that particular arena.

The everyday issues of adequate support for girls' anti women's teams in
schools and colleges should be relatively easy to resolve. Women's physical
education acthities have been chronically shortchanged Pt many schools and
campuses, and there is need for a fairer distribution of funds. Such details as
requiring that physical education classes be coeducational la elementary and
secondary schools may nen merit some expert reassessment, but queiltions of.
what kind are readily adjusted to educational realities.

Far more serious issues are Involved, hoeer, in the dark hints by spokesmen
for big-time college athletics that the guidelines will torpedo their multiatilllun
dollar enterprises. euilegiate Impresarios appear terrified that their trading in
high-priced athletic talent might be scuttled by demands for equal pay in
athletic "scholarships" fur %%omen. The answer to such fears is that the time
has come, nut for counting, the women in, but for getting the uipipuses out of
their commercialism thinly disguised as college sports.

Mr. OThlt....M1'. Secretary, first, with respect to the general regain-
tion-makirig power and, also. the ability of the Congress to review
}our regulations. I n at; considet abl% amused 113 oui suggestion that
the mere expre ssion of Longressioni dissatisfaction. w ithout specific
amendatory language, w ould leas e educational institutions through-
out the eountr3 in the unfortunate position of being` told by title IX
not to disci imnate brit left n itli no regulation defining that discrimi:
nation"Educational institutions should not be left in, tlie dark any
longer."

rfo long ha3e they been left in the dark. and whose fault was that ?
Socretary Wr.rxiti.nor.a. Weil, we Can argue blame all morning.
Mr. O'Ittn,t. There is no argument about it, Mr. Secretary. Three

3 ears ago this week title IX was enacted-3 years ago-this very week
and because we take.4,1 da%s as provided in the statute to review the
final regulation, 3, ou say, "My, that would be unfair if we delayed this
thing."

Secretary IV/UNTO:RC:ER. No ; that is not what I said at all. What I said
'was, if you try to amend a statute without using the legislative process.
it NN ill rai:e constitutional objections, nhich w ill continue to lea% e
ed neat ional institutions in. the dark.

I suggest, the 3-year delay was at least partially due to the fact we
were given a very, very difficult task, with the 37-word prohibitory
statute and a N er3 moldy congressional intent. We ha% e done the very
best ne can, and 1 year ago today, rough13. we IA ibli,slied the prelim-
inat proposed form of those regulations. And :f ne had decided not
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to take thepublic get as much public input as we did, M'S' C01111 have

had a short comment period and simply di upped diem into they hop- -*

pef, but we'didn't do it. I think it is wise we didn't do ft.
Mr. omiu. I don't think it was wise that yoif didn't do that.
Three Years is a very Jong time to be tiddliao- around with remila-

tions;lana it certainly does not come with good grace for you then
to say to the Congress ,;Tut, tut, be cardul.., on might delay-the im-
plementation of the act."

Secretary M.:win:110En. That is not what T am saying at all.
Mr. O'HAitt. That is what you say: ''The mere expression of con-

gressional dissatisfaction «ithout specific amendatory hinguageaRaves
institutions in the unfortunate positionof not being able to diserimi,
nate " and so forth.

The plain fact of the matter is, section 431, if Congress dis-
approves, it has to set forth -tire reasons for disapproval. The admin- '
istration then has an opportunity to go back to the drawing board and-'
come forward with changes in the regulations, and you could do thitt
in a matter of weeks, not the matter of years.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Chairmah, the point 1 mal4 is, how
Con7Tess disapproves. /

.ICCongress.disapproves t-,y a concurrent resolution, ratlier than, as
we believe, by the constitutional procedure of passing a bill under
which procedure the President has an opportiMity to veto and a
chance for his'veto to be sustained,, then we think educational institu-
tions will be left in the dark, because there will be court challenges as to
the-propriety of an attempt to change a statute by concurrent main-
tion,,rather than by the constitutional procedure of statutory enact-
ment.

.

Mr. O'HARA. As far as court procedures go, with respect to regula-
tions, you know, Mr. Secretary, that the ruling of the court is that
they are not going to overturn regulations as long as they have some
reasonable relationship to the statute?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is 'right.
Mr. O'HARA. And there is no constitutional problem wit the ex

utive branch changing its regulations, whether the change teems as
a result of congressional disapproval or whether it occurs a a result
ot executive initiative. You have been in the practice of equently
changing regulations and surely a change in regulations do' not raise
a constitutional problem?

Secretary WEINIIMGER. No, provided it is clone wi notice and
commentary in the publications and all of that it does. t the question
as to whether the regulation's should be changed or not is a very
fundamental one, Auld if the Congress feels that ev are in need of
change, all we am asking, Mr. Chairman, is tat you express that
desire in what we lielieve to, be a-way consistent with the constitutional
procedures,s04hat4here will not be court challenges that will tie it up

,another-e6uple of tears.
.-,Str."0,II.enA. That is a yery- dubious proposition.

In other words, Flint you are saying to us is that. if we enact a
-statute with a specific scope and intent and you choose to interpret it
,and,issue rtgulatio, , t',... -.,.., believe go beycind that intent. theretben

,, rests on ..- an tiler , isi. 4!Ity to legiplate again in order to getithe
. regulations to acco,,,,L.odate .lie objectives that we sought_in_the'orig-
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inal legislation. I dont think that 3 on can say that the administra-
tion, by choosing to interpret a statute in some way contrary to the
intent of Congress, an then place on the Congress an affirmative duty
to athend the laic.

Let me get into specifics
Secretary WEIN-BEI:um I wonder if I could comment on that before

you do?
. Mr. O'Irmi.%. Yes.

Secretary WELNIALRGI.R. What I sa3 is. you speak on putting on Con-
gress the affirmative burden of changing law. Section 431(d) pro-
poses to exercise that burden by enactme4 of a concurrent resolution,
which is exactly the same amount of,legislatil e effort required to enact
a statute. The difference is, the conem rent resolution does not comply
with the constitutional requirements for changing a statute and does
not give to President Fm d an opportunity to exercise a A eto, and that
is a significant difference.

The amount of legislative effort required is exactly the same.
Mr. O'HA MRA. r. -Secretary, indeed, nevertheless, what you ate try-

ing to dO is say %it have an affirmative burden to change the law. I
think, frankly. as I told Mr. Waggfinner, that we are going to have to,
if this is going to be the attitude of the administration, if the admin-
istration is going to continue to take the-attitude that it can write the
regulations pretty much as it damn pleases and- Congress can then
amend,thelaw if it does not like it. my own feeling is, if that is going
to be up to the administration and 431(d) is going to be undermined
and ignored, then what We are going to have to do is change the Ad-
Ministrative Procedures Act and remo% e borne of the regulation writ-
ing Power from the executive branch..

. ecretary WntxmatoEn. Mr.,Chairman, that obviously would be a
decision which the Congress is perfectly capable of taking. and in view
of the difficulty of drafting some of these regulations. I w ould Kaye
to add, personally, it is not a decision that would bother me very
much. o

What I am saying is. there is an obligation on the part of the
administration to see that the requirements of the Constitutionund of
the courts are complied w ith. We hax e obx iously not w i itten the reg-

'illation in any way we wanted.
We have tried, 0% er what y ou belie% e. I gather. is-too long a period

of time. to tvy to get them in conformity with the bask intent. What
we are saying is. if we misread the intent and if there is something
wrong with the regulations and not w hat the Congress believes is in
a-coy-dame with its intent, we think we and the public should be told
so by a statute, because we believe there is a set kw , constitutional
question. which we feel an obligation to raise. if there is an attempti,to t hange that by concurrent iesulution. tvhieli does not go to the
President and doe not give him au opportunity to exercise his veto
and dots not give Congress the right and oppoitunit3 to sustain that
veto..

Mr. O'fba.t., Mr. Secretary. T think a serious constitutional question
is raised by the extiaordinat3 biotin house(list, the administration claimed
in writing of regulations.

I note. in your next paragraph. yon point out it has been ex-
traordinarily difficult. first, to interpret the intent of Congress ?
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Secretary "Wi Esnr.lioint. Yes: it has. because we have had conflicting

suggestions from Vtarious authors of the bill. And you have been
haying. testhnony before your committee of examples of that same
kind of-thing.

Mr. O'HARA. I adthit to that, that the Congress was not as specific

as it should have been. I think, particularly in the athletic area, the
Congress was remiss in not spelling out more cut arty what it intended.

I gladly admit-to that.
, You, then, gave yourself a second burden--that is, a legislator's
burdenand there you stated: "It has been extraordinarily difficult.

first, to interpret the intent of Congres.s and, second. to accommodate
the concerns of a wide diversity of interest groups and individuals."

In other words, you are engaging in the lawmaking process?
Secretary Wm xamiona. No. sir.
Mr. You are doing what Congress is supposed to do.
Secretary WErxnEuonn. No, sir, what Congress told us to do. In

title IX, we are required to issue regulations that are basically con-
sistent with goals of the statute and to try to carry outif I have

the exact words here"carry out regulations that are to be consistent
with the achievement of the objectives of the statute."

That is exactly what we tried to do. All we are saying is, if you
feel we have not done it correctly, or in accordance with .your intent,
tell us so by statute. Don't-tell us so in a form that will lead to court
tests that can delay this thing another couple of years.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Secretary, with respect to specifies. title TX, as
you say, as you know, imposes a single duty on educational institu-
tions, and it is a negative duty. The only duty imposed on an educa-
tional institution by the statute by title IX is the duty to refrain
from discriminating on the basis of sex, and regulations are certainly
appropriate in order to more clearly define exactly how that, the
performance of that duty. will be interpreted by the Department of
Health, Education, aand Welfare, which, in title IX, is given author-
ity to cut off funds for failure to refrain from discriminating on the
blisis of sex.

But then you have. in your regulations, some provisions that I
think go considerably be mid and impose new burdens and duties on
the institution.

First. you provide that each institution mustand this is in regula-
tion section 80.3"each recipient educational institution shall, within

- 1 year of the effective date of this part. One, evaluate, in terms of
requirements of this part. its tut rent policies and practices and effects
thereof concerning admission of students, treatment of students. and
employment of both academic and nonacademic personnel *" and
So forth.

"Two, modify am- of these policies and practices." and. "three. take
appropriate remedial action to eliminate any discrimination which
resulted or may hat e resulted and maintain on file for at least 3
years * * ***and so forth and so on.

Now. perhaps that is a good idea. Perhaps the Congrosi should have
evil required the institutions to set up a systent of self- evaluat ion. but

as a matter Of fact. there is nothing in title IX that did require that.
All that was required was that the ut,t it taloa, from the effective date
of the statute. refrain front discriminating.
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"Where, in the statutory language of title IX--and I don't want to
discuss the wisdom of doi,pg this, because I think it is probably a good
ideais there authority to require the grievance procedure you s
forth, in regulation So.8,: "A recipient shall adopt, and publish griev-
mine procedures pro's iding for prompt and equal resolution of stu-
dents and employees' complaints alleging an3 action w hid( would be
prohibited by this part."

Now, Congress only said, "Thou shalt-refrain from discriin
It didn't say, "Thou shalt establish internal gilt. mice / c.liires in

' ease there were any complaints." Probably that is a goo( idea, too.
'Maybe we should have done that; you understand, but we didn't.

I am wondering where, in the plain language of title IX, the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare finds authority to require
an iatitution to establish a grievance procedure and to conduct a
self-evaluation program?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Sections 902 and 901 of title IX, where you
told us to issue rules and regulations or orders of general applicability,
which shall be consistent with achievement of objectives of the statute,

rom that, we concluded that it would be quite reasonable to ask the
institutions, since we believe that you get much better enforcement if
you have self-enforcement; we believe it would be very reasonable, as
a means of achieiring that objective, to have institutions, first of all,
eValuate.'their own compliance. This menus reading the statute and
reading the re rialion, ;ilicit I don't think is an unreasonable burden.

It means tht
whether they a
beeanie if we a
dure,'whieh the
of violation, we

It is quite rea.
grievance proc
the objectives o
institutions an o
in -House before th

There are two o
with the broad direction
achieve the objectives of th

We chose to do one tl
first of all, to examine t
if they a're in compliance and keep the data to help in enforcement
and help them answer charges or complaints that may be made b.s.
individuals and, third, to set up some kind of internal grievance
procedlire of their own so we can ininimize the -Federal enforcement
effort and get the best 'kind of enforcement, which is voluntary
compliance.'

Mr. O'HARA. So, you do not claiM any specific warrant in section
902 for those, but you do believe that those kinds of requirements
are authorized by section 002 as being under your direction to ef-
fectuate provisions of 901 by issuing rules. regulations, and ordersof general applicability, IN hick shall be consistent with achievement
of objectives of the statute? You read it broadly to permit you to
require that the university itself take certain actions, in addition lb
simply refraining from discrhnination ?

keeping the data necessary to enable them to tell
e in violation or not. That is a reasonable requirement,

going to allege violation and go through the proce-
ongress difected, of taking funds away on any basis

aveto have data.
liable to require colltges to keep that data, As far as
ure is concerned, again, I think it is consistent with
hat statute to have this kind of atteMpt,made to give

ortunity to resolve allegations of discrimination
Federal Government becomes invo,lved.

different ways you can do it, all consistent
the Congress, that eve issue regulations to
statute.
t requires the unitersities and ollegeS,

law and the regulation and, second, to see
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Secretary Wm-mthnomi. Yes. 1 don't want. to get into semantics
with you, whether it is specific or not, but N e believe what we have
put in the regulations ss,ilb specificallywe were specifically directed
to do as part of the general objective, or the general goal, rather, of
issuing regulations designed to achieve an objective very broadly
stated by Congress. This is one of the ways 3 on can help achieve that
objective, so we believed there was ample authority to do this.

As I say, the reason we did,it was because we believed volunta4
enforcement and provisions that focus on voluntary enforcement and
more- or less direct the colleges to-get .enforcement -of -this kind -of
their own are ,pre rabic to setting up a Burge Government police
force to go in an gather its own data and do its own rather rigid
enforcement.

Mr. O'HARA. IN tile I am going on to the next question, Mr. Secre-
tar3, I am going to gis e your counsel something to think about. I would
like to know, or I am going to ask you before you conclude, whether
or not it would have been within the power of the Department to
issue the regulations I have questioned if the Congress had not
included in the law the first: two sentences of section 902 ?

Secretary WEiNnEnoEn. What are the first two sentences?
Mr. O'HARA. Welly let him think about it for a minute or two,

and I will go to another question, if I can.
Secretary WfaxmatoEn. Do you want me to do it now ?
Mr. O'HARA. No. Let's go to the next question.
Secretary WErxnEnoEn. I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that

some very substantial, fas of able comments came in 'during the cyst
ment period for these two provisions. I don't know if you feel it is
relevant or not, but it is sort of .unusual.
' Mr. 01-Lsa.s. No, I think I would have appreciated, as a matter of

fr fact, if y-ou fellows came back to us mid said, "We think you can
improve the law by including authority to require grievance pro-
cedures."

Secretary Wmx- BER6ER. That is another of our difficulties of opinion.
We felt the grant specifically included this kind of provision.
Mr. OlLsnA. I think institutions ought to have .grievance proce-

dures'. The institutions to which I am the closest, indeed, have such
procedures, and I think it is unfortunate that the Congress didn't
include it in the lass. But we know our differences on that subject.

Let me ask you about subpart (E), the whole subpart (E). Here,
yon are dealing with ti subjectsubpart (E) has to to with discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex in employment, in education programs, and
activities.

Now, here, you are dealing with a subject, Mr. Secretary, where the
Congress specifically, in title IX, provided another method of dealing

ith employment practices. You told mewell, you see, in title IX, we
wrote in the pros isions that we are now discussing and we also wrote
into the law an Jamendment an amendment of the EEOC law, equal
eplo3 meat opportunity lawwhich repealed the exemption granted
to educational institutions under thist law.

It seems to me that the clear intent of what the Congress did, look-
ing at the whole of title IX, was to determine that it wished to have
eploy ment questions in educational institutions, discrimination ques-
tions, handled under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the

47
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equal eillo3flient opportunities title, and I As anted tb know v here
ott fount the arrant togo ahead and inset t a dual system of regula-

tion of employ went practices by insetting 3 ourself into it in an area
where the-Congress hadApecifically dealt AA ith it in another way?

Secretary WiaNBERuEnt Mr. Chairman. we don t think there is ti dual
s3 stem. We also don't thAnk you has e to hunt for aids to construct or
look at title VII or legislative history, when 3 on has e plain language.
We feel we have very plain language in section 901. It states: "N'o
person shall be discriminated against in, or be excluded from, or be
denied participation iit'a feilerally assisted pi °grant, or activity, on
the basis or.sex." N

We thinkilt is,a-broad provision. We think ttiat employees partici-
pate in educational programs and activities receiling Federal financ'
assistance and are protected by 901, and you don't have to look an
further. You -.only have to look for those things when you have a

. cloudy or ambiguous provision.
Section 901 strikes me as one of the few perfectly plain provisions.
Mr. O'HARA. Well,.during the debate, thoughl Mr. Secretary, there

were a ntunber of references to this and I an) going to dig them out
but in the meantime, perhaps we can return to the question I askedi
AN 11 ich was. whether or not the Department would have felt that it had
authority to prescribe grievance procedures, to prescribe self-evalua-
tion procedures, under this statute absent the first twonsentences of
section 902?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I Ns ill now get a chance to read these in the
specific connection.

The first two sentenceswell, you are asking me, I guess, 3Ir. Chair-
man, whether we could issue regulations if the Congress had not put
in language telling us to issue regulations?

Mr. O'HARA. Or whether you could have issuedwell, in other
AA 0111S, When I itnestioned your- ability to issue the specific regulations
dealing, ith les mice procedures and self es alit:atoll, you bottomed
your justification on the broad grant of authority- to make regulations
winamed iu the first two sentences of section 902. So, now, I am asking

tbetical question/

if the Congress had not included the first two .,entences of 902, would
tnu ha, e felt vou had authority to make those same regulations?
Secretary Wm-BERGER. Well, I (lout know. That is a pretty po

I didn't eminune it, because we had what we felt was a perfectly
clear direction/If y011 suggest that Sou repeal those first two sentences
do we has e that authority, I would want to research before I gave you
an answer, because I haven't looked at it at all. But the onlY question
I looked at was whether there was authority in the act, and I foiknd it.
And our attorney found it. and I have been ads iced our conclusions
were correct. Arid we included it.

If you repeal the language, then, of course. the question would be:
"Is there general rulernalsing power absent a prohibition that would
enable us to do. it?" I don't know. I would like to spend time doing
research before I give you an answer on it.

If yon put a prohibition in against regulations of any kind, then I
suppose \\(3 would have a fairly-clear answer on the other side. I have
not done any examination of that little question because it is entirely
hypothetical. The simple fact is, 902 does direct us to, issue regulations
to earl out objectives of the statute.
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Mi. O'ILsa.s. Well, Mr. Secretary, I do find that a very important
question, because we has e been discussing here the ability of the Con -
g ress to limit the rulemaking authority Of the eNecutive hranch. That
is central t' our entire discussion that is intended t:re today and
earlier by letter communication. between us.

Secretary WhinnincEn. Yes.
Mr. 011an.A. And you have stated you belies e, (1) that the kind of

ibroad grant of authority contained in 901 would justify regulations
of this sort, which complained of. (2.) if Congress specifically pro-
hibited you from issuing regulations, that that would have precluded
you from doing it, then, think the answer to the question I pose is
very important.-

Secretary WEINBERGER. We gill be glad to do research on it. I don't
ee the relevance, because it is not before us. But I would not /like

my hestitancy on that point to deter me from giving an answer, but
what I say is, I never considered it to be relevant or highly hypo-
thetical. I have not considered-it prior to this time, but I will be glad

/to do so. We have people here today who may be glad to give you their
preliminary views on it.

My own view is, since there is a clear directive to issue regulations,
which we tried to do, that that is as far as I pursued the subject. I
didn't pursue the idea of -'what might happen if you had not included
that.

Mr. O'HARA. I would like to ask if counsel is prepared to give a
preliminary, tentative observation on it. I would like to hear it.

Mr. RIIINELAISDER. ASt e' Secretary indicated, we relied on seetion
902 for authority for this. If it was deleted, it seems to me, the qudstimi
would be, if title IX is viewed as an amendment to the higher Edu-
cation Act and the Elementary, and Secondary Education Act, whether
there is rulemaking authority in those other acts that w ouldpros isle
us with the legal authority to do this; we has e not examined that
question.

Clearly, it would be a more difficult question. I think, where the
authority is here, in this specific act, and we are gis en rather general
authority to issue regulations, not only authority, but we are directed
to issue regulations consistent w itlt the objectis es, I think we would
look simply at the question that was before us at the time. It would
be more difficult. certainly. without this proviSion.

Mm. O'HRAA. I would like to have a memo from you, if I could, be-
cause that is one of the ways the Congress might approach this whole
problem. I want you to know we have not made a final decision as to
how we are going to approach the problem. We are looking at it in
terms of 431(d) and also in terms of amendments to the law.

I, for one, am uncertain at this stage in the. proceedings before
having discussed it with my colleagues, whetfut the regulations
proposed with respect to intercollege athletics, as an example, are
amendable to the 431,(d) process, or whether it would be more appro-
priate in that case to come up with an amendment of the law, because
there is some question about that.

I don't think there is the same amount of question about some of the
other regulations I brought to your attention. For instance, subpart
(E), which I think in this particular case, if one had looked to the
intent of the Congress, where the Congress pros Med a specific remedy

fr
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in the same statute for employment discrimination, that then to find.
a second remedy that w as not explicit, but implied, presumably, is a
violatioh Of the congressional- intent. 1 want 3 ou to know I feel that
very strongly, and I tun awfully sorry I took so long to discpss this
with you, becadse other members of the committee wish to do so. I ani
going to yield, at this point, to the gentleman from Pennsvh ania, Mr.
Eshleman.

[Mr. Rhinelander later submitted the following further response:]
DEPARTMENT OF 1.1EALTII,-EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Menu; OF THE 'SECRETARY,
July 3,1975.

Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Committee on Education

and, Labor, Cannon House Office Building, U.S. Ilousa of Representatives,
Washington; D.C.

DEAR Ma. CzrAIRMAN: During Secretary Weinberger's testimony before your
subcommittee on June 20, you requested that we provide yob with a formal state-
ment of our view on-the following question : Whether, if the first two sentences
of section 902 of Title IX had not been included in the statute, the Department
would have had legal authority to promulgate regulations to effectuate title IX.
At the-hearing, the Secretary and I both indicated that we hiei not considered
the question previously, since we believed the existing language in the Statute
provided ample authority for agency rulemaking. That language in section 902
provides:,

I
Each,Federal department and agency which is empowerell to extend Fed-

eral ffinuicial assistance to any education program or act vlty, by way of
grant, loan, or contract other Win a- contract of insurance, or guaranty, is
authorized. and directed to effectuate the provisions of i4cetion 901 with
respect to such program or activity by' issuing rules, regulations, or orders
of general applicability which shall be consistent with achievement of the
objectives of the statute authorizing the financial assistance in connection
with which the action is taken. No such rule, regulation. or order shell
become effective unless and until approved by the President. [Emphasis
added.]

Your question. essentially, has three parts. first, W.11 her if section 902 as
originally enacted had not contained the above-quoted lam tinge, the Department
would have had legal authority to issue general_ milled qs. second, whether
ender those circumstances. assenting the Delgtrtment had had the authority to
issue interpretative regulations it would have, had sufficient authority to issue
:)roviions requiring self evaluation and grievance procedures to be established
by recipients: and third, whether if Congress ant,endcd secton 902 as it DOW
stands so' as to delete the above-quoted language. the Department would stilt
have sufficient legal authority to issue general regulations.
(1) 411atetit section 902 language, authority for general .regulations

Title IX. viewed strictly. is a free standing staute not an amendment to existing
law. Therefore. it is clear that. In the absenge of the language just quoted. title
IX would be devoid of express authority to issue any regulations. During the
dkenssion at the hearing, I met ioned that if title IX were viewed as an amend-
ment to the-Higher Education Act or the Elementary and Secoiidary Education
Act. those statutes might contain provisions which would authorize the promul-
gation of regulations. Although we have not had time to do an exhaustive study
of all of the stautes involved, I ant currentlly unaware of any such express
authorizing language in those,statutes.

Despite the absence of limos language authorizing title IX rulemaking by
the Secretary othe n the, existing language in section 902. I believe that
the very existent, a Congressional mandate of the nature of title IX is suffi-
dent to imp authority for the Secretary to effectuate the nondiscrimination
provision of the statute through issuance of regulations. The statutory language
and its legislative history indicate that Congress viewed title IX as mandatory
and that it anticipated the eliminitlon of sex discrimination in federally sup-
ported education programs and activities by enactment of the statute. It is also
clear that the Act is remedial legislation inasmuch as it is designed to correct
and'alleriate conditions adversely affecting persons on the basis of sex, and it is
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well accepted that remedial legislation should.be broadly construed to effectuate,

its purposes. 3 Sutherland,
kitatutor*Oosstruction; 4th ed., I 72.06, p. 392 (BM):

Therefore, I believe that even in the absence of express statutory authorisation,

the Department would have bad the legal, authority to promulgate title IX
regulations covering substantive discrimination and procedures relating to

investigations and fund terminations. This, in fact is the position the Department

is takinglvith respect to non-discrimination with respect to.the handicapped'under

section. 04 of the Rehabilitation Act of.1973, which does not contain any explicit

rulemaking authority.
Finally, regarding this first aspect of your question, if, despite the absence

'-otthe,quoted-lafiguase in.section 902, Congress had enacted the' so-called Javits

Amendment to the Education Amendments of .1974, It would have been the

Department's position OW Congress had, in effect, ratified our implied authority

to issue regulations. The Javits language, of course, reads as follows:
The Secretary (of HEM-shall prepare and publish, not later than 30 days

after the date of enactment of this Adt, proposed regulations implementing

the provisions of Title IX . . . which shall include with respect to inter-

collegiate athletic activities reasonable prOvisions considering the nature

of particular sports.
Time, by enactment of statutory language ostensibly limited to mandating a

thus llualt to agency, action by directing the Department to publish regulations

"not later than 30 days after" passage of the Act, Congress itself assumed the

existence' of legal authority sufficient to support that agency action.

(2) Absent 1 902 language, authority for self- evaluation and grievance procedures

The legal. authority of the Department to require that recipients. of Federal

financial assistance undertake a self-evaluation and establish grievance pro-
cedures is, in my view, a more difficult issue in,the absence of broad rulemaking

authority such as section 002,-or section 002 of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, which explicitly provide for rules of general applicability. For this reason

we probably will not prOpose similar internal procedures in our notice of pro-

posed rulemaking under Section 504, but instead, specifically invite comments

Oil this point in the preamble.
(3) If Section pot language were deleted now.

If-Congress were to amend title IX as it nowstands so as to delete the quoted'

language from section 902, this action would strip the Department of all express

authority to issue substantive- rules or regulations. The full effect of such a
step cannot be considered, in the abstract and would- have to be analysed in
light of the legislative history. In keeping with general principles of admInii-

tredve law, however, au& action might, nevArthelessi, leave authority for' the
Department to issue interpretative regulations and rules of procedure. As

noted by Professor Kenneth Culp Davis, courts "often substitute Judgment es
to the content. of an interpretative rule bWalino-gE always (theoretically al-
ways) refrain from substituting judgment as to the content of a legisiatiVe

rule." (I Davis. Adniinistrative laic, 15.03, p. 298 11958)), Moreover, in this
third hypothetical situation, there would, unless Congress also repealed' the

Javits Amendment, remain some inconsistency between the deletion of the
section 902 language and the continued existence of the Javits provision.

With regard to rules of procedure, however, in light of the mandatory nature
of section 901, I would assume that the courts would support the Dellartnient

in ,their issuance,as a legitimate, and indeed, constitutionally necessary action
by the Executive Branch to - carry out its responsibility faithfully to execute

the laws.
I hope these comments Will be of assistance to you and the other members

of your subcommittee. If I or members of my staff may be of further assistitnee,

please do not hesitate to letme know.
Sintsrely, Jotter B. Brirtownita,

General Goutirel.

Mr. E$IILEMAN. Thank you, Mr.-Chairman. I am.in no way criticiz-
ing the Chairman of the subcommittee; I would like to purstie his
first question in a much less emotional manner. I want Some clarifi-
cation. I would direct my question to Mr. Holmes, if I could, an I am
talking about the 3-year time frame. I can well understand c third
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Year, the time of the third year. You spell that out on paaes-2, 3, and,1
of the Secretary's testimony, but I have trouble seeing the first 2 years,.
the summer of 1972 and the summer of 1974. What took the time there?

You see, the'reasou I ask this, we come back on the 8th of July and
by the 18th of Jidy, we must' give your Department some kind of
answer. That is my understanding, and maybe it is not that hard and
fast, but that is not an exaggeratici So,,we will have 10 days after we
comeback from recess.

I am not being facetious, but what did yqit,do in the-fiNit2 years?
Mr. notztEs. Mr. Eshleman, I al be gild to respond.
As the ecretary's testimony.indicated, we met immediately, well, in

Aughst 1972, with-representatiWs of large numbers of organizations,
educators, what:hal-elm, to discuss the recent passage z'of title IX,
that summer. We sought from them their comments and what-have-
you. We proceeded in the drafting process in the fall of 1972, and it
was not, as-you point out, until June 1974 that the regulation was issuedin proposed firm.

It simply took us that long to address many of the policy issues and
other questions that we think arose and to draft the regulationg. We
met frequently with individuals during that period, and rthight alsonote for the 6cordbecause I think that the record is someWhat un-clearthat there has been no enforcement of title IX in the interimperiod.

In 1972, within months after passage of the statute, the Department
informed

1972,
institutions of the existence of the statute, ofthe statutory language in title IX, communications,havipg been sentto the presidents of higher education institutions, chiefState school

officers, elementary and:secondary school officials as well as vocational
education .officials.

, Mr. Esnr,x3r,m Once again, I pi not in any way being sarcastic,.
but was there -any pressure on you, on the Department to have this
done, to make the school year, or make it in effect by the school year.
September 1973.or Septembef 1974?

There is going to be pressure on us to-have final, whatever the,final
version is, but this September, and I don't see how we are going to do
it. That is my personal opinion. I don't see liow we are going to do it.
If wo would, in effect, tell you to redraft, especially in the athletic,
part of it, would you get it redrafted in time to get to get it back to
us, to make the September school year this yea.?

Mr. Ifoi.ms. I don't know-if I can respond. I might ask ."Afr. Rhine-
lander to respond. But let me note, if I can go back to your earlier
question, Mr. Eshleman, there was a very basic decision made by the
Department after, passage, as the Secretary notes on his .first page.That was to de% p comprehensive regulations andto try to givenotice to educatidffal institutions as to their specific obligations and
to avoid further individual ad hoc decisions of a. policy nature.

The regulation reflects, I think, a great deal of work and represents
an attempt to address what we viewed as the specific obligations con-tained in title LX.

John, do you want-to respond to the other part?
Mr. RILDfELANDER. I would like to make two points, just picking'

up from what Peter said. I think the Department certainly couldhave issued -a general regulation, almost repeating the- language of

a
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the statute initially. A decision m as. made, and I think as correct de-
cision, that it was much better to wink out a comp ehebsite set of
regulations that would wive notice to all of the educators and institu-
tions what was required under title IX. Ohs iously, it takes time be-
cause of the detail of the regulations.

Now, w mwith respect to }our ilier question, any amendments to the
regulations we mould issue in proposed lot tut comment, assuming
that minimum comment pe'riud of 3U day s,.iind then some turnaround
time, after the comments mere rewired, to issue the iegulatios in the
final form.

We would then have, under -131(d) submitted the regulations to the
Congress for a 15-day a ailing period. Now, the Secretar,,yhas indi-
cated the constitutional proble,ms m e had with the concurrent resolu-
tion, but there is no question that a. 45-day waiting time is
constitutional so it would delay the effective date -.1i days front
whenever we got the final regulations published in the Federal
Register.

The specific answer is I don't think there is any way we could
.1.-sue amended regulations prier to the start of the school year.

Mr. Esti LEMANAll right.
Now, to chnuge gears a little, and this may not seem of too,,much

import. but bellev.e me it is out in our district, we
laming now to sports -we still have quite a few alUmni, who- on,
their Nolition cared to git e go and snialLdenunios to the
team of their alma matter, goes for seholaisLip purpoies, for
football play ers, we all know W Lunt .t,.,gis fur, w hat mould title .IX
egulat ions du to that ? Could that nitiney still be used for the purpose

that, the alumnus might intend it'fo be used for?
Secretary IITLINDEIZOLR. I think so, Me. Congressman. I don't see ,

anything that 'would bar that front continuing. There will be addi-
tional efforts by institutions not requited before to eliminate discrimi-
nation against %swim' in athletic Jnograms. There is no way in which.
ivou can cure or eliminate discriminatory practices that have been

jptacticed in the past, consciously or uliconscionSly, and nearlhalways
it was uconsciously in these cases. That-dues not mean the institution
cannot continue to. accept through whates er form they w is to pass
it, funds for scholarships: It means there m ill has e to ,be additional
.efforts mask by the i-Astitution with 'respect to availability of scholar-
ships for women in, that jiistance.` There is nothing to prohibit them
from continuing

''
to accept funds front interested alumni

to persuade varions:voung men to fro .^ football teams.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. And those funds, rim en with the specific intention

by the donut, w mild not be considered discriminatory, in your opinion!
Secretary WEINntaanat. No they would not. I think it is fair to tell

you that additional efforts would be required by the institution that
had not.been required in the past.

"Mr. ESHLEMAN. May I interrupt you there; you mean with other
moneys?

Secretary WraNummEn. That is coeet.
Mr. EstaxmAx. I would agree with that.
Secretary WEINnEnosn. That is my viewof it.
Mr. Esiva Thank you. ,
Mr. uLtNA Will you yield?
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Mr. ESIIIII:MAN". Ile has a meeting, so I will yield.,
Mr. BuchAxAx. Thank you.
One of our colleagues who is on the board of-trustees of,a university,

expressed in earlier testimony, concern about the housing, provisions
of the regulations. in that they have a policy of providing extra secu-
rity for wome s dormitories because women tend to be more subject
to molestatiotand it is the university's decision that there is a greater
need for protection in these cases. It was their feeling they would be
precluded from providing that extra, protection.. Inder the reg,ula-
tions they would have to either supply equal protection for men's do-

mitories or reduce the protection for women's dormitories.
Secretary WHINBERGER. I would hope that there would not be any

_ _ anegbanistio4nterpretations -of that kind. Ilion't seeanythittgfirst.o.f _
'all, there would have to be a challenge raised by men to the effect they
were not getting as much security as provided in women's dormitories
and there would then presumably have to be some interpretation made.

My own view at this point would be that that situation is hardly
'likely to arise, and I would certainly suggest that if any university
wishes to provide additional security f on,the housing that they con-
tinue to do so for women's housing. In a sense, excuse me, si,in a sense
we are sort of all guessing, because ultimately if someone wants to pti-
sue sZnnething like this up to the Courts. That is the only place we can
get a-definiti.0 answer.

To the extent I would have anything to do with it, I would simply
take the pOsilion that if T were askeefer an interpretation thith the
univi3isity concerned could of course *linue to provide that addi-
tional security for women's dormitories if they maintained separate
housing. If some men's group wanted to challenge it, I would be pre-
pared to nmko a pretty good argument as' o how it. was not discrim-
inatory, but, eatagive a more d'etinit ire answer.

:Nrr. ItuctrAxA... I appreciate your response.
As to' 'four testimony, I understand it is your intention to follow

the intent _of, Congress.
--Skrelary Wraxminorm. Certainly.

Mr. Bt-citAx.%s-.--If we legislate specifically. concretely. and clearly
"enough, we can count, on you to do whatever we say?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Absolutely. All we vast is full direction..

and when you gave it to us with the Girl Scouts and loot Stouts, we
incorporated it immediately and indeed pleaded fin y on to do it. We ale
not only appreciative and willing to do it, but the record should be ab-
solutelyclear when we get congressional direction in legislati% e form,
we will follow it every time.

Mr. Esut.r.mAx. Thankyou.
r. O'HARA. The gentleman from Illinois.

,Mr. SIMON. Thank yon, Mu. Chairman.
Mr. Secreta_r_y:_first,olit&I wish you well irr our tenure. I don't

knew how- many more days you 1-16i e in dice, but me hope me don't
mak, it too rough during these final,days.

Secretary WhivnEnomt. expect to work right up to the end.
iNtr. Stmox., While I differed with you from time to time. I think

you Served your country well and I applaud that service.
Secretary WEINOECOMR. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Sprox. On the question of congressional intent, if I mar differ

pith you slightly hero, it seems to me that you are suggesting that the
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Executi e ought to be able to eto a clarification of the congressional'
intent?

Secretary 1VEINBERGER. No sir. I don't want.to interrupt you, but
all I am saying is that a

_No,
of congressional.mtent, our

lawyers te,11 us, the Department of Justice, and it i5 also my own feeling,
should follow the same basic procedures set forth in the Constitution
for enactment of a statute. We rind it hard to see how a statute can be
modified or. as you say, clarified, given the -court cases that say the
small weight that is given to later attempts to explain in committee
reports or whatever, in some nonlegislative procedure the actions of
an earlier Congress. all we say is we would further muddy the situation
*f the change in the statiat or the clarification, ityon want to pot it of
t statute, or reinterpretation, any way you Want to phrase it, does
not ollow the same procedure in the Constitution,for-enactment. If it
does e have no quarrel with, it. and that is the witY the Boy Scout-Girl
Scout mption came in. If it -does not. we would have to challenge it
because it the view, I am advised, of -the executive branch, that an
attempt to ch ge the statute byconcurrent resolution is not constitu-
tional, and we have that statement of the Department of Justice which,
we would like to put in the record and our memorandum to cover th<
the legal response We take on this position. It is not a defiance of Con-
gress or anything of the kind. but-desire to get clarification that settles
the matter once and for all.

Mr. Qum. Will youlyield?-
Mr. Stmox. Yes.

QMr. UM The President signed thelaw into which Congress wrote
the authority for:itself to deny, or to reject the regulations.

Secretary Wrux BERGER. There was a sig,ning statement, Congressman
quip. and we have been directed and ever since, have, with every
regulation wa have transmitted. called the attention of Congress to the
challenges of the constitutionality of this section. We don't have the
item-veto, and sometimes it is necessary to get a large bill to accept
provisions which are not agreeable, and as you know. those are handled
with a, signing. statement.

Mr. QU- rE. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON.7 would hope.we could worlith is out without a great deal

of legal paper work, and my personal position would be in opposition to
that stand.

In general, 'r think what you has e done halt le IX is good despite the
picture here. and if,I might cite two statistics that hit me during the
course of the hearings. One is that Ohio State 'University athletics
have received all of. the attention and the expenditures are 13to-1 on
males versus females, and in the area of school superintendents out of
13.000, there are 65 that are female. So the need for something along
this line is very clear.

One thing struck mein a statement you made on page 5 as I glanced'
through the rules mid regulations. I know of a medical school that now
is discriminating hilt, compensatory way to make sure that there an,
women in the medical school.

Now. as I read_ 86:21 in your admission policies, that would not be
;, is that correct?

*Secretary WErsnEaout. 86.21. Yon raised obviously a difficult point,
cue which the $npreme Court came close to addressing but did not,
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,and this is the question of in% erse discrimination. the question of
wnetiler you can pi lictiee discrimiiiatory prat t ices to redress the bal-
ance or makeup- for admitted disei imiation in the past. or whether"
inverse discrinriation simply breeds more die imination and is the
wrong wayto430).TCCL i Land so on.

nat question 111L, not been determined k the courts. The basis of
this regulation, which gives, as a prohibition, the giving or 'preference
to one person over another on the basis of sex by ranking applicants
sepaeately on such basis or othew ise is an attempt to prevent the kind
of diserimination that existed primarily against women in the past.

-Frankly, I can't answer you as to whether that prior history of dis-
erjmination would l a sufficient,to justify a discriminatory practice,

4inY11rse discriminatory practices in the future.
,-The regulation attempts to ,prohibit any kind of discrimination in
this particular area and, read on its face, it would certainly sound as
if it would block an attempt.to give a special preference which at-
tempted to invert discrimination in en though it w as trying to make.
up fordiserintination iii the past.

But the ultimate answer to that, w ould have to come _from 'tile, courts
end it is one of the major qucAions that Will have to be addressed in
the future.

Mr. Simos. I mention that simply because it does seem to me that
it is not an uorea-onabVpolicv for some sciTools to have some com-

yens.,tory admission. policies. Perhaps the regulation should be modi-
fied. at least to permit some flexibility so that the courts don't say not
on the basis of the statute, but on the basis of your regulations, that
compensatory admission liolicies are IA within the frames ork of the
law.

Secretary Wm-Num-mu. That is certainly a possibility. The dangers
of inverse discrimination to my mind are very great and I have real
wmfries as to whether y on can ever cure discrimination by has ing more
discriminatio.n. This !eat rather fundamental point. s

-..Afr. O'HARA. Will-you yield to me for a minute?
Secretary WEINnmEn. Well. first. 'Arr. }mies calls attention to

section 8(3.3 (b) of the regulation which rays in the abeence of a finding
of discrimination.on the *basis of sex. :a recipient inay take affirmative
action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted in limited
partieipation.

Then if g,oes on and, says, nothing herein shall be integreted to
alter any ohligations, cena a, w hien a recipient may has e under Ex-
ecrttive-Order-11SW.

Ultimately the Pe. .T,''cnis ease. or something like it, will have to be
deeided; and we will"know. T am perfectly willing to give you my:
opinion why you don't cure disci inunation by inverse discrimination.

Mr. O'HA IA. Will you yield to me, Mr. Weinberger. I was waiting
for you to sa v- something I could agree with wholeheartedly.

Secretary I ixisuraum. It is only an hour and a half, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. °MALL d I wanted to compliment you for haying arrived

at that decision and 1 think that 'is a view of the majority of the
Congress and I just your regulations reflected it.

Se-cretary WEINBERGER. I think they do.
Mr. OITAIIA. I don't think they do because the section yni just read

specifically authorizes itit say's that "Regardless of the fact that

7
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the, standard says that nothing shall be interpreted to require" and so
0 foith, that it is °Kg they do it, it is they may do that if they wish to.

' Secretary WEiNnEnco. The last clause I read to Congressman
Simon, I think, is-. octant and that says there is notliing-in this that
gives you a right late your basic obligations, which is not to
discriminate.

Mr..Simort. If I may disagree-both with my chairman and the Sec- "
retary. I see nothing wrong with the school providing some, whether
it is in the field of women or in the field of race or other areas, pro,
viding smile compensatory regUlations.
-Mr. -Quit. Will you yield?

. SOWN% Yes, Mr. Quie.
Mr. QUIE. The question that conies to my mind deals not with women

or race, but rather with men. If a school now had an adinission policy,
the result of which would enroll an equal nuniber of.men and women,
but. in so doing`would set a higher standard for-women than for-men,
it would be prohibited by the regulations, so you will end up .with an
Unbalanced institution, which we are supposed to try to prevent in
the first place. You.perrnit, an institution now, under the Civil Bights
Act. to have lower standards for individuals on the basis of race, but
iG seems you are going to prohibit theower standards on the basis
of sex because it is-the male-sex that would have the lower standards
for admission than the female sex.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Congressman Quie, first of all, I don't agree
with you that we permit, lower standiirds on the basis of race or color.
There have been some attempts to put that into effect and we had the
cases anti the discussion I had with Congressman Simon relates to that
point.

fin,t with respect to die admission of men and women in institutions
that and not exempted by the statute,- and there are, a few that are
exempt, but in areas not exempted by the statute, I don't see any other
way to draw regulations, or to comply with the statute, than simply ,

. to say that both sexes have to be treated equally.
If you have more male .applicants, which. I take it is your point,'

or an institution adheres to a praCtice under which male applicants
are admitted who meet less stringent requirements than female ap-
plicants. I would certainly have to say that kind of practice would
not he allowed either by statute or regulation or by any regulation that
could be validly drawn.

Mr. QUIE.. Are you saying you are not permitting lower standards
for people of minority races of Omission?

Secretary WraxeEnona. That is not covered by this regulation. I am
sal ng that to the best of my knowledge, there are some justilptions
whit II max do that, but'we do not either eheourage or authorize that,
nor should we, in my-opinion, in our other enforzement: But what this
particularwell, I know you are talking about open enrollment and
that kind of thing. but that is done by individual institutions. But- in
the matter that is befoie the committee this morning, with respect to
these regulations, I see nowhere within title IX, nor would I think it
de,i rabic, for umy authorization of any different standard of adfnission

. based on sex. -

Our regulations don't authorize it and I don't think any regulation
could miles.s you want to change the statute specifically to authorize
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it and if you did r wetihethink there is a highly dubious constitution-
ality question to it.

Mr. QUIE. Let me ask you, will you pursue as aggressively the re-
moval of lower standards of admission for people of minority flees
as you will the prevention of setting lower standards for the male
admissions?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I would, but I don't think it is relevant to
the hearing this morning. That is a totally different point in the courts
iii a number of different situations and ultimately will have to be
resolved by the courts. What is before us this morning is a very specific
statute and some regulations that attempt to carry out that statute.
That is what we are trying to do.

Mr. Quic. I think it is very -relevant.
Secretary WEtxai:noca. I don't see any basis in t his statute before

usthis morning to authorize different admission standards and lower
standards for men than women or making higher more stringent re-

. quirements for women's admissions. If it Nvere in the statute, I would
think it would beunconstitutional.

H you want to carry it _further, do I think the same thin zwith re-
spect to admissions by race, the answer is yes, but. it is a different set
of circumstances and JS not before us this morning and is in the courts.

Mr. SIMON. I have one final point and I address it really to the
committee rather than to the witness.

I discussed briefly with the italr and with the chairman of the com-
mittee that I hope somehow we can, instead of saying we do not accept
title IX because of, and then you have to resubmit and then we then
OK the balance, that we could say, we accept title IX except for, and
so that, and section so and so which needs t9. be modified, so .we.could
take affirmative action and the balance could go into effect immediately.
- Secretary Wmatimoca. I couldn't answer that, but / suggest to you
there is a simpler, solution. That is just to allow the regulations to go
into effect and try them for a while and see if some changes are indeed'
necessary as the experience is built up.

This is, needless to say, a very complicated field. It has taken.us too
.long, as has been expressed'by the committee, and I would suggest that
the Congress might have somewhat the same kind of problem if we
tried to write the regulations here or if N3e tried to'deal with them on
an individualpiecemeal basis.

What we, would suggest and urge very strongly in all seriousness is
that you let the regulations as drafted' after this long travail and at-
tvipts and comments and everything elk, to go into effect and .then
if you find there are problems w4h- specific things, those could be ad-
dressed by statute or by reque4tk for additional regulatory action.

Mr. SIMON. Well, I don't find yonesuggestion totally offensive. On
the other hand, it seems to me what we are doinglere is legislating and
if the committee as a whole finds certain portions of it need clarifying
or if, for exainple there are a couple of paragraphs that need a sub-
stantial bit of modification, I think that the committee has the re-
sponsibility to move in that direction. But I hetet° see us take a
negative stand, on the whole, because of a51 isagreement with' a few
pliragraphs and that is a procedure I hope,e'can avoid,

Mr. OlLtaA. If I could just respond to the gentleman from Illinois,
the issue he raises is one that has been raised several times by members
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of the committee informally during thepeopess of these hearings. We

are having a legal memorandum prepares{ n the subject, and we will

take-that up at our fist session following our return here 'after the

Fourth of July vacation, the question of just What sort of-options are

fo us in a legal sense wider31.iWe will try to do it in as sefisi-

ble a way as is consistentwith thelaw.
The gentleman-from Minnesota:'.''
Mr. QInE. Thank you, Mr. Chairinini.

. I gather.. Mr. Secretary, -from Your testimony, and it has been sug-

trested by other witnesses- that have appeared before us,''that title
be administered in a manner identical to-the enforcement pro-

/ r#S under title Vtotthe CiVil RightsAct. . .

.ThOupteine Court, however, has not yet identified-lex as a Sus-

_Peet class aniderthe equal protection clause of the 14th amendment::

'Wouldn't this indicate to you that legally title IX cannot be enforced

-frith the sainjeofull force-and effect as title VI of theCivil Rights Act?
Secretary WKNBERGIT. I don't quite get the import of,your ques-

lion, CongresSmar,. Are, you asking Me. to predict What the -Supreme

Court would Say.?- -
-Mr. Qum. No, no The question is how do you--ifiter-pref;the''.nleaning

of what the congress has done in the area-pf_ sew as

opposed td .race? I imagine whenyou enfOrCe,thelaw-yin-Who take

'into consideration -the law as it has been interpretetl in liiht`of court
decisions. The court has deitned race as a suspeet.Class, bilt.they have

not,done that with sex. Evidently the court feelsthat under theConsti-

tution there is a differen'ce between individuals on the basis of sex and

not a difference on the basis of race. .

Secretary:WEINBERGER. I suggest the only 'reason they have not is

. the question has not been pre:wilte to them yet. I am not aware of

any Specific holding by the court that sex is not a basis for protecting

or'for special categorization byCongress. I am not aware of any ad-

verse ruling:
I suspect that the reason that there has Pot been a ruling is it

simply has-not yet been presented. I suppose in light of the comments

we had in connection with these regulations, that there probably may
be a test made. I don't have any reason -to suppose, it would go the

other way.
Mr. Qup. Well, I-will send you some of the cases like Reed v. Reed,

and then get your reaction as you look at those.
Secretary WEINantGER. All right, sir.
Mr. Qtrii. The next question I have is in conjunction with what

Mr. O'Hara has asked you. We received -testimony that except for
regulation authority under Executive 'Order. 11246, the Departmen't

does not have jurisdiction over these actual regulations of employment

in education iAtitiitions, don't you think that if the Congress intends

the -employment' provisions to be administered by EEOC. that they
can handle it as adequately as the Department of Health, ducation,

and Welfare?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is a totally different question than the

Idgal responsibilities that are imposed. I would be the last person to

sav,,or I should' Pot even be asked' whether we should do something
better than anybody else because; of course, I will tell you. we will,

because I am very. supportive and admiring, of the. people we have
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that work in these fields, and I think we would do a better job than
anybody else.

but that is not the reason why we have done this. What we havedone is try to follow? what we believe is the plain meaning of section
901. When you have a plain meaning, von don't hunt for legislative
aids or intentror anything of that kind but follow the plain meaning
of the words. Tintt is one °film oldest of the canons of statutory con -.struction. That is the situation we believe we have here.

Mr. QUIE. I dbn't think that the meaning is clear at all.
Secretary WErxenninat. Well, when it says, "No person shall bediscriminated against, in, or be excluded from or be deniedparticipa-tion in a federally assisted education program or activity on the basisof sex,',' I don't see -any way you can finch that emplOyees do notpar-ticipate in educatida programs and activities receiving Federal assist-ance, and, therefdre, they are within the protected class, I don't seeany reason for excluding employment under 901. If the Congress wants

to exclude emploYment, it is the simplest thing in the world, but when
you say "no person," there is no room,-for us ta,argiie any other intent.

Mr. `(*).,utfe. What we did is to give responsibility to BEM feelingthat the executive, branch would understand when we did it that wedid not expect both 111.:W and MOO to ha ndle it.
SecretarOVEukakabEit. We arenot seeking additional ditties in ourDepartment, but ,trying to divest ourselves .of some we got,. and weurged several programs to be abolished unsuccessfully, unfortunately,, but we are not trying to get Additional duties.
We don't see-any way to read that language any other wily. But ifCongress believes that employment should be excluded and handledseparately, the simplest thing in the wodd to dots say so.But when you say "no person" without exception shall be deniedthe right to participate and so on, and when you have to conclude

that,employment is a participation, you can't argue thatany way thatI know of, then I don't see any other conclusion you can come to.Mr. QUM. Wo11, if we do conic to a different conclusion and thedecision is made here on the resolution that you &not have authority
to enforce that part, would that in any way delay implementing your'regulations?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think any change in the regulation of anymajor kind would require republication and public comments andeverythik else. I would be surprisedif very few people would want tocomment on this, and I would assume there would be .that kind ofdelay, and what I suggest if Congress feels this WV you put a specific
exemption into this section of the statute so that we rho not have anylonger the plain meaning that we Teed into 901, and I, frankly don't
see any other way we can read that section.

Mr. QI/IE. We thoughtit was clear the way we ha d, written it, but Irecognize now we may have to put inspecific exemptions.
Let me ask you then is-my understanding-correct that you did.callseine groups the intereSted parties all over the Nation?
Secretary WEINBERGER. We did.
Mr. Quin. Didyou at any time bring the principals in the Senate andHouse who were responsible for the drafting of this legislation and sitthem down together to talk about what was meant?
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Secretary WmxinutoEn. Mr. Kurxman can -answer that, because ho
does do a great deal of that briefing. My impression is we did make sub-

stantial efforts in that direction.
Mr. KURZ3LAN. My understanding is, Mr. Quie, we didoffer briefings/

rather consistently.
. Mr. Qum. I don't mean briefing,s. 1 mean,did you bring them in to

ask what their intent was, since you felt it was unclear.
Mr; KunzgAx. We were taking comments. In fact, we had rather

extensive briefings in one room in this building at the time for Mem-

bers of Congress and the staffs, as I recall, and the staff did attend. in

which 'we made extensive notes on comments made to us about what
was expected.

Mr. QGTE. Is this after or during the period?
Secretary WfuxnEnolut. No; I-think it was during the period, 'but

the problem here, Mr. Quie, is, you say "to find out what the intent of
Congress is." On this matter at least and many other matters, the
Congress speaks with many tongues, and the only way it can speak is

with an enactment. . ,

We have two authors, Mrs. Green and Senator Bayh.
Mr. Quni. I mean bringingthem together in the same place to have

an exchange. You sought advice of people all over the'Nation.
Secretary WEINBERoKit. We triedto get as wide a public.input as we

could and that included biiefings and discussions with Meinkerd of .

Congress and Members of the Senate.
Mr. Qtlis. I am one person who took part iu the drafting of the

legislation and I don't recall being invited to sit down with Mrs. Green
and Senator Bayh, or with people of your Department to try to figure

mcg.3vhat the intent and mehnin,q was.
Secretary WraxnEacniu. I think you would agree, if you had the

responsibilities we have, that that is a pretty impractical process be-

cattge if you don't have 435 and all 100 present, 3 on run a serious risk,

and the progedures we establish are the ones we are encrarrinoin thist,
morning.

Mr. QUIE. YOB do fedi it is important to bring in everyone else who

might be interested in the country, but not the Members of Congress*

who,pass the legislation.
Secretary WEINBERGER. There'. v as no discriminatory or exclusionary

process, and we tried to include everybody, and we asked for cOm-
ments and got a lot of comments from Members of, Congress in the

normal comment period.
Mr. ItoL.3IEs. Mr. Qnie; may I add something for the recordleasef
I was just asking Ms. Gregory, with regard to the employment cov-

erage issue, and the 10,000 comments that -were received by the; .

partmen't,on title IX, it Is our best recollection that not one suggested
that employment ,coverage was going to be excluded from title IX.
I idon't recall ever hearing that in our discussions with staff members
on the I fill Until today.

So, I just wanted the record to be clear in that regard, that this is
the first time that issue has arisen.

Seadtary WELNBERomt. Ms. Gregory conducted each hearing in all

of the 13 cities all over the country, and did this point conic up?
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Ms. GLooar. No; it did not: As a matter of fact, welnet wi,th.Ms.
Kuhn and she didn't bring it up either, so it is new to us, the whole
issue.

Mr. QUIE. The first time she brought it up was in her testimony
yesterday?

Ms. GREGORY. Yes.
Mr. O'Hara. Maybe they moved too hurriedly on the regulation.
Mr. Qum. Yes. ,

I look at Mrs. Green as being the major author of this on the House
'side, and she stated NovembeT 27, 1974, on the House floor, "When
fundg for athletic departthents come out of Federal grants, fees, and tax
dollars, women students are to have equal opportunity with men,,but
intercollegiate sports financed by gate receipts is an entirelytdifferent
matter and. not covered by title IX."

Secretary WErXiiERGEJt. I didn't hear the sou rce.
Mr. QurE. Mrs: Green,-fomer Member of Congress from Oregon.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Is this a floor debate?
Mr. Qum Yes. So _I therefore assumed that what she said was avail-

able to people i h the Department.
Secretary WEixisEaotai. One voice out of the 435, and the 100, and

it is opposed by a number of-other voices, and Senator Ba,yli didn't
seem to have any quest:ion, and he is one.of the other authors.

Mr. Qtaic. Did Senator Bayli say specifically be felt that intercol-
legiate sports should be governed in this 'Oav?

%ecretary Wicrxiimiami. I don't know. "My impression is he did. He
certainly, to my knowledge, never said they should not 1A. There is
much more conclusive action than that, the Congress, as a whole, in ac-
cordance with the Constitution, adopted the Javits amendment which
directed us to include dthleticS.

Mr. O'HARA. Will you yield?
I just wanted.to take up the question that Mrs. Green was 1 voice out

of 435.
The Secretary is a good lawyer, and he knows that in interpreting

statutes, one looks at the conunittee report and conference repott and
remarks made in debate, and that one is directed in his attention to the
remarks made, by the bill manager, by the person in charge, and by the
person, or offerorof an amendment, more than to any other single
Member, lo I am sure you didn't .want it to be, understood that Mrs.
Green's remarks thadein debate would have no more weight than those
of any other Member, because she was both bill manager and author of
the title IX provision. *.

Secretary WiaNspaltoEft. The rule you cited, Mr. Chairman, if I might
say so, Is a rule which applies to remarks made concurrent with
passage, and not considerably afterward when a question has been
raised.

The other Point is totally aside from that, that is legislative intent
that you try, to reconstruct. Here you .don't have to because the Con-
gress, as a whole, not by any discussion on the floor or anything, but
simply by the constitutional process of legislative enactment, directed
us to include intercollegiate athletics.

Mr. O'HARA.,Well, I grant the first part of your statement. I think
itI think the second statement is different. Now, you know, that is a
different question than the question Mr. Quie raised.

.
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Mr. QtIE. But oven in directing that intercollegiate athletics should
lie indluded it does not say what you ought to do with them. It merely
says you ought to have regulations with respect to them.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't hear you.
Mr. Quja. I said the Javits language does not tell you what you

ought to do with your regulations, but only says you ought to have
regulations with respect to intercollegiate athletics.

Secretary WEINBERGER. It does not contravene Mrs. Green's interpre-
tation,,although I think Mrs. Green's interpretation is weakened con-
siderably by the fact it was made not during the debate of the bill but
later on.

.

Mr. QUIE. Another indication by Senator Bayh when he testified
here, was that student assistance programs' were not included as --
al+ from Federal Government to the Institution, He also stated-t'
Senator Dominick on the floor that he felt that the legislation-w-ould
not require you to withhold funds to an iustitution-foi student
assistance.

How does that, Or how do you feel thatstudent assistance then
becomes-an activity or program to an institulion of higher education?

Secretary Wmxinatorn. I canonlyiencludO he didn't have the eon-
elusion of the courtiatheso:CIlled Bob Jona casebefore him at that
time,.because,_as-we read that case, it clearly states thrit, it is hot the '
quest-ron of who is the payee, but it is the question of whether or not
t ereis Federal assistance furnished. And Federal assistance furnished
to a student who in turn uses it at an institution brings with it the same
results as if you put the money directly to the institution. That is again
a court case. It is a matter of legal interpretation, and probably could
be overcome by Congress if they wished to do so, but has not yet been
done.

Mr. OlLtiu. Will you yield.
That is a district court iecisionrisnt it?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No; it has been affirmed by the court of ap-

pea ls. w i thin the lastmonth.
Again,. I know this passes the immediate question, but what I don't

see at this point is the desirability of excluding student financial as-
sistance from the purview of this Statute.

Mr. O'HARA. I am sorry, Mr. Quie.
Mr. QUTE. Let _me ask then, if an institution comes under your

jurisdiction, because of the fact that student assistance was made avail-
able to a student attending that institution and that institution dis-
criminating, would you then have the authority to sanction the cutting
off of student assistance aid to students in that institution?

Secretary WEINBEncER. Would we have authority?
Mr.' QpIE. To cut off student assistance aid to that student?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't understand. the question actually,

Congressman.
Mr. QcnE. The activities or programs, Federal support to the insti-

tution that brings them under purview of your regulations, if you
find that institution is discriminating, do you have then the authority
the right to sanction, to cut off the supplemental education grants and
national defense student loans? ,

, Secretary WzmaraiGER. I think you have to look at the particular
statute involved. If you are taptinmabout title IX and the conclusion
is that student assistance briirgs-theinatitution at which it is used under



the mend authority of the regulations, then I think the Federal
finausfial assistance to that institution might well be cut off. I don't
think von would take the student, or I don't- think von would take the
assistance away from the student who was denied adinission, for exam-
ple. or anything of that kind, but you would let him, take it and use it
somewhere where there was not a violation.

-Alit a violation of title IX, as understand it., subjects the imam-.
tion doing' the violating or he person doing the violating to a loss of
Federal funds. That would be what we would have to look at. We
would certainly not take enforcement action against an innocent
student.

Mr. Qv's!. What you arc saying is that you would cut off the aid to
the.st mica if the student chooses to attend That institution?

Secretary WPINPROER. No. No. What. I am saying is if the student
tried to attend an institution and. in violation of Title IX, was denied
ndMis,sion, for example. the institution. > ft were guilty, after all of
the procedures were gone through, woidd be in danger of losing its
is'esicral aid. The student would be able to take his grant and try some-
!slave else that didn't. violate the law.

Mr. Qum Well. the student can't tame hisgrant and try someplace
else because SEOG and NDST, and work- study goes to the institu-
tion he attends.

;sferetary Ws.usnaamea. They. r would say, go for ed neat iomd grants
whip h he does take with him and,which. we reconunended to SEOG
for a number of years.

Mr. Wm:. In any case, you would use it as tosanction for cutting off
the aid?

Secretary Ws-axes:et:En. Where there is a violation, the violator
stanis the risk of haling the Federal funds reduced. but I would not
con-ider that a student v. ho 1; denied admission in violation of titleIX
was a violator. 'We would consider that the institution that denied him
admission would be the iolator and would be the ,one who would
be sulhjected to loss of Federal funds.

Mr. QM. But their loss of aid is the student's assistance.
Ss' n.retary Wsaxissasonn. Well. if it is that particular kind of pro-

' grain. or, slu-st am saying is, T think there are various kinds of Fed-
er:4 funds which caniv Withheld..

Mr. Qtat:. T evognize there are various funds that can be withheld;
last we interpret it in the limited way that it can only_ be. sipplied to

*those program4 and actin ities financed-by the Federal Government. but
ybu interpret it as meaning an institution that receives Federal nid to
aO program. In doing so you are going back to the language as it was
1st:isms by the Senate, which was later dropped, andre.placed by the
more limited House language,,,I want 'to knqw, how it is ,going to be
bodied because es en Senator Bayh. the author in the Senate, has said
.it shonldnotapply to student. assistance. Yon-say that it.dbes.

ecretary Ws:mu-atom We say.that the _court eases and.the recent
de' Lien jast month makes it-quite clear to Ili the fursiishingfoiltudent
assist:sure, to a, student w ho uses it at itisaticular institutimi,Federal
aid which covered-by the statute, afid I don't see any other way to
;slid the court deeisians.lf the emigre:is-desires some different, swish
and ss-ants, for-example. to encourage an inStitntion to practice dis-
criminatory practices in this ways with student assistance, then I think
you have to say so. -
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At the moment we feel wo are bound by the court decision.which
says that the furnishing of student assistiNee is part of the Federal
participation that is affected by title and covered by titloIX.

\[r. Quit When was thateourt decision?
Secretary WEtsatimEn. Well, the district court decision vas about a;

year ago. The court of appeals decision.wks last month.
Mr. NITINELANDER. The date was May 28.
Mr. Qum. Does it apply to you, when theAstriet court makes a deci-

sion. or when the court of appeals rules?
Mt. it iiINELANDEIC. This was a case involving theVeterans :Adminis-

tration in education program: under thalt. _

Mr. Qrn Bat 2.-qusay that n. s.pplies to 'Yeti because of the court.
deci-ion?

Mr; ltuixEr.axosa. I think the court decision conforms to the
tidal We have taken, and this amounts to Federal assistance.

Let me go back to a point, address mysklf to a point you made,,fund
termination is pit the only alternative we have for enforeeinot.
cases where t he iviult, might be to cat students of of financial aid, we
would have the4ilternalive of referring the case to the Department of
Justice anti where they take action which might be in the ford -of a
lawsuit seeking an inductive remedy to prevent the discrimination
and not go-to-the land terminatioronte.

Seeretiry Wsixamunai. That is true. There are other remedies and
thOlIght you spoke specifitally of taking funds away. There are a

number of choices of remedies.
Mr. Quit Iknow there are other remedies. baryon come back to the

final sanction of removing. Federal funds, and you say that you would
take.out the Federaffunds?-

.s'ccretary Wimosuacku.' I am saying. Congre ssman. it is (nick the
available remedies.-Ofeoym. the easy answer is for the institution to
eea-e the discriminatory gracti&JImeputs tilAisk their Federal funds,
whether from student aid or, research grants.

Mr. Quit Take. for example, financial aid. Students for years have
tried to have au even 'mintier of nude and female students in the fresh-
man class, are you going to prohibit them from doing that?

Secretary WEixagiionn. From doing what?
Mr. Quid:. 3faking certain by means of their admission standard to

get an equal number of male and feinaltstudents in the f minor.. class.
Secretary WEINnERGER. I don't understand the purport.of your

question, but Wive are back on that other subject, again, I don't see
any wav in which an ,institution can cdnstitutionallv or legally or
properly have different admission stiindards for hies and women.

Mr. (lot Those institutions aregoing to have to changetheir admis-
sion policies this fall.

Spero ;ivy WEJNBENGF.U. Velf. there is always a cost to eliminating
discrimination. and of course. SOW thill are going to he chammil. We
are ma lolling t mu tit le IX does not require changes: of coarse. it tines.

Mr. QrIE. They are not eliminating discrimination, they are requir-`
ingilint.they have an equal number of both sexes.

Secretary Wfuniritorai. I don't think there is any part iitular goal in
having an equal number of men and women students. What is a goal
is to create an increase in opportimitic% and the elimination of dis-
crimination Filial involves a denial of opportunity.

4 9 1
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We.are not saying that each institution has to admit precisely the
same number of men and %milieu; kilt we are saying that there is no-
basis.

Mr. Qum. You are prohibiting the institiltion from doing that as.
weli.

Secretary WEINFMRGEa. We are not necessarily prohibiting anything,
but what we are trying.:toiprohibit, in line with what we understood
was-our direction, is -disc minatory practices denying equality of op-

'portunitv. I don't see anpWay you can guarantee equahtiof oppor-
tunity you want to:insist on is lower admission for men.and higher
admission standard for- *omen. I think that is con$- itutionally na-
proi?er and morally wrong. l* /

Mr. Qum. Well, there are institutions that al /going to have to
change drastically. .*

Secretary WZINBERGEll. They may well have but there are a lot of
things that have to be changed if you pass/a law like this. I can't
undersland a suggestion, bypassing a law like this, you are not-going
to require changes. Of course you are. /

Mr. Quin. Well, what I understood from the author in the Senate
and others is that student assistance- was considered to be aid to
the student and not to the-institution, as you had held all along
evidently, and you would say that the court case now substantiates the
view which vou took originally?

Secretary'WEISMaaa. Our view was that student assistance, assist-
ance that the Government furnishes, that goes directly or indirectly to
an institution is Government aid within the meaning of title IX. If

r it is not, therb is an easy remedy. Simply tell us it is not. We believe
it is and base our assumption on that.

As Mr. Rhinelander says. the court case confirms this
Mr. Qtnr.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Secretary, I look at the decision in the case of Bob

.Tone; Univerisity and I think as a- matter of fact it is pi-obably right,
and I am very impressed by the weight that the Department gave to
a derision of -a district court judge in Smith Carolina, eVen prior to
its affirmation by the circuit-court of appeals. I know on some occasions
that no such weight was given to the decisions of district courts or
even circuit- courts.

-What especially pleased me was to discover the district court judge.
, the judge who rendered the decision was the Honorable Robert Hemp- .

and it is apparent to me that "Old P,o1) has gotten a lot smarter
since he left the House of Represvutatives in order to have so much
weight given to his pronou siments by the Department.

Secretary Wsusmatos Ve were happy to find that he agreed with
us. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. 01 Tana. Well. Bob is a. fine fellow, and a. good judge, I am sure,
but I am afraid if lie were saying the same things from my position.
you would-not think it mattered at

Mrs. Smith. do you have some questions?
3fm Sstrm. Yes. First, I would like to t)lank you for making a

. special effort to come here this morning, and I think you have ren-
dered a distinguished service to our country in this capacity.

I would like to ask just one question. When Senator Birch Bayll first
discussed this bask in 197,1,1 remember hit comment was that sesc
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crimination shotuld not be allowed under any program or activity 'con-

ducted by a public institution, but then when the law was passed. it

said, "Any program or, activity that receives Federal assistance."

Now, it seems to me,as yoti outlined the Departmentzs policy, that

it is an institutional approach dealing with any program or activity,

and I do nit see the -point emphasized "receiving Federal assistance",

andl would like to ask bywhat authority does the Departnient devinfe

from the language in theaw?
Secretary Winxionierx. Well, Mrs. Smith, I don't think we did. We

certainly didn't intend to deviate. Generally, we tried to look as we

normally would for ff interpreting language where we felt

thelanguage was notpe7rfectly plain as we thought it was in the other

.section I Mentioned.
One of the places you look for guidance is in tlu interpretation that

the courts have given to similar statutes. Title VI, in the Flirty case,
was interpreted in a way that led oni counsel to recommend1,6 me and

report to 'me, and this was later confirmed by the Depaitment of
Justice, that programs that have any educational value ortany educa-
tional meaning are the ones that lire covered regardlesi-of whethe
the Federal funds go specifically to those programs.

In other words, if the Federal funds g9 to an institution which has
.edticatioilal programs, then the institution is covered throughout its
activities. That essentially was the ruling with respect to similar

language in title/VI, and that is why we used this interpretation in

title IX.
With specific reference to athletics, which is.the goint in which it

usually comes up, this point became somewhat academic after passage
of the. Javits' amendment, which we thought very specifically included

athletics.
But before that time, we did take this interpretation based on the

interpretation-of similar language in title VI, which was interpreted
in'the so-called Finch case. 4:

-Mrs. SMITH. Now, as I understand that, this dealt with race rather
than sex, and the Supreme Court has not delineated the same sanctions

:for sex and race?
Secretary-Wmisnzaora. That is correct. It has not. W e tried to find

guidance intbe most similar r language that we could in title VI, which

is on the basis of race and,not on the basis of sex, but it does have, we

believe, compelling similarities that required this interpretatioh.-
Mrs. S3trir. Well, since the Supreme Court ha's not ruled on it, I

' wondered why,you did not follow the language of the law instead of
following this interpretation.

Secretary WEINBERGER. We did try to follow the language of the law,

seeking for guidance as -to what it meant in title VI, the most similar
statiite to.title IX, and'in court interpretations of that statute. If we
are wrong, We would ask Congress to tell us so,

Mrs. &VIM If I may turn t the University of Xebraska, where I

rim better informed than in of er areas; where we have a highly suc-
cessful athletic program; whe e we db not receive Federal aki, and
where we have one of the'few programs in which football maintains
the entimathletic competitive ntercollegiate competitive program. Do
you feel this would come undei the guidelines?

54-977-75.-A.-32
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\ Secretary WErxmacmi. I would feel, Mrs. Sinith, if thatsituatio atthe:University of Nebraska does get Federal funds in a number of dif-
feikqi t Programs, and because of that and because of theinterpretationswe have been told we should make of title IN, that, therefore, their
athletic ,programs would also be covered, even though their athleticprogramSAinotget Federal funds specifically.

That is the point and it has been a-matte of contention andthere are some people who disagree with us, of-course. But all of thatwe thought was resolved when the Jay its amendment was passed whichoverrode all of this alit' went specifically to the point of intercollegiateathletics and told us to' draw regulations that were basically reasonableor some such language.
Mrs. SULTIT. DZ) 1 'understand correctly that because sonic of ourstudents receive Federal assistance, you are interpreting this to meanthat you can conic in and regulate our athletic programr
Secretary Wininnizona. The answer to that is we were interpretingit that way and prior to the-Javits amendment, at which poinrit be-comes unnecessary to rely on such things as title VI and the Rineh,ease because we tbenhadli specific direction to include athletics regard-less of whether athletics received funds from the Federal Government,but beams° the Congress said to do-so in title X.
So we may have well been wrong before. We may well have been

wrong before; I don't think we were but, if w6 were, it is academic nowbecause, as we have this Javits amendment language,- we believe itspecifically requires us to include athletics, whether or not Athleticsget Federal f unds directly.%
Mrs..Strrrr.1,17,hether or not they get Federal funds?
Secretary Wrannin'ona. Yes, and the language from which we cannotescape says :

'The Secielary shall pre pare and publish not later th an 30 clays after the enact-ment of the act, proposed regulations Implementing the provisions of title IXfeinting to the prohibition of sox discrimination in federally assisted educationprograms which shall include, with respect to.intercollegiate athletic activities,reasonable provisions conshiering the nature of the particular sports.
With'that lanona (Ye before us, all of our legal arginnents we believed

were correct became_unnecessary because weTha'd here a specific direc-tion. That is the view We have tracen.
Mrs. S-Nrrit. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. .
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA_Thank you very much, lfrs. Smith.
(The Secretary subsequently submitted the followieg Jetter :]

a.TIM SECIWTARY or HEALTH, Ea/CA.10', AND irunor..
WaeltinArm, D.C., July 2, 1975. 4Eon. JAMES. (1, OvitAltA.

ChairMan, Subcommittee on PostseeolularY 'Education, tammittte on Ea ucanon7 and Labor, 'Cannon. Rouse Office Budding, lloPse of Representatives,Washington, DA.
DLArt Ma, 011AttA: I am writing in regard to the hearing of .Tune 20. 1075.conducted by the Subcommittee on Postsecondany Education, at whlehl testifiedand you presidNi.
The hearing %vas held to receive testhnony on IlEIrs regulations implement-ing Title IX of the Education Autendmentg, of 1072 Darin; the eonrs'e of mytestimony two issues arose on which I woulii.like to submit additional eonuttelit.First, both Mr. Quie (pp. 0-75-70 of the transcript) and Mrs. Smith (pp G-00-97 of the transcript) pointed out that the Supreme Court, while alwiPLYillika"strict scrutiny" test under the Fourteenth Amendment in the area of discrinfik
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nation based on race, has not yet applied Stieh a test in the area of sex discritni-
nation. Both wanted to know if the Department haul taken that fact Imo con-
sideration in drafting its Title IX regulation. The cases appiirently being referred
tO are Frontier° v. Richardson, 41 -U.S. Gil (1973) : Get/filthy v. Aiello,
. 1 1..Ed.2d 256 (1974) Schlesinger v. Ballard, . 43 L.W. 415S
(January 15, 1975) ; and Weinberger v. Wicsenfeld, U.S. (March 10, 1975).

We did. in filet, takes these cases intoconsidara lion.
Ve,3would like to emphasize that these cases deal with sex discrimination under

the Fourteenth Amendment and uot, sex discrimination 'under a specific act of
Congress. Vhen Congress specifically prohib:ts certain discrimination by statute,
a -higher standard may well apply than under the Fourteenth Amendment. In
Get/a/dig v. Aiello, supra, the Supreme Court held that exclusion of c9verage
from the ealiforma disability instwance system of disabilities accompanying
normal pregnancy and childbirth does no,t amount to discrimination'under the
Fourteenth Amendment. In subsequent eases; employers have challenged the
contention of the Equal Emplonient Opportunity Commission that Title VII of
the Coll tights Act prohibits emplo5 meat policies from liroviding shit, leave
benents to employees for all temporary disabilities and sickness ,but not those
due to pregnancy and childbirth. In 0,11 of these cases tie courts have found
that Ocauldig is not controlling. holding that a higher standard is' imposed upon
distinctions based on sex under Title VII than the rational baSis test applied
to such distinctions under the Fourteenth Amendment. See 'Cues v. Liberty
Mutual Insurance Co., SOS F.2d 239 (3rd Cir. 1975) : cert, granted, U.S.

; Communication Workers v. American Telephone iota Telegraph Co.,
12nd Cir. 1975) :.Gilbert v. General Electric Co., No. 744557 (4th Cir.,

June 27, 19751 Vineyard v. Hollister School District, S FEP Cases 1009 (N.D.
Cal. 1974/ ; dm) Natty v..A ((sheltie Gas Co., 10 FEP 73 (1.9,74).-Although there
are no cases specifically dealing with the effect of Geauldig qr any of the other
Supreme Court decisions cited above on Title IX,-the reasoning involved in the
Title VII cases is equally applicable to Title IX.'

The other issue which 1 %%Amid like to address was raiseil<by Mrs. Smith
(pp. ll--95-77 of transcript) when she asked- what authority permitted HEW
to take au institutionlwide approach under Title IX rather. than 'only covering-
those progeams receiving direct Federal financial assishince.

The language of section 001 of Tie IX, like section 001 of title VI, speaks
in terms of prohibiting his. --rilmnation in a "program or activity receiving Fed-
eral financial assistance." The language of section 902 of Title.IX, like section
602 of Title VI, provides that any termination of Federal financial assistance
for (allure to comply with section 901 "shall he limited in its effect to the
particular program, or part thereof, in which such noncompliance-has been .

found." aids i3 Jhe socalled "pinpoint provision.) Ilcm ever, although many
aenvities such as athletics do not receive direct Federal financial assistance,
db.:elimination in those activities may so affect other portions of an institution's
education program or activity yiich are receiving such assistance that those
portions of the program must then he vieued 11.8 being "infected by a discrimina-
tory environment." Board of PuIp/pc Instruction of Taylor County, Florida v.
Pine/p..114 F$2d 1068, 1078 (5th Glr. 1969).

IN Taylor, an adm bust ra th e law judge twicluded that a Mainly_ school board'
was out of compliance with applicable DEW regulations and guidelines imple-
mewing VI. specifically finding that the school district's progress toward
student and teacher desegiegation in it, elementary iind'secondarY schools was
inadequate and that the district ups seeking to perpetuate a dual school syP,teut
through its construction 'program. Based on these findings, all classes of Federal
financial assistance .0 ere ordered terminated, includlog fnading for, adult
ea/tenth/It. ,

in appeal, the Fifth Circuit concluded that all Federal assistance
mild not be terminated without an express finding of tact that the funds being

eonetploon fq napporta by Sutherland's treatiso which qtrito. the following :
There tav tom tome to be WI fievr.Thi aereenu4ta , that elvil rigittg nets are

re:04411l nail ..!gold t,e IthArally (.4mA riled In order that their henetio-nt 01).44.th-es
toay he realized to the fullest extent.loNcilde To till.. end. court. fat or brami and
pli,411..pive a uplleatton of statutory in ngoage hp %%bleb t he cos enge of legkiat Inn to.

and Itnolonent Avis right% n &filled. This pullet has 10111111 application In
determining cum/ one,tions for esmnole. what activitle. or eirciunganes uere
1)tect to a prohibition a Oainst discrimination. 'that imrsons were protected, and
whlt conAtituies a violation. .Correlatively. exemptions and Iltnitationg which
re.tri.t the operation of such lasts, are striebir construed. f ClintIons deleted.]
3 Sutherland Stqtutory Construction, 4th ed., §..72.05, p. 392 (1074),
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terminated were themselves being administered in 4 discriminatory manneror were so affected by discrimination occurring elsewhere in the program that
they thereby became discriminatory. The court pointed out that Congress, in
enacting education legislatioh, had not adopted "a comprehensive 'school pro.gram,' but adopted instead a series of projects each intended to reach specific
areas of educational need." 417 F.ffd at 1078., It therefore concluded that thelanguage of section 002 which requires a termination to be "limited in itseffect to the particular program, or part thereof in wliich such mincomplianeehas been so found ..." refers to noncompliance in the use of fundsimade avail-
able under the IF eder statute which, authorizes the Federal financial assistance.
This limitation, the court felt, was "for the protection, of the innocent hene-'Merles of program of tainted by discriminatory iiictices." [Emphasis inoriginal.] Id. at 1075. e sort decided "that the purpose of the Title VI cutoff
is best effiactuated by *partite consideration of the use or intended use of federalfunds under each grant sbitute." rd. at 1078. It concluded, however.hclith a word of caution. In finding that a termination of funds under

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act must be made on a program by programbasis, ice do not, mean to indicate that a program, must be considered inisolation from ifir content.... Clearly'the racial composition of the school'sstudent bodyror the racial composition of its faculty, niay have an effect ,upon the particular program. in, question. Rut this may not always be thecase. In deference to- that possibility, the administratii70 agency seeking tocut off Federal funds must make findings of feet indic4ting eithei that. aparticular program [the assistance paid wider a particular grant statute]is itself administered in a discriminatory manner, or is 'SO affected by dis-
criminatory practices elsewhere in the schoasystent that it thereby becomesdiscriminatory. Only in this 'way can a reviewing xourt knew that theeffects of the Order entered WI the agency have been limited to programsnot in compliance with the 4ivil Rights Act." [Emphasis added.] Id. at1078-1079.

Thus, the court refused to adopt a per SC rule under which the discriminatory
'environment of Federal funds would always be presumed. Rather, it lett openthe possibility that Federal fund could be shown to be "infected bv.a discrimina-tory environment." Accordingly, le "pinpoint" provision of section 902 of TitleIX should not be-construed to I fit the Department's jurisdiction to monitor-andseek out noncompliance-to tho aspects of h recipient's activities which actually.---vrtils4ve Federal dollars.

The above discusAon goes to the'point of whether a program or activity maybe covered by the nondiscrimination strictures of Title IX even -though thatprogram or activity is not itself receiving Federal. financial support. But. ifstudents- attending an institution of higher education are receiving benefits
under the various Federal educational -assistance programs, then all of the institu-tion's activities that are supported by tuition payments of the students can besaid to be receiving-Federal financial assistance. The Court of Appeals for theFourth Circuit. in Bob Jones L'niversity v. Administrator of Veterans Affairs,Civil Action No. 724325 (D.S.C., July 25, 1974) affirmed per curium, No. 74-2104 (4th Cir., May 28; 1975), recently considered whether Federal grants (vet-erans' benefits) paid directly to students to support their attendance at Bob
Tones University constituted Federal financial assistance to the Univeriny withinthe meaning of Title "VI. The Court of Appeals affirmed, per curim, the followingholding of the district court:

Several reasons support the proposition that Bob Jones receives federalassistance. First, payments to -veterans enrolled at approved schools serve todefray the costs of the educational program of the.schools thereby releasinginstitutional funds which would, in the absence of federal assistance. bespent on the student. Analogously, Bob Jones' participation in ther HEWadministered National Defense Student Loan program (NSW relieved theuniversity of the burden of committing its assets to lodns to eligibleStudents.

A second reason supporting the proposition that Bob Jones receives federalassistance is that the participation of veterans. whobut for the availabilityof federal fundswould not enter the education programs of the 'approved,school, benefitslhh school by enlarging the pool of qualified applicants-uponwhich it can 'draw for its educational program. [Citations deleted;] Orderof District Court, pp. 8-9.
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We hope these comments have been helpful. If Y. or anyone in the Department,
can be of further qssistance to you or the Subcommittee on this or other matters,
please let me know. I request that this letter be made Part of the record of
the hearing.

Sincerely,
CASPAR W. WECIRERGER,

Secretary.

Mr. 0',1EARA. Mr. Secretary, let me, before you leave, join with other
members of the committee Ill expressing, on behalf of myself and the
committee, my appreciation for the outstanding direction you have
giyen to die Department over your tenure as Secretary. 'I think that
tbescountry can be grateful for the time, effort, and attention and cre-
ativity you put into your job, and I want you to know ive appreiate it.

Secretary 1\72-us-Bytom:. It is extremely nice of you. I deeply appre-
ciate it.

Mr. O'llAiu. We don't always agree. ,
Mr. Secretary, Mr. Brademas has three questions he asked me to ask.
He asked specifically- if a college o university awards athletic

scholarships in one or two predominantly male sports; such as football
and basketball, must it, under the regulations, award athleticscholar-
ships in other sports as well?

Secretary WEINBERGER. The regulations, Mr. Chairman, would re-
quie-that it award-or-that it have -a_reasonablascholarship assistance
program for women's sports, withon't requiring equal aggregatefrxpen-
ditures or anything of the kind, but:it does require that there shhuld be
some reasonable available pool of icholarship funds available for w(i7

men if there are to be athletic scholarships for men.
Mr. O'HARA. But no specific ratios are prescribed?

o Secretary WEINBERGER. That is porrect.
Mr. O'HARA,. Would it be permissible for the institution to base it

in terms of what was reasonable, r would you say they conld base their
determination on the amount of s udent interest shown in the particular
sport as between the two sem, or on enrollment or what kinds of
criteria?

Secretary WEINBERGER.,I W Uld say is completely correct. The pro-
vision says the school must rovide reasonable opportunities. Well,
reading the whole thing:

To the extent that a recipie it awards athletic scholarships or grants
and aid at all. it must. prov id reasonable opportunities for such awards
to memberS of each sex inpr portion to the number of students of each
stx participating in interco eolate or interscholastic athletics.

So, yes, to the extent you had some interest shown, you would have
to provide some kind of sclu larships.

Mr. OThitA. So it has t be done in Proportion to participation?
Secretary WI:ism:nom. In proportion to the interest which is eX-,

pressed by ,participation.
Mr. OTha.t. Thank y u again,.Mr. Secretary. I am_ going to declare

a short recess of the con ittee while the members go to the House floor
vote.

rxbrief recess was t, -en.]
Mr. O'HARA. Our 1 witness will be Miss Doreen Brown of-the

National (louncil of J 'wish Women.
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STATEMENT OF DOREEN BROWN, NATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN

Ms. 111ow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Doreen Brown. I am a member of the National Affair§

Committee of the National Council of Jewish Women,and immediate
. past president of that committee.

The National Council of Jewish Women, a social action anti com-
munity sell ice organization of 100,000 w omen in sections across the
country, has, since its inception 83- years ago, been committed to the
principle_ of equal. opportunityfor all,.ineluCling _equal legal rights,
equal access to educational sen ices, and equal employment opportu-
nities.

We have worked consistently, at all let els of got ernment, in support.
of legislation banning disci intination and protecting individual lights.

.Currently, the elimination of discrimination on the basis of sex and
the establishment of equal rights for women is one of the National
Council of jewish Women's priorities for action.

We strongly supported title IX of the 1O7? Education Arnendawnts
and its key provision that "no person in the United States shall, on
the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the.bene-
fits of, or be subjected to discrimination under ani, education plogiain

ior activity receiving Federal financial assistance."'
When the proposed I.U.V regulations to implement the title were

issued by Secretary Weinberger in July of 1971. we were pleased to
offer our commeids and reconunendations. In expressing our concerns,
-we concentratedon measuring- the adequae,yond relevant e of the pro-
posed regulations against du. actual and-intent of the law, id
also within the framework of our organization's policy anti philosophy.

We spelled out in considerable dttail what we felt were the niailn
weaknesses of the proposal regulatiUng- and offered specific recom-
mendations for change, and we concluded our statement by urging- t hat_
"the final title IX regulations be ca-t in a manner calculated to elimi-
nate every aspect of sex discrimination within the limits.prescrihed by
the law."

Although, hi our opinion. the new title IX regulations lime not`beon
adequately res ised to alleviate all of our major concerns. we are lwre
today to urge strongly that the Congress. approve these long awaited
regulations so that they may go into-effect on July 21, 1975, and the
legislation may be implemented with no further delay.

Any other action by this Congress at this time would seriously un-
dermine efforts to nchiet e equality for women in education. Institu-
tions need immediate guidelines in ordtr to start the rrosit is e steps nec-
essary to eliminate discrimination, and women need immediate pouf
that the law which the Congres s passed 3 years ago was intended to be
implemented, not merely to fippease.

The unconscionable 3-year delay on the part of ITEW in issuing the
regulathins which Svcretai y Weinbeigeir clanns was neees,4ary to\leal
with the "difficult and control ersial issues inherent in the law" and
was "time well spent," has already cast Serious dotibts about the Secre-
tary's disposition to carry out the inundate of the Copgress.'

Disapprot al of the regulations b\ Congress, in order to please some
of the opponents of title IX, and further delay, would cast even strong-
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er doubt on the Congress nt to carry out its own mandate. Snclt
move must not be condoned by this subcommittee or the Members of
the House and Senate genuinely committed to WOHICII.S rights iii educa7
tion,

You,inity ask why we are urging strongly the approval of these reg-
ulations,when we have expressed strong concerns about their contents.
The National Council of Jewish Women feels that the defects of the
regulations can be corrected.by legislative means after the regulations. .
have officially gone-into effect/

This procedure would have two advantages. The title could start to
-be implemented, and, tiettiatapplication. of the regulations would make
some of its weaknesses self-evident.

Without going into profuse details at this time, we would like to refer
briefly to the ,major shortcomings which we feel need correction by
legislative means. They are:

1. The absence of any -mandatory requirements or relevant guide-
lines for remeditd and affirmative action plans, Although we were

-pleased to note the addition of a provision requiring a-self-evaluation
to enable-an institution to identify and eliminate curreig
tory-practices, the elimination-of -a practice-does-not constitute coerce=
tive or compensatory action to .remedy pastAiscrimination and cannot
be equated with an affirmative action plan.

2. The lackof specificity as relates to grievance procedures for stu-
dent and erfiployee complaints. "A Prong pt and equitable resolution"
is called for in the regulations but noV defined, and standards for pro-
cedures are-net spelled out. Due process for the complainant, eompara-
We to that TrOvided, for the -recipient, should be required.

3. The pioyisions concerning the involvement of title IX institutions
win the administration of single-sex foreign scholarship programs have
been somewhat improved by the requirement that similar opportuni-
ties be made avliilable to the members of the other sex.

No such condit:ons however, have been placed on assisting students
to .gain admission to an education program which discriminates, if
the discriminating institution is exempt under subpart Dsingle-sex
private undergraduate institutions. In our opinion, this .proviSion
should, be interpreted as condoning acid encouraging discriminatory
practices which clearly are in oppositionlOhe 'intent of the law.

4. The failure to address the basic problem of sex bias and sex
stereotyping in textbooks and curricular material. We feel strongly ,
that it is the responsibility of our Government to formulate and_entin,
ciate a Federal policy concerning this crucial issne; a policy which,
would establish guidelines and encourage the Amnia ion of this form
of discrimination.

Althoth this constitutes only a partial list of the issues of concern
to our organization, it represents some of the major pointilo-Which
we would like to see the Cougress address itself in order to insure that
the intent of the law is-fully carried out.

In summary, wb wish to urgwe this Subcommittce: to support approval
of the HEW title IX regulations and, further, to recommend that
Congress, after the regulations have gone into effect, take the need,-
sary steps to amend the regulations so that they will fully reflect the
intent of the act.
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We urge that this be done without undue delay, but after adequate
hearings before all committees involved so that all concerned citizens
may have an opportunity to express their views on an issue crucial to
the achievement of equal opportunity for all.

I thank yon.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
1 and having difficulty understanding your third point, on page .3.

If you have an institution that is, specifically exempt under the law
and it is the law that exempts them

Ts. Knows. Thatis correct.,
Mr-O'HARA. Single -sex private undergraduate institutions, I don't

understand how von -feel that way.
Ms. ,Bnowx. don't claim that the law should cover the exempt

institutiod, but I feel Strongly the title IX institution. which is assist-
ing its students to attend a non-t itle IX institution is against the prin-
ciple, certainly against objectives of title IX. and they should be,dis-
couraged if not mandated not to do FD. But I am not referring at all
to the-institution which iipot,covered by title IX.

Mr. O'lfARA, Ms:Brown, when was a student at the IThis%ersity
of Michigan some years ago. there WM IL problem with the fact that
tilt; ersit) inedical school had quotas on the*adinission of. Jewish
students, and I belies e the quota was not to exceed 10 percent of an
entering class at the medicalschool, that were to be Jewish students.

There were other forms of discrimination as well; but that was the
one that came to public attention during the time I was in school there.

I notice, that with resPect to your comments on affirmative action
prograins. that although you were pleased to note the adinission Of a-
provision in the regulations reqtkiring self-evaluation to enable an
institution to identify and eliminate current discriminatory practices,
the limitation of a practice does not constitute corrective or compen-
satory action to remedy past discrimination and cannot be equated
with an affirmative action program.

At. the University of Michigan Medical School today, I can well
imagine the son of d.Tewish father who had been denied admission, one
of my contemporaries, who had been denied admission to medical
school just because of a quota,, that son might be denied to attend
medical school because his place was. taken by a women or a member
of another minoritylroup.

Ms. Bitows. I can well imagine it and I knof it happened. My
organization has a very strong position in favor of affirmative action
and an equally strong position against quotas or proportional repre-
sentations per se.

We do.not feel the way others do, that' hat is called quotas, reverse
diserhnination, constitutes a quota. It constitutes someone, whether
it is a Jewish father's son or whether it be Mr. O'Hara's son, may have
to suffer because temporarily, in order thaksoniebody who has been
discriminated against for years will have an ppportunity to join him

, in equality, we consider affirmative action a temporary measure, and
feel strongly, that one does not equate equality Vsaying it exists after
one has deprived an individual of one for many, many years.'
'We do have a, very, very strong position against quotas and are very

familiar with the sitnatiqn that existed years ago, and that still pos-
sibly exists.
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Mr. O'IIAa.t. Well, if a medical school is going to take in a class of
100, reserves a certainnumber of places for, someone.

Ms. Bnowx. This, of course. is not the issue in this case for women.
But I agree with you that you can make it strong argument and we

) have argued this very, very strongly, we have participated in ,some
of the court cases Inflict's curial and as strong a moral issue, I am not
quite sure in inconvenience.cases one can make for others of reverse
discrimination; we still nave a firm moral and ethical belief there is
need for affirmative action in spite of the fact, someone might be tem-
porarily displaced. someone who might have more opportunities to
find their application accepted in other universities than say, a
minority student applying would have-

Mr. O'HAICA. I don't understand that to say to an applicant, for a
place in a professional school, and places in professional schools are
Much limited such as dental, medical, law.sc,hool to say to an applicant,
"I tell you because of the color of your skin or because of your sex,
we are going to deny you a place that, we would otherwise have given
you, but don't.feel bad about it because 20 years ago it would have%een
the other way around." 4

Ms. Thlowx. You are putting it on the basis of a negative, basiswe
are denying you a place because of your color, or creed, or sex-7-while
on a posiitve basis what you are saying is that someone, who is as
equally qualified as you iee. within a set qualitative criteria, someone-
within that criteria who may have one degke less here on an objec-
tive test; but may have more as far a 'desire to study, as far as .per=
sonality and as far as anything else, as far as motivation, Ae are giving
that person'an equal chance to yours of getting into th; university.

This is the argumentme base it on. We are not &flying my son the
opportunity. or your son the opportunity to go., We are saying there
are many-other opportiMities for you. but ,John Doe. who comes very
close to you in qualifications, does not have the same opportunities as

' von have and because there are limited places in medical schools this
boy and his entire race heeds td have the opportunity to'have more_ ---
doctors: and more lawyers, and professionals.

Mr. °Unita. Well, I certainly ant glad you are against quotas,.
though.

Ms. BROWN; Very, very strongly. ..
Mr. O'HARA. Thank von. 4.
Mr OILARA. Our final witness this morning is Barbara Gordon,

who be accompanied by Ms. Ellen Mc.Oartney, representing the
Amer can Association of University Women.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA GORDON, REPRESENTING THE AMERI-

CAN AS§OCIATION OF 'UNIVERSITY WOMEN, ACCOMPANIED BY

ELLEN McCARTNEY

Ms. Gomm Mr. Chairman, I ain.Dr. Barbara Gordon, incoming
president of the Maryland State Division of the American Associa-
tion of -University Women. My professional experience includes 11
.?ears in education at alllevels, from preschool' to graduate university
teaching.

have.been a teacher. a counselor. an educational psychologist. a
coordinator of research and am presently an educational consultant:
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I have been an active N, olunteer in the educationatarea and was the,
1975 recipient of the Montgomery C4oupty Education'`Assoe,iatioti's

'Horn Book Award given to a citizen_ for "distinguished contributions
to public education." I am also a wife and the mother of a. jtinipt high
sellout:daughter and an elementary school son.

Today 1 am representing- the Ameriezin Association of Universikr
Women. AAITW was fouided in ISSI as the first associatipp of coil*
and university trained women in the wprld; we have ti paosent memi
llerghipig 19:;.000 women who are organized in 1.819,branches
50 States. the District of polumbia, Puerto Rico, and the "Virgin

,

The associat ion, was founded in Boston at the, Makachusetts In-
stitute,of'Technology by women from colleges siiich are prominent
in our country's hi stay today. It was founded in, the Bostim. area
which was the center of -culttu al and intellectual vigor an a. place too-
w'lich the whole of the United'States looked for leadership in second-

, ;fly and higher edncittion. Yet there was not either in' Boston or in
Cambridge, any public ,school where a young woman could be pre-
pared for college, . ,

Even its Philadelphia no girls conk be prepared for college in a
public high sc491 untir1893...1.11.71V. therefore, was fottnded tq help
\S (num to have On opportunity t`o prepare for college find to help

tom n cqlle;ge graduat make meaningful use of.,the,ir education
the profOssional World. oppiaundies were automatically the
'right-of men at this time. t

'Although nearly 100 years have elapsed andl girls ,arelii)lp to be,
wpred .for colleges andstniversitieg in puttilic sehools tfiey,still
do ?Idt: 'have equal access to collegiate'faitung, nonbiased'cOunseling
and employmet.

The purposps..of AA:17W are in concert with the aims Of title EX
of the Edcational Amendments of 1t)72 and we are most gratefnl to
be able to Appear befOre tile Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
ti;-la to express our support.

luive been disappointed that- there hhs been virtually tio en torce-
meat of tille4X in our connty up to thepresent time and Mel that it

ini!ierativ that the proposed regulations be approved. Further delay
wrinld lead' many women in the United States to. question the good
faith of the. Congress in'this vital ark. Title IX has a potential far
positivelycinfluenting every person in the,United,States'who is con-
neadel- with oiir educational system as student or faculty member.

Eitisation for voni,en today must be considered asimportantas Ou-
ctition, (for men has al)vayi been considered. Women musthave t he op-

Joi.tnitity tO be pref)ared for their responsibilities especially in thd
f Work. A

perf:ons have traditionally thought of employment for women
as short tout : something in which they became involved between
coMpletiOn oFschool and childbearing, when in actuality the average
fiornimcan eipea to"work for 25 years. This fact, coupled with per-
linent J.S. Department of Labor datk illiistrates why it. is impera-
tive for Women to have tun equal opportunity in basic and liberal edn-

, cation as,well as in counseling and career preparation.
Since SAM i.. vitally interested i higher education, we would

like to ttpeak today to the, proposed regijidatiotis for admissioni,.4cinn-
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marital,iind parental status and textbooks. Many of our mem-
bers ate educational .professionals in both elementary and seconttry
education and higher education. As professionals, they are concerned
about equal treatment as employees; and when serving as part-time

ces. the3 are concerned about receiving equity in terms of fringe
benefits.

We would like to support the guidelines on sex diserhniMition in
allmissions to certain kinds of institutions-;those of vocational, profes-
sional, graduate, and public coeducational undergraduate inStittitions.
We are sor not to see private undergraduate institutions included
in this law since these institutions account for 12.7 percent of the total
female collegiate enrollment.

Equal access to institutions of higher education is especially im-
portant to women who for many years haveliad to*prodpc&proof.of
lm fiber cumulative averages than their male counterparts in order to
guilt admission to certain institutions because of a quota system based.
on such factors as departmental major or number of beds in a dormi-
tory. The talent of many able women has_been wasted because of un-
equal counseling or unequal access to higher education. AALTW believes
that talent is one attribute .which we can ill a.trord to waste in our
present,daY world.

The yegulations proposed would help give women an equal eppor-
Nulty to pursue graduate workan area where we are sorely in meal
of equal access. The U.S. 011ice.of Education reported that Of all tk-
o-rees awarded hi 1970, won en earned 14 percent of the bachelor de-
grees. but only 31 percent Of the master's dely,rees and 13 percent of the..
doctorate degreesWhile the proportion of total degrees awarded to
worot41 has been increasing since 1950, the proportion of mastSei and
doctorate degrees awarded -them has decreased compared to 1930 when
women earned 40 percent of the master's and 1' percent of the doctorate
degrees.

Without the proposed regulations, there is nothingexcept rar e
goodwillwhich «111 prohibit sex discrimination in admissions and.
recruitment.

1 he American Assoi intim of rniversity,Women strongly supports
the recent addition to the regulations of "prohibition against sex dis-
crimination in counseling." Previously. this hal been speciAcally aimed
at the apprai,a1 and counseling materials utilized in the guidanre proc-
es... ft does little good to have the latter withdut the former.

Theoretically ..even though the families and society can foster tradi-
tional perceptions of role, career. and academic achievement poten-
tial in girls and NA 0111C11, counseling and counselors can provide ob-
jeo i: 0 data and guidance that will help girls and women become aware
of the realities and opportunities in the world in which they will live.

Processional counseling became aceessifile to most secondary school
students following World War II and received a financial boost with
the passage of National %rem° Education Act in the late 1950's.
Coon-ding currently availableht this higher education and adult levels
can bf, best viewed as sporadic.

In many colleges. this task is performed by academic perconvl un-
trained in. the counseling field and woefully .1: anting in such areas as
lakr force data for women. At other colleges and mivcrsities,,tbere
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are counseling centers and placement officers who also do vocational.
counseling.

The AAUW assumes that the regulation term "counselors" refers,
to those'who are given this responsibility, not just those who are
specifically trained in this field.

Despite the improved availability of counseling, there are wide-
spread feelings among women's groups today that professionals in
the counseling field are fostering discrimination against females in.
course selection (plc() girls take neither physics nor unto mechanics,
"masculine" boys do not take home economics in career selection still
emphasizing the wife/mother role as the principal female vocation,
but not the husband /father role as a-major male task) and in mate-.,
rial provided (some tests ant1 a quantity of vocational guidance mate-
rial have been found to besexist,'Imt still in use).

Although there have lken some efforts on the part of .professional
4 associations in the counseling area to change the sex role stereotyping-

prevalent in the field these efforts are on a voluntary level. These"
regulations are needed,lto make this a necessity rather than an option.

AAUW _had indicated in its recommendations to HEW a major
concern with the sexual stereotyping and female underrepresentation
found in textbooks utilized in our schools and colleges. We are sorry
that.the regulations do not cover this important area7but we, too.haye
always been concerned withrthe rights gtiaranteed under the first
amendment. We have been favorably impressed with the insight on
the part of the major school textbook publishing companies in their
effort to voluntarily correct the injustice done by. them in their por-
trayal sex role stereotypes.

For our members, the regnlation,prohibiting discrimination based on
sex in employment, recruitment. andbiring whether full time or part
time. under any education program or actiYitv which receives or
benefits from Federal financial aid, is especially iMportant. Over half
of our members hold full- or part-time faculty positions in institu-
tions covered by this regulation. AA:7CW has received from members
informal comments regarding the lack otopportunities for promotion.
the lack of opportunity for administrative appointment) and in some
cases, the lack of ability to secure a position, particularly at theliigher,
education level.

The Carnegie, Commission on -Higher Education in their report
"Opportunities for Women in Higher Education"summarizes the
realities of women both as students and as faculty members in higher
education. These"data in this 1913 publication substantiate what women
have long suspected : (1) Historically, women in higher education have
been and still often are disadvantaged as individuals compared to the

." level of their potential abilities:In admission to college. They perform
better in' college than their-test scores Predict. and yet their test scores
are-often disComited as against those of males in the admissions process.
In acceptance into and promotion within faculties (and idministra-

`tiye staffs). In salaries paid. We estimate that on the average, women
,faculty itiontrirs receive about $1.500 to $9,000 less per year than do
Men in comparable situations. This adds up to about $150 to $200
million per year across, the Nation. (2) The situation for women on
college and university faculties has deteriorated over recent decades.
beginning with the 1030's. The impact, of the women's suffrage move-
ment had faded out by then; The Great Depression put an emphasis
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upon- the employment of men. The most rapidly expanding.fields in
the 1940's and 1950's were the "men4s" fields or s ence,- eugmeeking,
and business administration. .

The report favors at the college and institutional 1 el: (1) Special
efforts to recruit women into the pool from which appointees are f
selected. (2) Spe ial consideration, in making appointments, to the
potential contri talons of women to departmental and college excel-
lence in their -r Aes as models and as special sources of sensitivity. to
the problems nd aspirations of women 'students. (3) Policies that
allow more p -t-time appointments, that prbvide for childbearing and
childrearhiggeavesthat reduce the severity of antinepotism rules,
and other policies that will'assist women to find n fuller place in the
'academic world. (4) Gmater interest in the adequate provision of
child-care facilities and policies of cooperation with groups seeking
to provide phild-care arrangemels. (5) More efforts to,place women
on administrative staffs. (6) More women on governing board. .

"Women and Men and the Doctorate" by John Centra provides
a dditional data, on the realities of women who hold doctorates. First,

. it eradicates a eonnuonly held view that women's graduate ethication is
not utilized. Centra foun'd that less than 2 percent of the women
holding doctorates hadliver been employed. Approximately 6; per
cent worked full time without interruption. However, when the
positions of male and female holders ot the doctorate were assessed, it
was_ determined that more women were instructors -and assistant
profeisors, whereas the men were professors, department heads, deans,
And presidents. Contra also found that the disparity in income 'be-
comes greater with years of experience. Men's income varied from
$15.700 for 5 or 6 years of experience to $27,000 for 22-23 years while
Women's ranged fronv$16.400 to $21,800 for the same time periods.

AA[ThV is fearful that without these regulations which will enforce
title IX of the Educatiomil Amendments -qf 4972. the woman 'faculty
member's status both in rank.and salary may remain inferior- or might _

even deterioate. .

'Until the educational system of the T,Tnited States pro,vides equal .
opportunity for men and women, society will continue to suffer the

,, tremendous loss of women's potential contribution. Therefore, we urge
you to accept the proposed regulations for title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972. It is important to promote women to tirA-class 0,
citizens; sae feel that these regulations will help Ns omen along the road
to t his goal.

3 Ir. Olf,su.. Thank you very much for your`testimony, and I am
just sorry that the House of Representatives has tp have meetings
during the time we hay.° our committee meetings scheduled, and I
know that many other members of the subcommittee would-have liked
to have. heard your testimony, but they are involved on the.floor of
the House.

Ms. Goanox. Thank Toil. .... .

Mr. 01I.m.. The Chair will annolunce this is the conclusion 'of the .
subcommittee's hearings on thesubject of title IX regulations. ,The
record will remain open for submission of written statements until the
closeof business on June 30, and if there.a re those who wish to siibmit
additional material for inclusion in the record, we will be pleased to
receive appropriate nuiterial olthat sort.
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With that the chairman. announces.that the subcommittee will take
up the questions presolited,,during the hearings immediately upok. -re-
:turn of the House from the Fourth of July break.

thank you very much for, elping us out. The committee is now in,
adjouriunent.

[Whereupon, at 12,noon, the subcommittee was adjourned.] ,

_
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U. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., June 26, 1975.

Hon. JANIstifG. O'HAss,
.Chatrvitk,Subcontmittee on Poet Secondary Edu-cation,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

- bus Corvoussumv °Maw lAam enclosing a memorandum in support of H.
Con.lies. 310, which I hope you will include in theRecord of your subcommittee's
hearings relative to, the regulations of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare purporting to implement Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

As you may know, on June 5, 1975, I submitted $. Con. lies. 40 lir-the Senate,
which seeksCongressional disapproval of the aforementioned regulations on the
grounds that they are inconsistent with the Congressional enactment. Subse-
quently, I provided Congressman James Martin of North Carolina with a copy of
that resolution, will& he was kind enough to slibmit in the souse of Repre-
sentatives., z

I hope that this memorandum well be of some benefit to you in determining
the degree, &consistency of the HEW regulations with the Act.

Please do not hesitate to call on me whenever I can be of service regarding-this
matter.

Sincerely,
jESSE' Hums.

Enclosure.

A MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF HOUSE, CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 310, To DISAP.'
. PROVE TEM REGULATIONS OF TIIE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WEL-

ARE REAriact is NONDISCRIMINATION ON. THE BASIS OF SEA IN EDUCATION
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES RECEIVING OR 13411 EFITIN G FROM FEDERAL FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE BY. JESSE HELMS, U.S. SENATE

PREFACE

While it % my purpose to indicate will some degree of-specificity the extent to
which I believe that the title IX regulations exceed and are inconsistent with the
authority granted by the e-Congress to the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, I believe that a few initial, observations and comments may be helpful.

,White some seem to suggest that, Federal Departments and agencies should
exercise broad discretion when interpreting Acts of congress and promulgating
regulations, I feel that these departments and agencies should exercise a proper
level of judicial restrain befitting a body that is, indeed, actingin it quasilaw
making role. This is not to say that HEW was in error in promulgatIng4the rept,
lations-in question. Tire Department had a clear Congressional mandate to do
that. for the second section pf Title IX expressly directs the Department to do
so. Additionally, Section, 844 of the Education Amendments of 1974 expressly
directs the Secretary of HEW to prepare and publish regulations implementing
Title IX.

Therefore, H. Goalies. 310 does not seek to challenge the authority of the
Department to prepare, publish Or enforce such iegulations. Rightly or wrongly,
Congresi has directed that this be done. The resolution seeks only a determintt-
tion of the extent to which the Department has succeeded or failed in developing
regulations which faithfully and consistently represent the meaning,of Title IX.

Further, I believe that it will-be useful both to'the Department and the Con-
gress for'qs to utilize this properly constituted procedure to dive further elabora-
tion of the Congress' purpose. The HEW regulations are broad, and if allowed
to stand, they will have a very- substantial impact on litany aspects of education
and extracurricular activities In the United States. I hope, that the,Nouse of
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Reprikentitives and the Senate will take this opportunity to exercise more com-
pletely Its proper role as representatives of the, American people and attempt to t
discern what- citizens want in this connection and reflect on how the public in-
terest will be hest served. -

In the 'course of this memorandum, the following plan of organization is ob-
served. The memorandum is divided-into ttvo parts, appropriately labeled. In

- Part I, it is my purpose addresa three relatively broad issues that pervade
numeroius provisions of the regulations. They are: (A) Whether the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare is justified in using racial discrimination cases
and regulattpas ma the prototype for the Title IX regulations; (A) the meaning
of an "educadodiprOgram or activity;" and (C) the meaning...6f sOprogram or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance."

Then, in Ort .11, these broader issues are related to the specific sections of
IIEWs regulations, indicating on a "section-by-seetion basis the extent to which
it. is felt that the regulations are consistent, or inconsistent with the Congressional
Act.

In t roceeding, the express- language o7 tine pktuary active clause of Title IX
should be kept thoughtfully in mind. It provides_ as follows:

No person in the United States shall, on the-basis of sex, be excluded
from-participation in, be denied the benefits of, or to subjected to discrimi-
nation under any education ,program or activity receiving 1,'deral financial
assistance . . . .

This clause, in its elemental divisions, may be viewed as follows:
(1) NO person,
(2) laLthe UnitedSfates,
(3) shall, on the basis of sex
(4) be excluded from -participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be

subjected to discrimination under
(5) any education program or activity
(6) receiving Federal intim:jai assistance.

Of course, it is a fundamental legal principle that all of the above elements must
be present before at violation of the statute occurs.

PANT I

(A) The validity of the contention of the Department of Health, Education,"
and Welfare that racial' discrimination cases and regulations may be used as a
prototype for their Title IX regulations.

(B) The meaning of an "education program or activity."
(C) The- meaning of a "program or activity receiving Federal financial

assistance."
(A) Maur, Drscen.:mmox: A paorEs PHOTOTYPE?

In developing the Title IX regulations, it is uncontroverted that the Depar, t -
mem- used Federal court-decisions and former HEW regulations pertaining /to
racial discrimination of an earlier era as a guide in their work. Additionally,
when responding to inquiries from my office, representatives of the Departriient
have cited Federal court decisions relative to racial discrimination as their au-
thority in support of certain provisions -of the -reguratiens. For example, in a
letter of October 25, 1974, Mr. Theodore A. Milek A*Ititant General Counsel for
Civil Rights, Department-of Health, Educaiion, and Welfare stated': "Since the
language of Title IX so closely parallels that of Title VI (relative to racial
discrimination), I believe it to be legally sound that interpretations as to the
scope of coverage with remect to Title IX should also parallel interpretations of
Title VI in similar areas." .

Without agreeing,. one can understand how it might be argued that a court
decision relative to one form of discrimination may be cited In support of regula-
tory action pertaining to another farm of discrimination: Presumably, this argu-
ment would contend that discrimination among hnman beings is essentially th4
same,-and the principles are constant. In my view, it is important to dwell on
this aspect of the underlying philosophy of the regulations before undertaking a.
snore- detailed-analysis of individual provisions, for this assumption by the De-
partment is fundamental and prevadgs numerous specific provisions of the
regulations.

SEX AND EQUAL rac;Tscriort OF THE LAWS

Therefore, let ut consider the appropriatenetui of citing judicial precedents
developed within the context of racial discrimination as support for certain
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MEW poeltions- regarding ndndiscrimination as support for certain flEW posi-
tions regarding nondiscrimination on the basis of sex. A discussionof this point,
of, course, involves an examinatton, of the equar protection clause of the Four-
.teenth-Amendment to the United States Constitution, which provides simply that
'No State shall . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal pro- ,
tection of the laWa." It is elementary that numerous court decisions have pro-
'ided interpretation- of that Constitutional language, and to fully appreciate its
meaning, one-must consider these cases. Lawthe product of human efforts-7-
is, by its very' nature, less than perfect; and when a law attempts to ensure
equality, its restrictive features impact upon some more than others. An &bee-

' lutely perfect balance is never achieved, nor can it be. Thus,-the Suprimeetourt,
in Interpreting the-equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, has
held-that laws which differentiate among'people, are acceptable if thydisparity
in treatment is-biused upon a-rational classificatIOn and all persomtwithin.that
classification are treated--equally. The Court's View is-that the,greatentlevel of
equality fis achieved when people who are similarly isitnatediare treated equally,
but with &frank recognition.that situations4'4:

The contention is that this recognttton -reflects realitiefrof life inherent in the
nature of humanity over which no court or government csil.gain effective control.
For example, it is a fact of life that people, once yOunggrow old; and to require
-that an 10year-Olds, 25-year-olds,' and 75-year-olds be'treated altogether as one
class is neither the purpose nor meaning of "eqifal protection of the lawy."

lather, the Court has_ wisely stated that an in'cliiiduala in-each such classifica-
tions are to'be treated equally, butto require al,milar treatment for the 10Year-
olds and the 75-year-olds would benefit neither, and would 'unnecessarily restrict

A both. This is the meaning of_the Constitutional guarantee of "equal protection of
the laws." McDonald v. Board of .kllecticfn Commissioners,- 394 U.S. 802 (1969)
McGowan v. Maryland, 386 U.S. 420 (1961) ; Muller fr. Oregon, 208"-U.Si 41i
(1908).

In Lindalsy v. Natural Carbonic Gas Company, 220 U.S. 61 11911), the United
gtaltp4 Supreme Court stated that, in determining the reasonableness of a statu-
torylclassification, the following criteria should' be considered,:

.
._, 1. The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment does not take

from the state the power to clasnify in-the adoption of police laivs, but admits
of the exercise of a wide scope of discretion in that regard, and avoids what

%- is done only when it is without any reasonable basitand, therefore, is purely
arbitrary. \

2. A classification having some reasonable binds does of -offend against
thSt _clause merely because it is not made with mathematical nicety or be-
cause, in practice, it results in some inequity. ,

3. When the classification.hi,,Sueh a. law le called in question, if-any state
of facts reasonably ca be conceived would sustain it, the existence of
that state of facts at e time the law was enacted must be assumed.

4. One assailwho Iail the-classification-In such a law must carry the burden
of ishowing that it does not resit piton any reasonable basis, but is essentially
arbitrary,

The Court went on to say that "the classification must be reasonable, not arbitrary,
, and must rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and sAstantial-rela-

Sion to the object of the legislation, so that all persons similarly circumstanced
shall be treated alike."

The foregoing definition was recited with approval by the Supreme Court in
Morely v. Doug, 354 U.S. 457 (1937). Additionally, in Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71
(1971), the Supreme Court, In striking down as violative of the equal protection
clause an Idaho law giving preference to men over women when persons of the -.
same entitlement apply for appointment as administrator of a decedent's estate,
decided the case on the basis of the criteria established In Lindsley v. Natural
Carbonic Gas company. The Court said : t

In.applying that clause (equal protection), this Court has consistently
recogid9,ed that the Fourteenth Amendment does nOt deny to States the
power to treat different classes of persons In different ways. (citatidhs
omitted) The 'BOW Protection Clause of that amendment does however,
deny to States the ,power to legislate that different treatment be accorded. to
persons placed by \a statute-Into- different-classes-On-the-basis of-criteria
wholly unrelated to the objective of that statute. A classification 'must be
reasonable, notarbitravy, anmust rest upon some ground of difference hav-
ing a fair and subStantially relation to the object of the legislation, so that
all persons simillirly,.circurastanced shall be treated alike'.

4 54-?77-45--733
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The Court felt tat giving a preference to men over women in the administra-
tion of decedeuts'iestatesi indeed was not reasonably and Aubstantially related to
&proper legislative putpose because there is no justification for treating women
differently than men in that regard. However, the important lesson in this case
Is that the Supreme Court reaffirmed the test of classification enunciated in
Linda ley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Company, and it did so in 1971, stating that the
Court has. "consistently recognized that the Fourteenth .Amendment does not
deny to the States the power to treat different classes of persons in different
ways:

Therefore, ft is clearly the general rule followed by the 'Supreme Court that
it Is permissible under the equal protection clause to establish rational classifica-
tions wnich bear a reaSonable relationship to a proper legislative,purpoae, and
to treat various classes so established differently, provided that all Persons within
a particulardelass are_treated equally. The Court has obviously followed this long-
established irule because it provides a means of offering an "equal protection of the
laws" without unduly denying one citizen his rights` unnecessarily in an overly
zealous attempt to ensure another equality.

Additionally, the-Court has recognized a presumption which operates in favor
of the reasonableness f legislative classifications. Under this presumption, if
any state of facts can seasonably be conceived that'would justify theclassifica-
tion, the existence of those facts will be assumed by the Court to be the basis
for the Classification, and the legislation will be upheld as not violating the equal
protection clause. Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic. Gas Company. Fusther, in )fu /ter
v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412 (1908)', the Court held that there are. certain "natural
ein5s150tions" which, by the order of nature and- the being of humanity, are
obsiiously rational, and therefore, aeceptable. Such "natural_classifications" the
Court said include_age, sex, weight, and height. Realizing:the date, of Muller v.
Oregon (1908), it will -be neoessary to subsequently consider the validity of that
decision in the light of more recent decisions and modern circumstances.

.

EXCEPTION: "SUSPECT CRITEILIA"

In fairly recent years. the Court has developed an exception to the general
rule discussed above. This exception evolved out of the race discrimination cases
of the 196016 and it provides, in'essence,,that wherelhe classification is based on
'certain "suspect criteria," or where the Classification restricts a "fundamental"
right, a stricter test of the validity of the classification will be applied.

In Shaprio v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, thd Court held that, where such "suspect
criteria" or "fundamental" rights are involved, the classification must not only

- meet the standards of' the traditional test of reaeonableness, as indicated, but
blue must also be a compelling state_interest served by the elaesification. Under
this exception, little or no presumpion is indulged in favor of the_vitlidity of the
elassificatien but it must stand or fall on its own. The Constitution of the United
States, Analysis and Interpretation, at page'1474 (1973). Of course, race has been
held to be a "suspect criteriam and chrssificationshased on race have been held
to be violative of equal protection, absent a compelling state Interest. Brown v.
Boiird- of Education, 347 U.'S. 483 (1954) Hunter v. Brickton, 893 U.S. 385 (1969).
However, even in this regard, the Court held in Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333
(1968). that "preservation of discipline and order in a jail might justify racial
segregation there if shown to be necessary (and compelling to the interest of the
state)." The Constitution of the United Statet, Analysip and Interpretation, at
pnge 1474. footnote 4 (1973)4

While race has been the primary application of the "suspect criteria" excep-
tion,. nationality and 'Menage may also be included. Graham v. Richardson
403 U.S. 865 (1971). But, while "suspect &Ueda" is directed to the reasonable-
ness of the classification, the "fundamental" rights que4tion Involves the validity
of the legislative purpose. Only a compelling state 'interest will justify the
abridging of, such rights. Examples of "fundamental" rights include the right
to-vote, Dunn v. 'Biumstein, 495 U.S. 830 (1972) , the right to interstate- travel,
Shapiro v. Thompson,. 804 U.S., 619 (1969) ; the.right to be free of wealth dis-
tinctions in the criminal,procees,ffate v. Short, 401 -.U.S. 395 (1971) the right

' to procreation, Skinner v.-Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson, 316 U.S. 535 (1942).
The-application of this strictertest-has been limited-to-criteri&involving race,

nationality, allenage and the Court has generally attempted to strike down
efforts to Structure classifications, however derived, which have the practical
effect of classifying by race.

r
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PRIVATE VERSUS STATE ACTION

While the above discussion has been directedlargely at state action, that Is
to say state _laws establishing classifications, it is important to note that action
in this regard may be of a private nature, as opposed to governmental. With
_regard to-private actionthat is to say, action by individual eitizensor private
institutionsthe Court has taken the position that the equal protection clause-,
does not apply, and privately established classifications, however unreasonable; do
not constitute a +violation. In Shelley v. Kramer, 334 U.S. 13. (1918), thewCourt
.said that: 'The 14th Amendment erects no shield against merely private poi-
duet, however discriminatory or wrongful." This Of course, is a frank realiz.Vion
by the Court that, while it can strike down and prohibit governMentally imposed
discrimination, it cannot effectively control the minds of citizens which are ulti-
mately answerable toe highbr tribunal.

On the other hand, while the equal protection clause does not empower the
Supreme Court to review private classifications, Congress has acted in this regard,
and the Court has upheld such Congressional enactments. For example, the Court'"
did not have the authority to prohibit racial discrimination in public accommoda-
tions, but-Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1994 prohibiting such dis-
crimination. In Heart of Atlanta Motel v. U.S., 370 U.S. 24141964). that provision
was dmheld by the Court; and regardless of prior debate concerning Congress'
authority to regulate such private action. it is clear that Congress may now do so.
Of course, prior to 1972, Congressional limitations upon the right of "private citi-
zens and educational institutions to establish classifications of their own choosing
had been limited primarily to mattets pertaining to race, religion, color. national
origin, and the like. And even with the enactment of Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 relative to discrimination on the basis of sex "under any edu-
cation program or aetlyity, receiving Federal financial'assistance . . .," Congress
has only partly limited private or-state classifications using sex as acriteria.
To be sure, there are other Congressional enactments pertaining to equal employ-
ment opportunity, etc.. but Clearly, Congress has not chosen to directly pattern
legislation relative to sex as a classification after the racial legislation of an
earlier, era. For example, under existing-law, public accommodations way not be
restricted on the basis or Lace. bat they may be.restrictod on the basis of sex.
It is not permissible to maintain any racially separate classes In public edutatiOn
institutions, but it is permissible to maintain certain Separate classes for,boys and
girls, even nailer the extreme position advanced by the Department of Health:
Education, and Welfare.

IS SSX A "SUSPECT carrmusal

But recalling that npw is citing Federal court decisions and former HEW
guidelines as authority for many of the provisions contained in the Title IX
regulations, one- Is compelled to.pohder the validity of such action in terms of
legal scholarship and decisions of the United States Supreme Court..If HEW
considers that there is no legitimate distinction between race as a classification
and sex as a classification, so that they may be vieveed collectively and a race

mdiscriination case may cited in support of- a sex discrimination regulation,
and vice versa, one wonders if the United States Supreme Court has adopted this _
view. Having reviewed above the position of the Court regarding race' as a
classification, let us now continue our review of the decisions of the Court tele-
the to sex as a classification..Surely, It is uncontrovertible that the United States
Supreme Cottrt, with its twenty years of history in striking down acts of dis-
crimination, is uniquely qualified to determine.the validity of HEW's contention
that racial discrimination cases and regulations are an appropriate authority to
support sex discrimination regulations which aredmpposed to iinplement a Con-
gressional Act, How then does the Omit view sex'as a criterion for-establishing
a ratidnal elhasifleation under the mil:II protection clause? Does the Court, like

view sex as a criterion on the same footing with the previously disap-
proved efforts-to establish race as a criterion? Because of the HEW assertion of

'similarity. this question Is clearly central to a consideration of the consistency
of the Title IX regulations with the Congressional Adt. I',et us then briefly review
What the Supreme Court-tuts said about aex--as a-classification under the equal
protection clause:

Prior to November 22. 1971, the United States Supreme Court has never
invalidated- any law or regulations discriminating between people solely on
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account of their atm. In a number of earlier decisions spanning almost a
centuryfrom Bradwell v Illinois, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 130, in 1875 through
j1l.O1t.(;):. Florida, 368.-U.S, 57, in 1961the Court has uniformly rejected tile
nrgumpint that TarioUslex-based state laws contravened certain guarantee,
15.f the fourteenth amendment." "Sex Discrimination and the Suprenie
gOtiit,.11971-1974," New-York University Law Review, by John D. Johnston,
Tr.,'Prefessor of Law, Vol. 40, No. 5 (Nov. 1974).

As -Ptotessor Johnston points-out, duringthe period 1971 through 1974, the
Court heard and decided six cases dealing -with- -this question. In Reed v. Reed
(1971)4nevionsly discussed, the Court clearly applied the traditional "rational

-classification" test. Then, in 1972, the Court decided Stanley v. Illinoii, 405 U.S.
1)45, Whith involved an Illinois statute declaring that the mother wis the sole
parent Wf an illegitimatE child: The constitutionality of the statute was chal-
lenged by the father of the illegitimate child. In striking down the-statute, the
' Court-decided the case primarily op "due process of law" groundl, finding that
the father had been denied custody of the child' without the benefit of a hearing
-as to his fit:neat to be its guardian. While mentioning theequal protection clause"
within the context of married versus unmarried fathers, the Court, in resting the
'weight of the decision on the- "due proCess clause," elected not to directly address
the question of sex as a ,classification under the `.'equal protection clause."

In 1972, the Court-heard 'Frontier° v. Rkhardson? 411 U.S. 677. The, case
involved an Ail:Force officer who attempted to claim her husband as a dependent
in--order to obtarn housing and medical benefits. The statutes authorizing
dependents' allowances for military personnel provided that married males were
eligible, to receive allowances. without- proof of their wives' actual.dependency,
whereas females were required to prove that their husbands were dependent upon
them for more than one-half of their support. While the Court held the statute
Invalid as violative of the Fifth Amendmenbrdtte process-equal protection stand-
ards, the majority of the Court declined to treat sex aka "suspect criteria'-' 'Juan-
lying the'more-strict review test.

During the following term, 'the Court heard Cleveland Board of Educatipn T.
Lafleur, 414 U.S. 632 (1974). Before the Court was a-challenge -to the validity
of mandatory pregnancy leave regulations imposed by two public school boards
11mm-their female teachers. Deciding the case on due process-grounds, -the nia-
jority held that a regulation mandatory pregnancy leave four or five months
prior to birth of the child was arbitrary, -as were reguttitions prohibiting re-
employment prior to a stated period following birth; but it upheld a rule making
the teacher eligible for re-employment as soon as a physician certified her fitness,
but deferring her resumption of resPonsibilities until the beginning of the next
school year after omeh certification. The Court indicated that the latter ruip
served a legitimate state interest in preserving continuity of instruction; and it
was sufficiently flexible to take into account individual-differences among women
as to when they could resume employment following childbirth. The decisfon
did not indicate that pregnatiey is not a-condition_unique to Women, or that it
is analogous to any othertemporary. disability. On the contrary, the Court upheld
a rule requiring a certification of fitness by a physician before a woman who had
given birth could resume employment There was no indication of evidence
that any such certification was required for men who had

than
any

infirmity, or that it was required of women for any infirmity other than pregnancy.
Hertee. the Court approved the treatment of pregnancy as a condition unique to
women, justifying'a special rule oa distinct classification of teachers. -

Three months after the LaFieur ease, the Court decided
416 U.S. 35L'(1974). Under consideration was.. the constitutionality-of iinerida
statute which granted a $500 exemption from-ad valorem property taxiition to
every ,`widow, blind -person, or totally and permanently disabled persqn." The
statute was challenged by a widower. The'.Court upheld the statute, and based
its-ay the,ision on the traditional "rational classification" test, citing thReed case
as au hority. The Court said :

It has been ably-pointed out that the -object of the legislation here in
question is "to reduce to i United 'eXtent the tax burden on widows who
own property to the value of $500 and ... thereby to reduce the disparity
between the economic ... capabilities of a man and a woman ..."... (W)omen.
workers as a class do not earn as much atraen. Certainly tors has a "fair, and
substantial relation" to the ability of women property- owners to pay taxes
on property of even minimal value.

9
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Wihether the decision represents a view toward the inability of women to
compete for salaries because of elements inherent in their -being or because of
social factors and attitudes is simply not stated. All that-is stated is that the

, Court determined that the statue treating women differently from men is
acceptable.:

Finally, the Court heard Gcduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974). The case
arose out of a California statutory program providing benefits for employed
persons unable to perform their usual duties because of physical or mental
disability, but denying such benefits to pregnant women for loss of work due to
pregnancy or any complications arising therefrom, during the pregnancy and/or
28 days after its termination. -The.loicer Federal Court found that the,preguancy
classification was a "stisp6ct criteria" invoking the more strict review test, but
the Supreme Cburt reversed the lower court and refused to accept pregnancy as
a "suspect criteria." Interestingly, the Court denied that the -classification was
Lased upon "gender as such." 'It, concluded that the classification was not on
gender, but on the basis of pregnancy ; and while only women can become pregnant,
the fact alone was not held to -be'determinative. The Court said "The program
divides potential recipients into two groupspregnant women and non-pregnant
persons. While the, first group is exclusively female, the second-includes members
of Wit sexes."

During the same period when the above six cases were being considered by, the
Supreme Court, another case was assending through the Federal appellate
process. Arising out of the State of Kentucky, Ruth Robinson v. The Board of
Regents of Bastern Kentucky University, 475 F. 2(1 707 (1973), was beard by the
United States Court of Appeals for' the sixth Circuit, and a decision was rendered
on March 28, 1973.

The case Involved a class action by a female student to challenge d ormitory
curfew restrictions at Eastern Kentucky University which were applicable only
to women students. The suit was dismissed by the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Kentucky, and the p/aintiff appealed. It was expressly
charged that "the University, by imposing-dormitory hours for cabmen, while
granting self-regulated-hours to all male students, regardless of age or permission
from their parents, had violated her Fourteenth Amendment right to the equal.pro-
tection of the law." This' case clearly presented for judicial review the position
advanced in the HEW regulations implementing Title IX. Section 86:32'of the
IIEW regulations provides that: "A recipient (educational institution) shall not,
on the basis of sex, apply different rules or regulations . . . related to hous-
ing . . ."

In upholding the University regulations, the Condos Appeals decided the case
by: the traditional "rational classification" standard. Citing numerous eases, in-
cluding Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Company '(1911) and Reed v. Reed
(1971), both discussed eantier herein, the Court said that "The equal protection
clause does not require identical treatment for all people. The states retain,
'under the Fourteentir AmendMent, the power to treat different classes of persons
in different Ways." Continuing, the Court said "Courts often have upheld state
classifications based on sex."

Explaining ,the two standards that the Supreme Court uses in reviewing "equal
protection" eases ("rational classification" v. "suspect criteria"), the Court of
Appeals said:

Two separate and distinct standards of review under the equal protection
clause have emerged. The first, which has a much longer history, is the tra-
ditional or 'rational basis test. It requires that a state classification be up-
held unless there is no rational relationship between the classifictition a-
posed by the state and the state's reasonable goals. Under this standard,
"(a) statutory discrimination will not be set aside if any state of facts
reasonably mhy be conceived to justify it." (citations omitted)

The second alternative standard, the compelling state interest test ("sus-
met criteria "), is. relatively recent in formation and provides a greater bar-
den for the state to meet in Justifying a classification in its statutes, or reg-
ulations. This test, which becomes applicable when a fundamental right of
the aggrieved party is at issue or a suspect classification, such as race, is
used, requires that to justify the eliMsification, the state must demonstrate
a compelling state interest.

Returning to.the precise issue presented in Robinson v. Board of Regents, the
Court said that "in this ease we can find neither a fundamental right at issue
nor a suspect classification being applied... (W)e conclude that the rational.

5 cS
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relationship or traditional standard of equal protection review is' applicable
here.... The goal of safety is a legitimate concern of the Board of Regents-and
this court cannot say that the regulations in question are not-rationally related'
to the effecknation of this reasonable goal 4. classification havinsome rea-
sonable basis does not offend the equal protectlim clause merely because it is
not drawn twith mathematical nicety!' The judgment of the lower court, in dis-
missing the case; was affirmed.

On August 1, 1973, the plaintiff filed a writ of certiorari in the United States
Supreme Court seeking .review by that court of the question of whether sex is
I, suspect criteria" and whether she had been denied "equal protection, of the
law." Obviously, the Supreme Cpurt was then presented With the opportunity
to hear the case, and in its wfsdbm, establish sex as a "suspect criteria" forever-
more. However, Robinson v. Board of Regents laid dormant,-no action being
taken by the Supreme Court on the writ of certiorari, while the Court heard and
decided Xaltan v. nevin and, fieduldig v. AtelW, both of which, as previously in-
dicated, were decided on the basis of the traditional, rational classification
standard ; and, as noted, in Geduldiap v. Aiello, the Supreme Court expressly over-
turned the lower Court' decision .favoring pregnancy as a "suspect-criteria."

What then did the Supreme.Court, do with Robinson v. Board of Regentst-On
Mtfy 13, 1974, the Supreme COUrt denied certiorari, 416 U.S. 982 (Supreme Court
Docket No. 73-221). Clearly, the Supreme Court felt that, in reviewing six sex-
discrimination cases within four years and refusing to find sex to be a "suspect
criteria,", or even to strike down such a classification on equal protection
grounds. the question had been decided.--Thus, the decision in Robinson v. Board
of. Repents, favoring the right of a state-supported University to establish dif-
ferent dormitory curfew rules for women students than for men students, stands
approved by the United States Supreme Court.

In conclusion, it appears that the Court has modified its historic position only
slightly in that it will review alleged sex discrimination cases and possibly strike
down a state law or regulation if it appears that the aggrieved paity has been
denied ;Atte process of law." But, it appears equally- clear that the Court has
had ample opportunity lo consider the proposition of4whether the question of
sex discrimination is on the same footing with racial discrimination, as the
Department of HEW contends. Clearly, the Supreme ,Court has responded in the
negative and refused to follow its own precedents relative to race discrimination
cases when deciding sex discrimination questions.

It Is therefore submitted that, since the United Stet" Supreme Court does not
view race discrimination precedents as supportive of sex discrimination conten-
tions, the Department of HEW is not justified in utilizing either race discrimina-
tion cases or race discrimination regulations as isuppoytive4 of its regulations
implementing Title IX.

(B) EDUCATION PitoosAie On ACTIVITY

Section 901 of Title IX provides that-the prohibition relative to exclusion or
discrimination on the basil of sex shall pertain to "any education program`or
activity...." It is important to note that Congress did not say "any program or
activity." It qualified the term by prefacing it with the word "education." There-
fore. the prohibition relative to discrimination on the basis of sex extends only to
programs and activities that are a part of the education process.

However, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare In its regula-
tions has elected to adopt an extremely broad definition of the term1Peducation ;"
and therefore, it is necessary to consider exactly what is considered to be an
"education program or activity" under Title IX.

Even a superficial survey of reported Court decisions throughout the nation
reveals that structured physical education, or physical training programs, which
are a part of either the required or elective curriculum of an educational institu-
tion, are considered tohe education programs and activities. Accordingly', there
is no dOubt of the intluslon Of such programs within the meaning of the term
"education" in section 901 of Title IX.

However, since the IIEW regulations include "extracurricular" programs and
activities in their coverage of applicable programs and activities (HEW section
86.31). it becomes pertinent to consider whether extracurricular programs/ and
activities are properly within the purview of the term "education." It is a
fundamental rule of construction that, unless a contrary intent is expressly evi-
denced, words within at statute shall be given their commonatural, or cuitomary
meanings. Southerland's Statutory Construction, fourth edition, Volume 2-A,
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I 46.01:11ages 48 and 49; Order of Railway Conductors of America v.. Swann,
&b. U.S. 52% (1E47).

-Enrther,OVebsterfit..yolo VArldnictionary of the American Language, Second
college edition (1972) states that education involves "formal schooling at an
institution of learning; systemic study of the methods and theories of teach-

. tug and learnnig.7."Curriculum", is defined . therein to mean "a fixed series of
studies'required,as In a college, for, graduation, qualification in a major field of
study, etc.; all,of the courses, collectively.,Offered in a school, college, etc., or
lit a, particular; subject." On the other %And- "extracurricular" is defined there-
in to mean -apt a part of the required ciliriCulum.; outside the regular course of

4 study' but under the supervision of the SchOei."
Clearly extracurricular programs and ,activities are not commonly and cue-

top:drily considered to! be within; the leim ,"education." This commentator is
not.aware of any United States Supreine Court decisions attempting to'define
the meaning of the term "education" In this context. Further, a constitutional
lawyer-in the American .Law Division of the Library of Congress indicated the
same-conclusion.

However, in its recent decision in San Antosto school Districts. Rodriguez,
411 1 (1973), the Supreme Court herd "that* there was neither a suspect

'classification nor a fundamental interest involved" in the plaintiffs contention
that he-bad been denied equal' educational opportunity in violation of the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment; and "that the (educational)
system must be judged by the traditionak restrained standard, and that the sys-
tem was rationally related to the State's interest li protecting and promoting
local control of education." Constitution of the United States, Analysis and
Interpretation, page 5118 (1974 Supplement).

Additionally, the Supreme Court said that ".. . the importance of a service
performed by the State does not determine whether it must be regarded as funda-
mental for purposes of examination under the Equal Protection Clause. . .

(T)tle answer lies in-assessing, whether, there is right to education explicitly
or implicitly-guaranteed by the Constitution." The Court concluded that "A right
to education is not expressly prOteeted by the Constitution," and, it was "un-
willing to find an implied right... ," Constitution of the United States, Analysis
end Interpretation, page 8119 (1974 Supplement):

It is. therefore, evident' that the Supreme Court has not been willing ,to ex-
---,tend the "suspect criteria" or "fundamental" right test under the equal protee-

Jam clause to' nonracial discrimination in educe:Mimi opportunity. Further,
the Court has concluded that there is no Constitutionally protected right to
education. Applying the common, customary Meaning of the term "education"
and the term "extracurricular" cited above in the, light of the Court's decision
in San. Antonio Sohoa-District v. Rodriguez, It IS01ErIOUS that the Supreme Court

. has declined to follow it -precedents relative to the {suspect criteria" test
(racial discriminatien) when assessing the availability a eddeational opttor-
tunity. It is, therefore, submitted thit-the Department of HEW-is not justified
in biting tSepreme Court decisions involving racial discrimination or in :using
Title VI regulations as a prototype in extending the 'Title 'IX regulations to in-
clude 'extracurricular programs and activities, or other nonactidemit services.

Therefore, the common. customary Meaning should be given to-the-term "e4IU-
cation" in section 901 of Title IX. That plain-meaning. as previously indicated,
dries not include extracurricular programs and activities. It is equally obvions'--
that the term cannot properly be extended to'Include fttudent housing, medi-
cal services and, benefits, and other such services offered by an educational,
Institution:

J(C) gi9ORA7.1 OR AcTivrrr ra:CILIVING FEDERAL FrsANCIALASSISTANCE

In addition tp the limitation of the applicability of Title IX to an "educatidn
prozraM or activity" as indicated in the preceding section of Part I of this
memorandum, section 001 of Title IX provides that the prohibition of exclusion,
or disbrimination on the basis of Sex-applies only to "education programs and
activities receiving Federal financial assiqtanee." Thtiii, it is' clear.that not all
education programs and activities are included. The statute applies only to those
which receive Federal financial assistance. c'?

However, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has extended
its regulations to include every "education program or activity ..." "... which
receives or benefits front (emphasis added) Federal financial assistance." (HEW

4
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regilliticins, section 86.11). Chylous ly, Congress in it enactmen f Title IX
did not say 'ter' benefits from Federal financial assistance."' HEW added that.

Eurther, the word "benefit's" Is used three-times in Title IX, once in subsection!
(a) of section 901, and twice in subsection (b) of section 901. In all three instances,
the word Is clearly used to modify "person," "peaseits,"ci"members of one sex."
At. no time is it used to modify the lehraie "education program or activity" as'
lqW'ruse of thivord suggests.

Since the language o(Title IX speaks inferms of "receiving Federal financial' .
. assistance," it is useful to consider this meaning of tiff term "receiving." Realizing
that this term ,has historically been employed in the drafting Of legislationr
inaddition to its wide use throughout the law, the commentator betieves that.=

crecourse to a more legalistic definition is appropriate (although apPlication of
the common, customary definition as contained in Webster would render the same-

. result). Corpus Juris 1(ecundum; Volume 74,' "ReceiVe," page 643, -provides
that ". . . 'receiving' netessarily Implies conAenting to receive, and that there
is a receiving whenever there is a change of possession; as when one parts with

4 the control of, a thIng and another takes and accepts it." Clearly, the act of
"'receiving" occurs ambis completed when one entity delivers possession of a thing
to another entity, which Accepts it. There is no basis for believing that Congress
intended by the enactment of Title IX that the meaning of this terms should
be extended so as tq indirectly encompass remote benefits to some program or

4 activity separatesfrom the.,education program or activity to. which the Federal
financial aosistance is given.

Fdrther, HEW cites Federal Court decisions involving racial discrimination
in suppoit of the inclusion of the phrase "or benefits from" In connection with
Federal financlal Assistance. As indicated, in Sgction (A) and Section 03) of
Part I of this nfetrukandinn, the Supreme Court has declined to follow its own.
precedents relative to racial discrimination when deciding sex discrimination
questions as well as when deciding questions pertaining to discrimination in
educational opportunity. Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971) ;,Robinson v, board
of Regents, 475 F. 2d 707 (1973), Certiorari denied, 416 U.S. 982 (1974) ;
Antonio &hat District v. Rodrzrydes, 411 U.S. 1 (1973)'. Therefore,..the citing
of such cases in justification of IIEW's provisions extending coverage of the-
regulations to programs and activities which do not themselves receive Federal
financial assistance is rejected as not being properly. supportive of supli
authority. The use of Title VI regulations as a prototype for the Title IX,
regulations is similarly rejected.

PANT IISECTION Ex SECTION ANAFESIS OF THE HEW TITLE IX RF.OULATIONS*

NOTL--Where a' section or part of a section of the HEW Title IX regulations is' not
mentioned, the same is notobJected to as being inconsistent with the Act.

Note also that the various Subparts of Part II of this memorandum correspond to the
Subparts f the HEW Title IX regulations. Additionally, for the convenience of the
reader, the test of Title IX of the Education Amendments of together with the text
of the HEW regulations purporting to implemat Title IX appear at the conclusion of
this memorandum. ,8

SUBPART AINTRODUCTION
. L

, Section ,36./.Purpose and effecti've ,irate: This tiectIon providis that the-
purpose of these regulations is to effectuate title IX of the Education Amettd-
ments of 1972. as aniendect by Public Law 93-568. It is also stated that It is '
the purpose of these regulations "to effectuate section 844 of the Education
Amendments of 1974, Public Law 93-3E0.

Comment.Section 844 of the Education Amendments of 1974 is not sub-
stantive law applicable generally to cibizens of the United States. Rathei,
it is edirective from .the Congress to the Seciefary of the Department of
Health, 1.4'llication, and Welfare, and it is .applicable only to the Secretary.
Section 844 does not' purport to amend title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972. nor does It do so. As such, It is not a delegation of authority from the
Congress to tte Segretary, As a directive' from the Congress, It can properly
be reviewed by the Congress, and It can be retracted, amended, or ratified. A.
proper means available by the Congress for such review is a Concurrent Reso-
lntion submitted pursuant to section 431(d) of the General Education Pro-
visions Act:(20 U.S.C. ,1 1232, et monitor).

Section 86.2. Definitions: Subsection jg), paragraph (ii) provides that
"'Federal financial assistance' means . . . (s)cholarships, loans, grants, wages,

5 I G
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. or other,funds extended to any entity for payment to or on behalf', feistitden9f
admitted to that entity, or extended directly to such students-ter' siynienrto

or on behalf of students ,admitted to that entity, or extendett-dlitittlY-to such
_students for-paysient to that entity." -

Comment.- -Title IX expressly states "programs or activities receiving Fedital
financial assistance." When a scholarship, loan, grant,kIvitges, or other funds
are paid toa person or other -entity, who literAnsystauc funds, la whole or
in part, to an eddcationil institutiOn, the 'Irederal, financial 'assistance* is

received by th person or entity to wirin,,theVoveruiniikelnick is made pay-

able. When the ebeck fr'om,.thozgovernment- Is not made,Piyable to the order
of the educationat nstitution, such'institution deem not relive -"Federal Anon-

dal assistance.' Any other fulerpretatiopdebei the clear 'hingtutgis of the Ad,

an employee of the Fed ral governmerft, d therefore receives wages from-Suoi
emits rts contrary to reason example,_undt4ithe HEW view, when a fiarent

<0.

the government, from w eb the parent pays for a child's tuition at_sn edu-
cational institution; the institution won4--bii receiving Federal financial as-
bistance. Obviously, the institution *braid,' Indeed benefit indirectly by the
existence of the Federal,prognin employing the parent (who might not other-

wise be financially able to pay such baron), but it is submitted that Congress
did not say "receiving-or beneAtting froth Federal.:fillancial ellistance. --Con-

gress sta-"mceiving.Federal financial assistance." Had Congress intended "or
benefittIng triunes Congress had ample opportunity to include that language.

Subsection (k) provides the definition of "Recipient." It states among other
things Mat a "recipient" is any'pnblie (a:private agency, institution, or orgiuilia-
thin, or other entity, or any person, to whom Zederal'financial asisiltanciti
extended directly or throng% anotkgr recipient (emphasis added) and which
operates ap education program or activity which receives or benefits Irons

(emphasis added) Such aadstence, including any subunit, successor, assignee,
or transferee thereof."

) Contment.The phrahe "through another" is objected to as being inconsistent
,with 'title' IX for reasons stated previously. The phrase "or benefits from" is
objected to for reasons stated in the preceding paragraph, and in Part I, Sec-

tion A of this meniorOndilin, For the balance of .thib memorandum the commen-
"tatOr wits speak in terms of "educational institutions" rather than recipients.
'It is 'believed 'that the fernier term conveys a clearer and more graphic mein-
lag to the tverage -reader. It should be understood that as used'in this memo-

randum "educational institution" may4flin'anj elementary or secondary school,
or any vocational school. professional_ ',Moot college or university, whether foit
undergraduate or graduate study. The only exception Is with regard to admis-
sions to suchehool, in which case the term applies only to ,vocational schools,

- professional schools,. school of graduate higher education, and to public (but not
private) undergraduate colleges and universities.

s. Subsection (o) of section 86.2 provides the definition of ".Administratively
separate unit." The term is defined to be "a school, department, or college of

au educational institution (other than a local educational agency) admission

-to which is independent of admission to ally other component of such instituttori."
ermuncal.---The corresponsling portion of title IX is as follows: "... an educe:

Muni institution means and public or private preschool, elementary, or second-

. ary school. or any Institution of vocational, professional. or-higher education,
except that in the case of an educational institution (obviously, as just defied)

composed of more than one. school, collegb, or department which are adminis-
tratively separate units. such term means each such school, college, or depart-
ment." Section 901. subsection (c) of title IX. The language of title IX does
not .preclude the possibility that a local educational agency could be or contain

an administratively separate unit. 'Therefore, HEW has no license to preclude

such possibility. Additionally. IIEW requires: that to qualify as an "nib:lints-

tratively separate unit," admission to sash Holt must-be independeurof admis-

sion to any other of the institution. By this requirement. HEW has interjected

a criteria not contained in and inconsistent with title IX, section 001, subsec-

lion
Sectlots,-46.3.11emedial and aiirmative action and self-evaluation--Subsec-

lions (a) 'and (b) provide for remedial or affirmative action on the part of an
educational institution to enable affected persons to overcome the effects of

supposed past discrimination.
Onmment.Nothing in title 7X grants HEW authority elther to require re-

medial or affirmative action or to promhlgate regulationi requiring or indicating

5
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permissively the desirability of such action. One can only assume that HEWsection 86.3 (a) and (b) are' based on title VI regulations (relative to racial
discrimination.) and Supreme Court cases involving such discrimination. As
indicated in Part I, Section A of this memorandum, the citing of such regulations 4k.
and cases in support of provisions of the title IX regulations- as well as theuse bt same as'a prototype for the title IX regulations is objected to as being
inconylstent with the Set and Supreme Courttkeisions.

Subsection to) requires "scif-evaluatiee. by educational institutions and
correction of practices that are violate oftitie IX. Needles.skto say, it is inherentin the nature Of any laW that *those affected must comply with it, and if theyhave not historically complied with a new law, it ik incumbent upou,,theni to
determine the extent of their noncompliance, and rectify it. To the extent that
these subsections state that truism, they are not objected to; however, paragraph
paragraph (iii) requires "appropriate remedial steps to eliminate the effects
of any discriminntieicieliieb resulted 'or may have resulted from adherence to
these (noncomplying) policies and practiceS'." "**

Content. In as much- as this involves remedial or affirmative action, it Isobjected to for reasons stated in the preceding paragraph. Additionally, it isobserved that paragraph (iii) requires such remedial action to eliminate the
effects of discrimination which " may hove resulted (emphasis added)from 'adherence to noncomplying policies and practices. This phrase is too vagueto place% educational institutions on notice as to what is expected of them. It,

-therefore. is violative of any basic sense of fairness, and affords HEW an open-ended license to arbitrarily indicate that some well intended, seemingly harmlesspolicy or "may have resulted" in some degree of discrimination. andthe educational institution must compensate for that. -Furthermore, under this"may,have resulted" phrase, the educational institution, as a practical matter,will have no alternative but to assume that any policy .or practice which, under
any conceivable state of facts could possibly have resulted In discriminationnecessitates remedial or affirmative action. Otherwise, the educational institution
would place itself in jeopardy of a possible finding by IIEW that it failed toimplement remedial or affirmative actiob as required by the "sett- evaluation"
provision. It is submitted that such a harish result is not consistent with thepurpose Of title*IX.

While paragraph (I) of' subsection (c) is objected to, to the extent that itpertains tb employees of an educational institution, comment regarding theinetualon of such employees is reserved to a subsequent portion of this part.
Subsection (4) requires that-"Recipients (educational institutions) ... main-tain on file for at least three years following completionOf the (,Self) - evaluationrequired ..., and (requires 'educational institutions to) provide to the Directorupon request a description of any modifications made pursuant to (the self-.

evaluation) and of any remedial steps taken pursuant to (such self.evaluation)."
Comment. 1113W cites sections 901 and 902, of title IX as supportive of sub-

section (d). The only language in either section 001 or 902 which could conceivablybear on the requirement of subsection (d) appears in section 902, which provides
in pertinent part, that uch "department or agency concerned" shall take any
"action" relative to a possible violation of title IX until it%has "advised' the ap-*propriate person or persons of the failure to comply with the requirements and
has determined that compliance cannot be secured by, voluntary means." This
language obvious)." contemplates the situation where a violation of title IX iasbeen determined to elst, and the remaining consideration is what to do about it.The Act, as above cited. requires HEW to make an effort to secure compliance
by "voluntary means." I owever, section 86.3 of the IIEW regulations requires
the educational institu ms ,te place themselves on trial, judge themselves, and
after rendering a ver act, to,implement their own judgement, and, under Subsec-
tion (d), to report-to HEW the results, 'There is nothing- in title IX grantingto HEW' the authority to require that. Citations to title VI regulations- or Su-
preme Court cases involving racial issues in support of such requirements isrejected for reasons stated in Part I. Section A of this memorandum.

Section 86.4. Assurance required: This section requirei that each "applica-
tion for Federal financial assisiante for any education program or activity as acondition of its approval contain . an assurance from the applicant . . . that
each education program or activity operated IT the applicant and to which .(these regulations apply) will be operated in compliance, with (these regula-tions)." The section goes on to state that such "assuran6 of compliance . .
shall not he satisfactory to the Director (of the,Office of Civil Rights of HMI ifthe applicant ... fails to commit itself to take vvhateter remedial action is neces-

i
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sary in accordance with 186.8(a) to,eliminate existing discrimination on the

basis otsex or to eliminate the effects of vast diacrinduation..-. 4"
Comment To the extent that this aection relates .to remedial or affirmative

action to remedy the'effects of supposed "put discriniination," it Is objected. to

for reasons previously stated.
Section 86.5.Transfers of property : This. section contemplates the sale or

transfer or Federally financed (in whole or iu part), property ; and unless certain

requirements are met, it indicates that both the transferor and the transferee

shall be deemed to be recipients of Federal financial assistance, and therefore,

subject to HEW's legulations.
Gomment.While the necessity of some such .provision is recognized to pre-

vent "dummy transfer's- simply for the -purpose of avoiding liability under the

IIEW'regulations, the phrase "the Federal share of rue lair market value of the

primer*, is not upon such sale transfer properly accounted for to the Federal
Government; isloo vague to_convey a clear meaning and is, therefore, objected

to. For example: Does "accounted for to the Federal Government" mean "paid

to the Federal Government,'' or does it mean a showing that the property was

sold for a fair market value Red was not a " dummy transfer?' AdditiondllY, to

which Department- or agency of the Federal Government is the. accounting to'

be raide?.Fufther, simple fairness requires that potential purchasers of property

from 'educational institutions be more adequately. placed on notice of this po-

. tentlal liability. If this is not done, one-wonders of the extent to which educa-

tional institutions will suffer from an inability to sell property at a,true fair

market value because of a warinesi of the part of potential purchafiers regarding,

this undaly vague provision. One also wonders of the- extent ,to which such

"strings" on property will indeeinbibit its value to potential purchasers. Finally, -

it is felt thatif HEW wishes to place such in 'encumbrance upon real property, the

Department should duly record a lien to-thateffect in the Office of the Register

of Deeds, or other Appropriate offie10, in the county, or other appropriate politi-

cal subdivision, where the real proper is located in order that potential purchasers

.will;be put on proper notice of such gheutabrance. To do less is to deny to- rivate

citizens the-kind of carefdlrotectan that HEW seeks for Itself.

Section 86.8.Designatlop of responsible employee and-adoption of grievance

procedures: This section. requirek that each educational Institution "designate
_

at least one employee to coordinate its efforts to_comply with and tarry out Its.

reepOnsibilities under . . . (thole_ regulations) . . . including-any investigatidir

. -of any complaint communicated to Inch reciplent'alleging its noncompliance

Notide to all students and employees-Of the name, address, and telephone num-

ber of such desiguatedperson is required. educational institutions

are required to "adopt and publish grievan procedures providing for prompt

and equitable resolution of student and employee complaints alleging any action

-, which would be prohibited by (these regulations).
Comment.-=There is no language in title IX granting to HEW the author-

ity to require -the designation of an:employee as above indicated, nor is there

any language in-title Dr. granting to the Department. the authority to require
an.educational institution to prepare and publish a grievance procedure, or to

take action under such a procedure if prepared. Additionally, to the extent that

such sectionpertaIns to employees, a further objection is interposed for reasons

that will be.stated subsequently. .

Section 80.94 Dissemination of policy: This section places elaborate require-

ments upon educational institutions to give publicity to their policy to comply

with title IX. For examplej. subsection (a) paragraph 2, requires that "Each

recipient . makelhe initial notification within 00 days of the effective date

of this part notification shall include publication in: (I) Local news-

papers; (II) newspapers and magazines operated by such reciplenter student,
alumnae. or alumni groups The list goes on. Additionally, notifications -

of such pOlicy must appearin.the institution's bulletin, catalog, etc.
Comment. There is- simply no language in title IX granting to HEW the

authority to make xegulatIons including such requirements. Again, the use of
eftatIons.to either. title V.Pregulations or Supreme Court eases involving racial

discrimination is rejected for re6sonh stated- in Part I, Section A c5 this

memorandum.
Suinvorr B--Coranaor

Section 86.11. Appiteation.This section provides that except as plDvIded in
title IX regulatIOns, the regulations apply "to every recipient (educational in-

stitution) and to each education program or activity operated by such recipient

which receives or benefits from (emphasis added) Federal assistance."

+I
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Coidnitnt: The corresponding proviiion is the Ad is section 001, which
PrOyittes for coverage under "ant education, program or activity receiving
Federal financialassistance." Obviottslx,,COngteisf did not say "or benefits from
Federal -tinancial-assisti(nce;" HEW added -01R: If Congress intended educe-
tiott_proirims and activities that, benefit from such financial assistance to be
.included,-Cdrigres had ample opportunity to SM. so. Further, it should be noted
that the wora'bkoNits" is used three times once in subsection (a) of
section 001, and' twice in subsection (b) of section 001. In all three instances,the word is used to modify "persout".,"pefsons," or "members of one sex."
At "no time is it used to modify the phrase "education..program or activity" as
HEW suggests.

'Section. 86.11. Transition. plans.This section among other things contains
a subsection [subsection (d)] which is entitliq "Effects of Past Exclusion." Re-
citing a supposed aced to overcome "the 'effects .of past exclusion of students
on the basis of sex, 'the subsection requires educational institutions to "im-
plement, specific steps designed to encourage individuals of the previously ex-
cluded sex to apply for admission to such instithtions. Such steps shall include
instituting recritment programs which emphasize the institution's commitments
to enrolling students of the sex previously excluded."

Comment: Subsection (d) is objected to_because it is an "affirmative action
program." As previously stated, there is 'no language in title IX granting HEW
authority. to require affirmative action programs. and citations relative to title VI
regulations and Supreme Court cases involving racial discrimination are rejected
418 not being properly supportative of such authority for reasons stated in Part I,Section A of this memorandum.

SUBPART C

DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF SEX IN ADMISSION AND RECRUITMENT
PROHIBITED

Section 86.21: Admission Subsection (b), paragraph- (2) provides that an edu-
entionab institution "shall not administer or operate any test_or other criterion
for admission which has a disproportionately adverse effect on persons on thebasis of sex unless the use of such test or criterion is shown to predict validly
success in the education program of activity Iii question and (emphasis added)alternative tests or criteria which do not have such a disproportionately adverseeffect are shown to be unavailable."

Comment: The above quoted provision merits a careful rereading. It states
that an educational Institution shall not use a test for admission on which mem-
bers of one sex score less well than members of the other sex, it is shown that
the test validly predicts success in the education program or activity in ques-

t that_ Thns far, the subsection, whether one aci.eots it consistency with title IX
,or not, is at least logically consistent within itself. But it goes on to say that an
educational institution using a test on which members of one sex score less well
than members of the other sex, and which test has been shown to validly predict
success in the education program or activity, still cannot be used unless it isshown that alternative tests on which members of one sex do not score less well
is not avilliable. NOTE THAT THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT THAT THE
LATTER TEST PRODUCING EQUAL RESULTS BE SHOWN TO VALIDLY
PREDICT SUCCESS IN THE EDUCATION PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY INQUESTION. Therefore. if on ,ri particular teat, w bleb has been shown to be a
-valid prediction of students' ability to be successful in a particular education
program, members of one sex score less well than members of the other sex, then,
that test cannot be used if there is another test mailable (which may even have
been shown not to validly predict students- ability to be successful in a 'mete-
viar education program), if on the second test members of both sexes score
equally. This is patently ridiculous!

Additionally, this prevision places the burden op the educational institution
to prove that a particular test. on w hick members of both-sexes do not score
equally, validly predicts students' ability to be successful in a particular educa-
tion program or activity. Aside from the fact that MEIN' is placing the burden
on tile defendant to. prthe himself Innocent, HEW is additionally requiring the
institution to do the impossible. No reasonable person contends that any particu-
lar test is a perfect measure of ability. Tests are the product of human efforts
and subject to human frailties. Surely, it is the duty of those who construct
such` tests to make them as nearly perfect as possible, and where a choice of
several tests is available, It is the duty of the educational institution to select the

5 ')
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- one, onones, that are most nearly perfect In validity:prefficting students' ability
to besuecessful. But to require the school to prove the validity of the teSt is tO
require an impossibility. None.of the tests are completely valid ; therefore, under
the IIEW provision, the only test that could be used would be one that showed
equal results between members of both sexes, even though it may have beeii
established that such test was not the most valid measure of ability available.
Wills provision goes beyond the authority granted to the Department in title IX.

Subsection (e), paragraph. (I) requires that with regard to admission, an edu-
cational institution "shall not apply any rule concerning the actual or potential

liarentai, family, or maiital,status of n student or applicant which treats persons
differently on the basis of sex."

Comment: tinder this provision, an educational institution cannot rein-se ad-
mission to unwed, pregnant students. It is not asserted herein Whether ednea-

, tional institutions should, or -should not, adopt .such a policy. It is however
contended that .they have a perfect right to do so if they choose, and neitim
the t nited States Constitution (see Part I, Section A of this tneznorandnin) nor
title IX prohibits them from doing so. Specifically, title IX prohibits "exclu
from participation in . . any education program Or activity . on the basis of

sex. In Geduldig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974), the United States Supreme.
Court refused to strikdown a statute treating pregnant public school teachers
differently from nonpregnant public school teachers. In- doing se, the Court
denied that classification was based upon "gender as such." The-Court epficludett
that the clasilficatioaAvas not on gender, but on the basis-Of pregnancy and
while only women earl become pregnant, that fact alone was not held to'be deter-

' minativeThe Court said, "The prograni divides potential recipientsinto two
gioupspregnant women and nonpregnant persons. While the first group is
exclusively fepialee, the second Includes members of both' sexe§." Therefore. if
any edueritiona-Anstitution; in the exercise of its diScretion chooses not to
admit pregnant women, married or unmarried, while continuing to admitnion-
pfegliant persons, according to this very recent Supreme Court decision, the hist'-

. tutibil would not be discriminating on the basis of sex. It Would` he discriminating
on ,the basis of pregnancy, and In the Court's view, that is a valid criterion idiom

wide!' to base a classification.
Pommel", (2) of 74-ubieetion (c) of lIgW section 86.21 provides that an

educational institution "Shall not discrinfinate against or exclude any person
On the basis of pregnancy, Childbirth, termination of pregnancy, or recovery
therefrom, or establish any rule or practice which so discriminates or 'excludes.-
Paragraph (3) provides that air educational Institution "shall treat disabilities
related to pregnancy, -childbirth, termination of pregnancy, or recovery there-
from in the same manner and the same policieS as any other temporary
disability or physical condition:"

Comment: 'These paragraphs fly directly in the face of the /Supreme Court
riding in Geduldig v. Aiello previously cited. The paragrapliS are clearly incon-

sistent with title IX because title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex,
and the Supreme Court has held that differentiation on the basis of pregnancy
is not discrimination oh MO-basis of 'Sex:Obviously; title IX does not mention.

pregnancy.
Paragraph (4) of the same subsection prohibits an educational Institution

from Inquiring whether an 'applicant is "Miss"-or "Mrs."
Comment: It's a minor point in the light of the-totality of the regnlations, but

for a great many years, simple good manners have required that ladies be
addressed either as "Miss" or as "Mrs." In recent years, the term "Ms." has t
evolved, apparently out of careless mispronunciation of the two former terms.
This commentator welcomes the evolution of the term "Ms." because on many
occasions he has been uncertain as to 'whether a particular female constituent
to Whom his staff 'Was addressing correspondence was married or not. Therefore,
It is now the policy of his office that when in doubt, use "Ms." The term, frankly,

has utility. However, nothing in title IX prohibits an- educational institution from
Inquiring into the marital status of applicants, and nothing in title IX requires
that such an institiitiOn address RS correspondence politely or crudely. rn short,
nothing in title IX gives HEW any license to effectivelS' prohibit the use of

"Miss" or "Mrs." under any circumstances. Additionally, since paragraph (4)

of the subsection 'expressly allows inquiries as to the sex of an applicant, :t
perfect analogy exists between this.situation and the Supreme Court ruling by

Geduldig v. Aiello. The distinction is not on.the baSis of sex. The distinction is

on- tlielnisis of whether a person is a married person or an unmarried person. -

\
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Title IX doss not prohibit discrimination on the basis of marriage or non-marriage.
It prohibits discrimination on the'basis of sex. Both men and wumen get married,
and presumably withsetne degree of mathematical correlation. The provision
is clearly inconsistent with title IX.

Sets:fon 8623. Reernitment;This section prohibits discrimination on the
basis of sex...1h the recruitment and admission of students, and it indicates that
an educatienatinstitution may be required to "undertake additional recruitment
efforts for one sex as remedial [Letitia pursuant to § 86.3(a ), and may choose
to undertake such efforts as affirmative action pursuant to §66.3(b)."

Csnintent: To the extent that an educational institution's recruitment program
doss not involve admission preferences for members of tine sex, it is not violative
of title IX. Nothing in title IX prohibits recruitment of students on the basis of
any criteria the institution elects to use. Title IX only 1,,,rohibits preferential
admissions practices on the basii of sex. Additionally, to the extent that this
section of the regulations pertains to remedial or affirmative action programs,
it is objected to for reasons previously stated.

strunirr D

Inscnistmarios os THE BASIS OF SEX IN EDVVATIONAL PEOGRANIfr AND
ACTIVMES PROIIIBITD

Pt ction 86.31,_Edueation programs and activitiesSubsection (a) prohibits
ex. hision from, or discrimination under, "any academic, extracurricular re-
search, occupational tralitilig. or tithes education program Dr activity uperated
by a recipient which receives or benefits from Federal financial assistance."

comment: To the extent that subsection (a) pertains to "extracurricular"
programs or activities, and -to t.i1.y extent that it pertains to any programs or
actin ities whit h are said to "benefit from", but which do not receive Federal
financial assistance, it is objected to. The inclusion of "extracurricular" lito-
grants ark objected to for reasuns stated in Part I. Section B of this memoran-
dum. However, to summarize briefly. the pbrtalnent phrase In section 9(1 of
title IX provides education program or activity receiv ing Federal Imaneial
assistance." Clearly the word "education" modifies both the word "program,"
and the word "activity." Therefore, it is appropriate to read the phrase as
"education program and education activity." The worn extracurricular is an
adjective' as is the word "education" in the above context. Extracurricular is
(leased to mean 'not part of the required curriculum; outside the regular
course of study but under the supervision of the school." Webster's New Wurld
Dictionary of the American Language, page 497 (2nd ed. 1972). Clearly, a.
conlikt in terms exists within the subsection of the regulations, as well as
between the regulations and title IX. By its very definitioa extracurricular
programs and activities are outside the scope of title IX. The use of the phrase
"benefiting from Federal financial assistance la objected to fur reasons stated in
Part I, Section C of this memorandum. Briefly, the objection lies in the fact
that section 901 of title IX provides coverage or (lineation programs and
activities receiving Federal financial assistance. Cyligrtss did not say "or
benefiting from" such assistance. IIEW added Oat, aid! that IIEW additivn
is insonsistant with the Act.

Subsection (b) paragraphs (4) and (5) prov)(le that except as otherwise
provided is Subpart D of the regulations, an ;educatitsial Institution cannot,
on the basis of sex, "subject any person tor separate or different rules of
behavior, sanctions or other treatment , tor) Discriminate against any person
in the application of any rules of appearance.fr

Continent: The br ad sweeping nature of these two paragraphs deny any valid
distinctions relative to behavior. treatment. or appearance between the sexes.
Suit a view flies in the ;ace of the position adopted. by the Supreme Court as
discussed in Part I. Section A of this memorandum. Without attempting to imag-
ine 'et ery possible instance when the above two paragraphs will result in reg-
ulating a result not intended by title IX, an obviotis example Is readily apparent.
As will be noted subsequently, section 86.34 of the regulations requires that all
classes including physical education classes (except to the extent that body
contact Is the ,purpose or a major part of the activity) must be taught in mixed
classes of members of both sexes. Swimmingls not generally considered a body

., contact sport. and it quite properly is not identified as such in section 86.34;
therefore, when svvituming-is offered as a part of a physical education program,

5.24?
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the swheaning class must be conducted in raised classes of members of both
sexes. Since paragraph (5) of subsection (b) prohibits "the application of any
rules of appearance" which discrimivate onshe basis of sex, an-educational insti-
tution cannot prescribe- different bathing twits for men and *omen. 'Without
being unnecessarily specific, suffice it to say that because of obvious differences in
the anatomy of the sexes, Social mores in. this country have for a number of
years indicated that somewhat less revealing articles of apparel are necessary
for women than for men when swimming. If it chooses to prescribe swimming
apparel, unless an educationiii institutiousagrees that women may adopt the
more revealing swim:nips apparelcustomarrfor men, it will be required to insist
that men return to a form of-bathing suit encompassing a shirt not unlike that
worn by men in the early part of this century. Nothing in dtle IX grants to
%HEW the authority to restrict the ability of an educational institution tospre-
scribe proper swimming apparel, or -tchimit the ability of an-educational insti-
tution to establish rules relative to students' dress and appearance generally.

Subsection (o) of section 86.31 provides that where a person or other, entity
(not a governmeattil unit within the United States) provides Co educe-

, tional institution "scholarships, fellowships or Qther awards ., ..,restricted to
members of one sex, which are designed to provide opportunities to study abrdad,
and which are awarded to students who are already matriculating at or who are
graduates to the recipient institution," the institution cannot accept same, unless
the educational institution also,. from whatever source, provides "opportunities
for similar studies for members of the other sex."

Conment: When a persou makes a bequest in a will that a certain sum
of money shall go in trust to a \particular educational institutions the income
frOm which shall be anted to provde fellowships for members of one identlfte4
sex to study abroad to the exclusion of the other, that is a private act of
discrimination on the basis of sex accomplished through the use of private, as
opposed to Federal, financial assistance. As indicated in Part I, Sectien A of
this memorandum, such private acts of discrimination have never been the
subject of Supreme Court decisions selative to sex discrimination and* only
to a limited extent 'have they been the subject of Cotigressional enactments.
Nothing in title IX grants to HEW any authority to regulate such piivate acts
of discrimination on the basis of sex. Title IX only pertains to education Prd-
grams and activities' receiving Federal financial assistance.

Subsection (d) of section 86.31 extendsthe coverage of the regulations to pro-
grams not operated by an educational institution. but participation in which
is considered by the institution .to facilitate one or snore of its education pro-
grams or activities. The institution is required to "implement a proceduse designed
to assure Itself that the operator or sponsor of such other education program or
activity..." does not discrinduate on the basis of sex in a manner not permitted
under these regulations to the educational institution in-question. Additionally,
the subsection provides that an educational. institution shall not "permit" stu-
penis or employees to participate in .such programs or activitiesif the institu-
tion considers the program or activity "as nart or oS equivalent to" (emphasis
added an, education program or activity rated by the educational institution.
The section does not indicate whether it contemplates the educational institu-
tion.allowing academic credit for such participation; therefore, it is necessary
to assume that such participation is proscribed whether or not academic credit
is allowed, or allowable.

Comment: To the extent that such program or activity not operated by the
edncational institution and does not receive Federal financial assistance, sub-
section (d) is objected to for reasons stated in Part IsfSection 0, of this memo-
randum. Additionally, to the extent. net subaectlop (d) prohibits entitle educa-
tional InstIttitions from "permit(ting)" students or employees to participate in
such programs and activities not operated by the institution, when no academic
credit or other benefit is granted by the educational institution for such par-
ticipation, the subsection is objected to as being 'violative of the Fatirteenth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States in that it forces Mich public
educational institution to deprive its students and' employees of "liberty . .

without due process of law." Of course, neither the Department of HEW, nor
any public educational institution can prohibit a student or employee from par-
ticipating in a program or activity not operated by the educational institution,
on such persons' own time and of such persons* own volition. shanty because it is
felt by Frteh institution that such participation is "equivalent to an education
program or activity operated by such institution."
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In Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (10..n) the United States Supreme Court
said, that liberty under the Fourteenth amendment "denotes npt merely freedom
from bodily restraint but also the right of the.individual to,contract, to engage
in any of the common occupations 'of life, to acquire knowledge, . . . and- ;ten-
erally to efijOY those privileges long recognized at common law as essential to
the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men." Though Meyer v. rebraskals
a fairly old case, one would hope that the meaning of liberty in the United States
is no more restricted today than in 1923, and-that case specifically included the
acquisition of knowledge as a right protected by the Fourteenth amendment.
Bow then, under the Constitution, can HEW require,that a public educational
institution receiving Federal financial assistance so limit the freedom of its
students and employees as to proscribe their liberty to participate in educa-
tonal programs and activities offered by some other entity simply because they
are felt to be equivalent to those offered by such institution? If a student %;islies
to participate in a program of an entity separate and apart from tit educational
Institution in question simply for Rich student's own edification, and the stu-
dent IS duly accepted for such participation. and it is for a lawfuepurpose,-, the
Constitution protects the student's 'right, to do so. I1EW should do no less.

Section 86.32. HousingThis section pertains to student housing and provides
that an educational institution -"shall not on the basis of sex, apply different
rules or regulations, impose different fees or` requirements, or offer different
services or benefits related to housing," except that an institution "may provide
separate housing on the basis of sex."

Comment: As indicated previously, title It only grants to HEW autpority
to issue regulations governing educational programs and activities receiving
Federal financial assistance. While some dorthitories may be built with Federal
financial assistance, they clearly are not either an educational program or an
educational activity. Therefore, they are not within the purview of title IX. and
regulations pertaining to housing are inconsistent with, title IX. Citation of title
VI regulations and Supreme Court cases involving racial discrimination area
rejected_ as not being supportive of sex discrimination qfiestions for reasons
stated in Part I, Section A. It should also be recalled that as recently as May 13,
1074, the Supreme Court refused to overrule a decision of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Robinson v. Board of Regents, 475 F. 2d 70T
(1973), Certiorari denied 416 U.S. 982, which held that differing dormitory rules,-._
for male and female students were permissible in a public educational institu-
tion under the equal protection clause. In approving separate classifications
based on sex, the Court of Appeals said, "A classification having some reason-
able intsis does not offend the equal protection clause merely because it is not

.draWn with mathematical nicety."
`Sectign 86.4 Accesi to course offeringsThis section provides that inn edu-

cational institution "shall not provide any course or otherwise carry out any of
its educational program or activity separately (emphasis added) on the basis .
of sex. . . ."

Comment: While it is agreed that by the enactment of title IX, Congress
intended to ensure equal educational opportunity to members of both sexes, the
IlEIV requirement that all such prograing and activities he taught in mixed
classes is objected to as being inconsistent with the purpose and intent of title IX.
Each educational institution, or school system, etc. Is the proper unit to decide
whether a particular class should be taught on a coeducational basis. The Man-
date of Brown v. Board of Education relative to. race is rejected as not being
supportive on the basis of sex, because as noted in Part I, Section A of thiS memo-
randum,the Supreme Court has refused to fqllow its own precettents relative to
racial separation when deciding sex discrimination questions. References to title
VI regulations are siinllarlp rejected. There simply is no roccelatiOn between the
relationship of one rate of people to another race of people, and the relationship
between men and women. To assert that the correlation is the same in order to
seek support for the HEW regulations is simply another exploitation of minori-
ties to achieve the arbitrary purposes evidenced in these regulations.

Subseotion (o) provides that section 86.34 "does not prohibit separation of stu-
dents by sex within physical education classes or activities (hiring participation
in wrestling, boxing, rugby, ice hockey, football, basketballand otter sports the
purpose or major activity ofwhich Involves bodily contact."

Comment:. It is a that physical education programs offered as a part of
the institution's our ulum as "education programs and activities'l within the
meaning andinten of section 901 of title IX. Indeed, there are numerous Courts
eases holding tpbysical training is within the meaning,Of the term "edlica-
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' \tion." Wads And Phrases, Vol. 14, "Education," pages 1257127. IJEW's allovfance
of separite classes for contact sports hr physical education programs is simply
an admisSion on its part that valid, rational classifications on the Oasis of sex in
fact exist.

Subsection (d) provides that "Where use of a single standird of measuring
skill or progress in a physical education class has an adverse effect on members of
one sex, the recipient shall use appropriate standards- Which do not have such
effect." Presumably this proyision is intended as a caveat to subsection (b) of
the same section which permits the "grouping of students in physical education
.classes and activities by ability as assessed by objective standards-of individual
performance developed and applied without regard to sex."

Comment: When the two subsections are read together, the inevitable conclu-
sion Is that an educational institution may use whatever staidardS it /chooses

to group students by ability in physical education programs, provided t at a pro= 1

portional balance of. members of both sexes results in each group. Reallaing_thAt
lifting barbells, doing push-ups, and chinning bars are not body contact' sports
and under the regulations ,cannot be taught in separate classes, undir Subsection
(d), if the teachers use muscular development as the objectili standard for

-grouping students, and if the resulting groups consist of diapfottortionate num-
bers' of male and female students, that standard for grouPini'must beoliscon-
tinned,. and 'the teacher must select other "appropriate standards which &net
have such effect." One wonders what the other- "appropriate statyttards" would
id? Clearly, ins not the purpose of title IX to require'that- boys and girls lift
barbells together, in the same groups, and followinethe same pade of weight
progre ion, bathe HEW regulations say theymust.

Su section (o) of Section 86.34 provides that "Portions of classes in elemen-
tary and secondary schools which deal exclusively with human sexuality may be
con acted in'separate sessions for boys and girls."

0 ments: It is toted that this allowande of "separate sessions".is permitted
only n "elementary and secondary schools."-Therefore, in institutions of post-
sec° ary education, the IIEW regulations require that "classes . . . which deal

"s..., c usisely with human sexuality" be conducted, in mixed groups of male and
female students. It is not suggested by this commentator whether classes deal-
ing -exclusively with human sexuality" should be taught, not taught, taught its
mixed groups of male and female students, or taught in separate groups: It is
suggested that the HEW provision requiring that such classes-be taught in mixed
groups on the post-secondary leVel is inconsistent with title IX.

Section 86.54Counseling and use of apinstisal and counseling materials--`
. This section,prohibita discrimination in(Coutiseling students, and it prohibits the

-use ordiffefent materials on the basis of sex in connection with such counseling.
Additionally, it provides that educational institutions "shall develop and use
internal procedures for ensuring that such (counseling) materials do tot discrim-
inate on the basis of sex. Where the use of a counseling test or other ,Instrument
results inssrsuhstantially disproportionate number of members of one sex in
any particular course of study or classification, the recipient (educational institti-
tion) shall take such action as-is necessary to assure itself that such dispro-
portion is not the result of discrimination in the instrument or its application."

Comment: The above provislotti Is objected.to on essentially the same grounds
as were stated in connection with Section 80.21, subsection (h), paragraph (2)
relative to "test or other criterion" fort admission to an educational institution.
Briefly, the provision Places the batten on the educational institution to prove
that a particular "tea

not
other instrument" on which members of both sexes do

not score equally "JS not the result of discrimination in the instrument or-its
application.".sisldrro the fact that HEW is placing the burden ou the defend-
ant to prove him elf innocent, IIEW is additionally requiring the educational
institution to 00' the impossible. No reasonable person contendi that any par-
ticulpr test Ira perfect measure of ability, interest, or aptitude. Tests are the
product of /Inman efforts and subject to. human frailties. Surely, -it is the duty
of those who .construct such tests fo make them as nearly perfect as possible,
and- where a choice Of several tests is available,. it is the duty of the educa-
tional institution to select the one, or on , that are most nearly perfect inf
validly predicting students' ability, Interest, 'ptitude, or other factor being meas-
ured. But to require the institution to provide assurance of the validity of the
test is to require an impossibility. Nothing in title IX grants to IIEW the author-
ity to promulgate such a regulation. On the contrary, it is suggested that the
regulation directed conflicts with title IX in that it could result in a denial of
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an equal educational opportunity for members of one sex if, as the Supreine
Court suggests, -valid claseiticatiorpt-ion the basis of sex do exist. For example,
this commentator is not prepareji to' ssiy categorically that Women_do not have
a greater, aptitude for verlialIxeicises, and that meth& not have a greater
aptitude for mathematical exercises. If that is- the case, the HEW denial of
the use of any test- isliciwitig a need for remedial classes for men in verbal
exercises and 'Or women -in math exercises would result in a denial of the
availability Winch classes. Thus, the HEW regulations may actually require
a denial of equal educational opportunity. This is clearly inconsistent with title
IX'. ,' .i'

Sections 86.37.--Finaucial assistancesubiection La), paragraph (2)- provides
that an educational institution shall not "through solicitation, listing, approval,
provision of facilities or other services, assist any foundation, trust, agency,
organization Or person whIck,proVides assistance to' any of such, recipient's stu-
dents in a manner which diaerimirillites on the, bags of sex."

Comment: This _provision is objected to because it seeks to limit the-liberty
Of an educational institution to deal with entities and persons not receiving Fed-
eral financial assistance, and which are not covered by Title-IX. In the above
provision, HEW attempts to do indirectly that which it cannot do directly, to
with:Juhibit the ability of an entity or person not covered by the Act to differ-
entiate on-the Basis of sex in the provision of assistance to students.

Subsection (a), paragraph (3) provides that an educational- institution
' nhall,not ApPly any rule or assist in application of any rule concerning eligibility

for such assistined-which treats persons of one sex differently 'from persons of
the other sex witWregard'to . . . parental- statits."

Comment: This paragraph is objected to for reasons stated in Section A
of Part I of this memorandum and for reasons stated earlier in Part II of this
memortiaduin relative to Subsection (c), paragraph (1) of HEW section 88.21.
Briefly. in Qeduldig .y. Aiello (1974) the United States Supreme Court refused
to strike down a statute treating pregnant public schoolteache tly
from nonpregnant public' schoolteachers. The Court denied that t e class! c.
Om was based upon "gender as such." The Court concluded- that he ,classifica-
Mu was.uot on gender, but on the basis of pregnancy, and w1,iv fi e only women
can become pregnant, that fact alone was not 'held to be t minative. The
Cohrt said, "The program divides potential recipients into tw groupspreg-
,nant women and nonpregnant persons. While the firstgroup is ex lusively female,
the second includes ,members of both sexes." Therefore, differ: tiation on the
basis of pregnancy or parental status, according to the Supreme Court, it is not
a differentiation on the basis of sex. In short, pregnancy or _arental status
is a valid, criteria upon which to base 1[ classification. Neither t e;tual protec-
tion clause of the,Fourteenth Amendment nor Title IX probibits,1

_,.. _Section 86.37, Subsection (by provides an educational inalitt ion cann.ot'"ad-
minister or mist in the administration of scholarships; reships , or other
forms of financial assistance established pursuant to domesti or foreign wills,
trusts, bequests, or similar legal instruments or by pets of a fi governme
which requires that trwards be made to members of a particula sex specifi

. therein, "unless the Institutions develop and use procedures to ensure n-
discriminatory awards of assistance," and under such procedures "students are
selected for award, of tluandal assistance on the basis of nondiscrimina, ory
criteria and not on thi) basis of mailability of funds restricted to members f aParticular sex; (and) An appropriate sex-restricted scholarship, Tellowsh . or- otherlorm of financial ,assistance is allocated to each student . . ." thus sel. ted ;

. and. "No student is denied. the award for which he or she was select . . .
because of the absence of A scholarship, lellowship, or other form of fit cial
fisaletance designed fof a member of that student's sex."

Coeintent: When a persqn makes a bequest in a rill, or other gift, o a cer-
tain stun of m66- protiding that a certain sum of money shall go in rust to
a particular educational institution, and the income from such sum shall be
used to provide-fellowship, scholarships, or other forms of financial ssistance
for members of one specified sex to the exclusion of the other, that a private
act of differentia4ion or discriiiination, on the basis of sex aceompli ed through
the use of private, as opposed to Federal, financial assistance. As Indicated in
Part I, Section A of this memorandum. such private recta of disc fruition have
never been the subject Of Supreme Court decisions.involving a. discrimination
under the equal protection clause, -and only to a limited ext' t have they been
the subject of Congressional enactmats. Nothing in title grants to HEW
any authority to regulate such private acts bit cliff

1

erentiation n the basis of sex,
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Title IX only pertains to "education programs-and activities receiving Federal

-714(1 acts scats awes niphasni addettr."
Subsection (c) of section 86.37. Athletic scholarshipsThis subsection pro-

vides that "To the,extent that an educational institution awards athletic scholar-

ships or grants-in-aid, it must provide reasonable opportunities for such awards
for members of such sex in proportion,to the number of students of each sex
participating in interscholastic orintercolleglate athletics."

Comment: Subsection (e) is objected to for reasons stated in Part I, Section

(B) of this memorandum. Of course, physical education_ programs which are a

regular part of the curriculum of the-institution and for which no special skill

is required for participation are unquestionable "education program(s) and
activit(les)" within the meaning of title IX. However, it is equally obvious that

athletic programs of an intercollegiate nature, for which a specialized or excep-

tienal skill is required for participation, are not "education program(s) and
actiCit(ies)" within the meaning of title I.X. As indicated, reference is made to

Part I, Section (B)., of this memorandum and to Part I; Section (0).
Section 86.38. Emplhment assistance to students Subsection (a) provides

that an educational institution "which assists any agency, organization or

person in milking employment available to any of its students (s)hall assure
itself that such employment is made available without discrimination on the

-basis of sex; and (s)hall not render such services.to any agency, organliation,
or person which discriminates on the basis Of sex in itseniployment practices."

Comment: This provision is objellted to because it seeks to limit the liberty

of an edileational institution to deal with entities and persons regarding. activi-

ties that are not "education program(s) or activit(les)." It is further objected

to because it similarly seeks to limit the liberty of an educational institution
to dealwith entities and persons regarding activities that do not receive "Federal
financial assistance." Reference is made to Part I, Sections (B) and (0) of this
memorandum and to comments relative to HEW regulations Subpart E regarding

discrimination on the basis of sex lu employment in education prsograims and

-activities.
Subvection (b) of section 86.38 prohibits the employment at students by an

educationnl institution "in a manner 'which violates; Subpart E."
Pimintent: This provision is objected to for reasons stated in connection with

Subpart E.
&Ilion 86.39. Health and insurance benefits and services= -This section pro-

hibits discrimination on the basis of sex In the providing of medical hospital,

accident, life insurance benefits, services, or Nana by an educational institution.
Additionally, the same may not be provided to students in a manner that would

he edative of Subpart B If It wore -.provided. to employees of the institution.

Additionally, any Institution, which provides full coverage health service shall

provide gynecological care. l'urther, the,providing, of family planning services

to students is mentioned with approval.
(Assozrat: This section is objected to for reasons stated in Part I, Section (B)

of this memorandum. Briefly, the plain meaning of the term "educationf' In
section 901 of title IX does not inclUde extracurricular programs and activities.

It is equally obvious that the term does not embrace medical services and bene-

fits. nor can it be extemicd'to include insurance policies. To do 'middies reason,

and it violates fundamental rules of legal construction requiring the common,

natural and customary meaning to be given the term. Sutherland's Statutory
emrstruction. fourth edition, Volume 2-A, § 46.01, pages 98 and 90; Order of
-Railway Conductors of America v. Swann. 329 U.S. 520 (1047). Additionally,

to the extent that such services and benefits do riot receive "Federal financial
assistance," the section is objected to for reasons stated in Part I, Section (C)

of this nientorandinn:
Section 86.40. Marital or parental statusSubsection (a) provides that an

educational institution "shalt not apply any rble concerning n student's actual

or potential parental, family, or marital status which treats students differently

on the hasis of sex."
continent: This provision is objected to for reasons stated In Part I, Section

(A) of this memorandum. Under this section, an educational institutional institu-

tion is prohibited from applying any rule whatsoever, or making any differentia-

tion at all regarding students who are pregnant regardless of whether such

student is married or unmarried. If an unmarried, pregnant student insists, that

student must be permitted to continue to attend classes ambparticipate in other

education programs and activities until a reasonable period prior to birth of
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the child. This Commentator would not suggest whether an educational institu-
=tion should adopt such a palicy, nor would he suggest whether an institution,_
should adopt a less permissive policy. Such a decision Is properly the prerogatWe
of the particular educational institution in question. However, in ,view of the
Supreme Court decision in Geduldig v. Aiello, 417, U.S, 484 (197!) which held
that diffeientiation, or, discrimination, on the basis of pregnancy is.not discrim-
ination on the basis of sex, and in view of the Supreme Cofirt.decision in San
Antonio School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U,S. 1 (1073)- which held that there
is no Constitutionally protected right to an educational opportunity, HEW is
not justified in requiring that educational institutions not differentiate on the '
basis of actual or potential parental status.

Subsection (b) of Section 86.40 provides that an educational Institution shall
not discriminate against any student, or exclude any student from its education
program oraetivity, including class or extracurricular activity, on the basis of
such student's pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termination* of pregnancy,
or recovery therefrom, unless the student requests voluntarily to participate in a
separate.,portion of the program or activity of the . . ." institution. Subsequent
paragraphs of subsection (b) further outline prohibitions and lifnitations of the
institution relative to pregnancy, Including the requirement that pregnancy, false
_pregnancy, termination of pregnancy and recovery therefrom be treated in the'
same manner and ,under the same policies as any other temporary,disability.with
respect to medical or hospital benefits, services, plans or policies which such
reciplentadministers, operates, offers, or participates in with respect to students

' admitted to the recipient's educational programs or activities."
Comment : - Subsection (b) is objected to for reasons stated in Part I, Sections

(A); (B), and (C) of this memorandum as well as for reasons stated in the com-
ments 'relative to subsection (a) of Section 80.40 above. Subsection (b), as.indi-
eated, requires that termination of pregnancy be treated in the same manner and
underAhe same policies as any other temporary disability with respect,to medical
or hospital benefits, services, plans or policies. Therefore, HEW requires that the
educational:institution's inedieri benefits cover students' abortions. Additional];..
as'noted earlier, the institution, is not permitted to consider the marital status of
the student. The institution's Medical benefits must provide abortion coverageto
both married and unmarried' students. There is obviously nothing in title IX/ granting such authority to,'HEW. Further, in Geduldig v. Aiello (1974), cited,
previously, the Supreme Court has-held that differentiation on the basis a pre,-
money is not discrimination on the basis of sex.

Section 86.41. AthleticsThis section provides that "No person shall, othe
basis of sex, be excluded froth participation in, be denied the benefits of, be
treated differently from another person or otherwise hediscriminated against in
any interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or intramural athletics offered by . , .
"educationsl_institutions," and no educational institution shall, except as allowed
in subsection (b), provide any such athletics separately. On such basis.

Comment: This entire section pertaining to athieties'is objected to for reasons
stated in Part I, Sections (A), (B), and (C) to the extent that such athletics are
not regular elements of the physical education program within the curriculuni,of
the institution. Clearly, athletics beyond the physical education class level are not

- Within the 'naming of the term "education" as used in section 901 of title IX.
Additionally, to the extent that such programs and activities do,not receive Fed-
eral financial assistance, they are not covered by title IX even if they were deemed
to be within the term- "education" It is noted that HEW, in addition to citing'
sections 901 and 902 of title IX, alscr cites section 844 of the Education Amend-
ments of 1974 in support oethe inclusion of athletics within the regulations. The
citing of section 844 is rejected as not being supportive of such a granrof authority
to HEW, becauseasection 844 does not purport to amend title IX or the Education
Amendments of 1972, nor does it do so. As such; it is not a delegation of authority
froth, the Congress to the Secretary of HEW; and therefore, it is not substantive
law applicable generally to citizens of the United States, Section 844 94 ? directive
from Congress to the Secretary of the Department of Health, education. and Wel-
fare, and It is applicable only to the Secretary, Further, as a directive from the
'Congress, it can properly be reviewed by Congress, and it- can be retracted,
amended, or ratified. A proper means available to the Congress. for such review
is n Concurrent Resolution submitted pursuant to section 431(d) of thy General
Education Provisions Act.
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DISCRIMINATION ON THR"RASIS Or SEX IN'EMrrLOYMENT IN EDUCATION
FROGRASIS AND ACTIVITIES PROHIBITED

This entire Subpart of the HEW regulations pertains to employment of indi-
viduals by the educational institution. While it is recognized that the phrase in
seetiou 901 of title IX respecting "participation in ... any education program or
activity ..." may arguably.be interpreted to Include those who teach such activi-
`ties, it is the view of.this commentator that such a conclusion is not mandated by
the language of title IX. 4

Additionally, section 703 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended by the
Equal Employment OppOrtUriltjAACt ^f 1972 specifically provides that "It shall be
an unlawful employment practice for an employer to fail or refuse to hireFr to
discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with
respect to his compensation, terms, .conditions, or privileges of employment,
because of such individual's ... sex... ."

Section 705 &Mat Act created the EquatEmployment Opportunity Commission,
and section 706 of such Act empowers the Commission to Prevent any person from
engaging In any unlawful employment practice as set forth in section '703. . . ."

Clearly,. the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, ,not is-the
proper agiincy of .the*Federal*Government_to contilder questions of poisible dis-
erpnination on the bails of sex in ieniyloyment; And, of course,- Its Power and
tintliority governs educational institutipns as well as other employers. On April 5,
1972, the Commission published in thefFedertil Registtnregulations, or guidelines

. relative to discrimination because of lei. Those regulations are of copse, cur-
rently in effect.

In tile light of the authority, jurisdiction and work of the Equal Emptoyment
Opportimity Commission, it I submitted that the better reasoned view is that
CongreA did not intendlor title IX to be extended to ever employees Of edu-
cational institutions. ilather, it is-suggested 'that Congress intended the Equal
Employment Opportunity .let of 197.2 to cover-such -matters. It is noteworthy
that both Acts were enacted in the same year. Therefore, it is submitted that
the proper agency of the Federal tldvurninent to promulgate regulations respect-
ing discrimination on the basisiof 14'ek in employnisnt is the:Equal Employment
Opporfunity CommisSiot4 not HEW.

In the light of the two previousipmentioned 'enactments of _1972, it-would defy
common sense to conclude otherwise. tturtber, simple principles of good man-
agement and economy in government require that competitton amougFederal
agencies which hive a duplicative effect not be permitted.

A .

1".
STATEMENT Or THE EASTERN ASSOCIATION roe INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS FOR

WOMEN

The Eastern Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (FIAIAW)
was formed in 1972 to provide ,direction 61(.1/leadership for Komen's inter-
collegiate programs. The Association administers regional championships in
a variety of sports for women4EAIAW, witti a membership Jot almoAt 200
Institutions, serveti as the ea ern regional -structure for the Association for .

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW). The purpose of the organization
is to foster broad programs of women's intercollegiate athletics which are con;
siqtent with the educational Alms and objectives of the member schools. It has
been instrumental in encbtiraging high caliber programs, extending and cuddl-
ing programs for female athletes which are based upon the focus of the indi-
vidual participant in her primary role as a college student.

This Subcommittee la Inquiring into the consistency of Title IX regulations '

with the authorizing le q 1. t IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.
Much has been te74tfile to w rest to particular athletic programs. EAIAW
urges the ubcommitt e to not be sidetracked by these issues, but to squarely,

address the prindp concern, the consistency of the regulations with the
statutory authority t erefor.

Despite what has. been urged by a number of organizations. athleties, and
particularly intercollegiate athletics, are programs and activities Intended by
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Congress to be covered by Title IX. An examination of the legislative history
e Title IX establlithee that intercollegiate athletics was well within the eon-
templation'of the enactors of that legislation as programs and activities _to be-
coVered. Senator Birch Bayh Inside specific-reference to the inclusion of sports ,
facilities and intercollegiate athleticprograms. Representative Green's hearings
made repeated references to intercollegiate programs. 'Most importantly, the
directive of the GenerayEducation Amendments of 1974 set forth that:

The Commissioner shall prepare and publish; not later` than:90 days after
enactment -of this Act, Proposed- regulations implementing the provisions
of Title IX of the Education Ainendments of 1972 relating to the prohibition
of sex discrimination in federall:vsunisted edneation program..' which shall
include. With respect to,intercollegiate athletic 'activities, reasonable ,pro-
visions considering the nature of partienlar sports.

Once thisRuhcommittee satisfies itself, asindeed it tanst,:that the regulations
are fully consistent with We-legislation, the Subcommittee bmid support the
enactment' on July 1.1st-of the regulations. With-out these regulations,rhistorical
prejudices and blatant discrimination. against women in- competitive athletics
shall be permitted to abound in the male-doininated governance of competitive
athletics. EAIAW strongly supports the regulationsinsolar as they-Implement
the concept of equal opportunity regardless of se/. The effectuation of -the- -

Title IX regulations on July 21st shall serve as the vehicle by which \mlieu can
begin to have better access to competitive athletic* and hopefully eventually,
acquire iqual,aeeessand have an Idstosie opportunity to remedy and o'ereome
the disincentives and disadvantages- under which seomen's competitive athletics
have been forced to function. voic

As an organisation, 11411.4.W is firmly committed competitive-athletics as
an integral part of the educational program at all colleges. Indeed, EAIAW
believes that the _Primary justification for intercollegiate programs is their
edncatitm, not their financial value. The NCAA has defined its-basic purpose:

".. . to maintain intercollegiate athletics as an integral part of the educa-
tional program and the athlete as an integral part of the student body, and.
by so doing, retain a clear line -ot demarcation between college athletics
and 'professional sports." (Article 2, Section 2 of the.NCAA Constitution)

.The NCAA, however, has argued. soraewhat contradictorily, that while their
program is education, the financiaZ aspects of college, sports demand that a por-
tion of the men's intercollegiate program should be exempt from Title P.I ,
becauo-it is revenue producing, or in the enervative, that the entire program
of intercollegiate athletics shtunitailirirkivered by Title-IX. The rationale for
this position is twofold i .(1) intercollegiate athletics do not receive direct. fi-
nancial help from the, federal government, and (2) the present economic crisis
makes it impossible to implement the regulations set forth by HEW without
jeopardizing men's-intercollegiate athletics, and interfering with the-financial
success of the men's intercollegiate programs of individnar member schools. If
malcingprofits is indeed tier primary objective of competitive sports, it does
not have*Place in the educational 'setting and shonld not only be exempt from
Titre IX, butshoulf be eliminated from higher education altogether. It shogld
be carried on as a bnidness and solely as a-business. If, on the other hand, as
the NCAA has stated, the primary goals of its program are educational. there
is no justification-for exemption of any portion of that program on the grounds

.\of financial difficulty hreompliance.
There is no judicial precedence, nor legislative authority which would allow

conienience, or economy as a basis for'inviting and tolerating sex bias in educe-
tional. programs. The intent of Congress in enacting Title IX was the adoption
of legislation which would eliminate discriminatory actions wherever they exist
in 'education. Title IX was passed -because it was recognized that the federal
,government should not support educational programs-that deny equal opportunity
to one group of citizens. To more in any direction which-would continue to invite
the widespread discrimination which is' present in Intercollegiate sports for
women- wouldriot:de. the clear mandate of the statute to eliminate sex discrimi-
nation in all facets of education.

With respect,to the issue of federal monies in intercollegiate athletic programs
raised by the NCAA and varionahalividuals and professional education groups,
ZAIAW fully supports AlW's testimony of June 20, 1975, concerning the inten-
tion to include athletics 'In the coverage,of Title IX as it ". . . was resolved by
the directive in the General Education Amendments of 1974 that:

"The Commissioner shall prepare and publish not later than 30 days after
enactment of this Act, *proposed regulations implementing the provisions of

s.
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Title IX of the uc ion Amendments of 1972 relating to thC prohibition

of sex diserhuinat in ,federally assisted education programs which shall
inclide with respect to intercollegiate athletic activities, reasonable provi-
sions considering the nature of the particular sports."

c ZAIAW. holds the belief that federal funds are both directly and indirectly
used for program ,which involve intercollegiaee.athleties. In those situations
in which there is little or no federal spending, there are still definite evidences

of the entire college community being "infested" by the sex blasin anedutatioual
Program which haw so much visibility and is such a vital part of the climate of

_learning in any single institution of-higher education. The flagrant discrimina-

tion which abounds in intercollegiate athletics is perhaps the most obvious form

of.demoralization of a particular group to be found in education, Stich negative

attitudes towards female athletes-and- females in general on a college campus

Is bound to affect their self-iniage.and to label them-second-classcitizens. Yet
these women have 'been mandated to give their fee dollars to support:itprogram
which spends most of their 'fees for men's athletics. The realization of a return
of 1Weenta to *1.00 on a ;30.00 fee, is a blatant offense for women students to

accept.In addition to the general visible evidence of discrimination in athletics,

Women on many college campuses are deprived of equal-access to facilities. This

discriminatory action affects both the general woman student and the female .
athlete, i.e., in the football stadium of a large university, the track surrounds the
stadium. The female student may not nee any iifthe facilities of the stadium
,including the track ter jogging, .the training room and washrooms during the

practice of the malefootball team, or-during She track practice of the male team.

At the samelime,,the male aonathletes may have access to the track and all of.
its facilities. Even as the women are permitted to practice on- the track (over
the Supper hour, as ,the male team has the prime practice time), thereareuo
facilities made available for slp)Wers: use of a, washroom, or training room. This

necessitates a two-block walt,i,to shower and restroom facilitiett. At- the same
time, the men's track and, fleid team has the use of two shower fooms. and

plenty of washroom facilities. Such_ action is bound To affect the psychological
well-being of students and label them obviously second-class citizens. In Finch
v. Florida, 414 '.2d 1088, 1078-79 (15th Cir. 1989), the court's Interpretation
flemonstrates the possibility that discriminatory action in one area of the school
Program (in this case perhaps non -federally supported competitive athletics)
may have effects on other aspects of the program. Although this recognition

came under Title VI, the concept of "taint" or "Infectionv is equally relevant to
problems of sex discrimination under Title IX.

It is often impossible to trace the federal dollar. or to assume that intereol-

%elate sports do not-either directly or indirectly receive, federal support. Cer-'
thinly, many facilities used in intercollegiate athletics are shared by Physical

. EdUcation, Recreation and Athletics and have been built htpart by federal sub-

sidy or revenue sharing. Tracklag the federal dollar precisely can be extremely
complicated, sometimes impossible. A projector and video is gained 'through
funds of ESEA and used by male or female tennis team fo help in demonstrat-
ing performance errors. The federal government has thus provided the means
for a coaching aid in intercollegiate sport, This item supported by federal funds
prevented Intercollegiate athletics from having to purchase such a prjector or
video tans. This is a clear example-of how tederal aid to one school activity can
be indirect finencitil assistance to other school activities. In other cases. if fed-
eral funds are not available for a given activity, local and state funds would
have to be diverted to support that activity. This may be indirectly' helpful to
support school sport., programs.

Who pays the deficit ofi.NCAA member schools in conducting intercollegiate
athletic programs? A nt'ettio from NONA eates that Intercolleglates have an
annual deficit of $49.5jimillion. Who. plekwkip the tab at individual Institutions
for tbese.deficits? The-fends must come frien tonnes within the university, funds
which may have been saved as a result of.-/ederal support in some other area of
tit Nigel Hwy, lsiirng.11

The disadvantages under which women's intercollegiate athletic programs
operate are most ap-parent4n-the dollar's expended on those programs. The most
casual examination of altni)at any athletic budget will-reveal blatant discrimi-
netion in ellocntion otfund4 ter women's intercollegiate programs. There is not
a single major university which-spends over 314 pereent of their minuet athletic
budget on women's,programs. A riajority of the athletic budgets reveal a figure

..* .
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close to 1.5-2 percent-of the Aotal athletic budget. The 1.5-2 percent is a 100
percent-increase over budget allocations pre-1973 when colleges and universities
begansto be concerned about the Possible future_ requirements of the Title IX
regulations. Many women's collegiate silthletic programs have had substanitai
gains in a-relative sense, but the new expansion of interest in-competitive 'ports
liy female athletes exceeds, the funds being made available. Before the enact-
ment of Title IX, not a single large university spent more than $100,006 on
their women's athletic budgets. Recent changes have forced increased finding.

A 1974 University oftilinnesota survey, for example, Inquired into the admin-
istration and funding of "Big Ten Conference and State Universities." The survey
indicated that expenditures for women's programs ranged from a low- $3,000 at
Northirestern University to ,a high ;110,000 for Michigan "State. At other large
universities where the annual athletic budget for men is° over $1.5 million,
representative total budget allocations for 1974-751o,women include: University
of Southern California, $100,000;, University- of Maryland, ;42,000 (HEW suitpending) University of Michigan $110,000 (after a complaint was filed id
August, 1973 to HEW) University of New Mexico*, $38,000; University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, $42,000; Washington" State, $18,000 (new figures suggest near
puk000 for 1975-6 budget) ; Ohio State, $42,000; and University of Arizona,
137,000.

Constant reference was-made by the NCAA in its-testimony before the Sub-
committee concerning -the historical growth and development of men's inter-
csislleglate-sports and the threats thereto by the development of womesi'-s inter-
collegiate athletics. In a report to its member schools, the NOAA has reminded
Its member' to "Finally hammer the impossibility of meeting the requirement
of overall program equality for men and women without severeicurtailment of
men's programs which you have built carefully over many years." It needs to beclarified thit the men's programs have grown, in part, because women have
contributed financially through state taxsts, tuition. and student fees towards
men's programs with NO. return on the sum paid for women's intercolleglates.
Discrimination against women in athletics has helped support men's programs
and thus men have profited by the flagrant discrimination of women in Inter-
collegiate sport. It is repugnant to the ideals of fairness and equality to openly
continue to support concepts which lead to such discrimination of nestrlY-50 per-
cent of the student body. Women have paid the, price for the growth and flourish:.
Ins of men's athletic programsand it is time for that support to be given towomen's prOgrams. ' .

What is the logic of supporting men's nonrevenue sports and, not the women's
nonrevenue sports when both groups have made contributions to the finances of
the program? Certainly sports are a reflection of society, and when society did
not accept the female athlete, it is understandable that discriminatory actions
abohnded; but the new generation of students no longer look to athletic stereo-
typing, and this fact has opened wide the door for competitive athletics to be an
acceptable part of a women's lifestyle. There must be a concerted effort to over-
comc the attitudes of the past and help the female population come-to,know the
joy of effort. higher levels of achievement, and the values in purSuit of excellence
through sports in our colleges. .

It is obvious that if additional funds are not available, the development of
competitive athletics or women may necessitate some curtailment of men's
competitive athletics. In most cases, this could be solved by simply more logical
expenditures and procedures. This may be the opportune time to examine and
evaluate the competitive athletic programs Yclthin each college and university.
The goals of these-programs may reqnlre re-direction in order to be more con-
sistent with the function of higher education which has as its focus the_quality
of the experience for the students, both male and female, and not for the
revenneto pe produced in the educational setting.

In the hearings. of the Subcommittee on Post-SeCondary FAucation, Friday,
,Inne 20, 1975, the NCAA proposed that there be an in-depth stud* of the prac-
tical impact of Title IX before the HEW regulations are accepted. MAW and
EAIAW hare already examined the practical impact of the Title IX regulations
On ,both men's and women's sports and can see no real concern-for the disaster
predicted by NOAA in enactment of Title TX: Naturally, we cannot, nor can
anyone else, predetermine all problems which might arise, as only experience
and _functional operation of the guidelines can determine the exact nature of
difficulties, and can. theii resolvelhem. It seems clear, however, that the call by
the NCAA. for still another study period is nothing more than a stall tactic
designed to prevent sex -bias,in competitive athletics from being eliminated,: as
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soon as possible, A Study cue be -Undertaken simultaneous with enactment of

the regulation&
Certainly, EAIAW would be thefirst to inggest and support a well-coordinated,

.highly professional research program to ascertain and document answers to
some:of the important questions, such as integrated vs. separate team. We cannot
see-a reason for watingon the-results of such a study to enact Title IX regula.
dons, women's intercollegiate athletics cannot afford to await any longer, not
even a year, while future Modifications or possible impact of the-regulations are
studied. Every day of delay prevents another generation -of college female
athletes from receiving the access to education that is afforded male counter-

parts. Pending investigations avd, the large number of litigations and complaints

filed- in. HEW demonstrate the urgency of immediate passage to provide the
enfprcement-pOwers--for HEW, to assure equality of opportunity for male and
female student athletes.

Some members of the Subcommittee and the NOAA. expressed concern for the
interest factor in women's. sports. In a letter to Chief Executives of member
schools, NCAA and the NACDA attempted to ascertain. the interest of women

;In sports while implying that women's programs were not highly successful and
Jacked importance to female student Athletes. Questions were asked concerning

the possible spectator.interest,for women's sport" in the future. EAIAW does
not consider having. spectabers as an important part of the educational expe-
rience essential to the participant. We do recognize,'however,-the possible inter-

est of society-as spectators and believe such ati interest is possible through Well

publicised and sound intercollegiate programs.
The degree of interest in competitive athletics for women is definitely growing.

This In demonstrated by-the number of teams who desire to participate in regional
national championships and the number of colleges joining MAW and re-

gional organisation". There Pa 'statistical evidence of the large increase in women's

participation in intercollegiate athletics; the ever-expanding coverage of news

media is further evidence of interest on the part of participants and spectators
alike. The variety of sports which have nation/I championships is grpwing as is

the number (*teams in the regional championships. In the team-sports of volley-

ball and basketball, for example, profits have been made and the facilities for the
championship were- filled to -capacityIn the EAIAW basketball championship,
spectators were turned away-as early as SO minutes before the game. The same
situation was found in the finals and semi-finals of the National Basketball Tour-

nament this year in Virginia. All championships in the women's events have had

sellout finals in those areas la which spectators pay an admission fee. Iowa cer-

tainly stand" as evidence of the.spectator interest in women's basketball even
during the era of "play days and sports days" for women instead of intercollegiate,
competition. NCAA may well be aware of the potential of basketball for women

as a revenue producing sport as they begin to make plans to offer their own cham-

pionships for women of NCAA Memberships schools. All reports on the number of
women in intereollesiate sports indicate growth patterns in excess of those of the

men and often 100 percent gains in numbers. It is very delft that women wish to
be given equal opportunity in the intercollegiate scene.

At the Friday, June 20, 1975, session of the Subcommittee's hearings, Repre-

sentative Motti questioned the -MAW President as to the memberships under-

standing of the impact or ramifications of Title IX. Mr. 3fottl further suggested

that MAW bad historically been against some of the requirementg which would

be mandated as &result of the regulations.
EAIAW cannot speak for the entire MAW membership, but the cooperative

structure between the two groups permits some generalizations for both groups.
AIAW and FIAZAW member schools are very cognizant of the ramifications or
Title IX. Both stoups have studied the various drafts, and hare carefully evalu-

ated the cqntente both *tithe functional operation level, the legal implications of

the competitive athletic portion of the bill, and our own philosophical positions.
Much time and effort hag been devoted to evaluation and request for revisions

for the competitive athletic Portion a of the title, and to keeping its memberships
informed of progress on behalf ofAt member schools.

Within the membership of AIAW-and EAIAW are persdne With a diverse range

of views, as is true of any large organization. Our history is one of caption : yet

there is one unifying principlethat needi to be made clear. AIAW and BAZAR-
have continuously, in all the various drafra, unanimously voted to support 11w

immediate enactment of Title IX.Admittedly, there have been philosophical pit-

lerences amongmembers concerning the dichotomy between the men's and women's.

philosophy of competitive athletics in the area of commerchtliention of interrcol-
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leglates. Many Members of EAIAW anll AIAW may continue to strive to prevent
-scholarships from being awarded to females, and accordingly to prevent their
being awarded to males, as one of many means in en effort to decommercialize
intercollegiate athletics. Nevertheless, all members agree that the primary con-
cern is to promote all possible means for gaining access-to opportunity for the
women athletic partielpante and believe that the provisions of the Title IX felgu-
lations provide the basis for making this access possible. As stated bs,the MAW A
President, women's intercollegiate programs are attempting to develop programs
that are not a "carbon copy" of the men's. "... We believe this can be done within
the structures of the law, including the provisions of th.0 Title4IX regulations.It could be every bit as discriminatory to force women/into the programs andpatterns established by men for men as to preclude participation of women en-
tirely. Women must be permitted to develop and participate in athletic programs
designed by them, for their needs and their interests. We believe this is the spiritof Title IX 'and the regulations promulgated by HEW are a start in that
direction."

The actions AIAW ayiti EAIAW in each of their Delegate 'Assembly meet-
ings is unanimously paring the following resolution on separate teams is fully
consistent with the provislons of Title IX regulations :

Be it resolved: There shall be separate tetims,for men and women. No male
student'rnay participate on a women's intercollegiate team. No.female stu-
dent may participate on a men's intercollegiate team. In addition to separate,
teams for men and-women, intercollegiate mixed (co-ed) teams composed of =t,an equal number of males and females competing on opposing teams are
DESIRABLE in those sports in which such teams are appropriate.

some of thelationale offered for.this resolution were :

. r. sax nor rzaxirrro=ox wogex's mama
A. Men on women's teams prevent u. o mortunity due to the physio-

logical differences between the female. T ere are several physiological.
functions which impose ations on, the fem le, especially in regard tostrength and-speed in perfo mice. .

1. The female hormone estrogen results in hibiting the growth of muscle
tissue while Increasing the amounts of adipo tissue. The-male hormone andro-
gen enhances the growth of muscle- tissue. e ratio of strength to weight is
much greater in the male than the female. Conditioning may enhance thedevel-

'imment of muscle mass and minimize the amount of adipos ue of female
athletes. It should be clear, however. that physiological diffeletres dictate thatthe male athlete will not ony remain superior in sports requiring muscular
strength and-speed, but also be able to reach a higher`level of training becauseof these factors.

2. 111axiinal oxygen uptake (maximal eerobie-capaeity).-is lower in the female
than male. Maximal oxygen uptake is a function of'both the cardiovascular. and
respiratory systemi.and is thus limited by the individual's response to a-stress
vpriables related to these systems. An adult female has a lower level of hemo-
&bin Ind erythrocytes, and since a female is generally smaller than n male, she
elk) has a smalleibeart thus less cardiac output. In addition, she has atamaller
lung volume, therefore a.,:stnaller vital capacity. However, the smaller organs do
not- necessarilY- preyerit her from developing an efficiency comparable to that ofthe male. When evaluating Maximal aerobic power on the basis of working
Muscle, the female can develdn'the ability to utilize ,approximately the same,mount of oxygen Per-kilogram of body weight as the Male. The problem, how-
-es er. Is the female has to carry her weight, muscle mass and FAT with her when
she performs. Therefore, even though she may be as efficient as'the male with

= regard to oxygen' uptake in the working muscle, she still has, to provide4 oxygen
to her fat tissues as well. This tends to decrease her overall efficiency.

3. Factor analysis studies make apparent the importance of the strength com-
ponent ia all c;Ornpetitive athletics, and the relative importance of We speed Mc-for in most competitive athleties. There is an overlap in theottrengtff and speed
factqrs between male and female; that is, all males are not stronger and haveMore speed than all females. The problem lien, however. in the reality that theoverlap occurs in the higher end of the female distribution and the low end of
the male distribution; therefore, females of above average strength cannot com-pete equally with males who are above average in strength. The same overlapwould be true in a study of the speed factor: These facts nre-significant.in inter-collegiate competition where we are dealing with top level performance.
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13. The cultural concepts of the female athletes in our society have been-a fac-
tor which has affected their performance attaininent in the past and the residue
will continue for years to come. This Is an additional disadvantage to, the women
athlete who must compete with the more experienced male athlete Or member-
ship on a single team. The lack of experience is another deterrent to her athletic
Success an a single team comptisea primarily of males.

II. WOMEN NOT PERNUTTED - ON MEN'S TEAMS

A.-Tile policy of permitting women on men's teams Is discriminatory to Men.

If a woman cantake a man's place on HIS team but he cannot-take a woman's
place* of-HER team when he Is auperpr to the woman hvathietic ability, this is

- a discriminatory action..
B. Single, teams wilt destroy equality of opportunity because the large major-

ity of women will be excluded from this competition. The present policy encour-

, ages colleges and universities to avoid the responsibility of providing women's

teams.
.;

D. Women desiring to be participants on men's teams etan assumption of1113
-

inferiority of program% or !Reg' of a program. Neither of these cases SHOULD
be tolerated. There must be concerted effort to provide top level competition-

for female athletes, and to provide them with programs whIch"do have compa-
rable monies, schedules, facilities, equipment, medical care And coaching. Excel-

tent women's athletic teams which are designed specifically for the sex-based
classification of the women athlete can result.

a'l e. courts have declined totlifferentiate on the basis of sex Inherentip.viola-
tire of the Constitution while requiring, at the most, that "strict judicial scru-

-f tiny" {Fonticio v. Richardson, 41I1U.S. 677, 1973) bgiven such classifications.
The relevant judicial precedents, 'however, in no way preclude the offering of

separate athletic progranni for Men and women so long as such differentiation
is reasonably related to the achievement of a valid educational objective. The
preservation of competition In sports programs has been held to be such an ob-
jective. To require that all non-competitive activities be coieducatfonal is to
Achieve. procedural equality at the quite i Bible expense of substantive in-
eougtity unless men can:be barred front theparate women's teams in the open
team concept The option of permitting women to have a separate team in all

spen:, both contact and nen-contact where there is any interest in such participa-
tion, regardless of the policy of women on men's teams, is essential to the
proce,fs ofehleving substantive equrility for female students. If a single team
exists it would almost always he predominantly a men's team as the best women
atilleu.s generally will not be as good as the best Male athletes in those sports
which demand strength and sPeed.

1:.11.11)" 'realizes that "reasonable opportunity" relative to the number of
athletic scholarships an& grants-hi-aid was pnrP0401Y use(' to permit some flex-
ibility in the policies of various institutions. for granting.aid to women athletes.
`1%-,t it must he citfrifieti in order that definitive direction he given to Individual
hettlzultons. Similarly. Interpretation Is necessary in regards to "awards for
members of each sex in proportion to the ,number of students of each sex parr
ticipating in intercollegiate athletics."

The situation may well arise in which affirmative action has been taken on
(-awn.: and the "benign" principle applies to make po;sible both a junior

"varsity and a varsity team for women while the male student had a single team.
This might result. in the total number of female athletes surpassing the total
numbr of men in the Intercollegiate program. This would mandate that more
seholdrsitips be.given to women students than men. It seems obvious that this
mot.' net the intent,of.the regulations; and in Pet perhaps just the opposite was

intnloa : that is fewer scholar:3111in would have to be glvon to female athletes
thin node athletes. This would be more in keeping with the desire of EA.TAW
to dinand as few scholarships as possible for those institutions who wish to

(h it model In which the primary emphasis on the pursuit of excellence for

Iv; own sake. There-is a need for clarification of the intent of the regulations In

this regard..
In roncluslon,, DAIAW urges the Subcomnfittee to support the immediate en-

actmeht of the fregulations. 7The regulations will generally be conducive to the
mpro motion Of eqltItable and quality athletic programs for all individuals:, In two

area?, 'however, the regulations fail to implement the general policy of equal
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opportunity for women In athletic programs underlying the Education Amend-ments Act of 1972, therefore, EAIAW urges the Subcommittee- to request IIEWto make the following changes in its regUlations at the earliest opportunity.(a) The addition of a provision for completing a grievance process with 00-days for filing a complaint with the institution.
(b) Amending the period by which collegiate institutions will be requiredto come into compliance to a time not to exceed one year. thereby requiringinstitutions of higher education to come into compliance at the snne time aselementary and secondary schools.
These modifications are designed to expedite the process of ussurinu tire- ,present generation of college students equality of opportunity in sports, without rwhich it may be another generation of students before the benefits of Title IXlegislation are realized. On behalf of women and women athletes, EAIAW urges,'the immediate adoption of the Title IX regulations, with suggestions, for changesat the earliest opportunity, and the consequent full Implementation of equal.opportunity in all phases of education.

t
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STATEMENT Or JAMES A. HARRIS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION'
AsSOCLATION

The National Education Association is pleased to testify before this Sub-committee on the federal regulations implementing Title IX of the 1972 Educa-
tion Aniendments. NBA worked to ensure passage of the original legislation
and submitted comments last fall to the Department of health, Education, and-
Welfare urging the development of strong, effective regulations.

Although other federal nondiscrimination laws have previously prohibitedSex discrimination in educational employment, Title IX is the first and onlylegislation to prohibit sex discrimination against students in federally assisted
educational programs. More than GO million students enrolled in programs fromearly childhood through higher education will be affected by this coverage.Title IX is truly a milestone In the quest for equality in education,
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'Sex discrimination in education admissions, vocational education programs,
.counseling and guidance materials, and mandatory maternity leave for female
-employees was recognized by Congress as significant denial. of equality for
women. Potential effectiveness of the regulations now before this Subcommittee
cannot be overemphasiied, although they do not speak td all the sources of
sex bias in education. Nonetheless, we believe that this ii.the beginning of a
good faith effort on the part of HEN to enforce the Congressional intent of
Title IX.

Recognizing that the purpose of then hearings is to determine only whether
or not the real:Stations conform to the intent of the law .s--,and we believe that
they dpwe would like to point out several areas which we feel deserve special
commendation.

In our initial comments on the,proposed regulations, NEA urged flat in-
stitutions be encouraged to begin a self-evaluation prodess to identify overt
and covert forms of discrimination within our agencies-and -institutions and
initiate voluntary efforts,,toward Compliance with -the law. We are pleased to
.note that the final regulation! itaviL incorporated that recommendation.

The NEA is also pleased to see that'llEW modified its proposed requirement
for ,use of an integral grievance procedure prior to the Sling of a complaint
with HEW. Although such a requirement was not in the initial draft of the
regulations, it was reported to-have been a part of the regulations submitted
to the President earlier this 'year: We found no legislative history to justify
such a requirement and -are gratifteckthat it is not included in the final docu-
went's provision regarding internal grievance procedures. . -

Certainly§ there-are areas which HEW might have emphasized more strongly.
For instance, there are still no provisions requiring review of sex bias in
iextpooks and instructional materials nor is there any provision for equal
benefits in retirement plans for employees, nor for the development of essential
inservice training programs for sehpol personnel. In addition, we are concerned
that HEW has not yet established an active, aggressive record in relation to the
enforcement of Title IX. In the nearly three-year interim between passage of
the legislation and the release of these regulations, millions of students and

which implement the intent of the law, the issue of enfo
employees have been denied-full equality. With the release of

will
cenal regu-

lations
now become paramount,

Since t14. passtige;,of Title IX, 18 states have moved toward increasing
equality through the passage of some form of legislation dealing with sex
equality in educatiod. In addition, at least eight state laws or administrative
mandates move "beyond the propoied Title IX regulations in their requirements
for affirmalive or remedial- action in both employment and educational pro-
grams. These actions-reflect growing recognition bf the urgency Of the matter.
We cannot afford to delay, and face the passage of another school year without
beginning the difficult thsk of moving toward sex equality in education.

We- would hope that -the hearing record of this Subcommittee and of the
other Committees involved will establish a focus for future Congressional

notifying our membership of the new regulations and the implications for
schools. We are hopeful that with the watchful assistance -of the Congress,
private organizations, and individuals, HEW will implement the regulations
quickly and fully so that sex equality can become a reality in our educational
agencies and institutions.

STATptENT or KEVIN BILLINGS, IrrrracCt ri4PkESENTATIVE
JAM; XDWRD8,'FINST DISTRIat\ or Ati#AMA

Mr. Chairman, Members bf the Subcommittee, when 'discussing equality in
expenditures of athletic-departments for women's-Anterc011egiate athletic
grains, it necessary to consider an inikitutions ability to support not only its
women's athletic program, but its entire athletic progranw.

Mr. Chairman, on June 17, j975 your witnesses included coaches from the
Americad Football Conell's Association.. This list of coaches. Darrel Royal, Bob
Blackman. Jerry Claiborne, Frank Ktish, Tom Osborne, Bo Schembechler, Mike
White. and Joe runt, all coach for National Collegiate Athletic A3sociation
(NCAA) DiVision I schools (major colleges and universities). In their testimony
they stated the need for women's athletics. -but stressed -the fact that the uni-
versities could not stlymort a women's athletle"pregrant at a level comparable to
the men's. This inability to support an equal women's athletic program is even
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more of a burden on NCAADivislon II schools and National Association of Inter-
collegiate 'Athletics (NAIA) schools.

Unlike larger schools, the athletic programs at small colleges throughout the
nation are not self-supportingas are the programs mentioned-by the coaches
on June 17. Also small colleges, to run both their men's and women's athletic
programs at a break-even level are receiving Federal aid, and therefore would be
directly influenced by the provisions in Title IX. Even with the added fund's
provided by Federal aid a large number of small college athletic programs are
being run at a deficit.

Mr. Chairman the provisions in Title IX would not advance the women's athletic
prograins at these smaller schools, but-would force these institutions tooeliminate
all athletics from their list of extracurricular activities. Obviously you and the
members of ,the Subcommittee realize the importance of intercollegiate athletics
as a viable part of higher education or you would not be discussing it.

At most colleges and universities the athletic departments do net oppose
women's athletics. In fact they are quite supportive and are willing to increase
funds for women's athletics based on their.need. Immediate eqbality -for women's
athletics is unreasonable-because at most schools the omen's programs do not
need equal budgets and do not ask for them. Perhaps a graduated equality would.
need-to come about when interest in women's intercollegiate athletics is equal
with that of men's program, but until that time women's athletics should be
funded on the.basis of their need.

-Mr. Chairman, the prOblem seems to be that small colleges, NCSA Division
II and NAM schools, directly effected by Title IX will have to eliminate athletics
eoinpletely if Federal regulations by ILE.W, are enforced across the board.

o
It is my suggestionttl beFederal agency set up to look objectively at in-

dividual institutions
i

se by case basis and decide whether it is makhig
allotments for woinori:4..lafer.collegiate athletics ;. then if not, suspend

their Federal aid or whatever is necessary.
Mr. Chairman, women have an equal right to all the benefits of intercollegiate

athletics. But to pasts across the board legislation on all athletic programs at all
institutions would be unfair not only to men's athletic progranis but also to
7omen's. Therefore special, previsions should be made it Title IX for small
colleges which will carry the brunt of its effect.

STATENtEICT or TUE NATIONAL FEDERATION or BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN'S CLUES, INC.

The National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.,
ix pleased to have this opportunity to present its views on the final regulations
for enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of1972.

Our organization is composed of nearly 170,000 working women who reside in
every one of the 50 states, the District of Columbia; Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands.

Ever since our inception in 1919, the National Federation has placed equality
of edocatiOnal opportunity high among its goals. One of our major Federation
objectives is directly related to this subject; To extend opportunities to business
andiprofeseional women through education along lines of industrial, scientific,
and vocational activities.

Many of our members are actively involved in rooting out sex discrimination
where is exists in education, and in promoting the development of new oppor-
tunities'for women to put them on an equal basis with men.

The elimination of sex discrimination in education is a major item on our
National Legislative Platform and we strongly supported passage of Title IX. Be-
cause many of our members. are teachers and educators, our interest includes
equality of educationalemployment as well as equality of edueatiOnal
opportunity.

We were particularly pleased that Title IX was enacted because we felt this
indicated that Congress was truly aware of the magnitude of the problem, and
that Federal government support of equality of educational-opportunity would-
have a tremendous impact.

We have been greatly distressed by the fact that three years have passed with-
, out <regulations for enforcement of Title IX. While passage of legislation is im-
portant, it means little if there is no enforcemkent.
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It is unreasonable to expect:- that much movement can be made toward im-
plementing Title IX, or. that enforeeMent can truly begin, without .the existence,
of guidelines.

'Therefore, we strongly belleie that the final regulations issued by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare should be permitted to take effect.

While these regulations are not all that we had hoped they wound be, while
we would like, to -have seen more comprehensiVe and. far reaching guidelines, we
still think it is crucial that they take effect in their present form ,so that en-
forcement of-thia.mckst important law can beginnow.

Already too man young women and -girls who would have been affected by
Title IX have passed through the educational system without the benefit of
educational opportunities taken for granted by young men and boyil. Since passage
of Title IX in 1972, too many opportunities have been lest, top many doors have
been closed, too many liVes have keen altered because of sex discrimination in
education.

While these past opportunities may never be recovered, it is important that
there be no more delay, that no more girls and women be adyersely affected sim-
ply because they were horn female. Congressional accepter & of the ;egulations
in their present form Will assure that a beginning can be made now to develop
the talents and aspirations of a sizable portion of our population.

We would like to comment briefly on the matter of athletics, a subject which
has, in our opinion, received a disproportionate amount of publicity. We believe
that athletics and sports programs are an important part of the education and
development,of .the whole person, male or female. )1'c-agree that athletics are
an Integral part- of an institution's educational prdgram, and that they should
be covered by Title IX.

In conclusion, we urge that Congress allow the regulations, in their present
form, to become effective in July.

Assocymiox OF SouTELERN BArrisT COLLEGES AND SOHOOLS

RE;SOLIrrioN

Whereas, representatives of the 53 colleges and universities who are members
of the Association of Southern Baptist Colleges and Schools, did meet in Nash-
Jill°, Tennessee, on Thursday, September 28, 1974; and

Whereas, in session, serious consideration was given to the proposed regu-
lation* for the implementation of TITLE IX of the Education Amendments of
1972 relating to the prohibition of sex discrimination in federally assisted educa-
tion programs; and . '

Whereas, it is the concept of these assembled representatives of the Association
of Southern, Baptist Colleges and Schools that the present regulations present
problems with regard to educational policies; the terms "comparable," "equal,"
"reasonable," and "proportionate," all of which appear thronghout the proposed
regulations are open to varying Interpretations; and

Whereas, these interpretations may differ anywhere from slightly to sig-
nificantly, depending on whether the interpretation is made by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, by the college or university administrators,
or by the students ; and

Whereas, the uOssibility eXists that nniesa the terms are clearly and
specifically defined in the regulations, actions based upon such varying definitions
may be arbitrary and even capricious ; and

Whereas, it is the basic concept and conviction of the Assoleationof Southern
Baptist Colleges and Schools to honor and respect each of God's creations; and

Whereas, some provisions of the proposed regulations for the implementation
of the provisions of TITLE IX of the Education Ameitdments of 1972 violate
the spirit of positive Christian commitment thus creating moral and Christian
conflict with the same, as itirelates to the basic health, safety, honor, respect, and
position of all persons; itndi

Whereas, the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Title 20, Chapter 28, Subchapter
7, iiection 1144, United States code) states that "nothing contained in this chapter
shall be construed to authorize any department, agency, officer or employee of the
United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or lontrol over the cur-
riculum, program of instruction, adminisuation or personnel of any .educa-
tional institution . .."; and by it therefore
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Resolved, That ttke propelled misdeal:um be amended to provide that there be
',undue ft:unwarranted interference with or intrusion into the' internal ot.rerftrotii
.of any private institution by members of government consistent: the.
-guarantee of the original act; and be it therefore

Resolved; That the proposed resalations be amended so as to peimit interpreta-
tion consistent with the Christian and mbrallesspect for the Individual as. taught

; and be It al
in to by the member institutions of this Associa-
tion

RetiolVeit, Tha the proposed regulatioyia be amended to recognise the Inherent
Ionian needs and constitutional rights of every individual among which are the
right of privacy, _the right of safety from harm or being placed-In fear of bodily
:injury ; and be It farther -

Resolvedtprbat the regulations be amended to allow- for the orderly, proper
-and necessat rprotection of these and other God-given inalienable rights-In the
-pursuit of happiness, and the enjoyment- of the practice of religion, and-peaceful
existence.

It is resolved, On this the 26th day of the month of-September, 1974, In session,
by the repteeentatives of the member institutions of the Association pf Southern
Baptist Colleges and Schools, with copies of this Resolution to be distributed
to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in Washington and to other
appropriate offices, and a copy of this Resolution:to be spread upon the Official
'Records of this Association.

This the 26th day Of September, 1974
AssociAnox SouTnEax BAPTIST

/ COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS,
By jAstEs L. SELLS.
By G. -KELLEY.

.Attest:
-BEN C. FISHES,

Executive Director - Treasurer,
Education Commission, B. .C.

STATEMENT Cr CAEL G. CROYDEE, POTOMAC, MD.

Chairman O'Hara and Ladles and Gentleman of the Sub - Committee: Mine- is
a different kind of testimony. It is the testimony of a citizen who filed an actual
Title IX catplaint in December 10,73 against a major'. univergity'=the Uni-
versity of -Maryland, You will be hearing much "lawyer talk" during the up-
coming hearings and perhaps what is offered here will be a welcome change.
What follows is not an attempt to "try" a particular case but to illustrate
certain underlying attitudes which bear significantly on the important issues
-which you are considering:

(1) Mr. James H Kehoe, the Athletic Director at the University of Maryland,
-is one of the most outspoken opponents' of Title IX. Ile has consistently refused
to discuss my Title TX coinplaint with me or anyooe ill$ on a giveand-take
basis (supposedly "on the advice of counsel"). I have been quite prepared up
to this point to withdraw by complaint-on the basis of certain assurances. How-
-ever, median through the University's Office of Human Relations has been
'rejected.

(2) Mr. Kehoe inveighs against Title TX as unrealistic and as a dangerous threat
to athletic programs everywhere. Mr. Kehoe, however, refuses to allow public
scrutiny of his budget. In this, be is not very different from most Athletic
Directors. Yet how can the testimony of such ,persons be taken seriously
Specially those persons representing, public, tax-supported institutionswhen
they refuse to allow a public audit of their books? To my knowledge, no one out-
side the University pf Maryland knows Mr. Kehoe's budget in detail. Even
within the Unliteraity the budget ie not generally .available. The Chancellor's
Comnassion on,Women's Affairs, Io take an example, was not able to obtain a copy
of the chniplete,athletic budget.

(3) Mr. Kehoe apppears to justify his immunity from public accountability
-and Title IX,on the basis that his operation Is self-supporting. Let's take a look'
.at this: s

(a) The total athletic budget at the University of Maryland is about ;2,300,000.
-Thewomen receive only po,000ena.slieldgin over 1%. (Lately it seems that Mr.

\ ,
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Kehoe has discovered some hidden costs and is now saying that the women's
budget is $50,000.) '

i b) A mandatory athletic fee of $30.00 a year is imposed on every under-
graduate. This accounts for opout $700,000,of the $2,500,000. This athletic fee
does permit the students to attend ,all home games. However, twenty-four

. thousand students-don't go to each game (Cole Field House doesn't even hold
that number) Aso Mr. Nehoe does a brisk trade selling the same seats twice.

(c) The Terrapin Club contributes another $500,000 to the $2,500,000 total.
To my knowledge, however, no Terrapin Club money is asked for or given
to the woniell's program, The weekly promotional newsletter mailed to CIIP.
members froin..gr. liehoe's office says virtually nothing about the women's
activities. :-'

0) The balance of $1,300,000 (or roughly 50%) Is raised from ticket salei alai
TV rights, etc.

el As to expenses, Mr. Kehoe does not pay rent for Cole Field House and
Byrd Stadium, provided through the University of Maryland. ,

1,1ffie purpose of the above Is to indicate that this particular athletic program
iifg v. not "self-supporting" as claimed. Additionally, it is to indicate that women
are net included In fuad-raising goals. And still additionally, it is to indicate that
at the University of Maryland at least, money_ is not only withheld from the

',...sgc,.,..women, it is actually taken away from them. The women studen 1 , .oktribute
$309,009 of the $700,000 total In athletic fees. And the women's program 1:7_-; ha

ten cents on the dollar, or $30,000. Mr. Kehoe needs the women's student at, tie
fee to stay In business, but giving the t mica's athletic prop= a fair shake "will--
shut down the non-revenue sports."

(4) A front Page feature article appeared in the Diamondback (the student
newspaper) last spring. The key to -.11r. Kehoe's basic attitude was made clear
when the writer reported the Athletic Director as saying that since it was meri's
football and basketball which produced revenue, most of the surplus revenue
should go to men's non-revenue sports.

(5) Many colleges and universities have moved to upgrade their women's pro-
gramsdoubling, tripling, quadrupling the budgets year by year (up to $100,000
$200.000 $300,000). Maryland, unfortunately, is an example of an institution

, ivhich has done very littleeven -with a Title IX complaint-lodged against it.
Oil Lastly, there is a great cry of "Wolf-Wolf" on Mr. Kehoe's part and others

of like voice. They claim the proponents of Title TX are out for equal funding
(which wood. wreck,tlie athletic programs) when everyone involved has stead-
fastly maintained that the women seek only equal oppoitunitja fair shake
consistent with the present level of Interest. It is Indeed interesting to note
that only the hard-liners use the scare tactic. The Athletic Directors who are
already upgrading theirwomen's programs arena crying"Wolf -Wolf."

Ladles and gentlemen of the Sub - Committee, the attitudes outlined above, while
attributed to one man, are typical of a great 'many Athletic Directors, most of
them consider that the National Collegiate Athletic Association with its bursting
treasury, speaks'for them.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Oi BASKETBALL COACHES

The National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC) released through
its Board of Directors, the nations basketball coaches positiowtrft the highly
controversial Title 9 Regulations promulgated by HEW. The NABC is making a
concerted effort through its 2,000 members to delay application of the Title 9
Re-illations to intercollegiate athletics until HEW makes a serious study of the
practieal application of Title 9 on college programs:
--The coaches after two days of briefings say that the Title 9 Regulations which
HEW would impose on colleges and universities under the pretext of elimina-
tion sex-discrimination, wilt place inter - collegiate athletics under the full control
of the Federid Government and will eventually destroy many intercollegiate pro-
grams. Further the regulations are not responsive to the financial and social
realities of intercollegiate athletics.

-We're making a strong appeal to our Nation's basketball enriches to join us in
our, efforts to advance our position. We encourage the sporting public and
basketball fans throughout the country who have enjoyed and supported our
collegiate basketball programs, to be aware and join us in contacting our Con-
gressmen to support our _concern."
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College basketball has enjoyed its greatest popularity ever this past season
and along with football, have been the major revenue-producing activities. Which
have beuefited the many other sports in collegiate athleticsboth _male and

. female; andis now, through ris impeuding legislation, in danger of, collapse.
. Btu. DIsTzu,

President, Y.A.B.C., Duke University.

STATEMENT, OF TIlE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF TILE 'UNITED STATES

t The League of Women Voters of the United States welcomes the opportunity to
submit this statensesit in support of immediate implementation of the Title IX
regulations to the nigher Education Amendments Act of 1972. Over the years,

A the League has concentrated on elementary and seconary education focusing
specifically on ways to ensure that all Americans have equal access to educa-
tional opportunities regardless of race and economic position.

In recent years, we have turned our attention to another kind of discrimina-
tion thatils i7Iliely sanctioned In both the private and public sectors to an intoler-
able degree; that is, sex discrimination. The League has found that equal access
to educational opportunities has-been one means to promote social and economic
justice for all races. Likewise, we believe that equal access to educational oppor-
tunities is one way to foster social and economic justice for both sexes.;

Three years have been lost in implementing the requirements of Title IX.
Congressional intent has been thwarted by executive branch footdraggiug. Now
that final regulations have been submitted, the League of Women Voterslirges
that this committee and Congress act constructively and not.block implementa-
HMI of its own 1972 Act.

Schools are the primary vehicle in our society for socialization and career
'`"'-......24S motivation. To the extent that public schools treat young women as second-

, class citizens, inferior to their male classmates and less worthy of expend!-
1

tures of educational resources, women will continue to occupy the lower
it economic stratus of our society. Despite the widespread Myth that young

girls can look forward to a carefree married life supported by a male bread-
Vnner, the facts are that the majority of women will workand will work
ia economically disadvantagenobs.1

Sex diserlinination in publicly supported educational Institutions has already
reinforced cultural biases about women's roles in society. Women who might
have come into their. full intellectual majorities Were never Motivated to pursue

. x sfich 'ends Merely because of gender. Concomitantly, those women who have-ac-
quired the necessary-educational credentials often-find .themseivesedmiled access
to aeademically suitable employment opportunities or to-equal remuneration
again, merely because of sex. As this new generation of young Women travels
through elementary, secondary agd postsecondary institutions, we Must not allow
them to suffer the same fate. TIK. Title IX regulations, in our judgment, would "

provide the impetus for sorely-needed changes: delay in their implementation will
x result in. a basic loss to individual women and to the nation.

We commend HEW for including the provision which treats pregnancy as a
temporary disnidlity. In- effeet. this provision reassures women that their unique
child bearing ability will-not be used punitively. Ironically, this uniquely female
characteristic has been used as a rationale to impede women's ,progress and
abort their potential in the economic and intellectual world.

We also support the provision requiring institutions to conduct self- evaluations
and hope that they do not view this requirement as an attempt to establish
blame. . I

Conversely, we hope jt Is been as an opportunity to determine luiw policies and
practices can be changed so that-equal opportunity will, in fact. the enjoyed by
women and men. at is conceivable that -upon finding discriminatory practices,
educational institutions will hasten to change them voluntarily. .

One provision that causes us great concern, however, is the section on grievance .

procedures. Although-Institutions are required to set up procedures for the reso-
lution of student and employee complaints, no deadlines. or staad4r6 have been
_established that usiuld ensure that complainants receive prompt and equitable
treatment. s

1 Comment of Susanne Martinez as it appeared in "Sex Discrimination." in Equality 7n
Education. Number 18,(October 1974. Center for Law and Education, Harvard University,
P. S.
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We are disturbed by the disproportionate emphasis that the section on athletics
has generated. In our judgement, the primary Issue is that equal opportunity in
athletics and all physical education programs will be provided to all students.
We believe -that Title IX regulations prohibiting sex discrindnation will expand
these opportunities.

These AbortcomIngs can be adjusted in subsequent regulations under statutory
guidance. On balance, the League is confident that Title IX regulations advance
the concept of expanding realistic equal opportunity without is gard to sex. To'
deny women equal access to all facets of the edict tionttLexperience by failhlg
to implement these regulations would be a severe setback to the Otis tliatliave
been made in the areas of equal opportunity since the passage of the'Civilltightk
Act of 1964. Immediate Congresglonal implementation of the Title IX regula-
tions will bring women of all ages closer to the actualization of equality.

STATEstENT- or DAVID ItoSE, U.NNEsSirr or lfAsSAmuSrrrs

Mr. Chairman, members of, the snbconuatttee, my name is David Rose. I-aut
a graduate student (PhD.) in sociology of sport at the University of Massa-
chusetts in Ainherst. I am submitting written testimony to the Subconmilttse in
order to clarify Some of the contentions and issues revolving around the proposed
Implementation-of Title-IX-with-respect-to intercollegiate-athleticsMy primary
purpose is to depict a more accurate Rita- precise picture 0-Intercollegiate
athletics than the blurred and -distorted one presented (anti Implied) by Dr.
Fuzak, representing the National Cbileglate ,athletic Association, lu testimony
before this Subcommittee. -

Specifically, I intend to refute the NCAA claims that (1) Title IX should
not be huplemented because It will "spell disaster hi this time of economic
crunch to the entire Intercollegiate athletic program at, mist colleges and
the opportunities for women student-athietes, no less than men, will be
severely impaired in the process ;" aid that

(2) Title IX need. not be implemented because women's athletic expansion
can be accommodated within the inseut NCAA-dominated system.

According to Fuzak's'statement, the NCAA's position on Title IX is as follows:
"... the NCAA and its member institutions have been, and arc, fully committed
within the limits of all available resources, to provide the Lest ,possible inter
collegiate athletic programs responsive todemonstrated_interest of botch male and
fethale student-athletes." [p. 12] (Emphasis theirs) Bence, the NCA.A. is philo-
sophically eounnitted to equal sex opportunity in intertAleginte athletics. If the
present status pf omen's intercollegiate programs Is not equal to that of the
men, the responsibility is not the NCAA'sSince women have only recently
shown "significant and reasonably sustained Interest . . . in intercollegiate
athletics. [p. 13] Having been made aware of this interest, the NCAA and its
members have moved to respond voluntarily [p, 13) and have ulnae Significant
accomplishments in meeting these demands. [Pp. 32, 13] tinfortimately. the
NCAA members are also presently in deep financial trouble [p. 10], a al bave nit
been able to act as .rapidly as they Would have liked. Lamenting that its WOW
hers have no control over the source of' their financial troubles, including infla-
tion and the commercial threat of professional sports. the argues' that
Congress should reject Title IX, because implementing it would ecompemut pres-
ent financial. difficulties and "spell (financial) disaster" for both men's and
women's programs. [p. 14] The apparent method by which this diSaster would
occur is that' itle IX, by taking money from.the revenue-producing sports, would
Inhibit the ability of these sports to provide the vital finals by which the rest
of the intercollegiate athletic program IS financed. Thbrefore, should Congress
accept Title IX, the NCAA proposes that the revenue-producing sports be ex-
emptedfrom the regulations, at least to the extent that the money which they
generate be permitted to apply first to the particular sports by which It was
generated. [p. 14]

My own description is as follows: The NCAAs first and forembst philo-
sophically committed to producing capitalIntensive, marketable athietic--Pnter-
talmnent, an activity legitimated by the idealhat the entertainment proildes
the funds for .the educational experience of athletic competition in non-revenue-
producing sports. (This legitimation shall be called- "the doctrine of good
works.") If the NCAA's interest in women'sjableticit is a relatifely'recent one,
its behavior is stimulated both by Its attempt to be responsive and by its attempt

t
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,toktrther; its own political ambition. Nevertheless, judging by NCAA-proffered

member institutions' efforts to support women's programs are more
liiketti4h than "accomplishments. The NCAA lament, over its lack of control

-45; 0;6 sources of its present financial difficulties ignores the lack of control it
'tad over the primary factors of its growth, an expanding student market and
the dynamic which stimulates the conduct of Big Thne football, the perception-of
college football as a deference challenge. Further, to contend that implementing
Title IX would endanger future opportunities .for both men and women by
endangering the ability of the revenue producing sports to generate money is
to flagrantly misrepresent the extent to which this model-is not now, tmti. will not
be, applicable to NUAA member institutions. The NCAA's own evidence supports
this contention. Finally, if Congress votes either to reject impleffienting Title IX

-with respect to intercollegiate athletics or to exempt revenue producing sports,
it will have contributed to the restraint of the growth of women's athletics by
approving a "business-as-usual" conduct of -Intercollegiate ,atitletics by an orga-
nization which has become increasingly unable to respond to the interests of its
members and. the student-athletes which.therServe.

It is commonly believed that intercollegiate athletics are financed in such' a
way that football generates enough revenue to support 'the rest of the inter-
collegiate athletic program spon'Sored by a college or university. Indeed, this
doctrine of good works has been used historically since-the 1920s to justify the
association of athletics (as entertainment) with higher education. NCAA data,
available in the Financial Analysia of Intercollegiate Athletics (hereafter known
as Financial Analysis), a monograph published in 1970 by theNCAA, shows that
during the '60s; for class A and Class B schools, those 275 schools with the highest
quality football programs, approximately 50-60% of the average athletic budget
was expended oil football and basketball, the other revenue producing spdrt
[pp. 47. 10). The data also shows.ibut for these same classes, football and basket-
ball generated from 50.-..5cA of all athletic revenue [pp. 14, 163.1 Hence, there
is often revenue left over which can be used to finance other sports or can he
phieed in a reserve fund for future use. Since the NCAA claims to,be philosophi-
cally committed to equal sex opportintity,-it indicates that the policrof its mem.
ber institutions, in view of the demands of female student athletes, will be to
use part of that excess to meet those demands. [ Fuzak]. -

Ironically, beeause there is already an organization, the Association for Inter-
collegiate Athletics for Women, providing the services the NCAA intends to
provide for women, it is immediately apparent that there is more to the NCAA
action than their statement reveals. The ulterior reason for the NCAA's interest
in condneting women's prcfgrams is that if it succeeds, it can claim to represent
both male and female college student-athletes, a claim it must be able to supportif it is to be-the United States representative to the World University Gamea
Council. The relevance of this behavior, particularly as it bears upon the clash
between the NCAA and the AAU for control of U.S. amateur athletics, is taiobvious that it deserves only passing recognition.

(liven this new-found interest in women [Norm: The Financial Analysis does
not mention one word about womens athletic programs.], the appropriate ques-tion to ask is how are ,the institutions responding? Assuming that the figurespresented by Fuzak are attributable to NCAA activity and no AlAW activity
(since there is approximately 50% overlap in membership), the model NCAA in-tercollegiate athletic program, the University of Michigan, has responded dra-
matic/111V (?) by allocating 14% of the non-revenue producing athletic budgetto the 28% of the non-revenue producing sport athletes who are female. If this(and the other less useful flgureS) are representative, its they claim, the So-othed accomplishments are rather meager. Of course, besides the relatively small
time span in which the NCAA'members have had in which, to respond, there isalso the problem of the financial difficulty of existing men's programs.

Stimulated by the flnancia
collected and analyzed data om a questionaire sent out to its member install-

ll;queeze on the Big Time during the 60s, the NCAA.

lions. The Financial Analysti which is the product of that effort, essentiallyconcluded that inflation and the increasing quality of services were responsiblefor the rising costs of athletics, particularly in the Big Time. In view of the
Fuzak testimony. one reason for the rising quality of services was the need to
compete favorably with professional sport. I contend that the Financial Analysis

Tho data in the Financial' Antayskt is somewhat inaccurate. For a corrected net oftrend data. see David Rose, "Miami Athletic Expansion, 1957-1972: A Case Study of.Middle Time Athletics" (unpublished paper).
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misplaces the source or the present financial ditticulty'because it fails to'take
into account the,enyironment4n which athletics grew. inthe (Ws and because It
does not recognize the basic-dynamic which stimulates the conduct of big time
athletics.

Taking the latter first, a common belief is that college footittill is controlling
less,iind less of the entertainment dollar because it must compete with increas-
ingly proliferating varieties and numbers of entertainment forms, especially
professional sports. In competing with professional sport as an entertainment
product, college football must gain control of the arena of combat, the seatin
the-stadium &Win front of the TV set. Given the reputed success with which
pro sport expanded during the (tO's, it is appropriate to ask why college football
did not emulate the business practices of the pros? That is, why did the NCAA
not aet.as a Corporate body similar to the NFL (at least, after merger), and
control its growth in order to maximize lts profits? In order to understand what
his question is asking, .1 must refer to Neale's claim that professional sports'
peculiar economics make each sport a natural monopoly in which the firm is not
the franchise, like the Redskins, but rather the league, the NFL. The product
produded by this-firm is therefore not the single game event, but rather the race
for thb league championship. Given this background, the lnevlous question then
asks, did the NCAA engage in the following business practices:

1. -expand Into other seasons of the year? Eg: did they increase the number of
genies in a season?

2, expand the frequency and quality of its media (especially TV) coverage?
Eg. did they schedule games so-that a race was produced over the media?

3. expand into regions of the country which are ready to support Big Tinie
intercollegiate athletics? Eg: did they investigate the financial viability of offer-
ing sports in 'weak' locales, like the Northeast, and then encourage and help
finance some school that region'

4. expand into other activities not traditionally associated with the NCAA?
Eg: did they establish outside commercial ventures, like sales of sportsequip-
ment, sport films; sell insurance; construct non - athletic facilities; etc.?

While it is true that, for example, the length of the football season was,in-
creased- and that member institutions did comply with television's efforts -to
arrange important interregional or conference championship games so that they
oceured as if for a championship, the NCAA did notAct in us centrally planned
a way as Possible. There are two related reasons for this. On the one bath), to do
so would be to openly admit the blatantly commercial nature-of the e_fiterprise,
an admission which the mognis of the game have only recently begun-to INV,
though-not without some compunction. On the other hand, the strain toward such
central planning is restricted by territorial, (that is, political) barriers. Mae
specifically, the centralized control is inhibited by the decentralized 'control
structure represented by the states, isho retain sovereignty over education and
who endorse the NCAA's principle of "institutional control' of athletics.

Given this decentralization, it is now possible to examine two issues more
}closely: (a) are the colleges' competing with the pros? (b) are the colleges

merely minor leagues for the pros? If the colleges are competing with the pros
but-are at the same time minor leagues for the pros, then there must somehow
be a separate product identity width the colleges have been able to Sustain. That
is, unlike other minor league operations (notably,in baseball and boxing) which
have been killed ey market penetratioa, (through television) of the majors, Rig
Time college football has been able to surive and even flourish ,(grow) financially.
This is possible only if the product being offered by the colleges is perceived to
be distinct from that of the professionals. The question is then, in what sense is
the college game distinct from the Pro game? The answer is that entlesse football
competition, more so than professional football, is perceived as a deference chal-
lenge. What this means is two-fold : the -quality of the team is somehow repre-
sentative of the qualiti of the school: so that vietorieg on the field create a
prestige hierarchy of institutions of ,higher education. The significance of this
concept demands elaboration.

That such a belief of prestige hierarchy based on athletic outcomes exists
perhaps needs little support. It is widely presumed applicable to international
competition, as attested' to by the significance of winning matches:like the 1972
Olympic basketball game, against 'the Sbviet Union. That it also applies to
organizations in academia,- both for secondary and for higher education; is
supporte by the also-widely-accepted existence of the traditional riralty. The
,prestige hierarchy-implicit in the rivalry is most explicitly- stated in The-phrase,
"braggin' rights," which are the spoils of victory (for both participant and

5
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spectator) in the AlabamalAnintrn game. Without going into the historical
background of any particular rivalry, it is sufficient for .present purposes to
note that there ls.a strong territorial (but also some_ ethnic and social.class)-
/oundation to most of the rivalries presently important in college football today.

That the professional version of the game lacks this-concept of a- prestige
hierarchy associated with territory is easily seen by two' points. First. the
shifting and creation of professional franchises during the recent expansion of
the 60s makes the attachment of a city (state, regional) label to a team much
more artificial than it -d in the case of a more territorially fixed (especially
state) university. Second, a d more important, the reernitingt otpersonnel by
means of a eomnion draft-fr n an nndIfferentiated pool. asersdone Lw the, pros.
offers no equivalent to the s( pal bond which develops because- of thezreeraiting
'procedure of the colleges. Tht recruiting pre'eedure of college ,footbaRcreates
(takes advantage of) a soelaLliond whereby the athlete choosing ra: particular
school is believed to do so, not inereir because of the opportunity it Offers him
for future athletic purposes but because of the quality eitaeducation offered by
the school (iMplicitly, education offered by a state. social class, religious or
ethnic group) and because of all the nice ikopi (tyspeclallymbutibi) whose
own ethnocentrically high opinioa,of the school (afid,of-themsele4) his choice
confirms. Rooney presents data which .suggestif; at teeilit for"the Big Time
conferences be examined, an exceedingly high proportion of Big Time College
atiale1e:5_ are recruited to play in the same region in which they were high
Schwa' athletes. Further, most of the inter-regional athlete migratiori which
occurs seems to be an overflow from high 'producer (high school level) areas
to the Rockie Mountain States.

There is an additional important point to add to this. It is not necessary that
a majority or even plurality of the people of a state or alumni of a school believe
that tine outcome of the game establishes a prestige hierarchy. After all, most
people are either not in a position to take an active interest iritese matters
or do not. socially interact with individuals from other regions fa% whom such
a hierarchy has behavioral implications. However. for those persons who do
regularly interact with elites^from other areas and who are In a position to
affect' the policies of state 1.7.for example, a state or national politician or 4
businessman alumnus. "'noggin' rights" can very definitely hinge on the outcome
of athletic contests.

Summarily, then. I am suggesting that the difference between college and
professional football as commercial products is that college football is seen as
a deference challenge between schools, and Implicitly between state. Within
this argument I am also suggesting the financial success and expansion of Big
Time college football was stimulated during the 60s not. so because of competi-
tion with other entertainment forms, but because of its fundamental' nature
aria deference challenge.

If the deference challenge was the stimulus. student expansion was the means.
The same means permitted the state universities outside the Northeast to dis-
place the private schools of the Fast from their dominant positions in college
football 5 years earlier. During the 60s:higher education was a major growth
industry. riding the crest of recklessly espanding economy. The enrollment in
higher education increased both absolutely and relatively, so that with each
new year college athletics had bigger classes of incoming freshmen undergradu-
ates and 'freshmen' alumni to draw upon to finance the deference challenge.
It is important to note that women constituted an increasing proportion of that
captive market. Now however, with both the economy and enrollment slowing
down. the expanding captive market for college football has disappeared.. Despite
this gloomy situation. the NCAA maintains that its members will ile'able to
continue the expansion of women'sdarograms: and that they will be able to do
this by continuing to rely rm revenue producing sports. I will show, otherwise.

According to data pre.sented -in the Financial Analysis, in 1969 (before
things got worse), for 84% (50 of 655 members) of the NCAA, football fell
into one of three categories: (a) not sponsored by the institution (210). (b)
sponsored as part- of the educational experience with no concern for its ability
to generate revenue (170), (c) ,sponsored as a revenue producing sport but one
whieh is,a net money loser (170) [pp. 2, 47j. More can be learned by concen-
trating on Chasse A and B, the two whose rnenthers sponsor the highest caliber
football and win) therefore should be expected to conform to the golden goose
myth regarding football's importance as It revenue producer. What the data
In fact suggest Is that in 1060, fir these classes, only 386 sponsored football
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. programs which.R'cro net money makers [p. 17). Using aggregate data, theirend

over the GOs'Class B was for\foothall to decline in -importance as a revenue
producer [p. 14). wIth a contionlitant increase in the relative importance of

student assespments,-presmnabitmandatory [p. 81.
It is even more interesting to note that in Class .1, where in 1c0f,9, wore than

756 of the schools showed a profit from 'football, the trend during the 60s of

4' the "best possible intercollegiate athletic program reponsive to demonstrated

interest of . . 1 . male . .. student athletes" showed a decline in the ratio of nude
intercollegiate athletes to male students (p, 81)! Indeed, since the beginning of

two platoon football, most of the Increase do the number. of intercollegiate
athletes is attributable to the Increase in the number of football players [p. 83).
Belt tightening in the Big Time since 194p has edueed this ratio further. The
greatest restraint has of course been *corded to football, where with un-
doubtedly great reluctance, the NCAA recently -voted to 'reduce the maximum
allowable number of 'scholarship-football-players-nottin-the-game by reducing
the maximum allowable number of football scholarships from 120 to. 10S.

In other words, 'the contention that the basis upon which moSt'UniversitieS

are able to operate their present intercollegiate athletic programs for men mat
women. that is, by the use of revenue producing sport's to sustain all or a major
part of intercollegiate athiefit budgets" is blatantly misleading as a desvrip
don of the financial structufe' of intercollegiate athletics. Willie it is phrased
to imply that football-produces revenue for the financing of otlier sports, It can
be-land does firthe data more accurately if) Interpreted to mean nothing more
than : football. as a major 'tart of the'atidnie budget, will prOduce the revenue

f support itself. It is Interesting to note that when asked to define "revenue
production," Flunk hedged by invoking the notion related above.

Finally, lest anspue still believe Mart the present financial difficulties aW.
inerely a phase in'the economic development of Intercollegiate athletics, I will
conclude by arguing that the doctrine of pot] works wlik,never again '{if it ever
did; apply to more than a small ihirutrity., dt `intercollegiate athletic progrps.
In order to do this, I will divide the foirThalnichools of the NCAA Into develoOd,
411141 developing sectors. While Atheentire Mode} is not preseiltly 'supported}
by empirical data. I believe it ti&otillts Witte ljn aiyeother, for the presenr
dilemma of college athletles.

By the developed sector I mean those schools' chose progtams have moKe or
produced the top caliber, Of fix* Ill over the last 15 to 20 years.

By the developing sector'l mean *se :schools pleb during the 60s attempted
to develop athletic programs on the model of me Big Time. both because the,
model perceived to be financially viabid hi more importantly because the
leaders f these schools fteeepfed-the Idea of :Ablleis a deference cimilenge
tot which the prestige of the school walk ac m:ttled. 10 order of test football's
capacity as a releant} proolhem I want to tunine this model in Mori:At:tail,
focusing on the perspective of tee developlu sector. .

The developing sector are those school. -which I shall call Ow secondeyel
prestige sehook in-a state. Which expel ed from state or teachers colleges to
NB-Hedged imiretsittes. complete wit he traditionally large -student 1-popula-
tions. At the time of Ilhe great educa on boom of the 60s. these schools were
led by men who had been Min:ate:if and gone on to administrate at a litst level
prestige school and eho accepted all the elassic al assumptions about tit conduct.
of Intercollegiate athletics. including the importande of foot balk to thelinanclar
welt -being of the athletic vrogramclud to the social well-behlg, both lter/nil
and-.external, of the school. However, begatiSe the- football program at the
second level chool was not kelf-Suppoyting, itheseilcadess used student assess-
:amts-and state tax appropriatroas 0,ga:time football's expansiou-t-for what
eeonomists call the,"takeoff period," orzint4itSueli-fline as football was able to
support Ite,elf,-a-trad hopefully the rest of the program. Empirical evidence.
'minding tli:mh rare& earlier. s ),ggests Heft -post-take-off has not yet happened
Juni I contcud- wilt- never happen. Why hot:'( The answer Is painfully obvious.
The markets are saturated and becoming inereasingly homogeneous.

. time igutt, the success. which state schools liud in displacing the Ivy elites
and Eastern independents front doiiiinating college football was facilitated
not only because of Athe size differential of the public visa is the private
;eland, hut alstm Icanse the prograths-at the state schools could ilevelop (as a
commercial enterVise) virtually unhindered. This advantage-is not available to
the second level schools of,today. Thromigh the wonder of television. the Big Time
has penetrated with:audio tile collegiate football market, dio,11,11tIng the attrae-
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tion of the non-Big T ime gante !fill* same-way the major leagues of baseball-
diminished the attraction of the tallier, league version of the-game. That this
is the-case 'Can4 tie- learniti,inirelY lir looking for accounts of extremd,eases:
twe leveloping sebtor tettaiesiebesinling a game 14 order to avoid competing'
with the developed ,,e6kOr.igati* that is being aired, on television the same
afternoon. It is this inajket'petietrition which compels the developing sector.,
to continue to rely *ott,,:ttax%aptwo-Priiitions and, student assessments tp finance
its intercoilegiattiprogslait IS:else:the probable reason for Linanelal difficulties, at those ichOla-Whieh ttie !die -equiyaient of the Little $ of the Big 10.
Television-As1b41t4tiaisiiilig certain collegt. games, thereby (perhaps) un-
wittingly creating-Pressnre for an electronic national. conference in football,
rather than theeliket# geographical regional ones. -

HistOrictiqrendi Iinggest that the. dispersion and distribution of success in
football is becominelncreasingly concentrated. Rooney, for example, kesen
evidence which stiggests-that, compared with the-period 1931-45, In the period
1046-62 and 1063 -71, the nunshec of teams to make-the top ten, andltb make it
more than once, declined (pp. 44-46]. Even more emphatic is the fact that ovSr
the period, 1967-1974, only Seven teains appeared in 41% of all ABC national
telecasts of college foOtball: .A.pcordlarg to the Financial Analysis' aggregated
average revenue data, although the absolute amounts of revenue generated by

\ Class A ,and Class B football and tiasketbill were increasing; during the 69s:after the beginning of national football telecasts, the Big Tithe experienced
its fastest rate of revenue growth while Class B revenue growth from thesesports was slowingdown. ' ...

In conclusion,-perhaps intuitively the NCAA. is aware bf all this. Perhaps that
Is why they have gone for rejection of Title IX in hopes of getting an exemption
for revenue producing sportfe,as a conciliatory measure. Point by point, their
contentions are either totally. erroneous or flagrantly misleading. The ultimate.
charade was played when the NCAA proposed not that revenue producln
sports be exempted from Title IX. but 'only that "the gross revenues from a
revenue producing snort be permit tnej to apples first, to covering the expensesof maintaining that sport." It is Irinlik that- tke4 Subcommittee chairman seemed
so 'receptive to this -proposal when it is merely a 'restatement of the anethodof operation of every Big Time athletic program for the last 53 years. All
that is new is the NCAA.'s charinisficplly skeptical inclusion of the possibilityof a female or combined retenaPproducing sport.
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. ,STATEMENT OF 5011§ Ngrsox IVA4 ax, LL.B., Pu. p.,SWASIIINGTON, D.C.
Written views submitted, together ith one-page of Soviet Russian-language .inalerial comprising three Items covering: ape 1069, 1972-1913 and 1971t stagesin the athletic career in the USSR Armed-Forces-of,star gymnast Olg CMorinit.Chairman O'Hara, as in the case of the-views-oh S. 350Q-submitted by me .September 25, 1974 to the Special Subcdmmittet on EductiVbn chaired by yon

pursuant to your request dateillAnguist 9. 1974, km presenting as graphically as ..,I can Soviet-Russian-langueige material in order to-intake my point. Fontlie pur-pose of sfritimr my position With optimumeclarity-ind'force, I respectfully re-quest that my September 25, 1974 views on S. 3500 be incorporated as an appendixto these June 26.1975 views. ts. 1-
4,As you well know, Section 901(e) (4) oiTITLE IX excludes from'applicability-"ail educational institution whose primary purpose is the training of individuals

ter the military services of the United States,- .'." This-exclusionary policy-iscarried over and-reflected in the applicable RULES AND IIEGULAZIONS sec-,
A
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Hon of..Pitrt 86, where in See. 86.16 one reads : "This part does not apply to an
tducationai institution n hose primary purpose is the training of individuals for
a iniiitar3 service of the United States...."

, I submit, Mr. Chairman, that whether couched in terms of United States
military services or a United States military service, it is a mistake to exclude
froaPPITLE,IX applicability such educational institutions.

My principal-reason for so stating, Mr. Chairnian, is my deep concern with the
very greet disadvantages faced by female athletes, actual and prospective,
talented enough to represent the United States of America in athletic competi-
tion, Olympic orotherwise.

You will note that I used the term "female athletes" instead of "women
athletes." I did so in order to include girls, all the American Olga Korbuts.

Yes,' Olga Valentinovna Korbut, born May 10, 19Z' and winner of three gold
medals and one silver medal at the 1972 Summer Olympic Games, was so petite
that on the occasion of her winning in Moscow the Women's 1972 USSR Cup in
Sport Gymnastics on July 2 she was likened_ to a "vOrobitshek" (little sparrow)
on page 1 9f (he July 4 issue of the newspaper Sovetskit Sport. And what a tiny
girl she was when at age fourteen In"Kie competing in the XIV USSR ARMED
FORCES SPATAKIAD She made the Krasnaya Zvezda July 6, 1969 Sport -page,
as shown in the attached poor-quality reproduction from that newspaper.

Mr. Chairman, the real secret of. Olga Korbut's great success has beet} her
Saviet Army connection as an alumna of the Central Sport Club of the Army in
Moscow. Should We-in the USA grant access to service academies at the post
secondary education level to qualified female athletes without discrimination, we
could develop Olgas of our own.

STATEMTNT or AMERICAN LIFE.INSURANCE ASSOCIATION AND HEALTH INSURANCE
ASSOCIATION Or AMERICA

The American Life Insurance Association and the Denali Insurance Association
of America represent 510 life and health insurance companies accounting for
about 90 percent of the total life insurance in force in the 1.nited States, 90 per-
cent of the total health insurance written by insurance companies, and. over 99
percent of the assets of insured pensiOn plans.

This statement relates primarily to section 86.56(b) (2) of the regulation of
the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare on Xondlscrhninetion on the
Basis of Sex In Education Programs and Actii, hies Receiving or Benefiting from
Federal Fibancial Assistance. That section provides that a recipient of federal
assistance (as defined) shall not ". . . participate in a fringe benefit plan which
does not provide either for equal pelludit, benefits for members of each sex, or
for equal contributions to the ,plan by such recipient for members of each
sex. . . ."

We support this section of the regulation. We believe that it-is not ''Inconsistent
pith the Aet.from which it derives its authority", and that in fact it represents
the only proper interpretation of that Act. To simplify this presentation Our com-
ments will deai primarily with pension benefits, although the principles stated
apply also to life and health insuraneebeuellts.

L 1,1ATION SO.3609 (2.) Is NOT INCONSISTRNT WiTn Tin: ALT FROM S MCI! IT DERIVES
ITS'AUTISORITY

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 USCA 1681 et seq.) provides
that : "Xo person . shall, on the basis of sex, be . . . subjected-to discrimina-
tion under any education program or aethity recehing Federal financial
assistance.. . ."

Time statute under math this Subcommittee is reviewing the regulation (29
T'SCA 1232(d (1)) provides that the v.-et:Intl-tn. shall become effective unless
Congress shall find that it is "inconsistent with t e Act from which it derives its
authority".

Hence the sole question here is whether section 86.56(b) (2) Is inconsistent with
nth.. IX. Section SO.:Intl)) (2) is clearly designed to eliminate discrimination on
the basis of sex in the case of fringe benefit plans. It does so by providing that
there must be either equal periodic benefits or equal contributions to the plan.
NO elle can or flees' deny that this is one method of preenting discrimination.
In fact, it is the method which has been in effect since 196 under guidelines
prescribed by the Administrator of the Wage and Hoar DIA islan of the Depart-
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meat of Labor pursuant to the Equal Pay Act of 1903 (20 CFR S00.110(d)).It is also the method curreutly prescribed 1 the guidelines of the Office of FederalContract Compliance issued pursuant to Executive Order 11246, as amended (41
CFR 00-20.3). And until 1972 It was the method fOiowed by the Equal.Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission (29'CFR 1604.7(a) and (b) (1911)).

Those who question section 80.56(b) (2) :Irene only that this is not the bestAchy. Some of them would prefer a regulation,which would require equal pen-rslic benefits only and preelude justification of untsputi periodic benefits on thebasis of differences in cost for men and women, as the current guidelines of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission do (21) CFR 1604.9(f) (1072)).Others would Prefer a regulation mandating the use of a unisex mortality table,
a position which no.fedirai agency has thus far adopted.

HEW received -ebtinnents on all three of these possible approaches. HEW also
recognized that there is presently a difference of opinion en this issue among
the government agencies having responsibility for administering the several
federal prohibitions -against discrimination on the basis of sex.

After considering all three possibly approaches, HEW concluded that the one
adopted in Its regulation Is "the most reasonable at present". Further, as pointedout in the analysis of the regulation. "the President has directed that a reportbe prepared by 'October 15 recommending a single 'approaeh" by the several
federal goVernment agencies Involved (Fed. Reg., lune 4. 1975, p. 24135). Inview of all this, it is clear beyond doubt that the regulation in question/Is not
"Inconsistent with the Act." pe opinions expressed by some that they would
prefer another approneh, or approaches, _have nothing to do with the issue ofconsistency with an Act.

II. (worms sa.aa(b) 12) FACT IIKPRESENTS Tile ONLY PROVER INTECI'RETATION OF
Tile e'NOERLYING ACT

While we believe that the above discussion dIspmes of this matter insofar as
o concerns review hy. this Subcomminte, we also feel strongly that the approachadopted in the HEW regulation is the only appropriate one. In our opinion, to

rtnuire equal periodic benefits only or to require the use of a unisex mortality
table would go far beyond .clittt is necessary to eliminate discrimination on the
basis of sex and would create very serious problems for employers, employees
and insurers We believe these conclusions result front consideration of existing
forms Of pension plans, of the desirability of permitting such plans to continue
to use the varied approaches employers and employees have found suitable fey
their special situations, of the fact that women do live longer as a class than
men, and ot the Inequitable treatment that would result from adopting either of
the other two approaches considered and rejected by HEW. Theo question of
equity between men and %comet' in pricing annuities and life Insurance must be
measured on a group, not on an individual. basis and the HEW regulation per-
mits continued equitable treatment of all pensioners oldie the alternatives
would not.

.4. There Ix a Need for I') xILilify inTenxion Plans
Retirement benefit plan, currently follow one of three forms. One is the fixedbenefit form. with monthly determined by reference to salary and length

of service. The second 'form is the money purchase term. and the third is the
profit-sharing form. LIndef both of the latter forms, au amount to be contributed
each year is determined in accordance pith plan provisions. 'These contributions
are then accumulated and used at retirement to purchase ehatever monthly
benefit they will buy.

Thus, In the case of the fixed benefit form, the basic monthly benefits are
always equal for employees with the same wage and work histories regardless
of sec, but different contributions by sex are required because- it costs more
to provide annuities of a given amount to women time to men (as demonstrated
In detail later herein). Both money purchase and profit- .',haring plans accumu-
late equal contributions for equal salaries, but the monthly benefits forafomen
will be smaller because of mortality differences between the sexes. Although
the monthly benefits differ in such fixed contribution plans, the total lifetime
heie,flis are et equni vuiue to both sexes, since women on,,the average will receive
benefits for a longer period than men.

Section $0.50(b) (2) would permit employers to comply, with the law by, provid-
ing either equal contributions or equal periodic benefits to men and _women. If
both alterriatives were not permitted, it could be bit Id that providi 4; equal
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periodic benefits discriminates against men because larger contributions arc re-
quired for women. however, permitting plans to continue to provide equal
periodic benefits, even though the cost of such benefits varies by sex, is clearly
in the public interest and should be allowed to continue. At the same time, some
persons have claimed that fixed contribution plans discriminute against wothen
because, in view of their longer life expectancy, the periodic benefits they will
recent for the same amount of money w ill necessarily be smaller, Hero again,
however, such plans are in the public interest and should be allowed to continue.

The advocates of requiring equal periodic benefits only or of requiring the
use of unisex mortality tables say that fixed (and equal) contribution plans are
discriminatory solely bemuse they do not provide equal periodie benefits. But
sneh an argument overlooks the true facts. If women- covered by such fixed
contribution plans were to take out their money in a lump sum upon retirement,
they would receive precisely the same amount of money as men with the same
wage history. Also, the aggregate value of benefits to women will be the same
as those for- men, since w omen on the average will receive their monthly pay-
ments-for a longer period-of time. It is only the periodic, or monthly, benefit that
will differ.

Looked at another way, to provide the same monthly benefits it would be neces-
sary for the employer to make larger contributions for women than for men.
If this were done, and lump sum distributions were taken upoli the date of
retirement, the women would receive larger lump sums than the men. Also, if
the benefits were taken lu the foRi of annuities. the value of the aggregate bene-
fits paid 'to the women would exceed those paid to the men.

It has also been argued that women should receive the same periodic benefits
as men because it costs them the same amount to live upon retirement. That
'statement does not go to the point at issue. The question is Whether plans which
provide equal contributions, but do not provide equal periodic benefits because
of the longer lice expectancy of women, constitute discrimination on the basis
of sex within the meaning of the statute. The statute does not say women should
receive the same periodic benefits es men. It says there shall be no discrimina-
tion. and there is no discrimination if either Ilie contribuitons to the plan
or the periodic benefits under the plan are equal.

11. II Is Indisputable That R omen Rare a Longer Life Expeclancll Than _Ifrn
The L.S.-Census Bureau collects statistics for the entire population which show

appreciably lower mortality ra for %%Innen than for men at all ages.' This
is not unique to the United States.- he United Nations reports lower mortality
rates for women than men throughout t n world.5

The Society of Actuaries periodical y publishes studies of intercompag,,,,-.7"1"
mortality results under life insurance contracts. Their molh,reer.nr"filnis
11972f cover policies amounting to SIFT billtonv,oLeinglifiliice coverage and
claims paid of $1.4 billion. Feudejmrtalitrfirfg-for lives in this sample were
appreelaNxhqvar.-tharre.mirlttlEiViality rates at all ages.' Similar results were

,"w 1415A(.'eA'n1 in nit enrlier studies.
In the field of annuities, the most recent mortality table for individual annuities

was published in 1971 based on experience for the period 1960 through 1967.
The experience covers both people who are working inside find people who
are working outside the home. The table shows overall female mortality to
be about 75 per6nt of male mortality.'

The most recent group annuity mortality table was also published hi 1971.
This data 'Ifows eeu greater differentials between male and female mortality.5
Earlier data complied for a table published in 19701 show ed similar differential4,"
Interim studies made by the Society of Aetuarigs since 1951 show that the
differences in male and female mortality actually experienced by insured groups
were greater than had been predicted by the published group annuity table.

"T,Ifo Tables ", ritat Statistics of 111'Y finned States. 1971, Vol. 2, Section
De-moment of health. Education, and Welfare. pp. 7-14.

* Demographic Yearbook. 1970, rnited NatIona, 1971, Tablf. 20. pp. 710-720.
s "Mortality tinder Standard Ordinary In*uranco INsup Between 1999 and 1970 Annl-

vorgirles". Trannoctiona, Portety of Actuaries, 1971 Reports Yunaer, pp. 13-22.
('berry. Harold. "Tile 1971 individual Annuity mortality Table'', Transactions, Society
letuarlec. Vol. XXIII, Part 1, pp. 475-540,
Gvenle0. Harold R.. Jr.. and Kell. Alfonso P.. "The 1971 Orono Annuity Mortality

Table". Transactions, Society of Actuaries. Vol. XXIII. Part 1. pp, 309-004.
reterson. Rat% m .Annuity :hominy". Troneactiond, Foci/1y of Actuaries,

Vol. IV, pp. 249407.
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The Social Administration collects mortality data on workers, retired workers
and other Social. Security beneficiaries. These show higher differences in
mortality between men and women than do the census statistics for the general
populatiokl I

Even, th5,ugh the observed differences in mortality have continued for many
years including the past twenty yearsa period during which women's role§ in
the working force have drastically changedit has been argued by some that
these differences are explainable solely in terms of socioeconomic differences.
However, perinatal mortality rates (i.e., stillbirths occurring beyond the 20th
week after conception and deaths in the first week of infancy) are over twenty

_ percent higher for males than females.' It is clear that such differences cannot
be explained by other than biological differences.

Further evidence that the differences in mortality between the sexes are widen-
ing while the differences in their roles in society are narrowing is provided by
the Maropolitan Life Sta ltstical Bulletin for December 1971. Thig Bulletin shows
that since 19C0llie ratio of male to female mortality has increased by more than
CO percent.' It also shows differences In mortality between the sexes for varidus
causes of death. These statistics are further support that biological causes rather
than environmental causes produce the differences in mortality between the
q.sy.eq

.. .

p. Mandating Equal Periodic Benefits Regardless of Cost Would itequire Exten-
sive and Unreasonable Changes in Existing Plans

It the HEW regulation were instead to require equal periodic benefits regard-
less of cost, a great deal of flexibility in designing pension and profit-sharing
plans would be eliminated, and changes would be required in practically all such
existing plans. ..

For example, plans which provide fur equal contributions but unequal periodic
benefits such as Jnooey purchase and profit-sharing planscould no longer be
written. In this connection, it is hnportmnt to note that, while a large majority
of employees are -presently covered toiler fixed benefit plans, more than one-
half of the total number of plans in existence are of the fixed contribution type.
Thus it is the smaller employ-ors which wiluld be affected most seriously by the
equal periodic benefits only approach.

,JArge...mr.aplayere. fludittrasier to use a fixed benefits approach because their
earnings tend to be relatively stable over the years and experience underuroup-
annuity contract covering hundreds of employees tends-to genefate predIctablo
costs. In the case of a small..4;mployer, however, there is reluctance to promise
-fixed lienefifg many _ears in the future because the ultimate cost of such benefits
and the employer's ability to/ pay that cost are subject to wide fluctuations. For
this reason, smaller employgrs prefer a fixed contributions approach. The profit-
sharing- plan carries this approach one step further by providing that the per-
centage of salary to be erributed fur pension benefits will vary depending upon
the profits of the employ 's enterprise.

Fur an employer to 1 ove from a fixed contributions approach to a fixed equal
periodic benefits appr ach would require one of two basic changeselther the
making of higher cm ributIons for women than for men or the usemf a unisex
mortality table. (NV shall discuss later the problem resulting from a unisex
table.) Obviously, in the case of xvisting plans, the necessary consequence of
making larger cot fributions for women than for men would be to increase the
expense for the e iployer. The employer could hardly expect to be able to reduce
the benefits for len. Hence, the only practical answer would he to increase the
Periodle benefit, for women. It is estimated that in the usual case the increased
cost to the emp ayer would be about 15 percent.

We believe t lot the financial hazards of providing fixed equal periodic benefits
as cantraqedi with the certain current costs of making fixed equal contributions
would cause many smaller employers to discontinue their pension plan and
discourage t le establishment of titm plans. Moreover, many educational in-
stitutions w old find it impossible to ,00llone (belt current system of providing
pension bet efits to their employees. Congress has -just enacted law to increase
the refiren cut security of American, corkers and the continued growth of.the

Francisco. "Mortality of the Aged", Trdnsactionr, Society of Actuaries, Vol.
XXIV..Part 1. pp. 1-21.

"Redaction in Perinatal Mortality", Metropolitan Life Statistical Bulletin, Vol. 43
(Ma 10621. pp. 6-3.

" "Sec Differentiate in Mortality Widening", Metropolitan Life Statistical Bulletin, Vol.
52 (December 1971), pp. 3-6.
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private pension system promises to nateriall3 enhance the financial security of

workers retiring in future years. If equal periodic benefits were mandated. it
could result in diminishing the private pension coverage for thousands of em-

ployees of educational institutions and of saline]. employers.
To this point, we have discussed only the effects which mandating the equal

Periodic benefits approach would have on fixed contribution plans. There would

also -be serious results for fixed la...fit plans. Tt is common in these plans to
provide different benefit options to employes. The benefit amounts under these

oprionS must be determined on an equitable basis. These optional benefit pur-

chase rates will differ for men 'and women, because of the differences in mortality
rates. Thus, in theiie plans the alternative benefit options would either ha4 to be
eliminated or the trustee or Insurer would have to use p unisex table. The losses

in flexibility that would result from mandating equal periodic benefits regardless

of cost are of key importance to employers and employees alike.

E. Mandating the Tire of a Unisex Table 'Would Have Brea. More Serious nsults
Since mortality tables are used to develop premium rates for both life Insurance

and pension contracts, the use of a unisex table would affect premiums for both

types of coverage. Using sex-related mortality tables, pension plan premiums
are higher for women than for Men. However, life insurance premiums are
higher for men' than for women. Current _pricing practices reflect the actual

costs of providing such benefits. A unisex fable would make the premium rates
for the sexes equal. Thus, the adoption of unisex tables would result in having

men subsidize the pension costs for women and In having worsen subsidize life
insurance costs for men. These results would be inequitable and destructive to the

insurance business, which Is founded on proper classification of risk and charging
premiums appropriate to the risk represented.

Its uiring the use of unisex tables to determine the premium rates for money
purchase Miens and profit-sharing plans, and the charges for optional benefits

under both fixed benefit and fixed eontribution plans, would leave employers

and insurance companies with several undesirable alternatives. One would lie

to use a table with modality mates equal to current female rates. This would,

result in substantially reduced, annuity payments for men (a reduction of 15

-percent for men age 05 electing an annuity payable for life), if any men were

to elect to receive an annuity rather than a lamp sum distribution under these.
circumstances. A second alternative would be to use a table with mortality rates
equal to current male rates. This would result in substantially Increased an-

naity payments for women who elect to receive annuities rather than lump sum
distributions. There would be ti corresponding rise in costs for either the employer

or the insurance company. A third alternative would be to construct a mortality

fable with rates somewhere between current male and female rates. The net
vest impact would depend on the male-temale content of the group and on the
options actually elected by the members of the group.

A second effect of adopting a unisex table would be to cause adverse selection

against insurance companies. Employers establishing pension plans essentially

have 'two major options, either to pnrehase insurance or to establish a trust
from which benefits are paid directly. Currently both ways would reflect the
male-femalc content of the edam, and pure mortality costs for the employer
would essentially be the seine under either approach. If a unisex table were to be

required for use by insurance companies, large groups with a high percentage of

men would undoubtdly take the trusteed route since their costs would be based. on

their actual mortality experience and be lewer than the chhrges an insurance
using a masex table would have to make. Ilgwever, large groups with a high

percentage of women would purchase pension benefits from an insurance company
using a unisex table, since the charges made by the insurance company would

be less than the group would experience by paying benefits through a trust. This

type of adverse selection oould ultimately cause pension costs foispersons buying

pension benefits from Insurance coinpanies to spiral upward, thus causing addi-

tional adverse selection.
Tids also would lend to much higher costs for small groups. Large groups have

a sufficient member of employees to make Ne trusteed approach possible. Small

groups require the pooling of Investment and !nodality experience'wIth others
and therefore must purchase insunmee. The insurance costs of these mann groups

would be increased beeause a the adverse selection by large groups with a high
proportion of women. resulting in a subsidy of some large groups by small groups.

The third effect. which we have already pointed out, is that, while a unisex
table may appear to equalize the casts of providing pengon benefits to men and
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women.,the actual costs of such benefits depend on the actual mortality-experience.
Since the mortality rates for men and %%omen actually are different, one group is
setting more compensation than the other since it would lie getting more valuable
fringe benefits.

In- summary, mandating the use of a unisex table would result in inequity
between the sexes in premium rates and benefit options, inequity between.large
and small groups, and inequity between the sexes in compensation.
P. In the Case of Pensions It 1 Unsound to Argue that-Discrimination-Must Be

31e'tsnred on the Basis Of the Individual
-1s we have pointed out, it is indisputable that women as a group live longer

than men and- therefore equal periodic pension benefits for women cost more.
Consequently, a regulation which requires either equal contributions or equal
benefits is not discriminatory. Some persons have sought to counter this argu-
ment by asserting that discrimination must be measured on an individual basis,
not a group basis; and, since some women will die earlier than others, oeven
earlier than some men, those particular women-will be discriminated against.

This attempted measurement of discrimination is completely at odds with
the oPeration of and the reasons for insurance, which is by nature a group
mechanism. 'Obviously, an insurance company has no way of determining
when any particular one of its policyholders will die. Yet, if the company is
insuring a Nice enough number of policyholders, it can predict with a high
degree Of accuracy the mortality experience for the group as a whole. Who
wilt die in a given year is a matter of complete uncertainty; how many will die is
a matter of near certainty."" This has equal application to pensions. While it
is-illiP4)4Able to know which retiree will receive moreor lessthan his or her
share of the henefits,it can be predicted what his or her probable share will be
and purchase rates for annuities must be based on such averages.

The function of insuranee ix fo pool the equities of those individuals who share
equal risks. in the insurance context, equity has meaning only for groups. Within
eirehgronp, some individuals will receive moral than others and some will receive
less than others, bet all will have the risk they insured against equitably covered,
whether the risk is of living too long or not long enough. 'This Is true for men the
same as it isv fori'omen.

0- In some contexts, it may be appropriate to say that the individual should not
be discriminated against on the basis of stereotypes. That is to say, the test is
competence-to do the job, not sex, and it should no longer be assumed that women
are less competent because of their sex. This theory is capable of application in
cues ,where individual competence can be determined. But it cannot be applied
In insurance. No individual woman can say that she is being discriminated against
because the same contributions win purchase smaller periodic benefits, since she
does not know at age 65 or any other age hone long she will live. No individual
woman can say that she will not, ive out her life expectancy, since she does not
know .len she will die. If the individual knew when she or he oubi'die, insur-
ance would serve no purpose. Therefore, premium rates for pension_ plans must
be based on averages. and the averages demonstrate beyond ,doubt that women
live hunter than pen.

-

e1.11. COMMENTS ON SUBSECTION (C) OF SECTION 80.57.

The life and health insurance companies also have an interest in subsection
(e) of section 56,57 of the regulation. This subsection/provides that a recipient
shall treat pregnancy the same as any other temporary disability for tIle pur-
pose otpnYment of disability income and other fringe benefits.

We'do not akree with this interpretation of the statute involved. That is, we
do not agree that exclusion of normal pregnancy in health benefit plans, insured
or-non-Insured, constitutes discrimination on the basis of sex.

HoTever. this issue is now before the Sfiprenie Court of the United States.
On Attu 27, 1975, that Court granted certiorari in Liberty Mutual Insurance
Oompeity v, Tretzcl, et al.. No. 74-1245, involving the sole Issue of whether exelu-
shin of pregnancy from an employer-employee.disability income protection-plan
constitutes sex discrimination in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of.
1964. The deesion pf the Supreme Court In that case, which should-be announced .

somethue late iu 1971 or early In 1976 should settle this issue for the purpose

Sternhell. Charles M. and Shur, Walter. "Probability. Mortality and Money Concepts",
Life and Health Insurance Handbook, 3rd ed., liomewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1973, pp. 1287129.
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of the several federal Statutes on. the subject of discrimination on-the basis of
sex.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment, and we respectfully request that
this statement be included in the printed record of the hearings. We would
welcome the opportunity to discuss this matter further with any member of
the Subcommittee, or its staff. if that should be desired.

The undersigned head football coaches, in a specific meeting June 17, 1975 ap-
proved the following,statement of policy regarding the announced HEW regula-
tions implementing Title IX and will recommend that the Board of Trustees
of the American Poo:hail_ Coaches Association at its meeting Jhne 21, 1975 in
Lubbock, Texas, officially urge all AFCA members to support this position.

1. The regulations go far beyond the intent of Congress and place intercollegiate
athletics under the control of the Federal Government. The regulations will
control the use of donated funds, use of generated income, the kind of program
to be conducted and the allocation and qualifications for scholarship, assikance.
This is not desirable for the future growth of-either men's or women's athletics.

2. Income generated by football is a principal source of athletic income at many
colleges and frequently finances,the entire athletic program as well as the con-
struction, mnintenance and debt retirement of facilities. In many instances it has
provided the funds for the present expansion of women's athletics. This will no
longer be possible under the HEW regulations.

3. College football, developed over more than 100 years, has been more respon-
sible than any other factor for the present wide public acceptance and support of

-college athletics and there, has been no valid study undertaken by HEW, the
Congress or any other governmental agency as to the destructive economic impact
these regulations will have upon football as well as the financial structure of
intercollegiate athletics for both men and wome,ti.

4. The Federal Government does not provide any financial assistance, insofar
as we know, to intercollegiate athletics., but these Federal regulations mandate
vast new expenditures while seriously damaging for the future ability of men's
sports to generate income. Therefore, we urge that Congress suspend these reg-
ulations and adopt legislation which would declare a moratorium on the applica-
tion of Blurs rules to intercollegiate athletics during which HEW would be
directed to study and report to Congress regarding (a) the need for such rules
in light of the aoluntary action being taken by colleges and (b) the economic
hapaa of the rules on all facets of intercollegiate athletics and, in turn. the
financial structure of the respective colleges and universities.

Jolts GREGORY,
South Dakota State University,

Chairman. AFCA South. Dakota College Coachei. .
GARY BONER,

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.
Ton LONG.

University of South. Dakota/Springfield.
'BERNARD COOPER.

University of South. Dakota.
Dr. .1.otss RRETCIIMAN.

Northern State College.
Dr. Jokr. Swisnes,

Dakotp State Collage.
Gest: SCIILERFIWAY.

Black HIM Slate College.
RILL BODZIS,

Yankton College.
GARY V. ITOPPMAY,

Sioux Falls College.
GLENS JO(ADZINSKR,

Huron College.
RALPII STARENKO,

Atigustana College.
sts RONALD PARKS,

Dakota 'Wesleyan University.
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AMERICAN FEDERATION Or STATE, COUNTY R MUN',ICIPALEMPLOTEES,
Washington, D.C., June 27, 1075.

Congressman JAMES G. O'HARA,
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Committee on Education .

and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives, Cannon House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DE:An CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : The American Federation of State, County and
Munrciptil Employees (AFL-CIO) welcomes the opportunity to submit written
comments to the Subcommittee on the Federal Regulations implementing Title
IX of the 1972 Education Act Amendments. AFSCME has over 700,000 members-
40% of whom are women and many of whom work within the educational sys-
tem. AFSCME is pleased to see that the spirit and purpose of Title IX will finally
be backed by regulations. Their implementation is a critical step forward in the
task of eliminating sex discrimination.

AFSCME has been vitally concerned with ,the problems that Title IX is (re-
signed to correct. For that reason, we supported and welcomed the passage of,
Title IX in 1972. In commenting last fall on the proposed regulations, AFSCME
called for their strengthening, pointing out several areas for improveinent.

Now that _the final regulations are before this- committeerwe urge-their ap- 1i

proval. As we recommend in our prior comments, the final-regulations have been
modified toextend the following protections, against sex discrimination :

1. Self-evaluation by a recipient of policies and ractices regarding em-
ployment of academic and non-academicgpersonnel;

2. Guarantee of pregnancy leave; and
3. Replacement of the original enforcenient ocedures with interim pro-

cedures now applicable to Title VI of tie Civil Rights Act of 1904. (We view
this modification as an- indication that final forcement procedures will be
even strOnger.)

While AFSCME wholeheartedly supports thq speedy, approval of these regu-
lations, we wish to cite several important items we feel are missing.

The regulations do not ensure equal benefits III retirement plans for employees.
They also fail to provide for inservice training prdgrams for school personnel.
Finally, while the selfevaluation provision is. an.-important move in the right
direction, AFSCME views mandatory affirmative action programs as a key
method by which to undo patterns of previous discrimination.

Nearly three years have passed since the enactuient of Title IX. We ask the
Committee to approve these regulations without further delay-and to urge IIEW
to devote its attention to their vigoroui enforcement.

Shiecrely,
JERRY- WillUP;

Interndtional Prolident.

AMERICAN pouNcIL os EDUCATION,
Washington, D.C., Juno 38, 1975.

Ron. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on. PcstsccondaiT Education, Committee on Education

and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DeLts. MR. CITAIIIMAN The Sincileau Council on Education recommends that

the Subcommittee take no action to prevent the regulations for Title IX of the
Higher Education Amendments of 1972 from taking effect on July 21, 1975.

Discrimination by sex in institutions of higher education is morally inde-
fensible and wasteful of the talents of those denied full access to all educational
programs. Many institutions have already assessed their policies and practices
and placed In motion corrective measures to assure equality of opportunity to
women and men. Those who have not done so need the stimulus of the Title IX
regulations to begin the assessment process. Further delay in promulgating the
regulations would be neither Just or reasonable.

Th; -regulations as signed by the President seem to represent a. reasonable
Interpretation of the statute that both educational institutions and women
should have the Importunity to test in practice immediately. The Council plans to
make every effort in assisting Institutions in the implementation of this process.

Sincerely yours,
ROGER W. HEYNS.
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Mr. Prima Iloone,
Director, Ofile-for Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Washington, D.C.
Dr.A12kfz. HOLMES: On behalf of the American Council-on Edtication's Equal

Employment Opportunity Task Force, I am pleased to have the opportunity to
respond to the proposed xiegulations for Title IX of the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1972. The response of the Task Force by this letter and the itttaelied
analysis and recommendations in most Instances mirrors the major Concerns of
colleges and universities. In additlina we knOW that you will be receiving indi-
vidual Comments from institutions relating the proposed regulations to the pre-
vailing situation on their own campuseCFrona the nature of their responses. you
will note that there is a distinct diversity among institutions of higher educa-
tion which must be recognized anddeitWwith If regulations of this nature are to
be enforced fairly and in the spirit of their enactment. Reasonable latitude should
be given institutions to carry oilt. diverse educational,Proceisies in a variety of
settings and to meet the demands of:1)0h parents and students. Diversity, one
of the strengths of higlier education In this country, should be fostered by fed-
eral legislation as being in the national interests 'Title IX regulations should not
be utilized as a means of effectuating the homogenization of higher education,
!Mtn a mechanism- for-establishing equality of treatment between the sexes
within k.he prevailing heterogenous community.

As we have noted in many communications with various federal agencies, col-
leges and universities in this country are much concerned with the impact of
dealing'with n multitude of federal agencies with concurrent jurisdiction over
charges of employment discrimination. Although the student Portion of the pro-
posed Title IX regulations is new aftd prOvides, in many instances, needecrpro-

-visions to ensure equality of treatment between the sexes, the employinent por-
tion of the proposed regitlations creates still another tirena-in which institutions
=St again comply with a set of regulations often conflicting in direction and
interpretation. We are hopeful that this will not be another In which duplicatle
legislation multiplies paperwork and again diverts institutional energy and
resources from the direct fulfillment of. the spirit and the letter of the legislation.

The availability of facilities and resources in meeting Title IX will differ
greatly from school to school: it is, therefore, suggested that it will be to the
advantage of all parties con4rned.to Micow institutions where necessary to rue
with the Director of the Office for Civil-Rights a transitional plan of from one
to three years detailing tile mandated.changes that will be accomplished in that
time.

As noted in many instances in../Ite attached commentary. it Is essential that
the regulations be written with `sufficient specificity for institutions to under-
$.tand, their rights and 4.64pongibilitles under-this statute for federal officers to
be giVen detailed standards for enforcement.

It is hoped that in carrying out investigations pursuant to their authority
under Title IX, administrators in the field will accord institutions due process
of the law, incitanng the presumption that an institution is indeed to be con-
sidered innocent until facts are adduced to proye otherwise. Our experii,snce
In the past indicates many instances in which over zealous etif?reement has led
to backlash. unnecessary hostility and-anxiety rather than the smooth and cre-
ative enforcement of federal legislation in the public interest.

Among all the issues that we addressed, one of the most fundamental to our
cotteernsls the issue of the treatment of endowed single-sex scholarships. Unless
institutions are permitted to pool their scholarship funds or otherwise preserve
single-sex scholarships. they Hill hare to resort to the judicial process in order
to amend the Multitude of trusts in their possession. This will require appear-
tutees in various jurisdictions, incurring attorneys' fees, court costs Ind dissipa-
tion of energy and time accompanied by the possible loss of,such funds to resid-
uary takers under such trusts. The process will Inevitably reduce scholarship
money for students. both male and female. It is-instead proposed. that institu-
tions be permitted to pool their scholarship resources by matching single-sex
dollars generated by endowed triptis with general institutional revenues, thereby
creating equality of treatment for both sees. and administering the remainder of
the pool in a nondiscriminatory manner that would ultimately be to the interest
of all parties.

5:49*
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Washington; D.C., October 15, 197.3.,
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With regard to institutions of higher education, we iiholeheartedly applaud
your position with regard to sex bias In curriculum materials. There is no ques-
tion that the sex stereotypes of text and reference. books is. a serious probletu,
However. forcing institutions to establish standards and procedres for revie-
ing textbooks in order to ascertain whether they contain sex bias - material is a
book-burning process reminiscent of uglier days In our history when books were
banned for other less desirable reasons. Pm.< loin of expression must be fostered
by institutions, of ,hIgher education ifthey are to accomplish the goals of edu-
cating amen and women for functioning in a democratic society. Censorship is not
the answer where individuals who have reakhed 'natality can -judge written
materials and formulate their own ideas from ti
place. Surely the tenor of our times is such that the

. rout control offensive material through normal processes wIthou
academie freedom.. In additiOn, we luipe that the Secretary will fo
Olt statement that HEW. through the Office of Education.
research, assistance. and guidance to local educational agencies
sex bins froni curricula and dacational material.

If pursuant to our comments and those of other associations an I
subStantial changes are made in the content draft of the-regal:di

to suggest that the proposed regulations be reissued with a 30-4 iy comment
period so that these material changes can be analyzed further before the final
regulations are promulgated.

We appreciate the time given us to respond, and we hope flint material attached
-hereto will be used to improve the ability of institutions to carry out the spirit
of Title IX. If you have questions with regard to any of the comments raised,
our Task Force will he happy to meet with you to dIseuss them.

Very truly yours:
Simms ELLIOTT STEINSACif,

Stag couno.
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Attachment

liLSPONSE OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EHLTCATION.8 EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY T.\SK FoRCE

SG.2 DEFINITIONS .-

Vi..:(11) Recipient is defined inter alia as an entity which "receives or benefits
from" federal financial assistance. The statutory language of Title Ix of the
Education Amendments of 1974 solely relates to the receipt of federal funds.
although the persons protected under Title IX are protected fromAieing, on the
basis of sex, denied the benefits of educational programs or activities covered
by the Act. The addition of -the phrase "or benefits from" in the definition of
redolent' Wan unwarranted extension of Congressional intent.

iibcconinundation: Delete the phrase "Or,benefits from" from the definition.
56.2(0) Adminixtatitclp separate Units. The meaning:of "administratively

separate units" for admission purposes is Unclear. If the term is defined to Incas
individual departments an enormous reporting requirement. will be Imposed
upon universities. which frequenti) consist of substantially more than 100 sep-
arat departments. that would lam compelled to file reports with IIEW.

Recommendation.: The section should state clearly that no unit smaller than 4t
college. school or di% ision wide!' has degree granting authority is contemplated
by the regulation.

sa.a ilEmEntAL AND AFFII1HATIVE ACTION

86.d(a) //medial Action.--It is unclear when a recipient is required to take
remedial action. By whOin is the determination made that a recipient has "pre-
viously discriminated''?

Recommendation: Reinedial action to overcome the effects of previous dlf-
crindnation on the basis of sex in an educational program or activity which
receives federal financial assistance may be required if there has been a formal
finding by HEW of discrimination In accordance with sections 86.64-80.66 hereof.

86. ;i (b) Affirmative Action.The concept of affirmative action is seemingly
required solely In the athletic sphere (8(i.38) and in no other aria. It is uncer-
tain whether Ulla section S6300 compels affirmative action in every area

acted by these regulations and, if So, whether a formal finding of -prior dis-
-erli lotion most he made first.
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llscomnicadation: This section. which provides that an Institution may take
affirmative action to 0% ercona. the effects of conditions %%hien resulted in limited
participation by persons of a particular sex, should be noted as being ft general
diseriptor, but that it does not necessarily apply in conjunction with every
provision of the proposed tesulutions.

86.1 ASSURSNCES REQUIRED

Form.ft would be helpful 1f the nature of the assurance could be
specified in more detail. and If a presumption of compliance could be established
that would continue until a recipient luid been,found to be in noncompliance by
the Director. It is not clear from the language of 86.4 whether the Director, or
any granting agency, may go behind the .formal assurance of compliance 811(1
challenge tompilance.prlor to acting on a grant application.

kecommendation:A recipient, Oxecutiffg..a formal asunranee of compliance, Is
for 2111 purposes amtnned to be In compliance absent a contrary showing by the
Director.

841.6 EFFECror OfIl)at REQUIREMENTS

S6.6(a) _Effect of Other Federal Proniodons.This section-presently provides
that the regulations are independent orother- federal obligations not to discrim-
inate on the basis of sex.

Recommendation:. In areas of overlapping jurisdiction there ,should he au
agreement among the respective federal agencies as to which agency will take
action in each area.

86.0 DISSEMINATION or POLICY

S6.9(a)(1) Notificaticati of Policy. This section provides that each recipient
shall advise prospective employees and students that the campus Is required by
Title iX not to discriminate on the basIsof sex.

Reconmendation: Tbe,required advisory statement should not imply that it is
only on account of Title IX that the campus does not discriminate on the basis
of sex. That portion of S6.9(a) (1) whelli prescribes the content of the policy
statement should be deleted.

86.8 (ti I (1) Publications. This section provides that each recipient shall
prominently include a statement of its policy against discriminating_on the basis
of se.' in "each announcement, bulletin, catalog, or application form which it
makes available to any person . . . .". The sli'eeping language of this provision
imposesnu impossible burden on the campus.

ieccotionemlation: A full statement of the campus' policy not to diStriminate on
the basis of sex Should be included only in major documents, such as faculty and
student handbooks and offieial application forms for employment and admission ;
a brief statement to that effect :would be sufficient in advertisements and baler
short announcements and bulletins, similar in nature to those comments pres-
ently used to designate "equal Opportunity and affirmative action employers";
and campuses should nut be obligated to republish existing catalogs or handbooks
and should he given a reasonable amount of time to adapt such documents to the
Title IX regulations.

&.!H Ge ).Thls section provides that a recipient shall not use or distribute
a publication which suggwAs that it treats students or employees differently; on
the basis of sex.

ficcommemation: This provision Is unreasonably overbroad, repetitions of re-
quirements stated more explicitly else here in the regulations, and should be
deleted.

86.21 ADMISSIONS

Se.211 bi (2) Specific Prohihilion&This provision, which requires that 'a
recipient "shall not administer or operate any test or other criterion for ad-
mission .. . etc." may very well 'limit legitimate requirements which are pre-
eciplisites for taking or engaging In a given course of study. Also the "test or
criterion" ought not be limited to one which validly predicts- successful com-
pletion of on education program or activity, but might also be one that predicts
success in a given field of endeavor.

Recommendation: The following change is proposed : A recipient shall not ad-
minister or operate any test or other criterion for admission which adversely
affects any persAn on the !Ash; of sex if such test or criterion Is proved by the
Deliartment to have neither value In predicting success in completion of the pro-
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gram or activity In question nor value in predie(Ing sueekaikin.t4given field of
endeavor.

86.21(c) (3) Prohibitions Relating' to Illarital ...or,faren 14i4tuiuk
the provision which requires that institutions slitictUlktreat disabilities relating
to pregnancy, childbirth, misettriligeottirtion ktoc.OyeiY,thereftotazin-the same
manlier and under jhe,sanie poliLlesttt 'any other...formutaryaliSnality:iirphys.
deal condition has been materially kilteredify,thOreeislpn in the bi".$":-.Siipreilie
Court In Geduldiy v. Aiello is an issue that liag'bgen raised by

Recommendation: That the depa4tinent-e.htrifylEs position with regard to the
lawfulness of.this provision in light of The Aiello case.

86.21(0) (4).This section provides that no recipient shall make preadmission
inquiry as to the marital stittati of an applicant for admission but may make
preadmission inquiry u to the 14x of the applicant, if the latter inquiry is made
equally of applicants of both sexes and is not tfiade.for a discriminatory purpose.

Recommendation: Absent a purpose to discriminate unlawfully, a recipient
should be permitted to Inquire as to the marital status of applicants because that
information is pertinent to (he issue of domicile, the principal criterion for
residency Ileterminations,The proposed regulations could read as follous: A
recipient may make preadmission inipiirr fis to the sex or marital status of an
applicant for admission,-Wt oplyi-Rauch inquiry is made equally of such appli-
cants of both sexes amr:Irtheiresults of such inquiry arc not used in connection
with diserhuinatiau prohibits byAlds part.

''S6.23 RECRUITMENT
"1. 1;.

86.23(a) Compardblc Recruitment.It is uncertain when remedial action is
required. This seetiiin Oo raises the question of how "comparable" will be de-
fined. Is the tsst of PeeMparable" the male and female mix in the student body of
the high schOols apd undergraduate schools and programs toward which re-
cruitment aftisIties arc directed? Or is it the actual number of ,potential male
and femaleisttEdents contacted? Or will the.criteria consist of the resources in
money and time spent in recruitment activities directed at members of a par-
ticular sex?

Recommendation: The condition under which remedial action is required should
be spelled out. Comparable recruitment should be defined as;the effort expended
by the recipient to make its total program visible to meinliers of bptli sexes..

30.31 EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

36.31(a) GeneraResearch is included among the activities' to which the
paragraph applies. There are legitimate scientific: reasons for limiting the
human subjects in sonic research to females or to males. Investigators should
not be required to include both males and females as subjects or potential bene-
ficiaries of research. Such interference in research is completely' unwarranted
and counterproductive and undoubtedly unintended. It would rule out research in
obstetrics and gyneeol`Ogy, and limit research in diseases which arc more preva-
lent or serials in one sex than hi the ,other; it would limit current valuable
psychological research on ego and sexual deVelopment, etc.

Recommendation: Thei-e should be included the phrase "except where bona fide
sex qualifications are operative."

86.31(b) (7) Specific Prohibitions.This provision would bar an institution
from assisting any orglmixation which discriminates on the basis of PDX in pro-,
viding any benefit or service to students. Implementation of these regulations:
would appear to require the severance by institutions of any working relation-
ships with social fraternities and sororities. There is seentingly little societal
value or Interest In mandating that all social fraternities and sororities alter
their membership regulations so as to permit membership by both sexes.

Recommendation: That social fraternities and sororities be specifically ex-
cluded from coverage under the regulations as not providing a benefit or service
to,students within the meaning of section 88.31(b) (7) and not constituting an
educational program or activity operated or facilitated by a recipient *Rhin the
meaning of section 86.31(c).

86.31(c) 'Programs Not .Operated by Recipient. Apparently, the intent of this
provision is that programs operated in connection with the educational activities
of the recipient institution will be held to the same standards as the recipient
institution and that the recipient Institution will, in the first Instance, b rtk-pon-
bible for enforcement. Ira addition, programs not directly related to the educational
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programs of the recipient Institution are held to a less stringent standard. A.
fuct sheet" distributed- by HEW provides a rather detailed discussion of theie
points, including the following sentence: "(The Regulations) set out the major
criteria to be applied in determining the existence of a vio,lat ion in this area,
wii.ch are (1) the substantiality of the relationship between the recipient and the
organization (including financial support and housing)

and
(2) the closeness of

the relationsliip between the organization's functions and the educational pro-
gram or actifity.of the recipient." While this statement in the fact sheet seems

_ clear, there Is nothing in the regulations corresponding to it. If thin is the intent
of the.regniations, It should be stated with greater clarity. 3loredver, with regard
-to separate organizations with which the university has some contact in the
course of educational programs e.g. libraries, research inatitiitel, summer in-
tern sponsors, etc.it seems unnecessarily sweeping to require that the Ind-

' vorSity "Insure" that such organizations comply in all regards to the regulations.
'This would, of course, be extraiirdinaril, difficultindeed probably, Impossible= -
for recipient institutions, and seems an inappropriate role and burden.

/recommendation: In the performance of its duties in educating and training
individuals, an institution is unable to Control totally all Situations in which
its students may become involved. Therefore, it Is recommended that an institu-
tion encourage operators or sponsors of other education programs to prohibit
tilscrimintaion.by obtaining a disclaimer of discrimination.

$6.32 ii063ING

8(1.3Z(b)(f) Housing Provided by Recipient.This5provision requires that
housing provided by the institution be proportionate in quantity to the-number
of students applying and be comparable in quality and cost. Absentclarification
in the propOsed regulations, it may be asserted by the Office for Civil Right* that
the proportionate test must be-met each year, or perhaps, each semester. The
difficulty In that an institution does hot knew bow many applicatiou for a
Particular type of (musing for members of eiChsexit will have until the applica-
tions are actuallrilled. It is not featitble: at the last minute, to attempt to re-
arrange housing to correspond precisely to the number of applications, yet thin
could well be required under a literal reading of the propelled regulations.

Many campuses Provide more security arrangements for women's housing than
for men's housing. Such difference itself constitutes disparate treatment. Such.
security may also Increase the coats of women's residences compared to men's
residences and thus reduce comparability in cost. The .rpleteas stated appear to
require adding undesired security in men'!" Housing or eliminating necessary
security in women's housing. There should he no ..-uch requirement. In addition
the regulations should provide for reasonable differences generated by students'
self choice.

The purpose of this section of the proposed regulations could be better-served ,
by developing language that would require the recipient to take into account the
needs and interests of students of both sexes in the long-range planning of its
housing. It should be noted that experience at many Institutions has shown that
student interests, both male and female, change,in terms of the type of accom-
modation desired (suites compared with single rooms, for example).

- _Recommendation: A recipient shall In conducting both its shoit-term and long-
term.planning. for housing for students give due consideration to the needs and
interests of all students.

In addition, if section:SO.32 is retained,nft ought to provide a transitional period
for bringing a reciplenhonsing into co pliance with the proportionate test,al-
lowing time for ndjuktnents in housing arrangements.

toLtecc) (2) Other Housing.The phrase requiring an Institution"nstitution to "take such
actlorteas may be necessary to ensure" equal availability of off-campus housing
Maces an unreasonable burden on the Institution.,Colleges and universities have
no control over who decides-to list with them, thereby being unable to regulate
in any- meaningful manner the proportionate quantity and comparable quality
required by the proposed regulations.

Recommendation: Tile word encourage should be substituted for ensure.
86.33 Oomparabiyty 0/ Facilitic4.Since most institutions presently lack com-

parable 'shower Ind locker room facilities for men and women, they may be
required to construct new facilities which will he superior In quality to the exist-
ing male used facilities.. ; .

Recommendation: That in instances where new facilities must be built in order
to comply with this seed* the use of a cost-quality index shall be permissible.

5 GI
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,. 811.31 ACCESS '10 1:01TATION PROGRAM Olt ACTIV1TY

80.4;(a) Courae Offcringa.--Surletal Interest in combination n Itit prevailing
community standards common sense, and .the right of pgivacy dictates that
some physical education classes lie exempted from the coeducational coarse
requirement.

Bccommendalion: Physical education courses in areas deemed socially sen-
sitive (e.g. weight reductions) or _providing for Collision contact shall be ex-
empt (rota the coeducational course requirement as long as comparable courses
are uttered separately for members a both sexes, %%believer sufficient interest 'is

%)videnced.
Pif,f,)(e) Appraisal and Cotooteling Noterial*.Phis section would bar thease

of different coatis( ling etoterIals for students on the basis ofsex. It recognived.
however, that :ionic testing materials may be better. predictors fur one sex t tan
another. .

fteroiamendarlon; If Is kaggested that separate counseling examination' sh mid
he permitted where equality of I Ipportinlity zna be best advanced by usingi dif-
ferent testing methods. and where tlifferent tests are necessary to achieve ,)quad
results for members of both sexes.

4-

8C.35 FINANCIAL AND IIMPLOYMENT ASSISTAXCE '10 STUDENTS

Ra..15(a) (i) and (ii) Prori$ion of Pinancial .1x.4ixtaisec.Tho proposed regula-
tion should not attempt to :Myst existing finamial assistance programs established
by donors in the past that may discriminate on the basis of sex. The legal prob-
lems in attempting to reform the applicable legal instruments can prove to he
time Consuming. 'eXp411111iV0. and might result In the loss. of the funds to the
residuary takers under the trust

The spirit of the proposed regulation conht be wet by the requireMent that
a recipient's existing financial assistance to students. taken as a %%hole, provide
equal opportunity for members of both sexes.

Berionmenifation: A recipient shall be permitted to accept and administer
gifts, grants and 'bequests restrie0d to specific taQ.ipients or groups so long as
the entire tinane,lai alt programs/Is administered av nondLscriminatory basis.

1tf.3.7 ft)) AsAbittinec in Mol:Ing II vailable Employment. This section prohibits
a recipient from assisthig any agency.. organizat ion or person that discrimmate:P.
In making employment available to any of its students on the basis of sex.

Recommendation: A standard of "'mowing" or "should have known" should
be applied to the proscription against assisting such organizations that di,erint-
Mate on the basis of sex. Insofar as sex is a bona ride occupational gaaiiIiem .
don, if should be permitted as a criterion under this provision. I,

80.:17 MARITAL OK emu:gym, sy.rrus

((.37( b) (3) PeYnanell and kelai(d Conditionn.---ThIs provision provides that
at the conclusion of a pregnancy leave a "student shall be reinstated to her orig-
inal status." If a new iteademic year is involved. a recipient may not be able
to guarantee to any of its returning atndents the same or equally favorable
financial arrangements its in the previous year.

nceopmendation: A student returning from pregnancy 'heave should not= be in
a more favorable position than other returning-students. Any Implicaf:----.: la,
the proposed regulations that identical financial arrangements are guaranteed
should be eliminated, so that N11011 students are assured only the :011110
consideration as all other returning students.

so.as Arin.f.Ttcs

SIL:ISf a) Dencral.This section pro des that separate teams may be provided
where selection is based on competitive skill. A more satisfactory solution to the
single-sex team is suggested below,

Iteennimeadation: Section SO.:ISfa) should be modified to strike "ahem selec-
tion for such teams is based uponcompetitive skill" and replace it with "when
students indicate a preference for separate teams and %%ben activities provided
for members of one sex /tie substantially equal to those provided for members
of the other ex."

56.38(1) Determination of Shidatf Interest. The provision for an annual
survey of student athletic interests would, in effect, establish the very trouble-.
some precedent of mandating student participation in institutional decision

5.61.?
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looking. Although itistItutions do not reject the appropriateness of considering
student preferences, It Is suggested DIU this is an limmiropriate intrusion the
Federal Government into the institutional governance process.

nceontmcadallon: titi.;IS(b) should be redrafted to inlet& that a recipient, at
reasonable time spans. shall determine student interest in sports activities, in=
%lading participating and spect ator interest. Such determination shall be deemed
ad% Isory in nature and shall nut hind a recipient's uu 8cting planning relating
to Millet letietivities.

66.313(o)(2) Affirmative Efforts.Tbls section pro% ides that a recipient shall
'provide support and training acth Ries for members of such sex designed to
improve and expand their eitpabilitli ad interests to participate in such

----TatbleficToptiortunitles."- -
Recommendation: ills provision is 1.,,tir did broad In that it would Impose on

campuses the obligation to develop ii.niest %Odell does not now exist. Substan-
tial efforts to advise members of both sexes of opportunities to participate in
athletics would necessarily generate interest in such acti% 'ties. and that is all
the campuses should be required to doIt cannot be requited to change

_capabilities and IntereSt?"
M..381 di Equal Oppottunity.This section requires that a recipient %%Weil

operates or sponsors athletics shall make athletic opportunities available to
students after taking into consideration that student interest in athletics
identified by the campus.

The regulations must recognize that some athletic teams are more expensive
than others, and that campuses should be permitted to emphasize one particular
sport user another as long as It also males opportunities available to members
el both sexes. Distinctions should be drawn beta eon umndatory student- fees
and state re% mules on the one land mid revenues generated from the athletic
events theinsehes or given to the athletic program from Carious booster clubs in
she community. Unequal expenditures should be permitted fur athletic events
which generate their own revenues or receive funds from booster clubs, even if
one sex dominates that particular athletic act ivity.

RecomMendation: Equal opportunity should be defined as equal opportunity
proportionate to the demand r request for the number of sports and level of
competition but should not be interpreted to be identical 4to the number of
participants.

Recipients shall be lwrIliated to clelop transition plans for nue extensive
remodeling and conversion of facilities %% Milt ally be necessary to wale required

bletle facilities available to both sexes.
:56-.381e) Separate Tramx.Tills section authorizes a recipient to operate or

sponsor separate athletic teams for members of each sex as long as the recipient
does not discriminate on the basis of sex In the distribution of equipan lit or
supplies for such teams, "or in any other manner."

leceommemlutom; This pro% isles should be limited to instances of Invidious
discrimination.

MIAS ) Expendituen.--iiinee equal aggregate expeiditures are not required,
%%mild proportionate expenditures be :ei/table? If equipment is more expen4ive
for certain activities ninth attract a greater number of wale participants, %%mild
%%omen as a re-:all be diseriminated against?

Recommendation: A differentiation should Lc established, in this set don,
bet n 1'01 PNPVIldit tires for intramural and I nt ercollegia to sports.

56.41 EMPLoyMF:NT

.s0.)/l 0 )121.--Tills section precludes an emplocr from limiting, segregating,
or elassifying applicants or employees In a nay %stitch "could" adversely affect
any applicant's or employees employment opportunities or status because of sex.

Recommendation: The use of the phrase 'allicb could affect" is unnecessarily
broad and should be replaced with the words "which affects."

si;,iitatt3).This section provides that a recipient. shall not enter lido any
eontractual or other relationship which directly or indirectly has the effect of
subjeethig individuals to discrimination prohibited by Title IX.

Rreommoidation: The use of the phrase "directly or indirectly" L Voiltaging
and should betleleted.

stt.41t )(9) Ilmatent i on .This section provides that the 71t1e IX regllial 1011,1
In regard to employment apply to elnlao) ur spui1.omii ip tivities including social
or recreational..programs. A distinetion should be made beta een worthwhile,

5 t;
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Voluntary social clubs such as faculty wives' asoelatIons and employer-sponsured
'activities with substantial employer support such as faculty clubs.

Recommendation: The provision should be amended so as to apply only to such
organizations which receive substantial employer support

16.42 ExtrLOYMENTCRITERIA

;2 (a). --This section proscribes a recipient from administering or operating
any test or criterion for any employment opportunity which adversely affects
any person on the basis of sex unless use of such test or other criterion Is shown
toI>redI ct d ticet;safn 1 ,perf Orman ce_lu a, peal ticaLinquestion..

Recommendation: This provision should be withdrawn until the EEO Coordi-
nating Council test selection guidelines hat e been adopted. In the alternative the
following provision Should be adopted : "A recipient shall not administer nor
operate tiLy test or other criterion for employment which adversely affects any
person on basis ttf sex If such test or criterion is proved by the Department
not to predict successful performance in the position in question."

86.43 RECRUITSIENT

80.43(a) Comparable and Affirmative Recruiting.This provision by requir-
ing affirms:It e recruitment of sexes with limited employment participation rather
than affected classes goes beyond the Acope of Executive Order 11246. Should
scarce resources be devoted to recruiting male nurses and secretaries?

Reeommetulatian: In section 86.40(a) the clause beginning "except that . . ."
until the end of the sentence should be stricken and replaced by the following
sentence: "A recipient shall not be precluded from taking affirmative attempts
to recruit members of one sex."

se.4:4 costsEgswriox

This section prohibits a" recipient from making or enforcing any policy which,
on the basis of sex, makes distinctions in rates of pay or compensation.

Recommit:dation. }'Jr uniformity of interpretation jurisdiction-over such mat-
ters be tested st ith the Division of Wage and Hour of the Department
of Labor.

86.45 Jots CLASSIFICATION AND STRUCTURE

/hCominCtidatiOtt: In order to achieve greater clarity it is suggested that the
phrase "which operate to" be deleted in section 80.45(c).

86.46 FRINGE BENEFITS

36.40(a) Fringe Btnefita Dc/ined.The definition (' any employee who vis
expected to work or has In fact worked at least one semester at halftime or
half time eqUivalent") ought not to apply to faculty, or certain Professional
persons when the Initial unit of their employment is of semester length.

Recommendation: The time-in-service requirement for faculty and such pro-
fessionals should be expressed as follows. an individual "who has completed
four academic semesters or two calendar years of employment" (thus distin-
guishing the subgroup from those whose employment is in fact temporary, as
with visiting faculty er professisnals employee'et' for projects). For he purpose of
fring0 benefits. students be excluded as, by definition, temporary employees whom:
emploment is assumed to terminate with the termination of student status.
The term "permanent" should nut be used, since it implies a potential claim to
job security siinilar to that of tenure. The determination of "half-time or half-time
equivalent" should be made by Institutions and should be based for professionals
on total job requirementS rather than solely on such numerical measures as
classroom hours, stipends, or position count" in a state budget.

Proportionate Fringe Bern/Va.The Secretary 'seeks comment on the hull-
catil us of requiring all institutions to provide permanent part-time employees
fringe benefits proportionate to those offered full-time employees." Proportionate
fringe benefits are not mandated by Title IX. Title IX requires only equal benefits
for the members of each class of employees-regardless of sex.

Should the Secretary carry out the suggested mandate of proportionate bene-
fits, the following questions need to be clarified before an informed comment on
the implications can be made.

(1) The definitional questions posed above.
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(2) Acceptable bases for calculating "proportionate?' (Proportionate to dollar
contributions by the. institution, dollar pay-outs, in benefits, length of service?)

(3) The definition of a fringe benefit. A're these only moiletary benefits, or
are nonmonetary ones to be included (e.g. eligibility for faculty club member-
ship or preferred parking).

In the absence of Clarity on these points, a reasonable projection of costs to
institutions and employees is Impossible to make.

8646(4)(2).This section requires that.a fringe benefit plan must provide
either for equal periodic benefits for members of each sex or for equal contribu-
tions to the plan by members of each sex. 'The-draft guidelines thus follow the
,existIng_Executice O.rder_regulittlees.ilowever, the Secretary has sought com-
ment as to whether (1) Title VII regulations prordbitiii,,. uneaua-1 perio-dic,beffe-
fits should be adopted, (2) whether the Executive Order approach should be
adopted, or (3) whether a third alternative, the so called "unisex" tables,.shonld
be the final preferred alternative. The "unisex" propb*rwtoild-malidate the-use
of premium or rate tables which do not differenthite on ;the-141s14 of sex, and
would thus require both equal crontributions aturglial lipriodic benefits. It is
noted that to change to single-sex annuity tables ettitcl- only be accomplished by
the insurance industry and not by recipients.

Recommendation: It is strongly urged that the approach taken- must lead-to
a uniform position by all agencies having jurisdiction over this matter.

In view of the difficulty in achieving a simple solution to the &Weft It is
strongly recommended that the regulations preserve for recipienG the options ---
presently available under the Equal Pay Act until such tithe as an alternative
that is demonstrably equitable and practically workable' has been presented, con-
sidered, and adopted by all agencies,i-,-'

80.7 S1A111.TAL On PARF.Nial:8TA.T138.

80.47(o) Pregnancy as a Temporaryisability.It is uncertain how this pro.
vision would operate in light of the Supreme Court's decision in Geduldig v.
Aiello, especially %Viet* a recipient's disability income program is integrated with
the state disability Insurance system.

Recommendation: That the Department clarify its position with regard to the
Issues raised by the Aiello decision.

86.47(c) (1) Inception of and Return from Pregnancy Leave. This regualtion
would require that an employee cannot be forced to begin pregnancy leave if her'
physician certifies that she is able to work. The regulation also states that the
pregnant woman must notify the employer 120 days prior to the expected birth
of a -child. This provision treats pregnancy differently from other temporary
disabilities and may violate the Sex Discrimination Guidelines 'of Title VII.
-Men are not required to notify employers 120 days before elective surgical
procedures.

Recommendation: That the proposed 120-day notice requirement be deleted.
88.41(e) (1) and OhThese -sections provide that an emplofee cannot be

forced on maternity leave if her physician certifies in writing that she is capable
of performing her duties. Similarly, the employer cannot require the leave to be
longer than two weeks after the physician certifies in writing her ability to
Perform the job.

Recommendation: These provisions treat pregnancy differently from other
temporary disabilities and may thus violate the Sex Discrimination Guidelines
of Title VII.8047(e) (2).This section permits recipients to compel a woman who takes
a leave for pregnancy or childbirth, no matter how short the leave, to remain
on leave until the beginning of the first full academic term following her physi-
cian's certification that she is able to work.

Recommendation: This provision treats pregnancy differently 'from other tem-
porary disabilities and may violate the Sex Discrimination Guidelines of Title
VII. Pregnancy leave should be treated in the same manner as every other short-
term disability.

84.61 COMPLIANCE INFORMATioN

80.61(4) Compliant,* Reports.This section imposes the obligation on recipi-
ents of federal ,financial assistance to keep records and furnish information and
compliance reports at such times and in such form as the Director of the

of Health, Education and Welfare may determine to be necessary

.
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to (vide ilinOter to nscertain o healer the recipient has Lump lied with the
Title IX regulations.

Recomintmlation: That the Ditector should only Is' able to request such infor-
mation as is reasonably necessary to determine compliance. Accordingly, the
section :hould be amended so as to limit the Director's actress to that informa-
tion reasohably needed to determine compliance.

$0.6/ tc a 'Access to Soarers of information.-r-This provision authorizes IIEW
to have aecats to nil information "as may be pertinent to asecrtain compliance"
with the Titlit IX regulations.

The regulations provide for broad access by HEW investigators to confidential
....reC.Oxils taf retiplentinstit talons. Widie-the -need- for-this severs-1m investigating-
1,nimplaints is understood, the requirement flint materials, obtained in these
way.: be kept confidential by the Department except in formal enforcement
prormlings is of equal importance. The regulations in section Stitiltey presently
state only that "Information of a confidential nature obtained in connection
with compliance, evaluation, or enforcement, vv ill not be disclosed by the
Department except when necessary in formal enforcement proceedings or o here
otherwise required by law."
, Recommendation: The iiHociple of confidentiality- should be strengthened by
reference to criminal sanctions available-against employees of the Department
who release such information without authorization. It should also be clearly
established that the Freedom of Information Act does not apply to confidential
materials obtained pursuant to this provision of the regulations.

How 1.1 pertinency to be determined and by %%hum? It Is suggested that ques-
tions of pertinency should be addressed to cut Administrative Law :Judge at the
time the question is raised. ..1. recipient should nut have to postpone such deter-
mination until the date of the formal hearing with regard to the noncomplinuce
allgalion. A recipient should also be able to raise questions of privilege and
present those questions to an Administrative Law Judge oho' appropriate.

85.02 CONDUCT OF INTESTIOATIoNS

86.62 ill) rem plaints. The complainant must be notified "promptly" that the
complaint tins been received, but there is no requirement that the recipient be
notified. Since months or years may elapse before an investigation is begun,
recipients will not have the opportunity to resolve discrimination problems
before a compliance review because MO will not necessarily know that n com-
plaint has been tiled against them.

Recommendation; This section should be amended to provide that the
reeipient shall promptly be served with notice of any complaint tiled against it.

86,62( e) investigations. This provision directs HEW to promptly investigate
whenever "a compliance review, report, complaint, or any other information
indicates a possible failure to comply with this part."

Recoottnendulitm: It is suggested Hint the recipient should be advised of
the investigation conducted by HEW and given all opportunity to furnish such
information as is necessary to clarify or defend the recipient's position.

Re 62 (d) Resolution of Mullets, This provision provides that recipientswill he !mailed of IIEWs initial determination of noncompliance and authorizes
a eomplalnalit to submit additional information to regard to a complaint whichthe 1)ireetor of the Deportment has determined does not ourrant review.

Reeommendotitm: It is suggested that recipients should have all informationprior to investigation by the Department so that it may adequately defend itsposition. It is also suggested that the recipleot should be permitted to respond
,to any additional information furnished to one Department by a complainant.

86,112(c) Intimidator,/ o Retaliatory 41018 Prohibited.- -There is seemingly
little reason for the lima on in this section that alioos for interviews by theDirector of students or em loyees olthout a representative of the recipient being
present. That intent of Title IX clearly is to encourage. and assist recipients in
providing equal opportunity %valiant discrimination on the basis of sex: the
recipient can benefit far more than the Direetor by hearing a comPittinatiCsnilegations first hand( Further, the requirelnent that the names of complalmmts
be kept confidential makes the completelf untoward assumption that recipients
will somehow retaliate against complainants.

Recodintendation: It is suggested that this section be amended to permit repte-sentatives of the recipient to be present at intervieos of its students and
employ (TR.

,. .: "4..1,44 ttirat 7
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Sa.63 PROCEDURES FOR ESTEciallo COMPLIANCE

KWIC) Terminairm of or Refusal to Grant or In Continue Federal Financial
Assistance. This provision provides that "any action to suspend or terminate or
to refuse to award or continue federal linaneial assistance shall be limited to
the particular political entity or part thereof, or other applicant or recipient as
to whom such a finding has been made and shall be limited in its effect to the
partleular education Program or activity or part thereof In Alleh su la non-
compliance has beep so found."

It is noted that the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. (Taylor County v. Finch, 414
F.2i116GS 1-1909j) -Ws Interpreredlangnage -rmord ttf Ih termination of

financial assistance In Title VI of the Civil Rights Act which isldentical
to such language in Title IX. In'Togoi, the court concluded that the statutory
limitation on the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's authority to
terminate financial assistance was designed to -Insure that termination would be
'pinpointed . . to the situation where discriminatory practices prevail'" (p.
1075) The court further observed that "It Is Impbrtant to note that the purpose
of limiting the determination power to activities Which are actually dIserimina-
tory or segregated was not for the protection of the politieal entity whose funds
might he cut-off. but for the protection of the Innocent beneficiaries of programs
wit tainted by discriminatory practices." (p. 1075)

. Recommendations: (1) The proposed regulations shoOld conform to the judi-
cial construction of the appropriate statutory language. It Is, therefore, suggested
that the regulation should be amendeeso ns to make clear that they conform
to that consruction.

121 The provisions should be amended so as to prohibit the Department of
IIEW from terminating financial assistance until the recipient has exhausted Its
right to a departmental review of that matter.

131 The regulations should recognize the authority, in appropriate eiremn-
riamps. of federal district courts to stay the administrative decision to terminate
nanclal assistance pending judicial review of that determInntion.
t4) That except where noted otherwise in the comments above, the regulations

should lie revised to make clear that the Federal Government has the burden
of proof as to all matters which may lead to termination of financial assistance
to in,ititutions of higher education.

86.44 HEARINGS

c) t2) Proccdart s. Et titmice and Record.- -'this section leaves the avail-
ability of cross-examination up to the discretion of the officer VOIldUr ling the hear-
ing. CrosseNaminution ought to he aallable in all Instances, aml there appears,
to he no satisfaetor3 rationale for limiting cross-examination in heart= under
tile-proposed regulations. It i. old) through cross-examination of all witnesses
that accurate findings of fact can be made.

ltei That the right of cross-examination he aviiiiable in all
instances.

WiLxixsox. CitAnyx & limitcfat.
L.tw OvricES,

Washington, D.C., Julie 1$, 197.7.
Its Comments on Proposed Regulations Pursuant to Title IX of the Etituath.li

Amendments of 1972 eitheerning Non-Discrimination on the Itnsi's of Sex.
Iloim. JAMES G. O'llARA,
Chairman. Nalicomtntlice on Posts( condor)/ Education. Committee On Eiltieution

and Labor. Cannon Ilonse Office Building. -Washington. D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: These comments axe filed on behalf of our client the

College Placement Council which Is the only professional association represent-
ing university and college placement and career planning officials and their
counterparts in business, industry and government in the personnel field. We
understand that bearings are scheduled before your Subcommittee on the toles
Hon of whether the proposed regulations to implement Title IX of the Millen.
lion Amertdments of 1972 are consistent with the statutory authority on which
they are based. Pursuant to the invitation Contained in your Conunittee's letter
rrf4.Time 13, 1975 to oar office. we are submitting these comments for im ittsion
In-the record Of hearings on this matter.

r
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The Council's membership, as well as others engitFed in the career planning
and placement field at the postsecondary level, are very interested in the pro-
visions of-Section 86.38 governing "employment assistance to students". This
section is specifically aimed at placement programs conducted by universities and
colleges receiving federal funding. It requires such institutions to assure
themselves, that, when assisting persons in making employment available to
any of its students, "such employment is made available without discrimination
on the basis of esse.,It also prollibits any covered institution-froth rendering
any services to any other entity "which discriminates an the basis-of sex in its
employment practical."

The...CatuiciLaupports.thilusectioninsofar_as_itiOntent_isitoilaye..placement__ _ _
offices assist in the elimination of sex discrimination in employment oppOrtunities
for college graduates. However, theAext of the proposed regulation appears to
extend this responsibility beyond the-reguirementa of law and to impose an
open-ended burden on academie institutions far beyond their resources and
capabilities. We should note that the regulation as finally promulgated is as

revisionlof an earlier proposed regulation but appearsto share the defects of
the original proposal.

Universities and colleges cannot be insurers of:third`party employment prac-
tices 'as the proposed regulations appear to require. The employer has an inde-
pendent responsibility to comply with the law and, presumably, if it does not.
the proper enforcement agency is the Equal. Employment Opportunity Cum-

. mission, as provided under the Civil Rights Act of 1904. Under the law, and
as- a matter of practicality, the university can be responsible only for taking
reasonable steps to assure itself that campus recruiting is conducted on the
basis of equal opportunity. It cannot literally "assure itself that such employ-
ment Is made available without discrimination on the bast of sex" as the
regulationsstate.

Further, the regulations as prom ulgated, appear to se an impossibly
broad responsibility oh universities and other institutions of higher education
to refuse assistance to organizations discriminating on the basis of sex in em-
ployment. As the regulations are drafted, covered institutions appear to be
absolutely prohibited from rendering services to any other entity which aetnhily
discriminates with respect to sex in Its employment practices. whether or noLthe
institntien can be fairly charged -With knowledge of the employer's discrimina-
tion. It often takes years of investigation and litigation to determine that an
employer has practiced illegal discrimination, How can universities and colleges
be expected to ferret out the violators instantly and proscribe them from campus
recruiting.

Thu; we would suggest that Section ;80.38 be revised in confdl'mity with
the requirements of law And in accord with the capabilities of the institutions
it is intended to cover. We have previously communicated to the Department
,of- Health, Education and Welfare the following suggested revisions:

86.38 "Employment Assistance to Students"
(a) Assistance in making ai;ailable employment.A recipient which as-

sists any agency or organization or person in making employment available
to any of its students:

1. Shall take reasonable measures to issure that on-campus or other
recruiting or hiring processes assisted by the recipient arc conducted
without discrimhAtion on the basis of sex; and

it Shall net render any services to any agency, organization or person
which does. not comply with measures instituted by the recipient to
elifninate sex discrimination in employment prograrnis assisted by the
recipient. .

We respectfully suggest that the Congress, by concurrent resolution, find that
the provisions of Section 80.38 are not consistent with relevant statutory au-
thority and should be disapproved pursuant to the procedure created by-Section
481 (d) and (e) of the General Education Provisions Act.

Yours sincerely,
By 3ERKT C. ,$TRAUff.

WILKINSON, CRAGUN & BARKER,
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ASSOCIATION OF AattaucAN MEDTCAL COLLEGES,
Washington, D.C., June 25,1975.

E 1. 7.utes G. 01I.o.1,
Oho rman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Committee on Labor and

Education, U.S. house of liegresentati yes, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CoNour.sssw.v O'HARA: The Association of American Medical Colleges
wishes to submit for your consideration a comment on the regulation for the
implementation of Title IX of the Education AmendMentt of 1072 now under
review by tile Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

Formed in 1S70, the Association now represents the whole complex of persons
and institutions ebarged,WIth undErgratitmte andgraduate education---er
Physicians. It serves as a national yoke for all of the 114 qperational U.S. medical
schools, 53 medical acAdentic societies, and 400 major teaching hospitals. The
Association and its membership thus have a deep and direct interest Wall Issues
related to medical education.

Of concern to us at this time is Section 80.21(c) (4) of the Title IX regulation
which specifies that "a recipient . . . (s)hall not make preadmission inquiry as
to the marital status of an applicant-for admiSsion." The Association objects to
this prohibition for the Niovving reasons. Knowledge of the marital status of
an applicant, like other bitgraphical data, helps the schools to assess the indi-
vidual.in the appropriate context of his or her background and situation in life.

,shoals believe that the achievements- of an applicant, can and-should be
measured against his or 'her social circumstances. The accomplishments of an
applicant who Is married cannot be filly ainderstood or appreciated without
Intowledge of this aspect of hia.or her life. It Is Important fo note that such infor-
mation is desired equally from both male and female applicants and that any
judgments model:at the basis of tbift knowledge are applied equally to both sexes.

Further, it appears to us that there a serious logical inconsistently in this
subparagraph which also provides that "A recipient may make pre-admission
inqtdry its to the sex of an applicant . . . If such inquiry Is made equally of . . .
applicants of both sexes and if the results of the inquiry are not used in connec-
tion with discrimination." ti

We conclude that prohibition of pre admission inquiry as to the marital -status
of an applicant was not the intent of the Congress with respect to Title IX,
and Ike respectfully request that the Department of Health, Education, and
W4fareobe directe to revise Section 80.211c) (4) of the regulation In keeping
with this conefusion.

Sincerely, Jouts A. D. Coorea, M.D.,
President.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS,
College Park, Maryland, June 27,1975.

lion. JAMES G. O'llAnA,
Chairmen, Housit Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Cannon Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: I enclose a statement of the Title IX guidelines which I would

appreciate your adding to the record of your recent hearings.
Very truly yours,

BARBARA B. BERGMANN,
Professor of Economics.

Enclosure.

STATEMENT TO HON. JAMES G. °MARA AND THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

I am a faculty member at the University of Maryland and the chairperson of
a committee on women's Issues of our campus chapter at the American Asbocia-
thin of Ainiversity Professors.

The purpose of my staatement is to bring to four attention the resolution passed
by the Board of Regents of the IThiversif y. on June 20. after the issir nee by HEW

Otyqr +-
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of the Title IX guidelines requiring equal oppotunity for %%Innen in athletics,
and after many public statements by our campus athletic director, James Keine,
to the effect that the IIEW,rules were impractical and unsound. The Board of
Regents resolution, which was passed unanimously, said that:

the University of Maryland act as soon as the guidelines for Title IX be-
come effective, to implement these guidelines witty speed and good grace
throughout the Univere10, ; and, further, that the eiiiversity administration
assess the University's Coknp Hance with the guidelines and make a report to
the'Board of Regents limb thereafter make regular reports to the Board on
the implementation of the guidelines.

The newly elected chairperilon of the Board of Regents. Mr. B. Herbert Brown,
expressed -the sentiment Witt, Wei hen Were entitled to Hie:r day on The afidetie
field and the gym, and that It Was financially feasible and compatible with an
ekeellent uthleties program:

When our atliletie director denounces equal opporkunite requirements, lie
meank lie is against increasing the pittance he now spec von women's programs
(e:10,000 out of a total athlethelnelget of $2,500,000). He means that he is unwill-
ing to spend on women's programs more than a small fractkin of the money he
gets from women students each year in the form of athletic fees. Ile means that
he is against an adequate athletics progrem for women.

I am the mother of two ehildrena young boy and a young girl. When my
children come to college age, will the philosophy of our present athletic director,
or the philosophy expressed by our Board of Regents be the operative one? Don't
imeritice my children's right.to health, exercise and Wive recreation tolhe play-
for-pay-attitudes of our athletic directors.

Prof. BARBARA R. BERGMANN.
Department of Economics,

University of Maryland.

Guossi: Pr. Woove, MIGIL, June 23. 1973%
Congreesumn J. O'HARA.
Rayburn Balding. Washington, D:C.

DvAit Silt: Hearings ontl'itie IX are now being hcldper Detroit News 0-18-7(1
pg. 10I1 WuXhIngton.

The secrecy and special interest involvement in the hearings leaves no room
for parental involvement in final decisions. I have no rePresentation and am
unable to travel to Washington to testify.

I oppose Abe sweeping changes that have been proposed example Coegres-
slim! Record-1-23.75--page 5767-57S0 per the Vocational Organization for
Women. This special interest.tax financed. "feminist" group does not speak for
all Americans! They have every right to speak but I do not have the well fi-
nanced backingFord Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation ete.thrit would al-
low meor may orgabizationthe opportunity to testify on title IX.

The sweeping changesocialforced on Americans. when Congress approved
Title IX has now been carefully examined. The parents. housewives and home-

. makers are appalled at the decision of Congress to get mother out of the home,
prevent our daughters and suns from really making their own choice about their
future.

Edueational courses, behavioral modified through values clarification (hu-
manistic teaellingi have Neel designed to indoetrilinte the youth of America and
mike our country anti-nationalistj There Is no freedom of choice involvedonly
governmental control Of Its ell izens.

The %vritton patterns is the Mlle: achieve Zero Population Growth tang!,
education or alternative life styles, elimination of sex .tereotyphig, avallabliRN
of abortion and contraceptives and establishment of mm: tilmal policy.

See: White House Conference on Children-1970
White House Conference on. Youth-1971
Report on Population Growth. and the American Future-1972
Amerlean Federetion of Teachers end National Education Association

Recommendations
Programs developed by the National Science Foundation on population teach-

ing feminist Mora n re
Z.P,(1. magazine Equilibrium, January, 1974, Vol. 11, No. 1
State Maternal Health Committees
State Environmental Education recommendations
Senator H. H. Humphrey's '14 S. 3050 reintroduced this year on. a national

policy.

0es-1 c)u
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This is only a partial listing. Yougovernmentcannot "fool" all of the people,
pill of the time.

The People in Michiganand across America will be heardelections are
coming up againthe fact will be published.

Congress has gone too far In striving to formulate sexual change in all
Americans. We will not accept this immotality. A unisex society is NOT
'acceptable.

The "women's rights movement" has been prostituted Sind betrayed. All
people deserve their constitutional rights, privileges and }responsibilities. I do
not believe the Equal Rights Amendment and Title IX will achieve -this.

'TheitTiti4ST -31-crrnER ALERT,
MIS, LINDA UAERENS,

Legislative ChairMan.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT TIIE.MEDICAL CENTER, COLLEGE OF MEDICINE.
Chicago, Ill., June 9, 1975. I

Representative 1.tmES O'HARA, . .
Chairperson, House Subcommittee on Higher Education, .
II OUxe of Ijcpresenta tires, Washington, D.C.

(OUR MR. O'HARA : As one of the 3000 persons who paid for this ad, .1 am smil-
ing you the enclosed copy to urge you to take appropriate action Within the scope
of your powers to ensure that the affirmative action provisions of Executive
Order #11240 are rigorously enforced by the DHEW.

Sincerely' yours,
JEAN M. ALBERTI,

Assistant Profcssorof Medical Education.

JUNE 5, 1975.

r DEAR REPRESENTATIVE O'll.ovA: I am writing In support of the New York
Times ad placed in April urging tfirmiktive Action support, to universities.

I serve on the University of New Mexiiceo Equal Opportunity Advisory.Com-
mittee which recently served as the seareh committee for Seleethin of air Equal
Opportunity Officer for the University. I am the Coordinator of the Women's
Center. Division of Student and Campus Affairs, University of Nei: 'MexiCo.

In my almost three years of service, I Imre been actively involved In all
levels of Affirmative Action implementation. j have learned that implementa-
tion is a long. slow, process. And further that even a snails pace cannot be
maintained without top level support at the Institution and top level supp4rt
from the Legislative and Executive Branches. Now that the Ian's are passed the
Congress and the President must support the spirit of the law as vigorously
as the various agencies strive to 'enforce the_letter-of the law.

V A JEAN IliARES,
Coordinator, Womc»'s Center, Drivers': y of Yew Mexico.

:Albuquerque. X..116.1*,

fors WATNE, IND..
June 14, 197V.

lion, JAMES O'IIARA,
Chairman, Sulwonintatuc on Moller Education, house, of Rcprescntatices. 1ra/th-

ing:on, D.C.
CoNomssm -O'HARA : I am writing to you to urge yon 'to support the

principle of atffimtho action and to help make mire that this principle will be
en fo5ced in nutersities and hiring goals for %%omen and minoritleminitutained.

LE
IortJ. urging him to Issue a public statement on behalf of affitariatIve action, In

this eonneetion. I world like to add 'That I sent a mailgram,t,p*resideut

ersities. For your information. I am also encolsing a copy of the fiiiiiage
ad in support of affirmative action which appeared In The New York-Thues on
Sunday, April 6, 1975.

'!Yank you very much.
Sincerely yours,

31.taTIIE:ROSENTELD.
Indiana thiircrsiti,.

t Ni
r
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GNIVE4SUTT OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE,
Irvine, Calif., June, 12, 19.75.

Hon. GERALD IL FORD, 'Jr.,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR PRESIDENT FORD: As a female faculty member and a member of various
women's organizations, I can assure you that Affirmative Action plans have only
begun to achieve amellorat4on of the discrimination against women and minorities
in higher ,elluctition. hope you will publicly support strong implementation of
the existing legislation for Affirmative Action.

Sincerely,
DR. KAREN LEONARD,

Assistant- Professor,
Program in Oom mparati Ottiturc.
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To the Honorable Gerald1.-FOrd, Jr.
Academic institutions, like oth ,r employers, have participated

in the unfair treatment of women and minority persons.
in their employment practices.

*-.1"1 1 14 1,./, 1114.4 If ...4 ame.

Omm M 44.4.41.4. 44.4. ...ma
*MA, 01....o .A1. fort sal 44*.,...runnaf ..A.m./ .1 ...o.

r'.. '
`..

'1*- '61 This itatement, published as a full page New. York --
Times Advertisement (Apr111,1175), was signed and paid for '
by approximately 3.000 persons from over 350 academic

;-; sthutions, and endorsed by officers, on behalf of the follow:::
ing organizations: American Association for the Advance- 7'.

merit of Science (Womeres Caucus): Association of American :
Colleges, Advisory Committee, Project on Women; American . .

: Council of Education. Commission of Women in Higher

''. Education; Association of Women in Science; Contra de

Estudios Puerto Riquenos (City University of New York); City

. University Women's Coalition; Jewish Women for Affirms-

-' titre Milan; NAACP; NOW; Professional Women's Caucus;

.Universky of California, Berkeley, Ethnic Studies Executive::.
Committee; Women's 'Equity Action league; Woman-

; Historians of the Midwest and the Federation of Organize-

. thaw for Professional Women (the Federation is composed of

over 60 affiliated professional organizations with over -a

million members).
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AartONXINTEsSCIPMASTIC ASSOCIATION, INC.
Phoenix, Ariz., June 2J, 1975.

Hon. Mow ,K. Un4u., ,

ofEepresentati vet,
&Aunt /louse Office Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAS Rxrazsxsavenve UDALL: Arizona high schools are greatly concerned as
to Iliad Congressio action on Title IX regulations. We strongly, urge you to
support Representative James Martin's resolution, or If .yon do not feel you
can support this resolution,_ we would appreciate ydur introducing a resolution
disapproving Section 80:41 of Title IX regulations which relates to athletics.

We find It totally inconSistent for Title IX to mandate athletic programs with-
out funding. Arizona sclimilsadministrators are placed In an impossible position,
when Title IX mandates expenditures of funds, and our State Legislature re-
stricts the expenditure of funds. During the last two.years Arizona high schools
have increased their opportunity for girls sports over 50r/o. If federal, reguiationg
will leave us alone we can solve oni\on problems.

Your support will be appreciated. s,

Very sincerely,
II. A. Hexinnensox,

Executive Sec-111(11y.

iWesterriUnion teteFaml

COIJ.EGC l'Anic, Mo., June 2d, 1913.
Nlamonir. Hour,

Washington:D.C.
We the undersigned are In coplete suppOrt of President Darrell Royal and

members of the board of trustees of the American Football Coaches Association
in the testimony they prqsented before the House sullwommittee on postsee-

.ondary eduelition. It is'our understanding that there is It resolution before that
subeommittee to send the title IX regulations which are part of the Jiiducation
Amendment Act of 11172 lank to HEW for their review and possible reillsion. We
urge you to contact your colleagues on the House Committee 6f3 :due:Won and
Luler and urge them to report his resolution out of committee. We also urge you
to vote for this resolutimoviten it reaches the floor of the House. Title IX regu-
bilious, as they are pre.sently worded, can and in all probability will be inter-
rupted in such a way that could destroy inter-collegiate athletics as we presently
know them.

Head football coaches: Jerry Claiborne, University of Maryland ; Clarence
Thomas, Bowie State College; II. C. Gray, University of MarylandEastern
Shore; Mike Davis, Frostburg State College; Dennis Cox, JohnsHopkIn Unb

versity ; Ronald Jones-. Western Maryland College; PhiliP Albert, Towson State
College.; assistant football coaches, University of Maryland: John Devlin. Terry
Strotk, George Fougsekis, Gothard Lane, Jerry Eiseman, Joe Krivirk, Tont
Groom. Gib Romine, John Helium, Dick Redding, Thom Park.

Putt.mAN; Wasn., Jane 20, 1973.
Ine-sa IttaarnszxranE O'Ilam: I have been following with interest the hearing

on TitieJX, and while I mil as woman I believe that as it now stands itasmsatis-
factorily ambiguous and has at least the potential of discriminating very, very
badly against existing athletic programs and against men, particularly men in the
non-revenue sports. As I %all, the legislation's author, Edith Green.has Publiclyattacked reverse diserImilhtion.

-I realize that .11 number of sincere women have testified that R. is not their
Intent to raid the treasuries of existing athletic departments. I wish I Could
feel this is the feeling of all women pushing Title IX and of the IIEW representa-
tives who have been hassling college athletic officials.

At any rate. I would suggest declaring a moratorium on the sections pertaining
to college athletic-A until Title IX's financial Impact is determined. To wait until
the IMO:dation is effective. then correct inequities. is impossible and could killcol thleties. If it moratorium Is not Instituted. then I think the minimum
stn 'ling point would be to-write into the legislation and the gnidelines that- no
fun s from Kate receipts or donations to the men's programs be allocated to
women s sports. Means should also be taken to spell out the fact that if women
want equal scholarships, it is up to them tocome up nith the money. Some women
don't even want z Fholarshipa.

.
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To return to -Vie -quesllow of whether existing programs would be 'harmed
by the measure.ai it currently stands, I ant sending this statement by Virginia
Trotter; which 14consider somewhat arrogaat-911, no, she says, It's really not
jeolito' make-alit umeh difference; lib whaticaPpens to Big Red, but "may
*Mk* a.411ffirenee'via,semo larools Olt "weaker',' athletic programs, tust great.
XII104beaii:98.percent ot:te athletic: prOgrams. N.13 Is one of few really rich
PrOgrams lu the eotititry, and us 70a w111,.."Ceall Coach Tom Osborne even testi-
fied money for women's sportsAven hardens their budget. The $80,000 or so NI!')s
athletic dept. Is to Cmu0.111) for women could put sunny lesser

7:1cram. out of business.
,4 6s 64 In Ms.Trotter Aro one occasion suggest that possibly federal funding could
s used taunt* womea's athletics. Flue. If the federal government wants it,

let them pay for tt; As a taxpayer I wouldn't mind. But In no way (I() I want\
any of the money 1--,contribute to my fin orite schools athletic program tone.
of the 1)8 percencwhoarehavIng a hard little making ends meet without haviuri,
(n eOutribute much directly to women's sports) to be siphoned off by IIEW

%-

Thaiik you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

567 y

JUNE r,BIERBO WU,

(from Worichllerald,Bureaul

Exd:NI. OFFICIAL DOUBTS Rut.r.s III:snr.a FOOTBALL

(By Mary Quinlan).

wahiangt!mederal regulations I (sued this eek implementing a three-year-
phi IBW against sex ffistrimination In ctboob are "a great step forward." accord -
tug to Virginia V. Trotter, 184partnie:4t of Ilealth. nine:Won and Welfare
asksistant secretary for edueathm.

80 far, most the criticism of the sex equality rules has come from high school
and college sports administrators wwho contend that more emphasis on women's
athletics will hurt major revenueprodueing sports.

Dr. Trotter, former vice ilhaneellor for manic:1We affairs at the University
of NebraskaLincoln, said she "can't conceive that It's really going to make all
that much difference In what happenso Big Red."

The. roles "may make a difference in some schools`' with weaker athletic pro-
grams, Phe said.

1)1.VANF:1( PRAISED

Dr: Trotter praised Athletic Director Boll Devaney for being "very suppottive"
of federal efforts.

Officials from IIE's Office of Civil Rights have already met with UM, officials
to discussimplications of regulations, she said.

Nebraska Is "well on thi\ way to compliance" with the rules requiring equal
sports opportunities for men and women, she said.

Regulations implementing the 11172 law apply to some 10,000 public school
systems and nearly 2,7.10 post - secondary institutions as.a condition for receiving
federal money.

"GETTING IlEADT"

Unless the rules are disapproved by Congress, they go into effect July 21.
"We've worked with etlueation associations, school. colleges and (adversities

And have tried to,he as.falr and sensible about writing these PO they can be
carried out to the -hem,* of students and faculty," Dr. Trotter said.

There's "lots of evklenee" that schools "have been getting read) ' to Imple-
ment the sex equality rules, she said.

"Understanding what It's all about may be pretty traumatic, (at first 1." the
said. ")tut as they (school officials) work with it, they'll find It's easier" than
they might think now.

"Readjustmelit in terms of funds and eurrleninc" u ill be required for most
schools, mho said.

"If people are really unhappy," Dr. Trotter snide urging Congress to change
the law Is their only recourse.

Bight on !

5 10
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Ex Titocm upwr-rt:

While sports fans criticize the rules for what they see as a threat to their
l'avolite programs, other critics, especially women's nethist groups, say the rules
don't go far enough.

HEW officials rejected n proposal haeked by W0111(904 groups that would
have outlawed the use of federal funds for -sexist" textbooks.

HEW legal :Idyl* said such a rule would be unconstitutional anti not itt
keeping with t Rion of local *education responsibilities. ])r. Trotter said.

,"1 feel we (Mend officials) do have it responsibility to work with textbook
people and curriculum people to see that textbooks are nondiscriminatory," she
said.

1410 of rules on textbooks "doesn't mean were ignoring the textbook prob-
lem," site said, "but we're working ,with (hem (publishers) through persuasion."

"at.tsrs snowiso"
Under the controversial roles on athletics and physical education classes, sexes

may be separate for contact sports like football, basketball or ice hockey aml
may be separate If ability In a particular sport is the criteria used In form
compel Mon.

Even with contact sports. a school' may not refuse to offer a team for girls
If there Is enougir interest to establish one. , *

Physical education classes may not be segregated by sex If noncontact sports
are involved,.even as an elective class.

Dr. Trotter ackiNwie dgell that some students may be "mortified" at having to .
take PltY14cd ehL4sesIth members of the other 1,ex.

"This is just. (air biases showing," she said. "It's one of the things we've got
to get over"

lion. JAMES G. 031AnA,
' Washington, D.C.

o
"'Men's, and women's, intercollegiate athletics need your support on IIR 311,

which disapproves sections 80;11 and 80.37C of the ImplententatIon regulatiOris
(tMei)).

WESTERMAN,
Director of Athletics, Unit:0)411y of Maine, Orono, Maine.

(Western Union telegram)

Ottoso, MANN, June 24,1975.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION Or UNIVERSITY Waamx,
Athcni, Ga., Juno 26, p73.

011.tas,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Cannon House Office

Building, Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR /MARA: The committee which drew up the provisions for

11..W.'s Title IX has gone completely erboard in the proposed rulings -about
sex discrimination. They have grossly misinterpreted what. American society
wants and have listened voy to a bunch of radical people. The American Asso-
ciation of (fairer/41y Women, the Athens Branch of which I am president, 18
alarnasU at the several proposals. In particular we strongly object to Sect. 86.31
(b).(7) in Title IX. which forbids an institution that receives federal, funds to
assist ill any way n group which discriminates by sex. This will be-ilestructive
not only to Atnerican,pidato higher education but also to the communities in
which our benevolent colleges andus,trersitli nresituated.

We are also not in agreement with Sect. 8634, Which unreasonably prohibits
the septtrtition of 'physical education according to sex. Already no twiny absurd
situations have occurred in our locality, where mixture of.; the sexes was at-
tempted in classes of this sort, that the projected problems could become serious.

I bope that you and your committee will have sufficient knowledge and courage
to make the, right decisions in deleting the aspects In HE.W.'s Title IX which
will destroy the very fabric of American life. I suggest that you call It complete

t
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halt to the passage of the tide and request that each and every provision again be
carefully evaluated with the advice of more rational people.

Yours sincerely,
I.'.eTatrciA. ZIONIEK.

Preeident, Athena. Brunch.

ATHENS DANNEWHERALD AND THE DAILY NEWS,

IICH.4AMES G. O'HARA,
House of Reprehentative8,
ira.thingtom D.C.

SIR: There is a nationwide scare campaign being conducted by the NCAA
against the guidelines set theta in Title IX regarding the equality of oppor-

\ Natty in athletics. Title IX has been toolong in coming , Its provisions should be
\delayed nplonger.

am enclosing my column from the Sunday, Tune .1975, edition of The
1t tees Itanner-Htwahl and The Daily News which Mattes nly..znosition in Title,
IX : d the attendant NCAA scan? campaign. I arm also enclosing a story
which oved on the wires of United Press Internationnl tonight that I think
is typical the misinformation and scare tactics being used.

Thank yot

Athens, On., June 23;1975.

JouN FUTCH,
Sports Edyi2p;

(Fran tit Athens Banner - herald and the Daily News, June 22, 19751

Keep an eye on IV:I:Thing ton, friendsthe scare campaign is on.
The President signed the long delayed Title IX guidelines a couple of weeks

ago and the crocodile tears have raised the Potomac a foot and a half since
hearings started on the bill.

The NCAA 's reaction was quick and predictable ; "Title IX still kill college ath-
letics as we know them" is the official party line. An impressive array of
athletic figures has already appeared before a house committee studying the
guidelines garrotting the doomsday message.

Darrell Royal of Texas told the committee that the guidelines- would have
a "destructive economic imptult" on all college sports if enacted.

"Eventually I can see a dying process for all athleticiifor both men and
women. I can't see that they will do anything but eliminate, kill or seriously
weaken the programs-we now have in existence,":RoyaL moaned.

An old country boy like Darrell should recognize horse manure, especially
(when he's generating it.

Thr reasoning for exempting Intercollegiate sports from Title IX is telling.
Royal and his delegation from the American Football Coaches' Association
opined that Intercollegiate sports are self-supporting, relying principally on
revenues getwilated by foodbaCaud basketball progranos for men, and sato
that colleges simply cap. afford to drain off money for women's programs
without hurting those for men (emphasis added).

Without hurting those for men?
"These rides will weaken our programs to the point where people won't

buy tickets to see them." Royill added.'
NCAA President Dr. John Fuzak said Friday that the regulations are designed

to -destroy" matior college football and basketball programs It3 mandating the
use of revenue-1,1.4)(1'1(.111g sports to equally support support all athletic programs
for il/P11 and women, a mind-boggling and 1m:eel:rate interpretation of Title IX.

Title IX, I)r. Fuzak to the contrary, talks about equal' opportunity but
speeifically states that equal opportunity does not, does notI mean equal
expenditure.

Fuzak revealed his understanding of women athletes in Mother felling
exchange. Women, lie said. until five or six years ago, preferred .-.t"play days"
to varsity competition. 'They belie% ed that intense competition was harmful," he
said.Sounds like he had been reading the idiotic prattle of therige of
Marietta St., Furman Risher. who eontlnually makes piddle his fetish about
the female 'sweat glands. Risher admitted lest week that he was "under the

r
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impression that women were getting all the exercise they ''anted in.hitramurals
and phyiical education classes. And more. Ninety-eight percent of them at
least. The other,,two percent would probably be happier majoring-in boilermaking
or arm-wrestling, anyway."

The unfortunate thing -about the knee-jerk, doosisday attitude of the NCAA
and the rubbish genera.ted\by some media spokes5nen like Basher is that they
cloud the real issues involved.

Sport, and particularly intercollegiate sport, is going through a traumatic
period. There will be changes and, in spite of Title IX and the NOAA, sport will
survive. . t.

Those intent on maintaining .the status quo will find it a disquieting time.
As Dr. Jean Simmons, president of the Federation of Organizations/or Profes-
sional Women, told the House committee, the Congressional mandate on equal
opportunity 'included no "ifs."

"It did not," she saki, say this law will take effect only if convenient, only if
'it does not hurt anyone's revenues or only if it does not rock-the boat."

There are tinier when the boat must be rocked, no matter whp it scafes.
t

(FrOm United Press International wire, June 25,19751

STILLWATER, Okla, (UMOklahoma State football coach Jim Stanley
today:Urged sports fans to write their congressmen in an attempt to block int-
pletnentajlon of a federal guideline covering women's athletics.

Stanley said the rule by the`Department of Health, Education and Welfare
could seriouSly harm college athletics by requiring equal funding for women's and
men's athletics. -

"We're,Mit against women's athletics," he saidit"We feel like women have a
place, especially in the non-reventid.sports and we feel like this certainly would
.1tirt 'football."

The new rule, known as Title IX, "will drastically alter the structure of col-
legiate athletics" and the OSU sports program if it goes into effect, Stanley said.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS,
College Park, 31d., June 25 ;1975.

Hon. JAmss G. O'HARA.
Ilhu.se of Represcntativcx,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: Would you please recommend that Title TX pot
be further wate,red down but passed promptly. Sports are an educational expe-
rience and women should have more equal programs and opportunities in this

ilUs reportedly over 2 million. women have only ahout
area. Women should hate grant in aid opportunities. Tlic ,athletic budget at the
-University of Marylal
$30.000 spent on theiWrograms. I am opposed ht revenue producing Sports being
treated separately beitanst they, like other sport services, have been subsidized
by tax nemey. Due to over emphasis on sports (ievenne producing) on ninny
eampuse.,r, grave abuses have occurred. Support of Title IX would result in pro-
ducing better programs for both inen and .women.

,

Sincerely,
ANNE I N'ORA M.

Preshicnt

TEACHERS INSURANCE AND ANNUITY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
%. COLLEGE RETIREMENT Ectutrisentxn.

/ New York, N.Y., June 26, 1975.
Hon. JAMES 0. O'HARA,
Chairman, H01180 ROCOMIllittee on Postsecondary Education, Cannon. house Of-

fice Building, Washingion. D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN (MARA : Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association and,

College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA- CHEF) support the substance of Title
IX Regulations section 86.56(b) (2) as signed by President Ford, which provides
that a reeinient of federal financial assistance shall not ". . .1participate in a
fringe benefit plan which dues not provide either for equal periodic benefits for
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members of each sex or for equal contributions to the plan by such recipients for
members of each sex. . . ." -

Attached herewith please find a copy of the Memorandum submitted to the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare on behalf of Teachers-Insurance and
Annuity Associat and College Retirement Equities Emu! on October 15. 1911,

in response to the tion for comments on the proposed regulations for ha-
plementation of Title of the Education Athendments of 1972. Also attached is
a copy. of the transcript of the Hearings before the Special Subcommittee on Et N-

M
cation of the Committee on Education and Labor of August 14th, 1974, which
include statements made by Donald S. Willard and Jo Ann G. Sher on behalf of
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association and College RetirementEquities
Fund.`,

We respectfully request that this letter and attachments be included in the Of-
ficial Record for the Hearings before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-

' 'cation of the House of Representatives Committee on Education andkLabor, which
were held on June 17th, June 20th, Juhe 23rd, June 24th, June 25thnd June 26th,
1975. -

Thank you.
Very truly yours,

JoANN G. SLIER,
A'aaociatc Counsel.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM C. G:REENoUGH, CHAIRMAN. TEACHERS INSURANCE AND

ANNUITY ASSOCIATION COLLEGE RETIREMENT EQUITIES FUND

'I am William C. Greenough, Chairman of the Teachers Insurance and Annuity
ASSN:la-HIM (TIAA.), and its companion organization, the College Retirement
Equities Fund (CREF). With me today are Robert M. Tillman, who is a Fellow of
the Society of Actuaries and is TIAA.--CRFX's Executive Vice President and
Actuary, and Jo Ann Shel' Assistant counsel to TIAA-CREF,and chairman of
our Fair Annuity Benefits committee.

TIAA CRE

The Carnegie Foundation-for the Advancement of Teaching, working closely
higher education; established TIAA In 1918 as a spetial purpose nonprofit

life Insurance coinpany under New York Laws. CREF was established in 1952 by
at special New York Act as a companion nonprofitcorporation.

The purpose of TIAA as stated in its charter "is lo aid and strengthen non-
proprietary and nonprofit-making colleges. univerliities and tither institutions
engaged primarily .in education or research by providing aunities, life insurance,
and sickness and accident benefits suited to the needs of such institutions and of
the teachers and other persons employed by them on terms as advantageous to the
holders and beheficia ries of such contracts and policies as shall be possible." TIAA
provides fixed 'dollar annuities, and CHEF, with a parallel charter. provides vari-
able annuities to the same institutions and individuals that TIAA serves. To7
gether. TIAA and CREF provide fully and immediately vested, fully funded. por-
table retirement programs that are in effect at 2.600 institutions and covering
400.000 staff members.

enxsthxs uNnEr. THE TIAA -CREF SI!ST.EM

For a few minutes I would like to taik abou thow the colleges with TIAA-CREF
actually. treat their employees compared with 0.011N-tient of employees under
other types of plans.

TIAA-CREF pension plans focuse upon the individual plan participant. Retire-
ment plan benefits earned in each year are purchased and paid for in that year.
Thus, au educational institution with a TIAA-CREF pension plan full discharges
that employer's responsibility' -to the individual employee in eiitth year of par-
Definition. Nothing subsequent to the finishing of a period of employment affects
the employee's benefits earned in that period. As a result. an itulividual chn work
for one employer withityhe TIAA-CREF system throughout his or her career,

11974 transcript not reprinted here. See printed heart/1;s. as identified above. entitled
"Pcdcral Higher Education Programs, Institutional Eligibility. Part 2.1, Civil Rights Obit-
gationS," p. 143.
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can 'shift anion; s,kti cal elnlduy ers, van drop out of employment for a period of
time to get a Ph.D., can.fiale a child,-cab raise a famil, can reenter the employ-
ment market. enn go into government service: or. as a matter of fact, call get
fired or laid off in a retrenchment, q11 withoth affecting pension benefits previously
acquired. "

is ill C011t,111St to the treatment of employees under the great majority of
public employee nmicprivate retirement systems, There, retirement benefits are
generally contingent upon a man or woman's employment with one employer from
five to fifteen qr more years Li order to qualify for full benefits, even und_er,the,
newly-passed pension legislation.

TIAA-CREF's immediately vested. fully ninied. and portable pensions were
referred to during the recent Congressional deliberations on private pension,
reform legislation as the model plan after whiCh all private andlinre pensions
should be more closely patterned.

TYPES Or PENSION PLANS

Nearly all colleOs In the country hale faculty retirement plans, while only
_about one-half of the workers in private employ meat have any peosion col erage
beyond Social seburity.

Retirement systems normally found in public dud private employment provide
a speeifled lo;e1 of benefits to those employees whose term of employment meets
the plans' requirementsbut reduced or no benefit:I for those who leave before
cempleto vesting. Employer contributions are zero for persons who leave before '
vesting, are very k7nall for younger workers And very large for older workers, and
are smaller for 'those men than for those women who remain until retirement.
All of these variations do violenve to equal-pay-forequal-Work principles.

, The TIAA-CREF system is able to provide benefits fully owned by individuals.
Under its plans. a specified proportion of total is set aside on behalf of
each and all individual plan payticlisints In the form of monthly annuity con-
tributions. This stated percentage of current salary set aside ns deferred com-
pensation is true equal pay for equal work, and is not contingent upon continuing
in employment.

In practice. this means that the average college leacher receives greater life-
time benefits than his or her counterpart in industry. Historically, a largerLum-
ber of women than 'den have left their jobs bpfore vesting. This deprives them
of pension benefits under state and industrial plans. By contrast, they receive ,
immedidte and full, vesting of benefits upon plan participation under college
plans with TIAA -CREF. ,

The TIAA-CREF pension system provides more benefits to more plan partici-
pants than do typical Industrial plans, so, naturally, it is more expensive. MA's
cooperating institutions typically contribute to the pension plan an amount. equal .
to 121/2 percent of covered payrolltwo or even three times the amount necessarx
had they adopted other types of pension plans. The colleges' treatment,of woman
participants in their TIAA-CREF retirement plansand the men participlints
alsois well ahead of their treatment in other types of pension plans and far
ahead of treatment by "no plan" employers. it is Ironical indeed that the college
plans are pointed to as being "unfair" to Women. The colleges' commitment to a
high standard of individual equity Is demonstrated by their willingness to con-
tinue to assume the high costs of this ty.pe of plan in the face of their recent
severe financial difficulties.

., It Is unfortunate that the issue of equal lifetime-versus equal periodic benefits
under the single life annuity option bits clouded any discussion of the real and
aetnal retirement security offered by our colleges to their men and women employ-
ees compared with other employments.

COMPULSION, OR cirofoR?

Let's look dit'ectly at the choices before us. Alternative imposes a specific
narrow concept, the approach that single life annuity options. among the many
retirement options available, must provide the same periodic benefits to women
as to men of the same age and history of plan participation. Alternative B also
provides that as one choice. But In addition. Alternative 13 allows the choice of
equal pay for equal work providing equal lifetime benefits under all options. 'PHIS.
It allows colleges and their staff members to choose an approach best sidtcti to
their situations, requirements, and judgments as to what is fair.

td- 5 0
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At Wife hot is not a quessiloli of whether participants under TIIA -OltEl` get
benefitsthey all do, for under the TIAA-CREF immediately vested plans, every
participant is assured of benefits; whereas Alternative A does nothing for employ- .0
ees under plans 'where they do eqUaPwork but don't do it lobg enough for any
benefits to` vest:

.41 issue here la.not a queation of benefits for a couple during retirement the
options available for a couple of comparable ages under-TIAA-CREF planspro-
vide the same periodic benefits regardless of whither thr employee ma or a
woman. So, the only issue is whether the periodic for a onnin selecting
,.single life options should be raised' above its'actilarial value in order to achieve-
equal periodic behefiti.

If is not a question of adequacy of retireuxelit benefits. -Qur participating insti-
tntions use as a standard of adequacy a guideline Jointly adopted by the American
Association of University Professors and the Association of American Colleges.
UnderlhbYgnidelibe, post-retirement disposable income for long-term participants
should be two-thirds of the disposable income immediately before retirement,
"with provision for continuing more than half of ,suell retirement income -to a
surviving Mouse." Cdrrent funding for over fkl percent of oneindividnal partici-
pants is at a rate sufficient to meet the guidellne's standard for couples. When
there is no spouse, the one-life annuity can be substantially greater than called for
by the ASUP-AAC guideline, t

.

It fa a (motion of whether the TIAA-CREF system can continue- to provide
pensions that are in all respects fully funded, /nulled/eel). vested; and portable,
The very featured that make TIAA's phineso attractive also make them vainer. 1

*able when ehalges, such as those implied by Alternative A, are suggested.
The TIAA-CREF system is vulnerable because, it allocates exact benefits

to specific individuals In the year that-they are earned. The specificity of these
benefits Is a result of the system's immediate vesting and funding and, in turn

t results in portability. The level of benefits is determined by scientifically altplie l'
- actuarial, factors, and formulae that translate mortality experience, interest

earnings-And expenses into annuity rates. These tables and fOrmalae are "fair"
in the trues possible senseeach participant will, upon retirement, receite au
annuity with prospeetite value exactly equal to the total fund accumulated.,
on his or her bell. 4. /

At Issue is a- tiloice between Alternative which allows for either equal
cost for equal aetuarlaS benefits or-greater cost for equal periodic' benefits, and
Alternative A. which, fad order to, achieve equal periodic benefits, requires Col-
leges to rain: benefits &xi's their actuarial value for those women who select
single lifeeptions.

IF AL cNATIVE A.IS CIOSEN:

At risk is the colleges' right to continue' to choose- a 'fair retirement plan
that provides full aetnarial 'equality for all participants :it all times.

At risk IS an extraordinarily successftkpension arrangement With the unique
eharaeteristies of immediate vesting, fn1 funding, add' portability prtivided
through individual contracts Ma ah8ore payment of benefits regardless of the
later a ttltudes and fortunes of the employer. instead of establishing a standard
that PneourageR. or at least perMits, all penSiati,pialls to adopt these desirable
features, the OFCC is considering restrictive Nriarti that discourages or
endangers then:.

Every suggested method for providing equal per:Odic benefits to men and
women under Single life optionS hug contained serious elects that would result
in impaired -portability. serious discrimination again. t one or more groups,
inappropriate burdens being place upon the ea:Moyer or. orst of all, the ultimate
breakdown of the whole philosophy of the college retie meat system.

, SUMMARY

If there is a fundamental unfairness, a discrimi intim:, it is in the manner
that lifeor -rather deathtreats men. Death are ves on average four years
earlier for men than ivoiaelL IS It. then. unfair I make sure tliat men as a
group receive back over their shorter lifetime th savings that have been set
aside for their and their Wives' retirement? Is n t the burden of proof heavily
4n those who would dist'ard known data and s mid actuarial principles. and,
imder certain suggestions that have been mad divert money from male em-
ployees and their nil es to support single female, mpioyees? Is not the burden of

P
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proof on those who sure willing to run the danger of disrupting -the onenation-
wide fully transferable and funded pension plan?

' . There is no way to "wish away", the fact of women's longer lifespan by
stating that it doesn't exist. In one way or another, -plan contributions must be
greater for women or periodic benefits under the single life retirement option
must either be less or sbsidized by reducing men's benefits.

Thus we support your Alternative B, which is the only onefof the alternatives
Absented that provides the right for higher education to continue to provide
equal pay for equal, work through the provision of actuarially equal benefits.

,
lInfoRANDUX

T. EinioDIICTIM
A

This memorandum is submitted on behalf, of the college retirement system
administered by Teachers, Insurance and Annuity Association, College Retire-
ment Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF) In response to an invitation for _comments
on regulations proposed by the Office of Civil Rights of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) "to effectuate Title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments _of, 1972 (2(` 7.1.S.C. 11 1681 et aeg. ) " 39 Fed. Reg. 22228-
22240 (June 20, 1974). Title I: prohibits sex discrimination in federally-assisted
education programs including employment discrimination by educational insti-
tutions receiving federal financial assistance. These comments are concerned
solely with the prePosed standards prohibiting discrimination in-fringe benefit '
Programs made avaihible to employees. Specifically, Section 86.46(b) (2) provides:

(b) Prohibiticlift.=4 recipient shall not:
. ,

,Ig *' (2) Administer, operate. offer, or participate in a fringe benefit' plan which
hies not provide either for equal periodic benefit!' for members of each sex, or
for equal contributiona to the plan by such recipient for members of each' sex.... r tThis provision is consistent with the present Sex Discrimination Ghidelineiiof
the Office of Fedeial Contract Compliance (OFCC) and with comparhble interpre-
tations of the Wage-and Hour Administrator under the Equal Pay Act. TIAA-
CREF supports tl\e adoption of Section 86.4'6(b) (2).

The introduction to the proposed regulations invites comments on three alterna-
tive positions on discrimination In fringe benefit programs, including Section
86.46(b) (2) as quoted above: 39 Fed. Reg. at 22230-22234. The second alternative
is the position 'first taken by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) In its 1972, revision to its Sex Discrimination Guidelines.1 Under this
provision EEOC has asserted that pension plaie like the college retirement us.;
tern administered. by TIAA-CREF, which involve equal employer-contributions
_for equally-situated men and women, as well as retirement benefits which are
actuarially equal, nOnethelebs discriminate on the basis of sex since the life
expectancy.advantage of females over males results in lower periodic benefits for
-women tinder certain retirement options' The third alternative would "mandate
the risco( premium rate tables Which do not differentiate on the basis_of.sex. , .."

'Them are four federal prohibitions againit discrimination on the basis of sex
in the emPloyment practice's of colleges and universities:

1. The Dqual'PaY Act of 1'963, t3ection6(il) of the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 11)38, as 'amended, 20 U.S.C. 1206(d), makes It unlawful fol. a covered em-
ployer to discriminate in compensation on the basis of sex between. employees
performing "equal work.". The Equal Pay Act is administered and enforced by
the Secretary of Labor.

2. Execriffie Oider 11246, as amended by Executive Order 11376. prohibits
federal contractors from, inter alte, discrimin'ating in employinentom the basis,,
of sex. The administration of the Executive Order is supervised and coordinated
by flie-Oftige of- Federal Contract Coinpliance *Rhin the Department of ,Labor.

3. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1064; V U.S.C, 11 2000e et sery., prohibits
employers from. inter Oa, discriminating as to compensation on the basis of
sex. Title-VII is administered and enforced by the Equal Eriployment,Oppor-
tunIty Commission.

4. Title IX'af .the Education Arnendarents of 1972. 20 U.S.C. 11 1681 et seq.,
provides that no person gall be subject to discrimination on the basis of sex

199 (meat. i 1604.9 (e). fl- (1972).
2 EEOC Decision No. 74-118. CCI! EEOC Dec. 1 6431 (April 26, 1974).
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under any educatioti program receiving federat.finaucial mssidance. Title'IX is
administered by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

To date only,thel3E0C, among these regulatory authorities,dias asserted that
the type of pension program provided in the TIAA-CREF college\Tetiretnent sys-
tem diseripiinates,on the basis of sex. Not even EEOC has asserted that use of

"unisex" tables, as suggested in IIEW's third alternative, is the ?tnlysvmeans,of

complying with its revised guidelines! The discussitin which follows reviews-the
current agency positions and the serious consequences for important features of
the college retirement program which could result if the EEOC positi or manda-

tory "unisex" pensions were required by HEW. It then demonstratel that these
alternatives are contrary to the. provisions of Title VII, the manifeSt intent of
Congress, as well as basic concepts of logic and equity.

A. Current Administrative Position.,
_Thlt present conflict in administrative interpretations on sex-based diScrlutina-

Hon in compensation was created by EEC1C's change of position in 1072. The
initial Sex Discrimination anidelines stated that the equal pay for equal work
standards of the Equal Pay Act *mild be applied in determining unlawthl sex
discrimination in compensation under Title VII and that releant Wagtl. and
Hour interpretations would be adopted.' Moreover, EEOC decisions have, me
Plied the equal pay .standards and have indicated that employers can't' rely, on
Wage and Hour interpretations on equal pay issues !-By 1960, however,
was finding "reasonable cause" to belie-re that certain wage diffegentials be-
tween male and female employees constituted unlawful MIX" discrimination mum(b)r
Title VII without respect to whether they were permissible under the Equal ' '
Pay Act.4 In that same year, an EOC representative stated that the Commission,
had found it necessary' "to go beyond" tljeequal pay .standards in dealing with k

specific factual situations and that it was reconsidering its position in. the in-
surance area.? The EEOC di41-not state a further position on this subject until '
the revision of its guidelines in 1972, when it declared that it woulkno longer
consider itself !salmi by Wage and Hour equal pay interpretations' "that
pensionplans which,differentiate "in benefits on the basis of Sex" violate Title
VII.'

Section GO-20.5 of the current OFCC Sex Discrimination Guidelines reflects a_
clear decision by the Department of Labof; to apply Equal Pay Act standards to
questions of sex discrimination in compensation under the Executlye Order. This
is apparent not linty in the explicit directive to OFCC to consult with the Wage
and Hour Administrator on matters covered by both the Act and the Order, but
also in the provision that "the employer will not he considered to have vio-
lated ... Gthel guidelines if his contributions are the same- for men and women
or if the restulting benefits are equal." " This /atter provision adoptstbe inter-
pretation of the Wage and Hour Administrator set forth in Sectibn 800.11G(d).
of -the Equal Pajr Interpretative Bulletin." In an opinion letter of August 25,

s
1970, the Administrator specifically, held that pension contributions are "ages°
subject to eeM tineparison under e A

w
d and that the test of Section 800.110(0)

applies to pension planer
On December 27. 1973, OFCC invited public comments on proposed revisions',

to its Sex Discrimination Guidelines. fiti Fed. Reg.-M:136-3533,S. Section-60 20.3
0/, of the proposed guidelines contained alternative and inconsistent provisos
to the basic prohibition against discrimination in fringe benefits. "Alternative A"
is the position adopted by EEOC in 1972. "Alternative B" Is the current OFCO/
Wage-Hour pos.ition

in mEog 'Decision No. 74-118, supra note 2, the Commission stated "tho use of such
fuolsevI tables . is only one of several possible ways to remedy the situation Respond.
faits find themselves in ," CCU EEOC Dec. ¶ 6432 at D. 4153 n. 7.

29 C.F.R. 14 1601.7 (a) and (b) (1971) ; see dispassion of Section 703(h) of Title VII
in A ttschnlent C.

Deelminn No. 71-1A62. CCII EEOC Dec. F (1219 n. 1 (March I; 1971) : Decision No.
72-0324, Cell EEOC Dee.1 6303 n. 2 (August 18. 1971).

',Decision No. 70-112. CC1T FRIOC Dec. Z 6108 (Sept. 5, 3909). Sec also Decision Sq.
70,095. CCTI-BEOC Dec. 1 p14R (April 13. 1970).

Pressman. Her Discrimination and Fringe Benefits Under Title rir of the 195.1 d ell
ithoti.'.1.1. CCii Etnnl.,Prae. Guide, si 8004 (April 16, 1969).

'19 1 1604.8(0 (1972).
0.19 C.F.R. 1 1604.9(f) (1972).
1441 I 60-20:3(c).
it 29 C.P.R. I 800.116(0).

MDNA Wage A flour an. 95 -650. This position wds recently reaffirmed by an opinion
' letter which recognized the conflicting 1.:17,AC interpretation., but stated "we do not antiel-

Date any change In, our position in the immediate future " Wage & lions Opinion Letter
No. 1270 (W11-224) April 20. 1973. Cf. Inland Steel Co. v. NLRB. 170 P. 2d 247 (7th Cir.
194S), cert. denied, 306 U.S; 960 (1949).

o
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In response to this iiithation aliproximte6 MO comments were filed with
°ICC." Though the proposed guidelines covered a !trod -range of topics, ap-
proximately 80 percent of the comments were sulonittbs1 by collegds and uni-
%ersitieh in support of "Alternative B." " Based on these continents, OFCC decided
to hold public hearings on Alternatives A and B. These hearings were held on
September 9 and 10, 1971., Alon"' with other interested parties, representatives
of TIAA-CREF airpeared and submitted ex peril est imony, .

In its capacity as the compliance agency for the academie community under
Execu,lixe Order 11240. as amended, HEW is required to follow the interpreta-
tions or ()FCC. Indeed, the Higher Education Guidelines. transmitted to college
and university presidents on October 1, 1971,, specifically ildoPted, the present,
()FCC, Wage -Your position on sex discrimination in pension programs, though
the eomtrary- EEOC position is noted.
-1While so-called "unisex" tables are often mentioned as one means for comply-
ing with the current EEUC gunlelinetsor "Alternathe -V' of the proposed OFCC
guidelines, no agency to date has ma ntlated the use of mutt tables. As tinted above,
EEOC Tonsidered "unisex" tables as "only one of several possible ways" to
comply:wit li its positi(u on fringe benefits.'`'
B. Effect of EflOrs

While none of these administrative interpretations Las the force of law which
by itself. manures employer eompliance, each would normally 1,11 entitled to defer-
ence by courts called on to deride cases intuiting the respective statutes or
orders." If the coml., Mffat! Ultimately folko` the EEOC position prohibiting
an) differentiation lit pt riodic benefit minents, re,arditss of cost considerations.
the approovh to 14e111(41:, follow ed by the TIAA-CREF college retirement system"
and most ot her "Defined Contribution" plans" would lie oula wed.

Under thetyintal plan, the employer and employee contribute fixed percentages
of the employee's salary monthly. These contributions are exactly equid for
employees earning the saute salary reganlless of sex and provide alt immediately
vested, fully funded and broadly portable " 'plan."

The absolve of these feature~ in most industrial and governmental plans tthich
are elnssitied as "Defined Benefit" plans" created the impetus; for the recent

IINA Dnily Lnbor Report No. 149 nt A-1 (August 1, 1974).
PI.

is see supra note 3.
ia sec. e.g., Griggs v. Duke Power Co.. 401 U.S. 424, 434 -433 (1911) ; Brennan v. City

Stores Inc., 479 F. 2f1 235 (5th Cir. 1973) ; but 8CC Espinoza v. Farnh Mfg. Co., 414 U.S.
S6 (197:1).

t7The TIAA program was initiallyIsteblished ini1918 as a. result of n study financed by
the Carnegie Foundation to provide a viable pension system for those engaged In higher
eflioatiOu as a weans of enhancing their status. The basis progrnm wen modified in 1952
with the crentlon of College Retirement Equities Fund, the first verinble annuity to pro-
vide protection against the devastating-effects of !Whitton through investments in equities
on isdialf of pardelpards.

Defined Contributiqn plans sigh ns those of TIAA are elgrly authorized as pension
progrnms involving equal contributions under Wage and Hour interpretations of the Equal
Pny Act. 29 C.F.E. 6 800.116(d) ; Wnge and Hour Opinion Letter No. 1276 (WII-224).
April 26. 1973. They could also qualify as progrnms providing equal benefits since their
pny wins are based on the best nvalinble nal:mini data to insifre Hint periodic payments
erpend the nedumnInted funds as fully end fairly ns it is possible to do. See Attachment A
and dbfenssion ramp. 17-22, infra. However. since the actueilitl tables 1114e0 result in at
IIMPr level of _periodic payments to women than men, EEOC considers that such Defined
Contribution plans ylointe its revised Guidelines and Title VII..

1" Over 80% of private, four year colleges and universities and one-third of the public
institutions 'forth:tome in TIAA-CREF. If an employee transfers to a nonparticipating
institution, contributions may be continued individually or the contract many be left on a
paid -tip basis.

nddItion,,the regular and nondiscriminatory funding of TIAA-CREF plans mates
it possible for eniployees to nllocate all or a part of the employer's contribution between
the fixed !mom; investments of TIAA and theequity investments of CREF end nssures
that men and women with the same employment histories will ranch retirement with
Identical nceumuintions of retirement contributions. At the time of retirement. when-each
muluirent is.best "fhb, to judge personnl needs, he or she may select from a wide rnngc of
benefit options. The phiodie level of benefits is then actunrially calculnted-besed on the
age and sex of the participant In light of the lienefit option selected. The difference in
perlodle pa) merits !lased on sex will vary with the option selected. it is most pronounced
under n straight, single life-annuity. The difference narrows where a guarantee period is
added. nod dlitappears under certain Joint life options. See Exhibit 1.

3, ruder sueh pInns, pension commitments are made In the form of ureHrement income
credits " n promise to pay a predetermined percentage of salary for each. yenr or thud
years of empoyannt. However. the %Wing of such cutranItments Is generally quite !Indio]
and delayed andfns a result many participants in such plans do not qualify for benefits.
See PrelimInnry 'Report of the Private Welfare and Pension Plan Study, 1971. Subcom-
mittee on Lnhor. 1st Sess. at p. 8. The absence of early vesting'from most pension plans
has a particularly severe impact on women who move in and out of the work force with
greater frequency, than meat Jo .

. .
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'enactment of the Employee Retirement Jimmie Seeurity Act of 197.1, P.L. 73-406,

88 Stat. 829. Senator Jacob Javits, iu testifying berdre the House Ways and
'Means Committee on this legislation, stated, "We need to learn something from

the success of the College TeacherS Retirement System--TIAA-CREFwhich
wotllsl be'a real model for private industry...." However, the new pension legis-
lation only partially secures to employees in indiistry thtYbenefits anti proteetion.
enjoyed'hy participants in the TIAA-CREF college retirement syStem.1*

Defined Benefit plans normally provide equal periodic payments under a Single'

life annuity option to similarly Situated employees of both sexes who are of the
same age. This necessitates a -greater aeeillniiiation and dbzburseinent of funds
for women than for men to provide payments for the longer average life of

woutwi and results in unequal periodic payments In favor of women under the

,otner options."
Short of switching to Defined Benefit plans %NMI, all of the disadvantages for

participants, or requiring all insurers and pension plans to utilize "unisex"
tablesillusory as they would be,4 there are Hum. methods by which periodically
equal benefits could be provided under a Helineit Contribution plan. However. MS
discussed in Attachment It, each of them would reqiiire employers to pay up td
13.5% more pension costs for female employees than for male employees" and
would restrict the present funding, vesting and portability of the college retire-
ment system.

IL isitaimmr&TioNs TIM NMI. PAY A(:' musT SEM% tS TUE HAM Etnt A
CNIFONN1 FEHLItAh 1'01.tcY oN sEN 111801111INATION IN comeENsITIOx

EEOC's current position that it can disregard the interpretations of the Wage
and Hour Administrator ignores both the express terms anti legislative histeyy

of the Bennett Amendment, and the latter recognition of the force ofAhai
amendment by the judiciary." Moreover, It flatly contradicts the position the
EEOC -adopted in Its original guidelines, In which It properly reeognized the
Equal-Pay Act and the interprelatious by the Wage and Hour Administrator its
the correct standard to be applied under Title VII.' Against-this background.
it eau be anticipated that the courts will reject the Commission's current stone'

The Wage and Hour interpretatiou'on pension plans Is likely to lie upheld by

the court not only because those interpretations are entitled to great deference,
but because they correctly refieet the congressional intent embodied hi the Equal
Pay Act. As, discussed more fully iu Attachment 1), the legIslatitt history of the

Dealings on II It. 12272, May A, 1972.
=The unique mlenntages of the TIAA-CREF' system sic discussed hi testimony of

pr. wunam C. Greenough (attached as Exhibit 21 nide!' was presented at OFCC hearings
ou Sept. 9.1974.

" See. Evian 1. Those Defined Benefit options which Involve neither equal cox' tribetions

nor equal benefits violate the current positions of Wagenour. OFCC, HEW mid 1:1;0C.
Indeed, there eau tat no such thing n8 "a unisex tnble." There can only be a melding

of mortality experience for men mid women within, a Oren peumion plan or Insurance com-
pany. It the proportion of women in plan A is higher than in Plan 11. Plan A will to that
extent he more expensive than l'Inn

If it pnrttemar group Is composed entirely of men. the "unisex" tnble will i.e the same
as a male tnble: if It is entirely cotnposed of women. It will he the bank as it female tab*.
end If the group is two-thirds women and one-third mem, the table will show a eiml tteo-
thirds of the war between the nude and the female tnble. Thus. It Is Impossibie to forum-
Into a single "unisex" table; at most there could only be a 'continuum of mixtures between
the lank, and female tables which wenid be more nail :Ore illsanivrintagisms to males as
the percentage of femnieA In a, plan increased. See discussion infra at 23-27.

sec Attachment The notice which invited comments on the proposed revisions to,
°FCC's guidelines recognized that the change in EKOC's position and the resulting colonel

in admlidstrntive positions occurred. "Notwithstanding the provision in 42 G.S.C.
2000e 2(11) (the Bennett Amendment'," 3S Fed. Reg. 35337.

r4 Under the retumning of the Snpreme Court In Udall e: Tallman, 2S0 V.S. 1 (1954).
It would tie this original rind contemporaneous interpretation of Title VII. which would be
entitled to deference, not its recent revision. In Espinoza v. Farah Mfg. Co., 414- U.S. alt

(1973). the Supreme Court rioted a prior Inconsistent t:E0C position in reurdag to follow
a position tnken In current Eime guidelines.

.1', It appenrs that, like FIEOC. ()FCC is required by the Itenisett Amendment to deter to
Wage and Hour interpretations nnder theEqual Pay Act. Where the Executive Inkes
meavres Incompatible with the express or implied will of Congress fitst power

.
*Is at Its

lowest ebb" and Its "china to power . . must be scrutinized wilh -"
Youngs-

town Sheet & Tulle Co. v. Sawyer. 343 U.S. 579.635-63S (1052) Unckson. J., coneurringi.
In Contractors Ams'n of Eastern Pennantrania v Shultz. 442 F' 2i1 159,171-172 oil or
1971). this principle was npplied In the context of Title While rejecting the cnten-
thm that Congress had preempted the power to remedy employment discrimination, it
specifically noted:111'MM Congress hiss not prohibited Presidenthil ;tenon In the nreh of fair employ-

ment on federal or federally ic,sisted contraids, the Executive Is bound by the express
prohibitions of Title VII. *

585-
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Equal Pis Act clearly reflects congressional Intent that it was appropriate to
cons ter that demonstrated differences In pension costs for males and females
constituted "a factor other than sex" which would justify differential treatment
under the Equal Pay Act.

The Wage nod Hour Administrator gry clearly recognized the directive of
Congress to consider such costs.' Ills subsequent interpretations with respect to
pensions were consistent with that direetire, as well as with the basic "equal
pay" pilaciple embodied in the therineiple that overall compensation
a both payments made directly to and on of maiennd female employee0
should be the same.

Obviously as the Administrator has held, pension Plans which provide equal
employer contributions for inen and women comply with the Equal Pay Act."
If there had to be a choice between this approach and the alternative of equal
periodic benefits, in terms of' their harmony with the concept of equal pay, the
equal coati-9)110 n approach would necessarily prevail.

'Compelling emplo3ers to incur extra costs for feinale employees Is mandating
higher. pensioa contributions for them does more 4han violate principles of
equality between the sexes. It also violates the maiorlying philosophy of the
Equal Pay Act and sound compensatiou practice because it. adopts the view that
women should be paid more, not fur the work they do. but because they have
a unique need- -they 11%e longer. That view is the female version of the sexist
position whidi was rejetied during the Equal Pa3 debates of 1902. As Congress-
woman Gra:when stated:

(Wjage scales must reflect the skills used, rather Mini the personal needs
of the worker for more or less pay than another worker."

This I. undoubtedly the correct conception of the function of compensation.
and has been adooted In the Wage and Hour Administrator's Interpretative
Bulletin where the use of "head of household" status as a basis for plying.
diffivent wage rates was iejected:

... Since the normal pay practice In the United States Is to set a. wage rate
In accordance with the requirements of the jots Itself and since a "head of
familr,status bears no relationship to the requirements of-the job or to the
individuars performance on the job. the general position of the Secretary of
Labor and the Administrator, is that they are not prepared to conchae that
any differential allegedly based on such status Is-based on a "factor other than
sex" within the intent of the sta tate.'

Based on the foregoing. it submitted that the Interests of a uniform federal
policy on sex discrimination in ,conusensation can only be served by HEIrs
adoption of proposed Section S6A(1(bi (2), which is consistent with the current
OFCC/Wage-Hour position.

"On Juno 15. 1944. the Administrator quoted from the Senate Report.aand declared:
it appeared to be the intenrof Congress that the question of cost factors, as they

relate to the application of the equal pay provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act,
should betaken into consideration when a determination is made mutt) what consti-
tute+ a justifiable wage differential between employees of the opposite sex who are
nerferming equal work within the meaning of the statute., BNA Wage k flour Man.. 93:007.
Employer contributions hare been the focus of:the Act's application to pension plans

since the first opinion letter on the subject : -

we we have now arrived at a determinatioi that an employer's to.a
p,prwillgrnrogieremmeeanntinogr benualifs Ya

ffachis
employees will

ladelar.)""lereti
.W11-70. BN* Wage k flour Man. 95: 65o Such contributions rather than -the-benefits
rereivedanre also the focus of the Fair Labor Standards Ad's treatment of "old'age' and
retirement plans for overtime purposes. See 7e(4) pf the Fair Labor StandArds Act of
93S. as amended. 29 U.S.C. 1 207(0(4). This treatment of pensions is relevant, not only

Tore:fue the Equal Pay Act is an amendment to the Fair Labsir Standards Act, but also
because the Administrator in his Interpretative Bulletin on trie Zona Pay Act referi to
1 7(e) generally in defining the meaning if wages 4291 c.F.w. I A00.110) and specifically
adopts the languageof 7(e) (4) in his discussion under ;s,qc1.11.3 (29 C.F.S. $00.115)-.
There tuts berwa Comparable focus on employer:contributions-under-the NLRA. in Islam(

, Steel CO., 77 NLRB 1, enforced sub new., Island steti-t:142:11, ;not412. saws, the.Board
held that tIoyemployeest "monetary contribbtion to the pension-plan-cont1(tattestan cep.
music enhancement of the employee.: =orerttage-.,:: -7-aod.waat therefore a apincIsitory
sulacet of ban alining tinder the Act. 4._

n 104 Cong..liec. 1476.3 (1942).
"29 C.F.R. 1 So0.149. it should he noted fiat *en gin- aitimitHies.are_fna trektrinineli on

the basis a tired. the focus of criticism Itasbgen op, entale_perloalc payments under
a single-life annuity. perloOlebenellts are also redhead where_a ;nate or, kalaule elects at

',joint antmitr with his.or- her sponse. see Exhikit 1. White a l'osapis clearly lairds- more
thin an individual,101nt-aanuitlea n1ust return a.tfixeg accumulation over two lifetimes

,rather than one.
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711E UDC REVISED GUIDELINES ON PENSION PROGRAMS ARE UNREASONARLE

The EOC Guidelines on pensions not only disregard the spirit and substance

of the Equal Pay Act, but also confound( notions of fairness ,and logic. As

interpreted by the EEOC staff, its geidelines require equal periodic p+nsion

payments for male and female employees of the Same age and credits." Since
females have a significantly longer life expectancy than, males, this interprets -

don would force employers to contribute 13.5% more for their female employees
than their male employees lit order to provide the sante installment payments

under a single life annuity plan.° Over the course of her remaining life, the

average female annuitant would receive substantially more money than her
male counterpart under such a requirement."

In addition, fu sling a benefit plan to provide equal periodic benefits to men

and women under single life annuities would result In kreater periodic payments

to women if any other benefit option is chosen, unless the excess funds are
divested from the wome.q electing the other options." 1

The use of actuarial tables based on age and sex acoldS such inequItiZst between

groups of annuitants. Jett as it would be unreasonable to require equal periodic
benefits Co two pensloneta of the same sex when one Is starting to receive pay-
ments-at 00 and the other at 04, so It woqid be unreaitonable to require equal
periodic benefits; to a mile and a female both age65, since the female has about

a four-year grea ter life expectancy.
. The recognition of sex as a factor affecting life expectancy in the Paymene of

benefits thus is an equitable practice, totally unlike the.conunon group presump-

tions or sex-atereotyptut which have been condemned as a basis for employment

decisions. Women here often been 4liadvantaged by assumptions that certain
characteristics are shared by all women." For example, an employer may refuse to
consider women for a position requiring the lifting of more than 30 pounds on the

premise that women cannot lift such weight. Such a policy suffers from two logical

defects: the premise, itself (1) may be batted on misinformation or on notions of

paternalism: and (2) is unnecassery, since the ability or trait can be individually
ascertained by testing. By contrast, unquestionably reliable data establishes the

fact of greater female life expectancy." Moreover, there is no alternative which

would permit Individual testing."
The basic difference between the present question and those-typically con-

fronted in employment discrimination eases Was moo:diced-Via recent opinion

letter issued lif the-Attorney General efWashiiigton." The opinfolf concluded

that a state statute banning sex discrimination In Insurance transactionsIla
IL Title interprotAion Is ion le Is applied to annuity or pension paymeats. Since

the function'of an annuity or pension is to provide compensation throughtomt the period

specified out id
expectancy). it seems more accurate to judge equality In terms of the

total amount paid or expected to he paid. This It precisely the equality achieved by the

tike of scabated actuarial tables In defined' costdbution plans. Since the saute she fund
hale been accumulated for both men aid wonsts. leader stick plane metabera of each 'sex

wilt have been paid actuarially equivalent amounts if they die at the expected age-,
"The fact that female annuitants have a demonstrably greater life expectancy them male

111111411tiltItS regardless of whether they have been housewives or employee% is indisputable.
as he discussed in detail in Attachment A. -

The Supreme Court has recognised that the life, expectancy advantage at women over
men is so well settled ',hat it is a proper subject forludicial sties. Reed r. fired, 404 I.S.7

71 IA (11171).aGlyen the strength of gee statistical showing that males have a shorter life expectancy
than females, the firka re of paying equal periodic pension installments Ally well rut
afoul of the Supreme Garr 4 decision la artspa.I. Duke Pastor Co., 401 U.S. 424. 431, that
Title VII "proscribes set mem overt discrimination but also practices that are fair in form.
but discriminatory In operation." This was precisely the coneltudon of the Attorney Gen-
eral of Washington lo a remit opinion letter (discussed at pp. 20-21. infra) where be cites
Griorte for the propteition that "equality of treatment ray k denied us such Sy ease
application of shot, staneard to perils. unequally sltrated us sOpticattot of unequal
standnnie to so-noose eoual.y situated." (Emphasis ti orlginal.) Certainly. tettorine life
expectancy direreater seen s contrary to the requirement under both the ZEOC. and the
Ore(' Trtinc Guidelines thatselectIoa standards include different qualtficatioa levels for
ethnic and sex grasps where statistical evidence demonstrate% that those different quall-
ficatIon iertls yielt equal .tversge Job performance by members of the. respective groups.

=ace discutiffi at p. Mgt 24 and text, MOWS.
S1Ce. C.M. Rosenfeld v. Southern Pacific Co.. 44.4 R 2d 19th Cir. 1971) : Bowe r.

Colmete.ralmolIre Co.. 414 F. 24 711 (7th Cir. 190); reek v. Southern Bell & Tel.
Co.. 441% 2d i."2S (:,'th 1069).

"See note suers, and detailed discussion InAttachment A.
See Attachment A. pp. 5-1.

1: AGO 1973. \0. 21 (0ee. 11. 1473).

5
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created by the difference in nirtie and female life expectancy, TIAA-CREF submits
that this ls.a totally unwqrkable proposal. Since the sex of annuitants must be
recognized to peimit reasonably accurate cost calculatiOns, there isno such thing
as "a unisex, table." Moreover, while "unisex" benefits can be provided, they
would have serious consequences for insurance companies,emplOyers, and pension
plan participants.

It is totally unrealistic-to attempt to 'eliminate sex from actuarial calculations.
since sex, like age, is a proven and important determinant of mortality rates." If

.peasion programs were told that they could net consider the sex of individuals
in predicting longevity, a substantial margin of error \yeand he built into every
actuarial calculation, since men and women of the same ageliave survival rates
which are markedly different. Thus, so- called "unaex" tables must be benefit

.-tables, derived from the separate Male and feinale tables currently iense, whin
.establish benefit levels between the actual male and female levels. The point at
which- the "unisex" benefft level; Would Iw eStablished for a given group would
depend off` its 4-1/ compositIonthe more women in a given group, theolower the
level of pgriodle benefits."

Since tW"unisex" i6el of benefits must vary with pie sex compoilon of the
covered group, themean be no such thing as "a unisex table." Attempli g to estab-
lish a single unisex table based on the proportions of men and wome in the gen-
eral population min the national work force would threaten the soli' !my of many
insurance companies. Any complit with a larger ptorcentage Of we _ien in its pen-
slon,programs than the national) sample would have costs which were higher than
thoffereeegpized In the standaiil table. Use (Valle standard unisex table would put
such u company out of business:

Even where "unisex" tables are accurately constructed based on the propor-
tions of men and women-actually in the covered group. the forces of competition

- effuld have a disastrous impart on existing pension programs. If a single company
like TIAA-CREF, beeanse of Its specialization in the pension programs of edu-
(Vona! institutions, were required to adopt "unisex" tables by the Title IX
regulations, it would be placed at a severe, competitive disadvantage. Companies
continuing to utilize separate male and female tables could substantially under-
sell TIAA-CREF for/ male annuities. Gradually, TIAA-CREF would' become an
all- female program, find its "unisex" table would retied only female mortality
At that point benefits would be paid at the present female levelno one would

gain.
This result would be only slightly moderated if all companies selling to educa-

tional instItutions.used "unisex" tables. Individual eompaniescould still specialize
in ail-male or predominately maldsinstitutions so that their ''unisex" rates would
more nearly reflect male levels..Male-specialty, companies would attract predomi-

\ nutely male institutions thereby increasing the costs rind lowering the levels of
benefits for the remaining pension plans.

Apart from the competition among insurance companies-, a requirement that
educational Institutions provide "Unisex" pensions would place considerable pres-
sure on institutions with high proportions of male employees to self-insure,"
The "unisex" costs of such institutions would be lower than the rates charged by

I any broadly-based insurance company. As in the situation described above, this
would remove dnale,s/from in;ured plans, raising their costs and lowering their
benefit levels.

The requirement of "unisex" perlsion protrams,could have an A.Vell more severe
impact on the individual male or female participant in the college retirement
program, The competitive forces and the pres.stre to self-insure, described above.
could be expeeted to fractionalize the existing coage system. Either of these out-
comes would deprive participants of a broadly portable pension program, a par-

; Ocularly desirable feature In the area of higher edneation.
Requiring "unisex"' pensions would also raise legal and equitable problems

regarding the pension expectations of individual participants. Ignoring the differ-
ence in male/old female-life eXpeetaney '101 not make it go away. Older "unisex"

ThP 71Prdra precision provided by se orate male and female mortality tables was-recog-
nized by the Internal Revenue Service fin 1971. when it switched from "unisex" to "male-
fomale" tables in computing lifenteres under Section 2031 of time Internal Revenue Code
!Nee SectIgn 20.2031 of the-Estate Tex Regulations). Regulations under other Sections of
the ('ode-Which reanire actuarial vac lotions (50,, Sections 72 and 601) have always
considered the ed'ects of sex on life expo tansy.

47 See supra note 25.
A' Indeed. most defined benefit plan in use In private Industry are "trusteed" plans

which do not invoke fim insurance company. s
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men would subsidizethe pension benefits of_women blhaving s-part of_the con-
tributions currently made in their behalf diverted to support "unisex" beneiit
levels. The legal problems would-be compounded if "unisex" benefits were required
with respect to prior service. This would be particularly true for the college re-
tirement system since T1AA-CRLF pensions are actually individual contracts
with individual participants which vest them with ownership of the contributions
which have been made in their behalf."

V. THE COURTS MUST III:TIMATELT RESOLVE THE CONFLICT IN ADSHNISTRATI,VE
INTERPRETATIONS

It is apparent that the conflict in interpretations rekarding sex discrimination
in fringe benefit programs between the -current OFCC/Wage-Hour position and
Section 86.46(b) (2) on the one hand, and the EEOC position or mandatory "uni-
sex" on the other, muss ultimately be resolved in the courts. Indeed, the announce-
ment which solicited comments on the proposed revisions to the OECC guidelines
noted : The °FCC, however, recognizes the need to be guided by pertinent judi-
dial decisions. . .." 33 Fed. Reg. 35337. A number of eases are already pending
which Involve the legality of,the three alternatives under consideration by HEW.'"

HEW should recognize that adoption of the EEOC position or -mandatory
"unisex" would place considerable pressure on educational institutions which
receive federal. financial assistance. Such institutions would be required t8
eli6ose between a potential termination of federal funding and costly changes'
to their retirement programs: If the courts ultimately decide that.the recogni-
tion of differences in male and female life expectancy does, not constitute
sex discrimination, many institutions would be- unable to undo the result of
changes made to comply with HEW's position. Accordingly, TIAA-CREF sub-
mits that, while this question is the subject of pending litigation, HEW should
refrain from taking any action which would require radical and costly changes
to retirement programs.

CONCLUSION
.

The present interpretations of Wage-Hour, OFCC, and Section 86.46(b) (2)
alb* colleges and universities important flexibility is determinlog bow Lbey will
fund a pensiop program.. They may 'choose a Defined Contribution pension
program wilicn involves- equal employer contributions and actuarially equal
benefits and which results in substantial advantages in retirement security."
This choice not to Incur extra costs with respect to women is not discriminatory,
/Mt is based on ,bona fide differences between the sexes. Recognizing these
differenceS is not only reasonable in order to avoid discrimination against
Males, but is consistent with authOritativend controlling interpretations under
the Equal Pay Act. It can therefore be expected that the courts will ultimately
resolve the administrative conflict by rejecting the current EEOC position.
Therefore, TIAA-CREF urges the adoption of proposed 'Section 86.46(b) (2).

ATTACHMENT A ' ,
- ... . , .

THE RECOGYITION OF SEX-BASED DIFFERENCES IN LIFE EXPECTANCY rs INDISPUTABLE

At the heart of EEOC's rejectioirof the Wage-Hour Administrator's authoriza-
tion of benefit programs based on equal contributions for the sexes is a decision
to ignore or dispute mortality studieft based on sex despite the fact that both. experience and research leave no doubt that those studies are correct.

Fenialei; do live longer on the average than taal4is, as scientists both intitis
countrY and throughout the world have statisti5ally demonstrated' The

0,
dif-

o gee discussion at p. 10. supra.* ..

:n gee, e.g., latfertaon T. Rielly No. 4098 Vanderburgh Circuit Court. Indiana (filedJan 'I 19741: Melani v. The Board of Higher Education of the City of New York. No. 73Cir. 5434 (.5.10.N,1.,filed4Dec. 20. 1973) : Manhart s. City of Los Angeles. Department ofWater and Power.,!C)t. No. 78--2272-HP (Ca).Cal., Bled July 22. 1974) , and Spirt .r.'Poachers Insitrancsi and Annuity Assoefatloalitid College Retirement Equities Fund, No.74 CI r. 474 April 15, 197,4). es.,31 gee discussion t pp. 9-11, supra, and in Elthibit 2.
.

Kaliman and J rvlit. "IndividpalDiffe Constitution and Genetic Backgroond."Handbook of Aging and the Individual. 19 PP. 216-288; Madigan and Vance. "Differen-tial -Sex Mortality : A Research Design," Social Forced. 85 (1957). pp. 183-199; "The 'Change in Mortality Trend in the United States," Vital and Health Statistics. Pnblic
"Mortality," 1958, Vital Statistics of the Unted States, Vol. II, Parts A and Ithlic
Health Serri;e Pnb. No. 1000. Series 3. No. 1 Public Health Service. Wsothingt' l9 14:J

ij
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ference cannot be explained by the absence of work stresses for many women,
since there is data to show that there is no reduction in the female life-
expectrvicy advantage for career women as opposed housewives' It is clear
that winen.enjoy.an innate biological advantage over 'men in terms Of life
expectancy. For example, a woman at the likely retirement age of 65 has a life
expectancy that is four years greater than that of a' man-at the-samenge.

Despite suggestions to the contrary, aside from age, no other factors would
grovide a more accurate prediction of life.expectancy :

Race or 0o/tr.Population statistics show generally higher death rates for
blanks than for whites. But demographers point out that the difference cannot
'be explained satisfactorily on biologic or genetic grounds, or the color of one's
skin. Instead, economic and environmental differences are cited as the reason'
For persons in similar economic and environmental circumstances, there is no
evidence of differential mortality by race or color. Annuity mortality tables are
not based on ,.general population statistics, but on statistics of annuitants.
Annuitants are generally in similar economic and environmental circumstances,
and there is no basis for distinguishing between black and white annuitants

Health or Personal Habits.Insurance companies could not rely on health or
personal habitsostich a3drinking or smoking, to determine life expectancy for two
fundamental reasons. Firat, there is no way to quantify the effect of such criteria
on life expectancy. Second, these conditions are subject to change; there is no

Miluirantee, nor "Ought there be, that poor health or deleterhAas personal habits
will be maintained.

Heredity.There is evidence that heredity has some effect on mortality. How-
ever,' as is the case of health or ,personal labit.s, there is no way to accurately
quantify its effect on life expectancy.

ATT./:NUM:1T B *.

OPTIONS FOR PROVIDING EQUAL PERIODIC.
RENETITS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE

COLLEGE RETDIEMENT SYSTEM

Apart from changing to a Defined Benefit plan,' or adopting a "unisex" approach
to calculating annuities,' there *re three methods by which the college retirement

gstem coulitprovide equal periodic beuefitz for men and women. However, each

method would,poie serious problemlfor features of the present system, which are
important to the ,academic community :

Increased 'Contributions for Women,Like the Defined' Benefit plans, greater
contributions could be- required with respect to female participants. However, if

the concept of fully "Vested, individual accumulations is retained, it would be
impossible to prpvide more than a single benefit option which was equal fOr men

and women.'
"Topping up.",--,In order to maintain the present range of benefit options,

women's accumulations could be supplemented at the time of retirement. The

'.
Health Service, Washington, 1971: William Petersen. Populntion. 1971; Edward 0.
Stockwell. Population and People, 1970; United Nations. Demographic Yearbook, 1970;

World Health Organization, Programmes of Analysis of Mortality Trends .and Levels,
Technical Report Series No. 440. 1970; World Jfealth Statistics Report, Vol. 25, No. 5,

1972.
See Reed v. Reed. supra, note 35.
=Duncan. "TIAA Female Mortality Experience 1965-1.970," Teachers Insurance and

Annuity Association. 1972.
Female beneficiaries of Railroad Retirement Board have a greater life expectancy

between ages 60-85 than the wives of male beneficiaries. "RRB Quarterly Review," Janu-

arcMarch (1973).The inherent female life expectancy advantage has also been demonstrated in a mor-
tality study of monks and nuns who were teachers and who had the same life
Madigan. "Are Sex Mortality Differentials Biologically Caused?" Milbank Memorial Itund
Quarterly, 35, 1957, pp. 203-223.

To the same effect see: Bayo and Glans. "Mortality Experiences of Workers Entitled to
Old-Age Benefits under DASD! 1941-1961." U.S. Department of Health. Education and
Welfare, social Security Administration, DiTieton of the Actuary, Actuarial Study No. 60,
Allgtivt, 1955.

3 W. Petersen. Population (11 ed. 1971).
I As discussed above, Defined Contribution plans enjoy substantial advantsges over the

typical Defined Benefit plan.,whidi are particular::: Important to the college retirement
system. See pp. 9-11. agora, and Exhibit 2.

See pp. 11-12, note'23. and pp. 23-27. supra.
ft an employer paid the differential necessary to equalize pe riodic benefits for a

woman 63 years old under a straight, single life annuity (13.5%). under all other options,
which are computed in relation to the single life annuity, a female Would receive substan-
tially greater pettodto benefitsup to a full 13.5% greater wont y payment under a joint
.twothIrds to survivor option. See p. 11, note 24, supra.
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amount to be added would be determined by the option selected by the individual
woman.' This approach presents considerable problem: in determining who must
provide the "topping pp" funds May the cost be charged back against each col-
lege which- has employed n currently retiring woman, or must the burden he
borne solely by her last employer? These substantial all-at-once costs may cause
the institution to prefer one of the other alternatives anti could reduce opportuni-
ties fur females to transfer among participating institutions,

Group Contracts.-179der a group annuity contract owned by individual insti-
tutions, TIAA could make the monthly rate of payout for women equal to that
for men under all benefit options., through blending techniques. However, this
would require the abandonment of ludividuallyowned, portable annuity contracts
and would result in part of the cost of benefits for women being borne by (ho
male employees.

o .4-TTACIINIENT C

TITLE VII ItEgVIEES DEFEItXXCE TO THE EQAT. PAY ACT

Administrative consistency is a worthwhile and important objective for n11
the federal agencies which enfOrce equal employment opportunity programs, an
objective recently reaffirmed by 'Congress when it created the Equal Employment '
Opportunity Coordinating Council in amending Title VII in 1972.} In the area
of sex differentials in compensation, Congress has provided that the Equal
Pny Act of 1963 shall.be the uniform federal standard. Section 70340 of Title
VII of the Civil Bights Act of 1964, known as the -Bennett Amendinent states :

It shall not be an Unlawful employment practice under. this title for any
employer to differentiate upon the basis of sex in determining the amount of
wages or compensation paid to employees of stick employer if such differentiation
is authorized by the provisions of section G(d) of theyair Labbr Standards Act
of 1933, hs.nmended. . .2

The elem. fatent of Congress' to apply equal pay standards to Title vir has
been judiehily confirmed. In Nittiliz v. 31'heatan Glass Co.,' the Third 'Circuit
supported 16 resolution of an 1 qunl Pny Act suit with a reference to the Ben-
nett Amendment. It recognized that because of the amendment the two statutes
were in part materia, and that the Banal Pay Act stnndards would app!y to
equal pay claims brought'under Title VII." The Tenth CItcult came to the
conclusion in Amnions v. Zia Co.,' in mInsidering a claim of six discrimination in
compensation brought under Title VII. The Ammon?? Court specifically held that
Equal Pay Act standards mist lte used to determine A%lieilior a plaintiff has estab-

4'!

RM.. 13.4% whore n woman of 66 elects a single life annuity, 9% wJ ere she adds q
ten veer. gharantee of payments.

s This mould be especially true If supplementntion Is required for accumulations vested
for females. Priiir to a definitive legal-requirement of equal periodic benefits.

1 Section 716 of Title, VII.
It Is critical that employers be inn position to rely on a coordinate government

position on all matters, not the least of which 13 equal 'employment opportunity. It
Is Just ns vital to employees who fed that they- have been subjected to discriminatory
employment practices: that the relevant amides of government coordinate their
efforts. It is also clear that the government's effectiveness can be Improved signifi-
cantly. I believe the amendment . . will help achieve these objectives,"

118 Cong. Rec. 1399 (1972) (remarks of Senator Randolph).
3 Section 703(h) of Title VII. Senator Bennett's suggestion that his amendment "dis-

crimination in compensation on account of sex-does not violate Title VII unless it also
violates the Equal Pay- Act," 111 Cong. Rec. 13369 (1965), has been criticized because it
would limit the application of Title VII to the narrower coverage of the Equal Pny Act.
However. even these critics recognised that the Bennett Amendment should ben construed
to "apply the standards of the Equal Pay Act . . . to cases involving discrimination In the
amount of eompensatIon which arise under Title VII." Memorandum of the Citizens
Advisory Committee on the Status of Women, July 28, 1965. To-the same 'effect. see 'state-
ment of Senator Clark. 110 Cong. Rec. /217 (1064). Murray and Eastwood. Jane Cron,
and the Law: Bev Discrimination and Title VII. 34 Geo. Wash. L. Rov. 232. 254-255
(1965) : Berger, Equal ray, Equal Employment Opportunity and equal Bnforconent of
the hate for Womaca, 5 Velparlso L. Rev. 326. 371 (1971).

s 421 F. 2d 269 MI cert. denied. 398 U.S. 005 (1970).
The court's statemen that, "the Equal Pay Act may not be construed inn manner '

which by virtue of rff}3(h) would undermine the Civil Rights Act," ((d. at 266) should
not be read as suggesting thnt the'Bennett Amendment was somehow intended to expand
Equal-Par Act cooeepts. Such a construction would be contrary to both the letter and the
)iii41,,rt ut -the amendment. gindior argootentm hove been rejected not only by til6
Circuit (llottpon V. Robert Hall Clothes 473 F. 2e1 589. 596 (1973) ). but nIso by another
court of appeals (Hodgson V. Brookhaven General Hospital, 436 F. 2d 719, 727 (Stif Cir.
(1970)).

444R P.-2d 117 (10th Cir. 1971). Judge Aldlsert, who authored the opinionwas sitting
by designation from the Third Circuit, and had been a member of the panel which decided
Wheaton.

104
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lished a prima facie case. and that a defendant must rebut such a 'prime
facie slyiwing_ by est&qiyilfpc em' of the defenses recognized by the Equal
Pay Act.

It is not, however, merely the language of the Equal Pay Act, Nit also the
authoritative interpretations of that Act offered by the Wage and Hour Adminis-
tator that must. be applied under Title VII. As the agency charged with admin-
istration and enforcement of the .Equal Pay Act, its. decisions are entitled to
"great deference."' Indeed. one commentator has observed:

It might be argued, that the Bennett Amendment, is not directed at conflicts
between the two statutes so much us at conflict of interpretations,between the
NVage-(lour ...Administrator :nid the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion.'

ATTACHMENT D

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY ON TRLA.TAIENT msLx RASE( trox COST DIFFERENTIALS UNDER
THE EQUAL. PAY ALT ,

The original sulkommittee versions of the Equal Pay Act permitted an em-
ployer to maintain a wage flifferntlal between employees of the opposite sex in
only two circumstances: When it was based either on a merit system or a senior-
ity syston.2 The limited nature of these exceptions was a focus of industry
criticism at the Senate And House hearings held between mid-March and Mid-
April, 19G.3.1 A significant and repeated argument raised by the critics' was that
it was more costly to employ women thaamen and-that afwoman and man doing
the same work should not be paid the same if there were expenses,iaeurred in
employing a woman that were not suffered in_employing a man.' One example of
extra costs was cited .frequently :5 the higher insurance premiums paid oil behalf
of women for annuity plans.

As a resnit of the comments and testimony heard, the bill as reported out of
committee In both houses qf Congress included a new provision, excepting from
the requirements of equal pay "a differential based on any-other factO other,thlin
sex."' The Senate In its Report specifically noted the concern.expressed during
the hearings about the greater expense involved in hiring females:

Some employers stated that the cost of their- pension ... plias were higher for
women than men ... because of the longer life span of womk in pension benefits.

The Report concluded by charging the Labor.Department to consider such costs
In determining Whether an equal pay notation has occurred:

It is the intention of 'the Committee that where it can be shown that on the
basis of all of the elements of the employment costs abatis men and women, an
employer will be economically penalized by the elimination of a wage differential,
the Secretory can permit an exception similar to those he can permit for a bona
,fide seniority system 'or other exception mentioned above.7;,-,,.

0 Griggs v. Duke Power Co.. 401 U.S. 424, 434-485 (1971) Skidmore v. Swift k Co., 323
S '131, 140 (1944) ; Brennan v. City Stores, Inc., 479 I', 2d 235 (5th Cir. 1973).
; Berg. Equal Employment Opportunity Under the Mil Rights Act of .1963, 31 Brooklyn

L. Rev. 62. 76 n. 26 (1964)-
Sec. 4a of H.R. 3861 as printed in Hearings before the Special Subcommittee onLabor

of this House of Representatives (hereinafter HearingsHouse). p. 3 and See. 4 of S. 882
as printed in Hearings before the Subcommittee on Labor of the United fitata Senate
(hereinafter ilearingreSenate). p. 2.

2The hearings before the House of Representatives were held on March 15, 25, 28 and
27 1963. Senate hearings took'place April 2, 3 and 16, 1963.

=Six of the 9 witnesses who criticized the hill before the House Subcommittee and 5 of
the s sitnesi,es who criticized the bill before the Senate Subcommittee made this particular
objection. $ce Hearings-Honse, pp. 139, 25.1, 192, 200; Hearings-Senate, pp. 130, 178, and
note 5. infra.

A 'Nits contention was not disputed by supporters of the measure, one of whom put her-
self OH record as approving a recognition of cost differentials.

Mr. Griffin ;
approvinganother point in your statement you referred to the fact that some

people have raised the question of whether or not there are extra- costs involved in
employing women in some situations . . there is the possihle additional cost in-
volve/11n health. welfare, and insurance programs. And then, I was interested in
your next statement where you said that, as a defense to these concerns. the pro-
ponents of the hill would be willing to go along with language which would recognize
thls difference in cost if it in 'fact existed and could he ascertained and nroved. . . ."

Nils-I Sarah Jane Onnningbam (National Legislation Chairman, National Federa-
tion of /Justness .& Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.) ; "Yes, this is correct, Mr.
(Main."

Hearings-House, p. 37, March 15, 1963.
Sec Dearingsllouse. pp. "97. 103. 158. 183 and Hearings-Senate, pp. 141 -142.
H.R. 6060 as 9notcd in MR. Rep. No. 309, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., 7 (19031; S. 1409 as

goofed in S. Rep. 'No. 170. 58th Cong.. 1st Sess., 0 (1903).
1 S. Rep. No. 170, note 0, supra, at C.

5 9 3
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4 EXHIBIT I

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS INCOME OPTIONSMONTHLY ANNUITY BENEFITS STARTING AT AGE 65

3
Accugulations 13.5 percent

Equal accumulations achieve target-for women to achieve
mg actuttiall; squdi bezc .t!nic -ziont-4 ilqte. lila
fits annuity

Male Female Male Female

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Accumulation at ale 65. $100, 000 $100,000 $100,000 $113,500

. For single retirees:
Ono:life options:

Single life annuity $92 785 392 $92
Life income witlk.10-yr minimum $35 l763 $35 $66
Life income with-20yr minimum.. 731 708 731 804

If husband - If wife If huiband If wife
was was was was

employee employee employee epipioyee

For retired couples:
Jointlife options with 10-yr minimum:

34 benefit to sutyivor I 790 790 790 $97
Full benefit to survivors A 716 716 716 813'

I Assuming bathhouses are the same age.

Note: Figures are based on TIAA's present rates, taking Into consideration dividends on the current scale.

CHATHAM, 7.314, June 5,1975.
I hope your committee will recommend the elimination of the proposed HEW

ruling for compulsory coed physical edu1ation classes and for more restrictions
on the way money will be turned over to female athletic teams. Ford should
have thrown these provisions out !

WILLTAM E.ROUCliER.

CARLILE PATCHEN MURPHY & ALLISON.
Columbus; Ohio ; -June 19, 1975.

Congressman JAMES G.
Chairman, House Submit:0We on Education,
House of Representatives,
Washing!on,n.c.

DEAR ConoszssuArt-VHAsA As counsel for the National Council of Mortar
,.Board, Inc., we are hereby submitting our comments relative to Subpart D of

Section 86.31 of the Proposed Regulstions in implementation of Congressional
Enactment of Title IX. "

Your specific attention is directed to the fact'that we believe the Subpart to
be inconsistent with the Congressional Enactment itself and therefore inappro-
priate and a nullity.

The argumentreon behalf of this position are set forth in,the enclosed comments.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Respectfully yours,
HUNTINGTON CARLILE.

Enclosure.

To THE SUBCOMMITTEE cortEnucArtox OF THE HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES

COMMENTS OF MORTAR BOARD. INC., RELATIVE TO THE PROPOSAL or THE SECRETARY
OF THE DEPARTMENT or HEALTH, EDHCATIOW. AND WELFARE TO ADD PART Skt TO
TITLE 45 OF THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

.

Subpart cf Section 84.31 is an effort on the part of its drafters to create bal-
ance and effect progress in the sontinning struggle for equality of rights and
opportunities by classes of citizens denied such rights and opportunities. How-
ever, in the instifiable anxiety of its proponents. the Subpart is too troad where
it applies to private organizations of colleges and universities, and will, If
implementPd, destroy the effectiveness of groups whose purpose is to promote

594-
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recognition and equality for women whole rights have been anti still are
being abridged.

At the outset it is conceded by all parties and stated by the Secre ary that
the purpose of Part 86, Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex Under ederally
Assisted Eddeation Programs and Activities, "is to effectuate Title IN of the
Education Amendments of 1972" (Public Law .92-318, 92nd Congress, S. 659,
June 23, 1972,126 U.S.C. #1681 et seq.) It is an elementary principle of l v that
administrative-rules may not exceed the authority of Congressional ac on to
which the rules purport to relate. The question is immediat ly presented, as to
whether Subpart D, Section 86.31, as it purports to relate to pr vote campus orga-
nizations, falls within the authority granted the Secretary.

Whereas Title IX seeks to Dilohibit dental of equal benefits of educational
progrinis and activities, nevertheless it contains an important exception. The
Act exempts admissiOns practices and policies of institutions of higher educe-
tion which are other than public institutions. The Congress expressly excluded
Private colleges and universities. A private institution may deny men.or women
entry under any circumstances and for whatever reason, enablingt women's
colleges to create their own unique educational opportunities.

Congress may well have taken into account the thesis held bYmanyeducators
and social commentators that some women as the "minority sex" may learn
better, develop and strengthen their own potential better,' and engagein pro-'
grams leading toward their own fulfillment more fully in an atmosphere in which
men are expressly excluded. There is recognition that. hIStorical and traditional,
domination by men has created the, need for places wherein a woman's potential'
may be better realized inside organizations exclusively limited ,to ,women. 1

Whatever may have motivated it, Congress clearly recognized the principle, of
admissions exclusivity in the enactment of Title IX, and has permitted private
institutions of higher education to be limited to one sex. -

In view of the fact that Title IX expressly permits limitations in admissions
on the basis of sex in non-public institutions, the analogy is inescapable that the
act itself is not meant to apply to private organizations which may exist upon
or in connection with either a private qr public institution. A well enunciated
rule of statutory construction provides that the smaller right or prohibition, as
the case may be, is by implication included within a larger action by a legisla-
tive body. It is simply not logical to believe that the, legislative intent of Title
IX, cutlet expressly exempts the whole of any private institution of higher edu-
cation in,-.its admissions does n6t apply to private programs 6onnected with
educational institutions. The Secretary of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare 1,P attempting to implement Title IX' would, in.,Subpart D, Section
86.31, Subparagraph (b) (7) exceed legislative intent and would therefore exceed
the authority granted him under the provisions of the Congressional enact-
ment. Subparagraph (b) (7), if finally promulgated, would be an act of admin.,
Istrative legislation, a fatal defect, which alone should stay ,the hand of the
secretary.

These comments, prepared and submitted this 13th day, of,f7une, 1975, at the

direction of the National Council of Mortar Board, Inc.
CARLIIE,PATCIIq; MURPHY & ALLISON,,

By HUNtIN'OTON CARLILET-COURda.

UNITED STATER CATHOLIC CONFERENCE,
OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT LIAISON. ,

1Vashington, D.C., June M. 1975

IIo r. 71410 0. O'HARA,
Chaimann. Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Committee on Education

and Labor, U.S. Howse of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Da. a Ma. CTIAIRMAN : On behalf of the United States Catholic Conference.

I would like to express our views op certain aspects of the recently promulgated
Regulation to implement Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (P.L.
92-318).

This Regulation provides for an exemption for educational institutions which
are controlled by a religious organization "to the extent aptdication of this
part would not be consistent with the religivis tenets of such organization."
(Sec. 86.12) It is our understanding that this exemption applies to any require-
ments of this Regulation which are inconsistent with the religious tenets of a
religious organization that operates an educational institution. We feel that
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this was clearly the labia of Congress in creating this exemption and that
there should be no ambiguity about this In either the Regulation or in any new
amendments to Title IX vhich the Congress might enact.

There are two situations which this Regulation does not addresa directly
and which should be clarified by any new legislative amendments. Ofie involves
the appointment of teather3 or administrators within an educational institution
who are either clergy or members of a rellgiops order. If the ophrathat of an
educational institution is part of the religious mission or apostolate of a religions
order, preference in personnel appointments-Js often en- to Members of that
religions order. In such a case, this preference is based on inemberShlp or non-
membership in that religion'S order and not ott the sex of-the persons involved.
However, since all religious orders are comprised exclusively of either males or
females. one might argue. for example, that the preference for a female member
of a religions order rather than a male layman for a school principalship would
in fact constinite sexual discriminatith

In a situation such as that described above. it would frustrate the fulfillment
dt thw religious, apostolate of the members of the religions- order if the school
was requived to place a man in charge of the school which they are %knifing.
This is not it proprietary consideration but one which directly relates to the
'maintenance of religions orders and their religions mission.

The second situation concerns the Regulation as it affects vocational educa-
tion schools. Our vocational schools receive little assistance, if any, under
current vocational education federal assistance taus, Their situation is aggra-
vated by the fact that the feir vocational sehools maintained by the Church,
are in some instances operated by religious orders, whose Role requires that
they confine their education 'to a particular sex. In short, religious orders, by
dedication, education and religious tradition, have limited tlieir activities to a
particular sex. Since those schools differ substantially from the Congressional
concept of n voeational education school, we Submit that they were never intended
to he !Imitated in Title IN. Accardingly, consideration should be given to admin-
istrative treatment directed to their unique position.

Enclosed you will find a copy of our comments on the proposed Regulation
dated October 11, 1974. This will provide you with a more detailed analysis of
the constitutional issues involed,in this matter.

We are submitting these views to be incorporated in the record of the Hearings
of your Subcommittee and request titttt you and the members of your Subcom-
mittee :rive them full consideration in an further legislative action.

Sincerely,
r.s itorus§ox.

Director.
Finqlosure.

J.-MUD STATES CATHOLIC CoNtfaiii$cr.
Omer: OF GENERAL COHICREL.

1Vashington, D.C., October 11,1974.
Tim DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS,
Dcliartment of Ifeaint, Education, and Welfare,
11*(10i:wean, D.C.

Pumg Ma. nonins: On June 20. 1074, the Office of Civil ROits of the Depart-
ment of "Health, Education. and Welfare published Notice of Rule Making to
efr oet unto Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 to eliminate discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex in any education program or activity receiving federal.
Thiamin' assistance (Federal Register, Volume 39, No. 120, TharsdayJune 20,1974).

nn hcholf of the Milted States Catholic Conference, we wish to offer the follow-
ing observations and comments.

The purpose of the legislation (P understandable and commendable. However,
the impleMentation of the law hnpinges on specific areas of religious freedom
sad miditionally. goes substantially beyond the intention of Congress, especially
in its application to the internal operation of church-related schools.

Section $G,12 of Subpart C appropriately provides that this part does not
apply 10,itn educational institution,whIch is controlled lyv a religious organization
to the extent that application of the 'aid N2ould be inconsistent with the re-
tiglous tenets of the organization." In order to take advantage of this statutory
exemption, the Notice of Rule Making provides that the educational institution
shidi submit in, writing to the Director statements of the Teligions tenets under
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which the exemption is claimed, and any tither information which might aid the
Mulder "in (ictertagaing whedhcrlbe institution qualifies far .melt excntption."
(Emphasis supplied.): *

As we interpret this regulation, the Director would have the authbrity to
examine the religious tenets of the organization and the discretion to determine
whether such religious tenets-warrant the application .ot the statutory exentp-
tioe. We submit that this procedure is inconsistent with repeated primottnee-
'meats- of-the Supreme Court of the United States, especially since 1970. We will
note cite all of,the relevant cases,,but limit our reference to Wait: v. Commissionet,
397 11,S. (164- (1970, and /Raton v, Kurtrnsun,, 403 U.S..002 (1971), where'the
:Supreme ,Court of the United States statedeategorically-that the First AMMO-
went mandates neutrality between-church atubstate, and that, in order io pre-
serve this-neutrality. the state ;must refrain from .a surveillance of religion or
religious,activities.,This Judicial- andate against entanglement is totally ignored

stropeiTti-regulation
A similar situation arose in the ,development of regulations involving the

Selective Service At which provided for the exemption of seminarians atteialing-
"reeognized theological or divinity, schools." Originally, the Selective Service
Sy.sten) .requested ,documentation of religious tenets. Finally, after reviewing
its policy milli- religious groups, it-agreed to.-accept certilkation of the status of
the seminary. We urge. that Section 86.12 be amended to delete the reference to
the subsiftittion of documents containing the religious tenets and to substitute
therefor a certification procedure. This will avoid serious constitutional issues
pad at the same time provide a. workable administrative procedure.

Moreover, it would be a particularly appropriate procedure for our seminaries,
Loth with respect to the question of admissions and employment policies. Sem-

, ittariek hate been a part of the training of the Cathiilic.priesthood tot centuries
and- the controlling procedures of which are rooted -in 'religious tenets and
religious tradition with. 'respect to the training of- priests, supplemented by
diocesan regulations and other' rules concerning the training of seminarians. The
training,of priests is at the very heart of ''Free Exercise of Religion" and Govern.-
ment'suivelllance is especially proscribed. Tinder tim abOve circumstances, we
submit-that the certificate procedures would he particularly appropriate.

The second important principlewhich re wish to emphasize is that a church-6-
related institution, especially at the elementary. and. secondary level, MIS a right
to maintain internal discipline to the extent that it reflects religious tenets and
beliefs. The Supreme Court of the-United States in Lemon v. Kurtzapan. supra.
characterized the parochial school as "an integral pert of the religious mission
of the Catholic Church." On.the basis of that asserted proposition, we submit
that,internal discipline imposed on a parochial school must be consistent with
the mission of the Church and Its_baile tenets.

This proposition is especially applicable to every subparagraph of the ruling
which would prevent the school authorities from taking appropriate action
where a Student, a teacher, or an applicant for the teaching profession is involved
In abortion procedures or pregnancy outside of _marriagd. Both of these situa7
tions have a direct relationship to internal discipline which reflects the teaching
of the Catholic Church.-We eennot teach our children one thing and implicitly
approve That which, is -diametrically opposed to our basic religious tsstets.

In addition to this constitutional position, there is the physiological namely
of equating pregnancy with abortion. Pregnancy is: a natural biological condi-
tion involving iife. Abortion is not a part of this process. Its end is death.

The school authorities must, on the basis of various. religions considerations,
make the float judgment. eongress never intended such preemptive action in
this delicate area. It is not the proper fimetion of the federal government to
preempt this prerogative. This proposition applies to internal discipline.' pro-
gram and employment policies. Additionally, it applies to preemployment polities.
especially marital status. In this respect, we see no element of discrimination
because it applies equally to men and women.

A third proposition, and a very impOrtant, one. involves the appointment of
teachers to administrative. and faculty posts, who are members of religious
orders. Many, of Our schools are Conducted by religious orders of men mar women.
Tetiching in these schools is a part of their religious apostolate. Where, for
example, a religious order of women is responsible for the conduct of a Minutiae!
School. or alternatively, is operating it as a part of their religious mission. hen
we submit that It Foul(' be a violation of their religions apOstolate to require
that-they place a man in charge of the schooltor to a faculty position hie!'

gri4
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they are operating. This is not a proprietary consideration tfut one which
directly relates to the maintenance of religions orders and their religiousmission.

If the* basic recommendations are ht implemented, the -regulation would
have the effect of imposing arbitraPy guidelines n-the exercise of recognized
religibus"bellefs and convictions. It would impose specific bardeps on therecelpt
of federal ftinds. Both, the First Amendment and the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment prohibit thelmtiosition of 'arbitrary burde9g upon
the exercise of constitutional rights and inhibit the attachment of ccinetitions
to, the Remise of constitutional privileges. Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513,
518-519 (19458).; Smack, v. Klein, 385 U.S. 511 (1967) ; Shenert v. Y ernbr 74
U4.398 (1963). In the Speiser ease, the State of Calleforniac6vditioned tax
exemption on the taking of; a particular oath of allegiance: The Supreme Court
of the United States, in holding that the statute' was unconititulpnat stated:

"So here, the denial of a tax exemption for engagtn,in,certainspeech neces-,,
Sarily_will have the effect of coercing the claimants to lefrain from the pros
scribed speecli." . ,

Similarly; the propoSed regulation ,would have the effect of coercing our insti-
tutions to violate their consciences in order to retain or receive federal funds.
This obviously violates the letter and spirit of our constitution.

Our obvious concern With this, regulation iraggravated.by Rs ambiguity. For
example, -it is not clear whether such programs, RR- ESEA and ESAA subject
parochial schools to coverage. The, Schools themselves do not receive any Allen-
del assistance, the children do. Clarification of this tvicerrain situation isimpetative.,

In addition to ESEA and ESAA; we ,express our concernovei proposed rides
in the area dtvacationel education. Our schoolsrecelve little, if anything, under
these low's, and their situation Is aggravated by the fact thethe few vocational
schpols diaintained by the Church, are in some instances-operated by religfOuti
order* whOse Rile requires that they confine- their' edtication' to a particular

'sex. In short, religious orders, by dedication, education and religious tradition,
have limited their activities to a particular sex. Since these schools differ sub-
stantially from the Congressional concept of vocational education school, we
submit that they were never intended to be included id Title IX. Accordingly,
consideration should be given to advinistrative -treatmentdirected to their,,unique position.

FinallY, there is a special 'situation which deserves 'comment. The Secretary
of HEW stated in a proposed rule (FederalRegister, July 12, 1974, Page 25667)
that the proposed' regulation; which IS the subject of this sornment,..would not
apply to sex education. We heartily endorse this position.: It is consistent with
all of the observations made above and nvoids,aerious interference to a highlysensitive area.

We trust that the above obserfation.s concerning thvelationship of the regu-lation to pertain critical constitutional considerations, especiallitheTree Exer-
crSe Clause of the First Amentiment, will'be of-assistance to your office in re-
stnicturing the regulation so that there will be no conflict between the regula-
tion and the law or, more importantly,,between the regulation and constitutional
right's.

You'imay heassured that we will be more than happy to confer with your
office in order to more My articulate our ptisition.- Sincerely .yours,

. - IMENE KIASICKY.

WELT,ESLY,Y COLLEGE,
Welicsicy, Mast, June 20, 1975.

4

.

Congressman :TAXES G. O'HmtA,
Rayburn. Building;
Washington, DX, - ,-.

DEAR CO5GRESSMAN O'HARA : Since your Subcommittee on Education is con-
ducting hearingk on the Title IX Guidelines, I am sending you t copy of the
letter which'it's President of the, Associationifor Women in Mathematics I sent
fo'the RepelMent of Health, Education,and Welfare last fall When the Depart-
inentAyittil.Counnetit; on their then proposed Guidelines. That letter expressed
the grabs concerns which I have about some of those Guidelines.

1.40ke yott,and your Committee to glive serious consideration to the reserve-
tio;tis about the guidelines thigh I ant certain you will receive not.qnly from

N: .
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the Association for Women in Mathematics but from other organizations and
individuals. Strong and appropriate Guidelines are needed and need to be
enforced.

Sincerely youts,
ALICE T. SCHAFER,

President, Association for Women in 3f athema tics.
Enclosure.

Mr. Puma HOI:ME13,
Director, .Office for Cilit Rights, Department of health, Education, and 'Welfare,

Washington, D.C.
Dzaa 3lua Morams: I am writing to express my concern about some of the

guidelines proposed by your Department for the new Part 86 of the Depart-
mental Regulation to effectuate Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.
'The Title is designed to rule out discrimination on, the basis of sex in.education
programs and activities receiving or benefiting from Federal financial assistance.

1. Terminology.,- -Since the purpose of, and need of, Title IX is to end dis-
crimination on the basis of sex In education programs and activities, why not
have the guidelines say "end discrimination against ?women", 'which is what

tithe guidelines are all about.
2. Curriculum materials. Title IX fails to prohibit lex bias in textbooks and

curriculum materials, arguing that to do so might violate rights guaranteed
under the First Amendment. Since Title VI rules out discrimination against
blacks and other minorities in curricular materials, why did that not infringe
on the First Amendment? Are wonien not guaranteed' the-rights.guaranteed to
other groups in the country?

Certainly, guidelines should be issued which prethihit sex-stereotyping in cur-
ricular materials designed for kindergarten through, junior_.high School and
for- non-fiction materials for high school students. Sex stereotyping in instrue-
dolls!l materials for the young child and high school students is perpetuating
society's present view of "male" and "female" roles and should be-abolished?

3. Adnifssion.y.-1 86.14(c). The guidelines for admission to educational !asp-
ttiOns are not applicable to private undergraduate professional and vocational -
schools. They should be covered by the guidelines. Many women are 'discrimi-
nated against In, admission to engineefing schools, schools offering a major In
architecture, forestry, etc. Women should have the same ehadee as men to, be
admitted to such schools.

4. Scholorships..--f 80.35. Title IX should rule out discrimination against
women in the awarding of scholarships but does not. It exempts assistance
related to athletics which allows institutions to grant athletic scholarships to
men without comparable funds being spent for scholarships for women. Title
IX also exempts scholarships established under a foreign wilt or trust; for
example, Rhodes Scholarships. IIEW cannot force a change,in a foreign will or
trust, but it can prohibit educational institutions from advertising or cooperating
with programs offering scholarships for men only. What the, guidelines should
allow for a limind time, when a review of the guidelines would be mandatory.,
are programs offering scholarships to women only (for example, AAL1W pro-
grams) and should continue to allow such until diseriminatIon against women in
educational institutions has ceased.

Athletics. --f 86.38. The guidelines should 'require eventual Integration or
equal aggregate expenditures in athletic programs, The present guidelines offer
no hope of "equality" in athletics.

6. Fringe benefits. $f 86.41, 86.46.
(a) Fringe benefits offered by an institution to its full-time employees should

ho offered on a prorata basis to part-time employees. nowever, the definition
of permanent part -time employee: "any employee who is expected to work or
has in fact worked at least one academie semester at half -time or half -time
equivalent" is too restrictive. It would be reasonable, and fairer to institutions,
to replace "one academic semester" by "one academie year".

(b)'The Secretary's third alternative for monthly retirement payments should /.
be adopted. That alternative would mandate the use of unisex premium oV

rate tables and require equal contributions and equal periodic benefits for al
retired Individuals regardless of sex. (It should be noted that the. present mate-
female life insurance tables are already weighted in favor of whites since the

life expectancy for blacks is lower than that for whites.) /
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Health plans should also be prised on unkex tables and require c'entribritions
and equal benefits for women anti men.

7. Lea re8 for pregnancy.,§ 80.47(e) (1). (2). Delete the mentioned sections
which treat leaves of employees due to pregnancy as different from any other
leuves for -medical purposes. These sections require that. 11 physician certify in
?tilting that the pregnant womanis physically capable of performing her duties
and require that a Pregnant employee notify her employer in writing of her
expected date of delivery. at least 120 days prior to 4,trill date. These two require-
ments are not attached to any other medical dis-""'; and should beattached to pregnancies. Section (2) relates the return Of an, employee.. on
leave due to 'pregnancy, to her employment again to a written notification from
her physician. In the ease of an employee In It teaching position an employer
may hot require an engdoyee on Such leave-to return to her employment later
than the beginning of the first full academic term commencing after such certifi-cation is made. This Firkinfine might well allow a reaching.employer to prohibit
the return of an employee on .pregnancy leave until the following semester, an
action certainly infringing on the rights of the individual. Again. this guide-
line should be deleted.

$. Enforcentent Proccdttrcs.§§ 86.61-05.
(a) HEW has not spelled ant procedures for requiring Institutions to comply

with the Tithe IX guidelnes. Expecting voluntary compliant* is naive. Appeal
rights for instItutiong a e spelled out but not for victims of discrimination
against Women. 'Das sIinbe corrected.

(b) HEW should thIveloir a simple form to beused by complainants in filing
complaints. Also a simple form should be deiseq institutions to use in ansu er-
lug queries from HEW.

(c) HEW Should employ legal personnel versed in educational programs and
activities to aid cothplainants wilt their complaints and institutions ith
compile nce.

As stated in 4. above the guidelines should have incorporated into them a
mandatory review at a later date: for example. live years from now. At that
time HEW can detemine if the guidelines should be strengthened. some deleted.
or abolialied.

Sincerely- yours.
ALICE. T. SCHAFER.

President, Amocia ion for 'Women in mathematic&

r
P. AMERICAN CIVIL. LIBERTIES UNION OF CHEATER CLEVEI,ANd,

Cleveland, Ohio,1(oy 17, 1075.
1I011. PENAL!) FORD.
Tho irk it6 House,
ll'uxhington, D.C.

De.An PRESIDENT FOan:- The Women's Rights Project of the ACLU of Ohio
is deeply concerned about the final draft of the Title IX regulations recently
submitted to yourself by the Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare. It
eontaIns many changes, deletions and additions to the regulations which were
publishe for public comments. This results in a set of regulations which will Ile
of minimal value in enfoichig Title IX.

We feel the new 'regulations would be totally inadequate in the following
a rens : -

(a) The recommendation which %could permit the Office of Civil Rights to
defer action fai any complaint, which had not first utIlisal the grievance pro.
eedure established by the institution, severely weakens the rights of the corn-
i'dainant. Institutions would he allowed to set their own grievance procedurd
with no standards of due process or time limits. This is a totally new idea, not
part of the original regulations, and totally iacceptable.

This section (80.83) should be deleted as should the section limiting the right
to call for a hearing to the institution, and not to the complainant. The complain-
ant mustio,rtfforded the same rights as the institution accused.

(b) There should he some kind of selevaluation policy fir institutions urn-
ten into the regulations. (At present they do not exist.). The present sex discrimi-
nating pattern stems largelY from ingrained societal factors. Mitch are mainly
unintentional. We feel that this leads to many acts of discrimination which go
1.y unnoticed until challenged by an 111.11 dual. The recent regulations omit

,

GO
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e% en the regulations for altirtuatie action m in the arta of sports and athletics
which vere,previoUsly covered in the proposed regulations.

(e) The adjustment period for institutions to comply with title IX is totally
unrealistic and unfair. Title IX has aireildy been delayed user three years and
was long overdue In its original enactment.

(d) The regulations dealing with athietics-vill severely limit the opportunities
fur %%omen and girls in , athletic programs, thereby discriminating In a grossly
unfair nay. We feel. that there should be no distinction betweelicontact and
noleontatt sports, and that this decision should be left to the discretion of
the individual. The new regnintions summarily exempt all contact sports under
Title I *. This means institutions will be ableto maintain single sex teams and
deny artleipatiou to ,women again. The regulations should contain provisions
for :9 lal opportunity in participation and for eqtydityln funding.

( ) Although the new regulations contain requirements for equal amounts of
all; kinds of scholarship money being awarded to male and female students,
they DHOW Mille sex scholarships to be administered. Thig procedure denies to

. one sex the prestige4and opportunities connected with certain selmiarshipS, as
does the' exemPtion of "foreign scholarships" (e.g. Rhodes). This is highly dis-
criminatory, a violation of the purpoSe and intent of Title IX.

tf) The special exemption of private undergraduate schools_ from Title IX
milLnican the continuance of the ability- of these institutions to exclude or require'
higher admission standards for members of one sex. The original language of

.'Title IX ciAers admissions to vocational' and professional, education without
any exemptions and Should be enforced.

(g) We urge that on the question of fringe benefits, that institutions be required
to provide equal benefits irrespective of cost. This policy would fall in line with
the approach a thins E.E.O. C.on this question. The new regulations which allow
institutions the option of Mtiding equal contributions or equal periodic bene-
fits are very discriminatory because the cost to the emiiloyee for a even bene-
fit is far more than the cost to the institution. Equal contributions dq not pur-
chase the same protection for men and women,, as the actuarial tables used In
computing pensionS are sex seiregated.

We ask that these regulations will be revised and redrafted. They are dis-
criminatory, inadequate and will continue to deny to women the equal-oppor-
tunities envisioned by the concept of Title IX, which are rightfully theirs.

Yours respectfully, .....
. Emmy' Rosins,

Chairperson, Women's Rights Pridject ACLU of Ohio.

President GERALD FORD,
While lf
Wittshington, D.C.

DEAR ParstrixT,Foan; I strongly oppose the ueakening of Title Lx of the Edu-
cation Act in IIEis new regulations and ask that you disapprove the regula-
tions Iti theit presentform.

Title IX regulations should require the elfinination of sex role stereotyping
and bias in texts.

Equal athletic opportunity should be guaranteed to all students- ofall age
groups. that is, from kindergarten through college. Specifically, the interest
determination and affirmative effOrts provisions -should he retained. Also. sex
discrimination in so:called "contact" sports.should riot be allowed and certainly
should not be institutionalized in the proposed regulations. Participation in
any sport should-1re on the hasik of ability-only. At the veryleast, schools should
1,0 required to offer anditilly support girls/women's as well as boys /men's teams
in "contifer-Sport.s. I do not want my nieces and future datyttter(s) to suffer
the same frustrations I did as a sports enthusiast (rented/the tight to fully
participate in athletics.

Finally, grievance procedures should establish time dead:pines for completing
internal revie* and should provide the complainant with the right to appeal,
have a lawyer present, and,f reedotn from reprisal.

Sincerely,
DONIVA D. N1ORRIR.,

Tina:mu:NE, Mass., June 2,1975.

6 0
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NESIIANIC STATION, N.J., June 4, 1975.
flon. J'Augs G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Postsecondary Education Committee, U.S. Rouse of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA.: I -have-what I feel is 'a unique point of view

on the subject of sex discrimination in school physical education courses, there-
fore rrespectfully request (no... BEG) permission to testify before your com-
mitteetviren it holds hearings 'on the new Title 9 rules.

In my opinion, ALL REQUIRED PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSES,
WHETHER CO-ED OR. SEX-SEGREGATED, VIOLATE \THE CONS2ITL- ,
210:VAL RIGHT TO PERSOIVAL PRIVACY.

In this day ankage, when people are demanding the right to control their own
)(Ales. even W the poipt of homosexuality, abortion and enthenasla, it is utterly
11 .fedible that anyorfe should be required to participrite in any kind of physical
ac 'yity against his will, no- matter how beneficial such activity might be. Snrely
the right to control one's own body includes the right to let it go to seed.

Duce to the economic recession, it would really be ,a great financial sacrifice
for me\to come to Washlugton to state any views before your committee. Him-
ever, my \beloved chlldien will be affected by Title 9, 'so I am more than willing
to make tliesacrifice.

If you can possibly find room ,for me on the long list of people wishing totestify, I would be most grateful.
Sincerely,

,.. CONSTANCE SZEPCZEN.

Witra.tatirrowx, N.J.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA As a woman, mother and feminist I find the

regulations for implementing Title IX appalang: 1Io can we call this equality?
1. Contact Sports --They have defined a ninuber of sports as 'contact sports.

Under the present. emulations a school may provide one single sex teams and
females are prohibited from trying out for they sports. Also,,they do not have
to provide a female team in this sport. Basketball has been defined as a contact
sport, which is 'rediculous: It is likely that baseball and softball will be so

-ite,firxed. In non-contact sports the regulations are,lbasically the same.
I call' tlils it great Injustice to our female students. Title IX is not giving fe-

bnilk.studentk equal opportunity. I hope you will look into this matter andcorrect, this inequality.
Sincerely,

DOROTHY VCRTHALER.

Hon. Was -G. O'HARA,
U.S. -Mime- of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATAVE (MALI.: Attached Sou will find the text or a recent
telegram sent to Vice President Rockefeller, Chairman of the Cosmetic Council.
It points up the .fact that IlE1rs unauthorized attempt to influence the mem-
bership policies of traditionally single-sex, privately funded, collegiate fra-
ternal societies has not been stayed by the Bayh Amendment (PL 93-56S) to .
Title IX of -the 1972 Education Amendments.

By limiting exemptions to "social" fraternities and sororities the Bayh Amend-
ment promises to deny the sever's' collegiate fraternal societies which exist
for other than wholly social purposes their due protection under the Fourteenth
Amendment between alleged "types" of fraternal societies which other branches
of the Federal Government, notably the Postal Service and the-Internal Revenue
Service have long 'held to,be indistinguishable.

Under Section 509 of the Education Amendments the prbposed regulatigns,
when signed by the President, will be subject to Congressibnal review for 'n
period of 45 days. On behalf of our 73.000 members we pray you support at that
time a resolution of disapproval of those portions of the Regulations which
attempt to exempt only so-called "social" fraternities and sororities from The pro-

,
visions of Title IX. The only fair, logical, and enforceable regulations mbat apply
to alt fraternal societies. If they do not, the results are.sure to be chaotic due fu-'"

t
TIII Mu ALPHA SINtONIA FRATERNITY,

Evansville, Ind., April 4, 1975.

_Ohu
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s continued efforts to exceed theiscopeof authority by deviating,from
the oft-stated intent of the Congress.

Respectfully yours, J. E. DuNcAN.4
Enclosure.

(mailgram]

PHI MU ALPHA SINFUNIA FRATERNITY JP,

VICE PRESIDENT NELSON ROCKEFELLER,
Chairman, Domestic Council, Capitol Hill, Washington, D.C.

Ms. VICE PRESIDENT: In its commendable effort to constrain IIEW from mak-
ing its own lawsfn regard to implementation of Title 1Xof the 1972 Education
Amendment we believe the Congress itaittillgly allowed the term "social fra-
ternities and sororities" to be included In the Bayli Amendment (PL 93-568)
without realizing that many Collegiate Greek letter Societies transcend purely
social purposes. We pray you respect the obvious intent of the Congress as
stated in the Congressional Record (26-November 1974, II 11106) alardisappro-ve
the portion of_ the proposed, regulations which discriminates to no meaningful
purpose against ail lint social fraternities and sororities. On behalf of our 75,000
collegiate and aluiuni members we ask the word "social" be deleted from the
,proposed regulations so they may be applied equally to all traditionally single-
serdoilegiate fraternal societies.

Respectfully,
I

4

J. EUGENE DUN6AN,
. National President,

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.

Representaiive JAMES O'HARA,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C. , 4' .

-.,

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA : Title IX regulations are very imiiortantlp pro-
tect equal opportunities for students in our school systems. The revised regula-
ttons area serious threat,in that ,they dc4:'-not provide an affirmative action time
table, they do not allow direct appeal tb HEW of grieVances. It is my hope and
request that- the.heariugs -you will be conducting will address and resolve these
and similar aspects in a manner conducive to our democratic system, Thank you.

,,,
. ,

Sincerely, /
-,

' JUO:5NI ROLITIO.'
,A4Rtkt 30, 1975.

DRAB REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA: Title IX regulations are in conflict with Title
VI,I.of Civil Rights Act by letting the instituti9n be in charge-of_grievance-prode-
(lures instead of going directly-to II.E.W. .

There should be time limits for the institution to act to make changes in some
type of affirmative action plan. !t

Sincerely, .

Mr. and Mrs. JAMES MarrnEws.

Re*H.E.W. setting up-guidelines for title IX.
Representative JA4tis O'HARA,

-U.S. House of Representatives;
Washington, D.C.

REPRESENIATIVES O'IIARA :1 would-like to express my disappointment in the way
II.E.W. is setting lip the guidelines for title IX. First of all, the new. interpre-
tations-were pot part of the June, version of the guidelinestherefore, the pub-
lic has had ne chance to comment on them. I feel this is not being democratic.

The present guidelines ignore the interests of girls and women in all sports in
'this country and also Impairs the law to provide equal opportunity to all
students.

The intent, of title IX was to eliminate sex discrimintition in schools, not to
give permission to eliminate girls from the opportunity of participating in inter-
scholastic contactsports, either Integrated teams or single sex teams.

lfAnctt 28, 1915.
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'The grievance procedure ins presently set up) is a farce. It leaves the
complainawt at the merry of the Institution-11m, it sets no time hunt to encourage{
the schoolsto come into compliance .

There is no way for a complainant to remain anonymous--they mast go
through the school first before HEW wilt investigate.

Thank you.
li.tnEs N. SAsFouu.

Tut: PNIVERSITY MOEORGI,
, Divisiox OF STUDENT AFFA zits,

A thotx, Ga., June 23,1975.
Congressman Jams G. O'HARA.
Chairmon,,Committee on Education and Lubv, House of Representattyes,

WHS/ling ton, D.C.
DEAR CoNaREssmAx O'HARA: Tour sub-committee on post-secondary education

is emeideri'pg the regulations recently issued by- the Department of Health,
lidtiteation and Welfare for the implementation of 'Title IX. I urge you in your
deliberations to consider allowing professional fraternities. sororities, and
honor swiefies to retain their single sex membership tinder a special exemption.
Title IX' has gone far Wyond its original intent and many of its programs are
hurting those it set nut to help. Doing away with single sex organizations is an
example of this.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely.

M. LOUISE MCBEE.

BROOKFIELD, Co.,NN June 25,1975.
Mr. Jams O'HARA.
Chairman. Postscrondor y E dyration Subcommittee, Rayburn house Office

Building, 'Washington, RC:
. MAR eONGRESSMAN O'HAA Please vote- against any action to weaken the

Final Title IX Regulations/ Implementing the Education Amendments of 1972
Prohibiting Discrimination in Education written by the Department of Health,
Eduention and Welfare.

Increased quality opportunities for greater !lumbers of students is a sound
educational objective and is fast becoming an accepted rule in our nation's
educational Institutions. Allowing exemptilms for so called revenue producing"
sports would perpetuate a system already riddled with questionable educationill
practices, gross inequities and blatant dIscrimifiation against. women.

Iltope that you will consider this before making committee recommendation.
Sincerely yoirs,

ROBERTA HOWELLS.

(Telegram)
.7Ams G. 0'11ARA,
NobeGihnlifi(C Oa Poststcomei, y Education, Rayburn House Office Building,

Waxhington, D.C. . .. - .
r

.
4 While I-would prefer title IX guidelines that, req<lired ntore positive action to

bring about equality of edmation for women and men in higher education, I nrge ,
,t on to pas the existing, proposed guidelines as a start, for we have waited too
long.

Dr. BARBARA W. NEWELL,
President, Wellesley College,

1Vellesleft, Mass:

UNIvEtsITY OF .MRYLAND.
COLLEGE OF PttystcAr. EDUCATION, Ity.CREATION AND HKALTIL

College Park, June 2 j, 1974.
Congressman:Tams G. O'HARA,
1`..S. How of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.

Hgll CONGRESSMAN O'HAR Would you please give us support that Title IX
not be further watered down. Sports are an educational experience and women
should hate equal programs and opportunities though probably not in the
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same sport activities. Women should have grant in aid opportunities. The ath-
letic budget at the Univerasty of Maryland is over 2 Million I 'have been told.
But women have only about 33,3,000 spent on their programs.

I am opposed to revenuer Prbducing sports being treated separately because
they, like other sport services, have been subsidized by tax money.

Due to overemphasis oemany campuses, grave abuses hp.ve occurred in the
revenue producing sports Management. A fairer distribution of monies is well
In order.

Sincerely,
Axxs Ixoatat,

Professor of Phoical Education.

.Hon. Kuck DE LA Gratz:,
':florae of Representatives,

Capitol 'One, D.C.:
Draft SIR: I urge you to

HEW.for revision.

Hon. KIKA DE LA G.AZZA,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. DE LA GARRA.: I urge you to vote for the resolution that will send
title 9, regulation.concerning intercollegiate athletics, back to HEW for revision.

"." doll T W: E3ooK,

'
(Telegram],,

vote for resolution that will send title IX back to

rriNKE,
Texas Adf.University;

Department of Athletip.

(Telfgrami

Chairman, Faculty Athletic Council,
Pan American University, Edinburg, Tem:

' [Telegram'
Representative JAMES O'HARA, 1 -

Capitol One, D.C.:
Please support vnoratorium and requesea review of the rules of HMV's title O.

MIKE ITAR:var,
Director of Acttvities,
Eastern 'Wyoming College,

Torrington, 'Wyo.

MANKATO STATE COLLEGE,
Mankato, Jiinn., Junc,10,1975.

DEAR REFRESF.NTATIVE O'KAR4:1 have been-teaching at Mankato State College
for over a quarter of a century and am currently serving as this institution's
compliance officer. Those few who oppose equal opportunity and affirmative action
delight and cheer any evidence of a weakening in this policy. The potential -retali-
ation and retribution for those wLo have tried to open the system for the diverse
peoples of. this country would be great. Of even greater loss would be the denial
of these diverse groups of their positive contributions to higher education. talons
and business have made Koine substantial. advances. Surely the gifted people In
higher education can be expected to do no less.

I hope you will advise President Ford of the great need for him tQ issue a public
statement of support for equal opportunity and affirmative actiun for minorities
and women In higher education.

Sincerely,
VERONA D. BURTON.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT PERSONNET. ADMINISTRATORS,
Portland, Oreg., Juno 26, 1975.

Hon. JAMES O'HARA,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : I am sorry that,the National Association of

-Student Personnel Adnlinistrators was not chosen to testify in person on the
54-077-75--:39
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final regulations issued by the Department of Elea lth, Education and Welfare
for the implementation of Title IX of P.L. 92-316, but I can well understand the
difficulty of selecting a limited number of witnesses from the many requests, and
we appreciate your invitation to provide written testimony. I would like to
acknowledge, however, the very gracious and capable assistance provided to me
by Mr. Buell and Mr. Moose from the Committee staff. I hope that in future
matters before your Subcommittee, and inwhieh XASPA. shares a concern and
interest, we will have an opportunity to present testimony directly.

NASPA is a national organization, founded in 1010, and composed of the chief
student personnel officers alul their associates from over 1,000 institutions of post-
secondary education, it has a total membership of over 1.000 individuals. As
Director of the Professional -Relations and Legislation Division fur the Associa-
tion, I have been authorized to submit this letter on behalf of the Executive
Committee, which is the governing body for the Association.

By way of general comments, we recognize that the statute and its regulations
have generated substantial concern and controversy within the educational com-
munity. While many have challenged the regulations as going too far, others have
complained they (11(1 not go far enough, and with these hind of conflicting signals
abounding, we believe that the Department of Health. Education and Welfare
has performed a laudable job in preparing these final regulations. Their assess-
ment and consideration of the many comments made to them was thoughtful,
and the result was, -in most eases, creative and complete.

It is well to keep in mind that the regulations are the result. of a relatively
short, and loosely-detailed statute which attempted to establish a principle
that of fair and equal opportunities for persons of both 4.,eNvS tam our educational
institutions. The authority of the statute lies in the limitation of federal funds.
and one strongly expressed criticism and question has been the issue of whether
programs and actin hies within an institution which do not directly receive federal
funds are under this authority. The preamble to the final regulations answers that
question in the affirmative (i.e., all programs are included), *but also notes,
"that termination or refusal to grant or continue such assistance shall be limited
in Its effect to the particular education program or odic ity or part thereof in
which noncompliance has been found.' " In other words, a program which does not
receive direct federal funds, but is a part of the educational institution in some
manner, is subject to the authority of the statute. but if that program is found
to be in noncompliance, federal funds may be terminated only from that partic-
ular program . . which did not receive federal funds anyway. It is no wonder
that this question has been a confusing one.

While the regulations call for compliance by all elements of an institution. it is
important to resolve the question noted above. The alternatives seem to be
cleareither exempt programs which do nut directly receive federal funds from
the applicable portions of the law. or hold an institution's funding to be depend-
ent on its compliance in all of its programs. It Is NASPA's position that the latter
lternntivoqs the better of the two, in part, because any program which views
Itself as so distinct from the Interdepend( me 'of the other people, programs, and
facilities, which comprise an educational institution, probably should be dis-
associated from the institution to begin with.

A limitation in this latter altermithe is the possible loss of funds to programs
which are in compliance because another unrelated program at the same institu-
tion is not in romplianee We would hope that the Director could review his en-
forcement procedurcs to determine if the authority. of the law could be more
inclusive for all elements of an institution without jeopardizing programs in
compliance.

In, other areas of the regulations,,we question whether the procedures on
dissemination of Policy (A 8(1.9) are pre(1ely w hat ,the Congress intended,; While
the statute, Itself, does not mention notice and dis)emination of an institution's
polieies on nondiscrimination, it is not unreasonable to see that as being an
integral part of an institution's efforts at compliance. What might be unreason-
able. however, is the manner and extent that an institution is asked to comply.
Unlike such notification statements as "The University is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action employ er,1:- Section SO.9( a (11 seems to call for a detailed
and lengthy explanation of the recipient's poll( ies and efforts to comply with
Title IX. We do not believe that this requirement is consistent with the statute,
and we would hope the Director would suggest a brief, but definitive statement
that recipients could adopt.

Related to the statement. itself, are the procedures for dissemination of the
policy, including that the recipient issue the notice ht all of its publications
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within a short period of time from the effective date of these regulations, and
that a memoranda or other written communication be distributed to every
student end employee. In both instances, a difficult and, unreasonable burden
can be placed on turinstitation, a burden that was not intended- in the statute.

The notification of the institution's policy in all publieations is unreasonable,
because most Institutions print their major publications, such as catalogues, welt
in, advanee-of the beginning of the school year, and to maintain this requirement
might well cause a reprinting -an expensive proposition. The requirement to com-
inunicatte directly with every student and employee seems unnecessary, if so
many other publications will contain a similar notice. Therefore, it would seem
satisfactory, only, to make every reasonable effOrt to notify students and
employees through announcements in existing publicatiOns, and other. forms of
campus communication.

With. respect to Sevtions 86.3 and -S6.8 concerning self-evaluation and'grievance
procedures, -It is XASPA's feeling that they provide a reasonable approach toward
dealing with Title IX and its provisions. However, wellelieve- that legislative
latent in, these areas was meant to provide sonic guidelines in order to- insure
greater consistency. In application of the procedure. 4

it is interesting to note the provision of lengthy and specific information
regarding the area pf admissions, athletics, financial aid, etc. while at the same
time providing little or no guidance in-these two-areas %Odell will lie of consid-
erable importance in compliance with Title IX requirements.

It would scent reasonable. to include in SItctIon 86.8(b), a brief outline which
institutions could follow in establishing their individual grievance procedures.
We are not advocating one uniform procedure, but suggested procedures on such
areas as redress of grievances could provide institutions with a consistent and
efficient way- of- resolving complaints.

In Section 86.3(c), no guidelines or suggestions as to format Wild' may be
used, or data-gathering devices has been indicated. It would seem important
for the perspective of those who are required to participate-in theself-evaluation,
and those who may have to read and interpret the results to provide' some'
coniihuit* in these areas wherever possible.

Concerning athletics, it is our opinion that-these sections Onfortn-to the spirit
and intention of the law. One of the basic premises of Title IX as it affects-
athletics is that of fairness, to the eXtent tharit'provides for equal opportunities
in each of the categories identified under Section 86.41(c). Furthermore, while
priNding equal opportunity ft-does nut reqnire tluit equal' expenditures be made
uncle fish category.

This \section of ...the regulation emphasizes the ,opportuulty for women Iii
athletics While at Ole same tine-permits institutions 'the flexibility tt, determine
how to provide thlki opportunity.

Ontra ma that appears confising is that of withdrawal funds from departments
or activities in which noncomplianee lunc Wen found. In spite of the concept that
athletics are to be considered as an Integral part of the institutions educational
program and, therefore, subject to Title IX,requirements, the enforcement mech-
anism of withdrawal of funds appears not applicable to all athletic departments.

An athletic department may. in fact, not be time recipient of federal funds -
Hotreter, it,is oar contention-that by being an inttgral part of the institution,"
they are directly receiving the benefits of federal:funds which assist in providing
support to the institution as well as to individual students. To provide the regu-
tattoo for equal:opportunity and access without any7com vrn fur a proper enforce-
ment proeedure will only serve to reduce. the significant impact of thelaw, and
to permit further Mantes of discrimination-In -the area of athletics.

As noted earlier in this letter, two-alternatives are possible. and we favor
the one which further strengthens the original educept of Title IX rather than
providing additional exemptions, --

Another area of substantial controversy relates to the specific exemption
Of textbook and curricular materials. While we neither atl%ocate the role of
federal censor, nor suggest that the concept of equal rights should he rank-

, ordered over the first amendment, it does seem that the applicability of the
statute to this question received rather short -shrift. One argument ors this
matter points out that the statutory language doeS not suggest any inclutdon of
textbook or curricular materials. This is true. but conversely, the statute
does not suggest it meant to exclude them, either, (liven the integral nature
of textbooks and other materials to our-educational stems. as well as to the
process of education. makes the exemption seem' more of a deference to a potential
constitutional question, than one in which the federal role of censor was at issue.
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In this matter, there's a certain irony which must be noted: Executive Order
11246 would prohibit federal funds from being expended on textbooks from a
publisher that discriminates against its employees, but as it stands now, there
areoni4strictions on, s. purchase with federal 'funds .of a textbook that is
dlicriminatory.

.443;iiClosing comment, it is appropriate to suggest a warning against over-
stalons interpretation of this statute. Title tic was meant to establish equal
right's for both sexes, but not at the risk of eliminating individualism or equal
opportunities for single-sex activities. For example, most reasonable,people would
agree' that the existence of honorary organizations, exclusively for men, is an
invidious form of discrimination.' However, where there are coniparable orga-
niiations for women, it it not necessarily beneficial to. force a merger, and
elimthate the pride and tradition that might be associated with both groups. We
do not believe this was the intent of the statute, and we would boric more con-
sideration!could be giien to this potential ,problem. -

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for the ,Invitation
to submit this testimony. NASPA is an organization which is sincerely and

:deeply -committed' to the concept of equal opportunity for all, and we intend .
to move judiciotisly in the implementation of Title IX. if there are any questions
concerning out comments, or if you feel that I. or any member-of NASPA can
assist you in your deliberations, I hope you will call on us.

Sincereige,
DAVID G. SPECK,

Director, Diiiision of Professional
.Relations and LegislatiOn.

EDUCATION COMMISSION ov THE STATES,
Denver, Colo., June 24, 1975.

Hon. Ulna G. O'HARA, '-

Chairman, Subcommittee on,Postsecondary Education, Committee on Education
and Labor, House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DEA1 Ms. CnautmAN: It is my understanding that ybur Subcommittee is cur-
rently' receiving testimony on regulations issued by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to implement Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972 prohibiting discrimination in Federally-aSsistsd education programs on
the basis of sex. In response to a request to testify during these hearings, we
have been advised that the witness list is full for the current series of hearings.
Accordingly, I am taking the-means of this letter to communicate to you the
position of the Education Commission of the States with the request that it
be incorporated' in the hearing record.

As you may know, HOS is an interstate compact of 47 states and territories
formed for the purpose of improving education through collective state action.
ECS provides a forum for states to jointly address issues of common concern,
whether manifested within states and Weal agencies or institutions or at the
national level We also support and conduct a number of specific projects and
research efforts on educational issues of immediate and critical concern to
the states.

Shortly after ECS was formed in 1966, it went on record in opposition to the
limitation of individual opportunity by race, sex, national origin, or other
factors which should be irrelevant to individual achievement in a free society.
In 1973 the Commission voted to establish a special project addressed to Equal
Rights for Women in Education and, pursuant to such action, has established
a task force and staff to identify manifestations of sex discrimination in educa-
tion-and-to assist the states in constructing means for elimination of them.
The work of this task force, and indeed, the concern ofECS as a whole, include
a full rank of education extending from early childhood to graduate and
adult programs.

In' the course of its work, the task force, which is chaired by Representative
Patricia Schroeder of Colorado, haS, of course. focused On Title IX and the
evolution and regulations pursuant thereto and on the value of establishing
national standards in this very sensitive area. As the large number of witnesses
appearing before your Subcommittee indicates, the elimination of discrimidation
in this area and the re-thinking of sex roles which it entails, are a traumatic
and controversial process. It-is. however, a-process which should proceed and
with dear direction from the Federal Government.
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Educational institutions In the country have been on notice since 1972 of a
direct, clear Congressional statement that sex discrimination in institutions re-
ceiving Federal assistance is illegal. The regulations issued by HEW are con-
sonant with the purposes of the statute, clearly within its authority, and'Strike
a-reasonable balance of the critical need for progress in this area and the value
of orderly transition.

We urge that, after due consideration of the issue, the Congress take no action
with respect to the regulations proposed under Title IX and allow them to take
effect. This conclusion is predicated on the need for a clear stat*ment of Federal
policy in this area, the fact that the regulations are a fair and realistic state-
ment of that policy, and the fact that any modification or suspension of the reg-
ulations would occasion considerable delay in realization of the goals to which
they ale addressed.

Sincerely yours,
WENDELL H. PIERCE,

Emeculi re Director.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW TORE,
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE,

June 24, 1975.
Congressman JAMES O'HARA,
Ohairinan of the House of Representatives, Postsecondary Education Subcom-

mittee, U.S. Rouse of Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ma. 011.tnA: I would like to ask for your support to declare a moratorium
on the implementation of the HEW Department's rules pertaining to Title IX
of the Education Amendment Act of 1972.

As President of the State University of New York Athletic Conference which
includes colleges and universities in Albany, Brockport, Buffalo, Cortland, Fre-
donia, Geneseo, NeW Peitz, Oneonta, Oswego, Plattsburgh, and Potsdam, -I have
had the opportunity to examine Title IX of the Amendments, The Conference
is certain that all parties involved do not fully underStand the Impact of the
legislation. No rational person would deny equal opportunities for both men and
women. However, each college or university should be allowed the opportunity
of providing quality and meaningful programs for their student bodies without
Federal intervention, In conjunction with the above most professionals involved
with college and university physical education and athletic programs would
like to see a more detailed study of the implicAtions of Title IX before they are
Implemented. Equal opportunity is one thing but control of a college or uni-
3ersity program is another issue.

I am certain that you have been bombarded by stomen's organizations as Well
as the National College Athletic Association and other men's groups which have
gone into extensive dell on certain issues of Title IX so I will not belabor the
point but just ask that)'ou give serious attention to the possibility of demanding
further study instead of pas,,Ing a piece of legislation that could seriously dam-
age men's programs in physical education and athletics as well as slowing down
the growth of more and better programs for women in our schools.

Sincerely, DANIEL -T. mum'.

UNIVERSITY WOMAN'S CIA/D,
riCIVERSITY OF GEOWIIA
iithenS, Ga., Juno 25, 1975.

Representative .I.AntEs 0. O'HARA,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educe lion, Rouse Office Building,

-Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR:-I-am-writing inseference to your committee's heating on Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare Regbliitions for-the Implementation -of Title
IX of P.L. 92-318.

As' president of the University Woman's Club, an organization entering its
fifty-first year with 577 current members, I-wish to register concern about the
negative effect parts of this legislation could have on the normal functioning of
our organization and on others like ours.

The University Woman's Club has traditionally been a woman's organization
of a purely social nature. While our-membership is open to "any woman faculty
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member : wife or hostess of a faculty member ; woman member or professional or
administrative Staff; wife or hostess of professional or administrati4 sfaff . . .".
we have several interest groups for couples, and most of our evening functions
Include men. Any titan interested enough to attend our programs would be
welcome.

Our problem is that, while we are in no way a part of the University of
Georgia's educational p,rogram, we 410 need, the use of certain facilities-for our
meetings. Our dues are kept low to allow broadest participation, and we cannot
afford to, hold all functions in cvunerclal places. In a university town like
Athens, there are no large-non-commercial-meeting rooms or auditoriumsother
than on campus. Thus we depend upon university facilities for, the majority of
our meetings, and we do feel we do perform a definite service to the University
community both in the realm of welcoming newcomers and in providing congenial
social outlets for-university-connected women and their husbands or escorts.

I strongly feel that ourprganization in no way violates the intent of Title IX.
In correspondence with the Director of the Office of Civil Rights, Mr. Peter
Holmes, our last year's president was given to understand-that the University
Woman's Club should be classified in the same category with social sororities apd
Girl Scouts and thereby would be exempt from restrictions under the law. A
careful reading of Subpart B of Part 86 under Subtitle A, however, seems to give
no clear-cut exemption for us. (Unfortunately, our tnembers arc all over nineteen
years. of age!)

We therefore request that your committee consider adding a clause pertaining
to groups such as ours. There must be hundreds of similar clubs throughout the
country, and if you have not heard from them, I am certain it is because they
are not yet informed. A group-like ours has no national organization or financial
resources to lobby for us, but there will be thousands of very unhappy women
voters when-the full effects are felt.

It seems ironic that a law originally intended to help women might turn out to
have an adverse effect in some cases.

Thank you for your consideration of our request.
Sincerely yours,

LUCY N. TRESP (Mrs. L. L.),
President, University Woman's Club.

COALITION OF LABOR limos Woms.x,
6 March 0, 1975.

Hon. JAMES O'HARA,
U.S. House of Representatives,
itrashington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: We feel it most important that, as Chairman of
the Committee conducting the "Hearings" on the Title IX guidelines and regula-
tions, we make you aware of our deep concerns.

Michigan Coalition of Labor Union Women and the Michigan Democratic
Women's Caucus strongly support the implementation of the Title LX EducatiOnal
Amendments of 1972 and the guidelines associated therewith, and the authoriza-
tion and funding either to the State Board of Education or the Michigan Women's
Commission for exercising an overview and compliance function in relation
thereto.

We are unilaterally opposed to any weakening or dissolution/by HEW and
others of the published guidelines. We feel strongly that sexism, and inequality
have no place in any educational func.10n in this free and equal society and
Country;

Thank you,for your consideration of our views.
Sincerely,

ANN SHAPER.

MCDEBN LANGUAGE A5SOOTATION Or AUERICA,
2VemYork,N.Y., March 7,1975.

Hon. JAMES O'HARA, 4

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA: Title IX, which your Ylouse Special Subcom-
mittee on Education will be considering, is a mater of vital concern to our pro-
fession as a whole, and especially to women students and professors. Goals and
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timetable's must be firmly set and fairly enforced if affirmative action is to fulfill
the Vrotise of a more equitable educational experience_for women.

Please,An your deliberations,. take into consideration the points made in the
enclosed litter, a-copy of one w Inch the MLA Commission on the Status of Women
in the Profession sent last fall to Mr,. Caspar Weinberger, Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. It offers unr,studied opinionsfon thej.mportant issues at
stake. We will be most interested In the decisions yohr Subcommittee makes.

Very truly yours,

Mr. CASPAR WEINBERGER,
Secretary of Ilealth,l,hlucat ion, and Welfare,
Waxhington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. SrearrAar: The MLA Commission on the Status of Women in the
Profession is vitally interested in the Title IX regulations which son are now
formulating. Although we wholeheartedly sullport the basic purpose of Title IX,
we do have questions and reservations concerping certain items,iu the proposed
reallations. Some areas need pthlitional strengtening,.others 'Would be improved
by ainetulments or deletions. We lute you, in your deliberations, to give your
/ention to the following Points :

First, as to the schools covered by the Act, we feel that admission to private
undergraduate vocational or professional schools should be open to all, and we
therefore recommend the deletion of the eXemption accorded to theth in 86.2(m)
and (n), The exemption in the Act. moreover, of religious Institutions should
apply only to bona tide doctrinal matters and not to mere habitual procedures. -
The- rights of women students at such institutions should be upheld, as should.

-those of faculty (e.g., a woman theologian.at a divinity school) who may teach
there. ,

Second, as to-remedial action and compliance with the provisions of Title IX,
80.3ff, affirmative efforts should not be optional, nor should they be limited to,
the area of athletics alone. There is scarcely any area, from academic disciplines
to extra-curricular activities organized by the schools, in which such efforts
would not prove beneficial. We recommend. that remedial action be required of all
institutions that have discriminated, whether or not there has been a formal
determination of discrimination; that they should beveqilired to undertake a
self-study in order to discover areas' in which said action is needed, and that they
should develop a written plan of affirmative action to overcome the effects of past
discrimination. We further recommend that the form by which the schools
gubmit assurances of compliance should ask more than "verbal promises, that it
should be enlarged In scope to include not only admissions but treatment of stn..
-dents, that it should also cover faculty and staff, that it should reqnest harcrdata
on- the areas affected by Title IX, and that the compliance forms should be
developed with the assistance of.professional associations, civil rights' and worn-
An's groups.

Third. as to-admissions to institutions subject to the Net, 86.21ff, it is Impor-
tant. since many women are part-time or older students, that there shnnld he a
specific prohibition .of practices mkt policies in admissions and in other areas
(such as scheduling classes and financial aid) which would have a negative effect
on these students, as compared to full-time and/or younger fellow students. Also,
in admissions to graduate and professional schools, no Preferences should be
allowed which would tonal() favor applicants from institutions which themselvps
arc single-sex or predominantly one sex, even if the disadvantaged applicants
would be few in number. Wherever discriminfition has existed ifi the past,
remedial,and affirmative action should be required, and the regulations should
offer RS a guide examples of appropriate recruiting activities and practices.

Fourth. as to course offerings and counseling services, we support' the
requirement, 86.24. that all courses. including physical tdueation courses. be
integrated. Inereapingly, men and women are participating together. both in
work in play activities, 'in the society as a whole. integrated classes are a
natural and wholesome way to -accustom students to this interaction. They are
also a salltguard against the old "separate tint eqnal" policy which._ in sqx as
in race. has usually led to inferior opPortunitle§ for the less-favored group.
We approve of tine regulations applying to counseling. but believe that they
do -not go far enough. It is not sufficient to say that students may not be given
overtly sex-typed materials; schools should be required to evaluate the materials

KITTYE DELIS Roams.

MODERN 1ANGUAGE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
New York, X.Y.,'Cetober 5,1974.
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-conscientiousthey use, in, order to rid them of stereotypes which downgrade l' discourage,
'Women from entering various fields or striving to excel in then
effort to sileVelop materials free from sexist -bias should be required.

Fifth, as to financial assistance, 86.35, we strongly support the abolition
of single-sex scholarships., fellowships, etc., despite the minor slifficulties involved
inchanging wills, trusts, and beqn,ests. Similarilisernufnation on the basis of race
has already been ruled invalid. St's, like Mee, is.no criterion for the determina-
tion of academic fitness. We feel that this reasoning aplies, even more strongly,
toforeign scholarships, and that they, therefore, should not be exempted. The
Rhodes has already been denied-4i) several out4anding nominees simply because
they were -women. The benefits and prestige of such an award are so grhat
and so influential on the course of a person's subsequent careerkhat a wonon
candidate is indeed invidiously discriminated against when denied the °poor-

.' tunity to participate solely on grounds of sex.
Sixth, as to health insurance and services, S6.36, the 'imbibition against dis-

crimhiation is again necessary but not salt:lent. To the extent that health serv-
ices and insurance are offered, by an institution, an equal level of assistance
should be sofferefi to each sex. Eiluivident services and benefits should be provided
to all students and staff, even though certain ones may be used more by one sex
than the other. Family planning, gynecological care (whether or not related' to-
pregnancy). and treatment of male urologicai problems, etc., should all be in-

-eluded bra comprehensive health plan.
Se.entli, as tie part-time employees, 86.41. we believe that the regulations

covering them should t rigorously enforced, for here, as in the.ease of part-thne
:6 tudefita, a disproportionate number of them are women, and work on thiS basis
often occupies 41 Substanthil period of their professional lives. Moreover, in the,
current sltuaimi, as schools experiene lessening enrollment and/oF financial
slipport:part-tifts-: staff is likely to fluctuatd widely-,, old positions diminished or
abolished while pew ones are created by the loss of former full-time positio'ns.
Part-timers. vulnerable seasonal workers in academe. need all the on-the-Job
protection they can get. iii benefits, including fringe benefits. should )e provided
for part time employees on a pro-rated basis, wherever feasible. .or. in the
case of benefits not easily ifiovided on a proportional hasis,,slusuld be offered to
the employee via a partial-payment plan in which the employee.may pay the
remaining amount to obtain full coverage if she or he so desires.

Eighth, as to pay and pension benefits for all employees, 86:44 and, 86.46,
the first of these regulations is unclear and needs to be rewritten in accordance
with the lirinciples relating to salary discrimination as eifunciated under Title
VII and the Equal Pay Act ; the second permits-eo: tinned discrimination' against
women by its equal contributions or equal beneflis provision. Under the terms
of the regulation as it now stands. a woman retiree who lives ito be seventy
cold(' receive less In benefits than a mate colleague who reached the same
age. though she had paid in an equal amount, or conversely, she might have been
required to pay more, to obtain the same Benefits. Both pol4sibilities are in-
equitable. We recommend requiring equal contributions and equal benefits for
members of both sexes and all racesAnd the ,use of unisex actuarial cables
wherelenefits are computed by means of tables.

Ninth, as to pregnancy and maternity leave. 86.47, we approve the .pronosed
regulations with these exceptions: a woman should not be required to giv&ber
employ'er prior notice of her expected, delivery date (thong!' shelwould undoubt-
edly Warm said employer as a courtesy some days beforehand)giving birth
should be treated as,any other temporary disability or emergency. such as
surgery; She should not be required to furnish a physician's certification of
ability to work either before or after her delivery, (unless such certification is
'required of all workers with temporary disabilities (surely a pregnant woman,
like any other person, is the best judge of her 'own ability to work) ; further-
more. a woman who takes leave for pregnancy of: childbirth should not be forced
against.her will to remain on leave until the beginning of the next academie
term (there is rm such requirement of a Person;male or female:whose broken
leg or illness neeessitates some time off tlfe job). Finally, I suggeSt for your
consideration that paternity leave is not a,loke. but an idea with both theoreti-
cal and practiCal merit, not however as an equivalent of maternity leave (to
which a rough correspondenee might be sick leave for liernia or prostate
surgery). but rather as a special form of compassionate leave in time of familv
emergencies whieh might be offered'to all employees. An endorsement of such

4 a leave policy could well be included in these regulations.

-1
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Tenth, as ;to enforcement procedures, 86.61 ff, we are concerned bx the lack-
of.due process and other rights for complainants, especially as regards ht!arings
and appealS. We also feel that the regulations allowing complainearti to partici-

. pate as arnicus curiae at formal ,hearings should be broadened. There should.
be a requirement that individuals and organizations complaints be ad-
vised of their right to participate in this manner. They should, moreover, have
the right to asjk, relevant groups such as civil rights organizalioas, _women's .
groups, anti professional associations, to represent theta, and Such interested
groups should be able to participate even in the absence of complaints, so that
the rights of Students, fiiculty, and other staff may be represented at these hear-
logs. tFurthermore, travel and hearingrelated expenses should be=paid for per-
sons icho participate, as :antietis curiae, just as they are for government wit-
nesses. .1

In closing, I shout(' like to mention some general deficiencies visible in the
proposed.regulations, matters for action in your revisions. There are far too few
examples, either of discrimination to avoid, or of remedial action to adopt, in
the regulations, with the result that-institutions will lack guidance in following
the regulations. There is a distresiing lack of time-frames, for implementation,
investigation and enforcement, with the result that compliance could be deferred
almost indefinite)", Finally, a most pressing area of concern, textbook and cur-
riculum reviews,,-has been entirely omitted. We urge you to reiSffir the over-
sight by adding the requirement that institutions develop procedures to review
and evaluate their. courses and texts on a periodic basis, in order to get out
sexist bias and to create new courses and materials appropriate to the new,
free society that is coming of age. As Alexandra P. Buek and Jeffrey II. Orleans
have noted, separate education Of the sexes has a detrimental effect on students
throughout their lives, for it dtprives them of opportunities to prepare for inter-
relations of the sexes in the larger world, as well as in the school' itself.
Please keep this in mind as you make and enforce the regulations of Ti-
tle IX,

Very truly yours,
KITTYE DELLS ROBBINS.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS OF PRESIDENTS OF
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES UxtvEnsiriss.

March 18, 1975.

ti

Hon, CASPAR W. WEINBERGER
Secretary,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I write as President of Principia College and on behalf
of the more than 100 presidents of independent institutions of higher learning
located throughout the country who are mewbers of this Association. ,

I write specifically on your regulations on Title IX of the Education Amend-
ment of 1072, P.L. 93-318, 86 Stat. 373, 20 V.S.C. if et seq. Our membership

believes that your proposed regulations:
' (1) are in excess of the statutory authority conferred by Congress.

. (2) violate the academic freedom of those educational institutions subject
to them,

(3) impose impossible burdens unjustified by the Act's purposes, and
(4) are so hopelessly vague and ambiguous that they deny the institutions sub-

ject to them due process of law.
My fellow college presidents in the Association and I firmly believe that

implementation of the proposed regulations:
(1) will decrease the overall quality of education in private universities and

colleges,
(2) will eliminate the diversity in higher education that is a major strong

-point of the American system dt higher education,,and
(3) will plaCe added financial burdens on those institutions which are already

under severe financial strains.
Because our Association believes that these regulations constitute a most

serious threat to the viability and freedom of private American education. it
submits that all the regulations should be withdrawn and redrafted as suggested
in our detailed brief filed with .vour office in October 1974 by our Washington
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counsel, Wilkinson, Cragun and. Barker. Our membership auth....rized us to file
this brief, of 56 pages, which outlines our comments and suggestions on the pro-
posed regulittions to Title IX. Should your office require an additional copy,
they can contact Gordon Coffman on 833-9800. By making such suggestions, this
Association should nut be deemd to be conceding the propriety of any new regu-
lations. This -Association expressly reserves its right to make comments when
theinewly drafted regulations are promulgated for public comment.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted at the annual business meet-
ing of -1APICIlon December 7,1074:

RESOLUTION

Whereas, the American Association of President of Independent Colleges and
nil% ersilles Is committed to the preservation of geouniel, independent private
-higher educationjn the 'United States, and

Whereaq. Federal aid to education is being used as a mechanism for increasing
government control over private higher education, and

Whereas, the proposed sex discrimination regulation* under Title IX are the
most recent and most objectionable examples of attempts to exteilij Federal con=
trop. and , ,,

Whereas, the membership of AAPICC, nevertheless. expresses its strong sup-
port for providing equal opportunities in higher education for all persons re-
gardless of race, creed, or sex : sow, Therefo re. be it -

Resoived, That the Association seek legislative remedies:
First, to reduce the circumstances under which nominal or incidental Federal

aid would constitute a legal basis for Fede al control. and
Second, to limit the scope of any su i Federal control to the specific institu-

tional program or activity directly sum rted by the Federal aid.
We are accordingly proceeding situ our efforts to Obtain legislative relief.
Mr. Secretary, I wish to state that sometimes the battle to maintain true in-

depolcuee fur at least a set tor of higher education seems difficult in the face of
the momentum and magnitude of current trends toward goy-eminent control and
goy eminent largess. However, I for one want to state categorically that we must
overcome this trend toward government control. I would say from the vigor and
determination of the actions and discussions of our members that my fellow col-
lege presidents will continue to press fur modification of these Title IX resolu-
tions with their faculty, students, trustees, the media and their representatives
in government.

I am sending copies of this letter to Cone:Fess= n O'Hara and the members of
his Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education. Copies are also being sent to our
membership for their action.

Sincerely, .

Enclosure. .

Iron. CERALD.Fonn,
President. The :White Muse, ' '
Washington, D.C., ,

,Dr.-ya PRESIDENT FORD: I am writing to request that you carefully consider the
provisions of the proposed Title IX Regulations before signing same and sub-
mitting them to Congrels. They are objectionable, will continue to preserve
the status of women as second class citiZeus in our, educational systems and,
in the instance of some parts of the athletics section. will Ile unconstitutional
with the passage of the ERA.

The !imposed regulation defining contact sports and-prohildting women from
playing in-contact sports with men. or from having their own teams in contact
sports effectively retains the status quo of existing athletic programs in the
schools. This provision eihninates the female's right to chose what sports she
wishes to participate in and additionally implies that while it is perfectly
alright for boys and men to get injured by participating in contact sports it is
not alright for women. Female students, given.the opportunity to choose the snort
they most wish to participate in, have

ro
overwhe mingly chosen basketball all

across the country. In anticipation of the Title,I Guidelines many schools and
colleges have implemented, or are making plhns td implement, interscholastic bas-

DAVID K. AliNDREWS President.

' ATIONAL OROANAZATION FOR WOMEN,
Ohjettl/O, Ill., March 14,1075
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kithall competition for women, A conservative estimate of the number of schools,
that will drop these programs now that they are no longer required to provide
such teams for women is 50%. Girls enjoy dribbling, shooting and wearing

`sneakeiv,as much as boys do. The contact sports provision leaves women.with two
team sports, field hockey and volleyball. How would you like those options?

Further, the clause requiring affirmative.action for the discriminated against
se. lilts been dropped' and the proposed survey. to deterniine student interest
has been dropped. How can we require affirmative action in employment and not
require It in education'! And again, the right to choose is being, denied us.

Finally, there is the grievance procedure. students and employees who wish
to file Title IX complaints must not go through a grievance committee made
up of personnel employed by the institution which ins offended against them.
This is ridiculous. Such complaints will no longer be confidential and the
complaining student and/or employee will leave herself open to harassment
by histitution.ollicials:

The issue closely parallels the desegregation issue. Southern schools refused
to desegregate until the Federal Government forced them to do so. This issue
of sex-based discrimination against women is not going to be resolved until
the Federal Government forces educational institutions to recognize women as
being equal under the Bill of Rights. Eisenhower's administration did not call
for desegregation in small amounts, one area at x tinie and we cannot call for
an end to discrimination against women by bits and pieces.

Accordingly, I request- that you veto the proposed Title IX Regulations and
return them to HEW for rewriting to elithinate sex-based-discrimination in.#11
aspects of our,educational process, not just the areas.that NEW feels com-
fortable with. No one felt comfortable with integration yet the Republican
administration at that time did not falter in its duty to mankind. Now we are
dealing with womenkind and the only difference is physical. The incidence
of discrimination Occurs in the area of athletics and physical education and
the proposed regulations do nothing to change this.

Sincerely,
JANICE L. CUNNINGHAM.

CH/ OMEGA, GOVERNING COUNCIL,
Cincinnati, Ohio, October 1, 1974.

Hon, C.tsraz W. WEINBERGER,
Seorqtarv, Department of Bacilli, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

Dna Ms. WsINREMER: On behalf of the ttousands of women of the United
States who are members of Chi Omega Fraternity-We, the Governing Council of
Chi Omega. are writing to request the addition of the following statement under
"Subpart BCoverage" in the proposed regulations for the implementation of
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

"Social Sororities and fraternities and honorary and service organizations are
exempt from the4e regulations."

We are convinced that the regulations are not meant for organizations such
as our:0,nd we feel it is crucial that this be clearly stated so that there will never
be any misunderstanding about it. Our assumption of exemption is based on
the following: .

I. The Civil Rights Act provides an express exclusion for sororities and frater-
nities in 42 U.S.C. li 1975 C (6) which states:

"Nothing in this or any- other Act shall be construed as atithorizing.the (Civil
Rights) Cniamission, its Advisory Committees, or any person under Its super-
vision or control to inquire into or investigate any membership practices or
internal operations of any fraternal organization, any college or university fra-
ternity or sorority, any private club or any religions organization." '

2. The Higher Education Assistance Act in 20 U.S.C. 11141 (b) States:
"Nothing contained in this Act or any other Act shall be construed to authorize

any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States to exercise any
direction. supervision, or control over the membership practices or internal opera-
tions of any fraternal organization, fraternity, sorority, private club or religious
organizittion at air institution of higher education (other than a service academy
or the Coast Guard Academy) which is financed exclusively by funds derived from
private son ces and whose facilities are not owned by such institution.".

T
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S. Sororities and fraternities as welr.as service and honorary organizations
complement bat are not a substantive part of educatiott.programs and activities.

4._ The Congress Ehat passed Title IX eontaftie&`many individuals with fra-
ternity affiliations, including the current Presiaent.ef, the United States. In the
absence of considerable discusslon.about it, it is impossible for us to believ&that
Congress intended fut. the law. to abolish single sex social sororities and fra-

, ternities.
5. As college women we have experienced the type of discrimination we bel eve

the law was meant to stop. We have seen the Inequity between the W0111 II'S
physical education facilities and those of the men. We have been denied lea er-
ship roles in educational Institutions and watt,betLvislille less qualified men w re
hired. We know discrimination on the basis' of sex .when we see it, for we ha'e
.experienced it. We also know that the surorlty-frafernity structure, by providing
comparable opportunities for both sexes is tiotdiscrimillatory.

C. Finally our assuptIon of exemption is,bastil.op-the fact that if the regu1ui,7
Lions of Title IX were to adversely affed sororities .and women's service and
honorary organizations, HEW would be guilty,itself of gross discrimination.

The predominately male Congress exempted _front these regulations those under-
graduate institutions that are the primary sources of male leadership in the
'United States. such as the military ILL:Wendel. and Harvard. It is clear that to
sonlea hat balance Mime exemptions these regulations must also exempt' those
eampus organizations that insure leadership opportunities for women. Leadership
del elopment Is 71 primary focus of Chi Omega as e,e believe it is of all sororities.
As women_ we are interested in preserving those organizations which provide
wuiiseu wih leadership encouragement. leadership training and leadership experi-
ence. For BEI% to Listen to the nien of Congress as it must --and thereby presert e
major male sources and then fail to listen to the thousands of toms, ::
vv e represent %% hu seek to retain a leadership base for women, %% %mid- indeed by
discrimination on the basis of sex. We cannot believe HEW would be guilty of__
this.

We are aware of the fact that the proposed regulations were changed in respect
to competitive athletics when men pressed for such a change. As women, we care
aoutitour sororities and service and honorary organizations as much, if not more,
than the men care about their sports. We are confident that because of your ob-
vious commitment to equal treatment of the sexes, the request of thousands of
women fair the Inclusion of an exemption statement concerning social sororities
and fraternities and service and honorary organizations Mill be implemented just
as was the male request for a change in the regulations concerning competitive
athletics.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Lan= BOWN:ER,

President.
Dr. MARY ANN' CARROLL,
Miss MARGARET D. lirox,
Mrs. D. IV. FERRIS,
MM. FRED ORMAN,
Mrs. CHARLES 11`110XIAS.

FLORIDA SOUTHERN Cii)LtEcc,
Lakeland, Fla., August 21, 1974.

Hon. CARL D. PERNINS,
Chairman, Committee onEducation and_Labor, House of Representatives, 1Vash-

ington, D.C. r

DEAR SIR: Please parmit me to bring to your attention several serious concerns
we in private education have about some of the regulations regarding eondis-
crimination based on sex which the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare proposes to put into effect in January of 1075. Many of these regulations will
have a profoundly adverse Affect on private colleges changing their nature so
substantially its to diminish their rich contribution to the scene of American
Wier. education. We seek your help In securing exemption for private colleges
from these proposed guidelines.

The Office of Civil Rights' proposal on "Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex"
which IIEW Intends to add to its Regulations as Part SO goes beyond effectuating
Title IX, Section 901 of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972 (Public Law
92-31S) ; the HEW proposal patently exceeds the intent of the law.

The law which Congress passed and the President signed states that "no per-
son in the United States on the basis of sex, be excluded from participating In, be
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denied the benefit of, or be subjected tqTalikcrimination under any education pro-
griini or activity receiving Federal financial aid." 'The law qiiiM explicitly, and I
might adp rightly, intends that institutions receiving' federal assistance must
recruit both sexes comparably and must afford equal access to enrollment and to
participation in all programs, services, and activities of the institution. It is
evident, however, that it is not the intent of the law to be so specifie as to pro-
hibit "a college . . .. from assisting private fellowship or scholarship programs
which are limited to members of one sex or for ivhich memo rs of each sex are
selected separately." Private colleges depend very heavily fur their continued
existence on donations from private individuals, foundations, and corporations. o
take away the right of a person, foundation, or corporation to exercise discreti n
in the choice of a recipient of a gift including the sex of the recipient is not o ly
unjust to the donor but will serve to work a great hardship on private educati nal:-
institutions by stifling such donations. Furthermore, it is a lively possibility that
bequests, deeds of trust, and other legal instruments that yield proceeds or fi-
nancial aid /b. students will be labeled discriminatory by HEW simply ause
the sex of the recipient is designated. This would be extremely unrea nable,
bringing needless privation of funds to students as well as educations institu-
tions. Few things would be more devastating to us financially. It is hard to imag-
ine that such was the intent of Congress or the-President when this laW was
'enacted.

Itis also evident that it is not the intent of the law to be,so specific Ai to force
a private, residential college such as Florida Southern College to apply identical
rules of appearance for men and women students and to Cease raving established
hours at night fOr the.closing and locking of women's dormitories in the exercise
of reasonable concern for the safety of women students,,_ unless the College also
has precisely Identical processes in men's dormitories even though the safety
requirements for men studentsditter from those of Wotheitstutlents. Such regula-
tions as proposed by HEW fly in the face of reason. Men and women students are
in fact different, pot identical. Sonic reasonable accommodation tOthis elemental
fact is required in the formulation of college rules pertaining tqappearanee-and
the personal safety of students.. College rules of appearance that reasonably
reflect the differences between men.and women students are-not discriminatory
just because they are different ; yet, this is the logic of the HEW proposal. Safety
requirements for men and women students differ, and college rules which reason-
ably reflect these different safety requirements are not discriminatory merely
because they are not identical ; yet, this is the stated conclusion of the HEW
Proposal

Furthermore,,such specific requirements forced by the federal government on a
private. residential college will so hiumstring private higher education as to alter
its encore anti thereby threatening the existence of the creative pluralismwhich
makes great American higher education, composed as it is of ifoth thepnblic and
private sector. It will deter Florida Southern College as a private educatiOnal
institution from the pursuit of Its legitimate goals of not only educating the
minds of students but also preparing the whole person both men and women
for living in the world that actually exists. Time precautions for personal safety
whwh a woman must take In our society do in fact differ from those of men. It
is-the right of a private college to teach this by reflecting it in its philosophy and
structure..k.or a private college, against its best Judgment and conscience, to pre-
tend that the safety requirements for min and women are identical in our society
and govern itself accordingly, so educating ,,s statknts, would mislead students
and create a dangerous illusion in the minds of men and women students. We
as a College hate the resmasibility to prepare,persons to live wisely in the world
that is, not in the'world_of someone's Utoldan fancy.

Be assured that Florida Southern College is eager to comply with the letter
and intent of the law passed by Congregs and signetliq the President. However,
the Department of Health. Etiation. find 'Welfare's efforts -at implementation
of Public Law 9-4-31ti with such a high degree of detail and specificity Only a por-
tion of which I have lifted up in this letter represent an arbitrary interpretation
of the law in many instances and go 'far beyond the intent of the law. Respect -
tully. I am asking ion to do us and rill of priva,te higher education the favor of
reviewing 'these HEW proposals. and, if you-Will, of registering the several con-
cerns reflected in this letter with the appropriate HEW officers, and of doing
whatever you eau to relieve these extremely probiematical issues.

nank you for your Support and help.
Sincerely,

lUJ I 1r .a

WALTER Y. MuriertY,
Executive Vice President.
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CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
June 5, 1975.

ItEansCosongssain.s 0 itAmt I mild-like to encourage you to vote against the
Ford prORosill recently given to the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare en pelmlitting women equal uppertunity to participate in athletics.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM 11. MORRIS, Jr.

Encldure.

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LWE INSURANCE CO.,
June.5, 1975.

Re Equal Opportunity for Women in Sport
President GERALD FORD,
The White 11euxe,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR PRESIDENT FORD: I ha supported you throughout your term in office, and
have really been a Mu of-yours while you were a Senator. I do not agreewith you,
Jiowever, on your proposal concerning the eqhal opportunity in sports idea even
-though ideally it sounds good. Realistically speaking you couldn't get a thousand
potpie to go out and watch a women's football; team play, and therefore their-
existence coin} not be justified unless they could stand on their own. Ifeel your y
proposal is a threat to major college football and bagketball and is in direct
muffict with the free-enterprise system. I am very much surprised at you, being
the fan that you are of football and having been a great athlete in your time, of
recommending such a proposal. I am gding tv ask all of-our Repre..,entatives and
Senators to work to veto your proposal as I understand it. I think that this
country has enough other priorities and needs of much greater significance right
now than something of this nature. If you are talking about equal opportunity
academically I agree with you one thousand percent, but otherwise as far as
sports are concerned I think you are all wrong.

All in all I still would like to reiterate that I think you have donean excellent
job as our President, but I did want you and my Congressmen to know that I
differ with you on this particular issue.

Respectfully yours,

Re NACDA resolution.
RepresentatiregAxtus G. OHARA,
C. Sollou.ye of Represenetatieee,
WaAhinglon, D.C.:

The Officers and Executive Committee of the National Association of Collegiate
Directers of Athletics adopted the folios% ing resolution, Sunday, June 22 in San
Diego. California, the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics
endorses entirely the philosophy that %%omen and men, students should have an
opportunity to participate and excel in intercollegiate athletics and is committed
to working to that end.

Mowever, NACDA. Is very concerned about the potentially disasterous effects
of the title IX implementation regulations as written and interpreted by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare which would be entirely counter-
productive to the improvement and continuation of both men's and women's
athletic progress, NACDA notes the current efforts of the nation's colleges to
effect economy measures in existing metes Intercollegiate programs in order to
expand wurron's programs and maintain economic stability in college athletics.

Further. vopien's programs have made subitantial progress and will continue
to do so %%ith(iut unwarranted Federal regulations, we respectfully request-that
Congress disapprove the athletic sections of the implementation regulations, of
title IX and place-a moratorium on the enactment of these regulations until such
time as theDepartment of Health, Education and Welfare can conduct an impact
study- upon the intercollegiate programs for women and men.

We strongly urge that the joint effort of the Congress and the colleges and
universities in maintaining and improving the strongest intercollegiate athletic
program in the world today. -

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF Com.r.orxvt: Dingcrons OF ATHLETICS.

[Mailgram]

WILLIAM H. .MORRIS, Jr.
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bEAn ALLAN : We have been atIvittliiitTitle-1-..m reen,pe, ferred to Presi-
dent Ford for his signatuee. Advance inforatiodiev ,, Isl,that the regulations
stibmitted to the President Aire\noy. being re% ieweciaby_th yilitejlituse staff for

.i - ,, i-,',':-''r. It r
i. final procedures. ,. - -,, t,

13righaTAyoung University- ,and alPother Ankinibers of 01.6 Nklitional Collegiate
Athletic?-is' isociation tire grarely concerned 44,1. our intettolleglate athletic pro-
gram will be seriously affected if Title P.,;.; us,now..haidetilented, is signed by

, Presiti4t. Ford. We are hopeful that yourv._ Ill tale-t14k-fr'oni your-busy schedule
tojte4/0Av tit legislation ,Su specific.areas'fliat *ape :.mieern the future of our
k*litieVregiltnt-,- 1/,. .1 t..,,,... ,,,,4 r ....-

We areitaware that,Opport should_be aspordeWr the continued and orderly
growth ieif wnv.',ep4/itifercullegiate athletic. We tannot, liowever, see the wisdom

h'io o*r,l,lling.tiii iktiiietly program for ycal,),en 4t the exRense of a fully and long-
/ estabtlilted athletieltrogram for men. eft believe thexels a place and a solution

to the oportunitheRlor both sexe-e-6ilitive the opportunity to participate In
athletics. Ilrighain Young thilverSity, as you knot, is observing its centennial
yeer,,at Op present time. You are also awam,4 thi% -struggles of all of our
highia institutions of learning in Utah to rt41..!:-Itcpp.position in athletics we now
have..it. seems fully to me to allow the woraKtv4M04 financial opportunity at the

. -expense and reduction of the men's program ,iii..'ffen their. program is in the
neqphy to stage. Shouldn't the women experien4;the sauce growth processes we

/bait to struggle through? t-
Ilrighatu Young University now offers tosr:its students programs in eleven

sports. In our opinion, these experiences deri,Yed through controlled competition,
cannotbe gained in the classroom, but yet are.xxiy Important in the development
of the whole person which causes the experiences to become a part of the integral
processes of education. If Title IX, as presently implemented, is signed by the
Pres:tiet consensus of ophtb. result>±. lu our ItilderN% riling only our two income
spurts, namely football and basketball. The other nine programs we now finance
will he forced to a dub spurts level. On a dub sports basis the individual is
deprived of adequate coaching and leadership, competition, travel, etc. which
are all- important in building patterns and habits for future good citizens. Why
penalize these inch% ideals when other things can be worked out with inequality
to either sex?

There are three crucial areas of the regulations that cause us concern. These
are us follows :,

1. The niajor government intrusion into the management of individual colleges
and universities. HEW s improper extension of the law readies beyond those
programs of an institution which receice Federal funding to embrace each and
el cry program of the institution, including intercollegiate athletics which re-
ceives NO Federal financial assistance.

2. The unwarranted and illegal effort to circumscribe gross revenue of Indi-
vidual sport:, The regitiations are directed toward thtialring that the total
expenditures for men s and %%iamb s. sports are equal, regardless of the income
potential of the respectie sportsainil traditional donor support. The regulations
are. a major assault upon the re\ dine producing potential of area's intertol-
legiate athletics and du not revognize the meth for increased expenditures for
those sports which attract greater attendance.

Institutional management hoist be free to determine expenditure commitments
for Atritais spurts, dependent upon student participation, studeqt bed} spec-
tator Interest and genern1 fan support.

3. The sex test for, athletically related si !whir:daps. Of all the financial grants
awarded by an institution, this criteria would be applied only to athletically
related aid and should be eliminated. . ..

What we mean when tS t rifer to the sex test" fur athletically related aid Is
dust :lection 50.37 lil) requires Ai aarding atlih tie grants-in old on /11e basis of
sex tits opposed to ability ) in regulation, which are intended to prdilbit sexual
discrimination. To be consistent, HEW should, re wire the siline treatment of ,
scholarships in nursing and engineering -iii other words, no more w010011 e01114 ,
receive niirsing 8CliOilirsillpti than men. The °la to counter-productiit3 of stub
a situation in nursing was apparent elm, to HEW, but it feels it is appropriate
In athletics.

Youxo Umvpistrr,
Pro vo, Utah, May 223,1975.

es, 'reuse of Representa-
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We believe the only appropriate test on scholarships should be whether they.
are awarded without sexual discrimination. We recognize you are very busy
in the execution of your many details of your office. We hopeOlowever, you are
not too busy to evaluate and recognize the,serions consequences that will result
to athletics and the serious effects a reduced program will have on American
youth. -A weekend intercollegiate athletic program will deteriorate many facets

--of American life.
Both men and women athletic programs can become possibicron an inclusive

level if the following suggested res 'stuns are made in the final_ draft of the
Title IX regulations: "

1. In order to confine application of the regulations to .Federally funded pro-
grams, delete "or bepeflts from" from Section b6.'11, and any other comparable
provision of the regulations.

2. In order to recognize that pgogram differences reflecting revenue-produc-
ing ability are not sex based differences, and to prevent erosion of an important
source of financial support for intercollegiate athletic programs, amend the
final sentence of Subsection 80.41 (c) to read as follows :

Unequal aggregate expenditures for members of each sex or unequal expendi-
tures for mule and female teams if a recipient operates or sponsors separate
teams Rill not constitute non-compliance with this section, nor rein differences
in expenditures or programs resulting from the allocation of self-generated reve-
nues to the teams concerned constitute such non-compliance. but the Director
may consider the failure to provide necessary funds for teams of one sex in
assessing equality of opportunity for members of each sex.

3. In order to eliminate the sex test for athletic scholarships, strike Section
86.37(d) (1), and everything following the word "paragraph" in present Section
88.37((l)(2).

We are requesting your immediate attention to help us'insure a continuation
of our strung intercollegiate athletic program. Sour effort will also help us to
continue a development of physical, social, religious and moral values to pre-
serve tire strength of a great nation. Elimination or curtailmen of a tie op-
portunities or each future citizen to develop his total abilities th ugh coin eative
programs may result in detrimental conditions. Great civil ations II se had
tileir downfall because of weakened opportunities fur physic social, eligions
and mural development. Such civilizations aim) reached a s' to of co placency
tArough the itkek of discipline, both individually and col ctively. ome his-
torians believe our country is now in that stage of comply icy wit our social
and moral problems.

We urge your help in changing the Title IX regulations as sugg sted to offer
and protect the opportunity fur uir great intercollegiate programs survive and
serve a great purpose fer Arionlin, This con_ h, acroMpliPhd milt depriving
tl,e opportunity for women to have comparable program, i athletics if the
reCisions suggested previously will be made in Title IX.

We trust this ;nforniation will be helpful to 3 on in alerting you to our concern
for intercollegiate athletics. We are aware of your knowledge of the number of
people that will be affected adversely if Title IX as now implemented. is signed
I y the Presklent. We trust you are aware of the plan of attack you will need to
follow to eliange possible procedures for these regulations.

The people of the State of Utah are grateful to you for the flue job you are
doing in Washington as you represent the interests that are vital to our se-
en Ws-and welfare.

Kindest regaids and best wishes.
Respectfully,

Don. DON TIDWARDS,
Congressman,

STAN WATTS.
Director bf Athletics.

COMMISSION' ON 7TIE STATUS OP Wosir.rr,
San Jose, Calif., May 20,1975.

San Jose, Calif.
Dilair M. EowAnos: Pursuant to a unanimous resolution at their regular

monthly meeting, the Santa Clara County Commission on the Status of Women
(CSW) directed me to write to you In regard to the proposed regulations issued
under Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments.

As you know, Title IX *as passed to assure equity for women in education. If
the amendments are to be effective in assuring this equity, it is mandatory that-
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the Tegulations coming from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
reflect the spirit of equality provided In the statement, "no person.... shall, on
the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied' the benefits of, orbe subjected io discriMination under any education program or activijy receiving
federal financial assistance."

The Commission on the Status of Vomen is espethally concerned with the pro-
vision requiring the' establishment of n Internal grioauee procedure. The Com-
missioners specifically believe that re bruit and clarification are essential in the
following areas:

The lack Of specification of procedur 1 and tine criteria for acceptable griev-ance procedures in the new proposed e ul ions introduces a major delaying;
mechanism for recipient institutions.

The regulations indicate an abdication of federal responsibility= and place the
power for complaint resolution in the. bands of those institutions or adminis,tra-
tors against whom discrimination is alleged. ,

They may call into question the increasing use of those grievance procedures
negotiated within a collective bargaining or professional agreement for the resolu-tion of complaints of sex:discrimination.

The regulations are unclear as to the permissibility of class action or the filing
or organizational complaints on behalf of individuals or groups._

They render impossible the protection of complaint anonymity which is pro-vided in other sections of the regulation.
They introduce a precedent for similar handling of alleged violations regard-

ing trace discrimination in education and other Civil Rights legislation. 'Giventhe present inconsistency of this provision with procedures specified under Title11, the handling of complaints based upon an interaction of sex and race dis-
crimination is unclear.

The Commission on the Status of Women urges you to finalize the Title IX
regulations with the revision of UM grievance procedure as recommended above.Thank you for your kind consideration.

Sincerely,

Enclosure. ItrrA Rowan°, Director.

Whereas, Title IX regulations forbidding sex discrimination agamst students
and employee; in all federally assisted educational programs as issued by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare leave many loopholes allowing
for continued discrimination; and

Whereas, the Congress of the United States has the duty to Insure that there
be no discrimination on the basis of sex in programs funded by the United States

Whereas, adequate funding is necessary to enforce this program: Now, there-fore, be it
Resolud, That the Santa Clara County Commission on the Status of Women

urge the United States Congress to demand stronger regulations by the HEW
In the following areas:

1. Prohibition of sex-stereotyping in textbooks and other curriculum materials:
2. Standardized and equal admission requirements for men and women in

private undergraduate vocatlonal and professional schools when funded ;
3. Mandatory affirmative action programs which are implemented and con-

tinuously updated ;
4. Pregnancy tr ted as a temporary disability ;
5. Equal pensim plan paymentslor men and women upon retirement.;
a. Equal nvaliab ilty of funding for athleticif for males and females;
7. Greater oppor unity for individual resolution of grievances through revision

of the existing grievance policy ; and
S. Increased funding to enforce these provisions; and he it fnrther
Resolved, That the President, local representatives of Congress, and the Secre-

tary of the Denartment of Health, Education and Welfare be sent copies of this
resolution.

ARLINGTON, VA., June 4, 1975.
lion. JOSEPTI I.. Fisufm,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Sin: The newspaper indicates that all Members of Congress will have a chance
to vote on the regulations on sex discrimination in educational institutions which

51--077-75-40
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were promulgated yesterday by the President and the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation. and Welfare. I urge you to reject those parts of the regulations Which
would forbid sex discrimination in private extra-curricular organizations that are
connected with schools or colleges.

Many extra-curricular organisations are self-governing and have membership
criteria set by their own constitutions. Schaaf and colleges have no right or
means to interfere in the internal policies of such organisations, except by deny-
ing them official recognitionexpelling them front grounds, and forbidding them
to publicise their actigtiewthrough facilities open to other groups. Such naasures,
when taken by.a public institution, %%ould,constitute an noconstitutIonal violation
of frequitvotSpeech and assembly under the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
Xhis.ectiausion is reached in the light of Court cases arising out 44;111111;1r moves
against activist student organisations In the late 19fi0's and early 1970s.

It may fie argued that making school facilities available to a diseriminatim,
organisation may Constitute "state action" in violation of the Fourteenth Amend':
%malt right to equal protection of the laws. But the rights of free speech and free
association to protect even those causes, and beliefs which are directly opposed
to official public policy. Official recognition of an :111-male or all-female organisa-
tion does not constitute official approval of its polities. Just as official recogni-
tion of au SDS chapter does nut constitute support of its policies and activities.

You may recall that a -few years ago, the American Civil Liberties Union %%as
fighting on First Amendment grounds to allow e%tql the Sational Socialist White
People's Party. _II clearly discriminatory organisation. to hold a rally open only
to white non-Semites at Yorlata%n High School, hi Arlington. just as the facili-
ties of that school were made available Wailer organisations.)

I am a member of the Jefferson Society of the Unnersity,of Virginia, a literary
and debating society founded in 1825 awl %%hit It had included in its menibesinp
Etigtfg Allen Poe, Woodrow Wilson, Edward R. Stettinius, Jr.. and High Scott.
In February, 1912, the Jefferson Society :intended constitution to 'dim% women
to heonne members, but only after several years of -often bitter debate to% er
issue. Women have since been %%eicomed as equals into the Sock ty and have
contributed greatly to It. But throughout the debate o% er their admission. the
Society always felt that the decision should be theirs to make, not that of the
University. administration. and certainly noi that of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and 1Velfare. The admission of %%omen under threat of expulsion franc
the grounds %%1/111d have destroyed mach of the camaraderie and fellowship that
makes the Society one which 1/111P11 or men %%mild seek to Join In the first place.
'The Society's memory is long, and the resentment at such coersion would beeit
even today.

.The JefferSon Society is fiercely Jealous of its autonomy. and I suspect that
many similar organizations are Just as Jealous (lhough few can claim as long
a history or as great a devotion to tradition). (We certainly are going to xesent
it if the Feds come snooping around and telling us to institute affirmati% e
action program to recruit more %%omen, or ordering us to alter our %oting patterns
because we do aot,elect enough women to Soeiety office.)

The proposed regtilations %vould be fine if they dealt only %%Ith organizations
which are established and supported more by the :a hoots them:44%es than by their
student members. But the regulations as %%Eaten tor at least us reported in the
press) are so extensive Its to tread on protected rights of assembly.

Sincerely, .

jaatEs M. GuixtvAx.

V.t...fonc 4. 1975.
DEAR C IIATRMAN .1 %%ish to tell you that T am in favor of HMV's proposal

for Title 9 of the Omnibus Education Bill,
Sincerely,

CAStrnEr.T..

TEXAS Ti CH,
ATITT.Fattl DEPARTMENT,
Lubbock, Tea,. ,lf ay 28. 1975.

Hon. OEORGE
9MAIION.

Monte of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MAtIox: We understand that the White House Staff is in
the final.stages of preparing options for Die President on the implementation of
policy revisions contained In the Implementation Regulations for Title IX. Since
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this matter ,definitely affects the future of Intercollegiate athletics, we at Texas
Tech would Me to make the following recommendation regarding the final sen-
tence of Sub-section. 84.41(c) to read as follows:

Unequal aggregute expendittirps for members of each-sex or unequal expendi-
tures for male and female teams if a recipient operates or spousors separate
teams will not constitute nun - compliance with this sc.ction, nor will iliffertilet6
expenditures or programs resulting from the tillucat Lou of self-generated 'IAA,-
nue: to the teams concerned constitute such non-compliance,.lint the Dire .tor may
consider the failure to pros ale necessary funds for toms for one sex in assessing,
equality of opportunity for members of each sex.

While Texas Tech dues not oppose women's athletics, we do feel that the eiptal
disbursement of monies would prove disastrous to the intercollegiate athletic pro-
grams of America. All institutions are providing athletics fur women on a volun-
tary basis and-we feel that satisfactory progress is being made in this area.

Again, we call un jun fur Sour help regarding the dual sentence in Situ-section
86.41(c) Of Title IX regulation.

Sincerely yours,
J. T. Kixn,

Director of Athletics.
Pow F. RontsoS,

Athletic Administrator of
l'inanee and Development.

JOHN W. COBB,
Chairman, Athletic' Council.

RAYNIOND C, JACKSON,
Faculty Representative,

Athletic Council.

SAN DIEGO, CALIF., June 1975.
Dean REPRESENTATIIE O'HARA: As a psychologist, I feel that Congress should

NOT veto the proposed Title IX tegulations on .sex dIscriznination. I oppose a
move to exempt revenue-producim, athletics from tht provisions of title IX.
Women need to have full equality with run In education and athletics!

Sincerely,
LINDA X. D'ADDORIO.

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE.
Lakeland, Fla., June 23, 1975.

Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Special Sabcommittee on Education,
House of Representatives,
'Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. O'HARA: 1.,! Pas bring to sour attention a most serrons con-
cern many of us In private higher education hale :loom the regulations regarding
"ziondist.rimination based un sex,'; Title IX of the Falocational Amendments of
11172, whIcb were drawl, 41p by the Department of Health, Education, 'and Wel-
fare, signed by the Precident. and passed on to Congress for eview. I understand
that the regulations will take effect July :21, 1975, unless Congress acts before
that date.

Perhaps the most deleterious of the re:Illations from the point of view of a
small, private college is the one mandating identical doiniitory remilations fur
men and women students. It is an incontrovertible fact that the safety require-
nit nts fur men and wt.men students differ on a college etunpus.Women students
are far more likely to be %Minis of sexual assanits and rape than men. Grtater
security arrangements are net essary in woolen's housing than in men's. I do
not believe it was the Intent of Congress when it passed the Education Anteial-
ments of 1972 to go so') far as to force a private &leg( administration arbitrarily
to implement identity dormitory regulations for men and women students iu
situations where tl e dearly e.Aists a reasonable relationship between the
regulations or a woriitT's dormitory and the :oak, requirements of those woolen
students living there and at the same time a reasonable relationship betw -en
the regulations of a men's dormitosy and the raft ts requirements of the men
students 'housed there. Surely in America a private college has the right as
nell as the responsibility to implement housing, regulations commensurate with
the safety requirements of students housed in its dormitories.

6 2,
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Furthermore, the regulation uill deter prhate educational institutions from
the 'pursuit of their legitiniate educational goal of preparing men and %%omen
for living In the world that actually exists. The precautiens for personal safety
which a woman must take-in our society do in fact differ fruit the of then.
It is the right of a ktrivate college to teach this fact by reflecting din its [dios.
ophy and structure.`For .a private college, against ifs best Judgment and con-
science. to pretend that the safety requirt Inuits fur men and- omen a re.ident
In our society and to govern itself accordingly, su ordering its life and teaching,
its students, %%mild misguide students creating a dangerous illusion in the maids
of both men and women students. We AS a pm ate college ace to the business of
preparing persons to live misely in the utakd that is, not in a %Vurld that eAlsts
only in someone'sXtoplan fancy.

Such a regulation if forced on a small, private. residential college will take
away from private higher education the right to be distinctive amid reflect
legitimate pat ental coati:rub 111111 alll lithe a lannogemhing effect on 1.nierkait
.eulleges and unit ersities. It mill so alter private hight r education .as to Hitt men
ilia. existent() of the treatit e pluralhon afilch makes .Swetiuut higher edutat.on
groat. composed as it Is of both public and private sector,

I urgently plead for enough latitude in the ref-illation to permit a jai% ate
college to meet adequately the tliffering safety riquirentents of its male and
female students in regard to college housing and to proceed tt ith its legitimate
edmational task In a any that does nut dist 11111111.11v against either Sex hut
nth( r rationally pro% ides for the %tell-liking of all of its students. This regula-
tion patently exceeds the Intent of Congress. I implore yogi to do all y tau tan to
delay the implementatiou of the re-ilatioit so that Coagress %%ill hat e time
to bring it into line uith nt Congitss intended u Leh it passed the tau in 11iT2.

Sincerely,

1

Hon. JAYirq G. OTAn.t.
Ifftmle RepresentatirC8,
irmehington. D.C. .

DI:An Sin. Hopefully you will do all that you eau do to cause the Rouse to
reject the proposed regulations that ',Metal to be 4, proper implementati7 of

TitleIX of the 1972 education act.
Excessi e uorship nf extreati4 sociological theurivi ad% waling total "equality"

of the spits bas already gene much too fai in our country. Please du not sacrifice
hitercolleglate sports to the same false idol,

Sincerely,

WALTER Y. Mratertr:
Executive rice Provident.

AURORA, COLO., June 22, 197:i.

EepreSelltatiCe TAMT.S'O'ITARA :
[Telegram)

Enonn: S. Roo.tx.

Ann Arbor.
The Commission for Women of the nth ersity of Mielligan urges approlal of

the new title nine regulation in their entirety.
The collImIssion conviautd that Ilia. new regulations mill help to.eliminate

diwrimination against women, and Will fat ilhate (lam] access for %%mot& to a
w range of educational opportunities. Int Itithng professional training. funding
'or higher education. access to air public school program., and physical education
and sports progriung.

The Commissiop for Women finds that the new regulations are -clearly in
keeping aItliele intuit of Congress to the 1971 aniendinerir: to the Education
Art (S-13 of Public Law 93 3S0). and will go far in ending sex discrimination.
In addition, the regulAtions are consisttot with the body of legal interpretation
of title six. For a detailed discussion, please refer to paragraph 70-7-1, of the
D.H.E.W, analysis of the regulations, published jam 4, 19Th in,the Federal
Register. .11

Since the new title nine regulations are crucial to the development of equal
opportunities for women, as %%ell as consistent tt ith the original legislation, the
Commission for Women urges you to tote to apptut e the remillions In their
entirety.

1-NIVRRITY OF Mtn:NIA:sr COMMISSION
FOR -WOMEN,. TIA RDA RA 31UICItY.

A xxista n't Chairwoman.
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Hon. Moms K. UDALL,
Houk of Repreuentativcs,
Wa.frItinuton, D.C.

DEAR MR. UDALL : We are extremely concerned about the potential ramifications
of Title IX ,and the interpretations made by "feint!), Education and Welfare as
it relates to intercollegiate sport.

The vital concern that we have would bp the treinendous.erosion of the mews'
Intercollegiate program particularly in Income producing sport areas such as
football and basketball; While MEM. states that, the programs do not require
equal funding, everthing that I have seen to-date would mean just that. Football
income is 75 per cent. of the, Arizona State University athletic budget. Should
there be 'an erosion of dollars. into football, we would lose a tremendous incoine
potentfal and, therefore, forcing our program into a downward spiral.

While we realize yoh have been exposed to many pro's and con's, the-only
specific request that we would wish to make is that there be an impact ,study
as to the effects of Title IX legislation on intercollegiate sport (knowing full
well that Intercollegiate sport by itself does not receive federal subsidy). It
would seem that such a study ohld be in the best intar'est of all concerned-and
hopefully, there could be a moratorium plhced upon the Title IX and resulting
interpriyations, We would be happy to give yo1s specific information concerning
the economic impacts of the reghlations on the intercollegiate programs, but I
'believe that you have been .exposed to this type of data before. Therefore, we
are only asking for suet, an impact studi: and hopefully, you might assist this
and other universities in seeing that. 'tatch a study might be:undertaken before
Title IX does in fact become filly operational.

Thank you far your consideration.
Sincerely,

FRANK Kum,
Head Footbuli Coach.

. FRED L, MILLER,
Director of Athicti

ARIONA. STATP: UNIVERSITY,
,2'empe, Ariz., June 2-0, 1975.

0 SEPTEMBER 6, 1974,

ThiDiCTOR OF 'IDE OITICE OF CIVIL BIGHTS,
11rothington, D.C.

DEAR 'PIRCTOR: I am writing ithkregard to the regulations which you have
just issued to implement Title IX of the Ethication Amendments of 1972 (which
was Intended to extend Exec:tithe Order 112-16;11475 forbidding sex discrimina-
t am in employment to all institutions w Weil receive federal assistance with certain
exceptions). I do not see that the proposed regulations will implement either'
the spirit nor the intention of the law to-put au end to sex discrimination. I am
nn American citizen, temporarily residing ill Canada, and am very concerned

with this issue.
Regarding section S6.2 (0 I. I propose that the.institution itself be responsible

for and penalized for discriminatory acts of any of its-subunits, and that the
definition should be the unit which Is largest: university, institute, college, or
foundation.

Regarding subpart F, sections 86.01-86.66,1 propose that a complainant should
receive netlee of receipt of her complaint w Rhin 10 working days ; an investigatiod
should. be initiated within 60 tin) a and confpleted within 3 months of filing.
Findings should be published IN ithill 30 days or lour months, with immediate
complianee required.

Title IX exempts prhate undergraduate professional institutions and I urge
thud, this exemption be dropped.

Seetion S0.35 ea), part 1: I. support this part which prohibits single sex
scholarships. However, I oppose part 2 of the same section as it exempts-foreign
schelarshipg (such as the Rhodes) from laws against discrimination on 'the
basis of sex.

There is more. These reennimendations are not originally mine but originate
tfitii the Association of Wiitaen In Science, of which I an, a member. 1 ufge you

-to take them-into consideration.
Sincerely yours,

62 Zi

ADDY SCII WADE, Ph. D.
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President GERALD FORD,
House,

Washington,

7'

.IAticxr 31, 1975.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I am writing in regard to two particular areas' of theTitle IX Guidelines which you have on your desk at present. I must stronglyobject to the changes to the following areas:

SPORTS

These HEW interpretations were not part of the June.version.ef the Guide-
lines, therefore, the public has badtio chance to comment which is no way for
a democratic government to be run.

The present Guidelines ignore the growing interest of girls and women in
all kinds of sports in this country as well as the imperative of thee law to provide
equal opportimitiesfor all studetfts.

TheqintentLoft'Fitle IX was to eliminate sex discrimination in educational
institntiOns, not latitutionalize it by granting permission to eliminate girls from
the oPpoftunity to 'participqte in inter-SI:110111:5th: contact Shorts either on anIntegrated team or a single sex team.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

The grievance procedures as presently delineated are a farce leaving the
complainant at the mercy of-the institution.

There are no time limits to encourage the institution to come into compliance.
There is no way for anonymity to be maintainedthe complainant has to go

through the institution first before HEW will investigateso different from
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act which permits investigation without revealing
names. Why are female students and faculty members denied this protection?

I urge you to do everything in, your power to strengthen these Guideline areas.
Please do not in them off in the condition they are presently in.

Respectively yours,
ANNE M. O'DONNELL,

President. Copper Country Chapter,
'National Organization for Women.

TAMA STATETNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATOLETICS

AMOS, lows, June 24, 1975.
Hon. :form CULVER. ,

Senate Oeice Building.
in/Nit/nylon, D.C.

DEAn SENATOR CULVER : r wrote to you recently and stated that the athletic
directors and coaches. not only, in our state, but in every state in the Union, are
d ply omeerned with the Impart 1%1110 theNew regulations HEW would
pese on colleges and universities littlie United States.

1. The regulations which ITUIV would .juipose on colleges and tinivesities
crier the pretext of eliminating sox discrimination will place Intercollegiate
athletli under the full control of the Federal Government. HEW and its ex-
minders will have the authority to dictate to each college:

rho kinds of athletic programs which the college must offer ;
the manner in w liteh the funds for tntercolleglate athletics may be ex-

vended;
the conditions under which the college may accept,and use donated funds;

and
the number of athletically related scholarships to be awarded to students

of each se.x
'2. HEW rt gulatiorp aemand the impossil*by requiring separate butippar-

ently identical athletic pro.grains fur the No sexes %% ithout regard to the income-
nurating potential of certain sports and the HEW regulations Ignore the dtf-

((relives among spurts based upon student, faculty, alumni and general an
support.

F3. If the Federal government through fl . W demands equal programs rezard-
Jess of the need, costs or income sources. then the Federal government should
provide the funds to pay fur the governmentMandateA expenditures.

GP )
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4. IIEW hi not tuld;rtaken any valid studras to the added costs these reg-
ulations will/ Impose upon the institutions of higher education; much less an
economic impact studyito ascertain whether the net-effect will be less income
for intercollegiate at. tics and, thus, les& money to flnancqprogiains for female
students.

5. Efforts to comply with these- regulations,will seriously, if -not fatally, dam-
age the income potential of such college sports as football and basketball or force
the financing of these programs to agencies completely outside of the institu-
tion. In either event, the facilities and other sports of an institutiondependent
upon the income from football and basketball will suffer, along with opportuni-
ties for female participation.

.6. -IIENrs regulations, simply and tragically, arenat responsive-to the finan-
cial and social realities of intercollegiate athieties..Congross mast-reject these
.regulations and adopt legislation whichwould:

Declare ,a moratorium on the application of ..W's sales to intercollegiate
-

athletics during.which _HEW would be directed to study and report toConsress
regarding (a) the need for such rules in light of the voluntary action being taken
by colleges, and (b) the impact of the rules on all facets of intercollegiate ath-
letics and, in turn, the financial structure of the respective colleges and universi-
ties; or,,at the very least provide that income produced by it particular sport
may be used to cover the expenses of conducting that sport without regard to any
program-balancing requirement imposed by HEW regulations.

There is no way to equate a women's program with college football, and we
ask the Congress, through amendment or through direction to-HEW, to make lb
clear the revenue generated, by a .sport (men's or Women's) may be retained by
that sport to the extent necessary to support it. Better yet, exempt completely,
from Title IX educational programs receiving no Federal financial assistance.

Thank you again for yOur interest. The future survival of intercollegiate ath-
letics depends upon you and your colleagues. I earnestly solicit your support.

Sincerely yours,
Lou MCCULLOUGIT,
Direcior of Athletics, 7

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
WOMEN OF NEW JERSEY,

t., Vci.ona,1f../,, April 15,1975.
Tile/PREStazxr OF THE UNITED STATES,
Wasltington, D.C.

DEAR PRESIDENT FORD: As State Coordinator df the National Organization. for
Women of New Jersey, I, ant writing to protest the athletics section of the Title
IX Regulations. The vielous circle that shuts V% umen and girls out of athletic
development and participation roust end.

the provision that *schools may have one.single sex team for such "contact
spurts" as basketball or baSeloll is unconsciunable in the light of recent efforts
to open up participation in thd Little League. Wjiat can reasonably be said to a
yuuuX %sonata uhu rants to play basketball, %%hose brother plays basketball with
the aid of school funds, facilities, and coaches?

Under the Title IX Regula, :sus, she cannot even hope that institutions will
be required to provide affirmative action efforts in the way of special support
and training to offset her limited Millet% opportuultias in the past. She cannot
Lope fir prompt action to remove discriiiiihation because there are no.tinae limits
set within the grievance plocedures.

We urge you to act positively to amend the sections of the-Title IX Regulations
Rich exclude girls.owineit,-perpetuate past distalminatiou, attyl plate obstacles
in the path of girls/women, 'Alio seek, equal opPortunity fur physical as well as
mental development. ..

Yours truly,

.
110n. BILL CirApsEr..-' ;

House of Representdares,
"' 1 '

JUDITH S. KNEE,
. State Coordinator.

FLAOTER *COLLEGE,
St. Augustine, Fla., April 1,1975.

..-___......1.

t .
'. t,-',(

'`'
,,

Moll ington, D.C. ; I

DEAR CONGRESSMAN Eft.trrutt.: I am enclosing for your consideration a copy
of.n recent resolution adopted at the annual meeting of the American Association
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of Presidents of Independent Colleges and Universities. It is my hope that you
-will -give serious attention to this mutter, for the continuing instrusion of Fed-
eral Agencies in- the governance and operations of private institutions of higher
education poses a grave danger to the historical freedom of the private sector.

With kind regards and best wishes, I am,
Cordially,

HOR, JAMES O'IIARA,
//011$e of Representatives,
"Washington, D.C.

DLAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : It is my understanding that your subeommittee
on Post Secondary Educatian will sous hold hearings un the Title IX guidelines
on sex discrimination.

I w ish to call your attention to one aspect of the guidelines ii dell would work
an extrema hardship on our college (and many others I am sure). It is my uuder-
,/tandIng that collegeS will halve three years in it hkh w a outlay with those parts
of the guidelines relating to physical activity courses and inter- collegiate ath-
Mks and that seems to me a reasonable period for making this transithm. Iluiv-
ever, for one aspect of IntercOlegiate athletics athletic scholarships, it is my
understanding that there is to be no such three-year transition period but that
equal scholarships must be given to men and women athletes beginning this fall.

What I am requesting is that colleges and universities be given a three-year
period of adjustment ill the area of athletic scholarships also. This 55 Mild Uhlow
us thole to honor commitments 'SilliLh'Si lime been made to male athletes, time to
seek additional funds for women's athletes, time perhaps to reduce the total
nude athletic scholarship program su that funds N% Wad be available for women
also.

The atIlletie scholarship program for men at Texas Lutheran College has
developed and carefully for two or three decades. This occurred during
the time that national Rumens athletic urguoizatimis a ere prohibiting scholar-
ships ill women's collegiate athletics. Scholarship gifts from friends of the col-
lege and gate receipts Laic made a large scholarship program possible. In it
time of intiaiion and extremely hard times for higher education, to expect at
private college to duplicate its athletic schoiarship program fur women
y nd, coining fall seems unreasonable compared to the other inure reasonable

section of the Tithe IX guidelines.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,
JOE K. MENN, PreaKent.

SAN ANTONIO,,TEX, J101011. 1975.
'WAR REPRESENTATIVE :FAMES 0. O'HARA: Plear.eNote no on the new 'HEW

regulatlims regarding equal necessary funds" that must be aN tillable for women
sports. I feel that this would seriously bumper many sports programs as they
are bon teloyed as all but Iao. football and basketball. are already totally non-
profit:Ode. llowecr. most a all I object because it is, again, just, another govern-
mental control over our personal lives!

Thank you.
Yours truly,

WittiAst I,. Pi:or:rote,
President.

TEXAS TXTIIERAN COLLEGE,
Seguin, Tex., June 13, 1b75.

Miss MARGARET M. OlBatr.x.

Woxinx's EQUITY Acriox LEwni:E. MieirmAx Divisuw,
Ypsilanti, Mich., June 23,1975,

Tron, Jtkirs 0. O'HARA.
liousKronomitfeo on Education and Labor,
*House of Representatives,
WaRkingfon, D.C. .

, ,/'Din Ma..0'llAn.t : On behalf of the Women's Equity Action League of M,ichi-
gan I am tvriting to iiroe on to endorse Title IX Regulations. It there are lio
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regulations, there will be no enforcement. A vote to dMipprove the Title IX
Regulations would be a vote against equal opportunity for women in education.

Sincerely, 13(wrr. C. WRITE.
Executive Board, W.E.A.L.

ILUS015 QFPICR OF EarCATIoN.
Springfield, la, June 24,1975.

IIon. JAMES o-HARA,
Chairman, Postsecondary Education. Subcommil tee of the Education and Labor

Department. Houge of Repreramtatires, Washington, D.C.

Dmin CosoatissItAx O'HARA: T regret that t cannot appear before the Sub-

cohuittee to testify on the Title IX Guidelines. Ilowever, I would not want to

lose this opportunity to share-some-of my concerns with the Committee.

In general, the Regulations have-my support, and I look forward to seeing

these Regulations effected. There are, however, live areas which I feel need to

be strengthened,
Section 86.3 addressing "Remedial and affirmative action and self-evaluation"

contains no provision -for the prevention of discrimination in hiring through

affirinntive action planning. Further, although educational institution are rep
(mired to perform ase ltevidnatlott, they are not required to file their report with

the Director. The Inugnage If this-section lets an educational institution defer

action until the Director-detertniates that-discrimination has occurred.

cannot support Seetion 8615 exempting private undergradunte institutions

with vocational and professional programs from non-dicrinlinatory admission

policies. Under this exemptioa, these institutions are free to employ quotas based

on sex as part of their admission policy. It wouldieertaitily be destrneti veto offer

lam-discriminatory opportunities to students' in elementary and secondary schools

only to discriminate at the-college level. We are being hypocritical if we allow

some institutions to set differing entrance requirements based on school averages

or entrane exams in order to control the numbers of each sex to be admitted to

an institute of higher learning. Three courses of study that immediately come to

mind as "controllable" by sex are engineering and architecture for femaleS and

early childhood and elementary education (for males).
I most certainly agree that specific textbooks and classroom materials should

not be mandated at the Federal (or State) level. Nor should any recipient be

obligated to purchase new texts and materials to prevent sexism in dm class-

room. lIewever. it Is possibil, for eduentional institutions:4o adapt their existing*

texts and use the stereotyping to overcome sexism. This is merely one possibility

for achli'ving the purposes of these regulations without imposing censorship.
In the area of phys.len1 edneatien hi secondary sehools, I do not believe it is

neees'sary to extend more tilan one yrar's time to meeting compliance standards.
Secondary lie:Motions should not be granted tine(' years unless they eau demon-

strate compelling finanelal reasons for not aneeting this provision within one

year.
Finaily, I would like to see some assurances that eomplianee procedures will

he closely monitored. There is no need to (lignite or put into effect these regilla-

WM,: If enforcement is not tortheonilint.
The Blind.: Offiee orEdtwation stands ready to assi4t the school districts( in

Our state to meet the provisions of these Regulations.
Thank yomfor inviting me to address you on this

Sincerely, JOSEM1 M. riioNis.
Slate Superintendent of Education.

Srrov 1' sivrasrry.
South Orange, N.J.. June 20, DM.

Ilon..T.A.itrs
Chairp mat. Subcommittee on PoAliterondarg Education, Committee on I:dm:0km

and Labor. Cannon House Office Building, lrashingtem.D.r.

Dilta Mn. OMAHA: The flininittee of Women Administrators at Seton Hall

UnircisIty -has asked me to contact you in reference to the Proposed Title IX
Itegitiations. Our concern stens from sections of the Regulations which do not

promote equitable and quality athletic programs for all students.

I 61J,
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We recommend the following changes:
I. That an institution be required to undertake affirmative efforts to pro-vide special support and training for women.

' 2. That comparable funding be required to be made available to assure thedevelopment of wometes.athletie programs.
3. That separate teams be required for men and women irregardless ofstatus in terms of retenne yr/lm-logor efottnt.
. That equal opAunity exists in the area of financial aid for studentathletics.,
;.'That institutions of higher education be required to comply within aone year period specificidly designated by the Department of Health, Educa-tion mid Welfare. .

It is our hope that these concerns will be carefully considered by your com-mittee and appropriate action taken. Thank cue fur 3 our time and gonsideration.Sincerely,

Sok:Mut:v.
A88iS tant Director of Athletics.

[Mailgram)
t/

NATIONAL FEDEUATION Or /STATE IIIGII SCHOOL .1ssorarto:xs.
,

1 Elgin, Ill. 'Represmitatlyr JAMES 0. 011ana, rz-
llomic of Reprem ntatives,
Wm/71111;1ton, D.C.:

The *National Federation, whieh-iletkesents, 221110 high schools through itsmember-high school asset - ration In 'eat:it :Slate. opposes set tffitt stt.41 Of the regu-lations to effeetuate tit le IX of illeilq,Elltv a ion Ameudnents and urges you tointroduce or, support a resolution of dostiplirovi .
The section 6 both illegal and uNrsirratned: - t -': /Title IX fofelds sex discrimisattion in edtlei ion 'migrants which receive Fed-eral imanetal assistanee,-atiqe(ic00 not. Ion I r. -., lots mettolgd-atbletrfs in t.q3.41.in disregard for the letter of the hue and intent of titre Cone:re:As:1/ , 141,Schools have taken great stride to pro% hie snug) appnrIMII6 DA' boya and gn-lsto participate in interscholastie fithietie colopet lino,. Wetifyit feel Federal rugulations will further stimulati,,Vjjenlotsitir, for girts but ens t, cause confusion,frustration and expense for 4414; ,

1 - ...-' ,_" - - ---f ,

programs. By rejecting 80.41, yotf%\all de this. ! -

We believe it is IIIII(. for the Hite to be drawn pit go'tinnent l'IM lvement in our
r.

". ,. -.- ." .

dayiTolitg3,411.aa:c,
1 ..

I / .4: 1.....ir:OPilir CI ke e r 4 taro.

i.:fictittiANfr.s.t 1.1 ".11y1:115ITY,
.)1,tplt.. .1 it no IS, 1975.lloprcsentative.,41trs C.. O'Hara

House of Repres'entatimP,, . . , ,t----'- a; -4 ashinglon, D.V/ ' - -
D Imt Itgen,A4sTATIvi: (1:,111\11A: Tian Hansen of the NCAA has been quoted as

,..,,
- ' hating sail: rt:biti* tavatrt 'are terribly disappointed and surmised." Pleasenwiershind 't,10tt the"Ne.1..A.As letally male and women are exclude(). Also. theNV-AA will:J.411We se:: eeprtksentatives is planning Nt'A.1 tournaments for women.Of-Contact. ItIS-tnet4lers are disappointed and surprised to find that the federalgOyerninent, quly can be a catalyst for opening up sport fbr women7too.

The spirit rind-iliti,he of Title 9 will help women gain an opportunity to pantie-.,,,;_:- 104 In sport. In total. I feel Title U Is weak, but i'also Wognize the strengthof Ments Interflieglittik sport and the emotional reaction to the inclusion of-women, , , .
\ \ 4

'
I ain,Stitelliat-rnen's sp4kwIll not be destroyed by women's full participation.

Tile- genius and'xpertise men have eNereised in makiug men's sport a cultural
liftenettlentfri will now he extended to serve women ton. This will do wonders folthe hundreds of men in miffille management posts that need more to do. ,ot-,I look forward to testimony front women about wonen. Also. if you have tu,3-woman on the committee for post secondary education, please be sure she recevies 'a copy of this letter. -ly- very best regards to you and your committee. ..

'"Car.or. HARDT:v(1,
Director, Women's Intramural Sports

mill Recreative Services. .-Enclosure.
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President GERALD FORD,
TheWhite Rolm,
1Vashington, D.C.

UNITERSITY OF DELAwARIL
Newark, Del., June 4, 197J.

DEAR PRESIDENT FORD: We, involved in women's intercollegiate athletics at the'University of Delaware are deeply concerned over the curkent draft of the TitleIX Re^ulations. We feel that there are several items which will not serve the bestintereas of women's athletics.
We are opposed to the wording of the section which ally's an institution tooffer jnst one single-sex team in contact sports. Although recent clarificationSindicate that the intent is to offer teams for men and women when there is suffi-cient interest, we feel that the wording could be construed for the purposes ofadministrative and budgetary ease to curtail or eliminate certain women's activ-ities, even whet' interest is present. We strongly feel that separate teams for menand women, in both contact and non-emitset sports, should be specified by- theRegulations. While we see much valuen the co-ed teain concept, where particu-lar numbers of males-and females are designated and where rules ensure equalparticipation, we see this as a desirable addition to a firm foundation of separatemen's activities and women's activities.

Ind area of concern is the elimination of the interest determination.bile we elt that an annual polling of students was not practical, we agreeMOS the pr nciple of student involvement and consideration of student needsand interests in developing athletic programs. According to the Regulations, thisis no longer deemed important.
The grievance procedure section appears to have the potential to indefinitelydelays the resolntion of a eonflIct or lark of complianee. 'Since there is no timelimit specified for individual institutions to complete the internal grievanceprocess before the issue goes to the Department of Health, Education and Wel-fare, it Is conceivable that die twitter might be tied lip within the institutionfor a very, long period of time and thereby obviate the Intention of the grievanceprocedure re altogether. .

The elimination of the affirmative efforts section is also a cause for concern.We feel that this section, in the June 20 version of the Regulation.% clearlyspelled ont ono mothot1 for Whiffling equality in athletic programming betweenthe sexes. Its elimination in the current draft leaves this process to chance andincreases the possibility that the equalization process will be much prolonged.There is also some concern ovor the three year compliance period. We feelthat this may allow some institutions to maintain the status .quo during thisentire period. Recognizing that this period may be necessary for some institu-tions to comply, we feel that perhaps an additional stipulation stating thatprocess toward equalization of opportunity in athletics for men and womenmust be demonstrated within one year and must be completed within threeyears. Is needed.
Most linportantly, our overrh"^g concerns are that women's athletic programsnot be forced into a carbon copy of existing men's athletic programs and thatthe individual; who are currently involved In women's athletic programs beallowed to maintain the administrative responsibilities for the dOTolopooRI oftheir programs in tae ways that they deem to be In the best interests of women'sathletics, We feel that both of these crucial principles are being strongly threat-ened currently.
As a member institution of the Eastern Association for Intercollegiate Ath-letics for Women and the Association for Intereollegiate Athletics for Women,we support the position, statements made by both organizations, which havebeen presented to you.

6 3y..1
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We strongly mirgtr-you to take action to strengthen in the best interests of
women's athletics, the Title IX Regulations as tiny are currently written.

Respectfully yours,
Main ANN IIUTCLIE:s:A.

Coordinator of R'umen's thw.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA.
Cedar Falls; Iowa, June 5, 1975:

The Ilonorable JAIIES G. 01 InnA,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. °MARA. I have enclosed a copy of original letter sent to,President
14'ard on May 29,1976.

As a member of the Subcommittee on Pustset.ondary Education, I believe it
is pertinent that you have a copy.

Sincerely,
STAN SHERIFF,

athletic Director,
Mead Football Coach.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA,
Veda?' Falls. Iowa, May 29. 1975.

The Pm:sun:NT,
Phe Whitel'ouse,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. PRIWDEN . Verb likely you till peter personally lead this letter ;
however, I am in hopes it will reach someone on your administrative team that
can get the message across as to some of the severe ramifications of the passage
into law of Title IX legislation as now written.

Those of us in athletic administration deth.itely support the continued and
orderly growth of women's intercollegiate athletics. Institutionally, we have
mantle many strides in our attempt to upgrade our women's programs without
eroding the financial support of the men's intercollegiate programs.

I would suggest three basic revisions in the proposed legislation:
1. In order to combine application of the regulations to federally funded

.programs, delete (or benefits from) from section 86.11, and any further com-
parable provision of this regulation.

2. In order to recognize that program differences reflecting revenue-producing
ability are nut sex based differences, and to prevent erosion of an important
source of financial support for Intcreollegiate-progranr; amend the final sen-
tence of Subsection 86.41(e) to read as follows:

'Unequal aggregate expenditures fur members of each Sul or unequal
expenditures for male and female team-, if a recipient opeiates or spunsoms
separate teams, will nut constitute non-compliance with this section, nor
milt differences in expenditures or prOgrums resulting from the allocation
of self-generated ccoenues to the teams conco ncd constitute such non-
omplianee, but the Director may consider the failure to pros ide necessary

funds for tennis fur one sex in ases.ing equality of opportunity for, mein
ber of each sex.

3. In order to eliminate the sex test fur athletic scholarships. strthe Section
set 37cd (1), and ea cry thing follow Mg the word imragraph in present Sec-
tion PO.:17(d) (2).

7.; ::7; 77, VI
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Unless these suggested r 1-4uns bet vine part uf the final draft, government
it.trusion will Mai Its way into the management of indhidual colleges and
universities. HEW s improper eteusion uf the law rt aches beyond those pro-
grams uf an institution which recei es federal funding to embrace each and
.e.try program of the institution, including ,intetcolleglate athletics of which
we. receive no federal financial assistance. The regulations are directed to re-
quiring that the total expenditures fur men s and women's spurts ate equal,

of income potential of the respectit e spurts and additional donor
suppvit. The regulatious.are u major assault upon the revenue producing pot en
tial of men's intercollegiate athletics. They do nut recognize the need .for in-
creased expenditures fur those sports which attract the greater attendance.

InAittitional managemcitt must bt free tu determine the expenditure commit-
ment's for tarluus sports, dependent upon student participation, student Ludy
spectator interest and general fan support.

The sox test for athletically related scholarships arc ambiguous and apply,
present1), only to athletically related aid. This section shoult1 be eliminated.
Section 86.37(d) requires awarding athletic grant-imaid un the basis of sex
us upihw.iil G, the basis of ability. This regulation is intended to eliminate sex
thscrinnuation. If HEW tutild be consistent in its inteipietation of the regula-
tions, cite smile ue.uruuut uf bLhol.libliipS in nursing and engineering should be
:AP Pie.t.ribed. The obi wu3 cututterproductivity uf such a situation in nursing was
apparent even to HEW, but HEW feels it is appropriate in athletics.

We Whore the only appropriate test on scholarships is whether they are
awarded without sex discrimination.

I urge y uu to seriously consider the suggested revision in the final draft
to Title IX regalations. I um firmly cum enhat the re% islonst trunk! not deter
the det,elopmeat uf a sumal program fur w omen. In fact, our women's softball
team wits the Viiiiiiei lid in the national softball tutipmwent held this past week-
end lit Omaha. Xcinassa. Wt hat e imatascd Oat btligtO offerings for women in
the past year from four activities to eight sports.

We are un the corre.:tt path la the des elopnit lit of women's athletics and we
are not (Ling it at the ems-nse of the alreadi established oleo's prugtam.

Please give my reque,:r serious consideration.
Sineerely,

hit), JAMES G. O'IIABA,
House of Ropro8ontativel,
Wa.4.:;:at ,,,, 1).C.

MY DEAR Ma. : First. Kt me say that as Athletic Director at Louisiana
Tech Unisex .icy, I am not against wont( us athletics; we presently have ses oral
iittercullt giate athletic tt, in, fur these young ladies. I must, how ever, for the
:or iv91 of the atlileti, in. gratia, our iii,Iltutiun and tiatse all across this great
mt. too, out n.. strongly as I can against HMV's Interpretations In Title IX
stating w hat we must do in our lot/grains if w t: are to continue tu receive Federal
money.

It is impossible for me to ',idiot. that these interpretations were 1114`11114 to be a
oast of the original Title IX draft, I say this because I do not believe the draftees
intents to destroy college athletiot us we now know Hum. This will must
asitredl happen if the Title IX 'noticing:M.01Am rt gulations become law on
Jolt 1:1. The regtilatluits, simply and tragically, are not responsive to the
financial and social realities of Intercollegiate rithleties.

We should all hope, particularly at this time. that no legislation be passed
without rite full realization of all its ramifications. This ht:ritti,* must be applied
to Title IX because I personalty believe that intereullegiatt athletics have placed
an important part In the history of um nation and is bony part uf our American
heritage.

Many athletic departments today are operating in the 'red." and IIEW's regu-
dations would impose a trcruentluas hardship oil some and would be the death knell
of many utlit N. it would It an Impossibility for most universities to fund an
athletic program fur w omen that would-lie comparable to the IliellS programs as

STAN SIIERIFF,
Athletic Director,
Head Football Coact,.

LI/LISTA:VA TECH' UNIVERSITY,
INTERCOIZEOIATE ATLILETICS,

nuaton,La.,June 18, 1975.

Q3,11,
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we now have them. IN e are presently, and haue been for several months, operating
several areas of our department un niuneys received frum ontskre sources. And
for IIEW to say, at a time when ousts are spiralling, that we must almost if not
double our expenditures, is asinine and unrealistic.

The NCAA, conferences, institutions anti atliktic directors are continuously
en rchl lig for ways io reduce tosts in athletics and still keep a program which

ht attractie to the pay tug pooltc, for w Woad (Lc in there would be no program.
The NCAA has called a special meeting In Chicagu on August 14-15 (only the
second time in history-) fur this specific purpose. Some Items to be discussed are
fewer scholarships, limited number of watles, less scouting, less recruiting,
devaluation of sehularships, limiting the me, of Mt( cling squads, and many other
things.

I respectfully urge you to please cuusider the plight of all our universities and
reject HMV's Title IX reguiatiuns and return them fur an in depth study on the
impact it would havetea American athletics. This is necessary for our survival
and should be done because practically ever; .sehuol in the country is doing
semething for wumen's athletics on their own volition, and this is just a
Is ginning.

Sincerely,

Congressman cs G.
IJ,,,ee of IteprenHitatives Office,
i('er8ltlntltcatl O.C.

DEAR CONORESSMA4: tooLp thi note Pli.frt vole to Solid Title 1X
back to for it detailed impact study. ()Owl o Ise, our whole Progrm, both
men find women. will go down the drain.

I hale been a court' and it teacher for r. years; any Intentions are not selfish.
Best wishes,

MAME T. LAMIRIOUT,
Athletic Director.

LOYOLA UNIEREITV OF. CHICAGO,
Chicago,111., June 16,1973.

GEORGE M. IRELAND,
Director of Athletieg.

. 11, !. aii, 1

Colig:I.,;41[1.121 J.tMLS U. Wit 1,:tt.
RaylitIrg /10/140 0 / /lee llui1dIng.
Wo...hioglon, D.C.: . .,

vote noon title!) lege.latiun to keep' allege athletics alive.

11
//0/.',e q Hi.pn .lenififirege
Wash ington, D.C.

MAIL CoscatEssmAx 0 limt.1. I% uh rega id to (="meat legislation before your
House l'o'st- Secondary Edify:libel Ise,. mutat lti. e regnidiae., finalit.g for male and
female athletics at universities. I feel that it is important to clarify a few'

open to stinien's of both gnes. hope fitly millziug the same programs-in,lead
)ponds which It. ye been duelled 'net% While rect.,. atiunal athletics Nhou if I be

of separate sexual,' segregated pro4cani, in ordm to a io:d any of the bias
abhorrent to the American tradition, I feel that to spend equal funds. either
en blot! or per capita on separate male tie I female competitive athletic pro-
grams, woad be a denial of eme-titutional rights t i mule shalt at athletes for
the following rea,en. A- tretieral rule. female ethic tea do not perfoeal as well
Ai male,,s (taking an eNaniple from my own tes.perbaiee, as a inedtacre 11th grade

' half miter I (elid easily beat the female wuritl retard in that event). and to
award a female runner or Other athlete linandal supped and areess to facilities
widen would not be available to a mile athlete wish owl. or even superior
'ability. would he a denial of the tights of the male athlete On the basis of sex
alone. Such blatant dIsmilmination must not be ceanternanced.

Sincerely,

Cumitts (raavy) Intirscit,
Head lsosketball Owlet.

Thiireryitp of Maryland.

111 -ea %41, JPIle IC, prij.

DAVID 5, SIIT3f31.

6
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KINGSTON, N.Y., June IS, 1975.
Ems CONCnEsSMAS °MARA Title IX regulations insure equal opportunity

for girls and boys- and implicitly dew ngrade commercial money making aspectsof sports:
We all need this change iu emphasis to become a more crmitive people.
Support Title IX.I

Hon. JAMES Onala,
House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee,
Rouse of Representatives, lirashin on, D.O.
'"Drys Rspatersra.rivs O'HA . On Thursday,.the 5th of June at approximately
4:30 p.m. I met with- two an ers of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. They
were pleasant and cordial and were responding to instructions from the Justice
'Department to imestigate dormitory regulations fur female students at liagler
College:Yon may not be aware that Flagier College is a small, private institution
and 90% of r. 11 federal finals received are administered by the Celle;; in the
form of financial aid to students. The aid is awarded without regard for race,
sex or religiem. .

I was informed that we were being investigated-under, Title VIII of the 1908
Civil Rights Act, however, I suspect the inquiry was predicated on the assump-
tion that Congress would not object to the proposed regulations issued by HEW
in regard to Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. The kindest thing
that can be said about the regulations isAbest expressed in the words of Senator
Jesse Helms to the effect that "HEW% rules for the Title IX Sex .Discrimination
provisions are so erroneous and inconsistent with the law it would be simpler
to scrap them and write another' set of regulations than to try to revise them."

My own opinion is more in line with that expressed by Mr. Patrick J. Buchanan
In the attached article entitled "Jackassery." The expertise of HEW in regard
to educational matters is best. documented by the recent research of Grace Bress,
a Woodrow Wilson Fellow at Harvard University and that of Biloine Whiting,
a former English instructor at the University of Illinois. Their report "concludes
that hosing has neither raised the achievement levels of black children nor has
it diminished racial tensions."

In light of Senator A. jlibtcoff's recommendation that the FBI assume respon-
sibility foil ederal drug law enforcement and considering the present crime wave
that engulfs our country the asininity of my Thursday afternoon meeting defies
the comprehension of rational men.

In closing, mor-auggest that Title IX regulations are beyond repair. Their
relationship to the original legislation is at best circumstantial, hence I urge
your efforts to insure that Congress does not permit these regulations to go Into
effect. Their adoptiqn will ensnare public and private education in an unsurpassed
birreaucratic .morass.'

With kind regards and best wishes, I am,
Cordially,'

I

Encloguee.

1,10x GitO0A-N.

FLAGLEE COLLEGE,
St. Augustine, Fla., June 20,1975.

WILLIAM L. PROCTOR,
President.

[Sentinel Star. June 10.1975]

"JACKASSERY"

(By Patrick J. Buchanan)

'WASHINGTON. The New Majority may have swept 49 states in November of
1972. But over at HEW the "new. politics" of Mr. McGovern is still calling the
tune. That, is the only conclusion to draw after looking over the latest rules and
regulations produced **use same wonderful people who gave us the racial
quota and forced rinsing.

Sexism in education is the la Lot foe of Iiig Brother. And the newest guidelines
for its elimination represent the largest cave in to date by the Republican admin-
istration to a raucous, militant minority of feminists .seeking to impose its own
idea of "equal rights" upon a nation ankh, by and large, views them as a collec-
tion of bizarre busybodies.
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Under the new rules, all physical education classes in grammar school and
high school must be sexually integrated. While the wrestling Mind boxing teams
need not, schools are henceforth to provide equal funds, scholarships, travel
budgets, opportunities, coaching staffs and locker robin facilities for male and
female. As fur the !fume economies -and Lakin, classes, and body and metal shop,
they are not only to be open to both sexes, but HEW will look suspiciously on any
class with a preponderance of one sex.

The ladles of women's liberation may deplore this state of affairs to the
heavens ; but that is the way it has been in this free society. And every other
civilized society in history. There is nothing objectionable about women wanting
to attempt the same challenges and occupations and enterprises as men. What is
outrageous, however, is for a minority, using its leverage with a like-minded
bureaueraey, to impose their concept of "equal rights" upon every single school
in the nation.

HMV's new rules and regulations establish a %%hole new set of "rights" for
which taxpayers are going to have to provide millions of dollars. They are eased
upon a concept of "equality.' of the sexes which exists only in the minds of
abstractionists and zealots. r

And the consequence of these new guidelines is going to be a raft of law suits by:
intedering feminists, against a good many of the school systems in the United
States.

Again, what.is tragic is that there has been a geometric increase in this jack-
assery at HEW, ever since the Republicans were elected in office in 1968. One
uonders how President Ford goes about squaring these latest federal decrees
with his rhetoric about too mach control and interference from the federal
government in Washington?

The most immediate howls have come from the athletic departments of the
nation's major colleges and universities.

Understandably so. At schools like Ohio State and Maryland, it is the huge ex-
penditures fur football and basketball programs, which return the enormous
revenites that carry the rest of the athletic program. IIEI'rs order§ will now

..forge deep slashes in existing programs to establish new ones for the women, for
which, there may be neither demand nor need.

There are fellows in high schools and colleges mho may be whizzing at baking
:mays. Ami Lim,c may be some campus cafes whose idea of a good time is hitting
the tackling, dummies in spring training. But let us face reality. These are the
except4ons; often they are the eccentrics. The majority of men in college today
are going to be working and supporting families, the niajorW of women are very
probabliqo be home much of the day: raising their families.

Ron. JAMES G. elAr.r.,
Witetittoton, D. C.:

COLORADO SPRINGS: Cot.o.,11:ne 18, 1075.

MAR, SIR : I Clio greatly etniceined that the moposed talks TIER' has developed
to atebieLe tompiete male, female. Lquality in sports. In my opinion, the bureau
crats tdedicated civil servants) in their zeal to cor er all aspects of the prob-
lem have gone, too far indet elopment of rules to implement the law.

The law was not lottsuled Jo Liulate the psysiology of the ascrage normal
woman. Male/female competition in spurts is inimical in the development of
ruggedness in time male and ignore the Godalisit.med softness and lower muscle
mass in the female. Further, gosermuent diLtation of the degree of sexual
iutLIng hi sports anal complete equality of Ia.-aides will contribute to rule con-
fusion and deepen the identity crisis already experienced by our youth.

The- HEW rules, go to the ridiculous extreme and are based on an error in
jmnigment tis to the desires of the majority of women in our country. lb other
words, luny is indulging in a bit,of Empire building in response to ft vocal
minority of women.

I Mlle% e it to be the responsibility of Congress to bring reason to action
proposed by the bureaucrat:, Please sow imathst time action proposed by the
Mireaucrats. Please, vote against time HEW rules and ,cial them back with in
st ructions to "tone them down."

Sincerely,
liouaLts C. CONLRY.
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WASITINGTONp.D.C., June 20, 1975.
DEAa CONGRESSMAN VE(Artkit 15qual opportunity. must be provided in all as-

pects higher education if ott national ideals are to be met. I he you and
your fellow congressmen will call for prompt implementation of IIENrs Title
9 regulatiots.

College athletics should not be exempted, in my view, from compliance with
the regulationk As a former college newspaper sports editor and a current
college booster club member. I believe strongly that athletics have a positive
role to play in everyone's, men's or women's, lives. However, I do also think
that altogether -too much public attention is being given the athletics section
of the regulations at the expense of the other sections.

Sincerely,
Itussetr. L. POWER.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA,
June 22, 1975.

Hon.'JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman of Subcommittee on Postsecondary Eda«itwn of tomnatter, onNance-

tion"anrtabor, House of 1Cepresentatites, Cannon House Office Building,
Washingjorid).0.

DcAR MR. O'HARA.: The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta: wishes to have
inserted in the record of the hearing on the T'itle IX. Guidelines the following
statement: We do not feel it was the intent of Congress in passing the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972 to eliminate single sex honor societies. '

Alpha Lambda Delta, honor society for freshman women, perform§ g val;
liable service for young women today. The organization bellees that its tuis:sion
can be carried out most effectively by remaining a woinen*s organization. InailIs
manner we can also perform an affirmative action function fur higher education.

Alpha Lambda .Delta was founded 51 years ago and has 190 chapters, located
through the United States, 165,63G young women have been initiated into the
society: Our purpose is ... "to encourage superior scholastic attainment among
,women In their first year in institutions of higher education, to promote Intel-
ligent living anda continued high standard of learning, and to assist. women
students in recognizing and developing meaningful goals for their unique roles in
society."

Asa part of our national program to encourage young women to del elop to
their fulidst potential and to pv41:fro for their expanding roles, eight fellow-
ships of $2000 each are given each year to assist Alpha Lambda Delta members
in obtaining graduate degrees.

This is but one example of the way Alpha Lambda Delta assists 'omen to
pursue their goals in higher education. We Wiese that forbidding institutions
to recognize or to work with single sex societies arts not the intent of Congress
and that such a decision would set back women's programs immeasurably..

The Council, made up of women from universities across the country, women
who have devoted their professional lives to working for the advancement of
women, urges you to make possible the continent :: r, Angle ,ex honor societies
such as Alpha Lambda Delta.

Sincerely yours,

ITelegrato

Representative JAAiEs G. O'HARA,
Vote "No'S on title 9 to hoe() athletics as It is now.

GERALD OGLESBY.
Head Track Coach,-.

Texas Tech University, Tx.

KATITARINE C. CATER,
President.

LUBBOCK, TEX., June 24, 1075.

(Telegram)

Representative JAMES G. O'HARA,
Vote "No" on title 9.to keep athletics as It is now.

Luanocx, TEX., June 24, 1975.

r.

6,3-6

GERALD MYEns,
//cad Basketball Coach,

Texas Tcch University, Tx.
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GOVLRNOR'S COMMISSION ON Tim STATUS OP WOMEN,
MONTPELIER, VT., June10, 1075.

Representative JAMES G. O'LlAnA,
House of Representatives,
iVashington, D.O.

Ittan C'oscaihssytss . The Veriuulit G..rlior's Coliailission on the
Maass of AVinnezi supports the DEW 'tin:gal-m..4 for Title as was recently
signed by President Ford.

These regulations will implement Title iX of the 1972 Omnibus Education
Act. it is imperial% e that the guidelines be approved. Equal treatment for
women in education has been at long time coming. It is overdue and nece.ssmry
to permit girls aial ..oaten the oppoitunity for full tie tlopment of all their skills.

We urge your hUlt-eolutoitite Uti IJOI,ecozitisto education to endorse these
,regulations.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

Co STANCE L. KITE,
EXCOUtive Director.

'1
UNIVERSITY OP MASSACIIIISETTS,

DEPARTMENT OF .ATHLETICS,_
Amherst, Mass., June 23, 1975.

lion. JAMES G. O'Llamv,
t ant/ man, ,Subetanmitt,,t; on tostsccondarg Educationaornmittee on Education

and Labor, Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
II.suw. I would like to request .ui opportunity to appear and testify

before the Committee Onjitle IX.
flail it deplorable that equal opportunity for women must be legis-

lated. But, that is the it of our society. Therefore, I support equal opportunity
iegislation, especially Title IX and the section which deals with athletics.

'lly females esperkiice with 'sport has been vicarious, to say the least. Even
vor, learning dues occur through vicarious experience, the female
larnial a role, one that excluded the inicsary traits fur success as a person, that
maile.hur play a substrs lent role in society. She learned dependency on the males,
never that she could provide for herself.

rod,,, athletics and sport in an educational environment perpetuates this con-
Lila. of ilepeatlency. Why et cn here at one of the great land grant institutions
ilk New Ekglaiiii, Mitre female studcuts pay almost 5O% of the athletic fees,
egtittlit.s, for mimes WI* be based un the avallabilityfof new revenues! At pres-
ent, ipproxielately less than 8% of $1,159,11 budget goes to women and the
intuit' does not seem much brighter.

though, are only a symptom of the diseases the cause lies another
place.

If athletics are a part of cilia:anion then they are as educational for women
as they are for men.

Sincerely,

Representative :Isms O. O'HARA,
IlmiRe Office Building,
Washington. D.C.

Ent s re:4er Tricia McNaughtun lip_ 0 has placed in all but one tournament
entered this year and h.ts 304 record National A,\,L' refuses to let here enter
Junior otymples wrestling tournament on grounds that It Is fin boys only. This
can happen under Title 0 guidelines. Help.

JAMES i!..22 CAROL MONALTOUTON.

VIVIAN M. BARFIELD, Ph. D.,
Assistant Director of Athletics.

[mailgram]

ANN ARBOR, Mrcir., June 17, 1975.
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pas. RANSoN & 111-rcit., P. A.,
Charlotte, N.C., June 18, 1975.

Congressman JAMES G. O'HARA,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

CONORESSmAN 011ARA; I understand that the Title 9, Prohibition of
8ok D,eserimipation (86.38 Athletics) recently %%313 signed by President Ford is
now before a House Sub-Committee on Education for consideration.

I hope that you will use your influence to see that the portion of this bill that
pertains to latercollegiate-athletics is defeated because: ,

0.) If athletic departments of the major colleges and universities are forced
to equalize expenditures for men's and v%unien'..i sports regardless of the income
Inotential of the respective sports, football and basketball, their only major rev-
.enne spurts will drop to a low level. This will, in effect., force marked de-emphasis
ur abandoning of sports at the college level at a time s lien many people are con-
cerned about the Called States' showing in 013mpic, as well as other inter-
national events.

(B) The intercollegiate athletic depat t melds reed% ed no federal finaucia
assistance and for this reason should not he subjected to these guidelines. I
feel that this is an improper extension of the law by 11.E.W. reaching beyond
those programs of our institutions which receive federal funding.

For the above reasons, I hope you and your Sub-Committee will use all of your
influence to see that this portion of the law is not allowed to take effect to cause
Irreparable damage to college athletics %%Ida, as 3 on are an are give many of our
citizens a great deal of enjoyment.

Sincerely yours,

Hon. j.e3tEs G. OlLeme,
lb use df Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DE.tn CONGREssMAN O'HARA . Lie President approved the 1111W draft of the
Title IX regulations on May 27 and sent them to congre:si for its upprosal by
July 21. I urge you to vote against such approval.

I believe the federal regulations should be restricted just to edueational
programs which receive federal aid and not to entire school systems. Under
the HEW interpretation, if one student on the GI Bill attends a unit ersity
with 10,000 students, the whole university Mai all its programs and schools
is subject to federal regulation. As one cdthator put it. "The federal government
has furnished the thread to sew eu a button and demands the right to design
the whole suit."

-Particularly onerous are the regulations corm,rning intercollegiate athletics,
which in,many cases might he called an unrelated colithteted I some
universities for the anlustitheut of alumni and local citizens. Thk business s111
likely be destroyed by these reitulations nude( which bin enuerals sill inevitably
require the same expenditures_km,%s ()wen as men's sports. The regulations should
allow the revenue produced 1,y' a spurt to be spent on that sport.

I hope yon sill use your intinence In Cutigr. ss in an effort to bring alieni
these changes.

Sincerely,

Docam.es L. Rum, M.D."

IlAytoR UNIATSITY,
Waco, Tex., June 18, 1975.

GARY A. 317tEns,
Congress of the, United States,
'Muse of RepresentativeN,
Waghinglon, D.C.

Demi Ma. MYEtts: The Tuesday, June 3, 197.5, edition of the Pittsburgh Press
earrier a lend story entitled "U.S. Orders Sexually - integrated Gym Classes,"
one of the highlights of the article was the follott lag paragraph :

"Social fraternities and sororities at colic receising federal aid are exempt
from the regulation, but other groups such as loo.iness and professional fratertd:

Anna V. MeCAtt, President.'

WESTMINSTER COLLEGE,
New Wilmington, Pa.. June 1 °,1975.

64t)
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ties and sororities and honor societies at schools and colleges may not,discrimi-
nate by sex."

I understand front this article that this ruling must be pa'ssed by the Congress.
Therefore, I am writing to you to urge you to exclude honor societies from this
particular ruling.

As a student personnel dean I have been, associated with such women's groups
as Owens and -Mortar Board, the honor societies for sophonibre and senior Women,
respectively. I feel that these groups !myelin identity of their own and do much
to help educate women outside the formal classroom situation. I do hiot feel
that these groups would accomplish the :Arne purpose if there were both men
and -women in them.

Certainly it social sororities and fraternities are permitted to maintain their '

segregation, I feel this should be the same situation with honor societies
whether they be honor societies for women or honor societies for men. -

I shall be more than happy to answer any questions you may have concerning
this matter. Thank you so very much for your attention.

SiricerelY,
LORRAINE A. SIBBET,

Associate Dean of Students.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY,
San Jose, Calif., June 20(1975.

Hon. 3A3tES G. O'HARA,
Subcommittee on, Postsecondary Education, Comniittee on Education and Labor,

Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR RarimarsTaTivE OMAHA : First, let me make it clear to you that while I

am writing to you in my capacity as the,administrative officer responsible for
the budgeting and oversight of all acadethic programs, including intercollegiate
athletics, I am not relaying to you an official University position but, rather,
offering my best professional judgment about the likely effects of Title 1X at
this Universitrif the COngress approves the regulations us written by. HEN and
signed byyresident Ford.

I have but one concern and therefore one request: my concern is that the
Congress not-put this University in a position where its programs in intercol-
legiate athletics for men and women may have to be reduced or eliminated, and
my request,is that you and your colleagues amend Title IX to exempt the major
revenue producing programs in intercollegiate athletics (football, basketball)
from the requirements of Title IX. Apart from that reservation I am in full
support of the spirit and intent of Title IX.

My reason for this petition to you and your colleagues in the Congress is
simple: if such an exemption is not provided then many of the less affluent uni-
versities who participate in XCAA Division I competition will be forced to redtico
both the quantity and quality of intercollegiate athletic programs for both men
and women and, eventually, be unable to participateat all.

Many universities, San Jose State among them, exist on hand-to-mouth athletic
budgets (we are not, after all, like Ohio State or Texas or Southern California)
and for some time we have been between the rock of ipallequate income and the
hard place of increasing costs, and the effect of Title IX requirementsunless
eased to exempt football and basketball=could very well lead to the elimination
of programs in both Men's and women's intercollegiate athletics. In my*opinlon
that would be unfortunate for the student body, the student athletes, the Uni-
versity, and the public at large.

Please be reassured my argument is not a disguised polemic against women's
Intercollegiate athletics, for we not only value our program in women's inter-
colleglates but in recent years have dramatically intensified financial support
for that program (e,g., funding for the men's program has remained fairly
stable while that for the women's progrlim has had more than a 100% increase
with plans for even further support).

I am, concerned that you appreciate this point, because I understand the
same argument I am offering you is being made by some of the neanderthais in
athletics who cannot distinguish between competitive athletics, patriotism, and
Cod's will and who believe it is some kind of crime against nature for univer-
sities to sponsor and support women's athletics in a serious, equitable way.
Please be reassured that, despite the similarity of the conclusions of the argu-
ments, mine Is in no way based on such anti-intelleCtual, sexist considerations.

54-077-75-42

6 i
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My argument, rather, is based on a hard analysis of this University's fiscal cob-
dition and nothing else.

I urge you and the Congreii to exempt revenue -producing sports from the
requirements of Title IX.

Sincerely yours,

Hon. JAIIE8 O'IIARA,
Chairman, House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee,
House of Representatives,,,
'Washington% p.O.

DEAR MR. 011`..mt: I strongly support the rulings of President Ford on
TitleIX and urge that you do likewise. The arguments that the men's programs
will be weakened by the ruling is merely an admission of a weakness already
present in those same programs. I disagree with that admission. The growth and
development of women's athletic programs is a natural phenomena. For too
long opportunities for women in sports have been denied. Will the doors be
closed once again because the men fear their area is being challenged?

Athletic Directors and male coaches recite the Same tale, when asked, that
the men's programs will be hurt by the President's ruling. I know from per-
sonnel experience and observation that women In general do nut uant to partici-
pate In men's programs. While as in all situations there are some exceptions,
women want their own programs. Let any college offer =equal number of grants
to women as men, and you will have no "crossover" to the men's programs. Let
an Ohio State spend six million dollars on its women's athletic program as it
does its men's. No woman will spend a minute trying out for the men's teams.
The reason for the ruling was caused by the male coaches and athletic directors
mtwillingness to allow women's programs to exist.

I urge you to support equality thrdugh Title IX. If you 114 time to listen to
Darryl Royal, find the time to listen to Patsy Neal. Iler Me of the story is
equally interesting.

Yours truly,
DOROTHY A. Gum Am.

HOBERT W. BURNS.

GREEN BAY, Wis.,.
Juno 17, 1975.

IOWA ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL, EDUCATION, RECREATION,
June 25,1975.

Rep. Mien Am T. BLAIN,
U.S. house of RepralOstatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REP. Br.ouix: On Friday, June 20, I attended the subcommittee hearings
at which the NCAA presented its position concerning Title IX regulations as
interpreted by REW. I was very pleased with the questions you asked.

It may be of interest to you to know that in the andiPnce were 37 President-
Elects of state aiSociation for Health, Physical Education anti Recreation, which
group of educators are deeply concerned about the role of athletics hi educa- ,
tional institutions. As you may have gathered from the semi-constraint reactions

Caineoil or our group, niost of us do not agree and In fact strongly disagree
wi some of the positions taken by NCAA. Most of us in the group have lfeen.
and any still are, poaches and athletic directors in the public schools .or with
colleg and universities.

T thmtglit you might be interested in the enclosed article from the University
of Iowa campus newspaper, The Daily Iowan. I belleveit does to some degree
represent a large segment of the athletic community.

If I could be of any help In furnishing additional informatton concerning this
issue, I will be happy to do so.

Sincerely,

6 4 4.,Th

DAVID K. LESLIE.
President-Elect, rA11PER.
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(From the Daily Iowan, June 18, 1075]

UI ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATORS BACIC OFF FROM ROYAL'S

(By 13111 McAuliffe, Sports Editor)

Fighting the good fight, Texas football Coach Darrel Royal exclaimed before
a house subcommittee or edmatiun Tuesday that the Title LX rulings regarding
athletics, If enacted, would destroy intercollegiate athletics as we know them.

Some of the powers- that -be in athletics -at Iowa, however, feel that Royal may
have overstated his case.

"I don't really know at this time how anyone could Make a blanket state-
ment either way," said Bob Commings, Iowa head football coach.

Hubert E. Kelley, chairman of the Board-In Control of Athletics at the DI,
said that "the line Royal is using about the evils that will be accomplished is
the line the XCAA.has used. A ,

"My mu feeling,' ", Kelley' continued, "is ,that this 'threat' that many people
feel may turn out to be a =Her of individual institutions."

Kelley explained that %% hilt: at sumo bawls the nun-revenue-producing sports
"may bvi wiped out ur relegated to club status," sonic, on the other hand, may
hod a middle route uliicli.111 distribute athletic wealth among the minor spurts
while allowing the money sports to continue to thrive.

'If majorspurts are reduced wisely," Kelley sah1, "I think schools will find
%city to keep minor spores competitive.
"There, is if chance qua (Royal Is) making a shrill, last-ditch effort to get

other benefits. You know, you go after the big fish to catch the little ones,''
Kelley said, referring to the NcAA stand that major sports,should be exempted
from Title IX because they are not sapported by federal funds.

But the athletic board Khairman did see certain problems arispig from the
vaious possible methods a Lufurting the Title IX rulings and (ruin the simul-
taneous need to cut athletic costs..

In sume sports," he said, "in fob041,and basketball especially. tintlop-only
tenders will not enable some stii&rit., tab &me to the university at all.

'There are a great milliner or alteruatlyes,,Inft the ability of non-revenue-
producing sports to le cunipaitIvt.off the n
tougher,' Kelley said!

As to what steps might bp taken-at the
nation rules, Kelley alas uncertain. Ile Alit
much elearer,In light of any pi ssible XCAA.
make In the Title IX clauses. 4

We have a temporary .sulutIon here atilt
ji:elley said, referring to grants that ,ys ill
this fall.

"Bat that l 111 Damfen hereI just do
Kelley stressed that Iligi.Ten menibe

rounded athletic programs and %vitt
minor sports.

But It was Commings who tackles

timial level %%ill be made much

).ulliere to the new anti-discrimi-
hot by Sept. 1 things should be

talon or changes Congress might

she 3,0 scholarships fur women,"
itchilable to El women athletics

't know," he said.
Institutions are proud uf their well-

every thiug, possible to maintain their

the issue uf equality fur men and women
In sports with an almost lyrical Aptlinism.

"The Equal Rights Amendment says that football Is an Integral part of the
educational system." the coach begs:.. ".lad, if iikked we de, he'll find a wayltu
live happily ever after.

"football has bad inaify,crities,lut we've gutter past 'ems" Cummings added.

(Mailgram]
Representative JAMES C. O'llanx,
House of Represcatatives.
1 a4hington, D.C.

strongly urge your congressional committee to-support title 9. I have just
completed 3-year term on 'University of Michigan Alumnae Gm ernIng Board

A

G ;
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where I chaired Special COmmittee on Athletics for Women. title 9 wilLnor'
be disaster Pi male football mullaskethall team. While looming on horizon title
9 has already had positive 'effect on athletic programs for women (intercol-
legiate, club, hitriunural, recreatiomil) on many university campuses. Women
need title 9 to promote equal Iliportunity iu many areas not just athletics.

MILDRED KNAPP, Detroit, Mieh.

moNaoz,
June 17,1973.

Hon. Tamr.s O'HARA.
, Rayburn Office 11 yutithg,

' 'Washington; D.C! I.
DEAR Ma. °liana: Experts feel that tlw Title 9 Regulations conform with the

law and I urge you tu alloW them to go into effect in their entirety on July 21. ,
. Mrs. Lowm. Huosox.f

JUNL 24, 1975.
Emu Rae. O'HARA . Please register my support in your House Education SA-

committee for support of the Title IX regplaitions without change and my oppusi-
don to amendment of Title IX to exclude revenue-producing sports.

Tours truly, ,

ROBERT W. HOLDEN,
Son Diego, Calif.

Representative JamEs 011ana;
Washington, D.C.

Title U regulatkns Llearlysonfurin to law. Urge you allow them take .effeut in
entirety.

(Telegram)

HELEN CLARE IihDSON. 1

Ann Arbor, Mii, 1.'

VINTERVILLE, Ga.,
1 . June 26; :1975.

DEAR Rd.. OlIARA. I hoDe;_it is not.tuu bite ien your committee to consider
these opinions on Title IX. Ibis unfortiniate that Inure Ieuple didn't realize, the
total impact of,this (10011110d. and I'm afraid it will Louse much unhappiness
across the (and1f it not changed.

.Wemppreciatetall your Iorts. _! - - .
I am a woman in inc xArly Nrs. native of Ithaca. N.Y.. and attended Corntl'N'N.._

U
tlniversifx uf. eorgia. I have been aelie in 1/3A, helped all through our

d,University. We ha%e 1 ed hert for 17 yeArs n here un husband is on the faculty
Rt the
public schools. We ham,a son, 14, who is scholarly, athletic and likes to form.

I tried to get on the. agenda to testify at your hearings as just a citizen. pot
a member of au organized pressure group, and X.0 W. certainly dues not speak
for anybody I know.

We arc counting on you.
Sincerely yours,

TerriatoXT os

ALDIES F.:MS*401)S.

ITIk It REGULATZONq-
14',..

Tu. Rep. James G, O'Hara. chair n;Sul:Lommitteeon Postsecondary Educa-
Hon. and members of the comm ttee.

From: Mrs. Allies Olafson EdWards, citizen of route Nq. 1, Wfntegville, Ga.
30653 Tel. 04-742-5717. .°P-5

HEW has come up with...many guidelines -ln the final, itle _IX regulations
which I helieve go way beyond the intent of-Congress. UnTortimately, in all the
controversy over athletic& ao lIttle-attention has been paid to other ilnportant
aspects-of the guldelfnes.9 believedhey,w111,havt a startling and_reiolutionary
effect across the countrythat is, if the people will p_ut.up,with them; which
I predict they will not. I have found that most people.do hot know what is in
store for them, and we are still relying on you,toueglected Officials, to protect .
our interestsin this case against many radical proposals. from HEW. I will .
outline a few of my thouglita fur your consideratieli.

.6 4
le
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AlDp.o A01,Th CMS, ellk,A.NIZATIos b. on PERMss A 111( 121ruSATE, DX SEX 86.31
(7) AND 86:51 (a) (I)) (7), (8), (0) AND (10)

What proposed here is unreasonable and interferes with the social rights
of men and omen. There are nutny %%omen's suciel clubs, service or-anizations,
honorary societies, et.reational itetis Ries. etc. silt!. !wag. dierished di,71 honorable
traditions. just as there are for men, and to come uP with these tales will simply
destroy many of then'. Is that, the aim of Congress? Apparently it is the aim
of IIEW---to destroy or else achiele a totally unisex society. ..I nil] gi%e you a few
examples of the impact this would have :

Many communities rely on the loud school as a meeting place in Winterville,
Clarke Cenjity School property is used as a meeting place fur activities of the
Silver Hair Club, Civitan, Junior Woman's Club. Ciyinettes and other groups
whieh consist of one sex or the other. If they wanted to continue to meet there,
they would have to change by-laws and membership. The federal government
has no right to interfere with the membership of these groups.

Clubs and societies with members of one sex or the other in our colleges or
schools would be destroyed.

Honorary societies, such as Mortar Board, could not continue with Just women
members.

NN omen's faculty groups, or faculty wives groups, student wives groups (raw
Dames, for example) could not exist as they-A°.

The Continuing Education Center at the University could not -allow Kiwanls,
American Association of University Women. Republican Woman's ClUb. Demo-
cratic Women's Club or any other group with members of one sex to have edit-
fereaces, meetings or banquets in their facilities, nor could they assist them in
anyway.

These are but a few examples of what this regulation could do. Is .that what
sve want? T don't thinkso.

RULES OF APPEARANCE: AND BEHAVIOR 86.31 (4) (5)

The mind woggles at what could be the result of forbidding recipients of federal
iamb; from-having any ruleS of appearance or behavior. Does it mean that a girl
could participate topless in certain activities because boys do? Boys could be
permitted to dress like Klinger in M*A*S*H? Surely, educational institutions
should be able to make reasonable rules, locally, pertaining to appearance and
behavior.

PaleSrcAr: EDUCATION

Boys and girls should not have to take physical education together. especially
when they reach the age of puberty. No matter what HEW rules, girls and boys
are different, each sex with unique capabilities. This rule is supposed to promote
equality fof women, but I believe it would wily be putting them at a disad-
vantage, physically and psychologically. We could run into some severe social
problems with this rule and in many Schools and colleges, lt may result in the
discontinuance of physical education programs, which would be a shame. This
rule is simply not realistic,

There are many other controversial problems with these Title IX regulations
which I am sure have been peintetl out to you by educational organiiations
regarding tests or ,standards for entrance or employ meat (sheer merit doesn't
seem to count any more) _treatment of pregnant girls and women, and benefits,
to name a few.

IIEW has strayed far away from the intent of Congress to provide equal
opportunities for members of both sexes in education and employment. There
are some real differences between males and females, so everything cannot be
absolutely equaland that is the reality of the situation. What HEW proposes
ismassive interference in the running of our local institutions, educational and
social. They have produced regulations which I belles e u ill be unacceptable
to the majority of normal citizens. They are trying to force a social revolutiol.
most of us (10 not Want.

I hope that you will be able to correct no modify some of these regulations
so they are more reasonable and in line with thc intuit of Congress and the
peoplemen and women.

Respect fully submitted,

6 4,;

ALUMS OLAFSON EDwARDS.
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LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON Civil, Moms,
Washington, D.C., June 30,1975.

Hon. JAMES O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Pustftcondary Education, Cummittcy on Education

caul Labor, U.S. house of Reprcsuitutues, Cannon. Building, Washington,
D.C.

DE..ut JIM. 'We are %Nell aware of the intention of some Members of Congress
we hope a small minority -to attempt to block the implementation of the Title
IX regulations appro%ed by the President. In our judgment, such an action
would be most unfortunate, totally unwarranted and contrary to the national
interest.

As you know, the Leadership Cunferenee un Can it Rights is deeply concerned
about discrimination %N here% er it exists la our society. 1%e e discrimination
based upon sex should be eliminated in federally-assisted activities. Title IX
and the implementing regulations scheduled to take effect on July- 21, 1975,
constitute Important measures in our continuing national effort to achies u
equal upporunity in education programs. The Congress, in our vivai should
not take any action to delay the effective date of the regulations.

The regulations are not perfect, they could be more comprehensive and,
stronger in protecting women against disciimination. But we believe they are
major steps in the right direction.

On behalf of the 135 eis il rights, labor, religious, women's and public interest
organizations participating ifflhe Leadership Conference, we urge you to oppose
any effort to delay the implementation of the Title IX regulations. Your con-
sideration of our position on this important issue will be greatly appreciated.
Please inclnde this communication in the hearing record of your Subcommittee
on this matter.

Sincerely,
CLARENCE M. MITCHELL,

Legislative Chairman.
JOSEPH L. ItAthr, Jr.,

Counael.

SIGMA Nu FRATERNITY,
Lexington, Va., September 27,1974.

Congressman JAMES G. OlItax,
Longfellow HOB.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR.CONCRESSMAN O'IIARA. I am writing on behalf of the Sigma Nu Chapters
that I advise in the state of Indiana. The chapters at Ball State. Butler and
Purdue tini?ersities are concerned about the interpretations and implementation
of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which were published on
June 20, 1974.

We feel that the regulations in Part S6 attempts to regulate the membership
practices which have existed for nearly two hundred years in the social fraternity
system in this nation. The proposed regulations which would allow Integrated
membership with separate housing would base no effect in practice, except to
destroy the individuality of the fraternity and sorority systems. For all intent
and Tiurposes the fraternity and sorority systems provide equal opportunity for
membership and housing in each sex category. We maintain that the regulations
should provide for separate memberships and separate housing by sex within
the Greek System.

We believe the proposed regulations would be an unlawful intrusion upon the
legislative powers of the United States Congress and upon the constitutionality
guaranteed to the Citizens of this nation. We ask your intervention on behalf of
your constituents who are members of college fraternities and sororities.

Sincerely yours,
G. LYNN MORRIS.

GARRNF.R-WEBB COLLEa
Boiling Springs, N.C., September 16, 974.

emigres-wizen JAMES G. 011Ami.
12th Michigan District, Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONORFARNIAN O'HARA . I wish to express my concern regarding the pro-
posed Rules published by HEW to effectuate the statute of Title IX of the Edit-
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cation Ainendments of 1972. I feel that rules reveal goN ernmental intrusion Into
the internal affairs of colleges and universities. In effect, IIEW exceeds the
legislative intent of the statute by the proposed Rules they drafted for Title LK.

Several of our local Congressmen were contacted, but they were not aware of
the Rules outlined by Mr. Weinberger, which if enforced, would completely
destroy the philusophy, autonomy, and uniqueness of private higher education
of %fillet' Gardner-Webb College is a part of.

Lstrongly disappro e of the Rules as outlined by Mr. Weinberger. I appreciate
your attention in this matter.

RUTII KISER,
Directdr of Women's Service!.

FARMHOUSE. FRATERNITY,
St. Joseph, Mo., September 25,1974.

Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Houso Special Sub-Commit tce on Education,
Longtcorth HOB, Washington,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: Lam writing on behalf of Farmhouse Fraternity
concerning the implications of the proposed regulations for Title IX of the Edtiett-
Hon Amendments of 1072.

First, I wish to complain that the information and interpretations that the
Department ot health, &Inca nun, and Welfare are giving to fraternity members,
friends of the fraternity systelb and to the colleges and universities is vague,,
ambiguous and confusing at best. Further. there, appear to be indications that
H.E.W. is planning to Interpret and enforce these regulations in a manner that
violatesThe intent of the legislation passed by Congress.

Farmhouse Fraternity has always taken great pride in its relationship with
the universities with which we are associated across the nation. We have always
insisteu tuna uur cnapters be recognized and sanctioned by their university be-
cause we believe In our members being productive and fully participative citizens
of the university and local communities.

Should the direction that II.E.W. appears to be taking jeopardize this relation-
ship between the chapters and the universities, this would be most unfortunate
and undesirable in our opinion. Further, there are indications that the interpreta-
tion of H.E.W. Interferes and infringes upon this and other fraternal organizar
toms' right of free assetu iy, freedom of association, privacy, liberty, property
and thought.

'We ask for your attention to t subject and for any necessary action on your
part to clarify the Intent of Congress and to prevent any action by II.E,W. which
may be detrimental to college social fraternities and sororities-and their many
members.

Sincerely,
ROBERT L. OFF,
Executive Director.

THE PH/ FRATERNITY,
Atlanta, Georgia, October 2, 1974.

,Congressman :Wigs G. O'Hana,
House Special Sub-Committee on Education,
Longtcorth 110B, Washington, D.C.

DEAR COAOIH O'HARA. We are informed that the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has proposed rules which would, depending on their
Interpretation by the Director, result in fraternities and sororities being forced
to accept members of the other sex (Federal Register release June 20, 1971, deal-
ing with Non-discrimination on the basis of sex, Title IX).

It Is our contention that the provisions of Section 804 (b) of the Higher Eillica
Hon Act ot 19(15 continue to be in full force and effect and that Title IX and the
proposed regulations cited have no bearing on or meaning with, respect to college
general wail fraternities. Section 804(b) reads as follows : "Nothing contained
in this act or any other act shall be t onstru9d to authorize

any
department,

agency, officer, or eMployees of the United States to exercise any direction, super-
vision, or control over the membership practices or internal operations of tiny
fraternal organization, fraternity, sorority, private club or religious organization
at an institution of higher education (other than a service academy orthe Coast
Guard Academy) which is financed exclusively by funds derived from private
sources and whcce faellities owned by such institution." Section 804(b)
SUB further clarified by he colloou on the Floor of the House on October 20,

6 4
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1965, between Mr. Posse!' and Mr. Waggunner in %Odell it was established that
the Intent of Congress was that fraternities unatItut3 to be eNenipt, ev t-n if one
occupies a university ouned building or onus a building on leased inns erstiy land
provitling a fair rental or service charge is paid. It is our contenqun that an
agreement considered Os fair at the time of execution should he consideiled as fair
until the expiration of the agreement, regardless of the term.

With espect to support, it is fact that none of our chapturs receive financial as-
sistance ftlan an institution that is a recipient of Federal Funds. All support
received is contended to be in the form of advIntquott on a one-to-one, counselor-
to student basis, in the form of occasional use of facilities open. to all students
such as the use of intramural fields or grounds, others% ise unoccupied classrooms,
or infrequent clerical services. This support is not seen as substantial or in -Av-
iation of the thrust of tine proposed regulations.

We :leek your support and request that you juin us in requesting that the pro-
posed regulations, the hearings for N% hith conclude October I:5, 11)71. be changed
to specifically exclude college general social fraternities and survritips in order
to reflect existing law as %sell as clarify the eNisting proposeil regulatiod which
can well be so easily misinterpreted.

Thank you for your help. a

Sincerely,
CARL Jo GLADEF,LTER,

National Director.

SOUTHERN COLLEGE PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION,
September 12, 1074.

Congressman Lamm G. 011Aan,
Chairman. Special Hearing Comittee,on Title II
sayourN nottae
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : ItAs my opinion that HEW, in drafting the pro-
posed Rules for Title IX, has gone far beyond the legislative intent of the stat-
ute. t

In checking with several of our local district 'North Carolina Congressmen,
they were aware of the bill If non-discrimination on the basis of sex, but were
not aware of the rules implied in Mr. Weinbergilr's news release of Tuesday,
.Tune 18. 1974. outlining the proposed Rules. My question to you sir, is-r-how
many other Congressmen e not aware of the fact that the Rules its outlided by
Mr, Weinberger, if enfor 41, would completely destroy the philosophical_coneept.
autonomy, and uniquen ss of private higher education in this great country of
ours.

I am enclosing a pr cored statement by Dr. Donald Gehring which will appeal
in the October Issue o Southern College Personnel Association Newsletter. Please
take time to read this because I feel it represents t'he frustrated views of many
of my colleagues in higher education.

I am bitterly opjosed to the gute.1 as outlined by Mr. Weinberger,
Thank you for your attention in this matter of great concern in private edu-

cation.
Sincere] ,

BILL 3---77131110644--
Pre4.1dent.

ATF.MF.NT ON TITLE. IX FOR TIIE. SOUTITERN COLLEGE PERSONNEL
ASSOCIATION OCTOBER NEWSLETTER

The int lit and spirit of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 102 are com-
mends hi The time to eradicate sex discrimination from our educational in-
stituti s has long since passed and higher education particularly needs to purge
itself o the remnants of this bascially unfair action. Title IX has certainly
arouse that awareness.

H os ever, the passage of Title PX, and especially the proposed Rules pub-
lished by II. ;.IV. to effectuate the statute is simply substituting one evil for
another. Diserhnination on the basis of sex is admittedly wrong, but an even
greater evil is the government intrusion Into the internal affairs of colleges
and universities which is inherent in the proposed Rules. For example. the pro-
posed Rules unequivocally state that colleges and universities shall determine
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annually the sports in which eleti sex desires to, participate (80.38 (b)). Not
only does H.E.W. tell institutions what must be done but they also stipulate

' that the method used to determine, thit-desire must-be approved"by the-Director
of the Office of the Civil Rights of H.R.W. (843.38(b)). Programs must then be of-
fered_ on the basis of this annual determination (S6.38 (b)). In other words,
II.E.W. is for all intents/ grid purposes, directing the athletic programs of Ind hid-
gal institutions.

The above example, and others which could be cited, seems to indicate that
H.E.W. in drafting the proposed Mlles has gone far beyond-the legislative intent of
the statute. Title IX specifically states in Section 005 that, "nothing in this title

, shall add to or detract .from any existing authority with respect to any pro-
gram or activity under which Federal financial assistance is extended by way
of a contract of insurance or guarantee." Title Mitt a part of Education Amend-
ments Act of 1972 and that Act amends the Higher Education Act of 1965 which
states, "nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to authorize
any department, agency, officer or employee of the United States to exercise
any direction, supervision or control over the curriculum, programs of In-
struction, administration or personnel of any educational institution, or over the
seleetiOn of library 'resources by any education institution." Title 20, Chapter
28. Subchapter 7i Section 1144, United States Code.) There 18 an obvious In-
consistency between thege sections and what H.E.W. has proposed.

II.E.W. has not shed much light on this Inconsistency. When asked at the
Atlanta briefing, if the proposed Rules were not in conflict with section 114,1
of the Higher Education Act of 1905, Ms. Gregory responded that H.E.W. not di-
rectingo supervising or controlling the programs, administration or was
personnel of any institution. What II.E.W. was doing, she explained, was saying
that if institutions did not operate their programs in accordance with the rules.
they were in iolation and thus subject to lose,their Federal aid. This results
in indirbct forced compliance which is, in effect, direction, supervision and con-

. trot over the internal administration& of higher educationa concept which the
Congress of the United States expressly prohibited.

Further ofidence of H.E.W. exceeding the legislative intent of the statute
is found in Section 902 of Title IX. This section (eets agencies and depart-
ments of the Federal government to effectuate the geheral provisions 4Sffs
901), of Title IX by issuing rules. regulations or orders of general applicability.
However, Section 902 is emphatic when it states that "No such rule, regula-
tion or order shall become effective unless and until approved by the Presi-
dent." The II.E.W. proposed Rules have not yet been approved by the President.
However, Mr. William Thonsas of the Office of Civil Rights has stated that
he has received directives from ILE.W. officials in Washington to notify institu-
tions which have a curfew for women that the institutions are in violation
of Title IX. This is not only a governmental Intrusion into the administrationtit

higher education but a direct violation of the law by the Congress of the
United States.

In addition to the numerous problems the proposed Rules raise in terms of
Institutional autonomy and governmental supervision over the curriculum, pro-
grains of instruction and administration of colleges and universities, there are
a Wealth of practical problems associated with the proposed Rules. Nowhere in

the Rules does define what is meant/finft educational program or
activity. Section 901 of Title IX states that 'No person in the United States
shall. on the basis of sex. be excluded from participation in. be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational program
or activity receiving Federal Arland:114 assistance . . ." Even though the
Words "program or activity" are need in the statue. H.E.W. has preferred not
to define those terms but rather has defined "recipient" as essentially any in-
Stitlftion which receises Federal assistance to operate an educational program
or activity. What is an educational program or activity? The Department of
Ir.E.w. in its Fact Sheet Crime 18. 1974) states that. . . the proposed
regulation applies to all aspectS of all education progrhms or activities of a
school district. Institutions of higher education, or other entity which receives
Federal funds for any of those progrems." The Implication of this statement'
is that there are maim educational programs and activities not all of which
receive Federal financial assistance. Since the statute specifically prohibits
discrimination only in those educational programs or activities receivine Federal
financial assistance-. and since II.E.W. does not define these terms but implies
that some exist which do not receive Federal funds, how can the Department
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propose ruled to apply to programs or activities which do not receive such
funds? There is nothlmirwitich permits MEAN'. to dictate that a tennis team
must be open to female students simply because thecollege library -was financedby Federal funds.

Anothei pragmatic problem raised by the proposed Rules concerns the term
"discrimination." While H.E.W. does not differentiate between discrimination.and different treatment based upon valid claSsifications, the courts have madesuch distinction. The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals has stated that, 'Thestates retain, under the Fourteenth Amendment, the power to treat different
persons In different ways." (475 F 2d. 707f. The Court noted that there were twostandards of review In cases dealing with state classifications of citizens( The
first and traditional standard is that a state classification be upheld If a rational
relationship exists between the different classifications imposed and the state's
reasonable goals. The second_ standard which has recently been applied to
"suspect" classifications suet' as race requires that the state show a "compelling
interest". The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in this decision, (Robinaott v.
Kastern Kentucky) specifically dealing with a curfew for women students, de-
cided, on the basis of a Supreme Court ruling, that sex was not a "suspect"
classification. The Court also found that the classification of women studentsfor curfew purposes was a reasonable regulation to promote the legitimate aimsof the State.

Well aware of the Court's decision in this case, H.E.W. officials contend thatit has no bearing on the proposed Rules since the case was decided prior to
the promulgation of the Rules. Does Title IX supersede the Fourteenth Amend-ment to the United States Constitution and the power of the states, under this
Amendment. to treat different persons in different ways? Is there any connection
between the fact that it took II E.W. two years to promulgate the proposed Rules
and their rationale for the inapplicability of the Robia4on case to Title IX?Also. If no distinction is to be made between discrimination and different(rove:cat Iascd .,did ( las.ifkinions. then another serious practical ques-tion arises. The proposed Rules make 4 clear that. institutions may not.

. tvzsist any organization. agency or person which discriminates on the
basis of se.X." Mss*GregorY pointed out at the Atlanta briefing that this wasinterpreted to mean that institutions could not assist external organizations
ineresteid in recruiting students if that organization acre known to discriminate0" on the basis of sex. If this is so, how can institutions permit any agency or
departnfent of the Federal government to recruit students or in any other way
assist such departments or agencies since the Federal government is an organiza-
tion which discriminates in Its admissions policy for the service,acatleusimwhielr------it ,operates? official at We Atlanta briefing responded to this QM: -Hon by stating that the service academics were exempt from Title IX. Since
II E W. does not recognize different treatment based upon valid classifications.
the we're fact that the academics are statutorily exempt from the law does not
diminish the fact thatihey discriminate.

Finally. the proposed Roles contain an abundance of terms which are ambi-
guous. Even professionals in the field of higher education differ over theireaning.. This can only lead to arbitrary and capricious decisions by those
thargred with,.implemonting the Rules. T'sc of terms such as "proportionate"
-dad "coilpariffle" are examples. Comparable quality of housing facilities 181; 32-----
(b) (Le )1 is dependent upon the %Mites of the hulls idual making tbccomparlson.
Is an air-cl'onditiqued facility on the edge of campus "comparable in quality"
to n non-air conditioned facility conveniently located in, the center of campus?Is a residence facility with private rooms and gang showers "comparable hi
quality" to a residence hall with suites and private baths, etc.. etc.: etc.?

Higher education in America has always been a major contributor to the-
sti'ength °front. nation. A large measure of the contribution of our colleges and
universities stems from their freedom front governmental control and their
diversity. The proposed Ruleskset forth by FI.E.W. will homogenize higher educa-tion in this country and in so doing will eliminate one of our nation's greatest
assetsdiversity and the right of the people to choose. It may well be said that
initlitutions can retain their diversity and their autonomy by electing to forego

,. leeileral funds. They can deny themselves those funds, not so long ago accepted
with the promise of no governmental control. but those who choose this conrse
will surely close their doors before too long. Those who dia not choose this course
will prosper with their Federal grants and look like every other institnion directed,
by the Federal government. Conformity is a gradual process of chiPpingqiway
those, tights which allow for individual differences. When the chipping process
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hi completed, as surely it will be if there is any precedent value to the proposed
Rules, no two institutions in this country will differ in any educational programs
or activities. Who, then, will have gained? In the long run, every(frie, will suffer..
men and womenas a result of such homogenization.

The concept of eliminating discrimination whether on the basis of tacel sex,
national origin or any other basis is commendable and should be implenlented by
every institution. But higher education must be free to work out its own course to
accomplish this desirable objective. Colleges and universities historically have
responded effectively td the needs of society. On the other hand, the loss of insti-
tutional autonomy which would result from approval of the proposed Rules is a
price too dear to pay in order to gain an immediate solution. The challenge of
eliminating discrimination on the basis of sex is a problem which colleges and
universities can and will solve without the undue governmental interference
proposed in the current ILE.W. Rules.

DELTA DELTA DELTA,
Arlington, October 4,1074.

Mr. PETER E. Hotxtss,
Director of the Office of Civil-Rights,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
1Vashington, D.C.

DEAR NI% Hotsms: The women of Delta Delta Delta, an International
Fraternity, res.pect folly snlanit the following confluents and suggestions regard-
ing Part 80 of the Departmental Regulation as proposed by the Office of Civil
Rights of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare ("HEW").
45 CFR Part 86 (1074 ).

Delta Delta Delta is a private social association comprised of women who are
atteraling colleges and universities %%Man the United States along with women
who. halving joined the Fraternity as university students, continue their lifetime
association as alumnae members. Based on the precept that a close social rela-
tionship among undergraduate women promotes a stronger mural and academic
anareness. Delta Delta Delta was founded in 1888 and now counts= among its
members (undergraduate and alumnae) over 102,000 women from 118 colleges
and universities.

As a socially aware organization. Delta Delta Delta applauds the efforts on
the pun of the Felleral-Government to eliminate the overt barriers to equality
for %%rumen. It is fully recognized that sex disirimination has continually pre-
sented a serious problem to the %%omen of the United States. Members of Delta
Delta Delta have lung supported-the efforts of other women's organizations hi
diligently, pursuing equality and better opportunities for all women.

let. it is the belief of this organization that, the proposed regulations of the
HEW which are supposed to implement Title IS of the Education Amendments
of 1972 (20 1081 et seq. (1973),1 are subject to interpretations that would
be contrary to Congressional purpose and in conflict with the-very objective of
those regulations. Certain. sections -in Subpart give special concern to the

__women-of-Vella Delta Delta. y11.8031-80,40- (-1)74j. In nn- effort-to-provide'
constalye-c-rititism, the Tulluaaing will-examine these provisions in the light
oftintgressIonal intent and suggest their ,probable effect on private organiza-
tions if left unchanged. Moreover, a supplemental regulation will be offered

it is believed would prevent inadvertent restrictions on social fraternal
organizatTi5ffi"-

In particular, Delta Delta Delta objects to the potential interpretations of .

the following sections contained in the proposed regulations:,
(1) Section 86.31 Rducation programs and activities

,

(I,) Specific prohtbition./.Except as provided in this subpart, in providing any
aid, benefit, or service to a student a recipient shall nor, on the basis of Sex:

(0) Apply any rule concerning the domicile or residence of a student or
applicant; C

(7) Aid or perpetuate discrimination against any person by assisting any
agency, organization, or person which discriminates on the basis of sex
in providing any aid, benefit or service to students or employees;

(27 Section 86.32 Housing
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(c) Other housing. --(1) A. recipient. shall not, on the basis of sex, administer
ffiffereqt policies or practices concerning occupancy by its students of housing
other than provided-by such recipient. (2) A recipient which, through solicita-
tion (sic), listing, approval of housing,' otherwise, assists any agency, organiza-
tion, or person in 'making housing available to any of its-students, shall take
such action as may be necessary to ensure that such housing as is provided to
students of one sex, when compared to that provided to students of the other
sex, Is as a whole: (I) proportionate in quantity and (IS) comparable in quality
and cost to the student. A recipient may render such assistance to any agency,
organisation, or person which provides all or part of such housing to students
only of One sex.
45 CFR 86.31; 86.32 (1974 )

Delta Delta Delta fears that the preceding quoted regulations may be inter-
preted to promote interference by a university or college with a fraternal organi-
zation. This apprehension is bolstered by the interpretation put forth on page 8
of the HEW "Fact Sheet" which states: .

Campuk Organizotious.Generally, a recipient may not, in. connection
with its education program or activity; support or assist any organization,
agency or persotiNwhich discriminates on the basis of sex. The proposed regu-
lation does not specify in more detail what organizations, agencies or per-
sons could not, If they operated discriminatorily. he supported by a recipient
consistent with its obligation naderTitie IX. It does, however, set out the
major criteria to be applied in defermining existence of a violation in thIN.
area, which are (1) the substantitillty of the relationship between the
recipient and the organization (including financial support and housing).
and (2) the closeness of the relationship between the organization's func-
tions and the educational program or activity of the recipient.

Statement by Caspar W. Weinberger, Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

IL is apparent from the above language that, upon adoption of the proposed
regulations. campus organizations-cad' expect considerable pressure to be applied
by colleges and universities to have their memberohip open. to both sexes. Because
of the very nature of social fraternities, they could not work in this type of
framework prescribed by educational institutions. Social associations have been
created for the major purpose of fellowship. Although they have contributed to
the educational experience of many students, sorointes and fraternities have
been organized as one-sex organizations primarily for a a I id non-academie rea-
sons. From its inception, Delta Delta Delta has believed that its purposes of
establishing "a perpetual bond of friendship among its members" and "a stronger
and more womanly character" are better accomplished by restricting member 4.:4.
to women. Delta Delta Delta Coast. Art. II (1888). Because of our belief that
women living together better realize the objeCties of the fraternity, this mem-
bership policy is particularly essential to DeltaDelta Delta.

Strict adherence to the above proposed regulations could make it impossible
for Delta Delta Delta, along with other campuS social organizations, to retain

. Its one-sex character. While they have remained totally private associations,
social-fraternities have-cooperated- with-and have received benefits from many
educational Institutions. For example, meeting rooms, advisers, and other aids
have been provided to fraternities through the institutions. This relathniship
Would be seriously jeopardized by the implementation of the proposed regula-
tions. As long as social organizations adhere to their justified membership policy,
this assistance would appear proscribed by the proposed rules for Title IX.

Congress, in its wisdom, has also recognized the necessity of non-interference
with the membership policies of fraternal organizations. In 1965, Congress
passed the Higher Education Act and included within the Act the _following
provision:

Nothing contained in this elMfter or any other Act shall be construe.'
to authorize any department, agency, officer, or employee of the 'United
States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the membership
practices or internal operations of any fraternal organisation, fraternity.
sorority, ,private club or religious organization at an institution of higher
edheation (other than a service academy, or the Coast Guard Academy I
which is financed exclusively , by funds derived' from private sources and
whose facilities are not owned by such institution. (Emphasis added.)
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20 U.S.C. 1144 (8)-(114). \
As Important as tile gxplicit latignage in t6e sectlini is '1e,\ legislative history

behind its passage. Thit historrbegan even before the above-section was under
consideration. Congress first gave thought to the iimi6rtanci! of unrestricted
membership practices of fraternal organizations when it considered legislation
which was later to become the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 42 T.S.C. 2000e, et seq.
(1964).

Upon learning of an investigation of fraternity membership policy by an
Advisory Committee of the Civil Rights Commission, Congressman Edward E.
Willis moved to amend the Civil Rights Act to deny the Commission the powdr
to investigate the membership practices of any fraternal organization. 110 Cong.
Rec. 2291 (1964). Congreesman Meader of Michigan added additional language
to Congressman Willis proposal which made the resulting provision read as
follows:

Nothing in this or any other Act shall be-construed as authorizing the
Commission, its Advisory Committee, or any person under its supervision
or control to inquire into or investigate any memboiship practices or internal
operations of any fraterhal organization, any college or university fraternity
or sorority, any private club or any religious organization.

Public Law 88-352, Title V, Sec. 104(a) (6), 78-St. 251 (10(;4). During the
debate concerning this section, Congressman Emanuel Celler, in responseto the
argument that fraternities and sororities, as an integral part of universities
which receive federal financial assistance, should be subject to investigation.
replied, "In the first place, sororities and fraternities are not supported by the
Government. They receive no loans or funds directly from the Government."
110 Cong. Rec. 1196 (1964). The above section became law.

Yet, us soon as 1965, Congress was called upon to reaffirm its position that
the membership practices of craternol organizations should be unrestricted. At
that thee, It was learned that the .United States Commissioner of Education,
relying on regulations of the IIEW authorized antler Section 602 of Title VI,
was taking steps to require colleges and universities to investigate the member-
ship policies of sororities and fraternities located on their eathpisses. In response
to tins action, the section of the Higher Education Act quoted previously was
adopted by Congress.

The debates which preceded the adoption of this legislation provide additional
evidence of the necessity of au unrestricted membership policy. Congressman Joe
Waggonner of Louisiana originally introduced a proposal to exempt fraternal
(organizations from direct or Indirect interference by the Federal Government.
While introducing his amendment, Congressman Waggonner said. "It would
seem imperative that there he legislation making it clear that the Congressional
intent evidenced by the prohibition in Title V 'applies to the whole Act and par-
tiessiarly Title VI and, further. that such prohibition will apply to this bill; and
any other-act of Congress." Ill Cong. Rec. 21947 (1065). (Emphasis added). To
this, Congressman Adam Clay ton Powell added that he (lid not believe "there
should be any withholding of funds from any institution of higher education
!weans° of discriminatory practices On the dawns by private clubs." 111 Cong.
Itee. 21947 (1965). The Douse passed the amendment and sent it to the Senate.

In the Senate, more debates took place concerning the relationship of the
'rosier:it Govermnent and social fraternal organizations., Senator Dirksen of Illi-
nois, who supported the amendment, emphasized that "theoproteetion most funda-
mental of all freedoms is the freedom of association. and that is involved here."
111 C011g. Ree. 11615 (1965). Congress clearly expressed- the legislative policy
that the membership practices and Internal operations of a private fraternal
organization be left free of governmental interference.

Delta Delta Delta strongly believes that the Congressional intention, as evi-
denced by 20 U.S.C. 1144(b) (1970),-is to leave fraternal membership practic'es
unrestricted. This intent should be exhibited in the presently proposed regula-
tions. Reason would dictate that like Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
Title of the Higher Education Act, Title IX of the Education Athendments
of 1972 was intended to afford equal opportunity, aid, benefit, and services to all'
students. Tills aim is not fostered by the integration of Mb sexes' within the
membership of a social fraternity'.
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The present regulations recognize certain areas wherein there ,existr a valid
distinction based on sex. See e.g., 45 CFR 80.33 (1974) ; 45 CFR 85;2(b) (1)(1974) ; 45 CFR 88.38(a) (197t). Delta Delta Delta and other fraternal associa-
tions are examples of groups where one-sex membership is instrumental in ac-
complishing the groups' goals. For example, the goal of Delia Delta -Delta toestablish a perpetual bond of friendship among its members is best accomplished
by encouraging its undergraduate members to join together in living groups. Of
course, it would be morally _unacceptable to the women of Delta Delta Delta to
encourage a sexually Integrated living group. The authors of the proposed regu-
lations have themselves recognized, as did Congress, that separate housing is avalid distinction on the basis of sex. 45 CFR k.32(b) (1) (1974). If the social
fraternity cannot provide its members the benefit td the bonds of friendship
which accompany ,a group living arrangement, one of its oldest and most basicgoals will be sacrificed.

The only procedure which would insure the continuation of the social fraternal
associations and would not be inconsistent with the true objectives of Title IXof the Education Amendments, f,1972 is a supplemental provision to be included
in the regulations. In partici:1*dr, the women of Delta Delta Delta respectively
submit the following amendment be incorporated within the proposed regulations:

Nothing contained in these regulations shall be construed to have anyeffect on the membership practices or internal operations of any fraternal
organization, fraternity, sorority, private club or religious organization at anY
-institution of higher education (other than a service academy or the Coast
Guard Academy) which does not receive. funds from the Federal Govern-melt.

Although Delta Delta Delta applauds the efforts of the HEW to equalize the
opportunities of all students, we feel it necessary to Express a deep concern with
the present regulation. This organization firmly believes that the specific regula-
tions prepared by I1EW be amended to represent adequately the realistic objec-tives of women's fraternal organizations.

In order that the legitimate purposes of fraternal associations may be accomp-lished, it will be necessary that those associations adhere to a traditionally one-sex membership policy. In their separate manner, academic institutions and fra-ternal associations have each worked to bring about an educational excellence for
nearly two centuries. To alter the successful practices of the fraternal organiza-tions would not only have a detrimental effect on the institution, but would be ,harmful to the students they ire intended to serve.

Sincerely,
Mrs. ROBERT M. BAKER,

. President,
For the Executive Board.

LEES-MCRAE, COLLF,RE;
Banner EU:, X.C., September 133,1974.

Congressman JAMES G. O'HARA,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Mut Mu. OlInta : The proposed rules to jmplement Title IX of the Educa-tion Amendments of 1972 raised a number of problems for our institution. Inbehalf of our students, faculty, and staff I request that you seriously considerthe implication of those proposed rules and make the necessary adjustments.Meeting in Banner Elk. North Carolina on_Monday. September-10th, -thelloardof TruSteeS one's-MRae College instructed me' .to send to you the enclosedpaper which raises specific questions about the proposed rules.We appreciate your interestin private higher education or,' solicit your con-tinued support.
Thank yea for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,
E. O'nntr. SM/TIT,

Dean of Studynts.
SIGMA Nu Fa/am:gni,

Lexington, Va., September 20,1974.
DEAR SIR: I enclose a copy of a protest flied by Sigma Nu Fraternity to theproposed regulations published on June 20. i974 for the interpretation and im-plementation of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.
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On behalf of Sigma Np Fraternity, I *lei to take this opportunity-164odge
similar protest with the House Special Sub-Committee on Education. It is our
contention that the published regulations go beyond the intent of the legislation
for which they are published.

. We would appreciate your consideratioi of these Objections and whatever
assistance you cab give in effecting a rewriting of the published regulationS.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM K. AMIOTT, Executive Secretary.

Enclosure.'

IIROTEST Of SIGMA Nu FRATERNITT TO PROPOSED HEW It EamitioNs FOE TITLE IX,
EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Sigma Nto Fraternity objects strongly to the proposed regulatiOns published by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare In the 'Federal Register on
June 20, 1974 for the interpretation and enforcement of-Title'IX of'the Education
Amendments. of 1972. The objection rests principally on the ineerpretatioa of
Section DOI which states that :

,

(a) No person in the United States shall, OlPtie basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjeCted to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Specifically, Sigma Nu Fraternity maintains that':
1. The proposed regulations of the' Department of Health, Education,--and

Welfare go far beyond the intent of Congress in the legislation enacted in 1972.
The office Of Senator Birch Bayh and that of Represenfative Edith Green have
provided detailed informatidu concerning the intent of these sponsors in the
Senhte and the House of the original legislation: H is clear. that Title IX was
designed to eliminate discrimination on the basis of sex in the area of admissions,
employment, and qual opportunity in programs, in academic institutions sup-
ported in whole or in part with Federal funds.

2. The constitutional rights of the members of Sigma Nu Fraternity are violated
as are the inherent rights of this organization. The backbone of the fratenity .

system in the right of an individual freely to associate pith those of his own
choice. We believe this to be a basic precept in our form of government, guaranteed
by the Constitution of the United States in the First and Fourteenth Amend-
ments. We also contend that the Interpretation placed by INIr. Weinberger on
behalf of he Department of Health, Education, and Welfare interferes with and
infringes upon this organization's right of free assembly, freedom of association,
privacy,liberty,-property,bnd freedom of thought.

3. That the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in the publica-
tion of the regulation is attempting to do Indirectly what the courts have denied
it the right to do directly. Oontrol of the membership policies of college social
and fraternal organizations is removed from the jurisdiction of the Federal Gov-

emnent by the Higher Education Act of 196.5 which states :
(h) Nothing contained in 4111S-act or any other net shall be construed to a-

thorize any department, agency, officer or employee of the United States to exer-
else any direction, supervisiOn, or control over the membership practices or in-

ternal operations of any-fraternal.organization, fraternity, sorority, private club
or religious organization at an institution of higher education (other than a
service apademy or the Coast Guard Academy) which is financed exclusively
by funds derived from private sources and whose facilities are owned by such
institution.

This provision of the Higher Education Act of 1965 reinforced that part of
Title V of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which stated: (6) Nothing in this or
any other act shall be construed as authorizing the Commission, its Advisory
Committees, or any person under its supervision or control to ingulie into or
investigate any membership practices or internal operation of any fraternal or-
ganization, any college or university fraternity or sorority, any privat club or
any religidus organization. 4:

4. That the Education Amendments of 1972 were not intended by COngress to
repeal or modify the aforesaid exemptions relating to fraternities and sororities
in the 1964 and 1965 legislation. This is affirmed both on the basis of the intent
of the legislation and the lack of any clear statement suggesting repeal.

5. The threat of integrated membership made under the published regulations
is-unlawful. For almost two hundred Years the sorority and fraternity systems
have provided separate but equal opportunity for membership. The proposed
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, regulations which would allow integrated membership with separate housing
would have no erect in practice except to destroy the individuality of tee fratern-
ity fwd sorority systems. For all intent and porposeathe fraternity and sorority
systems provide equal opportunity for membership and housing in each sexcategory. We maintain that the regulations should provide for,separate member-ship and separate housing by sexmithin the Greek system.

In summary, we believe that the proposals proposed on June 20 are unlawful
and unworkable. We believe they will cause 'considerable harm. We also believethat they are a clear and undeniable attempt on the part of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to broaden beyond reason the intent of thelegislation and therefore tonstitute an infringement of the right of Congress to
enact the laws which govern this nation. These regulations should be revised in.conformity with these and related objections.

Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
House Special subcommittee on Education,
Washington, D.C.

SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY,
Evanston, Ill., September 25,1973.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA I am sending copies of recent correspondence
from the Sigma Chi Fraternity sent, to the Office of Civil Bights of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare. and to a number of congressmen, expressing
our concerns about proposed regulations by HEW on the matter of government
control of sex alserhnInation,

We hope this information will be helpful to you and your committee in
attempting to insure that congressional intent is carried out in the matter ofthe Department of HEW attempting to implement the provisions of Tale IX of
the Federal Education Amendments Act of 1972.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.

WILLIAM T. DRINGITAM,
Execittive Sec-et a rti.

SIGMA CIII ;FRATERNITY,
Evanston, Ill., September 18,1974 :'

Mr. PETER HoLMES,
Office of Civil Rights, Department of Irealth, Educaffori, and Welfare, Wyshing-

ton, D.C.
DEAR Ma. Hooms : I ani writing on behalf of the Sigma Chi Fraternity to

comment on the presently proposed implementing regulations published earlier
Mk summer by thb Department of Health, Education. and Welfare related to Title
IX of the Federal Education AmemlinentsAcrof 1972.

We are quite concerned about certain implications and possible future resultsof the proposed regulations, if adopted as presently constituted. GiVen the pos.Ability of a variety of interpretations, possibly contradictbry, by various de-
partment officials and university officials In response to these regulations, We are
concerned that there could be resultant consequentes which would go beyond or
eonfliet with Congressidnal intent in adopting this and related acts, or possibly
even go beyond the intent of HEW.

Fraternities such as Sigma Chi, which are privately funded social organizations
which receive no Federal Government funds, find themselves in several dilemmas,
as do fraternal organizations for women, generally called sororities. Already.
fraternal organizations have received Inquiries firm several universities. ifnot specific ven though the proposed regulations are still open for
comment and have not taken effect nor been set forth in final form.

I will point out that chapters of fraternal organizations are chartered by the
respective national or international fraternal organisation, and not by the
universities themselves as such. It is true that in some instances, chapters
of fraternal organizations do occupy housing which, to one degree or another is
owned by jhe university-or college which likely is a recipient of Federal funds.
In no easel are these facilities occupied rent free and in same instances, fraternal
organizatfpns or their members are required by the institution to occupy such
facilities. constituting a double dilemma for organizations such as ours when it
comes to pressures from Government regulations. There are,certainly no instances
where fraternal organizations are primarily supported financially by the college
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or university where they are located, 'whether ()pilot they occupy university owned
housing.

The matter of housing, of members of the fraternal organization living together,
is one of prime importance in the successful functioning of a fraternity organ -'a'
izatlon. 'laving the members live together enhances communication and group
functioning. In many instances, fraternity chapters have to have all of their
members living in their housing facility in order to make ends meet financially.
This. thery brings Hp nnuther dilemma for fraternal organizations in the present
regulation which Seems potentially perhaps contradictory in light of the fact
that the regulations specifleadly state that colleges tor universities which are the
recipient of Federal funds are not required to have members of different sexes
occupying the saute housing. facility'.

It also seems potentially ironic that fraternal organizations, almost all of
which have been of one sex In their membership traditionally and since their
origin many years ago. could be placed in the situation of changing this when
the regulations and the Federal Education Amendments At itself- grants nn
exemption, In admissions. to public institutions %% hich have traditionally and
continually been single sex. Further, it is noted that the proposed regnia-
thous permit colleges and universities to continue to have athletic teis of
separate sexes t% hereas it Is possible that fraternal organizations, indirecti
if not directly, could be left out of such exemption.

It should be pointed out also that on virtually every campus where Sigma Chi
and most 'other fraternal organizations for men lin% e chapters, there is also
a sorority system for women %%Well is generally comparable and which, in mat*
cases. has housing facilities which exceed in quality and cost those of the
Aliens fraternities. even though these housing facilities were financed usually
privately. An ext (lotion to the existence of a sorority system would be, of course,
several schools", here only men students are admitted. How e% er, it is generally the
ease. that there are equal opportunities for men and women to enjoy the
fraternity sonority experience in organizations of their (mu sex on their own
((unions, and the campus chapters of these organizations are free to choose
inembers wit Mut regard to race. religion or natinnal origin.

There is the further concern that. to some extent, the proposed regulations and,
`fu a perhaps larger extent, resultat_interpretations and_actionswhich....ar.c_a
part of the current nutidiserimination on the basis of sex regulations, could
conflict with prp% Wine, of amendments t Sectilm Suoft Ito adopted' by Congress as
part if the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and higher Education Act of 1965. Such
amendments, a, .Ala uu doubt !snow, specified that notidng in those acts or any
other act authorized department tor officer of the United States Government to
exert Ise any` direction or control over the membership practices or internal
operations of fraternal organizations .1.-Ahoost. facilities are not owned by spun
Institution.

In addition. Congressional debate on this subject at the tune this subject was
under consideration in comiection,1%ith the above acts atipiiei!tl established the
point that the amended language-noted abate exempted pi ilitioly ow fakilities
on long term lensed lattyrom, any Federal supervision.

On the one hand acctnapaxi comment front the Department of HEW on the
proposed rules points out ton pnge 26.2'..'90 that Section ,SU.31 Bt might- apply to
,flit lap institutional sanction of a professional or social organization,- going on
to kite a,criteria of sulostatitiality of relationship bet %%yen tile pet ipient anti other
party involved In topos of financial suploort and eillwatioutil program.

tin the other Tahiti, Secretary Weinberger has Wuxi (looted as say init. In a press
("idit-toilet, fler.,Inb regulatitdiN were pidolislood that the purpose or intent of
these proposed- flognia I ions; %%as not to RIO away with .,rarities alit] frat el units
ns they are present Iv constituted.

liceatuse of the point's raised above toad because of the bask ally private. self-
supporting nature of fraternal organizations sou it its Sigma we fk el that
such (organizations should not be gto% enied Ily regulations :nth as those cur-
rently proposed (nod open for cotannient. and that the Federal G00% toriiiiient should
not Interfere in the stole( lion of niendotors fur malt organizations. As has been
pollind out above. such may not be the intent of such regulations but tau well
be an halirect result If care is notNtahen to restrain interpretation tor results
which go beyond the direction of spending of 'albino funds.

We believe that the autonomy of private fraternal organizations tan and
should be maintained in pitch ,Instimces and can. be tione,,%)itionot watering down
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the basic thrust of this legislation to leisure nowdiserimination, In those areas
of proper public, as Ilistingnished from private, concern.

We appreciate your attention to these somewhat numerous observations and
yoncerns, and hope that this information ,o ill be helpful and productive in
finalizing considerations on this subject.

, Sincerely yours,
Wit.hitim P. BRINGUANI,

Executive Secretary.
. SIGMA Ciii FRATERNITY,

Evanslon, 111., September .12, 1974.
I am writing to you on behalf of the Sigma Cid Fraternity to express our

great concern about certain Implications and possible future results of recentFederal government actions in the area of sex discrimination. This concerns,
specifically, Title IX of, the Federal Education Amendments Act of 1972, andthe proposed Implementing, itnattAtiotts_pahlit.thcd -this-sounner- ,bytheepartmen-affilealth, Education. and Welfare.

As you no doubt know, the period of comment on these regulations Is, stillopen and will continue until October 15,1974.
We solNt and would welcome your support and assistance in commumeatingwith the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare on this matter, in thatfraternities snub as sigma Chi are self supporting and not supported by I'etleralfunds, and are basically considered to be private, "social fraternal organiza-tions." 'rids does not automatically remove fraternities from involvement in suchIssues, 110tKeVer, 811(1 It would seem that there are some implications for fra-ternities should the existing regulations become law as drafted. As reflectedbelow, this was not necessarily the intent of II.E.W., but could well be theresult.
As background. Section 901(A) of Title IX of the Federal Education Amend-

ments ..t of 1972, as adopted by the Congress. states that ".No person in therutted States shall, on basis of sex. be excluded from participation in,be denied the benefits of, ore subjected to discrimination under any educationalprogram Or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. . . ."In the proposed regulations, which are still OIleft_for_tomment,,--Seetlon-SO,31- Tcprovides' that "'..4) person shalt on the basis of sex. be excluded from participa-
tion in, PP denied the benefits or, will be subjected to, discrimination, under anyneademie, extracurricular, research . . . or other education prograncdr activityoperated by a recipient (i.e. a university or college) which receives or benefitsfrom Federal financial assistance."

Sub-section (131 of that includes provisions that a recipient (school) "shallnot . . . aid iitperitetuate discrimination against any person by assistink anyageney, organization. or person u high discriminates on the basis of sex in pro-viding any aid, benefit or service to students or otherwise limit any perSon,in theenjoyment of any right. privilege advantage or opportunity.'i
These sections are pretty broad and leave quite a bit of room for interpretation.
4141,W Secretary-Casper-Weinberger. In accompanying connuents to the pub-lished regulations. noted that "a recipient may not support or assts any organiZielion hieh discriminates on the bads of sex The proposed regulation does notspecify In more detail what organization. agencies or perstuts could notbe sun-ported by a recipient. It does, In/never, set out the major criteria Which are (1)the substantiality of the relationship between the recipient and the organization'

(including financial support and housing) and (2) the closeness of the relation-ship between the orttanization"s-fonctions and the educational program or activityof the recipient (school)."
In later piddle and conferences on these proposed regulations. SecretaryWeinberger was quoted as saying that fraternities and sororities of a socialnature, as compared to professional or educational, would not necessarily berequired to have multiple sex membership because of these regulations, andalso added that he (11(1 not think the rot:illations would tend to eliminate singlesex organizations and that the purpose or intent of the regulations was not to doaway with sororities and fraternities as they are presently constitaNd.
Ile added 'that each situation would lie determined on a case by case basisand would depend on the substantiality of relationship and financial assistance.
Without too_greaf an extent of interpretation, this could mean that universitieswould be prevented from having advisors to Greek letter organizations or lettingthem use campus faellitles.

t)
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one of the most probable dilemmas on this, him eer, is that a Humber of Sig
('hl chapters, as hell as chapters of otlicr similar organizations, do occupy Ind-
s ersity housing, either university dormitories ur fraternity oneil hunses on
university land, and sometimes Greek letter groups are required by the institu-
tion to occupy such housing. 1I.E.IV. officials have commented, generally, that if
rental is paid by the urgialization or members of ''fair market value" that the
Greek letter organization would not be considered to be benefiting (ruin Federal
fluids. That also would seem to beg suave interpretation, although there is nu
.iistatice %%ere fraternity members ur fraternity chapters occupy such housing
free uf charge by any means. IVunid 99 year leases have to be res,iimed each year
to nixlate the current interest charges?

And, even though these regulations have not taken effect; we ha% c ilmady had
latitudes from several universities as to %%hat our policy is un this mai t..r, d spite
the fact that they base not taken effect, and it is likely that further
be asked, although no direct prohibitions ur pressures have been appiled by
educational institutions thus far.

As many of you know, U.S. representative Joe D. Waggoner, Jr. of Louisiana
such member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity, has been a spokesman fur Greek letter
organizations in such matters as these, and sponsored an amendment which be-
came part of the Federal Civil Rights Act uf 1964 and 1965 Higher Education Act
u loch is pertinent here. That amendment prohibits the Federal government frum
m40111114' into or controlling the membeeship practices uf fraternities and burial-

s, and exempts then. from regulation by that ur any other wit, 'minding the
recent sex discrimination law.

Representative ' Waggonner has felt that this would prevent H.E.W. from mov-
ing against social fraternities and sororities, but there is still 'a considerable
,iiiimilit of risk there, particularly since the Waggonner aniendment is in a dif-
ferent though related act. Such an exemption thus far is not part of the sex dis-
criination law or the proposed regulations. And, even the Waggonner amend-
men. to the 1964 and 1965 Acts still leaves fraternities "vi hose facilities are owned
1,3 the excluded frum that prohibition concerning Federal gusena-
ment Involvement.

There do seem to be several ironies or interesting situations in the proposed
regulations when one looks at the matter of institutions vs. private social
fraternities.

Fur example,, although recipient institutions are required to provide at least
comparable housing for all sexes, the proposed regulations specifically state
that institutions are not required to have both sexes housed in the sal buildings.
Yet, given some interpretation, fraternities could be placed in this si nation. Al-
though in government terms membership is not necessarily automatically cor-
related with housing, the concept of fraternity or sorority members living together
m their :nun groupc is inherent in the success generally of a fraternity chapter.

AmendmentsFurthermore, Title IX of the Edncation Amendments of 1972 tidopted by
Congress gives a specific exemption, in regards to admission, to ally "public
institution of undergraduate higher education which is an institution that tra-
ditionally and continually from its establishment Mislaid a policy of admitting
only students of one sex." If some institutions, and public institutions at that,
fire granted such an exemption, should it strain the imagination too' much to
have fraternities and sororities granted such an eXemption as well?

I must apologize for the length of this document but we did feel that some
background as well as comments ai to the possible effect of this on fraternal
organizations would be helpful in analyzing the material and the 9ubjeet.

We are very concerned that-the results of the proposed regulations could have
undesired effects unintended by Onigress, on private fraternal organizations,
specifically but ot entirely confined to those situations where the organizations
are housed in facilities which are to one degree or another owned by the educa-
tional institution.

We will he happy to answer any questions you may have on this and welcome
any assistance you may be able to provide on this matter.

At this point, it would appear that contacts from members of the Congress to
H.E.W. are more likely to be effective than anything else.

We are enclosing copies of some related correspondence and material for your
further information on this subject.

Fraternally, WILLIAM T. BRINGIIAM,
Executive Secretary.

G (15: Z7,1
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won. JAIIES G. O'HARA,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. O'MARA : I am writing to express my pleasure and appreciation for
the fine. gpeech which you delivered at the recent meetings of the American

on Edication In San Diego. I particularly liked the clear-and straight-
'fly you presented the civil rights, obligations of post secondary insti-

s. I have sent copies of your speech to several other administrators here
se I think they will find Ha helpful reference.
all agree with what we believe to be the intent of the various pieces of

eh rights legislation, and we are moving to Implement the legislaffon as
quickly as time and resources will_permIt. However, we do share your concern
that the HEW guidennes in many cases appear tollave*gone be) and legislative
intent. We also that that the guidelines requ!re us to produce an enormous amount
of paper work Jilt considerable expense in Zaff time and funds) which in some
cases appears to have little or nothing to tio,with actual implementation of the
legislation. It almost seems that the reasoniba; at HEW is that if enough reports
and data are produepd, something must be happening. In fact, it may well be the
reverse, and 011 the paper work becomes a substitute fur substantive achievements.

I was very pleased to hear that you and other congressmen feel that the pro-
poset1 Title IX guidelines go well beyond legislative intent, and I certainb 110Pc
that-tongress will disapprove these guidelines if substantial changes are not
made.

For your information, I am enclosing a copy of our response to the Title IX
guidelines. We did not attempt an exhaustive catalog of all the problems we see,
but we did highlight a few and endorse the more detailed statements of the
American Council on Education and the National Association of State Univer-
sities and Land Grant Colleges.

Sincerely,

SIONTANA STATE UNIVERSITT,
Bozeman, Mont., October 16,1974.,

Damn E. DAvvos.
Vice President for Academic Affair*.

Enclosure.
3fo:ITANA STATE UNIVERSITY,
Bozeman, Mont., October it, 1974.

DIRECTOR, TITLE IX fluff amaxEs.
Dcfotrimeut of Health, Education, and WO' arc
Ira shington 1).C.

Drke Ste In Et sponse to }or requests fur emollients on the draft guidelines
for Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1142, we wish to submit the fol-
lowing from "Alontana State UM% ersity an institution that will be affected by
the regnla that's and guidelinec.

1. Griteral Comm( nt: Scvt nal educational and other professional associations
are submitting aggregate comments based on input from their professional
staffs' and member institutions. I believe those recommendations w illbe generally
sound and should be can.sidereal carefully before final guidelines are adopted. In
pa rtiettlir. tic support noose stews recommending more specifivity, more examples'
in the guidelines, and positive indications that the provisions of 8l.3 (Remedial
and Armative Action) do. as we think they should, or do not apply throughout.

We also support the need for a clear and reasonable time (fame for compli
mace (2-10 years depending on the complexity of the requirement ) and the
elimination of amy reference or requirement in the regulations fur textbook and/or curricula regulation.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

2. Section 86.3211ousing: We believe it is unrealistic to expect any institution
to ensure that off campus housing 1;3 equal for both sexes. We strongly suggest
"ensure" be replaced by "actively encourage."

3 Section 86.31: This section would appear to consider fraternities and sorori-
ties. and some distinguished honor and service societies, as illegal if they use
institution owniql/leased facilities. The historic nature of these organizations and
the contribution they make to a higher eduention experience would Seem io qualify
them for exemption from the regulations.: Since exceptions are made for separate
R housing. it seems only fair that exceptions can also be made for fraternities/
sorqrities and traditional honor societies (who often house as well Nis provide

fJ/ 66i)
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other advantages to their members). The ovisions in this area could be drawn
so as to require equal opportunities for oth sexes as in athletics, and housing,
Thus, both fraternities and sororities oulii have to be available or none allowed,
and bettor societies for both sexes or one. .

4. 8635 .Financial Assistance: ' he question of wills, trusts, scholarships and
awards and the desexing of sue I will be 4stremely complex and sensitive. An
extended period (8-10 years) should be granted to institutions to bring this area
into compliance. Financial assistance bequests made prior to the guidelines will
haveto be dealt with by gal procedures. Only hew ones, after a specific date,
should be required to be immediate compliance.

5. 86.38 Athletics:
a. Tiffs sectiojr has become one of the most controversial. At a minimum,

the provision,fer annual poll taking to determine athletic programs should be
dropped or Waited to intramural programs rather than intercollegiate sports.
The impact of an annual poll on hiring of conCiiing staff, purchase and use of
facilitieVand equipment, on scheduling, and on revenue possibilities via radio
and Tit contracts, etc. would be chaotic. institutions should'offer the athletic
pro a ms that most benefit the student, the area, the institution, eke. and
dIv.. de this under the policies of the institution's governing board, not on the
Asia of a plebiscite./ . b. The question of the applicability of these regulations to intercollegiate

/ sports, most of which do not directly use federal funds, is likely to be chal-

/ lemted.,We believe that since intercollegiatesports are part of an Institution's
/ overall program, that the intent of the regulation is and should be to include

/ them, but that inclusion should be reasonable and allow for disproportionate
spending. The sport of football, for example, Is costly yet often an important
revenue pr),xlucer for all other athletic programs. As we rend the regulations,
they do not require both sexes access to Intercollegiate football teams; on the
other hand, they do require that other athletic opportunities be-provided for
women at a fund expenditure level that is equitable,.not in total cost but
concept. How precise that equality must be, however, is vague and the guide-
lines should provide clear examples. Thelzuldeline examples should include
the concept that intercollegiate and intramural athletic teams should be open
to both sexes. as %%ell as separate but equal teams, %%here practical ; Le., track,
tennis. swimming, marksmanship, etc.

(1. Subpart E---Employment Discrimination. In this area Title IX is quite similar
to Title I I and other fm sal pro% !slims. We recommend that any duplication be

ds to time consuming and (tasteful duplicate reports and

if i. 864/ : .
1,1 appears tq,go,heyond the intent of the regulations to pre-

ThniDation In. that it can be interpreted to require payment
refits to 1111imrt time employees, There Is no de/11141On or part

TS. %Shiell would :ATM necessary. It would be preferable to retie
pretest denial of fringe benefit participation bemuse of sex and

0 the institutions, subject to (Abet' laws, to decide what degree of
lent determines fringe benefit partleipation.

n MO;
The section on access to enforcement officials of institution sources of
motion In regard to compliance and investigation has no statutory
rity to back it tip. Second, the statement indicates a lack of sensitivity
very.important subject of constitutional (whitey, civil libery and the
I concern about excessive Fetich' ..tgency demands for confidential

oral Information. There should be some clear guidelines and limi-
a (Tess.

at Montana State University we believe the draft guidelines need
weifivity and clarification. We believe the intent of the rules to

diserimina thin meets the approval of all educational institutions
)161nterpretations and reasonable time for compliance, the rules

stiffly implemented and will achieve their emits, This can be amen-
is careful and clearly defined' enforcement ; enforcement that recog-

nits in manpower and finances that will have an Impact on the Insti-
tutions, Inns of which are already experiencing difficult financial conditions.
Patience andiairness must characterize the efforts of all.

Sincerely yours,
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Hon. JAMES 6. O'HARA,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.
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MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY,
Houghton, Mich., October 14,1974.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA YOB are do doubt aware of the amount of Inter-
est the educational industry has expressed in the proposed regulationsAo imple-ment Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972.

Attached Is a copy of our response to the proposed regulations. Perhaps after
reviewing our comments you can better understand our concern over the possinle
impact of these regulations on the industry.

Sincerely,
H. L. SMITH, President.Attachment.

MIOHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL. UNIVERSITY,
HoughtonOf (eh., October 14,1974.

DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE. FOR, Om RIGHTS.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sin: Attached. are -col nients your office requested on the proposed regu-
lations to Implement-Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972.Please note that our response contains too major sections. In the first section
we have ermunentetrby appropriate subsection number on those provisions we feel
require additional consideration before final promulgation.

The final section is a reply to sour hp nation to comment on retirement benefits,
partttme em)tloyment, fringe benefits, and textbook content as they .may be
affected by the proposed regulations.

Sincerely,
It. L. Sstrrn, President.

At (nehmen ts.
Se.32 to) nocsiNG

This provision, as written, could require an institution to Insure" equality in
offeampus housing. It is boond our capability to insure equality of offcampus
housing. therefore the regulation should be changed to read encourage" equalityof off-campus housing.

sans (A) rmixei.u. ASSISTANCE

Thir provision, as written, would prohibit single-sexed scholarships, fellow-
shim or other forms of financial aid to students nail the University. An instil'!-

firm could expect to lose a significant portion of its financial support from wills,
trosts.(or other bequests if it would be required to legally change existing agree-
ments. The legal costs invohed in this procedure, particularly for those institu-
tions without a legit staff. would undoubtedly suggest this type of financial sup-
port for the student be abandoned.

New language should be proposed that uuuId require an Institution to show
evidence indieating It had endeniored to dissuade donors from, originating potent
tinily discriminating awards. This pros ision should only apply to financial aid -
reeeived after' the effective date of j.he °Metal regulations.

85.41 (M (1) EMPLOYMENT

This provhdon, as written, is unclear as to whether the "eitheror" approach
in section 8&I6 (ii) (2) would be pig inissible in prol Whig fringe benefits for part-
time employees proportionate to those offered permanent full -time employe-.s. It

. Is also unclear ns to oetly what fringe benefits would bcAtffected. Thus we ask
for clarificatiob of the definition of "proportionate fringe benefits". If the benefits
themselves must be . irorated. it is difficult to see how programs not (Weedy.
geared to salary would be prorated. Such prograunocuuld be prorated on the bust.;
of cost, but this section does nut indicate whether this would-be acceptable.

86.45 (p) CO FRINGE BENEFITS

This provision, as written, allows colleges and their staff to have a choice in
the type of retirement plan they pay for and participate in. Both types of plans
allowed under this provision are widely used and considered fair by employers
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in business, industry and higher education. We strunglY support this provision
ns written.

RETIREMENT BENEFITS

The Secretary has invited comments on the possibility of adoptintir, the Title
VII approach or the "unisex" approach to this pros isiun of the retirement fringe
benefits.

Our major concern with the Title VII approach, is that employem would be
required to make larger contributions for women than for Inelt earning equal pay.

Alternatively, if HEW ss ere to adopt the ',unisex" approach, this would elim-
inate the institution's right to choose t hat type of pension arrangements best
suits its needs and those of its employees. This approach would require that
differences in male and female loges ity be ignored in the pricing and payment
of benefits. "Unisex" advocates could fashion a nes% mortality table staining
a single mortality rate fur men and women at each age, and setting this rate at
whatever level is most likely to produce enough in mortality gains from the men
to cover the mortality losses from the women. In reality, this %%wild be a transfer
of benefits from men to women.

It has lxcn pointed out to the University that not here has it been established
that actuarial Which, based uu st,itistically talid mortality rates and the scientific
application of laws of probability, discriniiiiate against anyone. Rather. such
tables are a t s o factor method of separating annuitants by exPet ted duration of
life, and therefore expected duration of payments. The fact that age and sex
are the Wu ob./mast, ;Ind statis.tically reliable factors used in determining
expected rates of mort fits should nut be construed as unreasonable or nlatsful ul
discrimination bet% etn men and %stollen any more than it should be construed at
UPreasonable or titian ul tiisiriminatth,n Lett eel' soling ;Ind old people.

We feel that plop yrs should t untinue to hose the choice of pros Ming either
actuarially equal benefits or el/Mil monthly benefits and that the hitter choice
should include the right to equalize monthly benefits un the basis of realistic
mortality rates for men Mid women.
.Fur all these reasons, this mils ersity believes Hint the either:or approach

already in the proposed guidelines for implementing Title IX. Section 89.10(b)
I.!), best at comimalates the needs of higher education while also accommodating
the letter and spiral of present aml perspectise equal enitat*nttlit opporIttitir3
iegisla Hon.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

The University would like to express its concern user Secretaiy Weitild:rget's
definition of "permanent part-time employees.

This institution has four general categories of employ ees. They are:
1. Regular full tlinethose employees ss lio nark or are intended to'work

at least 9 consecutive months at forty hours per week.
2. Regular part tine- -those employees tiro stork or are intended to work

nt least 9 consecutive mouths al less than forty hours per week.
3. Temporarythose employee, ssho are intended to work less than 9

consecutive months, regardless of windier of hours worked per week.
4. Studentsthose cliph* ees major intent is the pursuit of an

education and whose employment is secondary to this pursuit. SfinienI8 are
not allot (41 to work over tt clay Lours per sleek except during vacations and

' semester breaks.
Since we prosaic proportionate frtike benefits to our regular part-time em-

ployees, we can support the concept of including these employ ees in the regulii-
toms. However, we feel that the proposed defiiiitan is much too liberal because:

1. One academie semester is too short a time span for,,an employee to be
eonsidered "permanent".

2. Since full -time students' jobs are secondary to their eillicatiOn. they
should be considered a separate group of employees and not included in
this ,flultion,

Tile fore, we recommend that the time period be, extended and that there is
a elva miderstamling that students are mat included in the definition of permit-.nent art-time employees.

PART-TIME ESIPLOYMEANT AND FRINGE, BENEFITS

The Secretary has also invited comments on the possibility of requiring in-
stitutions to pros Itle proportionate fringe benefits to all "permanent part time"
employees. The regulations, as written, are unclear as to what fringe benefits
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include. Thus we ask for clarification of the Secretary's definition of propor-tionate fringe benefits.
Since we do provide hospitalization and life insurance to our. regular part-time

employees, this university sees no difficulty In emptying with any provision
requiring institutions to provide proportionate fringe benefits to permanent part-
time employees, providing that the definition of permanent part-time employeesis changed.

We would be opposeil to reguiptions which would require providing propor-
tionate fringe benefits to student working half time (twenty hours per week),
because the cost of such provisions and our problems with employee turnover asit affects our hospitalization enrollment would be greatly amplified.

We highly recomutend that students be a separate elassification of employees,
still subject to the provisions of the proposed regulations on sex discrimination

-but not coutpared-with regular employees in regards to fringe benefits.

TENTROOF.: CONTRNT

We -wish to support any reasonable effort designed to eliminate "sexism" in
textbooks and other materials used hi the educational process. However, before
the federal government and educational institutions pecome involved in a Jointeffort, there should be a mutual understanding of what constitutes "sexism." inthese materials.

The hick of any mutually, agreed upon,guidelines defining ''sexism" could onlybring about large scale revisions in alsting ma te.rials which would lead to
increased cost In the educational process, which we all must remember is paid
for by the students.

ALMA MICRON Pr,
Nashville, Te n., October 4, /On

Congressnian ;TomEs 01IxqA,
ehairman of the Ilot4c Special Subcommittee on Education,
Washington, D.C.

Dma Ctixonvssmxx 0I1Artx I am enclosing a copy of my letter for Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority to Mr. Caspar Welobeiger, Secretary-Health, Education, andWelfare.

We. like other women's voluntary organizations, are vitally concerned with
the opposed regulnitions for the implementation and interpretation of Title IX
of the Educator Amendments of 1972.

Sincerely,
ADELE; K. Thsviis
(Mrs. Frederick W.)

International President.

ALPHA OMICRON PI,
Nashville, Min., October £',1974.; Mr. CASPAR Wmnimorm, .-

Serritary, Health. Education, and Welfare,
117a.yhington, D.C.

DP:.% 11 Ms. Wu:mu:name. Alpha Omicron PI sorority is a voluntary, Women's
social organization of college women, 53.000 undergraduate and graduate members
with chapters on 85 eoilege campuses and numerous alumnae groups. We are
members of the National Panhellenic Conference. Campus Involvement, com-
munity service, scholarshin achievement, and leadership opportunities .are the
basis of our organization. Our organization and its various activities is financed
exclusively by our members. We are, however, necessarily invoired in a working
relationship with the universities and colleges where we have chapters.

The offIcers'and membership of Alpha Omicron PI are greatly concerned with
the proposed regulations of IIEW, published on June 20, 1974 for the, Inter-
pretation and implementation of Title TX "Prohibition of Sex Discrimination"
of the Educational Amendments of 1972specifically with Section 80.31(b) (7),

The above proposed regulation, on its face. lends itself readily to an inter-
pretatlim that %%Amid prohibit a voluntary, %%omen's organization suet' as ours
from restricting fts memlarship to women. While we must assume that it is
not your purpose to prohibit a voluntary women's organization from restricting
its membership to omen the regulation as proposed needs to be clarified on thls
point. We must, therefore, protect the regulation as drawn and request that it be
clarified.

664
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If the above proposed regulation is to be continued in its present form,' it
must be regarded as ins alid because it exceeds and, in fact. is contradictory to
the standards provided by Congress in the 197'2 Educational Aniendments. The
inconsistency, and therefore; the invalidity, is Made es en clearer when the 1072
Educational Act is viewed against Section 504(b) of the Higher Education
Act of 100.5.

Since there is no indication that Congress contemplated prohibiting a women's
voluntary organization from restricting its membership to women, the regnia-,
tion in question would have to be treated as invalid and contradictory to the
basic legislation as passed by Congress.

It is well recognized, of course, that a voluntary association, such as ours,
is fundamentally protected In its right of association by the First Amendment
and other provisions of the Constitution of the United States. This must be
regarded as important lu interpreting the scope of the statute as passed by
Congress. If the statute Were given a Contrary meaning through the issuance of
regulations, the regulations would be in conflict with the Constitution.

The objeetlee of the legislation as passed by Congress was to expand oppor-
tunities for womennot curtail' themthis we applaud. It would be incon-
gruous indeed to issue regulations under such a statute that would prohibit a
voluntary women's organization from restricting its membership to women.

In light of the purpose of the legislation to further opportunities for women,
the regulations should not be left to a "case by case" interpretation so.miny
times mentioned in Regional meetings of IIEW this summer. We, therefoe,
request a specific clarification for voluntary women's organizations such as ors.

Sincerely,
ADELE K. Hirmox,

(Mrs. Frederick W.)
International President.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY,
October `5, 1974.

Mr. PETER E. Hotugs,
Director, Office of Civil Rights,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Va4thington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. Hotxxs: Attached is a Copy of the resolution adopted by the Grand
Council (Board of Directors) of Tau Kappa Epsilon International Fraternity
regarding Title IX-and the proposed regulations as published on June 20, 1974,
in the Federal Register.

It is the opinion of our Fraterhity that the proposed regulations are definitely
efforts on the part of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to
expand upon the intent of the legislation of the Higher Education Act. The
Waggoner Amendment of MI to the Higher Education Act as well as Title V
of the Civil Rights Act Of 1064 exempts the practices and internal operations,
including membership selection, of fraternal organizations from the inter-
ference, supervision, or control of agencies of the Federal Government.

We request a positive statement from the Department that fraternities and
sororities are still specifically exempt from any harassment by employees of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and that these organiza-
tions cannot be used as the threat (to ultilhuld federal funds) to university
presidents and administrators.

Sincerely yours,
_-

Enclosure.
T. J. SCHMITZ, EXCCUtiIIC Director,

RESOLUTION ADOPTED III 1IIF. GUANO COI NUL OF TAT KAPPA EPSILON IN TER-
NATIONAL FRATERNITY

Whereas Tau Kappa Epsilon International Fraternity has user 300 chapters
N% UK more than 16,000 undergraduate members in Institutions of Higher Edat a-
Hon tinughout the United Slates; and

Whereas Tan Kappa EpsilOn is a prixate membership organization dedicated
to securing benefits, intellectual, social, and mural, frU111 a closer fells ship among
male students in good standing on campuses Where chapters are established, and

Whereas Tan Kappa Epsilon does not, nor has it es er, restricted membership on
artificial barriers of Race, Creed, or National Origin ; and
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Whereas the'goal of Tau Kappa Epsilon is to ciAgment the Lormal education
derived through the classroom and further broad educational purpose of the
institution by promoting loyalty and pride; and

*Whereas the educational value of fraternities as an adjunct_to a well-rounded
education have long been recognized by such institutions faith relationships es-
tablished at each school ; now, therefore, Wit )7's

Resolved by the Grand Cowmen of Tau Kappa.Epsalon International Fraternity,
That it is the clear Intent of,Congress that the provisions of Section 8040) of
Higher Education Act of 1D6 Continue to be in full force and effect and that Title
IX and the proposed regitlations as published on June 20, 1974, in the Federal
Register have no bearing on or meaning with-respect to Tau Kappa Epsilon ; and
be it further

ReNolved That the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare refrain from
implementing the proposed ,regulations to the detriment of the educational bene-
fits to be derived, from the ,partnership philosophy de loped carefully over the
years on many college and university campuses; and be iNfurther

Resolved That copies of this resolution be disseminated to all chapters of Tau
Kappa Epsilon, all Institutions which host chapters of Tau Kappa Epsilon, all
Alumni members of Tau Kappa Epsilon, Members of Congress, and all other
parties Interested In preserving the freedom of Institutions of Higher Education
to determine how they can provide the best educational experience for their
students.

T. J. Scamtrz,
Executive Director.

THE PROFESSIONAL INTERERATERNITY CONFERENCE.,
October 7,1974.

I fon..Taatzs G. 03Iaaa.
/foam of Representatives, 4
Wftaltinplon, D.C.

mean Siti: We shall appreciate your using your.good offices as a member of the
House Committee on Educatioil and Labor to obtain a revision in the proposed
regulation implementing Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 hi line
with our comment to the Office for Civil Rights, enclosed.

Since the deadline for public comment on this subject is,October 15, 1974, your
promrib action on this matter is of great importance to us.

Thank you very much.
Resfiectfully yours,

Eitivix SMALL, President.
Enclosure.

THE PROFESSIONAL. INTEREAATERNITY CONFERENCE.
October 7, 1974.

Mr. Pitytai E. Hor,Ntrs.
Director. ()lice for Civil Rights, Department of !Malik, Education. and Welfare,

117a3hington, D.C.
Pon Ma. Ilor.mEs ; On behalf of the member fraternities in the Professional

Iiiterfraternity Conference. rte submit this letter as a comment on the proposed
regulation implementing Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, pub-
lished in the Federal Register. Juin. 20. 1971.

Background Information: Established in 192S. the Professional Interfraternity
`Conference has as members twenty-qve national fraternities in eleven profes-
sional fields!. 'Obese fraternities have initiated over 950,000 members through more
than 1500 collegiate chapters.

The PIC recognizes the right of each fraternity to determine its own me mber-
ship requirements a right protected from federal eontrol by the Waggoinier
Amendment ( Section 804(b) of the Higher Education Aet of 190:5). Although
Cinme of our member fraternities admit members of both sexes. others do not. We
see the proposed regulation and summary statement, as going far beyond the pro-
iiSlons-of the law and representing indirect encroachment into the membership
practices Anil-internal opera t lim of pH% ately ramie(' organizations. Establishment
of such n precedent would pose a substantial threat to the future of these
organizations, '
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We note with interest that women's fraternities, w hick are appropriately in-
terested ht eunalit3 of opportinutj for women, also oppose this proposed regula-
tion.

Relationship to bistitations'of lityhcr EduLation: In regard to admissions, sin-
gle-sex private undergrIaluatte schools are exempted in the law, as ale also public
undergraduate sehoolS alai such traditional regulations. Therefore, it is logical
that fraternities with the same traditional regulations should be exempted. Such
exemption Should be spetalle in the regulation in order to avoid inconsistent inter-
preta toms. To study each case hall%idnaify would result in exprbitant expendi-
tures by the Office for Civil Rights. the institutions, and the oigauizations. De-
spite Section 804 b) of the Higher Owl let of 190:4 the summary statement
of the propos:ea regulation alone mentionsIliat Paragraph 80.31(b) (7) might ap-
ply to official institutional sanction of a professional or social organization." This
is contrary to 3 our written and spoken continents on the application of the pro-
posed regulation.

We know of 110 erase in which a fl'alerllit3 is financially supported by au institu-
tion. Nu fraternity operates as a monopoly preventing other fraternities admitting
the other or both sexes from equal access to the school's benefits.

Recommcnolcd Iictieloa of flu, Pruptise(1.1,"cgalation . We propose that the regu-
lation be revised to make Paragraph 86.31(b) (7) read: 'Aid or perpetuate dis-
Lrintination against any person by substantatily assisting any agency, organiza-
tion (except any fraternal organization, fraternity, sorority, private club or re-
ligious organization w bleb is financed front funds derive ed from private sources),
or an3 person that discriminates on the WAS of sex in providing any aid, bone
tit, or service to students or employees ; or".

Further we propose that the summary statement be revised by deleting from
the remarks relating to Paragraph 86.31(1,) (7), the words ''or to official insti-
tutional sanction of a professional or social organization."

Such revisions would clarify the rtgulittion in line w ith the Waggonner Amend-
ment which is already applicablil.

Respectfully submitted.
Dorm SMALL, President.

DELTA DELTA DELTA,
Indianapolis, lad., October G, 1971.

MAR R.EPRESENTATBE O'HARA.: I wish to urge you and your committee, the
House Special Subcommittee on Educattliat, to support exemption for. fraternities
anal sororities under guidelines proposed by HEW to implement Title IX of the

Educational Amendments of 1972. These guidelines as proposed at present do
not make an exemption for fraternities and Sororities. These guidelines are
unclear and would be subject to different interpretations by Regional offices of
HEW. Furthermore. these guidelines are contrary to Section 804(b) of the Higher
Edueation Act of 1905. 'I hope juu will do el erytbing you can to gain this
exemption. .

Sincerely,
DONNE ScitAraTEtt.

OKLAi1OA1,4 CITY, OKLA., October ©,1974.
HMI. JAMES G. O'HARA4
!loan' of enresentativea,
ll'axhington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN JAMES G. O'HARA: I am writing on behalf of Sigma NU
Fraterntty on a matter w hick affects a large number of our constituents who be-
long to this Fraternity and to other college social fraternities and sororities.

The proposed regulations published on June 20, 1974 for the Interpretation and
implementation of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 are an attempt
on behalf of the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare to do indirectly
w hat the Congress of the United States has clearly denied them the right to do
direetly.

Specifleally the regulations In Part Str attempt to regulate the Membership
practices which have esisted for approximatel3 two hundred years in the social
fraternity system in this nation.

fr
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This is in clear %Iolation of the Waggonner Amendment of 1965 to the Higher
Edueatbm Act. It is also in %Iolaition of Title V of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

ysk u hit h exempted the membership pm bees amid interim' operations of fraternal
organizations from the supervision or control of Federal agencies.

As the attached protest to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
indicates Sigma Nu Fraternity believes the proposed regulations could be an
unlawful Intrusion upon the legislative miner:, of the United States Congress
and upon the constitutionally guaranteed rights, of, the citizens of this nation.
We ask y our inter% eritIon on behalf of your constituents uho are members of
college social fraternities and sororities.

Sigma Nu Fraternity- um, organized in 1869. jt has 147 Chapters heated In
many of the famous unversities and colleges of the nation. They are scattered
from the East tc the West Coast, one in Canada, and they reach doun to the
Gulf of Mexico. Sigma Nn is one of the largest but not the largest fraternity In the
nation. Millions of people are involved.

Respectfully submitted for your consideration,
Damn R. NEWBY,

Past Regent (National President).

In summary, we believe that the proposals proposed on June 20 are unlawful
and unworkable. We believe they wilt cause considerable harm. We also believe
that they are a clear and undeniable attempt on the part of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to broaden beyond reson the intgit of the legisla-
tion and therefore constitute an infringement of the right of Congress to enact
the-laws which govern this nation. These regulations should be revised In con-

' fortuity with these and related objections.
Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM K. Astrorr, E.rett ivc Secretary.

INDIANAeows, IND., october 2,1974.
Representative JAMES G. O'IIARA, .

Chairman, House Special Subcommittee on Education.
'Washington, D.C.

DnAn Sri: It is with deep. concern that I call your attention to the proposed
plans made by the Department, of Health, Education. and Welfar'e to implement
Title IX of the Educathinal Amendments of 1972.

There are several portions of these plans with which Ldisagree, but I call your
attention specifically totSection $8.31. It implies infringement of an individual's
right of association as guaranteed by:the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution. If this regulation is adopted as proposed. it would mean the destruc-
tion of many fine women's organizations. traditionally associated with institu-
Hong of higher education. such as Mortar Board and Alpha Lambda Delta
(leadership honoraries) and Mu Phi Alpha and Phi Chi Theta (professional
honora rles).

I call your attention also to Section 86.02 ultich sets up a system %%hereby
recipients (schools) are guaranteed the right of counsel or appeal. There is no
similar guarantee of right of appeal for the Complainants firm example, a
woman's honorary society):

Section 405 B of the Higher Education Amendment of 19011 (The Waggonner
Amerkriment) specifically forbids any departic nt, agency, officer or employee of
the United States to exercise any direction or control over membership practices
or Internal operations of any fraternity organization, sor

al
nity. private chub or

by funds derived from privitte sources and u hose facilit are not ouned by
religious organization at l institution of higher educatlo financed exclusively

such institution. With tlee--filloption of the proposed, regulations to Title IX it
would appear that finv is attempting to accomplish indirectly 1 hat It is
strictly forbidde ,y Congress fo accomplish directly. . ,

It would war that HEW has overextended its authority and distorted the
intent ti' °tigress,

I ask. please. that your comatiticx,revieu these proposed-plans to implement
Title IX before they become law.

Sincerely,
DOROTIIY M. SKINNER, (Mrs. C. W.).
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Hon. JACK KEMP,
L. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
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ALPIKA TAU OMEGA 'FRATERNITY,
Champaign, Iii., October 7, .1074.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN KEMP. I Write to you today because of a very real concern
voiced by members of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, and indeed all fraternities
as well as sororities, growing out t proposals by the Office of Civil Rights,
toward implementkig Title IX of the Amendment Acts of 1972, with specific
reference to part SO, released on June 20 of this year.

To best summarize the issues, I have enclosed several pieces of correspondence
and articles reviewing our problem and of the particular eonfilet the HEW
regulation proposals have with Section 80-1(b)-of the Higher Education Act or
1905, which we understand is binding and specifically protects fraternities and
sororities.

"S0-1 (1) ). Nothing contained in this act or any other act shall be construed to
authorlie any department, agency, officer or employee of the United States to
exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the membership practices
or internal operations of any fraternal organization, fraternity, sorority, private
club or religious,organizatIon at an institution of higher education (other than
arserice academy or the Coast Guard Academy) which is financed exclusively
by funds derived from private sources and whose facilities are owned by sucli
institution."

It is our contention that Title IX was not designed to license HEW to assert
jurisdiction over all -fraternities and to otherwise infringe upon ttlh

-rights of Alpha Tau Omega and other fraternal organizations sq long
as membership was oped without regard to race, color, ereed or national origin.
Rather the original legislation seemed designed to discourage sex discrimination
in admissions, employment and equal opportunity lirprograms, in academic insti-
tutions support wholly or partly with Federal funds,

While Title IX does not refer directly to fraternities and sororities, it is

clear from several reports that HEW supports interpretation clearly in violation
of Section 80-itb) of the Higher Education Act. One suggestion, therefore, would
be to include in the final language of Title IX the same exemption protecting
fraternal organizations under prior acts, to readas follows :

"Nothing in these regulations or any others implementing Title IX shall be
construed as authorizing the Department of Health, Education., and Welfare,
its agencies or its officers, or any person, under the supervision or control to
inquire into or investigate any membership pracite'es- of internal operations of

any college or nniversity,lraternity or sorority.)'
As I understand. yon are a member of the House sub.committee studying the

proposal and a member of Alpha Tau Omega which will be directly affected by

the implications pad encroachments suggested by Title IX. I plead your inter-
vention and support to the rights we believe clearly protect Alpha Tan Omega
and all fraternities and sororities.

Sincerely, NORMAN E. RrrcinE,

Enclosures.
FRATERNITY AND BM BROTHER

Over the past ten years the fraternity /sorority system has moved through a
series of crises vhich may have profoundly affected its very existence. ThIS is
an attempt to explain and document the developing problems now confronting
the private social organizations to which many college students belong.

Beginning in 1963 the U.S. Conunission mn Civil Rights began a widesptead
inquiry. using a lengthy questionnaire. Into membership selection policies of
fraternities and sororities. As a result of the very obvious invasion of privacy
IntoMie internal affairs of private social organizations, fraternity leaders as
Nye!! as many Congressmen expressed grave concern which resulted in what has
become known as the Waggonner Amendment to the Higher Education Act of
1965, or in precise terms, Section 804(b), Public Law S9-323, 79 Stat. 121Q. No-

vember 23,196.1.
Through the intervening years gradual eneroachments have continued, u uallY

in the form of required statements denying discrirtilnatIon on the basis o race,
color, creed, or national originsuggested by a team from HEWas See in a
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letter from E. Garth Jenkins, Assistant Dean fur Fraternities, Auburn Uni-
versity, Nov. 27, 11)73. Recently, however, as a result of Title IXProhibition of
Sex Discrimination, a part of the Education Amendments of 1972, Public Law
92-31S, 92nd Congress, S. 659, June 23, 1972, educators and administrators,
after a visit by Department of Health, Education, and Welfare or the Of of
Civil Rights Officials, have requestedsome have demanded fraternities and
sororities deny discrhnination on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin
or sex, which is clearly documented in a memo from Gary M. Penfield, Dean of
Students Groups and University Programs fur the University of Cincinnati, Feb-
ruary 21, 1073. No great concern was noted axial two news items appeared in
recent months (THE WASHINGTON POST, 4-18-74, "Delta Sioua Pi Seeks
Reversal of HEW Ruling" and THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS. 4- 20 -7.1, "Big
Brother Invades SIC This Fall "), as very real threats to the system. These two
aetlons, initiated by HEW, reveal 11,.prograni of DIRECT and vannEcT in-
volvement into the internal affairs of fraternal organizations expressly pro-hibited by Congress

Nothing in this Act or any other Act shall be construed to authorize any
department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States to exercise
any direction, supervision, ur control over membership practices or internal
operations of any fraternal organization, fraternity, sorority, private club
or religious organization at an institution of higher education) other than
a service academy or the Coast Guard -ta(ten* ) which is financed exclusive-
ly (minds derived from private sources and whose fadilities are not oune(1
by such institution.

HEW, explaining the proposed regulations implementing Title IX, published
In the Federal Register, June 20, 1074. claims that air institution -ta recipient
school) may not assist or support a discriminatory organization, and in deter-.
mining whether or nut there is assistance they will look at the substantiality of
support, financial support or quantum support, plus the relationship of the orga-
nization to the educational mission of the institution. In short, HEW officials
have declared that ally organization which.is dist riminatory and which is as-
sisted by the institution would be forbidden by the proposed regulationfrater-
nities and sororities, may not discriminate 1,3 sex in membershipAelection.

By requiring recipient schools to produce "Pusitie Action Reports," IIEW is
subtly and indirectly trying to encompass student groups into an imagined "close
relationship" to the educational mission of the institution. The su-cailed "ser

,ices" support" or "assistance" is in fact available to all students as Individuals
or in shad! groups (Supra, Univ. of Cincinnati).

Fraternities and sororities receive no Federal funding and pay rental fees as
any other students do for dormitory or similar facilities. In most cases these
organizations are domiciled- in private housing, on private hind, derived from
private funding. Whatever services, are rendered by an institution for nssocm-
tional activities are regulatory and liaison as to the fraternity/surority system,
so payment for sudi functions can in nu sense be characterized as Dimling of
fraternities and sororities.

HEW, according to Mr. Holmes, claims, "The operative tangling( in.Section
SO1(b) is "... financed exclusively by funds' derived from private sources and
whose facilities are not owned by such institution." IIEW ignores the Intent of
Congress as expressed in the following:

EXTRACTCONGRESSIONAL RECORD PAGR 26711OCTORFX 20, 1905
89TIE CONGRESS'FIRST SESSION

* * t *
Mr. WAGGON:4M.

a.
The language in the conference report has been

modified somewhat a. compared to House language, inasmuch as the Senate
adopted a hlttle bit different version from that which the House adopted. In
an effort to make legislative history and to clarify the subject in my own
thinking, I should like to ask a couple of questions.

It is my understanding that the amended language of the conference report
of section 804(1), privately owned facilities on long-term leased land would
be exempt frOm any Federal supervision. Als9 it is the intention of this lan-
guage to prevent the subsidy of these organizations with public funds, Am I
correct?

Mr. Powutt. Tire gentleman Is absolutely correct.

G70
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Mr. WAGGVNNER. Then, to further prohibit the subsidy of these organiza-
tions, with public funds, a fair service and/or rental charge must he charged -

any organization which might use public facilities. Am I correct?
Mr. Powm.. Absolutely correct.
Mr. WAGGONNR. I thank the gentleman for yielding and for his clarification.

* 4, ", ,*

HEW is seeking a list of Delta Sigma Pi Fraternity chapters so that the
schools, where these chapters are located will be notified that the institution
must demand an end to discrimination by sex in membership selection by the
fraternity, or the schools will be faced with a cutoff of Federal fUnding for
their educational programs.

HEW has interpreted the Education Amendments of 1927 to include frater-
nities as an activity contemplated within the statute. HEW is actually conduct-
ing a hearing into membership practices of a fraternity. The response to the
Delta Sigma PI court action, by the United States Attorney in Chicago, clearly
show,S an intent to pursue this matter of inquiry into membership selection, ad-
ministratively within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Like-
wiSe, the same motive can be-clearly seen in the announced plan to monitor rush
and membership selection at Sdukhern Methodist University.

No responiible women's sorority is in favor of accepting male members
the same holds with men's fraternities, they do not wish to have to select fe-
male.inembers.

HEW, by requiring recipient, schools to demand revision of membership selec-
tion by fraternities and sororities, is attempting to do indirectly that which it
cannot do directly. HEW is deliberately determined to ignor the prollibition
against such actions.as are defined in the Waggonner Amendment.

The Waggonner Amendment, Section 80109, is still in full force and effect;
Congress never intended the Education Amendments of 1972 to be interpreted
so as to repeal SO4 (b)--if it had, it would have repealed it as it did several
laws--thus, HEW is wrongfully interpreting the Education Amendments of 1972.J "

ROCHESTER COMMUNITY SCTIOCiLS,. 4 r'"
Rochester, Mich., October-14,;4174:

DEAR LEGISLATOR: The followingconeerns of the Rochester Board of Edneation
regarding the proposed anti-sex discrimination regUlations proposed by the Dt;
partment of Health, Education and Welfare are being-sent,to you for your infor-
mation. Whatever steps you can take in impiemen'Qng the suggestions prfor to the
regulations being adopted, would be greatly appreelated:

Sincerely,
3.eux IL PETiiRSON;

Score:arm-Board 0,124 cation.
Enclosure.

ROCITESTER COMMV$ITY SCLIOOLS, ROCriESTER, MICn., QC'r_ORL`it"7, 1,971

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RILES GOIT.RNING EDLCATION iRoORAMS AND. {IXTIVITIES
ne.cEtvzso OR RENVEITTINO FROM FEDERAL 11,1.:1:144.1AL ASSISTANM.

Section 86.31 (e).- "ProgramS not operated by it cip,fent: (.1) This paragraph
applies to any recipient 11 hIch requires partkipation J,c any rippitennt, ptudent.
or employee in any education programor actillty not oPerated Wholly by such
recipient, or which facilitates. permits, or consider* meti participation as
part of or equivalent to an education program or activity operated by such
recipient, Including participation in educational consortia and cooperative em-
ployment and student-teachhig.assignments."-
, Our InterpretatIon.ottifts-Oction is of concern to us in the area-of cooperative

pmlfioyinent. It ,op_iniety that a school with a workstudy or cooperative
education program will be out of compliance if the cooperating agency nr
company diserlminates-hy sex. It is our opinion that many students now benefit
from our cooperative arrangements with employers in our area. It is concell able
that some of these extremely Worthwhile programs would hal e to be termi-
nated under this proposed regulation. We feel that this would net be in the
best interest of our students.
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Neetion 86.33.Separate toilet, locker room and shower facilities on the
basis of sex may be pro Wed, but such facilities as are provided must be
compirrable in quail t3yand norther for men and women."

Compliance uith this section V. onld require considerable expenditures of
money winch our district cannot afford. If this section is to be included in the
regulations. it/is our feeling that it should be applied only to the construction
of future school buildings. If the rule is to be maintained as u ritten, funding
should be,stipplied to districts in order that they may comply. ,

Secips Stit.34((dir--"cmers access to 'course offerings and other aspects of
a recipient's educational program or activity. No course offerings may be
conducted separately on the basis of sex holudink health, physical education.
industrial arts, business. %ovations!, technical. homeeeonomics. musk, and
adult education, and no student may he required to participate or be refused
pa rt kips don in any course offering on the basis of sex."

t is our feeling that thiN proposed, rule can b me interpreted to mean that no
. course may be conducted in our district unless it contains members of both

the male and female sexes. If. after making an effort to interest male studenis.
for instance, in at course In ad% sliced tailoring, ue were unable to cont.:ince them
to participate. 1%0 would not wish to flare to cancel such a course. If our
interpretation is correct. ue strongly.ohject to including this section, as presently
worded. in these regulations.

N«.1ton S6.37 lb 1."Prepaney and related conditions. (1) A recipient shall
not diserimimite against .11* student, or exclude any student from Its education
program or -acti% ity. Including any class or extra- curricular aeti% ity. on the
basis of such student's pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy. miscarriage, or
abortion, or reemer3 therefrom, unless. (I,) The student requests voluntarily'
to participate in at different such program or activity: or (ii) The student's
physician certifies to the recipient that strch different participation is neces-
sary for her her physical. mental. or emotional well being." .

The objection we line %%Id; this section relates to our liability for injury
or fitness to a student during pregnancy or related conditions. Therefore. we
feel that the nile should lie reused so that the student and her 03 Avian take
the responsibility for her u elfare. not the school district. It is our belief that
the student and her physician should certify to the recipient that participation
in education programs or ai t i% ides. Including physical education, is not in-'
furious to the student's physical, .mental. or emotional well being.

Nertion ML.I.ster.Where athletic opportunities for students of one sex have
pre% Musty_ been limited a recipient must make affirmative efforts to inform
students of that sex of the availability of equal op ortonities for them, and to
pros ide support and training to eliable them to parthipate in those oppor-

t unities." .
Our, concern with this se( don is two-fold. First. we are again. faced with

hoick higher program expenditures in order to pros ide the "support and train-
ing" Indicated. We could like to hale the extent of such "support and training"
definpd. Secondly. since the need to dui anent "affirmative efforts" is indicated
else here in the [imposed rules, ue %%mild like specific information as to how
such Ilocumenta(ion is to be provided.

Se giro& SiL41;th )."Frinee benefits Prohibitions. A recipient shall not: (1)
disc Intimate on the basis of sex with regard to making fringe benefits ava table
to e .iployees . . ," .

If this section can be interpreted to mean the provision of paterm leave.
we are concerned uith It isissible. effect on contract agreements wit eachers.
We %%mild like this section clarified and altered if, indeed, our ineerpretation
is correct.. ..--"-

Approved at Special Board of Education meeting held October 7, 1974 of the
Rochester Community Schools Board of Education.

END


